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THIRD SESSIONl FOURTH PARLIAMENT.

V*lune Xi. 2nd Volume of the Session.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
WEDNEsDAY, 2nd February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PÂT-ERs.

SALE OF RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK, in introducing a Bill (No. 43) res-
pecting the sale of railway passenger tickets, said: The object
of the Bill was to prevent the unauthorized sale of railway
passenger tickets. This practice, which is known as that
of ticket scalping, has been developed within the last few
years, and is assuming every year greater proportions. I
am aware it is a matter requiring very careful consideration
before this House should pass a law prohibiting the carrying
on of every kind of business; but I shall be able to show the
louse that this business has a very injurious effect. Can-
adian railways, especially the trunk lines, have to compete
with railways in the United States, and it is the practice
across the Unes to sell through railway tickets at a lower
rate than the local tariff rate in Canada; the reason alleged
for this'action being, that if they do not do so, they would not
obtain any of the through passenger traffic. Those tickets
are brought into Canada and sold. In the contract entered
into by the railway company with the passenger to carry
him, say from Chicago to Boston and return at a certain
rate, it is distinctly stated that one of the conditions is that
the ticket is not transferable. As soon as the passengers
arrive in Canada they find offices open in some of the large
cities where it is announced that railway tickets are
bouglit and sold. Tickets are sold to those
unauthorized agents, and a fraud is thus perpetrated on the
railway compaies. Not only has the practice a tendency
to allow the use of partly used tickets, but it is a direct
ineentive to railway einployees to commit a breach of trust,-
either by allowing tickets to pass without being punched,
or by obtaining passes which have been used and selling
them over and over again ut greatly reduced rates to those
unauthorized agents. Not only that, but such offices are
places where stolen goods are received. When railway
passenger tickets have been stolen from the company's
oflloe thoy have i nmany cases been taken to those
iunanthbrie, agents. There Is no way of tracing the
tickets sold by "such agents, and of ascertaining whether
they have been s'olen from the company's offices.
It is proposed by the Bill to prevent the
practice of ticket scalping by stating that persons
selling tickets in the various cities must be authorized
by the railway companies, and that unles they are
ao authorized'they shall not sell the tickets to pass over the
lines, and a contravention of-this Act shall be a misde-
meanor, and the offender shall be liable to fine or imprison-
ment or both. There was a proposal in the Bill by which
a railway Company could purchase tickets belonging to
another Company, so that the companies may be able to
give through rates.

Bil read the f rt time. -
M 4

ST. JOHN HARBOR.
Mr. DOMVILLE enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to introduce a Bill, this Session of Parlia-
ment, to place the barbor of St. John, N.B., under a Com-
mission ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's) said that some correspondence
had taken place on the subject; but hitherto, parties in
St. John had not been able to agree among themselves. If
they arrived at an agreement and submitted the matter
to the Government, their proposal would be taken into con-
sideration.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, What is the present estimaied
cost of the first 100 miles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
west of Selkirk, now under construction, and to ho taken
over by the Syndicate ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER said the total estimated cost of
the first 100 miles of the Canadian Pacific Railway, west of
Selkirk, was $1,350,000, equal to $113,500 per mile; and lie
would lay on the Table a detailed statement showing how
that estimato had been arrived at.

PERSONAL EX PLANATION.

Mr. PLUMB. Mr. Speaker, I wish to occupy the timo
of the louse one moment, as a matter of favor, for a per-
sonal explanation. I was unexpectedly called to my. feet
yesterday to reply to the -hon. member for North
Norfolk. I had no idea of addresing the louse
at the time, and perhaps, utnder the excitement of
the moment, I said more than I would have said under
other circumstances. It has always been my desire-and I
think the House willagree thate have shown that desire-
te observe, e far as possible, tho preprieties of this lieuse,
and not in any way to infringe, not only the Rules, but the
courtesies of debate; and I think it is due to the House that
1 should say that, on this occasion, I did make use of an
expression which, upon more mature reflection, I would not
have uwed.. I make this explanation without consultation,
without suggestion, and certainly not because I was
vaguely called to account for it by an bon. member who,
I must say, did it in a very courteous manner last night;
but I do it because 1 think every gentleman who
occupies the time of this House owes it to himself,
to the House, and to the country, if at any
unguarded moment he descends below the point at which
fair argument and fair debate should stop, that he should

pomptly endeavor to put himself right. No man in the
louse, perhaps, bas had more occasion than I, from those

who have been my opponents in the House and from 1e
Opposition publie press, to fed somewhat bitterly in respeet
to personal attaeks which have been made upon me. Bat,
Sir,

"I carry anger aî the flint bearso fr.,
Whch, much erifore.d, yields a hastys park,
And straight is cool again."

and if I am bitter or severe, the feeling passes away with
the occasion. I wish to say that I adano intention of
'making a personal attack when I uÙguardedly said that
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certain acta reminded me ofthe course of pot-housepoliticians
I did not apply, I could not apply, the phrase to hon.
gentlemen opposite. I did not intend it to be personal. I
am sorry I made use of any such language, and I trust the
Honse will receive my apology with the frankness with
which I give it; and 1 have only. to say thatl trust others
who may, in the oat of the moment, he guilty of unguarded
expressions will remember that it is due to this House that
we should all endeavor to keep up the dignity of debate.

THE DUTY ON MALT.
Mr. ORTON moved for all papers and correspondence

in reference to the removal of excise duty from malt,
and the collecting of Revenue from malt liquors,
as in Great Britain and the United States. He said :
Mr. Speaker, the question of removing the duty from
malt and placîng it on malt liquors, has been casually
referred te on many former occasions in this louse, chiefly
from a brewer's point of view. The matter is now assaming
a difficuit shape, and is interesting the agriculturists of the
country. Our farmers are now competing actively with
the farmers of other countries, and Britain herself, ih
supplying the English and European demand for meat stuffs,
and what will place them in a more favorable position to
compote successfuilly, is of importance to thé whole country.
After a long and arduous stru'ggle in England, between the
farmers and the brewers and maltsters, the duty has been
removed from malt and placed upon malt liquors, and this
has been done in the interest of the British farmer, because
it is found that malt is a most valuable article of food, and
can be used with great advantage in fattening animals.
Malt is, in fact, partially digested barley, and one busbel of
malt will go as far as one and ahalf bushels of chopped
barley, but while an excise duty is collected on malt it can-

.not bu used as a common article of fodder for cattle. A
great deal of barley, unfit for brewing purposes, could be
used after being malted to very great advantage in cattle
feeding. In the United States the duty is collected by
stamps on the barrels or other packages of malt liquor, and
is found to be a very convenient mode of collecting the
duty, mach more agreeable to the brewing interests, and
also with benefit to the revenue. At the same time the
farmers are at liberty to use malt for feeding purposes,
which is a groat boon to cattle breeders and cattle feeders,
and gives them an advantage over our farmers in supplying
the old country market with beef. I will.read a letter from
F. M . Stone, Esq., of Guelph, one of the most celebrated
cattle breeders in Ontario, in reference to the subject:

" GUELP, 31st December, 1880.
"Dr. O. T. Orton, M.P. :

" MY DEÂR S,-In reply to your esteemed favor of22nd respecting my
opinion in reference to malt as food for cattie and other stock, beg to say
that there cannot be- auy-doubt but that malt, or even sprouted barley, is
excellent for stock, but the high duty upon malt prevents it from being
used as food for stock to advantage, and as the raising and feeding of
cattle and sheep for the English market is yearly increasing, and likely
to increase, so as o become one of our principal exports, our farmers
should be afforded evéry opportunity to compete with our neighbors in
the United States for the cattle trade with Great Britain. They certainly
have advantages in pasture and cheap corn, and every inducement ahould
be given to our farmers that would enable them to raise and feed stock for
exportation. If the duty was taken off malt, no doubt many 'would use
malt and sprouted barley more or less for feed for stock. If our country
is-to prosper, our farmers must raise and feed stock, to keep their farms
in condition by consuming most of the coarse grain raised. If farmers do
not feed their land it will very soon not feed them. The farmers in Eng-
land, for many long years, petitioned for the repeal of the malt tax (and
at last succeeded ), on the grounds that it prevented them from using
malt for:feeding stock, to their great disadvantage, as much barley not fit
for malt, or that the maltsterswould not buy on account of the high duty,
could be profitably made into malt or sprouted for feeding stoc. The
strongest argument you can use is to point to what England bas doue
respecting duty on malt, where such an immense quantity was made and
enormous revenue derived therefrom. To take the duty off malt and put
it on beer and malt liquors, could not injure the revenue, and would give
the farmers the benefit of using malt to feed ther stock.

"Wishing yon a happy New Year,
'I am, my dear Sir, yours truly,

"FREDERICK WM. STONE.
Mr. PL UMU,

2,
Also from David Foote, Esq., a large fariner and cattle
feeder of Elora, in my county:

«IELORA, 27th December, 1880.
"DEAn DocToR,-I got your letter. I see by the newspapers that the

farming community in Great. Britain are very much pleased that-the
duty has been taken off malt for feeding purposes. What is good for
them, in this respect, cannot be bad for us. .M own idea is, that the
removal of this duty here would be a very great oon conferred on the
farmers of Canada, particularly those in the cattle-feeding districts.

It is a well known fact, that nearly all vegetable substances, whea
subjected to certain modes of preparation increase in nutritions qualities;
for instance, crushed grain is more nourishing than when left whole;
bread, still moe so than flour; there is as much difference between
crushed barley and ma1i, as between unleavened bread and a well baled
baker s loaf; 'bard tack' is hard to take, but a well baked loaf of bread
is always palatable. From the change which barley undergoes in
malting one bushel of malt is equal to at least one and a-half of chopped
barley, for feeding purposes. In the section of country where I was born
and bred, it was no uncommon thing for farmers to buy malt for their
horses and cattle, paying a duty I think, of about half-a-crown per bushel.

" Another argument in favor of your motion, is, that owing to the
repeated failure of spring wheat, the attention of the farmers will be
turned more to stock-raising for exportation, and a greater breadth of
barley will be sown, which should be utilized to the best advantage.

" The prospects for those feeding cattle for the British market look
bright. The company of which John Black, John Scott and Goodfellow
are members, have already purchased nearly 3,000 head for April and
May delivery; 600 of which are in the counties of Wellington and
Waterloo. The prices to be paid will average $5.75 per 100lbo., or an
aggregate of about a quarter million dollars, not bad for the beginning
of the season.

" Hoping you wil! get such a measure passed as will enable us to get all
the malt we want for feeding purposes,

'"Iam
" ours truly,

"DAvm FooTE."

I hope the Government will give the matter their early
and serious consideration, as I can assure them that -it is
yearly becoming of greater importance to the agricultural
interests of Carada, and the change will also be welcomed
by the large brewing interests of this country.

Mr. MERNER. I can thoroughly endorse the views
expressed by Dr. Orton on. this matter. It will -be of great
açlvantage to brewers, as though they will still have to pay
duty, if it is placed on malt liquors by means of stamps, as
is the case in the United States, it will save them a great
deal of inconvenience and annoyance that they are now
unnecessarily subjected to by excise officers. I have no
doubt also that it will be of use to the farmers. I would
like to see the Government attend to this subject as soon as
possible. The revenue will be collected cheaper in this way
than by the presentmode.

Motion withdrawn.

ADJOURNMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Irise to.propose a motion,
which will be seconded by my hon. friend the leader of the
Opposition, and will, I believe, meet with universal assent.
Some of our friends have suffered very much in the Bouse of
late from their sedentary occupation and want of exercise,
and we think, therefore, in order to restore them 4e their
usual state of health, they should have an opportunity, this
evening, of stretching their legs, by taking a walk in the
cool, bracing air. I therefore moveÏ hat w'hen the House
rises at six o'clock, it stands adjourned till three o'elock
to-morrow afternoon.

Motion agreed te.

NEW PENITENTIARY AT 'DORCHESTER.

Mr. WELDON moved for a return of all machinery and
other articles removed fron< the St. John Penitentiary to
the ncw penitentiary at Dorchester, and the estimated
value>; also of all machinery and articles heretofore in use
in the St. John Penitentiary sold by auction or otherwise
disposed of, and the proceeds of such sales.

Mr. ANGLIN said it was very much to be hoped that
when the returns came down they would remove iny of

816
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the rumors in reference to the manner in which the machi-
nery and other materials were disposed of on this occasion,
and prove them to be unfounded. A good deai of feeling
existed in New Brunswick in regard to the dismantling of
the St. John establishment. It was felt that if the Province
of New Brunswick must provide for criminals sentenced to
less than two years imprisoument, the Dominion should
have handed over that institution to the Provincial Govern-
ment for the purpose, and also the machinery and other
fittings that it was not worth while to remove or sell. As
the story goes the whole institution was thoroughly dis-
mantled, and machihery was taken down which, if allowed to
stand, would have proved useful to the Provincial Govern-
ment for many years, and which was only sold for old iron
because it was not fit to be taken to the Dorchester Institu-
tion. It was to be hoped the return would show those
stanements had little foundation in fact.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton) said ho had heard for the first
time that any dissatisfaction existed in New Brunswick on
this subject. He had no information of that character
from the officers whose duty it was to superintend the
removal of the penitentiary from St. Yohn to Dorchester,
nor had ho heard of any dissatisfaction in the matter, nor
cause for it. They had been prepared to do at St. John as
was done at Halifax, to remove whatever materials and
fittings were useful from the old institution to the new one.
Government would make enquiry as to the facts in this
case, with a view to laying them all before the House,
with any explanations the officers involved might have to
make.

Motion agreed to.

ST. JOHN PENITENTIARY.

Mr. WELDON moved for copies of all correspondence
between the Government and the Government of the
Province of New Brunswick,- in respect to the St. John
Penitentiary, since the first day of January, A.D., 1879, and
also the special case agreed unon between the said Govern-
ments in respect of such penitentiary and imprisonment
therein. He said in 1879 he had called the attention of the
House on a motion ho thon made for papeýrs connected with
the St. John Penitentiary, and he now would briefly
recapitulate the facts. The St. John Penitentiary was
originally built by the city and county of St. John
for a House of Correction, and in 1841, by arrangement the
Province took the property as a periitentiary, and it was
contended that by the arrangement the city and county of
St. John had the right given to them to send their short
term prisoner, rogues, vagabonds, etc. This privilege was
continued down to the Union of the Provinces, and the
prohibition in the Criminal Law of confining prisoners
sentenced to less than two years imprisonment was sus-
pended as regards this penitentiary. Now that the peni-
tentiary was removed to Dorchester ther question had come
up. A special case had been submitted to the Supreme
Court between the Dominion and Pi-ovincial Governments,
upon questions as to the power of the Dominion Government,
to legislate on this subject, a question upon which there
could be but little doubt. What ho contended was, that it
was not a legal question but a moral obligation, to carry out
the arrangement made in good faith botween the city and
county of St. John and the Province, and if upon investiga-
tion it was ascertained that such an arrangement was
entered into, thon that the Dominion Government in good
faith should earry it out. The city and county of St. John
were not allowed to appear by counsel on the argument of
the epecial case. Another more serious question has also
arison upon the argument. The counsel for the Province
sought an opinion upon the following question: Upon
whom, the Dominion or Provincial Governments, doos the
responsibiüity rest to provide for the minteàange of

prisoners sentenced to less than two years imprisoument
with hard labor for offences against the law of Canada? This
question the Dominion Government objected to being
discussed, and the Court gave no opinion on the subject. We
hoped the Government would consent to submit this question
for the opinion of the Court and have this vexed question
settled. By the Acts of Union the criminal law and the
establishment and -management of penitentiaries were given
to this Parliamont, while the establishment of public and
roformatory prisons were given to the Local Parliaments. As
the Province of New Brunswick stood, there was no place
in which these prisoners could be confined except the
common jails of the counties, and it was doubtful if an
offender could be sentenced to hard labor in a common jail.
At any rate it was a legal question whicb ho hoped would
be finally settled, as well as the other claims of the Province,
which they sought not as suppliants but as rights to which
they were entitled, and which questions seemed to be
kept open for no other purpose than to enable mem-
bers of the Local Government to take two or throo
trips a year to Ottawa at the expense of the Pro-
vince.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) said there was ne objection
whatever ti bringing down the papers asked for by the bon.
gentleman, and he would be glad of the opportunity of
letting Parliament know by the production of those papers
the exceptional position in which St. John stood with
reference to the penitentiary in that city before and
since Confederation, and down to the time of the removal
of the institution to Dirchester. He would not now
enter fully into the question, but simply say that the
St. John Penitentiary was not in reality a poniteatiary
in ary sonse of the word. - It was but a common
gaol in which prisoners of all kinds - vagranta
and drunkards as well as those convicted of the higher
crimes-were imprisoned. In that respect its position was
exceptional, for in the other Provinces, for crimes for which
imprisonment under two years was imposed, the Provinces
provided the prison accommodation. About the time when
the question for removing the prison from St. John to
Dorcheste' was being considered, the relation of the
Province of New Brunswick, and the duties of the Domin-
ion towards the Province and the city and county of St.
John, came under discussion, and, after a voluminous cor-
respondence, a case had been carefully prepared on the part
of the Dominion and Provincial authorities and argued by
able counsel in the Supi-eme Court of Canada. On that case so
stated judgment had been given, and the hon. gentleman
frankly stated that with the determination of the Court ho
could find no f:ult. The learned counsel for New Bruns-
wick-the present Judge King of that Province-had

.proposed to raise the question stated by the hon. gentleman
as to the right of the Dominion Legislature to define the
periods of imprisonment for which the penitentiaries and
the common goals should be respectively available. In other
words, to determine whether in all cases of crime-those for
which even the smallest puiishment was given under the
law-it was compulsory on the part of the Dominion
to - provide accommodation in the penitentiaries. I
docined to submit to the Supreme Court what should be
the poliey of this Parliament. From Confederation down
to the present time, with the exception of New Brunswick
itself, I believe the policy of Parliament bas been-and
I never heard it disputed until then -te define when the
respective counties in the Dominion sbould incur the
expense and responsibility of providing for crime com-
mitted within their bounds. The, decision of Parliament
was that the punishment for all offences for which the Court
awarded less than two years should b. by confinement in
the common jails of the country. In Ontario provisioni s made
to relieve the counties by providing for confinement in the
Çntral Prison, but in Nova Scotia and the other Provinces

188L 817
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the receptacle is the common jail of the respective counties.
New Brunswick, consequently, will have to adopt the same
course. I understand that before the penitentiary in St.
John was closed, all the prisoners convicted throughout
New Brunswick were sent there, no matter what the crime
was or how trifing the punishment imposed. I declined to
submit to the Supreme Court the question, because Ithought
it was one which Parliament should deal with and not tne
Supreme Court.

Motion agreed to.

TENTH BATTALION OF MILITIA.

Mr. STRANGE, in moving for copies of all reports,
papers, correspondence, telegrams, and Militia orders,
relating to the 10th Battalion, Active Militia of Canada,
from the 1st day of January, 1875, to the ]st day of Jan-
uary, 1881, said that three or four years ago a number of
the officers of the regiment had some little disagreement
armong themselves which injured the efficiency of the
regiment very much. Without going into the cause of the
difficulty he wished for the paper in ordor that the public
and those interested mn military matters might understand
exactly how the case stood. He wished, however, to draw
the attention of the House to what he considered to be a
great hardship that had been inflicted upon several
officers wbo were not participants in any way
mii the quarrels of the regiment. The condition
of the regiment arrived at sueh a piteh that, the
Government, a few months ago,, found it necessary to
deprive call the gentlemen holding commissions in that
regiment of their commissions. Although ho believed it
was in the interest of the regiment that those who were in
the quarrel should lose their commissions, still he felt a
great injustice had been done to many of the junior officers
of the regiment. The case had been presented to him by
some of those officers, one a volunteer of twelve years stand-

'ing in England, who had been eleven years in the Canadian
militia, and had the honor of being elected as a member of
the Wimbledon team for three successive years. This
gentleman stated that without any cause ho had been
virtually deprived of-his commission, and he felt that he
was in disgrace in consequence. His sons were growing
up. One of them was imbued with a military spirit and
wished to join the militia of Canada, but he felt if bis father
was tD be cashiered for the offences of his superior officers,
he should think twice before joining the force. He (Mr.
Strange) trusted the papers would be brought down, so
that the whole of the militia force might understand
exactly Low the matter stood.

Motion agrced to.

DOMINION LANDS.

Mr. MILLS, in moving for a return showing the amount
appropriated each year on account of Dominion Lands,
showing the sum expended i surveys, the amount expended
in management, the area surveyed, and the area surveyed
which is still unoccupied, said ho did not know how far the
information asked for in this motion had been embraced in
other motions made thia Session. He thought the information'
would be useful-to the House, and perhaps to the riIght hon.
gentleman himself, when brought under his notice in a
tabulated form. Some years ago the practice was to make
extensive surveys of public lande far beyond what the
progress of settlement required. But those lands had been
obliterated, and it was now almost impossible to tell the
exact limits of the various sections and quarter-sections.' HIe
desired to know whether this policy had been revived since
the rigit hon. gentleman had come back to power.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said this information had
already been pro.luced, but if his hon. friend required to see

Mr. MCDONÂLD (Picton).

it separately he could be accommodatéd. lu 1 t2 &4
surveys were in advance of the progress of settiement, bt
for the last two or three years the opposite was the ende.
Population was going far beyond the surveys, and onMilie
able expenditure would be required for surveys in tbolie
portions of the country.

Mr. MILLS suggested that the return should ho accm-
panied by a map, indicating where the country had ten,Î
surveyed and whore settlement had taken place.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT nnderstood thamostof
the bounda-y marks in.the North-West were of wWd, and
were froquently destroyed by prairie fires. If the expense
would not be too great, he thought some of the principal
marks, at least, ought to be composed of some more enduring
material, such as stone or iron.

Motion agrced to.

NORTH-WEST TIMBER .LIMITS.

Mr. MERNER, in moving for a return of the several
timbor limfts granted to parties in the North-West Terri-
tories, the names of those to whom they were grante, the
locality of the said lirnits and the numbor of acres specified,
said that the granting of timber limits by the Govern-
ment was a cause of great hardship to the settlers, e lo
were not permitted to cut a stick of timber thoreon for the
purpose of building a house. The same difficulty prevailed
in Ontario, and caused hundreds of people to leave Canada
and go to the United States. la the United States no timber
limits were.gianted, and he thought the Governmentshiód
abolish them here, especially as timbor was very scarce in
the North-West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD stated that of lat yers,
especially since 1878, timber limits had been granted onAly
to parties who undertook to -erect saw mills, in order to
supply settlers with lumber for building purposes. lt was
attempted, of course, as much as possible, to confine these
limits to portions of the country not adopted or not sought
after for settlement, and they wero now only grtnted atîu-
ally, so that if at any time the section lwbere they existed
was sought after for settlement, the department could stpp
the cutting of timber.

Motion agreed to,

EXPLORATIONS OF TIRE RIVER YAMASEA.

Mr. MASSUE, in moving for a copy of the Engineer who
made, in 1880, an exploration of the River-Yamaska from
its mouth to Belle Pointe, in the counties of Bagot and St.
Hyacinthe, said: I desire to draw the attention of the 4Gov-
ernment to the necessity of rendering navigable that part
of the River Yamaska extending from its mouth to, -t.
Hugues, in the county of Bagot, a distanee ofeome twentyoe
miles. Steamboats can run in spring and autumn amf1r as
St. Aimé, but it is impossible for them to continue rt1nning
during the summer season, because heretofore that part'of
the river has net received from preceding Adminisir*tlans
the attention it deserved. In insisting upon this improve-
ment, I am only fulfilling a. duty from which profit <1iH
accrue to the Province of Quebec, an>d naturaity to 1-te
whole Dominion. If, as I trust, we succeed in thie nd4er-
taking; if the present Govern ment, who so well-underst*nd
the advantages of ilmprovenients, as the basis of te.fwtsre
prosperity of the country. look favorably -on-tis queston,
which has bleen.under considerafion sine 18M9, I say itith
conviction, will render justice to apopulation of abot13oe0O
souls living on the banks of this river which ramshrughx the
counties of Rouville, St. Hlyacinthe, Bagt, iclieand
Yamaska. Last year the hon. member for RueavtlMr.
Gigault) sbowed us the advantages thatthe constie t
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iaintioned would derive from this improvement, from an
igriculturali an induatrial and a commércial point of view

Tite hon. member for Yamaka (Mr. Vanasse) showed us
lheasqurces of that part of the country, by reterring to the
alzia reports of the census, and persuaded us that the
considerable-trade carried on there, taking into account the
fertility of the soil and the industrial spirit of the popula-
tion, would be a hundred times greater without those
obstacles to navigation. I could not, Sir, allow the occasion
to pass without peinting out more precisely, if it were
posib1e, what are the industries and trade of some of the
*oe parishes of the county I have the honor of reprosenting,
in oeder that you may judge -of the profits that the country
would derive fromemoneys spent on the improvement of that
river, without loiing sight of the fact that the area of the
different counties watered by the River Yamaska comprises
1,170,198 square acres, of which more than half is in a
state of culture. I will limit myself, in order not to take up
the time of the House, to the agricultural products of
two parishes only in the county of Richelieu, which
are in the surveyed section. The parishes of St. Aimé and

'St. Martel are situated, the one on the north, the other on
the south bank of this river, and they covèr an area of seven
miles by four miles and a-half. The valuation of the real
estate is 4700,000. The wood and hemlock-bark which
goS through there, for the most part in transit, cannot
Lo estimated at less than 8,000 or 10,000 cords. The
product of the land, and products from other sources,
which were above the average, were as follows: 17,200
bushels of' wheat, 3,000 bushels of barley, 8,000 bushels of
peus, 50,000 bushels of oats, 18,000 bushels of bickwheat,
1,60U busbels of beans, 8,000 bushels of Indian corn, i8,000
bushels of p-tatoes; 3,000 bushels of beets, 2,500 bushels of
carrots, 3,000 bushels of turnips, 1,000 bushels of onions,
300,000 bundles of* hay, 450,#40 bundles of straw, 50,009
pounds of cheese, 20,000 pounds of butter, 2-0,000 dozens of
eggs, 5,000 pairs of fowls, 60,000 pounds of tobacco. The
annual sale Of animals comprises 2,400 head of cati le,
1, 0* htrses, and 4,000 sheep. lRelying on similar in- -
ducts, or nearly so, of twenty other parishes, we cani safy
say that the improvement of the River Yamaska would be
a source of weaith for the country. Ste. Helene and St.
Hugues, in the county of Bagot; St. Barnabé and St. Judos
in the county of St. Hyacinthe; St. Louis de Bonsocours, ançi
St. Aimé and St. Marcel in the county of Richelieu; St.
Guillaume, St. David and -St. Michel, lm the county of Ya-
maska, would immediatelybenefit by it, as well as all the
parishes lying behind these. Easy communication would
soeure an outIet for agricultural products, and thereby
inerese theum; publie enterprise would profit thereby, for
the workeswould hardly be finishod before we would sece
steamboat companies competing for the transportation to the
market, erther cf Sorel or Montreal, the produce of these
fertile parishes. Although I am well disposed towards
helping the construction of a railway that l3 to umite the
.ktantic with the Pacige1 thereby strengthiening thc union
of the Provinegs, I think we should not lose sight of
the advantages teobe gained by improving the Yamaska
Rivrer.

lr, LANGEVIN. I feel much pleasure in having laid
beýfre this House the answer to the Address moved for by
,the ho. membor. I must add, Mr. Speaker, that the

4#âention of the Government has been specially drawn to
this matter by tir:e or four members, among others, by
he hon. member for the county .ordering on the Yanaska
Rivr. .Nis question, no doubt, required to be looked

inta, and I amsatisfted that the hon. member will see by
the report that will be laid on th3 Table of this ilouse,
that the engineers, who have studied the question dnring

ait Mmmer, have fulflled their duty, and the reports that
ire nOW before the House will be suffiecient to enable us to
puwr the question whether improvements are to be made

i there this year. The hon momber will find an answer to
that, question when the Budget is brought down.

Motion agreed to.

RIGEITS OF PIOVINCIAL GOVERNMEN rs.

Mr. MCCUAIG, in moving for copies of ail correspond-
ence between any of the Provincial Governments and the
Government of the Dominion relating to the rights of the
Provincial Governmonts to appoint police magistrates,
justices of the peace and inspectors. of lcenses, said that
the Act of donifederation was so amabiguously drawn in this
respect as to leave room for doubt whothor the Dominion
Government had power to appoint magistrates, justices of
the peace and inspectors of licensos. Very recently a
case in appeal was tried mi Nova Scotia, and the Judgo
presiding . pronounced in favor of the appellants. The
decision was to the effect that the Dominion Government
alone had the right to make the appointment. It was not
necessary for him to caIl attention to the difficulties that
often arose through the conflict of jurisdiction. 'Ihis
Parliament should determine whethor the Provincial
Parliament enjoyed the right or not. le was opposed to
the Government allowing this matter 'to be trizd by
private individuala. It should have the case tried before
the Supreme Court, which was the propor tribunal to
determine whether the Dominion Government had the
right to appoint police magistrates and justices of the poace
or not.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton) said his hon. friend was not
quite correct in roference to his recollection of the case
decided in Nova Seotia. The Judge held that the
Lieutenunt-Governor of Nova Scotia had not the authority
to appoint justices of the peace ; but, at the time of the
decision, Nova Scotia stood in a different position from the
Provinces in this respect. At various periods since Con-
federation ail the Provinces, or ut any rate the Provinces of
Ontario, New Brunswick and Munitoba, passed Provincial
Acts authorizing tho Lieutenant-Governors of those
Provinces to appoint justices of the peace. At the time
of the decision to which his hon. friend referred,
Nova Scotia had not folIowed the precedent set by
the -other Provin ces,. and the Judge held that what-
over the resuItr might be, had Nova Scotia passed
such an Act, the L4ieutofiant-Governor had not at the
time the power, under our Constitution, to appoint
justices of the peace. The result was, Nova Scotia the
following Session passed an At vesting such power in the
Lieutenant-Governor. What effot that hiad on the genoral
question is a very different point, well worthy of considera.
tion. With r'eferece to the mode of settling the question
as suggested by his hon. friend, there was this difficulty,
that in order to mako thut. mode satisfactory to the several
Provinces, each Province would, as a matter of course, have
to accede to the proposition by joining in the case
proposed to be made, and it is questionable whether the
Provhict that claim that right under their own legislation
would be prepared to join in such a case. The papers
would b brought down and any information they could
give would be at tho disposal of his hon.friend.

Mr, McCUAIG said it appeared to him most extraordinary
for the Provincial Legislatures, unless authority had beei
given them by the British North America Act, to assume
to legislate on the subject of the appointment of Queen's
Counsel. They could not arrogato to themselves powers
properly belonging to the Dominion Parliament. he was
wholly oppose to the proposition 'f the Minister of Justice,
that the duty of de'ermining that point should be thrown on
private individuaLs. It was plain that the Judge in the
County Court of Digby, who tried the case of Chas, 1:1.
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Denton vs. John Daley, in regard to the Canada Temperance
Act, clearly understood the limited nature of Provincial
rights in this respect. He says:

"But the second point is the more important one. Under our former
constitution, except in an action of trespass against the acting Justice, it
is difficuit to conceive how it could be raised, so strong would be the
assumption that gentlemen sitting as magistrates were clothed with the
legal authority. It would be absurd to require them to produce their
commission on each occasion, and equally preposterous to suggest a
doubt that the august personage representing Sovereign power, had Her
Majesty's authority for making such appointments."

Judge Savary went on to say, in his elaborate decision:
"Finally we have Section 6 of the Act ordaining that the Governor

General shall appoint the Jud ges of the Superior and County Courts,
except the Judges of Probate ofNova.Scotia and New Brunswick '*
We tind, therefore, in the Act nothing inconsistent with the retention of
this prerogative in Her Majesty's hande, and the exercise of it by her duly
constituted representative, the Governor General, alone."

He was only a layman, but, from what he could judge, this
appeared the common sense view of the matter. He did not
think the Provincial Governments, if not granted those
powers by the Constitution, had any right to assume them.
The Provincial Legislatures were rather inclined to be
aggressive and assume powers not belonging to them. The
Dominion Government had had frequent occasion to disallow
bills passed by the Provinces. He hoped the Government
of the Dominion would see that this case was brought before
the Supreme Court which was established more particularly
to settle grave questions of constitutional law. He believed
the Provincial Appeal Courts -were far botter for the trial of
most important commercial cases than the Supreme Court.
At any rate this question should be finally settled and the
rights of the Provinces and the Dominion respectively
explained beyond doubt.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) said he agreed, in a great
measure, with what had fallen from the last speaker. The
appointment of justices of the peace in Ontairio had become
a matter of very great importance, as many of those appoint-
monts bad given very grave dissatisfaction. Certain ignorant
persons could now act as such justices by virtue of the
commission issued by the Lieut.-G>vernor of Ontario. Such
commissions having been issued, the only way in which the
matter could be decided was by bringing any cases that
might arise, in consequence of improper acts of such justices
of the peace, before the Supreme Court. It so happened,
however, that they were generally ofsuch trifling importance,
so. far as the wrong done was concerned, that it was impossible
to reach the Supreme Court in that way. Therefore it
devolved on the Dominion Government to take the matter
juto thoir serious consideration, and adopt some means of
securing a decision on the question, as to whether the
Provincial Governments have power to make those appoint-
ments. The question should be easily solved, and if those
Acts were passed, it was the duty of this Government to
ascertain whether they were really constitutional or not. If
it was to be left till the question could be decided by the
Supreme Court, we might go on for years and have no
satisfaction whatever. [He had just been -informed by an
hon. friend that in the case of a &erson charged w.ith an
assault and battery before one of ose new magistrates in
Ontario, the magistrate, after looking into'the matter and
bearing the evidenco, acquitted the aoouséd of the assanit,
and found him guilty of the battery. That was the kind of
law administeied by some of those justices appointed by
virtue of the Act passed by the Ontario Legislature, and of
the commission issued by the Ontario Government. -,

Mr. MILLS said the hon. gentleman who made thei
motion observed that the Supreme Court 'did not enjoy ther
confidence of the country, that its only utility consisted in
its being a Court for the decision of conetitutional questions.
He did not agree with that view, believing, on the contrary,a
that the Supreme Court had proved, on the whole, sais-
factory, and enjoyed, in the main, the confidence of the

Mr, McCuAmo,
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country. If the course recommended by the hon. gentleman
was adopted, little as ho thought of the Supreme Court
now, he would think still less of it in the future. It was
Court of appellate -juriediction that had to review the
decisions of the other tribunals, and had to deal with cases
already argued in the Provincial Courts. The hoe.
gentleman proposed that instead of having cases brought
before it in this way, it should have them submitted to it in
the first instance and decided pref'ious to the decisions of
other Courts. le did not think then was any room for the
doubt the hon, gentleman expressed. Who were the
magistrates of the country ? Ministerial officers who
brought offenders before the Courts of _ the country.
Those officers had certain judicial functions, but you
could not constitute a Court without also adding the
power to create a magistracy.s No doubt the Government
here may appoint magistrates in connection with the
Supième Court as ministerial officers; and if they were to
exorcise the powers given by the British North America
Act, and establish Courts of original jurisdiction, they might
also appoint magistrates in the various Provinces to assist
in the administration of justice in those Courts. But so
long as the administration of justice was vested in the
Governments of the various Provinces, the power to appoint
magistrates would be vested in .them also. Upon whom
devolved the maintenance oflaw and order, and of the peace?
In what Government and Legislature was vested the police
functions that necessarily should lodge somewhere, either
in the Local or General Governmont ? All knew where
they lay. It would be absurd to suppose it possible
for the Local Logislature and Government to discharge the
duties devolving upon them without the power to appoint,
the ministerial officers in connetion with such duties. The
14th sub-section of the 92nd section of the British North
America Act of 1867, thus defines the powers of thxe
Provincial Governments in this respect:

" The administration of justice in the Province, including the consti-
tution, maintenance and organization of Provincial Courts, both of civil
and of criminal jurisdiction, and including procedure in civil matters in
thuse Courts.'

So there was hore not only the constitution, organization
and maintenance of the Courts vested in the Governments
of the Provinces, but the administration of justice as well.

Mr. McCUAIG. The Provincial Parliaments have no
right to appoint any man to deal with the criminal law.

Mr. MILLS said, why should they not have that right ?
Why was it that the administration of the ordinary criminal
law, dealing with the most serions offences in the country
was vested in the Superior Courts of which the Judges were
appointed by the Government hore? It was not because
this section was not broad enough to include tle appoint-
ment of Judges, but because notwithstanding this section
there was a special provision in a prior section giving the
power of appointing Judges to the Governor General on
the advice of his Ministers, The principle which applied
in a case of that kind was that where they had a general
provision of law, and aspecial provision eîcepting something
with regard to the general provision, then they were to
interpreththeaexceptional provision. strictly, and so inter-
preted, the law did- net givo the power of appointiug,
magistr4tes to this Government. If the hon. geutlenian
would look into the matter, he would see that if it wore à
prerogative of the Crown to appoint magistrates, and if the
fuctions ordinarily discharged by magistrates were vepted
in tribunals created by another body, that prerogative must
romain in abeyance in so far as suoh districts were concerned
where those functions were so perfornmed. The Governor{gen-
oral would have no more power to appoint a ma5istrate to
assist in ihe administration of justice in a provincial court than
ier Majesty would have; and hon. gentlemen knew that
the creation of responsible governumat in this country had
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excluded Ber Majesty from exercising that prorogative,
and the constitution of the country had equaily excluded
the Governor General from exercising any such power, even
though it should have beendelegated to him by ler Majosty.
His Excellency must govern within the limits of the powers
which were set onut in tIre constitution, and under that
power he could not appoint magistrates to perform duties
which were incident to the ordinary Provincial Courts.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) said.the hon. gentleman who
bad just sat down was disposed to rebuke the suggestion
that the matter should be referred to the Supreme Court,
bocause, as he said, that Court was one of appellate jurisdio-
tion, and it would be incompetent for it tq consider any
question which might be brought before it as a court of
primary jurisdiction. The Statute creating the Supreme
Court, which was passed by the Government in which the
hon. member for Bothwell afterwards held a seat, gave the
Supreme Court primary jurisdiction in such questions as
the one now before the House. The 52nd clause of the
Supreme Court Act was as follows: -

"it shall be lawful for the Governor in Couneil to refer to the Suprerne
Court, for hearing or consideration, any matters whatsoever as he may
think fit; and the Court shalt thereupon hear and consider the saine, and
certify their opinions thèreon to the-Governor in Council: Provided that
any Judge or Judges of the said Court who nay differ from the oprinion of
the najority ipay in like manner certify his or their opinion or opinions to
the Governor in Council."

So that manifestly it was quite competent for the Governor
General to refer a question of this character respecting the
construction of the Confederation Act to the SupremiTe Court,
and it would be within the province of that Court to deter-
mine it. The hon. gentleman thought a case should firstbe
raised by some private individual, and that, after passing
through the Courts below, it shoifd finally come before the
Supreme Court in appeal. But surely it would not be fair
that a private individual should be subjected to the
costs which would be involvod in such a process,
and he (Mr. Cameron) feared that if they
waited until some individua , for the purpose of settling
this question, should Pee fit to carry a case through the
various stages of litigation to the ultimate Court of Appeal,
at bis own expense, they would wait a long time. The
question had been raised in Ontario-indeed be had raised
it himself in a case of perjury alleged to have been com-
mitted before a justice of the peace. The learned Judge
had reserved the question, but as bis (Mr. Cameron's) client
had been, and very properly, acquitted, there was an end of
the question in that particular case. It could only be on a
matter of comparatively trifling importance that such a
question could be raised, because the cases which were
brought before magistrates were generally those in which
a small ainount was involved, as their jurisdiction
was very limited. Still as the matters which came
before them were thoso connected with the every-
day affairs of the people it was important that
the question of the validity of their appointments
shoild be settled, and he therefore agreed with his
hon. friend from Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig), that the
Government should take steps to have the question decided
by the Supreme Court, of whether the power of appointing
magistrates lay in the hands of the Local Governments or in
theGovernment ofthe Dominion. The fact that the Lieutenant
Governors in Council of the various Provinces had assumed
that they had the power to pass Statutes, taking that power
proved nothing, unless it could be shown that the Confeder-
tion Act gave them such power. le did not think that the
mesnbers of this Government or the members of this
House wouldý be very anxious to obtain the additional
patronage which this power would give them-he for one
would not-nor was heprepared to say that if that power
were thrown upon them their appointments
would be more satisfactory than those which the hon.

member for Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) had so strongly
eondemned. No doubt there were many of the magistrates
appointed who were inefficient and unfit for the discharge of
their duties-men who encouraged litigation and gave
very absurd decisions; but, on the other hand, there were
many intelligett men who properly and efficiently ful-
filled the functions to which they were appointed. That,
however, was beside the , real question, wliich was an
important constitutional question, and one regarding which
no doubt ahould bo left on the minds of the people as to the
validity of those who ehad such important duties to
discharge.

Mr. BLAKE. I think there is one point which should
not be lost sight of in reference to the suggestion of the
bon. member for Prince Edward, and that is that in a
written Constitution like ours, embracing within afew linês
provisions which required for their interpretation a very
extended commentary, we should not overlook the question
of what bas been the settled practice under an interpretation
of that Constitution. it seems to me that this is of the
utmost importance, as throwing light upon the roul meaning
and intention of the Constitution, and that neitherj'udges
nor lawyers, no' members of Parliameuit, nor Governuments,
can ignore a settled practice for many years. Now, with
reference with this particular matter the Local Legislatures
assumed, rightly or wrongly, that they were possessed of
the, power of doaling with this portion of the administration
of jugtice from, I think, the first yoar that this Constitution
was inaugurated. Their acts were subject to disallowance
if they were ultra vires, and it was obviously a case for dis-
allowance because it was a direct assumption, on the theory
that this was beyond their power, of the executive power of
this Government, and it was calculated to prod uee the
greatest degree of confusion that there should be a double
set of officers eof justice. No attempt bas been made by the
general Government under either party to exercise the
sup psed right of appointing justices of the peace, save
perh ps by exceptional legislation in districts under
Canadian control. We have, thon, a practice of thirteen or
fourteen years interpreted by the Local Legislatures and
Governments, and by the action and inaction of the general
Legislature as to·the meaning of this clause of the Constitu-
tion, and I say that while no Judge can well ignore that in
interpreting the Constitution, and it is conclusive against the
propriety of this Parliament moving this Government now
to take steps to upset that settled reading of the Constitution.
If there be an error in this settled reading it is not for us to
endeavor to establish that error. The Courts are open to
all. The humblest subject can seek them, and if there has
been an error he can seek redress. But at this time of day,
and speaking of this in the political sense, 1 maintain that
the relative powers of the general and local authorities are
settled by our practice, and ought not to be upset or subverted
by us; and any ;ncti'on of ours ought rather to be in the
direction of establishing than of changing that settlement.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I think it is very inconvenient to
discuss so important a question as is raised by the lon.
gentleman (Mr. McCuaig) in his speech, rather than in his
motion, without due consideration, because however much
reflection one may have given to these nie constitu-
tional points, one is not ready at a moment's notice to
express a decided opinion one way or the other. However, I
would not like to have it said afterwards that by silence my
consent was given to any doctrines that may be laid down
in this House with respect to that Cpnstitution. As a
member of this lRouse, and as having had something to do
with the framing of the Constitution, I wouid say
that I do not assent to the view expressed by the hon.
gentlemano1pposite with referonce to the liberty enjoyed by
members of this House, and by Parliament as a body, in
raising questions or in assenting to a principle which may
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be found at any moment to have been a wrong principle
or contra'ry, to the practice heretofore pursued under
our Constitution. ;i do not think that one éould plead with
much success before a court of law that thirteen-years
acquiescence in an improper interpretation of the Con-
stitution binds either any subject of the country, or any
me-nber of Parliament, or any fthnctionary. It is not easy
to point out the person upon 'whom should be òast. the
duty of raising a question of this kind. 'It is asking
a su bject to undertake a very serious and expensive process to
settle a constitutional question, if there is a remedy in any
other way; on the other hand, it may beà questioù ofgreat

political difflioulty for a Minister of Justice of is -wn
motion toraise such a question as the proper interpretation
of the Constitution on.points involving the uuthority of1
the Government of the Dominion and of the Provinces.
We know that there are sectional jealonsies, and thatjudicial
decisions have already been given upon the constitutionality,
of powers exercised by the local authorities. Upon -the

question itself I have never felt much difficulty in arriving
at the conclusion that it was not contemplated by the
framers of the Constitution that the appointment of ordinary'
magistrates should be regarded as a prerogative right that
could only be exercised by the Governor-General. I think,
according to the clause that was read by the ion.
meraber for Bothwell (Mr. Miils), it follows 'as a
necessary legal consequence, that the local legistative
bodies are compatent to frame laws for the administration ot

justice and the constitution of Courts' and we must
remember that in the exercise of that legislative power,
they are also able to provide for the mode of exercising: these
functions, and the further mode in whieh the administration
of justice shall be conducted, and that, therefore, as a matter
of reasoning, they have the appointment of magistrates of
the ordin~ary class. We use the word magistrates
with reference to the highest judge, as-well as the ordinavy
police magistrate; but in the sense in which this word would

be applied to those who are concerned in the adminis-
tration of justice under legislation, enacted by the Local

LegislatUres, it ddes seem to me that;no very violent pre-
sumption is required in coming to the conclusion that that.
includes the power or providing for officrs who shall be
called magistrates, and who shall perform the functions that
are ordinaril3. attributed to magistrates who act ip the
lower ranks of the judicature. But if the question is to be
raised, then it might perhaps be raised by the expression of

opinion by Parliament, upon a motion brought forward for
that purpose, authbrizing a case to be submitted to the Su-
preme Court. I rose, Sir, to offer an observation on the
prent circumstance because I think the hon. leader of the,
pposition, whom' we we ail know to be a very dis-.

tiDguished lawyer, has propounded a doctrine whicb, as
ied to other clauses of the Constitution and to other cases

aph ch may arise may prove somewhat embarrassing in the
future as tending to-limit the powers of this Parliament.

Motion agreed to.

POST OFFICE AT LOWER CARAQUET.

Mt. ANGLIN, in moving for copies of all correspondence
relatin to the closing and re-opening of the post office at
Lower Caraquet, County of Gloucester, N.B., and the change
of the postmaster at that placé, said that soMe three years
ago, after considerable correspondence on the subject, he
succeeded in obtaining the establishment of a weekly post
office at Lower Caraquot in that county. The district
contained a number of families who had not much
communication with the rest of the world. Hie was
surprised to fnd last year, at the time Parliament
opened, that that post office was closed. e inquired as to
the reason and found that it did not do sufficient business in
the opinion of the Postmaster General to warrant the office

Mr. MAODoUGALL.

being kept open. The revenue was unquestionably very
much smaller than the expenditure. The opening of thé
post office could not on these grounds be justified; but there
wère other and higher reasons why it should be -ket 'opeè
-Re appealed to the Postmaster- General -and placed before
hin the. iinpotance to these people of having postal' ,oe1-
munication even once a week,. and asked that the office be
re estàblished. «He could ask no favor of the Minister; but
he asked justice and fair- play towards a large nunber of
people. He was pleased to learu that the post office: woald
be re-opened, the reasons .having been found sufficlent. to
justify that course; but he waa surprised to find tiàt
although it. had been found too expensive te ran one mail

weekly, yet under the new arrangement three mails werç, to
be run every week. He was also surprised that the
gentleman he (Mr. Anglin) had recommended in the first
instance for the office had not been re-appointed. l1eT(M;r.
Anglin) wrote to the Postmaster General asking why 'bat
gentleman had been set aside, as he possessed an excellent
character and a fair education, and was well qualiedto-
discharge the duties. ie, moreover, desired to kjow
whether any charge had been preferred against this
person, either of misconduct or incapacity, in order tt
he might have an opportunity of vindicating bis repu a
The reply received was a somewhat curt one, and *as to
the effect thatthe postmaster having virtually eeased the 
postmaster when the post offfee was closed, the departmenet
did not feel it necessary to re-appoint him. The wdle
circiJ\mstances give the proceedings the character of a
petty political operation, which the Government shotûd
besitate to carry out. He brought the matter before 4tpe
-Hounse, because he wished it to be known throughout the
cOUntry that that extraordinary course was taken tb
embarrass him pdlitically in the country, and to encoura0
lis opponents in the county. The presont post office did
not, moreover, se fully meet thé wantsof the district as did
the former one. If was nearer to the main office at Caraqu ,
and was net in the centre of the population for whoni if
was required. The new postmaster was a politießt
opponent, but there was no objection, if a new appointMent
had- to be made, that a political epponent should be seloctedl
He would have said nothing whatever on that point, bt
under the circumstances the country would like to know
why it was that at one time a weekly mail for that district
was considered too expensive, and yet within a sbortirime
afterwards a tri-weekly mail was established; ard why a
man was set aside against whom no complaint was made,
or against whom no coraplaint could bcgustly made.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Tbis nÀter occurred under the
administration of Iny successor -n the Post Office Depart-
ment, and when Iobserved the notice on the paper I'obtained
from the Postmaster General a memorandum, to the follow-
ing effect: The Lower Caraquet post ofce was closed in
October, 1879, on aceount of the small amount of revenue
only, $6.27 being collected during the- year ending 30th
June, 1879, w-hile the annual cost of maintaining the office
was $60. In April, 1880, it was represented to the Port-
master Generalithat the small amount of bsinesstransacted
at the« office was mainly owing to the infrequency of fhe
service-once a week-and an offer was received-from John
Young to convey the mail three times a week for the same
price as was paid for a weekly service. The ofTer was
accepted for one year as a trial; the post-office was reopened
on lst June, and John Young was appointed postmaster..

Mr. ANGLIN said the present post office did notiacemn-
modate the people whom it was designed originally to
serve. lt was now an offic entirely for the accommodation
of the postmasterhimself, who was !also-paid for carryipg
his own mails; for that was what it amounted to,

Motion agreed to.
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POST OFFIOES AT POCKMOUCHE.

Kr. ANGLIN moved fer correspondence respecting the
dÔiriofg two post'offices in the Parish of ?ockmouche,
Coat'y forGloucester, New Brunswick, and the opening of
aaother oce and the appointment of another postmaster.
Itesaid that a large portion of the parish of Peckmouche
was formerly serv&I by two post offices, the population of
the district served being considerably over 2,001. One of
tii ofilces was centrally situated; but ho had felt a strong
reluctance to ask for the removal of a postmaster who had
been there for several years. The people on the other side
of-the river having been put io a great inconvenience in
coniing to this post office or their mails, a post office was,
at his suggestion, established for their convenience.
A short time ago, however, both post offices were abolished,
and the whole district was now served by only one post
offee. The existence of the Fecond post office did not
entail any expense beyond the salary of the postmaster.
Some of the people had to go a distance of four or five
miles for theirietters or papers. He thought this was one
of those cases.of petty political malice which ought to be
thoroughly exposed, and ho was sorry to find any one of the
departments of this country degraded into becoming the
agency for carrying out petty, local, political spites of this
knd. . There had been no complaint against either of the
postmasters, and although not more than 810 or $12 a year
was saved, the inconvenience caused to hundreds, and he
might almost say-thousands, of people through the change
was very great indeed.

Xr. LANGEVIN said the hon. gentleman was quite wrong
when he said there was any intention of using the post office
Department for political purposes. The suppression of these
two offices took place because the public service required
it. They could not place a post office at the door of every
individual in the country. Post offices had multiplied to
such an extent that it was proper for the Post Office Depart-
meut to suppress such as were not really necessary. They
had done that in different parts of the country, and though
the saving in individual cases might not be more that $20, or
$U, or $40, the saving iuultiplied twenty or thirty times
made a large sum, and enabled the department to open post
offices where none existed now. in the preent instance,
althougl the department had suppressed two post offices,
they hadstablished opqe in order to meet the requirements
of that district; and he had no doubt, when the hon. gentle-
man saw the correspondence and ceased to look through his
political glasses, ho would find that the Post Office Depart-
ment took the proper course.

r. ANGLIN said ho had respectfully to contradict the
hon. gentleman. He knew that district and its necessities,
and h. càuld'assure the hon gentleman that the department
had been entirely misinformed when they had been told
that the public service required the suppression of any one
of these offices. At present a large number of people had
té fire long distances, and to go far out of their way to
reshe the post office which had been established. The
pro >course would have been to remove one of these offices

er away towards Tracadie, and place it more in the
cerrtre of the section it was designed to serve. The public
service did ifot require the change that was made, and the
cañu and motive of it were entirely political and local.
In thiâ ease there was something more than a mere petty
local quarrel; there was the design to injure him in that
pyticular district, but that entirely failed, because the peole
were, afl atisfied that the work was not of his doing, that
heo- wished to obtain for them all the accommodation to
wbinhey were entitled with due regard to theotection'
orthe public revenues. Ie had never asked n from
the late Gkernment which ho did not feel jus tfied in
ýaakingwithin that limit. The hon. Minister had been
miinormed and had misinformed the louse when he said
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the public service required this to be done. It was low,
petty, political malice that required it to be done.

Mr. O'OONeOR moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

RETURNS.
The following motions for returns were severally agreed

to.:
Return of all appointments made since Septembor, 1877,

of persons whose services were to be rendered partly 0-
wholly in the Province of Manitoba, their dalaries and by
whom recommended.-(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)'•

Copies of ail Orders in Council, reports, lettérs and other
documents in relation to a certain drawing of lots for lands
on Red River, Province of Manitoba, in virtue of which the
Hudson's Bay Company now claim teobe the proprietors of
a very considerable number of lots improved, cultivated
and built upon byprivate individuals prior to the public
notice of the 14th ovember, 1877, signed by J. S. Dennis,
S. G. ; also, copies of ail irports and documents in conse-
quence or in virtue of which the Dominion Government
has, as it is stated, granted te the Hudson's Bay 0ompany
one-twentieth of ail lands outside of the townships, or in the
settlement belt; also, copies of ail reports, records, or other
documents, upon which the aforesaid notice of 14th
November, 1877, wasbased; aise, copies of ail letters of
instruction, schedules and other letters or documents, in
relation to the said subject,-addressed te the Lands Office at
Winnipeg, with the answer thereto; aise, copies of ail
memorials, claims, petitions and requests, forwarded te the
Government on this subject, from the 14th Novem ber, 1877,
up to this date.-(Mr. Royal.)

Copies of all papers touching the mission of Mr. I.ang, of
the Department of the Interior, last summer, te Manitoba,
in connection with the unpatented lands of said Province.-
(Mr. Royal.)

Copies of ail correspondence relating te the appointment
of Major General Luard; together with copies of ail com.
plaints made to the Depart ment of Militia, or the Govern-
ment, in regard to the administration of Militia affairs by
the said Luard.-(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Copies of communications or correspondence affecting
applications for patents te land in the parish of St Peter.-
(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Copies (1) of the correspondence respecting the contract
for all the wood furnished te tb Department of Marine for
the use of the lower lightship in the Traverse during the
past summer; (2) The price paid for this wood, the quantity,
quality and kind furnished; (3) The person who furnished
this wood; (4) The person who received and measured
this wood ; (5) Copies of the aforesaid contract cor of any
document giving evidence of its terms.-(Mr. Casgrain)

louse adjourned at 6 o'clock, p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THURsDAY, 3rd February, 881.

The SPzAKER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PRAERS.

CONTROVERTED ELECTION OF RICHELIEU.
Mr. LAURIER moved that the first Order of the Day be

the resum tien of the adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Mr. Laurier, for the reception of the petition of,
Edmund Ritter and others, complaining of a certain failure
of justice in connection with the Controverted Election of
Richelieu.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. LAURIER asked that the petition be read.
The petition was read accordingly.
Mr. MOUSSEAU. The day that petition was presented

I held, as I do now, that it ought not to be received. It is
a mere election petition. It sets fqrth that the hon. member
for Richelieu (Mr. Massue) was elected in September 1878;
that he gained his election through improper means;
through extensive bribery; not only by his agents, friends
and followers, but by himself; that petition and counter
petition were made; that the case was fixed for
enquête and merte, and adjourned until the 25th
November,. 1879,. when both petition and counter-
petition were dismissed with costs; that this judge-
ment was obtained through collusion and fraud; that
there was an understanding to the effect that the member
elect, Mr. Massue, was- t pay the costs in both cases, and
that apart from that ho had to pay very large sums of money
to some of the petitioners; that this brib'ry and those
improper practices are an infringement of the franchise
and the provisions of the fHouse; and the prayer of the
petition is that the petitioners should be allowed to prove
those facts, not only the facts which brought about the
judgment, but also those preceding the judgment and which
wore the cause of the first contestation. They ask to be
allowed to lay before this House the nature of those facts.
Before proceeding to prove that this is a mere election
petition,J will read the judgment, pages 23 and 24 of the
Journals of the flouse of last Session:

'The Courti having heard the' pleadings of the Attorneys of the parties
upon the election petition of the petitioners, Jean Jacques Bruneau,et al., ,s. Louis Huet Massie, complaining of the election and return
of the said Louis Huet Massue, as member elected at the, election of amember for the House of Commons of Canada, for the Electoral Districtof Richelieu, held on the tenth day of September for the nomination ofcandidates, and on the 17th day of September for the polling of votes, inthe year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight
(1878) :-And upon the counter-petition presented by the said Louis AnetMassue vs. Georges Isidore Berthe, the candidate who opposed iim at
the said election, and upon the issue between the said parties, havingtaken communication of thep'aper-writings of the parties drawn up for
the institution.of their suit, examined the exhibits and papers filed by theparties.respectively, having duly considejred the evidence, and upon the
whole deliberated, the said case having been fixed for yesterday, thetwent -fourth i(24th) November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine 1879), for proof and hearing, then on yesterday put off and adjourned
regularly to this twenty-fifth (25th) day of November, one thousand eighthundred and seventy-nine (1879).

" Whereas, the petitioners Jean Jacques Bruneau, et al., have completely
failed to prove the essentiai allegations in their petition, and, whereas,none of the illegal corrupt practices alleged against the respondent,
Louis Huet Massue, have been proved; but, on the contrary, the said
Louis Huet Massue, his son,-Louis Aimé Massue, and his agent, DanielMcCar.thy, all three have sworn that they did not commit in relation tothe said election, and during the said election, any unlawful or corru tact, and no other evidence hath been offered: has set aside, and sets asi ethe said election petition with costs to Messrs. Mathieu et Gagnon,Attorney for the respondent.

"An adjudicating upon the petition or counter-pètition filed by the said
Louis Huet Massue, against Georges Isidore Barthe, the candidate opposed
to him at the said election :

iWhereas, the said Louis Huet Massue bas proved no part of bis allega-
tions against the said reepondent, Georges sidore Barthe, the sole witness
examined, Napoléon I. Ladouceur, M. D., not having revealed any fact
sufficient to constitute a. charge against the said Georges Isidore Barthe,in
like manner, bas set aside and sets aside the said petition of the said
Louis -Huet Massue, with costs to Mtre. Germain, Attorney for the
respondent.

" And the Court directs that the deposit of 1,000 made by the petitioners,
Jean-Jacques Bruneau, et ai., and the deposit of a like sum of $1,000,
made by the said Louis Huet Massue, in the bande of A. N. Gouin, Esq.,Prothonotar of this Court, and by m deposited in accordance with te
rovisions othe Act respecting j icial deposits l the hande of the
Provincial Treasurer, be returned and paid back the said Provincial

Treasurer te'the said Prothonotary of this Çourt, A.N. Gouin, Esq,, and
the latter handed ove~r to the petitioners and to the said Louis Huet

assue, after deduction from each ofthe said deposits, respectively, of an
amount sufficient te cover the costswhich shal e taxed in favor of the
opposite party respectively, including cost of witnesses, constables, criera,
andthers, which said costs shaIl be paid by the said Prothonotary te the.
proper parties entitled thereto.

"fBy the Court.
CHARLEs GILL,

"g J. q. 0."
Mr, LAtURiR,

DEBATES. FEBRUAit3,

The petition alleges-there was collusion, and that without
any evidence whatever the petition was dismissed. We see
by this judgment that evidence **as adduced and the best
evidence called by the petitioners themselves, that of Mr.
Massue, whose bigh character is recognized· by everybod.\
The petitioners themselves had so much confidence in the
member elect that they'could do no better than call him as
a witness. They called his, son and then his agent, and
being unable to prove any corrupt practices, the petition
was dismissed. Now, Sir, they came to this HRouse with a
petition in which they insinuate that there have been
improper practices, and that the judgment was obtained
by collusion and fraud, and it is the same petition word
for word which "was brought UP last Session, exoept
some changes in the names of the petitioners. By
the Acts of 1873 and 1874 I contend that this Parlianfit
did exactly as has been done by the Iinperial Parliament;
that is, we have divested ourselves of all juriediction in
election cases, and-of the means of inquiring into allegations
of corrupt practices on the part of-those who sit in this
House as members thereof; There are ndw other modes
by which such cases can be dealt with. First, they can be
d'ealt with by an election petition, to be presented within
thirty days-ofthe announcement in the Canada Gazette of the
retarn of the member. If. the seat should be still contested
by election petition before the Courts, it is to be contested
according to the following clause

"The petition must be presented fnot laterthan thirty days after the day
of publication in the Canuda Gazette; of the receipt of the return to the
writ of election by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, unless it'
questions the return or election upon an allegation of corrupt praotices,
and specifically alleges apayment of money or other act ofbribe, to
have been committed by any member or on his account, 'or it his
privity since the 'time of such return in pursuance oí· in fùrtheraàce of
such corrupt practice in which case the petition may be presented at any
time within thirty days after the date of such payment or act so com-
mitted."

This Parliament has a right to to take cognizance of the
facts when the case has been finally disposed of by the Courts
and then only on the certificate of the Judges as to special
Acts of bribery. In the present case a final judgment has
been rendered by the Courts according to section 63. We
have before us a judgment unimpeached and unimpeach-
able, and it is therefore impossible for us to erect
ourselves into a high court of appeal to review
the judgments o? an election court. the ale-
gations of the petition be true, they should come before
the, sane Court by a special petition, though I admit that
thiè remedy was not available in this case, because the
petition was not presented as it should have been within
the limit of time provided by law. As to the remedy,
by presenting a petition to Parliament, I wish to refer to
a decision rendered in 1874, by the Speaker of that day, the
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), and wEich is
thus recorded on ogr Journals:

"A motion being made and seconded, that the petition of Horatio
LeBoutillier, of Gaspé Basin, Province of Quebec, presented on Thursday
last, praying that the return for the last election for the electoral district
of Gaspé, be completed and amended, as a matter of privilege, by
substitutingthe name of the petitioner for that of Louis Greorge arper,
be now receiv;

"And objection being. taken to the reception of this petition, on
the ground that the subject is one which could only come under the
cognizance of the courts of law as provided by statute ;

" Mr. Speaker said : 'I cannot fiany ru e or recedent to guide me
in coming to a conclusion on this question. I think it would be well for
the House to consider this màtter and lay down a rule with respect to
similar petitions in the future. am of opinion that it isan eection
petition. Looking over the late English journals, I cannot fnd any cases
of petitions of this nature having been ruled out. After considering all
the circumstances, I think that the petition ought not to be received.'"

Later on, in 1873, there was a very important case which
came up before the Imperial Parliament. The facts are not
similar to thosepresnted here, but the pJiple involved
is exactly the same. An election had takf n place for
Stroud and the seat of the member returned was contested,
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and he loshis seat but was not disqualified. The Judge
in die return apoke of bribery being committed by some
otheriparty, and on a motion being made that the member
be unseated some members of the House sirongly objected
o0 el ground that by implication the certificate of the
Jsdgeehowed that the member ought to be disqualified.
Someïmembers of the House desired to take new action and
go further than the Judge had done. The debate was
exatly on a similar question to this: whether Parliament,
after having divested itself of jurisdiction in.the matter,
eaght te take cognizance ofthat case. I will read an extract
froma very important book which has just been published,
"Amoa' Constitutional History," page 445:

" The question has arisen in the English -Bouse as to whether by
assentihg to the Act the flouse of Commons has for ever parted with its
uidoubded jurisdiction in cases of election petitions. Under the Act the
Judges madetheir report te the House of Gommons, and in the course of
their report they are requested to state whether they believed that corrupt
practices have extensively prevailed."

Now, under our own law, there are two means of unsoating
members. When bribery has prevailed in an election to
such an extent as that the electors ought to be disfranchised,
we have the necessary machinery as provided in 1876.
Then a Commission may go on the spot and make enquiry;
and if the enquiry corroborates the facts of the petition,
further action may be taken to disfi anchise the constituency.
The work referred to goes on to say:

"On the presentation of this report it might he held to be competent
for any member to propose, and for the House to take, any further steps
which might commend themselves, without being further bound by th e
A et. but it would appear by the debate which took place in the H ouse
of Cominons, February 9th, 1875, that it is no longer practically com-
petent for the House of Commons to do other than carry out the logical
results of the Reports of Elections' Judges. The sitting member for
Stroud had been declared by the Election Judge not duly elected, but the
Judge added, in a last paragraph of a long report, that he had no
reason to believe that corrupt practices had extensively prevailed. On the
proposition for issuing the new writ for Stroud being resisted in the face
of the exculpatory report of the Election Judge. Mr. Disraeli, as Prime
Minister and leader of the House of Commons, made a speech which
derives some importance from the exactness with which it seems to have
expressed the mmd of the House. Mr. Disraeli said, in fact, that the
House of Commons could not refuse to issue a writ for Stroud without
abrogating the Election Petition Act, and, as he says, asserting the
authority of the House, independently of the other estates of the realm.
Referring te the Act itself, Mr. Disraeli sa ys: In that Act there were
certain powers given to the Judges which the House of Commons waived
after ample discussion, after great thought, and with a due sense of the
sacrifices they were making. If we were now te announce that, because
the decision of a Judge acting under such authority does not please us
we are to come to a decision contrary to that which, according to the
provisions of the law, bas been made public, I can only look upon it
that if this motion were carmed, the authority of that Act would be
entirely superseded. I am not prepared, however, to supersede or
abrogate that Act. •Il* 41 trust the House will not allow itself te
deviate into a path se dangerous and difficult as the one that has been
indicated and which we have been recoimended to pursue to-night. I
am sure if we do we shall open up a scene of confusion which will not'
easily end, and no question óf a contest will ever come before the House
without some proposition being made so unconstitutional in its character
that the result must be the degradation of the authority of Parliament,
and the reduction of all our powers to make ourselves useful to the
country.?

Mr. Speaker, I rest the case on that important peti-
tion. This petition in fact is not a mere election,
petition. It is one of a class the jurisdiction over which
this Parliament entirely divegted itself by the Acts of 1873
and 1874, and we have nothing whatever to do with the
means by which a member gets or keeps his seat.

Mr. LAUJRIER., My hon. friend has altogether mistaken
the <haracter ofthis petition. It is by no means an election

tition. It is not even alloged that the hon. member for
ichelie has ben guilty, either by himself or through his

agent$, of improper practices. It is alleged simply, that a
petition was fdled against him charging that his election
hadberen tanted by corrupt practicos, committed both b,
hinself and by his agents.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. It is only alleged,

Mr. LAURIER. Yese; and that through a corrupt agree-
ment entered into between himself and the petitioner, the
investigation of these charges was waived. Thisis the gist of
the allegation of the present petition. This petition is based
upon peculiar facts, and is in itself of a pecuhar nature. The
allegations of the petitions are of sueh a nature aq muet
command the very guarded action of the House. On the
one band, if the allegations of the petition were true, they
would certainly constitute a serious charge against a member
ofthis House. On the other hand, if~they are true, it is
manifest that the ends ot justice have been defeated, and
that the rights of the people, to be represented in this House
according to the forins of law, have been joopardized and
actually set at naught. Personally I know absolute'y
nothing of the truth of the allegations made in this petition,
and, in justice to the hon. member for Richielieu, I must say
that until thoir truth has been established ho must be held
to be innocent of them all. On the other hand, I am
informed that the petitioners whoso naines appear at the
bottom of this petition are men of rospectability,
men of position and influence in their community, who
would not make such assertions unless they h'ad primafacie
evidence that they are true. I take it, thorefore, that this
petition is purely judicial in its character, and ought to be
dealt with in a purely judicial spirit, and with the full
determination to administer the law without fear or favor,
and to do justice to both parties. It may be well that I
should state the allegations of this petition for the benefit of
those members who have had no opportunity of becoming
acquainted with them. At the last election the candidates
were the present sitting member, Mr- Maseue and Mr.
Barthe, who had the honor of holding the seat in the previ-
ous Parliament now occupied by Mr. Massue. Mr. Massue
was returned by the returning officer as e!ected, and in due
course a petition was filed against him, charging him porson-
ally and his agents with corrupt practices. Though
it is not matorial to the purpose of the present discus-
sion, I may say that a counter-petition was filed
against Mr. Barthe, charging him with corrnpt
practices, and asking for his disqualification. After divers
desultory proceedings the case was set down for trial on the
24th November, 1879, and on that day, the Judge being
present, a trial was gone over. Three witnesses were
examined on the part of the petitioner-Mr. Massue, his
son, and Mr. Massue's agent, Daniel McCarthy, each of
whom, on oath, denied being guilty of corrupt practices;
and there being no other witness the petition was dismissed.
The judgment of the Court was as follows:-

"Whereas, the Petitioners, Jean Jacques Bruneau, et al., have com-
pletely failed to prove the essential allegations in their petition, and,
whereas, none of the illegal, corrupt practices alleged against the'
respondent, Louis Huet Massue, have been proved, but, on the contrary,
the said Louis Huet Massue, his son, Louis Aimé Massue, and his agent,
Daniel McCarthy, all three, have sworn that they did not commit, in rela-
tion to the said election and during the said election, any unlawful or
corrupt act, and no evidence hath been offered: bas set aside, and sets-
aside the said election petition with costs."

It would appear from the allegations of this petition now
before theI louse, that this trial which took place on the
29th November, 1879, was not a true and genuine trial, but a
mock trial-that it was nothing but a solemn judicial farce-
to which the Judge was made an unconscious party. The
petitioners allego that at the time this tiial took place, a
corrupt agreement, made for a money consideration, had
been entered into between the petitioners and the respondent
to the effect that the petition should be abandoned; but to
prevent the public being informed of this agreement, and to
prevent any elector coming forward and being substituted
in lieu of the petitioners, it had been resolve between the
petitioners and the respondent that the formality of a trial
should be gone through, sa that the resondent should hold his
seat. *That is the allegation of the petition. It must be borne
in mind that this was not a private case; tbe petitioners were
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not acting for themselves, but for the publie as the trustees
of the publie. I need not say that in any case of a purely
private nature, the law always views with favor any com-
promise that may be entered into between parties for the
settlement of their dispute; but that principle does not
spply to cases in which the public are in any way interested.
The law provides that in al] cases in which the public are
interested, no agreement shall take place between the
parties, except openly, and in full sight of the Court. This
is a principle of common law, and it is also specially pro-
vided for in the 54th section of the Controverted Elections
Act, whi -h reads as follows:-

"An election petition under this Act shall not be withdrawn without
the leave of the Court or Judge (according as the petition is then before
the Court, or before the Judge for trial) upon special application to be
made in and at the prescribed manner, time and place.

"No such application, shall be made until the prescribed notice has
been given in the Electorial District to which the petition relates of
the intention of the petitioner to make an application for the withdrawal
of bis petition.

Io n the bearing of the application for withdrawal,'any person who
might have been a petitioner in respect of the election to which the
petition relates, may apply to the Court or Judge to be substitnted-as a
petitioner for the petitioner so desirous of withdrawing the petition."

Now, there eau be no doubt that if the petitioners had
resolved to withdraw their petition, and not to prosecute
any further the contestation they had entered into, they
would have had a perfect right to do so. But, as I said,
they were trustees for the electors of the county of Richelieu,
and if they chose to abandon the trust they had taken
upon themselves, they were bound to notify their
principals, so that the electors of the country, if they
chose, might go on with the case. As I have said,
it was quite competent for them to -abandim that
position, but if they did so they were bound under the
terms of the law to give notice to the public. If they had
given notice to the public, if they had placed an announce-
ment in any newspaper that upon such a day they would
apply to be relieved from the position of petitioners in this
case, then, as hie petitioners now before the House say, they
themselves would bave come forward and would bave asked
to be substituted. Now, what were'the means adopted of
carrying out this agreement, of preventing the investigation
made, and preverting at the same time the public from,
interfering, and any other elector from coming in and being
substituted for the original petitioners ? There was a mode
adopted--I know nothing about it, except that the petitioners
say this was the mode. dopted-that is to say, resort was had
to a mock trial. The proceedings under the law were a
sham ; witnesses were called who proved nothing of the
charge brought against the hon. member, and the proceéd-
ceedings bad the effect ot con6rming the hon. member in
bis seat. This is the charge brought under the petition; it
is not an election petition as the hon. President of the Privy
Council bas'stated. If the facts alleged in the petition be true
that there bas been a corrupt agreement entered into between
the hon. member for Richelien (Mr. Massue) and the peti
tioners; . and if it be true that this corrupt agreement was
made, as stated in the petition, for a money consideration,
every one must agree that a great wrong has been
committed against Mr. Ritter, and that judgment was
obtained in a traudulent manner ; then it is the duty of
Parliament to deal with the case in the same manner. I
understand the hon. President of the Council objects to the
reception of this petition ; but if it is clear on the face of?
the lietition that the grievances set forth were true ; that
some wrong bas been committed-nnd this is a wrong in
my humble judgment-the petition is entitled to the
favorable consideration of the House. So far as I under-
stand, a petition is always accepted by the House when it
sets forth a grievance, though the House might come to the
conclusion that it is not expedient to grant the remedy
which is sought ; and in my experience every petition
that has been prêsented bas always been reoeived, except I

Mr. LauRia.

where the prayer clashed with the law of the land or the
rales of the House. If this, petition, as the hon. President
of the Council states, clashed with the law, it cannot
be received ; 'but if the petition- sets- forth a
grievance for which there is no other adequaté
remedy contemplated , in the law, then the. petition
should be received. What would be the remedy
which the House could apply in this case I am not
prepared to say at this moment. The hon. President of-the
Council objects to the petition because it is an election
petition, that it is sought under it to re-try the County
election of Richelieu, to prefer again the charges of corrupt
pI-actices which were brought against the hon. member for

ichelieu (Mr. Massue). Nothing ofthe kind is intended or
sought for, and if the hon, gentleman bad carefully read the
petition he would have seen that such was the case i feel
bound, as the hon. President of the Council bas taken that
line of argument, to read to the House extracts fiom the
petition. The petition firt sets out the election; then it
goes on to say that the election was controverted:

"That on the 4th November, 1878, a petition was filed at the office of
the Clerk of the Superior Court, at Sorel, the chef lieu of the District of
Richelieu, by two duly qualified electors, namely: Jean JacqueoJ.
Brun'eau and Joseph Pottier, machinists, of the said Town of Sorel, in
the said electoral district of Richelieu. contesting the election of the sa'id
Louis fluet Massue', for corrupt practice, both hy hiiself and. by hiu
agents and praying that the said election should be declared void, and
the said Louis Huet Massue disqualified in accordance with the law. -

" Tnat on the day fixed for the hearing, namely, the 24th November,
1879, the Court, then presided over by the Hon. Mr. Justice Gill, dismissed
the two petitions for want of evidence, with costs agaimst the petitioners
in each case respectively.

" That your petitioners have since learned, and are in a position te
prove, that the suit which took place on that day, in respect of the
petition of the said Jean Jacques J. Bruneau and Joseph Pottier agaist
the said Louis Huet Massue, was not decided, afte hearing both parties,
in good faith as between the said petitioners' and the said LouisHiet
Massue; but that, on the contrary, the said suit was carried on b ycollusion
and in bad faith between the said petitioners and the said .Louis Huet
Massue, with the view of preventing a hearing in respect of the cornupt
practices with which the said Louis Huet Massue was charged, the voiding
of his election and his personal disqualification.

"That aour petitioners haversince learned, and are ina positionto
prove, that on the day fixed for the hearing of the isaid ýpetition, "an*
arrangement existed between the said petitioners and the said Louis fluet
Massue, by which it was agreed that the said etitioners would prcduce
ne witness, to the end that final judgment might be given dismissngtbe
said petition, and that it was in consequence of that arrangement thiat no
witness ablesto prove the allegations of the said petition' against th said
Louis Huet Massue was heard on behalf of the said petitioners, and that
the said petition was dismissed.

"That to induce the said petitioners not te cause any witùuesa' te be
heard who could prove the allegations of the said petition agai1st the
said Louis Huet Massue, the said b[ouis Huet Massue did thenproniise to
pay, and bas in fact since paid, both to the said petitioners1 and to
various other persons. considerable sums amounting te. several thousand
dollars, wherein were included. even the costs which the saidlpetitioners
were adjudged to pay by the judgment dismissing their eaid petition> and
also all costs on both sides of the said petition of thesaid Louie Huet
Massue against the said George Isidore Barthe his opponent.

'' That no notice was ever given by the petitioners, or the said Louis Huet
Massue, of their intention not to proceed to the proof of the facts alleged
in the said petition.

IThat if such notice had been given, your petitioners and other electors
would at once have applied to thea ourt to be substituted for the said
petitioners, and would have proceeded to prove the allegations of the said
petition in as much as your petitioners truly believe that the said Louis
Huet Massue was elected by means of corrupt practices by his agents and
by himself personally.

'' That the said LouisHuet Massue took his seat in your honorable House
and sat there during the whole of the last Session and is now there sitting
during the present Session ; 'that nevertheless from the knowledge that
they have of what occurred at the laSt election in the electoral district of
Richelieu, your petitioners truly believe that the said Louis fluet Méssue
has no riglit to tihe seat occupied by him, and that the hearing of thé said
[etition filed against him would have demonstrated the fact, and would

ave resulted in the voiding of the said election, and the disqualification
of the said Louis Huet Massue.

".That the said Louis Huet Massue, by preventing and iuipeding,'as he
did do, the trying of the allegations of the said petition. prepared, against
himseif, thus obtaining from the Court the dismissal of the said petition,
did in that way prevent the electors of the said electoral district of
Richelieu from effectually contestin g his election. and thus wa-senabled
to continue to represent a constituency whieh he was not .entited to
répresent, atnd that by se doing, ho did serious injury te the rghts-,and

eiberties ofthe electors of the electoraddistrict of Richelieu, ag wçIlt
the privileges and dignity of your honorable flouse;
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"Wherefore your petitioners pray that they may be permitted to adduce

before your honorable House proof of the facts hereinbefore set forth, to
the end that upon proof of such facts your honorable House may take
such steps as it may deem just to indicate the rights and liberties of the
electors of the electoral district of Richelieu, as well as its own privileges
and dignity.

"And your petitioners will ever pray.
SOREL, 13th December, 1880."

It is plain that under this petition it is not sought to prove
before this iHouse the charge of corrupt practices made against
Mr. Massue. I apprehend that, in the prosent state of the law,
ne election can be contested by the persons and in the
manner contemplated by law. The petition does not say
that Mr. Massue has been guilty of corrupt practices, either
by himself or by his agents, but it simply says that in the
opinion of the petitioners there bas been fraud committed
and a corrupt agreement arrived at between the petitioners
and respondent in the case, thereby preventing proper trial
under the Election Act. It does not follow that even if the
investigation had been as full as possible, the election wou d
have been voided; therefore the President of the ConneIl can
scarcely be serious when ho states that it is suggested by the
petition to again place Mr. Massue on his trial; but what
they complain of is that there bas been a failure of justice.
Not only so, but they complain that a corrupt agreement was
made, and that it bas had the effect of preventing the electors
.of Richelieu from exercising the rights granted them by the
State. In this case is it not clear that the independence of
Parliament bas been sorely interfered with, and the righits
of the people trampled on ? The hon. -President of the Council
argued that we could not interfere with a Judge's decision.
The Judge was imposed upon; the trial that took place did
not bring before him the facts of the case, and he was taken
by surprise. If that were so, there must be a remedy, and
where could that be found except in Parlianent ? So far as
the reception of this petition is concerned, I will cite a case
which is perfectly analogous. 1 have said, and I think the
statement cannot be controverted, that when a subject of
Her Majesty comes before thi ieHouse with a petition seiu in
forth a grievance, this House is bound to receive the petiuan,
notwithstanding the fact that the prayer is such it cannot
be:granted. The hon. President of the Couneil says the
petition cannot be received because the judgncnt of the
Judge is final and cannot be gainsayed. I do not dispute
that at this moment; but I contend that a grievance is set
forth in the 1 etition, and that that is sufficient to entitle it,
to be received by this House. The analogous case to which
I refer is mentioned in the English Hansard, page 1180', vol.
194, third series :

"Sir EDWARD COLEBROOK presented a petition from certain
electors of the counties of Peebles and Selkirk, complaining that, at the
last. goneral election, upwards of fifty of the voters had a qualification of
an' illusory character-' that arrangements were being made for largely
increasing the sane description of votes ; and praying the House to
afford a remedy. He begged to move that the petition be read by the
Clerk at the Table.

Petition read.
8ir GRAHAM MONTGOMERY said, that the 50th clause of the

Corrupt Practices Act, passed last Session, stated that no return of a
memnber to Parliament should be questioned, except in accordance with
the provisions of that Act. He would therefore beg to ask theyight hon.
gentleman in the chair, whether it is competent for any hon. member to
present such a peition ; the time for presenting election petitions being
limited by the 50th section of the Corrupt Practices Act. of last Session ?
He wished, therefore,to know whether the petitioners were not precluded
by that et from presenting this petition ?

Mr. SPEAKER. As I understand it, the petition is not one questioning
the return of a member. It merely sets forth a grievance which the
petitioners think requires the consideration of the House."

This case eis exactly the same. It sets forth an agreement.
It does not question the ruling of the Judge on this
question; it merely says that the Judge was taken by
surprise and imposed upon. I may be asked, what will be
the consequence; what will be the remedy ? I would not
ho prepared, at this moment, to point out a remedy. That
is a question for the due and mature deliberation of the
Uouse, But I would suggest that the petition be referred

to the Committee on Privileges and Eloctions f'r a thorough
investigation, and that that Committee'report to the Huse
after they have investigated the facts. I would not go any
further. My hon. friend (Mr. Mousseau) suggésts that the
petitioners could have a remedy before the Court. That would
be well enough if this were a case to try according to the
rules and procedure of Lower Canada ; but I apprehend
that under our law of Controverted Elections the Judge is
simply exercising a delegated authority, which reverts to
the House.after he bas made his report to Parliament. It
may bo, Mr. Speaker, that there might be some weight in
the argument of the Fon. member, that if the facte which
are alleged here had been brought before the Judge
before his final report to the louse, and ho
had been shown that he had been taken by surprise
and bad been imposed upon, he might be asked to
reconsider the case; but it seems to me that afler the Judge
has made his report, after the powers delegated him .are
exhausted, this remedy for the wrong which has been com-
mitted does not lie in iÎs bands; but that it is to be sought
at the hand of the authority which delegated the power ho
has exerciséd-that is to say, at the hands of this House.
For tho present I would net venture to suggest any other
remedy. than this one. Whatever may be the report of the
CommiUee on Privileges and Elections, there is a point
which muet be quite clear and conclusive to the mind of
every member of this Huse. It is this: If the facts herein
stated are true, if it be proved that a corrupt agreement has
been entered into between the plaintiff and the respondent
for a money consideration paid by the respondent, thon the
seat which the hon. gentleman occupies in this House bas
been obtained through fraud, and it muet be conclusive that
the independence of Parliament bas been violated, and the
party guilty of that fraud is liable to the censure of .this
House. It may be said that it is a hardship
that such an investigation should take place upon
the simple representation of a petition. 1 know it is; but
such a hardship is a consequence. of a free state of Govern-
ment. It is a hardship no doubt, if, after being in a court
of justice in a suit brought against him by another person,
and he gains it, he is compelled again to have the suit
re-opened. But, Mr. Speaker, if tho charge brought against
the hon. member for Rchelieu be true, if the facts be true, it
is no hardship. While, if the facts are not true, the hon.
member is entitled to the full protection of the Hiouse. The
petitioners whose naines are at the bottam of the petition
are responsible for them, and if the charges advanced by
them in this petition are false, they would be amenable to
and receive the censure of this Iouse. I therefore move,
Mr». Speaker, thatthe petition b roceived.

Mr. OUIMET. Mr. Speaker, I wil only mention a few
arguments in sfavor of the dismissal-to use a legal
expression-of this petition. I sppose the question
just now before the House is as to whether this
petition may be received or may beconsidered by
this House. The question before us now is
the same as would be betore a Court if a demur was raised
to a petition, or any leual process. The principlo upon
which this potition may be received, or nay be considered,
rests on the fact that this House has withina its jurisdiction
the granting of the r.,medy asked for, and that the remedy
cannot be obtained otherwise in any legal way than through
this Chamber. I suppose, Mr. Speaker, nobody would ever
have supported the reception here of the petition on an
accusation which might be brought to the cognizance of the
Courts, and if a remedy could be granted by the Courts, and
if the thets stated-in this petition can be dealt with, and a
remedy given by the Courts, the petition cannot be taken
away from the juriediction of the Courts and brought bore
nobody knows for what purpose. I shall not make
any insiniations as to the purposes of the peti-
tioners, but nobody knows for what purpose this
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louse should take these facts from the cogizance section 9 of the Controverted Eleetions Act, 'whith read as

of the Courts and adjudicate upon them. 1 may say, Mr. follows:
Speaker, it las been granted by the hon. member who lias n4Te petitioa muet be presented not later thau thirty days after the
just spoken, that if this petition is an election petition thig day of publication in the Canada Gcatse of the recipt of thertura to
Huse cannot take cognizance of it. Still I humbly main- the writ of election by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, unis åt

questions the return or election upon allegation of corrupt practices, andtain that this petition contains al the usual alRegations ofan specially alleges a payment of money or ether act of bribery to have been
election petition ; that all the facts contained in this petition committed by any member, or on his account o- with his privity, since.
may be brought in the regular -way before the - tri- the terms of such return, in pursuance or in furtherance of sugh corrupt
bunals mentioned in the Contrtvorted Elections Act, p date in af ra hea peoitonamay be oreeented at any te 1ihn

and that the remedy does not lie with this House. case uny snch petition is presented, the uitting member, whose electiôn
Even in the prayer of the petition: "That the petilioners may and retirn is petitioned against, may, not "ater than fifteen days after
be permnitted to adduce before your honorable HOuse roofservice of such petition against bis election and return, file a petitionP complaining of any unlawtui and corrtipt act by any candidate at t1ie
of the facts hereinbefore set forth to the end, that upon sanie election who was not returned and who is not a petitioner, and on
proofs ofsuch facts your honorable flouse may take sUch steps whoe behalf the seat is not claimed."
as it may deem just to vindicate the rights and liberties of Here is a case clearly laid down and the remedy indieated.
electors of the electoral district of KRchelieu as well as its Under the provisions of this section the petitioners may
own privileges and dignity," the privileges and dignity of make the complaint, which is made in the present petition
the flouse come next to the rights and liberties of the and obtain the remedy. The hon. -member for Quebec East
county of Richelieu. What are those facts upon which the (Mr. Laurier) says: 'No; they cannot,' and I am of the
petitioners want to adduce evidence ? The petitioners allege same opinion. Why ? Because the time has elapsed within
first, that the hon member for Riehelieu was guilty of which these parties were obliged by law to bring their
bribery during bis election, by himself add throu'gh his son petition before tho Courts. It would be an absurd proposition
and his agent; but they &ay afterwards: "That the said to say that euch petitions might be allowed to come up
Louis H. Massue took is seat in your honorable House, and against any member of this House, two or 'three years after
sat there during the whole of last Session ; he is there now, the time provided by law, and one which I do not think
sitting during the present Session; and nevertheless from anybody would entertain for one moment. That, however,
the knowledge they have of what occurred at the last is exactly the proposition whieh bas been made by the
election in the electoral district of Richelieu, your petition- parties to this petition. There is another reason why this
ers truly believe that the said Louis H. Massue has no right petition should not be received; it may be a lawyer's argu-
to the seat occupied by him." What is the fact ment, but 'notwithstanding it may be so much' the
they want to prove? Even supposing the hon. botter for a good many members of this Housei
member for Richelieu had been guilty of corrupt If this petitionawere brought before a Court I say it should
practices during his election, these petitioners can- not be entertained, because on its face it appears thatthè
not prove such practices before this louse. Let us facts mentioned in it have taken place more than thirty dayhsuppose, for the sake of argument, that the trial was, as the before the petition was presented. Tbe Court would say this
hon. member for Quebee East bas been pleased to say, a petition cannot be received, because it was not fyled in
mock trial. That is not a fact that can be brought against him proper time. It is not alleged in the petition that the fIcts
if he was not guilty of corrupt practices; and that he was have come to the knowledge of the petitioners just before
guilty of corrupt practices cannot be proven here. Every the presentation of the petition; in fact they have been
one knows that these election trials are dangerous, not on known to them for two years. Another argument against
account very often of the accusations that are made, but on the reception of the petition is, that it was presented last
account of the number of false witnesses every one can bring year and then withdrawn. Now, what is the presumption?
before the Court. Let us remember what has passed during In law I should say that that would be sufficient to prevent
this trial. Instead of their boing presumptions of a corrupt a new petition from being brought before the House, and,
or mock trial, instead of their being presumption that the the presumption, according to the notions of common sense,
lawyers and even the Judge were ail bought, as insinuated, is that the allegation set forth in the petition, and which are
the facts related in the judgment-.facts which cannot bc the same as those in the petition presented last year, cou'd
controverted--are that these petitioners had full confidence not be sustained by the evidence offered to adduce.
in the hon. member for Richelieu, and in the oaths of his And what are we asked to do by this petition ?
son and his agent, and aftei all these.parties had sworn they We are asked to say that the judgment rendered. by the Hon.
were not guilty of corrupt practices, the petitioners Judge Gill, who was the President of the Court during thb
decided to lot the hon. member go. Ttey did not trial, as well as the lawyers and the parties, have #là bee»
attempt, after this proof, to raise the human devices which bought. Not only so, but without proper evidence we: are
are used not only during elections, but also during eleetion asked to say that the depositions of the lon. member for
trials. I come back to the point I was making. What is it Richelieu (Mr. Massue), hise son, and his agent, who ie oeo
these petitioners want to do ? To begin a new trial against of the principal citizens -of Sorel, were false, ithat they -dal
the hon. member for Richelieu. They call on this House to committed perjury, for that is what is insinuated in the
allow them to bring witneeses before it to prove corrupt petition. I say that the reception of this petition by tIhe
practices on the part of the hon. member; they- wish to flore would be to admit that an hbon. memberof:this
produceo here evidence they should have brought before te Ho se whom we have had bore for two'or three years, and
Court, le not this the very essence of an election petition. who ias been declared by the Courts of bis country pfectly
No petition can ho received here mantess the remedy be innocent, had really perjured hiemself, and was realgr iltyshown to be within the jurisdiction of this louse. No of lth charges which were made in a petition, wLih isa
eleetion petition can be received by us when the remedy signed by irresponsible parties. I say that when suc an accu-
asked for can be obtained in the ordinary way indieated by sation is brought before the House against an hon. mermber,
the law ofthis country. If what is asked by this petition and when another hon. member asks 1bat the petition
can be granted by the Courts, this ouse ihas nothing to do containing such allegations shal ,be reocived, Isay that that
with it. If the hon. member for Richelieu were guilty of member ought to reider hinuelf responsible for the trutW.
corrupt'practices during his electiona nd then boughtoff his fuine ssof the accusations that are contained in the peti#onm
aocners, bought off thos who brought the petition before The hon. member for Quebec Eat should st*ke his ,onor,
the Court, -te latter fet, if proved, constitutes also -a inseome degree, in taking such a course aguit thelhon.
vorrupt practice and comes under the 2nd sub-section of Member for Richelieu,
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Mr. GMERON (Huron). I have a word or two to say

on this question. The hon. member forLaval (Mr. Quimet)-
concluded bis speech with an observation which I think he
ought not to have made. I donot think there are contained
in the petitions any allegations that the hod.n member fbr
Richelieu (Mr. Massue), bis son, or his agent, were guilty
of perjary. That is not the ground upon which the present
petitioners invoke the interference of this House, or an
investigation at the hands of Parliament. It appears to me
that the position taken by the member foi Quhebec East
(Mr. Laurier) is clear and plain; and, in my humble
opinion, the propositions he made to the House have not
been answered, and are, in fact, unanswerable. The Presi-
dent of the Council Mr. Mousseau in anticipation of, and
the hon. member for Laval after the speech of the hon. mem-
ber for Quebec East, take the ground that this se an election
ptition. That this is substantially an election petition, and

ing an efection petition that it is not a proper subject for
enquiry by this House; that the matter having been disposed
of by the law courts the petitioners have no right to come to
Parliament for redress. It may be admitted, for the sake:
of argument, that if this were an election petition in which
the petitioners were claiming the seat for Mr. Barthe, that
it would not be a fit subject for inquiry bere, and that the
petitioner having resorted to the Courts, should be tried by
the highest of the Courts. But i submit that there is not a
word in this petition that affects the seat of the hon. member
for Riehelieu. By way of introduction and recital some;
statements are made with respect to the petition that was
presented before the Election Court, but these allegations
are only there by way of introduction. The real charges
of this petition are embraced in two or three clauses of it.
For the purpose of showing that the rights of the seat are
in no way involved, I will read the first clause bearing on
that question : -

"That-the proceedings before the Eleçtion Court were not carried on
in good faith between the petitioners and the sitting members, but that,
on the contrary, the said trial was carried on loosely and in bad faith
between the petitioner and the sitting member, with the object of pre-
venting a trialof the charges of corrupt practices against' the sitting
member." &

There is iot a word there that affects the position of the
case up to the time of trial. What Mr. Massue did, or
what his agents did, is not alleged in that petition as a
ground of complaint. The ground of complaint is that the
enquiry into the conduct of Mr. Massue and his agents was
stifled by collusion and fraud. The next allegation that
has any bearing is in the following words:-

"That the petitioners cen prove that on the day fixed upon for trial,
tlire existed between the p 'titioners and the sitting membe r an agree-
men4î by which it had been stipulated that the petitioners should bring
furward no witnesses so that the petitioners should be dismissed, and on
that account no witnesses were brought forward."

New, there is not a word there that affects the relative
position of the parties up to the day fixed for the trial. The
allegation is that by a corrupt agreement made between the
petitioners and Mr. Massue the whole investigation was
stifed. There was a mock trial, thé administration of
justice was impeded, and on this ground it is asked that
Parliament should interfere.

That in order that the petitioners should call no evidence to prove
their pelition. the sitting member had then promised to pay, and has in
fact sice paid, to the petitioners considerable sums of money amounting
te several, thousand dollars, in which sume were the cost of the petition
presented against Mr. Massue, the sitting member, and the cross petition
presented against Mr. Barthe, the contestant."

Now, iese are the th.re allegations, and they are substan-
tially these: that by a corrupt agreement between the
si4ting member and the petitioners, that petitioa Ws not
investigated in good faith, that thez sitting member agreed
to pay as part consideration for not calling witfesea,sDet
only the coates of the petition whick ho Ied againt Mr.
Bai the- but the coSts thrown upon Mfr. Barthe by the

4ismissal of thecase. I the case to which the hon. member
for Qebelaat haus referred,the allegations were strongly
in ihvor of the position taken' by the President of the

~ounell., la the petition presented to the Imperial
Parliament there were -some allegations that might
be considered as affecting the seat of the sitting
member. There it was alleged that the sitting member
was elected by wbat is opled in Sootland." faggot votes"-
begus votes; that he got fifty bogus votest; and that the
politicalparty opposed by the . petitioners in that ýoonstitu-
ency had made an attempt to manufacture more ,"faggot
votes ;" and that if the sitting member were unseated and a
new election ordered, these mannfactured "faggot votes"
would be used. There was an allegation that irectly
affected the seat. The attention of the Speaker wasdrawn
to the point that it was substantially an election petition,
but the Speaker said that there being no dlaim to the seat
it was not anelection petition and therefore could be received
by the House. There is anotier case to whieh I
would draw your attention that has some bearing on this
point. It is the case of the Rocbdale election. There was
a petition filed against the sittisg member. The matter
was under investigation as te the right of the sitting
member to the seat. It was charged that an attempt was
made to keep a material witness of the petitioners out of the
way. It was alleged that one of the friends of the aitting
member had offered a bribe of £50 to this witness to abrent
himself from England and go to New Orleans for the
purpose of escaping from the necessity of giving evidence
in this investigation. The charge was that a conspiracy
had b-en entered into between the sitting member or bis
friends -and the petitioners; that the witnessos that were
necessary for the purpose of establishing the charge in the
petition were not to be called, by collusion between the
sitting member and the petitioners or the petitioners' friends,
and, by collusion between the sitting member and the
petitioners, and so in the case we are now discussing, it is
alleged that it was agreed that in consideration ot a sum of
money, no witnesses should be called, and that judgment by
default should be taken, dismissing the petition on the
ground of there:being noevidence, and the sitting member
retained in bis seat. In the English case a petition was
presented to Parliamont, complaining that a man, by the
name of Johnson, had offered a bribe of £50 sterling to a
witness, to induce him to , eave England aod go toNew
Orleans for the purpose of avoiding the giving-of evidence
in the case. A Select Committee was appointed to
investigate the facta. But the motion of my hon. friend
does not go that far., His proposition now is that this
petition should be received by the House, so taat subsequent
action may be taken upon it after further consideration.
That case appears to me to be clearly analogous to the one
we are now discussing. If the English case was a fit subject
for investigation, thon surely in this case it is a fit subject for
investigation, whether this alleged corrupt conspiracy be-
tween the sitting member and the petitioners did take place
or not If it did take place; if these people, by this corrupt
agreement, stepped in between the respondent and justice,
then surely it is a proper subject for inquiry bore. If the
-sitting member isùmnocent, and if no such compact was
made, ho himself, ought to be the very firat to court
investigation. The fact that the matter bas been before the
Court, and that judgment bas been givenl, is no reason
why Parliamont 6hould not interfere. A precisely similar
point came before the Imperial Parliament. A petition
was presented to the (Jourt of Sessions in Ecotland
against Sir Sidney Waterlow,-on the ground that he had a
contract with the Government at the time of his election.
That petition wa withdrawn for resosu best known to
the sitting member.- lhe electers , were aot satsfied,
however, and at the, next session of Parliament they
presented a petitin conmplaiiung of what bad been done, and
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the matter was made a subject of inquiry by the Imperial
Parliament. I think the result was that Sir Sidney
Waterlow had to resign his seat and go back for re.election:
I say this is in no sense an election petition affecting the seet
of the sitting member. It is a charge ,of conspiracy, of
collusion, which defeated the ends of justice, and that the
sitting member-whether guilty of corrupt practices or not
-was a party to that collusion. Now, I submit that that is
a fit and proper subject for investigation, and that it is the
duty of the House to receive the petition. What will be
done with it afterwards is another question.

Mr. LAURIER. I wish to say a word nu answer to the
hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet), who has ued language
at which I must protest against at once. The hon. gentle-
man said I had insinuated that the lawypr who had conduc-
ted this case was bought. Now, I Ïiever said anything that
could reflect either on the lawyer who conducted the case or
on the Judge who presided at the trial. Of the lawyer, I
never said a word; of the Judge, I never said a.
word but this: that this trial had been a farce,
to which he hal been made an unconscious party,
and I think the Ion. member was quite òlamable, and did
not act properly towards a colleagueînl this House when he
attributed to me languago that I did not use. 1 have
nothing to say against the Judge; on the contrary, I know
him to be-a very honorable man, who would not Ien him.
self to anything dishonorable, The hon. menrber, for Laval
heard me aill through, and he had ne reason to useo the
langu-ige towards me which he did, and which amounted to
a slander.

Mr. SPEAKER. As this is a very important matter,
perhaps the flouse will allow me to take time to consider it.

Hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

EMIGRATION FEOM 1RELAND.

Mr. TROW enquired, Whether the Government have had
any correspondence with the Imperial Government respect-
ing the promotion of assisted emigration from tbe over-
populated or distressed districts in Ireland ? Whether
information has been requested by the IMper'ial Government
respecting the various Provinces of the Dominions as fields
for emigration; and if so, bas such information been
furnished? If such correspondence has taken place between
the Government and the Imperial Government; will it be
laid upon the Table during the present Session of Parlia-
ment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
had correspdndence with reference to the promotion of
assisted emigration from Ireland, and those papers will be
brought down. No information has been requested by the
Imperial Government as to the various Provinces as fields
for emigration.

JUDICIAL SALARIES.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether it is iutended te propose
eny measure relating to judicial salaries of Judges of the.
Superior Courts other than those of Prince Edward Island?

Mr. McDONL.D (Pioton) replied in the negative.

TRANSATLANTÂC STEAM NAVIGATIO9.

,Mr. WELDON, n the absence ef Mr. K mu, enquied,
Whether any corrïaapondence has tahWn place betwee the
Government and any person, o In te ubjet of sttamSaM-
munication between St. John, N.B., and Liverpoo7'

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Theremai.
Mr. WELDON, i the absene of M. MmAIr, enquired,

Whether, in the -event of a subsidy bing voted for a Tne of
1Mr. CAxERoN (Huron).

steamers between St. John, N.B., and Liverpool, the Gov.
ernment will ask for public tenders for the servie?

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. That is a question hat
cannot well be put. It pute a hypothetical case. mTe
question should be first whether a susidy will b. voted.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Perhaps yon will answer that
question.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 'Yon never anwer a
hypethetical question.

SALARIES OF ONTARIO COUNTY COURT JUDGEB.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether it is intended to proyeeo
any-measure as to the salaries of the County Court Judges
of other Provinces than Ontario?

Mr. McDONALD (Pietou). It is not intended to pr pose
any measure as to the salaries of the County Court Jdg,
other than is contained in the resolution now on the Ta
of the House, and of which notice has been given.

MONUMiENT TO THE LATE 'SIR GEORGE E.
CARTIER.

Mr. TASSÉ enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to give effect this year to the resolution
adopted by Parliament in 1873, in relation to the erection
of a monument to tne memory of Sir George E. Cartier, in
acknowledgment of his services to the country,?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the intention of the
Government.

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. HOOPER. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I would like, with your permission, Mr. Speaker, to call the
attention of this honorakle House to a paragraph in the
Toronto daily Globe of yesterday's date. The paragraph is
headed, "abusing the franking privileges," and 's as fol-
lows:-

" A few days ago it was accurately stated in -the Globe that-a member
of Parliament whose initials were 'E. H.' had been franking at the
public expense circulars for a protectionist newspaper published in. this
city. It happens there are three members whose initiais are 'E. H.' It
is therefore as well to explain that the member franking the circulars was
not Edward Holton, the Liberàl member for Chateauguay."

Now, Mr. Speaker, the question is simply who are the three
members whose initials are composed of E. H. ? This parn
grapih states plainly that it is not the hon. member for
Ohateauguay (Mr. Iolton), and on reference to the Par-
liamentary Companion, I find that the only other members
are the hon. member for the County of Prince, rPrie
Edward Island (Mr. Hackett) and myself. Now, so far as
I am concerned, the allegation contained in this paragraph
is false, and I emphatically deny evr. having at any tims,
or under any circumstances, abused my privilege of frank-
ing; and more especially as regards a circular in any paper
in -Ottawa for protection purposes. I presume the hn.
menber for Prince is quite capable of answering for him-
self.

Mr. HIACKETT. Tho on. member has called the ate.
tion of the Hlouse to this paragraph, and as le has,
I pre"ume, satisfactorily to t*the oue, leaed
himself of this charge. As it miglht h coSid-
èred that l am the .guilty party, I now ris. ifr
the purpose of explaining that as I have no conneotion with
hepaper, nor been requested by anybody ta frank for them,

so fr as I arn 1a oenened the allegation a falsebood. The
mater Tealy isnot worthy of notice, and it is only letanse
It hs been brought-up by te hon. member who has Just
sp6ken that-I make this statement.

Mr. MeNNES. · I alse ise to a question cf privilege. J
fInd in' the Ottawa Free Press of yesterday thero i. an
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editorial on the hon. member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster),
and in that editorial I fnd that the member for Yale (Mr.
Banwn~rd- sad myself are represented as not having voted on
thrvisron on the amendment moved by the hon. member
for Vawouver. 4will read the article fbr the information of
the&ouse, After dealing with the absurdity of the motion
of the-hon. gentleman (Mr. Bunster), it goes on to say:

'*Whees wasMlr DeCosmos ? Where was Mr. McInnes? Where was
Mr. Barnard? Echo answers where. Sir John A. Macdonald the only
other representative of the Pacific slope, was present, but ae no sign
thoug, Mr. Bnnster turned upon him a mute appealing gaze that would
havanroved a mai of atone."
I n'eed âM t tell this House that I was present, and that I
voted mgainst the amendment of the hon. member for
Vancouver; so did the hon. member for Yale. I did so upon
that occasion, and I am prepared to vote against it as often
as itis brought down in this House.

M1r. BUNSTER. If the hon. member for Westminster
feels aggrieved at having given a wrong vote for my motion,
which in duty bound he ought to have done, it is no fault of
mine; and il other hon. members were absent it was no
fault of mine. If I saw fit to bring the motion before the
House, it was my privilege to do so, and if this House and
thecountry did not think fit to endorse my motion I could
not~helg that. I made the motion in justice to a contract
thatexists. I brought that motion before this House to
remind the fouse and the country of the contract between
British Columbia and the Dominion, guaranteed by Lord
Carnarvon.

An hon. MEMBER, Order, order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman is a little out of

order. It is very well for an hon. member to state that a
report is incorrect, 'and, of course, any hon. menber can
correct anything which has not been well reported; but ino
new 4uestion can-be raised.

Mr. BÙUNSTER. The statement in the paper is not
correct.

Mr. McINNES. My object in bringing the matter before
theHouse, was that it placed myself and the hon. memtber
for Yale in a false position. No doubt there was an object
in the artiele, as they must have known that I was in my
place, as also the hon. member for Yale, and that we recorded
our votes. I simply wish- that the reporter of that paper
n4 be more accurate in his reports.

Mr. SPEAKER. What I stated does not apply to the
hon. iember who has just spoken. le was in the right
when he protested against what was reported-that Le was
absent from hie seat the other day. He stated that he was
present. Of course it is a question of fact. ' What I mean is,
that when an extract from a newspaper is read, and the
statementcontained in it corrected by a member, no new
question ought to be raised.

Mr.--1LAKE. The. hon. gentleman has a rigbt tu, make
this sat.emeùn but if this practice is ta be availed of as
extensively as it appears to have been availed of recently,
we ought to have a new heading to our proceedings,
" Motfrns for the correction of errors in newspapers."
Ser'Iwyl I hope this privilege will be availed of with great
discretten, because if, on both sides of the House, we
proe tti correct all the mistakes of newspapers, we shall
havevery-little else-to do.

Sir JOHN A. MACD»ONALD. I quite agree with the
hon. gentremau that we ought to deal with these subjects
with à great -dal of prudence, and unless charges, seriously
affeefiig a a.member in respect to his duties.as a member of
Parifarnnt, the matter should be passed over as an error of
the Press. The hon. gentleman is qiite right fram another
point Nier. He knows peFfeoty well that if the majority
of thinRous were to attempt to correet all the errors of the
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Grit îress, no other business would be done during the
twenty-four hours.

Mr. ANGLTIf. If we attempted to meet all the falso
charges made by the ans of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
I think aill night would hocciuped.

Mr. HUN'INGTON. If this practice relating to the re
porter'sgatlry, which we all rempect to a certain extent--and
we respect teGit reporters, althoug the hon. gentlemen
opposite do not do so-in to prevail, the reporters' gallery
must be'considered a part of thie House, and members rnust
single ont reporters and say: "You have said so-and-so, and
I wish to controvert what you have said."

Sir JOHN A. MA DONALD. I quite Agree with the
hon. gentleman, and if any reporter who is allowed to come
into the ouse to report the debates, adds to that position
that of correspondent, and takes to slandering mem bers or
stating what is false, I think the House, in defenco of its
own privileges, should see that the reporter should be
expelled from 'this Hlouse.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). I rise to a question of
privilege. In the report in the Ottawa Free Pres of the
speech delivered the other night by the hon. member who
bears the saine name as myself, that hon. gentlenian ie
reported as saying :

" Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) called attention to a pamphlet sent to
bis constituents with 'Thomas Robertson's compliments.' He had no
objection to that hon. gentleman sending thisliterature, provided he
stated it was Thomas Robertson, of Shelburne. (Laughter.) Hon.
gentlemen might laugh, but forgery had been committed He liad
collected two of the wrappers, which bore the initiais 'T.R., M.P?.' There
was only one other gentleman who could sign these initials, and that was
the member for Shelburne, and he had been assuÉed by that gentleman
that the signature was his. He passed on to charge the Opposition with
pursuing an unpatriotic policy, and with having failed in their attempts
to create an agitation."

I do not think that this is a correct report.

, THE ESTIMATES.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT enquired when hon,
members might expect the Estimates to be brought down.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not before Wednesday next.

EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES.

House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Mr. White (Cardwell) for an Order ofthe House for a state-
mefit of the number of persons who have passed from Canada
to the United States by way of Sarnia and Windsor, since 1st
of January, 1880, and of persons who have within the same
period come into Canada from the United States by way of
Windsor and Sarnia, &c.; the motion of Sir Richard J.
Cartwright in amendment thereto; and the motion of Sir
John A. Macdonald in amendment to the said amendment
was resumed.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIHT'S amendment that lst
January, 1870, be substituted for lt January, 1880, was
negatived.

Mr. THOMPSON suggested that a statement of those
who went into the United States by way of the Suspension
and the International Bridges be also asked for in the
motion.

Mr. WRHITE (Cardwell) objected to the suggestion, on tho
ground that reports had already been obtained from these
particular places, and that if necessary they could be made
the object of a subsequent motion. It was better this motion
should passsasistood.

Mr. ANGLIN said that when this question was first
introdueed, hon. gentlemen opposite aserted that the state
ments respecting emigration from Canada were groesly
exaggerated. It was difficult to obtain precise information
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because it was sometimes difficult to distinguish between
emigrants and people who weat to the Stutes on business or
pleasure with the intention of returning. Nevertheless,
from his part of the country the number of people who left
for the States last season was so múch in etcess of ordinary
travel and of previous seasons, that no doubt could exist that
a large emigration took place. 'The esti mates varied widely,
but the lowest showed a very high figure compared with
previous years. The steamers on the line from St. John to
Portland and Boston were crowded on every outgcing trip
with Canadians, a large number of whom were the
flower of our population, consisting to a large extent
of skilled laborers. He had heard it stated
that the population of St. John and Portland had decreased
within some months by 6,000 or 8,000 souls. Clergymen
of several denominations had told him they had observed
a marked diminution in their congregations, and any one
aecustomed to the town could not help remarking the small
riumber of people to be now met in the streets, in the stores,
and around the *harves. But very few of those who left
would return. True, some had returned to work in the
boot and shoe factories, in which there was now more
employment than a year ago, but the number who roturned
was very small. It was not an uncommon thing to see the
steamers detained, waiting the arrival of a car or two car
loads of people for the United States, from Nova Scotia,
and various parts of his Province by the Intercolonial; and
there was not a schooner, of the man-y that left every bay
and creek of the New Brunswick and part -of the Nova
Scotia coast, for the United State', that did not carry
some passengers who intended settling in there.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER R ECESS.

Mr. ANGLIN. It might be said, as it had been said, that
of those who left the city of St John during the years
1875-80, that a large number were those who came there to
assist in rebuilding the city after the great fire of 1877. It
was true, a very large number camefrom the United States
in the fall of 1877, and probably some in the spring of 1878,
but it was also true that nearly all of those people had
returned by the close of 1878, and that few, if any of them,
were included in those who left the city and neighboirhood
in 1879, when there was so large an exodus. But speaking
of the great numbers who left, and many of them he feared
never to return, ho did not include at any time mere
sojourners in the city. He spoke entirely of those
who were either natives of St. John or of the
Province of New Brunswick, or had lived there the
greater part of thoir lives,-and had hoped to spend the rest
of their days there, but who were driven away for want of
employment, or because, if they were employed; their
wages were so low as scarcely to provide food for their
families. They had heard similar reports from the Province
of Quebec. They had heard from time to time that there,
were trains, with cars crowded with natives of that
Province and others, wbo were residents of the Province,
who were leaving to seeck employment in the United States,
many of them with the expressed intention of settling in
the United States permanently. No doubt some of these
had returned, but he was sorry to say that the number
returning was amall, compared with those who went away.
But the most startling reports they had received were from
the western districts, and the report of which was the
subject of the resolution before the House. It
would almost seem incredible that from that
district, and- from the ports of that district,
so vast a number of the people of Canada ould haVO go pr
out of the country to settle in the 'United States. Te
report, however, appeared to be official in its chareter
though its accuracy had been impugned. Be believed the

Mr. ANGLiN,

hon. Minister of Agriculture some weeks ago had told the
House that he had caused official, inquiry to be made
through one of the gentlemen employed in his department,
and that thaf gentleman had satisfied- himself that the
figures were grossly exaggerated. But they had heard
another account of that inquiry and its result. They had
heard it stated that the United States- official who had
made this report to his Government, had treated as an
insult to himself and his Government the inquiries made
by the offieer. deputed by the Minister of Agriculture, and
had insisted on the absolute accuracy of his returns. This
much, however, was certain: that the returns which were
now impugned by hon. gentlemen opposite, and ridiculed by
them as being exaggerated and incredible in their character,
were precisely such returns as these hon gentlemen chose to
rely upon for the four or five years when the Mackenzie
Administration was in power. They had then pointed to
the outflow of people from Canada during those years; and
the average number which left during those years was very
much less than the average number that had left for a greht
many years preceding which hon. gentlemen opposite were
in power, though the number was larger than they desired
to see leave the country. Those hon. gentlemen declared
to al who chose to believe them-and many professed to
believe them-that that outflow of population could be
checked if only they were restored tó power and afibrded an
opportunity of putting their great Tational Policy into
operation. It was quite natural that they should
now feel sore at fIding that in this second
year after they retired, in the year after the National
Policy went into operation, the outfiow of the people
exceeded the outfiow of any previous year-not merely
during the Mackenzie Administration, but also during their
own previous Administration-by so many thousands. It
was the largest outflow that had ever been heard of in this
country, so that it was quite natural that these hon.
gentlemen should try to throw discredit on the official
returns which showed such results. But in doing this they
also attempted to throw discredit on the very figures which
they themselves had relied on during the campaigns of the
previous three- or four years. In those years they had
never heard the accuracy of these returns doubted; in those
years they were wailing and lamenting over the deplorable
fact that our people could not find employment in their own
country; that our young men had no scope and verge for their
ambition in this country; and that those who were enter-
prising were unwilling to be cribbed, cabined and confined
in Canada, under a Government that did not know how to
protect the country or promote its welfare; that did not
know how to open up revenues of industry for the ambitious
and enterprising young men of the country, who were,
therefore, leaving il in such numbers. le thought it was to
be regretted that objection was made to the amendment
moved by the hon. member for Centre Buron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright). le thought if they would go into an inquiry
on this subect at al, it should be a thorough inquiry ; if
they were to have the test applied to one set of figures, the
same test should be applied by the same mon to the
corresponding figures, so that if they were found
to be exaggerated in one case it might be ascertained if they
were not exaggerated in the other. Then they would, a ti
events, be able to form some idea of the extent of the
emigrafion of Canadians to the United States from
that district, and by the ports of that district, however
much they might-differ as to its causes.- Its causeswere, he
believed, multifarious, Be would be sorry to hold the pro
sent Government responsible teo Vhs full extent for that
extiéordinary outflow of our population. le did- not
believe the Government could have preventedft ne matter
what they did, -but at all events it hd proved that Uxe
operation of the National Policy was powerless to cheekthe
outflow of our people to the United. States, though th"se
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Lon. gentlemen had promised over and over again that it
would cheek the exodus of our people to the American
territories; and that so far frion checking it, that
outftow has enormoualy increased eince their return
to power. He trusted and hoped that now that the great
business depression had passed away all over the country;
that now that Canada and even the city of St. John was
enjoying botter times,'our emigration would not be so
great as it had been. He trusted and hoped that a great
many 6f those who had left would find it to their interest
to return and to bring with them many valuable citizens to
this country who, fading themselves contented with their
lot in Canada, would be the means in their turn of inducing
many others to follow their example.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said ho had some information
which he was sure would be gratifying to the hon. gentle-
man who just sat down, with reference to the number of
Canadians who had returned by the International line to
the city of St. John during the last autu mn. He had seen
it stated in one of the papers that 150 people had returned
by one boat, and he had asked the emigration agent there
to interview the agent of that line of steamers, and to ask that
gentleman to furnish him (Sir Loonard Tilley) with informa-
tion as to the number who had returned by that line.
Be had been inTormed by Captain Chisholm that 2,270
persons had returned to Canada during the season by their
line. It was true that quite a number liad left early in the
season, but the above number had returned by the Inter.
national line alone. Without- wishing to anticipate any
financial statement, he might be allowed to quote from
returns recently placed in his bande covering the first six
months of the present fiscal year, as compared with the
same period of the last fiscal year, giving the exporté and
imports of the Provinces. As regarded New Brunswick, if
there had been a large emigration, there had been also a con-
siderable increase in the consuming power of the population.
For the first six months of 1879, the exports and imports
amounted to 84,563,660; whereas for the first six months
of the present year they amounted to $6,816,000. The
exports were this year, $2,684,000, against 81,693,000
last year. Similar comparative statistics for the whole
Dominion showed that if there had been such a
tremendous exodus as was pretended, the returns
did not indicate it. In the article of tea, during the
Érst six months of last year, duty was paid on 6,062,000
lbs., while for the corresponding period this year duty had
been paid on 8,098,000 Ibs.; coffee, last year, 711,441 lbs.,
this year, 886,317 lbs.; dried fruits, last year, 282,824 lbs.,
this year, 495,142 ibs. Of molasses, consumed
principally in the Lower Provinces, 40,000 gallons
more were consumed in the six months of the
present year than during the corresponding period of
lastyear. It was true, doubtless, that on some of those
items, some part of the consumption of the first six months
of the present year had been taken ont of the similar period
of last year, but it still was quite clear that if we had a
smaller population by reason of the exodus the consuming
power ofthe population had been wonderiully increased.

Mr. WELDON said ho would have liked if the hon. the
Finance Minister had ascertained from Captain Chisholm
the number of persons who had departed by the Inter-
national line of steamers. No man who lived in St. John,
and who had opportunities of knowing what was going
on-throughout the Province, could fail to see that great
numbers of people had been emigrating from that Province.
A mns wouldhave toshut hiseyes toignore it.For instance,
lat September he left St. John to go to the United States,i
and the Intercolonial train failed to connect with the
western train, consequently wben the next Intercolonial
train came upthere was a large oumaber of people collected
on both trains. Along with the conductor he endeavored to

ascertain the number of emigrants on both trains,.
and found there were not less than 125 going to reside in
the United States, some from New Brunswick and soen
from Prince Edward Island. The hon. the Finance Minister
had giveof returns of imports for the last two years. He
(Mr. Weldon) would compare 1877 with 1880, and ho found
that whereas in,1877 the imports amounted to $7,000,000,
they were reduced in 1880 to something like $3,000,000.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY asked if the former period was
not that when everything was being rebuilt in St. John on
account of the fire.

Mr. WELDON said ho would begin with 1875, whon the
imports were $9,853,000; 1876, $6,013,000; 1877,
$6,917,950; 1878, 88,474,000; 1879, $5,338,000; 1880,
$8,996,000. That showed how the importations had fallen
off during the last two years. Doubtless there had been an
influx of workmen into St. John after the great fire, but
that increase had been more than lost since by emigration.
Anyone going down to the wharf of the International lino
of steamers, lcaving three timos a week, could not fail to see
large numbers of persons easily to be recognized as emigrants,
who had gathered up their household goods and were seeking
homes in another conntry. In regard to the city of St. John
he found that in 1878 the number of ratepayers who paid
poll-tax on both the eastern and western sides were-6,331 ;
where in 1880 the number bad diminished to 4,973, a falling
off in two years of about 1,350, reprosenting a population of
5,000 people. Any person 'who travelled across the Bay of
Fundy could not fail to see that a large number of people
were leaving Nova Scotia- by the American boats for the
United States. On one occasion an American boat was
detained two hours, waiting the arrival of 150
emigrants whom she carried boff to the United States.
For the first time in the history of New Brunswick, the
annual increase in shi building which had been ber
experierice for years, ha ceased in 1880; and not only so,
but the amount of money invested in that industry had
actually diminished. And this had happened during a year
when Providence had blessed the labor of the husbandman
with an abundant harves&t, and when, for the first time since
1873, ood pricos had been obtained for their lumber in
Great Britain. In spite of the bountiful harvest and the
revival in the lumber trade, this exodus was going on, and
he could ouly attribute it to the policy which taxed our
bread, our clothing, and every necessary of life, and com-
pelled the laboring man to go where he could get higher
wages.

An bon. MEMBER. In a country where the taxes are
higher.

Mr. WELDON. But not to a co.untry where bread
was taxed. This exodus of our peojple was due to the policy
of this Government, which took money out ef the pockets
of the people, not merely to increase the revenue, but to
place it in the handa of monopolists.

Mr. McDONNELL (Inverness) said that when this
question arose the other day, he had heard with surprise
from the Minister of Agriculture the statement that- the
emigration from the Dominion had not been greater during
the past year than it had been in previous years. His own
impression, so far as the Province of Nova Scotia was con-
cerned, was entirely the reverse, and in order to ascertain
what the emigration was, he had written to the agent of an
American linoeof steamers running between Prince Edward
'Island and 'Boston, touching at the port of Bawksbury, in
the county of Inverness. The agent of that line had
replied to him that the number of passengers leaving that
port was, in. 1876, 436 ; in 1877, 447 ; in 1878, 373; in 1879,
484, and in 1880, 1,525. The number which had left in 1880
nearly quadrupled the rnumber in any previous year during
the past four years, although that year had been marked
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with a bountiful harvest, particularly inthe county e pre-

isented. The exodus from other counties must have been
greater than from Inverness, because there was no county
in the Province less affeeted by changes in trade.
This, ho thought, was satisfactory evidence of the melancholy
fact that the exodus of the people from the Province of
Nova Seotia was on the increase; and it was a sad commen-
tary on the policy adopted by bon..gentlemen opposite, a
pclicy which, to use the words of the famons rosoiution of
the hon. leader of the Government, was no only to retain
in ourcountry our countrymen, but -to cause our expatriated
countrymen to return.

Mr. HACKETT said hon. gentlemen from New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia, in their efforts to make it appear that
there was a terrible exodus from those Provinces, wore
most industrious in collecting evidence. He knew that
some people were leaving the Maritime Provinces for the
United States; but why? In order to join their friends
there, who had gone during the administration of affairs by
hon. gentlemen opposite. He knew instances of farmors
who had left Prince Edward Island in 1 76 and 1877 for
the United States, who had bettered their condition there,
and who had written to their friends to sell out their pro-
Party and join them. They were not driven out by the
National Policy. He knew young men who, last year, bad
given ,-p good positions worth 840 a montb, had gone to
Colorado in the hope of making much more; but he
expected them soon to come baok. It mattered not whether
a man went to the United States on business orpleasure, ho
was set down as an emigrant, forced to leave by the National
Policy. He had travelled recently to Boston, with lis wife
and two children, on the line of steamers to which reforence
had been made; and ho supposed ho and his family had
been put down as emigrants, driven out of the country by
the National Policy.

Mr. SHAW said that to much had been made out of the
emigration from Canada to the United States. He had
occasion to visit Manitoba, and proceeded there by way of
Duluth. He returned by way of the St. Pau land
Minneapolis Railway, and on the cars thore came a United
States agent, who took a list of the passengers, enquiring
where they came from. He (Mr. Shaw) stated
that ho came from Ontario, and had been in Manitoba;
and he inferred.that people who had gone from Ontario into
Manitoba and returned te the United States were emigrants
to that country. The Agent had a look prepared with a
list; and as the hon. members for South an d trtre Huron,
together with two County Court Judgés in Ontario, were on
board, they, together with himself (Mr-. $haw), weoretll
entered as emigrants to the 'United States. fHe would like
to know from the hon. members for Centre and South
Huron whether their names were net also taken.

Sir RICHARD J. CA1TWRIGRT. No.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). No.
Mr. H UNTINGTON said he woald -ike to know, from

the Finance Minister down to, the youngest member of this
House whether that practice prevailed a few years ago
when bon. gentlemen were cryiug aloud and bewailing that
therb wasan exodus from this country. If the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Mackenzie) bad been here ho wouWd have
arison and given tha flouse the benefit of his- ex-
perience and would have shown that ho was unot
driving the people out of this country. The bon. I
gentleman from Prince (Mr. Hackott) who 'had
spoken just now had explained to the House how it waai
that there was no exodus going on, e;ee a few
friends left behind of the many whem, the ackenzie
Governmènt had driven out of the count. The"
diseussion of that qestion shouild be in a
spirit aboveparty, for it was one which,f . d on facts
at all, was a serious matter, and one 'wMich demandød serious

Mr. MAcDoMiiLL (InverneWs).

consideration. If the fact was as stated a few years agJby
the right hon. gentleman now at the, head of- the Govrn.
ment, that the exoduf prevailed because thetaxe& ,weOt
high enough, and if although ho has since been ini powerand
raised the taxes, believing he could pin the .people ta the
soil, thon, the right hon. gentleman having tried his remedy
and failed, hon. gentlemen opposite should acknowledge
that their denunciation of the policy which they aoid was
driving the people out of the country was a mistake-; they
shoul arise and seek to re move the impression, tey
created -then, and acknowledge it was a mistaken
plicy by which they attempted to remove tho,. *vil.

o was amazed at the Finance Miniater, who -ad
a reputation which he thoroughly accorded to the
hon. gentleman, of being a man who ought to ae, and
could be, if ho was living in good oompany, a candid and
fair man. He thought when the question was introduced
that hon. members would rise above pairty for if tbey could
not rise above the influence of partizanship the fact was not
creditable to the House, and that the Finance Miister
would oeffr some reasonable explanation; that he woold
admit there was an exodu and that ho was .sorry for it.,
Instead ofdiing that the hon. gentleman rose and spoke
about some steamship information by which he declared he
was able-to know some people bad returned to St. John. LDid
the hon. gentleman wish the House to know that tihe body
of emigration was in our favor? Did he wish the House to
understand that our expatriated countrymen wore return-
ing,? If not, why should he have rèferred to the:fact astail.
Why should he not have dealt fairly and candidly with this
question, instead of in a captions and pettifoggig spirit
Why did ho not admit that the remedies bad not been sue-
cessful, and that the people had not been kept ii ftie country,
instead of making a statement in which ho was careful het
to commit hinmself to the statement which ho dare not imke
-that the National IPolicy was keeping the poqPle
in the country and remedying the misfortunes
existed during the hard times which went before. f'uon.
gentlemen opposite had had plenty of opportunity f£r
trying their remedial measures They Jiave had years of
prosperity, such as the Mackenzie Government neer
enjoyed. They have had those years of prosperity hving
come into power unler the promise that they wouuld remedy
the evils which were said to exist, the chief of which wae an
exodus of our people, and which continues with an incres-
ing tide under the National Policy ; yet the Firiance
Minister rises with a bundie of papers and declareo hat
policy is justified because a- certain number of eiple bsve
returned to St. John, though ho knows they are soiŠy a
fraction of the people who have gone from there: Wel
elsewhere. Hon gentlemen opposite state thatbe ôple
should not believe statements made about the exodus, at
It was the duty of statesmen to look at facts, as tley pxist,
and to find remedies for evils, and if 'hon. gentlemen on-the
Treasury Benches found that the sane sta1e td.fthings egiate
to-day, as existed when they were in OQpposition, and iat
the National Policy had done nothing te relieve itrit þoid
occur to the Finance Minister whother there were 1Qt sompe
pople in the counry whose position should banïdliosa ~d,
and who should be wed, as it were. to the countr',
the nanfacturers to'whom tlhe hon. gentleman id ven
so mnuch attention.

Mr. POPE. (Cmpton) said that when the stàketnenite of
hS, gentlemen on the other side of theolause who talked
about the exodus from tis country were disprovediaoespect
to oe part of the country, they hed togo down tof .John,
Net e month ago they were declaring. frosy J»wu houe-
tops, on every occasion, that the exodutr waa ,froi QTrt
Huron, but there is not a wotd about Port uro tasfay.
The Port Nuron question was settled.

Soute ho. NEMBRRS. NoQ.
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Mr. POPE. Hon. members oonud not get over the flgures,

whichwere clear and explicit. They might read newspapers
and lottes from agents.showing that a certain number of pas-
sengers had gone from Inverneus or some other place, but it
could be shown that they were, .for the most part, gong
because they had business to do there. le believed they
would find a greater number of passengers travelling from
every port in this Dominion, last year, than had travelled
dmng previous years; because there had been a general
inewese of business, and with increased business a greater
gow of money; anI, ofcourse, when peope got money they
were -fund travelling. But ho would ll hon. gentlemen
that there was no exodus of any consequence from this
country, at the present moment, and that there was a larger
omigration from the United States.

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Mr. POPE said the hon. gentleman knew nothing

about it. When people talked about emigration from'
this country, ho could tell them that they did not take
into account the immigration into this country from the
United States. There was no doubt there was, and would
ever ., emigration from this country into the United
States, and the figureM would show, if hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the House would look at them, that what
they diseloso, and what they try to make the country
blieve about everybody who was leaving, was altogether in-
oorrect. Of eourse,there was nodoubtthat the country being
more prosperous now there were more passengers passing
through Port Huron than some years ago.

M1r. CHARLTON said ho had been amused at some of the
reasons assijned by hon. gentlemen for the extent of im-
migration to the United States. Admitting that emigration
didexist, the hon. member for Prince (Mr. Hackett) told
the House that the people were going from Prince Edward
Tland to the United States because they had friends there.

The following letter from the colleutor at Port Huron would
beaor ut, bia sateent:

elOusvrou Hors, Poar HUnoN, Iglm.,
"CoyaAeLLC s's Orv;cu, 29th January, 1881.

''Sm,-In reply to your enquiries as to the manner of obtaining
immigration statistice at this port, I would state that it is the practice
for the United States Oustomis Officers to cross the river to Point Edward
upon the arrival of all passenger trains from the East. They then get on
board the trains and examine all the hand baggage and parcel im the
coashes, and at thesami, time ascertaining, as nearly as they can, the
nuraber in each çoach. Announoements are vnade in uaeb coach, that
ail -persans froni Oauida will have to claim their baggage and effects
upon the arrival of the train at Port Huron. Upon the arrival of the
train.at Part Huron aIl baggage from Canàda is unloaded, and must be
claimed by the owner, when it is opened and examined, when the owner is
interrogated as to the place they are from, where they are going, and
theirintention to remaim permanently in this country.

" Ail baggage of passagers from the. Eastern States, passing thraugh
Canada, is manfested at the art ; when the car leaves the United States
the nfeet contains-a descrtion af the package, together with a check
number, this manifest is pl in the car, the car sealed by a United
States Cstoims Officer, and sent in bond to ths part, when the car is
opened by a United States Customs Officer, who compares the contents of
the car with manifeSt, and if found correct the- baggage goes on to
its destinatiôn without further examination. Two and sometimes three
oficers cross the river and upon arrival at this port, five and sometimes
six officers are employed in examining and passag the Canada baggage,
and it often takes an hour or more to make the examination on a sngle
train. -The Grand Trunk Railway furnish men to open baggage and to
obtain auch information as we may desire.

' Al parties arriving from Canada with effects, intending to live bere,
have to make an entry of the saine and make oath that they intend to
become permanent residents in this country. Passengers going to Manitoba
or other BritishI possessions are not classed as immigrants, the furnish an
invoice of value. cf their effects and bond is given for their delivery at
their destination.

" We class all immigrants as ftom lthe country they started from, not as
froîn Canada, dmiaigrants ftom Europe are classed from the country of
their last permanent .residence. The practice at the Great Western
railway is thi same, and quite a large number cross the frontier by teams
as wel as at the different points.

" Respectfully
tH. N. BOTSFORD.

"To Mr. GORMAN,
"Sarrnia."

Thdir friends in the United States seemed to have a greatl
attraction to them. That was une of the reasons ope Reting tortHronwodati theniteut'icutr

werfully in the matter of emigration ta to IJheUnitPd
teS . During the last eleven years somehiang Mr. POPE aaid thore vas no confidence whatover ta be

lMke 3,500,000 emigrants had gone into th8 plaediit.'le CQUid prove that by tho collector's awn
country. Their friends were drawn to that country from officiaIs.l'is salary dependod on the business ho could get.
Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, and oIher'Mr. CHARLTON said it wouid bc understood the hon.
countries; and the hon. gentleman from Prince (Mir, 3Miuistcr of Agricultùre, in bis place in the House of
Haakett), told the House that people were going there not Commuons, discroditedlhe statisties fuinished by the United
beliase they were not doing well in their own country, but States' (ustome offis, oeiaUy tii.one atfort Huron, aise
bééause they imagined they could do botter in the United the autbontiniîy and roliabi11ty of tilAmerican statistics.
States. The hon. gentleman, as well as another hon. gontle-
man, inforjned the louse that in their opinion the United
Stàtes immigration statistics are defective, becau'se, in thoir Mr KIIZKPATRICK. That ta your statement.
opidion, all travellers into that country were counted as, Mr.CIARLTON aqid if theimmigraton statisties at the
immigrants. le thought, also, that the hon. the Minister port of Port Huronwete .uotretiable, as tbe hon. Minister
of Agiculture advanced that opinion. cf Agriculture would have tis luse and the country

Au ho. &EMBER. So they are. believe, thon the immigration statisties of th&United States

Mr. CHALTON said they were not. The United StatestelIenr t ra thorthrnsa t mactory
Oustoma authorities, wben entering a person as au ,imlimi-one.- Re kneweomi4peseàtobservation,,having crossed Port
grant, inquired of tbat person his lat place of re$idoce, i3knorepôatedlyhhtt#oor three Customeoticers boarded
whether ho was a citizen of that country, and his detinau-
tion, and if he represented himself as an inhabitant ot aevery
foreign country, emigrating to the United States for theu painsk
purpose ofe settling in it, he was entered as an immigrant.

an imigrnt eiteed aanim igrat. r.. ÊOWEL. i may give'tlie hon. geontieman a littieIf the persn was an immigrant his goods -passed- in iree.

r. POPE rom the evidence gin by r. Aeril,n as e aner in which teUit States
those -questions are net asked b'ecause it is a matter é ao hotesat Washm ngon hve otine. therstat e
impssil*ity in the limited time. It would take, he said, patment oftbti'country to ascertain the amount
twety mm e odo so.ttW~~t7 mes te de se. ofh~ rtsi frofé tIra Unitcitaes n every instance thre

Qr, CEXARtTON said he knew that trains wero detsned, amount a te4two or thteemilliorimare than tir
lo'ng enoughr téenable the Customs offler to make therdgi
enquiries the law required, and these officers were not' theyar :iM nIuathe hon. gentleman voul4 bai
partcularlyeuplaut rabouttdrtoinnoglraildaysftrainy.thMi'tnitrlofAiecultur
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.Mr. CHARLTON said they were not discussing
imports. The hon;» Minister of Agricultur e said we were
receiving a very ba-ge immigration from the ,United States.
IHad he any means of informing us what that immigration
last year amounted to.

Mr. POPE. I havo ; but not with me.

Mr. CHARLTON said ho hoped the lon. Minister would
not delay in producing it. -He felt some curiosity as to the
extent of tho information the hon. Minister had on this sub
ject. The United States Bureau ofStatistics a few days ago
issued their report on immigration for the six months ending
31st of December last, which gave the result of the immi-
gration for the year. The annuat report would not be
issaed for a few days yet. According to the report he men-
tioned, the immigration to the United States last year was
not only unusually larger from Canada, but from ail parts
of the world. It reached 586,068, if any reliance could be
placed nu the United States statisties, but he supposed the

on. Minister of Agriculture would consider the report
more guess work. The immigration exceeded that of the
three previous years. It was 25,000 greater than
the largest immigration- in any previous year in
the history of the country. Over half of that came
from Great Britain and her dominions. Great Britain
furnished 296,025; about one-seventh--or 84,194 came from
Ireland, and 134,728 are said to have come from the
Dominion of Canada. That was for the twelve months
ending 3lst December, 1s80. The incroase in populationof
the United States during the last decade bad been 11,594,1 8;
the increase due to immigration had been 3,006,245, leaving
8,58w ,943 due to other causes. The increase by imnigration
during the last year was 70 per cent. as great as the
average annual natural increase for the last ton years.
The emigration firom Canada to the United &ates-if these
statistics were reliable-amounted to 3 per cent. of the total
population of the Dominion. Although those statisties were
discredited, be believed that no hon. gentleman who had any
knowledge as to the condition of affairs in Canada could be
ignorant of the fact that a very large emigration had taken
place to the United States during the past year. He
believed it would be the testimony of every member of the
House that in bis own particular locality this movement
had been greater than at any previous time. In. Lis own
locality the movement had been unusually large; and while
the population of the whole of Canada had decreased 3j per
cent. by this emigration, he-had no doubt that in his own
locality the decrease due to emigration to the United States
was from 5 to 10 per ccnt. It was au indisputable fact that
in many parts of the country the movement had assuned
vast proportions. Ris business led him to visit the United
States frequently, ho had crossed the boundary at Port
Huron he presumed a score of times during the lasI few years,
and hehadnoticedgreat numbersaofeomigran&ts crossingatthat
port. He had seen loaded trains, a large proportion of whose
passengers were emigrants for the western States-not
only on the Grand Trunk Railway, but on the Great Western
as twell. He had seen the streets of Port Eurony-of Sagi-
naw, and of Bay City, thronged with Ca adians who were
moving over from their own country to the United States
in large numbers. le had no doubt, froniporsonal observai
tion-from bis own experience as an eye witness-that the
figures which had been givon as te the extent of the exodus
were substantially correct. But he had not merely the
evidence of personal observation, for any person travellîng
in Northern Michigan must be improssed with the cfat
that a large proportion of the population of that country
were Ganadians. Ie had made inquiries of inteligent men iu
Northern Michiganas to the relative proportion of Oanadians
to the whole population, and he liednever kaown any ran
put the proportion at less than onefonrth, and the best
informed had told him that in that part of the Statest least

Mr. BoWELL.

one-half the population, were Canadians. One of the
principal newspapers in the west-a papér published in
London-published a special edition for the beneûft of its
Michigan readers who had emigrated from Canada.

Mr. BOWELL. You do not mean to say that they have
all gone in there within thoast few years ?

Mr. CHARLTON said he was not saying that they had
all gone in during the last two years, but ho said the
population of N.orthern Michigan was possibly one-half
Canadian, that the accession to their number during the last
year had been immense, and thatfrom what lie had seen him-
self, and from what ho had obtained from trustworthy wit-
nesses, he did not believe the extent of the exodus had been
exaggerated by the statistics which had been given. It was
perfectly natural that hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
bonches should attempt to discredit the authonticity of the
American statistics with reference to this matter. Ho did
not claim that these statistics were absolutely correct, but
he did claim that they were aubstantially correct. ie had
no doubt from the evidence of his own eyes that our popu-
lation wore drifting away from us with great rapidity; ho
had no doubt that we had lost last year 134,000 souls by
emigration to America as the statistics of the latter country
demonstrated. And these men who were crossing over
were the very flower of the population of this country-not
the old, -the decrepit, or. the infants, but men
in the very prime of life. In iorthern Michigan
they would find one-half or two-thirds of the stalwart
men who were engaged in the lumber woods there
were from Canada, and they would find that in Minnesota.
Dakota, and the other Western States, Canada contributed
the best kind of immigrants. The.United States pointed with
pride to the fact that they received more immigrants from
Canada last year than from Germany; that of the 586,000
thby received as immigrants from the whole world, nearly
135,000 were from Canada, and they had no objection to
receiving such immigrants still more rapidly. They were
offering every inducement to bring them ithere, and it
certainly spoke little for the wisdom of the policy adopted
in this country that this emigration movement :should con-
tinue so large and increase so rapidly. He thought that hon.
gentlemen opposite, instead of attempting to discredit the
well authenticated reports of American officials; instead of
taking refuge behind the plea that the information was
false; instead of insulting the officials of a powerful
neighbor, might botter own up that their p)licy had not
increased the prospority of this country -own up that in
cqnsequence of the,policy they had adopted, our population
was drifting away from us. It certainly was drifting.away
from us. He believed these statistics were correct,
notwithstanding all the assertions that the Minister of
Agriculture might make to the cohtrary. 11v believed hat
the-statistics of the Collecter of Customs at Port 'uron
were to be relied upon, and that the Minister of Agriculfure
has cast on that oftlcer a needless taunt and a gratuitous
insult.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) said, that if hon. gentlemen
opposite were sincerely desirous of preventing the exodus
of'which they bad heard so much they would refrain from
so repeatedly presenting to Canadians the advantages of
settlement in the United States, asthey bad been persistently
doing since the advent to power of the present Government.
They all knew that, during the last two Sessions of Parlia-
ment, those hon. gentlemen had beendoing thei abest to
point out to our poople that the advantageos presented by
settlement in the United States were much .greater than
oould be offered to settlers in Canada, and
aurely they did not imagine that statements of
this kind_ made by leading politicians on -he
leoor of this W~ouse would have no effect. If these
hon. gentlemen believed in these statements aboat-the
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extent of the exodua to Canada, they should also believe
that that exodas was largely due to their own efforts in this
House, in drawing attention to the great advantages for
settlement possessed by the United States in comparison
with Canada. lie believed it would be shown, when this
matter was finally settled before the Committee on Immi-
gration and Colonization, that the statements made by hon.
gentlemen opposite, with reference to this exodus, were
entirely un founded in fact. It would b shown, he thought,
from the evidence of those who were connected with the
collection of statistics in the United States, that it was
utterly impossible for one man, or for twenty men, to
collect accurate statistics of the exodus at the port of Port
Huron. It would be shown, from the returns of the Great
Western Railway and the Grand Trunk Railway, that those
statements wore greatly exaggerated. No member of thii
House ought to know better than the hon. member for
North Norfolk, that a large fiumber of the lumber operatives
in .Northern Michigan were Canadians who went to the
United States in the autumn of the year and returned in the
spring. Mr. Speaker knows that a large number ofCanadians
went from his (Mr. Speaker's) section of the country to the
lumber regions of Michigan in the fall and returned
in the spring. He (Mr. White) had no doubt that
every one of these operatives was counted as a Canadian
emigrating to the United States, and he had no doubt that
the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) was
aware of that fact. Even if the statments which these hon.
gentlemen made were true, if they believed them to be true,
but have a patriotie feeling in their breats, they
would -not follow the line of argument whieh t1hey
have adopted in this House and before the country.
Instead of endeavoring to weaken the hands of the Govern.
ment, instead ofendeavoring to show that the adoption of
a National Policy had had the effect of driving out the
population to a country where protection is stili greater
than it was here, if hon. gentlemen opposite woirld endeavor
to show the advaritages the people would derive by remain-
ing in this country they would be doing more for the interest
of this country than they appear to be desirous of doing.

Mr. FARROW said it we were losing 134,000 Canadians
every year by emigration, as was pretended, it was high
time we began to enquire into the iratter. It was a faet
that Canadians went to the United States to remain; large
numbers went to remain transiently to work in the lumber
woods of Michigan or elsewhere, but after earning $50 or
$100 they came back again. The hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) bad said that the Americai Customs
officers visited every train crossing the 4ine, and enquired
of each passenger whence ho came and whither ho was
going. He,(f1r. Farrow) did a little travelling last summer
into the United States and the North-West. By a strange
coincidence he met on the route Lis two hon. friends from
South and Centre Huron (Mr. 'Cameron and Sir Richard J.
Cartwright). They took the boat at Kincardine, upon
which were 300 second-class passengers all going
to Manitoba. When they arrived at Duluth the
United States Customs offlcers came along and eenminod
their valises, their shirts and stockings, and everything
they had. But not a word did ho (Mr. Farrow) hear that
offleer ask any of these people as to where they were going.
He simply did his duty and passed on. One would think
that with such a prize as 300 emigrants the offlcer would
have i.nterrogated them, but ho did nothing of the kind.
Why, it was ail bash. The county of Huron hadsent many
families to Kansas and Dakota, and some of these families
had had sa&experience there. One of hia neighbos who
had gone to Kansasfor the sake of placing Lis children
upon farme, had sowed 100. acres of wheat last r which
yielded him only 4en bushels. That man Wan to come
back now, and there were hundred'in aulike position. In
Minnesota this winter the cold had been so intense that

people had been obliged te burn their chairs and other
furnituwe to keep themelves from freezing,-and dare not get
out of bed fbrseveral daye. If hie hon. friends opposite were
patriotic, if they would praise up their own country instead of
running it down like the hon. member for Centre Huron,
we would see more Americans coming into Canada and fewer
Canadians going tothe United States. But for one family
gLoing to the United States to remain, there were ten going
to Manitoba and the North-West. He ventured te say that
the county of Huron, had sent more inhabitanti into the
North-West than any other two counties in Canada. When
hi@ hon. friond from South and Centre Huron were in
Manitoba they were toasted at a banquet in imerson.
Doubtless they felt pretty well and got off a little wind. He
happened, by niee coincidence, to be not far away at the
time. He had seen in their paper a report of their speeches
on that occasion. The hon. member for Centre Huron told
the people of Emerson how distastefll was the Government
land policy, but before ho got out of the country what did
ho do? Why, ho bought tive or six thousand acres of land,
notwithstanding the great distastefulne-s of the Government
land policy. Now, he would read for tho benefit of the
House-

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). What is the paper ?
Mr. FARROW. Oh, you know it It is your own Grit

paper.
Mr. CAMERON. What is the name of it ?
Mr. FARROW. It is not the rnternational.
Mr. CAMERON. You told me the other day it was. I

think it*is yet.
Mr. FARROW supposed the hon. gentleman was satisfied

with the authority. The hon, member for Centre Huron
was reported as saying:

"I was most surprised, in the course of my progress through the
magnificent country that lies t,) the west of us, to find a tremendous
extent of most beautiful prairie land," te.

Then he went on to say that tne country was excellent, but
the inhabitants wee going out of it-that no less than
4,500 had gone out of Manitoba into Dakota.
Yet he chose to buy land thero. Thon Le went on to
speak of his travels through that beautiful country-ob,
such a fertile country !-with scarcely a house along the
whole road, and all waiting for the settler to come along,
but the Government's land policy kept them out. What
was that policy ? Every man could get 160 acres of land
free, and could pre-empt another 160 acres. Was not that u
good poliey? Where could they get it in Dakota ? Now,
ho wante the hon. member for Centre Huron to get up and
tell them whore he gdt hie statistics showing that 4,50J Lad
left Manitoba for Dakota. He could not do it.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
will find them if he examines the records of the Land Office
at Pomabina.

Mr. FARROW said ho would guarantee that when these
statisties were examined before the Immigration com-
mittee, they would not bo found eorrect. Why did they
go there? The hon. gentleman had induced them to go
wben he Was there.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHr. They had gone
before, I suppose.

Mr. FARROW said the hon. gentleman wanted more of
them to go. He had sad to them: "Gentlemenlook what
this Government are doing. They tax yon 40 or 50
per cent instead of letting you buy from your neighbors.
You ought not to be taxed thus; yon ought not te trade
with your Oetario brethren ; yen ought to go and leave your
money withtho Yankees;" and ho advised them, to ail
intentaand purposes, not to settilein that country which
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was cursed with such a bad Government. Why, inhabi-
tants of the North-West had told him (Mr. Farrow) that this
was the best Government for Manitoba and the North-West
that bad ever existed, and had said "God speed thoir
policy." Why was it this hon. gentleman made such
unpatriotic speeches ? Was it to get back into power ?
Woll, he thought they would lay this country waste, and
desolate and burn it up, if they could only thereby roach
the Treasury benches. That seerhed to be their whole
desire, but he trusted that it would be many years before
they realized it.

Mr. MLLS said one hon. gentleman had told them how
very unpatriotic they were on this side of the House in
alluding to the large expatriation of people from this
country to the United States. It was singular that hon.
gentlemen opposite did not discover the unpatriotic
character of such a proceeding while sitting on this side of
the House. There was on'the Journals of 1878 a resolution
proposed by tbe hon. gentleman now leading the Govern-
ment, expressing bis great regret that a policy had not been
adopted which would induce the people of Canada to rbmain
at home; and the hon. Minister of Railways, wlien asked
in what way the people of this country could be prevented
from emigrating to the United States, replied that a Goverr-
ment was unworthy to occupy seats on the Treasury benches
that could not adopt a poHey which would secure that end.
These hon. gentlemen, by lamentations of this kind.
succeeded at the elections and came to office. They
lad had control of public affairs for the past
two years, and so fer from the emigration diminishing iti
lad gone on at an accelerated pace. True, the emigrationi
from this country to the Unitel States, during the five years1
of Mr. Mackenzie's Government, had averaged 24,000 or(
25,003 annually, but during the five years hon. gentlemen(
opposite had been in office previously, it had averagedt
42,000 annually; during the first year of their return, it had(
increased by 10,000, and during the last year it had
exceeded the emigration of the last year of Mr. Mackenzie'sf
Government by 76,000. The hon. Minister of Agriculture,m
feeling the force of these statistics, undertook to deny them,t
saying that they were wholly unreliable. Well, the returnsC
were made up now exactly as they had been before, and ifE
they were exaggerated last year they were exaggerated in1
1875 and 1876, when the hon. gentleman relied on them.
The fact was hon. gentlemen opposite had not kept theirc
promises to the public. They had excited highe
expectations, and the people had been disappointed.c
57he increased prosperity of foreign countries had enabledr
Canadian merchants to deal more largely with them thant

before. What did the hon. Minister of Finance do? lie
came down to the House two years ago and proposed at
change in the tariff, and ho further proposed that the 
people should be prevented from importing as largelyas
before. He said we were impoverishing ourselves by n
buying too much from abroad, and he undertook to curey
that by discouraging trade with foreign countries. In spite m
of the tariff the increased building operations in Arnerican(
cities had caused an enlarged demand for Canadian lumber. 1
Our lumbermen had been enabled to employ a larger h
number of bands both in the woods and at the mills, owing a
also to the incroased demand for lumber in the West Indies o
and South America; and it was to our improved foreign h
trade that our increased prosperity, so far as it had a
increased, was due. If the emigration had diminished during t
the past month or two, it was because of that foreign trade. n
The Minister of Finance had stated that the revenue had &
increased; that trade with foreign countries had increased, U
and that that increased trade, which he lad undertaken to g
prevent by the increased tariff, was evidence of our pros- o
perity. That prospçerity was, however, lu direct opposition t
to the policy which the hon. Minister had enunciated t
in Parliament and inkorporated in the fiscal legisla- t
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tion of 1879. The kfinister of Agriculture had
submitted statisties of the most preposterous character ever
submitted to Parliament. The hon. gentleman undertook
to state what the emigration 'was by a process in simplesubtraction: so many people travelled by railway east-
ward and so many westward, and the diference between the
two showed the number of people who had eiigrated frem
Canada to the United States. It was perfectly obvious that
no conclusion could be drawn, suck as had been drawn by
the Minister, from the statistics which ho had submitted to
the House. The hon. gentleman had affirmed that both sides
of the House took an extreme view, especially hon. gentle
men of the Opposition. That bore a striking resemblance
to the story of the colored man wbo remarked how much
twg ladies resembled each other, especially the ,one on this
sid'e. It was evident that this was a very disagreeable dis-
cussion for hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches. They
had formerly made loud complainte respecting the exodus,
and during the elections of 1878 they raised a cry with
respect to the extensive emigration, regarding which their
patriotic feelings were very much excited. At that time the
emigration reached 24,000 yearly; in fact; during the last
year of the Mackenzie Government the number was 22,000-
now it was neaqy 140,000; but those hon. gentlemen did
not conrplain ; they decided it as unpatriotie to say any-
thing about it. If hon. gentlemen opposite were honest
in their declarations in 1878, they should cali on their
leaders to redeem the promises which they maie to revive
the trade and prosperity of the country. They had de-lared
that this was in the power of a Government to do; although
they of the Liberal party were under the impression that
the prosperity of a people depended on the favor of Provi-
dence and their own industry. Hon. gentlemen
opposite held that this was a mistaken view, and contended
that a Government which adopted a proper fiscal policy
could make the country prosperous in spite of the people or
of Providence.' The result had not been such as the,e who
followed the present occupants of the Treasury benches had
a right to expeet. It had been anything but creditable to
these hon. gentlemen, who, feeling they could mike no
defence, that they had disappointed the people, that they bad
excited expectations that could not be fulfilled, now corn-
plained that the subject should be in any way discussed.

Mr. McCALLUM said it appearod to him that gentlemen
on the other side of the House could never learn by experi-
once. They told the House, and wished th, people of the
country to believe, that during their reign on the Govern-
ment side of the House, Canada was as prosperous as it is
to-day. When they fthe Conservatives) were on the other
side of the House they had asked the Liberals to re-arrange
the tariff, so as to assist the industries of tho .ountry, and-
thereby prevent, as far as possible, people going to the
United States to seek employment. He had no doubt a great
many people went to the United States. A great many
young mon went there to work at lumbering during the
winter, but they returned in the spring. His hon. friend
(Kr. Charlton) said ho saw people crossing in armies at
Port Huron intô Michigan. He (Mr. McCallum) thought
he had been as much as the hon. gentleman in that locality,
ais he did business there; but ho lad not witnessed the extra-
ordinary exodus that was alleged to have taken place. He
had seen, as ho lad stated, young men going there occasion-
ally to work in the lumber woods, and he was satiafied that
the bon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) himelf
muet have seen many young mon leaving this coun try to go,
and work during the winter in the lumbering districts ofthe
United States, and returning inthe spring. This was the
ground taken by the hon, gentlemen opposite, in support
of their assertion that the country was net prosperouÇsand
hat they were flies on the wheel. They told the House
hat no legislation could asuist the industriesof the country ;
hat prosperity was only owing to good crops; that they
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upv.r had good erops; that they were unfortunate. The
people did not want a. Government in power that was
unfrtu«ata. People will not employ men who are unfor
tuns. Did hon.gentlemea want to go back to the policy
that they advoeated and carried out when on this aide of
thelMouse? Did they want them to go back to bad aropsand
hard times? He wished to know if the hon. member for
Bothwell,(Mr. âills) wished to advance sich an opinion.
H. (Mr.MCallum) wished he would, because then the
people of:Ganada would hold him to acoount fbr it. He
(Mi. M.eCallum) was very muoh amused, when on the
Opposition side of the House, tosee the hon. gentlemen
opposite swallowing everything that was offered them, no
matter what. It put bim in mind of something he had
witnessed about two years ago. Robins had built their
nests on the, verandah of his house, and the old
robins coming to the young ones, the latter opened
their mouths sud whether a worm or a atone was dropped
into them down they went. lion. gentlemen opposite
forgot that they were fed on atones, the chief of which was
the free-trade atone, and a great many who had swallowed
stones had aiekenod and died without being able to find
their way back to this House, and even the hon. the leader
of the Opposition had got a atone in his stomaoh and
sickened for a time, but ho got well and the electors of West
Durham had sent him here. But hon. gentlemen opposite
would not learn by experience, and the old bird was feeding
themn the same bad diet.

Mr. GIGAULT said the statistics of the Amorican
officials were not correct, and ho could prove by an Ameri-
canjournal that we could not roly on their reports. The
New York Tribune of 31st .Tanuary last, speaking of this
emigration, said:

"Itiscommonly said that a large part of the emigration from Canada
is of persons who have crossed the sea in vessels which entered Canadian
portsbut who have either changed their purpose as to location, after a
rief esidence in the Dominion, or were originally intending to cross into

this tountry, and to make their homes in the Par West. It would be
interesting and useful to have the officials at Port .Huron, where a great
proportion of the Canadian immigrants enter, instructed to ascertain and
report more minutely in regard to this movement."

It was thus obvious that the Minister of Agriculture had
very good reson not to attach too much importance to the
statisties of the American officials at Port Huron.- It would

*prove-very anusing to the electors of Quebec to hear what
had been said by Opposition speakers to-night. According
to them there was a great exodus from that Province, and
that there was only desolation in that part of the Dominion ;
but-the eleotors of that Province would affirm that there had
never been se much satisfaction and contentment asthere
was now. Some strong Liberals who voted against him at
theïlest election had told him they did not know how the
Refbrm party eould expect ta obtain power when the
National Policy was doing so much good. Yet hon. gentle-
men-On the Oppotition aide of the louse continued to
pretend that the National Policy was ruining the couptry.
The. Beformparty had had occasion very often to appe ilto
the eleetor since 1878. The hon. member for Shefford (Mr.
Huntington), who spoke a short time ago, knew something
about that. Brome was not very far from his own con-
stituebcyr It was represented in 1878 by a Liberal.
Now * waa represented by a Conservative. The Reform-
party, audappealed also to the mtriotism and intelligence
of teleIectrs of Charlevoix and Argenteuil to show
that hy wre dissatisfied with the National Poliey, and
they Iàew what answer Mad been given te those appeals.
8eebes nd words would not make the eleotors unhappy.

The lynthig thaà would make them unhappy was the
fefe that te >.Bebranpraoty might return to power, and
again introdnee that ruinous free-4rade policy whîch existed
before 1879. That fear he thought, however, shonId -not
exist. The more the Reform party spooke agingtlbe
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Natinàl Policy the more unpopular that party became.
Ther. was hardly any one withont employment in the
Provinee of Quebec to-day. He thought the usefulnes of
charitableinstitutions in that part of the country was almost
gne. There were almostneo poor thora; those who could not
formerly get employment obtained it to-day He knew
that new manufactres had started in his county and had
sprung up in St. John, Montreal and other parts of
Quebec. Money was so abundantthat many farmers who
had money and were willing to lend it at 6 per cent. could
not obtain borrowers. The hon. member for Bothwell need
not say there was disappointment among the people. On
the contrary, there was great satisfaction with the policy of
the present Government.

Mr. BOURBEAU. Mr. Speaker, it is weli known that
for a long time past the young people of Canada have been
emigrating to the United States in order to find work. It
is a well known fact that it is not long since manufacturera
in Canada recoived any encouragement. The protective
tarif adopted by the Americans had encouraged the manu.
faetories of that country, and consequently had drawn away
our young peoplo seeking work.' W. have remarked
that emigration to the United States has principally
increased since the criais came upon us in 1874. A tide of
emigration then set in which it is not always easy to stop,
but I think I an aware of the cause that induced a great
many Canadians to go to the United States since last year.
The American railway companies have largely contributed
to that state of things; they have agents established all
through the country, active agents fur the sale of passenger
tickets on their lines, and these agents were instructed to
tell people that were in debt, people whose business
prospects were not brilliant, people who had most suffered
by th'e crisis that we have just got through-these agents
were careful to tell them: "If you go to the United State,
to such or such a town, the- manufactories are in full opera-
tion, wages are good, yon cannot fail to make a great deal
of money, and you will corne back in a couple of years with
enough money to pay your debts and to purchase a fine
farm." I have known persons who have allowed thenselves
to be led away by the fine speeches of these ticket agents,
who went to the States, after having sacrificed the few
goods they had, and who are now weeping and wiahing to
come back to Canada. But they cannot; they will be
obliged to remain there sonme time yet; they will still have
te know homesickness, with their families, in a strange
land. I went to the United States myself, not with the
intention of wol-ing there, but in order to verify thp fact
that more than the half of those who are there would fain
see thenselves back in Canada and wish they had never set
foot on American soil. What most aggrieves these poor
emigrants who have been drawn to the States by the
insinuating speeches of the agents is to learn that our
manufactories in Canada are 'now progressing, that new
ones are being started every day, and that workingmen get
better prices in Canada to-day than in the United States. I
do not say that prices are higher, but they are more
remunerative, because living expenses are less here, because
in Canada they are t home and can practice economy
much more effectually, and live mach more happily here
than ln the United States. The hon. member fer Bothwell
(Mr. Mille) has spoken of the bankruptcies that have
occurred in Canada within the last year. I thiink, Sir, that
the bankruptoies that bave ocourred in Canada since
last year are far from attaining the rate of bankruptcies
that occurred during the time that the present Opposition
were in power, that is to say from 1874 to 187M. The
National Pdlicy adopted by our Government has put new
1fe Into the business of thée coantry. Our manufactories
are fllled with workingmen who had been long waiting for
work, and ,ee great aotivity everywhere. Our lather
manuitactories are working on a great scale w.e ae d
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an excellent market for Canadian manufictured leather,
thanks to the protection that the Goverument bas extended
to these leatber manufactories. We have great encourage-
ment for boot and shoe manufactories. It is well knowi
that during several years considerable efforts were made to
promote the manufacture of leather in Canada, and you
know, Sir, what great difficulties were met with. Protection,
that has been granted -by the Government, was wanting.
To-day those boot and shoe manufactories are progressing
rapidly, and increasing daily in numbers. That is a well-
known fact that no one can question. Paper manufactories
are also progressing and- working on a large secale.
Agricultural implements, such as shovels, spades, axes,
mowing machines. and all other kinds of agricultural
implements, are also manufactured in great numbers. Last
summer the manufacturers of the articles I have just
mentioned, could not furnish half the demanda. I know a
manufacturer who could not fl the orders he reeeived; and
I heard a manufacturer say that he could have sold 800
mowing machines over and above those 1,e bad manu-;
factured. Is that a proof that the business of the country
is decreasing because this manufacturer missed the sale of
800 mowing machines, worth from 860.00 to $80.00 each ?
The National Policy bas been severely criticised, but it -ia
less spoken of than a year ago. I notice that silence is
pretty generally observed on this subject. Hon. gentlemen
limited themselves to emigrants going to the United States,
but they have not repeated this year what they said last
year, to wit : that the National folicy was raising the price
of articles of consumption in Canada. Well, after having
looked over the tariff, and comparing tho prites of articles
of consumption, I see that it-is precisely the articles upon
which the heaviest duties were imposed that we are now
buying at the lowest prices. I will take, for example, axes,
upon which a duty of 35 per cent. was imposed, and I
am in a position to prove that they are sold cheaper
to-day than three years ago. I will take bats, upon
which a duty of 30 per cent. was put, I can
show that since the adoption of- the National Policy
we have in the country three manufactories of bats that we
had not before; and I can, moreover, prove that bats are
selling cheaper to-day than three years ago. I can aiso
speak of cotton goods manufactured in Canada; and although
the tariff bas been raised about thirty-five per cent, I am in
a position to state that cotton goods are selling in Canada,
proportionately speaking, cheaper than in other countries;
and the quality of cotton goods manufactured in Canada eau
compare with the cotton goods of any other country. The
cotton goods manufactured in Canada is of better quality than
the cotton-wares that used to be brought from Europe, and.can
compare favorably with the cotton goode manufactured in the
United States. I might mention agreat many other articles
upon which a duty of thirty to thirty-five per cent.was imposed
and that are nowselling cheaper than when there was a duty
of seventeen a half per cent. put on them. One day I w s
speaking in public, in one of the parishes of my county, and
a man who works in iron said to me: "With your National t

Policy you make me pay very dear for my iron ; iron that
we used to buy last year at $2 per one hundred pounds is
now eelling at 83.00 ; and that is on account of your National
P-olicy." But I took the Tariff, and showed him that the dutyi
on iron had only been raised about four and a half per cent.j
on one hundred pounds, and yet iron had gone up 81. I
met the same person later, when iron had gone down8 1,i
and I asked him if the National Policy had the result of-
putting up and putting down the price of iron. Of oàruse,-
there will b1e fluctuations in the market; to.day iron may'
be very dear, to-morrow it will be cheaper, and we mustt not
conclude that every inerease i-n price is due to the - ational1
Policy,. Well, Sir, all the agricultural implements that are
made in Canada, and that are employed in tise ountry forj
the cultivation of the land, the duty on all these implementsà
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was raised from seventeen and a half te thirty-five per eent.,
and yet the farmers who need them do not pay any dearer
for them; on the contrary,-as I have just stated, they are
bought cheaper from the fact that-they are made in Canada.
If you go into a store, Mr. Speaker, you will se that on the
shelves and on the counter, more than hall of the gooda-I
am speaking of a general store-are manufactured in Canada.
Before the adoption of the present tariff, before the adoption
of the National Policy, there were on the dounters American
cottons, American shirtings, blankets imported from Europe,
tweeds imported from Europe. To-day you Rau hardy find
a piece of bleached cotton imported from Europe or the United
States. All the cotton goods sold in Canada are for the
greater part manufactured in the country. Andafter that, Sir,
they tell us that the National Policy is driving people away
from Canada; that emigration, is on the increase; that the
National Policy is ruining the country. -How can that be
explained ? I would say to hon. gentlemen opposite make haste
and speak of the emigrants that are going te the United
States, for yon will not be able to speak of them long
advantageously; soon you will be obliged to speak of them
no more, because we are drawing near to the end of this
great emigration to the Unitled States. As I said in the
beginning, once the tide bas set in it is difficult te stop it,
but the National Policy is calculated te put an end te this
tide of emigration. The increase in the manufactures of
the country, the wages of the workingmen that have
increased from 75 to 100 per cent. within the last two or
threeyears, and the settlement of the lands in the North-West,
will impede the tide of emigration, for the Company that we
have just entrusted with the building of the Pacific Railway
will open up a splendid market for Canadian manufactures.
We will soon sec this tide of emigration setting in towards
the North-West, and we will then have the outlet that hon.
gentlemen were so anxious about when we adopted the
National Policy. 'W e have often been reproached with
striving to glut the market. Well, we are going te open
up a market for the surplus of Canadian manufactures.
The opening of the lands of the North-West to settlement
will draw a great number of immigrants from Europe. On
reaching the North-West, the first thing these immigrants
want is te procure the most necessary articles for furnish-
ing their bouses, ; they want a stove, they want cooking
utensils, all these articles are manufactured in the country,
and the National Policy will prevent the inhabitants of the,
North.West from purchasing them from the United States;
so much the more so, that they will be able te get them
cheaper here. The seoitlers in the North-West wili require
agricultural implements; they wili need ploughs; they wilI
need reapers and mowing machines, threshing machines;
and these articles, where will they get them ? They will
come and purchase them in the older Provinces of Canada.
Then we will see emigration cease; then the young -eople
of Canada will find profitable employment in or home
manufactures and will cease to go away. The heads of
families will not be obliged te leave the country to go
and darn money wherewith to pay their debts sontracted
during the hard times ; times will have become botter, ad
the fathers of families will not be tempted te change their
position. Sir, I say that times will be better, but they are
already botter. What do we see in the country places as well
as in the towns? We see the proofthat timesare much begter,
and I will show that such is tihe case from the fact that the
money lenders, the usurers who were ruining-the rami, popu-
lation, who were lending money at twenty, twenty-five and
thirty .per cent.-these money lenders, who bave ben the
causeof agreat many pooplegoing to the United StatQa; thes.
lenders of money at twenty-five and thirty per cenit., annot
lend to-day at even eight per cent., money having becomo
easier. The farmer can, therefore, sell his produce with more
advantage. And if the farmges were, to-day, conealted and
asked what difforence there is between the prices they eaa
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obtain for-their produce now and the priees they were were still eomigating, in spite of the National Policy.
getting two or three years ago, before the adoption of the Well,Atbis year, and especially within the three montls
National Policy, they would say that, to-day, they are that have just elapsed, we see by American statistics that
satisfed, but that before the adoption of the National Poliey emigration has increased, and goes on increasing. Thus I
they were fir from being so. And in the rural district, think that hon. Ministers from the Province ofQuebe, who
wbere d reside, I have often seen our worthy farmers trying are now setting on the Treasury benoches, and whose
to oeil their produ.e to men who could have promised to ecpaoities are so much boasted of, would be acting patrioti-
pay, and who would have kept their promise, but without eally if theysoughtfor some means ot preventingemigration.
sueces. They oould not even sell their goods on crodit, Unheard of efforts are being made to direct immigration
and atililess for eash. To-day, everything is selling for towards the North-West and Manitoba. Far from blaming
cash. Money was never more plentiful in the rural districts this policy, I congratulate the Government on having
thian It'l to-day. I have not the advantage, Sir, of residing taken steps to encourage immigration to the North-West;
in town, but if I judge of~what is taking place in the towns but we should not forget the interests of our own Province;
by what I see in the country, I should say that the towns. and these gentlemen, far from seeking to find some means
peopte muet be satisfied with the reult of the National of keeping our Canadians at home, especially in the Province
Policy, because if, in the country, business is good, we are of Quebec, do all in their power to induce the French-
able to meet our obligations towards our furnishers in town. Canadians to emigrate to the Nort.h-West. Sir, help was
I consider that the rural districts help to increase the trade asked for the construction of railways in the Province
of the cities; I consider that the country is one of the most of Quebec, in order to aid the settlement of the valleys of
powerful feeders of the town ; that whenever business is the Saguenay and Lake. St. John. What amswer was
prosperous in the country, it cannot but be prosperous in given ? The answer was that the question was under
the cities also. Mr. Speaker, I did not rise to speak upon consideration, whiich was equivalent to saying that nothing
the National Policy, but the hon. member for Bothwell would be done; that no help would be given for these
(Mr. Mills) tried to insinuate that this policy had brought railways. Well, Sir, I think that it would have been wiser,
about a great many bankruptcies in the country this year. instead of inducing our people to go to the North-Wost, to
And I deemed it my duty to refute that assertion by saying aid the construction of these railways, which would have
a few words about the manufactories that are now in secured the development of a hundred parishes, that would
the country; by trying brietly to show the advantages of contain thousands and thousands of people before ton years.
the National Policy, and by endeavoring to prove that, far I am far, Sir, fron eeeing the great prosperity mentioned
from being burtful to the commercial interests of Canada, by the hon. member for Arthabaaka (Mi. Bourbeau). In
the National Policy has been beneficial to the trade of the my county there are not a great maniy manutactories; the
country. I think that I bave succeeded in showing that county that I have the honor of representing is essentially
the hon. member for Bothwell was wrong in stating that an agricultural county, and the people are tai from lauding
the National Policy had resulted in a great many bank- the National Policy. The farmers ask themselves what
ruptcies in this country. good this policy has done thin. Produce sella at better

Mr. OLIVIER. Mr. Speaker, Iwill not occupy the time prices to-day because the demand in the American market
of this honorable flouse at any great length. I only crave is better. That is what we see; and it is only in the
its indulgence for a few minutes. The hou. gentlemen who counties, represented by members who are friends of the
have just sat down, the hon. member for Arthabaska (Mr. Government, that these great changes are noticed. As for
Bourbeau) and the hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault), us, Sir, although we pay all possible attention te any
have shown us the Province of Quebec in an era of such changes that may take place, we have not yet seen that
great prosperity that it really pains me te contradict them. any has occurred.
I, also, am happy to state that the Province of Quebec is in Mr. BÉC HARD said he ha 1 not intended saying any-
a prosperous condition; but there is one fact that is clear thing in this debate, but the speech of his hon. friend from
for everybody, a fact that one must be blind net te see, and Rouville (Mr. Gigault) impelled him to say a few words.
that is that emigration from the Province of Qnebec is He was surprised when he heard the hon. Minister of Agri.
constantly increasing, instead of decreasing, It is quite culture attempting to lead the louse te believe that the
natural that these gentlemen should boast of the progress of emigration of people from the Province of Quebec to the
the Province of Quebee, for during the elections of 1878 United States was almost nil ; and he confessed his surprise
these gentlemen endeavored to establish that their policy was net a little incieased when he beard the bon. member
would bring back prosperity te the country; and, to-day, -for Rouville sustaining the position taken by the Minister of
in order to show that their arguments were good, they Agriculture. ,It wa well known to any man who lived in
come and tell us that the Province of Quebec is enjoying a the Province of Quebec, that there never was, in the history
period of prosperity unheard of until now. Woll, Sir, the of that Province, such n exodus as was witnessed
fact that emigration is increasing in the Province of Quebec, from the fall of 1879 up to this moment.
as welt as in the other Provinces is, I think, calculated to The hon. Minister of Agriculture, who came from Quebe,
convince these gentlemen that the National Policy has not knew this but did not wish. to admit it. Hle (Mr. Béchard)
fulfrlled the object they intended it te fulfil. lu .the represented a county whose population was about 15,00O
Province of Quebec, as well as in the other Provinces, I souls, and from thateounty, since 1872, over 1,000 poople bad
think 1 am able to say that the National Poliey has gono te .he United States. A very large exodus could
missed the mark; for one must be blind, or not go out of also be said te have taken place from Rouville,
the house, net to see every day car loads ofemigrants setting and the several couanties adjacent to his. The newspapers
off for the United States. These gentlenien are pleased to of both political parties had contained articles deploring the
state that these people are only going for a few days, and immense exodus from the Province of Quebec te the United
that the wili come back later. But everyone knows, as States within the past two yeare. The bon. menber for
well «Is do, that ninetenths of those who start. for the Bouville said the people were to-day well satisfied. He
Statesdo not corne baek, but go to swell the population ýof (Mr. Béchard) did not deny that. They ad s very good
the neighboring Republic. lion. Ministers when questioned crop last year aud a moderately good crop this year, and
last year as to the remedy that could be brought te stop the demand in foreign markets had been brisk so that the
this eourge, aaeweredthat they knew of none;-that by farmers obtained good prieeé for thoir produce. But the
bis very charseter the Canadian was apt to emigrat; and peopleunderstood thiswas nobowing to the National Policy.
thatthey ujd that the people of the 1Province of Quebec They understood tha when they depended on the foreign
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markets for the prices of thei, produce, the high prices were
not the result of the National Policy. The hon. gentleman said
he had met Liberals in bis county who told him they could not
understand how the Liberal party could be dissatisfied with
the results of the National Policy. If that hon. gentleman
was to call a meeting in his county he could not get a majo-
rity of his constituents to pass a resolution endorsing the
National Policy. The hon. gentleman referred to elections
in the Province of Quebec within the last couple of years, as a
proofthat tlfe people were satisfied with the National Policy.
But he might have referred to the election which took place in
his own constituency a year ago, in which the Liberal candi-
date was elected by over 250 majority, notwithstanding thé
great efforts and influence of hon. gentlemen.

Mr. HOUtE. That was for another Parliament.
Mr. BÉCHARD. The struggle was made onthe same

ground, in a great measure, as that which took place in
Ontario, that is t1 say, on the ground of Federal politics.
He (Mr. Béchard) did not attribute this great exodus to the
application of the NatiQnal Policy, but -he would say the
National Policy had failed to prevent it, as was promised
two years ago and during the last elections.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex) said hon. gentlemen opposite made a
great mistake in attempting to discredit the statements made
by hon. gentlemen onthis side, in regard to the great eYodus
from the Dominion since a year or two. These statenients
were either true or untrue. To sustain the position that-
they were untrue we had simply the general statements of
hon. gentlemen opposite; we had the reckless calculation of
the hon. Minister of Agriculture who attempted to arrive at
the extent of the emigration from Canada by deducting the
number of passengers crossing the frontier into the United
States from those returning. What had we to sustain the
contention that the exodus does exist ? We had, in the
first place, very carefully prepared statistics from the
United States, statistics prepared by Custom-house officers,
who were, no doubt, quite able to discharge the duties of
their office; we had statements which embraced not
simply the general report of emigrants or of people passing
from one country to another, but that gave details such as
their last place of residence, their occupation, destination,
&c. Statements prepared in this way with such care,
which were made, not merely at the frontier ports of entry,
but at all the Atlantic and Pacific ports of entry, which were
sent to Washington, authenticated by the signatures of
those Custom-house officers, were more to be depended on
than the general statements made by hon. gentlemen opposite.
These very statements had been quoted by hon. gentlemen
opposite, during the regime of the late Administration, as a
proof that the country was languishing, that the people
were not prospering, that our trade was declining; and if hon.
gentlemen made use of these statements fairly, as proving
the existence of that state of things under the late Govern-
ment, it did not lie in their mouths to refuse at least to pay
respectful deference to similar statistics quoted on the
opposite side of the House. This was a very serions ques-
tion, the weight of the evidence, so far as he had been able
to consider it, went, to show that there was an alarming
exodus. le believed that the facts quoted by hon. gentle-
men on this side were sustained by similar asseverations
in their own localitices. He was not prepared to say
what was the extent of this emigration from his own
district, but le did say that he had no reason
to bolieve that the population in the western part of Ontario
was incrensing very rapidly. He could go further and give
many instances in which prosperous and well-to-do farmers
had sold ont and gone to the North-West. But there was
more than that involved in the statement. It was a serious
thing in a country like ours, with only a limited population,
to be told that something like 10,000 people had left us
during the lat year. What did that respresent? They-
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learned from the reports of the Minister of Agriculture,
that every emigrant to Canada represented a cost of about
$50, so that the loss of 100,000 people to the Dominion
represented an annual loss to the wealth of the country of
85,000,000 which was an alarming amount considered
from that point of view. More than that, they
would notice that every individual member of our
population represented to the revenue of this coun-
try at least $6 per head per annum; so that the loss of
100,000 people annually meant a loss to the revenue of
$60,000 a year. What he would have expected the Minister
of Agriculture to have done, when these serious statements
were made by hon. gentlemen on this side, would have been
to make a careful investigation of the matter, so that he
would have been able to place before the House reliable and
satisfactory evidence that the exodus did not exist. The
effect of this exodus upon those people who feel disposed to
settle in our country must be injurions. Hon. gentlemen
opposite must not blame members' on this side if they
.called attention to the facts. The Government and its
supporters were quite ready to call attention
to the expatriation of thousands of Canadians
as they called it, under the late Administration, and they
said they were doing their duty as an Opposition in so stat-
ing their views with regard to the matter. Were hon.
gentleman on this side doing less when they warned the
Government that the expatiation was going on still, and at
a very rapid rate ? If the.statistics of the United States
Customs officers were correct they had the astounding fact
that while, during the five yearsof the late Administration,
120,937 people left the Dominion for the United States,
during the two years of the present Government, 130,602
had left the Dominion, or a greater number by 10,000 in two
years, th an during five years of the late Administration. Now,
if this statement were true -and it was well authenticated
-it required the earnest consideration of the Government
-it required more than to be pooh-poohed by hon. gentlemen
opposite. When the report went already to the Old Country
that Canada was a country not to be desired, that it was a
country from which our own people were fleeing, and
fleeing rapidly, month by month and year by year, every-
body knew what the effect would be, that we would receive
less than our share of the immigration from Europe. Hon.
gentlemen opposite said that members on this side should
extol their country.. It was not involved in this discussion
whether they should extol or decry their country. They
were dealing with a particular question, and the question
was whether there was or was not such a large emigration
as that to which attention had been called in the House.
It was not a matter of importance at the present moment
whether the exodus was due to the National Policy or to
some other cause. The great question was did the exodus
exist ? And the answer to that. question should be estab-
liahed by reliable evidence. He had here a statement from
a newspaper published in Manitoba in the interests of the
Government, in reference to one single party of emigrants
that left in charge of Mr. Taylor of Ottawa. It was as
follows:-

" Four hundred and ten Canadians left Ontario on Wednesday, October
8th, in charge of Mr. Taylor the Ottawa immigration agent. and, of these,
only about one hundred and fifty came te this Province. The remainder
two hundred and sixty were distributed at various points of the United
States ;but priincipally in Dakota. The proportion, as nearly as may be,
was one third te Manitoba and two-thirds to the United States. •»•* aThe
start was made from Ottawa on Wednesday, the 8th October, at 8.3e a.m.,
and reached Brockville the same afternoon, where the train was flly
made up and which here consisted of two ba)g gage cars, seven passenger
coaches, and some ten cars of frei ght and stock. Calis were made at Port
Hope, Whitby, Toronto, and one or two minor places, which augmented
the train te -three cars baggage, ten coaches of passengers,-in which
there were 410 souls. 00*lAt ehicago the first break wasmade; nearly a
whole coach of passengers getting oif at that city. There was no more
left the train until St. Paul was reached when a large number got off;
having tickets vea Northern Pacific for Jamestown, Mapleton and Fargo.
A number of freight cars were detached there. The start from St. Paul
was made with tiree baggage cars and nine passenger coaches only, the
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freight and stock following aine hours afterwards. A few passangers
hav4ig Ieft the train at Alexandria and Glyndon, but by far the greatest
number got off at (Irooketon, bonnd for Dakota, a couple of the baqg~
cari being aista oed unhcre. The journey wa continuel untilgar
Vincent was reached about Mix o'clock yesterdaymorning, when a consi-
deable number moreleft the train for Northern Dakota. 0 • * Not over
100 out of the original number came to this city and only about 150 to
the provinue."

Re wasquoting from the Winnipeg Times, a paper published
in the intereets of the hon. gentlemen opposite. These
were statements made on the spot where tIe information,
no doubt, was tolerably accurate, startling as ut was. It
was due to the opposition that the hon. thefinister of
Agriculture, who bad charged the late Administration with
neglect of daty, in not stopping the exodus which he said
then existed, to see now that the proper steps were taken to
investigate and settle this question. If this exodus was
taking place, then the Government should take steps to
remedy the evil. This question ought to engage our serious
attention. Such a drain on our population mut have a
,very serious effect upon our future prosperity, and upon our
ability to boar the heavy strain involved in .the heavy
financial burden now existing and to be increised. Last
year they called the attention of the hon. gentlemen
opposite to the peculiar advertisement contained in some
pamphlets that were circulated under the authority
of the Department of Agriculture. He was not sure that
he might not be able to show that there was a connection
between the pamphlets circulated so freely under the
imprimateur of the hon. the Minister of Agriculture and
this great exodus. The intention of these pamphlets, no
doubt, was to disseminate information about the Dominion
Of Canada, but they did more, for they showed in the most
tempting way, the great inducement which Dakota,-
Montana and Northern Minnesota offered to the settler.
Was it possible that this large exodus from Canada was the
fruit of the industry of the hon. the. Minister of Agriculture
in that direction ? Had he been sowing the wind and reaping
the whirlwind in this matter? Had we here a proof that
the hou. gentleman was qualifled to fill the high position h.
occupied, because he was capable of sending a large number
of our population to a foreign country than in inducing
foreigner to settle here?

Mr. COURSOL said the hon. member for Shefford (Mr.
Huntington) had recommended the fHouse te discuss this
question from a high point of view, and not from a party
point of view. It was to be regretted that his advice had
not been followed by his own friends. The arguments of
hon. gentlemen opposite were evidently aimed at the
National .Policy. He was not in a position to deny the
statisties produced by the hon. gentlemen opposite, but he
believed they had been greatly exaggerated, and would so
be found if they were thoroughly sifted. There was
unquestionably a large exodus from this country to the
United States. Many reasons had been assigned for this,
though, perhaps, they would not be equaHy couvincing to
both sides of the House. One fact which could not be
denied; was that the great prosperity of the United States,'
and the high prices paid for wages since the last twentyj
months, had attracted a good deal of emigration thither.i
But it must be remembered that this movement was from a
countiy moderately protected, to another country muchj
more .highly protected, and where the people were moreg
largely taxed than we were. The National Policy was only1
in its infancy as yet, but it had already accomplishod much in
the way of encouraging manufactures. If, as h. hoped,4
the present Government remained in power for a long time-
te cone, and maintained the National PoIlcy, ho was confi-i
dent it would accomplish very much greater results ini
building up nestive industries and affording employment1
to theple. -No one will deny but that, in the Province1
of Qhem ti poli has built up numerous manufactorips.
in iMontrea and cer cities thomusade of people had beeni

afforded employment in manufactories that had been
established under the fostering care of the National Policy.
What qould be the reason given by hon. gentlemen opposite
for this pretended exodus to the Unite4 States ? Was it on
account of the policy of the Government ? Was it on accouat
of our institutions ? Was it because those hon. gentlomen
had been painting in souch bright colors the land J the tars
and stripes? Or was it because the people of Canada were
becoming lees loyal and -more Americanized than before?
Were they leaving the country because they preferred
American institutions to ours? HRe did not belheve that.
He blieved the people of Canada were emigrating to
the United States because they wanted mioney, and because
some of them preferred the comparatively easy and re!1
paid work of the manufactory to the laborious and precarious
work of the farm. It was impossible to stop emîgratio in
any country. The census of last year would show that even
in the' United States, emigration was taking place from ,the
east to the west. It ws a delusion to attribute thin
emigration to the National Policy, whic1 hon, .entlemen of
the Treasury benches might be proud for having înaugurated,
ànd which the people would support them in maintaining.
The hon. member for Iberville (Mr. Béchard) had cited
the local election for the county Rof Iouville as an evidence
of dissatisfaction with the 1ational Policy. That hon.
gentleman must know better than any one else how that
election was carriod, as h. had, if he (Mr. Coursol) rmistook
not, taken a most active part in that election ; yet le
could not deny that the county of Rouville was
progressing and had been benefitted by the National
Polic. That election had nothing to do with
theNational Policy; not one word was said about the
Federal Government; but the issue was a purely local one.
Every means was used to defeat the candidate of the Local
Government, and the opposite party knew what kind of
corruption was exercised for that purpose, and what efforts
were made to injure the popular and talented leader of the
Quebec Government. That election was no test of he
National Policy. The real tests were the elections which
had taken place for this House since that policy had been
inaug urated. In the Province of Quebec no less than five
elections had taken place, within short periods of each
other. In the counties of Joliette and Brome, the candidates
favoring the National Policy were triumphant by large
majorities; in the county of Bagot, the hon. President of
the Council was elocted by acclamation; in the county
of Quebec, the hon. Minister of Militia was aiso elected
b acclamation ; and in the county of Montmorency, the
National Policy candidate was elected by an inimense
majority, although it was predicted that the people there
would go against it. These were facts showing clearly
that the. National Policy was the policy of the country.
Hon. gentlemen opposite might say-and he supposed
that explained the position they took now-that if they got
back to the Treasury benches, and brought back free-trade,
net one soul would leave this country for the United States
This was a question which should be lookel into calmly,
and cooly, with the view of finding some process which
could be put into operation to stop this emigration ; and if
hon. gentlemen opposite coukkeaggest such a proceSs, they
might fairly claim to be regarded as benefactors of their
country. But he thought it was impossible. Canadians,
like other people, emigrated when it pleased them, and
when it was to their interest to do so; and be believed the
*nly effectual way te keep them in the country was to
maintain the policy we had inaugurated, to build up our
industries and extend our manufactures, and from the
moment we could give our people work a;il the year round,
the country would prosper and the people woiild stay at
home.

Mr. GILLIOR agreed with the last speaker that it was
im u ible for anai Government te prevent people emigratiung
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when it was in their interest to do so. le had not heard elertions endeavored to convince the people-thàt they coal8
any gentleman on this side of the House say that the do so. There was no policy, which a Goverrmont culd
National Policy had caused people to omigrate, and he did adopt to- keep its people within the country, exeept
not think it had driven many people out of the country. that of inaking the taxation as light as possible; atd any
The point taken by the Opposition was not that the National Government which imposed heavy taxes humnbugged the
Policy had driven the people away, but that it had failed to people and did not deal honestly with.them. There had
keep them in Canada. Any hon. gentleman who had been never been at any privious period in New Brunswick, snch
in the House while the late Government was in power could an extensive exodus as had taken place within-the ltattwo
not bave forgotten the chapter of lamentations, years; and no member from New Brunswick, on either aide
mourning and woe expressed by hon. gentlemen oppo- of politics could truthfully say to the cortrary. In bdth
site in regard to people leaving the country. They Nova Scotia and New Brunswick the same state of thing
said that when they got ' into power they would prevailed. Hon. gentlemen opposite did not wisb to refèe to
build up the industries of the country, find employment for this question now, and gróbably there was nothIng practi.'
our young men, and that the exodus would be stopped. The cal to be gained by it ; but it was pleasant as a et-off to the
Opposition claimed that the policy of the present Govern- charges brought against the late Governiment. Our young
ment had failed entirely; that in reality the exodus had people were. emigrating to the United States, because it
increased. He did not know how much it had increased. had a less burthen of debt than Canada. Ir. spite of-an
lie knew it was very hard for them to live in the country and enormous war, its debt was only $38 per head, as* again-t
feed and clothe their families. lis hon. friend from Middlesex 640 in Canada, without any war, army or navy expensOs,
stated it was necessary for them to look this matter in the while here taxes are imposed on the bread, fuel and clothing
face. It was impossible for them to prevent people going to of the people.' Yet the hon. gentlemen opposito still pro-
a country where they could better themselves. They did mise that a blessed time is coming. That had been the
not laim that that could be done. They only remembered promise of the Finance Minister for twenty-five years.
what the present Government had sa:id when they were out There was always a good time- coming, if we lived long
of power, and only referred to the matter to prove that enough; meanwhile the public burdens were being rolled up,
their assertions had been groundless. They had deceived and the people were being crushed. The people we-e
the people with the cry that if they got into power they leaving the country, and they were' acting rightly if they
would give employment to everybody, and that no person could botter their condition.
would be compelled to leave the country. People weie Mr. WA LLACE (South Norfolk) said that hon. gentlemen
found leaving faster than ever. In.the county herepresented, opposite were continually expressing regret at the great
in a great many instances the able-bodied men were going to emigration from this country, yet they never- lost ah
the United States. He would like any hon. gentleman from opportunity of giving publicity to it. It was desirable that
New Brunswick or Prince Edward Island to rife in his place the real facts connected with-if it was true-that
and say that the exodus is not greater than ever before. The statement should be brought down by the Minister of
hon. the Minister of Finance does not say that thcy are not Agriculture, in which he promised to prove that the great
going away by thousands, ho only says that two thousand exodus was not correct, as was alleged by the returis o the
came back. Ie (Mr. Gillmor), would be surprised if any Custom-house officer at Port Huron. He (Mr. Wallace)
representative from New Brunswick would rise in his place could not agree with the hon. member for North Norfolk
and say that the exodus from that Province has not been (Mr. Charlton) that there was a great emigration from the
astonishing. He believed it was the same wlth respect to north riding of that county last year. The hon. member
Nova Seotia. He did not believe that any hon. member for North Norfolk bas placed the emigration at from 3j to
from New BrunswickJova Scotia, or Prince Edward Island 5 per cent. of the population. Taking the population of the
would rise in his place and say the people were not going county at 30,000, that would amount to from 1,000 to
away in thousands. He had been informed that in two 1,500, or from 200 to 300 families. fe coild not believe
years 1,000 able-bodied men had left the county of that there was anything like that emigration frome the
Carleton; they could not leave at the same rate in the future. county of Norfolk. He thought that the statistics would
He did not know whether the National Policy would keep prove that that was altogether over-stated. The emigration
them there or not; but they wore not there to go. He did from the country was not as great during the list
not blame the Government for not stopping them. It was two years preceding the advent to -power of the
out of their power to do so, they cannot prevent them. It present Government as it had been during the past
migbt be that increase of business would stop the exodus two years. He thought if hon. gentlemen 'would
for the present, because it would give more employment. But redfect for a moment it would be very easy to account for
will any hon. gentlemën have the hardihood to tell an intelli- that fact. They left their country to bettertheir condition.
gent people that they had anything to do with increasing the Now, what was -the condition of the Ameriean indusfries
pice of lumber. Would they dare to do it? No. What between the years 1873 and 1878? Every ian- knew that

adthey done to keep people in the ceuntry ? The National there was a commercial depression, that during that period
Policy had started some manufactories, it had started one workshops were closed to a very large extent. They know,
factory in the county he represented. it was a soap factory as statod by the people of that country themselves, that the
and gave employment to three or four men, but that was a United States was filled with tramps, He would ask what-
small number of people in a county with from 25,000 to indutement there iwas -to any man to leave Canada and o
30,000. H0. gentleman opposite sing a different song to a country, where such a state of things existed, t fo*
now. Formerly the statement was dragged into every for employment, and go there without a hope of bettering
speech that the peeple were leaving the country. Now his condition. He thoughtthatfactatonewouldacconnt Abr
Quebec was quite satisfied, every body was well te.do. the lesser emigration during that period. Thenanufaütar
Nevertheless, in Maine they were appointing postmasters ing iadustries of that country gi've-a geater divesity of
who could speak French in order to meet the requirements employment to Our young mnn, who, not wanting te go
of French settlers. People left the -country to into farming, tid a better scope eo' -their ibilitiOe. lBy
better their condition, because they received higher' developing the industries of tis counitry, thereby gving
wages in the United States, and because it is more employment to .everybody, increasing the wages, -ane
prosperous than Canada. He regretted the fact, but inducingimmigration to the conntry, willbei.bund thedi#er-
no Government could prevent emigration, but bon. sity of employment required to keep our youig men bere.
gentlemen opposite when before the people at the last That was what was contemplated by the Natonal:Policy, and
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that ho thought it was doing. Hon. gentlemen said that the,
ooutr was being ruined. If that were true, if the
indatries of the country were not being fostered as they
hWd been during the last two years, would the emigration
from thisountry be les or greater? It would be greater,
beçaune if they could not be- employed in -the manufacture
of goods in this ecountry they would have gone to the United
States, or some other country. He held that gentlemen, in
arguingas they had, were illogical. They contended we
wre diving people out of this country by high taxation
into a Country where all admitted the people were
higher taxed than they are here. The thing is a
positive absurdity, yet these were the arguments hon.
gentlemen opposite brought forward to show'the exodusi
was due to the National Policy. What evidence
had we that the country was more prosperous than it was.
During the regime of hon. gentlemen opposite our trade and
revenue declined. To-day both are increasing. Could we
have better evidence of the prosperity of a country than the
fact that its trade and reveque were increasing.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I am sorry to see the- means that
are resorted to in order to justify the position taken by the
members of the Liberal party, with regard to the National
Policy. They think to justify themselves by casting
discredit on the Province they represent, and they endeavor
to show thát far from having derived any benefit from the
introduction of protection, we are still in the period of
depression. I am able to contradict that statement, becanse
I am in a position to see what is taking place in one of the
most important centres of population. I an ready to.assert
that, in Montreal and the neighborbood, not only there is no
such emigration as is stated, but that, on the contrary, thore
is a homeward tendency. Every day we can see y the
papers that property in and around Montreal is going up to
former prices, that manufactories are being opened, that
the manufactories abandoned under the policy of the proced-
iug Administration are again working under conditions of
greater prosperity than ever. And not only are former
manufactories taking a new lease of life, but new oies are
being established nearly every week. In the county thiat I
represent, the manufactories have more than doubled; the
great cotton manufactory at H ochelaga, that was established
in spite of the indifierence of the Liberal Government, bas
doubled within two years; and not only has it doubled, but
they talk of adding another extension that will treble its
producing capacity. On the other hand, in the western
part of the same county all the manufactories are in full
operation, and thousands of working men find there te-day
steady and paying employment. We well remember, Mr.
Spea&er, that in 1S74, 187à and 1876, the working popula-
tion was' obliged either to abandon Montreal and the
neighborhood or else to go and work on the Lachine Canal,
that was thpn being widened, at 50 cents per day, that was
pid to them not in mnoney but in goods. If during the
as two years, there bas been a continucd and largeo

emigration of working men from certain parts of the
Province, it was in consequence of the policy adopted by
th Liberal Government, and not on account of the policy
htaggurted by the Conservative Administration. The>
present poliey has theeffectof repairing the evil, of stopping
em*r*Lîon that the policy cf the Mackenzie Government
didtnothing to suppreis. To day, thanks to the establish-
meâtPf these manufactories, we see the bouses that were
abandonued fron 1S74 to 1878, once more inhabited; we see
iap11ies again occupying- these homes that were worth
noth4ngto the propritor1s that bult them. At Hochelaga,
for iàstance, not only are ail the houses occupied, but they
are obliged to build a good many more to meet the constant
deaends of the working lpeope who come and swell the
number of our population. Well,.since such a movemert
i going on in the principal centre, it is evident that, by the
very force of òircuMatances, it will spread to all parts of the

country. The e3tablishment of mannfactoriea, their pros-
perity, their capacities increasing to. a considerable extent,
the consumption i the country will alao inrease, und,
conequently, agridultare, as well as all other industries,
will soon profit by the prosperity resulting from this policy,
and ere long we shall see the population of the Province
growing; this movement -of emigration, begun under the
Liberal Administration, is coming to an end, and a homeward
movement is springing up that will fill the void created in
our midst by the scourge of emigration.

Mr. McCUAIG said the statements with reforence to the
the exodus from Canada were utterly fallacious. Any person
at all familiar with the passage and transport trade of this
country would laugh at the statements made here to-night
by hon, gentlemen opposite to prove the Dominion was
going to ruin because of the people leaving it for the adjoining
Republic. With reference to the Federal debt of the United
States and Canada he (Mr. McCuaig) had compiled from
official documents a statementshowing the true position of the
United States and Canada up to December, 1879. The state-
ments made bore in thisconnection by some of our public
men were highly improper, because such statements were
calculated to injm-e Canada as a country. The hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) to use his
own language, "urged that the country would not be popu-
lated as represented, and that the revenue anticipated by the
Government from the sale of lands was greatly exaggerated,
and taking the United States as a standard, ho came to the
conclusion this Dominion was on the verge of ruin," &c.
He (Mr. McCuaig) would endeavor to draw a compa-
rison between the financial position of the United States
and this Dominion with a view of demonstrating that the
fears of the hon. member were not well grounded. The
total debt of Canada, on 1st July, 1879, was (see Public
Accounts, pages 16 ard 17) $183,974,753 ; less sinking fund,
cash assets, &c., $3 ,493,683-not debt, $147,48),070. To
form a fair comparion as to our relative indebtedness with
that of the Federal Government of the United States, we
should deduct subsidies payable to Provinces, say $3,442,764
annually, or representing an amount capitalized, at four per
cent., of $86,069,100. Net debt, irrcspective of subsidics,
861,411,970, of which Canada paid for the Administration of
Justice in the several Provinces yenrly, (see Public Accounts,
pages 73 to 84,) 8511,782; for maintenance of Penitentiaries
over and above the revenues derived therefrom, $252,367; for
the salaries of the several Lieutenant-Governors, $73,000;
making a total of this item oft8837,149, payable annually by
the Dominion Government which, under the United States
system, would be payable by the separate States.
The capital sum represented by these payments was
$20,928,725, making a balance of debt of $40,483,245,
which under a system of Confederation similar to that of
the United States, would be the total liabilities of the
Dominion, on 1st July, 1879. Against this liability we had
assets (see pages 27 and 28, Public Accounts): Welland, St.
Lawrence and other canals, $30,000,000; railways, including
the Intercolonial, and the railwa'ys in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, &c., $40,000,000 ; Pacific
Railway expenditure to lst July, 1879, 813,000,000; expen-
diture on harbois and light-houses, $4,000,000; expenditure
on Ottawa WorksGrenville Canal, &c., 63,000,000;, purchase
money for the North-West Territory, including eXpenditure
of its organization, $3,000,000 ; expenditure on Public
B ïdings at Ottawa, Dominion streams, roads, bridges, &c.,
$4, i00,000, say in round numbers, $10,00,000. The public
debt of the United States on lst December, 1879, was
82,0 16,849,545 ; and the Dominion debt on lst July, 187à,
deducting eubsidies and allowancies to Provinces, for com-
parison was. $40,482,342, or estimating the present popula-
tion of the United States at forty millions, and that of the
Dominion at four millions. The public debt of the United
States would form a charge of $50 per capita on their popu-
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lation ; while only $10 per capita .would meet the debt of the
Dominion. He appealed with confidence to hon. members
of this House that such an exhibit waa sufficient to justify
the course of the Government, and he held it justified him
in the vote he had recorded upholding their declared policy.

Mr. BE RGIN said two things were apparent from the
method of treatment of this question by hon. gentlemen
opposite. These were the depreciations of this country and
its prospects, and the glorification of the United States. He
was not surprised, therefore, that hon. gentlemen opposite
should become not only annoyed, but infuriated, that any one
should doubt the authority they produced from the United
States in support of their statements and of their attempts to
discredittheir own country. The member from Charlotte (Mr.
Gilimor) saidhon. members on this sidedeprecated discussion
on this question. Well, conducted in the tone in which those
hon, gentlemen conducted it, they did deprecate it. lon.
gentlemen on this side believed their time could be better spent
than in detracting from the merits of their own country,
even if it was not as prosperous as it should be. Fie was
glad a gleam of reason appeared to have shot athwart the
mind of the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) who
admitted we ought not to depreciate our own country;
that if we published to the world that it was not a good
country to live in, it was not to be wondered at there shtuld
be an exodus from it and difficulty experienced in drawing
te it immigration from the older countries.

Mr. MIL LS. Ion. gentlemen opposite did that for five
years when they were in Opposition.

Mr. BERGIN said he could not admit that was true; but
if it were these gentlemen who possessed all the wisdom of
the country ought to be ashamed to follow an example of
that kind. The hon. member for Middlesex differed from
his leader, and ho (Mr. Bergin) had hopes the hon.
member would yet come to this side, when he told us that
some incentive should be offered by the Government to
induce our own people to romain bore and people from the
older countries to come in. These five years-bright for the
hon. mémber for Bothwell-were spent by him and his
colleagues in educating the people to believe that Govern-
ments were more files on the wheel unable to do anything
to advance their interests. We were told by the hon. mem-
ber for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) that our bread and fuel were
heavily taied.

An hon. MEMBER. It is true.
Mr. BERGIN said it was not true that the bread and the

fuel of this country were taxed; and when hon. gentlemen
made these statements they showed that they were true to
their own instincts, though they were not true to Canada.
They had these statements from hon. gentlemen who bad
not the same blood in their veins as the hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mf. Ros), who said that if there was an
exodus, ho regretted it. When hon. gentlemen spoke of the
exodus being so great, they spoke of something which ho
(Mr. Bergin) did not believe. So far as the exodus from
Quebee was concerned, he knew of thousande from that
Province, who were said to have gone to the United States,
who had settled in Ontario. In Stormont there were twò
very large-he was going to say very large-settlements of
French-Canadians, and they were worthy settlers, who were
adding tô the wealth and prosperity of that county. In hise
own town there must be at least 100 families of French-
Canadians, and the people there welcomed themn because
they were among the most thriving and industrious members
of the population. From the county of Soulanges, the
first of the counties of Quebec adjoining Ontario, there
had gone in December of last year, to the State Of1
Ohio, a great many mon to work in the lumber shanties,
but they would come back in the early spring, bringing1
back money to asist in supporting themelves and thiri
fkmilies during the year, Labr wa boecoming acareo in1

Jur, CçCuào,

the United States; that country is not se full of tramps as
it was a short while ago; and it will not be long, under the
presont policy of this country,bofbre laborwill becomescarce
here-veryscarce--unless the doctrines of the hon. gentle-
men opposite should ho believed outside of the Dominion.
It struck him that when the hon. memberfor North Norfolk
told the House, with apparently the greatest delight, that
the great bulk of the iminigration into the United States
was from Great Britain and ber colonies; while he was
telling the House of the exodus from Canada, that he gloried
in the progress of the United States, and that the great
business connection that ho boasted of having with the
United States led him to désire the increase of the
population and the wealth of that country even at
tho expense of the country in which ho lived. He
(Mr. Bergin) did not think it came very well from
any member of this House to depreciate Canada or to do
anything whieh would bring disgrace or discredit upon her.
fie knew this was the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite,
but it was a most unwise and unpatriotic policy. If there
had been one thing more than another which had cropped
p in the present debate it was that hon. members f rom

Liberal counties were the only men that said there was
any exodus to the United States. If the exodus to
the United States was so great as these hon. gentlemen
would have the Hiouse believe, were hon. members on the
Government side so blind to the interests of the country as
not to have discovered it? It might be that there was a
large exodus from the Grit counties. He could well believe
therewas. If the laborers in the counties represented by
hon. gentlemen opposite were told day by day, by men whom
they regarded as leading men in the country, that this
country was one in which the laboring man ought not to live,.
that his bread and bis fuel were over-taxed, that it was impos-
sible for him to make an honest living in it, was it to be
wondered at that the labôring man should follow the advice
of hon. gentlemen and go to a country which, according
to them, was a botter country for the poor man ? Though
ho did not suppose that hon. gentlemen opposite would pay
much attention to anything that came fron this side, he
would tell them-and they might depend upon it-e-that
before two years bad passed they would be taught by the
peple of this country that the way to their hearts was not
Dy the defamation of the country and its Government.

Mr. YEO said ho did not intend to have spoken on this
question at this late hour, but ho felt bound te notice some
of the remarks which had been made by his co-member from
Prince county (Mr. Hackett). That hon. gentleman had
stated that not many people left that county except
such as had been induced to leave by -friends in
the United States. In the campaign of 1878, that
hon. gentleman was loud in proclaiming that the people of
Prince Edward Island, from one end of the Province to the
other, were leaving for the United States. He told the
people that if they would only put his party in power and
give them a chance of inaugurating the National Policy,
prosperity would roturn, we would have a cheap country .to
live in, andj pur people would come back from the United
States. Some people who were preping to join their
friends who had emigrated to the ited States, were
induced to remain, but to their great disappointment they
found that their bread, their clothing, and nearly every
other article they consumed, was taxod under that same
National Policy. He (Mr. Yeo) believed, fromhis own
observation, that for every person who left Prince Edward
Island under the late Government, five were leaving it
now, and they were not going there to getlabor and return,
but were selling their farme at low prices, fd' the purpose
of becoming permanent settlers in the Unitcd States. He
regretted very much that such was the case. In his own
county he had tried his best to induce those who intended
emigrating to remain; bpt to no purpose; the outtow still
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continued. He had come up from the Island on two
occasions this winter, ad both times he had noticed many
persons on the steamer who were bound to the United
States. Hei had spoken to them in favor of going 't Mani-
toba and had given them pamphlets upon the advantages of
that country; but it was of no use. There were some people
who had gono from Prince Edward Island to Manitoba and
traveled over the whole of that Province ana- final ly settled
in Dakota, whence they had induced many of their friends
to follow them. My hon. friend from Prince County (Mr.
lackett) must know this very well, as iany of them were
from his part of the riding. A great many more are pre-
paring to go-a fact whih I sincerely regret, for I do not
make theseremarks for any political purpose. The btulk of
them are going from Prince county and from Queen's
county.

Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark) said that a considérable
exodus had taken place from his own constituency, though
he did not attribute it directly to the Government. When
the statement was made some time ago that upwards of
90,000 of our own people had emigrated to the United
States, he was considerably surprised, and in order to
ascertain how far that ap plied to his own neighborhood
he*wrote to the Grand Trunk agent at Almonte, T. W.
Mcbermott, to ascertain the number of tickets he had sold.
This agent was a Conservative and opposed him in his
electio). The agent answered that he had sold during the
year 1;3 tickets to people going to Manitoba, and 316 to
people going to the western United States. He had asked
the agent how many of these returned to the country,
and got reply that nine or ten had returned from
Manitoba and about as many from the United States. He
sinply mentioned this fact, not as having anything to do
with the National Policy, because it had not. The people
leaving that section were not drivei away by the National
Policy. He would give the credit to the gentlemen
opposite that, so far as his town was concerned, they were
satisfled with the National Policy. When there were some
nine or ten snanufacturing establishments in his town, they
had reason to be satisfied. But eastern Ontario was now
thickly settled. 'there were very few openings for
settlers, and as the young people grew up they looked around-
for the most advantageous country in which to establishi
themselves. Some went to Muskoka, some to Manitoba and
others to the United States. Being alke:l the cause of so many
people going to the United States, they had replied that it
was because the land regulations in Manitotla were not as
advantageous as those of Dakota. If a majority of our
people went to the United States it remained for the
Government to devise some means to prevent it, As was
pointed out last Session, the land regulations in the North-
West were oppressive, and settlers who had gone into our
North-West had even erossed over to Dakota. These were
facts which were for the Government to rectify. Hé simply
threw out this euggestiQn, by no means in a party spirit,
but as a reason why we should do something for our own
people. If the hon. member for North Renfrew (Mr. W hte)
Would go into thé southern section of his eounty he would
find his own people by hundreds going to the western
States, their farms being swallowed up by mortgages. It
was uifair to charge thé Opposition with being unpatriotic
and decrying their own country because they pointed thèse
evils out ta thé Government. When the Mackenzie Govern-
ment waà in power, and the then Opposition called attention
to the emigration te the United States, he did not remember
that they were charged with being unpatriotie. -It was a
patriotie duty to point thèse things eut, with a vie* of1
finding a remedy; and the présent Opposition would be
unfaithili to their duty and unfaithful to their constituents
if they failed to draw the attention of the Government to a
movement ofOsanadians tothe United Btates which all must
deplore..
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Mr. SPROULE said it was a little singular that aIl the
testimnies of anexodus to the United States came from
hon. members sitting to the left of the Speaker. That wau
not the experience of a large number of the members of
thi louse. Hé had come to the conclosion that those hon.
gentlemen who had this experience in their-own neighbor-
hoods, had becone individual émigration ageis in favor of
the United States. Hé oo Ud testify thatas eencerned his
own county, there was not sneh exodus as had been spoken
of A few years age, when the country was goieg down,
year by year, wben the revenue was growing lés;, wben our
debt was becoming larger and out trade becoming sinaller,
when the people were seeking for bread and could
not find it, thé emigration to the United States
began. At that time, the people out of employme4t
here were net, as a rule, agriculturists, but people
engaged in the various branches of manufacturng ;
at that particular time the manufactures of the United
States were going down. But now, when a time of
piosperity had come, and these manufactures were springing
into life again, people who could not find employment bare
went there. A few years ago in his section of the country
mon could easily be hired for 81.00 or $1.50 a day, whereas
last summer the same class of men got $1.75, 82.50 and
sometimes 83 a day, and were difficuit to obtain at that.
If, as the hon. member for North Norfolk stated, 10
per cent. of the people of his own locality had goue to the
United States, and every man was worth $40 to the country,
hé thouglit that hon. gentleman had a just claim on
the GovernmeDt of the United States for something like
$60,000 for having by his eloquence induced that large
number of people to go to the (Jnited States. There was
one argument which hon. gentlemen opposite would
appreciate. They would find that the exodus among the
Reformer iof this country would continue, because they
would believe them, and as they would ultimately hé unable
to find enough of that class of politicians to return them
to this flouse they would probably be left at home.
Some of the methods used in this House to prove that the
people were going away were rather novel. The last
speaker had stated that the number of passenger tickets
sold was one evidence of the number. It was well known
that if a person bought a ticket to Detroit, or some place
in western Ontario, ho would pay more, proportionately,
for it than one to Chicago. C'nsequently, a great many
people bought a ticket for a longer distance, and when they
reached their destination sold their tickets. He thought
that would account, in a large measure, for the number of
tickets sold for the Unjted States. e had crossed the
line forty or fifty times, and hé had yet to learn that any
person went about taking acccunt of the number of people
who went to the United Statès and to Manitoba. A pas-
senger was very rarely asked -where he was going. BHut
almost eveîy train moving westward was infested with
immicration agents working in behalf of the west-
ern States, and ho believed the way they had dif.
fused their information accounted, in a great reasure,
for the number of people going there. Wé ighlt reasonably
sk oursóflves why they were going there. Hon. gentlemen

opposite said it was owing to the National Policy. If so,
they would be leaving a country with a 20 per cent.
tariff for one with a tareff of 40 or 45 per cent. Again, it
was said thé land regufations of the United States were bet-
ter than oures. That was not the species of argument
adopted by the same gentlemen only a few wee ago,
w1zen they were trying t show that the Syndicate would
make a large sinount of money out of thelands granted to
them. They stated that although the lands efthe western
States were much inferior to ours, they had beenusold fr
$4, $5, $140, und, in sme cases, as high s $40) at are.
When we eomipared the priéos of those lande with, hé
prices the Governmenii were asking for ours, we had 8
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best evidence to show that our land policy was much more
liberal than that of the United States. Consequently, the
people could not be going there to seek homes as agricul-
turists. The only cause he could assign for the emigra-
tion was the diversity of employment they found in the
United States, and the commercial policy adopted in
Canada was likely to aceomplish the same result here.
Again, our trade had increased year by year, and there was
every evidence of prosperity, and every month the trade was
larger than during the corresponding period two years ago.
The failures had not been so large; the payment of accoun its
had been more regular, and there were few men out of em-
ployment. Those were the best arguments to prove the in-
accuracy of the statements of the Opposition, made night
after night, that the country is declining. The agencies
established through the action of the Opposition afforded
the only reason he could assign for the large exodus declared
to be going on from the several constituencies as repre-
sented by members of the Opposition in this House.

Mr. HESSON said the question might have been much
better discussed if the papers called for in the first instance
had been brought down. A great deal of irrelevant matter
had been introduced into the debate, and he would not have
spoken except he had been pointedly referred to by an hon.
member opposite. An inspection'of the statisties published
by Dun, Wyman & Co., showed : In 1877, failures 1,892 with
liabilities 625,523,903 ; 1878, 1,697 failures, with liabilities
823,908,677; 1879, 1,902 failures, with liabilities $29,347,937.
The large number of failures in 1879 was, no doubt, due to
the proposed repeal of the Insolvent Law. In 1880,
the failures numbered 907, with liabilities amounting to
$9,012,783, unr about 100 per cent. less in number and about
200 per cent. less in liabilities. That should be a very
reasonable answer to any reasonable man as to the results
of the National Policy. He was sorry to hear the exodus
cry raised in the Lower Provinces. In his own county the
population had largely increased, as well as the wdalth of
the people. In 1871, the last year of the census, it had a
population of something over 25,000. , The town he lived
in, which had in 18! 1 a population of 4,386, had now more
than 9,000; Listowell Lad increased in population from 976
in 1871 to over 1,800 to-day; Palmerston, which in 1871
was only a cluster of houses, not large enough to be called
a village, had to-day a population of something like 2,w00.
The census when taken would show an increase of over 25
per cent. throughout the whole country. The same
progress was noticeable in the adjoining counties. In the
whole of his county there was not a vacant farm, and lands
there were worth $50 an acre. The National Policy had
accomplished what was anticipated of it by its supporters.
If it had not kept everybody in the country, it had not
driven a man out. Most decidedly people would not leave
this country to go to a country more highly taxed. The
strongest point made against the National Policy was that
it would impose a high taxation on this country similar to
that in the United States. It was an absurd proposition to
say that these people were inoving trom the country from.the
effects of the National Policy. He was not prepared to say4
but that probably some had left the country from the feeling
that they ha&not accomplished all they had anticipated, butt
he was also prepared to say that there were now many
thousands of pople in this country earning a livelihood that
would not have been able to do so but for the introduction of
the National Policy.

Mr. BAIN said he had quietly listened to thist
discussion feeling all through that perhaps his own1
position on this particular question, differed from that of(
other hou. members on this aide. When hon. e
gentlemen now on the Treasury benches occupied a place i
in OWposition to the late Government, they were never b
tired of stating that the emigration poli<>y of that GoeV a

Mr. MACDONULL (Lanark).

ern ment was an extravagant one, and they even went so
far as to say that they had more population in our country
than we could-offer remunerative employment to, and that
we should therefore cease our efforts to.induce immigration
from Europe. This cry was repeated by their organe, and
he remembered that some of the journals of his party feit
inclined to indulge in that view. Remembering this, ho
had always felt inclined to stand by the 'Minister of Agri-
culture in his efforts to induce emigrants to settle in this
country. Although he might have felt disposed to taunt
these hon. gentlemen with going back on the promises and
statements they made in Opposition, when they got into
office, he ad fult at the same time that the fature salça-
tion of this country depended entirely on our drawing to
our shores as large a produciugpopulation as possible; but
he could not forget that, while they were on the Opposition
bouches, these hon. gentlemen had told the Government
that they were flies on the wheel, that they tould not keep
our people in their own country, and that Canada was
going to destruction. They had told the peoplo that if
their party had an opportunity of inauguraling the
National Policy all would be cbanged. But they fouud,
to-night, that there was not one hon. gentleman on the
other side who would venture the statement that the exodüs
from Canada was less now than during the regime of the
Mackenzie Government. Hon. gentlemen were attempting
to discredit th@ very same official returns which they
-had been in the habit of quoting against their qpponents
in days gone by. He (Mr. Bain) thought it was rather
too thin for these hon. gentlemen to cover the defeat of thetr
policy by allegig that facts which they found useful when the
late Government was in power, were now utterly unreliable.
How did the record stand when the hon. gentlemen opposite
held office previous to the Mackenzie Administration? Did
the exodus to the United States cease? By no means. le
-found, on looking at comparative statistics for fte five
years of the Maekenzie Administration and the five years
previous, that the number of people who emigrated from
this country to the United States during the onservative
Administration was double the number that left under the
Mackenzie Administration. le looked forward with a
great deal of interest to the development promised by the
Minister of Agriculture,- for the reason that if they showed
the returns made last year to be exaggerated, it would be a
source of great satistction to us ail. lon. gentlei-n
opposite adnitted that there was a large exo lus going n
from the older Provinces; but they contended that it did not
go to the United States, but rather te ou- own North-
West. He admitted that the revival, of business in
the United States had much to do in attracting emigrants
from this country. Only the other day ho heard a gentle-
man quoting the increased wages paid in the manufactories
of his own riding as a proof that the National Policy had
benefitted mechanies, whereas if he had stated the whole fact
he would have said that the employers of labor in that town
Lad been obliged to increase the pay of the mechanices in order
to keep them from going to the United States. It was not be-
cause the National Policy had increased the local business, but
because botter wages were paid on the other side of the line.
Hon. gentlemen opposite could not dispute figures showing
the amount of acres and the amount of money that had been
p aid for homestead pre-emptions in our own North-West.
-ae had consulted a return brought down in relation to that
matter, and he found that in 1879, 1,096,800 acres
were pre-empted, and that the fees alone on the sales of
that year for homestead pre-emptions amounted to $34,706.
in the return brought down to the end of the month of
October of last season, which was practically the end of the
emigration year, did tbey flnd anything to substantiate
those glowing predictions made by the hon. Minister when
he told us that by hiescheme of approriating 100,00,000
acres of land for the building of the Canadisn Pacife R41
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way 25,000 people would go into that country during thei
past season ? Instead of the immigration rising to that1
figure he regretted to say that, including everything in the'
shape of land transactions, only 682,000 acres ef sales,1
homesteads and pre-emptions, had been taken up, and the1
homestead fees had shrunk from $34,000 to a small fraction
over $P1,000 clearly showing a decreased immigration. Thatt
wasc.onvincing proofthat there must be a screw loose some-1
where in our land regulations in the North-West, and there r
must boa strong reason why there b ad been such an enormous r
shrinkage. People had been leaving the older Provinces, not r
for the North-West, but they had dropped off on the way andc
found locations on the other side -uf the border. But we
had heen told that the National Policy had created a great.
improvement in ourcondition. and one bon. gentleman had i
the coolness to tell us that, so far as breadstuffs and coal were t
concernei, we were not a taxed people at all. That hon,
gentleman must have been exceedingly oblivious of the r
officia] returns laid on the Table by the Minister of Customs r
only a short week ago. They showed that half a million a
dollars were collected as a coal tax alone in the Dominion
for the last fiscal year, and that nearly $350,000 was col-a
lected on breadstuffs. On the single article of cornmeal, s
which was largely imported into the Maritime Provinces,o
nearly $70,000 was collected last year. But had the National t
Policy given the agriculturists of this Dominion an increased g
price for their products? He found that their exports had t
-risen very largely, from the fact that they had been favored i
by Providence with a bountiful grain crop. There had been t
a large increase of the exports of agricultural produce, g
animais, and their produce, to the extent offf*om $14,700,- e
000 in 1879, to $18,500,000 in 1880, -un increase of $3,800,000; 1p
and 'the cash derived from the increased sale of produce i
had gone into the pockets of the fhrmers. They found that a,
the exports of their grain had risen from $25,900,000 to p
$32,300,000, an increase of $6,400,000 in one year. When i
this money was put into circulation increased prosperity X
followed, because he'need not tell hon. gentlemen that when il
tho-farmer got increased crops he gets more money which, t]
being put into circulation, paid debts, gave employment, and t
added materially to the substantial wealth of the country. b
But this could not be claimed as the result of the National m
Policy. Itwasthe resultofa bountiful Providence, notw-ith- g
standing the exodus of our population, which he regret ted H
to see, and which he thought was the best proof that the h
National Policy had not been the panacea it was claimed to h
be. They had thriven in spite of the National Polic, and ti
not in consequence of anything it htad done for them. t!
The hon. gentlemen now occupying the Ministerial fu
1ïenches when in Opposition said thot if they got into power of
the prices of everything would be increased; the farmer ti
was told that oats would be five to ten cents per bushel ti
higher, and that everything would immediately receive a st
stimulus. But when they crept into office, and the expec- fy
tations of the farmers and the people generally were not w
realized, they said: "Wait a little longer; everything will ap
revive after awhile." He thought that those gentlemen th
ought to hare come squarely down to business and admitted th
that they had crept into office under false pretences; but hâ
they meant to hold on as long as Providence favored the of
country with good crops. He regritted- as much as any ve
gentleman could the rarge hxodus to the United States, and In
he commended to the careful consideration of the supporters b3
of the Government that they were losing people from the en
older Provinces while it was patent from our diniinished h(
lands sales-that these people were not taking up lands in the yE
North-West. He a8ked bon. gentlemen to consider these facts ai
aside from party issues, and e could assure the House that p
any efforts- made by the Government in the direction of m
stopping the exodus that indoubtedly existed, and of at- la
tracting settlers to our North-West, would meet with his T
bearty support. He did not like to impute motives, but it O

seemed to himu that if the hou. member for Cardwell had
been anxious to elicit all the facta h. would not bave been so
anxious to confine bis motion to this one particular point.
He hoped before the Session was over wa would have ail the
facts.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) said, as far as regarded this mo.
tion, it was a matter of indifference to him what effect the
National Policy had on the country; but if the country was
more properous than it had been, there must necessarily be
more- opportunity for the employment of labor; and we
migbt ask these hon. gentlemen how they were going to ac.
coun t for the fact that there was greater emigration at a time
when employment was more abundant and the country more
prosperous than when it was less prosperous. The state-
ment made by the bon. gentleman who had just sat down
that this motion ought to have been more general in ita
character, was answered by the circumstances which gave
rise to it. What caused the motion to be made was the state-
ment to the effecttbat, at a particular point in this Dominion,
a certain number of emigrants had passed into the United
States during the year. If true that would mean practic-
ally the depopulation of this country, because it could not be
upposed that all the emigrants from this country went out

of it by that particular route. If we could establish that at
he particular point selected as an illustration to prove the
groat emigration that had taken place from this country,
he emigration was so much less than the extent stated that
t proved the statement to be grossly incorrect, thon
the conclusion might be fairly drawn that the
general statements as to the rest of the country were
qually unreliable. For that reasoi this motion was pro-
osed. It was impossible the hon. Minister could obtain
nfbematiou on genoral statements, so as to establish their
ecnracy or inaecuracy; but he could ascertain whether any
particular statement advanced was correct or not, by send-
ng officers to enquire into the matter. They had the hon.
Minister's statement that, from the enquiries made, so farfrom
ts being possible that number of emigrants had gone out at
hat port, it was larger than the entire number of passengers
hat passed through that port altogether; while the difference
etween the number coming ani going was not very much
nore than one-tenth of the number who were alleged to have
one ont of the country to settle in the United States.
[e lhought it would have been much botter if the motion
iad been vllowed to go to-night, that full reports should
ave been obtained, that these reports should be referred to
,he Committee on Immigration and Colonization, so that all
he information should have been before the House before
urther-discussion took place. It had been charged by way
f tu quoque that during the five years that hon. gen-
emen opposite occupied seats on this side of the House,
he Conservative party, then in Opposition, were con-
tantly exaggerating or, at least, certainly magni-
ying the emigration from this country, and that they
ere doing it as an element or a weapon in party warfare
gainst the hon. gentlemen who were then on this side of
he House. The supporters of the Government were told
hat hon. gentlemen opposite were now doing no more than
ad been done by hon. gentlemen now sitting on this aide
f the House when they sat on the other. But there was a
ery remrarkable distinction between the two cases.
n the ffrst place, according to the statèments mace
y the hon. gentlemen opposite, the number of alleged
migrants who left the country during the five years the
On. gentlemen were in office, only amounted to 25,000 a
ear, distributed over the whole country. There were no
legations that such numbers were going out at particular
rts as to make it aphysical impossibility that the state-
ent could be true. There was a general statement that a
rge number of emigrants were going out of the country.
bat was the statement of the Conservative party while ai
pposition. It was true that a large emigration was taking
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place; it was true that a large emigration was taking place hon. gentlemen. The object of this motion was simply
to-day. In the very nature of things a considerable emi- to find out whether we had any information in relation to
gration would be always going on. The people of Canada that-emigration. jle entirely agreed with thehon.member
were a -migratory people to a considerable extent. The for West Middlesex, -tnat it was the duty of the Government
same thing was true of the people of the United States. The to enquire into this matter. He had reason to believe that
-State of New York, with a population about equal to that the Government did enquire into it, and the objeet of
of Canada, had lost up to 1871, accordirg to the United States the motion was to get the result of those enquiries on the
census, over onê tnillion of its native population who had gone Table. When they were brought down the proper course
to the western States of the Union, passing from one part of would be to refer them to the Comnmittee on Colonization
the country to the other, and the same process would go on and Immigration, where they could be analyzed and sifted by
here. If hon. members would take the case of the ceunty those hon. gentlemen of the Opposition who were numebers
of Bruce, wbich, if he remembered aright, was surveyed in of the Committee. There would always be an emigration
1853, they would find, if they asked the people of that westward, both to our own territory and to the American
county where they came from, that, to a large extent, States, but he was satisfled that when this information was
they' came from the older counties of Ontario. A few of brought down it would show that emigration had not been
them-of course a considerable number of them were at all equal to what the hon. gintlemen opposite had stated
persons who bad come to work upon the Great it was.
western or the Grand Trunk, and when those I -PMrB LAKEsi;md the hon- erntleman for Cardwell said
roads were completed, went mto the newer counties of,
the Province, of which Bruce was one, where they took
up land and became idustrious and well-to-do settlers. But
that sort of settlement had to corne to an end, because these
newer counties had become settled, and there being no more
of them the people naturally drifted towards the North-
Western States. But now we had our own North-West,
where, we hoped, with the railway facilities which were
likely to be afforded to that country, our people would go
in the future. There was no doubt,;however,that there bad
been that sort of migration. But the position which had
been taken by the Conservative party in Opposition was that
largely in consequenco cf the want of a policy which would
give employment to our own people, they were leaving this
country for the United States. That idea might have been
right or it might have been wrong ; he was not going to
discuss the National Policy on this motion. He thought
the discussion on that point had been irrelevant to
a large extent. That policy .may have been wise or it
tight have been unwise; it may have resulted beneficially
or otherwise, but at all events it was a policy advocated as
a means of remedying an evil which had been pointed out.
Did hon. gentlemen opposite pretend to recommend any such
plicy? lie supposed they would say: "Go back to free trtade."
Ihat was a suggestion which two or three times he had heard

to-day. That must meanpro tanto, at any rate the injury of the
manufacturing interests and the losing of labor in the dif-
ferent centres of population. lot them take Montreal for
instance. That policy would close the large sugar refmeries
there. He did not say for the purpose of this argument
that they should or should not be closed, but at any rate the
closing of those refineries would throw out of employmient
sonie 400 heads of families, and that means a population of
nearly 2,000 persons who must go somewhere else for em-
ployment, and who would probably go to the refineries of the
tlnited States. The Conservative party said there was a seri-
ous emigration from this country which would be largely pre-
vented by a policy which tvould give employment to the
people of Canada within their own country. That was the
ground upon which-

Mr. KILLLM. You should not discuss the National
Policy.

Mr. WHITE said he was not discussing the National
Policy, he was simply showing what ws the
riion of the Conservative party on this question. What

Ssaid was that they quoted these statements in relation to
emigration with a suggestion of a remedy to prevent it,'
while hon. gentlemen opposite were doing nothing of the
kind. More than that they had taken statistics compiled by'
American authorities, over whom we had no control, which,
in the very nature of things, could not be true, beeause peo-
pie ould not be carried over at that particuiar point andX
within the tiue given to ie numÈbers mentioned bythosej

Mr. WmTE <ardwell).

JII. UL3n1al LL . guLkçLajlivl
that when his hon. friends made allegations in Oppositioa
as to the amount of emigration from this country, they did
so justifiably, because they suggested the adoption of a policy
to prevent the continuance of that state of tings. The
hon. geutleman had stated that the Opposition were not
justified in making statements as to emigration becausethey
did not propose the same remedy.

Mr. WHITE said he had not stated- th-t they had not
proposed the same policy, but that they had not proposed
any remedy.

Mr. BLAKE said they proposed to -revert to a s.et of
things which would diminish the emigration from the
greatly increascd figures which resulted from the change of
policy adopted by'the hon. gentlemen opposite. The bon.
gentleman had said that ho had sueceeded in achieving a
change in the policy which ho pledged himself would
reduce emigration. Well, they contended that it had not
reduced emigration-that whatever other merits might be
attributable to the policy, that particular merit was not
attributable to it. The hon. gentleman said that there eould
not have been so gieat an emigration since the adoption of
this policy, but they maintained that it had had a contrary
effect to the one pr edWied by the hon. gentlem' n and his
friends. The question was one of the utnost interest to
this country. It was of the utmost interest that we should
know what were the facts--not merely to-daty, not merely
for the lat year, but for a great number of years-
with reference to the, emigration fron this . country.
The hon. gentleman opposite stated that his friends indulged
only in general statements, but ho (Mr. Blake) maintained
that whenever allusion had been made to this subjoct in the
past, that allusion had been based upon just the sane results
upon which the allusions made on this side of the House,
within the past year, had been based. The hon. member for
Cardwell, in former debates, referred to the number of native
Canadians ettled in the United States. Where did ho get
his figures ?

Mr. WHITE (Cardwelnl. I got thom not from the
Customs' office returns, but from the census.

Mr. BLAKE said the hon. momber got them from United
States statisties, the ouly place where ho could get them, and
where any figures obtained at any time with reference to the
emigration from Canada to the United States had to be
obtained. He was not aware that any attempt had yet been
made to publish a record of that emigration in this country.
Yet figures had been indulged in frôm year to year, and
results had been ascertained. To what figures had hon.
gentlemen appealed during this long series of years ? Why,
they appealed to the American statisties ,appearîng yearly
and ho maintained that the result as a whole-would
ditcredited if it turned out that there had been gross, wilfnl,
manifest error at any one, point. What the hon. gentleman
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eomplained of was that they on this side Sho uld have stated
the resdit this year which he and his friends had been
stating for many years past; while'it was laudable and
justifiable for hon. gentlemen opposite to advert to United
:tates statistics, it was uojustifable and improper for them
on this side to assume that these statistics, which they
credited, and which they made the foundation for many
diatribes, Continued to be credited in this house. Hlie should
be very glad if they could be discredited; ho should rejoice
to know that they were inaccurate. If they were we ought
to attempt to establish some system of our own which would
enable us to ascertain, with some degi ee of accuracy, wbat
the flux and reflux of emigration -into the country really
was ; but ho said it was disingenuous,, unfair and uncandid,
fbr those who for many years credited and used these papers
-and used them without rebuke, because their accuracy
was never challenged-to say that those who chose to
assume that there had not been a sudden change from
correctness to incorrectness; that the system which had
produce1 approximately correct results for so many
years had become a failure, and that those who
used the home figures derived from the same source, and
on the same subjeet, were guilty of improper conduct.
The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) said the
Minister of Agriculture was not called upon to deal with
anything more than the specific statement, because the
reference was made to a particular port, and he sAid the
Minister was able to obtain information with respect to that
port. Everyone knew wbere the informaLion was received.
Iowas contained in the public documcnts which are
scattered through the country, and could be obtained [y al
who desire it. The Mmrister cannot for a moment ny ho
did not get the United States quartcrly and annual reports.1

Mr. POPE. I say I get something else.
Mr. BLAKE. A good deal else; I am going to give the

Minister sormething at this moment. He cannot say he
does not get those returns or examine them-it is bis duty
to examine them. In each quarterly return there is a
statement of the emigration for each of the ports at which
returne are collected in the United States, and thorefore he
had every opportunity in the proper discharge of his duty
to obtain information, not with respect to one isolated point,
but with respect to al[ the places, so that we may arrive at
a sound conclusion as to what the real extent of the omi-
gration from this country was altogether.

Mr. POPE. No. I
Mr. BLAKE. I apprehend there are some points at

which it would be difficult, but there are other points at
which the information could easily be obtained.

Mr. POPE. Name one.
Mr. BLAKE. The Canada Southern.
Mr. POPE. I have it.
Mr. BLAKE. You have not stated it. Yon have given

the Grand. Trunk and two divisions of the Great Western.
Mr. POPE. I will give yon the-Canada Southern.
Mr. BLAKE. I say you have not given it.'
Mr. POPE. Name another.
Mr. BLAKE. I am not going to procoed to name them-

all. I have given the Minister one case in which he did not
give the retui ns, and that is enougb for this purpose. It
seem to me that the figures of the hon. gentleman prove
too much altogether.

Mr. POPE. Too much for you.
Mr. BLAKE Not enough for me, but too much for the

Minister. It is said by the hon. gentleman that the returns
be gave us were a true test of what the emigration to the
Western States and the Nçnth-West is to take the number
of passengere over those railfeys.

Total passengers from Canada to all points West, inrluding
Manitoba .... . ........ .........

Total passengers from Western States to Canada ................ .....

Difference ...... . ....... ...... ,............

(Via Great Western-Sarnia Branch.)

Total passengers from Canada to Western States..............
Total from Western States tu Canada..... ...................

Difference .... ................. ........... ,

(From U. S. Consul ai Sarnia.)

Total emigrants with Consular certificates, from estimates of
Consul at Sarnita, 700 cet tificates or 4j persons per certificate..

(Prom Canadian Custom. Collector ai Sarnia.)

Total outward entries at Sarnia and its outports, 858, or at 41
persons per entry, for 12 months ended June 30th ............

(Ail Grand Trunk Railway.)

30,62e
24,739

5,887

1,719
1,262

457

3,050

Total number of passengers from all points of Europe, the Eastern
States and Canada to aIl western points, including Manitoba. 53,627

Total from West to East at same point........................... ........... 45,676

Difference................7,951

That is the statement the hon. gentleman made.
Mr. POPE. I said nothing of the kind. I have not got

the figures bore but I can get them.
Mr. BLAKE. I am reading from tbe hon. gentle.

man's statement in the Bansard under the head of January
5th, 1881.

Mr. POPE. I cannot state what is in the anfard, but I
made the difference about 6,700 between the passengers
coming to Canada, taking out those going to Manitoba west.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. BLA.KE. No. The hon. gentleman expressly

throu hout his etatement alwaye said including Manitoba.
He di not give us any statement or estimate of those who
went to Manitoba separaîtely from those who went to the
States. The result was, as the Banaard shows and my
memory shows me, that the total was over 14,000 for the
year ending 30th June last.

Mr. POPE. I will try and settle that with the hon.
gentleman.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know how the hon. gentleman
can settle it exeept by giving the figures he gave before.
Perbape the bon,. gentleman eau give us fresh figures.
I do not know what figumes the hon. getitleman gave
except as stated in the report. I say this, that whatevwe

.1881
Mr. POPE. I did not +ay so. They would make more

than the whole num ber of persons who passed over the road
altogether.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman did not content
himself with auying that,but.he went further, and proceeded
to give as the number of persons east-bound as well as
west-bound, and proceeded to deduct the east from the west
and draw a conclusion. What was tho coielusion?

Mr. POPE. The conclusion was above 6,000 difference.
Mr. BLAKE. And what did that ainouit to? It was

not 6,000 but 16,000.
Mr. POPE. About 6,700.
Mr. BLAKE. That is on the Grand Truink alone. The

difference on the Grand Trunk alone is 7,951. The hon.
gentleman is rather off his calculation.

Mr. POPE. You made a mistake.
Mr. BLAKE. At any rate the total numuber of passengers:

(JV2 Grand Trunk Railway.)
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the hon. gentleman says, whether the difference was
14,000 or 6,000 ho meant the louse to come to the con-
cluion that the difference, whatever it waq, approximately
represented the difference to the United States and Manî
toba by these routes.

Mr. POPE. I will tell the hon. gentleman the exact
figures I gave. The total differenco was,6,705.

Mr. BLAKE. That is the balance. How do you inake
it? Give us the figures hy which you arrived ut the
balance.

Mr. POPE. The total number of passengers from all
points of Europe, Eastern States and Canada to al western
points, ineluding Manitoba, 53,607. That is by the Grand
Trunk. Total from west to east, 45,676, by Grand Trunk.
Total passengers from Canada to all points west, including
Manitoba, 30,026. Total passengers from the western
States to Canada (and I[want the hon. gentleman to remen-
ber that), 24,7;9,; the difference being 5,887. There is
no mistake in that. Total passengers from Canada to the
Western States, 1,719, by the Grand Trunk. Total from
the western States to Canada, 1,267, difference 45.. From
the United States consular certificates as given on the-
other side, 3,050; from the Canadian Customs authorities,
3,861. Ours exceed theirs a little under that head. Dif-
ference between eastern and westtrn passengers in and to
Canadr, 5,887.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman gave us returns

over the Grand Trunk a little below inb is statement.
Mr. POPE. Migrants with outer entries at Sarnia,

and outports, 3,861. Total 10,005 less migrants and
emigrants to Manitoba, being a proportion of a total of
13,500 and 16,000, bringing the total emigration from
Canada to the western States, through Port Huron, 6,705.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly; but the hon. gentleman did
not give that latter statement in his former speech.

Mr. POPE. I did not say there were 13,500; but I gave
exaetly the 35.010.

1r. BL A K I. The hon. gen tleman gave the 3,050 from
the con uba figures at uSaria, und 3,861 flom t hoecollector's
figures at Sarnia, but did not say there were 1,500 in all
to Manitoba, and that there was a certain smaller proportion
of thse that went by the railway. The only diffieulty was
that the hon. gentleman did not go further down in his paper.
lis purpose was to lead to the conclusion that the differ-
ence between the eastward-bound traffie was less than it
really was His figures were not correet, if we took into
account the amount of emigration that must have taken
place from all outlets in Canada.

Mr. POPE. How do you know that?
Mr, BLAKE. We know it because we knovw that many

people have left every part of this country. The other-day
the hon. gentleman told us, whn he was enlarging in refer-
ence to the estimate of this year, that Manitoba had 25,000;
and he said that more than two-thirds of that number lad
gone, and that would be at least 17,000.

Mr. POPE. How many?
Mr. BLAKE. 17,000.
Mr. POPE. I said two-thirds.
Mr. BLAKE. You said more than two-thirds, and that

would be at least 16,000 or 17,000. There is, of course, those
that go by the Collingwood route by boat, those by Sarnia,
and those by Kincardine, and there would also be some
going by the Canada Southern Railway, And looking at all
this-

Mr. BLAKxz.

Xr. POPE. How do those people go by the Canada
Southern ?

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know how they go, but those who
emigrate from along the liñe of the- Canada'Southern woald
be pretty sure to go by that road to the border. I say, Sir,
that if we consider these various means of ontlet, if we con-
sider the emigration that bas- taken place to the western
Stales, and the emigration which the hon. gentleman alleges
bas taken place to Manitoba, numbering about 17,000, he
must come to the conclusion that these figures which. the
ion. gentleman has given are incorrect in this sense at least,
that they do not bear out his deductions., I do not mean to
say they are not borne out by the facts, or that the railway
companies have not given him the returns which be says
they have.

Mr. POPE. Do you doubt the correctness of the returne?
Mr. BLAKE. I say that I have.no doubt that these

figures are the figures which these companies have pre-
sented to the hon. gentleman, but 1 say that he cannot
deduce from them the conclusion which he proposes to
draw.

Mr. POPE. Yon cannot draw the conclusion you pro-
posed to draw.

Mr. BLAKE. I have drawn no conclusion. I have
simply assumed as correct the figures which the hon.
gentleman in past years assumed as correct, the figures
which both sides have always assumed to be correct. If I
were to draw a general conclusion it would be the, immi-
gration for the past year was lasger than for previons years.
From ordinary sources of information, from enquiries I have
made throagh the country, froeinqouuiries which I have
made from hon, gentlemen as to the state of things in their
constituencies, I say that that is the conclusion which I
sbould draw. Hon. gentlemen opposite have aIl professed
to speak in a cheery tone. They say there has been no
such large emigration. It is out of the -question to talk in
that way. We know what has taken place in the Province
of Quebec. We knbw that in the pastoral letter or the
amendment-or whatever may be the proper term of the
deliverance-the Archbishop of Quebec deplored in the
strongest terms the emigration which is going on from that
Province, and he called on the faithful, or those who are
under his control, to desist from emigrating to a foreign
country. We know from thatletter to his fiock that he felt
that this exodus was an unusual character-that it was
greater than usual-and-

Mr. POPE. It was the usual exodus.
Mr. BLAKE. Why then this unusual step to check it?

Why such a strong remonstrance on the part of the hea4 of
the church in that quarter?

Mr. POPE. It is done every year.
Mr. GEOFFRION. Not at all.
Mr. BLAKE. Not at all. I do not think it is done

every year. I do not remember myself to have read ef it,
but I do not profes to be well informed on the subject, but
I can appeal to the hon. gentlemen from Quebec-

Mr. ROUDE. It has been done for more than twenty
years.

Mr. BLAK. Every year ?
Mr. HOUDE. The Bishopsof the Province of Quebec

have been telling their people almoet every year not to go
.to the United States.

Mr. BLAKE. That is not what I said., I said there bad
not been, to the best of my information, such a mafk, such
a significant mark, of the extraordinary character of the
emigration goIng on from that Province as that to be found
in a publie doeument of the Arehbishop of Quebec issued a
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few months ago. And if I am not mistaken in my recol-
lection, another of the Bishops of the Roman Catholie
Church, within a later period, has also published
a remonstrance on the same subject. How was it
between 1861 and 1871 ? Did not the population
of the Province of Quebec remain almost stationary?
That if we accepted the increase that took place in the cities,
partienlarly in Montreal and its neighborhood, you might
almost literally say, if the census were correct, that the popu-
lation had iemained stationary. If it were so between 1861
and 1871, still more would it likely to be so in these later years.
With reference to the Maritime Provinces, we, had heard,
étatements made to-day that were niot capable of contradic-
tion. He did not mean to say that many of those persons
wlio had gone away would not return. He hoped they would.
The system of ticket scalping might have something to do
with the railway rctui-ns, making them, to some extent, inac-
curate. But speaking of this subject generally, he maintained
that it was not possible to dispute the proposition that there
had been a very large, an unusual, an excessive and a niuch
to be lamented emigration. Let him refer to a speech of the
Finance Minister himself made in Toronto a little while ago,
where he said:

"I admit that there has been a large emigration. It would be mad-
neus for me to, attempt to deny it, and I deeply regret it."

That was the language of the hon. Minister of Finance
the fall of last year in Toronto. Bwt it was not madness
now to attempt to deny it, and there was nothing to
regret.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is the exaggeration we ob.
ject to.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman admits thore has been
a large emigration, and what the bon. Ministor bas thought
to be madness has been done here the whole evening.

Mr. POPE. We never denied that emigration had been
going on, but we said the returns hon. gentlemen had been
quoting were entirely wrong.

Mr. MILLS. You say there are not 7,000.
Mr. POPE said they contended that 135,000 had not gone

from Canada to the United States during the 15 montbs
past. If it were possible that such a thing could be, the
country would be depopulated. There could be no midtake
about that. When ho rose to-night ho did not intend to say
that people were not going to the United States, but ho
affirmed that the arguments and the figures put forward by
the hon. gentleman when he spoke before on this question,
were entirely erroneous, and that the hon. gentleman pro-
cured them from an 'official who depended for bis
salary and bis living upon the amount ho could make
out in this direction. That official himseolf had admitted
t bat he did not go into the crs himself, and these figures
were furnished by bis men. Indeed, if these figures ,were
(orrectly, stated twe~nty men could not -collect them. Mr.
Sandbm, the gentleman from whom the O position were
quoting, got $2,500 salary at that port, and it was to bis
interest to make these figures large.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT said he had recoived
within the last three days some statistics which would go
very far to confirm the statement made by the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham, and to show what sort of depopulation
had been goiug on under this blessed National Policy
throughout the better portions of western Ontario. He had
the roturns -of six important townships in the county of
Huron, ywhich showed that the population of the Township
of Howiek had fallen from 5,420 in 1878to 5,193 in 1880;
in the Township of Hallett, from 3,394 in 1878 to e,378 in
1880; in the Township of Hay, from 4,119 to 3,644 in one
year; in the Township of Stanley, from 2,883 to 2,373 in
one year;in the Townahip of Greyfrom 4,207 to 4,002 in

one year; and in the Township of West W awanosh, from
2,555 in 1878 to 2,352 in 1 80.

Mr. POPE. Where did you get these returns ?
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. From the Reeves of

the different townships. They are taken from the assese-
ment return8.

Mr. POPE. Where have they gone to ?
Sir ]RICHARD J. CARTW.RIGHT. I fear they have

not gone to the North-West, but I fear that the legislation
of bon. gentlemen opposite have driven them to Minnesota,
Dakota, and other western States.

Mr. POPE. Can you say they have gone to the Unlted
States.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. 1 can say that a
grent proportion of them have.

Mr. POPE. How do you know?
Sir RICHA RD J. CARTWRIGT. Because I have been

in tho neighborhood and have been told so by the people,
and because I have been in Minnesota and Dakota; and I
know that a great many of these people have gone there. *1
mention theso facts in order to show that out of these six
townships in one large county of Ontario some 1,500 souls
have left the country.

Mr. BOWELL. Is not the hon. gentleman aware that a
large portion of that section of the North-West fromt Winni-
peg te Portage la Prairie is settled by people from tho vory
townships to which ho has referred.

Sir RICHARD J CABTWRIGIIT. Not that portion.
Mr. BOWELL. I say it is; for I bave been there.
Sir RICIHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. But I have been

there and much later than the hon. gentleman.
Mr. K RANTZ said granted that this emigration to the

United States was going on still and that this country was
not so prosperous as the United States, ho believed, and it
was the opinion of the majority of the people of this country,
that the present Government was bringing about a better
state of atrairs. People would remain in a country and
would immigrate to a country where there was plenty of
employment for the artizan and the laborer, and where the
ngricultnri.t~ could obtain cheap and fertile lands. The
policy of this G4overnmont was just the policy to seure this
condition of things. The fiscal policy had given employment
to a large number of the people. le was not speaking
from hearsay, or from what ho read in the papers, but from
his actuaI knowledge. In the county whicth ho represented
there wore tanneries, last manufactories, button factories,
woollen factories, foundries and machine shops, flax and
other industries. Every one of them has increased its
capacity during the last two years. During the past six
months iere bas not been a man unemployed in the county
who was w illing and capable of working. The policy of
the Government in building the Pacifie Itailway, hy means
of a private company, would also pi-ove beneficial to immi-
gration. By handing over to the Syndicate a large quantity
of land fit for settlement, it would be able to compote with
American land speculators, and beat them with their own
weapons. No Government emigration policy was able to
compote with the means which a private company and a
strong railway company had for settling up the country.

Mr. CASGiAIN said it was àstonishing that the Depart-
ment was not able to gîve the House data for the emigration
from 1867 to the pi osent time. The approaching census
was about to be taken as badly as last time; and Parliament
would be unable to know the number of people who had
loft the country each year. He could ascertain within two
weeks the total emigration from his owu county ; but the
Department did not know whether 700 or 135,000 pople-
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had left the country, and yet the Department was well
paid.

Mr. DAWSON said there had been general complaints of
an exodus from Canada, but in his district, Algoma, the
population had increased very rapidly for some years past.
In 1871 the population was 7,000; now it was estimated at
23,000. That result had been obtained without posessing
any special advantages, for the district was badly supplied
with ronds, and even now the mail was carried fromn Parry
Sound to Algoma by dog-sleighs or on men's back, although
it often amouited to 840 lbs. The population was increasing
every day. In Manitoulin, about five years ago, there was
a population of a little over 2,000; now it was estimated at
close upon 8,000. The people of the American towns took
much greater interest in their immigrants than our people
did in ours. They drove them out to the lands and did all
in their power to give them a favorable impression of the
country.

Mr. RYMAL read an extract from a gentleman who left
bis (Mr. Rymal's) own riding and went to the North-West,
where he purchased a quantity of land and settled there
with bis four sons. The extract was as follows:-

" It is too bad that through the bungling, or worse, of the Goverament
thousands of the very best settlers should be driven from the country into
the United States ; but we cannot expect anything better from such a
pack. Their friends have to get the pick of the lands first, and after that
the people may get a chance. One thing that bas done a greaftdeal of ill
out there this sunmer was the Order in Council that came in force pn the
first of May; it was to this effect: that settlers would not be protected in
their rights on neither odd nor even numbers. Now, that you may fully
understand what effect this would have, I would sqy that a large part of
the land is yet unsurveyed within the last year or so, is yet wthheld
from market, and consequently the people were afraid to locate not know-
ing whether they might beý turned off or charged two prices for the land.
Now, under the late Government people were not only encouraged to go
on to the land, but they knew that no other person could get it if they
were on the land or had any impruvements u it. They had the first
chance, for before any person could take up this land they had to make
oath that there was no person living on the land, and that there were no
improvements on it. This Order in Council las driven thousands into
Dakota this summer. And again, though the Agent was appointed last
winter, or early this spring, it was this fall efore he was prepared to
take entries for the land. But there was he and an-asaistant, drawing
about two thousand dollars a year for doing nothing. It seems the
Government are afraid that the country is being settled too fast. A very
strong supporter of theirs in Emerson told me that if they were the paid
agents of the American Government they could not do more than they
were doing to send settlers to Dakota and Minnesota."

Now, he knew nothing further than this: Thal he knew
the writer of the letter well, that ho knew that he was a
man of strict integrity, and that he was a British subject to
the bottom of his heart. HRe was a man that would sooner
see thousands of Americans coming to this country, along
with ail the Canadians who were settled in the United
States, than see one Canadian settle in the United States.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Name, name.
Mr. RYMAL. No; I am not at liberty to give his name.

It is a private letter.
Mr. HESSON. Then why read it ?
Mr. BLAKE. Hear, heur.
Mr. RYMAL said why should he not read it? The writer

of the letter was a candid, straightforward man, whose word
was as good as his bond, whose word was a good as that of
any Minister eitber in the puat or present Government.1
With regard to the exodusfrom our shores hon. gentlemen,
were speaking of what they knew. There had not been aj
great deal of moving from his constituency, and the number1
who had gone to our own North-West was about equal to theî
number who had gone to Kansas, Arkansas, Dakota, Min-4
nesota, Idaho and other States. A few who had gone to odr1
own North-West had become dissatisfied with the land regu-1
bitions and with the conduet of our agents in that country.(
He was told that these gentlemen put on a hai-haw style,
and did fnot care to be aeeommodating to the peoplewho1
šde them questions, andthey must know the people whe

Mr. CAssauk.

went into that corutry were obliged to ask a great many
questions. He was under the impression that these agents
were sent there for the purpose of giving information. If
the information he had got was true the facts were in strong
contrast with what had been stated by the hon. member for
Algoma. The American agents were obhiging; they could
not do too much for the emigrants; they could not ble too
accommodating; they could not extend too much civility.
If our Government were wise they would send a better class
of agents to neet the settlers, for he was satisfied from what
he had heard that many valuable settlers had left our
North-West just on account of the land regulations and the
incivility with which they had been met by the agents of
the Government.

Motion agreed to; and (at 2 o'clock, a.m.,) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRInAY, 4th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
.REPORT.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) presented the annual report
of the Minister of Justice, as to Peuitontaries in Canada,
for the year ending 30th June, 1880.

MESSAGE FROM hTS EXCELLENCY.

Mr POPE (Queen's) presented a Message fromI lis
Excellency.
. Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows

" LouNE.
"The Governor General transmits to the 1House of Commons, copy of

the correspondence on the subject of the gratuitous transfer froin the
Imperial to the Canadian Government, of Her Majesty's steam corvette
Charybdis for training school purposes.

"GOVERNMENT HoUSE,
"OTTAWA, 3rd February, 1881."

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the fdrst time : -

Bill (No. 45) to farther amend the Patent Act of 1872.-
(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

Bill (No. 46) to prevent and punish wrongs to children.-
(Mr. Richey.)

Bill (No. 48) respecting the Canada Consolidated Gold
Mining Company.-(Mr. White, Hastings.)

MARITIME JURISDICTION IN ONTAIRIO.

Mr. McCARTHY introduced a Bill (No. 47) to amend the
Act establishing a Court of Maritime Jurisdiction in the Pro-
vince of Ontario. -He said: The Bill is intended to define the
limit of the jurisdiction of the Courts with respect to
seamen's wages. By the Maritime Court Act of 1877, Wll
juribdiction belonging to the Vice-Admiralty Court is eon-
ferred on that Court. By the Merchant Shipýing Act of
1854, the right of a seaman to sue for wages in a Maritime
Court is limited in this way: Either the anount must be
beyond fifty pounde, or the owner of the vessel must be.
bankrupt or ineolvent, or the essel under arrestat the time,
or she must have beesi>sold by the Court. In those different
cases the Admiralty Court, by the Merchant Shipping Act,
had juriadiction to entertain elaims forEesmen' wages. By
an Ae *hioh witpassed iln Englandin 188l, thejurisdiction
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afthe Tie*-Admiralty Court was defned and extended, and
in one ,espet the worda that are used are ambignous.
Seotion 40 of the Act saya: " Claies for seamen's wagea"
Ithas been held uy the Judge of the Court of Ontario that
the efeet of thewords I have read from the Act of 1863
s to do wway entirely with the terms of the clause

in the lechant Shipping Act, so that seamen who have a-
elaim for a mere trin, $10, $12 6r $15, or any suM
whatever, bave a right, under the decision of that Court, to
have the vessel arrested, notwithstanding the owner may
be pefectly'solvent, and there is no apeoial reasoa for the
interf.renee of that extraordinary power. Ipropose, bt
this Bill, te declare that the jurisdictio% of the Court is as
was defmed by the Merchant Shipping Aot of 1854, and
unless the amount excoeeded $200. or unless the owner should
be bankrupt or insolvent, or unless the vesoel be under
seizare, or unless the seaman has been put ashore at a
distance from the rsidence of the master or owner
exceeding 20 miles, the Court shall net have juriadiction.

B:l1 read the first time.

INSPECTION OF M:OKED IERRINGS.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved that the House resolve itseolf
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution

Resolved,-That the Act passed in the forty-third year of Her
Mest 'reign intituled: "An Act to amend 'The General Inspection
Act oi874,suand the -%ct amending it,' be amended by repealing the
tariff of fees to be collected for the ipection of smoked herringa,
contained in the third sectio, and substituting the fàllowing:--

(a, For each box of smoked herrings-one cent.tb) For each baif box of smoked herrine-one haif cent.
(e) For each quarter box of enoked herrings-one quarter cent.

Resolution considered in Committee and reported.

Mr. LONGLEY said ho had scarcely had time to read the
resolutions, but if the intention was to reduce the fee for
inspecting smoked herrings fron two cents to one cent per
box, he quite concurred in the proposed amendment of the
Act. Ie would like to have an option, but as that might
not be the btter course and might be.considered a departure
from the principle pervading the Act, ho would offer no
objection.

Mr. GILLMOR said when the recommendation was made
last year h. was informed by the Minister of Inland
Revenue that inpection would not be compulsory. Thi»s
regulation would b. a very onerous one to his constituents.
He supposed that about 300,000 boxes of smoked herrings
were produced in bis county, and with a tax of halff
a cent per box the barden woutlI be ver: serious. Up
to the present time there had been no inspection, and he
could see ne possible good to be derived frome tan inspection
of smoked herrings. The previous Minister of Inland
Revenue Department had assured him that inspection wouldt
not b oenforWc unles the cunty decidqd that it should be
done in the publie interest. If he could have such an
assurance as that now, ho would make no objection. He
assured the lHouse that this tax would he found a serous
burden and could serve no possible purpose. Most of tthis
aish went to the West Indies and to the United States ; very .
little indeed was consumed at home. The tax would be
normous. Tho boxes cost about 5 conts each and contained
7 to -8b.. of fsh, s'> a tax of half a cent on each box would
b. Uubarable. -'He was -sre the Government would
not Impose 4his burden if they understood the circumstances,
for It wuld be one of the most unfortunate things the'
Government ever attemnim

1r. LONGLIEY aid he could appreciate the objectioni
Of"al hon. frieud. At the same time, looking at the, matter

l.

from bis own stand point, he was fiully satisfled with the
eonditions of the Bill. The only argument that could be

soed against the imposition of the- inspection fee, as relating
to the olam of ih in which his hn. iend was interested,
wohld relate to their inferiority or lesser value-than those
caught in the- county he (r. Longley) had the honor to
renresent. Possibly in relation to the particular class of

l caght in the Grand Manan, the inspection would b.eof
less value than in respect of fish worth two or three times
as mueeh. In regard to the inferior clam of lesh, the inspec-
tion would have the effect of improving their quality, and
in the end a benefit would accrue te those who eured thef fsh.
Re bad no hositation in saying, in respect to the eless of fih
caught in the Digby Basin, the inspecuon would be worth
a good deal more than it w'ould cost. There would he one
cent- per box paid for the inspection, and sooner or later
the curers of fish would reap an advantage of, perchance,
five cents per box, in conlequence of the standardof fish
boing raised. He hoped that the in-pection would be of
advantage to al emoked herrings caught througbout the
Dominion. Thei fsh caught in the Digby Basin were
known abroad, where they sometimes brought very higlh
prices, and it was an industry of such magnitude that
it deserved to ho fostered in every possible way. He
was mis-reported the other day whon this subject came up
when ho was made to say that the, annual catch of tlsh in
the )igby Basir amounted to 25,000 boxes; what he did
say was that in certain years the catch had reached that
quantity. Hle assumed that upon an average the catch of
tieh there would not exceed 12,000 boxes. When
it was considered that this fish was worth from fifty to
seventy or eighty cents per box, the House would sec the
importance of the matter. He apprchended that the inspec-
tion would raise the character of the fish to the extent of
five cents per box, and if the curers of fisb, by paying oe
cent per box, conld reap this advantake, they would have
occasion to be satisfied.

Mr. GILLMOR eaid h. *as aware that the charaeter of
the fish caught in bis hon. friend's locality was different
from that caught in his own county. They were put up in
larger boxes and were a more valuable fish. He could not
believe that the Governiment had reoeived any information
from the county he represented that this inspe.tion was at
all necessary. He thought it al came from bis hon. friend's
desire to have some inspection for the fisih caught in the
Digby Basin. In the county of Charlotte there were 300,000
or 400,000 boxes of fish put up ycarly, and the preposed tax
upon these boxes would prove an intolerable bur.
den. He would like to have an ex planation
from the Governiment of the reason of tiis tax.
The average price of smoked herrings, taking one year with
another, was not more than thirteen or fourteen cents a box,
and the box did not cost less than five cents, so that the fish
on which they were p'aying half of a cent did not bring,
on the average, more than. eight cents. The onty effct
this meaure could have waî the appointment of offieials to
go among the dhermen to annoy them. ,Nobody in the
country complained of any gr:evance, as ninety-five per
cent. ofour smoked herrings went to the United dtate3, and
from there they were exportel to the West Indies and South.
America. He thought it was a great error, and a most
ulnpopiular one, for the Government to put a tai on this
struggling industry which they ought to proteet.

Mr KILéAJ ,ogratulated the Government on the confi-
dence reposed in them by the hon. member for Annapolis.
That hon. gentleman seemed to be satisded that. although the
tax on smoked herrings was not altogether correct, yet the
matter was quite safe in the hands of the Government.

Mr. ANGLIN felt4t bis duty, as representing a eounty
interested ii herrlng Iahing, te join thei hon. member for
Charlotte (Ifr. Giflmor) in his protest against this
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measure. It was evidently introduced to meet the wishes
of the hon. member for Annapolis, who seemed to be such
a great protectionist, that ho thought the quality of the
herrings in the Digby Basin would he .greatly improved&
if they were taxed a little. In no other part of the country
had there been a demand for the inspection of smoked
herrings, and in no other section was an inspection con-
sidered necessary. If the Government would confine the
operation of ths Bill to fieh caught in the Digby Basin udan
sold for exportation at Halifax, thon those who&represented
otbør constituencies would have no reason to object.
But they had objected last year, and Lhey objected
again, to any attempt to impose a tax on this small
idustry, which the people engaged in it did not find
over profitable. They would feel the tax as an oppressive
and onerous one, and they would avoid the inspection as of
no value whatever, and they would come to regard this
Parliament, not as interested in thoir welfare, but as
ehoosing to meddle in thoir business without justification.
The present Bill was to reduce the tax, and therefore he
would support it, because ho was opposed to any imposition
at ail, and he preferred the smaller charge tg the larger.
The Government would only render their administration
obnoxious by interfering in this petty way with this small
industry, as it would not in any way improve the character
of the fish or promote the welfare of those engaged in it.
He would have no objection to such a neasure, provided its,
operation was ccnfined tothose districts, the representatives
of which chose to say the inspection would be of advantage
to the trade.

Mr. RICHEY said the Halifax Chamber of Commerce
concurred in the expediency of such a measure as this, as
they had some years ago addressed a memorial to the
Government in favor of it, in the interests of the port of
Halifax and of the fishery business. If the inspection of
fish at all was necessary, it appeared proper to extend the
inspection to smoked herrings as well as other fish.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD could not agree with the
doctrine laid down by the hon. member for Gloucestor, that
a provision for the inspection of any article of commerce
should be subject to the opinion of the representatives of
those districts which might be more particutarly
interested in that article. -ie thought this was a
question of public policy, which must be settled
irrespective ot- the wishes of some constituencies.
It was very hard to get any class of persons engaged in any
industry te put a limit to theirpower of saie. _They had an
instance in Canadian butter. There was no reson why
Canadian butter should not command the highest possible
price, becaute we had all the facilities for making good
butter as were found anywhere else, yet the producers
objected to having their butter inspected. ,they were
like the old ladies interested in the butter trade, who would
like very much to have their poorestsample put in the markêt>
as well as their best. At one time Irish butter was very
poor in qality, but through a rigid systen of ins ion it
b me the finest butter in the world. The-whle of the
navy and the army were suppliod exclusively *rom Ireland
with butter during the long Peninsular war, its standard had'
.become so improved; yet the inspection measure was most
tremendously opposed wbeb introduaced. The lon. member
for Halifax said the 'Board of Trade there were in favor
of this measure. It was eas-e y understood that
fishermen, or any other persons imunediately employed 4n
any particular imdustry, could noV lie pected to look far
distant, andmake up their minds to a little sacrifie by-t6king
more care in their work and excluding an inferior article
altogether.

Mr. MIILS said the case of butter cited by the hon.
member was not to the point. A ertain amount of artistic
okill was required in the manufacture cf butter, which was

Mr. ANGaux.

not regulated in the 'curig of fish. They wete tskét -frte
the sea, and whether they were superior or i»feriorånquality
ws wholly indeendent-ofthe fisherme.., Ifthe impection
of butter imposd a tax of ten per cent. on the butter tutdo,
'however much- the butter mgigt hbe benefitted, is woU
be impossible that ispecOtion would be 1lad. The
inspection of fish, secording to the hon. member for
Charlotte, imposed the enormons tax of ten per cent.on the
value oftfish. This was a suffieiont reason foroppoeingithe
measure.

Mr. ANGLIN said the-law-for the ispeetien 'of butter did
-not require its inspection for the home fearket, and he did
not know of any law to prevent the exportation of butter
not inspected. It was to determine the qnality of the batter,
the standard of which was then brandéd on the tubs.

Iesolution agreed-to.
Mr. MOUSSEAU introduced a Bill (No. 49) to amend the

General inspection .ct of 1874, and the Act amending it.
Bill read the first time.

PREVENTION OF CRIME.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 30) further to continue in force for a limited time
the better prevention of Crime Act 1878.

Mr. ANQLIN asked what reasons the Government had
for continuing this Act. Many entertained the opinion that
the A ct had not worked as well as ivas expected by the hon.
Minister of Justice.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) said he had not considered
really whether or not the Bill was as perfect as any o2e
that could be framed. It had doue no harin and could
remain on the Statutes.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee on said Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE said his hon. .friend the Minister of
Justice observed that the BiI did no harm, and, therefore,
there wmas no reason why it should notremain on the Statute-
book. Ris own opinion was that it was designed to meetan
exceptional state of things, and ought to be continued only
on the responsibility of the Administration, which was
rosponsible, of course, for the prevention of crime. It stili
appeared that there was some reason for its continuance,
and perhaps it should be allowed to remain on the Statute-
book for anôther year. It was, when introduced, not only
justifiable but desirable, owing to the excited state of feeling
thit prevailed in certain parts of the country. But as that
excited feeling4ad fortunately passed away, there would -be
very good resmons for its removal from the Statute-book
after a limited time. -

Mr. McDONALD ~(Pictou) said he did intend to lot the
Bill drop, but certain circumstances transpiring elsewhere
made it desirable for .the present to retain it for at least
another year, beyond which it would probably not be wanted.

Mx. ANGLIN said he was sorry to hear- the reason
alleged by the hon. Minister for the renewal of Vhs -w.
]is own feeling was that very great restrictions should be
;place ou the practice -of carr ying arms, which ecreated a
:temptation for their improper use. Re must objeet to the
reasons given by the Minister for his course as refect-

up a large portin of our people. le did
e t.think tkwre was any reasoS nbr >p*wing any exoep-

tional measums in Cauada. There was no rewsqr. to expect
that any portion of ou. people would with any oljeereoçt
to an improper use of arma. He was sorry- ihat the
Government saw any reason to apprelid t My langer
requiring exceptional logislation ofUils kind.
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MrJOHN A. MACONALD oaid if thor wasxeson fer

k. Poeing>f the Ait in ,1878 rt.e was resem & br it
maa»tsnance now. The fet that the À&t had been o tite
Btatuto-book and had not operated so far, did not justifr the
statoemet thaot it.wa unncesu. The samne reason apphe.d

fowfor opiag it on the Statuto-book that applied for ithe
,passlagof te Act.

Bi11 reported.

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE IN COURT.

Mr. MpDONALD (Piotou) moved the second reading oft
ill (No. 33) to .amend the law respeting documen-

tary evidence in certain cases. Re said that this Bill related*
to the admission of documentary evidence in the Courts. It.
was reallya transcript of the Imperial Actpassed, he
thought, iu 1868, with regard to the admission of docume-
tary evidence in Courts, and was supplementary to the
several Statutes on that subject in the several Provinces. It

rovided for the admission of proclamations, Orders l
<Jucil, and public documents of that kind.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, and

HALIFAX INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

Mr. RICHEY moved the second reading of Bill (No. 3) to
amend chapter 32 ofthe Acts of 3:l Victoria (1870), entitled:
"An Act to empower the Police Court in the city of Halifax
to sentence juvenile ofenders to be detained in the Halifax
Industrial School." Re said: The Halifax Industrial
School was an institution originating in private
benevolence4 established for the purpose et assisting in
educating r and friendless boys. It had proved very
useful in tat direction, and as no reformatory existed in
the city of Halifax, there was no place to which youths who
were brought before the Police Court and found guilty of
petty crimes could be sent, except to the city prison. It
was therefore thought desirable that youths of that
description should be committed to the Halifax Industrial

and placed under the direction of its board. An Act
had therefore been passed by the Legislature of Nova S otia,
previous to Confederation, reciting tiat "for the further
promotion of the bonevolent design of such society it is
desirable to authorize and empower the Police Court of the
said city to sentence juvenile offenders to such Industrial
Sehool, and to provide for their support while there." Thei
institution was one the management of which was in the
bande of the Protestant portion of the community, and the
Bill provided that:

" Whenever any boy being a Protestant and a minor, under the age of
eighteen years, shall be convicted before the police court or the stipen-
diary magistrate, of any offence of which, bylaw, he would be liable to
be. aentenced to imprnsonment either in the City Prison or the City
Juvenile Reformatory, the Police Court or Stipendiary Magistrate shal
have power to sentence such boy- to suçh terni of confinement in the said
Industrial %hool not exceeding five years, as to the 'aid Police Court or
Stipendlary Magistrate may appear proper, provided such term of
iraprisounment shal terminate wheu such boy attains the age of twenty-oue
years."

Re might say that the reformatory wa only a room set
apart in the city prison, sud nota soparate institution. The
ili aiso provided for an amount being paid by the city of

Halifax for the support of eaeh of those boys while in the
institution; that the premises shoîild be open to the inspec-
tion of the mayor, aldermen or Stipendiary Magistrate.
With regard to the escape of such boys, iit provided as

"If ay boys e ntenced au afoeaid shall escape from the aid indus-
trit sqbeol, be shalou oof his indeatity before the Police Court or
stipeadiWry magistra. t renaanded to that school, there to serve the
mofiudn ef muoigilstece, 'with such additional term g tothesaid ?.1ieSQ Cert er w iipendiary Magistrtemay appear proper; and in
em-of*ay boy esaping .second finhe hl sha nt be rmande to the

issia sehqoi, bat, he shi, eet ofWs ideaity as afoei4, be
mCencdau incorrigible by the. Mia Court or Mag4"tr a euhla eto
imprisoamet in tmh Oity lri»n, not.xoetding afveyears ai to ti sad
Court eor Magistra may mem proper."
The dBoulty which it was proposed to remedy by the
present Bill, was the induements ofered to the boys by
persona outaide of the. institution, to esosp.. TheI lase.
of the Bill were identical with those of an Act relating to
the Reformatory Behool of Quebec. He ahould say, how-
ever, tha;in 187O, an Aet was passed, by this Partiament-
33 Victorià; chapter 32-prcisely similar to the Act of the
Nova otia Legislature to which ho had roferred, in order
to quiet any doubte that might arise regardirg jurisdiction.
in 1869, the .&ct 32.3.Yictoria, chapter 34 was passed, respeo-
ting juvenile of«enders 'ithin the Province of Quebec, and
he proposed to apply certain provisions of that Bill-with
regard to the punisbment of persons assisting in the escape
of boys from certified reformatorles, or harboring them
after escape-to the Halifax Industrial School.

Mr, BLAKE. Are the penalties the same ?
fr. RICHEY said they were.

Mr. BLAKE said there could be no objection to
such legislation as the hon. gentleman proposed, as
the institution to which the Bill referred was one
whieh had been legalized by an Act of this Parlia-
ment. Be thonght, however, that there wss no reason
why they should depart from the very wholesome principle of
our Griminal Law-the very principle on which the Oriminal
Law had been brought within the purview of this Legislature
-the principle of uniformity or generality of application.
À a there were so many institutions-of the kind refrred to by
the hon. gentleman, springing up in all the Provinces-for
instance, the Mercer Reformatory of Ontario, which was
recognized by an Act of last Session-he suggested to the
Government that it would be wellto introduce a general law
providing appropriate penalties against the'commission of
such offences as those against which the present Bill was
directed.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) said ho agreed with the
suggestion of the hon. gentlenan, and that in view of the
numerous applications which were now being made for
special legislation on the subject, he thought the time bad
perhapsrarrived when a general measure should be sub-
mitted to the House.

Mr. BLAKE said a general Bill in the general line of the
one before the House might be brought down this Session.

Mr. MoDONALD. I think, however, that the Bill of the
hon. member might in the meantime have the second
reading.

Mr. MILLS said ho thought that provisions of the
same character as those proposed in this Bill were included
in a Bill passed by the Local Legislature of Ontario st
Session. This would seem rather to be a police matter as
an incident to the establishment of a schooFlsystem for the
reformation of boyi, than a part of the Criminal Law.

Mr. BLAKE said his hon. friend would observe that this
matter was a reformatory mesanre in one o6nse, but it was
also a measure for perfecting a syAtem of confinement for
persons who were convicted of crime. This was a parti-
enlar mode of imprisonment with a view to roformation,
but it was certainly dealing with Criminal Law.

Bill read the second time.

THE SUPREME COURT ACT.
On the order being called for the second reading of Bill

(No. 4) to repeal "The Supreme and Exchequer
Court A.cV" and the Acts amending the same,

Sir JOEN A. MACDONALD. With respect to this
item, although the, first reading was moved by an hon.
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inember who is now no more, any other hon. member ean general eleetion funds, or for political ôbject, from hesvily
take it up. subscribing, as examples have been see, and guarding

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentlemati would inti- againht a repetition of -what has unhappily alreadyooeurred
mate that unless some hon. member takes it up at the next in this country. I do not thinkthat too severe restrietions
sitting, he will move for its discharge. can be establiahed, nor too exemplary punishmemt be i-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes. fiicted upon those who should attempt by this meana te oor-
rupt the electorate, so I call such acta misdemcanors and

FRAUD IN CONTIRCTS INVOLVING THE EX- I want theun to be punished as such, aud also
PENDITURE OF PUBLIC MONEYS punished by a fine or an imprisonment, at the discretion

ofthe Court. I do not wish todwell at any length upon'the
Mr. CASGRIkIN, in moving for the second reading of facts that have induced me to introduce tbis mesure. I

Bill (No. 5) to botter prevent fraud in contracts involving think that it bas become absolutely necessary, and that in
the expenditure of publie moneys, said : I do not know to these, our times, this kind of corruption is extending all over
what extent the legislation 1 propose will be able to put a America. Not only do we, need such legislation in this
stop to frauds of this kind. These frauda are a kind of country, but I also observe that even in the United States,
poison that creep into the social body; it is very difficult to since the introduction of my Bill, a like measure has been
reach them, and still more difficult to eradicate. Nevertbeless, introduced in Congre s, in order to proteet public officers,
I deemed it my duty to introduce a Bill whieh, I think, will and to prevent public contractors froin unduly infduencing
not only meet with the approbation of tbis House, but alto these oficers. With the-e remarks, Mr. Speaker, I make
the approval of the country. I would have wished to see my motion. Without saying anything further aboutthis Bill,
the present Government take up this measure ; I think they at the same time I am well aware that the measure is sns-
would be rendering a great service to the country by bring- ceptible of amendment, and I shall be happy to receive any
ing down such a Bill. On the other hand, as on the firat suggestion coming from either aide of the House ; but, under
reading, I made the same proposal, which was not accepted, the-circumstances, I wish to make the Bill as severe as pos-
1 think I am fulfilling my duty as a member in introducing sible, and I think-I have fulfilled my duty as a membdr in
this Bill, which has three principal objecta. Among othera, bringing it before the House.
in the first place, to prevent what are called middlemen or Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD Thore is now a measure
brokers from interfering with public contracta. We all of a very drastic and severe character before the Imperial
know, and unhappily it is only too true, that these brokeis, Parliament for the purpose of preventing fraud by
in order to lend their influence in favor of individuals, exact aIl proper means. 'The Governnent propose to
what we call in French petite douceurs. I am of opinion that see that moasure before dcaling with the whole
sncb a businessis direct corruption. That is why, by the first suibject, and to extend the provisions of- our present
clause of the Bill, I propose making these diffirent acts a Election Law which, "in some respects, ara so severe
misdemeanor, punishable as such upon conviction before the as to be inoporative, and in other respects are too lax. As
ordinary courts. The second object that I have regards the fourth clause I think that must be excised from
in view is to prevent tenderers in public contracta my bon. friend's Bill. I bave no objection to the second
fom withdrawing their tenders for certain consi- reading of the Bill, and that it shall stand for Committee of
derations, in order to help other tenderers, thus de- the Whole, but, at the same time, I am convinced that he had
priving the country of a profit or unduly obliging it to botte let it go to a Select Committee. The second reading
pay considerable sums that might otherwise be aved. This might be taken now, and before moving to send it to Com-
kind of fraud is not provided against by our legislation. It mittee of the Whole, if my hon. friend agrees with me, we
is, nevertheless, provided against by the legislation of the may settle upon a Select Comrnittee to consider the Bill.
Province of Quebcec. I would mention, in support or this M. CASGRAIN. I am wihing to accept a Select Cer-
statement, the case of public sales by the Sheriff. Al the mr. At the saie t I mwthink the ast clause meets a
bidders are held to be independont one from another ; to be mitte.
bouid each by his respective bid. When they form a ring want not provided for iii the General Election Act.
to acquire a property at a low price, the sale is fraudu- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It ought to be provided
lent and voided by the courts of justice. This legisiation is for in the General Election Act.
based upon sound morality and upon true reason; itis made in Mr. CASGRAIN. But it is not, and in the meantime I
o:der to prevent what might be called indirect stealiug. All desire to put that clause in the Bill in order to make it
public contracta tainted with sueb fraud should be declared perfect.
void, and ail such tenderers should be deprived of the right Bill read the second time.of obtaining or carrying on any contract with the Govern-
ment. I will endeavor to introduce a clause in that direc-INSOLVENCY
lion, if, as I hope, the Bill comes befbre the Committee of
the Whole. 1, moreover, wish to protect public oficers Mr. McCUMG, in uoving the second reading of Bill
against attempts that night be made to captivate their (No. 39) to amend the Insolvent Act of 1875, and
kindiiess as to corrupt them in the execution of their duty, amending Acta, said :'The object of this Bill was to repeal a
an I to punish those who would make them either offers, clause introduced hast year by the bon. member for West
gifts or promises of any kind, so as to induce them to dis- Durham, which gave an insolvent the opfion of'paying fffty
close the secrets of the public department. As these dif- cents on the dollar before getting a discharge. lie wished
forent acts are tainted with frand, it is necesary to suppreus, to repeal that clause and revive the one which gave Jadges
as far as possible, sueh abuses. 1, therefore, make a misde- a right to discharge where there was no fraud. e !had no
moanor of such cases, and there is not only a pecuniary direct interest in this matter, and no case, direct
penalty attached to these acts, on conviction, but moreover, or indirect, in his own eounty. Ho thought
there is a brand of infamy, that is to say, an imprisonment, that power should be again given to Judges to
so that this infamous stain may doter aIl those who might discharge those who have been unfortunately in the Insol-
be tempted to corrupt a public oeficer, or commit any of vent Courts where there was no fraud proven. 'It mist be
these offences. Another clause conteugpates preventing aIl eildent to this House that th mere facit of pagingo, or 60
pnblic contractors, or those wishing to bedome suc, or. or 70 cents on the dollar, was no evidence a uan-being
those who are entrusted with the execution of a public con- dishoneat. There were cases in which m=n paid almost
tract, from contributing either directly or indirectly to pothing, aud yet were perfectly honSt; there were other
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cases in which men paid15 enta in the dollar, and yet were
nothonet. He believed that sineS the Insolve Act had
boen repoaled,it wa botter to give power to e Judges,
when tey weresatisfed there was no fraud, to grant an
insolvent hie discharge.

Mr. BROWN said ho could hardly see the force 'of an
amendment to a Bil that did not exist. He thought the
repeal of the Insolvency Act lst Session was a move in the
right direction, and he'did not believe in tinkering with it
now, bore it had a fair trial. The farming community
derived no boneft froin an Insolvency Act. If a farmer
aided a youngsman to start in business by endoraing a note
for him, and the young man fkiled, ho might go thrpugh the
Bankruptcy Court,get his discharge, and start business again,
while the farmer had to meet the debt to the last dollar lie
hoped the Government would allow no tinkering with this
matter. In the c>urse of a few years more, a comprehiendive
Insolveney Act might be necessary, but at present ho saw no
reason for this Bill, and he felt it hie duty to vote against it.

Mr. BECHARD said that laist year the Insolvency Aet,
which had been in existence in this country
for many years, was repealod, excepL in regard
to cases then ponding. One of the reasons for
its repeal, was that it gave too much facility to
an insolvent to defraud hie creditors. To remedy that evil,
a clause was inserted in the Act, in 1875. that, no debtor
could obtain a discharge unless ho paid fifty cents in the
dollar, though it was loft to the Judge to discharge him, if
ho came to the conclusion that the debtor -was unable
to pay that amount. In 1877 the laater provision
w.as repealed, and the debtor thoreafter could not obtain
his discharge unless ho paid fifty cents in the dollar. The
present Bill, he thought, was in contravention of the
well-expressed opinion of the House last year, and the
well.expressed wish of the people. They had no reason to
believe that the poople Ihad since changed their minds.
Caies pouding should be settled according to the provisions
of the repealing Bill. le moved:

" That the Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be read a
second time this day six months."

Mr. MIcLENNAN said he had seconded the motion for
the second reading of the Bill upon what ho conceived to be
very good ground for proposing a repeal of those restrictions
now placed upon a Judge in granting a discharge. It was
true, the Insolvency Act had been repeal&l last year with
the common consent of Parliament; but there were parties
who were not entirely free from the operation of the law,
and the object of this Bill, as he understood it, was to give
relief to those parties who were left, as one might say,
betwixt earth and heaven, whose estate had been taken out
of their hands, and who were left subject to some very
hypotheticat conditions. He hd only to read the
provisions of this Act to show that the
law could be very ambiguous. For his own part ho
was convinced, with the cheerful monarch w.ho lived some
time ago, that it was desirable to know no more of the law, if
this was its character, than a private gentleman ought to
kn w. The conditions proposed to be repealed are these :
"That the Judge miy only grant a discharge in one bf
thfee cases: lit, thata dividend of not less than fifty cents
on the dollar as been, or will.be, paid oit of the insolvent's

rty." That was a fair subject for proof before a
ndge, but when they came to the next condition: "lthat

Muc dividend miht have been paid but for tie
negligence or fraud of the assignee or inspectors,
or that the insolvent had, prior to the institution
of proceedings in insolvency, mailed and registered
to the Address of each of his creditors, so far
as knowa t him, a declaration acknowledging his
insolveney and that no proceeding in insolvency had -been
lJsitted against the insolvent for more tha one mouth

I.

after the mailing of snch notice, and that such dividend
would have been paid but fer cireumstances for which lthe
insolvent caninot justly be held responsible, arising more
thkn one month after the mailing of such declaration," it
was dimeult to imagine what process of Iaw or what lengith
of time would be nocessary to diseuse questions of so mueh
uncertainty as were involved in these two conditions. He
was mot goig iuto the question of the advantage or dis-
advantagef an insolvency law. Here was a clais of
people loft in a state of great uncertaintv, subject to eon-
ditions that should not be perpetual in their operation.
Were these people to be left forever subject to the mis-
fortunes that had overtaken them under the action of that
Court? He believed the time had come when they.should
be left to the untrammelled judgment of a Court that ceould
deaL with their cases on ordinary principles of law, and
give them a discharge where no fraud was alleged in their
dealing with their property.

M r.BLA.KE said the House would remember that from
year to year, during the continuance of the Insolveney Law,
complaints were made as to its operation, one of the principal
of which was that it was a law by which mon went into
insolvency and got their discharge from the payment of
their honest debts without -proper precautions having been
taken to show that they were entitled to a discharge. The
law, as it stood in 1875, which was more stringent than the
previous laws, was framed more stringently to meet thatobjec-
tion: It was found not to meet it. The practical
experience of those merchants and lawyers who
had to do' with the law was, that under its operation,
as under that of former laws, nearly everybody obtained a dis-
charge. With a view ofimeeting the growing feeling that the
Insolvency Law, ought not to ho so framed as practically to
admit of men going on in business long after the period at
which they ought to be stopped risking property wich they
knewwas their creditors property and not their own,and then,
when their estates had been dissipated, going into insolvency
only to obtain almost invariably an immediate discharge,
an effort was made in 1877 to provide that there shouldb
some substantial difflculty placed in the way o their getting
a discharge, unless there had beoir a reasonably early going
into insolvency. The idea was that as soon as men perceived
their affAirs were in such a state that they could not pay
twenty shillings in the pound, they ougbt to put thoir
property into theb ands of trustees for their croditors, and
permit it to be work d out for their benefit-in fact, that
the property was no longer theirs, but their creditors. Weil,
the provisions tien establisbed by Parliament were those
that the ion. member for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan) had
read. The discretion of the Judge was restricted,
first of all by the provision that he should
not be able te grant e disciarge unless satisfAed
that fifty centes had been, or would be, paid
out of the property, and that a dividend of that amount
would have been paid but for the negligence of the assignees
or the inspectors. If theb on. member for Glengarry had bee
in the House during the discussion on the Insolvency Law,
he would have known a great grievance was that fraud was
exercised by vthe assignees and inspectors which resulted in
the depreciation or sale at great sacrifice of the property.
The question whether there had been fraud or negligence
on the part of an omffeer or trustee, and what los had resulted
from such negligence was not as difficult as many other
questions submitted te the decision of a Judge or jury. If
the assignee or inspector lad been guilty of such frand or
negligence as to cause a loss of 85,000 to the estate, that
$5,000 would, for the purposes of calculation, be added to the
assets as they came from the hands of the insolvent, in
order to decide whether, with that amount, they would have
realized sufflcient to entitle the bankrupt to a discharge.
But it was alo said that the insolvontlought not to be placed
in that position, inasmuch as the Insolvent Act being
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abolished, it was no longer in his power to go into insolvency
voluntarily, and, therefore, knowing that his estate was:
worth less than twenty shillings in the pound, feeling that
insolvency was.the only remedy, he might find hinself in
that position that his creditors would not choose to take the
initiatory proceedings, and in the meantime his estate would'
be depreciating froin day to day to the injury of all parties.
That was remedied by the third clause, which put it in the
power of the insolvent to say: " If you do not choose to take
proccedings against me in insolvency within thirty days
after I made you acquainted with the fact that my affairs
were embarrassed, and if that delay has been sncb that my
estate, which then would have paid fifty cents in the dollar,
can now only pay a much smaller sum, I am entitled to my
discharge." Those were the threo conditions prescribed by
the Act of 1877. The feeling against the Insolvent Act
grew stronger and stronger. It was found that that feeling
was not to bo overcome even by those restrictions, and
ultimately, after one attempt had been made in the first
Session, in the second Session of this Parliament the repeal
of the Aet was effected. Then was the time, if it had been
intended as' to pending cases, to modify the conditions in:
the late law -and to have proposed modifications. If any
special legislation was to be made with reference to the
persons who remained under the operation of the law, it
should have. been made at the time that Parliament was
dealing with the question and abolishing the laws. In no
such proposal was there made, that he could remember-at
any rate none was pressed to a divisioni-but now it was
proposed, after the Insolvent Law had disappeared from the-
Statute-book, as to all but those old cases, that they should
relax the conditions of discharge with reference to those
who had come under its operations, and that for all practical
purposes, in the light of all past experience, they should,
declare that all-existing insolvents should be discharged. It
would be a simpler and more beneficial thing for everybody
but the lawyers, if his hon. friend would modify his Bill
and say that all undischarged insolvents are hereby dis.
charged. In some instances if a case came before a Judge
and nobody would proceed with bis restrictiors, there would
be a discharge, after some expense and trouble, for all the
insolvents that remained undischarged. Before a measare
of this kind was pased, it would have been proper for his
hon. friend to have obtained statistics and other information,
to enable them to judge of the persons in regard to whom,
and the circumistances under which, there had been a failure
to obtain relief. They would thus possess information which
would enable them to form a botter judgment as to why
this measure should be supported. Without knowledge
of this kind the hon. gentleman , was. practically
proposing to re-enact that clause of the old Insolvent Act
found most objectionable, and to bring things back to that
condition which produced the repeal of the Act-the condi-
tion enabling a person to go into insolvency after he had
dissipated the whole of the assets, and thon by a decree of
the Court escape from further liability from hisdebts.

Mr. COLBY said that the Bill before the House was not
of the nature understood by the member for West Hastings
(Mr. Brown), or which would in any way revive the old
Insolvent Act. lIt simply dealt with the class of peuding.
cases for which provision was made in the Repeal Act of
last Session. He would agree with the hon. gentleman if
there was any endeavor to change substantially the condition 1
of things created by that Act; for he thought that no
law was ever enacted by this Parliament, that had given
greater satisfaction to the country and done more substantiali
good than that repealing the Insolvent Law. He did not
agree with the remarks of the hon. member for West
Durham. The Act which it was proposed to modify only
stood uponthe Statute-book three years. The Bill introduced by
the member for West Durham, when Minister of Justice, was
passed in 1877, and the Insolvent Act was repealed in 1880 All

Mr. BLAXE.

that the member for Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig) desired
was to give to the debtors now in the Insolvent Court that
measureofrelief which existed underthe law when their debts
were contraeted. Nearly all of the debts now represented
in the Insolvent Court were not created duri ng the existence
of the Act of the hon. member for West Durham, but during
a prior period, either under undei the Act of 1869 or the
Act of 1875, the provisions of which were sought to be
revived. lHe (Mr, Colby) believôd that thig Parliament was
responsiblo in some degree for the condition of that debtor
class. The argument of those who endeavored to repeal the
Insol vent Act was, that-its tendency was to induce persons
not fitted for trade to embark in it, and encourage specula-
tien and recklessness in trading, and to promote precisely
the evil condition of affairs which existed. Now, if Parlia-
meet was responsible for that condition of affairs, ho
thought it was simply due to those who bad suffered
thereby to give thom that relief which existed under
the law which was in force at the time the debts were
created. That was simply what was achieved and nothing
more. The member for West Durham said that if you
revive this lawyoudischarge the debtoras a matter ofcourse.
Ie must have forgotten the very stringent provisions of the
law of 1875 with regard to the discharge ofa debtor, requir-
ing the consent of a majority of the creditors representing
three-fourths of the indebtedness, as also the requirement
that the applicant should show to the Court that he had
been honest in bis transactions, and also careful, and had
kept regular books, and that the consent of those creditors
bad not been obtained by fraud, collusion, or misrepresenta-
tions. That was not an evidence of an open door, or broad
mode of egress, or a very easy whitowashing method. The
law was very stringent, making it extremely difficult for a
debtor eomplying with its conditions to get his dis-
charge. HRe had bcen always opi>osed to that principle of
the law, which the mcmber for West Durham introduced,
respecting the debtor's diseharge. But while they had an
Insolvent Act-he (Mr. Colby) did not believe in such an
Act at alI-but while it existed, and it provided a mode for
the. discharge of a debtor, it was not reasonable. to
insist that an estate must pay fifty, sixty, or seventy-five,
per cent.- before he was discharged. It was simply a
question of honesty-whether ho should be discharged or
not: They all knew how estates dwindled away in
the hands of official assignees. Hon. roembers who
entertained those views and opposed the Bill introduced
by the hon. the Minister of Justice, were voted down
by a solid majority. Yet they made out a clear case
that the majority of the estates sold would not pay
fifty cents on the dollar-the smaller class of estates par-
ticulariy-after they bad been filtered through the assignee's
office. Experience showed that it was difficult even for
solvent estates to pay fifty cents on the dollar. Coisequently
a double injustice was done to the debtor, by the stringent
elause which the bon. member now sought to modify, and
which was incorporated -in the Act of 1867, whereby the
louse departed from the humane principle of the Insolvent

Act, and compelled a debtor to do what it was impossible for
.an honest debtor to do, under the circumstances, which wvere
incident to the winding up of estates. The creditors
had it in their power, under the Insolvent Act, at any time
when the debtor was unable to meet lis liabilities, to bring
him under the operation of the law. The creditors having
the power to do th at which the debtor had not the power to
do. Parliament having abolished the principle of
voluntary assignments, under which a fifty cent clause
might be somewhat logical-because if the' debtor had that
privilege and neglected to avail himself of it, he might be
punished for that neglect-if they neglected to take action
until sucb time as the debtor's estate would not pay fifty cents
on the dollar, it was not the fault of the debtor. Under
those circumstances, particularly as the cases which were
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now in the Insolvency Court were, as a-rule, those of debtors
whose debts accrued at a period antecedent to the passage of
this law, he very heartily supported the proposition of the-
hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr. McCuaig), which
simply meant that there should be the same mode of grant-
ing discharges to insolvents as existed under the law which
was in force at the time the debts were contracted.

Mr. BÉCIHAÈD. Did they intend to pay or to save
themselves under the operation of the law as it existed ?

Mr. COLBY.. I do not know.
honest and dishonest insolvents.

There are, of course,

Amendment (Mfr. Béchard) ;six months' hoist negatived
on the following division

Mesieurs
Anglin,
Bain,
Bechard,
Boldu
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Bnrpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Charlton,
Dumont,
Grandbois,

Allison, -

Arkell,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Bergeron,
Bill,
Borden,
Boultbee,
Bowell,
Bunster,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Casgrain,
Cinon,
Colby,
Connell,
Costigan,
Con blin,
C oursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Ferguson,
Fleming,
Fortin,
Fulton,
Geoffrion
Gigault,
Gillies,

Gunn,
Hesson,
Jackson,
King,
Landry,
LaRue,
McCallum,
McKay,
Malouin
Merner,
Méthoti

Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),
Perrault,
Pinsonneault,
Rinfret,
Rouleau,
Rymal,
Scriver,
Trow,
Wier'
Yeo. -34.

NÂys:

Messieurs

Gillmor, Mills,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Guthrie, Muttart,
HackettO O'Connor,
Haddow, Ogden,
Haggart, Orton,

1ay, Patterson (Essex),
Filihard, Pickard,
Hooper, Platt,

°untington, Plumb,
Ives, -Pope (Compton),
Jones, Pope (Queen's),
Ki tlam, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kilverty Rochester,
Kranz, Ross (Middlesex),
Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Lantier, Ryan (Montreal),
Laurier Rykert,
Little, Seott,
Longley, Shaw
Macdoald (King's), Skinner,
Maedonald (Sir John), Smith,
McDonald (Cape Breton)Sproule,
McDonald (Piot ýu), Tnompson,
MacDonnell (In-veiness),Tilley,
Macmillan, Tupper,
McUartby, Wade
McCuaig, Wallace (Norfolk),
McDougall; Wallace (York),
McLennan, Weldon,
McQuade, Williams,
McRory, Wright.-99.

Bill read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the second time:-
Bill (No. 19) To enable the Manitoba South-Western

Colonization Railway Company to extend their line of rail-
way, and for other amendments to their Act of Incorpora.
tion.-(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Bil (No. 34) to incorporate the Dominion Salvage and
Wrecking Company, Limited.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

Bill (No 40) to incorporate "The Bay of Quinté Railway
and Navigation Company."-(Mr. White, Hlastingsý)

Bill (No. 41) to incorprate the Hull Mines Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Cameron, uron.)

Bill (No. 42) to amend the Act incorporating "The In-
ternational Railway Company."-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 44) to incorporate the Association known as "J.
Winslow Jones and Company, Limited."-(Mr. Brooks.)

House adjourncd at Six o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MONarD, 7th February, 1881

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRIVATE BILL.

Mr. McCARTIIY moved the second reading of Bill (No.
10) to remove doubts as »to the-true construction of section
12 of The Northern Railway Company Act, 1877.

Bill read the second time.

GRAIN SIIIPMENTS FRO HALIFAX.

Mr. BORDEN enquii-ed, Whether any progress las been
made in the matter of the shipment of the two cargoes of
grain at Halifax, as promised by the Minister of Railways,
in a telegram sent to Mr. Doull, President of the 11alifax
Chamber of Commerce, on the 29th November, 1880; and if
so, when the two cargoes will be shipped ?

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. One cargo bas been shipped,
and I expect another cargo will be shipped at an early day.

RATES ON T HE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether there has been any
correspondence between any member of the Government
and the Toronto Board of Trade on the subject of rates to be
charged on the Canadian Pacific Railway? Whether any
agreement has been made on the subject ? At what date
such agreement, if any, was made ; and ýwhether it will be
laid on the Table?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A communication was received
from the Toronto Board of Trade suggesting a clause which
wonld provide for equalmileage rates'for the traffic going
from Toronto on Ontario railways. That proposal made by
that Board of Trade, as to what would meet their views, was
considered unobjectionable and has been agreed to. The
date on which that communication was made by me to the
President of the Toronto Board was, I think, the 2nd
February. I do not see any objection to laying the communi-
cation on the Table.-

COAL ON THE SASKATCHEWAN.

Mr. ROYAL enquired, Is the Government aware of the
fact that the Hudsan's Bay Company have lately given a
contract for the getting out of 600 tons of coal on the River
.Saskatchewan, in the North-West Territories, near Edmon.
ton; and if so, under what conditions have the Iudson's
Bay Company been authorized to do so ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No application has been
received from the Hudson's Bay Company in connection
with mining in that locality, and no authority bas been
granted.

COAL OIL MONOPOLY.

Mr. ORTON, inomoving for a Select Committee to
investigate the alleged monopoly ln coal oil,-and ascertain
what legielution can do to remedy the evil, wit4 power to
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send for persons, papers and recorda, said: The subject of
this motion is one of considerable interest to a large portion
of our people. For a considerable time last year. the price
of coal oil rose to e very high fgure, and that, compared
with the cost of production, must have given an immense
profit to the -small number of men who were
ehgaged in the production and refihing of coal oit.
The opinion amongst the people cf the country,
abd especially amongst those most deeply interested,
namely, the rural population, was that a coal oit ring
existed, and under the operation of the protection given to
the coal oit industry by thie Bill of last Session, the inspec-
tion was so much increased above what Parliament hadi
decided would be fuir, that the result was the formation of?
a ring whicb derived an undue profit from the .business.
Now, it is a well known tact that coal oi. can be produced
at about nine cents per gallon. It was retailed a few years1
ago by the refiners at nine cents per gallon, and they did
not suffer any loss. Why coal oil abould have risen, there-i
fore, to the extraordinary price of thirty-five or forty cents1
per gallon is certainly alarming to the consumers of that1
article. I think that there must be something wrong, and
in order to have this matter thoroughly investigated I havei
given notice of this resolation. I wish to pint ont how the
protection of six cents per wine gallon, given by the Parlia-
ment of Canada a few years ago, bas been increased through
the operaticn of the Bill passed last Session. In the first
place, the cost of inspection of American oit is greater than,
the cest of inspection ofOCanadian oil, whichgives a difier-
ence of two-fifths per cent in favor of Canadian oit in the
cost of inspection. I am informed aleo that the differonce
in the flash test between American and Canadian oit
gives a considerable additional protection above.
what was considered in the interest of that industry, and(
the result is that to-day we have a protection in favor of1
the coal oil industry of close upon ten cents per gallon.t
During the administration of the late Government one oft
the strongest cards of the Opposition was the unfairness of
giving to the coal oil industry a protection of over lO per.
cent. It seems to me rather inconsistent on the part ofe
the present Government, and I regret to statu it, to allow1
the saie protection virtually to exist in favor of the coal
oit industry which existed under the late Government, and
which the Opposition so strongly d'cenounced. 1, for one,-
feel that I would not be consistent if I did not call the
attention of the House to this matter, because, when int
Opposition I den'bunced this unftir protection on severalF
occasions. We recollect that during the late Administration,a
there was a coal oit monopoly by which millionsof money-
were wrung out of the pockets of the people. There are
particular circumstances connected with the coal oil
industry which do not exist with regard to any otherc
industry in the country. why that business should not have
so large a measure of protection. This industry is nott
subjected to competition like other industries. When the t
woollen indnstry is protected, every man in the countryd
possessing capital and enterprise can participate in the profts a
on that industry, should he desire to invest, and the result is t
that competition brings down the price to a proper o
level. But with the coal oil industry it is entirely t
different. It reste in the hands of a few men, and they havev
the power of forming a monoply. I think nothing could be
more disastrous to the National Policy than'to allow an i

industry such asthis to wring ont of the pockets of the &
people more than a fair profit, as 1 maintain bas been done a
during the past summer. We fnd that the amount of coal
oil consumed in Canada is something like 3,656,365 gallons.e
It wa retailed at thirty-five cents per gallon, and in some b
districts as high as forty and forty-five cents, and-theamount i
of. pro"t upon these sales, over and above what is fir and
legitimate, would be for the year 88u6,s0. With egard to 1
the Aah test, of course, we all desire to se evqry afat h

Mr. ORTON.

possible afforded to the public; but I think what is af Mfor
the American people ought to be safe -for use, nd that~ 11
degrees of4emperature, whichWis thopoint-at wiich Candian
oil mustexplode before it cau beputmônthema*et, might also
be applied with fairness to the American oiL I do net se
why there should be any distinction. Upon looking up-te
various Acts (-Parliament I nd that m 1888 a:Iw was
passed providing a uniform test of 115 degres In -1877 the
leader of the thh Government passed a measure, making
the test 105 degrees, and making it uniform.1 am iformýed
that there was some Order in Couneil hich I have Ibeen
unable so far to obtain, by which there was a distinction
made between the American eil and the Canadian ai. I
suppose the result of that was somewhat unsatisfctory, and
last year Parliamentpassed a new law establishing a low test.
I am also credibly informed that the character ofour oilb as
not been improved to any extent by the operation of the
Act of last year. Dealers have told me that a great deal of
inforior oilhas found its way into the market. It becomes,
therefore, a matter of grave consideration whether the
Government should continue te give this ununual protection
to this industry. One of the reasons assigned by coa-eil
men for so high a protection is that froma American crude
oil 75 per cent. of live petroleum can be obtained,
while from Canadian oil only about 37 per cent. Dan be
obtained. Upon enquiry at the department, I could not
ascertain that any scientific test has been made by the
department to ascertain whether this is the case or not;
but Ithink we ought to have some definite information on that
point. It is also said that in consequenceof the lowerspecific
gravity now required, the cost of production bas increased.
From enquiries i have made, I am of opinion that the publie
interest does not require a specifie gravity lower than 807
or, at least, 8-05. The specific gravity could be increased
froin 8-02 to that point without deteriorating the coal oil,
and, I am informed, at much less cost, and
the industry could then do with less protection
than. it bas now. It, indeed, becomes a question
whether it is advisable to maintain an industry which costs
so much. I have been told by persons coming from Eng-
land to reside in Canada, tQat the cost of coal oil is greater
here than in England, where it is not produced at all. Wben
an industry-has se high a pro'ection, and those couneeted
with it abuse their privilege, they ought at any rate to be
taught a lesson. I draw attention of~the Governmenzs to
this matter more particularly in the interests of the rural
population. We hear a great deal about the manufacturers
and their interests; we hear that protection to
manufacturera caused the creation of the National
Policy. I do not wish to detract from the credit due to
our leading manufacturera for their effortain that great
movemenat, but it was the great change which took place in
public opinion among the rural population which enables
this Government by so large a majority to carry into effect
that policy of whieh we are so proud, and it is with the
desire of perpetneting the National Policy that I draw the
attention of the Government to the anomaly which exists in
the case of coal oil, and which may do more to bring odium
on the National Policy than anytbing else. I am informed
that I shallnotreceiveithe support ofthe Governmentin-the
view I take, which I regret very much, although I under-
stand that they intend, by. means of a new instrument, to
secure more uniformity in the flash test. This wil iot
etrike at the root of the evil, however, and I should 1ke to
see them go vèry much further,

Mr. MOUSSEAU. My hon. friend deserves grmet
eredit for the energy and activity witj wieh
he always attends to the interests of his consti-
tteuts , and especiatly those of tie farming Scmltlmity.
In thi instance the hot gentleman i bis eaI has done
Injustie to the poicy of thie Goverpent. Mr. in*eI, iin
his able report, cleatrly exposed the didRm Ifeg whik werei
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met with in treating this important matter. In facti, in
their tests the inspectors.ool4 never obtain any certaint y or
emwaess as te redults, and It has been conclusively proven,
as the consequenoe of numerous experiments with the same
oil made in Ottawa and in Toronto, the difference in results
varied from 4ive to twenty, or tifteezl degrees. It is
impossible such a state of things can be allowed to continue,
and to remedy the evi the Government bave ordered a
number or Dr. Edwards' improved instrupments, which are
fully described on page six of Brwuel's report of last year,
and their superiority made manifest. It will be very difficust
to deCide on any change in licy until, at all events. deciaive
tests have been made with theimproved means at the disposal
ofthe Government. 'The Governmentwill introduce a measure
this Session to authorize the use ot these instrants. A.
law muet bc enacted in this regard as has been done in
Rngland, authorizing the use of Taglioni's pyrometer, and
which describes the instrument and various modos of using
it. A sirnilar enactmnent must be provided in this instance.
Tests have been made with E wards' instrument, ofb oth
Canadian and American oit, and if results prove accurate,
the Government wilil be very happy to put both oils on the
same footing with regard to flamh test, though this will not
probably be doue until next Session. For these reasons 1
would ask my hon. friend to have the kindness to withdraw
this motion.

Motion withdrawn.

NOVA SCOTIA RAILWAYS.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in moving for copies of
all papers and correspondence between the Local Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia and the Ddpartment of Railways in
reference to the proposed future management of the lines of
railway now controlled by the Western Counties, Windsor
and Annapolis and Eastern Extension Railway Companies,
together with c)pies of all proposals recently submitted to
the Dominion Government by Messrs. Holmes, White and
Troop, members of the Nova Scotian Government, said it was
rumored the Government of Nova Scotia intended taking
possession of these lines, and that they had askod, during the
past month, very important exceptions in the way of
runni-ng powers over the Intercolonial. It was also rumored
a miner Syndicate had been formed to take charge of these
roads and run them in the future. He had no positive
information on the subject, and made this motion to ascer-
tain al information that could be obtained. Heretofore the
Treasury of Nova Scotia was supposed to be in a very poor
staI., yet this Session no less than two importantdelegations
fri- th"t Government had come here, the first of which
partook more of the nature of a pleasure than a business
t"ip.

Môtion agreed to.

APPOINTIENT OF OFFICIAL ASSIGNEES.

Mr. VANASSE moved for a statement shewing:
1. The number of oficial assignees,.appointed under the insolvent

At et 1875, and the Acts amending it, from the 1st June, 1875, to the
17th September, 1878.

a. Tge number ofcases of insolvency in the Districts of Richelieu and
of Nostreal, during the same period.

. TQwhat insolvent cases these o'ficial aseignees were appointed.
4. The number of cases of insolvency discharged by those two

&. The aiMes of the »deial assignees who have obtained ,their dis-
chargm, incoformity with the provisions of the Insolvent Act of 1875,
n4 the.A&cts amenduig the same.
6. 'Ts namfes toftse efficial assignees who have paid over to the

Govermi__t w Canada the dividende remaining unclaimed in the said
of sasolvec, d iand the amount of each dividend thus paid over to

the. Geeut.

Mr. BLAKE. The motion of the hon. gentleman is in
t dirècted te particulair districts, but in part is genérat in

fÔdf The ft statemenat asked for, namely, the appoint-
11Y

i menti nder the Act of 1I,7&, and the Actý siame ading
it, from t e 1it June, 1875, until Septemuer, 1878, titi the

, repeal of thé Insolvent Ac ,might bu usefu. The second,
thard and fourth tatements aie sperial, and I do tot
interfere with them. But the fifth ought to apply as well
to the assignees appointed since as betore the date mon-
tiuned, namely, those who obtained their dischar. e since
1878, as well as before that yoar; and thei motion might be
amended as regards'the ixth étatement, in a simlar sense,
to cover the period from the 17th September, 1878, up to
the repeal of the Insolvent Act.

Mr. L ANGEVIN. I have no objection to amend the
motion in the way suggeý,ted.

Motion, as ameuded, agreed to.

DOMINION PURCIIASE OF THE Q. M. O. & O.
RAILWAY.

Mr. BÉCHARD, mn the absence of Mr. LAunita, moved·
for copy of ail correspondence between the Goverunment and
the Provincial Governrment of Quebec, concerning the
p urchase, by the Domi ion of Canada, of the Quebe,
Montreat, Ottawa and Occidental Rai lway, or the subsidizing
of the sane. He said : During the course of last Session,
the hon. member for Quebec East proposed the same motion,
when the answer given was that such a correspondence did
not then exist. do not dispute the accuracy of that
answer; but I have reason to believe that, since last Session,
such a correspondence has taken place between the
Dominion and Quebec Governrments. For, in the Budget
Speech of the Provincial Treasurer of Quebec, made during
the last Session of the Quebec Logislature in June, occurd
the fol owing passage :-
" We, therefore, laid our views before the Dominion Cabinet for consider-

ation. I contend that we are as much entitled to aid towards the cost of
the Government railway fron Quebec to Ottawa as the Canada Central
to the Dominion subsid 1 paid that road. While the building of that road
may. and doubtless wil, nefit the North Shore Railway, this latter road
i, equally necessary, as affording the shortest and most direct route to the
ports of St. John and Halifax from the West, and is e qually enti, led to
help fron the Dominion Treasury. We. therefore, asit either that the
Dominion assume the Q. M. 0. and O Railway as part of the Canada
Pacific Railway, or that we be paid a subsidy equal to that paid per mile
to the Canada Central. These questions are under consideration at
Ottawa, and we wait a decision thereon."

Now, from this passage anyone would infer that such a cor-
respondence had taken place between the Dominion Govern-
ment and the Quebec Government since the last Session of the
Federal Parliament. It is for a copy of such correspondence,
therefore, that I have the honor, in the absence of the Hon.
Mr. Laurier, to propose this motion.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The inference drawn by the hon.
gentleman from the speech of the Treasurer of Quebec là
quite reasonable. But, perhaps. the bhon. mover might
also draw the conclusion that, without actual corresponidence,
there might be simply communications between the twu
Governments-might be no correspondence after all. 1 am
not sure whether there is any. Nevertheless, I have no
objection to the motion, and will bring down any corres-
pondence that may exist. If a correspondence is actually
proceeding, of course the hon. gentleman will understand
that the answer to the motion will bave to be delayed till
the correspondence if completed.

Motion agreed to.

BOUNDARIES 0F ONTARIO AND QUEBEC.

Mr. DAWSON, in moving for return of ail
correspondence which has taken place within the past
year between the Government of the Dominion
and the Imperial Government, on matters relating to
the boundaries of the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, said :
WheS tis question came up lastyear I endeavored to show
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that, as it was not generally understood, a Committee was
necessary to investigate it. A Committee was appoint ed, and
its report now before the House- will, I think, be found to
contain a good deal of valuable information. Just before
the recess the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) took
occasion to bring up the question on a motion for a return of
applications for timber limits north of the boundary of the
former Province of Quebec, as constituted by the proclama-
tion of 1763, but I cannot sec what bearing his motion had
on the question. On that motion the hon. member went into
a long arguaient in which he brought up the opinions of
eminent mon who had taken part in the dobate on the
Quebec Act in 1774, as reported in the Cavendish debates,
to show that a certain line was the one intended for the
western boundary of the enlarged Province of Quebec; but
I am of opinion that in seeking for an interpretation of the
Act we should not go beyond the Act itself. If, as the hon.
gentleman says, it came down in one form, as it no doubt
did, from the House of Lords, and was finally passed after
full discussion in another, we must take it in its amended
form, in the form, in fact, in which it became law. The hon,
gentleman endeavored to show that if the due north line
from the point of junction of the Ohio and Mississippi is to
be adopted the lino alone must go north and not the whole
territory to the east of it, and that,therefore, the Province of
Quebec must still be bounded on the north by the lino indi-
cated in the proclamation of 173. What he means by this
it is hard to conceive, and I do not think he will find many
to coincide with him in such an extraordinary opinion. The
Act is very cear as to the whole territory going north to
the southeru boundary of the -Hudson's Bay Company's terri-
tories, and that description as to a northern boundary must
hold good wherever the limitary line on the west.may be
whether it be the Mississippi, the due north lire, or, as
defined in the later commissions to Governor, a line at the
entrance to Lake Superior. The bon, gentleman bas said
and written a great deal about tho former possessions of
France at Hudson's Bay, and her claims to that country on
account of priority of discovery; but aIl her claims. what-

be found in the report of the Committee of last year, or in
-the evidence accompanying it. The book of documents -s
rather silent with regard to the state of things west of- the
water-shed during a certain very interesting period. We
see nothing in it which would lead to a clear conception of
the colony of Assiniboia, or of ite being recognized by the
Imperial Government-there is nothing in the book of
documents of the country west of the height of land having
been formed into a Bishoprick, or of some other acte of
recognitionlnder the sanction ofthe ImperialGovernment-
nothing of Sir John Coape Sherbrooke's celebrated proela-
matioh, which fixed so clearly the locality to which the Act
of 1803 respecting the Indian territories was intended to
apply and did apply. The book of documents does not give
very fully the opinions of counsel on the Hudson's Bay
Company's claims from the days of Lord Mansfield down to
the time of Lord Abinger, but all these are supplied in the
report of the Committee of last year. In fact, they were
considerately and kindly furnished to the Committee by the
Hon. Donald A. Smith, a gentleman whose opinions, I anm
sure, my bon. friend from Bothwell will receive with respect.
This book of documents is, in fact, as remarkable for what it
does not contain as for what it does contain, and if it was
the only source of information, it is not to be wondered
at that the Legislaturo of Ontario should bave been
led to pass a series of resolutions which, with better
information, it may be assumed it would not have
passed. This is a question removed from ordinary
polities, a question which must be judged on its merits, -a
question which rests on the.doings of by-gone generations
and on Acts of Parliament and the exercise -of the royal
prerogative in former years. I shall confine myself on this
occasion to a particular view of the subject which, in ny
humble opinion, bas not hitherto received sufficient atten-
tion, except in one instance, when it was brought forward
by the Attorney General for Ontario in his statement of the
case and in his very able argument before the arbitrators
-I refer to the Acts done under the royal prorogative,.to
the importance of which sufficient attention has not I

ever they night have been, were finally settled by the Treaty think, been hitherto directed. The Attorney General for
of Utrecht in 1713, and the Attorney General of Ontario very properly claimed that the Act of 1774
Ontario commenced bis argument before the arbitra- provided for the exercise of the royal prerogative, and that
tors, by saying very properly, as I think, that all Acts of prerogative under that Act were as much law a1
the Treaty of' Utrecht atforded the only rational the Act itself. In order te understand this it may be well
and true basis for ascertaining the boundary, that is, as to quote from the Act which runs as follows:-
between the French and Englisb pQssessions. Unfortunately "That a11 the territories, islands and countries in North America,the question has, as I bave often said, been encumbered with belonging to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a
a groat mass of extraneous and irrelevant matter. We have line froin the Bay of Chaleurs, along the high lands which divide the
histories of the early occupation of the French at ludson's rivers that empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence from those

which fall into the sea, to a point in forty-five degrees northern latitude,
Bay, of Indian treatics, of what the Right Hon. Edmund on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the same latitude
Burke said and did in reference to the boundaries Of the directly west, through the Lake Champlain, until, in the same latitude,
State of New York of which he was the agent; but if we are it meets the River -t. Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank of the
to abide by the Act of 1774 and succeeding Acts, I do not said river to the Lake Ontario ; thence through the Lake Ontario and the

river commonly called Niagara; and thence along by the eastern and
see that ail these opinions, histories, and extraneous matters south-eastern bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank until the same
are of any groat valde to thc discussion. The hon. moimber shall be intersected by the northern-boundary granted by the charter of
for Bothwell and the Attorne General for Ontario, claim the Province of Pennsylvania, in case the same shall be so intersected;

hfo. and fron thence along the said northern and western boundaries of the
that-their book of documents and other productions contain said Province, until the said western boundary strike the Ohio; but in
everything of value boaring on the -subject, and it has been case the said bank of the said lake shall not be found to be go intersected,
stated in another Legislature that: then fol owing the said bank until it shall arrive at that point of the said

bank which shall be nearest to the north-western angle of the said
" The arbitrators had before then all the evidence obtainable from the Province of Pennsylvania; and thence, by a right line, to the said north-

most diligent researches both in America and Europe, or brought to western angle of the said Province; and thence along the western
light during the many discussions bearing on the subject thathave taken boundary of the said Province until it strike the River Ohio; and alon
place during the past century? the bank of the said river, westward, to the batiks of the Miss'i'ppi, an

northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted tothe
This may, perhaps, be the case from their point of view, but Merchants Adventurers of England, trading to Hudson's Bay; aatd aiso
whatever may be the merit of their works regarding the ait such territories. islands and coutries, which have, eaîce -the tenth
.past century, the labors of the Committee of îast Sesjion day of February, one thousau y seven lwndred and sixty-.tree, been made

showd tat horownsn geatdoalwhih teir.bocs dd prt of the Governmnut of 'Newfoundtand, ba, andtiey are horeby, duuinghowed that there was a great deal which therr books didIris Majesty's pleasure, annexed to, and made part andprel of the
not contain in reference to the present century, and that Province or Quebec as created and establishaed by the said> yal ptia-
nuch of what they did contain was rather mixed, and not the seventh day of October, one thousand sevea :and

arranged in such a manner as to admit of a very clear con-
eeption of the case being arrived at by the ordinary reader., The Aet of 1714, the House will thus see, while it indinted
K great deat thatwas wantring in the book of documents can a certain boundary, also provided for the exorcise of tho

Mr. D1Awsoi.
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proerogative, and left to the King the power -of arranging
the boundaries at his pleasure. On this , subject the
Attorney-G&..neral for Ontario expressed himself very clearly
%ad with great force; it is only to be regretted that he had
not followed hie own reasoning to its logical conclusion.
In the statement of the case for Ontario, page 5 ie says:

I The Crown had an undoubted right to add to the boundaries of the
Provin:e, and that if the-boundaries given to it by the Commissioners are
not the identieal-boundaries which the Statute provided for, and which
were thereby to continue during His Majesty's pleasure, and if'the Com-
missioners assigned to the Province a larger area than the Statute'had
described, the Crown had a right to make, and did make, the addition."

And in bis argument before the arbitrators ho remarks as
follows:

" Because the Crown had a right to add to the territory of the Province.
If the Statute did not give the territory to the banks of the Mississippi,
the Crown had, by virtue »of the Royal prerogative, a right to add to the
limits of the Province; and the Commission in which territory up to and
along the eastern bank of the Mississippi was given to the Province, had
the effect of giving to it that boundary, supposing that the Statute had
not given it."

Further, he says:
"Recause the Crown had the right to place the territory in the Province,

though it could b.made to appear that the territory in some sense
belonged to the Hudson's Bay Company, thev were only private persons.
If the Crown had chosen to put the whole of'the Hudson s Bay territory
into the Province, the Crown had a right to do so."

A little further on, he says:
" The Crown would not be interferingwith their property by placing

it under a certain goverument."

And he goes on as follows:-
" I have said the Crown had a right to include additional territory

beyond that given by Statute if the Crown thought proper. An illustration
of this prerogative is afforded by the Act of 1774. which provides for
additions to the Province of Quebec as theretofore given by the proclama-
tion. The Act provides that these additions, which Parliament itself was
making, were to continue during His Majesty's pleasure only; although
Parliament was making an addition, the prerogative in regard to even
that territory was not interfered with; and a fortaor the prerogative right
of giving still further territory to the Province was not intended tohave
been interfered with hy the Act. As the Statute provided that the addi-
tions thereby specified were to be during His Majesty's pleasure, if His
Majesty's pleasure should interfere with that provision being carried out
it would so far be in effect a repeal of thé A et, and would be a stronger
exercise of the Royal prerogativethan a further addition to the territory
provided by the Statute would be."

Again he says (page 10):
" The Constitutional Act of 1791, implies the same 'right of the Crown

to exercise the Royal prerogatire in the arrangement of territorial limaits.f
That Act was passed n contemplation of the division of the Province of
Canada into the two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, and it made
provision for the Government of each of those Provinces. But the Act
did not itself make the division ; it provided that when the division was]
made, the Government should be as the Act describes. This is the enact-f
ment. 'His Majesty has been pleased to sigify, by his Message to bothf
Houses of Parliament, bis Royal intention to divide his Province of Quebecn
into two separate Provinces,' etc. It was to be done, if done at all, byC
the Royal prerogative. His Majesty might divide the Province into two inr
any- way he chose; and all that Parliagient did by the Act of 1791 was to
provide that, in case of such a division by the Crown, each of the two
sections should be subject to the Government which the Statute provided E
for it. Another illustration of such an exercise of the prerogative is in then

roclamation of 1763, whereby the Crown created four new Provinces;v
.rimee Edward lsland, or St. John's Island, as it was sometimes calleds
in those days withthe lesser islands, were added to Nora Scotia by the
same prérogative."

Again (on page 10) :s
" Mr. Burke'$eletter to hiaconstituents [printed in the book of documents] s

contains a reference to this matter-the paragraph is towards the foot of t
page 385. He says: 'My next object of enquiry, therefore, was upon t
what principles the Board of Trade m ould, in te futurediscussions whiclh i
must onevitably and speedily arise, determine what belonged to yon and s
what to Canada. I was told that the settled uniform practice of the M
Board Of Trade was this: That in questions of boundary where the juris- s
diction and soil in both the litigating Provinces belonged to the Crown, P
tlhere wasno rule but theKing's wl1, and that he might allot as he o
pleased, to the one or the other. They said aso that under thése circum- r
stances, even where the ing had actually adjudged a territory 16 one
Proviuie, he might afterwards changé the boundary; or, if he thonght fit. 'T
erect the mPrts into separate and new governments at hie discretion.'" •

M. ue did not approve of the extensive claims-f- the Crown in
the matter Of prerogatiîe, as maintained by the Board of Trade; ho
thought the doctrinewas carriedtoo far; still, he admitted that it was t

the uniform ettled practice of the distidngished persons who constituted
he Board of Trade to act on that principle. 1 find nothingagainst, that

vie1; therVeme to be no doubt that the Crown hadthe legal power
stated, and that, if the Quebée Act did not give the Province of Quebec
as large a territory as the commissions of the Governors afterwards
provided for, these commissions were sufficient te give the additional
territory to the Province."

On page 12 ho remarks as follows
"In seven commissions, from thatissued to the Earl of Durham, March

30th, 1838, te that of Lord Elgin, October Ist, 1846, and also in the two
commissions to Sir John Colborne, and the Right Hon. Charles P. Thomp-
son, as Captain-General and Governor in Chief of Upper Canada, dated
respectively December 1Sth, 1838, and September 6th, 1839, the line of
division between Upper and Lower Canada is stated to reach the shore of
Hudson's Bay by a line drawn due north froin the head -of said lake
[Temiscamiugl until it strikes the shore of Hudson's Bay.

" These seven commissions use the word 'shore.' t is not te be sup-
posed that there was a mistake in subs ituting the word 'shore' for the
words 'boundary line.'"

On. pago 13 ho goes on:
" The Crown had power to include within the limits of the Province

part of the territory of the company, as well ashat of any private owner
of land, if such was the Royal will."

And'on page 24, says:
" If there should seem to the arbitrators to be too much doubt on the

subject to enable them to determine with absolute precision the northern
boundary of the Province, a boundary should be assigaed, which would
give to the Province the full territory which the commissions to the G(ov-
ernors definitively prov:ded for."

Those views are remarkably clear, and on refeitence to the Aet
of 1774 it will be soon that it did not carry the northern
boundary of the thon Province of Quebec north of the south-
ern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, and
it is equally clear that the first commissions issued under it
described the territories of the Merchant Adventurers of
England as coming as far south as the Mississippi, at least.
Those territories, in fact, were to bo found on the Mississippi
according to theso commissions, and the Attorney General,
in so far as he claims tliat aiy extension further north must
be based on commissions issued under the Royal prierogative,
is perfectly logical; it remuirs fr us to see what these com-
missions say on the subjecf. Tho first commission issued
subsequent to the passing of the Aet was on tho 27th
September, 174, to Sir Guy Carleton, which runs as
follows:-

"And further knîow you, that we, reposing especial trust and conE-
dence in the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy Carleton,
of our especial grace, certain knowledige, and mere motion, have thought
fit to constitute and appoint ou, the said Guy Carleton to be our Captain
General and Governor in C ief iu and over our Province of Quebec, in
America, comprehending all our territories, islands and countries in North
America, bounded on the south by a Une from the Bay of Chaleurs, along
the hi h lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the
River t. Lawrenee from those which fall into the sea, to a point in forty-
five degrees of northern latitude. on the eastern bank of the River Con-
necticut. keeping the sane lati'ude directly west, through the Lake
Champlain, until in the sane latitude, it meets with the River St. Law-
rence; from thence up the eastern batik of the said river to the Lake
Ontario, thence through the Lake Ontario, and the river comnonly called
Niagara. and thence along by the eastern and south-eastern bank of Lake
Erie, following the said bank until the saine shall be intersected by the
northern boundary granted by the charter of the Province of Pennysl-
vania, in case the saine shall b so intersected, and from thence along the
said northern and western boundaries to the said Province, until the said
western boundary strikes the Ohio; but in case the bank of the said lake
hall not be found so intersected. then following the said bank until it
shall arrive at that point of the said bank which shall be nearest to the
north-western angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania, and thenoe by
a right line to the said north-western angle of the said Province, and
hence along the western boundary of the said Province until it strikes
he River Ohio, and along the bank of the said river westward to the
banks of thé Mississippi, and northward along the eastern bank of the
aid river to the a suthern boundary ot the territory granted to the
Merchant Adventarers of England trading to Hudson'sBay; and also all
uch territories, islands and countries which have, since the tenth day of
February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three, been made part
of the Government of Newfoundland as aforesaid, together with all the
ights, aembers and appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging."

The next was the commission of 18th Sept., 1777, to Sir
Frederick ILaldimand, and it is .precisely the same as the
ast. It 1 quite evident that, taking these commissions by
themselves, and supposing them to be an expression of the
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,King's. will, which, in an officiai way we anst believe thern
to have been, they most decidedly, as in the, Attorney
General of Ontario's view of the case, carried the western
boundary of the thon Province of Quebec to the Mississippi;
and (always admitting the authority of these commissions)
the Mississippi continued to be the western boundary of
Quebec until the success of the War of Independence swept
the whole country to the south and west of the great lakes
intâ the torritory of the Confederacy of the United States.
In 1783 the treaty of peace between Great Britain and the
United States was concluded, and in 1786 a new commis-
sion with an entirely new description was imsued to Sir Guy
Carleton, then once more Captain General and Governor in
Chief of the Province of Quebec. This description followed
the wording of the treaty, and ran as follows:-

" And further know ye that we, reposing especial trust and confidence
in the prud nce, courage and loyalty of you, the said Sir Guy Careton,
of our especial grace certain knowledge and mee motion. have thought
fit to appoint you, the said Sit Guy Carleton, to be our Captain General
and Governor in Chief in and over our Province of Quebe, in .America,
comprehending all our territories, is ands and countries in North
America, bounded on the south by a line fr m the Bay of Chaleurs, along
the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the
River St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the
north-westmost head of Connecticut River; thence down along the
middle of that river to the forty-fifth degree of iorth latitude; from
thence by a iine due west on the said latitude until it strikes the River
Iroquois or Vataraqui; thence along the middle of the said river into Lake
Ontario; through ,he nidd e of said lake until it strikes the communica-
tion by water between that lake and Lake Erie; through the middle of
said lake until it arrives at the w.ter communication between that lake
and -ake Huron ; thence along the middie of said water communication
into the Lak' Huron; thence through the middle of raid lake to the
water communication between that lake and Lake Superior, thence
through Lake Suierior northward of the Isles Royal and Phillipeaux to
the Long lake; thence through the middle of said Long Lake and the
water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods to the said
Lake of the Woods: thence through the said lake to the most north-
western point thereof and from thence on a due west course to the River
Mississipoi; and. northward to the southern boundary of the territory
granted to the M-rchant Adventurers of England trading to Rudson'p
Bay; and aiso s ich territories, islands and countries which have, since
the lOth of February, 1763, been made part of the Government of New-
fouudland, together with all the rights, members and appurtenances
whatsoever thereutto belonging."

I may here remark that a great deal has beep said about the
Mississippi, and the lino -running westward to it, and I have
been accused of ignoring the treaty of amity between the
United States and England which took place in 1794. AIl
that that treaty did was simply to leave the Commissioners
at liberty to amend a discrepancy by drawing a lino which
would meet the views of both nations. It was merely per-
missive, and I have yet to learn that a line adopted under
such circumstances, in t794, eould afect the boundaries of a
Province as described in a commission, in 1786, more
especially as, at the time the treaty was concluded, the com
mission in question had been completely and absolutely
revoked. The admirable map producod by the Government
of Ontario, shows very clearly where the Mississippi of those
days was supposed to be, and Mr. Kitchon's very elaborate
map, which will be found publisbed in one of the volumeb
produced by the hon. member for Bothwell hinself, shows
conclusively that the line running due west from the Lake
of the Woods was not intended tQ strike, and could not have
%truck, the Mississippi, but wass pant to be carried on-to
the Missouri, which was the Upper Misaissippi of those
days; however, to let that matter pass for the present. as
not bearing on the partieular point under discussion, it is
quite evident that the commission of 1786 to Sir RGuy
Carleton, did carry the boundary of Quebec to the north-
ward of the St. Lawrence water-ishd and westward to the
Mississippi, and the Attorney-General for Ontario is quite
logical in claiming that it did so, always assuming that the
commissions gave expression to the Royal will. But in
1791 there came another change, and the Province of
Qaebec was divided by what is now known as "the Côn8ti-
tutional Act," into the two Provinces of Upper and Lower
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Canada. The cominission of 22nd April, l7 6, was thme
coMpletely and absolutely revoked, and a new commision,
limiting the Province of Upper Canada 0o so much as was
left of the former Province of Quebec, as existing previeus
to the date of that revoked commission, as lay ta the west-
ward of the dividing lino, issued. That revoked commission
is the only one in which the description, witbout 0osbt,
carries the boundaries of the old Province of Quebec to the
northward of the water-shed. On the 12th. ep tember,
1791, a new commission was issued, and it is the mrost
important one in the whole series of commnissions as, in
fact, the description therein contained was not altered for 4
period of forty-seven years. I shall read it to the louse,
and I would ask particular attention to it :

i Whereas, we did by Our Letters Patent, under Our Great Gsie »f
Great Britain, bearing date the twenty-second day of April, in the
twenty-sixth year of Our Reign, coustaute and appoint you, Guy, Lord
Dorchester [then Sir Guy Carleton], to ne our Captain G(neral aMd
Governor in Chief in and over E4'ur Province of Queber, in America,
comprebending all Our Territories, Islands and Countries is Nrth
America then bounded, as in Our taid ,ecited Letters Patent was 4;en-
tioned and expresed.

" Now linow Ye, that we have revoked, determined, and by these
presents do revoke and determine, the said recited Letters Paten., and
every clause, article or thing therein contained.

" And whereas, we have thought fit by Our order, made i Our Privy
Conncil on the nineteenth day of August, one thonsand seven hundred
and ninety-one, to divide Oui said Province ofQuebec into two separate
Provinces, to be calied the Province of Upp r Canada and the Provisee
of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at a stone boundary on the
north bank of theIiake St. Francis at the Cove West of the Pointe 'du
Baudet, in the limit between the Township of nancaster and the Seig-
neurie of New Longueuil, runuing along the the said limit to tbe direc-
tion of north thirty-four degrees west ofthe westermost angle of the said
Seigneunrie of New Longueuil; thence along the north-westeraboundary
of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five degreeast,
until it strikes the Ottawa River, ta ascend the said river into Ite Lake
Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake to a line drawn due
north until it strikes the boundary Une ofHudson'a Bay ; the Province
of Upper Canaia ta comprehend all such lands, territories and islands
lying to the westward of the said line of division, as were part et ur
said Province of Quebec, and the Province of Lower Caa:da -at compr-
hend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the eastward of ie
said line of divisior, as were part of Our said Province of Quebec.

"And whereas, by an Aet passed in the preaent year of Our reiga,
intituled " An Aut to repeal certain paris of an Act passed in the four-
teen th year of Hia Majesty'a reign, intiuled 'An Act for mzaking more
eff etual provision for the Government of Quebec, in North Amerina,
and ta make further provision for the Governmient at the said Pro-
vince,' " turther proviqion is hereby made for the good governwent and
prosoerity of our said Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.

" Further Know Ye, that we, reposiog especial trust and, confidene in
the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy, 'Lord Dor-
chester, of Our special grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, have
thought fit to constitute and appoint you, the said Quy, Lord Dorc1ýefter,
ta be Our Captain General and Governor in Chief of Our said Provice
of Upper Canada, and our said Prov'nce of Lower Canada, respectively,
boxunded as hereintofore deseribed."

This commission cannot be construed as carrying the
boundary to the north of the water-eshed, and taken ia'con-
nection with the instructions issued undeor it, wbich are es
follows:-

" With these Our instructions, you will receive Our Conisaien upgdr
our Great dieal if Great 'Britain, coa"tituting you upr Capin-
Gieneral and Governor in Chief in and over our Prosices 4f Upper
Canaa and Lower Canada, boundled as in our said Conmisiasip glsr-
ticularly expressed."

it is perfectly clear that no enlargement was intended, buf
simply the division of the former Provineeinto two. Now,
whether Upper Canada would be bounded according to thise
commission by the Mississippi lino or as much QI it as
remained to Great Britain or the due north line, neay M en
open question; the due nortn line has the deaisionof oninae t
jîdges in its favor, but they went entirely bythe description
in the Act, anddo not seem to have been .pauch huprssd
by the commissions; however this may ob, thereca use
no doubt that the description we have bee coi1sidering
held good from 12 thSeptember, Jii91, ntil the. 30* _ xarp
1838, when au ontirely new departure va ta an by the
Imperia1 Governtment i-t the matter of the boundaryIerig-
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$ios, and the following commission issued to the Barl of'
Duiam:

,"Ouraid Province of Lower Canada; the said Provinta being
bonaded by the adjacent Province of Upper Canada, and the boundary
Une betwees te said Provinces commencing at a atone boundary
çn the north bank of Lake St. Francis, at the cove west of the
the point au Baudet, in the-limit between the-Townships of Lancaster
and the Seigne rie of New Longueuil, running along the saidlimit in
the direction of north, thirty-four degrees west, o th e westernmost
angle of -the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thènce along the
north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, runnitig north,
iwenty4ve degrees east, until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend
the said river into the Lake Temisaminng; and which said Province of
Lover Canada is also bounded by a line drawn due north from the bead
of the said lake until it strikes the shore of Hudson's Bay.

"Oursaid Province of Upper (anada; the said Province being bounded
ou the east by the line dividing that Province from Lower Canada,
beginning at a atone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis,
at a Cove west of the Point au Baudet In the limit between the Township
of Lancast<r and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the
said limit in the direction of north, thirty-tour degrees west to the
westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence
along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil,
running north twenty-five degrees east until it etrikes the Ottawa
River, to aseend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, the said
Province of Upper Canada being alsc bounded by. a line drawn due
north from the head of the said lake until it reaches the shore of
Hudson's Bay; the said Province of Upper Canada beinte bounded on
the sonth, beginninr at the said atone boundary between Lancaster
and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis,the River Ît. Lawrence,the Lake
of the Thousand llands, Lake Ontario, the River Niagara,which fallsinto
Lake Erie, and along the middle of that lake; on the west, by the
channel d Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the River St Clair, Lake Hnron,
the west hore of Drumwond Island, that of St. Jozeph and Sugar
Island, thence into Lake Superior."

This description was continued in ail subsequent commissions
in which descriptions of boundaries were given. It will be
observed that in the commission of 17-6 the description
ran as follows: After describing the eastern section it
continues:

"Thence along themiddle ofthesaid riverinto Lake Ontario,through
the middle of the said lake until it strikes the.communication by water
between that lake and Lake Erie, through the middle of said lake until
it arrives at the water communication between that lake and Lake
Huron; thenee along the middle of said water communication into the
Lake Huron; thence to the middle of said lake to the water comml niea-
tion between iLat lake and Lake Superior; thence through I.n,.
Superior northward to Isles Royal and Phillipeau x to the Long LU ke ;
thence to the middle of the said Long Lake, and the water coImuLti-
tion? between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the said Lake of the
Woods; thence through the said lake to the most north-western point
thereof; and from thence on a due w.-st course to the Rver Mississippi."

That commission was, as I have stated, revoked, and it
will be seen how very unlike the description theicin con-
tained is to that of the commission of 1838. In the latter
it will be observed that the description runs as follows:-

"The said Province of UDper Canada being bounded on the south
beginning at the said stone boundary between Lancaster and Longueuil
bythe Lake St. Francit, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the
Thousand'Islands, Lake Ontario, the Hiver Niagara, which fals (leads)io the Lake Erie, and along thc niddle of that lake on th wet by
the channel of the Detroit, Lake St. Clair up the River St. Clair, Lake
Huron, Lhe west shore cf Drummond Island, that of St. Joseph and SugarIsland, thence into Lake Superior."

The Attorney General for Oatario in his argument before
the arbitrators, said that no une could suppose that the
southern boundary of Ontarie was to stop there, but y iis
nlot a sourhern boundary that was being described at that
particular point, but a western bonndary; on reference to
the description it will be seen that the southern houndary
stops at the head of Lake Brie, and then the description
goes on as followh :

"On $Ae wes by the channel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair. up th River
St. Clair, the. vest shore cf Drummond Island, that of St. Joseph and
Sugar Island, thece into Lake Superior.

And that is in reality a boundary on the west as will bei
seen on reference to the map ; the words " on the west"
wonka not apply to a boundary carried comnpletely through
Iake Superior, inasmuch as over a very long distance ini
thiat lake, between lae Chapeau and Pigeon River, the
coue of the Intenational boundary line is to thea south of
wet, and how oold a boundary on the wst run to the

south of west ? It will be observed, also, that the
expression "north of Iles4 oyal and Phillipeaux," as used
in the Treaty of 1783 ad in thei commission of 1786, is
entirely dropped, and it cannot be supposed that the drop-

ing Of that expression and the limiting of the western
indary linoeto the eutrance of LaIke Superior was not

intentional. No one who looks closoly into the matter can
suppose it te have been otherwise thap intentional, for the
des.cription was evidently drawn with great care and ciroum-
spection. I shall now leave this boundary lin. on the west at
the point wbere, according to the description in tho commis.
sion last quoted, it goes "into Lake Superior," and ask the
House to acoom pany me for a little while to anothor region
where, as I shall presently show, circumstances had arisen
which rendered it impossible that the lino could have been
carried through Lake Superior; which make i L quite evident,
in fact, that the Imperiat authorities had no intention what-
ever oi running it so fa to the westward as to interfere with
thon existing rights, with judicial decisions or the Acts
respecting the Indian territories. Let us for a moment
consider the condition of the North-West Territories at the
end of the past and the beginning of the present century:
We will find there two great rival companies struggling for
the tnastery-the North-West ompany of Canada und the
Hudson's Bay Company. At that time the fludson' lBay
Company had been greatly reduced by the long continued
opposition it had met with in its operations. The North-
West Company was great and prosporous and it was under
the guidance of men of pre-eminent ability, some of' wboso
names are likely to live for ever in the history of the
country. The iivalrios betwcen the two companies had led
to bloodshed and war, and disturbances were rife from the
shores of Lake Superior to the plains of the West. In 1803,
the Act 43 George III, chapter 128 was passed, and the
preamble of that Act runs as follows :-

" Whcreas crimes and offences have been committed in the Indian
territories and other parts of America, not within the limits of the
Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada, or either of them, or of the jurisdic-
tion of any of the Courts established in those Province, or within the
limits of any civil government of the United States of America, and are
therefore not cognizable by any jurisdiction whatever, and by reason
thereof great crimes and offen eà h tve gone and may hereafter go unpun-
shell and greatly increase."

There can be no question as to the localitios where the crimes
which led to the passing of this Act werc comniitted. Lord
Selkirk gives a detail of many of them. Sir Alexander
Mackenzie refers to disturbances on the tributaries of the Red
River, and on reference to the report of the Committee of
last Session, it will be seen that the Hon. Donald A. Smith,
than whom no oine should have a more thorough acquaintance
with tie affairs of the North-West, says that distu bances
were genoral over the territory, and that several officers of
the Hudson's Bay Company were killed on the waters of the
Moose and Albany. Notwithstanding this Act, which gave
jurisdiction to the Canadian Courts in the Indian territories
of the North-West, the disturbances continued to extend and
increase. In 1809, one Mctlonell, a prominent fur trader,
was killed at Eagle Lake, and his slayer, one Mowat, was
taken down and tried at Montreal, where he was found guilty
of manslaughter, the crime being held by the Court to have
been committed within the Indian territories, and beyond the
boundaries of Upper Canada or Lower Canada, or either of
them. Eagle Lake, I may say, is now a station on the Lake
Superior section of the Pacifie Railway, and it is far with'n
the territories covered by the award of the arbitrators in
1878. War and bloodshed continued . throughout the
territories, and culminated eventually in a battle at
Assiniboia, in which the Governor lost his life ; and in 1816
a proclamation, which runs as follows, was issued by Bis
Excellency Sir John Coape Sherbrookd:-

" Whereas in and by a eartain Statate of the Parliasnent of the United
Kingdom of Great Bruain and Ireland, made and passed in the forty-
third year of iis Majesty's Reign, inituled : '1An Act for extending
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the jurisdiction of the Courts of Justice in the Provinces of Lower
Canada and Upper Canada, to the trial and punishment of.persons guilty
of crimes and offences witbin certain parts of North America, adjoining
the said Provinces,' it is amongst other thiings enacted and declared
that fron and after the passing of the said Statute, 'Ail offences com-
mitted withia any of the Indian territories or partsiCf America Dot
within the limit yf either of the raid Provinces of Loweror Uper
Canada, or of any civil government of the United States of America,
shall and be deemed to be effences of the same nature and shall be tried
in the samemanner and subject te the saneLpunihment ae if ea.sme
bad been committed within the Province of Lower gr Upper Canada.'"I

"And whereas, under and by virtue of the above in part recited
Statute, justices of the peace have been duly nominated and appointed
with power and authority to apprehend within the Indian territories
aforesaid, and to convey to this Province of Lower Canada for trial, aIl
and every person and persons guilty of any crime or offence whatever :

" And whereas there is reason te believe that divers breaches of the
peace, by acts of.force and violence, have lately been committed within
the aforesaid Indian territories, and jurisdiction 6f the aforesaid justices
of the peace :

"I have therefore thought fit, and by and with the advice of is
Majestys Executive Council of and forthe Province of Lower Canada, to
issue this proclamation, for the purpose of bringing to punishment all
persons who may have been or shall be guilty of any such act or acts of
force or violence as aforesaid, or other crime and offence what-ver, and to
deter ahl others from following their pernicious example, thereby requirin g
all His Majesty's subjects and others within the said Indian territories, to
avoid and to discourage all acts of force and violence whatsoever, and all
proceedings whatever tending to produce tumults and riots, or in any way
to disturb the public peace :

"And I do hereby strictly charge and command all justices.of the
peace so as afore=aid nominated and apponted under and by virtue of
theabove-mentioned Statute. and all magistrates throughout this Province,
and do require all others of His Majesty's subjects, generally in their
several and respective stations, to make diligent enquiry and search to
discover, apprehend and commit, or cause to be committed to lawful
custody for trial, in due course of law, pursuant to the provisions in the
above-mentioned Statute contained, all persons who have been, or shall
be guilty of anyact or acts of force or violence as aforesaid, nor of any
other crime or crimes, offence and offences within the said Indian terri-
tories, to the end that the laws may be carried into prompt execution
against all such offenders, for the preservation of peace and good order
therein."

This was clearly an official act under the highest authority
then existing, fixing the 1ocalities where the distuibances
had been committed as Indian territories beyond the
boundaries of Upper or Lower Canada or either of them
ln the same year two commissioners were appointed by the
Government of Quebec, which had the supreme jurisdiction
to inquire into the causes of the disturbances within the
Indian territories and they held thoir investigations at
Red River which was then the very centre and focus of
these disturbances. Time went on. The two rival com-
panies bouame incorporatcd as one in 1821, and a further
Act, 1st and 2nd Geo. IV. Cap. 66, was passed. It was
confirmatory of the Act of 1803 and extend ed the jurisdic-
tion of the Canadian courts to the ludson's Bay Conpany's
territories as well as tæthe Indian territories. After this,
peace prevailed for a long period in the North-West, but
nearly all intercourse both with Upper and Lower Canada
was shut off. The united companies carried on their trade
by way of Hudson's Bay, and in the peaceful times which
followed the height of land was generally accepted, in the
publie estimation, as the southern boundary of the Hudson's
Bay Company's territories. The colony which had been
established by Lord Selkirk in storm and tumult in 1811-12
was at last quietly prospering, and the Hudson's Bay
Company %- as ably reprosented both in the territories and
in England. It is well known that that company has always
had among its membert men of high political position in
England, and at the time to which Irefer it was represented
by one of those extraordinary men who impress their
character upon their time and generation, and whose actions
have sometimes a marked influence on the future-I allude
to the Right ion. Edward Ellice,. He had a seat in Parlia-
ment. He was possessed of almost unbounded wealth andà
was allied by marriage to Earl Grey and some other
eminent mon who did much to shape the policy of Great
Britain in those days. le was known as the Minister
maker, and it required a man of no smill ability and tact
to be a Minister maker in England, at a tim~e when there
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were actors on the political stage who have not since been
equalled. 1 mention this for the purpose of showing that
the Hudson's iBay Company's interests were net likely to be
lost sight of, seeing that they were in the hatids of a man so
near the Govern ment and of snch influence and consummate
tact. In 1838, the Company applied for a renewal of thoir
lease, although it had then three or four years to run, and,
as explained in Judge Johnson's evidence, there was at that
time some idea of forminig the colony of Assinaboia into a
Crown colony. It had become a colony, in fact, as will be
seen on reference to the evidence of the lHon. - Donald A.
Smith, who was at one time Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company's territories, and of Judge Johnson, a former
Governor of the Colony of Assiniboia. I mention aIl this
so that the House may be in a position to sec that in the
period intervening between 1821, the date at which the
companies were amalgamated, and 1818, when the cor-
mission to Lord Durham was issued, a new state of thinga
had arisen in the North-West. I should mention, too, that
in 1818, the de Reinhart trial had taken place, the question
as is well known hinged on the matter of territorial
jurisdiction- an I the Judges were unanimous in the decision
that Upper Canada was bounded on the west by the pro-
longation of a lino drawn due north from the point of
junction of the Ohio and Mississippi and on the north by
the height of land, or southern boundary of the Hudson's
Bay Company's territories. To return again to the matter
of the boundary line, the description in this commission
(Lord Durham's) carried the western boundary of Upper
Canada, as we have scen, into Lake Superior, but net One
step further, and why it was not caried lhrouqh can be
easily seen from what I have just stated. The rightis of the
Hudson's Bay Company to the country to the west and
north of the water-shed, wero being ably maintained by
one of the most eminent men of the day. A colony recog-
nized by the Imperial Government had grown up, and the
boundaries of that colony came to the height of land, and it
was within the territorims which had been detined by two
Imperial Acts as beig Indian territoies beyond the boun-
daries of the Provinces. The Imperial Government had
before thom, moreover, the unanimous decision of the Judges
in the de Reinhart trial, and, in view of ail these circum-
stances, it would have been impossible for thm to ecarry
the boundary of Upper Canada through Lake Superior.
Had they done se they would have ignored their own action
in relation to the colony of Assinaboia, the Indmn
territories, and the Hudson Bay Company's territorie-i.
They would have ignored, too, the opinions of the most
eminent English counsel, and they would have over-ridden
the de2ision of the highest Canadian Court thon existing.
There were, besides, other circumstances in operation, which
must lead anyone, who bestows attention on the subject, to
believe that everything, at that time connected with
Canadian affairs, received the deepest and most earnest
consideration of the Imperial authorities. In this country
there were troubles on all hands in 1837 and 1838, and the
minute care witb which the description in the commissio
to Earl Durham is drawn, shows that the matter of the
boundaries of Upper Canada had received the most careful
consideration. But the same commission which carried the
boundary line on the west only into Lake Superior, in
other words, to the, entrance of that lake, carried the
northern boundary to the shore of Hudsou's Bay. So that
a line from~the entrance of Lake Superior drawn due north
to the shore of Hludson's Bay would, in conformity te the
commission, be the boundary lice of Ontario on the west,
and a lino from the head of Lake Temiscaming to thehore
of Hudson's Bay the boundary hne on the east. If com-
missions to-Governors are to be taken as giving legal
definitions of boundaries, as emanating, in faot, froth the
Sovereign, whose prerogative is provided for andguarded in
the Act of 1774, I1do not spe how you are toget over this
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description of the boundaries of Upper Canada, a description
whigh was not altored from 1838 down to the date of the

Confedoration of the Provinces. Here is the description as
:rpeated in the Commission of 1846 to ,Lord Elgin. Let
this Rouse and the country study it well in connection with
the decisions of Courts and the action of the Imperial
.G>vernment in recognizing the territories of the Rudsor's
Bay Company and the colony of Assinaboia, before they
give way to the assumption that Upper Canada should have
extended _by right over the plains of the North-West:

C Our said Province of Canada,comprising Upper Canada and Lower
Canada, the former being bounded on the east by the line dividing it
from Lower Canada, consnencing at a atone boundary on the north bank
of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of the Pointe au Beaudet, in the
limit between the Township of Lancaster and the 8eigneurie of New
Longuenil, running along the said limit in the direction of north 34
degrees west, to the westernmost anIe of the said Seigneurie of New
Longueuil, thence along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie
of Vaudreuil, running north 25 degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa
River, to ascend the said river into the Lake- Temiscaming by a iCe
drawn dne north from the head of the said lake.until it reaches the
shore of Hadson's Bay; and being bounded on the south, beginning at
the said atone boundary between Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake
St Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the Thoussnd Islands,
Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, Lake Erie, and along the middle of
that lake; on the west, by the Channel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up
the River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island,
that of St. Joseph and Sugar Island, thesce into Lake Superior. The
said Province of Lower Canada being bounded by the adjacent Province
of Upper Canada, and the boundary line between the said two Provinces,
commencing at a stone boundary on the north bank of the LakeSt.
Francis, at the west of Pointe au Beaudet, in the limit between the
Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of Longueuil, ruaning along
-the said limit in the direction of north 34 degrees west, to the western-
most angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence along the
north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vandreuil, running north
25 degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said
river into the Lake Temiscaming; and which said Province of Lower
Conada is also bounded by a line drawn due north from the head of the
said lake until it strikes the shore of the Hudson's Bay."

Mr. Speaker, I have been accused of wishing to curtail
the boundaries of Ontario, but this is a most unjust and
unfair accusation. I have only done my best to explain
where, in my opinion, the law bas placed the boundaries;
but apart from this, surely whatever is most in the interests
of the Dominion at large should be most in the interests of
Ontario in particular. For a very long period the height of
]and was looked upon as the northern and western boundary
of Upper Canada. In 1850 the United Provinces made a
treaty with the Indians of Lake Superior in which the
height of land is deflned as the southern boundary of the
Hudson Bay Company's territories, and that it formed the
northern and western bourndary of Ontario was the general
beliefat the time of the Confederation of the Provinces. If,
therefore, the extent of Ontario should be doubled by adding
to it the territories described in the award, how can this
grand scheme of Confederation b carried out? Supposing
that the State of Maine together with the Provinces of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick could be added to the Province
of Quebec, it would be sòmething like adding this vast
territory to Ontario, for it will be eventually filled with
populal ion, and anything that destroys the balance of
wealth, power and influence in the Provinces
must -seriously embarrass the working of our institutions.
The question is narrowed down to one of two things.
We must cither take the description in the Act, or
we must be guided by the commissions issued under
the Act. If by the. Act alone, Ontario cannot go north
of the height of land. Lot those who suppose that she can
read the opinions f the English Law Lords as submitted with
the evidence of ther lon. -Donald A. Smith, from the days of
Lord Mansfield down to modern times, and they will
perhaps eome te a different conclusion. It is clear to my
mind that if you take the description from the Act alone
Ontario must be bounded on the north by th height of
land, whereas, if we are te be guided by the commissions,
althouh she is limited Qn the west te the entrance into
.Iake Sperior, her northern boundary is the shore of

Hudson's Bay. In the one case, she would bave a narrow
etrip on the north cost of Lake Superior ; in the other, a
territory, notwithstanding all that ha been said to its disad-
vantage, of very great value. She would have a region with
a fair extent of agricultural land, with rivers navigable for
hundreds of miles, with foresta of valuable timber, with coal
fields of considerable extent, and with sea ports and sea
fisheries which may become of immense importance in the
future. I do not therefore wish to curtail Ontario, but to
extend her to the very fullest measure that the descriptions
have deflned in the commissions te Goveornor which, in the
opinion of the Attorney-General of Ontario, are in fact the
law. The bon. member for Bothwell concludes bis elaborate
writings by expressing himself as follows :-

" The limite of the Province of On'ario, then, are the International
boundary upon the south, weatward to the Rocky Mountains; the Rocky
Mountains, from the International boundary, northward te the most
north-westerly sources of the Saskatchewan eastward, until it intersects
the bcundary Une midway between Lake Winnipeg and Port Nelson at
the mouth ot Nelson River; and upon the, north-east the line already
indicated, drawn midway between the poste held b)y England and
France just before Canada was ceded to Great Britain."
And yet the hon. gentleman is prepared tosee Ontario swept
of all tihese vast regions which ho believes she ought of
right te have and confined to the comparatively narrow
boundaries set out in the award. For my part I would not
be inclined to relinquish one acre of what Ontario ought
to have. I think she will have a much better and more
valuable territory by claiming her right under the com.
missions, as ber Attorney-General does, than she would by
throwing aside the commissions and confining herself to alt
that she would ho able to obtain under the description in
the Imperial Act of 1774. In all I have said in re-
ference te the prerogative as expressed in commissions
te Governors, I am sustained by the opinion of the
Attorney-General of Ontario, as given before the ai bitra-
tors and in bis statement of the case. H1e did not,
however, follow bis own argument to ils legitimate or
logical conclusion, and if I have endeavored to do so for him,
no doubt he will feel greatly indobted to me for the attempt.
But there are other views as to the western boundary of
Ontario, and the unanimous decision of the three Judges in
the de Reinhart trial must command respect. They decided
that a lino drawn due north trom the point of junction of
the Ohio and Mississippi was, according to the Act of 1774,
the western boundary of Upper Canada, and three other
Judges of equal eminence who appeared before the Commit.
tee last year were of the same opinion. So that the due
north lino, as it is called, bas the unanimous opinion of no
less than six Judges of the higher Courts in its favor; but
with every deference to the opinion of men so eminent, I
may say that eitlhor the due north lino or the Mississippi lino
may have been the true western boundary lino in 1818, and
nevertheless ceased to be so in 1838. The Judges do not seem
to have attached much importance to the Royal prerogative
as expressed in commissions to Governors. But the Attor-
ney General of Ontario, who had been himself a Judge and
whose ability as a statesman and constitutional lawyer is
overywhere acknowledged, bas given decided expresion te
the opinion that the commissions issued under
the Act are, by virtue of the Royal prerogative,
as much law as the Act itsolf. 31.y opinion may
not go for much, but J decidedly incline to the
view of the Attorney General. If bis viow ia to hold
good, the whole question is narrowed down to the finding
how far into Lake Superior the western boundary shall run.
My own opinion is, and I think any one on looking at the
map and comparing it with the description in the com-
mission, will come to the conclusion that the eastern end of
Lake Superior was intended as the western boundary of the
old Province of Upper Canada; more especially when the
circumstances which ad then arisen in the North-West are
taken into consideration. The hon. member for Bothwell
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always brings forward the -Cavendish debates, and tells us
what certain members are reported to have said in these
debates; but we must remember that in those days the
parliamentary debates were not reported, and that the work
ofSir Henry Cavendish, who took notes simply for his own
amusement or information, first saw light sixty-five years
after the date of the debate which it purports to give; we
have no means of knowing it mey not have been a highly
ex parte report, but we can easily see that the Parliament of
those days had good reason for refusing to allow its debates
to be published, if the work of Sir Henry Cavendish may be
taken as a specimen of the reports of the titue. Why, Sir,
the debate as there reported would not do much credit to
any legislative body in the Dominion-I had almost said, to
a county council. I will read to the flouse Judgo Johnson's
opinion on the matter. On being interrogated as to the
value of these debates as an authority, he said:

"The Cavendish papers were published in 1839, sixty-five years after
the debates of 1774, ans were never considered to be of any importance,
but rather hazy. They would have the authority of any report, if pub-
lished at the time, subject to contradiction or correction by people who
could.contradict or correct them. But when published sixty-five years
afterwards, when the people who could contradict or correct them were
dead, they could not possess any value. They were looked upon as the
gossipping production of an old gentleman who was not very eminent,
Mr. Henry Cavendish, afterwards Sir Henry Cavendish."

Others, however, may have a different opinon of these
debates, but whatever value may attach to them as a
historical record, it does not appear to me that they should
be made use of to explain away or over-ride arn Act of
Parliament. As an instance of the way in which even
intelligent men may be led to coincide in assumptions which
have nothing to sustain them in history or in fact, I may
allitde to the Attorney General of Ontario making use of
the word "cede " when speaking of the Treaty of Utrecht
and the territories restored by France. Whetber the word
"Icde " or "restore " should be used was a matter which
came near breaking off the nogotiations and plunging two
great nations into ail the horrors of war. The word
"restore " was finaily used, and yet the Attorney General
said:

"«By the Trea'y of Utrecht, 1713, the bay and straits of Hudson, together
with all lands. seas, sea-coasts, rivers and places situate in the bay and
straits and which belong thereto, were finally ceded to Great Britain."

I would be sorry for a moment to suppose that the Attorney
General of Ontario would willingly have given a construe-
tion to the most important part of the treaty calculated to
lead the arbitrators astray; but, to say the least, he con-
mitted a mistake in stating the case, which may have had
a most important bearing on the award. France claimed
vast territories on Hudsôn's Bay as belonging to her by
virtue of first discovery and subsequent occupation,
England denied that claim and insisted that France should
acknowledge her right by restoring, not ceding, the territory1
in dispute. France did so, and that should for ever havej
settled ail questions arising from priority of discovery or'
first occupation. Yet, in face of this, the volumes laidî
before the arbitrators base tue claims of Ontario, in great(
part, on the occupation of the Fronch at Hudson's Bay,1
ulthough the French themselves had given up all claim on
that ground. And the Attorney General of Ontario sup-(
ported what is so set out in these volumes by supposing,1
himself, and leading the arbitrators to suppose, that theà
territory was ceded and not restored to England. And(
what is it that was restored ? Simply all the lands lookingj
towards Hudson's Bay; the words in the treaty asi
explained hy the learned Judge Armour are spectantibus ad1
eaddm, which have been construed by Sir Travers Twiss andi
other high authorities on constitutional law to mean ail the(
lands looking towards the waters within the water-shed of1
Hudson's Bay. No wonder that the three gentlemen whoE
made the award, notwithstanding their hîgh position andi
great ability, were led to a conclusion se extraordinary,

Mr. DAwsoN.

seeing that they only had a few deys toe study the matmr
and had nothing botter than such statements and -ssmM
tions as those to whieh I have just referred to g upod.
As to- the merits of the award itself, if the arbitrato's had
the power to muke a boundary between the territoies df
the Dominion and the Province of Ontario, nothing enr be
said further than that with the best intentions thetyave
made a most extraordinary award, and it would etili be a
question whother it was within the constitution to coMføro
them sueh powere as could have enabled thom te- overPide
and ignore Acts of the Imperial lParliament, Acts of praro-
gative and commissions to Gevernors, and that too without
so much as saying to the Parliament of this Doninion, by
your leave. B ut I apprehend that the reference t6 them
left it only in their power to indicate an existing boundary.
And in this view, which is no doubt the correct one, they
failed most lamentably, for the boundary they have indicated
has nothing whatever to sustain it in history, in law, or in
fact. If they intended to go by the descriptions in connnis-
sions to Governors, they were in error in not carrying the
wholep rovince of Ontario to the shores of Hudson's Bay,
and i not describing the western boundary as entering mio
or touching Lake Superior merely. If, on the other band,
they took the description in the Act of 1774 as their guide,
they ignored that description in carrying the northern
boundary of Ontario north of the southern boundury of
the territories of tlte Merchant Adventurers of England
trading into fHudson's Bay. In either case, they were
manifestly in error in carrying the northern and western
boundaries of Ontario into the Indian territories, which are
described in the Imperial Acte of 1803 and 1821 as being
beyond the limits of Upper Canada, and they should at lest
have kept wide of the boundaries of the old colony of
Assinaboia, which, as shown by the evidence of Judge
Johnson, one of its former Governors, and that of the Hon.
Donald A. Smith,'who was for a long period Governor of the
Hudson's Bay Company's territories, had been recognized by
the Imperial Government, and was de-facto a colony having
an autonomy quite distinct from that of Upper Canada.
But it has been claimed that, as the arbitrators were three
most distinguished gentlemen, we should not on account of
their high position assail their award. But the case is quite
too important for considerations of this kind. No one can be
more ready than I am to admit individually and collectively
the high position and great respectability of the gentlemen
who formed the Board of Arbitrators, but they have them-
selves set an example that even Acts emanating from an
authority still higher than theirs may sometimes be
cavalierly treated. They have, in theirgward, over-ridden
commissions issued under thé Royal prerogative, have ignored
Acte of the Imperial Parliament, turned aside from a
judicial decision emanating from the highest Court in the
land, and have favored us with a boundary which is'not in
accordance with any line ever existing, or even suggested.
The fact is, they bad not considered the matter; their
session lasted only three days. On the first they adjurned;
on the second they heard the arguments of counsel, and on
the third gave their decision. They had not had time even
to read the wonderful book of documents, and, in fact, one
of them has since admitted as much. Under these circum-
stances we cannot reasonably be censured for criticising an
award which, sbould it, be adopted by this House, must
exorcise, for many a day to come, a serious influence on the
affairs of this great Dominion. In attempting to show
where the Royal prerogative, through the commissions
to Governors, had fixed the boundaries, I have conftihtd
myself to one branch of the subject, and may take another
occasion to refer to matters equally deserving of considern-
tion, and among these to the fact that Ontario was , A*-
senting party to the formation of the Prov5nee cof MIIttba,
and to the Rupert's Land Act, which latter, ln k*t,
admitted , the fuill claims of the Ifudsei's èy
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Company to the territories north of the water-
shed, and should, as Judge Johnson says, have setled
the matter forever. I fear that I have occupied
the time of the House too long, but mustcrave the attention
of hon. members for a moment i. nger, while I draw their
notice to a rather ungenerous expression which bas been
ruade use of by a prominent member of another Legislature.
It is that the Committee of last Session was hostile to the
claims of Ontario. If so, they certainly took a strange
way of showing it, for they called before them every person
auggested to them. as being likely to give evidence of any
value in favor of the views that had been put forward on
the part of Ontario, and among them were the Hon. Justice
Armour, who had been employed by lion. Mr. Mackenzie's
Government on the case; the hon. member for Halton (Mr.
Macdougall), who had written a very able report in favor of
the claims of Ontario; the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills), whose views are well known; the Hou. D. A.-Smith,
a supporter of Hon. Mr. Mackenzie's Governrnent; Mr.
Thomas Hodgins, Q.C., who was one of the advocates
employed by Ontario, and others, not one of whom had
ever taken a position hostile to Ontario. Besides which tho
very names of the gentlemen composing the Committee
should have saved them from such an imputation. For my
own part, I have striven for a construction of the Acts of
Parliament and Imperial commissions which would give to
Ontario the very utmost extent of territory possible under
the Acte and commissions; and the Attorney General of
Ontario, for whom I have always entertained the higbest
esteem-should what I have now said come to his know-
ledge-will see that I have doue-my best to sustain his
views in reference to the Royal prerogative and the impor-
tance which should be attached to the commissions issued
under that prerogative. I have striven to show that his
logic is absolutely and completely unanswerable, and that,
to follow it to its unavoidable postulate, Uppuer Canada
entered Confederation with her western boundary carried
sirrply into Lake Superior, as in the words of a long series
of commissions, and with ber northern extended, as in the
same commissions, to the shores of Hudson's Bay.

Mr. MILLS. It is not my intention to delay the House
at this moment. I moved for the papers-mentioned in this
motion a fuw days ago, and the understanding then was
with the First Min;ster, that any discussion to take place
would take place after the papors came down. I do not
feel disposed to engage in a discussion on a motion which,
on itsface, does not indicate to the House that it was intended
to enter into a detailed discussion on this important subject.
I do not propose, however, that.the hon. geltieman shall
make the motion, accompanied by the speech he has given,
which is intended to prejudice thLe case against the Province
of Ontario, without any observations in reply. The
hon. gentleman forgets that when this arbitration was
appointed, it was not for the purpose of establishing a
conventional boundary. That bas been sometimes said in
this House, but the statement is calculated to mislead.
It is true that the Ontario Government in passing the
Act took power to establish a conventional boundary,
if a boundary should be agreed on between the
Dominion and tbat Province. It was thought tiat
the matter might be settied 'n that way without
ithe necessity of an expensive enquiry and survey of the
imita that might be marked out under an arbitration

appointed to enquire into the case upon its merits. But
whatever the policy of the Ontario Government might have
been in that enactiment, there can be no doubt that the
arbitration that was appolnted was appointed not to make
or suggest a boundary which would be a conventional bound-
ary, but to ascertain where the actual limits of Ontario were
upon the north and the west ; and tho decision of the arbitra-
tors showed what that boundary was. In that view it was a

simple departmental matter and nothing more, to ascertain
where the boundary was. It did not require the sanction or
interference of Parliament. It was a simple enquiry for the
purpose of ascertaining a particular fact, and the arbitra-
tion simply stated what it believed the facts were. When
it was appointed, we asked for an appropriation to pay the
expenditure that would be necessarily incurred in this
enquiry. The House made the necessary appropriation; so
that Parliament gave its sanction to the course adopted by
the Government, and it seems to mne that if we are to
recognize the principle of continuity in Government at all,
if it is not the intention of one Administration and one Par-
liament to wholly disregard what has been done by another
Administration and another Parliament, there is nothing
better settled on every principle of public policy than the
coundary of Ontario under the provisions of that arbitration.
The hon. gentleman has said that he will refer to the
commissions which have been issued at various times,
to show what the toundaries of Ontario were at
those times, and what they are at present. I never
knew that a commission determined the extent of a
Province. I know that with the King it is a matter of
prerogative, with regard to Royal colonies, or other than
proprietary colonies, tofix the boundaries; and the boundaries
of the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, under the provisions
of the Act of 1774, were fnot at all made inconsistent with
the subsequently exorcise of the prerogative. On the contrary,
the Act expressly provides that the boundaries therein set
forth are to remain the boundaries of the Province. until the
king himselfshall otherwise determine. But while that is the
case, 1 think that prerogative has never been exercised in
any other way than by a Royal proclamation or an Order in
Council. We have an important decision upon this question
in the case of the dispute between the Provinces of Georgia
and Florida, with regard to the boundary line between them.
A commission had been issued to Governor White, of the
Province of Georgia, stating where the boundaries of that
Province were, and another commission had been issued to
the Governor of Florida. fixing the northern boundary of
the Province of Florida some two degrees further north
than t had been before, and to that extent within the Pro-
vince of Georgia. That question came up at a subsequent
period for consideration. It was argued before the Supreme
Court of the United States, and old Orders in Council and
proclamations were produced, and a decision of that Court
had, which, although it may not be binding here, is, after all,
a decision which must be respecteii by us.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Were those commissions issued
while the country was under the Royal rule ?

Mr. MILLS. The commissions I refer to were issued
while Florida and Georgia were provinces of Great Britain,
and to the Governors of those provinces. The King, in his
commission to the Gevernor of Florida, included terri-
tory embraced by the chatter of Goorgia within that
Province, and also embraced in the commission to the
Governor of that Province- and the Supreme Court held
that the Crown never exercised its power to change the
boundaries of the Province otherwise than by Royal procla-
mation or by Orderin Council. Florida was not ncluded in
the United States in 1783, but was ceded to Spain from
whom it had been acquired twenty years before. Spain
claitned the southern part of Georgia, while the United
States maintained that Spain had acquired Florida with its
ancient limite. After the United States acquired Florida from
Spain, the case came betore the Supreme Court and the
decision was as I have stated. I think that that decision,
after a very full investigation of the whole case and lengthy
and well considered arguments before the Court, is pretty
conclusive as to the law in the matter. The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Dawson) says that the word "northward" applies to the
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whole territories and not to the western bonndary. That is
my opinion, and I am glad to see he has come to that con-
clusion. But if so, thon the woid "northward" cannot
mean due north. But you have in tbe Act a description of
the boundaries of the Province of Quebec as it was
proposed to fix them, extending upon the south from the
Bay of Chaleurs westward to the Mississippi River;
and it is said that all the territories, countries
and islands within those limits, so bounded on the
south, extending from that lino northward to bthe udson's
Bay, is to constitute the Province of Quebec. There is no
boundary mentioned on the west, and you niight just as
well say that the boundary upon the east, at the Bay of
Chaleurs, was a due north line, as that the boundary on the
west marked a due north line. Then as to the Act
of 1774, it usys that the French coloniste scattered
through the Indian territory were left without any civil
government, f nd that it was to extend civil governmnent to
thoee colonists that the boundaries of Quebec were to be ex-
tended. Well, if the boundaries were extended for that pur-
pose, you cannot give at a western boundary that will
exclude all those settlements which -"the Act was
passed to include. The hon. gentleman refers to the
boundaries upon the north. I am not going to enter into a
discussion of that question at length ; but 1 will say that the
boundary on the north is not the height ofland. There is not
a particle of evidonce in favor of any such contention. On
the contrary, the evidence is conclutive, that the boundary
on the north, stretched far beyond the height of land.
The Hudson's Bay Company mi detining their
limits for many years, in their propositious sub.
mitted to te Government of Great Britain, set forth the
wieh that the boundary between them and the French
ahould begin at Cape Partridge, at 58J degrieos north
latitude and extending south-westerly fron that point to
Lake Mistassiny. And ]et me say that boundary is far to
north to the heighbt of land, and although you fird in
modern maps that the boundary of Quebec is narked along
the beight of land, it is perfectly clear ibat Ibe height
of land was not known or, until recent times,
laken into consideration; and here was an astronomical
line to bc drawn on the map, extending from the north-
west point of Labrador to Lake Mistassiny, which was to be
the fine between the eastern part of the French
possessions and the possessions of the Hudson's

y Company. Then if you look at the eharter o,
that company, you will find it never put forth any
such pretention as this of rocent years until after
Great Britain bad acquired possession of the country under
the Treaty of Utrecht; and no portion of the territories
in dispilte was ever in possession of the udson's Bay Com-
pany until after Canada was surrendered by the French to
Great Britain. It is truc the ing granted a charter to
the Hudson's Bay Company, extending its possessions
indefnitely into the interior, but when you look at its
provisions yon will sac that there is a territory spoken of
over which the company only had a right to trade, and
there is another territory to which they have the title in
free and common soccage, alter the manner of holding
lands in Kent. That rovision is in the charter, and if you
give to this charter tbe construction given in recent times,
there would be no territory upon which it could operate-'
the whole territory would be ineluded in the grant. It bas
been pointed out that the territorios granted were witbin
straits and bay, as mentioned by Lord Brougham and Mr.
Spankie-territories to the south and west which the com-
pany have recently ciaimed, werc territories wîthoub the
ýday to the weet and- south-wost, but to the soul of wbîch
they had no grant, over which their license to trade was to
extend.

It being &x o'elo -k the Speaker loft the Chair.
Jar. MILLB,

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. MILLS. When the louqe rose I was making a1fIw
observations in reply to the hon. niember for Algoa-(JIr.
Dawson) in reference to the question of the bouzndaries of the
Province of Ontario, and at the time you lef the Chali I
was referring to the fact that the height of land was ip no
case recognized as the boundary between the possessions of
the French and the possessions of the English to thp or4.
We know that even the territoriesuin thevicinity of luadso's
Bay, at the time the charter granted by Charles the Second
to that Company, were granted by France as well as Great
Britain, and that the Government of France, prior to that
charter, granted to the Company of One HundredAssociates
a charter extending over the whole country northward t»
the Hudson's Bay. The English, however, subsequently,
under, the provisions of that charter, builI trading
posts at various points on Hudson's Bay, of which
for the time they held possession. But at the close of the
17th century, about 1693 or 1694, the French sent expedi-
tions from their settlements in Canada overland to Hudon's
Bay, and took possession of these poste; butsat the timie the
Treaty of Ryswick was negotiated, all the country about
the Bay, which included all those posts with the simple ex-
ception 'of Fort AI bany, were recognized as a possession
and it continued to be a possession of France until the
war begaii. During the period of that war some of them
were taken possession of by England, and at the closq of
the war, by the Treaty of Utrecht the French Govern-
ment surrendered those poste to the iHludson's Bay
Company. Although the article surrendering those
poste is pretty comprehensive in its form it waa not
understood to embrace the whole country to the height of
land. On the contrary, tbe correspondence between the
Count De Torcey and Mr. Prior, the poet who was acting
for the English Government at Paris, shows that the
English did not claim the country so far south as the
Hudson's Bay Company subsequently claimed, and that alU
they wanted was to acquire possession of the poste in
the vicinity of the bay for the Hudson' aBay Company.
The Foreign Secretary, Lord Dartmouth, seemed to be under
the impression that if the Government of France made a
surrender, not to the Government of Great Britain, but to
the Hudson's Bay Company, the principle of postliminium
would apply I will not now discuss that question, because
we will have an opportunity at another time of
considering it more fully; but I would simply
say that any one who has taken the trouble
of looking into the question, or bas consulted the opinions
of the law officers of the Crown in a number of similar
cases, and especially their opinions with regard to the
charter granted to the Duke of York for the State of New
York, will see that when the country is taken possesion of
by conquest by an enemy, and is not surrendered
at the close of a war, the principle-of postlimin:um does not
apply, and that parties who might 'have political rights or
interests in the country did not have those rights restored
to them by the restoration of tho country at a subsequent
period to the Government which was firet in posses,
sion. As I said before, the case of the Duke of
York is a case in point. His brother, Charles -1,
granted him a charter for the Province of New York. The
Dutch conquered the coùntry, and est ablished civil govera.
ment. By the Treaty of Brecla the country was again restored
to the English; and it was recognized by the lawuomSeent
of the Crown that as the Dutch had complete possession,
and did not hold it merely by military force or occupatiu
but had administored civil goverament inthecountry, the
restoration of the country te the English did not restore
the Duke of York to his rights, and that a new sharter,
was necessary. I wiii not, however, stay -t di
cues that question as it e not material to my pgments.
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I think it is alear-if it b taken for granted that the charter
oftheHudson's Bay Company was properly granted in the
dent piae, whieh, however, I do not bdmit-that the cession
oethe euentry to France by the Treaty of Ryswick would
preven ithe. restoration of the company at a sub-
mequent period-by the Treaty of Utrecht-to their
orginal iights. But if yeu look at the correspun-
dance os that took place between the Hudson's Bay
Conpny and the Government of England and betwoen
thes. vernm.nt of England and the Government of France,
i is pretty clear that the soveroignty of the country in the
iaterier was not regarded as passing to the Governiment of
England by the provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht. On
tàe coatrary, when the articles of the treaty came to be
submitted, the Coant De Torcey called the attention of Mr.
Prior 4o the fact that the article as seemingly much more
comprohensive than the understanding betwen ithe parties
intended it should he. But they accompanied the article
with a map on whii each party..drew a line where ho
thought the boundary ought to ho, and it is said
in -the correspondenoe that there was little difference
between thoe as to the location of the boundary.
It is perfectly blear from the correspondence tha the
boundary was marked in the vicinity of Hudson's Bay, and
without any reference to the conformation of the country or
tothe heightrof land of which the English Government, at
ail avents, had noknowledge at the time. For the purpose
ofshowing what were the claims of the Hudson Bay
Company at various times, I will read an extract taken
from the paRerswhich they submitted to the English Govern.
ment immediately after the Treaty of Ryswick, but before
the boundaries were arranged. Commissioners were
appointed by the Government to adjust the differences
betweenhe t wo Crowns. The Hudson's Bay Company were
invitedto state what they would be willing to accept as the
southern limit of their territory, when they addressed to the
lords of trade the following proposa!:

< 'he limits which the Hudson's Bay Company conceive to be necessary
as bondries between the French and them, in case of an exchange of
plaes, snd that the Company cannot obtain the whole straits and baya,
which of! right belong to them, namnely :

"i That the French be limited lnot to trade with wood-runners, or
otherwise, nor build any house, factory or pont, beyond the bounds of
53 degr.., or Albany River, vulgarly called Chechewan, to the north-
word, on the west or main coast.

The country which the Company claimed as their possession
was the country within the Straits and Bay of Hudson, the
country to the west of the bay and the country to the
South of it, they claimed for the purpose of trading,
and Lord Dartmouth, after ho gave directions for the sur-i
render of the country to the Hudson Bay Company,t
accompanied the surrender with a statement that it had1
referese to trade only. Now, if you look at what trans-c
pired ýafterwards you will seeo how the two Governments î
mnterpreted the Treaty of Utrecht. It was under-1
stood by the provisions of the treaty that at
Commission was to b. appointed for the purpose t
ni ýaattling a boundary in accordance with thep
provisions of the treaty. Lord Bolingbroke, who was First t
Minister in England, and his associate, Mr. Harley, werec
both driven fromi power after the treaty was concluded.e
They had been the principal parties in the negotiation of t
thi treaty. The correspondence that took place between t
the Governments of England and Franceo seems to t
haye beeu lest sight of. A second application was 9
made to the Hudson's Bay Company for a statement oi m
their rights. This was immidiately before the meot. i
ing of the Commission at Paris. The Hudson's Bay c
CJompany made a statement, "nd in that statement they t
give a descrition of the sanme lino from Partridge Cape in Gm0 mo nth Iatitude ina soUath-westerly direction to Lake p
Minemm They did nMt hwever stother, where they m
sepËêd îi. the trmt descriptions but;theycontinued it on] P

to 490 north latitude, and say that parallol is to be the
boundary between the possessionasof the Hudson's Bay
Comapany and of the Frônch for the future. What it is
important to notice is this: That south of Lake Mistassin
no boandary had ever beon extended bufore the negotiation
of that treaty; that after the negotiation of that treaty the
ludson's Bay Company claimed a further extension of
territory, and it is perfectly obvious that the claim could not
be upheld; but, whatevdr rights the Hudson's Company
had or other Englisi subjects possessed, were righte that
must have beon determined by the provisions of the treaty
itself. in fact, they lost sight altogother of the mannor in
which the boundary had been drawn, Lord Bolingbroke, the
principal party in the negotiation of the Treaty of Utrecht,
was banished from England ut the timo, and it is ouly fuir
to presume Vthat the Governnont which succeoded were in
ignorance of the correspondonce that had privately taken
place between Mr. Prior and Marquis De Torcey and Lord
Bolingbroke and the French Ambassador in England. The
Commission failed. They were unable to agroe. No boun-
daries were sottled in acordance with the provisions of the
treaty; but the Fronch continued to hold the forts thoy bad
established until Canada was surrendered to Great Britain in
1750. Take for example the post of Abbitibbi, a long way
north of the water-shed ; Fort St. Germain up Albany River,
tiat was buit some distance from the mouth of the river;
and the Hudson's Bay Company held the post at the mouth
of the river. But the fur trade fdourished on the shores of
Albany River from the time that the Treaty of Utrecht was
negotiated until the coun try of New France was surrendered
to the Crown of Great Britain. Again, if you look at the
posts which France subiequeitly establisbed, you will find
that the Verondryes, La Corne, St. Pierre and others were
sent there by Governors from Canada, and that they estab-
lished posts ut Winnipeg and on the Saskatchewan, whero
an extensive fur trado was carriel on, and, acoording to M.
de Bougainville, upwards ot 700 far traders were there ut the
very time Canada was surrendered to Great Britain. It is
porfectly clear, when you look ut the correspondence which
took place between the Governmnents, and the explorations
that took place over the whole of this countiy in the North-
West now known as the North-West Territories, that the
whole of the country as far north as Albany River, excopt
the posts on Hudson's Bay, was in the possession of Franco
and continued to be part of New France and governed
by Governors from France until the fall of Queboer.
There is not a single instance of any Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's trador going into the north country or coming near
it until nearly forty years after Canada had been surrenderod
to Great Britain. It is absurd to suppose that thei Hudson's
Bay Company would, under the provisions of their charter,
claim a territory in the possession of a foreign Goverument
and which was not in their own possession for more than
100 years after the charter had been granted. An examina-
tion of the provisions of the Company's charter will disolose
the fact that it was precisely the same as the charter
granted to the London Company, to the Cabots, Gilbert4 and
to Mr. Oglethorpe and others in the Suuthern States. In all
cases the Government of Great IBritain, following the
example of other Governments in Europe, granted charters
o companies conferring on them a right in fee simple to
erritories of which they had not yet taken possession; but
he Government in fact treated such charters not so much as
grants as powers. Those to whom they were granted were
great political corporations whose interests in the country,
f given effet to ail, stood or fell with the Government that
Dreated them. Yon have many instar ces of that. Thore is
he charter given to Sir Walter Raleigh and others. The
Government did not treat the charter as actually conveying
property, but it gave a power which, if the party to
whom it was given actually went into the country and took
possesion in accordance with the principleofinternational
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law, their rights as property-holders can attaeb and not
otherwise. 'With the Hudson's Bay Company it depended
on due diligence. For 120 years they never went away
from the Bay. Any country bas just as much right to
occupy and settle the western territory as Great Britaifr
had, did ber people go into the interior and take possession
in accordance with the well settled rules of international
law. The people of France did this; they occupied and
held it until acquired or taken from them by conquost.
The title of Great Britain to the whole of the country
lying nortn of the height of land, as far as the
vicinity of Hudson's Bay, was a title acquired from
the Government of France, and anyone who will go into
the Library and look at the third volume of the Lands-
downe papors, not published at the time my report was
made, and a map that Lord Landisdowne prepared-and
Iord Landsdowne, it will be remembered, was Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs at the time the Treaty of 1763
was negotiated-will see by that map that the whole of
the country beyond thé, sources of the Mississippi west to
the Rocky Mauntains is marked as Canada, a territory
acquired by Great Britain by theTreaty of Paris in 176à.
If the title of the Crown of Great Britain to the North-West
country, and this territory, now Ontario, rests upon the
provisions of that treaty and the surrender by the French
commander at Montroal, it is perfectly obvions that the
Hudsoen's Bay Company could have had no right whatever
to this territory, and the Government of Canada therefore
had against Ontarie no right whatever exeept that which
they have acquired from the Hudson's Bay Company., I am
not going into a discussion of the question in detail. I
might give many instances where this principle is recog-
nized. The hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) said,
quoting a passage from Judge Armour, that a country which
has taken possession of the shore bas a right to the country
to the height of land, and that the English Government
having had surrendered Io them by the Government ofi
France, by the Treaty of Utrecht, the country in the vicinity
of Budson's Bay, acquired the right to all that country up
to the height of land. The hon. Judge also quoted a passage
from T hillimore to that effect. Phillimore is a high
authority, but there are higher authorities than Phillimore,4
there are the State papers which describe this trans-k
action, -and which show that the country restored was what1
had been before in the possession of England-the shore of
the .Bay. And I might mention other State papers(
which represent the transactions occurring between varions(
States with respect to this very principle. Lot me givei
the House one instance, and it will serve to illustrate thej
whole case. The Unittd States when they claimed thet
valley of the Oregon river, did so on this ground : Mr. Grayt
had discovered the mouth of the river and taken possessiont
in the name of the United States Government. Did the1
English Government recognise the principle that a Govern-(
ment which had a right to the mouth of-a river had a right'
to the whole country drained by it ? , They utterlyt
re1udiated it, and contended that while taking possession of c
the mouth of a river might give a right-to the entire1
basin ; if it is the only means of gaining aceess to c
the interior (because you could not go into the interiort
without committing trespass), yet if you could reaeb thatt
country in arny other way then the height of land is not
impediment, and the Government would haie no right toT
the possession of the interior, to the height of land. Now
that was exactly the principte that existed with regard to i
this beiîht of land lying north of Lake Superior and north
of Lake Huron. The Government of Great Britain,
aequired by the treaty of Utreeht, the right to the shorS
of the Hudson Bay-France had a right to the valley of
the St. Lawrence. The posesion of the extent off ,
country between those two places depended upon the-
diligenee of each nountry. It was open to the English I
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Government, if they had taken possession ïnd sett«leda
country around Hudson's Bay, to have corne so" eMhe
height of land; it was open to Franceto;gonortii-f 1-O
beight of land if by due diligence, by pressing forwandýher
settlements or occupation of the eountry, she had see
proper to do so. As> matter of fact she did, as l maid
before, establis Port Abbitibbi; she did that before the
Treaty of Utrecht was signed. She héld it tilt theyer
1761. She did the same thing with regard to Fort 8t.
Germain, and ail those poste that were established by the
French traders, because that country was held by
them until after the conquest of the country amd Ats
surrender of Canada, within which they were ostibnihed.
After the surrender, the Pontiac war intervened, Md the
country was, for a time, abandoned. But Snbsequently fer
traders from Montreal and'Albany organized companies and
took possession of these old French posts and occupied tie
country, and any one who will look at "Harman's ournal"
of that country-and Mr. Harman was intheemployofýthe
North-West Company for twenty-seven years-will see that
the North-Wet Company were long in the posseonof
the country before the Hudson's Bay Company's traers
appeared there at all. It was not until long after the sur-
render of that country as a part of Canada to the Crown of
(*reat Britain that the tiudson's Bay Company entered the
country. It was impossible that they could acquire any right
or interest in any part of Canada under their charter. The
extent of the power which they obtained under that ehaîter,
even if they had obtained any right to the soil dependedupon
their diligence. There was no Act of the Crown pfGreatBri-
tain thateould at all interfere with the rights ofthe&wvereig
of France to go on and take possession of any po.ton ef
North America that had not actually been occupid in:sone
way by the Crown or subjects of Great Britain. I bave snid
that in looking at the Act of 1774 the boundary was fired
on the west at the Mississippi River, and that boandary
remained the boundary of the Province of Quebee artil
1791. Anyone who will look at the opinion given by Ghief
Justice Draper, who had looked carefally into this subject,
will see that he had no doubts in his mind that QuVbet
extended westward to thei Mississippi River. By the; trâtty
of 1783, the Government of Great Britain surrendered the
southern part of this Province, that is the portion lying
between the Ohio River and the Great Lakes, to the Gov-
ernment of the United States. After that suriender, of
course, there was a new southern boundary, snd they des-
cribed that boundary in the commission to Lord )orebester
after the Treaty of Versailles, in 1783, had been negotiated.
And where did they extend that southern boundary ? Why,
they extended it westward through those lakes, wstward
throngh Pigeon River, through Long Lake, and due wstto
the River Mississippi. Why go to the Mississippi ive?
Because the, Mississippi had been a boundary undo r4.e
Qriebec Act of 17 i4. Then when you look at the Acta of
State by which the Province was divided, you willuSe
that, at ail events, it was impossible that the arbitrease
could have given to -the Province of Ontario nrower
limita than it possesses under the award. We find itstated
over and over again tliat this word "northward " -sed ii
the Quebee Act means due north. If you apply it to ethe
boundary line you umst apply it to the southera boundirý,
because there is no other described. Let me just read this
particular portion of the Aet:

,« That all the territories, islands and eouatri*s of North aies aW
belongtg to the Orowa of'Great Britain, bounded« the usth"

What is boundbd on the south ? Why, those ýoontrds.
territories and islands.

" y a line foumthe Baie deu Ohaleuri along the highland4
Beribhigit along the lakes, along the Ohi River wswwsvd
tothe baukaoftheMississippi, andnerthwardtIalhemaanuiew
boundary of thei ndson'a Bsy Company'stoeritoiry, Wk.
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is northward ? In my opinion the countries, territories
and islands, beginning at one point and extending to the
other, and from that base northward to the boundary of the
lHudson's Bay Company. That gives you a boundary on the
north. But if you say it means a line bounding this country
on the south, thon thie southern lne will extend northward,
and it is impossible that it can be a due north lino or other
than the Mississippi. There are no words in this paragraph,
there is no statement in this Act such as "bounded on the
west." But if it applies to a lino, it is a line that begins at
the Baie des Chaleurs, and extends westward to the banks
of the Mississippi, and then northwards. If it means the
southern boundary, thon that southern boundary extends
northward to the Hudson's Bay Company's territory. The
southern boundary extending northward is the southern
boundary of the country lying west of the junction of
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, that is; the western
boundary of the territory lying south of these points.
But it is the southern as well as the western boundary,
and if the word "northward" is applied to a lino
at ail, it is applied to a line bounding this country on the
south. Then this is a description of the Mississippi as the
southern boundary, and you could not, under any circum-
stances, make a due north line a southern boundary.
Thon there is the principle I already nientioned, that
you are to *interpret. every Act in such. a way as
to give effect to it, and not to defoat its object.
What is the object ? To embraci the settlement. If you
say the boundary is due north, you exclude those settlements
and defeat the object of the extension of the Province
westward. Thon there is another rule well recognized in
law, that when you reach a natural boundary you are to
follow it, unless there are special and obvious reasons for
departing from it. What is the position in this case ? The
boundary was extended westward, along the bank of the
Ohio, to the banks of the Mississippi. The Mississippi was,
at this time, the boundary between the possessions of Great
Britain and those of France, and is it reasonable to suppoe
that a stre c'i of territory 700 or 800 miles in length, :id
in many places not 50 miles in width, containing the popu-
lation it was intended to embrace, was intended to be
left without a Govern ment? By the construction of this Act,
they would be excluded from the Government that was in-
tended to include them. Then you have another weli recog.
nized rule, that in every Act of State the interpretation given
to it by the Government must be followed. You have many
instances of this in the reports of tue Judicia' Committee of
the Privy Council, where the East India Company was
engaged in negotiating treaties with the native princes.
How did the Committee deal in these cases ? bid the
Committee undertake to adjudicate upon them ? They held
that they had no jurisdiction; that the Company had acted
in dea'ing with these princes, in their political capacity and
that the Courts bad nothing whatever to do with them.
The rame principle is laid down in two or three decisions of
the Supreme Court of the United States with regard to the
construction of certain treaties between the United States
and Spain, regarding Florida and Louisiana. The Suprexne
Court says that the political department of Government bas
interpreted this treaty and that the Courts will follow its
constructi(n What was the position with regard fo the
Quebec Act? That the same law officer of the Crown that
introduced and carried that Act through Parliament, issued
the commissions under it, and it is the duty of the Courts, as
it is the duty of this and every other Government, to follow
the construction that the Government at the time put on the
A ct. If you look at this A ct, you will see that it does not
limit the authority of the Crown. In describing the
boundaries it says they are to remain the boundaries during
His Majesty's p!easure. The King, at any time by Order
in Council, or by proclamation, might have altered the
boundaries established by that Act. The Act did not

interfere with the prerogative he possessed in that respect.
The reason for the Act was very obvious. At the time this
Quebec Act was introduced into the Legislature, Lord
Mansfield had just given his decision in the case of Campbelt
vs. Hall, a case involving the right to tax one of the West
India colonies, which was a conquered country. The King
bad given the country a Government, and after he did so,
undertook to impose ù tax on the country. The Lord Chief
Justice said the King bas the right to govern a conquered
country as ho pleased; but once he confers on the country a
Government, ho exhausts bis power, and ho cannot
interfere a second time. Well, under the procla-
mation of 1763, marking out the limits of the
Province of Quebec, the King had given the Province of
Quebec a Government. It was not in bis power to alter
the constitution which ho ostablished; ParJiament alone
could deal with that matter; but the King could enlarge
or contract the boundaries. The Governmerit of Quebec
continued under that Act till 1791. The King then

-intimated bis pleasure to alter the boundaries again, and
establish two Provinces where there was then one. But
ho could not alter the Government which had been
established, and it wasnecessary, therefore, that Parliament
should again intervene. Parliament did intervene, and
declared that, in the event of the King dividing the country
and establishing two Provinces where before there had been
one, this new constitution should come into effect, and it
did. How was that division effected ? An Order in
Conneil was passed providing for the division. The
Council authorized the Secretary of State to issue a descrip-
tion of the boundaries of the new Province to be
established on the west. That description is forwarded to
the Governor in tliis country, and it is embraced in a
proclamation issued by- the acting Governor, Mr. Alured
Clarke. This is the description of the country that is em-
braced in Upper Canada:

" Along the said Ottawa river to the River Temais'caming, and by a line
due north until it strikes a lne north of Hudson's Bay, including all the
territory westward and southward of the said line, to the utmost extent
of the country commorly called or known as Canada."

Not "known as Quebec." I am not going to discuss this
question this evening ; but let me call your attention to the
words : "all territory we4ward and southward." By the
suggested interpretation of the Quebec Act, southward would
mean due south, and westward due west. Therefore, you
would begin at the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude, and
you would go to the boundary line of the Hudson's Bay, and
you would take the country due west, lying between these
parallels, as the Province of Upper Canada. Such a construc-
tion would exclude from the Province of Ontario all the coun-
try from Kingston westward and southward. It is perfectly
obvious that such a construction is improper, as it would not
embrace the territories intended to be embraced. I think I
have said enough to show that French Canada, at ail events,
extended northward of the height of land, and that all the
territory west of this line, except what was ceded to the
United States, was embraced in the Province of Upper
Canada; and when the arbitration decided that the boundary
of Ontario should not extend farther westward than the
Province of Quebec had extended, they put the very narrow-
est construction on the words of this proclamation, defining
the boundaries, that it was possible to put upon it. Whoever
else may complain, it is perfectly obvious that the Dominion
of Canada has no ground of complaint, and the arbitration
were warranted in going as far north as the Albany River,
and fixing as the northern boundary the lino which they did.
Let me say another word with regard to convenionco. Four
years ago the Governmonts of Canada and the United States
had a correspondence with regard to theo etablishment of a
boundary.along tho Alaska frontier. When we came to make
enquiry as to the cost of surveying a boundary between
Canada and the Unitedc States, we found that the establisl-
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ment of that boundary, where there was no immediate noces.
sity for it, would cost the country between $l,000,000 and
$2,000,000. There is no doubt whatever that if we had not,
as the northern boundary of Ontario, obtained the natural
boundary, such as the Albany River, which requires no
large expenditure to aseertain its direction-if, instead of
that, we had taken a mathematical line and undertaken to
establish it by a careful astronomical survey, it would have
cost Ontario and the Dominion at loast $500,000. I. there-
fore think that even though the Albany River boundary
was not one that could bave been upheld by strict and care-
ful examination into the law and facts, it yet would have
been in the public interest, both of the Dominion and of
Ontario, to accept it as a boundary. In doing so, they
will get rid of a large expenditure indeed. I need not say
any more on the subject. I have only taken a very
cursory view, and bave donc so merely for the purpose of
establishing what I think might be regarded as a prima
facie case in favor of the view taken by the arbitrators and
the claims that are still maintained by the Province of.
Ontario. 0

Mr. MACDOUGALL (Halton). I am sure the House, at
all events those. hon. members of it who bave given any
attention to this subject, must be gratified with the very
clear statement which the bon. gentleman has just made in
respect to the reasons that led the arbitrators to select the
particular boundary which they did select. It is, of course,
inconvenient to engage in a discussion on a technical and
historical question of this kind, involving a, great many
enquiries and details, on a mere motion for papers which,
I apprebend, when the return comes down, will be very
few; for I have not seen any intimation, in any quarter, of
any correspondence baving taken place between the
Dominion and the Imperial Governments, in respect to the
boundaries of Ontario, nor do I see any reason for such
correspondence unless it might be enquiries made in soma
of the Government Departments in London for evidence
which might be belpful to the settlement of the question.
I understand the hon. momber for Bothwell has moved for
the correspondence which bas probably taken place between
the Ontario and the Dominion Governments, and when
that correspondence is before us we will be in a better
position to engage in a discussion on this subject than we
are at present. For my part, having given some attention
to it for some years, I am very auxione, as a member of
this House and a representative of Ontario, that a solution
should be arrived at as-soon as possible. Questions ofgreat
local difficulty are constantly springing up and are likelyi
to spring up in that country, which is now no man's land,
as we do not know to whom it reallv belongs; and some
very serious question, arising out of the administration of
criminal law there, iay arise at any moment. lt isi
therefore, on every ground, desirable that the Gôverumenti
should take the matter in band; they alone can properlyj
deal with it. I trust, before the Session ends, the
Government will tako 'steps to bave the dispute
settled. Ontario, looking at it as a more political
question, feels great intorest in its settlement, and the1
political opponents of Ïhe Government will have a very1
good question to canva&,the country with, if by more dolay1
and indifference occasion is given for discussions of thati
kind. lt seems to me that either the decision arrived at byJ
the arbitratoos should be affirmed, or a case should be #greed4
upon between the Dominion-uand Ontario Govornments for1
submission to some judicial tribunal. From the statementsi
made by the hon. member for Bothwell, it is pretty evidenti
that on the north no more judicial tribunal eau find a:
bouadary, fer no such boandary has ever been described i 1
terme which would enable a court to define it or a surveyorà
to mark it en the ground. Therefore, whatever deciaion
nay be arrived amin reference to 4he western boundary
and th. meaning to be attachid to the word "northward,1
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it would not slve the question. W# are stili witbout a
boundary on the north, and that can only be arrived at by
agreement. The hou. gentleman- has given, I think, the
strongeet reason for selecting the Albany River, and .n*
doubt, it was the reason which induced the arbitrator to
come to that conclusion. Thatreason was, that the Hudson's
Bay Company themselves had at one time agreod t'
acceptthat as a boundary of their territories on *theouth ;
aüd though it was never formally agreed ,upon by the then
high contracting parties,still the fact that the Hudson'A Bay
Company at that period made no claim Loa&y eountry furthor
south seems to mè to be a very reasona"be ground tojastify our
selection of that boundary to-day. Of course the Domiaion
inherited the title of both parties. We have suceeeed to
the French title, whatever it was, and bave possession of the
English title, whatever that was; su there need be no great
difficulty in coming to aconclusioneo far.'a we are coneerned.
That question is, however, only important as bearing upon
the western boundaries of Quebec as ettled by the Act of
1774. It is not necessary for us now, for any other purpose
that I am aware of, to ascertain where the limite of Rupert's
Land or the liudson's iBay Company's country/was 'to
be found. We carefully avoided that question in the
purchase of the North-West Territories. It will be seen by
eonsulting the correspondence on that occasion that two
distinct territories or purchases, so to speak, were contem-
plated: one, Rupert's Land, which was the Hudson's Bay
Company's property-the country, wherever it could be
found, which belonged to them,-and the North-West
territories which, it was assumed, were not conveyed to them
by the charter; and these two distinct territories were
kept in view in the arrangements withthe Imperial-o.veni
ment, for the purchase of Lhe Hudson's Bay territory. W.
puchased the North-West Territories and the rights of the
Hudson's Bay Company in Rupert's Land for one price
We did not discriminate between them; there seemed to be
no purpose to be served by so doing. We had thoir rights-
in both territories, whatever they might be. Well, that
question which had agitated the Parliament and Govern-
ment of Canada for many years was unnecessary to .h
solved, because we bought the whole country. It became
ours and there was no purpose to be served in drawing
that line, and I sce no purpose now in drawing it because,
so far as the question of the Hudson's Bay Company is
concerned, it appears they were willing themselves to fix
upon the Albany River as the boundary on tho south east.
However, the question of the boundary of Ontario muest be
settled, and it is desirable it should be disposed of at
the earliest possible moment. It cannot ho of any great
importance to Ontario to have the jurisdiction and control
over the extensive country that is now a wildernessand
that in the opinion of many persons does not contain any great
elements of wealth, certainly not as a grazing or a grain
growing country. it would probably be a burden to then
asàt is to the Dominion. If Ontario has not administrativo
powers and jurisdiction over the country it must fall to the
Dominion, and, as it is seen at present, itis of no greatadvan-
tage to the Dominion te retain control for administrative
purposes over such countries. We do not propose, I appre
bend, to establish another Province there. That might hW>
come necessary, and we know the expense of similar
Provinces since the establiahment of Confederatin. A very
diaproportionate oxpense as compared with that oftthe
government of large Provinces,e is incurrest for thevrry,
small; and I an sure that public opinion, &n far as ,Lean
understand it, does not consider it expodient teoetabuieh
new Provinces of very limited territorial eatent in future.
We had better give them a larger extent, for the costefa
administration and government wili equal that inearned for
larger territories. Moreover, IL ee no e'm for a secoa&
Province, even assuming the lai should decide that th
word northward in this cae measi adUe d north-freai.
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thedamot, ioaf the Ohio with the Misissippi, and that a
portion of lake.Superior and Prince Aithur's landing with
aMlhat sdjoiniug country be beld to þlong to the Dominion.
1l woaki be nocessary either to attach it to Mánitoba, if that
Provis* is to bo enlarged which is roported, or to Ontario,
or to establish another smati Province, smalilin population
aud likely to contlinue so for a great many years. tooking
at ifrom a Dominion stand-point, I can sec no ad rantage
in holding the country in its presont condition with any
idea that we can croate a Province, and escape the burden
of administering, its affairs with any advantage. Upon-
grSnda of economy, political expediency and -justice, it
seems neoessary to have a speedy ad judication and se ttlement
of this matter.

xr.DAWSON. With regard to what the hon. member
fbr Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas said, if Upper Canada possessed
any just claim to the enormous extent of country to the
wst and north of Lake Superior claimed for her by him,
there can be no stronger argument that the award was
wreng. In the ooncluding paragraph of bis published work
hecelaimed that the boundary of Ontario extended to the
Saskatehewan. Well, if h. was right in that contention the
arbitrators were certainly wrong. The hon. gentleman
bas stated that it was only through Orders in Couneil that
the Royal prerogative contd find expression; but I could
point to passages in bis works where he attaches as much
importance to commissions as the Attorney General for
Ontario does.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Mr. DAWSON. , In any case I consider .that the Attor-

ney-General for Ontario is as likely to be right as the bon.
member for Bothwell, and he claims that commissions to
Governors must be taken as expressions of the Royal will,
as being in fact Acts of prerogative. The hon. merber for
Halton asserted that the Albany had been at one time the
boundary chosen by the Hudson's Bay Company themselves;
but in this he was mistaken. Subsequent to the Treaty
of Utrecht the Hudson Bay Company always claimed a
large extent to the south of that. TheTreaty of Utrecht
really settled all matters between France and England as
regarded the immediate confines of Hudson's Bay at least.
As to General Alured Clark's proclamation, of which so
much was attempted to bo made, lot anyone read it and it
would be found to ho meaningless. It waa to embrace in
Upper Canada all the country known as Canada to the
south and west of the boundary lme, notwithstanding that
all of Canada to the south had fallen to the United States.
The instructiong and the commission issued to Lord
Dorchester in September, 1791, were perfoctly clear, and
General Clarke had simply made a mistake. However,
there will be ample opportuities for discussing all this,
and when the question cones up again I shall be ready to
meet all points that bave been touched upon to-night.

Mr. ROYAL. Mr. Speaker, if we refer to the numerous
documents printed as a sequence to the report of the Com-
mittee appointed by this fhouse last year; if, moreover, we
refoer to the speeches delivered on this subject, we at once
reach the solution arrived at by the Commissioners appointed
by the Government of the Dominion of Canada. This
decision, come to by the arbitrators three years after their
appointment, strikes anyone who iemof an observing turn of
mdase being almost absolutely similar with the boundaries
which the Government of Ontario had conceded a a com-
promise in its negotiations with the Government of the
_)ominion of Canada. The boundaries defined by the Com-
missioners of the Dominion of Canada 2 and suggested in the
gaial communications of the Government of Ontario to the
Goverameut ef the Dominion, are almost identical. For
that reason should we 1» careful not to accept the Commis-
sionos, décision ef rd MAgust, 1878, without exercising the
greatest caution. A second solution of the diftculty is also

to be found .in thereport of the Commissioner for Ontarioe,
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille). The western
boundary, claimed by the Province of Ontario, reaches as
far as the Rocky Mountais; in other words, Ontario, after
having been four years in the Confederation, after having
concluded a treaty with tho other Provinces with regard to
its supposed boundaries at the time of its joining the Con-
federation, cornes forward and carves a large slice out of the
North American territories, and takes auto itself a territory
seven or eight times larger than the rest of the Confederation.
A third boundary is that assigned by the Act of 1774, and
is a result of the legal discussion of the matter. Last year
we were told by the Government of Canada that the question
was to be refrred to a judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in England, because it was essentially a legal one,
and that so important a Statute should be interpret*d by
lawyers. Moruover, Mr. Speaker, there is a law in these
matters, and that law has been frequently iavolved by those
who have pretended with some show Of reason that the
question should b. deided according to law, to justice, te
common sense, and especially according to thespiritand
the letter of the Federal Treaty of 1867. It *ill not be
amiss, Mr. Speaker, to briefly examine the decision of the
arbitrators, without fully discussing this important ques-
tion of the western boundaries of Ontario. In 1871, the
two Governments of Ontario and Canada agreed to appoint
certain arbitrators to stake off the western boundary of tIe
Province of Ontario. Later on, in the following year, the
Goverment of Ontario having learnt that its Com.missioner
had received certain instructions from the Government of
Canada, asked the latter for a copy of the same instructions.
lu those instructions the Governmont of Canada dcclared
that il accepted as the western boundary of Ontario, the
interprotation of Chief Justice Sewell, in bis judgment in
the Reinhardt case, renderod 18th May, la18, accepting
without reserve the interpretation of the Court of King's
Bench at that date as to the western and northern bound-
aries of that Province. The Province of Ontario, which, at
that date already, bad encroached on that part of the domain
of Canada, immediately instructed its Comnissioner to cease
acting, and negotiations caine to an end. A short time
after, the two Goveraments agreed upon a middle course,
and it was thon decided, or rather suggested-the suggestion
was agreed to by the Government of Canada-to refer teb
solution of the difficulty to a judicial Comrnittee of the Privy
Council in England. Unfortunately the Govern ment which
succeeded to the one that had agreed to the suggestion, did
not consider it advisable te follow it. On the contrary, in
1875, a Commission composed of mon residing on this side
of the Atlantic, was instituted by the Goverument of Canada
with orders to "determine and decide " the question. You
will notice, Mr. Speaker, as indeed it has often been noticed,
that this Commission was appointed by a simple adminis-
trative act; there was no law authorizing the Government
to aet thus. The most the Government could do was te
order an investigation to be made. Novertheless, this Com-
mission was-appointed in 1875, and romained some three
years without taking any action. Suddenly, after the
Province of On tario had piled up documents upon documente,
reports on reporté, the Commissioners met ene fine day tu
listen to the pieas, and on the day following, the 3rd of
August, 1878, they rendored their decision, which wiil, for
more rosons than one, remain famed in political annals.
When IJsay that that decision is extraordi>ary, Mr. Speaker,
I am making use of a vory mild term, of a euphemism, for
that decision sets aside both historicai traditions and facto,
the rights of the Hadson's Bay Company, and the interpre-
tation of the Imperial Statute of 1774. This deocision in
extraordinary for anothor reason, and it is that the Com-
missioner# merely copied with some slight alterations
the boVndaries sugested as a compromise by the
Governmeut of ntari to that of Canada. »y
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that decision, Mr. Speaker, the Commissioners gave to rendered by them, as they had no right to draw a conven-
Ontario a territory at least equal to the one which it tional boundary, there remains, Mr. Speaker, the Statute of.
possesses to day. When, but a few moments ago. the hon. 1774, which carves a territory out of those constituting
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) was depreciating pretty formerly La Nouvelle, France, organizes it, and out of it
freely that portion of the covete f territory, it seemed to me creates the Province of Quebec. I will not, Mr. Speaker,
that 1 was hearing the employoes of the Hudson's Bay pause to relate under what circumstances the Province of
Company depreciating the company's territory. These are Quebec was divided into the Provinces of Upper and Lower
more tactics, to depreciate what one covets in order to obtain Canada. Those who know history, especially that of Lower
it more easily. We have formerly heard the hon. member Canada, know that that division was directed against a
for Algoma (Mr. Dawson), on more than one occasion, extol certain part of the population, as occurred in many o her
the importance and the richness of the country which form instances, when a division of territory took-,place. At any
the valley of the James' Bay, basing his dicta on officiai rate that Province was dividel by proclamation, in 1791,
reports. Now, the. decision of the arbitrators of the and, as Chief Justice Sewell said in 1818, the Pro-
Dominion would give to Ontario a territory-at least equal vince of Quebec was divided, and not enlarged,;
in extent to the one it possesses to-day, a rich domain that consequently the Provnce of Upper Canada should
would make of Lake Superior and James' Bay two upper be found within the limits of the old Province of
Canadian lakes. We must bear in mind that in a matter Quebec, in the samo manner as is the old Province of Lower
like this, there is some cause for surprise that the Province Canada. With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I will read
of Ontario should put forth its pretensions at so late an the judgment rendered by Chief Justice Sewell in 1818.
hour; that it should put them forth precisely 'at the time Formerly the Province of Quebec was bounded on the west
when the treasures of the North-West have been discovered; by a meridian druwn north of the confluence of the Ohio
at the precise time when political influence is about and Mississippi rivers. That boundary terminated at the
to abandon the valley of -the St. Lawrence for the vast lands which were then onsidered the southern boundary of
plains of the West. One should not seek for motives, the Hudson's Bay territory. This is what gave rise to this
but I say that the fact that that Province covets to-day, judgment: Outside of the limits that I have juat mentioned
fourteen years after the Fedoral Treaty of 1867, a part of the there was a certain unorganized territory over which the
vast territories of the West, should awaken our suspicions Act of 1803 gave Upper and Lower Canrda a concurrent
and cause us to proceed with the examination and solution jurisdiction. Reinhardt, during the troubles that took place
of the difficulty with the greatest possible prudence. between the North-West Company and the Hadson's Bay
The second boundary is the one referred to by the hon. Company with regard to the free trade, had been guilty of
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and in this regard I murder; this murder had been committed at a place called
will say that the hon. member for Bothwell was the only "Les Dalles." Reinhardt's lawyers raised for the first time
one who showed himself to be logical during the discussion the question of jurisdiction; they maintained that the
of that important question. fie said: "If by virtue of Lord prisoner was accused of a fact that had takon place, with
Dorchester's proclamation, to divide the old Province of admission of the accusers themselves, in a place situated
Quebec into Upper and Lower Canada, the Province of outside of Lower Canada, this territory being in Upper
Lower Canada is composed of that part of the Province of Canada, and, consequently, did not fall under the jurisdic.
Quebec situated north-east of the region of Lake Temis- tion of the Courts of Lower Canada. flere is the judgment
camingue, and if the Province of Upper Canada is composed of Chief Justice Sewell, who is looked upon rightly as one
of all the country that constituted the old Province of of the greatest legists that we have ever had in Upper or
Quebec, to the west of the same boundary, I am perfectly in Lower Canada:
the right-when I claim the Rocky.Mountains as a boundary IlThe Court are most distinctly of opinion, on referring both to the
for Ontario." Now, as there is more than one French Act of 1779 and that of 1774, that the argument of the defense must fail.
traveller who states that at that time France possessed and What was the object of each Act? Amongst others that of 1774 was to

clai med the territory, not only as far as the Rocky Mountains, enlarge the Province of Quebec, which had been created in 1763. That
of 1791 was to separate or divide the Province of Quebec into two Pro-

but as far as the Pacitic, I do not see why, ifthe hon. member vinces, to be denominated Upper and Lower Canada, and make each
can go as far as the Rocky Mountains, he should not push respectively independent of the other by giving a Legislature ,to each
on as far as the Pacific. He would then have been as logical respective y, but still retaining between or wthn the two Provinces the

as it is possible to be ; nevertheless, it is to be regretted that same extent of country, the same space as the one Province contained."

this pretension, which I admit to be logical, if one acceptî I will draw the attention of the House to this point. Tco
the premises of the hon. member, should be thrust forward question is this: Had the Act of 1791 the object of
so late; eipecially after Canada has paid a million and a half increasing the former limits of the Province of Quebec, or of
for- certain rights which the Hudson's Bay Company had merely dividing it into two Provinces ?
over the same territories ; especially after a Province las been IlWhat is the Act? 'What is its object, its avowed object? To repeal
created out of these territories; after a district las been organ- certain parts of the Act of 1774; and what is the part repealed ? t is
ized; after we have concluded five treaties with the Indians ; that part of it which gives authority to the Conneil of the Province of
especially after the enormous expenses which Canada has Quebec; and-what is the reason assiged for so doing? Why, 'hat His

Majesty had signified it to be his royal will and pleasure to divide his
incuirred to organize these.terri tories. It is to be regretted>Province of Quebec To assert that he intended by this that the limits
I repeat it, that this pretension should be thrust forward at of the Province should be extended by the separation appears to me
so late an hour, and I can fully understand that the Pro. repugnant to the plainest of common sense, and, therefore, 1 cannot

vince of On1tar io, which, moie than any other in the consentto it. Theshorthstoryothe Acto 1791is brieflythis: The Ring
y signifies ta Parliameut his royal intention of dividing his Province of

Dominion of Canada, watches the development of the Quebec, and he cals on the Legislature to provide for this alteration by
North-West, should have asked so much, in order to have granting an Act adapted to the change. The Legislature ass an Act

at least the Lake of the Woods as its boundary. Well, Mr. proiding for the due goveramentof tre two Provincesn under the
Speaker, this boundlary cf the Lakeo f the Woods cannot anthority of this A et, and the Royal Proclamation, the Province of Quebec

was accordingly divided, the Royal Proclamation being an exercise of
hold good, neither in the face of history nor in that of the sovereign authority. His Majesty in that Act, by and with the consent
rights possessed and. exercised by the Hudson's Bay Com- of his Privy Council, declared what should be the line of separation

the v tbetween Upper and Lower Canada, and how much of.the former Province
pany in the valley of the Red River, on the valley at Lake Quebec sll belong to the one, and how much to the other, The
Winnipeg, and on certain portions of Hudson's Bay. If, object of the Act, and the object of the Royal Proclamation are so clearly
now we set aside this pretension, extraordinary, to say the expressed that we cannot for a moment doubt upon the subject. What
least cf iL; if we likewise set aside the decision renderedsays the Act? HIis Majesty having been pleased to sigify his royal will

and pleasure to separate and divide the Province of Qnebec. What
by the arbitration in 1878, which decision was illegaly says the Proclamation? Why, the very sarne words. To divide the

.Mr, BoyAL.
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Pxovince of Quebec, not to add to it, any more than to take were discussng a few days ago what was jusily called, I
away from it. Therefore, Upper Canada, in the urview, could think, the crowning of the Federal structure. We haveinclude only that part of the Province so divided as was not
contained in Lower Canada; but it could not extend beyond these found the means of uniting the two oceans by a hne of rail-
limits which constituted the Province of Quebec, otherwise it would way destined to overcome the natural obstacles tiat, in the
certainly have been an. Act to enlarge, rather than an Act to o
divide. In delivering this opinion I am speaking our unanimous opinion f the opporents of Confederation, formed an insur-
sentiment, for we have consulted our brother Perrault upon mountable difficulty in the way of buildimg up the Federal
the subject, and he clearly concurs with us. According to structure. The Canadian Confederation will be consum-
our understanding of the Act and the Royal Proclamation, we are bound mated by this gigantie undertaking. Now the territorial
to say that we consider the argument of the gentlemen concerned for the
prisoner, though presented with great ability and ingenuity, must fait, pretensions of Ontario a-e necessarily calculated to re-open
because the western boundary of the Province of Upper Canada is a line the whole question. AIL will have to be begun over again,drawn due north from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers should the Parliament of Canada accept the de isions of the
tili it strikes the boundary territory line of Hudson's Bay.

tThe question of fact will remal with the Jusnt'is they who are to Commissioners rendered the third day of August, 1878, as
say whether this place, the Dalles, is or is not to th e west of the line which the extravagant conclu.sions of the member for Bothwell.
we now declare to be the western boundary of His Majesty's Province of Ontario came in o Confederation^ with superior population
Upper Canada. If they are.of opinion that it is within, or to the east of and wealth; its terri'ory was known; the Quebec Actthis western line, then it is i the Province of Upper Canada, and not . . . I
within our jurisdiction ; but if they are of opinion that it is to the west of definel its limit, and a- judgment of the
this line, then I am giving you our unanimous opinion when I declare King's Bench interpreted this Imperial law, taking away
that the Dallep are in the Indian Territory, and not within the limits of even the possibility of a doubt. Is it reasonable to supposethe Province of Upper or Lower Canada, but clearly within the jurisdic-
tion of this Court, by the Act of the forty-third of the King Chapter 138, for a moment that the Province i of Lower Canada, New
whfch extends our power to 'the trial and punishment of persons Brunswick and Nova Scotia, who were. already very
-guilty of offences within certain parts of North America.'" reluctant to cast their lot with a Province stronger and
Such is the judgment of the Court, a judgment that bas more powerful than either of them-is it reasonable, I say,
established the jurisprudence upon the point, and which to suppose that Confederation would have been possible if
was quoted later in other trials for offences committed in the other Provinces had for a moment imagined that Upper
the same territory. In 1803, as the hon. member for Canada would repudiate its western boundary as it was
Algoma (4r. Dawson) remarked this afternoon, one Mowat then defined, in order to set it 400 miles farther back ? Sir
was brought to Montreal; he was accused of a misdemeanor John A. Macdonald declared in 18 5, and later this principle
committed in the country situated to the west of Lake was solemnly affirmed in the first resolution of the Quebec
Superior. This person was accused of manslaughter. He Conference, that the Confedeiation was a treaty of which
was brought before the Courts, found guilty, and underwent all the details were weighed and discussed at length. By
his sentence. Later, in 1818, there were two trials, one at claiming a territory of more than 50,000,000 acres to the
Three Rivers, I think, Reinhardt's trial-the other the westward, Ontario is breaking the Federal pact, and is
trial of MeLellan, accused of murder likowise comnitted in trampling under fot the letter and the spirit of the
the above-mentioned territory. Tho question of jurisdiation Constitution. This is a dark spot on our horizon ; it is the
was not raised this time; this . question was raised at storm whereof we hear the fi st mutterrngs. Already
Reinhardt's trial. MeLellan, who was tried some months public opinion is growing ardent and threatens to set fire to
later, was acquitted. Later, in Upper Canada,. Brown, everything, if, as the hon. member for Halton said a
accused of the murder of Gavernor Semple, was brought to moment ago, the Government do not soon see to it, by
York, now Toronto, and there the question was raised in contiding the solution of the difficulty to a tribunal who
an incidental manner; that did not, however, prevent the will render a judgment which cannot be suspected by any
Court from taking cognizance of the indictment, proceeding one, and which will forever settle the dispute in the interest
with thé proof and going on with the trial, which ended by of. the Confederation of the Provinces of British North
both prisoners being set at liberty. It is not my intention America.
to examine this question exhaustively. That would require
much more time and especially much more attention than
the House is generally disposed to grant to speeches and
questions as dry as this one. However, I think that I have
said enough on the subject in order to show the importance
of proceeding with wisdom and prudence in the settlement
of this.question. The Canadian Government bas stated on
several occasions that this is essentially a legal
question; it is a question of interprpgtation of
Statutes; it is a question that has often been docided
by the highest tribunals of the country, and we
should respect this jurisprudence. We should not set aside
the series of official acts that are conformable to this juris-
prudenceg There is another question intimately connected
with the discussion that is now occupying our attention, I
mean the political question. Let us always remember that
the Confederation Act was essentially a treaty between the
different Provinceq. Each Province entered into Confeder-
ation . with a known population, with well defined limits,
knowing full well in what sphere its energies, its influence
and its rights were to be exercised. It was in 1867 that
Lower and Upper Canada, in order to obviate a crisis that
was threatening to render all government impossible, deter-
mined to try Confederation. If at that time the Provinces
of Lower Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia had
perceived that one of these Provinces was, a' thQ end of ten
years, to ask for an increase of territory twice or three ti mes
as large as these Provinces, I would like to know whether
the Act of Confederation wéuld have been possible. We

112

CANADIAN CATTLE IN ENGLAND.

Mr. WRIGHT. I rise to ask a question relating to a
matter of great pnblic interest. It is stated that an Order in
Council was passed in England, directing that al[ Cariadian
cattle shall be slaughtered, after arrival, in any English
port. As this is a matter of the greatest publie interest,
and is connected with a great and constantly increasing trade,
I would like to ask the Minister of Agriculture whether he
has received any offoieal information or any information
with regard to this subject.

Mr. POPE fCompton). I will say, in reply to my hon.
friend, that I saw in newspapers that such was the case. I
also received private letters in bands of individuals, stating
that an Order in Council of this kind would go into effect a
week ago. I imnediately telegraphed to Sir Alexander Gait,
and the answer was that there was no such Order in Council,
nor was any such Order contemplated, or any change in
the manner of receiving shipmeats of cattle.

IMPORTS OF IRON AND STEL.
Mr. JONES moved for a roturn of the quantity of iron~

and steel imported into Ontario, Quebec, Halifax and New
Brunswick, distinguishing the quantities of bar iron or
steel, round or square, sheet iron or sheet steel, ho3p iron
or steel, during the last financial year.

Motion agreed to.

1881.
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EXPORT OF SILVER ORE.
Mr. JONES moyed for a return of the number of tons of

silver ore exported from Ontario, during the past five finan-
cial years.

Motion agreed to.

DEPOSITS IN GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKS.

Mr. JONES moved for a return of the number of
depositors in the Government Savings Bank of sums under
10 during the last financial year. He said: My object in

making this motion is to draw the attention of the Post
Office Department and of the Government to a system which
bas boen adopted in England with yery great success. The
deposits in the Government Saving Banks in Great Britain,
as hon. gentlemen are doubtless aware, were limited to a
minimum of one shilling sterling, but this amount was found
to be too large for the poor classes whose pennies and
halfpennies instead of being saved wore too frequently
spent in gin and whiskey. A scheme was inaugurated by
which forms were provided having twelve divisions, into
each of which a penny postage stamp could be placed,
and when these forme were filled they were received
as deposits in, the Post Office Savings Banks The
plan was brought into operation on the l3th September,
in ten counties situated in different parts of the United
Kingdom, and during the seven weeks it has been in opera
tion the success obtained has been so marked that it has
now been decided to extend it to the entire country. This
decision will take effect on Monday the 15th November. On
and after tbat day, at every post office in the United King-
dom, forma for the making of small depobits in post office
savings banks will be issued gratuitously. Each of these
forms, which are about the size of an ordinary check, will
have twelve divisions, in each of which a penny postage
stamp can be placed. When a form has thus been filled
witb twelve stamps it will be received at any post office at
which there is a savings bank as a deposit of a shilling.
During the seven weeks that the experiment has been in
operation more than 14,000 of these forme have been
recoived, and more than 7,000 new accounts have been
opened through their agency. As the selected counties
contain less than one-tenth of the entire population
of the country it may be fairly assumed that if the
plan had been applied in the first instance to the whole
country, it would, during the period referred to, have led to
the opening of more than 70,00V new accounts. The
forme after being received at the local poet offices, are
transmitted to the general post office; they have come to
hand in remarkable good order, most ofthem presenting the
appearance of perfect newness, and it has not been necessary
in a single instance to return any of the forme on account
of their being damaged or defaced. I am of opinion that a
system based upon that which las been so successful in Great
Britain would be a boon to the poorer classes in this country,
though fortunately they are -not so numerous as in the old
country, a ca. d might be used having say ten or twelve
divisions into each of which a three cent stamp could be put
and when the card is filled it might be taken as a deposit
for the amount it represents. My attention was drawn to
this subject by a gentleman in Toronto, who takes a groat
interest in all matters for the benefit of the poor, and 1
tberefore thought it desirable to bring the matter before the
Government and the House.

Mr. MoCUAIG. I have received a communication from
an EngLishman; Mr. H. J. Love, on the subject of the sums
charged for the transmission of money orders from this
country to England. He complains that we discriminate
against England in this matter, as while it only costs ten
cents to transmit say $10 to the UnitedStates, twenty cents
is charged for the transmission of that Bum to England,

Mr. JoNEs.

With regard to the motion before the Houee, I eanot
agree with my hon. friend from Leeds (&frJones), because
our circumstances are quite different from those urlich
prevail i England. Our population is not so-dese, ar
laborers -are as a class better paid, so that I think a
minimum deposit of 81 is none too high.

Mr. PLUMB. I think we are indebted to the hon. mem-
ber for Leeds (Mr. Jones) for bringing this matter before
the House. This system of taking small deposits, I think;
was due to Mr. Fawcett, the present Postmaster aeneral.
It is a thing we ought to take into consideration and which
we might imitate. I do not quite agree with theb hn. mem-
ber from Prince Edward ( M r. McCuaig) that it would entail
a large êxpense and give great trouble, and for that reason
it ought not to be considered by the Government. I think
anything that accommodatesthe people and encourages them
to make deposits, no matter how small,' should be seduously
enouraged by the Government. There is no question that
the limit of the deposit may prevent the accumulation of
sufficient money to make the deposit which is required, but
this difficulty is obviated by the system of making small
deposits by means of postage stamps upon card,
as in England. The sum accumulated might
be or might not be less thaï $1, but the system
of cards for the sums deposited in that way is really
a great improvement, and it is to this, I have no doubt,
that my hon. friend desires to call the attention of the
House. The deposit need not be paid until the cardis filled
by a certain number of stamps and those card be trans-
mitted, so that all who wish to make small savings 'May
avail themselves of the Government plan without receiving
checks. It makes no difference after all how amall the sam
is. The suggestion of my hon. friend struck me when I
first saw it as being one of renarkable ingenuity and likely
to prove most salutary in its operation. I think it should
meet with the consideration of the Government. I do not
suppose it would be of great .benefit to the. public finances,
but it would be of great benefit to the classes that should
be encouraged by every possible means to habits of thrift
and economy.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I will only add to what has just
been said by my hon. friend for Niagara (Mr. Plumb)
that so far as the Government is concerned every means
that will induce the people te economize even very emall
sums of money, will be encouraged by the Post Office
Department, provided the cost to the country will not be
such as to make the scheme too expensive. This new seheme
may require a good many entries and a good deal of labor
on the part of the officers of the Department, and therefore
may prevent its being extended throughout the country.
Nevertheless, the minimum amount now receivid in the
post offices might be reduced ; at all events it is a matter
that has not escaped the attention of the officers of the
department. I am glad my hon. friend from Leds has
called the attention of the Government to this matter, and I
eau assure him that it will not be lost sight of.

Motion agreed to.

THE CASE OF J. B. IAGER.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) moved for statement in
detail of the amounts which have been paid to J. B. Eager,
late Clerk in the Hamilton Post Office, since the date of bis
superannuation; copies of alil correspondence;, ertifieates,
etc,, with the Postmaster-General or the Post Ofee Depart-
ment, in reference te the superannuation of the sad J. B.
Eager, and the cause of said superannuation. . Bid:-
I make this motion bossuse of the gentleman nanfed in it,
after being a clerk in Hamilt3n Post Ofee for some .year,
was superannuated by the late Govenment, ami ahi "peer-
ianuaton arounts to within 44 on‡s oft9000a year. Xie
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saaryfor the three years previonswas something over
$I,100 a year. I am told that in a course of a few days
after he was superannuated, he applied for and got a situa-
tio-in one ofthe insurance com nies in Hamilton, where
hie lary was $1000 a year. ewas quite able to attend
to hiis daty as an agent of that Insurance Company, but he
was notable, apparently, to attend to hie duties as a clerk
iu Hamilton [ost Offe. Now, that matter bas been
discussed agood deal in the city of Hamilton, it bas become
a scai>da4there, and I think it is high time that notice
hould ho brought té the Government of the state of the

case. Thus gentleman is, to all intenta and purposes,
enjoying as good health as men ordinarily. I have the

esure ofseeming him every day when I am at home, and
attends to hie duties religiously and le quite able of

attending o them properly. While receiving$1,000 salary
he ia at the same time a pensionor of thi Dominion for 'a
sum equal to 50 per cent. of that besides. I move for theue
papers with the view of showing that, in the first place, as
I am told, the superannuation was granted on the represen-
tation made to the Government of the day, by gentlemen
who really muet have known the state the man was in.
Re was not in the state represeuted to the Governmont and
whieh induced the Government to superannuate him. I,
therefore, hope the Government will bring down the papers,
and will, if. Mr. Eager is able to attend to. hie duties, ask
him to go back into the Post Office.

Sir REIIA RD J. CARTWRIGHT. I cannot chargo my
-memory with the facts relating to Mr. Eager'r superannua-
tion, although I think the papers wiH show that the late
Government acted in this matter upon medical certificates,
showing Mr. Rager to haye been apparently in a very bad
state of health beiore he was superannuated. But if the
facts be as represented, and as I have no doubt the hon.
member believes, the Government, if I recollect aright,
under the terms of the Superannuation Act, have it in their
power to remedy any wrong that may have bn com-
mitted; because I think they can require Mr. Bager t'
resume service at any time, either in the Department from
which be was superannuated, or any other Dopartment of*
the GovernMnent.

Motion agreed te.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC.

Mr. MILLS, in moving for a return showing the number
of passengers who travelled on each of the railways .of
Canada for the year 1880; the number who might have
been carried, had the accommodation afforded beeri fully
occupied; the number of tous of freight carried;. the
number of tons which might have been carried with
existing rolling stock, said : The reason I make this motion
je to ascertain to what extent the rolling stock of the rail-
way companies in the cduntry would be available for
increased travel and trafie, and to what extent the increased
travel and traltie would be accommodated. Trom informa-
tion afforded by the different railway companies i England
and Seotland, we know that a diminution' of charges is
accompanied by a corresponding increase of travet and
traffim-that, in fact, the rule which has been found to hold
good in regard to the Post Office Department holde equally
god in regard to these railway. I have no doubt that the
emme rule- would prevail in this country, and that the
railway eompanids would actually lose nothing by a
change. The information collected by Mr. Gait and
otherm Who have given special attention to this subject
in England shows that a diminution of charges bas
not a€feted dividende, as the companies would not
apply a raie that wouid be disadvantageous to themselves
and a publie, and my own impression is that a very.
codderable dimàimtioin in railway charges might be made
ix thyi tountryi*thout uimately impatring the dividends

which the companies are able to declar, On the contrary,
I think it would in the end efeot ani inerease'in the divi-
deuds as eaH as a very great advantage to the country.
With the object of obtining information on this point I
put the motion in your hands.

Mr. PLUMB. I differ considerably from the hon. gentle-
man in his views about railways. I am not aware that the
railway companies In this country are paying snob dividends
on their capital stock that they could very well afford to
reduce their charges. It is news to me that any raitway
company in Canada is paying a dividend on ite stock at al1,
and IL cannot see how any railway company can make a
return of the possible business they might have done, or
the number of tons of freight, or the number of passengers
they might have carried under possible contingencies I
regret to see, as I think I bave seen, a disposition
to attack the corporate interests of Canada. I
regret to see it because I believe capital is exceed-
ingly timid, and anything that looks like a diseosition
to meddle unduly with vested interests will alarm capitalists,
whereas we ought in every possible way to show capital
that it is secure in coming here, and taking up our projects
for the improvement of the country, especially by means of
railways. The whole history of railway investment in
Canada ha been one of disaster. Itis true it has been urged
that there have been in many cases imprudencies in the letting
of contracts, and losses in the capital that ought not to oceur.
IBut there are enterprises in which there are no such losses.
I do not think anyone can pretend that the Great Western
Railway, or many of the railwzays incorporated by the
Ontario Government, have squandered their capital. But
I have failed to see any ofthem paya dividend. In fact, the
history of railways in Canada from beginning to end is one
of disaster, and 1 do not think it is desirable thatthe Govern-
ment should interfere in the way suggested by my hon. friend;
for this return amounts to nothing if it is not intended te lead
to some sort of legislation. Up to the prerent we need not
be guided by English precedents. but we can afford to let
railways bo governed, in their business b the same rule
that governs other businesses. They will o business at the
lowest rate they can afford, because they know, as weil as
my hon. friend that the lowest fares bring the most business.
They are compelled to take rate for the purpose of meeting
competition which would not otherwise he remunerative;
but when a railway is there with its plaut, business must be
kept going at any price. I see great objection to this ten
dency to meddle in railway legislation, and to interfere with
legitimate business carried on in a legitimate way. This is a
proposition made whicb looks toward the undue hampoi ing
of capital. No railway can teit us what ite possible amountof
business will be under certain eircumstances. My hon.
friend may know of Mome mi sterious method of getting at
the information he seeks, but whon got it will not be worth
the paper it is written on. I could not allow such a motion
to be made, accomnpanied by the rernarks of my hon. friend,
withont entering my protest againt it.

Mr. JONES. I can agree with a great deal that has been
said by the hon. member for Niagara, but I do think that
many of the railways in this country discriminate very
unjustly between different points, perbaps not so much in
charges for passage money as for freight. On this subject I
will read a letter 1 received to-night from a clergyman of
the Presbyterian Church in Manitoba, a gentleman whom I
know very well, and who is a missionary out there. In this
letter he points ont the imposition practised on immigrants.
The letter is as follows:-

I promised to write you oioernIrg the freights into the country,
ad h.ve deaoe hM as obe abl b gir. yn rou£gr asend waato

mud m ea cpy of the raalway tarif., fre inetmealand pointe weut te
wnnipeg, but it bas not raehed me; at aU events, lot me just in aword
pomt out »Mftacts."
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"The distance from Montreal to Winnipeg via Ohicaga, is 1,711
miles; Montreal to Chicago, 850 miles; Chicago to St Paul, 409 miles;
St. Paul to St. Vincent, 390 miles; St. Vincent to Winnipeg, 62 miles."

"In round numbers, freight from Montreal to Chicago, 70 cents per
100 lb..; Chicago to St. Paul, 70 cents per 100 lbs..; St. Paul to St.
Vincent, 140 cents per 100 lb. ; St, Vincent to Winnipeg, 25 cents per
100 Ibo. These are not the exact figures, but they are very near, and
represent the proportions. That is, the Grand Trunk carry double the
distance for the same money as the Chicago and St. Paul Railroad, and
the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba charges four times Grand Trunk
rates; nor is this aIl-mo priva te person can tell what he will have to
pay in extras when bis goods arrive at Winnipeg. A man may make
whatever bargain he pleases in Ontario, and get it in writing; when he
comes to seek bis goods here, every other immigrant on an average bas
to pay ex ras, and can get no explanation or satisfaction. These extra
charges vary from $2 in every 100 lbs., up to $10b per car load. These
over-charges are very discouraging to immigrants, and should be the
subject of Government enquiry, they are doing great harm to the
country, and are nothing less than frauds. The agent at St. Boniface
told me they are regularly put upon. The people and immigrants have
neither the time nor the money to contest them. Suppose a traveller
counes by the lake to Duluth, rates can be bad as follows :-Toronto o
Duluth, vid Collingwood, 933 miles, freight, 15c. to 30c. per 100 lbs, ;
Duluth to Glyndon, 250 miles, 50c. per 100 Ibo.; Glyndon to St. Vin-
cent, 154 miles, $1 per 100 lbz."

Of course, the country is but partially settled, and freights
must consequently be right, but what I complain of' is that
when the immigrants get there, they are imposed on by
somebody. It may not be the railway, but the railway
officials; and a man who Mants to get eut to his farm
cannot stay over five or six days to contest an imposition
of $5 or $6. 1 wih I bad this letter- a week ago, and I
would have said something on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way question, on which I did not speak. Had I this
letter, I would cortainly hate spoken about it. lt is just
in time to prevent the immigrants going into that country
being imposed on by officials, for I do not think it
is possible the railway companies imposed on them,
though, of course, they will get ail the freight they can
make their roads pay. The writer continues :

" You can bring freight from Toronto to Glyndon, a distance of over
1,200 miles, for 65c. to 85c. per 100 lbs., while for the next 154 miles over
the St. Paul ruad,.you pay $1-not a cent less for any kind of freight, or
eight times the rate of the rest e.f the route. When I came through I
arranged for the freight on two parcels at Toronto to be delivered at St.
Boniface for $1.80 per 100 lbs. When they arrived here there was an
overcharge of $15.96 on 500 lbs., or *3.19 per ILt0 lbs. No explanation ;
pay or do without your things. The Rev. J. Lawdon, Rapid City, had a
cutter sent from Toronto by Prettie's party. The freight paid there was 112.
The receipt read, "freight on cutter 12, paid." He had to pay $39 extra
charge. The Rev. J. Hewitt came to Portage la Prairie last August.
He had four cases of household goods. The extra charge 'was *40-no
explanation. I could go on multiplying almost indefiriitely. I wrote to
all the companies and all bave replied a' d refunded but the St. Paul and
Manitoba road, they give no redress. The conduct of this road towaras
this country bas been such in the fact that you can easily imagine the
feelings of the people towards the Syndicate, and nothing but the great
anxiety to get a road soon through our own country could keep them
quiet concerning the monopoly for a time given to the Company. In
the interests of the country there should be an immigration office
at Wencipeg, or other suitable point on the roàd, with power to
investigate all complaints and guard the interests of the people.
We have the making of a fine country here, and I hope in a
few years we will be able to look better to our own interestp.
It will take time and capital to develop the resources we bave.
There is another point in which there miglht be great improvement,
namely, the homestead duties. Many persons have taken up'land under
the Act which compels residence and cultivation. tihere are many, too
many, who make no attempt at either. They are simply holding the
lands for others, Would it not be well for the Government to demand
residence with>the cultivation of a certain number of acres per anuum;
say two to five to be broken and cultivated each year, and appoint
an inspector of homesteads for each land office. Goud men could
easily be obtained; in fact, if theGovernmentcould get no others, some
missionaries might be found willing to act."

I think that is a most important letter, and with regard to
those ruinous freights, I think some means ought to be
taken to prevent immigrants into the North-West being
imposed upon by the railroad officials;· for I scarcely think
the roads themselves would endeavour to make such
enormous overcharges as one mentioned in this letter.

Sir RICHARD J. CAITWRIGHT. You had better send
that, letter to the Sonate. It is not too late to do them
0 me god.

Mir. JoNES

Mr. JONES. -It las gone to the press, and I hpe- the
Senate will take cognizance of it.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not see how we can give all the
information the mover wants. An order showing the
number of passengers who travelled on the railways of
Canada for 1880 might be given; but as to the number
who might bave been carried had the accommodation
afforded been fully occupied; the bon. gentleman must see
this inform'ation is not possible. Where would-we put the
cars-at what stations, with a view to all this information?
The number of tons of freight that might have been cAfried
suggests the question-where was the rolling stock? While
disposed to give all the information possible, these ques-
tions cannot be easily answered, because we cannot only
say where at certain times the rolling stock was found,
or what freight or passengers might have been offered at
any particular points. If the hon. gentleman drops the two
very difficult parts of his mnotion, we will try to cmply
with the remainder.

Mr. BLAKE. I do fnot think there is the difficulty. in
dealing with the whole of the motion imagined by the hon.
gentleman opposite. I have seen returns which seemed to
me to implement the reasonable meaning of the motion. I
will suppose what my hon. friend means is this: take any
one railroad company, it bas carried some tons.of freight
and so many thousand passengers a mile. Now, what is the
average number of passengers to a car and tons of freight
carried ? For instance, you .find as the general results in
regard to a great many railways in the United States, that
not more than thirty passengers are carried on an average
in their passenger car, which, if full, would carry sixty or
sixty-five. As a general result on the freight cars of the
old small capacity of ten tons, more than six or seven tons
are carried. So the company is able to say what the
average amount of paying freight is per freight car, and
what is the averago num ber of passengers to eaeh passenger
car in use. It is not a question as to the whole rolling
stock a company may have possessed at a particular date
at any particular place, but as to how much they were
actually using from yeur to year to do such an amount of
business, compared with what amount they might bave
done if it bad been used to its full capacity.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I understand that, but do not sec the
object of the parts of the motion to which I have objected.
For instance, there is a passenger car which, instead of
carrying sixty passengers, bas only carried twenty. Well,
you cannot take the rolling stock of a whole company and
always fll the cars, with the exact number of passengers,
or amount of freight they can carry. Therefore, I do not
see the object of this motion, though I could see the object
of asking the amount of the rolling stock owned by a
company and the amount of work done by it.

Mr. MILLS. I spoke to the Minister of Railways when
I put the motion on the paper, and he told me he would do
bis best to facilitate the acquisition of the railway. Hfe not
only made no objection to the motion, but on the contrary
showed he was quite ready to endeavor to obtain for me
that information which, from my point of view, is valuable.
Our railway statistical returns are perhaps more scanty
than anyothers I am acquainted with. If the bon. gentle-
men opposite would consult the railway returns
from Ohio and Massachusetts, he would find that
a great deal of this information, if it is not given
every year, is frequently given, and . there can be
no difficulty such as the hon. gentleman suggests,
because if you bave a train running, say with five passenger
coaches, and fifty passengers on the train, the company can
have no difficulty in stating how many more they can carry.
And so with regard to freight traffic; I think this
information would be valuable. 1 mentioned the case the
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other day with regard to certain railways in Scotland.
There were two railway companies running between
Greenock and Edî"à4 fLkeyTan in 2d u pettiion for a
year gand a haf, pd ,hobrates were reduced to one-
eightfe of *hat 4 tbey re bore, there was scarcely any
appreciabl-,sadutis ai 4te dividends oe-in theamomst
received by the companies. Now, until we have the
information which I ask for in this motion, we coâld not
take the firtotepin the conideration of the question ofthe
reduction of freigits. I do not say we ought to decrease
rate.l?---de noti di" ss that question iow, but I iay
that the House should have aIl eccesary infornation on
th# satijettIf an bon. member should dhoose to biîng it-
beferethe House. We-could ot enter into a discussion of
that. sibjeot with the imperfect -knowledge which our'
railway oompanies àfford ts in the returne they make.
I think the whole system ef our railway returns ougbt to
receive "the careful consideration of the Minister, and that
we should have mene complete information with regard to
the internal trade of the country t han we do at present.
. M. WHITE (Cardwell). I think the hon. gentleman

wiJl se. that if he could get the information whiuh he
wants, it would be exceedingly misleading to the public
and, therefore, not valuable for the object ho has in view.
The peculiarity of our railway freight taaffic is that there are
certain seasons of the year, as for instance, when the erops
have to be moved, whon the roiling stock of the railway
companies i. more than fully occupied for probably three
or four months of the year, and when every train, -and
especially those which are eastward bound, and come over
the ine to the points of ocean shipment, are all fah. Then
there are other peiods of the year, and perhaps large
period;, when there ls no snoh traffle. The effect of the
fig ns which my hon. friend wants would be this, that
taking the year all round, it would appear that the rolling*
stock of the companies would not be fully oceupied-their
cars would not be entirely filled, and the consequence of
that would be the creation of an impression in the country,
that if the rates were only reduced, there would be a larger
amount of traffic, and the companies would realize that
much more, when in reality the effoot was due to another
circumstance, namely, that during a certain period of the
yeur, their rolHng stock waa more than employed,
while at other seasons there was nothing like
so large a quantity of freight to be moved.
The effect, therefore, of the figures, if brought down in the
bald manner in which they are asked for in the motion of my
hon. friend, would be to mislead the public mind on this
question, and any arguments based upon them would therefore
be fallac:ous. There is another thing to be borne in mind.
A s I understand, what theb hon. gentleman desires tg4et by
this motion is the amount of freigbt actually carried on
partieular trains partially filled, and how -mueh such trains
could have carried. That, as I understand it, is what the
hon.gentleman asks; but I do not think that is quite what
he asks for in bis motion, because bie asks for the capacity of
the.:toptaniiese, having regard to the rolling stock they have
altogether, a nd the amount which is actually engaged in
carrying tradfie. The digieulty in the way of getting such
information is lths: that mnder the present systen our
ralways, the Grand Trunk, the Great Western, the Interco
lonial and other ronds are perpetally interchanging their
cars, and the question of how much they corrld do with the
cara theyve woul4 depend entirely on the control they
have overthose cas, and thioseears fof a large portion of the
tine re entirely beyond their controi, they are -under the
control of other companies over whose Iines they pass and
with wih the elMnpanies owniag them have businees
relaions 8 thMat it woold ,be wtterby impossible in
that asee t-get anytttng like a tatement whieh.
WeA libe- an- .seeTrate, eoe. So with regard tg the
PassgrtuaAo. -The hn. gentleman :maêt know
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that theitwrno his motion wonld not, if it was interal
aeoordano. with the terms ofrh. notion, give bimthe
information he seeks as to theo capacity of Ltecompani.g as
toroIligstck. he ime princile applies wifh retrd
tothe llingstook ofpassenger traioâl so tha off it.
Thr ar e dds~in .periodè hen the rolling stock i ampl
owcupied, and.there are other periods when it isnot so wel
occupi4, and when in ithe nature of th>e busisn«s of this
noqntry it cannot be so weU occupied S ha'ig rega
tothese facts in onnection with our railway triflce,itoeems
to ne lha the information the hon. gentlemah seeks to
obtain would not hef any real value, even if the ralw.y
comipans wer williag to-o to the enormous labor Whihb
would b.einVolved in attaining it; in fact, so far from being
valuable, it would be entirely misleading to thei public min
and migit load t the'advocacy of a particular ine of rail-
way policy whioh bad no justificatiçn in oxisting condi on
!of our ailway tr mic.

Mr. MILLS. The les we ýknow the more "we know.
Mr. WHyITE. lot by any neans. We have raow

two or three importaht sources of intbraintion. We
have the reports made to eth shareholders of'tbe
different railway companies; '#e have lu these the
number of passengers they carry and the ieflege ; w.
have the extent of their rolling stock, the freight they
carry, and the prices ner ton, per mile, at which it is
earried-in fact, al' the information which the hon. gettle-
man expects to obtain; except the particular anstysim 6f this
information which theb on. g6nt1ema anow asks for. We
have this further fact, and it is an important on, in relation
to the redaction of freights. As my hon. iriend from
Niagara (Mr. Plumb) pointed out, with all the enormous
inerease of business in this count+ry, our great trunk lino
has not been able yet to pay a dividend, even on all its
preference stock and certainly not on its ordinary stock,
and, until it does it would ill becone the Government or
the Parliament of this country to interfere with its
management.

Motion negatived.

THE CLAIM OF THEOTIME BLANCH.IRD.

Mr. ANGLIN moved fer ail correspondence relating to
the élaim of Theotime Blantchard, late laspector of Weights
and Measures for the oounties of Gloucester and Restigouche,
N.B.. for the payment to him of the portion of bis salary
wiihbeld as his contribution tu the Superannuation Fund,
He said: The House will probably remember the change
made by legisilation in the mode of inspection, and in the
staff of inspectora; and the question was raised in this
House with respect to refun4ing the amount of money
withheld ont of the salaries ofthese odicers, in order to pay
their contributions to the Superannuation Fund. The
Department seemed at firet ldisposed to refond any surm,
the defence set up being that they had net been digplaced
or removed, but legielated out of existence. A membor of
the Government, and somne hon. members, held the
opinion that because those officers were not removed
in the ordinary course they ad no claim even
to have any ameunt oontributed by them refunded.
The opinion of the ,ouse was, however, so strong
that the then Minister of Inland Revenue conseiated that the
money should be refunded. That was done in several cases;
but in other cases it had been refused. I aak the attention
of the House to one case, the facts of which I am personally
cognizant of. In my own county, Mr. Blanchard, who at
the time was a member of the Local Legislature, was
appointed inspector. He held office until he was legislated
out of existence. During that time a certain portion of his
salary was withbeld on every'quarter-day by the Depart-
ment, under ýhe authority of the Superannuation Act,
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for the purpose of creating a fund out of whih under
certain circumstances he would be entitled to a large
fllowance. That money was unquestionably his own; the
fuù quarter's salary was unqueetionably due to him. It
could not be withheld by authority of Statùte except for
the specifie purpose prescribed. i ner could understand
why this particular claim was refused, for in equity and
justice it was clearly established. It is now alleged, with
respect to this and other similar cases, that the officers did
little work, and therefore the Minister was authorized to
withhold this mdney, which, as I allege, belonged to'the
oflfeer, and was not public money. i have made application
on his behalf to more than one Minister of Inland Revenue.
They invariably at first admitted the eqnity of-the claim,
and were apparently willing to have the matter settled;
but owing to some influence in the backgrond-i do not
doubt it was owing to the peculiar view held by the iDeputy
-the Ministers changed their opinions and deelined to pay
the amount. This was the case with regard to the late and
the prosent Minister. I have waited on the latter also, and
the Minister acknowledged the fairness of the claim ; but
a few days afterwards, determined that it could not be
admitted. I bring the matter before the House that it
may be discussed, and that hon. members may be satisfied
that the claim was one that ought not to be refused.
I think the Government will give this matter- their serious
consideration, as it is one which deeply concerns the
gentlemen affected. The case is so clear and evident that I
think the Government, if they will reflect upon it, can not
possibly refuse to pay the su m asked for.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I shall not dispute the importance of
this questien by saying that it is a question of $50. Mr.
Blanchard was appointed as Inspector cf Weights and
Measures in a district when thore was no occasion for his
services. lie never inspected any weights and measures, so
that in being relieved from his appointment he bas not been
relieved from his occuption. He was dismissed bocanse there
was nothing for him to do. ie claims compensation for
services not rendered, for duties not performed. The
Government have no objection to the passage of this
motion.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister was mistaken in
saying that this was a district inwhich no Inspector was
needed, but ho was not mistaken in saying that the officer
did very little. But the reason why he did so little was
that ho was not supplied with the standards. For some
reason there was a difficulty in procuring a sfficient
number of standards of weights and measures. lie was
kept waitigg for them, and in the meantime held
himself ready -to obey the instructions of the
Department. If I am not mistaken he never was
furnished with the standards up to the laat, but that was not 9
hie fanit. Re held himself aloof from all other occupations r
and resigned bis seat in the Provincial Assemblylor the
purpose of accepting the appointm(nt. 'This was a very e
considerable loss in a peculiar point of view. My conten-
tion is that if he were c'i8placed becanse ho had nothing to

-do, or that the appointment was not necessary, then from th» w
date he was so displaced he could have no equitable nor legal a
claim; but he continued to be the oficer and continued to
receive hie salary, quarter by quarter, minus only this somn
withheld, which was juat as mach ahis money as the money Pr
be received.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:55 d'elock, p.m.,) the louse th

adjoured. t

dadjourned. d

Mr. ANGLIN.

HOUSE OF -OMMONS,
TUas r, $t% Fetbra 18

The SPEAKER tek the Chair at thtWe o'olock.

BANK ACT -AND AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. LANGEVIN, in the absence of Sir LeoI ae TrLuar

introduced a Bill (No. 50) to corriect aclerical error, in
schodule B, to- the Act 43rd Victoria, chapter 22, boing the
list of banks whose charters are oentinued by tihat Act.
The Bank St. Jean, ho said, was omitted from the list, an4
the Bill was for the parpose ofcorrecting that error.

Bill rend the first time.

SUPREME COURT OP CANADA.

Mr. GIROUARD(Jacques Caitier) introduced a1 ftuit (l\o.
51) to limit tho appellate juriediction of the Supreme Court
of Canada.

Some hon. REMBERS. ErplAin.

Mr. GIROVARD. The best explanation I can offer is to
read the Bill, which is brief, and is as follows:-
''. The appelate juriediction ofthe Supreme Court of Canada'is abolished

in all cases where the matter in dispute relates to property and civil
rights in any of the Provinces, and to matters of a merely local or private
nature, and coming within the exclusive juriadiction of the Legisiature
of any of the said Provinces, according to the meaning of the British
North America Act of 1867 and Acta amending the sarne.

"2. This-Actshould not apply to cases decided by the Exchequer Court of
Canada, nor to cases where the matter in dispute afects the constitution-
ality or validity of any Act or Statu e of an' of said Provincial Legisla-
tures, which cases shal continue to be subject to appeal to the said
Supreme court as now or hereafter shall be provided for.

" 3. This Act shall not apply to appeals..already instituted or pending
before the said Supreme Court."

Bill read the first time.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT.
Mr. BOULTBEE introduced a Bill (No. 52) to amend the

Canada Temperance Act of 1878. He said : The provisions
of the Bill if they .become law will make it necessary, before
the Canada Temperance Act goes into effect, that the voters
should be a majority of the whole voters of the district.

Bill read the first time.

A PPOINTMENT OF QUEBEC JUDGES.
Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou) moved, that the Housedo now

go into Committee of the Whole, to consider the following
resolutions :-
1. Resoleel That wherea by an Act of the Le atnre cf- the

Province of Quebee pased in the yter 1880, entitled a Ast t amnd
the Law respecting the Court of Queeu's Bench,'. provision is mads for
he appointment of an additional Judge to the Court of Queen'a Beach
n the said Fi ovince of Quebec, and whereas by an Aet of the asae
begislature passed in the said BSsion of 1890, entitled 'n Aet to
mend the Law reapecting the ooustitution of the 8uperir aeut,'
rovision is made for the appointment of an additional Judge to th aid
euperior Court of the Province of Quebec la addition t thue uMber
ow authorzd to be appointed to that Vomi ta cisepedint t make
rovision for the salaries of such addi4fofal Ju41po.
2. Resolved, That the salary of the aid additioni Judp of the

Jourt cf Queen's Beach shgI be five thousand dliart, and the aq of'
he additional Judge of the sid .peuior 1Co*t balil 6v . teouàad.
ollars a yea, yable out of any moey formig part of the O.a.li-
ated Revenue fand of Canada.

le said : The resolutions themmefves -eontalia M16
ounds upon whik I ris on behalf of thWý@ov-

rament to propose to the Hose, a propo0aen *br
he salaries of two -additional J dges fr Q
phe Legielatu e of that Provino. ting kt a-iw

"4
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tii.bétter daduImistration of justice has determined that it is
iee.m-y thaan additional Judge shaH be appointed to the

Superior Court of that Provinee, resident in Montreal, and
àiso an additional Judge to t teCourt of Queén'i Bench of
tha Provinee. I am given to understand, by those familiar
with làhe requirements of that Province, and with the work
setwahly done by the Judges at Montreal and the Judges of
tbeCotrt-of Queen'a Bench, that the additional assistance
proposed by te Bil passed by the Local Legislature is
absulately necessary. I bave reason to believe that the
fet of the required assistance in the higher Court of Queen's
Bencih ad in the Superior Court of Montreal will not
probably be disputed, but I believe it is the opinion of some
bon. members that the required assistance, especially in the
Superior Court, might be obtained by a rcadjustment of the
judicial strength already available in the Province, and Abat
by such readjustment the salary of an additional Judge might
be saved. I believe the fact is, that some years ago a
correspondence on the subjeet took place during the time
the hon. the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) was
Minister of Justice. That correspondence did not result in
any definite action in the shape of readjustments in the
Province of Quebec. The Legislature and the Government
of the Province did not seem to have taken the view
suggested on that occasion, that it would be wise to so
readjust the available judicial power as to make it
urnecessary to appoint an additional Judge for that
Province. IHowever that may be, the fact im, as exemplified
by the passage of the Act of 1880, that the Legislature and
Governnent of Quebec have not concurred in the view that
any sueh readjustment of judicial power and strength could
be made available with benefit to the administration of
justice in that Province. I am very glad that some of my
colleagues in the Governmont, and some of my friends in
the Bouse who are prominent mem bers of the Bar in that
Province, will be able to go into the question more in detail
than it can be expected that I can, and therefbre, nt present,
I wiUl content myself with moving that this resoljtion do
pas.

Mr. BLAKE. I thinkthe propositions on the Table for
new and increased judicial salaries, form a very curions
commentary on the very violent attacks which were made on
the late Government, previous to and during the last general
eleetion for their increases to the vote for judicial salaries,
during their tenuroof office. We al remember theextreme
acerbity and acrimony with whieh that subject was pro-
secuted in the publie prints, by orators on various occasions,
and in pamphlets widely dieseminatéd by a gentleman who
is now a prominent member of the Government.
The. very fact that there had been large increases
in the vote for judicial salaries, without reference at all to the
considerations whieh had influenced the Government in pro-
posing these increases, was pointed to as conclusive. The
figures were given as indicating criminal, wasteful extrava-
gance. Itis exceedibgly satisfactory, I arm sure, to those who
havesurvived that stormofattack, to find themselvesjustified
in the view that there had probably been no great extrava-
gance in what was done,by observing proposais on the Table
to-day for an increase in the expense of the judiciary of
this eountry, amounting, I conjecture, to about $30,000 a
year. 'I do not speak of this proposal alone, whicb is
limited to #9,OO0, but to aIl the proposals which are before
us. Now, the late Government felt themselves unable to
deal with some of the questions with which theb on. geotle-
man is about tu deal, as they desired,'in consequence of the
fumeial condition of the country at that time,
The revenue ras inadequate to meet the expenditure,
-- and bon. gentlemen opposite may assert that the
condition of things ha no changed that it is right
now to look st this question fromn an altogether diferent
teadpoint. It i true that in one aspect the condition bas

obanged. The reveun is no longer inadequate to meet tho

expenditure. It is also true that &tat ehange in partly
produeed by the improved oondition of the oontry ; but it
is firther true that a very large portion of theinerease ia
our revenues is due to the excessive addition to our taxation
which bas taken place, and but for that-excessive addition
te our taxation the condition of affairs with reference to
the balance of revenue and expenditure-havini regard to
the large increase which isabout to take place in the
permanent charge for interest on public debt, and
so forth-would, I venture te say, present a very
different aspet from that which it presents to
the superficial gaze to day. 'i o those of us who
remember that the promises of the late Oppo.
sition before the electors were, that their changes
in taxation would be simply roadjustment, and net
addition on the whole; who remember that the excuse which
h-i& been given for a departure from those promises was
that the condition of the country was so much worse than
the hon. gentlemen who made these promises conceived it
to be, that they found themselves obliged, in order to
redres the balance between revenue and expenditure, to
impose, contrary to their intentions when in Opposition, an
increased total taxation, it will be tolerably clear that a
prime duty on the part of these gentlemen is, once that bal-
ance has been redressed, to lower the taxation which, for
that specific purpose, they have increased, contrary te their
pledges made to the people before the general election.
And the general interests of this country, do,
in my mind, require-upon every occasion in which
an increase of expenditure i proposed and is attempted to be
justified by the fact that we have a surplus-that we should
recall to mind that that surplus is, in its largest measure,
produced by an abnormal and excessive rate of taxation,
imposed for a specifie purpose, and which ought, to be
lowered the moment that purpose has been attained. While
I make these general observations, which appear to me to
be proper to be made on the first occasion on which, this Ses-
sion, an increaseproposed is to be made to the ordinary public
charge, I am quite content to admit that one of the prime
duties of Government is to secure to the people governed
a due administration of justice, and that any expenditure
which is essential in order to secure a due administration
of justice is an expenditure not merely excusable,
-but justifiable in the highest sense. Putting aside,
therefore, our financial condition, and assuming that we have
a surplus capable of being vindicated as due te a normal and
proper rate of taxation, and not te an excessive rate of
taxation, and that we are free to act on this occasion, the
second, and I frankly admit the larger question is, whether
this particular expenditure is under the circumstances need-
ful. If it be needfnl, it is certainly justifiable. Now, I have
always contended for Our right, when we were called on to
grant a salary for a new Judge, to enquire into the circum-
stances of the case, and to ascertain whether it was fitting
that the additional charge should be imposed on the revenues
of Canada. Our constitution, defective in my mind, defective
in that it confers upon one Legislhture the power te appoint
Judges, while it imposes on another Legislature the burden of
fixing and paying their salaries, bas always naturally led to
a too plenteoas creation of Judges on the part of that Legisla-
ture which bas the pleasing function of creating these Judges,
without being checked by the consideration that those who
have the creating power muet bear the burden
of payng the offers. I have, therefore, felt it my duty to
combat the idea that this Parliament ie bound to provide the
salary for any Judgeship which may be created by any
Local Legielature. At the saie time, we are met by many
difficulties in dealing with this topie, because it is not
within our competence, even if we believe that another
means, another mode of legislation, another system
would obvite the evil, to give that means or
legislation in spite of the Local Legislature ; and I am surei
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no one will suppose that I am suggesting to the House that
we should admit any such change in oar Constitution as
would give us that-power. We are beset with tho difficulty
that this is a case for concurrent action, and that the
greater part of the action necossarily falis w4hin the
purview and must be decided by the free vote of the Local
Logislature. Still, though we may not legislate so as to
give what we consider to be the prpper remedy, I am
surelI am in the right in saying we have the full discretion
and power to suggest the proper rem;edy, to correspond
upon the subject, to discuss the question here, to discuss it
as betwoen Parliaments and as between Governments, and
if it be possible to reach a solution which may involve a
less charge upon the Fe'deral Treasury, at the same time
thatit gives equai, andin my opinion on this occasion might
give much greater satisfaction to the people of the
Province concerned. The First Minister himself, m hen
he formerly held ihat office, did not foel that it was
beyond his purview to communicate with the Ministers of
Provincial Gover nmonts of the West siggesting to them
logislation with the view to an increase of the number of'
judgeships. His opinion was that great evils would befall
those remote arA sparsely settled countries if they had legs
than ihroe Judges, for two might differ and thers would be
no possibility of settling the case; and so, although their
populatio.n was insignificant, although one Judge alone
would be able to do perhaps four times the work, in one of
the Provincea at any rate, the suggestion was made by him
that there should be logislation for an increase of the number
of Judges, in one case, I believe, from one to three and in the
other from two to three; and that suggestion was a-lopted.
I am not quar relling now with that suggestion, I merely men-
tion it as an instance, given very early in our history, of a
communication with reference to the judiciary of a
Province between this Government and a local Govern-
ment regarding a change in system. If it he within'
our competency to impose an increase, it is in our
competency to propose some other change which
shall not involve an increase; and that is all I am just now
arguing for. I helieve this question involves considerations
which ought to make us hesitate before adopting these
resolutions, even if.we were not prepared to suggest by corres-
pondence any change of system at all. I will tell you why
before I proceed to a consideration of a possible change-of
system. Prima facie, all the arguments are against any
increase in the judicial staff of the Superior Court. The
judiciary of Quebec consist of, firstly, stipendiary magistrates
for certain districts appointed and paid by the Provincial
Government, officers who, I think, were wholly created
after Confederation ; or, if not wholly created, at any rate,
much enlarged in the number after Confederation, and the
principal charge on the Treasury, in rQspect to whom, was
created since Confederation.

Mr. WH [TE (Cardwell). They have been abolished.
Mr. BLAKE. Not wholly. They have been in part

abolished, but the hon. gentleman will find, I think, that the
salaries are reduced to about one-half.

Mr. GIROUARD. There are only two or three romain-
ing.

Mr. BÙAKE. There are, I believe, four remaining. There
were none at the time of Confederation. They were intro-
duced after that. The number was increased to a very
large number, and has now been reduced; and those that
remain are, so far as they do remain, an addition to the
judiciary of the Province since 1867. The next branch of
the judicial system are the Superior Court Judges, who sit
as the Circuit Court, the Superior Court, and the Court of
Review. Lastly, we have the Court of Queen's Bench with
certain original and also certain appellate jurisdiction.
The.staff, as it stood in 1867, comprised, so far as I know,
no stipendiary magistrates. It now compri4es a cer-

Mr. BLAÂK.

tain, although a reduced number of stipendiary magistrates.
It comprised, in 1867, five Judges of the Court of -Queen's
Bonch, and that number has not been changed, the first
proposal to augment it being that now on the Table. It
comprised eightecn Judges of the Superior Court; in 1869,
two years later, that number was increasod to nineteen; in
1871 it was increased to twenty; in 1>72 it was
increased to twenty-six. Thus there was arr increase
between 1867 and 1872 of eight Judges, or very nearly
one-half, forty-four por cent. in the judicial strength of the
Superior Court. The proposal now, se far as the Superior
Court is concerned, is further to increase its staff by one
additioral Judge, making a total increase of nine, or fifty
per cent. of an addition to the strength as it stood in 1867.
This increase is net, as it ought not to b, due to
any increased incapacity or infirmity of the Judges;
because, having regard to the creation of se many
now judgeships in recent years, the removal by déath
of several of the Judges, and the extraordinary number
of removals by the operation of the provision for retirning
allowances, there hîs been a very great infusion of new bood
in the Queoec Bench. The Bencti may b said to be almost
wholly new. The number of Judges appointed to the
Superior and Queen's Bench Courts must, since 1867, be
sornewhere about twenty, making almost an entire renewal
f the Bench, owing largely, as I have said, to the relief ob-

tained by the infusion of new blood through the extraordinary
use made, perhaps unnecessarily, but made, at any rate, of
the provision for superannuation. In 1867, the Quebec
Judges who were pensioned, numbered two ; in 1868, they
numbere:l threei; iu 1871, four; in 1872, five; in 1874, seven;
in 175, eight; in 1876, nine; in 187', ten; and, notwith-
standing the removal of so ne by deatlr, they stand to-day at
that number, ten. There has be.en consequently a continuous
increare in the number of Judges of Quebec who have
been pensioned by the, operation of this law.
The number amounts now to one Judge out of every three.
For every three Judges w-ho are in active service, you have
one who has retired on a pension, and your pension list for
Quebec amounts to-day to $29,666 a year. Compare that
with the sta'e of things in Ontario. There you have over sixty-
one judgeships, the incumbents of which are, under certain
circumstances, susceptible of retirement upon allowances.
Of those sixty-one judgeships, the incumbents of two only
are, at this moment, under retiring allowances-two ont of
sixty-one, or oe out of thirty, instead of ten out of thirty-
one, being one-tenth the proportionale number of those
who are retifed in the Province of Quebec. The amount
expended in Ontario pensions is $3,200 as against nearly
$30,000 a year for the Province of Quebec, the amount of
money spent being, therefore, in round numbers, one-tenth,
for the larger Province with the greater juliciary, of the
amount spent in Quebec. Now, 1Tam a believer in the view,
however unpopular it may be, that the public interest in the
highest sense does require a retiring allowance for Judges,
because, unless you have such an allowance, there will be an
irresistible temptation to continue on the Bench after
their usefulnes has ended, Judges no longer able
to serve the public. But I do not hesitate te say that
if such a use of the retiring power as has been, perhaps,
necessarily made-I am not alleging any impropriety in tbp
using of it at present, but bringing forward, simply, the
facts-in Quebec, were te become general throughout
Canada, you could net retain the retiring allowance provi-
sion for a single Session. It would be utterly impossible to
resist the argument that there must be abuses in a pro-ision
which gave you one pensioned Judge for every three Judges
in actual service -which gave you an expenditure in one and
that not the largest Province of, in round numbers, $3,Oo0 a
year of the public money in retiring allowances ; and as a
friend, therefore, of this provision, in the public interest I
think it important we should point out, that such
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extraordinary ad abnormal resuts have owed from its
exeoiSeid order that we my, if we can, ascertain the
ruaMo oftbis, and guard agaistmsuch results in the future.
Wbhthr this occurred from improper appointments at the
star4 frommpr retirementsatthe close, from such very
great disgreeab.lities, as I frankly admit there have been
surroandinglthe position of the Judges in Quebec for some
yea.r past, and to -which one of the learned Judges of the
Supreme Court has alluded in a communication-or from
chance, or from the operation of all these canses combined, I
am Mot now about to enquire. But the fact is there, and it is a
grave, importnt fet, well deserving of our attention. At
anyrate, I think I have proved by these figures,that it cannot
be id that the demand for additional Judges in the
Province of Quebec can be in any sense due to the
cireumstance that the Judges bave become latterly more
infirn, since I have shown you that a most liberal use of the
power of superannuation bas been made-that very
,many of -the Judges are new appointments-that
several have been removed. by death, and that,
therefore, yon are dealing with the case of a practically
remodelled Bench, so far. as the men are concerned. If
that circumstance bas nothing to do with it. have
any other circumstances to do with this demand ? Is there
any increasing litigation due to an increase of population ?
Certairily not. The population of the Province of Quebec,
as T observed the other day, as sliown by the census of
1861 and 1871, is almost stationary. The increase in that
decade was very trivial. It is quite true tht a large
proportion, almost the whole of that increase, took place in
certain urban populations, and that., therefore-, might be a
reason for additional judicial strength being required in
those cases. But, take the Province of Quebec as a whole,
and there can be no doubt there have been no such changes
in its circumstances as far as population goes, as would not
be vaatly over-supplied by an addition to this Superior
Court equivalent to 44 per cent., without raising it .50 per
cext., which is the present proposal. -And while that is the
state of things from'1861 to 1871, it is probable that the
population bas not exhibited any greater increase of popula-
tion in the current than in the last decade. Well, is there
any increase in the litigious spirit of the people? I
know an old French monarch once said that the warlike
spirit of the French nation exhibits itself in times of peace
by these civil or private wars waged among the inhabitants
in the Courts, and therefore, whatever be the litigious spirit1
of the people, it is tolerably ancient in its origin. There isi
no reason to believe that there is any increase in the character1
or intensity of that spirit. Is it by reason of any greater1
facilities for litigation ? I think not. There is one impor-i
tant diminution in the matters litigated-I allude to thei
abolition of the Insolvency Laws-and I am not aware of any
other subjects in which there have becu given to the people
of that Province materially greater facilities fort litigation
than formerly existe4. But I am prepared to abide by the
facte in ihe case, to enquire what the condition of litiga-1
tion actually is in the district in which it is said additionali
strength is required, and to be judged by tfiotse facts asjusti-(
fying mé, or the reverse, in the -position I take. Now, the(
fact je, that in the district of Montreal there has been not(
only no increase, but a -most marked and tolerably(
graduated decrease in litigation in the past five years. Ther
Montreal business, as evidenced by the writs issuod in the1
Cireuit and Superior Courts for that district is as follows-1
I give the round figures: .

1878 In the Circuit
1877 "
1878 "4
1879

Court. ........ 14,000
"i .....--... 12,200
" . ......... .. 10,700

10,800
....... ... .... 8,0

8oc that there were 49 per cent. more writs issued
ie th Circuit Court in 1876 than in 1880. Now, in

1s

the Biperior Court, the numbers are as follows. Writs
issued in

188 ........... ,. ,...................... mo
......... ....... ............... .. ..--. .... 3,600

Se there were 58 per cent, more Writs issued in ihe
Superior Court in 1876 than in the year 1880, in which the
Provincial Legislature bas proposed to add to the number
of Judges te discharge the duties of tbat district. And on
must remember that while the businesa has been diminish-
ing, the staff has been increasing irrespective of the enlarge-
ment now propmed. Now, I bave shown that in the Circuit
and Superior Courts taken together~ the business was more
than 50 per cent. greater in 1876 than in 1880 ; but yo
must add to this the fact that the insolvency business,
which pressed beavily n the Judges in 1876, 1877, 1778
and-1879, bas alo been removed. lt pressed so h-avily
that, as I shall show presently, the Judges proposed the
appointment of a special Judge in Insolvency for the
district of Montreal, whose whole time was expected to be
devoted to that work, and, considering the work of the
Judges on the basis of numbers, upon him would have been
thrown one-sixth of the whole judicial work. This enables
us. to judgo of the great reduction in the judicial
work. Besides, within four years the Montreal Judges have
been relieved of some of their outside work ; tie Terreboune
district, formely assigned to and taken by the Judges
of Montreal, has been joined to that of Beauhar-
nois, and therefore the Montreal Judges have been, as the
Bar suggested they should be some four years ago, relieved
from the discharge of soine outside dutios which, during the
high tide of local business which prev:ailed in 1876, they
were burdened with. You muit add to thjs the further faot
that besides being relieved of that outside duty, they have
been given, under Provincial Legislation, to which I shall
presently alludo, a greater measure of relief, that the law
which provides for other Jdges being brought into re-
quisition to assist them has, during the same period of time-
in 1877, if I remember rightly-been so amended as to give
greater elasticity to its provisions, and to enable the
Superior Court, as a whole, te avail itself more largely of
the services of outside Judges to supply deficiencios in the
judicial power than at any former period. So that thore
has been aun enormous rduction in the amount of labor
and a considerable increa'e in the strength of
the judiciary tbrough the power of calling in outside Judges
to assist. Now, Sir, under these circunstances, I think I
might ask the hon. Minister to consider whether thore is
not strong ground to believe that this is not precisely the
time at which we should add another Judge to the Judges
of the Su perior Court of the district of Montreat. It the
work could be got through at all in 1876 and 1877, vhen
yon had more than one half as much work again as you now
have-much more than one half considering al these
ingredients-can you not get along with the largely
diminished work without adding now to the staff? There is
one more test which I will apply to this question-the test
of the actual resultj with reference to the lists. Take the list
of cases inscribed for review in Montreal in September last.,
The number was net less than eighty cases. Yon are aware
that it is competent for practitioners to add frorn time to
time fresh cases te the list, and these cases with those
undisposed of at the preceding tern forrm the list for
the succeeding term. The list fr November last was only
fifty-four, showing that there had been a very large diminu-
tion in the number of arrear. The list for December was
only twenty-seven, showing that there had been a still
greater diminution, and that the Judges had been able, not
merely te keep pace with the current inscriptions for
review, but also te clear off prattically the arrears wheh

ue'.
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seemed to have accumulated. And I am informed by a
learned Judge, that these twenty-seven cases, of which a
considerable- number were actually disposed of during the
December term, would have been altogether disposed of if
it had not been that my friends and colleagues of the Bar of
Queboc, werd, as they sometimes are in other Provinces than
Quebec, not quite ready to go on; and so a few of the cases
remain undisposed of. That was the condition in December
of the inscriptions in review-that the'work was up to time,
and that there were really no arrears; that, on the contrary,
the arrears had been worked off and there was nothing
to complain of. Now, Sir, I wish to refer to the
épinions of authorities which are, in my view, of very great
consequence on this subject. My hon. friend the Minister
of yustice has adverted to the correspondence that took
place during the time when I held hisoffice on the subject
of the judicial staff of Quebec, and as that correspondence
ba beon brought down, I have to trouble the House with a
reference to it. The first paper in that correspondence is a
representation which was made to His Excellency by the
section of the Bar of the district of Montreal through the
medium of the Bàtonnier, Mr. Kerr, on the 4th November,
1876. I call the attention of hon. gentlemen to the date of
thisrepresentation, because 1have pointed out what was the
state of business in that and the following years. I have
given you a comparative statement of tho amount of
business doing in the distr:ct of Montreal, and I have
shown you that the business which was before the Court
at the time these representations were made was very much
larger then the business now before the Court. Now, Sir,
this representation says :

" That the judicial affairs of the district of Montreal. require the
unceasing labor of the six Judges appointed to administer justice
therein."

There is no allegation that they want more than that
number of men to do the very large amount of work that
was to be done at the time. Then we have this suggestion.

" That none of those Judges should be called upon to fulfil duties out
of the city of Montreal, and that any of the honorable Judges who is, or
becomes unable to perform bis share of duties for any cause whatever,
sbould be temporarily or permanently replaced."

The loarned Judge, to whom the next resolution refers, bas
since died, and I am sure no one will desire that I should
read bis name. Thero was a difficulty created
by a mistaken judgment on the part of the learned
Judge, of the duties he was to perform. Now, the
importance of this representation may be judged by the
character of t11ose who promoted it. I find that it was
promoted, in the first instance, by a requisition, calling a
meeting of the Bar of the section of Montreal, and on it I
find the names of a great many gentlemen; I find the names
of all of those who are at all known to fame-108 members
of the Bar altogether. I dare say every 'member of the Bar
who bas a seat in this House, from the district of Montreal
will find his name upon it. The adjourned meeting at which
the resolutions were adopted, was also attended very numer-
ously by fifty-eight mombors of the Bar, and I find there
are also many eminent names among those who attended
that meeting. Tho resolutions passed at that meeting were
the basis of Mr. Kerr's representation.- They declare:.
" That the judicial affani s of this district require the unceasing
labor of the six Judges appointed for it," and they call upon
the Government to arrange, if possible, that none of these
six shail be called upon to perform outside duty. The
memorandum to Council upon this memorial signed by me,
said :

" The importance of the .interests involved and the weight to be
attached to the representations made are very great. 'i he undersigned
bas been for some time aware, from the ordinary sources of information,
that difficulties of a grave character were attending the administration·of
justice in the district of Montreal.

" These difficulties appeared to him to proceed mainly from the unsa-
tisfactory distribution ot the availqble judicial strength of the Province
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of Quebec, but in part also from the views of Mr. Justice Mondelet as to
his judicial duty referred to in the petition.

" The undersigned i fully sensible of the limited extent -of the powers
of the Canadian Government in this matter. That Government has not
the wish any more than it has the power to interfere with the constitu-
tional rights and responsibilities of the local authorities ; and the urider-
signed feels sure that the intention of any suggestions which imay be
made will not be misunderstood.

" To the Local. Government under the Union Act is committed the
constitution, maintenance and organization of the courts of justice, and
the administration ofjustice; but Canada (which is called on to determine
whether effect should be given to any local law for the creation of addit-
ional judgeships, which Les and provides the salaries of the Judges, and
makes their appointments, and whose laws' are administered by the
Provincial Courtà).has so great an interest in the efficiency of the system
that it may not be improper, in view of the representations of the petition,
to call the attention of the Local Government to the pressing difficulties
which exist, and to some suggestions for their alleviation.

" To entirely remove these difficulties, and to place the judicial system
in the highest state of efficiency may possibly require extensive and radical
changes which the undersigned does not presume to suggest. He limite
himself to the suggestion of some simple amendments which may, pending
the consideration of a larger scheme of reform, lessen at any rate, though
they do not altogether remedy, the more glaring evils.

" The undersigned has already referred to the unsatisfactory distribu-
tion of judicial strength. The business done in several districts, to each
of which separately is assigned a Judge of the Superior Court, appears
to be very small and quite insufficient to occupy any considerable propor-
tion of the time of.the Judge.

" The cost of the administration of justice in these districts is thus
unnecessarily large. At the same time, the business in the other parts, at
any rate in the district of Montreal, is very heavy, and apparently over-
taxes the Judges specially assigned to that district. Thus, while tbe
undersigned has no reason to believe that the whole judicial strength of
the Province would, if properly applied, be at all inadequate to the whole
judicial work of the Province, he is led to the conclusion that the present
distribution prevents the satisfactory accomplishment of the work devolv-
ing on the Judges.'

Then I proceeded to make certain minor suggestions to which
I have already referred, prop9>sing that more power should
be given to the Chief Justice and Judges of the Superior
Court to utilize the available strength where it was required,
and proposing also that attention should be called to the
view that none of the Judges of Montreal should be asked to
do work outside their district. Not long after a paper
was presented to myself, on the 20th of February, 1877, by
five Judges of the Superior Court, residing in and pArforming
their duties in the city of Montreal. That statement was
this:

" We, the undersigned justices of the Superior Court for Lower Canada,
sitting in the district of Montreal, have the honor to represent that -the
exigencies of the administration of justice in this district urgently require
that the Judges in charge of this district should have additional aid in the
performance of their duties, and that such aid would be materially supplied
b the appointment of a special Judge in Insolvency for the district of
Montreal."

That was signed by all the Judges of the Superior Court
except Judge Rainville, who was at that time, unfortunately,
too ill to discharge any duty. Upon that I pointed out, as
is shown by the report in the papers of the 27th of February,
1877, that ameliorative provisions had been already passed
by the Legislature of Quebec in the sense suggested, and
that the circumstance that Judge Rninville was ill, being
temporary in its character, did pot justify a permanent
change in the judicial system, but rather pointed to tempoiary
arrangements to meet a temporary disability. I pointed out,
furtber, that neither the petition of the Bar to which I have
referred, nor under the circumstances of Judge Rainville's
illness, the representations of the Judges, showed that more
than six Judges were required for the discharge of the judicial
duties of the district. I also pointed out that, if that were
established, there remained the question whether the proper
distribution of the whole judicial strength of the Province
would not remedy the evil. I added:

" If I am not misinformed, the Attorney General of Quebec stated, in
his place in the House, his opinion that the whole judicial strength of the
Province would, if properly distributed, be adequate to discharge the
judicial duties of the Province."

Well, Sir, this subject engaged the attention of the Govern-
ment of Quebec, then led, I think, by Mr. DeBoucherville,
and a despatch was sent by the Lieutenant Governor, of the
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fth dÂpri1877, giving the deliberate concInaions of tha raug De made whi3h woul4give t4 the peopleêall th eief
Government in the samne sense; and I refer to thie despateh desired. I contend that the figures. I bave given to the House
mor particularly because the hon. the Minister of J stice show thait no additional Judge Is wanted, even !ander the pro-
seed to be ander the impression that these representations sentsystemq, in-the diatrict ofMontrealtha those figresas to
had:19e wholly fruitless. I have pointed ont that they the. biaineas indioate this result onolusivel3, unilessthere
were not wholly fruitless, but that they were fruitful in that be some other consideration contradicting these figures in a
taey produed somo amelioration, and they were also fraittul manner wbih it is imnifsible for me to amticipate in any
in producing a consideration and a decision upon a main way. But I contend tt if additional belp Is wanted, we
branch of that anbject, the proper distribution of the judicial are not going the proper way to got it.I eontend that if
strongth of the Province; although ultimately it did happen yau do not adopt my view, that there is no notessity in the
that that decision was .not availed of by the Government, present state of legal buainess in the distriet for *iore
still bere was a period, as I shall show in a moment, at help; if you determine that there is a necessity for more
whiAh they bad determined to take a botter conrae. The help, yo still are bound to look a littde furLher adeld
Governor wrote on the 24th of April, 18717: before you . determine that this is the way to give

Gi'ENMErT ~thaï 1 help; yon are boand to look baok and forwarl.
(71if$2do3. *Gr"ERNMENT HOUSE, r

IlQuEBEç, 24th April, 1877. his communication of the Government Of Quebec indicates
t Sm,-With reference to your despatch (460 on 283), dated 7th March the concurrence of opinion between the two Governments

last, I have the bonor to represent to His Excellency the Governor Gen. on the general principle whicli ought to apply. I ay that
eral that one of the causes of the difficulties which have arisen in relation by a proper use of the Superior Court Jud in the rural
to the administration of justice in the district ofMontreal, pointed out by p
the Minister of Justice on the 8th November last, is the defective distribu- parts, ail difficulty would be removed on th sore; and I
tion4f the staff of Judges of:the Superior Court. say mach more than that. I say that the eoiency oithose

." With a view for providing a remedy for this evil the Legislature of Judges for the work they bave to do in the rural parts and
thi Province, during its last Session, passed the Act 4Oth Victoria, in the central parts would be vory nich promoted by suchchapter 13. By tbis Act the Chief Justice of the Superior Court is aueo hm os rag h uioetaýho oempbwered to eaU upon one or more of the Judges of districts, other than a use ef them. To se arrange the business that those menthose of Quebec and Montreal, temporarily to perform the duties of their should have a share of the central work would be the bost
office ie such district. The 4th section of that Act further provides that guarantee you could have for their remariing conversanttuie Yudge officiating in the district of Beauharnois, should likewise offi- ththeîawan
ciate in the district of Terrebonne, hitherto assigned to Judges resident ati th l a ifits generally, snd doing their duty i 6.
Montreal. . districts to which they are assigned more efficiently than you

" The carrying into effect of that enactment will have the effect, if not eau hope they will do under the present circumstanices. Whatentirely doing away with the existing evil, at least of greatly dimin are theso circumstances? Take the respectable distrit-
isbing iL

"1 Ifurther consider it expedient to point out that, in accordance with respectable in point of the n umber of liigations as compáred,
the law, a Judge of the Superior Court must reside in the County of Bona- with some others- of St. Hyacinthe, Within that district theventure and another n the County of Gaspé. The removal of Judge terms of the Circuit Court last four weeks, and of the SuperiorCaron to Qnebec bas created a vacancy in the Coanty of Gaspé That
vacancy should not be flied; one Judge will suffice for the administration of Court four other weeks, eight weeks i ail; fifty-six working
justiceau the two counties. The Judge to be appointed in lieu of Judge days in the year comprise the extreme judicial work of
fJaron might be called upon to discharge the duties of hie office at Mon- the Judge in that district. The number of Superior Courttrbal. The Government of Quebec are prepared to amend the law accord-
ingly. By this proposition the number of Judges of the Superior Court contested suits in that district was, in 1871, 8; mi 1878, 33,
would not be increased, and the inconvenience complained of at Montreal and in 1873; 34; and I need not say that it was extremely
would be done away with. the honor to be, Sir, easy for the Judge to dispose of that number of suits withai

I Your obedient servant, the period I have referred to. In the district of Saguenay,
"(Signed) L. LETELLIER, the Pamber of contested Superior Court cases was, ln 1877,

"Lieutenant-Go&4rnor. 3; in 1878, noue, and in 1879, 5. In Gaspe and Bonaven-
The Bon. Secretary of State, Ottawa-"-ture the number was, in 1877, 1; in 1878, , and in 1879, 5.

Now, Sir, it is therefore very plain that at that timè, namely Of course, there is some other work to be done, work which
on the 241h of April, 1877, the Government of Quebec was, requires, in many places, a local judge, but this is the most
ready to recognize, and did itseif propose to recognize the important, and I need hardly say, that if this is the extent of
view that there was an improper distribution of judicial the important work to be don in these districts, there does

ir net s.eintoe b an>' great necessit>' for the mon te work tiiestrength, and that the provincial law should be so modified noeem tobn y ogreatpne ei the men t work te
as that the Judges assigned to districts in which there was' woie year round. If yen compare ti. whole work don. in
nothing te do should be made available for districts in the Province with that don. n Montreal, you will arrive at
which there was something to do, whereby, without similar conclusions, indicating that if there be an over-
inoreasing the total number of Judges, ail the judicial work employment or an adequate employment iu Montreal, there
might be accomplished. The answer of the Government of iscertaly a very much under-employment outside of
Canada to this despatch is to be found in an approved report Montreal. The number of contested cases in the Superior
from myself on the 3rd of May, saying: Court in the whole Province in 1877, was 1,739; in Montreal

952; and adding, as the book from which I make thse
"I believe that this suggestion is worthyof adoption. As far as f have extracts (Mr. Pagnuelo's book) proposes to do, the cases in thebeen able to learnbère is really a ny ing for the Jdge of Court of Review, and maltiplying them by three, the numberB4issvestltre andi Gaspé te do, and -the Local Goverumient of Quebec o d l ie.Cutw idattlnmeo ae

having properly taken uapon itself the responsibility of proposing that the of Judges in those Courts, we find a total number-of cases
law shnujd be altered so that one Judge should discharge the duty Luth in the whole Province in 1877, of 2,5L6, and in Montreal of
ofGaspéand Bonaventure, and that the judgeship abolished at Gapé. 1,450; in 1878, the number in the whole Province wasshould be transferred to Montresl. I think that the Government should do
notiag 'Which would interfere with se considerable a reform." ,544, and lu Montreal, 1,358;. and in 1879, the number

in the whole Province was .2,678, and in Montreal,
My successor in offce, in the month of October, 1877, 1,307; s. that, speaking in round numbers, Montreal takes
.dverted to the saine subject, and pointed out that it was more than half of the whole of that business. The numberimpprtant to communicatet the Government of Quebec, of contested cases adjndged in seventeen rural districts,
that tida overument agreed in their view and wasprepared with fifteen or sixteen Judges, was, in 1877, 404,te do ail in its power to carry out that view. We1, Sir, but in Moutreal aione, with but six Jadges, 1,450; in 1878,
y9u find thus ah acknowledgment at that time on the part in the rural districts 38f, bat in Mônitreai alone 1,358; and
of boih Gôvernmente, that the system was defective, that in 1879, in the rural clistriets 504, bat -in Montreal alne,it. 1O9Ied a waste of judieial sitrengti , and that, without j 1,807.. So thatitl is perfeotly ler lthat the work do»e
ufOressng tue expense or the number of the Judes, changes outside, even were the staff equal, would bear nocoeMpaison
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with the work done in Montreal. The resuIt, practically, of
course is that the Judges outideof AMontreal. in almost all
of the districts, are very mueh underworked. And there is
another court, the Lessor and Lessee Court, in which the dis-
proportion of the work done in Montreal and in the outlying
districts is perhaps more marked. Now, I do not hesi-
tate to say, that, under these cireumstances, the
natural tendency of the Judges is to deteriorate. The less
they bave to do, the less they will do. The less work you
impose upon them, the slower they get; they do not add to
their knowledge of law ; they rather diminish than add to
it. I am not speaking of the Judges of the Province of
Quebec specially, for I do not pretend to any special know-
ledge, but I am speaking of mny knowledge of what Judges
generally become under similar circumstaces.- I say they
are not better lawyers or better Judges, but worse lawyers
and worse Judges for each year you keep them idle and
unemployed. They rust. They do, not .keep themselves
informed either on law or on general affairs, which is a
most important part of a Judgo's duty. It is most important
that afJudge should be au courant with the course of affairs
-I do not mean political affairs of course. 1 do not
suppose they will know anything of this debate, for they
wil not read it, but I mean the course of business affairs,
and so forth, a knowledge of which is an important part of
the acquirements of a. Judge. How are you to expect that
of these persons, resting in a country village, occupied with
little trifling matters only during the whole ye*r round, and
mnoving in a very narrow circle? 'There is also an evil
experienced even under a system which is not at all so much
exposed to it as the system to which I am referring. So guarded
are those who have considered this point, that it is, as we know,
the rule in England that the Judges in the high Courta--
men occupying the highest positions in' the realm- -do not
go to the same assize twice consecutively. They go to the
same assize only at intervals ; that has been the rule from
time immemorial. So in Ontario the Judges are not
expected to visit the saine towns years after year; but there
is a sort of rotation, by which the visits of the same Judges
to the same towns are made only at long intervals. But
in the presont case, you find the Judges not only doing
the whole business of a place which is mall, but doing no
other business, mixing with the sane men, with a com-
paratively small Bar and a comparatively small society,
with ail the littlegossips, cliques, intrigues and prejudicesthat
grow up in a long series of years in such a society; and 1
say you place your Judges in a different position from what
you ought, if you do not endeavor to separate them for a
time from those associations, and give them other work in
a different sphere, so that they may compare their work
with the work of others, sce tbe modes in which other Bars
and other Judges conduct their business, and mix more
in large matters than thby are able to do in the
narrow circle in which you condemn them to
revolve I say, therefore, that if you went no,
further than to make some provision by which your Judges
in the Superior Court could be called upon, more syste-
matically than at present, dur ing tiie long leisures
whieh they have in their own districts, to take a part
in the work of the judicial business centres, you would
not merely have sufficient judicial strongth, but you would
make these mn better Judges than they can be under
the system which condemns them to this isolation_
Xow, if there is to be no more radical change at ail, if you
are to limit yout aspirations to this, this gives -you an
adequate and sufficient remedy. It not merely di-4penses
with the necessity of a new Judge, but I say it gives you
an added judicial strength of three or four Judges, because
it.improves the position of your raral Judges so mueh that
their roal strength would be enhanced to that extent Your
sy.atem dos flnot work wlil There la no question aboat
tht. I will apply one tost which, I thimk, may be acepted
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everywhere as a sound test of whetber a iadicial' s
worke well or not. I refer to the degree of enee
whieh the Bar and the suitôre evince in the decisions of'the
tribunal, of first instance, as proved by the proportion
of appeals from those decisions.' There ii no oz-mre easy,
practical, obvious test than that, and I say that the Province
of Quebec, ja is shown by the statistics in the itt. work to
which I have referred, occupies a very unfortunate position
in that paîticar,-a position not parallelled, so far as I
know, by that of any other civilized country in the world.

.The judgments in the Superior Court in 1877 numbered
1,737. Of these there Were 262 appeals te the Court of
Review, and 259 to the Court of Queen's iBench, or atotal of
521. In 1878, the judgments numbered 1,851, and the
appeals were 237 te the Court of Review, and 237 te the
Court of Queen's Bench, a total of 464. In- 1879, the judg-
ments numbered 1,955, of which 241 were appealed to the
Court of Review, and 199 to the Court of Queen,s Bench, or
a total of 440. I am quite aware that appels cainot be
taken, in a certain class of cases, from the court of Revlew
and the Court of Queen's Bench; but, for general purposes,
it is not necessary to go into minor details. I am merely,
in a general way, showing the large proportion of appeas
from judgments in the firet instance. I stated, last Session,
that out of 1,50) decisions, given almost entirely
by single Judges in the Court of Chaeery in
Ontario, thero were twenty-five or thirty appeals. ask
yon to contrast those figures and consider what they mea.
It is not possible to measure the significance of ths dipro-
portion of appeals to judgments in the first instance. Be it
one-fourth, or one-fifth, or whatever it may be, it meanus an
ineot)eeivable amount of misery, uncertainty, expense, de lv
and diffioulty te suitors, and the prolonged duration ofthit
acrimony and trouble that attend litigation while it la going
on. Al tihese things we may speak of, but it is extremely
difficult te measure in figures the amount of misery and dis-
tress occasioned to the people-by their judiciary being in
such a condition, that so large a proportion of t.he
decisions of Judges in the first instance, are not accepted as
satisfactory and final. As a general rule, I am not one who
goes very much for restricting the right of appeal iin parti-
cular cases. I go rather for seeing that your system ofadmin-
istering justice is such that the people are as a rule, satisfied
with the decision of a Judge of first instance, than for prevent-
ing them, when dissatisfied, from going further. What I want
this House; and particularly theolien. members from Quebee
to address themselves te, is this serious question, whether
there-is not something wrong and vicious i a systema which
produces such results as te t.ho degrpe of confidence in, and

nality of their decisions of the courts of first instance.
How much more judicial strongth-and that is a mior
question coxnpared with the happiness of the people,
because it is only after aIl a question of a few thousaad
dollars-yet how much more judicial st-rength, 'and
therefore, how mauch money, would yon save, if youe coald
so arrange your courts of first inîtance, as that their judg-
ments would command more confidence. Looking at t.he
large amount of business your Court of Review dSe, the
business of the Court of Queen's Bench, in its appollate
juriediction being lurgely dîmmnished, y<a wil e.eat once
that your judicial. etrength, instead of being insuffieient,
would be more than adequate to the emergency. The
Quebec system of jurisprudence has ne doubt very great
advantages. No one can undervalue, no one onght to under-
value, who looks at the subject at ail, those advantages. 'No
one can undervalue that great monument of haman wisdom
and experience from which your code and systemarc dra*v,
the IRomanlaw. And we who areseonewhatwithoutitseif-
enee, do not-I beg you, Sir, te believe. becayse we are not
oompletely governed by it-at all undervalue it On the
Qom y , quite aditit'that yoluihvre theoretically v.ry
grcet vantages ever us, and we i Ontario ar endeavoring
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toremove some ofour relative disadvantages. It is a disgrace
tou sas a people, in1 my opiion, that we shoaild so long have
parmitted ourselves, ing *larug contrast with you, to have a
double system of juriepudence, one conflicting with the
other, one to correct the errors into which the other
feli. I admit ail that, and while I say .we are now
en gad, and have for- a long time been engaged, in
endeavoring to ovrcome that dificulty, and to bring our
system in theory and in principle into something like the
advantageous position in this particular which yours enjoys,
I go further, and say that we are perhaps more and more
building, year after year, as new and untried cases arise,
on the foundation of theR oman law on which yours is based.
But i may be permitted, perbaps, to suggest that in the
practical working of a system ntich more defective in theory
thatn yours, we have f.und some methods. which are not
wholly unworthy of your attention. I may be permitted to
auggest that there are some things in practical work in
which we Lave aehieved greater succees for our people, in
spite ofour defective system, than you have yet done. Your
civil code is one thing; your code of procedure is quite
another. There are things which are well worthy the ambi-,
tion and energies of law reformers everywhere. While we
are endeavoring to make our system in theory and practice
more perfect, we bave gone far already to practically
simplify our procedure. We bave got rid of your exceptions
dilatoires, your exceptions d la forme, your syston of enquête.
We do not hear auy longer these demurrers, these
technical objeetions, these lawyers' difficulties which go
go far to confuse and mystify the reai question at issue
between parties, and substitute for it some question in which
only the lawyers have any interest at all. Our rule is that
the Judge is bound by the law to make such amendments
in the pleadings as will enable the real question at issue
between the parties to be decided then and there in the
case before him, and that he is bound to give bis
decision according to the very right and justice of the case.
These are the fundamental principles towards which we
work in a practical use of the more defective system under
which we are living, and thus it is that we have shorteneod
procedure very much. We are sooner in coming to an
issue, we are shorter in trying the issue, and shorter in
reachng a determination. We find no man turned out of
Court, to commence again another suit for the trial of the
same question. We find the whole thing settled, and
quickly settled, in one suit; according to our system as it
ia worked, there are no public grievances, as in Quebec,
with regard to delays. But I think that everybody wbo
looks at the procedure in that Province must be cognizant
of the fact that there are most serions delays which, in
many cases, are equivalent to denials of justice; and there
is a clas of cases in which the slowness and tardiness of
justice in Quebec croþs out in a way which makes
it conspicuous sometimes to the members of this House.
We but need to look at the election trials and the length of
time it takes for a Quebec Judge first to try an election case
and then to make up bis mind after a slow trial, we
need but to compare tlre returns which come from Quebec
with the returns from Ontario and other Provinces, to
see there is a habit of slowness and retardation which is'
very fatal indeed to efficiency. While such is our practice,
we have aiso, I think, even in the matter of carrying out
our law4i, advantages which tie Province of Quebec
does not possess, and which tcuch closely the topic
which we are now discussing. ' We have combined
to a very great extent -the advantages of centralization and
desntralization, because there are -advantages in both.
What have yon got? I say that half the time of your
Supèrior Court Judges is occupied with the discussion of
trivial affaire which ought to be dealt with by local Judges,
of an iuferior Court altogether. I say the adoption of the
sywteum of inferior yudges or magistratez,-appointing, of

course, mon ,ot ability, probity an i integrity, while atill
not of .e standing required for high class work, would
enatje you, without inereasing the public charge,
to incrase he effLienlcy of the administration of
justice. I does anot suit to have high claes Judges, who
have to decide complicated and knotty legal questions
involving long arguments, and which are to be setiled
according to the settled iules of laws, engaged half their
time in petty affaire which have to be decided according to
some sort of rough justice, to what is called equity and good
conscience, and not according to law. The more labor,
irrespective of the character of such work, is enouth to
divert the ability of the Judges from the special work for
which they are needed, the high clas work. We have, there-
fore, local Judges which reside in the localities where they
officiate, and whQ have a vory considerable civil and crim-
inal juriadiction, unIr which they perform a large amount
of work; and, I bolieve, under some of the amendents
contemplated in the Ontario Legislature, our local Judges
are to have a very considerable amount of work te do in
questions that arise in the progress of suits, in the Superior
Courts, with questions of pleading and other intorlocutory
proceedings. We do not centralizo to any avoidable extent:
we do not require writs to be issued in only one locality.
Write are issued anywhere-in the locality in which the
suitor lives, the* intermediate proceedincrs are largely
conducted there by local bars, and the trial takes
place in the most convenient place; al inferior
matters of justice are managed by the local Judges in the
different districts, and ail more important matters are
also managed largely on the spot by high class Judges, who
miake their circuits, and who are constantly engaged
in the different parts of the country doing the sane efias
of important work, and who come practically to every man's
door to dispose of bis litigation. Now, the improvements
which have taken place in locomotion from the increased
number of railways and other facilitios for travelling, by
which the Judges can go to distant parts of the country, are
n,,t to be left out < f consideration. When your system wa
adopted originally, the condition of ail the Provinces in
this respect was entirely different, and it would ho ex-
tremely easy now to make arrangements, which would then
have been quite impossible, for utilizing the Judges more
extensivoly, and enabling a snall number of high
class Judges to do the work all over the Province.
In this way legal facilities can now be sup-
plied at little cost in ail cases, .both great
and small. You might tus get justice administered on the
spot, and local judges in every district where there was
sufficient business. Thus one County J.udge might do ail the
ordinary and inferior business of a considerable district. HIe
or some other legal officer would attend to all the matters
of pleading. Tie trial would take place on the spot, and
for any important trial yen would have a higih claÎs judge.
By this system you might use your Judges înore, and distri-
bute teim better than now. You woutd then require fewer
Superior Court J udges. You would bu able to pay them a
compensation more worthy of their work and larger than
yon can now propose; and that is one of the evils of the pre-
sent proposition, that it would defeat any readjustment other-
wise pra3ticable by the creation of new offices of a character
which ought not to continue, and would defer that justice
which might be done the Judges were a pro r system
adopted. I Lelieve there need be no increase cf charges to
the publie. I believe the ultimate adoption of this plan,
which might be adopted gradually, by putting itO the local
districts, as Suprior Judges were remioved, local Judges of
inferior juri ictions at sualler salaries, woald enable
you to accomplish groat resalte without any increased
charges. But if there were an increase, I would
cheerfaily vote for any.reasoîab4le amount wbich wSoid
be productive of traly beneficial resulta in the adminis-
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tration of justice. My object bas been to try to point'
out other methods which ought to be con'sidered before We
go furtber in a direction I think-erroneous, and-I think-that
wC ought t ondeavor to put the system, so far as our limited
power extends, on a really sound, instead of continuing it on
an unsound basis, and extending the unsound foundation on
which it now rests. I intend to say very little about the
additional Judge for the Court of Queèn'e Bènch. You will
have observed, I think, that from my poiùt Of View that stop
is iso premature, because T'haiye been pointing out that the
number of appeals is entirely in excess of what it ought to
be under a proper system; and if you are going to change
the system and diminish the appeals, you would h diminish-
ing trie work of those Judges. But that is not all. One of
the Judges of that Court net long ago publisbed some
memoranda on the subject, and that in view of the proposed
Provincial Logislation. I shall trouble the House with an.
extract or two from these memòranda which have been pub-
lished in the Legal News. Here are the suggestions made
by Judge Ramsay:

"It is generally admitted that the Court of Queen's Bench, with its
terms, as at present organized, is unable to deal with the work béfore it.
If any evidence of this were require'd, it is to be found in the fact that
there were about 120 cases ready for hearing in the district of Montreal in
the March term of 1874, and that to-morrow we shall find: ourselves in
face of a roll of eighty-four cases. Of these cases we salil probably hear
thirty. -In a little over six years, we have therefore only made up our
leeway to the extent of thirty-six cases. Evidently this is too close to be
pleasant. Again, there are only two terms of.the Criminal Court, and
they have expanded into terms eof from five to six weeks.' •

" The practical question that presents itself is as to the remedy to bi
applied. It is impossible to devise a remedyw*ithbut having some positive
knowledge as to the cause of the ·complaipt Ifa Court esanot keep down
arrears, it is at once proposed to name more Judges, and the superficial
observer is immediately satisfi-d with this expedient. If, really, the
Judges of the Queen's Bench bad too much to do, an addition of their
number might, perhaps, be necessary. But. I contend that the Judges
ought to be able to do all the work before them, and are able to do it, if
the Government and Legislature were content te give them leave to
manage their time according to the requirëménts bf suitors. In a word;
the real difficulty arises from the existence of terms on the appeal sid5,
and from their infrequency on the Crown side of the Court."

Ue says again:
I have accompanied my criticisms with suggestions of amendments

of a very simple knd, which I venture to affirn would enable five Judges
to dispose-of all the appeal cases likely to arise in the Province for the
next twenty years. Second, that a change is now contemplated which, if
anything, aggravates the evils of the present system and adds a new one."

He says further on:
" The scheme I have proposed, and which bas met with the concurrence

of the Bar, is to make the quorum of the Court four without any. faculty;to
name a fifth Judgè, the judgment being either confirmed where there is an
equal division of opinion, or a rehearing in chambers before the fifth Judge,
to abolish all terms and to permit the Court to oit on sich day sat
Quebec or Montreal during eight or nine months of the year as the Court
or Judges shall from time to time fix and appoint."

In the second letter he says:
CThe proposition te increasethe nuinberand to protract the lengtb of

the lerins is totaliy delusive. It fusl the eye cf au uncritical public, but it
dees not do the one thing needfu, it does not give the ;Judges of the
Court of Queen's Bench grater facility for getting through their work
than they have at present.'

He points out the reason:
"The only hope I see is that the badness of the measure now before the

Legislature may lead te some change in practice, which it is not easy at
present te foreshadow. This is net a very promising way of considering
the matter, but it is al the consolation we can expect, for the measure is
sure te pass. The luxury of creating a new oce is toe dear to the Govern-
ment heart to be readily abandoned. WIth a bad measure the sixth
Jdg e is almost anecessity; with a good measure no apology can be
oflred for bis existence."

That is the view of that gentleman, a member of this Court,
se much overworked. le declares it is entirely unnecesary
to appoint the sixth Judge, because other remedies which he
points out would answer equally well. I niight say that
there seems to me-looking at it from anotherpointof vieW,
I adinit-a great deal of reason in the view that a modifica-
tion of the law as to the terms of Court would be of great
importance. lu the Provinee of Ontario we have týrxi-m, in
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one sense, that is to say: there are fixed days on which the
Court of Appeals should Éit, but it is entitled to sit on other
days, and it is entitled to protract its sittings until
the business before it has terminated. It is not limited to
a fixed number of days within which it must finish the
business belore it, but it is given the utmost elasticity in
order to accomplish the duties which it does accomplish.
I say that in the . face of such ' a letter from
one of the Judges of the Court, I think the
subject ought to be further considered, and if it be true that
a more extensive plan of refórm would diminish the
appellate labors of the Court of Queen's Bench, on that
account alone it is not convenient, in my view, at this time
to'adopt this measure. I shhIH not attempt to disciss
the details of proposed changes. Various changes have been
proposed at various times. I feel my incompetency to onter
into the discussion of those questious of detail; in truth, I
have felt that it was an extremely delicate task for me to
interfore at all in this matter, but I have feit at the same
time that my hon. friends would recognize the spirit in
which I have attempted to deal with the subject, as one
which, however inperfect my observations might
be, was not at all invidious. My desiro bas
been ' to give such suggestions, as from my
experience-widoly different though it bo from theire-it
seemed to me might be useful to the Provinco of Quebec,
and to my fellow-members of the Bar from that Province,
upon a subject of importance to all, but of extreme impor-
tance to them'in regardto the administration of justice in
that Province. A 11I suggest-and I may say I bave
no intention of enforcing ny recommendation by any
hostilc propo.ition, at least, at this stage-is that the case
is one for pausing. It was not until June last that the
Provincial Legislature determined to create these Judges;
that Legislature will shortly meet again ; and if tbe discus-
sion which is to take place at this and later stages of this
measure should lead to.the conclusion in the minds of my
bon. friends from the Province of Quebec, that there are
serious etils in the administration of justice in the Province
not likely to be remedied by this measure, and that these
evils required some more searching measure of reform,
would it not be well to postpone, at any rate for one Session
of our Legislature, the adoption of a plan which does not
appear, so far as I can judge, to be rendered neces-
sary by the present state of business-which does
not appear to be urgent in that sense-of a plan whose
adoption, followed' by the filling of these judgeships,
will necessarily croate fresh embarrassments instead of
rendering easier the path of reform. I have to apologise
to the House for having addressed it at such a length; but
I may say that from an early period I have taken a deep,
though I admit, a very imperfectly informed interest in the
administration of justice in the various Provinces-an
interest which was naturally deepened when I was Minister
of Justice, particularly with reference to the Province of
Quebec, whon I had occasion to meet the representatives of
the Bar and Bench as I have stated, and also to deal with
other matters in cônnection with the judiciary of that
Province. I hope that Lhe members from Quebec will not so
misunderstand me as to suppose that I desire to put any
undue pressure on the Local Legislature of that Province.
I should rosent that kind of prossure, if it were sought to
be aplied to tho Legislature of my own Province; and I

u, as I hope my bon. friends believe, equally oppose
its being exercised against the Legislature of Quebec. But
I think, charged as we are with the duty of creating a Judge
and of fixing his salai-y; knowing as we do that a large
portion of the laws administered by these Judges are our
own laws, I think it is not out of place for. us carefully to
eoisidef aùy proposals for additions to the judiciary of any
Province, and to seo w'hether the steps we take are really
ii the diretion of perManei t reform, or whether they are
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*Mr. *QBUSEAU. -There are two very distinct divisiqng
in the speeh if my hon: fr1end the leader of the
Oppoition. One portion of bis speech is specially directed
against he r tonsefor the eouse, and the other is a

hal attack pn the systeln of administering justice in
the Pr ee of Quebe. The hon. gentleman a complains of

the mischievouseffects of a position of affairs under 'whicb
we have thepower to croate new Jti¢ges, but have Bot at the,
same time the power of providing for their payment.'
Well, Mr. Speaker, it-is a very good argument te ask for an
amendment of our British Nrth America Act, but it is not
at ail an answer te the resolution submitted by my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice. That Act was a compact, its
was a rosult of a national treaty entered into by four*
Provinces, and cannot now be to'ched on the mere resolu.
tion of my hon. friend, becatuse in its operation it may
occasion some inconvenience displeasing to the hon.
member for West Durham. The Constitution is so clear in,
its terme that it was impossible for that hon., gentleman to
peak eeriously a'gainst the resolutions of the hon. the
inister of Justice, according to the request of the

Provincial Legislature to pay the additional Judges
it deemed necessary. The hon. member for West Durham
took another course which may be very clever, but it is one,
according to my humble opinion-and I venture to express
it most respectfully-which is not worthy of him. Instead
of facing the difflculty, instead of saying te the Province of
Quebec, you shall not get your Judges paid by us, ho made
an onslaught on the system of the judiciary in order te
induce the House to refuse to pay those Judges. He says it
is impossible for the Dominion Parliament to consent te pay
for such a system, for such an administration, and for such
Judges. I repeat that it is unworthy of my hon. friend, and
ought not to be found in his mouth. Section 92 of the
British North America Act, section 14, positively says:

" The administration of justice, including the construction, maintenance
and authorization of the Provincial Courts, both- of civil and criminal
jurisdictioi, including procedure in civil matters in those Courts."

Here is laid down the compact accepted by the four Pro-
vinces. It was accepted because they wanted security
under the new system, and they agreed in thinking that the
Provinces should have the absoluite right of providing for
the administration of justice, and that at the same time the
central authority, which received large portions of the
Provincial revenues, should provide for the payment and
maintenance of the Courts created hy the Provincial Logis.
latures. For this reason, a few sections later, it is provided
that the Judges then acting, as well as those thereafter
appointed by the central authority, should be paid by
the Dominion Government. In accordance with
these provisions of the Constitution the Province
of Quebec introduced a Bill last Session to increase
the number of Judges of the Superior Court aud
the Court of Queen's Beneh. This is neot the
first time that this subject was before this House. Last
Session, when the hon. the Minister of Justice introduced a
similar resolution for the payment of tw<' new Jodges
created by the British Columbia Legislature, there was a
debate and an expression of opinion by several hon. members,
and I think the principle I have stated was entirely
acknowledged on both aides of the House, not only by the
hon. leader of the Opposition, but by the right hon. leader
of the Government. The hon. Minister of Justice, in intro-
dneing his resolution, said:

."pesume te Houwewil fel bth.t begisigre ofBsitish Clombwa
18 more couipeten1 Vo detemi ae lbthjudicial rermets of th*t Prww*çe
in therefnory e dnetratiog of uticé, than thts louse cold pibfY
bé. 1ieeoemv lb. eoutioris.1

Mbp ho..peadsr Cof the Qpoitio took epoe n to those
traolatiops,-and, in4he coIRNn iafA obsti er , h

"I quite agree that as a ena r le, unss there are god r na
Motherise re4 ut :gbtoutie hé attaehe to a 'r6posa ydèubmwy

TIhe same ground was taken by ,the leader of the Govern-
iment. 'Now, I would be dîspo'Md to go even further. I
gcan undermtapd tie bon. gentleman taling such a position
as this: !f it appears that the Act of th . Provticial
;Legislature 'orenting new Courts and app rnti-ng new Judgos,
Iwas passed with Intent to defraud h. Dointon chest,
fwinhout there being any necessity for these new Coprts
'and Judgeo, thon Ïib" House would b. just'ified in ref%àing
,to pay the salaries of th'e Judges. Did the hon mem'ber
Ifor West Durlham dare to say that the Quebec Legislature
wased this Iaw only for the purpose of extorting froni the
O minion chest $10,000 a year ? No. Instead of saying
ehtý h took the ground that the' Province' di d
mnot need any more Judges. But the' louse will
observe that ho did nQt, as ho did last Session, propose an
gmend ment opposed to the sense of the resolution. Heo con.
itents himself with opposing the resolution qn the ground
that our system is bad and that we can do without otþer
Judges. Well,'Mr. Speaker, I must admit that be acted
;very prudently. As Ishall have occasion to show, there is
a roal necessity for more Judges in the Province of Quebpc,
1We have the best authority for stating there is sueh a neces-
sity. I will venture to say that though the hon. member
for West Durham is very clever, very skilful, and knows
everything, there are persons in Quebee who know as much
about this question as edoes, and perhagps more. I a. glad
to inform that hon. gentlemsn that in the Quebee Lsgisla-
ture we have a splendid area of talented young men, very
clever and very eloquent, and many of them nil versed in
the hon. gentleman s own profession. That Legislature
formally declared that there wasnecessity for a sixth Judge
of the Court of Queen's Bench, and for an additional JudgO
of the Superior Court to sit at Montreal. There was not a
dissenting voice in that Legislature as to the necessity
of these two new Judges. Indeed, that body was
similarly unnuimous on this matter in I78-79, when party
party spirit ran very hig lin that Province. lowever,
the necessity of appointing those new Judges was so
recognised and admitted by every one on both sides of the
House, that the Bills passed unanimously, as will be seen by
referring to the journals. An amendment was proposed by
Hon. Mr. Irvine, and at once withdrawn, after having heard
the explanations of the Government. When we remember
the intensity of party feeling in Quebec at the tirne, owing
to the Letellier matter, and notice the unanimous feeling
displayed respecting this measure, it must b. heId that its
necessity was proved, and that the Province was really in
need of increased judicial strength. Before coming to the
details of the speech of the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake), I desire to lay down some principtes, and cite
some historical facts which will enable the House botter to
understand the question. For many years complainté bave
existed in Quebee, with respect to the administration
of justice. The changes were not very frequent.
The first instance was in 1777, the' next in 1797,
*hich was gmended and improved five or ton years after-
wards. About 1845 or 1816"there was a demand in opr
Province for what they ca led at the time dcentralisation
jdiciaire,-judicialdecentralization. A great çlamor
was raised, and both parfties in the pres and on the
hustings demanded this measure. a ' blic mon did not
at once oby the dermands and comply with the reuest.
Tie question was ubmitted to the people, it was discusséd
in Parliament and eis.where, sud't'he result ws that in
1857 there was a unanipinsu demand in favor of the new
eystem-in faver bf dejtrali tion-and Sir Georq
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urtier, complying with that universa; feeling, introduced a
Bill to give effect to it. I have befbreme the first speech on
the subject, delivered by Sir G-eorge C .rier, that great
siatesman, who laborod earnestly for bis coontry's welfare.
In that speech, which was delivered on 23rd April, 1857,
he explains why the demand of the people ought to be,
satisfied, and he gave a historical sketch of the various
preceding systems and concluded by showing the ne-
cessity of the new systemn. There was in the House at the
time, lon. Mr. Dorion, now Chief Justice, Mr. Papin and
ail the Liberals who were elected at the general election of
1854. All those gentlemen admitted that the principle of
the Bill was correct; they did not obstruet the neasure; on
the contrary, they assisted in amending it so as to make it
as perfect as possible. So that we have, from 1845 to 1857,
a unanimous feeling demanding the new system of judiciary
decentralization. Well, it was quite right. There for a
long time existed thrce distriets in the whole Province,
which were really kingdoms in their extent. ,In 1857 they
were increased to eighteen or nineteen. If the louse would
listen to the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
and accept the lessons of his lecture, the whole Quebec
system would have to be surrendered. It is, however, too
well known for the Province to go back on it. I do not
presume to say anything more about its character, more than
that of the systen of Ontario or other Provinces.
So long as justice is administered by human beings it will be
full of imperfections. It is so in Quebec as in the other
Provinces. Our Judges are not perfect; they are not
models of virtue and activity not more than we are; but on
the whole our system is nearly perfect. The measure
introduced by Sir George Cartier was before the flouse
many days. Mr. Drummond, Mr. Darion, Mr. Papin and
others, ur.animously acknowledged the principle of the Bill,
and did not bppose but sought to perfect it. Those hon.
gentlemen moved some amendments in Commitee of the
Whole, and most of them were accepted by Sir
George Cartier with a view to perfect the Bill.
The hon. gentleman quoted many figures and extracts; but
there are certain principles of legislation which cannot be
governed by these details. It was something like a paper
in Montreal, the other day, trying to prove that we ought
not to accept the Canadian Pacifie Railway scheme, because
by taking one dollar bills and placing them side by side, they
would, to make up the cost of this railway, go around the
world. The hon. gentleman seems to me to have spoken in
that way. It is not by citing a number of cases that
the bon gentleman will prove to the pe ple of Quebec that
they should give up. their system which is demanded by.
the whole population of both political parties. In listening
to the bon. member for West Durham, one would imagine
that the Province of Quebec was most unfortunate in its
judicial system. We heard him complaining bitterly that
our Judges are already too numerous. Well, if we take
the cousus of 1871 and compare the number of Judges,
according to population, in Ontario and Quebec, we shall
have some startling results. The Province, of Ontario,
which is smaller in extent than the Province of Queboc, bas
61 Judges, while Quebec, with the two new ones, will have
only 34. The whole ceot of thé judiciary of Ontario,
in round numbers, is 8200,000, while the cost of
the judiciary of Quebec, is .$153,000, a difference-
of $46,000 or $47,000; but if the increases in the salaries
of the Ontario County Court Judges asked for are
granted, this differenice will be increased to $66,000 or
Î67,000. Yet the hon. gentleman says that we have alr>ady
too inany Judges, and that this Parâament ougbt not to pay
the salaries of these two new Judges. Now, I1 want to
point out sme of the good results obtained fron the
system of déceatralization judiciaire. it ereated new
opportunities for good men, wbo became not only good
lawyers, but good public men, and good Judges. It
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taught the rural diitriets to depend on themels.
We know that if we have so many able awyers and
eminent mon, it is due to our system. We know hat- one
district in the space of fifteen years furnishedrone Ministe,
two or three members ofParliament and five Judges, one or
two of whom came to Montreal and wore not iferior,
certainly, to the Judges taken out of the Montreal Bar. Thie
is an illustration of the great benefit which the Province f
Quebec derives from that system which the hon. member for
West Durham would like to see completely abolished. As
I said in the beginning, I shall not conteüd that everything
is perfect in our Province, that nothing in the present
oider of things shoula be disturbed. Il the hon. member
for Wetst Durham could have made his speeeb in the Quebec
Parliament, it would have been botter. It is not within our
Province to set up those grotinds, nor to refuse to pay the
Judges created by the Quebec Logislature. What the
hon. member for West Durham fail, was already
said by many members of the Montreat and Quebe
Bar. In no country are the litigants, lawyers and Judges
all satisfied. The Judges are often inclined to think that
thoir salaries are too low. We ofien receive complaints
that the Judges salaries are teo low, and again that they do
not work enough. It bas become a proverb that a lawyer
should be allowed twenty-four hours to curse bis Judge. There
is a class of people that will always complain of a *judicial
system, the class of litigants who lose their cases. When a
man has lost his case after appealing it from an inferior
court to higher courts, and finds ho bas to pay costs of
several hundred dollars on a case of $100, he feels inclined
to curse the system, lawyers and Judges. As the hon.
member for West Durham bas moved no amendment to
these resolutions, no doubt ho acknowledges that the prin-
ciple is right, that Provincial Legislatures have
the right to create new Judges, and that it
is our duty to provide for the payment of
their salaries; so that the last part of the hbn.
gentleman's onslaught on our judiciary is only theoretical.
He has not been very happy in the choice of his argu-
ments. Take the Court of Queen's Bench. He quoted in
great satisfaction the opinion of Mr Justice Ramsav. 1
had the honor to study under that Judge. He is a
personal friend of mine, and a man of high culture and
ability as a Judge, but that does not make him infalliblo.
He may have committed a mistake, and bis opinion in this
instance has against it the decision of the Quebec Parliament,
both Conservative and Liberal, in which are men of high at-
tainments in the legal profession. This Parliament, both
Rouge and Bleu, declared unanimously that the Province of
Quebec required a twenty-seventh Judge of the Superior
Court and the sixth Judge of the Court of Queen's Bunch.
Mr. Justice Raâmsay argued that the Judges of the Court of
Queen's Bench might have done more busines by having
longer and increased number of terme. That was tried,
and what was the result? The Chief Justice beld the
Criminal Court in Montreal on the 24th September last. On
the 28th October that term was over, and, on the 2nd
November, ho began sitting in the Court of Appeal and
attendod it regularly until the last day of November. le
then went to Quebec and sat in the Court of Appeal there
from the firet to the ninth Qf December, after wBich he
came to Montreal when ho sat in the Court of Appeal from
the 11th of December to the eve of Christmas. The result
was that the Chief Justiee's health became nearly
broken up, and it was to avoid occurrences so disastrous
that the Quebec -Parliament determined to increase the
.number of Judges. Since that time Mr. Justice Ramy has
partially changed bis opinion. The hon. member for Went
Durham did not perhaps read the Bill when he made bis
speech. That Bill didnot increase the number of Judges of
the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal would àt as
formerly with the same quorum as before; so that there is
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nothing change. We have the Court of Queen's Rench sit-
tinin app i ci'il cases and writs of error,-and why is
it done iBeeause it was impossible for the Court of Queen's
Benclito hold criminal assizes in Quebec and Montreal, with
eight, ten, or twelve terms of the Court of Appeal for civil
cases. If wä had not done so, we should have exposed
the Judges to break down with excessive work.
Yoi' Will find nobody in Quebec, Montreal or the rural
distfrcts against that reading of the law. We desire a sixth
Judge, who will be a criminal Judge to hold criminal
assizes and let the other five members of the Court sit in
appeal in civil cases. There would thus always be a sixth
Judge of the Queen's Bonch who would have the right to
sit in the Uourt of Appeal; but the Court of Appeal would
not be changed, there will always be a spare Judge to repre-
sent.the others in the assizes, or the other Judges in the
country when there were difficult cases. You se. now how
mistaken was the hon. member for West Durham in making
so lengthy an attack on our judicial systerm and coming to
such conclusions. If he had read our law very well and'
known our systemn as well as his own, he would have
avoided that mistake. I speak from an experience of twenty-
one years practice in the Courts of Quebec, and can say that
our Superior Court Judges should not have been so denounced.
He told us a long story about the action of Judge Mondelet
when he was Minister of Justice. If I recollect well, the
periodwas 1 76 and 1877, when our late lamented friend
the Judge conceived the idea that he could not conscien-
tionsly sit in courts created by the Dominion, or try
Dominion cases, and ho considered that the Election Lawi
was of this nature. This hobby or aversion also extendede
to the Insolvent Law. This amounted to a choking offlof
justice, cases accumulated, and at meetings of the Bar great1
complaints were made. At the tine the court business
reqnired all the activity of the six Judges. The late Judge
was succeeded by Judge Rainville, who fell sick at one time,
when comnlaints and representations were sent to Ottawa
to have the six Judges always available. These facts formq
a strong illustration of the need of a seventh Judge inn
Montreal. If the hon. member for West Durham hade
practiced there like me he would have reached a different
conclusion-if he knew, for instance, that some of the1
Judges have twenty, fifty or even eighty cases en delibéré,n
he would not only say that we required a seventh Judgeil
but, as Judge Torrance lately said, not one but two more j
Judges were needed. The Superior Court of Montreal had i
an eaormous ainount of work to dispose of, it sitting fromb
the lt of September to the 31st December, and from ther
16th Tanuary to the 7th July each year. Our Circuit Courts e
sit daily as do our Supdrior Courts, in their different
branches. including Review and enquête, practise and9
enquête and merits, so that our sir Judges are entirely4
incapable of accomplishing the work as required.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EIXCELLENCY. '
Mr. POPE (Comipton), delivered a Message from Hisn

Excellency.c
Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-

"Lonxu. d
" The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, copy of l

& minute of Council of 5th November, 1880, on the subject of assisted
emigration from Ireland to Manitoba and the North-West, together with
cOpy of the despatch from His Excellency the Governor General trans-

littin the same, and Lord Kimberly's answer acknowledging the receipt t
there.i

"Govwuar Hou«s, t
"OmTÂWA, 8th February, 1881."

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. o

jAFTER RECESS.
Ms MOUSSEAU. Since the House rose I have pro- ]

çiWed Metatisties bearing on the subject upop wi

was speaking, and I will read them to the House. The
expenses of the Ontario Courte, including the Admiralty
Courtl is $199,069, the expenses of those of Quebec $I5329
or a difference in favor of the latter of 845,848. The
proposed echene of increasing the salaries of the County
Court Judgee, will involve a cost of at least $20,000. The
proposed increase in the number of Judgee in Quebec will
involve a eost of about $10,000, so we have a total of
855,848 as the difference between the two Provinces in this
respect; and I do not think it gives any reasonable ground
of complaint. The hon. gentleman had onlv made his
complaint with regard to the district of Montreal;
but, on the other band, an hon. member of this House bas
brought up a memorial froni the counties of Chicoutimi and
Saguenay, complaining that all the advantagesin connection
with the administration of justice go to the great centres
like Montreal, to the detrimont of the rural districts. The
memorial states:

"Je vous dirai seulement: voyez là ce grand centre de colonization>
qui y est en activité;.voyez cette population de 30,000 Ames: voyez ce
commerce très considérable ; voyez les autorités religieuses qui y ont
mis le siège d'un évêché. Avec ces faits, il n'y a pas un homme d'eo-
périence qui ne puisse dire qu'il n'ya pas là des affaires suffisantes pour
y occuper un juge qui y résiderait. Ne serait-ce pas un honneur pour
un juge d'administrer la justice dans un district aussi important et de
tant d'avenir, et de rivaliser de zèle avec notre digne évoque pour y
remplir ses devoirs, et contribuer au bien être et à l'avancement de
ce district?

Un juge n'est pas utile seulement pour présider les termes de la cour;
il a encore une foule de fonctions administratives et judiciaires très !in-
portantes à exercer en dehors des terme,-par example: les pouvoirs
que lui donne la loi contre les détenteurs illégaux des terres dans les
townships,-pour juger les requêtes en cassation de brefs de caias, ou de
'aisie-arn 8 8imple,-pour donner la possession provisoire des Abjets saisis
revendiqîés,-po1rLIE séquatre, les poursuites entre locateurs et loan.
taires,-pour l contestation de listes électotale&,-pour les brefs de
prérogative,-pour l'habeas corpus au civil et au criminel,-ponr les
compilsoirs,-pour les assemblées de parents,-pour la vente des biens
des mineurs,-pour l'apposition et la levée des scellés,-pour régler les
difficultés lors de la confection des inventaires, pour les enqu6tes,--et
pour mille autres sujets.

Voici une population de 30,000 âmes dans le district de Chicoutimi,
qui est privée des secours d'un juge dans tous ces cas.

Avec un juge résident, le district de Chicoutimi aurait des termes au
moins tous les deux mois ; il y aurait de plus des circuits dans deux
endroits du lac Saint-Jean. Je remarquerai que les plus beaux établis-
sements du lac Saint-Jean se trouvent à 80 milles de Chicoutimi, ce
dernier endroit est à 90 milles de la Malbaie, et à 150 milles de Québec.
La justice y sera distribuée promptement, sans précipitation, et sage-
ment: elle sera à la portée de tous. Les frais seront de beaucoup moins
considérables. Les colons auront une plus grande protection ; plusieurs
d'entre eux, ne ponvant prendre possession de leurs lots à moins d'un
long et ruineux procès, ont, à ma connaissance, quitté le Saguenay, et
Bont probablement maintenant aux Etits-Unis. Ces lots sont encore en
bois debout, et appartiennent à des spéculateurs.

Je n'ai aucun doute que l'honorable procureur-général de Québec
rendra justice A Chicoutimi, et, par là, secondera les efforts de àton-
eigueur l'évêque de Chicoutimi pour l'avancement de ce district.
Noru.-Le district de Montréal a une population de 210,803 âmes. Le

gouvernement lui donne sept juges, soit un par 30,114 âmes.
Le district de Québec, dont la population est de 159,397 Ames, possède

4 juges, soit un juge par 39,849 âmei.
Le district de Rimouski, avec une population de 27,418 âmes-plusieurs

mille âmes de moins qu'à Ubicoutimi--possède un juge.
Le distriet de Gaspe, ayant une population de 33,652 âmes, a l'honneur

d'avoir 2 juges, soit un juge par 16,826 Ames.
Les districts de Kamouraska, d'Arthabaska, de Bedford, de Beauhar-

nois et de Saint-IHyaeinthe, dont la population n'est pas beaucoup plus
considérable que celle de Chicoutimi, ont chacun un juge.
Et Chicoutimi, avec une population de 30,000 Ames, qui dans cinq ans

era peut-être de 40,000 Ames, lsolé, à 150 milles de Quebec pour les en-
droits les lus près, et à 250 milles de Québec pour les établissement du
ac Saint-Jean, n'a pas de juge 1'

We must consider this matter from the highest point of
view, and we must admit that, in order to remedy
he evil complained of, it is not necessary to change a
.ystem which has operated so -benefieially. I notice
hat the hon. member for West Durham endeavored to
pýrsuade the House that by that inerease of the number
of judges, and by the increase of the salaries of other
udges, our conduct was clashing with our premises on the
austings, and with the blame we eat on hon. gentlemen
pposite when they were in power. But I wish to inform
iim that our party is net a party of proMises q4 that it la
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a party which, when in power, is not forgetful of the pro-
mises it makes in Opposition. We never intended to
decrease the salaries of the Judges or of anybody else. We
are of the-opinion of the lectors expressed on the 17th of
September, 1878, that the hon. gentlemen on the other side
of the House, when they occupied the Government Benches,
failed entirely in operating those economies and re-
trenchments which thoy had been promising to effect
during the twenty-five of thirty years of their Opposition
life. These resolutions are forced upon us by the require-
ments of the public· interest in the Province of Quebec.
That Province wants more Judges, and because she wants
them well paid, other resolutions will have to be submitted
with regard to the salaries of County Judges. The leader
of the Opposition seems to have forgotten that there is a
law pasbed by the Quebec Legislature to meet the very
difficulty pointed out by that hon. gentleman, and which
provided that assistance should be given by the country
Judges ta those sitting in Montreal. In Î877-78 the
Quebec Legislature passed a law providing that when the
judicial business of Quebec, Montreal, or any other centre,
required additioral judicial assistance it should be rendered
by other Judges sitting in the country districts. I believe
that that bas opeiated very well, and has already remedied
sone of the inconveniences complained of. At one time I
have seen as many as five Judges who came from the
country districts to assist their brethren in Montreal. It
was in carrying out that scheme that the Judge of Beau-
harnois was made a Judge of the district of Terrebonne. The
hon. gentleman quoted this instance with much glee, suppos-
ing that the change had the effect of depriving Montreal of the
judicial assistance which was available in the person of that
hon. Judge. The fact is that before going into the district
of Terrebonne, Mr. Justice Belanger spent a great deal of
his time in rendering help to the Montreal Judges. The hon.
gentleman has drawn very incorrect inferences from the
superannuation of the Judges. This provision was made at a
time when there were many young Judges, specially in
Ontario. In Ontario there are sixty-one Judges, while in
Quebec there is only one-half that number, thirty-three or
thirty-four. In ten or fifteen years hence, wheu the young
Judges of to-day will have grown old and become fatigued,
they will be superannuated, -and then the balance will be
against Quebec. The hon member for West Durham made
a number of quotations which do not affect th'b case at issue.
The number of litigants and of cases in the Province of-Que-
bec at any period does not explain their increase or their
decrease. TÏ'he state of business, whether prosperous or
depressed, generally has a controlling influence in deciding
the extent of judicial business. For instance, during the
existence of the Insolvency Law a great number of cases
arose under the operation, but they gave but little trouble to
the Judges, and took but little time in proportion to their
number. That class of cases has now disappeared,
but it may be followed by other cases of a civil
nature, or ariaing under the old French law,
which give vastly more occupation te the Judges.
It may not be out of place for me, as many of the
members of this House .are unacquainted with the system
of judiciary in the Province of Quebec, to give some account
of the functions of our Judges. Formerly we had what
were called Circuit Court Judges, but in 1857 these were
made Judges of the Superior Court. Now, Circuit Court
cases are adjudicated upon and disposed of by the Superior
Court Judges. In Montreal there are six in number, and
the Circuit Court cases they have to dispose of amount in
some years to 12,000 or 15,UOO, and even to 18,000. That
Court site every juridical day during the month, and every
month in the year except during the legal holidays from the
9th of July until the 31st of August. The business in this
Court is se great that Judges friom the rural districts have to
come to Montreal to assist Montreal Judges. A aong là

Mr. Mousss.iu.

I may mention Judges Laframboise (who spends most of
his time in Montreal), Caron, Plarmondon, Sicotte, Bélanger,
and sometimes Chagnon from St. Johns. In fct, there are
ten or twelve Judges that come from rural districts
monthly to help the Montreal Judges. Then there are the
Superior Court cases, which average from 4,000 to 6,000,
according to circumstances, arising from commercial condi-
tions and other circumstances. The extent and importance
of the business which come under their jurisdiction is some-
thing startling. First, there are debts which-vary according
to the thousands of circumstances which give rise to tbem.
Then they have the probate of wills, inventories, tutorships,
and sales of minor estates which sometimes take place in
Chambers and give them a great deal of trouble.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Not to the Judges.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Yes; to the Judges in Montreal. Those
cases require much time and study. lu those cases it is, a
question usually of selling large estates of minors, under the
pretence of paying off debts, or of improving the estates.
Municipal matters also come before the Judges and often
occupy much time. They have also before them motions to
quash writs of capias. We also go before them with con-
testations in respect to voters lists. School anatters in
various forms come before them. They have the election
cases, which are not only troublesome, but lengthy, some-
times throwing the Judges into a state of exhaustion, which
compels them to give up work and take two orthree months
rest. There have been also special cases, in Montreal
especially, which have occupied much time. There have
also been ca-es in connection with the expropriation of pro-
perty for street purposes, by the Montreal municipal
authorities. Then there were cases between private parties
and the railway companies, some of - which were
so hotly contested they occupied not months,
but .sometimes years. Those were soMe of the
important matters which were dealt with by the Judges of
Montreal.' An opinion prevailed in some quarters, that in
the increase of the number of the Judgea of Queen's Bench,
the six Judges would have to preside in the Court of Appeal;
but, as I said before recess, the sixth Judge of Queen's
Bench would be to help the other five; but the Court of
Appeal, which took the most important cases, would stand
as before. I have read very caretully the letter written by
Mr. Justice Torrance to the Minister of Justice, a short time
ago. He suggests some changes; he said au increase would
be necessary, but not an increase of one Judge, but of two,
three or four, if we cannot secure the assistance oftthe
countryjudges. All parties agree on this point, which is the
important one, that the number of Judges sitting in Montreal
should be increased. It had been suggested that Judges
should be brought in from the rural districts to oit in
Montreal. The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
has thought himself sufficiently wise to give advice, and to
tell the Quebee Bar, Government and people what they
should do. One Government has, however, auticipated him,
and have declared there is no effective remedy except that
of appointing two additional Judges, one -te the Superior
Court and the other to the Court of Appeal. The
hon. leader of the Opposition has sought to diseuse
the question from a Quebec standpoint; but he may «alm
his patriotic zeal with the refietion that other people more
conversant with the object are already at work ; that the
Judges are endeavoring to find a remedy, and the Govern-
ment of Quebec have already applied a remedy. With all
these persons there is combined sufficient talent to bring
about a proper remedy. Some other parties hold that the
number of Judges is sufficient, but that they
should be compelled to reside in Mionreal-that 18 or 20
should reside in that city-and that they shonld be sent ont
every three or four months into the rural districts. That
rpmedy, I am afraid, is entirely imposible, beQanse the
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judicial decentralization syatem has produced splendid
results. The Provinoe likes it, 'and there is not a single
district which would be wiliig to lose its Judge. Not only
is this the case, but because the Judge in Chicoutimi and
Saguenny absented himself, the hon. member for the
county was 8o mach pressed by the electorate that he was
compelled to memorialize the Quebec Government in order
to compel that Judge te reside in his district. The same
feeling . will be found to exist in all the rural
distriets which have the advantage of resident Judges.
Some gentlemen have saggested the establishment of County
Courts and the appointment of County Court Judges, as in
Ontario. To a certain extent we have those already.. ,In
each district, which is usually composed of three counties,
the Judge of the Superior Court, who lives in the
centre of the district, sits as a Judge of the Court
of Queen's Bencb, in criminal matters, and holds the-
Superior Court every three or four months. The hon.
geâitleman advanced as another reason against the increase
of Judges, that the number of cases for review have
decreased in October, November and December. If my
hon. friend knew-wnore of legal affairs in Montreal, he would
know that the cases did not decrease, but the Judges
increased the days of their sittings; instead of sitting two
or three days as they used to do, they sat five, six, or seven
days a mncnth, and they held an additional term in order t.
clear off the list. I think the hon. gentleman was unfair when
he said the less work a Judge had to do, the less ho would do.
So far as I know, our Judges are not disposed to be idle.
They all go to Montreal or Quebec to consult their brother
Judges; they have their libraries, and they do a great deal
of work. Some of them em'ploy their leisure in writing
books and valuable works, such as Hons. J. J. Loranger and
Taschereau. My hon. friend said that in England the Judges
never sit twico cousecutively at the same assize. A debate
which arose in this 1House last Session on this subject,
brought out the suggestion that we should notchose a Judge
for a district in which ho had practised as a lawyer, or
where he had social or business relations. Wehave suffered
to some extent froim that anomaly, but that does not prove
that a Judge may not roside in one place fur many years
without injury to the cause of justice. The hon. gentleman
did not say precisely in so many words, but ho implied
that the number of appeals coming from our courts,
especially from Montreal, indicated a want of confidencein
our Judges. Woll, I have statistics showing that the num-
ber of appeals, compared with those from other Provinces,
are not disproportionate to the num ber of cases; and we
cannot therefore infer that our judiciary are not in possession
of public confidence. In sone cases there is a want of con-
fidence which comes from the passage of an Act, of which, I
think, all parties are guilty. I refer to the Act by which we
divested ourselves of ourjurisdiction over our own members
and gave it to the regular Judges. When the similar Bill
was introduced into the Imperial Parliament, the late Chief
Justice of England wrote to Mr. Gladstone, who was then
Prime Minister, deprecating the passage of the Billon two
grounds: first, because Parliament had no right to divest
itself of one of the most sacred of its privileges, the power
of declaring the disqualification of its own members;
and, secondly, because the carrying out of such -a law
would be most detrimental to the cause of justice.
You will never find the losing party satisfied. In election
cases which ever party loses the case will accuse the Judge
of being biassed by his political views. In other civil
cases the losing party will always have some ground for
complaint. Then would commence the great evil of loss of
prestie, respect and esteem, which should always surround
the Judges; then would be the great evil, for a
good judiciary is the beSt bulwark of our liberties.
Take away their prestige and respect and authority
will disappear, and dissolution~ of society will set in.

I thisk 1will not be gainsaid by anybody, whon I say
that if, in some parts of the country, confidence in Judges
is not so groat as it ought to be, it is specially due to those
election cases. N4ow, there are statisties and comparisons
which have been forgotten by the hon. member for West
Durham. If, instead of studying the Officiai Gazette, ho had
taken bank returns or even the Montreal Directory, ho
would have seon the explanation, through the immense
capital invested in Montreal, of the great number of cases
in appeal, which .ho used as an argument against our
judicary. There is no city in the Dominion in which se
large a business is transacted and so much c ipita[ invested
as in Montreal. The hon. member for West Durham, fuli
of friendship for our por Province, which ho declared to be
so unfortunate in its judiciary, said that in our Courts there
was much slowness. I wzuld b quite surprised that in any
place, with the same number of Judges and the same
number of cases, there was less slowness. I know of
another Court, created by the hon. gentlemen opposite, in
which there is greater delay in giving decisions. I will
finish by trying to give a lesson of modesty to the hon.
member for West Durham. I shall say nothing bad
against the judiciary of Ontario, though I know,
perhaps, more about it than he does about the
Quebec judiciary. He would have done botter to have
delegated his powers to the French-Canadian leader of the
Province of Quebec. I think the hon. member was Bome-
what jealous. It appeairs whenever there is a new leader
of the Grits ho must have some kind of platform.
The first one came with a standard of public
morality; this leader waves the standard of judicial perfec-
tion. That perfection is, I think, impossible. I wuald
prefer the old way of being as perfect as we can. I do not
want to be understood to say, speaking as a Federal
Minister, that we have no right, under any circumstances
whatever, to question the advisability of a law passed by a
Province to create a Judge. IL is my personal opilion that
when such a law as that is passed by a Local Parliament in
which both parties agre, after full debate, on the necessity
of the creation of the new Judge, we would assume a dan-
gerous authority by refusing such a demand. In this case
what the bon. member said is a corroboration of the wisdom
of the Quebec Parliament in its action. Ail are agreed that
there ought to be more Judges in Montral. I am sure, if
any remedy is required, the Quebec Parliament will take
the means to find it out. I beg, therefore, to give my
suplort to the resolution.

Mr. GIROUARD,(Jacques Cartier). I have listened with
much pleasure to the brilliant address which has been deli-
vered by the hon. leader of the Opposition, and I as a
member of the Province of Quebec, and as a member of the
Montreal Bar, think the Province of Quebec owes its thanks
to the hon. gentleman for the accurate manner in which ho
bas presented his case; a manner, I believe, which is worthy
of the admiration of the most severe momber of the* Quebec
Bar. We owe him thanks also for having brought to the
discussion a broad, liberal spirit. In my humble estimation
ho 'has shown himself not only an able lawyer but also
a true lover of justice. This is not a party question,
and I was glad to see the hon. gentleman
treat it not from a party point of view So,
in 1857, when this question of the decentralization of the
administration of justice in Quebec, came before the Can-
adian Parliament, we saw both politicat parties united in
forming what was considdred at the time ag the best measure
to promote the administration of justice in that Province,
and to-day we are examining, not the question of a few
thousand dollars for the salary of a sixth or seventh Judge
in Montreal, but a more important question than that-tho
whole system of judicial affairs as it has existed for some
twenty years. It is best that this question should be cou-
sidered only in the light of the interects of our Province. 1
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believe I am not exaggerating in stating that in it there is
in my Province a greait deal of dissatisfaction over the ad-
ministration of justice, which does not, however, go so far
up as thepersonnel of our Judges. Most of them, no doubt,
are men of great learning and bard .workers, althouglh both
political parties bave been too often controlled by political
exigencies in the selection of judges to make room for unfor-
tunate, perhaps useless, politicians. It is, perhaps, also due
to that cause that we find so many Judges on the
pension list. Another cause may be that our Judges work
too bard for too small salaries--I am referring to the dis-
tricts of Quebec and Montreal where living is very expensive;
and, of course, being entitled to a pension after ten years
service of two-thirds of their salary, they asked for it not
as a matter of discretion, but of right, preferring to retire
to private life to killing themselves on the Bench, and
even to practice as avocat consultant. I was
very glad to'hear the member for West Durham eulogizing
our civil code. As a student of the Ron)an law, as a chancery
lawyer, he had occasion during bis professional career to
admire the great principles of that law which is the basis
of our civil code, of which our Province is justly proud.
But I must say, as a member of the Bar of Quebec, I am not
as great air admirer of our code of civil procedure. It was
based no doubt on an ordinance great for its time, that of
1667, and also upon the commentaries of an old commentator
on that ordnance, Pigeau, but those rules of procedure,
correct no doubt 200 years ago in a community not
commercial, cannot so well apply to a community
like ours. I subscribe also to the remarks of the
member for West Durham, that we can with great advan-
tage borrow, from Ontario and other Provinces, measures
which would be an improvement to our rules of
procedure. In examining this question we can only make
suggestions. Our jurisdiction in this Parliament is very
limited under the British North America Act We have only
the power to appoint Judges and provide for their salary ;
the organization and maintenance of the Provincial Courts
are left altogether to the Provincial Legislature, so that we
have to act but as aun executive body to carry out their
wishes; we are almost in the position of a banker against
whom a depositor draws for funds; we must honor their
cheques. But at the same time it cannot be denied that if
we must grant the salaries of judges, we have the right to
offer suggestions without unduly interfering with their fune-
tions, and the more that they would come from
a very disinterested body. The whole difficulty is
not, in my opinion, the nomination of a seventh
Judge, who must be appointed at any rate, as he is
needed in the district of Montreal; but before two or
three years the same need will be felt again, as the system
is bad. The decentralization of justice, which was much
needed in 1857, does not now exist to the same extent. In
1857 the Province of Quebec was traversed only by one
railway, from the western frontier to the Eastern Townships,
the Grand Trunk, when the means of connection with the
large centres was very difficult to the rear districts. People
residing some thirty, fQrty, or fifty miles from Montreal
had tó take two days to reach that city and then decentraliza-
tion was necessary. But to-day the whole Province is covered
with railways. St. Lin, for instance, which belongs to
the district of Terrebonne, has more easy communication
with Montreal than with the chef lieu. We might. say the
same of Joliette, and many other districts. The question
is not to abolish the decentralization of justice,
but to modify and reform it. In 1807 we had
seven judicial districts, Montreal, Queboc, Sherbrooke,
Three Rivers, Ottawa, Kamouraska, and Gaspé. Cases
were then decided by three Judges; appeals were less
numerous than to-day considering the amount of popula-
tion, andfor the simple reason that tho decision by those three
Judges satisfied the public. In 1857 the whole Province

Mr. GiaouÂn (J acques Cartier).

was divided kio twenty judicial districts. A Superior Court
composed of about eighteen or twenty Judgeê was creatpd.
It was to be presided over by one Judge. ,Montmagny,
Beauce and Chicoutimi wore not provided with Judges.
Since 1870 a Judge was added to the number at Montreal,
making a quorum of five, and in 1871 another was added,
and another in 1872, when the Superior Court Judges were
increaRed to twenty-six. Appeals had to be granted in
consequence of those decisions being rendered by one Jpdge
only, and the Court of Review was established to consider
his deoisions. We have also a Court of Appeal composed of
five Judges. The leader of the Opposition made a slight
mistake in mentioning the jurisdiction of the stipendiary
magistracy. It bas been abolished, there being now, perhaps,
only four such magistrates left, who serve in very remote
districts. With'regard to the effects of this decentralization,
I think it is important to look at the figures, for I do not
agree with the hon. member for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau)
that figures mean nothing; on the contrary, I think they
mean a great deal, and I believe in them. I shall read a
few statistics from a valuable manual compiled by a very
careful lawyer in Montreal, Mir. Pagnuelo, which go to
show that many of these judicigl districts are not now
needed if they ever were needed. I shall not give those
cases which go by default, because, as hon. gentlemen know,
under our code these cases can be settled by the Prothonotary
or the Clerk of the Court, and I shall also confine myself to
Superior Court cases. In Arthabaska, in 1877, there were
thirty-eight cases; in 1877, twenty-nine, in 1879, forty-eight.
In Beauce, forty-eight in 1877, twenty-six in 1878, and
twelve in 1879; in Beauharnois, twelve in 1877, twenty-seven
in 1878, and sixteen in 1879. In Bedford, in 1877, forty-
eight; in 1878, forty-seven, and in 1879, seventy. In
Chicoutimi, in 1877, there were no contested cases; in 1878,
one, and in 1879, fiftecn.

Mr. CIMON said the report of the prothonotary for
Chicoutimi had not been re eived and consequently the
figures did not appear.

Mr. GIROUARD. Perhaps the hon. gentleman himself
will give us the figures. They cannot be very large at all
events, seeing there was only one case in 1878. In Gaspé,
which is composed of two counties and has two Judges,
there was in 1877 only one case; in 1878, one, and in
1879, five. In Bonaventure there was not a single case,
either in 1877, 1878, or 1879. In Iberville, in 1877, there
was twenty-one cases; in 1879, twenty-four; and in 1879,
thirty-four. In Joliette there were five in 1877; eight in
1878; and sixteen in 1879. In Kamouraska twenty-nine in
1877; forty-seven in 1878, and twenty-nine in 1879. In
Rimouski nineteen in 187-7; six in 1878, and nineteen in
1879. In Montmagny therewere eleven in 1877; twenty-six
in 1870, and thirty-thrce in 1879. In Montreal there were
952 in 1877; 890 in 1878, and 860 in 1879. The hon.
leader of the Opposition said there had been a decrease in
business in Montreal; this is true. This fact was the conse-
quence of the repeal *of the Insolvent Acts, and, seoendly, of
the increased présperity 'of the country--the result of the
National Policy. But this decrease consists only of collec-
tion cases which were contested only for del'y, and do not
in the slightest degree affect the burden of the work of the
Judges. If we look at the figures for the Court of Revision
we will find that it is a very important element in the
judicial business of that district. In 1877 there were 166
eases in 178, 156, and in 1879, 149. It is quite clear from
these figures that several of those Judges who reside in the
country districts might be brought baèk to Montral and
Quebec to help their contreres iii those cities without doing
any injury to the rural districts. The consequence of bavàing-
only one Judge to preside in trials has been that an enor-
mous number of appeals have been taken. Prom statisties
published in Mr. Pagnuelo's manual- I fnd that the per
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cantage of appeals to the total number of cases in the
Suporior Court l about 19. The learned gentleman
givsthe poreentage of appéals in other countries, and his
sta anments 6n that point are very instructive. la Geneva
the poeentage of appeals was 7 fromn 1817 to 1835; and
in 1865 the percentage *as 10. In France, from 1841 to
1845, the percentage was 15 ;in 1846, 14 per cent. ; in
1847 13; in 1849 12 per cent., and -from 1866 to 1870,
Il per cent. The reason they are ao low in that
6sntîry is simply that decisions are not rendered byone
Ju4ge but by two or three. In the Duteh States the
percentage of appeals li 7j; in England, 8. My hon. friend
froin West 'Drham said that perhaps the large number of
appeals in our Province was due to the character of the
Fiench race,and he mentioned to the Rouse the dictum of
a Freneh monarch who said the French were só fond of war
that là days of peace they went to law with one another.
This reproacli has been answered by Mr. Pagnuelo, who
says that statistics show that in the Province of Quebec the
JEtglish population is as fond of litigation as the French.
It is a fact tbat in proportion to their numbers more law
snits are taken by the English population than by the French.
Several remedies have been suggested for the crowded state
of the judicial business in the district of Montreal. Mr.
Pagnuelo, who has given a great deal of attention to the

ubjec.t, has suggested that a law should be passed by the
Local Legislature providing that a certain number of
Judges should live in Montreal, to act there, and at the
same time to go into the country districts when required.
I will not undertake to suggest the proper remedy,
but it is evident that the present system is bad, and
the consequence is the justice is badly administered and
gives general dissatisfaction to the people of that Province.
Something must be done. The whole system must be
remodelled, so as to render necessary the decisions Ôf our
Courts by three Judges, instead of one. The hon, leader of
the Opposition has quoted from papers which have been laid
upon the Table of this House from time to time, containing
suggestions made by the Judges and Bar of Montreal. In
1877 a demand was made for a Judge in Insolvency, and it
was meant that he should be in addition to those already
appointed. It wgs then represented by Mr. Justice Johnson,
Mr. Justice Mackay, Mr. Justice Torrance, Mr. Justice A.
Dorion, and Mr. Justice Papineau :

" That the exigencies of the administration of justice in the district of
Montreal urgently require that the Judges in charge of that district
should have additional aid in the performance of their duties, and further
representing that such aid would be materially supplied by the appoint-
ment of a special Judge in Insolvency for the district of Montreal."

At that time the Judges felt that the appointment of an
additional Judge was necessary to the jefficient conduct of
the business of the Insolvency Court. But notwithstanding
the repeal of the Insolvency Law, the business of the Mon-
treal Courts is so enormous that the administration of justice
really suffers for the want of additional Judge.' For
instance, let us take the Chamber business which is a very
important element in the administration of justice. That
business iu Montreal is done from half-past ten o'clock to
eleven, and the Judge who sits in Chambers is obliged to take
possession of a Court which is known as the Third Division,
sitting from eleven to four o'clock. Between those hours
it is frequently impossible for members of the Bar to have
access to the Judge in Chambers. Sometimes they must
wait with their clients for hours to the serlous inconvenience,
and sometimes the serious loss of the litigants. We all know
that these matters in Chamber require to be conducted With
celerity, andit is important that the Judge should be
accessible at all business bours. For that reason alone it is
evÏdent that a nomination of a seventh Judge is necessary.
It is true. that Judges come rom the country districts to
the Àai'tanoe of the Muhtuel Judges, but suppose one of
them, through illness or any other uncontrollable cause, is

not able to attend, what is the consequence ? Parties are
there witb their witnesses but cannot be beard for wànt of
à Judge. Cases of that kind appen too often. One word
about the Court f Queoen's Bench. The bon. membeirfor
West Durham has quoted Mr. Justicb Ramsay, who
is of opimion that four Judges will be sufficient to do the
business of that Court, leaving the fifth Judge to attend to the
criminal business. As a member of the Kontreal Bar, I am
personally aware that lawyers and litigants object to subit
their cases ut four Judges. They do not like to run the risk
of the inconvenience and expense of a rehearing. They *hnt
the delibérations of the full Court, being confident that their
cases will be better examined and decided. I know that is the
public feeling in Montreai, and in the Court of Appeals the
lawyers generglly refuse lu submit their cases to four Judges.
The nomination therefore ofa sixth Judge is a necessity.
The Hon. Justice Ramsay suggrests another mode of clearing
the roll of the Court of Appeals, which is always crow'ded.
He suggests that it should sit from day to day until the
business of the Court is exhausted. This plan bas been
adopted, and the Court of Appeals sat from the 1st of
November last until about the 23rd,· and then adjourned
to Quebec to hold the term there. On the 11th of December
it came back to Montreal and sat until Christmas. That
Court is now sitting and has been for the last fifteen days' and,
strange to say, the roll seems to be just as crowded to-day as
it was the first daÿ they sat in Novermber. After this month
it will be impossible for that Court to sit again till next
May, because one Judge of that Court is bound to sit in the
Criminal Court from the 24th of March; and unless we
provide for the salary of a seventh Judge, and permit that
Court to sit from day to day until the business is exhausted,
it will be impossible to do justice to the claimants .and to
the rights of the population of Montreal. I hope every
member from Quebec will express bis views upon this
subject. I believe I am exprossing the general opinion in
that Province that there is a desire not only for a botter
administration of justice but also to decrease the expenditure
of the Province, that the administration~'of justice should be
modified and remodelled. Tue reason why we have not been
able hitherto to do it is owing to the weakness of the succeed
ing Local Governments in Quebec. They cannot pass a Bill of
that kind without exciting local opposition from country
members. But here we have no such political complications.
A Government with a majority of eighty at its back can
well afford a free discussion on this important subject,
espeeially as the hon. leader of the Opposition has placed
the question on such a broad and liberal basis, and bas
removed from the region of party politics. I say that every
member from ithe Province of Quebec should impress upon
the -public of that Province the importance of having
their system of judicial procedure remodelled. We should
bring back the country Judges, and set tem at work
in Montreal or other large centres where there is so much
work tobe doue, which would not only be for the good of
the people, but also for their own good.

Mr. CIMON. Mr. Speaker, I do not know if I should
address this flouse, for I feel some hesitation in doing so,
after what has faljon from the lips of the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard). I am but a country
lawyer, practising in a district wherein, as has been said by
the bon. membér for Jacques Cartier, thore has been but a
single case of litigation in 1877, and none in the year
following. I must therefore be but a half-starved, hungry
and thirsty lawyer. Another reason causes me to tremble,
and it islthat the bon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake),
who bas spoken tiis afternoon, has drawn so sad a picturo
of an educated man residing in the country, that really I
feel somewhat ashamed at finding myself this evening in a
[ouse composed of so many intelligent mon. The hon.
member for West Durham bas said: "Wby appoint a Judge
in the country ? Why withdraw him from itecity ? Tereis
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not an educated man in the country 1 Ris intellectual
powers will wane! His knowledge of things will diminish!1
He will fast become an incompetent Judge, intellectually
and otherwise. Therefore it is botter that Judges should
not be allowed to reside in the country;" and the expression
used by the hon. member in this connection was, that in the
country, a man's intelligence got rusty, and that in this
case the man who lost bis intelligence was a Judge. Verily
do I regret the conduct of some Judges in the rural districts
of Lower Canada, especially in the country below Quebec,
which conduct justifies what the hon. member bas said. I
regret that the Judges appointed by the Federal Govern-
ment, and who are compelled by a local enactment to reside
in thoir districts-I regret, I say, that they should take the
liberty of leaving the country and residing in town; they
thus give cause to the hon. member for Durham's asser-
tions. But because the Judges do not perform their duties,
because they act contrary to law, becauso these Judges
neglect the administration of justice in the places where
they are bound to, it does- not follow that such adminis-
tration should cease to become necessary. More remains
to be said. What is the conduct ofthose Judges who should
romain in their districts ? They take up their residence in
the district of Montreal. With the system which they have
adopted of preventing the transaction of business in the
rural districts. there is nothing to be surprised at if that
business should be so small; especially when one secs a
Judge, who lives in the district of Montreal, and who
should be residing 500 miles further off, in the
ditsrict of Gaspé, on lcarning that proceedings
have been instituted in bis district, hastens to
send money to the plaintiff in order to avoid
going down to his district. I maintain that with such a
system there is no cause for surprise at the cases in rural
districts being but few, ncr is there anyLhing to be surprised
at that one should hear the hon. member from Jacques
Cartier exclaim that the Judges should be m'de to return to
town from the country. But, Mr. Speaker, was the hon.
member for West Durham thinking of bis friend, who sits so
closely to him, when he spoke as he did this afiernoon in
this louse ? Was ho thinking of the hon. member for
Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), who resides in the county of
Arthabaska, who practises in that county, and who bas
become the French-Canadian leader of the Liberal party in
this House? Was ho thinking also of one who was for a
long time the leader of the Liberal party, and whom Provi-
dence has just been pleased to call from amidst us? Was he
thinking of the lion. Mr. Letellier, who was looked upon by
the Liberal party as a man of great intellectual powers,
which fact 1 do nol dispute, and who was a bighly-educted
man? And where did thatman cultivate bis mind ?
Whence did he derive bis talents? Why, in the country,i
in the district of Kamouraska. Many others are there who
have distinguished themselves at the bar, in polities, in all
the other professions and positions of life in the country;
men who were in the firet rank, and whence did they come?
Why, from the country. I remember, Mr. Speaker, à name
illustrious in Lower Canada, a name that is recalled to f
the mind with reverence, and before which all bow, that of «
Sir Etienne Pascal Taché, who was the leader of all eanadai
for a number of years. Whence had he derived all bis
knowledge, and where did he develop that high intelligence
so characteristicof him? In the county of Montmagny. I
might quote a number of other instances. I might even
name a number of lawyers practising in coyntry districts..
I might nane the lawyers of the Eastern Townships and of
the district of St. Hyacinthe who sit in this House, and I
would ask the hon. member for Jacques Cartier if they are1
deficient in intelligence. Why then, Mr. Speaker, deprivei
the country districts of a Judge ? By depriving them of a1
Judge, you deprive them of the members of the Bar, of a1
prothonotary, of a number of educated men, who, on the4
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administration of justice being centralized, will leave Ihe
country because they will not be able to make a flvi4g
there. One must not imagine tbat the countryp y
tions are void of intellect and education, ait
it is a disgrace to live amongst tbem The
decentralization of justice bas been considered a great
advantage, because it bas encouraged many to have bîgber
aspirations, and bas given them the chance of naking 'air
mak. A number of young men have gone into country
districts. where they have succeeded in building upa
practice, and in developing their intelligence, a thingthey
could never have done in a crowded centre, amd where tbey
would have been lost among the large number of-members
of their profession. Where did these young mon develop
their intelligence? In the country districts1 whilst pleading
in the presence of the educated and intelligent Judges
appointed to administer justice in those districts. I pretend
that judicial decentralization bas encouraged education in
the country, bas developed our country districts, and bas
aided in more rapidly- spreading immigration into Lower
Canada, for it is an encouragement to educated persons to
go and settle in the country; and when there are ten, fifteen
or twenty educated persons in a district, they necessarily
dwell among the people, and accustom them to polities;
and thus it is, Mr. Speaker, that, to-day, the population of
Lower Canada is educated, and that it is acquaiited with
everything that goes on in Canada, and in the world.
But, Mr. Speaker, I fail to see why it is that the bon. zoem-
ber for Durham bas risen this afternoon to oppose the
resolutions proposed -by the Government. I do not seewby
it is that he has seized this opportunity of lecturing the
Province of Quebec and its Legislature; and I fail to see
why the bon. member for Jacques Cartier, who should be
jealous of the rights of bis Province and of its independ-
once, opposes the Federat Government, änd joins issue with
the hon. member for Durham on this occasion. The latter
has said : "It is we who pay the Judges, therefore we have
the right of giving advice to the Quebec Legislature;
we have the right to say: 'We are going to suspend the
salaries of these Judges until such times as the Local Legis!a-
ture shall coincide with our views."' And how much
farther. has he gone from that point? Even to speak-
ing of the Civil Procedure, which does not in the
least concern the Federal Government, but which
belongs to the Province of Quebec; even to give
the hon. members of the Local Legislature a lecture
on Procedure; even to say to them: "You must amend
the Code of Procedure; you must expunge the exceptions
to the form, dilatory exceptions, and many other things that
exist in your Rules of Procedure; and, until this is done, we
are going to suspend the salaries of your Judges." With
such a system, with such logic, Local Legislaturcs lose their
independence; they become the more instruments of the
Federal Government; for at any time it may say: "We
are going to stop your supplies, because yon are doing
what does not please us." I am, therefbre, pained' to see
the hon. member for Jacqhes Cartier, who should be jealous
of the liberty of his Province-for we, members of the
Province of Quebec, should be more jealous of the liberty of
our Province than the hon. members of the other Provinces
-I am pained, I repeat, to sece that the bon. member for
Jacques Cartier should have embraced'the views of the hon.
member for West Durham, and I say that bothb have dis-
played a want of logic in the profound speeches delivered by
them in this House. The hon. member for Jacques gCarler
wisbes to bring all the Judges to town. The reason ls easdy
understood. The hon. gentleman resides in Kontreal, where
he bas bis practice, and naturally he would gladly see s i
nos increase in the city of Montreal. The bon. member
for Jacques Cartier would like to see, besides the two or
three thousand cases which come before the Superior Court
every year, all those aiso that are taken up 'in e rural
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districts ; it would increase his practice. There is asuredly
nothing to be astonished at that the lawyers of the City of
Montreal ehould be in favor of judiciai centralization. I
wiIl thank, in a special maanner, the bon. President
of the Privy Council, wbo is a Montreal lawyer,
for having treatel this subject from a broader point of view
than a.sectional one, for having done justice to the country
districts, and for not having shown the egotism displayed
by bis coafrères whose practice is in cities. We muet con-
sider that there was another reason for this judicial decen-
tralization, and it is that when it was brought about, it was
in order to bring justice within the reach of those requiring
it. The Province of Quebec is one of great extent, and the
cities of Montreal and Quebec cannot pretend to constitute
the wbole Province. There is, for instance, the district of
Chicontimi, which is at least 200 miles from Queboc; we have
no railways to co maunicate with the city of Quebec, .whieh
wo-can only reach when navigation is open. Well, Sir, at,
Chicoutimi there is at present a population of 30,000 or
40,000 souls; much activity reigne there, and there are
many cases, yet there is not any Judge. When it is noces-
sary to institute proceedinge, when the authority of a Judge
is required, ne eis obliged to go to (Quebec, 200 miles
distant, and to go thither it takes three days, and three
days to return. I say, therefore, that it is unjust that the
residents of the district of Chicoutimi, requiring the
authority of a Judge, should have to travel toQuebec to ask
for it. It hias been said that there are not many cases in
the country districts, and the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier has quoted atatistics. The hon. momber found it an
easy task to quotaestatisties, but ho did not take the trouble
of looking up the official statistics, of turning over the
leaves of the Oîcial Gazette in the Library. Be contented
himeolf with using a tabulated statement, taken from a
book published by a member of the Montreal Bar. I say
that those statistics, in so far as the district of Chicoutimi
is concerned, are totally incorrect and incomplete. I cannot
give the exact figure of the number of cases in the ditrict
of Chicoutimi, because they are not at hand; but I rvsidc
in that district, I am cognizant of what takes place there,
and I will give-the number of proceedings iustituted in
the Court of-Chicoutimi. ln the city of Chicoutimi there
are generally 600 or 700 Circuit Court cases taken up per
annum. There is a Circuit Court at d'lHébertville, 18 miles
fron Chicoutimi, where about 200 cases are taken up per
annum. flere there are about 900 Circuit Court cases
in the county of Chicoutimi alone. In the Superior Court
at Chicoutimi there are generally about b5 to 45 cases a'
year. Thereto must be added a like number of Circuit
Court cases in appeal,uand which in gontreal come within
the jurisdiction of the Superior Court. Moreover, there
are ail the incidental procodings which occur at Chicou-
timi as well as elsewhere, and which are considerable.
There iie likewiso, as weli as elsewhere, divided opinions
as -to the validity of municipal elections; often, as well as
elsewhere, there are divided opinions as to the validity
of electoral lists. Well, t is impossible for us to control
nnîicipal elections, or to control-electoral lists, for in
order t do that we should have to go to a Judge residing
mu Quebec. The Judge visita us three times a year,
for it is but a visit that he pays us; he calls upon ls at the
end of May, in October and in January; each time he
remaains at most ton days, or in other words, there are but
thirty days in the whole year, when we have the oppor-i
tunity of having recourse to the authority of a Judge. -Thei
hon. member for Jacques Cartier has said that the Montreal
Judges are far more occupied, that they have much business
in chambors, that thore are a thousand proceedings to be
carried on in chamber. "If," says he, "an application to
quase a apias lIas to be made it ii necessary to makei
applicatiou to a-Judge in -hambers, and the Judges are1
buey from Mairaing to night; therefore aucther Judge isa

required in Montroal." I would ask the hon. member for
Jaeques Cartier how ho eeu expeot that we should have
chamber business in Chicoutimi, when there is not any
Judge? I do not blame the Judge; the-law has only
appointed three terms for him; the proclamation, which
fixes three terms only for the district of Chicoutimi, dates
as far back as 1857, and the Judge bolde these terms
regnlarly. Justice is well administered by him; bis onesty
and integrity are above suspicion; ho is a man wbo does
honor to his position; he is a man whom we like and whom
we would like to see among us. We hold him in such high
esteem that we would like to have him amongst us from
year's end to year's end. I will give a case in point. Lot
us suppose that three months before the term, three months
consequently before a Judge is to b h:ad, unserupulous
litigants- and there are such men-put thoir heads together
and say: "The Judge cannot be widh us Ibr another three
months; lot us take out a capias against our debtor and put
him in prison. Sooner than romain therein three months ho
will give up his goods to us; ho will give us bis lorse, his
cow, and his other goods; h. will pre er to surrender them
to remaining in prison." lu this way do unscrupulous
creditors collect their debts. Were a Judge present, and
were an application made to him, the deb'or would get
justice. But there is more than that. There is that clas
ofplaintiffs who have doubtful debts. What ie thoir conduct ?
Well, two or three months before the term,
knowing that it is impossible for the debtor to obtnin
justice, they will take out a saisie-irret before judgment;
they will seize ail his goods, they will even seize the
goods that are exempt from seizure according to law, such as
his horse and his cow; they will take his chattels and will
appoint aguardian who is their friend, and the unfortunate
debtor will give up to them his horse and his other
goods to get back bis cow, which is tho
only supp rt of his children. And thus does one say that
there is o business in those districts. I ama going to
mention a number of instances where the presence of a Judge
is required. A Judge, Mr. Speaker, is required not only to
preside at ternis, but h lias, moreover, to fulfil a number of
administrative and judicial duties out of torm. I will
mention, for instance, the power conferred on him by law
in the case of those unlawfully holding lands in the
township; in the case of judgments on applications to quash
writs of capias or of saisie-arrêt simple ; in that of givin
provisional possession of chattels soized and revendicat
in that of sequestration, in that of suits between landlord
and tenant, in that of contested election lists, in that of
writs of prerogative, in that of civil and criminal cases of
habeas corpus, in that of compulsories, in that of family
councils, in that of the sale of minors' effects, in that of ihe
application and removal of Feals, in that of settling disputes
in the making out of inventories, in that of enquêtes, and
in that of a thousand other things.,And bere is a population
of from 30,000 to 40,000 souls, in the district of Chicoutimni,
which is deprived of the assistance of a Judge in ail those
cases. And, after ail that, people will say with the hon,
member for Jacquos Cartier that it is nocessary to recail
the Judges to town. More remains to bo said. I will now
take up the contested cases, and will show the enormous
injustice arising from the present state of things in the
district of Chicoutimi, and ail because judicial decentraliza-
tion is not complete. We have a tern three times a ye-ar :
six days ofCircuit Court, six days of SuperiorCourt. Genierally
speaking, it is impossible for us to proceed with the prolimin-
ary investigatioi lu cases coute-ted in the Superior Court
otherwLe than before a Judge. What follows? Why, that
a case is entered for enquéte and for examination on its
morits, the Judge arrives, the tern commences, it is the
first case on the list, a large number of witnesses are caled,
the enquête is commenoed in the morning and is continued
all day and the next and so on for the next six days.
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During the whole of the term this case bas stopped all the
others because it was the first on the list, and that the
parties were going on with the enquéte. I will appeal to
my hon. confrères of the Bar. They know how long an
enquête lasts, when there is a number of witnesses; they
know that six, or even twelve, days do not represent much
time, for they know that an enquête sometimes takes
twentyfour and even thirty days before it is closed. Herel
is, therefore, a single case, which may have taken up the
time of the Court for two years, and during all that time,
all contested cases are standing over; at each term witnesses
have to be called, so that the case shall not go by default, and
the term is closed without there having been any possibility
of going on with the proceedings. That is the kind of
justice we have at Chicoutimi. Once more, this is -not the
fault of the Judge; he does bis duty; it is the fault of the
systcm. There sbould be a Judge at Chicoutimi, and a
Judge at La Beauce; they are now the only two districts
that do not possess a resident Judge. I will now, Mr.
Speaker, apologize to the louse for having taken the
liberty of addressing it for so long a time. I beg its pardon,
1, from the country, a poorly-educated, not very intelligent
man, whose intelligence has grown somewhat rusty after
but nine years of practice, for baving dared to address an
assembly composed of men as intelligent and as educated
as those-.who constitute the present House.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Before this motion is passod, I should
like to make a few remarks. It may seemr presumptuous on
my part, after the speech that bas just been delivered by the
hon. member for West Durham, to make these remarks, but
I am encauraged after bearing the speech of the bon.
President of the Counil-

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The Archbishop of Saragossa.
Mr. CASGRAIN. Yes, I think the Archbishop of

Saragossa is beginning to spin out his homilies, and it is
time Gil Blas should be bebind him to make him cut them
shorter. To come back to the question before us, I say that
it simply amounts to this : Is it urgent to appoint a
Judge in Montreal on the roquest that bas been made
us by the Quebec Legislature ? I am given
to understand that the lists have for some time
time past been more than full, but I see to-day that these
lists are far less so, especially since we sent to Montreali
Judge Caron, who has despatched business with a prompti-
tude unknown.until thon, and I think we could dispense-
with appoint ing another Judge. There is no doubt but
that the judicial system of the Province of Quebec, .e., the
form of procedure in vogue is excessively long, that it is the
cause of delays detrimental to the intereste of the public;
under it there are cases pending before thetribunals for years
and years, and I eould mention a number of sncb. I do not
wish to take up the time of the House in naming any par-
ticular cases, but I assert as a fact that there is to-day, spread
throughout the whole Province of Quebec, a desire, a wish,
a feeling that it is necessary to adopt a Code of Procedure
entirely different from our present one.. and I think we
should have bad it a long time ago, had we but taken pains
to give satisfaction to the wants and wishes of the popula-
tion. I must tell the House that about two years ago a new
system, likely to abridge the length and shorten the delays
of the present Procedure was prepared, but the Attorney-
General of the day, Mr. David Ross, went ont of offce, and
was thus unable to accomplish the task he had set hinself.
I hear that to day the Attorney-General for the Province of,
Quebec has expressed bis intention of substituting a systemo
for this one, and it is even said that he would wish to adopt1
for the Province of ,Quebec the Code of Procedure in use ini
the State of New York. That would be making a grand
move in the right-direetion. Fora number of years we have1
been fonndering about in our old system ofProoedure, which1
goos backtwo hundred years -totat ofPigeau.In $hesg da'si
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we do not live as we did two hundred yeaNi ago; -norethat
we have such rapid means of transit, we life in a year what
we formeriy lived in twelve. We wish to expedite. businea
considerably ; we want to go into a court of justice as int4
a bank and say:I " There 1s Bo much corming to me and I
want it." It is all very well té laugh about itrtut i the
Province of Quebec we have fallen even behind the ld
French Procedure. In those days, one said to one's debtor:
"Pay me what thou owest," and one could get out ne's
execution in a moment. Nowadays, in the case of a debt
for a determined amount, one lias te ask the Clerk of the
Court for asummons enjoining upen the party to appear at
such a date; then thore are eight daya to fyie a plea, another
eight days to appear, two days to insoribe for enguête, and
when, after all this a judgment has been obtained, one has
to wait another fifteen days before taking out en executien.
As a consequence, persons having claims dare not press
them before the tribunals, but prefer making large sacri-
fices. Such a system is defective. In holding Circuits, the
facility there is of approaching the places where they are
held should be taken into consideration. The Clerk of the
Court of Louisiana explained to me once the manner adopted
in that State for fbllowing circuits and administering justice;
it was by following the line of railways. There is another
great disadvantage in allowing Judges to reside in the
country. It is said, with some show of reason; that the
Judges get "rusty" in the country ; no one wiln deny it.
There is a very good reason for this, and it is that Judges
and lawyers cannot in the country enjoy the advantages
which they derive from libraries to be found in cities. What
a lawyer residiùg in the country earns for three, four, or even
ton years will not suffice to build up a library. Young mon
living in the country have not the means of buying books,
and this is an important point if one does not wish to get
absolutely "rusty." In order to give another idea of the
judicial systen such as it exists to-day in the Province of
Quebec, J desire to call attention to the number of jurisdic-
tions within the Province of Qnebec, and I would ask the
hon. President of the Council if he can point out to me the
number of jurisdictions in the Province of Quebec; mean-
while, in order to edify him and the Bar, 1 will proceed to
enunerate those tribunals whose decisions are final and
executory. There is, in the first -place, the Court of Com-
missioners, Justices of the Peace for rural wants, Stipendiary
Magistrates in certain localities, Circuit, Superior, Revision,
Appeal and Supreme Courts, and the Privy Council. There
are the varions stages of appeal in these-courts ; so that one
may, so to speak, start on a round from the Circuit Court
and reach the Privy Council, or, in other words, p tas through
seven or eight differeat courts. Is that the juiieial systemn
of a civilized country 7I' ln criminal jurisdiction, there are
the Quarter Sessions, the Crimnal Court, pre-
sided over by a Judge of the- Superior Court,
the Court of Qieen's Bench in ordinary session, the Court of
Queen's Bench sitting in Error, the Police Court, the
Recorder's Court, in Quebec the Admiralty Court,--the
Trinity Board in Quebec for the harbor trade; Commissioners
who tax property for the erection of churches and-the
priests' bouses, and whose jndgments are executory; offieidl
Arbitrators for the Dominion; one lias also an appeal froni
the whole of the Arbitrators, an Election Court, a Court of
Exchequer, and, lastly, you -are going to have a RaiIway
Commission. Well,- this makes twenty-three jarisdictionà
for the Province ofQuebec. Is-this not an enormous abuse ?
One would imagine that three or four jurisdictions wotld
suffice for any civiIized country. If I make theseremarks,
it is to show that it is of the most absolute and immediate
neeessity that eome refora- should be introdttod in the
system of the procedure of the Province of Quebee, andio,
point out that because a systejm is bad, one oughtnot-to
inake the Dominion bear a burden easily avoided rf one
would but reform eXisting abuses, .Tt fresident of the
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Couneil was just saying that as the Province of Ontario
spids 20p ,00,the ProvinSeeof Quebee may well ipend
$150,000. ý1 do not think that in a suitable way of reason-
ing. Lt ai as if man and wife. common as to property,
should ench spend their share; the consequence would be
that the whole ut their prgperty would soon disappear. If
one acte où that principle, it is certain that it wifi not take
long to exhaut te ,public Treasury. I do not
think that such an argument will meet with the
approval either of the House or of t.he country.
The system of judicial decentralization, which it was sought
to bring about in 1l&7, might, up to certain point, have had
its rasim d'être. There were, certainly, at that time a few
abuses, but matters were pushed too far; more districts
wore created than were necessary; the population has not
increased in the same ratio as the districts created, and the
consequence is that, from a judicial point of view, the dis-
tricts have not done anything. I thnk, therefore, that it is
necessary to remodet the districts, to enlarge those which
are easy of access by rail, and to give those which are
deprived of facilities of communication, such as the
Magdalen Islands and Labrador, a special jurisdiction.
I do not think if we seek to bury educated and able
Judges in the country, at a salary of$3,200 per annum, that
competent men wili accept the position. Another abuse
to which I would draw the attention of this Ilouse-
and in doing so My words may possibly reach the riembers
of the Quebec Government-is, that the judicial system
should be immediately so amended as to ensure the prompt
distribution of moneys by justice. In the Province of
Quebec, there is the Registrar's certificate created, it would
seem, purposely to prevent people from being paid; it is
one of the greatest abuses that have corne to my knowledge,
in the system that I am complaining about to-day. It is
not astonishing that this abuse should exist, for the system
in vogue is in direct violation of the elementary principles
of law; for the Registrar's certificate represents the rights
of those who will not look after their own interests. As
matters exist to-day, one cannot obtain this distribution
through the tribunals, until one bas donie away with claims
that have no real existence, or which delay those persons
interested in the case.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, there is no doubt but that
one of the greatest faults committed by the Liberal party
was the desperate struggle they made for the abolition of
dual representation. if dual representation existed to-day,
the Province of Quebec would greatly profit thereby, and
the voice, whose melodious notes we have heard this even-
ing, would not be obligod to invoke the echoes, for it would
itself resound powerful and persuasi e in the legislative
halls of the Province of Quebec. If* here, in Ottawa, the
hon. member for L'Islet cannot, in spite of the trouble he
gives himself, palm himself off as the leader of bis party,
at least, in the city of Queeec, ho would shine. Who
ias not read the words of the poet:

" Tel brille au tecond rang qui s'éclipse au premier."

After having heard the hon. member for L'Islet, one is at a
'loss to know whether the complaint ho has just made against
the administration of justice in the Province of Quebec is
of recent date or not. No, Sir, he bas taken us two hundred
years back, probably to the days when bis ancestors came to
the country, when the Province of Quebec was firet open to
colonization. lu those days, it would seem, the administra-
tion of jaqtico gave ris. to the inconveniences which the
hon. member bau just mentioned. But if these incon-
VeMences are so numerous, why did not the party to
whieh the hon. gentleman belongs, and which was some
time In power in Quebec and hre in Ottawa-
why did net thie party remedy the evil? No, Sir;
in those days, instead of diminiahing the number of

1i

Judges, more were appointed. In those days the hon. momber
for L'alet was in the Rouse, and when bis party appointed
Judges in different districts - at Quebec and at Arthabaska-
he clapped bis bands. And by is position in this louse,
and by the support that ho gave the Government of the
day, he approved unreservedly what he now condemns.
The hon. member hopes that echo wilt carry his voice into
the Province of Quebec. But it will only be the echo of an
echo, for h ais only hinself the echo ot the remarks made
by the leader of the Opposition; and willingly he repeats,
after his leader, that our country Judges ehould naturally
grow rusty by their eontact with the population among
which they live. Anid wby ? "Because," says he, "there are
no libraries in the rural districts." Oh 1 what a fine discovery!
Sir, without wishing to at all play upon words, I would say
that if these gentlemen grow rus y when they go to live in
the country, it is probably bec'ause they are iron-shod with
regard to law, (bien ferres sur le droit), for ru4t has no hold
except on iron. That is the only way to answor the artless
pretensions of the hon. member for L'Isiet, who surely
never found in a library the weak reasoning he brings
forward in support of his thesis. And what does ho next
say? After this very grave charge brought against our
country Judges, the hon. member attacks our whole judicial
system. For the requirements of the case, he raises
with grot pain a spec(ial structure which he calIs "jurialic-
ton; " then he comes and leads us te tbe entrance of this
new building, and invites us to visit this enchanted palace
which he drea along after him. le begins by thefirst flat:
thore we find the Commissioners Courts, from there h. goes
up to the Justices of the Peace, from there h. ascends te the
District Magistrates, t the Circuit Court, to tho Supremo
Court, and from story to story, he takes us up to the twenty-
third story which is the crowning part of his structure, and
this story, which is a splendid cupola, he catis the Privy
Council, I think, but he means the Supreme Court. le ho
not wrong, Sir, to shôw us the Supreme Court on this
occasion ? When weheard this afternoon the hon. leader
of the Opposition, figures in hand, tell us that in the
Province of Quebec, in-certain districts, there were not two
law suits, and that for this reason these districts should be
wiped out, in order te bring back the administration of
justice to a more central point, then I naturally ask, what
are we to do with the Supreme Court? The statisties that
we have since its establishment, and the statistics that you
asked for yourself, Mr. Speaker, when the Liberal party
were in power, prove, boond the possibility of a doubt,
that this Court bas ne longer its raison d'être, at least if
the reasoning of the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion is worth anything, sud if, as usual, we
eau draw the conclusion from the promises laid down. Now,
Sir, I have only one word to aid. I ask, and I ask with you,
Sir, what remedy the hon. member wishes to apply to the
existing evils ? He has suggested none. Does ho declare
bimself in favor of the motion now in your hands? Not
at all. Only, hoesays that he will allow it to pass provided
that reforma are introdueed into the judicial system of the
Province of Quebec. There is, however, one consolation
for theb hon. member and that is, hoesays that the Judgeships
in the Province of Quebec are occupied by firet-class men,
and a xioment after hoesays that first class men cannet b.
found with the present salaries. Let the hon. member not
try to deny an assertion that the whole louse hbas hoard,
that with $3,200 first-class men could not be found. At all
events, Sir, I understand his fears and bis tremblings; he
deserves to be soon appointed. With these remarks, Sir,
I hope that, in spite of what the hon. nember for L'Islet has
said, the motion now in your hande will meet with the
approval of this House, and that the Province of Quebeu
will have, as she hbas a right to have, the new Judge she
asks for.

Motion agreed to.
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Resolutions read first and second time, considered inCom-
mittee, and ordered to be reported.

House resumed; and (at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.,) the HlouFe
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNEsDAY, 9th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEs.

SUSPENSION OF RULES.

Mr. BROOKS moved that the 21st Rule be suspended in
relation to a Bill to amend the Acts incorporating the
Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway Company.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 53), to amend the Acts incorporating' the
Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway Company.-(Mr.
Brooks.)

Bill (No. 54) to amend the Act incorporating the Accident
Insurane Company of Canada, and to authorize a change of
the name of the said Company to that of the Accident
Insurance Company of America.-(Mr. Gault.)

ADJOURNMENT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that when the
rises at six o'clock, it stands adjourned to three
to-morrow.

Motion agreed to.

louse
o'clock

GRAIN SHIPMENTS FROM HALIFAX.

Mr. BORDEN enquired, What is the rate per quarter,
received by the Intercolonial Railway as its share of the
freight on the grain loaded at Halifax by the barque CUdi,
and whether such rate is merely experimental, or bas been
adopted as a general rate for such business?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The rate received by
the Intercolonial Railway as its share of fi-eight
is 30 cents per quarter; that is the general rate adopted for
through grain traffic to JEurope. The cargo loaded by the
Chii was a fraction of a cent below that figure. I would
like to correct the answer I nade on a previous day to a
question put by the hon. gentleman in which he asked with
respect to two cargoes. One cargo has been shipped and
negotiations are in progress for further cargoes-not for
another experimental cargo, but for farther cargoes.

CAMPS OF MILITAIRY INSTRUCTION.

Mr. THOMPSON onquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Goverument to establish camps of military instrue-
tion this year; if so, when, where, and of what strength;
also the number of days ?

Mr. CARON. In answer to the hon. member, I beg to
state that the matter uponwhich his question is based is
now nder the consideration of the Government.

THE WELLAND CANAL.

Mr. RYKERT enquired, Whether tie attention of the
Government has been drawn to the fact that no provision

Mr. LAÂnRy.

bas been made for t he tmreng of vesses of one hndredLet
keel and upwards, in the Welland Canal sad if so, whebher
it is the intention of the Government to renedythi serie s
defect before the fimal completion of the canal ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER & The principal'business orrthis
canal, for a number of years at least, must be through tradè;
therefore there will be no mills, or factories, or other plaves
whe+e vessels will be at ail likely to unload or re.ceive cargp on
the new line, which s about one mile and -a halffrdm the old
canal, exceptat Port Dalhousie and near the town of Thorold.
The local business between St. Catharines and Lake Ontátio'
will, in all probability, be done by the old route fot years; a
all events, that seems to be the opinion of the corporation and
those gentlemen who have made application for the second
lock of the old line to be enlarged. It has, therefore, hot
been considered necessary to incur the expense offorming a
basin of the capacity for the largest class of vessels to turn
round, inasmuch as the works for that purpose can be done at
any future time with equal advantage as when forming the
canal. The new channel is nowhere less than 100 feet wide
at bottom, and in short reaches where there is a curve in the
line the width is greater, so that small vessels can be turned
round anywhere. If a period of ten or twelve years is
likely to elapse before the local trade would derive any
benefit from the outlay necessary to form a basin for large
vessels to turn round, the interest on the amount would, by
that time, be nearly if not wholly sufficient to do the work.
Besides, the inconvenience of floating or other unwieldy
bridges on the towing-path for that period will be avoided.

Mr. RYKERT. That is an argument, not an answer to
my question.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have not presented an
argument, but simply given the hon. member an answer,
and the reasons for the answer. I have said there are no
such places on the canal.

REPORTED OUTBREAK OF CATTLE DISEASE IN
MERIGONISH.

Mr. McISAAC enquired, Whether Professor McEachran, of
Montreal, has concluded his investigation of the causes and
character of the cattle disease which prevailed last summer
at Merigonish and adjoining districts in Nova Scotia; and
if so, whether his report will be laid on the Table and
published ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In the absence of the Minister
of Agriculture, I beg to say that an investigation has been
made, and I am glad to say it has been aseertained there is
no pleuro-pneumonia or lung disease among the cattle of that
district.

TRE H5ALIFAJ COMMISSION.

Mr. ]ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in moving for copies of
all correspondence between His Excellency and Profeesor
Henry Y. Hind, in reference to alleged inaccurate statistics
submitted to the Halifax Commission, appointôd under
the Washington Treaty, said: This matter bas attracted
considerable attention in Canada and the United tates
during the past year. The gentleman wbo preferred
the charges against that award of the -Halifax Com-
mission was an important witness before that body,
and at the close of its session was employod
by the representatives of both the English and Americau
G overnments te prepare an index of the proceeings of that
Court. In June, 1878, be zaddressed a letter to the Dpart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries, stating that he had dieoowred
glaring inacuracies in the statiatiessahrnktd to A-he
Commission. The Marine and Fisheries DepartMent took
no notice of the letter at the time. LIafterward>addressed
letterato members of that Commission andto the'Bnitish
and American Governments on the subject. I thik it le
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the bounden duty of our Government to give a direct and
official denial of the charges preferred by Professor Hind.
I have paid some little attention to this question becauso
my constituents and the people of my Province are
deeply interested in it. As I take it, there were
four points to be settled before the Halifax
Commission, namely: the value of the American m'rket to
the Canadian fishermen; the value of the Canadian market
to A merican fishermen; the value of the American fisheries
conceded to Canadian fishermen, and the value of the
Canadian fisneries to American fishermen. The first two
points, the value to each of th3 market of the other, was
settled by the fishery statistics contained in the navigation
returns of each country. I am informed that statistics
prepared by both Governments very nearly agreed; but to
satisfy myself on that point, I have compared the Trade and
Navigation iReturns of the United States with those of
Canada for some years past, and I find that so far as the
quantity of fish imported into the United States is
concerned, both reports very nearly agree. It is true
the values differ, but that may be easily accounted
for, the values in the United States being made up from
the market ices at the time the fish were received there,
while in the Fanadian roturns they are made up from the
invoides of shipments. There may be some other slight
difforences easily accounted for, snch as losses in tranship.
ment of fish, or through the manner in which fish were
cured, rendering them unsaleable on reaching the American
narket, but on the whole the reports agree very closely.
The point as to the value of the Canadian fisheries
to the American fishermen was settled wholly on
the testimony of important witnesses, summoned by
both Governments ; the Trad uand Navigation Returns
had nothing to do with it. The conclusion I have
arrived at is that Professor Hind has no ground for the
wholesale charges he has preferred against the department
and the Goveriment officials. There is one point, however,
to which I desire to attract the attention of the Government,
not in a spirit of fault-finding, but simply in the interests of
the fisheries of the country, and that is the manner in which
our fishery statistics are annually collected. I believt the
returns submitted in our Fisheries Report this year, do not
give the exact annual value of the products of our fiehories.
The fault cannot bo laid at the door of the department in
Ottawa, for they have to make their return from the statisties
furnished by the fisheries officerE all over the country. But
one reasoin for the mistakes committed is, that in many
instances the officials are not appointed for their special
fitness or qualification for the work, but rather because of
their political leanings.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). There is no objection to fur-
nishing the correspondence askod for. It bas created a
great deal of excitement both in England and the United
States, and I was going to say in Canada also. The charges
made by Professor Hind are so outrageons in themselves
that I think the correspondence will convict him of some
improper motive rather than a desire for the correction of
errors lu these returns. Doubtless, in making up returns,
errors may have occurred; but no one would believe that
the member for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith) could
be guilty of the conduct charged by Professor lind. The.
effect of the alterations spoken of might be altogether
against the interests of Canada. Therefore, Canadian.
officers could not be expected to have worked against those
interests, and in favor of the United States. In the
pamphlet published by Professor Hind, he states:

I In a printed letter addressed to Sir Alexander Galt, bearing date,
Windsor, Nova Scotia, November loth, 1879, in reply to a letter addressed
by Sir Alexander Galtto myself, I have shown that this table, alleged to
represent the produce of Canadian fisheries from 1869 to 1877, is a gross
forgery; that it-only alters the quantities, the prices and tho denomina-
tion Qf the items i8 ‡he Fishery Reports, from wieb it i fggley g1lege4

to be taken, but it presents in the aggregate a shamefully concocted con-
trivance framed te deceive. I have hown that, amoug many other
falsifications, it cuts off more than 1,600,000 pounda of haddock from the
catch of 1869, annihilates 100,Oo0 barrels of mackerel in 1871, adds 100,000
barrels of herrings in 1874; introduces eels.at $1.78 r ound, alters
quantities, denominations and prices, and is 'cooked'from 1869 to

Now,the charge made byProfessor Hind is that those accounts
have been cooked and falsified for the purpose of benefitting
Canada-that the whole thing is based upon fraud.. He
says the returns of one year show an error to the extent of
100,000 barrels of mackerel. I believe when the Commission
was sitting at Halifax, a table was made up in the
Department of Marine and Fisheries-no record I can find
gives much information on the subject - but I believe, before
the case was argued, the incorrectness of this table was
discovered, and the whole conclusion was based on the
return of statistics prepared by the proper officers. I do
not believe the incorrect return affected the case in the
slightest degree, but if it d id, it was to the injury of Canada.
Canada, however, is not complaining. I am happy to say
the United States Government is not taking the matter up,
and the British Government does not think it worth while
to notice it. In the first place, if fi aud had been designed,
it would have been necessary to increase the exports from
this country to the United States, because the comparison
made relates to the value of our fisheries to the Americans.
If you lessen the quantity of fish exported from this country
to the United States, you injure our case. If, on the other
hand, you increase the exporte from the United
States to Canada, you lessen our claim, and benefit
the case of the United States. The reduction
of our mackerel exports would, therefore, injure
the Canadian case. One of the charges is that furs and
skins have been added to the quantity of fishery exports from
the United States to Canada, as of " furs and skins of marine
animals." Well, anything added to increase the exporta
from that country to Canada operates against us. The effect
of the whole of Hind's argument is that errors have been
committed by us, which, on examination, would really
injure us. Be says :

" In the Customs Returnas for 1874, in the items 'furs, skins and tails,
undressed,'-a terrestrial item-amounting to $110,218, is changed to ' furs
and skins of marine animais,' and introduced as such juto the alleged
average imports of fish and fish products from the United States.'

Well, the effect of that action on our part would have been
injurious to our argument. Among the first of his charges
we have statements that go to increase the exporte from
the United States to this country, and which would benefit
the case of the Republic. He says:

"In framing the averages of exports eof Canada to the United States
during the duty period, 1867 to 1873, the compiler lessened the official
record of exports from Prince Edward Island to the United States, and
increased the officiai record of exporta to other countries. In some cases
this alteration of records of Government was made to a very large
entent.",

Hie goes on:
" The effects of these various artifices in framing the averages of

importa from the United States during different fiscal periods, is to lessen
enormously the apparent value of Canadian importations of fish and fish
products from the United States during the duty period, and to increase
enormously the apparent imports of fish and fish products from the United
States durin gthe free period, or since the working of the Washington
Treaty."

Hie says further:
" First.-During the duty period, from 1867 to 1873, the items, oysters,

(excepting the year 1873) whale oil, lobsters, preserved fish, furs and skins
o° marine animaisetc., are omitted-but in framing the averages from
1874 te 1877, ail tiiese items are iutrodnced.

" Second.-In the Customs' Returns for 1874, the item 'furs, skins and
tails, undressed'-a terrestrial item-amounting to $110,258 is changed to
'furs and skins of marine animals' and introduced as such into the
alleged average imports of fish and sh products from the United States.

" Third.-The prices and quantities of importa of fish and products of
fish from the United States, as stated in the Customs' Returns from 1874
to 1877, are in many instances absurdly high nd eDnrously large,
su6gesting false entne,
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"Fourth.-The importe of Manitoba and British Columbia are included
in the importe of the year 1877, but in no other year; 'these Provinces
flot being included ini tht Tresty of Wa#hizigton.'

''"Fifth.-While hale o eis rejected during the duty period, it is intro-
duced in the free period, and 'erude oil,'-a terrestrial product-is
ino duced as a marine item duing the duty period, but rejected during
the free period."

He says further on:
"By the introduction of maiifestly absurd entries into the Custome

Returns, the fish exporte to foreign countries are argely increaed. The
object of this artifice appeare to be antagonistic to the object of the pre-
cedin g alteratione. but it is susceptible of satiefactory explanatione.

"Te compilerhasulargely încrepred the fdeh exporte of Prince Edward
Island to other countries, and lessened the oficial record, showing exports
to the United States

'' The effect of the artifices and fraude is to increase the apparent exporte
of fish and fish products to other countr es, in comparison with the
exporte to the United States."

Now it is not my intention to discums this matter at all fully at
the present moment, as the whole of this correspondence waBs
conducted, and the whole of the business transacted, during
the time when the hon.nember for Westmoreland (Sir Albert
J. Smith) was at the head of the department. The matter
may or may not come up between the two Governments; I
do not think it will, but, in the meantime, I do not think it
necessary to enter into a lengthy discussion on the subject.
Looking at Professor Hind's outrageous charges against the
officiais of that tirpe, it seems to me that bis own words are
sufficient to condemn him 'and to make it apparent that he
is not actuated by kindly motives, nor in view of the best
interests of this country. The member for Westmoieland
could give the House much more information on this
subject than I can. His services at the time the Commission
was sitting were recognized by Her Majesty,-and lie received
a great deal of credit for the able manner in which lie
conducted the investigation of the Commission, and I am
sure that everything in connection with the matter will be
fresh upon bis mernory. There is nothing in the depart-
ment which would enable me to throw any light upon the
matter. I believe when the charges are sifted they will be
found to be entirely without foundation; but, nevertheless, it
is necessary that we should be careful in any statements we
mnay make on the subject.

Sir ALBERT J, SMITH. Having been charged with the
general management and conduct of the Fishery
Commission which sat at Halifax, it seems fit that I should
make some observations with reference to the charges
made, not only against me, but against almost every person
connected with the Commission. My predeeessor, and
several other departments. of the Government, fali under
the whip of the Professor. The charges when divested of a
great deaI of verbiage amount to this: that the Imperial
Government and the Government of the Dominion, through
their agents and officers at Halifax, falsified statistical
returas and reports, fabricated testimony and used false
evidence alt the Commission in order to secure an
award. Now these are grave and serjous charges, and
if truc should cover the perpetrator with infkmy
and disgrace. But, Sir, the charges are not
true; there is no foundation for them whatever. What the
motive of Professor Hind may be I cannot say. He seems
very desirous nf obt: ining notoriety, and in that lie hais
certainly succeeded. It would seem, alsao, that he is desirous
ofentangling the two countries in difficulties, but I think
in that he will utterly fail. So far, at ail events, he
appears to have made very little progres. Professor Hind
was a witness at fHlifax, and I am quite prepared to aythat
ho gave valuable and -seful testimony on bebalf. of Ie
British Government. After theCommiwsion was elosed, it
was suggested that wc should have an analytical digest of
the whole matter, and Professor Hind was jointly employed
by the two Governmenta to prepare an inder-that was hi#
business and nothing more. It seems, howeveri that in the
preparation of this index he diaovered that there were

Mr. FOP (Q(uOOn's),

some inaccuracies and discrepencies in the returna
and statistics, not only of this country, but of the
United States. Now, it would have been fitting for him,
being employed by both Governmonts, if he discov-
ered errors or discrepancies which, in his judgment,
had influenced the deliberations of the tribunal, to have
submitted the facts to both Governments; and it would thon
have been proper for those Governments tao have acted upon
thom or not. And having donc that, I think he would have
done all that ho ought to do. But, instead of doing thait, w.
findthat he has been pursuing this thing with a 1pertinacity
which is really a wonder. lie went to England at his own
expense, and spent several weeks there in negotiations with
the Foreign Office, but I believe he received very litie
encouragement, and came home a disgusted man. Sinee
he retnrned he has been writing letters againut, and
persecuting I might say, everybody connected with
the Commission. Now, if Professor Hind had any
valid object in this, I -think he would have adopted the
cut se I have suggested; but so far as I have seen ho has
never suggested a solution of the difficulties which he says
exist; he does not suggest whether the award should be
refunded to the United States-in fact, ho has apparently
no other object than to persecute those who have had to do
with the Commission and to endeavor to get the two
countries into difficulties. Now, the persons who, on behaif
of the United States, had a knowledge of this subject, are
Mr. Poster,-who was the accredited agent and representa-
tive of the United States-and ho had associated With him
Mr. Trescott and Mr. Dana, two very distinguished lawyers
of that country. Now, I have been *aiting with some
interest, and not without some anxiety, to see whether
Judge Foster would speak on this subject; but up to the
prosent hour, so far as I have been able to se, ho and his
two associates have remained silent. It wonld,
therefore, seaem to me to be a fair and reasonable
inference from thoir silene€ that they considered
there was no foundation for these charges in fact.
That seems to me to belhe fair and reaisonable conclusion
from the silence of those gentlemen who knew all about
the matter, atnd who, I have no doubt, were communicated
with by Professor Hind. I am satisfied the matters he refers
to had no influence whatever on the deliberations of the
Commission. That is quite clear, because I am quite sure
that if there was any reasonable ground to find fault with
the way the business was conducted the Commissioners
would have taken cognizance of it. The case on the part
of the British Government was prepare< by four lawyers,
assisted by Mr. Forbes, Mr. Whitcher, and myself. This
case required a great deal of care and deliberation. That
portion of the case which ròfers to the statisties had refer-
once to the reports made from time to time to our own
Government, and we made frequent allusions to the returns,
statistics, and reports of the United States.- A-s provided
for the treaty of Washington, these exhibits were produced
before the Commission, and were laid upon the table where
they were open to examination and criticism, and the Ameri-
eau gentlemen found no fault. There was no keeping back of
papers, no concealment of the truth, no su pression of
evidence. Everything was free, open and straightforward,
to the entire satisfaction of the American gentlemen who
cbnducted the case on behalf ofthe-UnJited States. Now, it
seems to me that if there was anything concealed, as alleged,
the American Government would have taken action, becaus
I havp no doubt that Proessor lind has communicated his
information to that Government. I am glad to hear the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries s'ate that the American
Government had taken no action in this mater. One er
two members of Congress have made indamnattoraysehus
on thefubject, but as Lunderstood before, and as I a glad
ta know now, the American Government have notenasldaeed
this mattQr of suMcient gravity to take 'ation trpon it, -
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am nôt going inte the details of this matter. There may
bave been ,dscrepancies aid inaccuracies, bdt .I aMr quite
sure they hadno inifuence upon the deliberations of the
Commission or the amount of the award. I may say that
those pé'oceedings vere onducted in the most friendly
manner throughout. The most friendly relations existed
until the end. Professor Hind bas communicated with Mr.
Deitos seand Sir A. T. Galt, :and ho las published their
answors to him, ad they say distinctly that the subject
referred to by him had no influence whatever upon the.
decision of thescase. be has also communicated with Mr.,
Kellogg, the other Commissioner, who, however, is silent on
the sub;eot, as well as the American agent. Under ail these
circumstances it is extremely doubtful whether this matter
is deserving of parliamentary attention at all. To show
the way lu which the business was conducte-, and to show
that the American gentlemen were well satisfied with it, I
will just refer to a quotation from the closing speech of Mr.
Dana, a gentlemen well known-in the United States and
in this country. He says:

" We have been fortunate, gentlemen of the Commission; that no mis-
fortune, no serions accident, in the long period of three months, while no
many gentlemen have been together, has fallen upon us. The shadow
of eaih bas not crossed our path, nor that of any of ours at a distance,
nor even has iokness visited us in any perlous manner We have been
sustained all the while by the extreme hospitality and kindness of the
people of tbis city, who have doue everything to make our stay here as
agreeable as possible. and to breathe away any feeling we might have had
at the beginning. lest there should be some antagonism which would be
felt beyond the legitimate contests of the profession. The kindest feeling
and harmony prevails among us all."

Mr. Thompson, who is now unfortunately no more, in his
closing remarks, said:

" What shall I say to my brethren of the United States? To their
uniform courtesy, tact and kindly feeling we chiefly oe it that this pro-
tracted inquiry has almost reached its termination without unpleasant
difference or dissension of any kind."

This sleows the entire satisfaction of the Anerican gentle-
men With the way the business was conducted on our part.
Now I may say that this case was not decided materni:ly
by reports and statistics, but by oral testimony and [by
sworn affidavits consented to by all parties, and at the
suggestion of the United States that this mode should ho
adopted. During that long and protracted inquiry of nearly
four monthe we examined 83 witnesses and read 319 affida-
vits; the United States examined 78 witnesses and read 280
affidavits. This oral testimony and these written affidavits
covered the whole ground of controversy, and I have no
hesitation in saying that these returns and statistics that
Professor IHind speaks of lad no influence whatever
on the decision. Both Sir A. T. Galt and Mr.
Ielfosse have stated that the deliberations were
inflnuenced by the oral testimony and the written affidavits
that were produced before the Court. If that be the case
what becomes of Professor Hind's charges ? They are
worthless, they are scarcely worth a consideration in My
judgment. But while I say that, I am also prepared that
inarnuach as this inatter has received the consideration of a
large portion of the proe of the United States, and has
attracted considerable attention in England, as I understand,
from some of the public officers who are somewhat anxious
about this mati or, I may say that if I thought the American
Government entertain an opinion that this Government or
its officers or agents were capable of acting as Mr. Hind
says they acted, I would a thousand times rather that the
whole amount of this award should be paid back than that
they should entertain any opinion of that kind. I repeat
that If the Americaw Government believed that we were
capable of flsifying returns, of fabricat ng evidence, of
namg falke testimony with a vie4v of overreaching thei
Government of the United States in this entroversy, I.1
wgald much prefer that the whole amount should ho

n vo bek.-I will venture to suggest that if thisx
ovrment and the imperial Goyerament have any4

idea that the Aimerican Goveernent believe there
is a reasonable foundation for the accusation of -rofeesor
lind, an inquiry should be instituted, and partieularly if

te American Government desires it. If this Government
believes that such is -the opinion the United of States,l1 will
suggest that they themselves propose that an mquiry should
be held upon these charges. As for myself, 1have great
pleasure in saying that I am ready at anytime, and at ail
times, to meet an inquiry. In saying this I am sure I epeak
the sentiments ofmy colleagues in the late Government, and
of MLr. Ford and Mr. Whitcher, and the other gentlemen
who took an active part in the proceedings I believe that
my predecessor. and the members of the thon Government,
would also accept the suggestion that if the American
Government desire it, a full and strict investigation sbould
be made into this matter. I am not going to say anything
more. I feel that it is due to the American Government,
that if they believe such a statement, that a wrong has been
done them, we should give them every satisfiction, and
should take every meaus to vindicate the honor of our own
country. I will only say, in conclusion, that I desire to
declare and affirm in my place in Parliament, that the
charges and accusations made by Professor }ind are abso-
lutely and entirely baseless, and that the case on both sides
was conducted in a manner becoming to the dignity and
honor of both countries.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. It is much to be regretted, I
think, that it abould bein the power of any official, especially
one of the class to which Professor Rind belongs, to ereate
a feeling of dissatisfaction and doubt in the minds of the
people of this country, as well as tho neighboring country,
with respect to the bond fides of a great international
arrangement such as that ot the Fishery Treaty. But for
some reason, which one can only guess at, this gentleman
has labored assiduously-I judge from the great num ber of
documents, and correspondence of one kind or another which
have been printed, I suppose at his expense, and distributed,
I presiune, among the members of this Houe-to prove
something; and I have tried, by a cursory examination of
these documents to ascertain what it is-what spocifie
charge Professor Hind bas to make against the depart-
ment and against the hon. gentleman opposite-because
I see his name is mentioned, and Professor Hind says lie
had communicated to the hon. gentleman these alleged
frauds before lie loft offic-I say I have fiailed to discover
or ascertain, to my own satisfaction. what it is that Pro-
fessor Hind charges against the Canadian Government.
le attacks Mr. Whitcher, an offlcer of the department,
and, perhaps, from the letter I have before me, hie regards
him as the chief sin oer or person who ought to be exposed.
Well, if Professor Hind and Mr. Whitcher had conducted
their correspondence prvately and assailed each
other to their hearts' content, I suppose no member
of this House would have felt any anxiety about
the matter. But Professor lind has taken pains to
cause his charges to be spread everywhere. Not
only bas ho gone to the Colonial Office, but ho las found
access to numerous journals of the United States, and, as we
know, the matter bas attracted the attention of Congress. I
say it is peculiarly unfortunate that it should have been in
the power of any person in bis position to bring about such
results, because we know that the treaty will expire in a
year or two, and it will be necessary to renew the treaty or
make a now oue, or enter into some friendly arrangement
with reference to this same matter. Thereibre it is a grave
case, and I entirely agree with the sukgestion of the hon.
gentleman opposite, that if the Fishery Department
or its officers bave been able to discover any
foundation whatever, any material, for the charge that
aUy facts have been misrepresented or misstated, which
could have inhuenced in any degree the. action of the Fishery
Commission, it is due to-our own honor, and to the iaterest4
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of the country, that the matter should be investigated,-and
that the truth with-respect to it shomid be ascerthined and
made known. It is satisfactory to ebsrve.that the Americun
Government have net been mach stairtled by the statemente
of this gentleman ; for I have not observed that they have
found any reason te enter into correspondence with respect te
it. At the same time publie opinion in the jnited Stlatesn
has been affected te a considerable extent by the allegatione
made by this gentleman who put& " professor " te bis name,
and who has figured in our history very ereditably hitherto.
I had the pleasure of knowing Professor ind for many
years, and i formed a high opinion of his ability and:talents;
but my own impression on reading these dbcunmente, is that
the gentleman is reaching that period of lite when, either
through disappointments or decadence of menital power,
he is not entirely responsible for what he says.
I am sorry to be obliged to find that solintion as applicaMe
te this case. But it appears to me that enongh has been
said to justify an inquiry. We cannot ignore statements
received as these have been, and commented on in official,
or at all events parliamentary circles, aïd it *ould be
desirable to put an end at once, if possible, to even a
suspicion of the bond fidesof the Canadian Goverement in
this transaction. it the first place, it strikes me that his
whole case is at fault in this; that the franids whioh are
alleged to have been perpetrated by the offioers of the
Fishery Department would be te the disadvantage of Canada.
If they were rolied on for any purpose in the adjudication,
of this case, I cannot see that their effect on the arbittation
would be te i norease the amount demmnded from:the Ameri-
eau Government for the privilege of fishing in Canadian
waters. If we have exaggerated the catch of fish, how
can anyone believe that the American counsel, or the
witnesses they produced, would have been influenced.
by that circumstance ? They have their own
8tatistics of the catch of fish by their own fisher-
men on our shores, and I apprebend they relied on
their own evidence, and net on anything that Mr. Whi.tcher
might state. On the other hand, I suppose it might be said
that the advantage te us was greater by reason of the
privilege of sending our fish into their markets free of duty.,
If we caught twice as much fish as they, I suppose that
would be an advantage te us; but that would lead to a
diminution in the amount of money to be paid te us. Se
that on borb sides eof this question it appears te me, that
Professor Hind is entirely mistaken in regard te these
mistakes, or blunders, or frauds. They could have no influence
or.effeet on the award itself. It it were proper te argue
that two wrongs would make a right, I think the
people and the Parliament of Canada. might go back
a little in the history of international arrangements,
and might nd plebty of evidence to justify them ain
saying that in the case of the Geneva Award statistics
must have been used that subsequent investigation
proved te have been greatly exaggerated, because it is
notorious that a very large sum of money, amounting te
several millions of dollars, romains in the hands of the,
American Government unclaimed to-day, and the amount of,
the award must have been based on some evidence of the
extent of damage that was done. I apprehend, therefore,
that if we are te have an international inquiry, it ought to
affect both cases, and we might find that we could set offany
excess on the one band by a large 'exfess on the other.
This matter ought, at any rate, to be investigated, the
faets ought to be known, and. this false charge, as I think,
it appéars teobe on its face, ought to b exploded.

Motin agreed te.

SELLING OF RAY.

Mr. DOMVILLE moved for copies of ai corzespondénuee
and telegrams neating to hoi seling of hay through King's

Mr, MAçNeÇDoÂ,L,

Cobunty, in the Province of New Brunswick, On th IntOr
colonial Railvay ; copies of notices asking for teadrs for
the parehase of hay:and tenders received also all orders
isaed by the ofiletals on the Intercolonial ilway fbr the
selling of hay, permits given te officials te eut hay for their
owr :se, authority for issaing such orders, and alt
papers relatiVe te the withdrawal of sueh orders and
teindors. le said: The malter ýWhich I have
to bring bofore the Minister of Railways iseone which is
not so much departmental as a question of -right.
Wben the first portion of the Intercolonial was constructed,
that portioui known as the Enropean and North American
Railway, it started from the City of St. John, passing
throngh the counties of King's and Westmoreland and
fiishing at the place called Shodiac in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. The people whose lands the railioad traversed,
in those days prior to Confederation, gave the right of way,
in many instances, for nothing. As far as I can learn an-
Act was passed autborising the Governpient to take thoe
lands, and compensate the people in some way for the right
otgoing through, at the same time giving ihe Governmont
pòwer to take deeds of the larîds by a:-rtain form taid down
te b registered at the Registry Ofice. For twenty
years the people had enjoyed the privilege of cutting
hay free on the lands traversed by the railway, "and
for which it is claimed they nover. got -compensa-
tiph, the right of way having been given the road
free, on the ground that the, people would derive great
advantage through having a raâtroad passing thoir doors1
aùdon the understanding that they would not be interfered
with in regard to the hay. Last year, however, a peremp-
tory order was issued stopping the right toe cut hay, thus
bri nging the question at once to the issue of testing the
rights of the people along the road. I do not propose to
find fault with the Government, but wish te have this
matter settlod. If the people gave the right of way, or the
understanding thoy wore to have the hay, and were not paid
for the land, and enjoyed the right of cuttiug the hay for
twenty years, it seems hard that at a moment's notice that
right should be taken from them. The argument has been
brought forward that this order applied, not only to the
Province of New Brunswick, but the whole country traversed
by the Intercolonial, and therefore the people of Kings and
Wostmoreland bad nothing to complain of. I am- not
preparýed to accept that doctrine, because the railroad when
first built only passed through those counties. The, sole
diffieulty arose in King's county, because in that county
the rosd passed through hay growing districts. In mny
opinion their rights should have been considorod. This
question should be tested with one or two, and not with
every farmer on the line of the road. When the Govern-
ment asked for tenders for the sale of the hay, none of the
farmers would tender,-because every man was interested in
getting the hay along the lino close to hs own property,
and one farmer would not interferewith another. As to
outsidefs, it * was impossible for then to ct the bay,
because if they had tendered, -and their tender
had been accepted
they could not
to take it off_
within the fonces. T

fo
hav

the
he

r the purchase of the hay,
ve got the right of wi ay

banka of the IntercolonaW.
Government shbld select sOMO

one person in a county and test the question with hie.
When I found this.order existed, Iappealed to the Goveru-
ment, and the Government very properly stoppe wlht I
considered to be an injustics tu ny people..ThegmaLter
resté there, and now I bring it before the hon. the Minist
of Railways i rder that aopne sptLlem9 may bo arriv
at. I knowthe hou. Misister wiil give it attention arJ
justice, notwithatanding the criticismr in sqa e ,of the loc l
pres o? my Provisce, 4 the effeot thAt,4te hon. the
Minfster fiRålways was hostileentirlytsny of my gonti-
uts interests. Šgg>I- ed ém rt agh oti#sef ‡e road tiaj
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the question i test one between them and myself, so that it
would do away with any necessity for the farmers long
Yhe we of the road to go to law. To attemit
to defend their rights by law would be very
impropar, and, besides, when they got through with
the law there miglit be nothing Left to themselves,
they might lose their farms as well as the hay.
I thought it botter, therefore, to make this motion and have
their righte lòoked into.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no doubt that thei hon.
member for King's is quite in his right in bringing up this
matter whiQh0oenstitutes a very considerable local grievance
not only in the county he represents, but in many parte o
Quebee.,NewBrunswick andNova Scotia. Although, perhaps,
not a very important matter in itself, it is one that affecta, a
very large number of people, and which has created a good
deal of feeling in persons whfol lands lie contigfious to the
Intercoloial. I am not prepared to admit the promises of
the hon. gentleman that, in acquiring the right of way for
the Intercolonial, the Government ever recognizod any right
on the part of the proprietor to retain any right or interest
in reference to the lands throngh which the Intercolonial
runs. - It would be manifestly not only improper, but
franght with the greatest possible danger, if every one whose
lands have been taken for the road, reserved the right to
enter upon those landsagain. Nosuch right can be recog-
niaed. The difficulty, however, arose in this way : it has
been the practice of the managers of the road for many years
past, in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebec, to allow
the section-men along the line of the Intercolonial the privi-
loge of eutting the hay on their sections; while the station-
masters could cut the hay on the station grounds, and in some
places there was ae cosiderable amount to cut. That
practice, which prevailed along the whole line, would not
have been disturbed only that wheu we purchased the River
du Loup Branch of 126 miles, we found the practice on it
had been.different. All the hay grown along that branch
had been regarded as a perquisite, not of the section men,
or of the station masters, but of the track masters. It
became necessary, thereforé, to adopt some uniform rule
applicable to all the sections of the road. Otherwise the
section men, station masters and track masters of one or
other portion of the road would have considered their rights
infringed, had they been refused a privilege enjoyed by
similar officials elsewhere. We therefore adopted the prin-
ciple of asking for tenders for the hay along the sections, as
a means of placing aIl the parties upon an equality. It was
considered that none of those officers had a right to that
privilege, as the Government were paying for their services
quite .irrespective of any sucl priviloge. Of course, the
parties thus deprived advanced pretensions and raised a
great many questionsof dispute. I have no objeetion to the
motion, and can only assure my hon. frieod (Mr. Doiaville)
that I shall be extrermely glad to find a satisfactory and just
solution of the whole Matter. .

Metion agreed to.

CLAIM OF C. HORETZKY.

Mr. ANGLIN moved for copies of all correspondence
with the Minister of Railways, the late Chief Engineer
of the Pacific Railway, and all other correspondence
and documents respecting the claim of C. Jloretzky,
fogr higher compensation than he bas received for hie
services in exploring the rgion between the Skeena and
Peoce Rivers, i the year 1879. 'He said: It will be recol-
lected that, in the Session of 1879, hon. gentlemen opposite
annonneed that they did not think the exploration of the
Peace River district suciqnt to justify-them in coming to a

on'clusion with respect Io the Pacific Railway terminus,
andthey hd resolved to obtain furlher explorations. We.
knew from thoir report that, in consequence, they did send

ont paetios for thnt purpose, and one of them was qunder
thebbr of Mr. Horetzky, whxose name is familiar to'most
hon. g lef men who have stulied ·the rantway rèports. I
thuik it *xa generally understood that hi services were
of a yoey valuable character. Very great importance
appearid always to be attached to any report he
made, and any infqrmation ho supplied appeared
to be always reliable and to possess great infltence
with the Chief Engineer, And thr6ugh him, I
presume, with the bon. Minister of Railways for the time.
Re was ln this nase employed to take charge of oneof these
expeditions. He allegeslhat he had the most difficult part
0f the work to do, owingto the more rugged charaetïê of
the country, and that his services were in themsel'ves of' a
more valuable character, because of the fact that h, had to
explore a country of that description, without rendering it
necessary to make a comparison between himself and the
other gentlemen on the survey. He made no arrangements
at that time about bis salary, and after reports came to be
made and be came to speak of the question of rennnoration,
he found that Mr. McLood wus paid at the rate of 8200
per month while he was only paid at the rate of $160 p'er
nionth. He made a claim accordingly, but he was informed
by the Chief Engineer that the rnatter must be settled by
the Minister. He applied to the Minister of flail.
ways and ho was told that if the Chief Engineer
recommended that a larger sum be paid, it would be paid,
or a all events the recommendation would be favorably
considered. He proceeded to press his application applying
now to one of these gentlemen, now to the other, until in
the end he succeeded in obtainig from the Chief Engineer
the following letter:-

"CANADIAN P#ACIFIC RAILWAY,
" OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER IN CHIEF,

C. fforetzlcy, Eq., "OTTrWA, June lot, 1880.

Il470, Albtrt Street.
"DiÂ SIn,-In closing up my correspondence I find a letter from you

of the 4th May respecting your salary.
" As I never had any power to fix salaries, my only course is to refer

your letter to the Minister for his favorable consideration.
"Yours truly,

"SANDFORD FLEMING."

When I was asked to bring this matter to the attention of
the House and the Soverument, I did not feel at liberty to
decline, though I did not know Mr. Horetzky otherwise
than by the reports I had heard of him, and they were of a
very favorable character. I hope the matter will receive
the favorable consideration of the Ministry. Though Mr.
Horetzky is fnot called an engineer professionally, though
he was employed from time to tinie as an explorer, yet on
this particular occasion ho was engaged on work which
he was as well qualified to do as probably any other gentle-
man in the public service. It does seen to me somewhat
invidious, that when he was employed on that special
service, after having been at various times in the employ
of the Government before that time-though not since-
he should be paid at a lower rate than a gentleman, who,
though I do not question his capacity at all, was doing
similiar work to that which Mr. Iioretzky performed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say in reoference to
this matter, that, as the House is well aware, under the
Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, no
payments can be made of -any description unless
the amounts are certilled to by the Chief Engineer.
The services of Mr. Iloretzky were obtained by the
late Government fromm time to time, and he was also
employed by the present Government. When these
o4laries were fixed the practice was, under the late Govern-
ment, I believe, as well as under the present, for the Minister
of Railways and the Chief Engineer to go over te naimes
of the persons to be employed, and to diseuse what would be
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proper salaries to pay for their services they were called
upon to discharge. The salaries were fixed in that way
and paid in that way. The Chief Engieer has stated
correctly, in the letter which the hon. gentlexnan has read,
that ho bad no power to fix Ur. Horetzky's salary ; but, on
the other hand, the Goverument had no power to pay except
on the certificate of the Chief Engineer. Mr. Horetzky's
salary was fixed in that way, and when his services were
performed he was settled with, and he gave a receipt in full
for the amount he had received. ,He subsequently
made a claim on the department for a larger amount, on the
ground, as the mover of the resolution bas correctly stated,
that he found that some other officer, who was an engineer,
had been paid at a higher rate than that at which he had
been paid. I, of course, referred Mr. floretzky to the Chief
Engineer, or to the gentleman who bad been Chief Engineer
at the time, and he gave Mr. Horetzky the letter which bas
just been read by the hon. member for Gloucester. The
Chief Engineer very properly says that ho had not power to
fix the %alary, but when he adde that he would refer the
lotter to the Minister for his favorable consideration he does
not go far enough, because the Minister had not authority
under the law to pay a single additional dollar on that letter.
AfLeriMr. Hloretzky had been paid and had given a receipt
in fuil for all the services Le rendered, I said that it would
be necessary for Mr. Fleming to state the additional
amount, if any, to which ho thought Mr. IHoretzky
was entitled on a review of the question, and that
if Mr. Fleming would do so the Government would
give his recommendation very favorable consideration.
Mr. Fleming declined to cortiiy to any larger amount, and,
of course, it was not proper for the Government, under
these circumstances, to pay any larger amount, Mr. Fleming
considering thathe had had a suitable salary assigned to
him, which he had received in full for services rendered. I
have no objection whatever to all the correspondence relat-
ing to the matter being brought down.

Mr. DAWSON. I do not know anything about Mr.
Horetzky's accounts, but as his name bas been mentioned I
would take this opportunity of saying that, judging from his
explorations, I consider him a very capable and energetic
officer. He did what I consider a very plucky thing, some-
thing like the voyageurs ofPold time, when, in 1872, he went'
to the Peace River, and with very little assistance, with only
two men with him, and in the commencement of winter, he
crossed over the Rooky Mountains and made his way to the
Pacific Occan. It was a most extraordinary feat, one that
we do not sae performed every day. When he came home
he wrote a motst intereting work, containing the best!
information we had up to that time upon that country, and
I would be very glad if the Government could see its way
to remunerating him on a scale commensurate with his
services.

Motion agreed to.

COST OF EXPLORATION IN TH HE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. ANGLIN, in moving for returns showing the cost of
each expedition employed in exploring the country in the
neighborhood of the Peace River and the Skeena, and the
northern routes, for a railroad to the Pacific Ocean, said: I
think this motion will show that the services rendered by
Mr. Horetzky in his explorations were very valuable, and
that he economized carefully, doing almost as much work as
Mr. Fleming, at a much less cost; Many hon. gentlemen have
read the very interesting report by Mr. Gordon, and bis
account of the services rendered by that expedition. Ihave no
doubt the gentlemen employed in that expedition did the
best they could to carry out the instructions of the Govern- i
ment, that they ascertained as far as possible the character ]
of the country through which they passed, and that it wasi
inot a more pleasure excursion on their part. They seem to Ji

Sir OARLES TvUpi,

have been delighted with the appearance presented bythe
flora 0f that country, and altogether it seems to havebeen,
in the early part of it, one of the most delghiful trips -they
could have undertaken. I think, in tee other case,there was
a good deal more labor and hard work, attended-with mucb
inconvenience and perhaps some su5fering. At ail events
the reports will show that Mr. H1oretîký cenducted' bis
share of the work in the most careful and econonical
manner, and was therefore aIl the more ontitied to a fair
remuneration.

Motion agreed to.

THE DISMISSAL 0F D. 3. MO lSE.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne> moved for eopies of all
correspondence in reference to the dismissal ofD. J. Morse,
from the position of Sub-Colector of Oustoms at Bear liver,
in the county of Annapolis, together with ail reports of
Inspectors of Customs, and other, and any other·corres-
pondence bearing upon the subject. He said : This motion
refers to the dismissal of the Sub-Collector of Customs in the
county of Annapolis. I do not believe there lias been a
dismissal in the western part of Nova Scotia for many
years, that has attracted so mach attention as this. .Nows-
papers, on both sides of politica, have blamed the Govern-
ment in connection with it. This Mr. Morse was appointed
Sub-Collector of Customs at Bear River sometine in 1877.
From the time of his appointment until his dismissal, the
revenue at that port continued to increase. I make-that
statement because one of the charges against him is that ho
was negligent in the discharge of his duty. In July, 1878,
Mr. J. J. Kerr, Inspector of Customs for Nova Scotia, was
sent to Bear River to report union eight charges made
against that gentleman. The oportof Mr. Kerrstates that
there was no foundation whatever for those charges.
Shortly after this Mr. Morse submitted evidence to the
deparLment at Ottawa, charging the owners of a certain
vessel in that locality with violat.on of the revenue laws,
and upon the eviderce ho submitted, being the bworn
affidavits of a number of the seamen of that vessel, ho was
instructed to seize the vessel and lay a fine upon it, and to
demrand payment from the owners for a certain ainount of
the cargo that had been smuggled by these seaman. Sub-
sequently, after considerable correspondenee with the
department, indulged in by some members supporting the
Govern ment in the western part of Nova Scotia, the depart-
mont advised the Sub Collector to release the vemsel
anito make no further demand upon the owners for the
fine. In Deeember, 1879, a Mr. Wolff, a gentleman, I
believe, in the employ of the Customs Department, was sent
to Bear River to inquire again into certain charges preferred
against Mr. Morse, and after ho had examined the books and
papers of the Collector, ho expressed himself as perfectly
satisfied with everything in connection with the manage-
ment of the office. Ho expressed himself thus both to Mr.
Morse andto other gentlemen in thatsection of the country.
Mr. Wolff returned to Ottawa, and~on the 2lst of Jaquary,
ho addressed a private letter to Mr. Morse, written, one
would say, from one friend to another, in which he made no
reference to the fact that ho had reported that the charges
preferredc against Mr. Morse were correct. On the 2Sst of
Larch, nearly three months after Mr. Wolffs visit to Bear
River, the Commissioner at Ottawa addressed a letter to
the Collector of Customs at Digby, the supefior offieer of Mr.
Morse, instructing him to remove the Sub-Collector at Bear
River from his position. This was~three ionths after Mr.
Wolff made bis report. This gentleman was dismised
without having any opprtunity to reply to the charges
made against him. Afr his diamissat, I mn crebly
informod, a certificate was fôrwarded to the depart-
ment, signed by all but two cif the merchants and
importerls of Bear River, , tating that le was
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"Strict in the discharge of hie duties, especially in his
collection of all demands he might have against us as
importers, also courteous and obliging in bis business
relations; that the steadily increasing revenue of the port is a
fair answer to the charges of being inactive for the pre-
vention ofsmuggling." I believe if the facts were known,
it would be found that it was because of bis political leanings,
rather than want of efficiency in the discharge of bis duties,
that he was dismissed.

Mr. WADE. I wish to state that the member for Digby
had nothing to do with the matter at all. It was wholly
and solely the doing of the bon. member for Annapolis.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). This gentleman was a
Sub Collector at the port of Digby.

Mr. LONGLEY. I think the hon. nmember for Shelburne
is mistaken in saying that Mr, Morse was a Sub-Collector at
the port of Digby. He is a resident of the county of
Annapolis, and I presume I shall be obliged to bear all the
blame of his dismissal, if, after full investigation, there is
found to be any blame to be attached to anyone. The
papers, I think, will show that Mr. Morse was not dismissed
at my suggestion, but on the report of this very gr. Wolff
to whom reference has been made. To show the moderation
that has characterized my action, I need not tell the House
that, during the regime of our opponents, they made all the
appointments they possibly could, and that we have a great
preponderance of them among the office holders in the county
of Annapolis. Yet I am not sensible of having desired to
dismiss any man on purely political grounds: first, because
it is a vicious principle, and, secondly, because it usually
tends more to the injury of those who are instrumental in
the dismissal than anybody else, for, after you get a
mpan dismissed your difBculties just begin. Even before the
dismissal is made, in long anticipation of it, you have about
one hundred and fifty applications for the vacant position.
So looking at the matter in all its aspects I do not think
there is any great desire in the mind of any representative
even for the dismissal of his political opponents.

Mr. BOWELL. Thero is no objection to bringing down
thé report of the Inspector on which Mr. Morse was dis.
missed, and I think, when it is rcad to the House, they will
come to the conclusion that ho was very proporly dismissed.
I can assure ny hon. friend for Shelburne that he was not
dismissed on account of bis political opinions. I can
readily understand why no particular noise has been made
about the dismissal of any other Customs offieer in Nova
Scotia, because I take it for granted that my hon. friend
for Shelburne would not make any noise about any dis-
missal that happened to be a deserved one. There have
only been two dismissals of Custom-house officers in Nova
Scotia-one a strong Conservative, and this one who, I now
learn from my hon. friend, was on the other side of
politics; and when I tell the Ho.use that Mr. Morse was
reported to have allowed goods to go out of bond, and to go
into consumption without collecting duty on them, I think
they will admit that to be sufficient to justify thé removal
of any Customs officer; and when a Coll.ctor of Customs is
instructed to ask an importer to amend an entry which bas
been improperly made, and which, when amended will
cause him to pay a higher duty, and ho holds out to that
importer an inducement that if ho amends this entry and
pays the duty on this article ho will make it up to him on
some other article that he imports, I think that is sufficient
to justify the dismissal of the officer. These are the two
charges principally upon which Mr. Morse was dismissed.
The latter charge is sustained by the affilavit of the
importer to whom the proposition was made by the
Collector of Cuptoms. If that can be tolerated in any part
of the Dominion, I have yet to learn it will be in the
interests of the Customs Department, or any other depart-
ment, to retain such officers in their employ.
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Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman is under the impression
tha't the dismissal wus màe by the Government; but the
bon. .nember fo Annapolis (Mr. Longldy) is under the
impression that the disiisal was nide by hitn. The hon.
gentleman held himseffrsponsible for that action and bas
told the louse of'thediffcnlLies arising in consequence of
the dismissal: that;ho hiad 150 applicantà for the posilion
as soon as the vacancy took place.

êlr. BOWELL. I did net so understand the hon. mem-
ber for 'Annaplis (M. Long e). If he did make that
statement mnay say tha the d'«missal did nôt takè place
upon his representatión. NeiÈtheï was it upon auny com-
plaints he made d the departrnent in :réspect to the
conduct of this officer, but altogether in conseque ace of the
representation of merchants and othore who resided there.

Mr. MILLS. There is a delusion somewhore.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The delusion is attempted to

be made iy the hon. omber for 3othwell. The bon.
member for Annapolis (Mr. Ldngley) distinctly stated that
he had not asked for this dismissal, and was quite prepared
to assume the blanie and the responsibility, which might
attach to the party who had revived the investigation into
the conduct of the officer; but the hon. gentleman had
distinctly stated that ho had not even asked for his dismissal.
Therefore a delusion was attempted to be created by the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).

Mr. KILLAM. The bon. member for Annapolis (5fr.
Longley) may have boen misunderstood. He stated first
that he would be quite willing to take a'll the blame for the
officer's dismissai, and a short time afterwards ho said lie had
nothing to do with it.

Mr. LONG LEY. I think I stated, as distinctly as it was
possible to state anything, that I had asked for a second
investigation, and that I was willing to bear the responsi-
bility of that request. I said, if blame was tobe attached to
any one, I would bear it; but we have not reached that
conclusion.

Mr. ]ROBERTSON (Shelburne). What I complain of is
that Wolff was sent to report on the case in December,
1879, and after examining the office'at Bear River and all the
papers, ho reported there was no ground whatever for tho
charge tbat had been made against Mr. Morse. That state-
ment was publicly made known in the village, and after-
wards published'in the Nova Scotia press and not denied.
On January 21st, 18d0, Wolff wrote to Morse from
Brockville:

"Will you kindly advise me of the result of departmental instructions
in re smuggling in the Maggie Blanche Is the vessel seized, and have
yon received the finé from Bogart and Miller; and what other evidence
did you or the 'ollector receive in regard t the matter ? I want to know
all about the matter for my own private information."

Mr. Wolff did not visit Bear River after ho wrote çhat letter'
but three months after receiving that report the Government
dismissed the officer at Bear River without giving him a
chance to reply'to the charge. That is the charge I make
against the-(Government.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman has referred to a
conversation at Bear River, and bas said that Mr. Wolff
made.certain statements. I had not a spy there to ascertain
vihat Mr. Wolff said. The department received the report
of its officer, and I know nothing of correspondence between
Wolff and Morse on any other matter. It did not come
under the cognizance of the department. Neither am I
aware of any conversation ho may have had with Mr. Morse,
nor is there any record in the department which will justify
the statement made or the impression which the hon.
gentleman.endeavored to leave on the House that Wolff had
reportedthat ho was perfectly satifi d as to the way Morse's
omce was conducted. There is no such document in the
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department. Al I know of the result of the investigation
is from Wolff's report presented tothe department, whether
it was three months before I am not prepared to say.. I
think the bon. member is mistaken as to the date of the
report. It may not have been made iinmediately on the
return of Wolff; that is a point of which I have no know-
ledge just now, but the papers will show. 1 am not respon-
sible for communications made by Wolff in a private letter;
neither is the Government nor the department, unless the
hon. gentleman will show improper correspondence-with an
oMcer, and when such is brought to the notice of the depart-
ment, Wolff will be dealt with like any other oicer.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). When Mr. Kerr, of
Nova Scotia, was sent to investigate the case, the Govern-
ment took no action, because he said there was no founda-
tionwhatever fQr the charges. When the case was re-opened,
at the suggestion of the hon. member for Annapolis (Mr.
Longley), the department did not again send Mr. Kerr
but an officer from Ottawa, who is not employed on that
special work.

Mr. BOWELL. e has been so for twelve months.
Mr. ROBERTSON. On the report of that officer no

action was taken until three months had elapses, and the
officer at Bear Rivpr was never given an opportunity of
replying to the charge.

Motion agreed to.

RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
tO :-

Copies of all correspondene3 between the Hudson's Bay
Company, or any person acting on its behalf, or between
any other person and the Goverrment, in reference to the
land on the north and south sides of the River Qu'Appelle,
near its confluence with the Assiniboine; and also, in
reference to the land on the east bank of the River Assini-
boine, at or near its confluence with the Qu'Appelle, and
for al papers, Orders in Conneil, etc., i relation thereto.
(Mir. Trew.)

Correspondence, papers and Orders in Council respecting
claim of settiers on lands set apart for the iamilton Colon-
ization Company inthe Bird Tail Land district, to byallowed
to take up their pre-emption on odd or even numbered
sections at $1 per acre; and for all correspondence, papers
and Orders in Council respecting the admission of other
settlers to the same privileges.-(Mir. Drew.)

Copies of all correspondence in reference to the claims of
persons whose lands have been expropriated'for the Selkirk
crossing of the Canadian Pacifie RPailway.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Copies of correspondence in relation to the deepening of
the River Nicolet, and a harbor of refuge at the entrance of
that.river; also the plans and reports relating to the said
undertaking.-(Mr. Méthot.)

Copy of aIl returns furnished by railway companies in
Nova Scotia, under Viet. 38, Cap. 25, entitled "An Act to
amend the Law requiring railway companies to furnish
returns of their capital, traffie and working expenses."-
(Mr. Rykert.)

Copies of the report of. the engineer' who conducted the
survey af the harbor of New Carlisle in 1880.-(Mr. Beau-

Gironard (Jacques Cartier), Brooks, Guthrie, Cameran
(Buron), Kirkpatrick and the Mover.

Motion agreed to, and Bill discharged.

PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. BOWELL, in the absence of Mr. Wans (BHasting),
moved the second reading of Bill (No. 48), respecting
the Canada Consolidated Gold Mining Company.

Bill read the second time; and (at 6 o'clock, p.m.,) 4he
House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
THUUD&y, 10th February, 1881.

The SPEKiai took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEasB.

PRIVATE BILL.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 55) to amend the Acts relating to the New
Brunswick Railway Company.-(Mr. Weldon.)

CARRIAGE OF CORDWOOD TO WINNIPEG.

Mr. ROYAL enquired, Whether it iswithin the knowledge
of the Governient-that the instructions given lat autumn,
by the hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals, to T. J.
Lynskey, Superintendent of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
at Winnipeg, with the object of assisting the working classes
of Winnipeg and St. Boniface, by providing as many cars as
possible for the use of those desirous of bringing in cord-
wood from the east of the Province, have been interpreted
by the said T. J. Lynskey in such a way as practically to
give to the Hon. Gilbert Mcmicken, Speaker of the Legis-
lative Assembly of Manitoba, a monopoly of the entire
carriage of cordwood, and that instead of lowering the price
of cordwood, that monopoly has been the source of con-
siderable profit to the said Hon. Gilbert McMicken, and
against the instructions mentioned in the letter of the hon.
the Minister dated the 31st ult., addressed to Captain
Thoiias Scott, Member for Winnipeg.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have to say, in answer té
the question put by the hon. gentleman, that instructions
were given to reduce the charges for bringing cordwood
into th-e city of Winnipeg; but they were not given in such
a way, Ès to discriminate in favor of any parties. The
Superintendent was directed to furnish carriage for all cord-
wood without reference to any individuals, and the Com-
pany with which the Hon. Gilbert MeMicken was assoeiated
had no advantage over other parties bringing i cordwood.
I did not understand that that gentleman was at all inter-
ested in any other way than as a member of a oompany
engaged in furnishing cord*ood. Instructions were given
to provide ail facilities for carrying cordwood into Winnipeg
at reduced rates to those previouslycharged on the Canadiau
Pacifie Railway.

NAVIGATION OF THE ASSINIBOINE.

PUBLIC BILL. Mr. DREW enquired, Whether the Government io.aware
that a bridge erected by the Hudson's Bay Company acrosa

Mr. CASGRAIN' moved that Bil (No. 5) fr thel the Assiniboine River at Fort Ellice, prevents steamers
botter preventiôn of fraud in relation to contracts involving passing up the stream above that point, and wheth.itthey
the iture of publie moneys, be discharged,.and that will take steps to secure such alterations in the bridge, by
the Bif1 be referred to a Select Committee, composed of the 1placing a swing or draw in it as vill remove theeriiating
following members: the Minjister -O Justice, Mesieurs'obstruction to navigation ?

,Mr. RowELL,
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Mr. LANGEffN. Theouly communication received by interests of Canada that this Bill should pase, and that the

my dep ment on this suibject is one from the Department Supreme Court should be. abolished. I do not intend at
ofMùine, calling attention of the Minister of Publie Works this time to go into a discussion as to the position of the
to this case. It appears that for many years the Hudson's Suprenie Court, or the mode in which- it disoharges
Bay Company have maintained a bridge at that point in its bigh functions in relation to the several
ordertocommuicate with their diferent posts. -The Provinces of the Dominion. I an quite well aware that in
present structure is built on piles and completely obstruets Quebec, as in perhaps eone or two other Provinces, there are
the passage of steamers above Nort Ellice, to which point~ occasions when there is some frictionand when thei decisions
they now ply from Winnipeg. If this bridge were removed of the Court are not quite so readily accepted as we hope
or a draw provided, the upper part of the Assiniboine might by-and-bye they will be. But I am quite satisfied-I think
be navigated. As it stands, the bridge is an obstruction to it is universally recognized that, year by year, as the Court
-the navigation of the Assiniboine; there is no doubt about grows in familiarity with the institutions of the various
that. The only question that arises is, whether the Dominion Provinces, as the Court bas an opportunity of showing to
Government or the lludson's Bay Company should do the the people of this country the zeal, 'energy and industry
work; and that question is now under consideration. with which it diecharges its high functions-I say and think

it will be admitted that as the time passes by, the Court
INSOLVENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL. will become more satisfaetory to al the Provinces, and I

r. MIcCUA1IG moved the second reading of Bill (No. hope I need not except the great Province of Quebe. I3 am end th hI movent Act of 1875, and amending am qm te well aware that the peculiarity of the insti-39)t tutions of that Province may make the distinctionAct&greater, with reference to the authority of the Supreme
Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, read Court in that Province, than in. the others, but I think from

tbe third time and passed. the number of cases brought before the Supreme Court,
from the character and nature of the question then raised,

SUPREME AND EXCIIEQUER COURT ACT. and from the general acceptauce with which the deoisions
Mr. LANDRY, in moving the second reading of Bill of that Court, at any rate those of late years, have been

(No. 4) to repeal the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act accepted by the Bar and the general community of that
and the Acts amending the same, said.: heeree Co.u cProvince as well as of the rest of the Dominion, that my

sudtheAci arendng he ani, sid. Threare many hon. friend will se. that lie will, only have te wait a short
objections te the Supreme Court, especialluin the Province hon. fid i. seithat e wdi Snlrhae tout a tbe
of Quebec. Last year a promise was m by some Minis- time to find the decisions ýof the Supreme Court of the
oetase. cang yeaa romide mae i rer to stheisur Dominion received even in Quebec with such authorit andter, that some change would e madein regard ttus Court, such acceptances as those of the eminent Courts o thatin order do justice rthe Province oQuebe . A year Province, more especially adapted perhaps to its institutions.bmn elapsed, aid we are Sti awaiting sone hamed- Before sitting down I ought, perhaps, to remark upon anment in ths direction. Nothi umgas been done, however, observation made in one of the public papers-an influen-ad a think under these circuPstances, it is our tial newspaper of the day-some time ago, withduty as representatives of tus Province, actig Bil reference to the Court itself. Aad I do so because I am

this year. We see evr day judments o! the. Court of quite certain that that influential paper would not willinglyQes ench, Ce SeouevrtdY a jgnother Courtvse -would not without information which, however, I knowtoQueen' Baich, Court o Appeals Sud other Courts reversed be unfounded-have given utterance to reflections upon anby, practically, two Judges of the Spreme Court, oly two institution that, at any rate, doserves fair consideration andknowing our civil law, and their colleagues being obfiged te fair dealing from the press, as well as from the Parliamentaccept their advice sud opinions. Se tii. judgments cf ive of this count-y. IL vas stated in the. Montreal Gazette, a
Judges in our Superior Courts are liable te be set aside by week or two ag, that te Supreme Court deserved te
only two Supreme Court Judges, and when the two Judges wpreliension o! the cuntry, owingthteme delays which
do not agree, such judgments are really reversed by only reprin o h aveont to meodelayside
one of them, the other Supreme Court Judges being on his occur i that Court. I have not the memorandum beside
sidé. Another fact well known to every Quebec member is me just now, which I obtained on that occasion from the

tsave been impaired by the gentleman who presides over that Court, but I am able to say,
jtdgmentl ofr procial Curnt s gfrom memory, that up to the time at which I obtained thatjudgments of this Court. Ivas glad, thkotiierdayovhear memorandum-before the Court met, to-day, to render judg-the President o! the Privy Gouncîl speakmng lia approval ofmetanrduet.nmbrccsstentnigfo
judicial decentralization; but one of the greatest obstacles ments and reduce the number of cases then standing for
to the full realization of this reform is the maintenance of argument-up to that time there was not a

the SupremeCourt. In a few years, should its judgments single case standing for judgment, excepting those

resemle those of the past, we shall se oall j our provincial which had been argued at the last November
rights diminished, and the administration of justic pin our and February terms of the-Court. Now, I think anyone
Province imi'red to a great extent. I think, therefore, it who understands how important it is that the judgments of

is the duty ofpauebec members to su port, thisBi. oe that Court should be of a character to command confidence-
ithe Miniuter of Justicewlme teju support ts - I hote wbether they received that confidence or not-will admittn Miniswir o! Justice shll de mea i justice W support it, that the Judges of that Court ought at any rate to havesud iflh. is willing, I shal gladly leave it lu is bands. ample time for deliberation and consideration. I think

Mr. McIDQNALD (Picton). - I regret that theb hon. every lawyer will feel, and every layman who understands
member should have thought it his duty to ask the House to at all the work of our institutions will acknowledge, that a
read this Bill the second -time. I regret it all the more, Court which bas kept its arrears up to within three months
because I think it is always a matter of regret, that in the of th time of delivering its judgments is discharging its

igh Court-of Parliament of this country, a great institution functions in that respect at any rate in a manner that ought
like the Supreme Court should on any occasion be made to be satisfaetory te the country. I may say that tb labor
the object of criticism, which tends in-some degree to dis- of this Court is of a very serious character. T.he Judges in
parage the charaeter and standing of that Court in the considering their judgments have tW consider an enormo-1s
country, and to lessen its authority and dignity. I am mess of testimony taken in the Courts from which
prud to tfiink that a large majority in-this House, and a appeals come; they have to consider the argumente
arge- majoritytu ithe country, do not concur with the hon. of those Courts of high standing in the several
gttlemu inbelieving that it would be desirable ini tbe.Provinces and the labor and consideration necessarily
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involved in the proper consideration of their conclusions
must be of no inconsiderable character. I think, therefore,
the complaint ibat the Court is behin4 in- its work is not
deserved.. Under these circumstances, I feel that my hon.
friend, after giving expression to bis. own views, with
reference to .the working of 1 the Court in his own
Province, will not desire f urther to. press his motion for a
second reading of the Bill. At all events, we see by the
motion placed on the paper by the hon. member froum
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard), that that bon. gentleman
proposes, in another form, to remedy some of the difficulties
which the Barof Quobec feel with reference to the Supreme
Court of Canada.

Mr. BLAKR. I do not propòse to takeupi the time of the
ilouse bit f9r an instant. Iwish only to refier to one
observation of the hon; mermbe- foi Montmagny (Mr.
Land'y), whieh I thinkdesorves some -nmiark, thé more so
as this is not the first time that thé observation has been
made in this Chamber, and it ha been circulated tolerably
extensively elàewhère. I concar in tfie view that if the
remark had been well founded the Bar ànd the pooþle of tho
Provirce of Quebec would have a 'reasonable cau e of
complaint, in regard to the modé in *bich thoir judicial
mattQrs whiCh come before tie Suïrerie Court are dispoed
of. But i have seen 0hoendeicé at ail tb. h lends
me to the coiclusion that thé remark of the hon.
member is well fou'nded. I refer tohe 'staténent made
by the hon. gentleman thàt th decisions of the
Supreme Court, so far as they dealt with appeals from the
Province of Quebec, were the 'decisions of two Judges only,
by which I understood him, of coùûse, to mten of the two
Judges who caim froin that Pro'vince. I say I quite agree
with that. if it were true that in substance the decisions of
the Suprene Court upon such appeals were the decisions of
the two Judges who happened to béloiig to the Qùubec Bar,
there would he grave'cause of comÉlaint, beèanse I think we
must ail agre that it is the dtity of the Judges of the
Supreme Çourt from the different Provincès to participate inw
any judgment delivered by that tribunal, to master the.
questions involved, the låws tpo i*hich it is'ndpendont, nd
to render their own best jigigment 'on that' ubject. I think*
they would not be dischargnig their duty if they gave simply
a formal hccedence to tle judigments -f other Julgés, with-1
out giving their ownindependent judgmenit on a questionr
coming before thm. What I ~omplain ôf is, that
my hon. f'iend should have, npon evidence ihich 'I
have not at all béen able 'to pérceive, nadea statemet
which is calculàted to'be, what in 'faét is, a very severe
reflection on the Judgés;of that Gourt Who cdme f rêonthor'
Provinces ihan ibat ôf'Qâeýèc. I ay their inty is to:
deliver judgments based on retiötiori, on study, on the
ascerfainment of the law to the best of their ability ho
rmatter of what Province that law niay be,'and*no matter'
hQw difficult.the reséaoch rnay be. I belie'e the Judges ôf
the Supreme Court discharge that duty to'the beàt 6f their
ability. I believe that in this particutar ths complaint of
my hon. friend, which howevr, doès riot come -from 'him
alone, is not well fobndød; aid Iada otWi8h the discussion
t o clo:e withbut referénce to thât \rhic if true, whoald be a
ierious subject of complan't, but whih úôt beirig fôunded,
is no subject of corhþlirit at all.

Mr. LAURIER. If it wero pro.per for -me to advise the'
hon. gentleman who -has charge of this Bill, I would say that
-his best course would be to suspend its reading until the:
Ilouse has had an opportunity to consider the Bil brought
forward by the hon. nmem.ber for Jacques Cartier (Mr..
Girouard). As far as, I understand the argumnt ofthe,
hon. gentleman for Montmagny (Mr. Landry), it .is not
directed against the jurisdiction of the Supreme Cort as a.
whole, but only so far 'as its juriadiction corifliets with the
CyI. Law of the Province of.Québec. The1 logial poi4cl1si8on

Mr, M DOmA4D (Pictou),

of his position would be, although he did not express it, not
to abolish the Court altogether, but to curtail its jurisdiction,
and that is exactly what is proposed by the Bill of the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier. Therefore, I think it would
be more proper for my hon. friend not to press bis Bill any
further, until after the House has dealt with the Bill of the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier, and if that is not satisfac-
tory then my hon. friend from Montmagny can proceed
with his Bill.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I trust my hon. friend for
Montmagny will be induced to withdraw this Bill at the
present time. I feel, as I have said on a former occasion in
this House, that the existence of a Supreme Court for the
whole Dominion is necessary to complote our Confederation,
and witbout such a Court as was contemplated by the Con-
federation Act, the Dominion as a whole is not complote. I
quite agree that if the Supreme Court is not now satisfactory,
it ought to be made so in every Province of the Dominion,
and ought teobe so constituted as to deserve the confidence
of suitors in every part of the Dominion. I do not propose
at the present time to enter into the objections that have
been urged against it, more particularly from the Province
of Quebec; but I feel so strongly that it ought not to
be abolished, that if necessary it should be improved und
made satisfactory to every Province of the Dominion, that
I trust and hope my bon. friend will, in view of the Bill
that is proposed to be introdu.-ed by the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier, and which, I believe, is intonded to remove
some of the objections to the Court which exist in the
Province of Queboc, withdraw this Bill. Thore is no
dotibt tûe Supreme Court,' if it be not now entirely satis-
fàctory. to every Province, ouight to be made so; and I
think there is no doubt that it can be made go. It is not
desirable or proper, rashly, to say anything in reference to
the constitution of any of our Courts, or to make any
remarks that would tend to impair the respect in which
they are held 'by the inhabitants of this country. For that
leason I defer entering into any discussion of the ·details of
any amendments that may be thought nccessary, as I
thir k this is a matter that rathor lies in the province of
the Government than in that of any individual member.

Mr. BOURBEAU. Two years ago we were called upon
to vote on a similar Bill decreeing the abolition of the
Supreme Cou' t. This Bill was introdnced by an hon.
member now dcceased, and I gave it my support. the
saie Bill was prosented last year, but was withdrawn at
the suggestion of the hon. Minister of Public Works, in
order to allow of the hon. Minister of Justice modifying the
constitution of the Supreme Court in such a manner as to
do justice to the demands of the Province of Quebec. To-
day the bon. Minister of Justice rises, but he does not go so
far as to say that the Supreme Court will be abolished, or
that certain rhodifications have boen made during the vaca-
tion, but his words imply that that Court is most uséful,
that it is necessary, and that there are no means of doing
without it. I am. not sufficiently acq'-ainted with matters
concerning the administration of justice, to undertake a
discussion on the subjoct, but I am in the habit of'aoting up
te my promises; and as I have promised my electora to vote
for a Bill that would bring about the abolition of the
Supreme Court, I rise to say that I *ill support the Bill
moved by the hon. member for Mentmagny (Mr. Landry),
and i wdil vote ii its favor.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not agree with those members
who believe that the Supreme Court is all we should expeet
it to be. Par from it. If I am not mistaken, today, per-
baps at'this moment, judgment is being rendered in that
Court in a case which haM been standing over for months.
Deays such as ithisire oe ofthe reasons why that Court
-we muet say it, because it is in the mouths of the peope

ag nQot e0ome a popular Cort 4s the hon. 'ñ½mby
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for West Durham once said-not this Session, but in a opportunity to do so. I believe that many members of the
p revous Sdsion-it is our duty to let the Judges know House were not aware that the hon. member intended to
what is the feeling of Parliament and of the people, and we bring up this matter to-day, and are now taken by surprise.
should therefore let them know that these delays, some- I hope, therefore, that the bon. member will see that it is
timés exteindin to a year or fifteen months or eighteen the desire of the House that the Bill should be sugpended
months, are no<, calcilated to strengtho that Court. The until another day.
hon. member for Montmagny remarked that many Mr. HOUDE moved the adjournmont of the debato.
of the cases from the Province of Quebec are
believed to be decided by two Judges only, whom Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Before you put that motion,
we mnust undorstand to be the two Judges from Mr. Speaker, wîll you allow me. for the bonefit of my hon.
that Province. Of course we have no legal evidence friend and colleague, to state the contents of the memorandum
of such being the case, but we cannot close our eyes to the [ referred to a moment ago ? At' that time there
fact that there is a conviction in the Province of Quebec were fourteon or fifteen ca.ses standing for judg.
that in the large majority of cases it is so. How that con- ment from the Maritime Provinces, five from the Province
viction has arisen 1 cannot say; but it is another reason of Quebec, and six from the Province of Ontario. In the
w'hy the Court is unpopular in that Province. I do not say three Maritime Provirmes' cases, the one was argued on the
that it is a very popular Court in the other Provinces; on 26th October, the otberon the 26th and 28th October, and
the contrary, I think that in many of the Provinces the the third on the 29th October last. The Quebec cases were
same feeling exists towards it. It is certainly very unfor- argued, the one on the 4th and 5th November, the other on
tunate that the highest Court in Canada does not possess ail the 6th November, the third on the 8th November, the
the regard and conddence which courts ofjustice should have. fourth on the 9th, 10th and 11th November, and the fifth
I desire to be careful as to what I say, not only because I on.the 12th November. In the cases from the Province of
am seaking as a member of Parliament, but because of my Ontario, the arguments began on the 16th and terminated on
position as a Minister of the Crown. I do not charge these the 22nd November. So that my hon. friend will see I was
Jiadges with dereliption of duty, which is charged against strictly accurate in the statement I made. This return which
them outside, because I have no evidence of it. I wish to I received from the Chief Justice of the Court is of course
show, however, that the complaint made by the hon. an accurate statement of the state of business there. With
member for Montmagny does not come from him one exception, therefore, no case was standing up to the
alone, but is felt throughout the whole Province meeting of the Court this morning, which met to give judg-
of . Quebec, that the judgments of that Court are ments, earliier than the 26th October last. The one excep-
not really rendered by the whole Bench, but tion is the Exchequer case, called "The Queen vs. Bell,"
are the result of the deliberations of the two Judges from which was argued in this Court on the 17th or 18th May,
that Province. This is unfortunate, and I hope the matter and that case is one of very great importance, iivolving
*il be conSidered in order that the evil may be remedied. the investigation of a large amount of facts standing over
ihe question is a very important and difficult one, and from the first May last until the present time. With that
therefore I must ask my hon. friend from Montmagny to one exception, I think no complaint whatever can be made
7i'thdraw his motion, so that the House may consider the against the time occupied by the Court.
Bill of the hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mir.Girouard), Mr. LANGEVIN. I may say that that case which was
and then, if he is not satisfied with the decision of the argued in May, had been before the Court for over a year-
fouse with respect to the measure, lie will be 1perfotly Ithink fifteen months -before judgment of one Judge was
freo to bring in is motion again. given, and now th!s same case lias beon tea months again

Mr. VALIN. Mr. Speaker, the bon. Minister of Public before the Court before being decided.
Works lias told us that he was noue too fond of the Supreme Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not desire to enter upon
Court. Nor am I too fond of it, Sir. That Court is a discussion of this question at this time. As a
uipoptilar in our counties. Every one knows that our layman 1 would feel great delicacy in discussing it at any
young country can dispense with that Court, for it costs too time; but in the case just referred to, the proceedings
mucs, and the Judges only work a very hort time every in the Supreme Court at this moment show one feature in
day ; as a natter of fat, they coma mnto Court every day regard to which the public at large, I believe, desire to
at a very late hour- thegreater part of the time they begin see a remedy applied, Judgment is being given in that
sitting at noon, and even later. Why'hould they not, Mr. case at this moment, and so far as we eau learn there svarcely
Speaker, keep better hours, and sit from ten in the morning appears to be any agreement among the Judges in
to four in the afternoon;- they would thon be able to get relation to it. We are going to have some four or five
thro i~ heir work in time, and would be able te render judgments. All of the Judges are presumed to be very eminent
theirjdudgment.sfar more promptly. But, Mir. Speaker, we lu thei- learning; on this subject no two of them entirely
pay those Judges very 'high salaries, and they might con- agree wlih oach other, the effect of sucb disagreement
sequently sit from ten tofour o'clock; so that persons having i opinion will be te destroy very largely the confidence of
litsiness in that Court would not be kept waiting so long. the public in this Court. Looking .at the question
Moreover, the time that they take to render judgment is eiplic lns poin at vie Ietin
1" g'beyond mauendjh cutrCufes hrer in. mply from a layman's peint of viow, 1 think

lon %yod easure,- 7rtdhe country sufflers therefrom. that soehn uh ob oet event the
Its~mstemetiatthey -ould have rendered'judgrnn arta something ouglit te ho doue te prooti h

se tmthat hyould havente trendvrged efud t f rendering of dissenting opinions in that Court. The judgment
sooner, and that would have been to the advantage of those Of the Court onght to be the judgment of the Court as a
who Lt-dfayhold turnpikeUsktst bonds. Mr. Speaker, I need. whole. Vhen you find the judgments of two learned
not tellyou that the Snpreme Court is not popular; every Judges given, both judgments equally able, elaborate and
oin-e oys-ffl; everyoeecries eut against it. 1 hope, there- àore sayso; every nerhesua t apparently the resuit of painstaking investigation, and each
foi-é, it willeabolishbed. - in direct opposition to the other, the tendency in the

Mr. COIRSO. As the Bil introduced two days ago by public mind is to believe that, after all, the judgment of
my'ho.friernd frôm JacquüsOartier has not yet come up the Court is a mere accident not founded on any solid
for discussionJ thirik the present Bill hould be allowed to ground of reasin. Under these circumstances, I should like
stand until we hear the discussionon.that measure; and then very much to see thejudgments of.the Supreme Court made
if the hon. member for Montmagny wishes te move that the judgments of the Court itself, and not the jtdgments of
þp jupreo C tV þp abqîsIed, lhe iyill 1,ve 1‡het ihe indivjdua1 Mdges of that Court,
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Mr. MoCARTHY. The remarks that have just fallen the abolition of the Supreme Court loses its placé ii the
from the hon. member for Cardwell have been huard before Orders of the Day, and that it must necessarily come after
in this House, and I think we ail agre in the sense and the Bill of my hon. friend the member for Jacques.Cartidr.
substance of these remarks. Tho Privy Council adopted Under the circumstances, I agree entirely with the views
the rule to which the hon. gentleman referred, not tbat all expressed by the hon. member for North Simeoe (Mr.
the Judges should agrée, but that the opinion formed by McCarthy) and the hon. leader ofthe Opposition, and'I think
the majority of the Court should bu delivered by one Judge, so that the question should be -disposed of at once. For tiese
that the public would not be distraoted by the conflicting reasons do I oppose the adjournment of the debate, andi
opinions delivered by Judges who may be all equally hope that the House will at once express an opinion on the
eminent. flowever, I think it is premature to discuss this measnre. I do not think I was qufie understood by tÈi
question now. We have alBill introduced by the hon. member hon. leader of the Opposition, when h. pretended that the
for JacquesCartier (Mir. Girouard) which certainly is deserv- Province of Quebec objected to the Supreme Court merely
ing of great consideration, and which, perhaps, meets the because thejudgments rendered bythat Court were rendered
difficulty that is found in .the Province of Quebec in regard by a single judge. What I- intended saying -was this : As
to this Court, better than anything suggested elsewhere the Supreme Court is actually constituted, the Province of
before. It is certainly an amendment that will deservu the Quebec is represented by two Judges, and I do not know if
consideration of this flouse when the time comes to adopt my opinion is correct, but at any rate I think with the Pro-
that Bill. What 1 have to say at present-and I shall ask vince of Quebec, and with, the majority of the electors of the
the hon. Mi nister of Justice whether it- is not the butter Province of Quebec, that those of the hon. Judges constitut-
course-that this debate be not adjourned. I think the ing the Supreme Court, who belong to other Provinces, are
majority of this flouse have no intention to repeal the Act not as familiar with our Civil Laws as our people would like
constituting the Supreme Court. Although I quite agree that to sou them be. Under thuse circumstances, the judgments
the complaints made against the Court should be huard hure, rendered by the Judges are somewhat anomalous.
still we have had those complaints already very recently For instance, a judgment rendered by the Court of Queen's
before us, and the Court having, perhaps, acted on what has Bench in Quebec, by a tribunal composed of five Judges, is
already beuen said hure, there bas been more celerity than sctbmitted to the Supreme Court. lin that Court there are
hitherto in the judgments. The case roferred to by the hon. two Judges who perfectly understand our Civil Laws, our
Minister of Public Works is a case of much importance, old .French legislation, and those two Judges are called
involving avery large amount. The case, therefore, offered, upon to decide if the five Judges of the Court of ~Queen's
perhaps, some excuse for the delay that bas taken place in the Benth have been right or wrong in their judgment. WeiI,
delivery of that judgment. In the other cases judgment if that is not an anomaly, I do not know what the meaning
was to be delivered to-day, although they were only of the word is. Now let us suppose that the two Judges of
argued at the last sitting of the Court. After the the Supreme Court do not agree; that one should hold an
discussion which bas taken place, and hearing of the opinion different to that of the other. Well, then, tho
Bill of the important character proposed by the hon. opinion of the five Judges of the Court of Queen's Beneti
member for Jacques Cartier, I submit, whether it would net will be repealed or confirmed by the opinion of a single
be much better to at once discharge this order, and discuss, one, for I understand that under these circumstances the
this Session, the amendment suggested in the Bill to which I opinion of the other Judges will be formed on that of the
have referred, with the view to seeing whether the Court could two Judges who in the Supreme Court represent the Quebec
not be made more satisfactory to Quebec. I se that the element. i think there is an anomaly there, and it was so
reason that Province is dissatisfied is that the judgments of well understood last year, that the Government could rot
these two Judges, who come from their own Bar, are apt to but promise the House that it would this Session bring for-
be overruled by the majority of the Court. I curtainly ward a measure that would improve the position of the
agrie with the hon. member for West Durham, that there is Province of Quebec. And yet we do not se the Govern-
no ground for supposing that all the learned Judges do not ment come forward this year and bring forth any such
discharge their duty to the best of their ability, in deciding measure. Another reason for which was asked the abolition
every case that comas before them. I think it would bu of.the Supreme Court was that it had the effect of destroy-
better, under the circumstances, that this order should now ing judicial centralization. That opinion was expressed in
be discharged, this House on the 27th March, 1875, when

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to second the view of the hon. mem- Mr. Onimet moved, seconded by Mr. Caron, That all the words after
ber for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). I think that, inas- "That," to the end of the Question, be left out, and the words, "the'
much as the Government, last Session, announced itseuf in effect ofthis Bill beingi

of te minteanc of he upruu Curtsud 1. 0f virtually depriving each Province, in a very great proportion, offavor of the maintenance of the Supreme Court, and the administration of justice, the control of which la, by the Constitution.
declared as the hon. Minister of Public Works bas declared reserved exclusively to the Local Legislatures and eovernments, at least
more than onise, that they were about to introduce the in no far as relates to laws respecting property, and civil rigbts, and civil

procedurei n each Province:
following Session a remodelhng measuzre, thereby declaring 2. Of removing that administration of justice to3Juages indiscriminately
the existence of the Court to be a necesaity, and, inasmuch taken and selected froxu the whole of Canada, whereas by the Federal
as the hon. Minister of Justice has declared that the Court compact the Judges of each Province, except the Provinee of Quebec,·aren . to be selected from the respective Bars of those Provinces. so long as their
is a necesity, the Government I puttmg that Court in a laws remain unconsolidated; and as to the Provinoe of Quebec, in par-
position in which it ought not to be put, by addressing ticular, its Judges are alwasf to be selected from among the members of
supplicatory remarks to the hon. member for Montmagny the Par of that sme Province:

b. Of submitting the laws relating te prr to civil right, and toto be pleased to suspend execution by consenting to an civil procedure in the Province of Que-rollte causes and the fate of
adjourument of the debate. Let us decide this afternoon citizens of that Province to Judges, who, for the inost part are strangers
whether we are prepared to abolish the Supreme Court or to their language, their manners, their usages, and their ustenou, te the
not, and if wo decide that we are not prepared to abolish i origiof their cdesand to the numerous commentators thereon, andto the

practice of their courts :
let us proceed to consider wheher it can b. amended. 4. Ofsmubsitutitng and attributing to the said Su*emne Or the man-

LANIRY. fr. peakr, Inndestan tha youholdagimentanid contreloufmatters which are not commn to the wYee counatryikr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I understand that you hold That it is inexpedient to create a Court of Appellate' Jurisdiction i
a fresh motion, one toadjourn thedebate. I would havegladly cases involving questions relating to property, t civil rights, andjive
acquiesced in the wish of my bon. friends to suspend the ProcedUr,> nsmered instead thnem.

debate for a few days ; but, as a motion to adjourn the deba The e you have another incovenience in connectioh with
is brought forward, I understand that the motion asking for the Supreme Court, and yet n oope opposed the t msoný

Mr. WmTE (Cardwell).
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COMMORS IEflÂT~Rs.
,gve just now. &5veral hon. members have imanifeste
Îheirsympathy for thi apreme Court. The hon. Mint t

tice hiomself har thought it necessary to refute m
"eh byextdllmgtheabilitie's and tbeilabôrious-spirit

thehou. Judges. Ihave never-daiedtheir laious spiri- -On the contrary,Tarm ready to admit that the hon. Judg
who occupy the-position of Judges of the Supreme Court o
theCoifederation are unexceptionally able and extremel
leborious meir ;.they are-prbaps not killed by work, but a
aqy rate they are up to the mark, and know how to fulf
their duties. And this reminds me of what was said las
night ii this Rouse by the hon. member for L'Telet '(M
Casgrain). Were I allowed to repeat hie words I would d
so. I would say that for $3,200 one cannot find first-clas
men, 'but I think that for $7,000 first-class men can b
found. I will, therefore, vote against the motion asking fo
the adjournment of the debate. I would have been ready
to suspend the reading of the Bill, but as this new motiou
rejects my Bill and places it on the Orders of the Day
whereI would not like to see it relegated, I will vot
against the motion asking for the adjournment of the
debate.

Mr. HOUDE. After what has fallenfrom the lips of the
hou. member, to the effect that he is ready to suspend hie
motion until the Bill introduced by the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier has been taken into consideration by the
House, I have no objection to withdraw my motion.

Mr. LANDRY. I think that the lion. member for Mas
kinongé has not well understood me. I never said tha
I was ready to suspend my motion on condition that my
Bill should be discussed after that of the hon. member foi
Jacques Cartier. There is before the House a motion to
adjourn the debate; the effect of that motion is to rejeci
my Bill after that introduced by te hon. member for
Jacques Cartier. The present Order of the Day places as
No. 4 the item which we are now discussing. The motion
for an adjournmont would result'in relegating me after
item No. 14, and that is what I do not wish. I desire that
in the Orders of the Day for to-morrow and following days
the Bill that I have the honor of introducing to this House
should occupy the place whiih it occupies to-day, and that
itf should consequently come before the debate on the Bill
of the hon. member for Jacques Carti -r.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I understand that the hon. member
for Maskinongé suggests the withdrawal of bis motion, and
in that case the hon. member for Montmagny will withdraw
his own. This motion being withdrawn, the Orders of the
Day will remain in statd quo, so that the hon 'member for
Montmagny will not lose the place he occupies on the
Ordurs -of the Day.

Mr. OUIMET. I am disposed to vote for the motion to
adjourn the debate, or for any that will leave this
matter before the House tillthe Bill of the membér
for Jacques CaAier (Mr. Girouard) i disposed of.
HRaving opposed the Supreme Court Bill when first
presented, I have come to the opinion, as I stated last year,
iat a Federal Supreme Court is a necessity of our system
for the final disposal of all matters belonging to the juris-
diction of this Parliament. But I do not believe thi Court
ought to meddle with matters belonging to the jurisdiétion
of our Provincial legislatures, unless itr constitution be
made-satisfactory so as to give the Judges of Quebec the
disposai of the cases that corne from ithat Province. For
instance, as the Government intimated last year, if the
Court were reconstructed so as to have enough Judges fron
our Province to form a quorum for the decision of Quebec
caseS, in this cae I would say that a large Supreme Court
here would be very useful, a large centre of legal ability and
learaing of a nature to facilitate the assimilation of our
different provincial laws, and which would have a great

d influence on even the civil law legislation of each Province.
Dr As tihe hon. member for West Dunham said the other day,
ythe Ulivil Law of Lower Canada is certainly superior fo that Of
of any other Province. On the other hand, the practical mind
t ofonr Englisi fellow citizens has taken thb lead in a great
sE many modern matters in our late Civil Law. I think it would
f be possible, by bringing in contact legal men of the different
y Provinces, to exert aetrong infuence in the direction of
t the assimilation of ith legal systems and legielation of the
Il diffNrent Provinces, even in civil matters. I think this
at would be a great improvement, but one we cannot expect
r.,so long as the constitution of the Superior Court be not
o amended. The Court is an absurd one, not on account of
s its Judges, but of Its constitution. The Judges of the
e Superior Courts and of the Courts of Appeal are generally
r the best lawyers and Judges procurable; but that is not a
y sufficient guarantee. The guarantee which a proper Court
n of ÂAppeal gives is the numbr of its Judges When five
7, Judges sit to review the judgmontsof, say one Judge, you
e will say that the- five heada have more knowledge and
e experience than the one. At leuat the superior number is

theonly guarantee of the fact. What have we now ? As
e regards the Prox ince of Quebec, we have but two Judges in

the Supreme Court to review the judgiments of five Judges
r in the Provincial <Courts. And as regards Ontario and the
e other Provinces, the Law Times las just published

an instance of what occurs before the Superior
Court. A judgment had been rendered by the different

- Courts of Ontario, I think ail the Judges being unanimous.
t What happened? The judgment was reversed in the
r Supreme Court by three Judges, two of whom
r were from Quebec and one from New Brunswick. Are the

gentlemen of Ontario now satisfied with the jurisprudence of
t this Court? I sbould say they cannot be. The member for
r West Durham says that the duty of the Judges of this

Court, from Ontario or New Brunswick, is to master the
i laws of the different Provinces, and to diseharge their duty

to the best of their ability. That, however, is not a
sufficient guarante to thei suitors. Why? The law requires
ithat the Judges of Ontario, Quebec or New Brunswick, be
lawyers of at least ten years standing. Well, these Judges
from Ontario never learned or practised our Quebec laws, in
respect of which they are to decide any cases brought before
them. It is absurd to expect that those Judges cen, by
merely opening our Civil Code, or any of our French books
-some Of them do not understand or read French-can
understand our law. 1, therefore, say the constitution of the
Court is vicions and absurd. I will vote for its maintenance
if properly remodelled. I am even disposed to alloi to it
finalappeai in civil cases, if it is reconsfructed as te give
us flic guarautee possessed tirougi our Provincial Courte of
Appeal. As to th general complaintes against our Quebec
judicial system, I think it would be very important to
consider them, and that it would be well if our different
Provincial Governments and best lawyers came together
to create a Commission to examine the differ ent systems,
and take froin anyone what is best fitted to amend
the others--to try not only to remodel the judicial systems
of the different Provinces for themselves, but in relation to
the constitution of this Supreme Court. That migit render
a great service not only to the Provinces, but to fie Domin-
ion itself should a good report be made and acted upon by
the different Legislatures. Such a Commission las been
proposed b the whole Bar of MIontreal and the Province of
Quebec. The Federal Government was asked to share in
the expense, the Governiment of Quebec not being very rich.
Tii proposal was refused, for what reason I do not know,
butIthnk it was an improper refusal. We should recon-
eider our Provincial judicial terme in relation to the consti-
tution Of the Superior Court, so as to arrive at some regular
system and not to reet satisfied with an absurd Court as the
present. Well, Mr. Speaker, to wind up my remarke, I
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will only say that I am disposed to vote for the existence1
of this Court if it is properly reconstructed, but if it is not,
I,am disposed to vote against it as I have before.

Mr. STRANGE. [ venture, as a layman, for a moment or
two, to trespass on the attention of the louse, because, when
I was before the electors, I found that thequestion under
discussion was one of great importance in the mind of almost
every elector. It was felt that the Courts of this country
were more than the requirements of the people demanded. It
was feIt among my own constituents-and I believe it is felt
among the constituants of other hon. gentlemen-that the
expenditure necessarily involved in the maintenance of these
Courts was more than the resources of the country could
well tolerate. The question was put to me whether, in the
event of this question coming before the House, I would
åpply myself towards favoring the repeal of the Supreme
Court Act. I took the ground that we have in Ontario a
Court of Appeal to which any cases from the inferior courts
might be referred, and that in my opinion-an unprofes-
sional one, of course-so far as that Province was
concerned, the Supreme Court was unnecessary, and
therefore, that I should have no hesitation in voting for
its repeal. I believe, Sir, that on this question, as on every
other question before this Flouse, the popular will ought to
be supreme. Lately we had a very important question
before this fHouse and before this country, and hon. gentle-
men occupying the highest positions in the House have
asserted that the popular will ought to control that question
irrespective of Parliament. Well, Sir, here is a question-
the question of the repeal of the Supreme Court Act-upon
which, I believe, if the electors had an opportunity of pro-
nouncing upon it next week, they would, by a vote of five to
one, declare that the Court should be a bolished. I have,
therefore, no besitation in saying that if we are to have a
vote as to whether the Court shah be continued or abolished,
I shall vote for its abolition.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. After the remarks of the
bon. member who hasjust taken his seat, I feel it necessary
to say a word or two with respect to the subject now before
the louse. I do not agree with my bon. friend from North
York (Mr. Strange) in his interpretation of the will of the
people upon a question of this character. I have
had some little experience for now some thirty years in
discussing, through thepress and as amember of Parliament,
public questions of great concern to the people of this
country, and the conclusion I have arrived at with respect
to technical questions of this kind-questions of administra-
tive or of political machinery-is, that it is absurd to say
that the will of the electors-as it may be expressed in con-
versation, or at public meetings called by political
candidates-is hardly the true will of the people with respect
to questions of that kind. We must admit that this is a
technical question. The Supreme Court is a part of the
machinery for the administration of justice in this Dominion.
The framers of the Constitution wisely, as I believe, pro-
vided for the establishment of a Supreme Court-a Court
of final appeal from the other Courts of the several Provinces
of the Dominion, and, so far as my recollection enables me
to judge, I think that was regarded as a very important
provision in the Constitution. Indeed, it seems to me that
the Constitution would be imperfect, that it could not be'
satisfactorily or successfully worked, unless we had within
this country machinery under our own.control to dispose of
litigated questions, especially those involving the interpre-
tation of the laws of this Parliament, and of the
Local Legislatures when they may coma in
conflict-constitational questions, questions of the
interpretation of the laws of the Dominion,
or questions arising upon matters in which this Parliament
has exclusive control. It seems to me that, whether you
would call it by the name of a Supreme Court or any other

Mr. OUIMET.

name, there must be a tribunal which has power, under the
law, to deterriine finally the meaniig, the true interprete-
tion of these laws, and of settling'questionà which spring up
in the course of their administ ation. For my own ,
when the Supreme Court was first constituted I feit that :g
better system might have been devised. As a piember of the
Government of that day, I was strongly of opmiÀion that a
simpler plan might have been resorted to. Unde 1he
circumstances, I thought we might have constituted a
Court, composed of the Chief Justices of the various
Provincial Courts, to assemble at Ottawa, as the most
convenient and central point, for the purpose of copsidering
and determiing questions of a constitutional charecter:
Lt seemed to me that that would be a very hîgh court, thát
it would lead to the very result whiàh- my hon. frend
beside me pointed to as a desirable resuilt, uniformity in
the laws of the civil and critninal jurisdiction of the pro
vinees; for it is certainly a great contradiction that when
we pass over the boundary between one Prevince and
another, we find a different system of laws regalating the
ordinary affairs of life. A person removing from one
Province to another--and every man must be a lawyer to
some extent-finds an entirely new set of laws, and there-
fore it occurred to those who discussed this question at the
time of Confederation, that that was a result to:be aimedat
-to socure as far as possible a uuiformity of law with
respect to the civil rights of the subject in all the Provinces
of the Dominion. A provision was made in the Constitu-
tion for bringing about that result. No action has, so far as
Iknow-

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). Quebec was excepted
under that Act.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Yes; I know there was, but it was
hoped that even in Quebec-and 1 am glad that hope was
justified by the remarks we heard from an eminent gentle-
man in this flouse from that Province- it was hoped, I say,
that even the civil system of Quebec was capable of
improvement, and that whatever improvetnent might take
place-and I think the hon. member for Jacques Cartier
(Mr. Girouard) uttered sentiments of that kind-would
be in the direction of the adoption of these reforms
which have taken place in the English system. As
was said, we are living in a modern period ; many
new questions have arisen ; many laws are now in
force in the Province of Quebec which never entered
into the miimds of the jurisconsults of Rome or Paris. We
are necessarily assimilating in our habits of thought and
our habits of life. Therefore, I say it was a wise provision
which looked to the assimilation of the lawis of the different
Provinces, though out of respect to the tender feelings of
the Province of Quebec and their civil systom, the framers
of that Act did secure to the people of that Province that
exception in their favor, which they prize.so highly. But,
looking to the future, it soems to me that. it is desirable to
fraine a system of jurisprudence which will tend as far as
possible to bring about the uniformity to which I have
referred. The Supreme Court is a very able Court I think.
Some of the judgments rendered by these gentlemen,.not
previously acquainted with active polities, not .accustomed
to consider questions of polities in the way that
members of Parliament must necessarily consider them,
show that they have grasped the spirit as well as
the spirit of the Constitution, and they have laid down fun-
damental principles with great perspicuity and great
accuracy with respect to the interpretation of our Consti-
tution. There may be other Courts which would have
arrived at the same result in the manner in which this Court
has done; but, at all events, it is au established Court. -t is
one of the institutions of the country; and I regret. that
members of this House- I will not say in a spirit of
levity or indifference to the settled institutions of

l8
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the country-but that they have, at all events, put of men of very large experience, of very extensive
motions on the paper contemplating the abolition of knowledge of other matters than law. They are for the
one of the most important of these institutions. most part statesmen, they are for the most part
I tkink it is to be regretted that members of Parliament men who have filled high positions. Whe Judicial
shouldc oot consider the effect of action of that kind. It Committee is composed of men who understand
*eakens the authority of the Court, it raises suspicion in languages; they can hear arguments in Frenoh, and they
the minds of the people, for this Ilouse to enter into dicus- are familiar with the laws of France at thé present time.
sions upon a proposition that there is something wrong, From their high position, from their great attainments and
that there i something vicions in the very principle upon experionce, they are probably the best qualified of any body
which that Court is founded, and that it is an unnecessary- of men that could be found for investigating in an
expense to the people. Itis in that view the hon. member enlightened manner the learned and exhaustive arguments
for Nort'h York, I have no doubt, bas co»sidered it, and it is that may be presented to them; and they have penty of
upon, that ground that the objections he has made have time to consider them, and they give a decision which is
chiefly been levelled. The spirit of economy we know final and to which we must submit.
prevails much in times of election, and here is an expensive Mr. OUIMET. They render judgment in French.
institution that did not exist ut Confederation, and the r i
question is asked, is it neeessary ? Lawyers even say it is Mr. MACDOUALL. I do not think we can compare
unnecessary ; lawyers in Ontario say that there is in that any Court that can be established in this country with the
Province a Court of Appeal, a very high Court, composed of Judicial Committee of the Privy Council I have had
very able Judges, that im sufficient for the final 4etermina- occasion to read one or two of their judgments on one oi two
tion of questions that arise in that Province. In Quebec points of law which have arisen from questions coming from
there may not be the same confidence-I do not the East Indies, and their familiarity with the laws of that
know how that may be-but I have observed country, the exactness with which they cited laws in both
some discussion indicating, that there was not the French and English languages, and the great learing
the same confidence in the ability and in the judgments displayed in their judgments, filled me with astonishment.
of the Superior Courts of that Province. But I object, But, although these mon are great men, I do not think the
for one, to any action which implies an opinion in this House suggestion of the hon. member for West Durham is a
that the Supreme Court is not a desirable institution-unless sufficient answer to the point I was making. But coming
that opinion really thus prevails; but I do not believe it back to the question before the House, I would ask hon.
does prevail. I do not believe that upon discussion it will members to consider the effect of keeping a motion of this
be found that a majoiity, or that a largo number of members kind upon our Order paper. I think it is unfaie to the
have mode up their minds that this Court ought to be Court, unfair to the country, and to the institutions of the
abolished. Therefore, I think it is undesirable that we country, to have this standing reproachevory Session made
should have such motions, that weshould entertain them at against one of otir most important institutions. If the
all, unless we are prepared seriously- to entertain the Court is defective it ought to be amended, and this discus-

roposition of abolishing the Court. Of course, that would sion will not have been useless if it induces the Government
e a very short process; but are we prepared to substitute to take up the question, and to consider in what direction

somiething in its place? We cannot, according to my view, and to what extent modifications may be made in this Court
considering the ircumstances in which we are placed, carry in order to make it satisfactory to al] parts of the country.
on the affairs of this greä.t Dominion without an ultimate Mr. McCUAIG. Speaking entiroly in a practical sense,
tribunal of appeal upon questions of a constitutional the opinion entertained by the majority of the i nhabitants of
character, and upon the laws of this Parliament, that may the county I represent is this: We have a Supreme Court
arise. As for the motion which my hon. friend for Jacques composed of six men, two froin Ontario, two from Quebec,
Cartier bas upon the paper, it is'a very proper one. That and two lrom the Maritime Provinces. As I understand the
does not indicate a desire to extinguish the Court; it is in matter, the two Judges from Ontario are not at all familiar
the direction of amendment, and I believe that Court is with the laws of Quebec, while the two Judges from the
susceptible of amendment. I believe that in the direction Maritime Provinces are not familiar with the laws of either
which bas been pointed out by my hon. friend for Ontario nor Quebec. Now, in Ontario we have an Appeat
Laval (Mr. Onimet), some amendment may very properly Court, composed of four Judges of high legal attainments,
be tiade. It does seem, on the face of it, rather absurd to and well qualified to decide finally upon most every case that
appeal from the judgments of a Court of five Judges, comes before them. - But a case taken from our Court of
especially upon questions arising out of the Civil Laws Appeal, presided over by four ofthe best Judges of Ontario,
peculiar to the Province of Quebec, to a Court of six Judges, may be taken to the Supreme Court, and their judgment
only two of whom have any real knowledge or acquaintance overruled by the four Judges from Quebec and the
with the principles of those laws. It seems more absurd Maritime Provinces, not ut all familiar with' our
still when an appeai is taken from the judgments of Courts laws. That ie not at all calculated to croate any
in Ontario, that in this Court, although the two Supreme confidence in the decisions of the Supreme Court. I am
Court Judges from Ontario may concur, that their judgment told that in Quebec the Court of Appeal is composed
should be overborne by.the opinions of the Judges from the of five Judges, and they are certainly better qualified to
other Provinces who are not familiar with the laws of decide according to the laws of that Province than the four
Ontario. Judges of the Supreme Court can be who come from the

Mr. IBLAKE. What about the Judicial Committe? other Provinces. The dissatisfaction with this Court is not
Mr. IMCBL A . My honou frted may tminthat on account of its expense, but that the people want an
on iedbycitingyabon.-e iend may think thatultimate Court of Appeal composed of mon whose Judgmentsone evil le justîfied by citing another. will carry confidence in their justice. There are only two
Mr. BLAKE. We have that alternative. Judges on that Court familiar with the laws of Ontario, yet
Mr. MACDOUGALL. I think that distinguished lawyers their .judgment may be overrujed by the four Judges from

and writers upon thejudicial systems of England and other the other Provinces. It is not only members ofthe legal
countries, have not hitherto expressed the greatest satisfac- profession who have doubts as to the ability of this Court,
tion with the constitution of the Judicial Committee. But but the inhabitants generally have not that confidence in the
this is to be mid, the Judicial Committee of the Privy decisions of this Court which those decisions ought to inspire.
Counloin Ejngland is a very learned body; it is composed Now, I contend that it might be very proper that ail cons.
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titutional questions should be submitted to this Court once a Judges in those Provinces. H we turn to thê
year, and for that purpose a Court could le constituted Hlouse of Lords, the highest appellate tribunal in Engiand,
mach less expensive and composed of men of great ability we find that'they have sometimes reversed the decisions of
and attainments drawn from the Appeal Courts of the lower Courts, contrary to the opinion of the Judges. The
various Provinces. If these Judges came together at the House of Lords was the Appellate Court from thesoottish
Capital once a year to determine our constitutional questions Courts, although for a long time none of the members were
alone, I believe it would be more satisfactory to the country acquainted with the Scottish law, and although the same
at large and save a large amount of money. objection was raised against them on that aceount as is now

Mr. BRECK EN. I entirely agree with the remark of raised against the Supreme Court with regard to casesfrom
the hon. member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) that it is a the Province of Quebec. .During the last few years great
matter of regret that Session after Session a measure like changes have taken place in the Courts in England, yet the
the one proposed by my hon. friend for Montmagny should right of appeal to the flouse of Lords has never bé;en ques-
be brought into this louse, because it is assailing one of the tioned. The same may be said with regard to the Privy
highest institutions in our country. I also agree with the Council. It is true, as the hon. member f6r Hakouaays, they
remark that without a Supreme Court for the Dominion our are mon oflearnng and ability, and a very Arge body. But
Confederation would be incomplete. There is no doubt that practically, we find but four members deidng appeats
many hon. members from Ontario feel that their local from the Colonial Courts, although their know-
judiciary is quite sufficient to. dispose of all questions that ledge of Cologa t Civil Law must be mchanles
coe before it, and I can feel the force of the objections hath of the Judges of the Supreme Court ofCanada.
urged by hon. members frme the Province of Quheobec that It is very important that we should have some tribunal from
thed jdiy n ethats the Province psdof m e wh aewhich we can obtaim uniform decisions on constitutionalthe judiciary in taat Province, compesed of mon wbo are points respe ting the different Provinces. We have foundtrained to understand thec French Code, is perhaps a more the Courts of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Ontario
reliable tribunal to decide questions arising under their adotingdifferont views on certan Bquestions; and in that
system of jurisprudence than some of the Judges of the adepti feent aiews th ertah uestors ne r whe
Supreme Court. But, speaking from the standpoint of the case it is essental that there should be omine Court which

Martim Prvices I ay aytha thre s o mre opuarwould be a final Court of Appeal im the Dommnioti, whoseMaritime Provinces, Iomay say that there is no more popular decisions would be binding on all the Provinces. I regretinstitution inu'the Dominion of Canada than the Suprerne that, a discussion on the Supreme Court is eontinualiy
Court. There are questions frequently arising of a Dominion coming up, secause it tends to impair the asefulness of a
or a national character, that eau only be competently very valuabe institution. If there are def ults they cau ho
decided by a tribunal of thatkind. I know that in the case of remvel. But this institution, which regard as one cf the
Prince Edward Island. when the celebrated ]and question bases of Confederation, provides an opportunity for the
came up-though we have a very able and honest and inde-bae o nfedraintproesnportutorhe
pendent judiciary in that Province--had it not been for the peoplle, pearticularly i the Lower Provinco , to have their
upreme Court, Prince Edward Island, would to-day be still apeol determined at far less expense than they could uder

burdened by a system of landlordism. I merely mentionthe old ysm. We have had this measure before the Housethis as an illustration of 'the benefits derived from the IMrhiLLSehave h easurenbeforetefou,
existence of the Supreme Court. I do not mean to say that ithink, at every Session since the last general election, and

thisCout i no caabl ofamedmet. knw tat* *tisa in every instance it has been supported by some gentlementhis Court is net capablei of ameudment. know that itis a on the Treasury benhes. On the present occasion thesourcveofdifficultyin establishing aSupreme Appellate Court, Minister of Public Works has himself expressed very greatihiat we have in this country two divýers systéins of ju'isprud- dissatisfaotion with the Court, and ho is satisfied that in the
enée. I regard this agitation as a misfortune,because although country the peoie are Co universally dissatisfied with
the people, if they are not satisfied with their representa- coun r h pople are al niost u isae a wIth

tivs cn snd ;he abut her bsinss.Whe yo plceit. I think the hbon. g4Ei leman if; mistaken ; but I thinkivesainsed thn about ter buinss. Whenxc, arcet he line taken by him is calculated to.produce pretisely fedistinguished and learned gentlemen on the Berach*, und trust. condition cf things which ho professes te depreeate. Aud,
to their décision in matters affecting the highest welfatre of cniino hg wihh rfse t erct.Ad
te tpe eciien ina timattel fughti toe hbovessc el caind my opinion, a more unfortunate course could not weil bethe people, th at tribunal. Ôught te ho above suspicion;- and taken than the one that has hoon adopted hy the hon.
when the representative of a large and influential con-taentanthesone tht has ben ted by the hon.
stituendy stands on the floor of this House and impeaches, gentleman, and some other hon gentlemen h ths obuse,
not the honor but the ability of the Judges of that Court, I who constantly attack this Court, n matter how abbe the
think he is likely, though unintentionally, to do a great dal gentlemen on the Beneh, ne matter what industry and
of harm. 1, therefore, hope this Bill, which was so strenu- Ifeio. gentlemen make it a point every Seen
ously and lonéstly advocated by an hon. member who is now te oriticie antmenmake i a potiever ,e
no more, will be withdrawn by the hon. gentleman who has to crite and te criteise n a hostile spirit, the
taken his place. conduct f-the Court, there çan ho ne doubt whatever that

in time they will succeed in.making a considerable section
Mr. WELDON. The hon, gentlemen who have spoken of the people of the country dissatisfied with its decisions.

on this subject are chiefly frem Ontario and Quebec. Our I do not quite agree with some observations made by the
position in the Maritime Provinces is somewhat different. hon. member for Laval, and by the hon. miember for H1alton.
Opher Provinces have their Courts of Appeal, #ut in the It seems to me they have taken a Colonial Office viewof the
Maritime Provinces, prior to the establishment of the position of the judiciary of this country. I am not willing
Supreme Court, we had no Court of Appeal, and we were to admit that gentlemen occupying seats in the Supreme
obliged to go to the Imperial Privy Couneil. But the Courts of Canada are inferior to gentlemen who occupy
expenses of going there wére so enormous that they practi- seats in the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. In
cally, in a great many cases, prevented appeal. Onè feature îny opinion, Sir, the people on this de of t'h Atlantii
of the se e of Conlederation, therefore, was that the ôome into this world'with an intellectual capacity quite
Supremùe Court was to be establishéd for the Dominion, and equal to the intellectual capacity of geItlemen oW the other
its establishment las already produced beneficial results, so side, and it seems to me the judicial trainigg thèy reueive,
far as the people of those Provinces are concerned. A good and the ttention they are called upon to give to the cc-
deal has beon said with regard to the difficulty connected sideration of legal questions in adjudieating upon em,
with these Judges at Ottawa reversing the decisions of the serves to discipline their minde and fit them for thediseharge
Judges of the Courts of Appeal in Ontario and Queben,ý of their duties as Judges quite as well as 4es the training
contr*ry to the opinion of the majoity of thei of hon. gentlemen who sit on 'he Judiial Cnulttoesof

Mr. McCvu0,
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rhe Privy GounQilÀ. Thn the hon. gentlenan expressed
lis aatomsument at the extraordinary legal knowledg
po s8ed by these gentlemen. But, Sir, how did they
bomeoposaessod of it. The members of the Judicia
Coi(mlittee of the Privy Couacil, when a case is appealed to
them from the Province of Quebec, are obliged to consider
the CiviljLaw and the customs of the Province in relation to
the particular case. before them. In a case brought from
India, i t may be the bMahommedan law which they are called
upmn to administer. If they display a very considerable
knowledge. of differont systems of jurisprudence in the
exorcise of their judicial functions it is simply because the
laws of every country are founded on the broad principles
of natural justice. There is very little difference when
you exarmie the first principles of jurisprudence
whether you look at them in the old Roman law, the
modern Roman law, or the English common law. Every-
where they are the same. The distinguisbed gentlemen
who are called upon to adjudicate upon questions coming
fron India, from Lower Canada, or from other of the
Colonies, before they become members of the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council acquire a ipecial knowledge of
English law and equity which they are called upon to ad.
minister while they are upon the Bench. The training wbich
they receive in the administration of the law of their own
country prepares and fits them for the consideration of the
laws of .other countries whicb they are ealled upon to
administer. There is no doubt that precisely the same
effect wiIl be produced in the Supreme Court here. Hon.
gentlemen of the Bar offHalifax, of the Bar of New Brun-
wick and ofthe Bar of Ontario, when appointed to seats
upon the Supreme Court Bench hefe-when they are called
upon to consider questions involving prinriples of the Civil
Code-will bring to boar their legal trainiing and discipline
in the consideration of legal questions arising under that
Code. They are, in my opinion, likely to adminiater justice,
quite as fairly as those who have had special training in the
law they are called upon to administer, and in that system
alone. In fact, I believe it is an advantage to gentlemen
who are called uppn to administer one system ofjurisprudence
to.have a previous knowledge of some different system. I
believe they take larger and more comprehensive views.
T'here can be no doubt whatever that the knowledge gentle-
men in the Supreme Court have of English common law,
aud of the.English systemn of equity jurisprudence, wiil be
no deLriment in the administration of Roman civil law in
cases coming up from the Province of Quebec. We know
that what we know as Roman law originated in this way.
What is now called Roman law, is not the old Quirinal law,
but a system of jurisprudence derived from the jus quotienne
as administered by the Republic and the Empire. The hon.
member- for Halton spoke about the provision which
authorizes Parliament bere, with the consent of the Pro-
vinces, to establish uniform laws relating to the question of
property and civil rights. That was a prin.ciple introduced
into the Constitution at the time the Constitution was framed
by those who favored a Legislative Union. It provides, if the
principle is once adqpted, that the right to legistate on the
subject of propqrty and civil rights shall no longer be vested
in the Provinces, but in the Government here, and I do
not think it is at all to be deplored that that provision of
the Vqnstitution lhas never been acted upon. On the con-
trary, I see no necessity for haviig a uniform system of
procedure in the varions Provinces. Everywhere the law
wi grow up and adapt itself to the wants and necessities of
the community. The very object of.havi ng Local Legisla
tures is to enable them to adjust the laws with greater

efflieency to.local requirements; and if a Statute in the saime
words in the Province of New Brunswick is found to be
differently interpreted fror the provincil Statute of
O0tario no inconvenience can arise from it. But there
would he a great incouvenieuoe if we had no common
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1 tribunal for the purpose of i4t preting the lp of
e Canada. If you found one construction placed upon a law
F of Cad4da in Ontario, another 'in Qapbec, and a third in
l the Maritime Provinces, great inconvenience would

arise. * The people would not know what the law was. the
same law, intended to work uniformly in the entire country,
would be differently interpreted in the different Prov7*es.
I remember ver well, a few years ago, that ther0 was
a Statute in dhe Province of Ontario, requiring tie
registration of judgments in certairn caseo. i hat law
was construed in one way in the Court of Common Pleas,
and in a different way in the Court of Queen's Bench.
Great inconveniQnge would arise from a practice like thgt
if thaemas no common tribunal givipg a uniform intr-
pretation to the lav. For that reson, under a Federal
system of Governmont you must have a supreme tribunal
for the purpoge of finally interpreting the Federal law; snd
I beieve .you have in the Supreme Court a very
satisfactory tribunal. I think, considering the circum-
stances under which it was constitutsd, that it is a matter
of surprise that the Supreme Court has worked as
satisfactorily as it has so fair. In a few years you will have
a wholly different state of things to that which you
had in the fit-st instance That there should be some di|-
culty and some friction is not a matter of surprise, but we
can easily produce great mischief to this Court, and great
mischief Vo the country, by attacking the Court every
Session. The hon. member for Laval has spoken of the
impropriety of having matters relating to the laws of the
Provinces referred to the Supreme Court. 1 never enter-
tained any other opinion on that question. According
to the 11st section of the British North America Act, this
was to be a final Court of Appeal for Canada, ngt fbr
the Provinces. I never saw any impropriety in maki4g it a
Court of Appeal for the Provinces.If we recognize the
principle well laid down by Mr. Chancellor Kent in his
commentaries, that it is desirable to arrive at a final conclu-
sion as soon as possible, and that greater mischief is done to
the community by numerous appeals than by-a wrong judg-
ment occasionally being given, 1 think the highest Court
of each Province ought to be the final Court of Appeals, for
the affairs of that Irovince. But the same objection that
lies against the Supreme Court as a Court of Appeal in
Provincial cases lies in a stronger degree against appeals
toi the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. The
hon. gentleman who proposes to withdraw provincial
matter from the consideration of the Supreme Court ought
to be consistent, and insist further on the withdrawal from
the consideration of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council. I am opposed to the postponement of this
discussion, I am opposed to keeping this question in suspense,
I am in favor of seeing a vote taken, and if a majority of
thiis House are in favor of the abolition of the Suprre
Court the sooner we know it the better; and if not, as I
believe not, the question ought to be disposed of, and
mischief ought not to be done by inviting oppositign and
arousing discontent in the country.

Akmendment (Mr. Roude) to adjourn the debate, negatived
on the following division:-
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It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

On the motion for the second reading of the Bill,
Mr. VALLEE. Mr. Speaker, the question now before

the House is so important a one that I consider it my duty
to say a few words in explanation of the vote I am about to-
give. The question is not a new one; it has several times
come up betre the House, which has already given its
opinion and has made known its views on the subject; and
we must infer from the votes cast, and from the debates
that have taken place in this Parliament since 1878, that
the opinion of the country, as manifested in the speeches of,
the representatives of the various Provinces, is certainly
opposed to keeping up the Supreme Court such as it is
constituted to-day. Last year, I cast my vote against the
passing of the Bill, upon the Government declaring that it
would this year meet us with fresh legislation on that point.
But we have not had that legislation, and it is not even
promised to us. I, therefore, do not consider myself bound
any longer by the engagement I made last year, whilst
voting against that Bill; and to-day I resume the position I
occupied towards the electors of my county, when I came
before them to ask them to honor me with their trust, and
when I explained my political programme. 'Uhen, Mr.
Speaker, as now, my opinion was against retaining the
Supreme Court. I bound myself before my electors and
before the country to labor in this House to abolish that
Court, which I consider to be not only useless but dangerous
to the institutions established by the Act of Confederation.
The question is not one of party; it is net a matter of
supporting or countenancing friends; a more grave and
serious question is at stake. We have certain institutions;
we are a nation placed under exceptional dircumstances;
we .have certain rights and priviles ; we have local

Mr. HouOU.

institutions ; *e bave Federal institutions, and each has
its powers within its limite. But the Canadian
political world naturally follows the ordinary motion of the
world; the strongest wants to lord it over the weakest, or
rather the strongest will end in lording it over the weakest,
i.e., the Federal system will end by taking away ail the
rights we enjoy as citizens of the Provinces, by taking away
ail our special and defined privilees. If there is an insti-
tution that is likely to cause us some anxiety; if there is
an institution that is likely to threaten ns with a change
which I do not wish to take into consideration at present-
and that I hope never to have to take into consideration
during my life,'for I hope that it will not take place-it is
the Supreme Court. I maintain that the Supreme Court is
a great danger to the privileges which we have preserved
since Confederation. It will be enough, Mr: Speaker, for
me to quote a single instance. Since the Supreme Court
bas been established, a question has arisen before our
tribunals and our public meetings, viz., the contestation of
the constitutionality of each Act introduced in and passed by
our Local Legislatures. That tribunal bas, since iLs con-
stitution, sought toconcentrate into its bands and under its
direction ail judicial administration; that tribunal has even
seught to curtail local power, and bas attempted to put into
the bands of Federal authority the greatest amount of
executive power possible. This bas been appareht in several
instances; it bas taken place in ail the Provinces. Has not
every Provincial Act of aay importance been impugned and
appealed against before the Supreme Court ; some have
been confirmed, others quashed. I maintain that
therein is a danger which is increasing daily, for
general and private interests will' always join issue.
Nowadays it is left to the Supreme Court to decide
these questions. Nowadays it is no longer, as stipu-
lated in the Act of Confederation, the Minister of Justice or
the Governor-General, who have alone the right to sanction
or to annul the Acts passed by Provincial Legislatures.
The power thus conferred is a very great one, yet it is con-
ferred by tuie Act of Confederation. At present, this power
is duplicated; not only are the Acts of Local Legislatures
controlled to-day by the Federal Executive, but they are
controlled by a strangely different power, one that isnot sub-
ject to the approval or the disapproval of the body of electors,
and which is independent in its action, and from which ihere
is no appeal. This new tribunal is the Supreme Court, which
has to day the power of deciding the legqlity or illegality
of laws passed by the Provincial Legislaturos. I repeat that
therein lies no inconsiderable danger, and I remember that
during the debate that has taken place on this question,
several speakers, abler than myself, showed ail the dangers
inherent to such an institution. I will, therefore, abstain
from enlarging on that point. This is one of the reasons
which will cause me to vote in favor of the Bill introduced
this evening. But, Mr. Speaker, there is still another
reason, and it is that of economy; this is a serious question.
Whenever we seek to aid in the progress of the
country; whenever we wish to develop the resources of the
Dominion of Canada; whenever we ask for various improve-
ments, we are met with the objection that the Budget is
already too-heavily taxed, that the expenditure is already
too considerable. It ià a well-known fact in this
House and elsewhere, that when important and
practical improvements are in question, the public
Treasury is always discovered to be too poor
and not sufficiently replete with funds. But, Mr. Speaker,
when it is a matter of establishing new courts of-law, or of
increasi ng judicial expenses, there are always enough funds
in the Treasury; the resources of the State are ever equal
to this increase of expenditure, and for the past feweears
a considerable increase is noticeable. I do not blame any
particular Administration for this ; it is a general censure
that I am passing ; it arises from a want of attention on
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the part of our legislators, who, without being aware of it,
vote year after year amounts which burden the Budget to a
considerable extent. Now the Supreme Court of Canada
ebsorbs annually about $50,000 of the Budget of the
Dominion, and I do not, Mr. Speáker, think that we require
it at present. What is the need of this Supreme Court,
which costs so considerable an amount, and which does not
give satisfaction to the Canadian people'? Why has there
been sucb a hurry to establish this tribunal, when a short
time before a Ministry thought it unnecessary to introduce
a Bill instituting the Supreme Court? I am of opinion that
the creation of this Court took public opinion by surprise,
that it was a surprise for the body of electors, that the
Supreme Court was established to mneet party views, and
rather as a method of patronage than to fneet the wants of
the people. At the time that Court was established, we
could have dispeused with it, Up to that time, the affairs
of the country had been well administered ; the Acts of the
Local Legislatures were controlled by the Federal Execu-
tive, and the few questions in dispute, now submitted to the
Supreme Court, could be decided by the ordinary
tribunals of the country. I wonder also why
expenditure should be incurred to keep the Supreme
Court, when we can appeal to a tribunal which
does tiot eost Canada anythirig. I refer to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council in England. We have there at
our disposal a Supreme Court of Appeai, which does not
cost us anything, whose decisions have ever been accepted
and have been ever entitled to respecftul consideration.
Nothing prevents us from taking thither the cas decided
by our tribunals, if their decisions do not give us satisfaction.
The contending parties alone have to pay for this, not the
people. Well, as that Court exist-, and as I thin k it will
always be in existence, I do ot sec what objcticai thero is
in abolishing the Supreme Court, and allowng ihings to be
asthey were before. Let contending parties, who aie dis-
satisfied with the judgment of our Courts, and who wish for
a new decision, go to England. It is said that the Supreme
Court does not provent an appeal to the Privy Council.
But appeals from the Supreme Courit can only be taken in
exceptional cases; moreover, if there is an appeal from the
Supreme Court to the Privy Couneil, what need is there of
a Supreme Court? There is no longer any reason for its
existenee, as the intention of Parliament was to establish a
irbînAl, final in its judgments. I think, Mr. Speaker, I am
ju'tified in voting for the abolition of the Supreme Court for
three reasons: fi: st, on account of the danger with which
that Court threatens us; secondly, on a question of economy;
and lastly;.bécause we can dispense with it by carrying
our cases to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
There remains, perhaps, a reason of secondary importance,
which I have found in the remarks'which fell from on. of
last year's members. It was said that were the Supreme
Court abolished, we should not attain the economy we were
lookipg after; we should have to keep the Judges, continue
paying them their salaries, or at least puy them a large
sum by way of compensation. It seems to me that such an
objection has not any weight, and that it is easily answered.
Other situations can be found for those Judges of the
Supreme Court; Jndges will have to be appointed in every
Province; vacancies will occur from time to time, and as
they occur, justice can be donc to the Judges of the Suprerme
Court by appoiuting them to the other lribunals of the
co'untry; thus no injustice will be done them, and we shall
realizo a considerable-saving. For those reasons, I'will
vote for the- Bill introduced by the hon. member for
Montmagny.

Mr. MILLS. Nothing could be more monstrous than to
say that the laws of Canada should be construed one way in
one Province and another way in another Province. It is
just as necessary that we should have a Court whose
decisions shold give a universal construction of the laws

over the Dominion, as that Parliî mont should have power to
pass laws which should operate throughout the whole
Dominion. That being my opinion, and I believe the
opinion of the House, I beg to move:

That the Bill be not now read the second time, but that it be read the
second time this day six months,

Mr. MoDONALD Pietou). Before the amendment is
put I desire te say that i entirely coicur in its terms and
will vote for it. I exeeedingly regret that the hon. member
for Montmagny (Mr. Landry) did notsec it to be in his lino
of duty to accept the suggestion made by me during the
discussion in the early part of the evening, viz., to allow the
question to stand in connection with the proposition made
hy the hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard).
It has been admitted by everýy hon. member who has spoken
on the question that it is the desire of the Government,
while accepting the proposition that a Supreme Cour-t of
Canada-in the words of the hon. member for
Laval (Mr. Ouimet)-is a necessity to our Constitution
to make the Court, so far as it is possible,
acceptable to every Province of the Dominion, and more
particularly the Province of Quebec. I need not remind my
hon. friends from Quebee that the leader of the Government
last Session, when this subjeet was diseussed in this loiuse,
made it his opinion, and, of' course, the opinion of'the Gov-
ernment, that the measures suggested by hon. members fron
that Province should be met as far as it was possible to do
so. Under the circumstances, I regiet that the hon. member
for Montmagny (Mir. Landry) did not see that all he could
possibly hope to accomplish, could have been accomplished
by accepting ihe suggestion thrown out. Now that a vote
is to be taken on this question, I trus4 the amendinent of*
the hon. membernb fr othwell (Mr. Mills) will be ca'iied;
but, at the same time, the House will remember that it will
have to consider ilie extent to which the constitution of the
Court can bo amended, if amendment be required, by the
Bill before the House cf the lion. nember foi' Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard), or by any other Bill affeting the
constitution of the Court in that direction, without striking
directly at the life- of the Court, which maiy be introduced
by any hon. member during this or future Sessions. 1, there-
fore, trust the House will adopt the amendment proposed by
the hon. member for Both well.

Mr. COURSOL. I feel it to be ny duty to say a few
words before the vote is taken and mine is recorded. I was
not prepared, and I bolieve very few hon. members were
prepared, to have a discussion on this question this day.
No one was aware, so far as I know, that the hon. member
for Montmagny (Mr. Landry) was to take up the Bill
which had no proposer on the notice paper in consequence
of the death of Mr. Keeler. Thorefore, but few hon. members
were prepared to discuss it. I thought that the subject
should have been discussed on its mnerits at the proper time,
although I am not prepared to say that I would not ulti-
mately have voted for a measure to abolish the Supreme
Court entirely, if changes were not made that would be
satisfactory to the Province of Quebec and the Dominion at
large. I must express my regret that, notwithstanding the
promise made by the Government last Session, that ihe
matter would be censidered and made the subject of well-
digested legislation this Session, the louse is now in the
same position as last year. If the matter had been thus
dealt with, hon. members would not have been in this
unfortunate position-I call it unfortunate to a cer-
tain extent-that when it is the means of bringing
before the press and the public charges made
against the Supreme Court of Canada which ought to have
the confidence of the country, and have proper respect
shown it. But, in this instance, I cannot Avoid saying that
there are loud complaints, in Quebec especially, regarding
the administration Qf justice by that Court; whether the fact
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is due to thesystem I cannot say, but loud complaints have
been made, and they have been admitted, by the Ministerof
Public Works, to be well ground ed. If the House were to vote
on the simple question, I would, after what I have heard, feel
itto be my dutyto vote in favorof the abolition of theCourtin,
toto; but before wiping out an institution that has been in
existence six years, I want to satisfy myself i n what mann'er
redress can be bad, to know what amendments will be
brought up, and to judge myself whether such a Court is
necessary or not. If a Court of this description does not
answer the object for which it was created, how would you
replace it ? Certainly constitutional questions ought to be
decided by a Supreme Court and not by the different Courts
of the different Provinces. Except we found some other
suitable institution we should not throw the present aside.
I believe the proper course to follow would be when the
motion of the inember for Jacques Cartier comes up, and if it
is shown the Court is useless and too expensive for the
ountry, then the House would be in a position to express
au opinion on its merits. If, on the contrary, amendments
are made to render this tribunal acceptable to all the Pro-
vinces, no more will be said on the question; the Court will
remain and retain the prominence it ought to possess, which
will prevent 'ail complaints in future. One hon.
gentleman remarked that, on a popular vote, nine-tenths of
the population would vote against this Court. That may
be; but we are not here to decide such points. We are
now cal led upon to say whether a Court of this description
ie necessary or not. I admit there are defects in the system,
for it is next to impossible, for French-Canadian lawyers,
not fully acquainted with the English language, to appear
before that tribunal, only two of whose members can speak
French. The other Judges do iot understand French, and
whei you have to plead a case of importance iii that Court
in French, it is a singular position for a lawyer to have to
plead in this Court, before only two competent Judges, as
regards French law. It has been remarked that in cases
which have been brought before three Judges in the Court
of Revision, afterwards before the Court of Appeal, and sub-
sequently the five Judges of the Queen's Bench,
presided over by as able a Judge as thaei is inthe Domin-
ion, Sir A. A. Dorion, and which judgments have been
obtained in those Courts, those decisions may be reversed
by a majoriy of Ihe Supreme Court, only two of whose
menibis are Fireneh-Canadians. Theefore I will vote
against the main motion, reserving to myself the right to hear
the dicussions hereafter, and if the amendments are not
satisfactory, and if I do not see amendments ofsuch a nature
that they Mi1l give justice to our Province, I will say with-
out doubt that the Court, in my opinion; is useless.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I agree with the hon. gentleman who
bas just sat, down, that this question is not one to be submitted
to the people any more than any other that comes before
this House. We have been elected for the purpose of deal-
ing with all questions that come before. Parliament, includ-
ing such as the present. Though on this question such a
popular vote might be obtained as the hon. gentleman bas
said, that is no reason why we, the representatives of tbe
people, with all the facts and arguments before us, sbould
vote in that' sense. We have our responsibility and, of
course,will have to do what is in the interest of hE çountry
at large.' The bon. member for Nontreal East
(Mr. Coursol) has alluded to the promise made lost
year by the First Minister, and, I think, onfermd
'in as strong language afterwards by me at a later period of
the debate on this question. I regret the right bon. gentle-
man ie not in his place, because I aM sure he would say
that any promis he made, or authorized his colleagues to
make, would be fulfilled. We have not been in the habit of
making promises to Parliament and not fun1fillinig thçn.
Since the beginning of the Session, nearly two months, we
have been discuAsing the great guestion of the Peifio Bil

Mr. CJouRsoL.

way, which had to be propeeded with .to the exclson of
every other matter. lIt is etil1 before another brach of
Parliament, and we, as tLe Executive, cannot lbe indifferent
About what is going on in that Hohse any more than In this,
in a mgtter of this kind, If hon. gentlemep wil- 9a4y

consider the very few days that have elapsd since that
matter was disposed of, and that my hon. fripnd from
Montmagny never intirnated to theHouse or the Government
that he was to bring this measure up to-day, they will admit
that we must all have been taken by surprise, and unprepared
to deal with the question to-day. I regret that the hon.
gentleman, even in the interest of his case, has not thought
proper to delay this business til an4other day. Wbat is the
consequence ? We have -here a motion of the member
for Bothwell to practically tbrow out the IBill.
The member for Montmagny will see that those
ip favor of the maintenance of the Supreme Court
-not out of love to it, but taking the broad view of
its being one of the institutions of the country, and that
though it may be defective or unpalatable as to its constitu-
tion or personnel-will say, before we pull down the house
because of its defects, we should see whether we cannot
remedy them, in order to keep it standing. 'Under these
circumstances, I think that hon. gentlemen who are in favor
of amending the constitution of that Court, or even of
improving its personnel so as to do justieg te the different
Provinces, and especially to the Province of Queb e, which
complains so bitterly of its working, wilt admit theywill
but do us justice by giving us a chançe to consider the
matter, to see whether we cannot amend that Court in
a way to dojustice to all the Provinces. I would, therefie,
ask such hon. gentlemen as can conscieetiously take that
course, not to vote for the motion of the bon. member for
Montmagny, but to give us a littie more tLme. The Session
will not end to-morrow, and we shall have plenty of time
to consider the whole question, and the Government will 'be
ready, when the matter comes up again, to say 'wflat they
will do with regard to the motion of the hon. gentlpman.

Mr. BLAKE. The observation of the hon. member calls
for some comment. It is admitted that promises of a very
distinct and signifieant character were made with reference
to this institution ; and those promises,made as Ithought at
the time a litile rashly, were that during the receqs the
Government would consider the question and bring down a
measure during the Session of Parliament to remedy the
grievances which were alleged to - exist by some bon.
gentlemen. From the statement which the hon.gentleman
has now made it appears that the consideration was not to
be during he recess, but during the Session of Parliament,
and that the time of the House baving been occupied from
day to 4ay and from hour to hour for the last two months
with the other business of Parliament, they have not had -an
opportunity of eonsidering what measure they wiil bring
down to redress the grievance. So seemed to be the state of
the case from another statement of the Ministerof Justice at
an earlier stage of this debate, whon he told us, as a reason
why we should take a particular course with reference Io
this matter, that the hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Girouard) had a measure which, perhaps, might be satis-
factory, showing that there had been no consideration of
the question on bis part-

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I said that we ought to
await that discussion.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman said, which .mighf be
satisfgetpry-I think I caught his phrase-showiing that
there had not been that consideration of the question hy
hipaself or the Government which was necessary in order
that they might have reached, before the regular buàineas
of the ountry had commenced, a deciaion as to what
chauges they would propose in this Court. I say
that gca pIQ ,i g ven 'un t , in gpy 9 pigi gt
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given solemnly and formally, is not rédeened in ite epirit
>y thetàtebut t4iat when two mòïits' of the Session have
elapsed, the Gohinment will begin to consider how that
pledge shah be redeemed. I say it was then their duty to
have formulatéd a policy during the recess, and that thsy
sbôhol 1$tiréeifYhen they met the people's representatives
in Parliament, to bring down that policy at an ekely day.

Mr. BOULTÉER. I think it waseeomewhat questionable
whether the e4tablithmtnt ôf this Court was an advantage
to the country or not, adit is more than questionáble
whether it fully carries out the objects which those who
established it had in view. I aiso thi-nk that it is a imatt'er
for grave wòhsideration whethef we have not too maduo
litigation in the country caused by the multiplication
of Courts, and whsther the people Weuld not b better
served if we had fwer Courts-Whether it would not be
botter to ihave miiiters in litigationi, amall in amount as they
generally are in this country, tried before a Judge of Assize,
for instance, and a jury, and -thon go to the full Court for
final dec sion, instead of having them brought before a
Court of Appeals and then to the Supreme Court. The
truth is, that in many instances railway and insurance
companies, and other litigants of that kind, keep on
litigating for the purpose of having their own way and
driving out of Court those who are unable to stand such
litigation. I tbink it ought to be fully and carefully
considered whether it would not be well to do away with this
Court altogether and provide some meens of deciding constf-
tutional questions, and I think they ould be decided, perhaps,
quite as well as now, and certainly at less expense. This
and the question of whether this Court cau be so altered
with regard to ifs administration as to be more satisfactory
to the country, are matters for grave consideration; but I
agree with several hon. members who have spoken, aInd
notably membërs of the Government, that we cannot deal
with questiong like these in the way in which they are
sought to b e deait with by this Bill. I thifik it would be
improper for a legislative body suddenly to legislate away a
Court like this on a short debate, and by a Bill which makes
no provision for many necessary matters which would have
to be attended to if thë Court were abolished, such as the
settisentêt of pending claims and other matters of that ki nd.
I shalh, therefore, vote for the amendment.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, an hon. member who bas
lately spoken, has pretended that I had taken the Rouse by
surprise. Has lie then forgotten that over since 1878, the
question, we have taken up to-night, has come up every
year ? le had, therefore, botter keep his surprise for
another occasion, aud waste less of it on the subject now
before us. A moment ago I also hoard some one say that I
had not given notice, either Vo the House or the Government,
of ny intention of taking the place of the hon. member,
who fårst introduced this Bill, and who wished to ask the
Honse to abolish the Supreme Court. It is true, Mr.
Speaker, that I did not inform either the House or the
Government of the intention I had of taking this stop, but
if my information is correct, if I have understood the words
spoken in this House, it seems to me that it wae agreed that
when the second reading of the Bill should come up, the
BIl was to ho allowed to fall through of itself, if no one-
would, at the time, take it under hie protection; on the con-
trary, if any one was ready to take charge of it, and propose
its second reading, it was to be taken -i as introduced by
its original framer. The House, the Government, every
member, Mr. Speaker, lad ronsequuntly reason to expect
that Vhs f-Bill would corne before us to-day in some
shape or the other; that it would come before us to
die or to be aubjected to a debate in this House.
No one eould be taken by surprise, as every one was expet-
ing thU. -A certain promise of the Governmtent has nbeb
assittionad. When we discuasd this qfutionL lui year,

there was a considerable amount of uneasiuess in the House;
the greater part of the members rose and expressed an
opinion adverse to the Supreme Court; the sitme thing takes
place to-day. Last year the members from the Province of
Quebec would no doubt have voted againet keeping up the
Supreme Counrt, and fbr the measure then introdueed, but
the hon. Minister of Public Works rose and a ked us to vote
in favor of keeping up the Supreme Cotiet, promising us
that the time was not far ofi when the Government itesif
would grant the remedy asked for these evils, or at any rate
an efficacious remedy. Well, Mr. Speake, the Government
its bad sufficient time between ]ast Sessidh and the present

one to prepare that measure; yet whnt does it say to-day ?
That since the beginning of the Session all its time has been
taken up with the debate on the Pnoific Railway, nnd that
it has not yet prepared the measure promised last year.
Now that the Bill is before the House, what is the Govern-
ment waiting for? It waits that another Bill, irtroduced
by the hon. member for Jacques Cartier, should be dis-
cussed, in order to be able to decide what it shal do.
That is not, I think, what Government promised us last Ses-
sion. If, in the interval between the two Sessions, it bas
not had the time to prepare that measure which it had,
nevertheless, solemn-ly promised us, I do not think that now,
when its time is aIl absorbed with getting its Bills carried
and with enforcing its policy, it has the time to prepare
what is expected of it.. But there is more. When th uGov.
ernment asks us for another delay, when it asks us to wait,
at least, for the reading of the Bill which the hon. rember
for Jacques Cartier is about to introduce with regard to the
Suprene Court, it doeà not even give us the assurance that
it will adopt that measure. The Government is cognizant
of its tenor ; it knows what that Bill asks for.; it is tnot
ignorant of the fact, that if passed it would do away with
one of the strongest objection* brought against the Suprene
Court by the Province ofQuebec, anti by the other Provitces
of the Confederation. Nevertheless, the Government bas
declined to bind itself; it bas fnot declared that it would
adopt the measure now introduced. Under these circum-
stances, I thlnk that we, tiembers of the Province
of Quebec, must enforce our rights. I heard the hon.
Minister of Public Workg gay that the question
was not one that should he submitted to the peoplo.
I do not pietend, Mr. Speaker, that we have -come hiithor
with a mandat impératif, but after the eloctions of 1878 we
made promises to the people in order to gain its confidence.
With regard to certain questions, whicW had beoome subjdete
of public diseussion, we had to make sacred promises, which
we are in honor bound to keep. We promised to the people
that we would work against the Supreme Court when we
should be here, and that, for several reasons; fnot only with
the object of diminishing the expenditure, but also to cause
to disappear the wretched state of affairs now existing, and
about which all the members who have risen in this House
have expressed their discontent. Who is the member who
bas spoken this afternoon to defend the existing state of
things ? Ai agreed to say that it could not be allowed to
exist any longer. Well, it it cannot exist any longer, thon
lot us vote for the Bill that I have the honor of introducing
to the House. It simply asks for the sweeping away òf the
Supreme Court, and with itV will be swept away ali obsta-
cles which have been raised by its creation. An bo.
member, the one for Montreal Bast (Mr. Coursol), has
asked, I think, what tribunal we should substitute for the
one which we wish to abolish ? Well, Mr. Speaker*, what
was the tribunal which the Supreme Court superseded?
Before it existed, where was the tribunal that it
could have superseded? - Nowhere. And yet, in
those days, the country was not more in debt
than it is to-day; the country was making just as rapid
strides towards progress. Several mermbers seem desirnes
of viling their dedision and of rglyting in favor df Ift
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cause of the Supreme Court ; but, let them not fqrget the
hostile votes cast against the institution of that Court; let
them not forget that several of them introduced motions,
and made speeches against its creation ; and yet it was nôt
sought at the time to fill a gap, which assuredly did not
exist in the ,minds of those hon. members. Why, then, is
it asked to-day which is the tribunal that is to take the
place of the one we arc asked to abolish ? As the hon.
men ber for Portneuf (Mr. Vallée) bas said, Mr. Speaker,
we have already the tribunal that we require; we have the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England. la,
that Court, the contending parties have to pay the costs of
suits, and the people are not required to spend their money,
an advantage greatly apfreciated by them. If I look at
the question from a pecuniary point of view, it isthe people
themselves who pay most of the expenses; it iethe people
who pay the Judges' salaries; it is the people who pay
the working expenses of that Court, and those expenses
amount to at least about $60,000 a year. And, as
has been remarked by the hon. member for Portneuf,
that Court bas cost since its creation more than $300,000
without our deriving any advantage therefrom. Last year,
and this year, there have been nothing but complaints
'bout it, and next year it will be the same. I was glad to

hear the hon. member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) tell us
that there was one advantage in taking a case to Her
Majesty's Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and
that was that of bcing able to plead in a language which
one appears to ignore or which one cannot understand in
the Supreme Court. Better justice is thus rendered to
litigants 'before the Privy Couneil. There are men in thé
Privy Couneil who are statesnen, who understand languages
perfectly; men before whom we can plea in our owr%
language in the interest of oifr clients, and who are
certain to understand us. Such is not the case in the
Supreme Court. There are a thousand reasons for the
abolition of the Supreme Court, and I do not see any that
can justify the actual state of things. The hon. Minister
of Justice and the hon. Minister of Public Works have
expressed their regret an my not consenting to the pro-
p osal of sispending the second reading of that Bil.
You are aware, Mr. Speaker, of the agreement entered
into. I could not consent to a delay in the reading of that Bill,
when it was agreed, and sucb was the agreement, that it
should fail through of itself, unless some member rose and
asked the House' to be allowed to foster it. I was thus
naturally obliged to take it under my protection, in order
to prevent its falling through. Having done so, I had re,
solved, as I said this afternoon, to suspend its reading, when
an amendment supervened -asking that the debaie be
adjourned._ We were nevertheless still willing to suspend
the reading of the Bill, on condition that the lion. member
for Maskinongé should withdraw his motion for theadjourn-
ment of the debate; the hon. member consented, but there
was a member who refused his consent, and you are aware
that wheu an amendment is put to the vote, it can only be
withdrawn with the unanimous consent of the flouse.
Consequently, the blame thrown on me, for refusing to
accept the proposal of the hon. Ministers of Justice and of
Public Works, is not founded on fact, as the reasons I have
given point conclusively to the contrary. Under these cir-
cumstances, and considering that the Government has
nowaya introduced a measure in conformity with the
promises inade by it last year, I think it is my duty to vote
against the six montha' hoist proposed by the hon. member
for Bothwell.

Amendment (Mr. Mills), six months' hoist, agreed te on
the following division:-

Baker,
Barnard,

Mr. LADRY.

YiiÂs:
liessieurs

Hay,
Hesmon,

O'Connor,
Ogdeni,

Beauchesne,
Béchard,
Benoit,
Blake,
Boultbee,
Bowell,
Brown,
Bunting,
Burpee {St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cartwright,
casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cimon,
Coursol,
Dawson,
DeCosmos,
Drew,
Elliott,
Eitzsimmons,
Fleming,
Gault,
Geoffrion,
Gillies,
Girouard (Kent),
Gunn,
Guthrie,

Bannerman,
Bergeron,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Bunster,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Cuthbert,
Desaulniers,
Dumont,
Fortin,
Gigault,
Grandbois,

Holton, Ouimet,
Hooper, Paterson (Blrant),
Houde, Pickard,
Hurteau, Platt,
Jackson, Pope (Compton),
Kilvert, Poupore,
King, Robertson (Ramilton),
Kranz, R.ogers,
Langevin, Ross (Middlesex),
Lantier, hoyal,
Laurier, Ryan (Montreal),
McDonald (Cape Breton)Schultz,
.McDonald (Pictou), Scriver,
McDonald (Viet., N.S.),Shâw,
Macdonell (Lanark), Skinner,
Macmillan, Smith,
Mc Carthy, Stephenson,
Meconville, Sutherland,
'icCuaig, Tassé,
McInnes, Trow,
MeLennan, Tapper,
Malouin, Wallace (Norfolk),
Manson, Weldon,
Masson, Waeler,
Mills, Wiser,
Mousseau, 'Wright,
Muttart, Yeo.-88.

NAYS:

Messieurs

Hackett,
Hilliard,
Landry,
LaRue,
McQuade,
McRory,
Massue,
Merner,
Méthot,
Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Olivier,
Orton,

'Patterson (Essex),
Perrault,
Pinsonneault,
Rinfret,
Ross (Dundas),
Rouleau,
Routhier,
Rykert,
Strange,
Tellier,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wallace (York).-39.

COURT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. McCARTHÏ , in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 12) for constituting a Court of Railway Commissioners
for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879,
said: It is, perhaps, 'recessary that I should add something
to what 1 said wben I had the honor of introducing this
measure to the notice of this House. It is difficult, perhaps,
to approach this subject-not because there is not a greut
deal to be sAid about it, but because the subject is of so wide
a character, and embraces so many considerations, that it is
almost impossible to limit oneself te any particular point,
and becauise it is almost impossible to embrace the whole
subject within the limit of an ordinary address. I do
not propose to inflict upon the House a speech
of any great length on the subject, becaus I think
the main feature-the principle of the Bill, that is the
establishment of some tribunal for the determination of
railway matters and matters concerning the difficulties
which arise between railway companies and individuals-is
sufficiently well known and sufficientlv appreciated as to
render it unnecessary that I should take up the time of the
House at any great length. But it is, perbaps, proper that
I should make a few observations in asking the House to
make a change of this kind. It bas been said more than
once during this afternoon's debate-if it is not improper to
refer to the fact-that·we have in this countryagreat many
courte, more, in the estimation of some hon. gentlemen,
than -are essential to the wants of the people; but many
courts as we have, I think I can safely say that we have
no Court that has the requisite and -proper machinery
to deal with the-difficulties that arise in connection with
railway companies; and though, as I shall showwin a
moment or two, the law requires railway companies to do
many things which they do not do, I think I am safe in
aying that we have no ,adequate means of enfornin'g the
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law. If it be a faet, as I think I can show, that while there
is now, and while there bas been for many years back, a
law requiring the railway companies to give, for instance,
facilities to other railway companies in the interchange of
traffic, requiring them not to deal uxnfairly or inequitably
with individuals carrying on business with them ; if it is a
fact that there is no efficient means by which railway
companies can be compelled to obey that law-if in point
of fact the railway companies are substantially above the law
-then I think I make out a case for the constitution of some
kind of tribunal in order that that law may be made effec-
tive. Now I shall refer to the existing law, because,
though it is well known to lawyers, it may not be so well
known to the general public; for, although it has been the
law for many years, it .is practically a dead letter. The
second sub-section of tho 60th section of the Consolidated
Railway Act provides:

I But every railway company shall, according to their respective
powers, afford all reasonable facilities to any other railway company for-
the receiving and forwarding and delivering of traffic upon and trom the
several railways belonging to or worked by such companies respectively,
and for the return of carriages, trucks, and other vehicles; and no com-
pany shall give or continue any preference or advantage to or in favor of
any narticular company, or any particular description of traffic, in any
respect whatsoever, nor shall any company subject any particular com-
pany or any particular description of trafflc to any prejudice or disadvan-
tage in any respect whatsoever; and every railway company having or
working a railway which forms part of a continuous line of railway, or
which intersects any other railway, or which bas any terminus, station,
or wharf of the ont near any terminus, station or wharf of the other, shall
afford all reasonable facilities for receiving and forwarding b! the one
railway all the traffic arriving by the other, without any reasonable delay,
and without any preference or advantage, or prejudice or disadvantage,
and so that no obstruction may be offered in the using of such railway as
a continuous line of communication, and so that all reasonable accommo
dation may at all times, by the means aforesaid, be mutually afforded by
and to the said railway companies; and any agreement made between
any two or more railway companies contrary to the foregoing provisi >ns,
shati be uniawful, null and void.'

Now, a consideration of that sub-section shows that there is
this positive enactment that railway companies shall so carry
on and conduct their business, that, in point of fact, one rail-
way corrpany, although managed by one board of directors,
shall give to another railway company, managed by another
board of d irectors, the same facilities as if both were
under the management of one board; in other words, that

-railways, which have now become the great highways ofi
this country as in other countries, are to be, as thé law
decia:ed they sha11lbe, public highways to be usU1, not for-
the puirpose of simply naking money and payirng ù'rge1
dividends, but to be used for the benefit and behoof of the
people at large and for the purpose of facilitating traffie; to
be used for the convenience of the public and as if ail the
railways in the Dominion were under the control of one
board-of management and one company. There is another
sub-section also which establishes the same joint principle,
that is the latter part of sub-section 6, Section 17, which
declares:

" The same tolls shall be payable at the same time and under the same
circumstances upon aIl goods and by all persons, so that no undue
advantage, privilege or monopoly may be afforded toany person or class
of persons by any by-laws relating to the tolls."

That'may be called thes equality clause. It provides that
tolls shall be the same to ail who require to use the road.
The other clause i read iequires that railway companies
shall soconduct their business thattraffic shall be interchanged
and cars run with such speed and at such time as to afford
the shippers of goods the means of transit from one end of
the country to the other, although these roads may be under
different managements. Although this has been the law for
many years--it has not been incorporated for the first time in
the Act of 1879-I think I eau appeal to every hou. gentleman
on both sides of the House, to say whether, from his own
experience, ha does not know that each and every railway
company, according to its means, be it a large or small1
company, and whatever its opportunities may be, violate11uM

that law and decline to interchange traffl with one
anothor, unless it suits their convenience, and do not carry
on their business upon equal terms and yates to all their
customers, but deal as to them seems meet for the purpose,
not only of increasing their dividends, but perhaps for the
purpose of crushing out rival enterprises, or gratitying spleen
or malice against individuals or companies, and there is no
redress. Now, why do I say there is no redres? Because
ail that can be accomplished under the law as it stands
to-day in Canada is this : If a man is made to pay more
tolls than he ought to pay, ho may get back what bas been
improperly exacted from him, but we ail know that ho gets
no compensation as intended by law, and that it is no com-
pensation for a man to be told: " You pay the money now
and you can go into Court afterward and recovor the exces
of payment we have exacted from you." I do not think their
is any other redress open. What is the result? The result
is that railway companies take the litigant from Court to
Court, from the Court where the suit was first instituted to
the Court ofAppeal and then to the next higher Court, and
so on, leading him as they say, such a dance as would pro-
bably doter him and' others in the futuro from attempting to
enforce the law or secure a rodress of bis grievancos. Now
this subject has beon corisidered in the Mother Country, and
I think it would be unwise to attempt any legislation
here to remedy these evils without having some
reference to the neans that have been attempted
in the motherland to accomplish the same ond
we desire to attain. In the Commons' Paper of 1872,
is to be found a very instructive report of a Joint Commit-
tee of both Houses of Parliament, where the whole subject
is very fully reviewed. We find there that at a very early
pcriod the difficulty we complain of grew up there, and
from time to time Committees of one or bot.h Hliuses were
empowered to consider these questions. These reports are
ail collected in one Joint Report of a Committee in 1M72.
One of these reports was made in 1846, and stated:

" After mature consideration your Committee has come to the conclu-
sion that it is absolutely necessary that sorne departments of the
Executive Government so constituted as to command general respect
and confidence, should be charged with the supervision of Railways and
Canals with full power to enforce such regulations as may be from time
to time indispensable for the accommodation and general interests of the
public4*** Your Committee entertain no doubt that a department
so constituted, might, in addition to those duties, afford material assis.
tance to Parliament in relation to legislation. It might save, by
preliminary,investigation as regards facts, much expense to parties apply-
ing for Bills, and much of the valuable time of both Houses, without in
any way interfering with the paramount powersof Pariament and its
sole adjudication as to the rights of property.'

The r'esult of that was that a Commission was appointed in
1846, something in the nature, it seems, of the Committee of
our Privy Council. There wore five members of the Commis-
sion, of whom three held seats in the louse of Commons,
and they were instructed to report on special cases refered
to them, and also upon Private Bills, and generally to deal
with cognate matters. Now,some people think thatifilarger
powers were given to the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council, it would be unnocessary to appoint the Commission
proposed by this Bill. But we find that the experiment
bas been tried in England in the most elaborate form,
where a Committee was constituted, composed of railway
experts who were specially delegated with those duties
which the Committee of oui iPrivy Council discharges; that
is, they were political lu their nature, and that necessarily
distract their attention from the determination of matters
of this kiud. This Commission was appointed in 1846, and
in 1854 it was that a Committee of which Lord Cardwell
was chairman, made these two propositions at the conclu-
sion of their report:

"That every company should afford proper facilities for forwarding
traffie, and that no preferences should be given.!

On these
section I

two propositions that clause in the sub-
read a moment ago is founded, and
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is substantially the same as the English Act
Well, by that legislation, by the Canal and Traffie Act of
1854, they abolished the Commission whici had acted from
1846 to 1853. They fournd that it had not effected what it
had been designed to effect, and they proposed that one of
the Courts of the country should deal with the 'subject.
That proposal bas found advocates in this Parliament
possibly, and certainlyin the press. It has been suggested,
why not hand over to one of the Courts, with the authority
to delegate some power to an engineer or a barrister, the
-powers it is proposed to confer on this Commission. Well,
if we are to be guided by the experience of the old country,
we find that the Court of Common Pleas failed togivesatis-
faction. The resatt of the action of this Court is stated in
this report as follows:-

" The latter of these principles is an amplified statement of the general
law relating to carriers, and no fault las been found with the decisions
made by the Court in respect of this part of the Act. But complaints
have been made that the difficulty and expense of taking a case before the
Court of Common Pleas are such as to deter any but wealthy traders Tho
have a great interest at stake, frpm contesting cases with the powerful
railway companies; and questions of undue preference are often so
technical, so dependent on special circumstances of railway management,
and so closely connected with questions of " due facilities, ' as to lead the
Committee to the conclusion that even this part of the Act lias not been
as much brought into play as it would have been, if speedy and summary
reference could have been made to a tribunal having practical knowledge
of the subject.'

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, What subject did they deal
with ?

Mr. McCARTHY. They had power to deal -with all
subjects relating to railways, to issue injunctions to the
companies to afford fhcilities for traffic, and so forth.
When the Bill was before the House of Lords, Lord Camp-
bell uttered these words, which were afterwards found to
be prophetie:

" That was not a code which the Judges coul.d interpret; it left tiein
altogether to exercise their discretion as to what they might decem reason-
able. They were, besides, to form a just judgment on aIl niatters of
complaint relating to railway management that mighf come before them,
and they were to iay down a code of regulations for the government of
railway companies. The J udges, and himself among them, felt themselves
incompetent to decide on these matters. Hle had spent a great part of his
life in atudying the laws of his country, but lie confessed he was wholly
unacqua.inted with railway management, as well as the transit of goods
by boats; he knew not how to determine what was a reasonable fare,
what was undue delay, or within what time trucks and boats should be
returned. He believed he had correctly represented the feelings of all his
learned brethren on the Bench, in reference to this Bill, with one excep-
tion, whom lie mentioned with honor, respect, and reverence ;lie neant
the learned Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas."

And again :
"He (Lord Campbell) would humbly suggest, that if the discharge of

the duties imposed by the Bill should devolve on the Court of Common
Pleas, where there were Judges as learned as efficient as ever sat in
Westminster Hall, it would give satisfaction to the country; at the same
time, however, he did not propose to throw on other Judges a task which
ought not to have been imposed on any of them. They should have a lay
tribunal for the decision of questions of the nature contemplated by the
Bill, and not one composed of the Judges."

With reference to the proposition to create a Court of
Railway Commissioners, the report states:

" How such a body should be constituted is a further question. No
existing institution possesses the necessary qualities. The Board of Trade
bas not the requisite judicial character or means of action; a Court of
Law fails in practical knowledge and administrative facility; and a
Committee of the Houses of Parliament has no permanence. A new body
ought, therefore, in our opinion, to be constituted for the purpose, which
might be called the "Railway and Canal Commission " It should consist
of not less than three persons of high standing, one of whom should be an
eminent lawyer, and one a person well acquainted with railway manage-
ment."

That Commission was tried for some years and was found
to be a failure ; then one of the Courts was given increased
jurisdiction and arbitrary power, and after several years
experience that was also found to be a failure ;
and finally, after the matter was gone into in a
most exhaustive and thorough manner, it was found
that the only way to deal properly with the railway con-1

Mr. MOCARTUr.

panies was to appoint a board of men of precticl experience
and knowledge who would be able to deil promptly and
effectively with the grievances cornplained of withi respect
to railway companies. Now, has that Colmisslon given
satisfaction ? It bas been in force -since 1873. If it has
not given satisfaction it would not be proper to propose
here, as I doin this Bill, to re-enact in substan4e the pro-
visions of the Rail way Commission Bill of Englana. Well,
what do we find ? We find that this Cimniesion, who are
bound to report to Parliament e#ury year what they have
done in the preceding year, have been able to sdttle most
of the questions which had puzzlèd all the existing bodies,
whether legal or administrative, who had attempted to deai
with them. We find that they have cotapelled railways to
carry out the law of the land practically, efciently and
inexpensively, and when the time iame for its
renewal-for it was originally proposed to remain
in force only five years-the Government proposed
not only to renew it, but to give it increased powerm. The
late Government of Lord Beaconstikld announced that to be
their intention, and I notice that the other day Mr.
Chamberlai n, in answer te a question, stated that the present
Governnen t intended to take the question into consideration,
and deal with it in the same spirit. I need not take up the
time of the House in showing in what way this Bill þroved
to bu efficient. I would refer any hon. gentlemen who are
curious oh that point, to Mr. Hodge's work on railways, one
of the leading authorities on the subjebt, from which I will
read an extract:

"The Railway Commissioziers have now exercised the jurisdiction
transferred to them in 1873, for more than three years. It seems desirable
to attempt to form some estimate of the law which they have administered.
It may be observed, at the outset, that the cases which have been
broug ht before the Commissioners already, nearly equal in number those
which were brought before the Judges under the Aet of 1874 ; that,
whereas the Judges frequcutly deferred in opiniou and pronokuicod separate
judgments, the Commissioners have always coacurred in one unanimous
judgment; and that, although the judgments of the Commissioners
nowhere directly conflict the decisions of the Judges, and made refèrence
to the principles laid down in those decisions, the Commissioners have, in
no case, referred to a particular decision by naie."

On reference to the reports of the Commissioners, it will
be found that in no case but one has an appeal from their
judgment been allowed.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Are any of them lawyers?
Mr. McCARTIHY. I think two of them arc njt lawyers

and one is. One has only t, read the reports submie i to
Parliament and their jndgments to see that 1 hey thoroughly
understand their business-that they know pe fectly well
the railway laws as well as the practical working of the
railways. It is true that recently there have been some
applications by way of prohibitions, that the raiway com-
panies have fuit that the Commissioners have
been trenching beyond the limits assigned to them
by Parliament, • and in' one case, not very long
ago, at all- events, it was decided that the Railway
Commission had gone beyond the limits assigned to
it by their Commission in directing companies to
construct larger stations and provide in that way more
facilities for the people. Still, it is quite different to
say that within the limits of the Act of Parliament their
judgme-nts have ever been anecessfüully denied. I propose
to transfer by this Bill most of the powers whieh are vested
in the Railway Committee of the Pýivy Council to this
Railway Commission. I do not propose that they should 'ail
be transferred. I do not propose, for instance, that the
right should be taken from the Committee of the ¯Privy

Council tosay when a railway shouk be open-for terfe. I
think that is a matter of such vital importance, that perhaps
it is proper the Government of the day should be eharged
with the responsibility of saying where a ràilway should -be
open for trafRc, or when, having got ontf repair, it should
be closed.
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Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Does the Commission give

that power ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. I-cannot say. It is possible it dogs.
There is not, of course, a Railway Committee ii the E nglish
Privy Council. This, I think, should be a Court fornied
for the purpose of determining the dispo.sition of matter
raLher than administering them Lt is in its nature a
practical tribunal, but it is not for the purpose of deciding
matters of that kind until it is formally brought bofore
them. I also thought that the power of closing railway
companies when the roads are out of repair, shou)d be left
with the Gxovernment, but that in most other nat.ters the
jurisdiction 8hould be handed over to this Commision-in
point of fact, that the Commission should do ali that is
necessary to he done, in order to show that the law is
carried ouL. If the Uiouse wiU paidon me, I will read the
conclusions arved at by this Railway Committee of
1872, upon the various suggestions made as to how roads
should -be managed. It was proposd-I, myself, had the
suggestion made to me--that it was in the power of Parlia.
ment to fix absolutely the tolis, to determine on the
Statute-books how much a railway should charge for fares
and freight. After discussing that matter very fullv the
Committee reported as follows

" Pressed by these difficulties, the proposers of equal mileage have
admitted that there must be numerous exceptions-e.u., where there is sea
competition (t.#., as aliove stated, at about three-fiftlhs of the railwav
stations of the United Kingdom) wherc low rates for long distances wifl
bring a profit, or where the article carried at low rates is a uecessary, such
as coal. It is sarcely necessary to observe that such exceptions as these,
whilst inadequate to meet all the various cases, destroy the value of
' equal mileage' as a principle, or the possilility of applying it as t
general rule."

Then it was said that the rates sholuld be fixed by relation
to cost and profit on capital, and that is the only provision
we have in the law,-viz.: that when a railway company was
proved to be earning a certain profit theGovernment should
have the power to determineits rates of toll. That was not
found by any means to be practicable, and the view of the
Committee was as follows:-

" But the data thus assumed are very difficuit, if. not impossible, to
ascertain. The original cost of the particular line; the cost of carriaffe
of the particular goods on that portion of the line.;a coipared with the
cost o ctarriage of other goods on the same line ; and of the same on other
goods on other portions of the lUne; and the proportion of all these to the
whole charges and expenses of the company, are items which it might be
difficult for the companies themselves to give, and impossible for a
Committee or Government department to ascertain. Still more d fficult
is the determination of profit The companies are now entitled to make
as much profit as they can, so long as they do not exceed their maximum
rates and any attempt to establish a standard of charge depending on
profit involves the necessityof determining by law or au!hority whatshall
e the maximum dividend. The difficulties attending auy proposal of

this kind are more fully considered below, and are shown to be practically
insuperable.

" The proposal to fix a standard for rates and fares by relation to cost
and profit may therefore be dismissed as impracticable.'

Then it was proposod there should be a revision of rates
and fares. The Committee concluded also that was im-
practicable. Thus almost every proposition that I have
seen in print or heard in discussing this subject with rail-
way men and others, was considered as late as 1872 by this
Committee of both Houses to be inpracticable after
they had taken evidence of the engineers and the
principal railway and business men. The resuilt was that
the Committee resolved that the reconnuiidationi of the
Royal Commission as to the publishing of raies--which is
one of the clauses of this Bill-should be adopied. The
rates were to be published at the railway stations. Tihe
suggestions adopted, and adopted on the evidence of Mr.
Broughton, then manager of the Mid-Wales Railway-now,
I believe, general manager of the Great Western Railway
here-Mr. Price, ehairman of the Midland Railway Company,
Mr. Alport, its manager, and Sir E. Watkin, chairman of

the Mancheater, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway, were as
follows:-

" Every company is to have the power of making a through rate for
goode to any place on any other line. The cer apes over whose Unes
the goods are sent are to forward them 'withòut delay or obstruction. If
there is any difficulty about the proportion in which the charge is to be
divided between the sending and the owning companie, the question is
to be aettled by the court above referred to, which is also to bave the
power of enforcing the law, and of settling every question between the
companies."
Thon they deterinined that a new tribunal should be
established:

One tiing, at any rate, is obvious from the previous discussion of the
proposed suggestions for regidating the relations of railway compaaies to
the public, viz., that it is diflicult to provide any fixed or self-actng rules
which will, through the medium of' self-interest or of the ordinary action
oflaw., do what is necessary to protect the public. Consequently, almost
every witness, whether representing the commrcial or the railway
interest, has suggested the appeal to some board or tribunal, which shall
settle disputes, and, in fact, do wlhat self-interest or the law itself cannot
do. What this tribunal should be, and what its functions, are questions
on which witnesses differ."

I do not propose to read all the snggestions, but only those
more pertinent to my subject :

" The fourth function would be that of investigating complaints of
fairness or uîntiirness between traders, or between towns and districts, so
far as they can be raised under the Railway and Canal Traffic Act. The
decisions of the courts as between different classes of traders have, a-
noticed in an earlier part of this Report, been satisfactory in principle,
and there seenms no reason to suppose that any tribunal specially consti-
tuted would come to sounder conclusions. But then it is urged that the
expense of going before the Court of Common Pleas is so great as to give
the wealîthy coipanies great advautages over, private traders; that the
absence oi publication of rates prevents the trader from knowing whether
lie bas a case or not, and that a court constituted of persons specially
acquaiited with the suibject would settle questions of this kind without
the expense and diflicult.y which is necessary inorder to obtain decisions
fom a court of law, it is further urged that questions concerning the
fairness of charges are matters of administrative poliey rather than simple
questions of law, and ivould be better dealt with by a special tribunal.
There is considerable force in these statements ; and if it is found desirable
to establish a special tribunal for the purpose of settling other questions
arising under the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, it seems also desirable
that it should decide questions arising under this part of it."

The fifth function is as follows :-
" The fifth function of sncb a tribunal would be to see that proper

facilities are given for the forwarding of passengers and goods unider
that part of the Railway and Canal Tuaffic Act which relates to this
subject.

This is muich insisted on by various railway managers, and especially
by Mr. Bioughtoi, Sir E. Watkin, and Mr. Price. They point out that
thle Act in question has not operated directly for want of administrative
efficiency in the tribunal; and, as incident to a general scheme of through
rates. facilities, and running powers, they would give the court 'power to
settle all questions between different railway companies concerning the
interchange of traffic ; te terms on which throurh fares rates are to be
divided : the charges for the use of stations, sidings, warehouses, and
servants; and, wlhen running powers are given, the various questions
arising out of them. They would also give this court the power, in cases
where proper facilities are refused, of giving running powers against the
defaulting conipany; and even in some cases, not very clearly defined, of
acquiring j int stations, new junctions, or additional Unes."

1 observe the railway managers do not insist on it heUe in
the same way, because nearly every railway company has
petitioned against this Bill in language which is strikingly
similar. Here Mr. Broughton, Sir E. Watkin and Mr. Price
were very strong in favor of a tribunal being established
which would see that proper facilities were given for the
forwarding of passengers and goods under that part of the
Railway and Canal Traffic Act which relates to e subject.
The sixth function was defined as follows:-

"The sixth proposed function of this tribunal would be the control of
tolls on canals in the hands of railway companies. If as above suggested,
power is given to canal companies to make a through toll, and if
provision is made for putting an end to bar or compensation tolls,
questions arising under such a-aw might conveniently be referred to the
sane tribunal. And there seems to be no reason why it should not
decide, in the case <f canals, any questions similar in character to those
which it bas to decide in the case of rail*ays."

Now these were in substance the conclusions arrived at by
the Committee, which were embodied in an Act of Parlia-
ment, and which Ihave substantially copied in the Bill before
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the flouse. I have alreadypointed out that the Act has on
the whole, given satisfaction both to the railway companies
and the business public.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Was it opposed by the railway
companies ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. Both business and railway men
agreed that the attemipt to administer the Railway Acts, as
desired by the Parliament and in the spirit of its legislation,
had.proved to be utterly abortive.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. The railway companies did
not say that.

Mr. McCARTHY, They agreed it was necessary, but
differed as to the tribunal; but the Committee agreed it
should be a tribunal as created by that Court. If it bo true
that we have laws that be not carried into effect, and that
the railway companies are practically beyond all law, by
reasen of the want of a proper tribunal to carry it out, it
does appear to follow, as naturally as night follows day,
that Parliament is bound to create such a tribunal as
will administer the laws enacted. It is said there can
be no such tribunal-that you can get no men in
th3 community of such character and standing
as to give confidence to their decisions-that they
-would be either bought up, be influenced, prejudiced
or worked on, in the interest of this or that company. I
would be sorry to nake such a humiliating statement, orito
say that you cannot get men outside the profession to which
I belong, because it is admitted that the Judges are above
corruption, that among the railway men and men experienced
in business cannot be found mon honest and honorable
enough to administer the law justly, uninfluenced by bribes.
Therefore, I think that suggestion should be scouted. It
has been proposed to confer jurisdiction on the Supreme
Court or one of the higher Provincial Courts. The ready
answer is that it bas been tried in England, and the
learned Judges of the Court of Common Pleas fonnd
themselves incapable of' administering the railway law. It
boing not a matter of law, but a matter of administration,
shows the correctness of my view. The same difficulty
will be found hore. It has been suggested that the Privy
Council could be made use of. I think that if any hon.gen-
tleman who belongs to that honorable body, and is a Privy
Councillor, would consider the 'workings of the Railway
Commission in England, ho would be satistied that dealing
in this matter with railway companies is wholly beyond
and outside tho sphere of a Privy Councillor, in connection
with the Government of the day. I think it would be
impossible for my hon. friend, who so well administers the
department of our Railways and Canals, to devote the tirne
neces ary to sit in judgment from day to day and determine
questions of this kind, that have to ho determined between
traders and railway conpanies and between different railway
companies themselves. I think such matters have to be
disposed of speedily, or justice is practically denied. Tihe in-
vestigations I have made have satisfied me, and would satisfy
anyone, that it is practically impossible to substitute for this
tribunal any Committee, of the Privy Council. Besides, it
was tried as an expedient in England in 1846. Their first
plan was almost identical with that one. It was a tribunal
composed of men partly engaged in public life, and of
business mon and others, who were found utterly inefficient
for the practical administration of the Railway Aot. L t I
tomes to this: we are here incapable of enforcing our laws,
and are we to have ssid, and said truly, that railway com-
panies will not obey our law ? So we have to give to the
people some tribunal by which our railway law can be
carried out. I heard the member for Bothwell say the
Bill was iultra vires. I have considered that point also, and
think the hon. gentleman will find, though I know ho is
a very higb authority on constitutional points, and allj
matters of a theoritical character, that thisis not beyond

Mr. McCaUTa.

our power. This is a measure dealing with matters of trade
and commerce, which belong to this Parliament. I go
further, and say that, in my humble judgment, it will be found
we have power not only to regulate the traffic on railways
incorporated by this Parliament, but to deal with all railway
companies, no matter were they obtained their charters;
because we should be dealing substantially with matters of,
trade and commerce which are within the purview of the
powers given by the British North America Act.

Mr. MILLS. Suppose a railway was owned by a local
Government, or a canal?

Mr. McCARTHY. I do not think that will make any
difference. If we have power to deal with trade and com-
merce, even should a Local Government go into trading, we
should have rights over it also. My hon. friend will not
contend that a Local Government would not, in that case, be
subject to taxation, or such other action by this Parliament.
It certainly could not legislate itself out of the jurisdiction
of Parliament by going into a business wholly and entirely
foreign to the duties prescribed by the British North A merica
Act-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. IHow are the Commissioners in
England paid ?

Mr. McCARTHY. Out of the Consolididated Fund;
£5,000 is the salary paid to the Chief Commissioner in
England. I propose to draw the attention of the House to
some amendments to the Railway Act. Section twenty-six
confers now very considerable powers. Section twenty-
eight enacts in the words and terms of the English law, a
clause which has been in force there for many years. It is
called in England the equality clause, and we have some-
thing like it, though not in its entirety, in sub-section six of
section seventeen of the Railway Act, which I will read.
The latter part of sub-section six, says:

" But the same tolls shall be payable, at the same time and under the
same circumstances upon ail goods and by all persons, so that no undue
advantage, privilege or monopoly may be afforded to any person or class
of persons by any by-law relating to the tolls."

The new section I propose to add to the Rflailway Act, is
this:

" And whereas it is expedient that a railway company should be
enabled to vary the tolls upon the railways so as to accommodate them
to the circumstances of the traffic, but that such power of varying should
not be used for the purpose of prejudicing or favouring part cular parties,
or for the purpose of collusively and unfairly creaiting a monopoly, either
in the hands of the company or of particular parties ; therefore it shall be
lawful for the company, subject to the provisions and limitations herein
and in their special Act contained, from time to time to alter or vary the
tolls by the special Act authorized tobe taken, either upon the whole or
upon any particular portions of the railway as they sha!lthink fit:
Provided that ail such tolls be at ail times charged equal;y to ail 1,ersons,
and after the same rate, whether per ton, per mile or otherwise. in respect
of ail passengers and of ail goods or carriages of ,the same delription,
and conveyed or propelled by a like carriage Or engine passing only over
the same portion of the line f railway under the sarne circumstances;
and no reduction or advance in any such tolls shall be made, either
directly or indirectly, in favor of or against any particular company or
person travelling upon or using the railway."

This clause is.*what is what is called in England the
equality clause. Hon. gentlemen will find it in the
Imperial Act VIII Victoria Cap. 27. They will find that it
is commented upon by Judges and explained to be an
alteration of tne old law with regard to carriers.' The old
law was that a carrier was bound to carry whatever was
offered, that he was to charge no more than a fair and
reasonable rate, but there was no law by which he was
bound to carry for A.B. at the same rate as for C.D. But
the railway law of England and the law practically in exis-
tence in this country for many years was;that these carriers
should carry on equal terms for everybody; and this otause
on the proposed Bill is only an enlargement of the clause
which Iread, one which, should the Commissioners be ap-
pointed, will enable them to refer as a guide to the Englisih
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law and the decisions which have been rendered upon it
by the Judges. Ido not intend to take up the tinie of the
House at any greater .length further than to refer to the
manner ofpaying this Court. If these Commissioners are to
command the respect they must be well paid ; if they are
to be above suspiion-and-they ought to be above suspicion
-th'ey should be sufficiently compensated to make them
independent of the supposition or the possibility of their
being open to receive bribes. It is not for me to suggest
Low they shall be paid; I have proposed a plan bere-it
iay not be be a good one, but as I take it that if this Bill
is to become law, it must practically be taken by the
Government. They will dQubtless be able, in that event, to
deal wi h the question of remuneration. I bave provided
that the Coimissioners shall have power, under the
authority of the Governor in Council, to fix a scale of foee,
and I may say in passing that this clause has been grossly
misrepresented. It has been stated that the Bill pro.-
vides that the Commissioners shall have power of im-
posing fees to pay themselves, but this is not the meaningor
the intention ot the clause. The power which they are given
of fixing a scale of fees, is simply the power whicb is given
to the Judges of any other Court; but they are not given
the power of assessing upon railway companies or indivi-
duals. Any other fees than those which shall be fixed
under the authority of the Governor in Council, and these
costs they are to distribute according to the justice of cases
wbich may corne before them. i admit that the method
proposed is not a very sitisfaetorv method, and I doubt if
sifficient could be realized froi the fees to pay these gen
tlemen a sufficient sum to compensate them for ite duties
they will b. called upon Io discharge. But I venUre to
throw out a suggetion in tl:. hoepe that it mnay niet the
favor of the powers that bo. When the insurance com-
paries were put under the control of this Parlianont by
an Act of this House - when they were required to have
licenses, and to make returns and so on-the tax which was
put on the premiums earned by these companies, was found
to be nearly enough to pay for the officer who was
appointed to act on behalf of the Government
in looking after these companies. It would
iint take a very large tax on the earnings of railway
co"mpanies to provide the funds for the payment of 'tho
1'o3mbers of this Court. The gross annual ernings of our
railway companies is about $z0,000,0o0, and a tax upon
that sum, at the rate of one mill on the dollai, would form a
fund more than sufficient to pay the Commission which
it is proposed to croate by this Bill. But perhaps hon.
gentlemen may take a higher ground. If this Court is
necessary in the interest of the country at large, it may be
decided that its expenses shall be paid, like those of other
tribuals, rut of the public revenne; that the costs should
be funded and the fees paid by stamps, and to such an ex-
tent go towards meeting the. expenditure. Those, however,
are matters of detai 1. If the public think there is a necessity
for cr eating this Court, they are not going to be deterred by
any ects that may be involved, from agreoing to its
establishment. In conclusion, I may say that I have
endeavored to show why I think this Bill should become
law, my principal reason being that we really have
a -law now which we have no' power to
administer, and that there is no other means, so far as
experience has shown, of securing the administration of
that law, except by the creation of such a tribunal. I may
refer to .what is going on in the neighboring country. I
believe that Congress at this very Session is ongaged 'with a
question of this kind. I believe that three of the State
Legislatures-that of Penusylvania is one, I forget the
others- are also dealing with the question. I find from a
late number of the American Law Review the report of an
address by the President of the English Law Society, com-
menting on the necessity for such legisiation. We know

from our own individual experience in our respective
localities that something of the kind is necessary in this
country.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I would like to ask the hon. gentle-
man if ho bas the report of the Select Committee of the Logis-
lature of New York which was quite lately appointed to
deal with this subject; and if ho has also the Bill which was
passed by that Legislature?

Mr. McCARTHY. i have it hre.
Mr. CASGRAIN. The Bill is short and it covers the

whole ground, I think.
Mr. McCARTHY. I think it has not passed.
Mr. @ASGRAIN. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. Ho

will find that it was passed.
Mr. McCARTIIY. No. The Committee reported the

Bill, which passed through the Lower House, but was lost
in the Upper Eouse. It was re-introduced, nving been
recommended by the Govornor in his Message this Sesàion.
I think the hon. member for West Durhan (Mr. Blake)
read a passage from it in his speech in tho railway debate.

Mr. BLAKE. Ithink that perhaps the bon. Minister of
Railways will favor us with the views of the Government on
this important question.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that the Govern-
ment have not considered this measure, but there is no
doubt that the question which has been brought to the
notice of th fHouse is one of grent importance. The very
interesting stalemont which has been made by my lion.
friend shows that ho ha given very careful and exhmustive
conbideration to the subject Vith which ho proposes tu deal.
But I think there are some points of difference between the
administration of the railwaylines in Englaud and those
of thtis country, which would striko hon. inembors as
placing us in a very difficult and differoent position in
relation to the administration of such laws. The Briti4h
Isiands, of course, are not in any immediate compotition
with any foreign country in relation to their roads. It is
well known that many of the Canadian Railways are placed
in a position to encounter the sharpest possible competition
with the linos in the adjoining iRopublc-great lines of
railway owned by powerful corporations and wielding an
immense amount of influence-and that any measure tha4t
would tend to hamper the administration 'of Canadian
railways in competition with those of the United Statet,
may be attended with very great disaster to the trade and
business of Canada. That is a feature of the question
to which my hon. friend did nlot seem to addrers
himself, in the remarks which ho made to the flouse,
to-night, and I think it is an important feature.,
Then there is the question raised by my bon. friend from
Bothwell (Mr. Mills)-. I am afraid that there will be found
a good deal of dfficulty in that direction. The Railway
Committee of the Privy Council, as my hon. friend knows,
under the present operation of the law, is entirely eonfined
to Dominion railways. We have never exercised, and bave
not claimed the power to exorcise, any control over rail-
ways that are not under the control of this Parliament. No
railway that is constructed under the authority of this
Parliament can be open or operated without the approval of
the Railway Committee of the Privy Council. Any number
of railways -may be constructed in any of the Provinces
under the authority of local charters, and we have no voice
in their construction or administration. The law that
imposes upon the Dominion Government a proper regard
for the safety of life and property does not at ail apply to
the adminisaration of the local railways, and if myýhon.
friend is right, the law, as at present administered, falls
very far short of the powers that ought to be exercised by
the Governor in Couneil as at present understood. 1 have
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no doubt that we have no power to deal with any portion of
the r;ilway system of this country except such portion
as is under the control of this Parliament, otherwise
it would place us in a very anomalous position in carrying
out. such extreme powers as are hore alluded to. Thon
there is the question ofexpense. It is not the most impor-
tant question, perhaps, but still it is impotant. The hon.
gentleman has stated that these powers cainnot be delegated
to any of the existing Courts, that it is necessary to create a
now Court under his Bill. I quite agree with the hon.
gentleman that any person who takes the trouble, as he bas
taken trouble, to investigate the action of the Railway Com-
mission in England, would arrive at his conclusion that it
would inpose upon the Railway Commitlee of the Privy
Council duties so onerous that I am afraid they would
hesitate to assume them. It is just a question 4whether
considerable additional power might not he delegated to
that body to be used in the way they use their present
power. But if you are to have a new Court to whom these
powers are to be delegated, if you are to select three
men whose knowledge of railway management and
business is sufficient to give them a standing aid
character. it would be necessary, in order that
their decisions might carry confidence with the great
railway corporations and the public, to provide very large
salaries fo: theso Judges. When we consider that railway
managers in this country have etjoyed salaries of $20,000
or $25;000 per annum for their services, and that the know-
ledge aid information that would be derminded of the
Judges of this Court ought to be equal to those of the best
railway administrators in this country, I think my hon.
friend will com Io the conclusion that to obtai il e soirv iceî
of such man very large salaiies would regui i e to be provided,
especially as they would he required to discharge these
duties more efficiently than the ablest Judges we now have
in the country could discharge them. 1 am quite satisfied
that he would have to abandon tþe idea of levying such fees
as would enable the expenses of this Court to be properly
met, because it would become so onerous as to bring an
amount ofodiuni upon an attempt to arrive at a solution
in that way. which, I am afraid, would be greater than it
coutld h-er. I do not propose, however, to go into any longi hy
discussion on t ia. l o.1 is olne of, the grea est possi ble
moment. and Ilink the prinuciple of having sonie such tri bu-
nal recogrized, may b conceived by the Bouse without any
difficulty, and the question itself remitted to the Committee
on Railways and Canals, afïer hon. gen lemen present have
expressed iheiropinions upon the Bill at this stage. When
the Bill is sent to the Comrnittee it can undergo a much
clo-or inve-tigation, and we will have an opportunity of
call:ng to our aia the expe.rience of the ablest men in the
cgntry who have been charged with the duty of managingi
rai lways. I do not rise for the purpt se of opposing the
second reading of this Bill orof committing the Gov'ernment
in any way to its support, but I see: no objection to the
measure receiving its second reading and being then sent to
the Railway Committee.1

Mr. McCUAIG. I have arrived at the conclusion that1
we have alrendy in this country a sufficient number of9
Courts to do justice to all parties who appeal to them for4
redress of grievances. I find that we have 49 Judges in
Quebec, 61 in Ontario, and 138 in the whole Dominion,
making, with the six Supreme Court Judges, 144 altogether.1
We have i Ontario a Division Court, a County Court, a
Court of Common Pieas, a Court of Queen's Bench, a Chan-
cery Court, an Appoal Court and a Supreme Court besides.

Mr. RYKERT. And a Maritime Court.
Mr. MoCARTIIY. And a Court of Appeal from assess-

ments.
Mr. MicCUAIG. It does appear to me, as a commercial1

man, we have Courts enoug, and I am opposed o the1
Sir C=mnLzs Tuppm.

creation of a new Court and new Judges te try these cases.
If there is any defiiency in the law, if it is discovered that
these Courts have not sufficient jurisdiction, or that there is
ambiguity of language in the firaming of these laws, they
may be pr.operly amended by this Bill. But I am opposed
to this Bill altogether. I find in-Mr. Mousseau's speech, last
night, and there is no - better authority, that though the
Province of Ontario is smaller than the Province of Quebee,
it has 61 Judges. while Quebec has only 49. The whole cost
of the judiciary in Ontario in round numbers
is $200,03>0, while in Quebec it is $153,000. If the
increase of salary is granted which is asked for by the
OntarioCounty Court Judges, itwillnecessitate an increase of
$66,00) per annum. I have noticed that when men are en-
gaged in trade or in any branch of the public service, how-
ever meritorious their-conduct may have been, and though
their services may have extended over a period of many
years, no provision is made for them in the event of their being
disabled from performing their duties, or in the eventof their
services being dispensed with. Many years ago, when the
country was not so far advanced in civi lization as it is now,
and when the Crown interfered with the course of-justice, it
was thought proper to surround the Judges with certain
safeguards against interference by the Crown. We learn
from history that in the past the Crown did interfere in
Englaid with the course of justice, by intimidat-
ing or bribing men who occupied high judicial positions.
But at the present day we have nothing to fear from that.
I believe the Judges of this country, as a class, are not
more respectable in their private character or their gonoral
intelligence than men occupying positions who are consi.
dereil inferior so-ially ; and when it come fi-r the mouth
of the gentleman who introduces this Bill that this country
is afraid to give power to two Judgçs because they may be
bribed, I think that is one of the strongest arguments which
can be used against the Bill. I think we are much safer in
the hands of about 128 Judges than we should be in the
hands of two. Now, J find that in a recent action brought
by the South Eastern Railway Company against- the Rail-
way Commissioners who had endeavered to force the C:m-
pany to erect new station buildings at Hastings, the Lord
Chief Justice of England, in giving judgment in favor of the
Company, remai-kod as lollows

.'Still less can I bring myself to think that legislation could have
intended to place such a power of unfettered discretion, involving
interests so large, in the hands of three gentlemen, without any appeal
from its exercises, however serious the effect of their decision affecting the
interests of the Coi any."

That is the opinion of the highest tribunal in England against
the establishment of such an arbitrary court as this. The
Grand Trunk Railway, instead of extorting extravagant
rates for 'freight, are carrying fi-eght to-day, owing to i(om-
petition with the lake navigation, at -rates that do not pay
expenses. I can speak authoritatively on that point, and I
challenge contradiction. We know that the capital sunk in
railway companies in this country has been almost entirely
lost, and that although they have received large bonuses
from the cGovernment, they have notpaid working expenses,
aud I have failed to learn that any railway compAny in
Canada has yet paid a dividend on its capital stock. And
yet this Bill asks you te appoint two men to regulate this
great interest. It is perfectly preposterous. M any munici-
palities have voted large sums of money for investment in
the bonds of railway companies ; they have invariably lost
money. The Province of Quebec is laboring under a similar
difficufty to-day. So great has the evil been in-
Ontario, that Mr. Mowat has been obliged to bring in a
Bill to prevent any grants being Made by municipalities
to railway companies unless they are carried by a majority
of the voters. The gentlemen who are so anxious about the
freights which will be charged by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Syndicate, have only to lok at the map and they
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wilI seo that in four or five months iD the yrar there wiIl bc
open navigation through Hudson's Bay and Davis Straits
to. compete against the Syndicate and prevent them
from charging excessive rates. I am not afraid of
monopoly, and 1 think that mo one will say that the railway
freights charged inr Canada have been extortionate. T[he
raiiway companies have charged rates which have never
enabled them to pay a dividend. Hundreds of mon in
England have been ruined in consequence of investments
in the Grand Trunk Railway. And yet you talk about
placing the whole of this great interest under the control of
two men. Why, it is proposterous; I am ashamed that
such a proposition has been brought before the House at all.
'I have, on the whole, great confidence in the Judges of this
country, and I say if-they have not sufficient power, give it
to them, but -establish no more Courts. i appeal to the
commercial mon of this fouse-to sustain me in attempting
to prevent the-establishment of a new Court like this, ai we
have already more Courts than we need. I move:

F That the sfid Bill be not now read a second time, but be read a
second timae this day six months.

Mr. MILLS. It is rather extraordinary to hear the hon.
gentleman say that he has much more confidence in the
Grand Trunk Railway Company than in the Government.
He must certainly have either a very high idea of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, or ho cannot have a very high idea
of the Administration. I am sure that many hon gentlemen
in the House concluded, fi-on the experience ofthe last two
months, that his confidence in the Administration was un-
bounded; and if he has such extreme confidence in it. what
must be the extent of the hon. gentleman's contidence in tie
Company? I am not going to make any obtervations
with regard to the practical utility of an institution
such as the one the hon. gentleman who introducu this
Bill proposes to create. There is an advantage in bringing
forward this measure. I think the discussion of it will be
attended with beneficial results. In my opinion this
question of the regulation of railway tolls, if not a vory
important question at this hour, will be the important
question of the future. I do not know that this House can
do itself or the companies botter service than by giving
some attention in the House and in the Committee to
the measure which the hon. gentleman bas submitted
for comsideration. Without expressing any opinion
on the tribunal which the hon. inember proposes to
croate, without saying whether his proposition is the best
that could be submitted to the Iouse, i beg to say that I do
not think this flouse has any power to create a
tribunal for the purpose of regulating and controlling the
railways that are chartered by the various Provinces. The
Local Governments and Legislatores have the power to
create railway corporatior-, or they have not. If they
have the power, they have the right to say on what conditions
those corporations shall exist, what thoir franchises shall
be; and they have the sameright to regulate and con trol the
corporations they croate that the Parliament oftanada bas
to control those which it croates. The hon. gentleman has
given to the expression "the regulations of trade and com-
merce," upon which he bases his authority to introduce so
comprehensive a measure as that now before Parliament, a
much more comprebensive meaning than, in my opinion,
the provision of our constitution will warrant him in doing.
If there were no other expressions in the Act relating to the
subject in which he proposes to deal, there might be some
ground for his contention. Let us take the case of sbipping,
for instance. Shipping is, in a cer-tsin sense, an instrument
of commerce, yet the terms of the British North
Anterica Aot do not assume that the regulation of
trade and commerce by this Legislature was sufficient to
enable the Parliament to legislate on the subject,
tdøgh it isa mu ch anlnstitmeùt of comthwËo as a raitway

train or a locomotive. Unless the hon. gentleman can flnd
some other provision than this, I do not think ho will find
this provision is sufficient to uphold his contention. A
railway train is no more an instrument of commerce than
a horse and waggon, aind the hon, gentleman would not say
we have the right to legislate on the subject of dealing
in horses and the keeping of vehicles of ail sorts, simply
because they may become instruments of comumerce. By
the construction the hon. gentleman gives to thesewords, we
would have the right to regulate the tolls on ordinary
highways, yet we know quite well we never contemplated
legislating on this subject. Then, althoigh railways are
now the properties of private persons, the Governiment, in
any Province, may inake them public property by purchase,
and although they were instruments of commerce, that
would not authorize the Dominion Governnent to exercise
a supervision over them, such as is proposed in this Bill. it
is not done in regard to shipping. Tne provision in regard
to commerce does not (ive us the right to dea! with the
subject ot-navigation. There is an express provision in the
Constitution for that purose. Why? Becauise the power
to regulate ommerce is not a power to dleal wit h the
highwaiys of commerce, with the vehieles of commerce, or
with the property in the articles which are the subject
matter of commerce. i am stronigly conivinîced that
these provisions in the hon. gentleman's Bill, if they
become law, would be ultra vires, and be disallowed
in Court. I an of the opinion of the hon. Minister
of Railways, that even if we had the power it would be
found a ve!ry difficult inatter to undertalke to deal with the
subject in the naînner proposed without modifications in the
Bill, when we consider that a large number of our raiî-oads
depend nainly on the traffie to and fron the Uiîted States.
Take, fr instance, the Canada Southerri or thet Oreat
Western. Suppose you uncdertook to regulate the rates of
fieight-and the rates are put down on the roads sonth of
Lake Erie at a mnuch lower rate than what you have fixed
here-you would ruin those roads unless you allowed thema to
regulate their fr'eights accordingly. Yonumust take iito
account the condition of traffie and the regulation of freights
on roads wholly outside the country, because they exercise
a potent influence on the trade and commerce of
the roads within our country. I shall not vote Ir the six
months' hoist, but fer the second reading of the Bill to allow
iù to g th the lailwav Committce, but at the sane time I
believe those provisions rolating to Provincial raiiways are
ultra vires, and t vote for the second reading without com-
mitting myself to an opinion on the particular provisions
the hon. gentleman bas inserted in this Bill.

Mr. JONES. I am sorrv to hear the hon. member for
Bothwell state that he thinks that we have no right what-
ever to regulate the toil of railways in this country. ,

Mr. M ILLS. I did not say that.
Mr. JONES. I am very glad I am mistaken. The ar-

gument of the hon. gentleman in regard to the North-West
railways was that we had not the right to regulate tolle,
and that this Government was about to place regulations
for tolis there,

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman lias misurnderstood
what [said. I said we had no right Lo regulate th'e trafflc
on the railways, in the manner proposed, that are chartered
by the Provinces. I quite admit our right to reg1uIate and
control railways chartered by the Parliament of Canada.

Mr. JONES. I cannot go into subtIeness like that. I
only hope we have the right to regulate tolls, not only in
the Provinces but in the wbole Dominion. The hon. member
for Prince Edward County (Mr. McCuaig> bas said the
Grand Truuk has made no money whatever-that no road
in this country hua paid anything to its stockholders. Why
is it? Because they were built in the most extraVagant
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way, and because the stock bas been watered. Although
I will not vote for the motion of the hon. member for
Prince Edward, I cannot support the Bill as it stands,
because I believe it is too comuplex and cumbersome, yet I
think it should be discussed by the Railway Committee;
and if it were amended so as to include some provision to
regulate the tolls, it will be of great advantage te this
country. I am not one of those who do not think that
the Grand Trunk and other roads are doing benefit to the
country; I am not one of those who declare that the muni-
cipalities are ruined and embarrassed ty railways. There
is not a single municipality that has railways passing
through it, although it may have given thousands of dollars,
that has not indirectly benefitted more than the amount of
money voted for that purpose. -How is it that every day
you see bonuses given to railways passing through different
townships and going to various towns ? Because the people
know they will greatly benefit thereby. I cannot vote for
the six months' hoist, because]I approve of some measure
for the regulation of railways. There is no way by which
we can exercise control over the railroads of the country.
The clause in the General Railway Act respecting a 15 per
cent. dividend is a perfect farce. When will the Grand
Trunk pay 15 per cent ? Great discrimination is made by
railways in favor of different points, and more particularly
by the railway which bas conferred the greatest benefit on
this country-the Grand Trunk. The company is discrim-
inating against this country to such an extent as to prove
detrimental to its interests. W hat is the reason that farms
in Western Ontario can be purchased for a less sum than six
or seven years ago ?

Sir ALBERT J. SMJTH. Because of the National Policy.
Mr. JONES. No; because that policy is benetitting the

country, aid the hon. gentleman in his heart knowl it.
Farms in western Ontario which five or six years ago
sold for $60 or $70 per acre, could now be obtained for from
$10 to $15 less. The reason was this: In Illinois, lands
equally good, more easily worked, could be obtained for $30,
$40, $50 or say even $60 per acre, and the farmers got
freights through from Illinois te Portland cheaper, or, at ail
events, as cheap as the farmer in western Canada. That is
the reason why people are selling their farms in Ontario
and going to the North-West and western States-because
they can obtain through freights and as good prices
for their grain as in ibis country. I am very sorry
to have to speak in this way, but I hope the Bill
will go before the Railway Committee, because the
mor.e the subject is discussed the better. I do not ish to
speak disparagingly of our railways, but they should net
make discriminating freights against our own people. The

present Bill is too complex and voluminous for this country.
What we want here is a simple measure. We do not want
half a dozen additional Judges at groat expense, but an Act
by which the Government could regalate railways if they
thought fit in the interests of the country, not in a spirit of i
antagonism te those roads, for I should be very sorry to1
act harshly against them, but to equalize matters between the 1
people and the railway companies so that the former may
get something in return for the money they have put into the
road. It is said that people in foreign cou ntries have invested
their money in our railways and lost immen e sums.
Granted; but they did it with their eyes open. We have
put our money into the Grand Trunk and have placed our
debt behind that of other parties; but I trust th is country
will never relinquish that debt, and always have some hold
on this immense corporation, in order·that it may be made
to deal justly with this country. I will be happy te vote
for the second reading of the Bill.

Mr. McLENNAN moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 11 o'clock, p.m.,) the House

adjourned.
Mr. JoNEB

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FRIDY, 11th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

REPORT.

Mr. O'CONNOR presented the annual report of the
Secretary of State.

INSOLVENT IAILWAY COMPANIES.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bil (No. 56) to make provision for the winding up of
Insolvent Railway Companies.-(Mr. Orton.)

REGULAT1ONS RESPECTING FISHING VESSEHLS.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). During the last Session of Parlia.
ment an Act was passed with respect t) the navigation of
Canadian waters, for the purpose ofadopting the same regu-
lations as were in forcein England, the United States, France
and other counitries. For some reason or other an Order in
Council was passed in England, suspending some provi-
sions of those regulations. This fact was brought to the
notice of the Dominion Goverinment by a despateh dated
7th December last, and upon that we are acting. It merely
suspends article 10 of that Act until Ist September next.
That article applies to fishing vessels, and so far as we are
concerned it scarcely applies, as the elass of boats it is
inte;ded t exempi, narnelv, those employed in drift.net
fishing, are scarcely used on our coasts. Sub-section c of
article 10 says:

" A fishing vessel, when employed in drift-net fishing, shall carry on
one of lier masts two red lights in a vertical line, one over the other, not
less than three feet apart."

The next sub-section applies to the trawlers; and I do not
know that we have any. Possibly there might be some
vessels so employed, and as those iii charge of them might be
under the impression that the regulations were the same
here as in England, ard difficulties might arise, and o: t,)
boats and schooners, it is as well-that the Act in force heie
should be precisely similar to that in force in England.
The Bill is merely to supend article 10 of the Act passed
last year, and adopt article 9, which is almost similar, except
the two sub-sectious to which I have referred, which are
not included in the first Act. I, therefore, move, that the
Speaker do now leave the Chair, and the House go into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following resolution:

"That in view of the suspension by Her Majesty in Council, off-the
article of the Imperial Regulations, respecting lights to be carried by
fishing vessels until the 1st of September next it is expedient to suspend
until the same time, the corresponding provisions of the Act 43 ,ict.
Ghap. 29, and for the meantime to revive the provisions of the former Act,
31 Vict , Chap. 58, on the same subject."

Mr. BLAKE. When the Bill which tbe hon. gentleman
proposes to amend was before the House last Session I
think his attention was called by the hon. member for
Shelburne (Mir. Robertson) to this very point, and he sug-
gested that some such amendment as the present should be
made. I suggested at the time that it would be well to
amend the Bill as regards fishing vessels so as to give the
Governor in Council power to suspend the operation of the
law from time to time and to bring it into force when
necessary. The Minister stated that he would endeavor to
have the amendment made in the Senate, but as that.was
î%t done I presume the.present amendment is intended to
carry out the arrangement. I would suggest to the hon.
gentleman, however, that he should take a general
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8uspen i power, such as has been taken by
thie anthorities in the old country, instead of
o"d -fb a -lmited period or the hon. gentleman
may ge bito trouble again during the recess. Perhaps
te bong tleman wiI amend the resolutionin Committee
n the direction I have suggested.

Sir ÂLBERT J. SMITH. I think a general suspensory
r ar abould be taken, such as has been taken under the
wperiAl Â<t. I would like to ask if there is any reason

gitva 14the communication from the Colonial Office for
tb auspension.

Mr. POPE (Queen's§.) I intended to have made the
amendment in the Billlast Session, but I found that it bad
passed the Senate before I had an opportnnity ofsuggesting
the amendment: hence the necessity for introducing it now.
I quite agree as to the desirability of making in Committee
the amendment suggested by my hon. friend from West
Durham. I may say, in reply to the hon. member for
Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith), that the despatch from
the Colonial Office does not assign any reason for the
sau pension .

(In the Committec.)

Xr. POPE (Queen's) moved that the resolution be
amended so as to read as follows:-

"That in view of the suspension by Her Majesty in Couneil, of the
artiçloef the Imperial Regulations, respecting lights to be carried by
fishing vessels until the 1st of September next, it is expedient to give the
Governor in Council power to suspend, from time to time, the
correspending provisions of the Act 43 Vie. Chap. 52, and for
the -meantime to revise the provisions of the former Act 31 Viet
Chap. 29, onthe same subject."

Resolution amended, reported, read the see:nd time aund
agreed to.

Mr. POPE (Queen's) introduced a Bill (No. 57) to give
power te the Governor in Council to suspend the operation
of certain orovisions of the Act 43 Victoria, chapter 29,
respecting the Navigation of Canadian Waters.

Bill read the first time.

PUBLIC BILLS.

The following Bills were read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 3O) further to continue in force for a limited
time "The better prevention of Crime Act 1878 " (from the
Senate).-(Mr. McDonald Pictou.)

Bill (No. 33) to amend the Law respecting Documentary
Evidence in certain cases (from the Senate).-(hrr. McDonald
Picton.)

SALARIES OF JUDGES.
Mr. McDONALD (Picton) moved to receive the report

of Committee of the Whole adopted on the 8th instant on
certain resolutions respecting the salaries of additional
Judges -of the Queen's Bench and Superior Court of the
Province, of Quebec.

oBsolutions reported, read the second time and agreed to.

Mr.McDONALD (Picton) introduced a Bill (No. 58) to
provide for the salaries of an additional Judge of the Court
of Queens Bench, and àn additional Judge of the Superior
Court i the Province of Quebee.

Bill read the firt time.

PRIZE FIGHTING;

Mr. McDONALD (Picton) moved the second reading of
Bi1 No. 29, enbitled an Act respecting Prize Fighting
(froa the Senate.) He said I have only to observe that this
Billws uggested from occurrences which took place on
oiu bordersdurig the seaon just passed, of A ypy dis-

19

gracefN character, in which a number of people from across
the border sought to make the so of Canada the battle
ground fof a disgraceful, lewd prize fight. Itlwas found
that the law was defective in reference to the vindication of
publie morality and tbe peace of the people, and this Bill
was introduced to remedy that evil.

Lr. A.NdLIN. What do you propose to do ?
Mr. McDONALD. In the first clause of the Bill the

words "Prize Fightl" are defined. The following are the
principal provisions of the sevoral clauses eof the Bill:-

." 2. Whoever, within Canada, sends or publishes, or causes to be sent
or published, or otherwise made known, any challenge to fight a prize
fight, or accepts any such challenge, or causes the same to be acoepted, or
goe In training preparatory to such fight, or acte as trainer or second to
any person who intends to engage in a prize Aght, is guilty of an offence
against this Act, and upon summary conviction thereof, is liable to a fine
of not less than $100, nor more than $1.000, or to imprisonment of not
more than six months, or to botb fine and imprisoument, in the diseretion
of the Court.

"3. Whoever, within Canada, engages as a principal in a prize fight is
guilty of an offence against this Act, and on summary conviction thereof
is liable to imprisonment for not less than three nor more than twelve
months.

" 4. Whoever is present at a prize fight as au aid, second, surgeon,
umpire, backer, assistant or reporter, or advises, encourages or promotes
such fight, is guilty of an offence against this Act, and on summary con-
viction thereof, is liable to a flue of notleesa than $50, nor more than $5®0,
or to imprisonment of not more than twelve months, or to both fine and
imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

c5. Whoever, being an inhabitant or resident of Canada, leaves Canada
with intent toe engage in a prize ight without the limnits thereof is guilty
of an offence against this Act, and on summary conviction thereof is Hable
to a fine of not less than fifty dollars, normore than four hundred dollars.
or to imprisonment of not more than six months, or to both fine and
imprisonment, in the discretion of the Court.

"6. If, at any time, the sheriff of any county, place or district in Canada,
any chief of police, any.po'ice officer, or any constable, or other police
officer, has reason-to believe that any person within his bailiwick or juris-
diction is about to engage as principal in any prize fight within Canada,
he shall forthwith arrest such person.

" 7. If any sheriff has reason to believe that a prize fight is taking place,
or is about to take place, within his jurisdiction as such sheriff. or that
any persons are about to land or cross into Canada at a point within his
county, from any place ontside of Canada, with intent to engage in, or to
be concerned in, or to attend ahy prize fight within Canada, he shall
forthwith summon a force of the inhabitants of his district or county suffi-
cient for the purpose-of suppressing and preventing such fight, and he
shall, with their aid, suppress and prevent the same, and arrest all persons
present thereat, or who may landIn or cross into Canada as aforesaid,
and shall take them before some person baving authority to try offences
against this Act, to be dealt with according to law, and fined or Impri-
soned, or both, or compelled to enter into recognizances with sureties, as
hereinbefore provided, according to the nature of the case.

"8. Every person offending against any of the provisions of tbis Act,
except the principals engaged or intending to engage in a prize fight,
shall be a competent witness in any proceedmnes under this Act, and may
be compelled to appear and give evidence in the same manner and to the
same extent as other persons."

Mr. PLUMB. I think everyone in this House must be glad
to see an Act of this kind come down from the Senate. It
is desirable that we should in every way conserve the peace.
There are a few matters which I think, should come within
the purview of'this Bill- that have not been introduced. I
think that there are fights for prizes that are going on, not
merely in the fistic ring but in a larger arena, which ought,
pcrhaps, to be recognized, and which ought, perhaps, to be
brought withinthe limits of an Act of this sort. The fiercest
though not, perhaps, the bloodiest encounters.are those that
areconstantly taking place among those who are wrestling for
the prize of positions in this House and elsewhere, but I can-
not see that there is any provision made here, when the ring
is formed and when the prize is to be contended for, that
those gentlemen who may engage even in the
most severe bloodless encounters, can be arrested
by the Sherif for breaches of the peace. I have seen,
in the course of my short political experience, encounters
which caused more ill blood than can be caused by any
which come within the purview of this Bill. I
have no doubt this Bill is well intended. It comes with
great propriety to us fem a body which ia Temoved from
and looks down on those scenes of strife tc Which we aor,
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selves are subjected. I hope before this Bill passes the House
it May be amended se a to include the subjects to wliicb I
have referred. I have no doubt that it is desirable, in the
interests of peace, in the interests of that true civilization,
in'which the muscle does not count, but the tand is every-
thing, that we should endeavor, so far as we can, to reduoe
that preponderance of muscle over mind which was the
characteristic of a milder era and a loss complete civilization.
As 'it has- been found that as the refinement of mind
increases the less the muscles of the 'body are trained, that'
which gave a man 'tie gr atest prominence in the
civie game is now looked on as a criminal offence.
I oèserve, however, that- with à wise disrimeiation tche
Senate has confined the operàtion 'f this Ëill to hose w1 o
contest, not for a champion'@ wreath, not for a crown of
honor, but for the reward of money. Thât being the case,
I have ne doubt this House yilti rèeeivi this Bih with the
consideration which is due to every proposition which
emanates from that body for whicþ we iave so much
respept, and whic we om tee tConservative side o the
House consider- the balance - wheel in the legislation of
Parliamnent. I observe with great regret t.hat theré is a
tendePCy in the Râdical mind-ifmay uSe that expression
withoýt offence-to under!estimate the ience and the
gdvantage of that body. Buit Wheni we firid' Bills like this
emanatin'g from thaf Houë,itshwtba",tIt is eriot th effetg
body which it is called by a'dic a " au irrierent press,
but that it is still mindful Of its duties to the country,
mindfi etof the great rmission which bas been confided
te it, and that it is ever ready in 4e interest to
public peace and public safety to elaborate and brin g
down anAct like this; in view of the occurrences which hav4
taken place near Lo g Point, in t$e cotyor Nofoik;
near the town of Simcoe. These scenes were not at al sue
as I hinted at. 'lhey were sinply brutal centests; and
hope Parlament, in this discüsàin, willview icesáity
et' proteciing the teritory of Caiada'inviolate from the
roughs and the rowdies of the néighboring country, who
fancy that theê ean nma<e raide op our territoey when they
like, 4nd tbafwe are nqt able te prevent, them. They found
their inistake when they made their descent on the county
of Norfôlk, and 'they will malte a greater niistake if
they 1pake a sim~iar attegipt è.fter this BilL becomes
law, as I trust it will.

Mr. WRIGIT. I think we have to thank the patrician
order f9r sending us dowp this Êill; thí ,e iave also to
thank the hon Minister ot .Çustice for introducing it ; and I
think this Legislature should do all in its power to prevent
the recurrence of' those brutalizing exhibitions against which
it strikes. They are the survivals of a bafbarous -age, the
relies of a bygone time, wh-n cock-fighting, bull-baiting an
bear-baiting were populaV amuements, wbich are incom-
patible with the fuil light of the Nineteent4 Centgry The
other night, When the hqn. leader of the Oppositign, m iade
that magnificent speech, wýyhich I am sure appealed to the
herts of everyone et' us, in which he pointed out the
differences between the lgal syst:efs ofQqebec and tho$e
of Ontario, emanàting in theý ono cae from the Roman
iaw and in the other frqrn the Egh syspmn,Y tliing we aill
felt that that hon. geptlemýan did everyjpistice to the theme.
But a melancholy rgecti has come gpre ny own inindl
that this great system, costly and magnificent as it is, did
not obtain tbe desired abject; that, afier al, thi magnifi
cent edificedid not giv w rth; hiight , iï 4 protection toa
great numbpr of our peqple, to whopi i wa§ only a magnifi-
cent inausoleurm, a whitene sepulchre fied with dead men's4
bones; for what is le object of every 9gal sygtem at he
protection of '1e and, property; an4 I ask every on.
gentleman in this Hous, receegetirg the Biddlph tragedy1
whi ch has récentily beep brópgl t under our not e, wbether4
Oer legal systern is what it ou gt t he? 2 think
this is- a subject 'worthy teI consleration 'of the

Mr. Ikuxn.

Minister of Justice and the leader of the Opposition.
After all, justice must underlie any great system: it must
underlie every State constitution. The business of the State
is to see that injustice is not only restrained, but punished.
The only legal right any man has, is that of beingproteceted
in the peaceful exercise of his liberty. Is first d.uty i to
pay due regard to the liberties of others. I would ask'this
House and the country whether our legal system is that
what- it ought to be ? I am sure the great majoity ôof this
Ilouse and of the people feel that the grand legal systemnof
ours is intended; unbappily, more for a class than for thfe eat
body of the people-more for the lawyers than the laymûen.
I would- leave this unpleasant theme, throwing out 'the
remark to the hon. the Minister of Justice, which I trust
wili be considered by the legal element in this House-ail
gentlemen of great legal ability, and from whose deliberations
1 am sure good results will arise-that under our system,
complicated and magnificent as it is, we feel, after ail, there is
less substantial justice obtained than in the rude tributial of
ary mining camp in the Sierra Nevadas. I speak
unhappily with too much knowledge of the circumstances
of the case. The Bill, as I have said, is a most important
one, and I have no doubt it will be sustained by the great
body of the members of this louse. As the special
custodian of the rights and privileges of the House, we have
especially to thank you, Mr. Speaker, for the kindly and
generous manner in which vou afforded us great pleasure
duriing the recent prize fight- or tournament, as we -uìmay
more properly term it-on the floor of this House. "We are
aware that if a member who was not noble-if a cphnmon
commoner had ventured to violate the ,ules and
regulations of the House as did the knights
on that occasion-he would have been threatened
with all the pains and psalties of being named or haýing
his words taken down, whatever they might be. But ini
that kindly cQurtesy which you have always manifested,
you, after thef igbt was over and the knights had retire< to
their tents to bind.up their w6,unds, said the whole discus-
sion was irrecgular. We thank you for having adopted that
kindly tone, and for not having put a stop to the joust, thus
affording us the great pleasure of witnessing a pleasant and
interesting contest. It reminded us of the great tournament
at Ashby. The fierce Sir Richard, whom we may call the
disinherited knight, Irom his having been disitîherited by
his constituents and forced to take refuge in the wilds of

[uron, swept down on the Conservative' champion
opposite, who, arned in his panoply of proof and
clothed in his robe of white sarsanet; emblematical of
his Vurity of life, be successfully resisted the assault of bis
fierce opponent who. Protean like, changing his coat,
appeared in the character of the knight of La Mancha, and
attacked two windmills-windnilis in this case driven by
water. It was with much plcasure that we saw the stout
knight of Westmoreland brace on his armour and proceed.to
viscerate bis enemies. We felt that, rëpresenting as he
did the Maritime nobility, a little element of a certain por-
tion of the chivalric idiom of Billingsgate and " Wapping
Old Stairs" was not inappropriate. It was with OXtrerne
pleasure we saw the two knights, Hospitaller and.Templar,
fharpening their lancet and scalpels, and proceeding toe cut
and anatomize their opponents in an eminently ailopathiC
and scientifie manner, according to the rules ot Pharmaco-
poeia. It would have afforded us extreme pleasure
if the - leader of the Oppo-it:on had been qualified
by his rank to enter into the arena to engage in a
contest with the leader of the Government. It would
have been an epoch in the history of the legal profession,
in fact the apotheosis of 6s. 8d. A recent French writer has.
painted a picture which for realistic power could hardly be
excelled. The scene is laid under the very shadow of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, and by the side ofthe great Qiver
Seine, where a number of washerwomen are engAge« in
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cléàr1ing the linen of the great metropolis from its vile
ii i . By the realistic péwer of the páinter, evry
foUi ýàiáil s made manifest in nch a clear, distinct manner,
thât the very odor and rock of all the sins and crimes of
the gàeat city ari mnade manifest. I might, perhaps, suggest
that oûr political linon be cleansed in private instead of in
pub1itd. A fésV years ago, when the Conservative pai'ty
occupi&l the position which the Liberal party
oeupies now; when it was but a misèráble
remnant, a broken band, or a "corporal's guard," as was
pleasantly stated by the leader of the Opposition, we all
recollect that many differences took place on the lfloor of
the louse. It was suggested by a friend of mine who takes
a great interest in raortuary matters, and who had studied
thé litrature of"I worms, tonbs and epitaphs," and who,
urnfortunately, is not now a member of this louse, that
some pleasant spot might be selected where hon. members
should arrange these littie differences without interfering
with the dignity and comfort of the fouse. Accordingly a
pleasant littlé glade was sclected in the heart of the forest
which, fór seclusion and sylvan sweetness, could hardly be
exèéeiod. It was a spot that would have pleased the aneetor
of th hon. member for Niagara, Aaron Burr, and the four-
gallant Frenchmen, Athos, Porthos, Aramis and D'Artignan.
It was a s*eet spot. Every arrangement had been niade
by my hon friend for the comfort and convenience of
gentleineti Wbo might choose to frequent it, but, unhappily,
owing to circumstances over which we had no control, those
arrangements wer, fnot carried out. Man proposes bùt
anothérpower disposée. "The best laid schernes of inice and
men'gang oft' agley." There was one member of this iUoise
who, b† his chivalrous chai-acter, bis ardent patriotism,
prevénféd the cnsummation of our pleasant little Beechwood
arrangement. We all know that thirteen is a fatal number
at the festive board ; it is a nunrrber which has been fatal to
many Ministers; it was the fatal number of the Committee
room to which this mom ber invited bis mortal foe.
We bave all been dreamers of dreams. We have fancied that
we w ould build up on this northern pàrt of the continent a
great Dominioñ-to borrow an expression often used-
with its loundations la d broad and deep, in which we
might erect a stately and beautiful edifice, which would
afford a beacon light to the. nations. We thought that we
should have different classes and conditions of me,-that we
woûld build up an aristocratic system which would counter-
balance the fierce democracy in the south. My bon. friend
fronm Bothwell the other night, in a forcible and eloquent
speech, such as we-are accustomed to hear from him, and
whicb proved that the Mills of the Grits grinds slowly but
hegrindsexceedingly fine, objected to the establishment of a
feudal aristócracy. I shôuld ask the House why the
present Ministry should not have the privilege of
establishing an aristocracy ? The late Liberal Government
founded a great piscatorial aristocracy. Why should not
this Government found a great territorial, or Syndicatorial,
or muskratorial aristocracy ? I do not see why we should
not revive the ancient Earldom of Fitz Stephen, of him who
rode at the right band of the Conqueror, in favor of a
namesake who bas ever been distinguished by his
bravery, ability and chivalrous qualities, and has
won for himself broader lands and mightier domain
than ever the Conqueror or his Normans ever
dreamed of. Why not- revive the ancient Scottish
titles of Angus and Morton, and those other grand
old titles ot which we have rcad so much ? And
why not, in bonor of the great commercial metropolis
of the Dominion, create the title of Duke of Montreal. in
favor of one of its most prominent merchant princes, and in
honor of the men who opened up that great lone land-in
honô" of the mighty Nim:rods of the north, the mighty
hunteêrs before the Lord, create the titie ofMarquis of Minks
and Muskrats. That is a.matter which might be very well

considëeeid by the imenbers of the Governmeut. You who
are well acquiainted *ith French literature, will remomber
that a gat prince, t reward the faithfal services of one of

1: foe e lhi lthelcountry of the Thélème
on the River Lóir, to wt:tbh ïwo lýagües of .the great
ýfôrträsgof Port Hück. there Was foinded that great
city.wliidh lìá -been dea to eery coànt-y where the lovèrs
of, he True, thë G6d .nd·the BèaQtiful are found. Every'-
thing basé, fow add méan, wis eli-minted frôm this city, in
it was reðl.ed the dreiïn of Plato's Republic and the
Utopia if Sir Thóàas Moo'-ell.the men, wre brave and
loyal, anîd all ,ti wontin beatifuil and true. To r'ry
friedd ontiny left otfr little city, sid.e Parlia-
ment möt in it, bas bee a véritable Abbey of ThélêinC.
We have never rega-rdd any maâ's political opinions-we
have always respedtëd ià., honst contic ious--ad we have
many pleasant reedlections respecting that great tHoùse in
which met the founders of Confederation. Regarding thdse
able men we have many pleasant memories, but mariy
sàddening memories as well. In many a conntry churchyard,
under a little hillock of snodw, sleep some ot the best of the
men who laid the foundations of this Dominion. I cannot
see why we should have these differences and difficulties in
our views which so unpleasantly divide us. - You may
honestly believe in every man holding bis own opinioqs
maInfully and well, but without ill feeling or prejudice what-
ever. For my part, I have never believed in an aristocracy
in this country1; I believe that the man who comes here arnd
founds a home in the wildêrress, the lumberman and the
axeman, are our best and bravest men -are nobles of the
truest sort. I believe that the public men of this country,
of both sides, whom I have always honored for their purity
and patriotism, will. compare favorably with the public men
in any part of the world. The reward a public man bas
here is very por. In this country there are no political
prizes in public. lifé. The result is, as a rule, ho is jaid in
abu e and calumny I have the higüest possible respect for
the pub:ic and private men of this country, for I believe
that after all, they are nobles by right of an earlier creation,
and nobles by the interr>sition of a mightier band.

Mr. OffARLTON. I beg. to call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to the fact that this Bill will, in al
probability, interfere with tbe rights of the press in a serious
'and unwarrantable manner. I would direct his attention,
lirst, to section 2, as follows: " Whoever, within Canada, sends
or publihes, or causes to be sent or published, or otherwise
made known," and so forth. Now, it is not to be supposed,
if a prize-fight is likely to come off, a matter of public
notoriety, that the press would abstain from noticing that
fact; and I apprehend that that section would render a
newspaper liable to the penalties of this Act, if it noticed,
as a matter of news, the fact that a challenge had been sent.
I think that in this re pect the right of the press is not
properly guarded. I think there can be no objection to a
newspaper noticing the fat. And again in section 4, it is
provided thàt "Whojver is piresent at a prize fight as an
aid, second, surgeon, umpire, backer, assistant or reporter,"
shall be liable to the peùaltiés provided. Now, if a prize
fight is likely to corne off, entetprising newspaper, such as
that at the head of which is placed my hon. friend from Wet-
land (51r. Buntiig) Would be likely to havè a reporter present
to report the proceedings, I do not know that there would
be aniything criminal in that; so I think the right of the
newspaper would, by ths provision, be somewhat infringed,
I think, also, it would be jproper to have a physiciaiù on the
gronnd, as he rhight thereby be able, sometirnes, to save
hfe, which tmiglt not be possiblc if time were lost in sending
some distance forhia. Allusion *as made by the menber
forNiagarà to the prize fight, last summer, in Norfolk
connty ;· but t here i's ï atter in connection with it which
I wish to bring undér the attention 9f this House. That
prize fight took place on Long Point, a wildernò;s, an
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uninhabited section of the county; and the end of
the Point, where the flght took place, is twenty-
liv. miles from the mainland. It was necessary
for the Sheriff, in order to suppress that infraction
of the laws, to charter a steamer, as the place was
inaccessible in any other way. The Sheriff did, therefore,
charter a steamer, the-Annie Craig, and employed to issist
him a portion of the 39th Battalion. They proceeded in the
steamer to Long Point and suppressed the fight, the Sheriff
deservir.g great credit for hie action. In doing so he in-
curred anexpense of several hundred dollars which he has
been left to pay out of his own pocket. The authorities of
the Dominion and of Ontario both refused to pay that
expense, claiming that the act did not come within their
jurisdiction ; and without venturing to advanco any opinion
on the matter, I beg to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the fact, that the· Sheriff of Norfolk county is yet
out of pocket several hundred dollars for having discharged
bis duty in this respect.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). I fancy that my hon. friend
from Welland will not, at leaet I hope he will not, ask the
privilege and protection of the press which the hon. member
for Norfolk seems so solicitious about. My own impression
is that after this Bill,passes, should a reporter be sent to it
from my hon. friend's newspaper, both the reporter and
the ho~n. gentleman would deserve -the puni.hment
which the Bill seeks to impose. And I am
quite certain that he would be not only very care-
fui, but very anxious to obey the law, so far as the great
inlnence of his paper went, and would endeavor to impress
the importance of the law upon the general sentiment of
the public. I dare say when the Bill goes to Committee
there may be some amendments suggested by hon. gentle-
men, and so far as these will tend to perfect the Bill and
carry out the cornmon object we have in view in relation to
it, it will give me great pleasure to accede to them. I do not
intend to make any observations whatever as to the very
eloquent, hippy, and humorous speeches which we have
heard from the member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) and the
member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright). I presume they seized
the opportunity of showing how keen their blades were,
how readily they could set their lances in rest, and how,
if they do not indulge in the more demoralizing contest of a
prize fight, they were ready to enter the intellectual arena
and show with what skill, energy, and keenness they would
contest the battle of intellectual strife.

Bill read the second time.
flouse resolved itself into Committee of the Whole on

said Bill.
(In the Committee.)

On cihuse 4,
Mr. PLUMB. I think that one of the worst features of the

prize fight is the brutal report of it which frequently appears
in the newspapers; and these reports are all the more to be
reprehended, because. if they were not published, those who
engage in, and attend these contests would be deprived ofone
of the obiefåincentive% to such encounters. I o not think
that my bon. friend from Welland (Mr. Bunting) would
choose to make bis paper-the leading paper in Canada-
the medium of giving prominence to reports which are
prized by the sort of people who attend these brutal and
demoralizing conteste. The ion. member for Nortih Nor.
folk (Mr. Charlton) is no doubt a etiekler for the freedom
of the prese, but I think that that freedom should be
kept within such limite as to pravent such reporte being
brought before the public, by the punishient of the person
who writes the disgusting and demoralizing details
in, commn with all others connected with the prize
ring. , do not think my hon. friend would himself attend a
prize fight, even if thora were oMe, as there was one,

)Ir. CHARLTON.

contiguous to his own residence in Norfolk. I do not think
he would lend his countenance toe such contesta, and I think
he would be one of the first to prevent the perusaTin hie own
family of the brutal and disgusting details of thesemisavage
encounters of the prize ring. 1,'therefore; hope that any-
thing which has been said by him will not induce'the
Committee to strike ont 4hat part of the Bill which would
prevent the ubiquitous reporter from earning the small fee
which he would be paid for reporting so demoralizing a
spectacle as a prize fight.

On clause 10,
Mr. LONGLEY. I have not paid much attention toAhò

Bill, but-I have presumed it to be correct in every respect;
and as I am by no means in favor of the prize ring, I am
gratified that such a measure bas been introduced. Idesire,
however, to seize the-opportunity of making an observation
or two upon a subject wbich, as I tbink, bas a tolerably direct
connection with the one under consideration. It ie, indeed,
a brutal spéctacle to see two men engaged in a pugilistic
encounter, pummelhling one another until they are scarcely
recognizable. But I conceive there is something, usoally
associated with such exhibitions, of a still more demor-
ahizing character. We usually find that the persons
who attend such exhibitions are of the most degraded
description, men of vicious propensities and accue-
tomed to sensual indulgence of almost every kind.
But there is, speaking generally, no particular feature con-
nected with such exhibitions of such a revolting character as
that which proceeds from the bottle. I might be excused
if I expressed the gratification which I experience, when I
see the readiness on the part of the bulk of the hon. members
of this House to discountenance pugilistic encounters and to
give their support to a measure calculated'to do away with
such exhibitions. I only wish that 1 could see gentlemen
occupying important positions in society, andin most of the
relations of life, setting a very excellent example, perhaps,
to their neighbors and friends, take half the interest mh a
question far transcending in importance to this question, and
then we should pot have to struggle so hard in this House
and out of it lu order to promote that particular
objeet. I venture to say that if you could do away with
the use of intoxicating liquors, before a very long time
such would be the elevation of humanity at large, that yon
would not have to frame laws to preventprize fighting. It
is a resort to the bottle, the depraving influences that result
from the liquor traffic, the use of intoxicants by high and
low, that give to prize fighting all its revolting character;
in fact, I may say it is that which, in a very large measure,
incites to such exhibitions. Now, Mr. Chairman, I do not
propose to avail myself of this opportunity to deliver a
temperance lecture, because I believe that a good many hon.
gentlemen here, for whom I have a very high respect after
al, do not listen with a great deal of patience to such lectures.
Still I am not without hope that they may benefit in sorne
slight degree, at any rate, in the gentle admonition which I
have ventured to give theun. At least I do trust that they
will take into account all that relates to the happiness and
progress of society, and the well being of pe for this
world, and the world to come, connected with the drinking
customs of society, and that on a more suitable opportunity
we may witness the good resutts of this gentie admonition.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I am not able to speak with the same
clearness in the narration of the featureS of a prize fight as
the bon. member for Annapolie (Mr. Longley), because I
never was present at one-

Mr. LONGLEY. I thought as much.
Mr. BOULTBEE. That hon. gentleman is able to

depict even the appearance of their faces very graphuixly,
and is also able toeay that they generally partako iargeyof
intoxicating liquora, o I'suppose he mushave béin auy
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witnews of a P.ize fight, at least we have a right to suppose
that he is ing us aomethingfronIis own knowledge. i
ha1êotà'thé sl' test doubt that he has seen a prize fight,
beeä#eaôhe ls a pertinabious sort of fighting man. ae never
giveä.uPhis point. "If he bas anything on his mind he lugs
it i by the'bead and shoulders on all occasions. We bave
heard a good deal df his views en temperance and sobriety.
The trouble with the member for Annapolis is, that ho is
scarely a sober or a temperate man. He i not
chai-itable. He forgets the lessons that were laid down
byour .Saviour : he does not understand that you are to
cast the mantle of charity.around your neighbors, that you
aré to accord to others holding different opinions from your
own the same degree of liberality that you laim for your-
self. I know that the member for Annapolis thinks that I
am so far steeped in the gall of iniquity that I am not fit to
associate with him in the dark, but only in a House like
this. To tell the honest truth, in old days when men were
induenced by the strong hand, when those hereditary pre-
datory robbers-that the hon. member for Centre Huron
(air Richard J. Cartwright) described as the ancestors of
the leader of the Government and the Speaker
of the Senate-wrougLht their will among- their
fellows, there was something of manliness among
them after all. ,Do not understand me to be saying any-
thinglin favor of the degrading spectacle of prize fighting,
whieh must be so shocking that I am sure if the member
for Annapolis bas seen one he will never .go to another.
But in the old fighting days, when men contended by the
strength of their hands on a fair field in the characteristie
manner of Englishmen of the olden time, there was some-
thing botter and more manly than the way warfare is
condacted now. We see melancholy examples of what
thinge have grown to in this polite and gentle age.
We se men on the floor of this louse, even,
within a few feet of each other, call each other
liars, and have it disseminated through the press; call each
other thieves, charge each other with every base crime
and have it circulated far and wide through the country;
and yet, in a short time afterwards, they will get up in a
moet parliamentary manner and declare that they said
nothing of the kind-that their words were not intended to
bear this construction at alL There was nothing of this
kind in the good old days. It Is not so long since that an
old fashioned fight absorbed the attention of both sides of
the Atlantio, when the Americans, the mighty descendants
of our own mother land, thought they would tackle ber at
her favorite mode of settling disputes on her own soil, and
it was recorded by one of their own poets that:

"The fancy of America
By all creatin swore.

The Britis chaion round his loins
The belt should Wear no more;

They chose a ma-straightwa
And felt his arm, and saw fum hit,

And leaped sad cheered, cursed and spit,
And sent hie» to. the fray."

Such wasthe idea thon; but, unfortunately, anything ofgood
there.was in the manlinews with which those old fights were
condneted iz done away with now, and a different mode of
warfare has supervened. As related by another poet, talk-
imgeofthis sanie thing:

The bet which once the champion graced,
When bozing honor reigned,

In moder time bas been diraced'
And ail its glory stained.'f

The quicker we can do away with these- disgusting exhibi-
tions tie better; the quicker we can arrange to settle our
disputes by some other Means than by fighting them out by
more brate force the better it will be for society. Hffad the
hopwnember for AnnApolia looked into the matter a littie
farher Le would not bave got up, in the prosecution
of ia favorite hobby, -and caractéized that as an

argument in favor of total abstinence, because I
have read something in books and papers to the
effet that people who indulge in prise fight.-
ing are exceedingy temperate; in faet, the training they
are obliged to go through enforces temperance upon thom,
and they are unable to drink, leading, I suppose, in that
respect botter lives than either the member of Annapolis or
myself. I will conclude these remarks by asking the mem-
ber for Annapolis, who improves all occasions to air bis
special opinion, te have a little more regard for the opinions
of men who do not look on things exactly as he does. He
is a good party-man, a good C(onservative, a man whom I
respect in the highest degree, and I only wish ho would be
a li'ttle more reasonable, a littie more charitable, and a little
more temperate in the expression of his op!fnions.

Mr. LONGLEY. I do not propose for a mo-
ment to follow the hon. member who bas just sat
down in the spirit of banter in which ho has chosen to
indulge, for I would have to confess, before I began, that in
that respect I ould not he te obe any match for him. But
bis remarks have suggeste to me an idea, which I did not
consider it necessary to elaborate when I was on my foot
before. We know what broils, growing out of intemperance,
are witnessed around the groggeries. Many men, infuriated
with liquor that will kill at forty rods-I will not say that
the hon. member who has just sat down is a stronuous
advocate of it, because ho would probably require good
liquor-these men, made absolutely insane, poisoned and
embittered, are not content with using thoir fista. They are
rather fonder of using the knife, and sometimes, unfortun-
ately, they go the length of killing. la the hon. gentleman
unacquainted with the fact that, in the estimation, not of
temperance advocates, but of mon connected with his own
profession-Judges, lea:ling members of the Bar, Attorney
Generals and State prosecutors-men in the most favorable
positions for witnessing ail the iniquity and all the terrible
results which flow from the traffle-nine-tenths of the crime
which they are called upon te adjudicate upon, result either
directly or indirectly from the traffic in intoxicating
liquors. The bon. gentleman bas done me an injustice,
although I feel that I can stand it. I can inform him that
I have never witnessed a pugilistic encounter. I am not
the man to encourage such exhibitions. My associations'
have been widely different, I am happy to say. Toone
observation of theb hon. gentleman 1 wish to draw hie
attention, and also the attention of others who are under
the delusion that intoxicants impart strength and vigor to
a man who engages in such oncounters. He bas informed
us that those men who are degrading enough to pommel one
another until they are not recognizable, are nevertheless
notable for their temperance principles, if not in the main,
at least in preparation for the encounter. Does not that
sweep away the nonsense that is talked about intozicating
liquors imparting vigor to the system, and prove that a man
is better without the inebriating draught than with it?
This is not true alone, with regard to the mon who train for
pugilistic encounters, but also with regard te men who train
for foot races, and mon who have to undergo any continuous
fatigue. These are facts, not because I give utteranco to
them, but they are -facts which are proved from a know-
ledge of the properties of alcohol, from the fact that it can-
not assimilate wilh the human system, that no nourishment
can hederived from it, according te the testimony of the
most eminent physiciane, not in the Dominion alone, but
all over the worid. If the hon. gentleman will, the first
opportunity hlie has, tell us what good intoxicating liquors
have, I shall be botter pleased with bis statement than
with the banter ho bas seen fit to indulge in on the observ-
ations I have made.

Mr. PLUMB. I think one of the peculiar characteristies
of the adyoeates of temperance, s .the great intemperanoe
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with which they urge their particular principles. My hon.
friend for whom I have the greatest respect has
taken up the time of the House for some .onsiderable
length, in an entirely irrelevant discussion upon a matter
which bad nothing to do with what my hon. friend was
talking about. I suppose my hon. friend was disappoin;ed
in not being able to make a temperance address in the
Convention which has been going on, and where I see the
hon. member for West Middlesex (Mir. Ross) spoke with
bis usual eloquence, and that speech which was perhaps
bottled up in the Convention, bas been, on the first oppor-
tunity, presented bore. iad my honi friend- waited a day
or two he would have had an opportunity, on Bill (No. 52).
entitled an Act to amend the Ganada Temperance Act of
1878, to air, legitimately and in order, his eloquence and
propound exactly what he said bore to-day. But I cannot
see how it was possible for any but a temperance main who
is always intemperate, since ho drinks like a fish, to
introduce the temperance question in this discussion.
I do not pretend that becanse my hon. friend drinks
like a fish ho breaks his temperance rule, but that
ho carries out his cold water principles. My hon.
friend has broight forward in a most extraordinary manner,
the example' of prize fighters. Everybody knows it is
necessary for those mon, in order to succeed in their not
very meritorious career, to abstain wben training from
drinking. My hon. friend, with great triumpb, points this
out ; but if it is an argument against the use of alcohol, it is
equally an argument against the use of vegetables, for some
of those also are forbidden to prize fighters in their training
regimen. I am sure no such discussion asathat which my
bon. friond introduced in this Bill would have been permitted
were it not for the great respect in wbich the
House holds the hon. member. H{ad the Speaker
been in the chair he could not have gorie on for
one moment with bis temperance tirade, if called to order.
My hon. friend will remember that, although ho bas been
indulged, on this occasion, in making a temperance address
in an epigrammatic form, if you like, but still a condensed
temperance address, for I recognize it-the hon member
for West Middlesex can get one off at any moment, ho bas
a hundred of them cut and dry, which ho bas delivered all
over the country-he bas not the right to make temperance
addresses on every occasion, whether pertinent or impertinent.
We shall be glad to hear from the hon. gentleman, as no
doubt we will from the hon. member for West Middlesex, on
the proposition about to be made. I shall be glad to hear
these hon. gentlemen attempt to discuss, on, a principle of
fairness, the opposition which I know they will make to that
proposition.

Mr. BLAKE. I call the bon. gentleman to order. le
bas no right to discuss the provisions of a Bill not now
before the louse.

The CHAIRIAN ruled the whole discussion out of order.
Nothing but a personal explanation would now be allowed.

Mr. LONGLE Y. I do not rise for the purpose of speaking
out of order, nor to say a single thing not pertinent; neither
do I think I have said anything not quite pertinent to the
question. But if I were ruled out of order in that particular,
1 apprehend there is not a gentleman in the House,
who entertains any- fair sense of justice, who would
preclude me from the privilege of remarks of an 1
exceedingly pointed character. I have as great respect for
the hon. gentleman who bas undertaken to give
me a leture, as any man in this House, still I scarcely
think it comports with the position of any hon. gentleman
in this louse to undertake to lecture everybody. It
would be ratier an arduous task for any one to take upon
himself to keep everybedy in order ; that is a task which
the member for Niagara has taken upon himself, for the
firat time, to do. Now, I hope that you will allow him an,

Mr. PLtUMB.

opportunity of pointing ont how tÉie reniarki wbich Imad
were inappropriate, inaccurate, and for'ti. Yùu i &ti
have known, from what has oâcù-red, .tht fhè Ji uó
interest was in danger to-day, just4ébàuse thé iember for
Niagara, and one or two other frieds ori- othe r'i ,
started up to lecture me, in the hope that .I should è
placed in a false position and nOt .hd4ràtàùd wtial I
was talking about. I think that aboit thii-ty 6ic fèt
years of experience, of active work in thé tietIperan"óe ài4,
ought to make me, althóugh a much hhuibler individuaL
ihan those hon. gentlemen, and net assuá the suprioity
tbey sometirmes assume, a- tolerably fer judg öf i it I
have been talking about.

Bill rèported without amendment, road a third time and
passed.

GENERAL INSPECTION ÀCT.
Mr. MOUSS EAU moved the second reàiii of i1l (Nô.

49) to amend "The General Inspe!tion Act öÔ 1814," dWn
the Acts amending it.

Bill real the second time.

BANK ACT AHM ENDMENT BILL
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the secorrd reading, of

Bill (No. 50) to correct a clerical error in Schedule B to
the Act 43 Vict., Chap. 2.3, arnending "The Bank Act " and
continuing the charters of certain banks.

Bill read the second time, corrsidered in Oommirttee, re-
ported, read a third time and passed.

FLOATING OF CORDWOO'D.
Mr- VANASSE. Mr. Speaker, I have the honor of

moving the second reading of Bill (No. 2)having for its objeet
the regulating of wood over the non-navigable part of th.e
St. Erancis River. The Provincial Legisramre paAsed, in
1876, an Ac 40 Victoria, chapter 67, to regulâte tho thiating
of cordwo xl over thé unnavigable part of the Rivèr St.
Francis. It is in order to complete this legislation that I
have introduced the present Bill. There is a consrdorable
trade in cordwood on this river and its tribùtaries, and the
cardwood dealors are obliged, in the spring, to bring their
wood in cribs to that portion of the river aecessible to
barges. As the legislation passed by the Quebec Legislattire
cannot be put into force on account of one párt of the river
being navigable and the other part not being so, consider-
able difficulties arise. Every year the traders engaged in
this commerce get into trouble, and the-ques1in is finally
settled iu the law courts. It is in order to obviate th&e
difficulties that the present Bi:l has been introduced. We
ask that the legislation passed by the Qaebec Legisilature
be confirmed by the Federa:1 Legisfatutre, nasnuch as it
applies to the naigable partf d'ftie lPriancis River. The
Quebec Statute provides for the appointmient of a trustée,
whotse duty it is to see the quàütity of wood that is floated
upon the river, in order to eevent diffculties arising.
When the woo'I reaches the place where the river becomes
navigable and accessible te boats, the wo'od is withdrawn
from the river, and it is :ordinarily there that the difficulties
begin. Those who -have floated a quantity of spruce, or a
quantity of hard wood, generally withdraiv the contrary
amount. With the appoiniment of a person who would
know the quantity and the quality 6f the wood put into the
water by each proprietor, these difficulties would be over-
come.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the âtténtion 6f dj overient
should be directod to this measàre ivh1c, ot ieem t6e
àlthough it may be proper that sniëe rfiief óldd be ffrded
to the parties, is of a very exùaardida'-y desiVt îoh. 1
observe the recital of the Bill is, tfit (he fildating of cèordWoßd
is as a rule over non-navigable w'tera aloged'eý', but the
floating m'ust be completed over a sinal portiô of the
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jyngabIe portion of the river; and it is because it is to be
ontiîued over that small portion of the navigable portion
~f t,h river that the Bill is introduced to our attention, I

jr9sµme..
Mr. MOUSSEAU. It is on thai account.
Mr. BLAKE. There is a great mass of legislation which

has faken place upon parai tel subjects, particularly, I think,
in the Province of Now Brunswick and also in Nova Scotia.

re bave been a great number of Acts passed by Local
gSatures for regulating the floating of wood down
trpa ag4 rivers, both navigable and non-navigable. A

qupstaon arises 4s to thejurisdiction of the Local Legislatures
o p.ss tbse Acts in so far as their provisions'interfere with

the, navigation of. rivers, but not otherwise. It is, to my
pind, qqestionable whether it would not be better, inas-
nmoIcub as the Bill is not supposed to interfere seriously with
the navigation of rivers, to leave Local Legislatures
to deal with those cases, subject to the observation
that any Act they pass which obstructs the navi-
gation of rivers will, of course, be beyond their
powers. Biut if it is proposed to legislate hore, I thinlk he
clause of the Bill that proposes to confirm an Act of a Provin-
eigi Ugislature, inï fact to re-enact iL by reference, is very
objectionable. It seemsto me that if we are to legislate, we
oîqght to legisiate ourselves, and not to legislate by confirm-
ing any previous Act. Every clause of the Bill mav be
correct in the sense that it will be proper to make it law;
butWif it be proper to make it law, itought to be made law
by our enacting the provisions of our own authoritv, of
course relaining power to alter and am 1d the provisions.
It "is an meonvenient practice, to say no more, that we
ehould. confirm Acts of the Local Legisiatures, and so be
obliged, in order to find out what the law of Canada, is to
seAréh among the Acts of the Local Legislatures for the
Act that'bas been confirmed by the Dominion Parliament,
in order to find out what the law is. In point of form, if
not in substance, we ought to bave before .us ail the Bills
which we propose to enact. There are several other mvi-
sions which rather come within the sphere of the Lcal
Legislatures than of this Parliament, and -it would
be very much better, I think, that the hon. the Minister
of' &stice, who is responsible for the consideration
of thesé questions, sbould, if he bas not considered
tþe Bill, consider it before another stage is taken. The
general cast of the Bill and several of its provisions seem
td be equally objectionuble.

Mr. BOU1BEAU. Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to say a
fpw woids in support of the Bill of my bon. friend, the
member for Yamaska (Mr. Vanasse). It is well known

þbat the St. Francis River is one of the iMost important
riversîin the Province of Quebec, and upon which a great
quantity of wood is cut. Ail the different kinds of wood
that are in tbe trade are floated on this river; a great many
wood dealers are engaged in the trade, and as my hon.
friend, the member for Yamaka, has explained, it happens
that this wood gets mixed while going down the river, and
when it reache4 the navigable part of the river, where the
boats come to get the wood, if there is no law to prevent
digiulties, the mixing of the wood often causes difficulties
that bring on law suits. The Bill that is now before the
House provides for the settlement of these difficulties, and
I tbink that this honorable Rouse should take the Bill into
consideration and support it. As I have already stated the
St. Francis River is one of the largest rivers in the Province
of Quebee, and upon which there is a considerable trade in
wood, and by passing the B,ill proposed by my hon. friend,
t,he ouSe would b9 ren dering a service to this hon. member
an4 also a great number of wood merchants who are inter-
ested in this tradj, and who reside in th9 Province of
Qdebe.' And it should not be forgotten that this river

s~ through a large territory- might mention the

counti of Wolfe, Richmond, Drummond, and Yamaska.
This river flows through all those counties. It is, Sir, a
very considerable river, and for a long time back difficulties
have been arising among those engaged in the wood trade.
I think it is time to adopt sorne wise umeans of coming to
their assistance. Thus, for these reasons, I tru>t the Bill
introduced by the hon. member for Yamaska will be
adopted, and ' shall vote for its second reading.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There aie several provisions of
the Bill which are ultra vires.

Mr. McDONAL D(Pictou). The , over of the Bi!l,as well as
the hon. the President of the Counci l,submitted this measu eo
to me before it came on for second realing, and I therefore
had an opportunity of considering iL. I have arrived at the
conclusion that so far as the question of jurisdiction is con-
cerned there is no difficulty. 1 understand the objection of the
leader of the Opposition to be to the form of confirminiig the
Act of a Local Legislature, and there may, as a more matter
of form, be something in that; but after ail, so far as regards
substance and the effect it would have on the legisiation of
this House are concerned, there is no difficulty whatever.
The phraseology is as follows:-

" The said Act of the Province of Quebec, 40 Vict., Cha>. 67, intituled
'An Act to regulate the floating of cordwo d in theinnavigable portion
of the River St. Francis,' is confirmed in so far as the powers of the
Parliament of Canada extend in the natter, and all the provisions of the
said Act, within the purview of the powers thereof, shall have the same
force and effect as if the said Act had been passed by the Parliament of
Canada."

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Is the local Act confned to the
non-navigable portion of the river ?

Mr. McDOiNALD. My hon. friend will see my viow as I
proceed. I quite agree with the leader of theOpposition,
that so far as giving force and effect to an Act of the Quebec
Legislature, by re enacting it, itis unnecessary, because if it
possessed the jurisdiction to pass the Act referred to, then
the Act will take its power from the jurisdiction of the
Legislature of Quebec, and not from any authority which we
pretend to give it. If they had no authority to make
the enactment, our action would not, so far as they are con-
cerned, give any additional power, as we do not pretend
to confirm it, except in so far as it may have involved
control possessed by the Dominion Parliament. Then the
onily question is, whether the Dominion Parliament has the
jurisdiction which they are asked to exorcise by this Bill.
IL appears to me that it turns on the question whether the
words 'l navigable water of that river," which I understand
is a large and important river flowing into the
St. Lawrence, throw the jurisdiction on this Parliament
or the Local Legislature. Under the Common
Law the word "navigable" means the waters of any
river, to the extent to which the tide ascends and affects the
current of the river. It bas been deCided by the Ontario
and Quebec Courts, and confirmed by the Supreme Courts,
that so far as regards the St. Lawrence and the large rivers
running into il, that the word "lnavigable " is not restricted
in that sen-e in the old Province of Canada, where the old
civil law jurisdiction still prevails to a large extent, but is
used in the ordinary sense of the word. I understand, from
the mover of the Bill, that the portion of the river which
will be affected by the Bill is of that character and descrip-
tion; and, therefore, if I am correct in the definition and
in the enlarged purview of the word "navigable," which
prevails with respect to those rivers, this Bill will be
entirely within the competence and jurisdiction of this
Parliament, and not witbin the competence of the Provin-
cial Legislature. So far as I have read the Bill and under-
stand the locality, I do not see how the rights sought to
be given by this Bill would affect any public or general
right of navigation which prevails on that river.
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Mr. MOUSSEAU. Mr. Speaker, the BiI introduced by
my hon. friend the member for Yamaska has its raison d'être,
and is even absolutely necessary. It is especially brought
in in order to avoid those continual law suits that would
arise first in Sorel, then in Montreal, and would finally go
to England. This is not the first time such a ineasure has been
introduced in this House. On a great many occasions when
any doubt arose as to the interpretation of the legislation
of this Parliament or that of the Local Legisiature-on many
and many occasions, I say, Bills passed in Ontario, New
Brunswickor Nova Scotia,hbas been confirmed here. And, Sir,
it is very important that the Parliament of the Dominion
should grant these requests, for it is far better to expend a
few farthings here in order to give jurisdiction to the Local
and Federal Legislatures than that persons and trade should
be ruined later by law suits. I do not think that the hon.
leader of the Opposition is aware of the important facts that
have been submitted to the bon. Minister of Justice; that is,
that the St. Francis River is perfectly navigable, accord-
ing to Common Law, certainly, and according to juris-
prudence, vory suroly, especially according to Acts passed
in Quebec, Ontario, and even bore. This river is navigable
as far as the place where they want to appoint a syndicate;
above that it is full of rapids, and further up there are large
lakes where trade is carried on. The only serious objection
raised by the hon leader of the Opposition is that we are
confirming local legislation. Well, that is a question of
parliamentary practice that may be rectified in Committee;
but as to the principle, I think that it is botter to pass an
Act, the necessity of which may b. questioned, but of which
the result for the country will be to obviate long and costly
law suits.

Bill read the second time, considered in Conmittee and
progress reported.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

NORTIIERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BOULTBEE moved tho second reading of Bill
c No. 20) respecting the Northern Railway Company of

anada.
Mr. ANGLIN. Wbat does it mean ?
Mr. BOULTBEE. It means that the railway company

wants to raise money for equipment, as the Bill states.
Mr. BLAKE. This is a Billwhich, Ithink, requires con-

sideration, for it means a little more than was stated by the
hon.gentleman. As I understand it,it means that the company
who now have a number ofdifferent grades of stock, shal
have power to issue further stock on the authority of those
stockholders who have everything to gain and nothing to
lose by the improved equipment of the road, but above the
heads and irrespective of the independent votes of those
who may have something to lose. This, it seems to me, is
contrary to ordinary usage and sound pinciple, an-1 I think
there ought to be soma pro~vision for obtaining the inde-
pendent votes of those who hold securities above which it is
proposed-Lo place the new issue.

Mr. BOULTBEE. As I understand, these are matter oft
detail which may properly be discused in Comumittee, but
not at the second reading. The principle of the Bill is to
regulate the securities of the company, and it s unusual to
enter into a discussion of the details of a Private Bill at the
secdnd reading.

Mr. MoCARTRHY. I agree with the hou. member who
has charge of the Bill, that il should be read the second 1
time and referred to Committee, as I believe that the true1
nie is that the House does not-accede to the principle Qf aq

Mr, McDom a (Picton),

Private Bill by giving it a second reading: At thé sale
time, I do not pledge myself te sapport in Cmmittee the
Bill as it now stands, because the rights fOf the parties over
whose heads these bonds are to be issned ought to %e
protected.

fr. BLAKE. I do not mean to oppose thè seoed 1!ead-
ing of the Bill, but 1 think we should proceed cautiously
with a measure of this kind.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I s"po-the hon. gentlemanpi.only
called the attention of the - Use to-this special feitùme f
the Bill, in order that the attention of the Governmient; as
well as the members of the Ralway Comittee, might be
called to this matter. I- do not esup eere can be any
objection to the second reading, And when the Billiseferred
to the Railway Committee, composed of more than half of
the members of the flouse, most likely advocates on both
sides will put their case before the House.

Bill read the second time.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN.

Mr. GIROUARD moved the second reading of Bill
( No. 31) to enlarge and extend the powers of the Credit

oncier Franco-Canadien.
Mr. VALLEE. Mr. Speaker, I must oppose the Bill

asking for an extension of the powers of the Crédit Foncier
Franco-Canadien, because that Conpany is incorpqrated
under an Act of the Provincial, Legislature, which sets forth
in an indisputable, or rather in an absolute manner, tbt
this Company shall transuct business in the Province of
Qaebec only; and under its Act of incorporation and by its
existence itself, it sbould transact and carry on bu4ness 1u
the Province of Quebec alone. The Statute referred to
defines its powers in the most absolute fashlion ; the Pro.
vincial Legislature has given it immense powers by tiat
Statute, and granted to it a most extensive privilege; it as
even declared that no other society of its kind should be
established in the Province of Quebec for fitty years to come.
By roason of its Act of incorporation itself, I maintain that
the Company may not come before this House and ask for
an extension of its powers. In the first place, we have not
the right to extend them; neither have we the right to
entertain the Bill, for the reason that the Company is Dot
recognized by the Parliament of the Dominion of canada.
If the Company wishes to obtain more extended powers,;if
it believes that it is empowered by its Act of incorporstion
to obtain leave to extend its operations throughouti the
Dominion of Canada, it should ask for a new Act of
incorporation, it should seek a constitution under"tfie
Federal princîple, so as to be enabled to enjOy its
powers thronghout the Dominion. There is another
objection to the Bill, and it is that the one sub
mitted to this House asks for powers more extensive
than those conferred by the origina 1Bill. We are asked to
gi ve to the Company the right of lending money on ail reil
estate, whereas the Act creating the Cgmpany specifies'the
loans which it shall make, as well as those which it shahl
not. Nosuch distinction is'made in the extension of powers
which we are asked to give to-day ; it is simply stated that
the Oompany shall have the right of lending money on al
real estate in the Dominion of anada. W~ere we to give
such a power to the ompany, there wotid be a clashing
between the power thus conferred on it and that embodid
in its Act of incorporation ; for, according to the Act he"
created it, it is said that the Companysha, onày lend on
such and such estates, and yet by the Bill hich we abould
pass, the Company*would be free t tend on all relo esé.
There is consequently an insurmountable reason forbidding'
as to adopt this measure. Thee ai more, Mr. Speaker, -fi
I wish to call your attention to it: We are asked fbr-un
extensjon of powers; it i a co:npany not inorporatd by
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us which asks this favor of us; consequently this Bill must
be considered ai letters-patent, and it is the general rule
that, in order that such letters-patent be confirmed, it L
necessary that they should be contained in the Bill itself.
I submiit, therefore, that the present Bill ehould have
contained the Act of incorporation of the Company;
that the Act incorporating the Company in the
Provincial Statutes of the Province of Quebec should
have 'been included in the Bill submitted to us, in
o der that by the Act we should pass, we might extend and
confirm such powers if we had the right so to do. I will
now quote a couple of precedents in .oufirmation of what
I maintain. I find the following in Ellis:-

"That when any Bill shall be brought into this House for confrming
of letters-patent, there be a true copy of such ktters-patent annexed to
the Bill."

I find the same opinion expressed in May, page 681,
where it is said that the promoter of a Bill like the present
one was obliged to withdraw it because the letters-patent
had not been annexed to the Bill.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Would the hon. gentleman be so kind
as- to read that passage of May ?

Mr. VALLÉE:
" The Committee on a Bill for confirming letters-patent are to see,

in compliance with the standing orders. 'that there be a true copy of the
letters-patent annexed to the BilL.' This copy should be attached to the
Bill when first brought into the louse; and if its omission were noticed
in the House, at any time before the Bill was in Committee,the Bill might
be urdered to be withdrawn."

For the above reasons, do I call for your decision, Mr.
Speaker. In the first place, we have net, according to Civil
law, the right of passing this Bill; secondly, we have no
right to pass it, because it is not recognized by this House;
because the Company is incorporated under a Provincial
Statute, that its powers are defined by that Legislature, and
that we have no right to interfere with the latter's powers;
thirdly, because the Company asks for powers more exten-
sive than those it deirives from the Act creatingit; fourthly,
because its Act of incorporation and its letters-patent
should have been annexed to the Private Bill. For these
reasons do I ask for your decision, and that the Bill should
be declared out of order and withdrawn.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman, who has just
spoken, objects that this Bill cannot be brought before this
Parliament without having letters-patent annexed to the
Bill; and, secondly, that this Bill is not in order, because it
affects civil rights, and ought, therefore, to be declared out
of order. As to the letters-patent, I think the hon. gentle-'
man is quite wrong. This Crédit Foncier Company was not
incorporated by letters-patent, but by an Act of the Legis-
lature of Quebec. fhose Acts are public Acts, they are as
well known as our own Acts, and their publication in the
Official Gazette, and in the Statutes of that Province,
is a sufficient notice to the whole world of the
existence of that Company. The reason why petitioners
should be called upon to annex letters-patent to every
petition for a Bill of this kind, is that these lettei-s-patent
may not be known as an Act of Parliament, and therefore
it is impc4tant that those who may have to sue the company
may know exactly whatare its powers and by what instru-
ment it was constituted lu the present case it is not so.
This is an Act of the Legislature of Quebec, and being a
public Act thereis no necessity to annex letters-patent to the
Bill. My hon. friend goes further, and says that this Bill
affects civil rights. It may be that certain provisions of
this Bill affect civil righte, but that is not the basis of the
Bill. The whole Bill is for quite another purpose, it is in
fact "An Act to enlarge and extend the powers of the Crédit
Foncier Franco-Canadien." The preamble reads:

"Whereas, the Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien, incorporated by the
Statute of the Province of Quebec, passed in the Legislature of that'
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Province. held in the 43rd and 44th year of Her Majesty's reign, chapter
60, intituled 'An Act to incorporate the Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien,'
has prayed for an extension and enlargement of its powers so as to allow
it tu transact business throughout the Dominion, and it is expedient to
grant the prayer of its petition."

That is the object of the Bill, to allow this Company to
transact business throughout the Dominion, and not to affect
civil rights. If there are proviions in that Bill that may
affect civil rights, when the Bill comes before the Banking
Committee these provisions, may be modified or expunged.
The *"Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadian " is incorporated
by an Act of tho Legislature of the Province of Quobec.
Now, this Act of the. Legislature of the Province
of Quebec is published in the Quebec Official Gazette;
it is published in the Statutes of the Province of
Quebec, and that is, in the eyes of the law, a sufficieit
notice f>r everybody of the existence of this Crédit
Foncier Company. That it is the basis of its existence,
and it is so much so that it only neods to be stated
that the Statute exists, and unless it can be shown that there
bas been falsification, that the volume is not a volume of the
Statutes, this volume is evidence of the existence of the
Company. It is very different from what it would be if we
had letters-patent, because letters-patent would not have
the saine publicity as the Act of the Legislature of tho
Province of Quebec, and we would apply the ordinary rale
that requires letters-patent to be annexed. As to the second
point, namely, civil rights, I maintain that the object of the
Act is not to affect them. The object of this Bilf is merely
to extend the powers of the "Crédit Foncier Franco-
Canadian," as incorporated by the Legislature of tho
Province of Quebec, to the whole Dominion of Canada.
Well, if in this Bill there be anything affecting civil rights,
the Banking Committee wiil strike out such provisions and
then the Bill will remain without them. If the Banking
Committee do not strike out these provisions affecting civil
rights, nothing will prevent my hon. friend, the member for
Portneuf, from moving an amendrment to have such pairt of
the Bill struck out. But, at all ovents, I do not think that
the Bill should be thrown out on account of the remark
made by the hon. member.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). After the remarks
made by the Minister of Public Works, almost nothing is
left for me to say. The Crédit Foncier Canadien was incor-
porated by the Quebec Legislature last year, with certain
powers limited to that Province. The Company now ask
that its powers should be extended-to the whole Dominion,
but not with regard to property or civil rights, which, of
course, come within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Local
Legislatures. There is a great deal of force in the objection
raised by the hon. member for Portneuf (Mir. Vallée). [t -
may be that, within the meaning of the British North America
Act, lending money on the bonds of municipal or school
corporations, or on real estate, is a civil right; but, because
that clause is objectionable, that is.no reason why the whole
Bill should be rejected. The principal clause in the Bill is that
empowering the Company to lend money on bonds, deben-
tures and other securities of the Dominion. It is true that
investment companies have in the past been incorporated by
this Parliament with power te lend money on real estate, and
the question was nover raised as to the power of this Parlia-
mont to grant that privilege. If the Committee and the louse
come to the conclusion that we have the power, then this
charter is all right; but if they decide that we have not
the power, thon the Crédit Foncier, in order to lend money
in any Province, will be obliged to apply to the Local
Legislature of that Province. The Company have a Bill
before the Ontario Legislature at present, authorizing themI to lend money on real estate in that Province. As to the
objection that the Crédit Foncier Canadien bas no legal
existence in thie House,1 find that a Statute of 1880, passed by
this Parliament, gave certain powers to the Freich
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-AtlanOtitbotmompany, which äs~ir~atedinFrance;
and yet we are told that a company incorporated by one of
our own Local Legislatures has no legal existence. I can
see no* technical or constitutional objection to the: Bil.
Whatever objection can be raised against the Bill it will -be
time enough to raise it when itnomes before the Committee,
and I think it should now receive its second reading.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think there is anything in the
point of order and the other objections such as should
prevent the second reading of the Bill. As the hou.
gentleman says, it is qiite in our power to recognize
the existence of any corporate entity, no matter by what
legisiative power that cbrporate entity may have been
created, and to give it powers which we might give to any
corporation incorporated by ourselves, although that is not a
principle which f should desire to see very extensively
applied. The question of powers may very well be left to
the Committee, but I would say that if this Bil be nlot for
the purpose of empowering the Company te lend money in
other Provinces, 1 cannot see what its object is. If it is
merely te give the Crédit Foncier the power of purchasing
the bonds and other securities of the Dominion, I very much
doubt whether the Local Legislature could not give that
power, if they have not got it already. With reference to
the 7th and 8th clauses, I ho pe the Uommittee will see that
they conform to the spirit o the principle we recognized
last year, so that the borrower will know what lie is paying
in principal and interest.

Mr. GIROUARD. We intend to comply with that law.
Mr. BLAKE. Then the 12th and 13th clauses seem to

me to be very singular clauses. They give this Company
a private criminal law of its own. They declare that
mortgaging withont legal title, and falsely declaring that
mortgaged land is free from encumbrances, on the part of a
borrower, shall be misdemeanors, and shall render him
liable to fine and imprisonment. These clauses should
either be made general in their applicatirn or they should
net exist for the benefit of this single corporation.

grant you the 'anthority to go further; it wim nou
the permission of extending your operations ecw e.
But if the Pederal Government grants snch 'aprivïlig to
this (Jompany,~what will take place ?Th Or&dit Foner
will extend its operations to ail the other Provinces, reserv-
ing to itself the Province of Quebec as a basis for future
oerations ; it 'willI make use of the funds of the freeholders
of the Province eof Quebec to speculate in tihe othi-
Provinces. We are told that it is nothing ew that
companies sbould come-and ask for an extension ef powers.
But there is no precedent for the present cane, nd I tefy
the hon. meinber for Jreques (Cartier to instanne a similar
case. The hon. member has mentioned that of the Trans-
Atlantic Cable Cbmpany. But the present case is that of a
cotnpany inoorporated by the Provincial Legislature, wich
has defined its powers, its privileges, and has said: "We
have granted you an Act of incorporation so that yen
shonld invest your money in the Provihee of <4;uee
exclusively, and on those terms do we allow yon to exist
with the powers which we now grant yeu.» WelI, then,
the Province of Quebec would be deprived of the advantages
to be derived from a company ineorporated by itself, should
the Federal Parliament grant to it the right of existence .
the whole Dominion of Canada. I repeat that is a serious
danger, that this House bas no right to interfère and to,
extend powers granted by a Local LegisIative, when once
they have been defined. I maintaim that w cannot
entertain this Bill; it is unconstitutioea and opposed
to the idea which bas ever presided at law.makig.
I pretend that this private Company, >which, ýon the
strength of a Private Bill, asks for an extension er
powers, should follow the rule, which consista in annexing
the Bill itself to the new one asked for. It is, perhaps, the
firat time that the question arises, but precodents have hot
always existed. . think it is a measure of security for the
future, and to that, Mr. Speaker, do I call your particular
attention.

Mr. GIROUARD. I would like to correct a little error
committed by the hon. member when he stated that theMIr VALÉE li isstaed n te ct f ''~ruîtronlerfi41Lep-vî-ge-x 1n-4g1- on---- in

ufflt rncir hfd te pivilege of lending mney duringincorporation 50 years in the Province of Quebec. The only privilege itwhat are the powers of the Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien. has is to have a Committee or Board of Directors at Paris.I therefore maintain that that Act should be annexed to the The Quebec Legislature bound itself not te incorporatiBill now before the louse, as letters patent, in' order that another Company or Crédit Foncier, lending money on thewe sbould be able to grant any privileges to the Company- same principle, which should have an office in Paris, but theSuch bas ever been the principle both in England and here, Quebec Legislature may incorporate as many Orêditand it iscarried out to prevent the passing cof a Bill giving Fonciers as it likes, provided that these Crédit Foheiers orte a company powers more extended than those cortaimed these companies have offices ontside of Paris, in Lodonorin the letters-patent, or in ils Act of incorporation. The elsewhere.
Legislature of the Province of Quebec has granted to the
Company the right of existence in the Provincé of Quebec Mr. TALLÉE. The hon. member for Jacques Cartier
for 50 years, on condition that it should confine its opera- contradiets me on a certain point, and says 1 have made a
tions to that Province, and now we are asked to grant to it mistake. The following is the clause upon -which I base my
the right of extending its operations throughout the other assertion
Provinces of the Confederation. I pretend that there is a "A privilege of 50 years, dating from the day ofits 4unai constitution,
serious danger in granting sunh a power; it would be tanta- is granted to the Company. The said privilege consists in the fact that
mount to setting aside our provincial authority; those the Government of the Province binds itself not to authorize within its
desirous of obtaining special privileges would go to thePro- rriry the formation of any other Crédit Foncier in any way rprseitted
vincial Legislature and say: -1Incorporate us, as we wish to
do so-and-se." Therefore, the Legislature would incor- Conseqently, ne other company of its kind may .stablish
porate such a company, and would grant to it privileges, 'teefin Canada.
denying similar ones to any other corporation, for a terr -Mr. SPEAKER The objections raised by the hon.
of 50years; these privileges once secured, the company member for Portneuf are as follows: First, that this
would appear before the Federal Parliament and ask for an Hfouse bas no jurisdiction, because the Bill befor it affets
extension of powers. The hon. member for Jacques civil rights ; 2nid, that it gives larger powers than those
Cartier bas, said: "It is because these powers are too granted by the Legislature of the Province of Quebec; &d,
limited that we have come te ask you to extend them." that:the Bill ought toe eaccompanied by a epy of the
WeI,.then, if your powers are too limited, go back to the. Statute of the Province eof Quebec, granted for thincor
Legislature of the Province of Quebec, where poration of the Company, which isl in efect oqivalent to
you were mborn; go back to the,, place whence letters-patent,which, aeording te the StandingOrders, t
you obtaimed your powers; go whither you accompanythe Bil. With the firsttwopoints Ihave noting
have your existence and ask of that Legislature toi te do. Neither the question of jurisdiction, nor the GVhor

Mr. GraouÂAo (Jacques Cartier).
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objection, that the Bill gives larger powe1s, cau be decided

the Chair. These questions are decided by the House
itael orbythe Committees to which the Bills are referred.
The ,tird Point is a question of order but the. fact ls
that tbe Bil is founded on a Statute of the I.1gislaturd of the
Province of Que and I çannot consider that the nIe
applies tq ech. Wall know thiat every Seuson .Bills- are
iiiw1by the House conferring powers ranted-by the

Legislatures, and it has never been con6idçred
obuigatory that the copy of any Provincial Statute should
be annexed to any such Bil . i, therefore, raie that the
points raised by theb on. member for Portneuf are
not well taken.

Bill read the second time.

DOMINION CRÉDIT FONCIER.

Mr. IVES moved the second reading of Bill (No. 32) to
incorporate the Credit Foncier of Canada.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not rise to oppose the Bill on its
second reading, but the sane objection bas to be made to
this BiH as was made to the other, so far as civil rights are
affected by it. Of course, that is to be decided by the
Committee. 1 only wisli to draw the hon. gentleman's
attention to that objection.

Mr. IVES. I have already very carefully looked into
the objection, and shàll have agood.deal to Isay with refer-
etee to it when the Bill comes up in Commitiee. I am a
little supsed that my hon. friend from Jacques Cartier
should wilingly give up all that there is in us Bill of any use.
It looks asif it pointed more to my Bill than to his own. I
have not the slightest doubt this Parliament has the power
to incorporate a company, either to lend monuy on real
estate, or buy and sell real estate.

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. goutleman is disposed to discuss
that question, it ought to be discussed here rather than in
Committee. It ought to be fairly conaideied at every1
stage of the Bill. I do not see that we have the power
about which the hon. gen leman bas no doubt. This Bouse
has larger power than the Local Legislatures, and I do not
think hon. members should regard with indifference an
assumption of power that belongs to bodies les capable of
taking care of thoir own interests than this louse. The
tendency for many years has been to legislate on every
sakjeot introduced here with reference to the question of
jurisdiction. The only question hon. gentleman seem to
think this louse has to consider is whether the mneasure is
good or not. There may be many excellent measures not
withim the cognizance of this Parliament. l my opinion
the. hon. gentleman hias n this measure undertaken to deal
with the subject in a manner that serionsly trenches on
powers appertaining to another body.

Mr. IVES. I quite think it would have been better tot
diseuss in thi louse the question which will be raised ini
the lomittee. r take this ground, because it seems to beV
understood that the -Bill wbich preceded this and whicb
uaks for similar powers, should be referred to the Com-c
mittee. Of course, whatever decision this Committeea
will report, the question of jurisdiction can still be raised inè
this noms. -

Ir. QROUARID. Th. question raised by the prosen,-
ttion of this Bill of mylon. friend is a serions on.,
though I do not object the Bill shou.d be referred to a Com..
mittee and its eonstitutionality examine l. It ie a copy, word
for word, of the Bill incorprating the Crédit Fwncief Franco-
Canadien in ie Quebece 'islature. Before that seiety
waa incorporated, theprometers insisted that the Dominio
Gov.oc6aent s woid 4cc1Jre whether the Billaws within thec
powáïi of the, Quebeý> Legisure. le Governmeutt
declaréd that it was. If so, it seemns to me tis Parliumntd

has no right to givo the very same powers.'That 9 uestion
can'be examipe4 into before the, Private 1111 Committe.

Mr. VALL B. I think that if this Parhament bas not
the rght topas t is Bill, we have not the power to extend
the privileges given to a company incorporated by the Pa-
vinial 1egislature for the same purpose. Df we have not
the pewer te moorporate, we bave still les tho power t

Bill read tho second time.

SECOND READIING*S.

The following'B Ils wore read the second time:-
Bill (No. 53) to amend the Acta incorporating the

Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway Company.-(Mr.
Brooks.),

Bill (No. 54) to amend the Act of incorporation- of
The Accident Insurance Company of Canada, and to
authorize the change of the name of the said 0empany to
"The Accident Insurance Company of A'merica."- (Mr.
[Gault.)

NEW BR'NSWICK RILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John), in the absence of Mr. Weldon,
in moving the second reading of Bill No. 55) to amend
the Acte relating to the New Brunswick R tilway Company)
said : The object of the Bill is to extend th. line im
Edmonton to the St. Lawrence to the Intercolonial, ard to
give power to the Company to erect a bridge across the St.
John at Woodstock.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I think the hon. gentleman should
give us somo more information as to the intentions of the
Company. It was chartered by the New Brunswick
Legislature, in 4e first instance, to build a broad gange
railway, te bridge the St. John, and carry the Quebec end
to Rivière du Loup, and it got a very large grant of public
lands, nearly 2,000,000 acres, to assit it. Wben therailroad
finally got into operatjon it was made a riarrow gauge road,
and was then turned over to another eompany, whose
members do not belong to the Province at alt.
So those New Brunswick .lands, with vast timber Hjinits,
are now in the hauds of strangers, and who can chargetb.
people what they please in the shape of stumpage and ether
dues. I do not mean to say they will be indneed to be
unjust by charging excessive toils, but thoy have the power.
For years those lands were locked up, stumpage was
incroased, making it a great injustice to New Brunswick
that its lands should have been this disposed of.
Before giving the Company any additional privilege we
should lvIe some guaranteo of their bond fids and
intentions. They have got up a joint stock company
in England to get rid oT the lands or colonize them. I
think, therefore, the member for St. John, who is largely
interested in the lands himself, and who, perhaps, intends
well, should inform theI louse of the proe*cts of the
Company. I do not wish to throw any ddficn1ty in the way
of railroads, because the more we have of them the better,
and I am pleased to ttiink my friend from St. John and his
e6hleagnes are so enterprising as to extend this one, but
before granting them tie charter we should be infirtned
whether they intend to make the road a broad gauge, or
extend it to Rivière du Lop or Riviêre Onelle, for the
benefit of the people of New Brunswick, whose rights aie
o hargely concerned.

Mr. BUlRPEE (St. John). So far as the Conpany are non-
perned, the main portion of the railroad in ewned in Canada
still. But the Company intend next apring to widen th egang*
of the raad in the we0ter» section sand this Bill is to eabl
them to extend it to:½ St. Lawtence, I think to Rivière
du Loup. We aise ask authority t ereot -a gbrdg *tross
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thé St. John at Woodstock. Our object is to make a
thoroughly good broad gauge road, as good as any in New
Brunswick, and to carry the enterprise through in good
faith, and we shall have a bridge at redericton.1

Mr. DOMVILLE. I wished to refer to the bridge over
the St. John in the interest of the member for Carleton,
who, with others, has complained of the bridge across tho
river at Woodstock, which obstructs navigation, by pre-
venting the passage of steamboats up the river at that
point. For years the river has been thus impeded. Ihope
my hon. friend from St. John will be able td assure the
House and the people of New Brunswick, that such a bridge
will be built as will meet the requirements of the people on
the npper St. John.

Mr. ANGLIN. As usual, when any company asks iParlia.
ment for liberty to bridge a navigable river, proper precau.
tions are taken.in the interest of the public, one of them
being that the plan of the bridge be approved of by the
Governor in Council, the Minister of Railways or Publie
Works, before the building is commeneed. Such a provision,
I have no doubt, iill be made in this as min ail similar Bills.-
This Bill does not ask any other privilege at present, but.
the extension of the road to the St. Lawrence. It does not
ask for the disposai of the lands obtained ,from the Local
Government. While not approving of the gift of lands in
this way, the Company have had them so long in their
possession, and have fairly earned them under the condi-
tions prescribed, that they have a perfect right to sell them
%without reference to the interests of the public of the Pro-
vince. The Local Legislature bas no power to grunt the
privilege sought for by this Company, which makes it
necessary for it to come to this Parliament.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I do noteobject.
Sir CBARLES TUPPER. I would like to ask the hon.

inember for St. John the contemplated distance between the
present terminus of the road and the Intercolonial railway.

Mr. BURPEE, (St. John). About seventy miles, of which
fifty miles is a well settled agricultural ccuntry.

Mr. GIRANDBOIS. I wish to point out that if the Com.
pany only desire to arrive at the best terminus the Act and
Charter of 19'0 gives them that power.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. These points will, of course,
bo raised in the Railway Committee, but in the ineantime
the Bill should go to the second reading.

Bill read the second time.

RATES ON CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether there bas been any
correspordence between any member of the Governmeit
and the Quebec Government on the subject of rates to be
charged on the Canadian Pacific Railway ? Whether any
agreement bas been made on the subject ? At what date
such agreement, if any, was made; and whether it will be
laid on the Table?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So far as I am aware there is
no correspondence with the Quebec Government on the
subject, and no agreement has been made. I may say that
the inatter is itill ender consideration.

BURROWING PITS IN THE COUNTY OF L'ISLET.

Mr. CASGRAIN moved for copy of the correspondence,
evidence and award of - Simard, Esq. official arbitrator
in the case of Lucien Morin, Antille, and several others of
the parish of St. Roch des Aulnets, County of L'Islet,
claiming damages from the Govern nent on aceount of
burrowing pits for the use of the Intercolonial Railway,
opened en their several lands during the last season. e

Mr. BURazus (St. John).

said: The reason the Government gave the other day
for not producing these papers was, that there might be
some private and confidential matter in the report to the
Government which ought to be held back. I think the
hon. Minister will see'that these papers contain an award
and the report of the ôfficial arbitrator upon which the
award was based. This report may hereafter be brought
before the whole Board of Arbitrators upon an appoal, it
is, therefore, a public document and I do not see that the
objection is valid. As I remarked the other night,. I
consider that an injustice bas been done to these parties,
that they have suffered hoavy darnages which have not
been either assessed or paid, and 1, thorefore, renew the
motion.

Motion agreed to.

JUDICIA L STATISTICS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a statement of tho popula-
tion of each county, union ofcounties or district throughout
Canada, to which is assigned a County Court Judge, and for
any available statisties as to the judicial work therein, said :
It is obvious that this motion is directed to the propositions
on the Table with reference to the salaries of County Court
Judges. Our information as to the population of the
districts is not very satisfactory as contained in the public
documents, because the census districts are arranged more
with reference to the electoral divisions than with reference
to the counties and other judicial divisions. Besides, it
would be convonient to have in a tabulated formn a statement
of the population of the various judicial districts, some of
which are compoeed of groupsof counties. There aie, I am
aware-because I was instrumental some years ago in
procuring them-some statistics in reference to the judicial
work performed by each of the County Judges in 1877. I
am not aware whether they have been carried down to a
later period. Having regard to the general tenor Qf the
resolutions before the House, I think that the information
for which I seek is not immaterial to the consideration of
the scherne which the hon gentleman proposes to ask our
assent -te.

Motion agreed to.

NORTH-WEST GEOG RAPHICAL NAMES.

Mr. DAWSON, in moving for a return of all correspon-
dence relating to the substitution of new nanes for ancient
and bistoric ones in the North-West Territories, more espe-
cially along the route of the Pacific Railway, said he feared
that but little correspondence could be brought down, and
that it had been left to surveyors and engineers to give
whatever names they chose to localities. However that
might be, no greater outrage had ever been perpetrated.
To discard thte old and historie names for such new and
outlandish ones as appeared on the maps of the Pacific
Railway was to rob the country, in a measure, of its history.
There was not a place or a district in the North-West Terri
tories that had not a name already. The old names of
places in a country were a sort. of index to its history and
the regions of the North-West had been occupied from time
immemorial by Indians who had given names to every
river and rivulet, and in fact to every place which had
naturally any prominence. These names were some of
them very beautiful, and ail of them appropriate to and in
some sense descriptive of the places to which they were
given. The day was not f r distant when ail that would
rmain as a reminiscence of the once formidable but now
withering Indian would be the nanes he had given to the
haunts of his race, and were these to be swept away at the
dictum of unappreciative and perhaps prejudiced men
of a different origin, who sometimes assumed a
superiority that the circurustances did not warrant?
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In- Arst ivilisednen who had penetrated to these regions,
new smo weR known, were the enterprising and advetarous
Frenoh wIo had corne to this country efôre ,tbo days of
hivalry had quite departed. -They had had difficultite to

contd with which eould not now-be estimated and had
surnountUd 1the all. Undaunted by wilde which seemed
interminable, or by untamed samages-sometimes fiendly
but often hostile -they had penetrate4 to the interior of the
continent; they lad traced the askatohewan and the
Missouri to their sources in thé Rocky Mountains, and to
tilerucdebouchIent in seas until then unknown. Many of
these explorers of a former day would live in history; thoir
names were household words, and he would ask, where the
names by which they had designated the scenes of their
advntares and thei places which, in many instances, lad
bMen consecrated bytheir blood, to be swept from the face of
the land for which they had done so much, and replaced by
others which had no connection whatever with the history
ofthe country? Succeeding the French, or rather joining
them, came the Scotch Ilighlanders, some of whom had
come over from the neighboring Repablic immediately after,
the war ofIndependene. Ieaving their all behind them rather
than renounce their allégiance, while others of them were
those, or the descendants of those who had left thcir native
land on account of political troubles. Accompanied by the
French voyageurs whom they found in the country, they
crossed the Rocky Mountains and planted the British flag on
the shores of the Paçifl Ocean, and if British Columbia
were to 4 ay a part of the Dominion, it was due to the enter-
prise of these intrepid explorers, for it was by claiming th'e
country on their discoveries ~that Great Britain was able,
subseuently, to make good her right to that country in
negotations and treaties with the United States. The
M cKenzie, the Frazer, and a number of lesser rivers together
*ith many a mountain lake, b3re the names of these hardy
explorers, but if this Vandalism in robbing a country of its
history*as to be permitted to go on, those names, like the
old French and Indian ones, would be in time snuffed out
and replaced by designations of a foreign and barbarous
sound. .He would run over a few of the new names to how
the House with what strange sounds they must now become
familiar: Lorfeden, Nordland, Linkoping, Upsula, CaIstad,
Ostersand, Ingolf, Monstrie, Varna, Donnooona, Buckstone,
Raith, fieela, and a host of others of eqally foreign tone.
Whatever might be the merit of these names, and
snme of them were those of obscure islands in icy
seas, or of villages in the north of Europe with a
population of 1,000 or so, they certainly had no

0ainection whatever with the history of this country.
Neither Swedes nor Russians had any claim to be
commernorated in ,these regions. They wore, however, in
keeping with the spirit of Vandalism wbich seemed to have
led to the bItting ont of the old names for these new ones,
for they bad been taken, at least in part, from 1he early

-homes of the Goth imd the Vandal. Our neighbors
aeros the; line, altkough Stey sometimes a'dopted strange
names, were caremi, as a general irule, to& presorve
the: hiatoric ones, whether Eaglish, Fench, Spanish
or ý Indian, or even Duteh. This was realIy an
imIpfotant matter, and he (Mr. Dawson)- trusted that,
in £tare, alt names te be given to places shonid
b. subsntted, to the Government for approval before
beubg 6nidly adopted, and that every selection of a »nme
made ehonid be, as narly Ms possible, that by which the
icality was already -know. It ws over two hundred

y7ersince the frateiwizied men had reached the territories
ci the. North-West, andj yet the surveyors and engineers
of th&, Pacifie Raiiway treated these regions as a trra
iaeogAita, as a land which they had themspives discovered,
*ad to which they were entiled to giv nmes. Suoh
imp&tinence on tbe prt f.niare omployeesi the publie
sø doud b. et oe as4 roever got a steg tq,

Mr. <JOURSOL. I rise to secernd the motion just made
by the hon, member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson). I hope
that he rill theroby succeed in obtaining for hiinself and
the country, relief froin an abuse whieh has exieted so long,
and which-has been so detrimental to the history of 1he
country. The hn. member for Algoma Las, by this motion,
rendered a great service to his country. It is a fact that
people attemptug to t iavel by the old map of the cuntry
would never find their way to the shores of the Pacific.
Everywhere Lave the names been altered; they Lave been
disfigured, mutilated and rendered incom prehensible; names,
which were an hoanor to the country, have been ouitted or
withdrawn, and in their place have been substituted names
unknown to everybody. As an instance, this is how a few
names have been translated: "L'anse Bérard," whieh is noir
the terminus of the Pacifie Railway, has becomue Burrard
Inlet; the "Lac do la Pluie," formerly called "Lac la
Rinde," is now " Rainy Lake ;" lake "Queue d'Ouiseau"
has become in English "Birdtail," which has been improved
into "Bertle." It is net in such a maniner, Mr. Speaker,
that the historical souvenirs of the country should be
preserved, especially when, as_the lion. member for Algoma
has pointed out, our Amorican neighbors are doing ail they
can to trace back all such old historical nanes, instoad of
wiping them out. To show how carefully they preserve
them, I will give an example. There was a place called
"Pendant d'Oreille." The term popularly in vogue is "Pan
dOreille." Heedless of orthography, the Americans have
plaeed it ou their map as "Pan d'Oreille." The bon.
inember for Algoma rightly said that the country had
been discovered by the French, and those who have read
our history from the date of the conquest to the year 1870,
would be surprised and astonished were they now able to
find a single old name therein. What has become of the
names of the old forts? IL would have beeu easy to pro-
serve naies such as iberville, Ste. Anne, St. Germain,
Bourbon and Maurepas; al] those nanes are to be fouid in
history, but they have been mutilated, they have been
changed; our employees hrave thorein imitated a nation so
great by its intelligence that I noed hardly naine it, the
French nation, whieh has demolished the monuments
whereon were inscribed the names of its victories and
glories; they bave coat these narues aside in order to put
others in their place. I hope, Mr. Speaker, that this will
not'happen in our own country; I hope it will not be loft to
our engineers to name and designate the various localitioes.
Let them make ont the plans, but let the Government be
the sole judge of the names to be gil en. Let the Govern,
ment tako the old maps and it will find names worthy of
being given to every place; it win bear in mind the naies
of those who have discuvored the country, of those who
have shed thoir blood in fighting against savage tribes, and
it will remember that the Scotch, with the French, con-
quered the country, and so powerfully contributed to
civilize it. I trust, therefore, that the Governminent will
not leave to the engineers the right of taking the naines of
their families, relations or friends, îto designate the different
places in the west; And if these engineers are ignorant of
the bitory of the country, the Goverrnment wili, porbaps,
supply then with maps which wiil give thorm the necessary
information.

Mr. BLAKE eaid he vas glad the hon. member for
Algoma had brought up this matter. le synpathized a
good deal with the views of the hon. member, and hoped
that the attention of the Government would not be contined
to the naines on the Pacifie Railway enly, but would be
extended to that North-West line which was now known as
" The Dawsen Route."

Mr. LANGEÝIN. I Must say that some three .or four
years - ago, the ames of the proposed stations on the
Çsnadina 1>aoile 1Railway as containe4 ini the. report. laid
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before the House by hon. gentlemen opposite, were all time. That tnay he his view, but it la not mine, dor do I
names etrange to the country given by surveyore and think it will be the view ofthe great majority of the members
engineers. I am glad the hon. leader of the Opposition of the Houso, ord éf tie people who are to occupy_1 that
now finds the old names given by the voyageurs and others country. It seems to me we conld employ our time better
should ho retained. In Bri ish Columbia there is a lake in the publie iterest than in uindertaking legislation with a
called Lake la Hache, a name given it by voyageurs whose view to keep alive thei names, of the-tribes of savages who
canoe loaded with axes became upset and the axes went to have atready becone extiie0t. With regard to voyageurs aùd
the bottom. That name s astill retained, and there is no Indians, I think the matter of preserving their names may
reason why it sbould be changed, as the name is easily be left to taie ,are ef4tsetf.
pronounced. At another place a smalit river is called the Mi. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I cannot allow~ the spece
River Tache, no doubt through its having been discovered of the hon; member for 1Bothwell (iMIrills) to pas with-
by an ancestor of the venerable Archbiehop of St. ,Boniface out protesting. The hon. member asks with astonishment,
At another place you find the River Mackenzie. Why and I understand bis astonishment, whether he is not
change that nane? We should keep the oid names acqaainted with the history of his country,and what good-the
whether English, French or Indian, provided the latter are pioneers of.these vast regions have doue. Sir, if he we4t
not unpronounceable. We should make it the businese of back a little, if he studied a little the history of the past
officer nlot to destroy those landmarks. few years, ho would find names worthy of hie attention,

Mr. MILLS. It was said by anold Roman writer, that when facts that he might meditate upon, and men whose exataple
men were rising from the condition of barbarism, they left he might follow. Hie maiotain that i e not for a few
off their trade of cracking crowns-and manufactured verbs Indian tribes that have perished, ana afew pioneers, ta give
and nouns. We are engaged very inuch in the same sort of their names to the different places in the North-West. That
business here to-night. Having no important measure to hon. gentleman may say what he likes, but when the-e
discuss, we have gone into a question of historical and hardy pioneers, armed with the' cross of their GQd, and
geographical nomenclature for the North-West country. Are holding in their hand the standard of their King, went
people who establish cities and villages there, to be of no through these immensé solitades, treaded the virgin soil of
consequence ? Was the country to have no history between the great foreet of the new workcl,, cliibed eteep mountain
this and the day of judgment ? It may be very important sides-there often to leave their lives -we should at least
to retain those old indian names. Many places have been respect the names that tradition has handed down to us, and
misnamed. For instance, the Most western county in if we flnd thin on the soil beneath ourfeet let us not wipe
Ontario, is called Essex; some antiquarian at some future out the glorNous mark; and the hon. member should be thi
period, may think that this was a settlement made from first ta.respect tradition and accopt the accomnplished fact.
Michigan. So we have a county called Norfolk, which one I ask you, Sir, if we were to listen ta our hon. opponent
might hereafter think was a settlement from the north side and accept hie views, vhat name would w. have to give to
of Brie or Pennsylvania. Doubtless many European names our continent if Amerieus Vespucci had not given his name
have been employed and misapplied in this Country; but to it, and what would Britisih Columbia be called if the
the Government cannot undertake to regulate the naming of glorions discov-er of the new world had not found this
places in a country, nor can it preserve the names of places land and left it a name that je dear to us ? The far west
such as those given to part'culai localities in the North-West bas alo its history; we should respect it, and eherish as a
Territory. When you consider the vastness of the country tradition the ancient names found therein. That is, perbaps,and the small number of places particularly designated, you the only legacy that we possess of those bygone days, snd
will see how very little Government have to do with the I tbink that the hon. member for Both well, instead of op-
matter. When youlook at thegeographicalnomenclature of posing this measure, should join with aIl the members of
England,you wiIl see that every wave of settlement that came this Louse and ask for this corresponience, which only
into the country,whether Roman,Saxon or Danish,impressed requeste that the Government should take the moans -of
itself upon the geography iof the country. Sa you securing the preservation of the names that exist in those
can mark Danish settlemente by places whose names far off countries disecovered by our ancestors.
end with the termination," by," such as Selby, Derby, etc.,
Roman settlements or camps by names ending with the Mr. DAWSON. The hon, member for Bothwell is the
termination "chesterC" "cester" and "caster." These very last person I should have expected to hear say that
people became an integral part of the population of the those hitorie names were not worth preserving. H. had
country. Subsequent events reach back to these indellible h9melfwritten something about the history ef this eoantry,
marks of their first eettlement. But with what object andbenowseekà toobliterate it-thatheshould saythat.those
are we seeking to preserve indian names of places, or even Indiarne and voyageurs had doune othing and that their
those fixed by voyageurs ? What important tran- àimes sboJAd b swept away, is extraordinary. The mem-
esations have been connected with them to induce us ber for Bothwell has remarked that anceeeding waves of,
ta take a historic interest in preserving the particular' population in Europe and England have left their names
nomenclature which they bave given? The member aud other'traces behind thea. Very true, but sach waves
for , West Durham says we have a, road called the. of population have not as yet come te Our North-We.t
Dawson. That was a very modern naine, but my Territories. The nimes which I complain ofare-taken from
impression is that it is falling into desuetude, and othere are vple wh have never boee near the country, and who
sti more likely te experience that fate. For the-same reason rave no cunection with its history; from barbarouaeae
the names given by therIndians and voyagurs who have and countries l- the north of Europe, whieh maay of as
gone to the Nortb-West, will disappear. hey are notthe n heard of before. I think it is very absur to adopt
people who make a country or its history. At the saine these foreign names. And as te the hon. goutleman's nom-
time, the principle of the aurvival of the fittest may be left laint aboat ouX ocapyiug the time Of the HOus. in this
to operate in the North-West. Names of historie interest .j cussiy, I thinkr it has not been very imuproperly oeeopied
will remair., and those of no importance wl disappear. I i n, siderg this matter. The hon. gentleman Seueïm te
was rather surprisei at the instance given by the Minister thiak this a questien of no importance, butI considèr it one
of Public Worke in dealing with this subject. He said that of very great zamportance.
because a canoe was upset and sone axes lest in the bottom - 13. RUNTING'TQN. My sympatbies 2t leadt go with
of the *e, the event was of sumcient histoMiednterest as t e bneover of thiâodtàn to an extet, hat compIs meto
entitle it to give the name to a large sheet of wate for a say that I would Tafbe- see the ald usam6 preserved: Good
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Ïaste is not always shown in -the a ppropriation , of new
names. We are told that, i soUme placs, owing to the
respect paid to à great man, 'not only ail the babiî% are
naed George Washington Smith, but ail the places are
called after adistinguihed mn. I think it -would be
far better, at least,,tht histoic names abould he preserved.
A'd wheoespeaksofthe history-.of theorth-West, it
would be better to ek cf is traditions,ibr we do not
know the history of tregitn. ,Then heen amUias comne
to be selected, the question of'pronunciation require to be
considered, forgreat injustice may oflerrbe doneby indireet
prelunciation. The names of the voyage rs have been
spoken of, but they are sometimes very singularly pro-
nouneed. For instance, I remember, and I am not an old
man, when travelling between Montreal and Quebec on the
Grand Trunk, there was a place called Somerset, and I
never passed that place but the 'eonductor did not come to
the door and cry ont "'Sain Morrissett.' This is an
instance of what may happen if unpronounceable
names are given to places. I really sympathize with those
who made and. have supported the motion ta this extent ;
but 1. think the beautiful, soft, liquid language of the
Indians could be preserved in many cases as it has been,
and if the history of the original settlers, the original
pioneers, who performed the harcaest labors and encountered
s0 many perils in the early days of the country, could -be
preserved by means of suitable names, I would inuch
prefer it to the modern practice of calling everyone such
a name as Smith, because Mr. Smith happened to be a
prominent man.

Motion agreed to.

RATES ON THR CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for correspondence, telegraphic
or otherwise, on the subject of the rates to be charged on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, under the contract en the
Table, said: It has been made to appear by the public
prints, as well as by an answer given across the floor by
tt e Minister of Railways to a question asked by myself,
there bas been some correspondence with the Toronto
Board of Trade on the subject of rates to be charged on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as affecting the interests of the
Ontario railways, and it appears from the hon. gentleman's
answer to mj question that an agreement has been made
on that subject, which arrangement he thought lie would
have no objection to place on the Table. That arrangement
bas been made public. It seems to be contained in a

rop fron the Toronte Board of Trade submitted to the
uister, and a telegraphie response on his part, that it is

unobjeetionable and it is agreed to. I had supposed, from
the same. sources .,and other sources of information, there
had been some correspondence between the Quebec
Government and this Government on the sane subject as
affecting the interesta of thai Province and its Government
railway, but the hon. gentleman's statement this evening
has shown I was mistaken.

Sir MIRLES TUPPER I said so far'as I was hware.

Mr. BLAKE. I withdraw my statemnent. I understood
the hon. gentleman to speak more precisely than he now
appears to have doue. I still suppose that some sort of
correspondence has taken place, as I can hardly assume that
all we know te have been going on has taken place without
some diseussion on the subject of rates as afecting Quebec
very importantly. hat there should have been an arrange-
ment made by theb on. Minister as to the rates to be charged
on the Canada Pacifie Railway with the Toronto Board
of Trade implies, I apprehend, some correspondence
with the gentlemen to whom he has agreed to hand
over that railway. He has it not.in his powerabsolutelyto
agree to a sytem of rates without discussing it with those

gentl=enn, snd I thereforo assume, inasmuch as the lon.
gentleman did agree with the Toronto Board of Trade,
that a certain system and mode of charging rates would be
adopted, that he has lhad correspondence with the gentlemen
who largely control the railway, who are forming the rail'
way company, in which he obtained their assent. I an a
little staggereduin that view which I certainly entertained,
when I placed -te notice on the paper, by what I see in
to-day's Toronto paper, which states that the members of
the Syndicate have declined to aéeept the arrangement
which the hon. gentleman made with the Tôronto Board
of Trade-because I can hardly suppose the bon. gentle-
man would have made that arrangement without, at all
events, consulting his friends, the Company. But I will
still assume, until the hon. gentleman informe me that I
am in error, some correspondence with the Company or
some of its members took place with respect Io an agree-
ment with the Toronto Board of Trade with respect to the
rates of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. There is quite another
claas of correspondence whicb would throw light on this
subject, and'the motion is directed to eliciting the facts and
obtain the correspondence, if any. The flouse is aware
that, in the course of the debate on the subject of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, a pledge was given that the
General Railway Act was to be altered in many particulars
to importantly affect the e pstruction of the Pacifie Railway
under the contract. to affect it in such a way thut the rates
and fares on that railway might be very seriously altered
by the proposed change in the Railway Act. Iamdesirous
cf knowieg whether there bas been any correspondence
with the Syndicate or any of its members upon this subject
as affecting the rates and fares to be charged on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and if there bas been any sueh
correspondence and an agreement they should be brought
down. These are the reasons why I suhmit the motion.

Motion agreed to.

COMMUNICATION WITH P. B. ISLAND.

Mr. YBO, in moving for correspondence with the Depart -
ment of Railways during the past two ycars, in reference to
building lines of railway from the Intercolonial Railway to
Cape Tormentine and from Cape Traverse to the Prince
Edward Island Railway, said: Under the terms of Union
between the Island and the Dominion it was agreed that.
communication should be kept up with the Lsand both
winter and snmmer by the Dominion Government. The
subject has been many times before this Parliament, and
promises have been made for the construction of a railway
from the Intercolonial line to Cape Tormentine, and from
Cape Traverse to the Prince Edward Island Railway. The
late Government surveyed the line on this side, and expected
to have commenced work immediately. The present
Government then came into power; but altbough they have
been thre. years in office, nothing bas been done. Mean-
while the people of the Island are suffering; and
during the present wieter no mail cross.'d during a
fortnight, which was a very serious matter to business
men. It was altogether too bad that the Island should
have been kept in this condition for so many years.
Meetings have been held by the people all over the Island,
as well as in that part of New Brunswick which is interested
in this question, pressing on their representatives and the
lon. Minister of Railways the necessity of at once beginning
this work,,and I trust that this wil be the last time we will.
have to urge the matter upon the attention of the House;
and tbat we shall find, when thei Estimate come down, that
provision bas been made to begin this work at once. In
fact, if nothing is done by the end of this Session the people
of the Iland are determined to appeal to the Imperial Gov-
ernment if -the terms of the Union. are not carried out.
This is the unanimous feeling from one end of the Island to
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the other. The severity of the labor which these men have the Government. This Land Jitnpr tant P ,d ,Ws
to undergo in crossing over in thes e small boats would established by 1a Viet. Cha.p.1I59;6etk6tid if6f*hich tie
not be believed by those who bave never crossed as follow:
the strait. I think the Government should provide It shall be lawful for the Governpr in Connil to ferve *at cf the
for the building of sheds for the boats of these r en; proceeds ofthe schoollande in ay cohat aJuin tLnt eéMeding one
as it would only require a small amoount, and as the ien farth of uthproeme, asa fund for e&Cdioinprotet I wi m e
themselves ai a very poorl paid. The G.overnment has u«, obxn under th et f-abe ve arri 'tM>dacR,.d pptft pr e i ad st zesare out of the procees ofupopated rova u
nearly the amted support or theinsanyicounty, a sm not. exceeding 'oe-Ih s aTtndfur '
Island ; there is only one member in opposition to thern in int rovementwithnthe cotunty, to be aoepended na udis hdiretion
this louse aud another in the Senate, and if they go on with ,f Ca morin Council r al th eat
this work I believe they would have the support of the within the firet ten y oeson; pro îdd alway D that not
whole Island. The Minister of Railways told us Iast Session exceedig six pe cent. on the amout conee including "nrveys, ilhathat the surveys had not been completed; but that is fot the be chargd forIhe se and .management f da tor*aing.the Oammon

Seh hes soal fuaring out 0ontie emillion anetcfJa4 e:t Rliathe
case at the present time, and when the papors come down I 'uron Tract.n
hope we will have some light on the subject. This 1,000,000 acres of land appearsto have been st rt

Motion agreed to. a short time previous to 1859, and the price was xd at
RIETURNS. 82.50 per acre for the 'achool land. a4d $l per acre for

Crown landa. Settlement procoeded very slowly. The
The following motions for returng wore severally agreed country was thOn known as the Queen's Bsh, the roads

to:- were very bad, and it was foutind ecessary to establish a
Return showing the cost of the surveys>and location of the more liberal policy. That was done upon the reoienda-

second 100 miles west of Red River of the Canadian Pacific tion of the CommiAoner of Orown Lands, Doctor Ralph, by
Railway,from 1st January, 1879, to lst February, 1881.- an Order in Councii, and the price was reduced to 82 per
(Mr. Guthrie.) aere for school lands, and to $1.50 per acre for drawn

Statement or estimate of the quantity and value of the lands. Payments were made from time to time
iron for bridging on the Canadian PacifictRailway, from n . the municipalities interested in this fund, under
Selkirk to Kamloops, and for such information as to the this Act, at the rate of one-fourth of -he pro-
number, length and character of the bridgos as is in the ceeds of the school lands, and onefifth of the proceed; of
posseresinothe aGovrme-r. Ghen bridgeasthe Crown lançs, until an Order in Council was passed on

Correspondence in relation tethr Grchase of n) property the 6th of March, 1 61, cancelling further payments from
for the establishment of a Post Office in the Town of 'Sorel, future sales. I contend that that Order in Conneil did not
-(Mr. eoffriont apply to the proceeds of any sales made prior to the Order

Rieturu showing the names of ail persons employed :1st, in Council, that it could net be retroactive, and that the
as permanent French Translators; and 2nd, as Sessional municipalities interested in that fund cannot po"ibly bo
French Translators, of this House, from the 1st of January, eprived of the receipts ansig, after 1861, from the sales
18-4, to the lst of February instant, with the athount o made up to that date. I hope to have, in this matter, the

as salary or wagee te assistance of the hon. leader of the Opposition, for I find
each of them respectively, for each month within the amethat when that hon gentleman had the honor of represent-
period.-( r. Scriver.)t mng the county of Bruce, he made an effort to obtain, for

the municipalities chiefly interested in that fand, their
House adjourned at 10:20 o'clock, p.m. proper rights. On reference to the journgls of the Legisla-

ture of Ontario for 1869, under date of November 25th, I
find the following:

IlOn motion of Mr. 'Blake, seeonded by Mr. NcRellar,
Ilftesotee i-1. That by the Land A&ct of 1853, il was enacted that il

HOUSE OF COMMONS.oulde lawful for the Goveror inouncir tereerve otfthepro-ilOUS E 0F COMMONS. ceeds of the echool lands in any ceounty, a smn. ut eoeigoetat
MONDA, 14t Febravy, 88 1 of such proceeds, as afuud for publie improYeeme iithin hie couxaîy,

MoA, 4th February, 1881. be expended under the direction of the GoernConcdlo

The SPEAKER took the Chair ut Three o'clock.,o reerve out of te proceede of unapproprited1Cniwlalu ay
couuty, a eum nlot exceeding ene-fifth, s a fend for T ublic Improre"Uite,

PRAY118.within the county, to be niso expended under 1h. directkin of4h.
PARs.Goveor in Cuneil.

PRIVATE BILLS.1I2. That on the 7th of December,1855, auiOrder lu ouncll ws paeed,
reciting, that applicatione had been mnade for aid froni the lmptoenint

The following Bill was read the third time and pa-sed.:-Fud creattdyhe said Ac, and direting that te rowa ande
Departunent ahould apprize the Inspecter Geeral of the. amouxut, t the

Bill (No. 27) to amend the Act 43 Vict. Chap. 61, intituled credit ofeaci countyfor lhe proceede ofeale ofioth Crown and Schoel
Actte neoporto he A.eînioin Con~ay.-lands, so liaI the proportions acerning te the ImprovSeet "Pund nighîan Act tO incorporate the Assiniboine Bridge Company.- beet apart e Receiver General for thatpuxpe.

(Mr. Scott.)il3. That the petitions preeented tethis Uouee on tbe eubject of th.
Land Improyemeut Fund, h. referred lu, s Seleot Commute. ooupoeed

TUE LAND IMPROVEMENT FUND. as follow:-The Hon. Mesre Wood, Rihards- Mem.Perrieri Finlay-
'on, Galbraith, Farde. Boulter, MicKelIar, sud àBlake;" with powvr te

Mr.. HESSON moved for copies of all papers and corres- 8eud for personsad pfpere'
ndence between this Government and the Government of 1I fnd that that Oommittee made areert. and 1 desire. for
Ontario, in relation to the debt said te þe due by the
Dominion to certain townships in the Province of Onturio,
under the name of the Land Improvement Fand ; -also, for
copies of that portion of the award made and confirmed
between the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, relating to-
the settlement of the Crown lands and Common School
lande account, whereby so large a sum as 226,456.86 is
said teobe due to certain Ontario municipalities; also for ai
Orders in Council in relation thereto. He said-: This is not
the first time I have brought this matter te the attention of

Mr. Yao.

the information of this House, te read that report in order to
support the claim I am now makiug on behaif of the mani-
cipalities that are asking to be paid the p'eeeeds of the
sales of land$ made prior to 1861. The Repwrt reads t

" REPRTo of the Select Committee on the Land improvement Fmd.
" the Honorable th&Leisatie AusemUbly f ontario:

"The Select Committee to whom *am referred 'lhe petitions relagog to
the hand Improvement Fond, bege leave to report asfollows:-

" The Committee have held many meetinm sand -e =aiae aumerous
witnesses and pape, snd carefully consid the matter referred tothemn,
and they fmd unanimouly:
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"1. TVhat on the 7th of July, 18,2, the Government of the day past an

Order in Council in the words following :-Upon the memorandum sub-
mitted by the Commissioner of Crown Lands relative to the school lands
In the Counties of Grey and Bruce, the Committee of Council recommend
that the reduction in price from 12s. 6d. to 10s. an acre, as suggested, be
approved, and that the régulations laid down in the said report be
a *pted, and further that a measure be submitted to Parliament to
authorize the expenditure of a sum equal to 2s. 6d. an acre of the purchase
thoney on the itnprovement of the roads and harbors within the said
coúnties, and the Conimittee further recommend that not more'than 200
acres be sold te any one individual, except upon special recommendation
of the Commissioner of Crown Lands approved by His Excellency in
Council.

"2. That by the Land Act of 1853, it was enacted that it should be'
lawful for the Governor in Council to reserve out of the proceeds of the
school lands in any county a sum not exceeding one fourth of such
proceeds as a fond for publie improvements within the county, to be
expended under the direction of the Governor in Council, and also to
reserve out of the proceeds of unappropriated Crown lands in any county,
a sum not exceeding one fifth as a frnd of public improvements within
the county, to be also expended under the direction of the Governor in
Council.

"3. That at this period there were large tracts of Crown and school
lands in various counties unsettled, and it was the policy of the country
to encourage the settlement thereof as much as possible.

I 4. That one of the greatest obstacles to settlement was the want of
roads and bridges, and it was in order to induce the speedy settlement
of the country, by providing means for the construction of such works that
the said Order and Act were passed.

I 5. That shortly after the passing of the said Act, large numbers of
persons purchsed and settled on the vacant Crown and school lands,
and within a very few years they were well settled, four-fifths of the
schoelands having been settled in 1853, 1854 and 1855.

"6 That the general belief and opinion of the settlers was that they
would be entitled to have one-fourth of the price of school lands, and
one-fifth of the price of Crown lands expended within the muncipalities in
the construction of roads and bridges.

"7. That this belief and opinion was entertained by several of the
Crown Lands agents who sold the lands.

I8. 'hat several of such agents state< to the itending settlers, that if
they became settlers, one-fourth of the price of school lands, and one-fifth
of the price of Crown lands would be so expended as aforesaid, and that
thus the price of their lands was practically less than the stated price by
theàe inounts which would otherwise have to be raised by local taxation
for the same purposes.

"9. Thqt large numbers of settlers purchased on the understanding
with the agent stated in the preceding paragraph, especially in the
County of Bruce, where the population iucreased from 2,837 in 1852, to
27,494 in 1861.

"10. That the Government of the day, in an Order in Council, dated
on 27th February, A.D. 18 5, referred to the Improvement Fund as being
established by the Land Act of 1853, and ordered certain expenditure
thereont; and in another Order in Council, dated on 27th March, A.D.
1855, further assumed the existence and availability of the fund.

"11. That on the 7th December, 1855, the Government of the day in an
Order in Council, referred to the said fund in the words following:-The
Minister of Agriculture also brings under Your Excellency's notice that
numetous applications have been made for aid from the Improvement
Fund, created by the 14th section of the Land Act, 16th Vict., Uhap. 159,
*htch authorizes one-fourth of the proceeds of the sale of school lands,
and one-fifth of those of Crown lands to be expended in the se-ral
ctinties inwhic thre sales arc effectd. That none cf tus fundOhas, as
yct, beén set apart frem tice sales hitherto made, altiongi an Order lu
Côndil has been passed for the expenditure of $25,000 thereout. That it
appea-sr reqiisite that the Crown Lands Department should be directed to
agplrize the i spector General of the amount at the credit of each countyf.ir pròceèd s of saleof both Crown and school lands, that theprýportions
acrtiuig to the Iniprovement Fond may be set apart by the Receiver-
Géneral for that purpose. Out of the Improvement Fund referred to,
hé recotimends that the following sums be appropriated for the objects
heeafter stated, viz : -(Stating several applications.)

"12 . That on the 28th day of July, A.D. 1856, the Government of the
day passed an Order in Council in the following words :-In reference to
the Fund for Public Improvements, formed under the 14th section of the
Act, 16 Vic., Chap. 159, the Committee recommend that the funds
derived from the sales of lands in each particular township, or other
municipality, and applicable to the purposes of this fund and not aiready
apportioned, be appled to the making, maintaining, altering, or improv-
ing the roads or bridges in each of those townships or other municipalities,
respectively, and be for this purpose distributed and disposed of by and
through the Municipal Council of each such township or other munici-
pality; each such Council to report to the Bureau of Agriculture the
mafifer Ôf expenditure of all such monies, on the first days of January
and Juy la each year, and at any intermediate time within ten days after
having ben callcd upon so to do by that department.

"13. That on several occasions during the years 1857, 1858, 1859, and
1860, the Government of the day, by Orders i Council, appropriated to
prFposes of local improvement, moneys arising out of the Improvement
Fund.

" 14. That books were opened in the Crown Lands Department,
labelled, 'Road Improvement Fund,' with a heading to eaci page, ha
the words, 'Statements of the amounts available for public improvements
un sales of Crown L*nde, ramm4r School Land& and Comm-on School
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Lands, under 16 Vict., Cap. 59, sec. 14, in each township, in the County
of ,' in which books the accounts of the fund were kept.

"15. That on the 6th March, A.D. 1861, the Government of the day
made an Order in Council in the following words :-' On the recommend-
ation of the Honorable the Commissioner of Crown Lands, the
Committee advise that the Order in Council of 7th December, 1855,
authorizing the payment of the Improvement Fund created by the Land
Act, 16 Vict., Chap. 159, be rescinded,'-but no order has been made
rescinding that of 28th July, 18->6.

" 16. That no part of the Improvement Fund accruing since the 6th
March, 1861, has been applied to the purposes of the fund.

"17. That large sums of money have since 6th March 1861, been
received by the Government of the late Province of Canada, from the
sales of Crown and school lands, made between the date of the passing
of the Land Act, and the 9th March, 186)1.

" 18. That further, large sums have been received on account of such
sales by the Government of Ontario, and further, large sums remain due
on account of such sales.

" 19. That large sums have been expended, and large debts incurred by
the various municipalities for the construction of roads and bridges,
which would otherwise have been in whole or part constructed by means
of the Improvement Fund.

"20. The Committee beg leave further to report that they have
appended to this their Report, the evidence of the witnesses, all of whom
were persons of credit, and the material papers produced.

L 21. The Committee beg leave, lastly, to report that they abstain from
statng any opinion or making any recommendation, because they under-
stand the order of reference to confine them to the ascertainment of the
facts for the information of the Legislature.

"All of which is respectfully submitted.
"T. B. PARDEE,

" Charman.

I desire, in connection with this report, to call attention to
the provisions of the British North America Act, with
iespcct to the management of the Trust Fund. Section 109
says:

" All lands, mines, minerals, and royalties belonging to the several
Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick at the Union, and
all sums then due or pay able for such lands, mines, minerals, or royalties,
shall belong to the several Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scitia,
and New Brunswick, in which the same are situate, or otherwise, subject
to any trusts existing in respect thereof, and to any interest other than
that of the Province in the same."

Section 111 provides:

" Canada shall be liable for the debts and liabilities of each Province
existing at the Union."

Section 142 states:

t The divi,ion and adjustment of the debts, credits, liabilities proper-
ties and asse's of Upper Canada and Lower Canada shall be referred to
the arbitrament of three arbitrators, one chosen by the Government of
Ontario and one by the Government of Quebec, and one by the Govern-
ment of Canada; and the selection of tb., arbitrators shall not be made
by the Parliament of Canada until the Legislature of Ontario and
Quebec have met; and the arbitrators chosen by the Government of
Canada shall be a resident either in Ontario or Quebec."

Under these sections by the British North America Act,
arbitrators were appointed. I find that tbo following
gentlemen were nominated for that position: Hon. D. L.
Macpherson, for Ontario; lHon. Charles Dewy Day, for
Quebee; and the Hon. John Hamilton Gray, for the Domin-
ion Government. The arbitrators met from time to time,
and on the 20th September, 1870, made their award. Clause
5 of the award reads as follows :-

" That the following special or trust funds and the moneys thereby
payable, including the several investments of the same or any of them,
are, shall be, and the same are hereby declared to be the property of and
belong to the Province of Ontario, for the purpose for which they were
established."

Amongst the various trusts nam',ed, some nine in number, I
find the Upper Canada Land Improvement Fund, the one
for which I now press this claim agaimist the Dominion
Government, who are but the trustees of this fund on behalf
of the Province of Ontario, and are held to be responsible
for its management. In a statement accompanying the
award marked "A. A " showin the debt of the la;e
Province of Canada-under the head "Miscellaneous-
liabilities payable in cash," I find the following sums, viz;-
Due Upper Canada Land Improvement Fund prior to
abolition of Order in Council, $5,[19.08 ; one-quarters receipts
of Crown lands sales during the existence of the Upper
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Canada Land Improvement Fund from the day of the
abolition of that fund to the lt day of.Tlf, 1867, 4124,685.1s;
one-fifth receipts on Crown lands so sold and money so
received, 8101,771 68, making a total due of $231,575.24. To
this sum I contend interest onght fairly to be added, as the
municipalities are faidy entitled to the interest which is
paid on their trust funds. In this 'connection, I am advised
the Government have charged no less than 20 per cent. for
the collection and management of those moneys. Whereas
soction 14, of 16 Vict., Chap. 159, says :

"Provided always that not exceeding six per cent. on the amount
collectd. ineluding survey and management of Crown Lands Fund, shall
be chargeable."

The Hon. S. C. Wood, Treasurer of Ontario, in a letter
addressed to the hon. Finance Minister, says as follows:~-

" The Government of Ontario are simply the agents through whose
bands the money will pass, as when it is received from the Dominion.it
will be immediately paid over to the different municipalities entitled to it.
The two amounts of $124,685.18 being one-fourth of the sehool lands,
and $101,771.68, being one-fifth of the Crown lands, make op a total of
$226,456.86, and as I am in constant communicatiun with the representa-
tives of the varions municipalities entitled to receive these funds, I shall
be pleased to learn of your intention with reference thereto and as to
whether you propose to take a vote in the Supplementary Estimates to
enable you to make an early payment of these sums.

"Iam, my dear Sir,
"Very truly yours,

tS. 0. WOOD,
ITreasurer.

That an Order in Courncil was made, and that the Dominion
Government considered themselves bound by the decision of
the award,is further illustrated by a communication addressed
by the Hon. E. B. Wood, late treasurer of Ontario, under
date 1870, to the then Finance Minister, the Hon. Sir Francis
Bincks, which reads as follows:-

4 You will recolleet the discussions we had on this fund, and the
conclusions to which yon informed me your Government bad come, that
inasmuch as the arbitrators in dealing with the Common School Fund
would necessarily have to decide as to the allowance or disallcwance to
the Upper Canada Land'Improvement Fund of one-fourth of thereceipts
from common school lands paid between 6th March, 1861, aud lot July,
1867, oa school lands sold between 1st June, 1853, and 6th March, 1861,
your Government would be bound by and follow that decision in reapect
of one-fifth of the receipts from Crown lands sold and paid during the
respective periods above mentioned, and you informed me that an Order
in Conneil to that effect had hee paseed. The arbitrators have decided
that one-fourth of the proceeds of the common school lands shall be
added to the improvement fund, therefore, your Government is bound
by its solemn promise to add t b the same fund one-fifth of the proceeds
of the Crt.wn lands."

This is now tho third time I have brought this matter
before the House, and I consider that there should be no
further delay in doing justice to the municipalities
interested, many of which are interested to a large
amount; in Perth, for instance, the amount received
by the Dominion Governmtient on Crown lands
having reached $58,26%.9 1, and on school lands $107,4b7.57.
The award made has been approved by the Privy Council.
There is, therefore, no reason why the Government sbould
decline any longer to pay that money to the Province of
Ontario, which will then distribute it to the municipalities
interested.- I do not charge the delay alone againat the
present Government. The late Government held office for
five years during which efforts were made to bring matters
to an issue and have the money paid over Lo t.he Ontario
Government. [ can see no advantage to the Dominion
Government in continuing this state of things, while they
pay as high as six per cent. en trust funds, one-quarter and
one-fifth of which respectively belongs to the country-five
per cent. for a very large amount, and six per cent, for a
amaller portion; while the countieis and townships entitled
totho money are paying six or seven pur cent. in many
cases for the moncy they require to carry on to comn- 1
pletion the public works for which this fund -was first
created. I am further informed, in the communication to
whieh I bave already çferrçd fron tli 4ontj Woodt'

Mr, 8 ,

the Finance Minister, that it was the intention ofà«ah late
Government to have brought the matter to a final .ettle-
ment immediately after the elections. Thé fbliowiig s the
statemeont:

"The Government of Ontario are particularly anxions thata settlenent
should be arrived at as between tis Province and theeDnunion of
Canada. and for that purpose pressed upon the late Finance Minister-the
necessity ot a fnal adjnstment of the accounts. It was the intention on
the part of the late Goverument to take up that question immediâtely
after the elections."'

Not having been elected to office, the .ate Government
cannot be held responsible for the present delay. 1truist
the Government will see the delay is not continued longer.
It is *beyond question that since the arbitrators have
given their award, since the award has ben
approved by the Privy Conncil, this Government have
nothing to do but cither pay the money, or, at ÉlI events,
the interest regularly until they are in a position to pay the
principal. I am informed the Government are in possession
of funds that are now deposited in varions banksr of the
Dominion that are paying four per cent. It would be m ch
wiser to psythat money over to the Province of Ontario,
which will repay it to the munici palities. I see $bat this
matter was brought before the Local House only a few dïys
ago, and that the responsibility for the delay was thrown on
the Federal Government. I am exceedingly sorry that it
should be chargeable with a delay of thiis nature, when the
only reason could be that the matter had not been.properly
brought to its notice. Perhaps I have not, myself, placed it
as strongly before this Government as I ought. I fuel on
this occasion that I have discharged my daty to my con-
stituents, and 1 hope I shall have the assistanee of hon.
gentlemen opposite, as well as that of-the Federal Govern-
ment, in striving to save the various unicipalities from
being called upon again to make application te this or the
Ontario Government for the payment of the dues to which
they are honestly entitled.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This matter has been delayed
in order to obtain from the Deputy Minister of Finance,
some information for submission to, the House. That
ôffcer has placed in my hands a memorandum which I
shall read, and then hand to the hon. gentleman (Mr.
lesson). It is as follows:-

"By the 7th clause of the, award of the arbitrators the um of
$124,685.18 being part of the Commön School Fund is to be placed to the
credit of the Upper Canada Improvement Fund. The clause is as
follows:

'VII. That froin the Common School Fund as held on the thirteenth
day of June, 1867, by the Dominion of 'anada, amo4unting to
$1,733,224.47, (of which $58,O00 is invested in the bonds or debentures of
the Quebec Turnpike Trust, the said sum of $58.000 beig an uset men-
tioned in thé fourth sehedule of the Briti h North America Act of 1867,
as the Quebec Turnpike Trust) the sumn of $124685.18 shall be, and the
saine ie hereby taken and deducted and placed to the credit of the Upper
Canada Improvement Fund, the said snm of $124,685.18 being one-fourth
partof moneys received by the late Province ef "anada, between the
sixth day of March, 1861, and the fi st day of July, 1861, on account of
# ommon School lands sold between the 14tb of June, 1853, and the said
6th of March. 1861.>'

"TIhe balance at the credit of the Common School Fund is, by the
Dominion balance sheet, $1,6,644.t7, and is derived asfollows;-

Balance, 30th June, 1867...........4
Lessarneunt, Qebec Turnpike .. ,0

Trust, Debentures$8OOO
Lessamount, QuebWe Turnpike

Trust, Debentures. .................... asW OO
-- 87,MOOOe

"How the amount $124,685.18 was arrived at I have nu eans of
knowing, as all books, pa rs, etc., relating to the Crown Lande Depart-
ment were transferred tue tProvincesat the time of 0ozisderatiolt but,
I rad the enn i detailed in a return, No. 26, of itisO, rendersd4by the
Orown Lands Departmentto the Legislature of Utario. WIthate excep-
tion of one letter from the treasaurer of Ontario of the s22nd ajth, 1M,
there is no correspondence, and that letter only mentions t&eamount-
payable undr the award.

"1 y the Bth clause f the award the residue, of theo on Sehoo
d is aproriate4 between the Prgvieswo, 44 wo4ld b.-tao
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o let,.to distribute any funds before attlementis

ila1 oc owver ne reaso why the Ontario Goveranent might not in
antP&apaon, y tle sum over to the municipalities if tbey see fit."
Tins imeerandam is signed by Mr. Courtney.

Mr BLAE~. What are the conclusions of the Minister
offinance ? Dos the Deputy Minister ofFinance represent
hie viows on the subject? I do not enquire whom he
reesents as te t.he facts; but he favors us with hie opinion
-is that the advice tendered by the Minister?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Certainty not. We will not
interore with thi imatter.

motion agreed to.

QUEBEC AND LAKE ST. JOHN RAILWAY.

Mr.CIMOY, in moving for a copy of the report of A. L.
Light, Esq., Chief Engineer of the Province of Quebec,
addressed to the Government of Canada, at their request;
and respectino the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway
and the QueUr and Lake St. John Railway Company,
said: I deen the occasion favorable for drawing the special
attention of this House and of the Government to the im-
portance, from a general point of view, of building a railway
from Quebec to Lake St. John. It is quite certain that it
is in the interest of this Government to. grant a subsidy in
order to hasten the completion of this railway. The first
time that mention was made of this railway on the floor of
this 'ouse, was during the Session of 1873. The late Mr.
Wm. Price, who was then the representative of the county
of Chicoutimi had recommended it to the Govern ment. But
the hon. menubei for West Durham (Mr. Blake), now leader
of the Liberal party, remarked that the Federal Govern ment
could not build local railways unless they were to serve
military purposes, and as a railway froin Quebec to Lake
St. John's was entirely foreign to ail military movements in
this country, it was not within the power of this flou-e to
deal with this matter. There wais nothing surprising in this
statement. The hon. menber for West iLurham (Mr. Blake)
has always tound reasons for opposing the great works
required for the development of the country. Then, during
the fail of 1873, the Literal party cones into power. The,
hon. member for Lambton -(Mr. Mackenzie) forms his
Administration. I take the place, at the general elections,
of the late Mr. Price. I was sent here by my electors to
attend in a special manner to this project of a railway from
Quebec to Lake St. John. ut the Liberal Government was
then in power, and as the hon member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) was one of the most important members of the
Cabinet, and as he had already declared that the Federali
Government could in no way belp this railway, I had buti
little-hope of aeeing it aided. Yet I wished to do my duty,1
and during my first Session I mentioned before this louse
the importance of such a railway, but without suc-
cess. During the foIlowing Session I obtained no
better resuit. . In 1876 I enquired of the Govern-1
ment whether it was their intention to help the rail-b
Way of the Province of Quebec, and the hon. the fia st Min-1
isterTMr. Mackenzie) said it was not. Later, during the1
same Session, I again drew more particularly the attentioni
of the Government to the necessity of securing the con-1
struction ofUa railroad between Ltake St. Johrn's and Quebec.(
But the Liberal Goivernment, that were to leave only ruine
behiind them, paid no heed. Then came the Session ot 1877.1
I continued my crusade in favor of thisnational enterprise.1
is Grace, the Archbishop of Quebec, and several citizens1

hadaddreesed a petition to the hon. member for Lambton1
(Mr.'Maekenie), requesting him t obe pleased to aid the1
colaltritetion of a railway from Quebec to St. John's. I
hateieote ask, in the House, wbother it was the intention1
of the üoternment to yield to the wishte of his lordship, the(

.archb*shop, and the other citizens. The hon. member for
lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) answered that such was not his
intention. Thie following year, in 1878, I renewed the
attack; and I experienced on the part of the Liberal Govern-
ment the sanie disposition to do nôthing for our railway.
The Liberal Government had even refused to lend us the old
iron rails taken off the Intercolonial. Af ter the Session of
1878 the Government of the hor. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) went before the people,-and they were con-
demned on account of their administrative misdeeds, their
incapacity, and their bad-will towards the Province of
Quebec, to ignominiously step down and out. I was, ther.
fore, satisfied and my electors were rejoiced, to see that at
length wo were rid of that Administration. I bad in vain
asked them to help this great national enterprise of build-
ing a railway to Lake St. John. I bad been received with
nothing but energetic refusals. Then, however, I met in
this House with friends of the undertaking, with friends of
Lake St, John. During the same sitting I had the plea.
sure of seeing the hon. the present Minister of Public
Works (Mr. Langevin), the hon. member for Terreb>nne
(Mir, Masson), the hon. the present Ministor of Militia (M3r.
Caron), the hon. member for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins),
and several other members get up and speak eloquently in
favor of the Saguenay, and of Lake St. John, and state that
the Government pught to do something for Lake St. John.
My efforts have not been useless, for I see to-day in the
Government the hon. Minister of Publie Works and the hon.
Minister of Militia, both true friendm of Lake St. John. I
am happy that I have always supported them and hadl con-
fidence in them. Since they are now in poWer. since they
know, from the special point of view of Canada and
from the special point of view of their Province,
the immense benefit that would be derivel from the cons-
truction of this railway from Quebec to Lake St. John,
I am convinced that sonie day or another the Federal Gov-
ernment will help this undertaking. We must not cease,
Mr. Speaker, to importune the Government, to even hariass
them, on this subject until at length our efforts are crownep
with success. I have more confidence than ever, for
never was tho cause of a railway from Quebec to Lake St.
John's so popular as it is to-day. The Feleral Government
and the Quebec Government both recognizo its importance.
Ail the members from Lower Canada ardently desire that
this road shall be built; the clergy want it, and the
people of the Province of Quebec are loudly asking for it.
It must, therefore, be built. During the Session of 1879,
the first, under the present Government, I saw with great
pleasure the hon. member for Portneuf (,gr. Vallée) plead
skilfully before this House the cause of this railway, and I
hastened to thank him for having done so. Last year, the
same hon. member for Portneuf spoke of it again, and I
seconded him The hon. member for Montmagny (Mr.
Landry) was kind enongh to support us on that occasion.
We are, therefore, rejoiced to know that the hon. the
Minister of Railways (Sir Charles Ta pper) wishing to mhke
himself at once thoroughly acquainted with this railway
scheme, entrusted an engineer with making a report for
him. This is a decisive step. The Govern ment of the hon.
member for Lambton posit vely refused to take any intereet
in the question. The present G vernment not only promise
that they will attend to the matter, but they are actually
doing so. I believe this is the time to urge the matter
more strongly than ever upon the Government and this
bonorable Hiouse. I have confidence in the spirit of pa.
triotism and the practical spirit of hon Ministers and of the
hon. members of this louse. The Federal Government
must, of a necessity, help in the building of the Lake St. John
Rail way, and that they will do so, I am satisfied. And, why
must the -Federal Government aid the construction of this
railway? I will state, in the firet place, that the building
of the great Canadian Pacifie Railway is now assured and
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settled, and that it will be done without the Federal ground they had, a4d n um ly enoulgk th was M el
treasury being greatly affected. We have, therefore, the keep it. For that reason they endeavoed to its
means left of helping other railways. We have, thanks to resources hidden. They preve tW, by all p
the good administration of our friends on the Treasury colonization from penetrating there. It was only la 1
benches, nmoney enongh to satisfy the aspirations of the that the last lase expired. Until thon, says th. &Mnisterof
people of different parts, of the country. The northern Crown Lands of that day, in hie report of 184r5, theo n-
part' of the Province of Quebec has never received any- ment had not ventured to have surveys uadeJfr gotakmon
tling. It is its turn now. That part of the country purposes, beirg under the impregsion that th.ey had'io the,
should have the preference. The Quebec and Lake St. right-to do'so. Lt is not, therefore, astonishmgS, if 4aiig a
John Railway offers itself as the most importan t scheme, long time there exited prejudices against the' clinat, and
and as the one that will produce the best rosults. Let as soil of the Saguenay and Lake St. John. - the H d Ion's
put faith and efforts in that direction. But there is a great Bay Company, by spreading these prejudice, werefottwing
political reason. Isay that this Quebec and Lake St. John the line of conduct long pursued with regard tathe Nbith-
Railway is a natural enterprise. It is of the most urgent West. Until the time when the Canadian Goverampnt
neçessity that we Éhould develop colonization in the great acquired the North-West, this territory had a still worse
fertile valley of Lke St. John, and utilize its resqurces. reputation-than the Saguenay. It was only loakod upon as
We must, as soon as possible, pour in a large population an ice-bound region, unhospitable and unfit for settiement.
there. And. why? Because, in a few years, the North- These prejudices have disappered. Those, agi»et the
West will contain a large popilation. In twenty-five years Saguenay have likewise disappeared. The tertpry -o' t'
hence there will, perhaps, be three or four Provinces in the Saguenay and of Lake St. John, comprising au tho tentray
NorthWest. They will have a good many representatives between Quebeu and ,Lake St. John, throqgh whi4,t4hrqa4
in this House. And what will be the result? -Why is to pass, the occupied and surveyed 1 idç# as well ;athes"
political influence will be going westward. The interests not surveyed, according to the data of t4e Qugbeg Crown
of a great part of the Province of Ontario will be identical Lands Department, embrace an extent, of land ,t for euJhti-
with those of the North-West Provinces. The Province of vation of about 3,50Q,1000 acres. This figure is- of ofie
Quebec and the Maritime Provinces will not offer, perhaps, importance, as it will be sean, espeçially when w4econsi4er
a sufficient counterpoise to this influence coming from the that the Provinces of Nova Scotiaapd. New Brunswickith
North-West. And the Western Provinces will trouble a population of 676,00à souls, only hv.e 2,8M,090 acroe
themselves very little about the Province of Quebec and under cultivation. But what is the clim*t and wh4tif .the
the Maritime Provinces; and, providel their own quality ofthe soil o this immenseterritory ? I willgive tbis
interests are .protected, they will in no wise hesitate honorable Hlouse an idea of it. i sball cite an i4prtig
to send their products to New York or Portland, opinionethat ofMr. Bouchette, who explored LkeJSt, oahu
rather than to Quebec or Halifax. Confiederation in 1828. In bis topographical dictionary hesays
would then be threatened with dismernb3rment. We must The climats of Lake St. John is as mild or mii6er than that-*f Mon-
consequently foresee such a result and provide the remedy
beforehand, by-increasing the resources and the population In18
of the çastern Provinces. Now, there remains but little
colonization to be done in the Maritime Provinces. It is wild state, an experiment was made totest the quaity
only in the Province of Quebec where there remain vast of hesou
regions to be opened to colonization, and the finest and most
extensive of these regions is, without question, the Saguenay "On or before the lat of May, tep gallons of peas have been sowwwhich
and ake St. John district. There n doubt but that fmore than ten bushe, althogh from the wetness of thes
the Government were to build a railway to Lake St. John at oae-irdhe rwale.on the th of May haitr plat cf
before long we would be able to form there a separate Pro- full haif of a Winchester buahel; two of the ears, without:elecUoi, were
vince, as populous, as rich and as flou rishing as any of the examîned and fouud to contain, one 41, the other 46 grain of corn.-On

Nort-Wet Prvines. hatwoud hoo~einoî Prvin e from May, half a bushel of barley was sown and produced, -t1' Âuguet,North-West Provinces. That would b more Provincee Nt quite eight bshela of pottoeprod
in"theTast; and if we are To romain united as a Confhderan3i ofbushels."
tion, wo roquire this Province te ceunterbalance the infin- During the SeFaion of 1811, in order te MRke knOwn Ici the,
coco of the .Nrth-West.Therole something more. Many hon. member of this touse the nature of the Sagefysand
complainte are miade that Canadiaus in the Province Of Lake SttJohn district, the Committe on IMMatiqn, a
Quebec areleOvingnoevery yerr in gi nbt numbers fonethf my requtet, summoned as a witnoss on this ectNir.
United States. In oponing, by ireans of a railway, t ois SiéoncLeage, Ansistant Cohmissioner of Agrt ltut eant
gret regien of the Saguenay Io colonization, would we not QuOn.-his Lordship the Bishop of hicoutimi, abslatmy
bedrawing ail the Canadians in that direction? Would we requeat, had tho kinde aesteaddrees te theebair, prOfthe
not ho turning their attention away fropm the Ulnited States ? fmmiuteo a letter usf the subjet This evidenleeitw
Would- we net be peiforming a grcant act Of Patriotiâr? letter are printeo, ontdain, anexe. te othe report ofthe Coe.
The Federal policy should not'nly tend towarde bringing inittee fr that year. Well, b re s wha risnp Lo dhip te
immigrantsfonso the country; the Fmderaf Governmfnt Biseop ofChicoutini wotee
ihoule ase adopt the mansof keepingthe Canadians within cannot gve a betteridea ofte fertility of the so30efse
Canadian territery. Since it is stated that it le the Frenfh- than by citingthe appreciation th t an erinent man ow then teuth
Canadiane who are flockng in t e gratost numbers to the liny andquiedisintrested, aately made s ot:hia a thwor
United Stateo thne unt cooia , w e we o the Sagueny he aid : I have nowpere of C i ror asor atilnodawik allthe g Con dans t th Sieat a teW u Le elandesthan those ofthe Saguenay a ed Lac St. Jean. h
Wouldwke nbot erormingh a geayctofatriotisake Tersarjudgment crrborates aactly thet airad redered r e
S. John, rovidod we giu ther ;eFy meas of communica-Clhndicwveyor utiami, 4 rBoclette, Baa0,dew1'o IL
-tioul itheueb mnBut s what le this gre Cadt region ofîhe Sague occaadie te go thrauoh t fegmt tertiltyo"
nay and Lake St. John? e I1&2, as r. Be uchette tell h us- n r.by ciméin heaget a ai n vidnooen m iid t
hia wgraphical diftionarythorwere in tis vast t trriey, line d qu whenI was, appointed M tat Commha iia r ifteW
beidS the Iedias only ton faud n lies, employed by theo ptic SWryhseaide : I hïebavehare e "see nltoerropti.
Hu4ld's ay Cobpany in the f r trade. As late as 1842menae d oIft a ac Je.gpuk e &4a

thi ciuntr wa luthe wildest possible conditihn. Tue casof the Provue, that u trriet."a S uepar dwtet
nay nd akeSt.John? I 182, s M. Bochete ell as in Mr. Simen sé ae, in hi ' sid

HUndson's ByCompany h hel teis atet as14ory 2 under abut d I tver ftnd awerh bn by ha Tftl#tali t"Hudona Cmpny ada d t trrior uderbuibaevtaathe reunthêSuny aistric will, peen~ te
a ieasp fer many years. It was the fineat hunting betpa rt efrenf nof e tisttIouei#1MaPeded
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"J r. OockbuP.-Q. Isthe at d e" b a f Lake St John as, gpod?

-7-ttj3 e.WTte <ie*fnwew.-Q. How je it with refrence to the eHmate
et ' 8t John, 'what s. (hlength of the winter, I 1mean as compared
with the suminer ?-I couhl not give an exact report as to the state of the
thermometer at Lake St. John; but al reports go to show that the
doS*bteaisuh amilder at Lake S John and Chicoutimi than it is in
Qu*".twoldaesemto me thatit is.mose like that of Montreal iban

üM4f-ýtbea Ofeoars the Laurnmtia chain might be the causa of
tii; beeume as.soon anyou b.pased ib height of land you find at
a= zAiifroene; there is Sot se u cm gow-on the northa ide of lte'
Iauium thMre 18in n teSouth âime.

IfQ. Id-a-. thtat; bht my impression wuas tha altheugh the
sewf&r wasmot so rat, theoold was more intense ?-No. Sir, it ia not.
tIg ces.. Tiera spuuggeneraUy begins ai least two weeks and sm-
trnes three weeks before we bave i l Quebec.

"Q. What is the distance from the nearest market to Lake St. John ?-
The nearest market for the Lake St. John settlers woulid be Chicoutimi

"Q. Js tihat is a very limited market ?-It is a very limited, market'
At the present time they have.a surplus of wheat in the Upper Saguenay
district which they have to carry to &Chicoutimi, a distance of sixty miles,
fer those whoare nearest te Chicoutiini-; and a distance of upwards of a
knadred miles for those et the upper setlementa; and they only get one
dollar a bushelfor their wh.eat, and that the best wheat that can he fonud

in both Canadas.
"4By Mr. Hagar.-Q. I suppose that in altogether spring wheat?-Some

farmersat the upper eid of Lake St. John have tried fall wlleat and the
dhve dpe etl.he price's farmçrtold me he thought fall wheat would
46 ver 'well lu the Upper Saguesny.

" y Mr. White.-Q Doyou know what is the average of bushels of
wbeat to the acre?-I could not exactly say, but I believe their average
per bushel of seed ls about fifteen ; it is hardly lower than fifteen ; very
often it exceeds that. The depth of the clay in the Lake St. John region
is something remarkable. Those who~have only gone as far as Ha 1a!
Bay know nothing about the Saguenay region, because of the rocky
bordera of the river and bay. Even if you go by the river to Chicoutimi
you do not know what the country is. But if you take the land route
from St. Alphonse to go to Chicoutimi, a distance of twelve miles, there
you will fid ravines and gullies I suppose 150 feet deep, and nothing but
clayfomtopto bottom. Sir William Logan and Mr. Robinson, Ibelieve,
have explored the Saguenay region for the Geological Department, and
they-expressed their opinion that there is nowhere to be found such a
depth of alluvial soil-of clay-and under this there i a stratum of lime-
atone al over. In fact the bottom of Lake 8t John is nothing but
eimestonehe on the western aide there is nothing but limestone on the
edges of tle lake.

"By Mr. White.-Q. Terre grise?-Terre grise, and there is a fair
admixture of sand which makes it friable, it is loamy. It is quite friable
every season of the year. The farmers there do not sucer from protracted
droughta or prtracted ran*
droU 1 r agar.-Q. Lt does not pack then ?-Not at ail; I have seen
them ploughing with one horse, and sometimes a horse and an ox, that is
all ; of course, they prefer using a pair of horses when they can afford it.

" By the Chairman. - Q. It cannot be very stiff then ?-It is not stiff at
al it is like yellow loam."

Rev. Father Lacasse, in his work Une Mine, wi ites:
' 1 ar.happy to tell you, my worthy habitants, that the climate of Lake

St. John is preferable to that of Quebec. The Iadians call Lake St. John
tb fat lake. Its waters, that are deep in a great many laces, get
warmed by the action of the sun, and all the valley feels the eneficient
influence of its warm effluvia. Froats along the shores of the lake are les
frequent tha in the valley of the St. Lawrence. There i frost thatis felt
theMr, i la true, but the settler hails i viti pleasure. Sometimes the cold
4aring the night condenses the vapors of the lake, the dew fallus on the
h.daef wheat or oats, and iu the morning a beavy boar frost. or rather a
kid -of ioe, surrouuds thegrain, the hope of the farmers. Let the stranger,
however, he reassured, the sua will rise, the frost will disappear and be
c1suged into a benedicient dew. Thse only effect of tis frost will be to
have imparted a new freshness, to have bought its quota of nourishm ent
to thse rain thai is b' formed, and to have consoled the farimeraccue-
temsd to thi harmlesa f ,i Seedisg time is.from the beginning of May
until the end ofJune. Almost without. exception, wheat sown about St.
Peter's sandi Si. Paula day ripens. Even tis year, with its cold a*d un -
favorahie summer, wheat sown on the 28th of JUne at Pointe Bleue wili
yield vw1"

If we now refer to the eensus of 1871, we fid tha the
thmree most important counties of the Easterm.Townships, iu
the agricultural line, Compton, Iuntington and Stanstead.
Witih a total pop9latiou of 37,107 aouls, produeed 92,999
bishl, Of wbeat, whiist the county of Chicoutimi, baving,
only *spopulation of 17.493 souls, prgduoed above 136,114
b Waaba of wheat in 1870, and yet, n that year, w* wit-
nessed the gret fre whichk was so disastrous. Thus, Sir,
such a aVet territogy with -such a fertile soi, ageh a mild
elÂiate, wo neessarily be se;tled rapidly. Ideed, in
18e, asoon as tho territory waafreed from the b@ndage i»
iaikh iii heenespt by the 1 dson'ø Bay Compopy,
t1* ,rskOetUbra bogu to put iaan sppearasoe at Ohicau-

tii. They first lustered around the saw-mills, andb in
tbhi leiswur oments% they- went to! olearing the forest.
Stick Was tho beginniug of Chicoutimi, whiCh id upw a
flourisbing townwith a promising future before it. But it was
onsly towards 1860 the Rev. Cui 4 Hbert, serious.y pou.
trated into the forest and went in the diretion of Lake St.
John. . arrived there one evening, &athe sun was set.
tisig, at the head of a few brave settlers. The day's
work h#d blou hav, and fatigue bad not been wanting.
A voyage through the, lrest was then v.ery dificult; bat,
be.foretaking any rot tbey wanted to fel the rst tre; i tbQy
desired at once, with the ,ound of the axe strikiiig the
tree, to awakee the echoes of the inimene forest, and to
tell them, they would have, to yield to the sounds.f civil-
ization. The Rev, Curé Hébert had the honor of striking
the first blows. With the tree thus ut down they made a
cross, at e foot of which they prayed that evening, It
was taking possession as Jacques-Cartier would have doue;
and as the work of the latter bas been fru tful, so also has
the work tion commenced by the Rev. Curé Hébert brough t
forth prodigious fruit. To.day, on the spot where the Rev.
Curé lébert brought his. first settlers, we fi1d the beautiftl
and large paria of Hébertvile, having a pQpulatiQn of
several thousand soule, and producing wheat in extraordinary
abundance. SInce that lime we have seen se<'en large
parishes formed above lébertville, farther into the forest.
ln 18â1, in the county of Chicoutimi, there were hardly
4,000 souls; in 1861, thero were 10,500, and the census .of
1871 gave us a population of 17,500. To.dasy that county
contains nearly 30,000. There, wbere thirty yea-te ago
nothing but the foïest could be seen, we fimd the
town of Chicoutimi, the fine parishes of St. Jean,
S. Alexis, St. Alphonse, St. Fulgence, Ste. Anne
du Saguenay, Notre Dame de Laterrière, St. François
Xavier de Chicoutimi, St. Dominique, St. Cyriac, Notre
Dame d'llébertville, St. Joseph d'Alima, St. Gédéon
de Grandmont, St. Jérôme du Lac St. Jean, St. Louis de
Metabetchouan, Notre Dame du Lac St. Jeatn, St. Prime, St.
Félicien, and the missiorns of Normandin and Tikanaby.
This county is the seat of a bishopric, two court bouses, of a
large and a small seminary, and possesses two registration
offices, a convent and cigit schools, frequented by about 4,000
children. And to think that this great and rapid devolop-
mertof colonization was brought about exclusivelybyFrench-
Canadians, who, having left the older counties quite poor,
had nothing but their cnergy and their patriotism, without
help, without any communication witb the great centres.
But they had for protectors tho priests of their religion Who,
teaching thom the love of God and their country, encouraged
them iii their bard labor, and shared their fatigues and their
privations. There is not one foreign immigrant in the
Saguenay. Yes, Sir, I proclaim it boldly, the colonization
of the Saguenay and Lake St. John is exclusively the work
of the Catholic clergy. Tho wonders that they have operated
there give the most emphatic answer to those who accuse
them of being wanting in progressivoness. I have myself
seen these priests at work among the settlers, keeping up
their courage, and making them love more and more the
soil that they water every day with.the sweat oftheir brows.
I do nor wonder, after that, a the influence they exerse
over the settlers, and I assure you, Sir, that is ntt undue
influence. I would like to know, Sir, whother Manitoba, that
Province where the Governmeat sink every year milions of
dollars-I ask if Manitoba . would have, if left to its own
resources,attained, proportionately, sueh rapid and prodigions
development as the Saguenay and the Lake St. John
bave doue? No, Sir If the Government had applied
to the development of Lake St. John the money
they expend in one year on Manitoba, we would today
have ati LaMk St. John a, population several times larger
than the presnt population of Manitoba. The terrntory
of the Saguenay and Lak e LJohn bas ths developed
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itself without a single foreign immigrant having been drawn
there, without a railway, without any great public works.
Ah ! if we had the railways of the Eastern Townships, or
those that we have given to Manitoba, I answer for it, Mr.
Speaker, that in twenty-five years hence, we would have in
the great valley of Lake St. John a population of 250,000
souls. Yes, Sir, what we require is a railway, which start.
ing from Quebec should be continued as soon as possible to
the shores of Lake St. John. Once the road has reached'
the Lake, we will ask nothing more from the Governnent ;-
private enterprise will find the means of building the
branch linets to the north and to Ohicoutimi. The Quebec
Company have already begun to build the road. iBut their
means are quite limited, and it is impossible for them, if the
Federal Government de not come to their aid, to build the
road through to the Lake with their own resources. The
Goverument of Canada, I am sure, will s-ecure the comple-
tion of a road so important for the whole Dominion. I
corne now, Sir, to the objections raiséd against the building
of this road Some one bas said that there is no passage
by the route chosen by the Quebec Company. Whoever
said that was not serious. The idea of saying there is no
passage when we are crossing the Rocky Mountains ! In
1876, at the request of the Hon. Davi-d Price and myself,
the Hon. the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the
Province of Quebee, entrusted Mr. Sewell, and later, Mr.
Dumais, surveyors, with making explorations in order to
see whether there was a passage. These gentlemen did
not discover any serious impediments. 1 am informed
that the Company's engineer has found a very easy
passage. This fact is set forth in M r. Light's repoi t,
for a copy of which I am about to ask.
It is again said: it is too far north. The
other day, the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) said that it would be just as wor>th while to
build a railway to the moon as to Lake St. John. I cannot
certainly congratulate the hon. member on his knowledge
of the country. The hon. mem ber must have paid very
little attention to what has been going on in the Piovince
of Quebec within the last few years. Luckily, the hon.
member for Gloucester belongs to the Liberal party, upon
which the country relies but little. It is a prejudice to say
that it is too far north. Within a few years cleariîgsn have
been begun in the township of Albariel, the spotthe farthest
north where colonization has so far penetrated. Here is
what Mr. Durnais, who surveyod the township, says of it:

"Since I set foot in A lbariel I have been experiencing one surprise after
another. There is nothing finer than the woods that shade the dells and
the hillocks through a great part of this township The soil is very rich.
and very easy to clear; the wood is of very vigorous growth, which is
easily explained when we study the nature of the soi. it is a garden,
neither more nor less. I think that I can find over 3 o lots of first-cl ss
land in this place; with 100 1 te more in Normandin, and at least 100
more lots, quite as good, in the vacant s ace to the west of these two
townships, we will have 50,000 acres of ertile land, or 1,COO lots of 50
acres each."

Then he adds:
" I hardly know what one feels at the sight of the immense plateau

where Albariel and Normandin stretch out, and invite one to come and
breathe the life-giving air 'neath their magnificent and shady forests."

It was not long since the great explorer, Mr. Olivier
Lachance, was telling me that le had penetrated nearly asi
far as Lake Mistaani, that there ho had found the
very finest of lands and a climate as mild as that
of Lake St. John. le told me that he had walked during1
eight days over fine levei land, and through a magnideentf
forest of the finest hard wood trees of different kinds. Let1
it not be longer said that Lake St. John is too far north.
Fa.s destroy this prejudice. It is said: What is the Sague-.
nay fit for? Every year some calamity happens. Oneyeari
it la frost or hal; another year an inundation; anotheri
again, thore is a ire. Well, frost and bail are experiencedc
elsewhore. las there not been fro in Upper Canada and

Mr. CuoN.

even in Manitoba; and no one thiinks òfdepopilating those
Province... But the unfrequent frosts at Lake St. John are
easily explained. I will let Rev. Father Lac&se speakSor
.me:

"But, you will ask, how do yon explainthe frosts-that aoe a dsabak
to the settlement of St. Prime, it is said7 The anuer s- easy ; foeamer
frosta are explained by explinng the.abuence of rSts now. eeiambbe
explanation : The ground isUa St .though the rivera hae -a-g*W edLt
When there is but littie clea ing.donethew&tr rema in the.fuse,
retaining the dampness, so that the places that cannot receive he wau
air from the lake are soimetimes exposed to frost. Now that the cleaWrig
at St. Prime are more extensive, the frosts are lea-frequent. There-am
good ditches, more open spaces, the warm currenta £c4n ciralate fseely,
and an era of prosperity is beginaing for the»esettlers.'

As for the hail, is there a place in Canada that is not some-
timee visited by this scourge. Hail only did diamage once
in the Saguenay district, and the same storm ia,
brought us that bail likewise ravaged a part -ef
the Eastern Townships, Beance, and a part of the
Maritime Provinces. Hail has often caused eunsideraLle
damage i Ontario. And yet we have only had it once i
the Saguenay district, and only over a very lirmited extent.
Bouchette, in his topographical dictionary, at the words
Lake St. John, tells us that in 1828 the rust had dostroyed
nearly ail the crops li the district of Montreal and in Upper
Canada, yet the wheit sown at Lake St. John had produced
a crop of excellent quality. The district of Montreal and
Upper Canada had therefore had their calamity, and yet
no one thought of abandoning them. I state, therefore,
that frosts and bail are less frequent in the Saguenay disti:ict
than in any other part of Canada. As to inundations, there
have been two or three along the shores of the lake. They
were caused by the extraordinary sudden rise of the waters
of the lake. As it was nattural to suppose, the settlers
cleared first along the borders of ie lake, and they clone
suffered by tlhe inundation. The settlers living beyond the
first range did not suffer by those inundutions. Rev. Father
Lacasse says on this subject:

'Before visiting Lake St. John, it is necessary that you should know
what it was formerly. It was a lake twenty times greater than it le now,
there is no doutbt about it, icience is there to prove it. A fissure openeçd ad
the lake emptied itself ont through the Saguenay. Before thte eagreny,
this unique wonder of its kind, was formed, the lake emptied either by the
River Ste. Marguerite, a dried up Saguenay, or by the St. Maurice. Both of
tht-se suppositions are admissible. T he chain of mountains that surround the
lake is cut in the two above mentioned places. It would be difficult to
make persons. going from Lake St. John to St. Maurice, believe that the
latter did not formerly receive the waters of the primitive lake.
The valleys, the lay of the mountain, shows it at every step.
But let us leave the beautiful St. Maurice snd come back to
Lake St. Jean which, when we left it, was pouring out its
waters all at once through the Saguenay The lake has dwindled down
to what you now see it; and one fine morning the sun, to his great
surprise,.shed its rays over more than a million acres of land for the first
time in its existence. This land was warmed up, and now yomuse it
covered with a vast forest. The~greater part of the lake was of uniform
depth, and that is why the land is as level as a nap. Through thii fast
basin, the waters from the melting snow and the rain from heaven opened
their way through to the lake. There are fine large rivera, streams In
every direction, that facilitate the drainng of the soit. Some of theue
rivers are even larger than the outlet. So that wh'n the now"ta mtellt
waters of the lake rise and overflow, during several weeks, lands Whose
fertility could not be surpassed by those of the Netherlands.

" There is a very simple and very cheap mean3 of preventing this inua-
dation: widen the outlet that is narrowed down b ytwo rocky points. A
littie poweier would widen the outlet more than fort feet by a depth of
lwenty test. The Governument, yen mal be sare, vill not be long with-.
out eaking this expenditure, or scins private individuel vii undertake
the work for a small portion of the land that is now under water long
enough to prevent settlement."

By the way, I would state that I asked the hon. Minister of
Public Works to be so kind as to put into te Batimatesa
sufficient sum to do thework mentionod by thd Rev. Father
Lacasse. I trust the lon. Minister Will grant us this suM.
As you see, there is nothingalarming about tltis inundation.
IL only affects the frst range along the take, an4 not
everywhere, only along the upper part More>ver, "Ms
inundation can .be prevented, nd it hu- eiy
occurred two or t-hree times. oery oftea there are
disastrous inundationas in France, Spaiu,Holiautd ad 4*
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wbe, and yet no one thinke of abandoniag those countries men in this Houe.an hon. member deprociate the ment of
We ahaald not, therefore, speak of these inundations as a hie fellow-countrymen. This ie tii. frst tire that 1 have
serioe obstaele to the deve4opment of colonization at Lake seen in this fluse a man who boaste of his patriotim, who
St. John and make us. of them as an argument against the waats every one of bis word8 to b.obeard by the-country

sefsulnes ofa radway tothe lake. Now about tires. Yes, and-to leave its mark, get up and oudenvor to throw dis-
iriwe had a fire once, on the 19th March, 1%71. But it creditupon the work undertaken by the Bey. Curé. Hébert

was a terribl fire. It was one of those anfrequent but and the other prieste wbo have labored to colonize the
terrible seourges that Providence, in its wisdom, visite Saguenay. Ths ie the fret tinie that 1 have Sn a man,
apon some countries. Providence bas its object in so doing, liko the hon. member for LIslet, corne before thie flouse
andi weumust bow down before the Divine decree. We hope and exait the ment of a stranger te his, ice, a stranger to
ad we pray that such another catastrophe wilI never again his religion, at the expense of one of hie ewn felIow-coantry-

ecur. iBut Manitobs, that much chenished Province, of tna, te the dtzimânt of Ïhese worthy misioaries who
which the climate, the soi [and the advantages of ali kinds devote their time, thoir lubor, their fortunes and thoir live8
are so much boasted of; bas not Manitoba had its calamity ? to the patriotie worl of colonizing a country. Sir, in a
One year a cloud -of grasshoppers destroyed the whole flouse compueed as thie one je,. I xoed fotpnt out bew
harvest. The Government was obliged, that year, to sup- insulting for us ie the distinction drawn by LIebon. Mem-
port the whole population. That was only five or six years ber fur b'Islet, for what motive 1am at a loss to eay. le it
ago. We did not put Manitoba outside the pale of civiliza- a question ôf personal enmity, and is the hon. meiner
tion on account of this misfortune. We, therefore, see that puriuing, in thie mattor, a petty work of vongenncc? I
all the objections raised against Lake St. John are reduced trust, however, that hie unhappy guagewiilnet produce
dewn to more prejudices. Well, Sir, the Speech from the the resuit he expecte. I believe this langage was made
Throne announced that the finances of the country are use of without thinking, through forgetfuluesà and without
prosperous. I profit thereby to urge the Government to forethought; at ailevente, te hon. member is rather
help the construction of the Quebec and I4ake St. John to beiti d than blamed. Sir, I approve entirely of the
Railway. ' The Canadian Government have already helped speech made by the hon. rember for Chicoutimi. He has
different local railways. They paid ,82,300,(000 to the treated the question so well and 50 thoroughly, that there is
Northern Railway, $2,810,o0 to the Great Western. netawordteadded. Nodoubt.the Goveinnment, who have
They have granted a subsidy to the Canada Central, announc.d, or et least givon us te hope for, a eonsiderable
aided the buildirg of different branches of the Grand Trunk, surplus, will take into consideration the request of the hon.
and several railways in the Maritime Provinces. It is only member for Chicoutimi, and that the Lake St. John Ralwsy
fair that we should have eur turn now. The Government will be afforded the uame advantages as those we ask for the
must help the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway, and they St. Chare Branch of the Intercolonial. In tus cage we
will do so. By the construction of this road we secure the ean welI say that the two make à pair, and that the interest
settlement of a vast and fertile region, capable of supporting of the country invo]ved in these twe ro d wili be taken
a million of inhabitant%, aregion whose climate ie like that of carof in both cases. Tbis question je of the graveet
Montreal. Thereby we will retain in our midst thousands importance, and I trust that the Government will yield te
of Canadians who would otherwise go to the United States. the suggestion thrown out by the hon. member for
We shall thereby open a vast field for immigration. We Chicoutimi, and that we wiii have in our Province sufficient
shall see a thousand new industries spring upin this region. help te seure the oompletedeveloprnnt ofourcolonizatien.
The great population that will gather there will con,,der- Mn. LANGEVIN. The hon. merber for Montmagny
ably increase the revenues of the country. Thus, w (il Mr. Landy) vu pardon me if Ipass over the allusion h
adding to the public wealth, the Government of Canada will hasjust made te the St. Chaieranch. I am certain that
have secured a counterpoise to the already threatening li does net expeût me te take notice of it. When the time
influence of the western Provinces, and assured the peuce corns te speak f Ibis branch, certainly lie will have an
and harmony of the whole Dominion. Let us, therefore, answtr from the Govern ment, as my hon. friend, the member
favor the Qùebec and Lake St. John Railway. We need it; for Chicoutimi, is geing te have one with respect to Lak
we shall have it. I'move, therefore, Sir, the motion I have St. John. Mr. Speaker, the Lake St. John question is no
just pla3ed in your bands. new one;-14 bas been agitated tbr a long timo past, and I ar

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, I did not hear the wholenet surpri8ed te se the active member foi Chicoutimi and
of the speech of the hon. member for Chicoutimi (Mr. Saguenay take it ander his special protection. Iarsatislied
Cimon), but I think he bas forgotten something. He forgot that a question of Lflt kind could net b. put into more ekilful
to mention the name of the Price family who colonized the hande than thoso ofthe hon. nember. If ever thie question
flaguenay; it is te that family that we owe the op -ning ofba a chance of succcding, and I hopit May; if even thie
the Saguenay. I do not wish to take away the merit of the road le ta bu continaed te Lake St. John, I amnconvinced
other missionaries who followed and continued the opening that the memberforChicoutimi will have largoly contrîbuted
of the Saguenay, among otheri the Rev. Curé Hébert, and te the succes of the undcrtaking. It ié true that it je
if their sueces was a suecess in the way of colonization, it longmince the work of colonizing the Sagaenay was begun,
was not a fnancial one, and 1 can speak of it with certain but I cannot agro. with the hon. member for LIslot (Mr.
knowledge. Although we should ho grateful in a certain Casgrain) whon ho insinuates that the efforts made in that
measure towards these gentlemen, yet I must say that th.'direction, especially by the venerable priet ef whom ho
colonization movement, begun by Rev. Curé Hébert, proved
to be a series of financial disasters. possible tliat there may have been uselees expenees incurred

MrI LA.NDRY. Prove it. on certain occaions; it is possible Ilmt in certain under-
r.CASGRAIN. Ask Mr. J. B. Renaud of Quebee, how for, and as

Er. ASGRÂIN .Ak Mi. J B. enad, c Qubecbowdesirable, vas net attained, but that vas owing, 1 amn astis.
maSh he recoived for the sums ho advanced. lied, to thu difflenît circumstancesarroanding the under-

Wr. LANDRY. I certainly had not the intention of taking. Lt was a country neanly aninhabited at that time;
n ng to take part in this discussion, but the hon. member it vas a country where it was difflcult te arrive at anything;
who las just sat down has made use of such strange and the necesary articles of life sud even agricultural impit-
sieh unhappy language, that I deem it my duty to protest, monts had b ho carriod on men'o backs; thero hoing ne
ageinst these assertions, unjustifiable in every respect and other means of transportation than 4he backs ef the settiers
bi4tIl7 ioplting te our rWp. hig je ithe #rb:tir» he i fbo vent twore; hwas, t itrefore, imresiile thpromote
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agriculture as if there bad been carriage toads, or as they
might have done in the more eivilized parLs of the country.
But that is no reason to throw diseredit on the efforts nade,
in those days; on the contrary, it is a reason to praise the
efforts made by the missionaries and by the other pioneers
of colonization in the Saguenay district. • This question of
the Saguenay cannot be a party question ; it is a question
that interests ail the inhabitaits of the country, whetlrer
we belong to the right or the left; and, consequently, in
answering the hon. member for Chicoutimi upon this
question, I mniet not consider it as a party question. The
Lake St. John Railway, of ·which theb hon. member bas
just spoken m.re particularly, is an undertaking that bas a
future before it, and I am satisfied that as the North Shore
Railway, now called the Occidental, took over twenty
years before it was finished, the Lake St. John Railway
will also have its terminus, and that it will arrive. at Lake
St. John, as the North Shore Rond has arrived at Ottawa.
But if railway enterprises have al bad their difficulties, the
Lake St. John Railway bas had advantages that the North
Shore Railway bas not had, because we bave seen capitalists
put their capital into it, in order to construet a part of it in
the direction of what is called Lake Edward, which is on
the line of the Lake St. John Railway. Now the hon,
gentleman wishes to know whether the Governmeht proi.
pose, or are now able to help this road. The qestion bas
already come under the notice of the Governmet, and the
Government are not in a position to solve the difficulty
at present. We have necessarily been absorbed with the
greait question of the Pacifie Railway, which has also occu-
pied Parliament, and we have been obliged to put to one
side important questions, of which this is one, to devote
oursolves to the great national question. Now to what
extent we shall ho able to help local linos-for their co
struction is a local undertaking on aceount of the services
that -are necessarily expected f-om them-is a ques-
tion that has not yet been decided upon by the Government;
and theb hon. momber cannot expect to ,have an answer
upon a question of this kind in the absence of the hon.
Minia'er oflRailways, who, I regret to say, is very ill to>day,
As to the other works alluded to by the hon. member, the
works suggested by a missionary some time ago, I am con-
vincedi that the hon. member wil' have nothing to find fault
with if I ask him to wait twenty-four hours for the answer.
The Estimates wi eho placed upon the Table to morrow, as I
had the honor of informing the House last Friday, and the
hon. member will see by the Estimates what we can bring
down. If ho does not find all he bas asked for, he will bave
toevait, not twenty-four hours, but twelve months. I must
congratulate the hon. member upon the researches he has
,made with regard to the Saguenay. Ris speech eortainly
does him great credit and will romain in Hansard as a
monument of bis work, and, at the same time, il will prove

.of great worth to all those who wish to make themselves
acquaintea with the progress of the Saguenay.

Mr. LAURtE R. Mr. Sp2aker, I am convinced that thel
hon. Minister of Public Works, and also the hon. member
for Montmagny (Mr. Landry), bavé quite misunderstood'
the remarks of my hon. friend the member for L'Islet (Mr.
Casgrain). In speaking as he did, the hon. member fori
L'Islet had not tbe intention of dépraciating the merit of
any one of those who have taken part in the colonization of
the Spguenay. -.On the contrary, it would be unbecoming
of any man to entertain such an idea of any one. When
the lon. member for L'Islet spoke as ho did; whon ho said
that financial disaster had accompanied the efforts of Mr.
H]bert, I did not undorstand-and I am convinced that
snch w&s not bis intention-that he wished to
depreciate the efforts that had been made, but that ho,
only desired to show what had been the dificulties of the-
uendertaking. The hon. member for LIslet had only -the

1r. LANGEVIN.

intention of emuaiing that .thehon, nemberfor Ohiomtni
(Mr.Union) had maàde a quite involuinry omiusionpäàd
that this omission was that he had forgotten to menion,
among the promoters of colonisation of the Saguenay n4e
of those who had contributed the most to its t,
nanely the Hon. Mr. Prie.; and the hon. nem r ,br
Chicoutimi will himseif admit that this gentleman was ,of
of the ret promoters of the colonlzation of the Saguenay.
Mr. Speaker, I have mnthing to say with regard te the
merit of the question now ander diso«eion. The thon.
memuber for Chicoutimi will allow me to s' however, tn
ail sincerity, that heb hua set forth the situation with-ae9k4ll
and with researches that do him eredit. I think, however,
that his work would have been morte complete and more
meritorious if he had refrained fromspoaking of the former
Government, of the Liberal Goivernment, with such bitter-
nos. As tbe hon. Minlister of Pablie Worksremarkedtlis
question is not a party question, it is a question that
interests the whoie Province of Quebec; it is not even a
question of races, it is not even a question of nationaiities, it
is a question that interests all the inhabitants of the
Province of Qnebec; and 1 can state that tpon this poiit
the interests of the Province are identical with those of the
Dominion, bscase it is in the interest of the Dominion that
all the parts of this country that ,are fit for colonisatiôn
should be colonized with the least possible deley. The
v.liey of Lake St. John is- evidently fit for coionization,
aceording to the informat on laid before this Heuse by te
hoa. member for Ohicontimi, and that is enough to mnake of
this questian a national question in the largest sense of the
word. It would have been botter, in my humble option, if
tihe hon. mem ber had. spoken 1e3s bit·erly of
the former Government. The former Government
would have been as happy as the present Government
to have -been able to h8lp the work that t-e hon. member
for Chicoutimi desires so heartily te carry out, but teire
are, now, obstacles in the way of the present Government,
and I speak of this question withoat any reference to party,
for I know that there are obstactes, and everybody must
know that there are, in spite of the desire that the Gover.
ment may have to aid the road' These obstacles existed
hefore, and with mueh mère foree under the former
Government, bocause now the country is delivered from the
financial crisis that existed when the former Governmenit
was in power. For my part, I do not hope for a solai ion of
this question th's year. The hon. Minister of Public Works
has put off the hopes of the hon. member for Chieontimi
another twelve months; I should be happy if these hope.s
were to be realized twelve months hence. At all eett, I
would advise him to be patient, and to repeat the well known
words: "Knock and it sball be openel unto you; ask and
you shall receive." I think the hon. member should reoew
hie request, not only this year, but next year, and that reie
then he will not obtain what he now asks for.

Mr. VALLÉEF. Mr. Speaker, as seconder of this miion
I will add a few words to the eloquent remarks maie by the
hon. member for Chicoutimi. I have already expressed, oh
the floor of this House, my opinion upon the quéstiol flow
under discussion. 1 always udérstood that the gieat
obstacle in the way of th Governmnent was, as te ho'n.
Minister of Public Works bas retnarked, that the 'road
was a local rather than a Federal road. Sir, when the
Company asked me to raise my v&ce in this ose in n vor
of this road, I understood that it was a serions obstace, for
here our principal duty is to look after questions rempecting
the whole Dominion as Federal questieon. Wen; for thie
first time, the Quebec and Lake St. John railway was spokena
of in this Ionse, I must admit that it.was a purely LçW
question, and we were perhaps wrong in bringing iL ab*ore
this louse, ani especially to urge upon the Federal Govera-
ment to grant us a subsidy. But now the situation is cia -
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ged: tere is, beyond Lake St. John, immense territories
now belonging -to the 'F'deral Government; there ar
smmene tracta&of tnocdopied lands containing minerais i
considerable quantities, and products of all kinde. It i
knowa that InzIand bas ceded to us the immense territorie
of tbrador, wbein stretch out to the eastern extremity o
the ontinent. To-day. therefore, we possess a vast territory
to the e.ast of Confederation. As in 1872 we possessed
territory to tihe west, in the North-West, 80 now we possese
a territory to the east, in the north-east. The reat-ons that
indauod the country to build a railway in the North-Wesi
waI that we had there a territory to open to colonization,
to trade, to industry. Well, if that reason was good, in
order to induce the country to vote millions upon millions
for the construction of a railway to reach the North-West
and British Columbia, to-day the iame reason offers itsell
with regard to the scheme now before theI House; the
name of the Company is soon to be changed, it is no longer
a local ýrad, it will be caled the 1 Quebec, Labrador and
Hudson's Bay Railway." As can be seen, the reason alleged
by the hon. Minister of Public Works no longer exist,-
and naturally the hon. Minister expres-ed his opinion as a
Minister should always do-for he cannot disclose the
secrets of his Government, But we have seen that the
obstacle was, that this question was a local one, and that it
shoald be referred to the Local Government. Now this
obstecle has entirely disappeared, the construction of the
railway to Lake St. John, or rather from Quebec to the
territories that Canada possesses to the east and north of
Lake St. John, becomes a necessity in order to rench this
territory, and I draw the particular attention of the hon.
Minister of Publie Works and 1the Government to this point.
1t je no longer a local question, it is a Federal question, and
this part of the country has a right to receive its share of
the subsidies, in order to secure the development of its
resources, as the North-West and BritishC olumbia have
the right to have millions voted in order to open up these
lands to colonization. The only objection that can be raised
i8 that Labrador is uninhabited, or nearly so; yet, by
referring to the census, it will be found that there is already
a nucleus of population there that will increase as soon as
it is belped and protected. That is the new argument that
I bad to bring as my contribution to the important undur-
taking that would develop a great part of the country, and
would put the Dominion in a position to have on
all sides, from east to west, important communica-
tions with the territory that bas just been ceded
to Canada. I do not see why we should abandon that
territory tha.t bas just been given to us; I do not see why
we should not find, one of these days, an appropriation of
several hundred thousand dollars, five or six hundred thou-
uand dollars, in favor of the construction of the Quebec, La-
brador and Hudson's Bay Railway. That is the argument
that I bring in favor of the cause I am supporting in this
House, and I trust that the Goçernment will pay it their
mOst erious attention.

Mr. VALIN. Mr. Speaker, I thiuk that the Government
sbould take under their most serious cousideration the con.
straation of a railway to Lake St. John. I am a little
interested in this question. I am one of those who sub-
scribed something in the first place to start this road. All
the inhabitants of the city of Quebec, particularly, are
interested in this great undertaking, without distinction of
natioruity. We can stay, Sir, that the principal abare-
bolders at the present time, are persons who are not of our
uatonality; they are not all French-Oanadian. We flnd
stimg them Scotch, English and othera, who undcestand
tio.eat neessity of having this railway in the interests
of osioOniation. isg so mach so that, to-day, the city of
Qaèehea is languisbing; Quebec wants an outlet, its-com-
me. i goge, and, the in a ritante of Lake St. John feel
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, badly the want of direct communication with Quebec. They
e bave plentiful harvests, great quantities of wheat and other
n produce, but it is impossible to sell them. There are, if you
s will, merchants in the different parishes of [Lake St. John,
s but these merchants, Sir, are regular speculators; that is
f wbat keeps the settlers from progres-ing. The settler is
F obliged to sell their wheat at a sacri1fic, and to pay exor-
1 bitant prices for all that h. buys. I a4hall mention a fact
s that was related to me lately. A fariner of one or the

parishes of Lako St. John told me this: " I am obliged,"
t he said, "lat the present time, to sell my wheat at a acritioe
, for about fifty.cents, and t am oblbged to purchase syrup;
i for instance, if it is good, I wîll pay 8 1.20 per galln, if it is

snot so good 1 will get it at 81.00." Weil, the
merchants profit by the wants of the settier, give

f him almost noth!ng for his produce, and that koeps the
settler peor. This shows the absolute nece-sity of helping

r the settler, and that was what the merchants of Quebec
were convinced of when they started the road. Mr. Speaker,
two years ago i was called ipon to form part of a deputa-

. tien, or ruther excursion, in which took part the hon.
Ministr of iRailways the hon. Prime Miniter and a great
many others, and then it was understood thut this roai was
a necessity, and that later it would have te bu helped,
Well, since we have been so generous toward, th great
Pacific Railway, 1 do not mee why the Governniuut shouid
net make a slight effort to aid the Lake St. Johnj Rlailway,
because we can say that it is the Manitoba of Canada.
There is, however, a difference and that is that under thu
present as well 8s the previous Govamnrnent, our settlers
cost us nothing, wè do net have to pay to bring ihem from
Europe, our eettlers go of themselves; they have energy,
they open up their lands without a>king aanything f-om
anybody, either from the Government or aiybody cie.
The whole has been accomplihed, as the hon. member for
Chicoutimi remarked, at the expenise of the home of each
one of the settlurs; that is to eay, that parents give
as much as they eau to begin with, to these settlers, aid
that public charity bas taken some part in the work. The
zeat of the Roman Catholic clergy has also largely con-
tributed towards this colonization. Well, Sir, I think that
we now have the means of holping the Lake St. John
IRailway, and that we should help it without further delay,
because I see no necessity for delay; by delaying the work
we would deprive also the Governmernt from considerable
revenue that would accrue from it. Sir, the Lake St. John
people are almost without communication in winter. In
summer there is navigation, but as soon as navigation
closes these people are shut up, and they fall into the bands
of speculators who prevent the development of coloniza-
tion.

Motion agreed to.

CARRYING OF THE Nf AILA PROM QUEBEC TO LAK E
'.ST. JOHN.

Mr. CIMON, in moving for copies of ail correspondence
since 1875, and of all documents concerning the carrying of
the mails by the land route between Quebec and Lake St.
John, said: My aim iin making this motion is to have a
peremptory answer to offer to those who accuse me, in my
connty, of beingopposed to the carrying of mails by land
from Quebec to Lake St. John. I am happy to see the
Minister of Public Works in his place, as he always is, for
that matter; be will be able to say how Olten I bave
fatigned him; bow often I bave haraseed him with this
question; and how often, I bave begged of the Govenrent
to grant me that the mail should be carried from Quebec
to Lake St. John by the new road. With ail the correspon-
dence which will be laid before the lionse, I shah have an
anver to those who have accused me of being hostile to
this route.
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1fr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, the hon. nember for

Chicoutimi (Mr. Cimon) is perfectly right. I will not say
that he has fatigued me, but the word harass is a godd word.
I think. he bas harassed as much as it was possible to harass
a Minister; and if he is second 'to any one in this respect,
it is only to the hon. member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin), who,
for perseverance, is second to none in this House. But,
joking apart, thehon. nmember is certainly right. Since the
question of carryiig the mails by the road to Lake St. John
bas been raised, he has not ceased te request that the mails
should be carried by this route, and fiually the Governiaent
consented. It was because the member for Chicoutimi
applied to the Quebec Government, and set the influence of
that Goverunient to work upon the Ottawa Government.
The Quebec Government having provided to grant a subsidy
of 81,500, the Ottawa Government have granted a like sum
to pay their share of the cost of carryiug the nails by this
route.

Motion agreed to.

WATER LEVEL OF LAKE MANITOBA.

Mr. RYAN (Marquette), inemoving for copies of any
reports or surveys, made since last Session, upon the present
water level of Lake Manitoba, and the estimated cost of
lowering the same, said: During last Session the level of
the water in Lake Manitoba was between three and four feet
higher than usual, and as the land in the neighborhood of
the lake is very flat, the unusual volume of water had the'
effeet of submerging several thousand acres òf land. To
the south of the lake the land is of first class quality; in
fact, it is not surpassed in any other part of the Province,
and several of the farms in Marquette county were situated
on the borders of the lake. The owners of these farmswho
were amongst the first settlers of the county were, in many
instances, driven from their farms. - During the past season,
the Government, very properly appreciating the magni-
tude of the damage sustained in the manner I have described,
sont a surveyor to the outlet of Lake Manitoba-which is a
small river-to examine the nature of the obstruc-
tion and to ascertain whether the level of the
lake could be reduced by such an expenditure
as might be considered justifiable. The name of the
engineer sent out by the Government for that purpose was,
i believe, Mr. Moshier. I have not seen his report, but I
may say that its publication is very anxiously looked for by
my constituents, who take a deep iuterest in the matter. IL
is for the purpose of obtaining the production of this report
that I make the present motion; and I may be perniîtted to
give expression to the strong desire on the part of my con-
stituents that, if the report should disclose that the amount
of the expenditure required would not be very large,
a sum should be placed in the Estimates for the prosecution
of the work.

Mr. LANGEVIN. This question bas not escaped the
attention of the Government, as the hon. gentleman will
see by the fact that an engineer was sent to examine the
locality. The matter is now receiving the best considera-
tion of the Government.

Motion agreed to

FRENCH SUIPPING BOJNTIES BILL.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John) moved for copies of ail corres-
pondence which the Government may have had with their
agent in London, the Imperial Government, or other parties,
relating to the French Shipping Bounties Bill, which bas
passedthe Chamber of Deputies, and ls no* under the
consideration of the French Senate. He said : In a
disession which teok place in the other branch of the
Legislature on a motion referring to the tarif on.Canadian
vessels going into France, the eubject of this motion was

Mr. CIMON.

alluded to by the leader of the Govern'ient i t l
The Bounties Billt rferred to in the prèsat moti<n opp
which gives 20 and 60 cents per ton on the contruconf, 0
ships ii F rance, and it further grants a bonus of oneie
one-half francs per tlhousand miles travemed y e
ships, the distance not merely being calculat1ifrm 'one
French port to another, o- to a foreign port; butbetween
different foreign ports. Streng remonstrances have boe
made in Great Britain to this moasure, and attention bas
frequently been called to it in the Imperial Parliamet. My
object is te have any correspondence that may hav'e tuken
place on the subject with our authorities b-onght d" n. I
trust that our Government will heartily jinin. any
remonstrances that may be made by the Impenial authoities
against the measure.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If there is ay corrSpnd-
ence on this subject, it will be . brought down -t
is possible that correspondence may have taken fplace
between the High Commissioner and the authorities there,
though i am not aware of it at this momeit.

Motion agreed to.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

Mr. LONGLEY moved for a statement of the nutmber of
Judges in the different Provinces whose salarise will be
affected by the proposed resolutions of the hon. the
Minister of Justice, dated the 31st January last paet,
as -well as the amount of additional salary that wilt b.
received in each case, should a Bill founded on said rneolu-
tions pass this Parliament, discriminating between the
different classes of Judges indicated in the said resolutions.
He said: I desire, with the consent of this House, to
amend the resolution by inserting after the word "Parliae
ment," the words "siso the date of appoitment in each
case.»

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There is no objection to
giving the information asked fer by the hon. member for
Annapolis. An Order of the House has already passed,
re4uiring a statement of the population of the several
judicial districts, and that when completed will furnish mry
hon. friend with the information he requires. But the state-
ment will be made and laid on the Table as soon as itcan be

,prepared.
Motion, as amended, agreed to.

POST OFFICE MONEY ORDRES.

Mr. FARROW moved for a return showing the amount of
money sent by Post Office Orders to Great Britain aïd
fieland, during the past year, 1880, and the costotf the same ;
also, the amount sent by Post fiÉde Orders.tO the United
States for the same time, and the cost -of the same. .e
said: The object of this motion I believe to be avery im-
portant one. It is no doubt a great convenience to, send
money from here to the United Kingdom at a chojþrte;
and it is also a great convenience for parties -esiding lu te
old country to be able te send money here. We hive inUat
advantages in sending money to the United S tes, but I
find that we have not the same facilities for exebngime
money orders with the old country that we have with the
United States. We know that a great many people hae
emigrated to this country from England, Irehed and
Scotland, and that the number is eonstantly inresaing. In
fact, we may eall Canada, especialy Ontario, a seemod editii
of England, Irelind and Sctland. It is a det that agreat
amount ofmoney is sent from the United Kingdom ttWi ada.
Sometimes it is enthy the moee wealthy peopledi re to
frienis in tis country te helptbem tgt î g 1i. g kM
fhat a poir family bs purcihased a smIaall krm,-and bslag
unable to pay for it, money is sent here from the old6itry.
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wetimef #n emigrant to thip country gets well off iniafew

y pa s, snds monQuey home to bis poor relations, itnmay be
»aà iùnànote, a ton pound note, or a twenty pound note.

es ho may want to send dhoney home to bring out
is &mily. Bat Iwish to caU the attention of the Postmaster

General to the fact that we cannot exchange monoy orders
LtiIl the dld country as cheaply as we can to the United

4ttes. 1 ,nd that the rates for sending money orders to
thse two countries are as follows:-

Ama nt-

$10 00

40e0

Oost to
Great Britain.

$0 20
040
080
1 00

Cout to
Uited States.

$0 10
0 20
0 40
0 50

Now, I tink it would be a great advantage to a great many
e pleif they could 'Bnd money as cheaply to the United

0mas they can to the United States, because it would
be a.additional inducement for people to send money to the
old country, and for people of the old country to send money
he1. I wish to draw the attention of the Governmont to
this faIt. In Great Britain they are talking about reducing
the rates to this country, and the present would be a favor-
abla opptunity for our Government to act in unison with
the Briish Government in the direction I have . indicated.
I trust the Government will look into this matter with the
view of reducing the rates, and thus confer a great
advantage upon the people of Canada.

Motion agreed to.

POST OFFICE BOXES.

Mr. OOURSOL, in moving for a statement showing the
number of boxes, drawers and pigeon-holes in the Montreal
Post Office; the number of boxes, dawers and pigeon-holes
not let before the rent was raised, and the number of those
not let since the rent was so raised, said: * My object in
making this motion is to ascertain whether the Post Office
Department have acted wisely in increasing the price of
boxes in the Montreal Post Office. The price of boxes and
pigeon-holes was f-ist increased from $1.50 to $2.50, and
afterwards to $4; and the price of drawers, which at first
was $2, was raised to $4, and is now $6. If the effect of
these changes bas been to diminish the number of b6xes
let, as well asi the revenue collected by the department,
the policy has been a mistake, ijuring the c't of Mont-
real without benefitting the Dominion. T city of
Montreal is indebted to the Federal Government for the
erection of a magnificent post office, but I m credibly
informed that in many cases the high price of the boxes
bas induced citizens to abandon them and, depend on the
le4er-carriers. Complaints on this subject are lrequently
made, and I believe that since the 1st of January a smaller
number of boxes were let than when the prices were lower.

Mr.~LANGEVIN. The statement the hon. gentleman
moyes for will, of course, be brought down. The hon.
gentleman may rest assured that there was no intention of
injuring othe itizens of Montreal in any way. Should the
system be found not to work well, the Post Office Depart-
ment will be disposed to do the right thing. When the
statement comes down the hon. gentleman will be in a
position to confer on the subject with the Postmaster
Gqneral, who will always be happy to hear him.

Motion agreed to.

THE ESTIMATES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, in reply to ir RcH4 an CazT-
awa s stated that the Estimates would be lid on the
Table to-morma>n&hah ho kpetd t bo.able to mak* hi&
fnano attemeut oaFriday,

MOTIOJNS FOR-IRETURNS.
The following motions for returns were severally agreed

(1.) Copies of all tenders transmitted to the Government
for the tele raph posta to be distributed on the Island of
Anticosti, the Magdalen Islands, and on that portion of the
north shore of the St. Lawrence included in the map sub-
nittod to the Government, with a view to show the advan-

tage of connocti g, by means of a submarine cable, that por-
tion of the north shore and the said islands with the teleo
graph lines onthe south shore. (2.) A siateinent showing
the price or prices asked by each party tendering for a part
or the whole ofthe contract. (3.) The nanes of the persons
to whom a contract or contracte were awaeded and the
prices at which such coitracts were awarded.-(Mr. Fiset.)

Return showing the claims of contractors and others,
arising out of the construction of the Intercolonial Railroad,
which have been made or reported upon since the report
dated November 27th, 1880, made by Y. Shanly, Esq., Chief
Engineer Intercolonial Rail way, the names of the claimants,
the amount claimed, the nature of the claims, the report, if
any made, and the amount paid or to be paid in each case.
- (Mr. Anglin.)

Return stating in detail the names of the several persons
to whom was paid the sum of $23,93 1, given in page 20 of
the report of the Minister of Railways for the year ending
June 30th, 1880, as the total sum paid for "construction of
railways, old accounts" and charged to expenditure on capital
account, the amount claimed and the amount paid ii each
case, and the report on whichl payment was made.-,(Mr.
Anglin.)

Sir L EONA RD TILLE Y moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and- (ut 6 o'clock, p.m.,) the Houso
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUESDAY, 15th February, 1881.

The SPEAKE to.ok the Chair at Thre o'clock.

PRAYERS.

RICHELIEU ELECTION PETITION.

Mr. SPEAKER said : After having given a most careful
consideration to the petition of Edmund Ritter, and others
of Sorel, representing that there has been a failure ofjustice
in the matter of the trial of the election petition com-
plaining of an undue return for the electoral division of
Richelieu, and praying to be allowed te make proof before
this louse of the allegation therein made, I am of opinion
that the same cannot be properly received, for reasons
which I now propose to state. The petition .ets forth, that
on the 4th November, 1878, a petition was fyled in
pur-uance of the Statute in the Superior Court at Sorel, by
two duly qualified electors, contesting the election of the
inember elect for Richelieu for corrupt ractices by himself
and agents. Later in the same month a counter-petition
was fyled by the member elect against Mr. Barthe, his
'ponent at the said election. On the day appointed for
the trial, Mr. Justice Gill dismissed the two petitions for
want of proof. Ris judgment, declaring the sitting member
duly elected, was forwarded to this Bouse, in accordanoe
with the law governing Bach matters, and was recorded in the
Journals. The present petitioners now allege that the trial
was not r to issue in good faith, bQt that it ws
conducted collusively witl the View of pr$Useting an ful
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investigation into the corrupt practices charged against the
sitting member. They declare that had they been substi-
tuted foi. the original petitiòners and permitted to come into
Court, they would have been able to prove thatthe member
elect had been returned to Parliament by means of corrupt
practices committed by bis agents and himSelf personally.
They declare that he has no right to the seat he bas
occupied up to the present time, and pray the House.to
allow tbem to come forward and lay before it all the
evidence necessary to prove their various allegations. In
other words, they wish this louse to re-open the whole
ease, and review not only facts previous to the judgment of
the Court, but such evidence as they may desire to adduce
with respect to the serious allegations set forth in their
petition. Now the only question that this House bas to
consider is, whother this petition is not in effect a petition,
questioning the return of a member, which, as it bas been
admitted on both Bides, cannot be properly received by the
House, in view of the fact that it has divested itself of
its right of trying such matters by referring them to
the jurisdiction of an independant judicial tribunal. In
handing over this power to the Courts, the louse still
reserved to itself the right of taking notice of any
legal disabilities affecting its members, and issuing
writs in the room of membera judged to be incapable
of sitting-but the petition now under consideration, both
in iLs terms and scope, is a petition questioning the return
of a member, and not within the purview of this lo~use.
By the Act 37 Victoria, Chapter 10, the fouse of Com-
mons divested itself of its original jurisdiction for the triali
of all matters growing out of the election and return ofj
members having theiight to sit therein, including the with-'
drawal and abatement of- any election petition in conse-1
quence of alleged corrupt agreement between the partiesi
concerned. That power now belongs to the Courts of Jus-i
tice, which try all election caseh in conformity with the
Statutes in that behalf provided. The 63rd section of the
Dominion Controverted Elections Act, 1874, expressly pro-
vides that all elections hold after the passing of the said
Act shall be subject to the provisions thereof, and shall not
be questioned otherwise than in accordance therowith,
showing clearly that the determination of the judicial body
te whom that power has been delegated is final te all intents
and put poses. Now the petition in question declares iii
express terms that the si tting member "bas no right to
the seat ho occupies ;" and were the prayer of the petitioners
granted, thei logcal result would be the virtual resumptionb
by the House of the jurisdiction which it has ji its wisdom o
handed over to the Courts. It asks the House to sit as a
Court of Appeal upon a judgment rendered by a Court of
Justice, though such judgment. ought tò be final according
to the law. If the petition should be received it would then
be competent fâr any member to move that it be referred to
a Committee; and if sncb a motion were agreed to, the s
various allegations in the petition would constitute the order a
of reference by which the Committoee would be governed in
its proceedings. In this way, a door would would be upened
to the indiscriminato reception of petitions attacking gen-
erally the return of members, though'not governed by any
of those formalities necessary even in those times when the t
House possessed full jurisdiction over controverted electiotns.
Te grant the prayer of the petition, would be to violate the G
general principle which lies at the bais of all the legisla-
tio adopted bythe English Parliament since 186z, and by
the Canadian Parlisment slne 1873, that the Courts should o0
alone adjudicate on matters of controverted elections. When
the law ha been proved to be inadequate to provide a suffi-
oient remedy in any case, then Parliament has always come
forward, as the varions Statutes in amendment of the Act of
1874 proveand passed the. Legielation necessary in the prom-
ises. 'he principle which guides Parliament in such cases can n
be understood by reference to a Statute passed in1876. When

Mr. SPraira.

no petition charging the existence of corrupt praotteesas
been presented under the Act for the- trial of controverted
elections, then 25 or more eleotors of a district ca àin-•
and present a petition in which they. state that corrupt
practices have prevailed, or that they have reason to bolieve
that such practices have extensively prevailed, at an'elec-
tion; but that petition must be accompanied by a solemu
declaration under the Statute in that behalf, signed by the
said electors stating that their allegations are true t6the
best of their knowledge and belief. They must also deposit
with the Accountant of theI House of Commons a sum of
one thousand dollars. That petition must- be presented
within sixty days after the publication in the Canada Gazette
of the return of the election if the House is sitting, or if
Parliamrent is not sitting, within fourteen days after the next
meeting of Parliament. Even in this case the louse doe
pot take cognizance itself of the allegations set forth in the
petition. lt maay only present an addreSs to the Governor
General praying him to cause an enquiry to be madein. such
matters, and accordingly a Commission of inquiry is issued
with such powers as determined by Statute. It wilitthere-
fore be seen that-this petition is irregular: 1st.-Recause it
asks the House to sit in appeal of a judgment rendered in
conformity with the provisions of the Dominion Contro-
vertel Elections Act, 1874; 2ndly. Becauae it is not in com-
pliance with the requirernents of 39 Victoria, chapter 10,
" An Act to provide for more effectual enquiry into the exis-
tence of corrupt practices at Elections of Members of the
louse of Commons," nor with those of 42 Victoria, chapter
6, 4 An Act to amend An Act to provide for more effectual
inquiry into the existence of Corrupt Practices at Elections."
In view, then, of the fact that the petition is in conflict with
the letter and spirit of the law which governs the House in
such cases, and does in effect question the right of an hon.
member to his seat, L have to decide that the objection
raised by the hon. member for Bagot is well taken, that the
petition cannot be received.

ME.SSAGES FROM IS EXCELIiENCY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY delivered two Messages from
His Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Messages as follows:-
"Loene,

"The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, Zst>imate
of sums required for the service of the Dominion, for the year ending
30th lune, 1882 ; and in accordence with the prgvisio)ns of 'The Britis
North Amerrea Act, 1867,' he recommends these Estimates to the House
of commons.
'GovMMsxNT gous8,

"OTTAwA, 15th February, 1881.

£ Lorne
" The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons,- thé

additional Supplementary Estimates of the amonuts requir4: for the
Service of Canada, for the year expiring the a0th Jane 1881; and a
ccordance with the provisions of 'The British North AmerieA Act,
867,' ho recommends these Estimates to the House of common.
GovmEUnNUT Hous,

"OTTAWA, 15th February, 1881."
Ordered that the said Messages and Estimates be referred

L the Committee of Supply.-(Sir Leonard Tiiley.)
A Messagewas delivered by Rén Edouard limber, Eeg.,

lentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
"Ma. Sezitxaa
"Hi, Excellency the Governor Generai desires the immediate ittendance

f this honorableHomuse in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly theI louse went up to the Sonate Chamber.

(In the Senate Chamber.)

His Excellency was pkased to give, ini Wle Majestfe
ame, the Royal Assent t tiethe fowing Bin:
"An Aet respecting the Canadian PacfiM Raway."
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GOMMONS ABiEB.
Aind th. House being toturned,

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.

Th. fellowing Bills were introduced and read the first
time-

Bill (No. 59) providing for Harbor Improvements at
lgmone.- (Sir Albert J. Smith.)

»Hf (No 60) to incorporate thê Don River Improvement
Coutpany.-(Mr. Platt')

REPORTS ON PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. DOMVILLE moved,
That in cordanSce with the first report of the Select Standing Com-

mittee on Banking and Coimerce, the tune for the reception of reports
on Private Bills b.extended for a period of two weeks from to-day.

Motion *greed to.

AN EXPLANATION.

Mr. CHARLTON. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I desire to occupy a moment to correct a mistake I
made a day or two ago with respect to the expenses incurred
by the Sheriff of Norfolk count in putting a stop to the
prize fighting at Long Point. stated that the .J)ominion
Government and the Ontario Government had both refused
to reimburse him. The sheriff informs me that after the
Dominien Government had declined to pay the expenses a
second time, he applied to the Provincial Government, and
they have provided for the amount in the Estimates of the
present year.

INSPECTIONOF SMOKED HERRINGS.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the third reading of Bill (No.
49) to amend the General Inspection Act of 1874 and the
Acts amending-it.

Mr. GILLMOR. Before this motion is passod, I wish to
make a few remarks. On reference to the Inspection Act
of 1874, I find that the Governor in Council may, from time
to time, designate the cities, counties, towns and other
places, or inspection divisions, in Canada, at and for which,
respectively, it is expedient to appoint Inspectors of the
several articles named in the Act. Although this Act bas
been on the Statute-book for many years, the Government
have not thought it proper to enforce the inspection of
smoked berrings. I am quite satisfied, that if the (rovern-
ment understood this matter, they would not make the
inspection compulsory. Last Session, when the hon. the
Minister of Inland Revenue occppied a seat on the floor of
this louse, he informed me that the inspection of smoked

-herrings would not be enforced, unless a municipality1
req uested it, and under these circumstances I
did not oppose the measure. As the hon. moverj
informes me, however, that the Government intend1
te put this Act in force, I believe I would not be
discharging-my duty to my constituents if I didnot oppose1
it. 'No possible good can result from enforcing this Act.i
All the smoked herrings exported from New Brunswick to
the United States amounts to 5,356,790 pounds, while from1
Nova Scotia, a constituency of which is represented by thej
hon. memb3r for Annapolis (Mr. Longley), there arei
exported to the United States only 13,214 pounds, valued at(
8329; and I may i.ay that 95 er cent. of all the smokedi
herring exported from New Brunswick go from the con-i
stitueney I represent -theounty of Charlotte. The quantityi
exported from New Brunswick would amoupt to 750,0001
boxes, 95 per cent. of which are exported from the county ofp
Charlotte to the United States. I am not surprisedE
that thie t:o Goemment did net deem it necessary, in thei
publicinteresttoenforeethisinspection.l1eanseenogoodthati

can ariae at all. It would entait an enormous burden on that
struggling industry-a favorite term with hon. gentlemen
oppoite--of some $3,500 a year, even at one-half cent per
box. I cannot conceive why the Government should deem
ittheir duty to make this inspection compulsory when a
greater part of the fish finds a market in the United States,
and those who are engaged in this business which has been
handed down to them fronm generation to generation, know
how to manage it better than the Government or anybody
else, and in their own interest must consult the taste and
wishes of their cubtomers. If my constituents found a
market at home and the public interest demanded there
should be inspection, I would have no objection to it. My
hon. friend informed me the Chamber of Commerce of Hali-
fax, and the Board of Trade of Mon treal petitioned for this
inspection. Well, lot an inspection be had in those ports, but
it can be of no earthly use in Charlotte county, exceptas a tax
of $3,500 on a portion of my constituents for the bonefit of
the inspectors into whose pockets the whole amount will go.
I beg to move, in ameidment, that this Bill be not now read
a third time, but that it be reforred back to the Committce
of the Whole House, with instructions that they have
power to so amend the Bill as to make the inspeetion in no
case compulsory.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I cannot see why, after the agreeable
relations which have taken place between the hon. momber
and myself on this subject, he should desire a vote of want
of confidence. The hon. gentleman states the law bas been
long on the Statute-book without being put in force. I do
not know how far bis assertion is correct. The Boards of
-Trade complain of the quality of the ,ish and ask
for an enforcement of the Inspection Law. ' My bon.
friend complains that 5,000,000 pounds of smoked
herring are exported from New Brunswick, 95 r
cent. of which comes from bis county; further, tMat
if the Government could foresee the evil results that will
flow from the enforcement of the Inspection Law, it would
not press its passage. If the law, as my hon. friend says,
has never been enforced, how can he say that its enforce-
ment will produce bad results. The people engaged in the
fish trade complain that the quality of the fish is not what
it ought to be, and ask that the inspection Law be more
severely enforced. Should it be foun the law produced bad
results the Government do not intend enforcing it severely,
but a trial'must be had to see whother the Boards of Trade
or my hon. friend are correct.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister seems to think it is.a
matter of small importance whether those people are put
to a great deal of unnecessary trouble or not while he is
making his. experiment-an -experiment suggested by the
Boards of Trade of Halifax and Montreal. I understood the
hon. member for A nnapolis (Mr. LongleyJ to say last year,
that the Board of Trade of Hahifax wanted the inspection
for the purpose of having a standard quAlity of fish for the
foreign market, and I really supposed there was a consider.
able exportation of herrings from Digby .Basin through
Halifax, until ny hon. Iriend' fron Charlotte stated it was
very small, the chief exportation being from his county. To
render the inspection ofvalue, an enormous amount of trouble
must be imposed on the people who put up the fish. The
fish are now put up as fast as po-sible in boxes, and shipped
in small vessels to the United States, clearances being
obtained té meet the demanda of the authorites in such a
way as to impose very little trouble on the shippers. If
after the fish are packed in boxes, they must undergo
inspection before the boxes are finally closed ; if the inspector
is to sort the fish, and see if they are of the proper aize
'and weight, a great deal of trouble will ' be occa-
sioned. It is almost imposible for any one who
does not know anything of the trade to forin
an idea of what the inspection will amount to.
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What regulations shall be enacted inth b matter, whethei<
they will require the fish to be of a certain size or weight,
or whether it will be merely left to the inspector, by look-
ing ut the fish or handling them, to decide whetber they:
belong to the first, second or third class, we cannot imagine.
But we do know that a great deal of trouble will be impesed
on these people, and that there is no commercial need of
those regulations. The trade is almost ertirely a local trade.
Those engaged in it for many years know what is best in
their own interest, in putting up this fish, and, therefore,
what is best calculated to please their customers and procure
the best prices obtainable. Perhaps there is some idea this
smoked herring will be assorted also, and, if so, we should
consider the gmount of trouble that will be occasioned, lead-
ing to such small results. I do not know that any fish
from the county of Charlotte comes to the Montreal market.
My impression was it went almost entirely to the United
States, very little coming to St. John. People leave out the
idea of any inspection of smoked herring. Every man can
choose for himself whether the herrings are of the better or
inferior quality. There is no necessity of ascertaining
whether the fish bas been sent to the market lu that condi-
tion. My conviction is that any inspection will be merely
officious, harassing and annoying; and if it takes out of the
county of Charlotte $3,000 a year, there is no good reason
for imposing s0heavy a burden upon a class who ut present
find iL exceedingly difficuit te provide the ordinary necossa-
ries of life for themselves. The Bill will affect but one or
two localities in the Lower Provinces, but it will be found
by them to be a very objectionable measure, harassing,
annoying, vexations and burdensome.

Mr. MILLS. The Minister who bas charge of this Bill
has not given the House any information as to its character.

.Re is bound, however, to make ont a case in its favor; the
burden of proof is upon theb hon. gentleman when he
proposes-a measure imposing restrictions on trade-to con-
trol and regulate an article produced by private parties, and
deciding upon what conditions it shall be sold. But heb as
not done so, nor bas he shown that the fish to be subjected to
compulsary inspection is of less marketable value than the
fish from other countries. If he had undertaken to show
that the smoked herring caught in the vicinity of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick are not as well cured as herring
caught elsewhere, and, consequently, brought a lower price,
owing to their inferior quality-that if differently classified,
they would command a higher price, and that, cbmparing
them with the fisb caught elsewhere, they were inferior for
the want of such inspection and clasýification, be would bave
made out a case in favor of that measure. But he bas not
attempted anything of the sort. le proposes to take a
leap in the dark. He says the member for Charlotte
(Mr. Gillmor) does not know what the consequences
will be, because a measure of this sort has never
bee tried. But we are not obliged to make experimenta
before we know the consequences. When you subject an
article to a burden of ten or fifteen per cent. of its value, it
should be shown that some great advantage is thereby to
be obtained. If the hon. gentleman could show that, bjFthis
inspection, the fish would bring five per cent. more, in sale,
he would not even then make out a case for the measure. To
do so, he must show that this burden on the fishermen,
occasioned by this inspwtion, will be a fair test of the addi-
tional price they will obtain in consequence of it. He bas
not, however,Attempted anything of the soit. Re bas no
warrant lin . action of the United States. or any other,
country, for the course he bas called on this Houe to take.

e h as been wantng lu his duty to this louse lu asking it
to support a measure of this sort, wil bout having submitted
a tittle of evidence to show it wouldibe productive of any
advantage the people engaged in the trade..

Mr. DALY. I think the arguments adducedby thel on,
inembers for Gloncester and LothwlH, rMler ted to su-

Xe. Aom

port te measure before thb Houo, for this rpaeo:ntJhat,
instead of enacting an Inspection La, w. are now, in
reality, asking the House to passa meaure for the amend-
ment of the law hitherto prevailing. The inspection foo
paid last year has been considered exe"ve. This Bil, I
think, proposes a reduction from two cents to one cent±per
box; and if thore is to be an inspection at ale-and re
think it desirable-the arguments of the membear for
Gloucester would go towards opposing the law and not b.
reduction contemplated. In lthe interbits of the fiharreOn,
which the member for Gloucester is advocating, we should
support this Bill.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The philosophical ,gentleman who
represents Bothwell bas propounded'a new aw of evidenée.
He ays bthe burden of proof in this case resta on the
shoulders of the Government. To prove what ? That tb
execution of this proposed law will produce no bad results.
The hon. momber for Charlotte says: "The law yon are
introducing is already in existence, but bas never been
executed; but I believe that, if carried ont, it will roduce
bad results." Now, there is a provision here, in L firat
section, for an amendment of the law to secure a botter
inspection of fish. I believe, all things considered, and
notwithstanding the objections of the bon. member for
Bothwell, that a measure sncb as the present, to secure a
proper and, reliable inspection of ish la desirable, not only
in Lb. interest of the trade but in the interest of the publie.

Nlr. BLAKE. My hon. friend stigmatizes the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) by a title which I aM sure
we will all agree the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mousseau) wili
never deserve himself, because it is clear that hi. conduct
with reference to this measure indicates that ho is not
animated by the philosophical spirit in dealing with matters
of legislation. The law in question is a permissive law so
far as the Government is concerned-it is of a genéral
character, and applicable to a great number of articles of
production. Ais to this articular article of. commerce, or
production, it has never ben brought into execution at all.
It is quite true, as the bon. member for Halifax.(Mr. D)aly)
bas said, that the proposal before the Hlouse is one to mitigate
in some particulars the severity of the law, but it is also true
that the hon. Minister proposes that the law shall be no
longer in this respect a dead letter. Be. proposes to enforce
the law, and contemporaneously with its enforcement to
mitigate the fees to b. charged, and therefore we are fo-
day face to face with the question whether the law shall
or shall not be enforced with respect to this par-
ticular article. The Minister bas said that -aithough not a
philosopher, he i disposed to try an experiment, and ho
will try bis experiment upon the fishermen of Charlotte and
perhaps other counties, though I believe the ounty of
Charlotte is the one mainly interested. But why is ho to try
bis experiment upon them ? To settle a question in dispute
between those who are engaged in trade, and the Boards
of Trade of Halifax and Montreal. He says the people at
those ports think it would be a good thing to pass the
law; the fishermen themselves eay it would b. a bad thing
to pass the'law, and theb on. gentleman, not being a philo-
sopher, does not pretend to solve the' question by an effort
ot reasoning, buthe says, lot us put the law in force; let us
apply the test; and thongh I am not t aphilosopher, next
Session I wiil bave found out by experience, which 1a the
only way I bave of learning these things, how thé la*
works.

Mr. DATLY. Will theL boan. gtIqmaà pardon m if I
interject the reuark that we passed the law last yer, *ad
broaght it into operation.

Mr. BLAKE. No.

Ir. DALY. es; theI lw eaMe isto op<watipts
a seale of fees whie# We are noW se go~iL w~i
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BLAKXK. Will the hon. minister, who, though not a

pbiùMosPheiý, will pehaps call limself a practical man-
booms. i is said thes ualities are aniagoistic te one and
oL , though I do n9t understand how they can be-tell us
whe th. t inspection la now going on ?

Mr. MOUSSBAU. Né; it is net.
Miý. BLÂKE. Is the hon. member for Halifax satisfied ?

Mx A>LY. There are inspectors of tih.
MXr MýAKE. But I mean inspectors of moked fish in

Charlotte. 1 know there are inspectors of some kinds of
Mh in some localities, but we are speaking of this kind of
lsh in this locality. The hon. member for Charlotte (Mr.
GilimOr), bwho kpows of this subject, say that aimost the
whole production of this particular article is in his county,
and be says the trade of these fishermen is almost exclu-
sively with the United States ports, and that it does not
reach Montreal or Halifax. This statement le net denied
by the hon. Minister; he does net say that he has informed
hunself that this trade reaches the ports of Montreal
and Halifax, and, therefore, I faileIo see what
interest the Boards of Trade of · those cities have
with the particular question, or why their verdict or
opinion as philosophers that this is a good thing te be
don. .with reference te a trade which e net concern
them, should be taken as a sufficient basis for putting a
law into operation. Therefore, I say that my ion. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was right in saying that the
hon. Minister did not lay a foundation fer asking the
consent of the louse to this measure. The hon. member for
Charlotte (Mr. Gilimor), and the hon. taember for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin), told us of the difficulties of the actual
inspection of the vexations character of the impost, and of
what this burden will be in its mitigated form, but the
only answer which the hon. member makes is te flourish a
memorial from the Boards of Trade of Halifax and
Montreal. As my hon. friend from Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) says, this may be a emall matter, but
wu are bound te deal with a measure which
piaterially affects only a small portion of the popula-
tion just as tenderly as if it affected a larger number of
persons. And if you find that a small number of persons,
with a narrow trade from which they obtain only a
moderate subsistence, are to be burdened with an impost of a
vexations character and which involves a tax of five per
cent. on their gross catch of this particular article, then
I say that in this respect the question is. a serions one. I
agree witlthe hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille), that
the hon. Minister bas not made out a case for the enforco-
ment of such a law, though I do net say that a case might
net be made out.

Xr' LANGEVIN. This Bill which it is proposed te
amend has net been amended in any particular since it was
introdueed, and it would be as well that the iouse should
read the present Bill so that they may know for what they
are voting, and what founadation there s in the arguments of
hon, gentlemen opposite. The Bill c',nsists of only one
clause, and is as follows:

Rèr Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and
Rodse eflionnnons of oanada, enacts as follows:-.

The Act passed in the fortybthird year of Her Majesty's rei,
iatituled: An Act to amend 'The General Inspection Açt of 18'4,
and the Act; amending it,' is hereby amended by repealing the tariff of
tSs to be collected for the inspection of smoked herring, contained in
the>tidd seetdon of the nidet, and substitutirrg the following:-

a For each box of smoked rge uone cent.
6 For esch halt-box ofsmoked errings-one-half cent.
e Por esch quarter-box of smoked herrings-one-quarter cent.

Now, what does the bon. member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor)
pnipom Domshewish thelawof last year toremain as it
» -osa-he wish the tax on .nh box of amoked herring
to remain double what it is now proposed te make it ?

Nevertheless, the hon. gentleman's motion proposes nothing
else than to give the Bill the six mounths' hoist.

Mr. BLAtB. Not at all.
Mr. LA1IGFVIN. That is the meaning of it. The

present B11 si Mpy proposes to reduce the tax on each box
of smokëd herring, and this is a rodnition which was
promised by my late colleague the present Judge Baby, but
which was overlooked at the týmet and is now introduced.
The hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) says the
law is a dead letter. You have not appointed inspectors,
and the law is a dead law. What would have been the con-
sequence had we appointed inspectors last year ?

Mr. BLAKE. I am not complaining of your inaction.
Mr. LANGEVIN. I hope I am not misrepresenting what

the hon, gentleman said. He stated we bad not appointed
inspectors. Why ? Because, if we had appointd them
they would have had to collect fees, and by delayi the
appointment of inspectors we have given time to ?arlia-
ment to look over the law again and to reduce the fees. We
have asked the House to take that course, and the House
assented in so far that there bas been no amendment until
now. Here we are at the third reading of the Bill, and an
amendment is proposed at the last moment by the hon.
member for Charlotte, and if it is put I hope the Honse will
vote it down.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. I desire to correct a
misapprehension of the hon. Minister. He has stated that
the motion of the hon., member for Charlotte is simply to
g back into Committee and to make the fees as they were

fore. As I understood the motion, it is to make the fees
optional, and thereby relieve ail those fishermen in his dis-
trict who do not believo that this measure will be any benefit
to them. Whatever may be the merits of the case itself, it
is perfectly clear that my hon. friend's motion goes
to the root of the whole matter. It is to relieve
those poor men, who lead that very laborious and
very dangerous existence, from the necessity of parting with
a large part of their profit to pay these inspection fees. L
must say that, although I do not profess to have any know
ledge of thei fsbery question in the Maritime Provinces'
this House ought to be most careful not to impose any
burden whatever on men who, as we all know, are engaged
in the prosecution of a calling so laborious and so dangerous
as that of fishermen.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon member bas altogether mis-
conceived the true meanin gof the amendment of the hon.
member for Charlotte. Hre does not propose that the fees
be reduced; h. only asks that inspection should bc optional
in the county of Charlotte. The law of 1877 does not apply
to the whole Dominion, but only to such portions where
inspection districts are organized. There are inspection
districts organized in ail the Maritime cities, and in ail those
cities the inspection is compulsory whenever the fish is
shipped. The fees for inspection have been very high so
far, and the hon. member for Charlotte anticipates that if
the fees for inspection are decreased the inspection districts
will be multiplied, and that, sooner or later, the county of
Charlotte will become part of an inspection district.
If to-morrow, for instance, 'the county of Charlotte were
organized into an inspection district, inspection would
immediately become compulsory, and that is what the hon.
member objects to. The hon. member says that at present
a large part of the smoked fish produced in his county is
shipped from that county to the United States without
being inspected, and he proposes that wherever there are
inspection districts inspectionshould not bemadecompulsory,
but left optional ; so that if, to-morrow, the Government
orgenized his county as an inspection district, then the law
shal net make inspection compulsory, as it is Dow* 'Re
does not ask to have the law altered-he could not, as the
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Bittprovides for the reduction of inspection Tees- e only
asks that if the fishermen of Charlotte should prefer it, they'
might export their fish without having them stamped and
inspected. If the law remains as it is, the fishermen can
export their fish without being subjected to inspection, but
the Government propose that, by a more Order in Council,
the county of Charlotte may be organized into an inspection
district, and then it will be compulsory upon all the fishermen
of that county to have their fish inspected, and tflat is what
the amendment proposes to avoid.

Amendment
division:-

Anglin,
Bain,
Béehard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bouraa,
Burpe* (dt. John),
Bnrpee (àunbury)

Oharl %on,
Coupai,
Dumont,
Fleming,
Geoffrion,

Abbott,
Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,.
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,

Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Oimon,
Colby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Currier,

(Mr. Gillmor) negatived on the following1

YEÂs:

Messieurs,
Gillies, Pickard,
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Haddow, Ross (Middlesex),
Holton, Rymal,
Huntington, Scriver,
King. Skinner,
Laurier, Smith,
MacDonnell (Inverness), Thompson,
Malouin, Trow,
Mills, Weldon,
Olivier, Wheler,
Paterson (Brant), Yeo.-42.

NÂYs :
Messieurs

Fultont erner,
Gault, moncenais,
Gigault, Montplaish,
Girouard(Kent), Mouaseau,
Grandbois, Mattart,
Haggart, O'Connor,
Hay, Ogden,
Hesson, - Orton,
Hilliard, ouimetl
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Houde, Pin-onneault,
Hurteau, Platt,
Ives, Plumb
Jackson, Pope ?Compton),
Jones, Pope (Queen's>
Kilvert, Richey,
Kirkpatrick, Robertson (Hamitton),
Kranz, Roueau,
Landry, Routhier,
Lane, .Royal,
Langevin, Ryan (Montreat),
Lantier, Rykert,
Longley, Schutz,
MacdoPald (King's), Scott,
Mc Lonatd (Cape Preton)Shaw,

LtaneS Ryal

right. The object of this .Bill is to give the Commiisioner
of Patents, in cases where applications are made in °°d

-faith, but a day or two late, au opportunity to investigate
the Inatter, and if he s satistled that theyhated ingood
faith, he mdfy give tbem an extension of time, but not to
interfere with any person that may have used tih patent in
the meantime, This Billa isbrought in lin obedience a
pressing demand from many parties for legisaition in the
direction -pointed out. The hon. member for West
Durham will find, by looking at the first elàue of
the Bill, that the change made in the Senate is
confined to applications made one year ago. My
own impression is that it may work a little hard.
However, if the Bill passes the second reading we man disenes
the matter in Committee of the Whole. In some cases it
appears the party was not duly authorized to take ou- the
patent at that time, and did not send their transfer, or some-
thing of that kind.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How many cases are there?
Mr. POPE. Perbaps there may be twenty. I do -not

know. That is the object of that clause. The second clause
merely carries out the present arrangement. The third
clause is for the purpose of relieving persons who have acted
in good faith, and supposed the matter was all right. Section
seventeen is for the purpose of setting forth elearly that a
fresh patent was to be taken out before the expiration of the
patent. It is also proposed to insert the words '-before the
expiration of the second five years." I make these alterations
that no more mistakes may occur. That is the whole intent
and object of the Bill, which I snbmit for the consideration
of the flouse. In respect to the fifth clause it has been found
in fact that the provision for all applications topass through
the Attorney-General is a mere matter of form It is not
done. They are perhaps submitted to some clerk, and the
Minister knows probably no more about such matters than
the clerk; consequently we thought it better to strike out
that provision.

Mr. BLAKE. I will leave the Minister of Justice to
answer the observations made by the hon. gentleman with
respect to the manner in which the duties devolving upon
the Department of Justice have been performed. The 18th
seciion of the Patent Act provides:

"Every patent and instrument for the extension of time as aforesaid
shahl, efore it is signed by the Commissioner or any other member of the
Privy Couneil and before the seal hereinbefore mentioned is aflhxed to it,
be examined by the Minister of Justice, who, if he fimds it conformable to
law, shall eertify accordingly, and auth patent or instrument may then be
signed and the seal affixed thereto, and be duly registered shalt avail to
the grantee thereof."

Daoust, Mcuonaiu <Vict., N.M.),oSrange,
Dawson, Macmilan, Tassé, I undorstand the hon. Minister of Agriculture te nake two
DeCosmos, Mcallun,1Tellier, obectionq. First, that the Minister of Justice las Dot
Desaulniers, MeConville, Tiltey,
Desjardins, Mccuaig, Vain, performed hie duty in point of fact, but bas eft it te some
Domville, MeDougall, Vallée, clerk who knew nothing about it; and second,tint iL would
Drew, McGreevy, Vanasse, fot have been betler if it had been loft in the handa of
Dugas, McQuade, Wade,
Elliott, McUory, Wallace (Norfolk), tii.Ministor of Justice himself, a he knew ne more *bout
Farrow, Manson, White (Cardwell, itthantheclerk. I ccrtainly would net have mde i'uh an
Fitsaimmons, Masson, Wiùiame.-i13. observation, but, in the- franknessand famîliarity which
Fortin, Massue,. naessarily arises fron thse cordial relations ýwhioh subast

Bill Yeîad the thied tuMe and pased. betweenthose ho. gentlemen, they can ,alkN.bout.) neg
« mnatters in a manner wbich I woul ot venture to adopt. It

PATE'NT ACT AMENDMENT .BILL. is of mucli conseqroence that theSe important documiente Ïhonld
Mclmadenonformabe tte law, andéi will net b. aceem

Mir. POPE (Clompten), iDn moving the second reading et plished by striking out tihe clause. With respeet to 1h.
Bill (No. 45) (frosu the Senate) to amdend the Patent Act of othor parts of thse mensure, it was eertssirly initroduee-d in
1872, said: It bas been found tint many people do noLtishe Sonate i» n more Juberal form %brtie patenlees. vises
qut. understaud tise eperation of the Act pnsseed în 1872, patents have expired, than its present torm;- and-if rigtstty
which varied considerably from the previeus Act. It lias understoed the Miuister of Agriculture lie rath'er objected
frequently happened t"t applications for patents, eoming a to the limitation introdnced by tise Sonate, and waa incljjsed
day -or two after thse expiring of the time requhred for te auggest tbnt the, Bouse shonld revert to tise original
notice, or even on tise sanie day, and the apphication8 being terme of -thi Iul. It will b. satisfactory nI tus enrly muae
lodged ini the Patent OffiCe, the -parties suppose il in ail1 t.know what the. viewe of the Govermont as-wa,'

Mr, LuRM.

Daly, c uo aa trcbu), op oe,
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pti f fct .y propose. The hon. Minister has told us
tI*h9l1ulotsatisfactory to him, an& that h. thought it
abouI4k be uinferent terme. What are the terme in which
tbey msk-us to.agr>e to it, what are the changewwhich the
hon. Rinister. proposes to make from the Bill),as passed by
the Senate ? It was 4ntroduced in the Senate by the leader
of the Goveranment, but altered very considerably in the
course of its progress through that body. Although
I think tthis measure objectionable, I am not making
gte observations with a view to opposing the second read-
ingof the Bill, but I am making them at this early stage
boeause we should know something more about it before it
takes the nextetage, and because it is important to know
what persons and what patents come within the scope
of this measure as now proposed; and still more what
persons and what patents will come within its sope if
pased in snch terms as the Miniaier thinks should be
adopted, We have an indefinite measure before us now.
The hon. Minister does not know bow many cases will he
afectéd; h. thinks abont twenty. It is not a difflcult
matter, however, toascertain thefacts. We can learn the caseg
in whicb patents have expired up to this time, and in which
not more than one year will have elapsed, and in which the
application was made within ten days of expiration. We
can then see for what particular cases it is proposed to alter
the generatlaw. The hon. Minister says it is intended to
deal with such cases as appear to deserve relief, because the
appications have been made in good faith, and that the
ornissions occurred through misapprehensions, but I do
not observe that that limitation is contained in the measure.
'There is an unlimited discretion allowed on the part of the
Commissioner as to what he should do; but, :utject Io that
which 1s attempted to be provided for in the Bill, there is
no ground given by the Minister except that the applications
in question had been made in good faith, the parties being
at the time under a misapprehension as to the law.
With reference to the meaning of the law I do not see
how there could be any misapprehension as to te first
renewal, since the clause says the ap lication for a
renewal of a patent must be made "aut or before " the
period of expiration. It seems to me that no interpre-
tatiôn can be placed on that clause to indicate that a
patentee is entitled to apply after .the expiration of the
time. The Act says that a patent shall be valid for five, ten,
or fifteen years, at the option of 'he applicarnt. The appli-
cant knows that his patent is valid only for the five or ten
years for which he applies for it. Then the Act goes on to
say that "at or before the expiration of five or ten years
the holder may obtain an extension." If he may obtain it
at or before he cannot obtain it after. I am defending the
hon. gentleman's own legislation-for I think he was
Commissioner at that time-against his attack upon it, and
against his imputation of ambiguity. Thei e is no ground
for the measure, s0 far as it applies to the first five or ten
years. As to the second five or t«n years, I agree that the
phrase in the Act with reference to that is not as plain as
the hon. gentleman should have written it; yet i think, by
the ordinary process of reading, as "at or before " applies
to the firet extension, it should apply to the second also. It
seeme to me, before we can pronounce a judgment, we ought
to have alist showing the persons who have applied for
patentswhat the patents are, and the periods at which their
aplications were made, and the circumstantes, and I as k
te hon. gentleman to bring down such statemont before

h. ask. us to take another stage with this measure.
Mr. POPE (Compton). It occurs to me that theb hon.

gentleman has not made ont much of a case. Isay a doubt
was expressed. The Deputy Minister of .ustice said that
h.e <id not understand this as I understood it.

tr. . $LAKE. Perbaps it was only a clerk in the
offl-

Mr. POPE. No; it was the Deputy Minister of Justice,
who was appointed by the hon. gentleman himself. I
believei, if there was such a doubt about the matter,that
it ought to be set right; and I thought if that gentleman,
who was the deputy <f the bon. gentleman, and approved
by him, could not throw light upon it, people who
had not the imental calibre of the hon, gentleman,
might be excused for not understanding it. That
is the reason I ask for that change. The hon. gentle-
man bas not shown one single reason why it should not be
changed.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not objecting to the change, but the
change doee not justify the other part of the Bill.

Mr. POPE. As to the 18th clause, to which the hon, gen-
tleman objects in toto, what is its effect ? It is toprevent
delay and hindrance in work by making the law more clear,
so the Commiesioner will have no d1dieulty in arriving ut a
decision, and not be obliged to refer so otten to the Depart.
ment of Justice. The following is a list of applications:

Name of Patentee.f Titl. Resons for Reusal.

L. Nightingale,
Windsor. jSpin Bed Bot-

tomg e Balance of fee only, received from
Wm Friser, Glen- New York, Dec 3,1874 Patent

williams, Ont..... [Iay Elevator and e.xpired Niov. 25, 1874.
Conveyor.O.....Original Paient c»led for Dec

Wm B own, Eas- 17, 874, but not sent in until
ton's Corners, Jan. 8, 1876.
Ont . ..... Gate Hanger........ Petition and original Patent

asked for Dec. 31, 1874, only
J. F Williams, received Jan. 27, 1875

London, Ont .... Strap Buckle... Apptication and fee received after
eix!iirtti ýn (f Patent. (Eten-

W. H. Bak;,r,, sion tf 10 year Paient)
W indsor, N..k a t e 1mirove-

meuLa.
fos. Downing,

Brantford,Ynt... 8 t ov e - P i p e

A pplication and fee re.ceived after
expiration ft Patent.

Damper.... Appliration rpeeived Oct 21,
M. Selway,Toronto 1875 Patent epired aept. 5,
Ont........Boat and Gaiter 1875.

Tree......... Application rereived one day too

ston, Ont. Harrow....... .Application received Mareh 27,
1876 Paient having expired

T Snllivan,Picton, March 8 1876.
Ont Snath Turner........ Applicaton nd fee received

July 1. 1,76. Patent expired
Thos. Forfar, April 20, 1876

Waterdown, Ont Root Cutting Ma-
chine..........Application and fee received Dec.

J. Freeb'tte, St.1  28, 1876. Patent expired Dec.
Hyacinthe, Que. Shingle Sa w in g 24, 1876.

Machine ... Appliei three days too late.
Jno. Law, London,!

ont ............ f Tar mnd Petro-
. · ~ leum urmers ..... Applied one day too late.

G.CO Hodge, Cote-
bruok, ... , US Endless Chain

a Horse Power..... Fe received six days after expira.
A. H. caikins','lion of Pateint.

Chesterton, Ind.
U.s .......------.-... Washing Machine.. Applied one day too late.

John Taylor,whitnm
by, ont.......Pot'Strainer ........ Application receivedin time, but

, I 5r Taylor widw ofiate John
Taylor, haà no legal right te

T. A. Heintzman, Iextension witoutletters of
Toronto, Ont... .mprovements on administration.

Piano-Forte..... Applied four days too late.
John Denuis, New-? j

Inarket, Ont ..... Log Barn.......,...... Pýatent expired February 20,1879.
1 Application only completed

John Haggsrt and ch 5, 1879.
David Browa,
Garafraxa, ont.. ease arate or

ehrabineg .api
1 4 au-.......iAppIied four dayo.toe laIe.



List of Applications-Continued.Igentlemen nniyd te ha" pt ft
_______ Ion that proünd. 1 dare my on the otiier grouu£à OA*é-

leisa good doal inu w htt . aMn 1 Â -eo"ptën
Coumissîonmr 'of Patents' ought to> b. - baêlu,

Naine of Patentee. Title. Reasons for Refu3als. determine whether appiiotionshad eeme -i -the
proper time,, and the -proviilons of* the Stalinte hM ,ben

SCamflrlly and Iiterally . omplied Wth. *ILdàere YÎ
competent to decide the main questo, lhe would 'bè

N. E. Smith, Rich-1 competent to decide as W details ofthst ehtacte, in which
ford, Vt........ MiIk ooler..Apphed four days too late. it wouadoubtely be a waste oftime tô remit tbêa

R. Diek, Buffalo, to the Department of Jstice for eonsidS-aâon. !I'é
N.Y .... .... Machine for Ad- important question only might then be submitted b1h.

dressing Newa-dadepartment-as to whether the applieation- ws vafid-ad
P. K DealySt. papers ............ ,. ought to be granted.

John, N.B ........ Locomoive E n - Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). As 1 undentand the statoment

J. 8. BogleSprbg- gines ................ Applied one day too late. ofthe Minister ofJustice, this Bill bas beýen submitted to
field, Mas......... Seeding Machine... Applied three days too late.. Foe thee Iouse m- consequence of applications m»de to bis

received six days too late. department by perons who had neglected to do wbat tii
law required, in order Wo secure the cortirnuanoe of' the

Mr. MDONAL (Piton). have heardfor the prvege granted under it; and that hsiits it sp
time, the complaint made by my colleague, that on reference t o aopinion 0 te 0,eon

the subject. I very mach regret it bas been sub.mitted at
to the department these matters were not properly al I have listened to the statomots of the Miister of
attended to. I regret I did not hear the complaint before, Agriculture and of the Minister of Justice,'but 1 oonfem I
and without saying a word as to the competency of either
the head of the department or the subordinates, I shall iscernoreaonwthe s Pframnî »Jdry .callo t
certainly enquire wheter the subordinates' of my on.whih as occurred to pople on account oteirwn
friend have correctly informed him in stating that the ukI ect of their own interests. The Patent Luw
patents were either sent or, when sent, were neglected. It
appears to me the whole thing is in a nuts4hell. The Bill of ghve proluot e n tstent verpat
my hon. friend is to relieve persons who have omitted in piîlees Te he exclusie ig h0 mate
time, under the law, to apply for a renewal of their thon, at first, for five years, as a mere experiment; aft.r
patents. It is an appeal to the justice of the House wiich they oaa renow them up W periode o? ten or
to enable my bon. friend to remedy the griev- fiteon yem's. It does seon,-tben, that whon a
ances of which these people justly complain. It does not i to a c
appear to me, therefore, to be entirely -irrespective of e t prîvi rtai etintexotinl, lgekpties,
other point raised by the bon. leader of the Opposition, as to law and observe its requirements, ifthey want an eztgneion
whether the ambiguity in the Act was of such a character of such privi1eje. It seeme W me that this Bil, if pffled,
as to require amendmont. That appears to me to be only a ae
subordinate part of the genenval object which my hon. friend first cause-and fot beinga Iawyer, I speak wi{h defrence--
bas in view. The main object is to give relief to the persons runs to this effet: any person who sbould have made41
named in the list, who shall makeout a case that will entitle application, within ton days of the time of Chat Act, and
them to it. Whether there be any ambiguity or not in the any timb within a year afterwards, the Minister of Agri-
clause referred to by my hon. friend, it is sufficiently plain culture ray, if liethinks proper, grant the renewal sought.
to bear a reasonable construction, and induce parties who As 1 understand iL that, after ail, will apply Wal Cases
desire a renewal of patents to exerci>e a little caulion by w e,
keeping within the doubtful side of ambiguity, by makingse
the application in time to secure a renewal. But that made within the ton days.
is no reason why, on the ground taken by my lon. friend
opposite, the relief sought for should not bo given. When Mr. BLAKE. It includes al Cases in wlâieh uImo.
we go into Committee, I fancy that the clause that bas than eeYear bas elapsed.
corne down from the Sonate, and -wbich, I understand, was Mr. WEICIE. Then, as 1 understand it, tb. iawwiII' lie
bere altered in its pliraseology somewhnt, will have Le be only retroactive for ene year fri tbe spresent. But,

tmade clear itseif; the question us W the necessity for deal. dugntmnin me, ther interets May ave tprng -apin
ing witb sncb ambiguity in the original Act would also be connection wit Ibis dauter. Other pe ne may ave
deait witb. As to the lait clause, striking out section 18, undertaken the manufacture of the article the Amot the,
wbib requires a returu of the Iepartnentef the Monister m o patent expired, as the law wougidpermit. amb*war
o? Justice, I ake iL for grantod that my hon. friend, whenthere is a elauseeoatemplatini that sese Oùion ah.
naking the observation ho did, -that se far as the techuical Irea taken place; because th fthe, latuedeehadthet

cheracter of the invention wacs concerned, and its aptitude enotyng in the At aol interfre with.te drightiof
for the purpose for wh ich it was proposed to obtainàa tent, sach mpeons as W the pefi artioles, they "*b
iL coukldnet be deait with in tbat dcpartment, said what 8manuectured durig that time. As I ndertndeybody. Ail that could ho doe there, even tat clause i will opete an t im to r

impotantquesion nly ightthnbsubmitted Pbto"h

by a competent clerk-and I am glad to see that many for a ohura tor wahhiemathine aexpires,t s ali an
are competent even in s0 very unprofessional a mnater- undertakes tomanufacture it. -At Lhe end o? a -y'etr, thb
would oeee whether the requirtments of hect ad measure gives trWH he patente a renewa of the. sput.mAn
be4Q complied witb. I think it would have been a gracfut tofthe epecifie articles mau tured dhrii b teat yi to
act on the part o? my bon. friend if, instead et reflecting on oter would b cpronitted o aloruse to his
the department of which 1 have the honor to bo the boad, after that h perould manfactre thm no whatSe1
ho bad said bis own, people were 8 so mpetent to diseharge Se tbat in roraity e emy have mad otiae armue-
their duties that b. bad found it wus not necessary tomwnth for ther manufacture,andlave ineu ed seooe-
ask their advie . It would bave been ý,kind ly, se far as tho penditare, yet under the law, andt 1inco isq ere of

Mr. POPE (Ceompton).



w'leI
* s the patent, andwhon thia Bill bas passed

aexU A ,that alU that moneyand -labor is lost, and that
bià,teat&shae not been enui4ered, for thé beneftt of a,
.psesøawbo thought so little et his own interest as notto
haveÀWpaaidered it worth while to apply for a renewal of
hisp*et:befoire the time expired. 1 am aware that this
PSrliugnent has given -special relief under spécial Private
BiU., in relation te patents expired. If there should be
*eeseoPthat kindit does seeu to me-if the natter ils
o auf"aient interest to justify the logislature in granting
qppoial1elief in the înterest of the patentee-it ought to be

uRicient inteieetIoU hlm to induce him to come before it
iwit- aipetition and ask for a Private Bill, to give him the
privilege ho has unfortunately lost by his own neglect. It
*eems to me a oase in which private and not pnublio logis-
la.tion should take place. I sincerly hope this bill will not
Pass

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I concur in a great
dmi Uhat has fallen from the hon. member for Cardwell
(Mr. White) with reference to the inadvisability of extend-
4iegthosepatent. The Patent Law, to a certain extent, is an
dbnoxious one, because it creates a monopoly such as is
not altogether beneficial. At -the saine time it is very
deuii-able we abould give encouragement to people who do
invent good and useful machinery, and make other itseful
discoveries. Now, I submit that. if we are to have
a change at all, it ought to be more extensive than
a8 prposed in the first clause of this Bill. It pro-

to dreal only with such cases as have come
bore the -Commissioner of Patents, and these are cases
"in which not more than a year l'as elapsed since the
expiration of a patent, and application to renew the same
bas been made to the Coinmissioner of Patents within ten
days of eSh expiration." If that section passes in its
present shape it will do a very great wrong; it will be a
piome of special legislation for those particular individuals
wh>have not been sufficiently careful in looking after their
owâ interests. I think that the first sentence of the clause
shbuld be amended so as to read: " In all cases in which not
more than a year has elapsed since the expiration ol a
patent, and application to renew the saine has been made to
the Commissioner of Patents within ton days after the
passing of this Act." If the first clause is to pass at all, I
think that would be a reasonable amendment; and I
coertainly do not think it would be fair to logislate in favor
of :these patentees who have made application for renewals
ader the circumstances mentioned by the hon. Minister.
With referenoe to the argument of the hon. member for
West Durham (Sir. Blake), I certainly would be very loth
inxpressing an opinion different from his own on a legal
question, but I caunot agree with the argument he bas made
ue4ef with rference to the phrase which reads, "at or before

expiration." I submit, in the first place, that the language
in tLe elause is very ambiguc.us, because, if you can make
application before the expiration-that is, at any time,
before five years have elapsed-that means the application
can be 'made up to the last minute of the day on which
the time expires-then what is the use of using the
word 4 at," unless it is to be construed to mean "after."
I submit it muat therefore mean, and should read
"aftr thé expiration." I can therefore quite understand
the-Iepiuty Iinister coming to the conclusion that the
claus ,was not as clear as it should bo. On the other hand,
I tWink it is probable that if a legal decision were
i be asked, te hon. member for West Durham
wel4 èbeld to be correct in his view as to the real
intent and m.aning of the Statute. But I thiuk that in
mattsee ef is kind tihere hould be no ambiguity and that
*bh»eweang of tbe law should be so clear that ho who
r~aa.h ay eWd This very afternoon I received a letter
fIV r4, Mof gelâmen in -Hamilton, sa i» Ut by an
o eeigbasheir~ patent hwd e3gired Ofa ao 8theI flm m tl1,

and askupg ifthe patent could not be extended. Aeoording
to the laWas it now stands, this cannotbe doue.

Mr. BLAKE. They had better put in an application
imnmediately.

Mr. ROBERTSON. An application would be of no use
entil the clause is amended.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly it would. Bight and seven
make fifteen.

Mr. ROBE RTSON. But that doos not bring it within the
provision of the first section: It says "in ail cases inwhioà
not more than a year bas elapeed."

Mr. BLA-KE. "Not more than a year." It need not be
a whole year.

Mr. ROBERTSON. The clause proceeds "not more than
a year has elapsed since the expiration of a patent, and
application to renew the same bas been made to the Com-
missioner of Patents within ten days of such expiration."

Mr: BLAKE. That is within ten days after the expiration.
Any time before the 18th your case will come withi the
clause, so you had better telegraph them.

Mr. ROBE RTSON. I have telegraphod them, but I do
not think it will do any good, because, as I read the clause, it
refers to those which have really expired and applications
have been made within ton days before the expiration of
the patent.

Mr. BLAKE. T he hon. gentleman knows that the Bill
will not be assented to to-day, and will not be assented to
before his application is in.

Mr. ROBERTSON. But it does not apply tO the cases
in which the time has not already expired and application
las not been made. That is the view I take of the matter,
but I shall be glad to know that I am wrong. The clause
should be amended as I have suggested by striking out the
word "of," and inserting "after."

Mr. JONES. I do not think that this Patent Act should
be amended so often, for iL is quite ambiguous enough at
present. The legal gentlerhen on both sides Of the Ilouse
are unable to agree upon its meaning; in fact, it is so
ambiguous that unless a man is a lawyer, or a patentagent,
or something »f that kind, it is only with the greatest diffi.
culty that he can get a patent through the départment. If
the law is to be amended, it should be 'so simplified that a
layrnan could understand it, and could get a patent to issue
without -being obliged to pay. large fees to patent
agents and other intermediaries. I notice that this
Bill as sent down from the Senate is somewhat different
from the measure as at first introduced in the original Bill.
It was provided that no patent should be revived at any date
subsequent to the lst of January, 1883, but a3cording to the
amended Bill né patent shall be revived after the 3lst of,
October, in the present year. Thon, I notice that the
schedule to the original Bill, showing te date of expiration
of twenty-two patents, if they were revived-the dates run-
ing up to 1890-has beenomiitted, and:as it would have been
of some service, I cannot understand why it was struck out.
As I understand from Ithe arguments inade use of in this
debate, if an application is made within the preseribed
period, the patent is revived of necessity, and not at tihe
mdre option of the Government. I think that it is net
advisable to have a wholosale renewal of alli ese
patents without knowing sormethin about thom.
If people who have patents alow them to
expires byu oversight, they should come to this
House and ask for a renewal by a special Act. Thtis the
only way I think it ahould be done, because if we pasesa
wholesale. Act like this, i may be very injurions to
many individuala who are ,wrking closoly up some of
mese patents, auid he, ifth ilbis pane wW predaded
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from working under them an ylonger. 1, therefore, think
the Bill should not be , but if throngh carelessness
the time has been alowed to expire, if the patents
are worth anything they are worth the trouble of coming to
this louse and askiig special legislation for the extension
of the time.

Mr. MoCUAIGr. The objection my hon. friend refers to
is overcome by clause a, whieh reads:

l in ail cases in which not more than a year has elapeed since the
expiration of a patent, and application to renew the sane bu been made
t the Gemmissioner of Patents withi. ten days of such expiration, the
(ommissioner may, in bis discretion, and fter such hearing of conÊicting
interest (if any, as he may deem expedienit, revive the expired patent andi
cntinue the sane for the period for which, if aplication ha been nade
in tme. it uigbt have been extended under* The Pateit Act of 1872,'
but no such patent shall be revived after the thirty-frst of October in the
present year."

Now it so happens that I am familiar with a case wlere an
app'ication was sent with the money to a member of this
House three or four days previous to the expira'ion of the
patent, and by the neglect of the member it was not taken
over to the office until a few days after expiry, and the
IMinister refused to rene* it. I certainly think this was a
case where the owner of the patent was entitled to some
further consideration. I think this Bill is very important and
ought to be accepted. It is all very well for tle member
for Leeds (Mr. Jones) who is a manufacturer and benefits
by these patents, to take the course he does, but it is a very
bard case for a poor man who makes a discovery in
mechanism to lose a smallp atent of this kind by oversight,
or by ignorance, .and who bas to pay $200 or $400 to get it
renewed. I may say that in the case I referred to the
money was sent to myself, together with the application,
but not being familiar with the rules of the department, I,
unfortunately, allowed it to lay in my desk two days to
late, and when I went to the Patent Office the Minister told
me the law would not permit him to receive it.

Bill read a second time.

THE CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT, 1878.

Mr. BOULTBEE, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 52) to amend the Canada Temperance Act of 188,
said: In proposing this mreasure to the *House i shall
endeavor to deal with it in a roasônable and ar-
gumentative spirit. As far as I can discover there
seems to be a great deal of feeling abont the Bill, at
least I should so judge froni the numerous anonymous
letters I bave received on the subject, threatening me with
various pains and penalties if I proceeded with the Bill.
But the letters being anonymous I bave not paid any atten-
tion to them, and I shall venture to brave the pains and
penalties whieh may be imposed upon me.. In proposing
this amendment, the position I take is not in any way against
the temperance cause, but in its favor. The object of this
Bill is merely to make it necessary, before the Scott Act
shall go ute effect, that its principles shall have been
affirmed by a full majority of all those who have a right te
vote in the district in which it is submitted, and I
conceive that the principle of the Bill is one which, when
reflected upon fully, will be seen to be in no way
against the cause of temperance, but strongly in its favor;i
because I do -not know anything-at least, in the Pro- i
vine. of Ontario, from which I come-whieh is doing seo
much harm to the cause of temperance as the attempts 1
which are being made to force this prohibitory legislation
on the people. These attempts distract the attention of the1
people from the legitimate meaus of dealing with this evil,
and are intended to substitute for them a process of legisla-
tion which fails in every instance to effect the objectM
desifed. ln no ease that I am aware of-and I have paid a1
good deal of attention to thlis matter-has utis prohibitorya

Mr. JoNas,

legislation been successful, either im Canada or in a.yether
country; in fact, it seems to bring the cause of tempera"e
into disrepute; because, whenever you attempt to emfirçek
law which does not commend itsetf "to pubtie opiWhon,
but, which is felt to be tyrannical and unjustit
not only excites people to break the Iaw, butteinpts
them to break it, merely for the sake of assertg
their independence. I have read the opinions ofsome
of our leading thinkers and jurista who have given
much consideration to this question, and the weight of a l
authority seems to f e against all attempts to coerce peoe
by probibitory legislation. -Among tbose who are inlaiir
of this prohibitory legislation, we do not so muchfind the
most earnest and valuable advocates of temperance, but rather
busybodies who wish' to gain some sort of notoriety
and to bring themselves before the people, and politicians
who have not been very successful in a legitimate way,and
who have L ecome as they say, " played out." In the city of
Hamilton, and throughout sev eral Ontarie counties, this pro-
hibitory law is being at the present moment agitated, chidfly
by one of these played-out politicians, who is endeavoring by
this means to escape from that obscurity into which he bas
been relegated by the eomhmon sense of the people. But
frorn such a description, I wish specially to except the hen.
member for Annapolis (Mr. Longley), one of the strongest
and most ardent supporters of*a prohibitary law in the
House; but he bas got his brain so soaked with it that ail
the cavities are filled up, to the exclusion of every sete of
justice in regard to this question, and he bas become very
tyrannical in bis way of dealing with bis fellowmen. Ho
does not seem to consider that in this case he is seeking to
enforce a law which is ruinous to many men, destroying
their property, their income and their means of ivim,
without any compensation. He and gentlemen like.
him come and say to me in private conversation:
" Why do you treat temperance men exceptionally ? Why
will you subject them to a law which you do not appl> to
other people ?" I say that arg ument does enot stand on faet,
because in a Statute of the Province of Ontario, with
regard to a matter not nearly so important as this, the
very principle contained in this Bill bas been affirmed,
namely, with regard to bonu-es in aid of railwqys or other
undertakings. If it is nocessary that there sbhould be a elear
majority of all the ratepayers entitled to vote, in order to
carry a bonus by-law, surely it is necessary that there should
be a clear majority to carry a measure like this, which
restricts the liberties of the poople, and is a sumptuary law
of an exceedingly harsh character. Bumptuary laws have
been tried in other countries in a way which we should
think absard. For instance, inRussia, under a pure despot-
ism, a ukase was issued some years ago, ordering that met
should wear tbeir beards and hair in a partieular fashion.
Even in Russia it was found very difficult to enforce that
trivial law, because it was regarded as interforiug with the
personal liberties of the people.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the.Chair.

AFTER IRECESS.

Mr. BOULTBEE. When the louse rose, I was trying
to establiuh the position, not only that by this Actr I did
not seek to apply any exceptional law to people in favor of
the Scott Act, but also the.principle that a majority of those
entitled to vote should pass upon such a law beobre it should
corne into operation, and in support of this I showed that
the Act, as passedin the Province of Ontario with r.gard
to bonuses, established ·that principle. I was going on-de
show that even if this 'principle were not adnitted, th
Scott Act.is n itself of such an exceptional-charaeter 4 t it
should have exceptioual provisions attached toeit Ibr ga*e-
ing the, people and the country, its revenespud iagenetnl
status, against the egeet of Mi Act whiel 0
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indheir oaractr. I tik I shah be abe to

astreite inaway that canuot b. anawered that the pSi-
tiesi [ ke sa oorroct one. AU the seiential, all the great
thinket1, all the ien wheee opinions are worth .anything.

that any such law or of a cognate character, whose
a 'to restrict the liberties of the people, must have

nbRsentiment in its favor before it can, byany means,
k o&eot; and as it is an affirmative proposition of the

temperance peple that the publie sentiment is in favor of
eeh a làw, it devolves on them to show that in support of
their view, they have, % majority of all those who are going
te 4.afeted by the law. If"thisis not the case, no Act of a
like chiarcter can, by any posibility, have .any effect.- I
gave sme illustrations of the effect in other countries of
endeavors t pass sumptuary laws-laws interfering
with peronal liberty; and I demonstrated that none of
those laws, even in despotie countries, have ever resulted
in a thorough actual and practical working. The rosons
iM favor of the amendment, which I bring in this Bill to
efeot, may be briefly summarized. Any Act seeking to
enforce a mumptuary law, to interfere with the liberty of the
subject, shoUl4 have at any rate a full majority of the
people it its favor before it takes effect. Another strong
reason is, that it is aJaw exceedingly harsh in its provisions.
What are these gentlemen, who are in favor oi the Seott
Act, seeking to do? Are they not trying to promote some
very exeeptional legislation ? Are they not -seking to
outrage every prineiple of 'fairness? Are they not
seeking to break the- Divine law: "Do unto others
s yeu would be done by ?" Is thore any other'
instance in the working out of our constitutional
ayetem where men are sought to be injured, their propêrty
rendered·valueless, themselves deprived of the means of
tnaking a living; is thern any other instance except in the
working, out of this Scott Act where such injuries are
sought to be infictod on men entitled to equal rights with
ourselves, without compensation being made to thom ?
The advocates of the Scott Act say those mon are ena,:ged
in sncb a traffie that they have no rights a(other men have,
it isi a meritorioue thing to legislate them into ruin and make
them no compensation. In the history of the laws given
effect to undoer our system of civilization, h long as the
British Constitution endured there is nothing so harsh,
severe, destructive of every idea of British honor, fair play
and ju.stice as this attempt to work this Scott Act.
Yet these gentlemen say they do not like excep.
tional legislation. The. position I take' is this, while
I arn as much in favor as any man of roasonable
temperance, not only in eating and drinking, but in
apeaking of others, in dealing with other men, in tact, in
every condition of the affairs -of this life, I do not
beliewe this Boott Act will effect what its promoters aay
it will. I believe it to have proved a failure in every
instance in which it has been tried. Thére is nothing
throughout the length and breadth of the country that is
bringing so much dierace on the temperance cause as this
Scott Act. I afftrm principle that before an Act of this
character can be given effect to, it must have the support of
the majority of those wbo have a right to vote. This affir-
mation wilibe re-eoboed in the minds of the people from
one end of the Dominion to the other. You cannot, by a
saW*l majority, foree a law like this down the throats of the
peeple and have it respected. I ask these advocates of the
Sett Act o cast theireyes over the country and see what bas
been the resuit wberever it bas been given effect to. Has i t
besi favorable to the temperance cause. It has beon acurse
tr tb. tem pernce cause, and very many of those whom we

uind hu"thêountry on every band, trying to give effect
tutmhio um iqtous Act are not the leaders and makers
etpUblic opinion. On the contrary, many of them are men
whoamako atliving out oftemperanoe. They are temperance
leaturer, we onvery largy oft we*t brains and inlrm

purpose who, being unable to restrain their own appetites
exoept through the most rigid abstinence, look upon them-
selves, becanse they have. taken the pledge, as extraordinary
apostles, as surrounded with a sort of a halo, and entitled to
lecture other. men who are able to restrain their appetites,
to cenduct properly the affairs of this world, and take care
of their families. I repel indignantly the charge made
against our country, that we are a nation so degraded as to
require such a law as this to be enforeed. I dony that the
people of Canada are a nation of drunkards. ln my few
travels throughout the world-and I have been in other
countries than this-I have seen no more sober,
law-abiding people than the people of Canada.
They do not require a law like this to keep them sober.
There are bon. gentlemen who are opposed to me on this
question, professed advocates of temperance, some of them
are men whbse opinions Imuch respect, though on this ques-
tion they have become, from a long study of it, so impressed
with the evils of intemperance'- which every one deplors-
that they are not able to deal with the matter in a fair
spirit. But I think the preponderance of the tomporance
men in this louse, men who have been consistent temper-
ance men ail their lives, are in favor of the proposition I now
submit. I hope they will saysonething in this debate. I
refer to the hon. member for West Montreal, to the
hon. member for Cardwell, and. the hon. member for
Cornwall, the latter of whom I regret is not in bis seat.
All of them being consistent temperance men they
are entitled to as much respect as the hon. menber
for Annapolis and theb on. member for West Middlesex.
There are many consistent temperance mon who have been
working bard ail their lives, who tell me that the Scott Act
is not only not a benefit-an Act of no advantage to tem-
perance- but is directly injurious to it; because it draws
mon away on ail occasions from the proper exorcise of the
proper means to promote temperance. lIt is doing more
than that-it js leading people to break the laws, and bring-
ing ten.perance igo disropute when it is seen that the Act
is of no eifeet, but promotive, instead of temporance, of into x-
ication. What are the inevitable results of the passing of
this prohibitory law in one of our counties ? The legiti mate
business of properly conducted hotels is destroyed, because
their owners are subjeoted to such supervision that they
cannot, if they even wished, be able to carry on their
affaire and seot contrary to the law. What is the result?
The consu mption of our wholesome and nutritious Canadian
ales and wines fails into disuse to an enormous degree, and
ardent spirits, which may be conveyed in amuch smaller bulk,
and which are often manufacturedi out of the most deleterious
mateirials, are used in their stead-not by respectable hotel
keeprs, but by the vilest of the vile, in euch low haunts as
best conceal their business; and so the Dinkin Act, as this
one may be called still, instead of promoting temperance,
directly militates.against it wherever it is adopted. What
ham bean the consequence ? Speaking only from memory, I
do not think te Act bas ever been passed in any place in
Ontario without boing afterwards repealed immediately.
That circumstance ought to silence ait opposition to my
Bill. I bave a return fron the Local Governnent of the
places in which it was carried in Ontario. I sec in the very
large oCounty of Bruce' it was carried by but 3,700 vot-es,
white 12,000 standon the list. In Branit 2,000 voted for it
ont utof 7,000 voters. In Essex 225 voted for it, and 102
against it, in one-municipality. In Haldimand 1,.!00 voted
for it out of a total vote of nearly 6,000.

Mr. TEOMPSON. It was defeated in Haldimand.
Mr. BOULTBEE. It was. My list:is dated some time

back, and, therefore, is nut a full one, but it shows what
wo»ak be the-fate of the Seott Act if tried elsèwhero. Any
sensible and reasonable man who fairly wants to promote
tempermoe, butuiet te worry and persecute his neighbors,
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or to de3troy our Canadian ale and wine tràde, -and pro-
mote the sale of the vilest liquora that can bb used to ruin
the health of mankind, has only to. read this return of the
counties in which the Act has been adopted and repealed in
order to willingly give his support to this Bill. In the
County of Brant, it was carried by a vote of 2;000 against
1,800; but repealed by a vote of 958, only 141 voting
against it. What was the reason of that? H[ow is it thate
this Act to promote temperance and do so much good, that
was going to increase sobriety and make·all men temperate,
promote the happiness of many homes and abolisb drunk-
eness, was, only a short time after its enactment, so unpopi-
lar that only 141 person sin that county voted to rotain it?
Because they found in that county, as I and most other
public mon in Canada have noticed, under similar circum-
stances, that a worse conaition of affaira as to drunkeness
succeeded the adoption of the Act. . I do not mean there
was a tremondous change for the worse, but that drunkeness
increased to a much greater extent than before the passage
of the Act. Well, in the County of Grey it was tried and
repealed also. It is a large county of 13,000 votes, only
4,000 of whom voted for the law. In that great county
much trouble and expense was incurred and much turmoil
excited, much business was destroyed and property
rendered worthless when stops were taken to repeal the
law. Well, 1,388 voted for its repeal and only 161
for its retention. I do not know, then, how any man of com-
mon sense, common judgment and common honesty would
desire to perpetuate a law attended with such results. I
have not the return of the town of Peterborough when the
law was enacted, but I bave the return for the time at which
it was repeaied. There seems to have been a con-
census of opinion that the law should be repealed, because
the vote on the occasion was very &mal[, only 177 being
cast on both sides-172 for.and only five against the repeal.
And yet some hon. gentlemen say we ought to try the
Act further, and submit it in all counties where it has not
been presented. Itseems to me that if it is to be submitted
-but I think the common aense of the community has con-
,demned it as useless-surely the position I take by this Bill
is the correct one-that before such an obnoxious law is
passed on the people, at least the public sentiment in its
fatvor should be marked by a majority of the electors voting
for it. I have said that its resuits include the ruin of the
respectable hotels and the development of the illicit drink-
ing of the worst liquors and the increase of intemperance
on all sides. But very largely has been increasing in this
country every year, the use of our wholesome ales, beers,
and Canadian wines. Directly you pass this Act, and do
away with the legitimate hotels, you do away with those
wines and ales, because they are too bulky to be usqd in
that illicit manner, and at once you force upon the people
the larger consumption of liquors compounded of the vilest
materials, from which a profit is illicitly made. This Act
encourages evasions and defiance of the law, and an
increase of perjury ; and it is rather remarkable that
wherever you attempt to enforce a law not in accord with
the public sentiment, and which does net gain their respect,
the breaking of that law does not seem teobe attended with
the disgrace connected with the infraction of more proper
enactments. Al men in the House acquainted with the busi-
ness of the country, all the lawyers and magistrates will bear
me out in my assertion that an enormous amount of perjury
has been developed in the attempt te enforce this prohibitory
aw. But the unfortunate result of the breaking of the law
and the encouragement of perjury in one particular, is, that a
man having once broken the law in one respect becomes
moré careless about breaking it in others, and a man who
sees perjury committed or a case sworn through,.as is too
frequently the case in these prosecutions, is -led to think
that he could promote 'his own ends and accomplish other
objects by means of perjury and evasion 'f the : l#w,

Mr m r. lT ,

Another resuilt is, that after a municipality has:been put to
the expense of having this Act submitted, after the lois of
revenues which it sustains from its operation in every place
where such legislation bas been tried, the result bas been to
intensify the evil of intemperance. The amendament
which I Ipropose only says that if you are determined
to carry the Act which has somehow or other got on
the Statute-book, you must at leuat be able to show that
public opinion is unmistakably in its favor. It may be
said that the prosent test in that particular is a fair one,
but experience goes to show that people do not care much
for the interests of others in matters of this kind. The
hotel keepers, brewers, and other people of that class who
have their property and means of living taken away from
them, are numerically a; small class, and while those who
are in favor of the Act are active in their campaigns ;
while they throw every obstruction in the way of those
who would feel disposed to record their opinion
against the Act ; while the temperance lecturers and
othere gentlemen wio put themselves on a bigh
pedestal of morality, which will perhaps cover other
matters, are found at every pollieg place pouring
contumely and reproach upon tho e who do not think ai
'they do, I say that under these circumstances it is difficult
to secure a fair record of public opinion. I have seen
ministers of the gospel and others, who should have known
better, standing at the polls and defying people to vote
against the Act, and throwing out the penalty of holding
them up to public opprobrium. Men do not like to expose
the6mselves to that sort of contumely; they do not like teobe
styled "Children of the Devil fighting in the army of
Satan," when they venture Io record their opinion of what
is right, and the result is that a fair record of the
opinions of those ,opposed to such legislation is difficult to
obtain. We bave not had this sort of legislation attempted
in this country for a very long timie. It is a thing of
recent date. We have been pursuing the cause of temper-
ance according to the old-fashioned way--by trying to
manufacture public opinion-by the botter class of our mon
exemplifying temperance, and their efforts have been
wonderfully successful, for there is no more sober or temper-
ate class of people anywhere than those of Cana la. But we
have had an example of the effects of prohibitory legislation
in some of the neighboring States, and especially in the
State of Maine, whore it bas been in force for twenty-seven
or thir:y .years, and which has given a name to this
prohi bitory liquor iaw. If we may judge by the abnormal
condition of affairs which it has producéd in that State, we
must say that its results have been most disastrous. The
evidence of their own people is that during the twenty-seven
years of the operation of the prohibitory law in that S,;a'e, the
people have sensibly deteriorated ; crime has increased;
drunkenness has increased, divorce las increased to a mo4t
alarming degree, a degree almost amounting to the destruc-
tion of the domestic ties-and these evils are so marked that
they have eticited observations from their public men and
have been commented upon by the Judges of the State. The
New England intellect atpresent, keen though it be, is not an
intellect which is working to the advantage of the world ;
though keen and subtle it is a gnarledi twisted intellect, it is
in those Sta' es that "isms" have their growth, that disbeliefs
are prevalent, 'hat thé foundations of religion are sapped
and broken, that the domestic ties are not respected,
that murder an& all the more violent crimes is -'on
the increase. If we are to take them as th e
results of a prohibition law thon, God forbid that
we should imitate suchi legisiation in this country.
I do not speak without the book in making these
remarks. I have in my hands a copy of the Hamilton
Spectator of February lith, in which is a report by Judge
Godldard, of Portland. , He says that within twenty or thirty
y'ears iurder has increased 600 per eent, in that State ymn
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slaughter, 400 per cent; murderous assaults, something like
300 per cent. Hesays that Maine seems to head the calen-
dar in the North.East for an increase in criminal
offences; and he concludes by saying that a community
where crime, immorality and suicide are rapidly-
increasing is surely verging towards barbarism. He
says that in Portland there are 130 rum .sbops,
that intoxication is rife there, that there is more driuking
thanever before, and that this probibitory legislaton has
utterly failed to carry out the intention of its promters.
Is it unfair to assume that if we pursue the same course
here we shall have the same result? I think we may
fairly assume, that what little we have seen of the workig
of prohibitory legislation amonpst us, shows how very
rapidly we may arrive at the unfortunete state of ihings
that prevails in Maine. I shall read a short extract or two
from one of the most influential organs of publie opinion in
this country. The article states so8 strongly and so succinctly
the evil of this legislation, that I felt when I read it that I
should do botter to read it to this flouse instead of making
any remarks of my own, because it states the case so much
better than I can do it. It says:

" An evil of this kind of legislation is that the evading of it is hardly
ever felt to be a moral offence; hence it can never be really enforced,
and the convictions can only be obtained by means of personation, lying
and dirty devices. The litigation caused by it is exceedingly coatly, and
it familiarizes the people with perjury, mendicity and transgression-of the
law ** But, say the gentlemen of the Alliance, by these laws we make
drinking disreputable, and drive it out of sight. Drunkenn-ss is indeed
disreputable; but it is our growing good sense, the advancing civilization,
and the power of Christianity, not prohibitary legislation, which have
made it so. And if you drive drinking into secret places, after all, have
you gained very much? It is like sweeping a litter under the table and
boasting that you have cleaned the roomIl• The Scott Act is financially
extravagant, morally debasing, and totally unworkable, and will, we
trust, in its present shape at least be rejected by the good sense of the
people of Canada as likely rather to hinder than to help the cause of
temperance."

Well, Sir, these are remarks that I think cannot be contra-
dicted. Thon, again, with regard to Portland, it says:

" The advrcates of prohibition point to poverty, disease, lunacy and
crime, and claim that the passage of prohibitory laws will diminish if not
extinguish them. The simple and complete answer to this is -that as a
matter of experience such legislation has always increased them. In the
State of Marne prohibition has been the law for over twenty-five years,
and the statistics show a steady growth in the number of paupers,
lunatics and drunkards. Portland, before the passage of the prohibitory
law, with a population of 24,000, averaged-300 drunkards a year ; in 1876,
with a population of 35,000, the number of drunkards was 1,640."

I may say with regard to the city in which I live, Toronto,
the proportion of drunkards to the population is only one.
half as great as it is in Portland. Then again:

I Another main argument of the Probibitionsts is, that if you forbid the
use of alcoholic liquors you so enrich the community that direct taxes
more than recoup the loss to the elcise. Facts show indisputably that
under prohibition the consumption of ardent spirits is vastly increased, as
are pauperism and lunacy. Under the Dunkin Act the municipalities lost
their revenue from licences, and got absolutely nothing in return, nay,
had to pay the saintly whiskey detectiýes, who traded their wholly
fictitions illnesses and fatigue on the unsuspecting benevolence of the
deluded publican. What sane politicians would consent to abandon the
excise revenues, which commend themselves heartily to public sentiment,
for a supposed increase in the national wealth which is contradicted by
all experience ? We wish to guard ourselves here from misapprehension.
We admit heartily that if our people did not use alcoholic liquors they
would grow richer; our contention is that successful prohibition is
impossible, and the unsuccessful attempt deprives the Goverument of
revenue, fosters immorality, protects adulteration, and benefits no one
but the wily politician. who makes it a tool to carve ont bis own slice
from the national pudding."
Thon here are a few words which Icommend to those gentle.
men who seek to make a nation temporale by means ofthis
prohibitory law. Lot them heed these words because they
are pregnant with meaning:

"The action of moral and spiritual remedies is undoubtedly slow,
because they depend for their efficiency on the co-operation of the hunan
will. Christianty, after nearly nineteen centuries, has much of its work
y todo, but that la no impeachment of.its truth and ultimate efficacy.

he legitimate work of temperance is tedious perhaps, in its operation,
but that la no excuse for drastic remedies which will endanger the life of
a patient. In spite of the pessimists the world is advancing, and our race

is growing in self-restraint, in manliness and nobility of cl:aracter. We
counsel the friends of temperance to patience and perseveranc3; and it is
because we desire to see their efforts directed into a channel which will
lead to success, because we heartily sympathize with their object, that
we denounce such legislation as the Scott Act, on the ground that it is
immoral, unworkable, mischievous where enforced, and an enemy to the
best interests of society."

I expected to be asked this question, and I may say here
that the Toronto Mai is the most influential organ of public
opinion in the Dominion of Canada, at least in the Province
of Ontario. It bas a circulation of 70,000. It is conducted
op business principles, and its object is to ocho the honest
sentiment of the peoplei that it las done so in politics we
have ample evidence. It sounded the tocsin of the National
Policy, and echoed the people's wish there. It was not far
astray on the great schsme we have just carried tbrough
Parliament. But then, it may be said, these are political
matters on which the paper represented the opinions of a
party. But here is a matter in the intereats of society, and
the common well Leing of the country, and its managers
would be fools if they ran counter to public opinion. I
believe that paper echoes public sentiment as correctly on
this matter as it did in the political issues to which I have
referred.

Mr. ROSS. The Mail elected the Mayor of Toronto in
the last municipal election.

Mr. BOULTBEE. If you cannot show anything against
the influence of the Mail better than the election of the
Mayor in Toronto, I think the Mail will be able to stand
alone and ran yet. The Mail is sncered at because it is a
political organ, but I do not see why a newspaper which
takes a sound stand on political matters may not take a
sound stand on matters other than political. Lere is an
extract from one of the first living thinkers in this country
or in Great Britain-I refer to Goldwin Smith. I suppose
there is no publicist in either country whose writings have
so much influence on the public mind. ie says:

"IWe come back always to the same thing. Sumptuary legislation
cannot be enforced in a free community. The Czar Peter might have
compelled his subjects to give up brandy as he compelled them to ect off
their beards. - He needed no aid from public s ntiment to give effect to
his uka:e. But in a free community your law without public sentiment
is a dead letter. Prohibitionists may be ready to call upon the Govern-
ment for vigorous measures, but not one in ten of them would himself
help the police in interfering with the private habits of his ne'ghbors.
Mere self-indulgence, however injurions to the man himself, is not an

ffence against the State, and people in general cannot be induced to
treat it if it were. Some persons hold tobacco to be a slow poison ; others
hold meal to be the same, as, if used in the excessive quantities in which
many people use it, undoubtedly it is. Suppose the anti-tobacconists or
the vegetarians to be everywhere in a majority, will it be their duty to
close by law the shops of the tobacconists and butchers ? If we want to
change the diet or the habits of freemen, we must do it by argument and
example. The end will not be so quickly attained as it would be by the
ukase of the despot, but the work will be the more genuine, more lasting,
and more truly moral."

In the Bystander and other works of the sam % writer, and I
dare say hon. gentlemen have read them, Mr. Goldwin
Smith takes the same view I have taken to-night, in fact I
have taken my views largely from him. I take another
article written by a public man of considerable note in this
country, and published in.Belford's Maqazine of 1876, ard
from that article I will read the following short extract:-

"lThe Prohibitory Liquor Law thoroughly enforced would, I have nev< r
doubted, contribute more to the weal th of the State ad the welfare of
society than aIl the other of our Statutes put together. But if this law be
enacted before public sentiment is prepared to enfore it, it muet divert the
attention of temperance men from the vigorous and individual employment
of those moral influences which alone can give development and power to
public sentiment. I affirm that its influence in New. England has been
disastrous up to this time."

That is taken from a work entitled "Fifty Years History of
the Temperance Cause," by Mr. Stebbins. Well, Mr.
Speaker, I have read quotations from the Mail, from Mr.
Goldwin Smith, and from a distinguished publicist, but they
are not alone. We look around in every rank ot society
where the great thinkers are, where we find men moulding
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public opinion, and they are taking this view. I may refer
to another gentleman, and I introduee his name with some
hesitancy, because I do not think me» of his position like!
their names to be introduced into parliamentary debate, but
he made the statement publicly. I refer to'tbe ev. D. J.
Macdonnell, of Toronto, who expressed his view as beig
opposed to a prohibitory law aï an aid to enforeing
temperance. fie is a consistent man, who, by bis earnest 1
piety and the beauty of his life, is an ornament, not only to
his church, to the City where he resides, but to the
country, and his view is against those mer; yet lie is an
earnest man, working and devotirg his whole life for the
geod of his kind, a simple, earnest, straightforward
Christian, whom ail muet admire if they cannot agree with
him. Far eastward there is a -gentleman, seme of whose
words I read not long since, Rev. Dr. McRae,
who takes similar ground. I have already read. toi
the House an extract from the Mail, the best and
most influential exponent of publie opinion in Ontario.
I do not think I an far astray in saying that the most
influential organ in the Province of Quebec, if you judge it
by the test of the number of its subscribers, is the Montreal
Gazette, the editor and proprietor of which is a member oft
this louse, and is a consistent temperance man, doing as
much and perhaps far more for the promotion of the
temperance cause than the hon. members for Annapolis and
West M iddlesex put together; for while those hon. members
may be doing their best according to their lights, yet the
influence of the hon. mem ber for Cardwell is wider and
larger, and the reasons I have advanced in favor of the
passage of the amendment I propose to the Scott Act have
been largely taken from arguments adduced by the Montreal
Gazette. I think I have, perbaps, detained the House longer
than I should have done, but I feel rather warmly on
this question, being somewhat of an earnest man when I
take up anything and desiring to handle it in the best way
I can. It does seem a remarkable thing to find a Govern-
ment caliing itself a paternal Government, a Government
that bringsdown itts Budget, with large sums to be derived
from revenue, and partly derived from taxation on articles
of drink-~and properly so because, much more than articles
of food, they are luxuries-I cannot understand why a Gov'
ernment which deives large revenues from the imposition of
castoms and excise duties on liqnurs should allow an Act
to remain on the Statute-book which separates the dealers in
those commodities from every other class, and renders themn
liable to the harsh and arHitrary will of mon, fanatical in
this respect, and not i'mbued with the principles of fair play
and justice, and to be legislated out of their means of
livelihood and rights, while, at the same time, the Govern-
ment derives a large revenue from taxing them. It does not
appear to be a fuir thing that the Government should allow
such an objectioiable Act to remain on the Statute book ;
and the Government ought, and is bound to support such an
amendment as I now propose, so that if ;uch a harsh and
arbitrary law-a law taking away mei's property, and
depriving them of the means of living-is t b be put to the
test, it should be passed with the sanction of a full majority
of those in whose power it is to give it effect.

Mr. MILLS. Why not tax their induetries, when ' ou
support others by protection ?

Mr. BOULTBEE. The hon. member for Bothwell is a
publiciet and a metaphysician, and I am sometimes unable
to comprehend him, and in the present case I cannot see the'
pertinancy of his remark to the present discussion. 0f
course, it is owing to my stupidity in not being able always
to comprehend his remarks. I dare saythe hon. gentleman
experiences some prieking of conscience for having assisted
in the paeing of the Scott Act, when, perbape, he thought,
he was aiding tae cause of temperence, while he failed to look
sufficiently far to see the gross injustice to people whom, as
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the momber of a Government, ho was bound to protect.
Mr. Speaker, I have placed this matter. bef«ore the.ose iw
as brief a form as possible, and all I hope is that as 't4
debate rolis on, and my remarks will be answerd, the Uous
will not be troubled with long lectures on temperaiMe whiei
are not appropriate. No one can deplorethe evils-of intem-
perance more than I deplore them. The issue involved in
the passage of thie BiH, or its defeat, is this-is it desirable
that a law like the Scott Aet should have effeot uunlees it iJ
shown to have the approval of a fue majority of those who
are entitled te vote on it ? That is the only questionit issue.
It is not a question of temperance. The question is whetherj
granting that it is a law which-it js wéll to try iin order to
see whether it will have beneficial resaits, is it desirable
that this sumptuary law, affecting ie privileges of the
people, contiscating men's property, and re4rieting tbeir
liberty, should be carried into effect uniess publie sentiment
is in its favor to sueh aun extent that its ads ocates succeed
in obtaining the support of a -màjority of those entitled to
vote for its affirmatibn or rejection.

Mr. OGDEN.» I feel it te be my duty to offer a few
remarks on this important question r:e btfore the H1ouse.
The hon. member for East York (Mr. Boultbee) has mode a
'a very lengthy and laborions speech. He has evidently
accomplished his purpose; he thinks h has performed his
duties to his friends, but ho has also accomplished thie: if
there are any hon. members who have been balting betwcen
two opinions, I think after listening to the speech of the
hon. gentleman they will huve become thoroughly convinced
that bis Bill mu4 be voted down. I sympathize with him
very much. I wonder if the hon. gentleman would like bis
BiIl to be jadged by the same tribunal which he wishes the
temperance question to be judged by. Is Lhe willing that
bis Bill shall not pass unlees it receives the votes of a
mnajority ofthe members of this House, whether present or
absent? For my part I have the honor of representing a
temperance constitueney wbere not one drop of liquor is
sold, unless it is soid in violation of the law, and that with-
out the Scott Act being in force. I shall feel it my duty to
sustain the law as it now stands, because I tnink it le
nothing more than right that it should have a fair trial, and
I beg to move in amendment:

That the Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be read a
second time this day six months.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I am exceedingly glad that my
hon. friend bas proposed that amendment. I bd intended
to move such an amendment myself, in the full confidence
that it would meet with the approval of the majority o this
Hiouse, I have listened.with very great interest to My hon,
friend from East York (Mr. Boiltbee), while ho attempted
to give reasons why his Bill sh uld be sustained by the votea
of the members of this Houe. I have, on a former ocea-
sion-ist year, I think-opposed an 'amendment ir similar
terms to that contained in tho Bill of the han. member. I
have on former occasions in this House, advocated what I
believed to be those temperance principles which, when
applied and untained bylaw, would promote the well-being
of this country; and in doing so, I thoughtI wasallying my-
self with a body of respectable, infuential and useful men. I
bad no hesitation in castng in whatever little influence 1 had
with the temperance men e this eountry, withoat fear, that
by so doing I would' lower my positiot in society or
materially destroy spy own usefulness, and I was surprised
to learn from the hon. memnber for Bast York that in allying
myself with the temperence men I was allying mysef with
those who were " laboring to destroy.their neighnors," mon
who "outraged evory law, human and divine," non who
were" besotted in brain," mon- wbo wer "intempegate,"
men who were "working fr hire," men who "would nt
control their passions," meh "without common sens, em-
mon honesty, or cemmon. judgment" ànd "ifantiç,"'I
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havegiven you a feW choice morsels from the ,hon gentle- has not yet been ascertained, to set aside the deliberate
mau' l speeh, descriptive of the tènperance men of the opinion of Pirliament as expressed in the Session of 1878
Ddmi6ion of Canada. J am ashamed of them. I have given by an amendment to the Act whiehf, by emasculating aIl
ydà f Few ehoice morsels descriptive of such mon as the that is exellent in it, practically destroys rt. Ie proposes
hon. efinister of Finance, leading bishops, archbiehops, to do this beforo we have had any opportunity of ascertai»-
cl'rgYfen, detors of divinity, judges, lawyers, and other ing whether the Act is inefficient or inoperative My
dotgbnished men-such men as Vice-Chancellor Blako of hon. friend will not be sustained in this course by
T ~ i,7udge Jenes of Brant, ProfessorWlison of Toronto, public opinion. Under what pressure is he acting? HRas
antPit~ipaI i Daw.son of Montreal-such names as he presented any:petitions to this Ilouse in support of the
Sir ,Wilfrk' Lawson of England-all insignifreant men coursebe has taken? Bufore the Scott Act was placed on
without eommon' ènse or common honesty-and i find the Statutes, I venture to say that nearly a majority of the
myseit, ere -to-night in that classification. Well, 'Sir, in people ol thiR Dominion, in one fori o, another, petitioned
spi4of these associations, in spile of the depressing effect for that legistation. The very fact that the Local Logis-
wlteh, you can wefl understand, falls upon me in defending lature of Ontario"itself, by a unanimous vote, petitioned f r
the Têmperance Act of1878, I propose, nevertheless,.to call prohibitory legisialion, taken in conjunction with the other
your dttention to some reasons why that Act should b. petitione, proved that it was a-ked by a majority oftho peoplr.
maintained in its entirety. My bon. friend, in proposing Wtatevidence bas the Rouse to lead them to believe that the
an' mendment to the Scott Act, is acting adversely to arguments my hon. friend advances in favor of the destruction
publid:opTnien. Every principle contained in the Temper- -I use the word advised1ly-of the Temperance Act of'1878,
ance Âet of 1878 was supported by a very large majority are backed up by the public opinion of this country? Allow me
in the 61d Parliament of Canada in 1864. That principle to say further, that my hon. friend is exceedingly anxious tht
was aecepted by the people of Canada, and was never this bill sbould pass, because he is afraid that in the prosent
reversed by fhenm. True, its application was enlarged, form a majority of the people would tyranntzeoover a minority.
botter iachinery was provided for rendering it effective, Constitutional government, a I understand it, is founded on
but the publie opinion of the people of Canada is that the principle oigovern mont by matjoritie. f however, the
the majority in our *municipalities shall have the objections of my bon. friend are well founde, instead of
right for themselves to say whether or not they wish the proposing to have the Temperance Act of 187, carried by a
sale of intoxicating liquors to be sanctioned among them. majority of narnes in the voters lisits, ho should propose a
Nor was the Temperance Aet of 1878 forced upon this repeal of th6 Act. If this Act is wrong, if it is an Act of
Parliament hurriedly. Tihe matter was well considered. spoliation, if it outraged public opinion, if it destroys the
The agitation which culminated in that Act began by liberty of the people, ho should propose either compensa-
the appeintment of a Committee during the Session of tion for those whose property is de troyed, or the repeal of'
1873. Petitions were presented froim time to time in favor the ActIf the manner in which the Act is brougit into
of that Act. In 1874, 1 find, by the report of theCommittee force inflicts a wrong on any municipality, would bis Bill
of.that year, 132,465 individual signatures were appended to make that vrong right, becanse under it, the wrong would
the petitions laid on the Table of this >Houe. Besides these, be inflicted by a majority of the names on the voters' lists ?
petitions werepresented from municipal bodies representing This is his position. His argument -is inconsequential. If
a popdlation of 478,756, as well as from the presbytery of he argued according to the logic of his own fuets, he would
Manitoba, from the members of the New Brunswick have to waive the position ho advocates and say to the House:
Legislature,- from the Synod of 'the Canadian Presby- "The Temperance Actof 1878 is wrong in principle; it does
terian Church, from the Young Men's Christian Asso. injustice to vested rights; it is, as are all umptuary laws,
ciátion of the city of Fredericton, from the Baptist an injdstiee, and will end in failure. 1, therefore, propoee
Conference of New Brunswick, from the professors and its repeal." But instead of taking this logical position, he
students of Knox College, Toronto, from the Brockville says that the Temperance Act pased by a majoity wouîld
and Ottawa Railway Company, from the General be wrong ; but if passed by a marrity of names
Assembly of the Canada Presbyterian Church, from on the voters' lists, the wrong becomes right, and ail the
the Niagara Annual Conference of the Methodist evil consequences that flow from a sumptuary law, its spolia-
Episcopal Church, and from the Ontario Legislative tion and interference and vested rights, would be right, and
Asseibly, over the signature of its Speaker. These were the Temperance Act of 1878 become a blessing instead of a
presented in 1874. They were renewed in 1875, showing curse. i commend his amendment to his reconsideration,
that the public sentiment was ripening. I find in a report and trust, if he proposes to attack the Act, he will attack it
presented to the Senate, thait petitions were recoived by the on its meits and not by a side wind. His Bill invdlves a
Sonate bearing 349,294,signatures. Of these 302,012 were further injustice. It does not propose the Act shall- be
froth Ontario, 140,308 from Quebec, 16,335 from New carried by a majority of ail the voters entitlel to vote, but it
Brunswick, 13,622 from Nova Scotia, 3,174 fro.n Prince says: 1!If the majority of ail the voters whose namies
Edward Island, 34 from British Columbia, and a petition are entered on the voters' ist used at such a polling
was received from the Presbyterian Church, of the Province place are for the petition, the same shall be held to
of >fanitoba-so that every Province, in some form or other, have been adopted, but not otherwise." H e is intro-
called the attention of the Legislature to the necessity of du ing a new principle. and he justifies the introduction
some ection being taken in regard to this question. Now, I of tliat principle by the sixteenth mecti on of 2i ofthe 4:--43
hold thât legislation secured after such a strong request, and Victoria, Province of Ontario. That section says: "To
after the careful attention of the Senate and House of Com- render valid a by-law of any municipality for granting
m6m was given to theAct, is of such an important eharacter bonases in aid of a railway, or for pronoting any
thatthe Rouse should hesitate before it unceremonion-siy manufactures, the assent shal be nOcessary o the majority
destroyedthe deliberate opinions of Parliament so expressed. of al the ratepayers, who rre ont itled to rote on the by-
Athough bthe Temperance At of 1878 is dated three years law." There is some fairness in that, and it aisfrom thatltbe
baek, we can only be said to have had it for one year. It hon. gentleman sys hho bas copied his BiTi. If my hon.
wa ony1 recognized to be within the linits of ouroonstitu- friend had proposed that the Temperance Act o;f 1878
tiom during the winter of last year by the Supreme Court; should not prevail unloés susfined by a majority of those
yet1my hon. filend fremi East York proposes now, salthough who were entitled to vote, wc would have had soiething to
we bave only had the Act enforced hardly for Ou year, govor n uail; but le proposes the-Tenperance Act of 1e78
althongh any evilrthat it night infict upon the coinmunyity-ahailnet-preW i àdle à î stined by a majerity of ail the
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names ôn the voters' lista, What does that mean ? It
means%, in the first place, that the nMan who .comes up and
votes for the Temperance Act of 1878, under bis Bill, if it
passed, wilt have no more influence than a dead man in the
village churchyard; in the second place, the man whô is at
bis postof duty und votes for theTemperance Act of 1878, has
xd more influence tban a man who may be in Tasmania;
further,the man who may have his name entered on the voters'
list five or ton times, as is frequently the case in Ontario,
may vote once for the Act, and nine times against it,
contrary to bis own will. lis that the honest legislation we
are going to get from my hon. friend ? We are. barged
with being doficient in common sense. Is that a proof of
common sense ? We are charged with being deficient in
common judgment. Is that a proof of the supreme wisdom,
of my hon. friend ? Is it common honesty ? If my lion.
friend can point me a clause in the Temperance Act of 1878,
that has the stamp of dishonesty 5o clearly on its face as
that simple statement in bis own little Bill bas, I will
abandon the Act altogother. I give him all the liberty he
may want in the advocacy of bis side of the question.
Would it not be an outrage on common decency-1 use the
words of the hon. member who introdueed the BiIi-fo"
Parliament to place on the Statute-book a Bill by which a
living man would have no more weight than a dead man
in the councils of his country-by which a man living in
the Dominion, discharging bis duty to bis country and
Queen, would have no more weight than a man wandering
in a foreign land ? Would it not be disgraceful to all
common decency, not to say to ali common sense,
that a n an should be compelled by a Statute
of Parliament to vote nine times against himself
when he was endeavoring to enforce his opinions by
bis action at the polls ? I hope ny hon. friend will
reconsider another point in his Bill. But let me
first say that we have various grievances of a local character.
Take the case of a constituency in he Maritime Provinces,
where a number of electors may be at sea-in thut case,
what would be the result ? Every man thus p: oviding for
bis livelihood would be counted as voting against the Act of
1878, no matter what his opinion on the subject. We under-
stand, and I think the House and country have undertood,
that the principle upon which our legislation is founded-
by which the affairs of ths counti y are governed munici-
pally as well as by Parliament-is the general, broad prin-
ciple that the majority must govern. Why bas my hon.
friend opposite sought such a principle as that ? It is because
he was in aearch of some respectable authority by which lie
might sustain the position he intended to take ? It is because
ho was afraid that, without the precedent of the Legislative
.Assembly of Ontario, he would find no person in the House
to consider bis proposition ? While finding that, the prece-
dent in reference to a railway bonus by-law, he miglit find
hundreds of precedents in regard to the policy of
government ly the majority. Look at the excellent sc hool
system of Ontario. How is thatmanaged? Is iL by the principle
ofthe hon. gentleman's Bill ? No; but by the principle of the
rule of the majority. Why did ho not quote thut instance?
Look at our municipa' or parliamentai y system, and what do
we find ? We find these systems are founded in the broad
principle ihat the majority must rule. 1 contend that, under,
the circuir stances, it is safer, mo. e honest, more convenient,
that in this, as in other legisItion, we should follow
some broad principle. Or, if you coneider the importance
of the matter to be adjudicated upon, I contend that the
>rinciple of the majority should app'y. Iow are we

governed ln this Houe? Hlow did we dispose of vast
interests in this flouse a short time ago ? How do we
dispose of all great affairs but on the prinoiple of the
najority? No matter how important temperance legislation

May be, it will not be contended it is more im]portant than
that carried on in this louse. If it be confessed that it is

Mr. ricss (Middlesex).

not, normore important than the legialation -f lhe great
parliamentary assembies of the Kingdoms of Europe, theu
lot us honestly apply to this questior, important as.
believe it is, only the same broad principle which is applied
to legislation in other cases. But if we apply to myho.
friend's own election, for instance, the prineipio of
his own Bill, how wquld he stand ? I fid in the
East Riding of York there were at the last election 4,4
voters, of which thohon. member polled but 1,26,or thirty-
four per cent, Well, if his principle were applied tu hia
own case, where would .he stand? HRe would not be here.
We should not see bis manly form or hear bis melodions
voice. Elsewhere my hon. friend would be, no doubt
standing up for the same great principlo of legislation '
perbaps, were he inside this House, he would be contonding
for the right of being elected by a minority of the total vote,
the only chance, perhaps, ho might have of being eIeted
under any circumstances. Lot us apply this rule to 4he
case of other hon. gentlemen in this House, and what ydo
we fid? If we applied it to those hon. gentlemen in front
of you, Mr. Speaker, everyone of us would have te leave the
louse but the hon. leader of the Government and my hon*
friend the Miniister of Militia. There areonily two members
in this House to-day who were elected by a majority of the
voters in their respective constituences- and only two other
cases where the gentlemen were elected by forty-nine pur
cent. of the. electors; and besides them, every other
hon. gentleman in the flouse was electod by less than
forty per cent. of the electoral vote of his constitueney,
exeept the bon. member for Prince Edward, who was
elected by forty-one per cent. Now, if the principle
is good as applied to the Temperance Aet of 1878, let us

-ave it of general application, and in the vote we are
shortly to give in regard to the proposed destruction of the
Temperance Act of 1878, let my hon. friend who intro-
duced the Bill accept the effects of his own medicine, and
agrec as an amendment to the Bill ha now proposes, that
no amendment should take effect unless carried by a
majority of the Commonq. But he says, further, that he is
acting in the interest of the temperance cause. Well, I ask
for his credentials. I want to know what termperance
organization bas sanctioned his course? Why, the Dominion
AfHiance, the other day, in this city, at its aninual meeting,
passed a re olution protesting against the passage of what
it cails the Boultbce amendment, which ho bas intioduoed in
this House. Ie bas not the sanction of that representative
body that bas spread its organization from British Columbia
to Prince Edward Island. The Sons of Temperance, an organ-
ization representing over 5O.000 members in the Dominion,
at their gathering passed a resolution, after the amend-
ment of last year was introduced in this Housi, protesting
against its ratification by ,Parliament. The Independent
Order of Good Templara, representing, perhaps, a larger
membership, passed a similar resolution. I do not know,
then, by whom the hon. gentleman is accredited. I do not
know how heestands on the floor of the House to claim to
speak for the temperance men of Canada. But what do we
find besides? Wo find that the Canada Methodists, at their
last General Conference, passed a resolution protesting
against the adoption of the amendment he bas now propoed.
In the Generat Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, and
at the annual meeting of the Baptist denomination of
Canada, similar resolutions were passed. Wherever mon
have spoken out their views in regard to the temperanae
question, they have protested against the proposition of mcly
hon. friend fron East York, and yet ho pretenda bore to
speak for the temperance mon of Canada. We have
evidence that the Temperance Act of 1878 i raeoasbly
acceptable Io the people of the country. True, it ha. only
been adopted and retained by;one couy in OntariorýbnL
thorae isto Le a vole within a few days in -Hamilton, i »te
county of Wentworth, anid in lialton. It hats been adep&ed.
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bylbé whle of Prince Edward Island, and by one ofthte
largeatoonties in Manitoba, that embraces nearly half the'
novinée, Marquette. It bas been adopted in New Bruns-
wickArederiction being the first mnunicipality te decide for
it; and in Carleton, Albert, Charlotte, King's, Queen's and,
1Ithink, and arn now informed, in Westmoreland; also in
Yorsk and in the city of Woodstoek. In Nova Seotia it bas
been adopted in. Digby, Queen's, and is going tobe voted on
on the 1th Mareb in Shelburne. Petitions have been made
for itasadoption ih Yarmouth, Hants, King's and
Glodcester, and have been largely approved, I -am
toM. 'eThee facta prove- that the Temperance Act
of 1818 is acceptable to temperance men. It will
be quite time enough for my hon. friend to propose
his amendment when it shall have been shown that the,
Temperance Act of 1878 fails te accomplish what we trust
it will aeeomplish. The hon. gentleman points tothe failure
of the Dunkin Act as a proof that the Scott Act will be a
failure.' The two cass are not analagous. Net only are
tbemethods of introducing the two measures very different,
but the penalties which are provided, and the machinery by
which the Temperance Act of 1878 is to be enforced, are by
no mrans the same. The Dunkin Act was a failure in many
respects. The privileste allowed to those who were
prosecuted for infringing its provisions of constantly
appealing from one court te another, frequently prevented
the results which temperance men expected would follow
from the prosecutions under the Act. Under the
Temperance Act of 1878, when cases ai e tried before a'
police magistrate or a stipendiary magistraté, appeals are
not allowed, and we expect that many beneficial results,
which were not obtainable under the Dunkin Act, will
follow from that provision. The hon. gentleman
lid not argue fairly when he argued against the
l'emperance Act of 1878, by the example of the
Dunkin Act. But the hon. gentleman protests against ail
sumptuary legislation.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Would the hon. gentleman go
on and state ail the points and differences between the two
Acts. I do not ask him iin a captions spirit te do so, but.
as a matter in which the publie are intercstod.

Mfr. ROSS. In the first place any thirty petitioners
could ask for the submission of the Dankin Act-now it
requires 25 per cent. of the names upon the voters' list to
ho attadhed to,a petition and transmitted to the Minister ofo
Justice through the Socretary of State before the Scott Acti
-as we call it-can be voted upon. This petition is an1
evidence that there is a substantial temperance sentimentj
in the constituency in which it is intended to have a vote.
on tho Act before a vote can take place, and I agree with1
my hon. friend that a substantial public sentiment is neces-
s ry tohe effective Operation of the Act, as I believe it is
neoeesary to the effective operation of any law. I
bolieve it is as necessary for the maintenance1
of public morality in any form, as it is for
the maintenance of that form of public morality which1
we suppose the Temperance Act of 1878 is designed to
enforce. But besides the mode of submitting the Act therei
are other diferences. The penalties under the Act are1
greater than those provided under the Dunkin Bill. Thei
penalty for the first offence is $50, for the second offence1
$100, and for the third offence, imprisonment. In the next
place, when a summary trial takes place before a police1
magistrate or a mayor, under the Act no appeal eau be
made. Fourthly, the defendant himself, or prosecutors under E
the Act, may be exanined, by which we can ascertain more
easily and with certainty if he las violated the-law. Fifthly,
the husband may give evidence against the wife or the wife
agaisut the husband. Sixthly, liquors, casks and other para-t
phomlia may be forfeited, and in many cases destroyed.i
SevenIyseirehevan be nmade for liquors sold oontrary to law,

and iflbnd can be forfeited or destioyed. Zihthlan action
cin be brought 'by any person. ýNinthly, certain portions
of the linos are to be set aside, to form a fund in aid of
prosecutien. Tenthly, it is not]neeessary to prove the precise
description of the liquor, the actual passrng of money; or
the consumption of the lignor, a transaction li the nature
of barter and sale is suffi -ient; and where apparatas is
found with Iiqtors it-is prmd facie evidence of guilt, and
the onus of proof resta upon the defeidant in many impor-
tant cases undor the Act. It will be seon fromethis
aummary of the main points of difference between the two
Acts, that"the Temperance Act of 1878 gives greater
pewers to magistrates and police effeers to see that the
law is carried out. My hon: friend made an allsion to the
eastern States to show that sumptuary legislation, as
practiced there, wa destructive of the intellectual fibre of
the people. My hon. friend could not have been very
familiar with the publie sentiment which prevails
there. Does the bon. gentieman not know that the most
active public sentiment, that the force of all other fbrces
which moulds and creates the public sentiment of the
United States, exists in the eastern States ? Can lhe
produce a single fhot to show that there is not at
present in the eastern and notith-eastern States as active
an intellectual fibre-if I may use the term-as in any
oth6r portion of the United States? Whence came the
Daniel Websters and the Blaines of American politics?
Have not the eastern States given us such orators as
Wendell Ihilli ps and Lyman Beecher -such poots as Oliver
Wendell Holmes and William Cullen Bryant ? Have not
many of the legislators, the orators and the poets of the
Republie corne from those States ? Do they not produce the
most active and refined mon of lotters which the United
States bas ever produeod ? My hon. friend bas cited an
example which proves too much for bis case. If he had
cited Tennessee, or Mississippi, or Missouri, or Indiana,
'where there are no prohibitory laws, he might have found
something to sustain him; but as it is, if I wished to rest my
case on the intelligence or the intellectual force and vigor,
or the domestic or moral puity or the charactor of any
portion of the American Republic, I should have selected
the eastern States, as furnishing evidence upon which to
ask that the Bill of the hon. gentleman should be
unanimously rejected. If woe-could raise a population
with the intellectual keenness of the averagè citizen
of the United States, with bis constructivo skill and his
mental refinoment and his moral purity,, by temperance
legislation, thon temperance legislators would be the
greatest benefactors- of the age; and the Tem perance Act of
1878 would be one of the most valuable Bills ever placed on
the Statute-book of Canada. The bon. gentleman says
crime is on the increase in the State of Maine. Well, Sir,
crime is on the increase in the Dominion of Canada. It is
on the increuse in the Province of Ontario, and that in a
very alarming degree. The hon. gentleman's statement
again proves too much. The House will, perhaps, allow me
to quote a few figures from the last report of the
Inspector of Prisons and Asylums for the Pro-
vince of Ontario, received since the flouse met.
It will show how erime is on the increase in'Ontario, and
will be an effeetual answer to the position taken by my
hon. friend. In 1869 we had committed to the joils in
Ontario, 5,655 persons; in 1870, 6,379 ; in 1873, 7,877; in
1875, 10,073; that is, an increase of 100 per cent. in six
years. In 1880 the commitmonts were 11,300, that is t
say, from 1869 to 1880, comuxitments t> thejails in
Ontario averaged from 5,656 to 11,30. Now, Sir, that
cannot boeaid to be the result of temperance legiwlation,
because there was no temperance legislation in Ontario (t
that time. If it be true that crime bas increased in Maine,
as my hon. friend says, why las it increased in Ontario ?
The Inspector of Prisons, Mr. Langmuir, than whom there
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is no more effiient and painstakipg oc4er in the employ
of the Ontario Government, says: .

"'The number of commitments tothe common gdl bausi as nearly as
possible, doubled during the pat eleven years, but the rate of increams
from yer to year bas been exceedingly variable. * lt is iapor-
tant to note, however, that whle the number of -commitments have
increased on the whole, the inqrease bas not been anything like so great
in oune clas of offences as in others. Thrs, while commitments for orimo
against the person and property, and against public morals and decency,
wliich may generally be designated indictable offences, increaaed fromn
2,214 in 1869. to 3,919 in 1880, being at the rate of about 7 per ent. per
annumthe offences againit public order and peace, of whichdrankeuneu
and vagrancy constitute nine-tenths, increased from 2.886 to 6,640, being
at the rate of about 12 per cent. per annum."

Here we have a statement from the Inspector of Prisons of1
Ontario that drunkennaess and vagrancy constitute more than
nine-teuths ofthe indictable offences in what we call the
fair Province of Ontario. Ont of the 11,300 commitments
tothe jails iu that Province, he says 3,069 males and 726
females -wete committed as drunk and disorderly. If we
investigated other crimes for which drunkenness is largely
responsible, it would only go to confirm the position which
temperance men, I am sorry to say, areobliged to take, that
crime ia associated with intemperance. No doubt thore is
crime. My hon. friend tries to east reproach upon tem-
peranice legislation by citing the State of Maine. Let nie
cite the little town of St. Stephe.ns, in the county of
Char-lotte, New Brunswjek, where the Temperance Act has
been onfbrced since last May. During the eight months
ending with December of hdt year, the arrots weie 49
for drunkenness, but sinco the Act came into force the
number of arrests bas diminished to four. î an not jast
now d isposed Io argue the quesition of the result of prohli-
bition in Maine, but I arm disposed t say that the Temper.
anee Act of- 18'8, if applied and enfored will fulfil to a
large extent the purpose for which it was itended. My
hon. friend says it is a fréquent source of perjury. But.
every law may be said to be a cause of perjury in the same
way. We have placed a law upon our Statute-book against'
bribery and corruption at elections; will any man say that
that law is not a frequent Fource of perjury? If the
Temperance Act causes perjury, it does nothing more than
any other law. I venture to say thore is not a law
upon the Statute-book of the Dominion of Canada
but in some sense nay be said to be a
source of perjury. The principle upon whieh the hon.
gentleman askis us to repeal this law-for that is what this
Bill amounts to-would repeal all logislation, and in order
to avoid perjury we should blot out from the Statute-book
every law that has been passed. But the bon. gentleman
also says that temperance legislation is a frequent cause of
lunacy. He says that lunaoy is on the increase in the State
ot Marne. But I fnd by the report of the Inspector of
Lunatie Asylums in the Province of Ontario, that lunacy bas
incresed largèly in that Province, and I .mây say in that
conneetion that the consumption of intoJicating liquors is
also on the increase. Would I be wrong in putting these
two 'things together and drawing a conclusion, that
because intemperance wason the increase and lunacy also,
that one was responsible for the other? If becanse lunacy
is on the inerease in Maine we should thorefore have no
temperance legislation,; on the same reasoning, because
lunaiy is on the increaso in Ontario, we should have ne
intoxicating liquors sold, because- intoxicating liquors are
sold vory largely and iunacy la increasing in Ontario. I
find that the county which my hon. friend represents,
1,714 lunaties were sent to the asylum last year.

Mr. CA MERON (Kluron).. I do not wonder at it.
Mr. ROSS. More than three times the number of

lanatics were sent from his county than from any othorc
county in Ontario. Following the logic of, my hon. friend
I would conclude that he was only about one third as wise
as the average elector in Ontario. I would conclude from his

Mr. Ross (Middlesez).

loge thaA if the Riding of Easturk fauratsIes mor*laities
than any other cou ty in Ontario, it saeeass herep
seats that couaty. I arn ,ollowing bis owayk)giQ. M.
ays, because there ia temperance legislation ui MainM,

therefore lunacy is increacing. I findlanaey e. th
increase in l st York, and ILfind my hon. iriesd epresøst
i lg that county; therefore, lunaey is increaaing ioagt
York becaue he.repesents that onaty. TWhak i 4
apecimen of bis logic. It jùst proves as much irU tlt1 on.
case as in the other. I. hope the House will adop; Uba
ainendment moved by my hon. frieaid behiadme. 1hope
the flouse wiIl not fool that before we have lad an oppêr*
tunity of testing the legislation adôpted by tie ilast
Parliament, after many years of agitation, we shoWe set
aside the decision thus arrived uat. I think we ougt to
pause and see whether hle course we adopted inaß78 ai a
wise one or not. We bave only planted this plant, and
we ought not to pluck it up by the roota before it bas
scarcely budded or blossomed. I haye evidence toshow
that in the city of Frederictoa the Act has worked as wel
as any other legislation. I wiml read a short q uotation from
a statement made by the Poliee Magistrate of Frodeicton,
who says:

"The Police Magistrate of Fredeicton, Professor L. Marsh, Esq-,
writes under'date of July 21th:-As Police Magistrate of the City of
Fredericton, I bave much pleasure in being able to certify to the favor-
able resuits of the canada Temperance Act since it came into operation
lu this city on the let of May, 1879, and more tspeerally since the Act
wasdeclared by the Supreme Court of the Dominion, to be withi the
constitutional powers of Parliament.

"There is no such thing now as the open sale of liquor by retail in
publie houses or saloons; there is, of course, an occasional.case of illegal
'sale discovered and punished. The cases of street drunkenness are very
few indeed, and the business at the police oflfce arising out of intemper-
ance bas been reduced by at least one-half.

46feel safe in sayiug that in this city the working of the Act has been
suct as ought to satisfy the ~reasonable expectations of all friends of
temperance."

Now, Sir, we are just testing the virtues of this Act. Iw
are- just testing it to see whether it serves the pburposo for
which it was intended. If it can be shown that the
Temperance Act of 1878 is a failure, if we have the proof
substantial and convincing, adduced by any bongentleman,
I sha be as ready to vote for its repeal as any other mom-
ber. Why? Becau e I believe that an Act that cannot be
enforced should be repealed. I do not believe temperance
men are unreasonable. We may be charged with volating
every law, human and divine, we may be charged with
being fanatical; but I think we have beo exceedingly
moderato ia forcing our views upon the people of Canada.
Wb may be said teobe an inferior order of the community,
and occupy no very respectable position m society; but I
challenge the lion. member for East- York (Mr-. Bofiltbee)
to show ais the resuits df the liquor trafflc, of *híi tlik
he is the speciaf champion, arny such beneficiail ffetts rUpon1
the community as temperance leislation h'as prodineed. I
challenge the hon. gentleman to show that societyr wil'be
benefitted by the general, unrestricted sale of intoxicatîng
liquors, and that unider any system wherely the liguor
traffic is ia full force and produces its natural and ardinary
resuits, society is ia any degree onire vi'tuîous or more
enlightened than it is where total abstinere l practised,
and .where the people eschew thouse of intoin i*tM -L
I appeal to the House on two grounds, «ther, t r ti'.
Bill, first, because it is not delirabte repeaf 6e 1 ner-
ance Act of 1878; second, because the pposiion t hei
hon. member for East York is absurd on te fîce oNft; dànd
if allowed towadd a hird riason, I appeal forii.èrejectionlef
the Bill'of the hon. gentleman, because I blieve on 'this
question we are acting ina consonance with puùbic opinion,
and in the interest of public virtue and morality.

Mr. PLUMB. I was quita prepared for'-the Moquent
speech in which the hon. member for West Middex (M'r.
Ros) has addressed the House; utàIwassalè vipr -
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tbr the. motiorn moved uby the hon. member for' Guys.-

rgh(X Ogden). hi question was discussed at consi-
Sd'ingthe last session of Parliament. If the

proposition iewsbe<oiotheHouse is, as the hon. niember for
Wes4 Uiddlesex elaitnas, au abeurd proposition, it certainly
reesived the saution ofOUa najority of the memb'rslast
Session when it-wa fairlysand fully debated. If it was an
abrdepropôsitioniany hen. friend (Mr. Ross), with that
outeness of kogical reasoning which ho has shown in the

oourse of his speech, will readily admit that he charges a
aege majority tue m bers with a want of knowledge of

what tbeyw.raboutin icceptingthatproposition lnstyear,
andI have n doubi bu they will prove themselves.absurd in
th. saime direction wh the vote is taken upon this propo-
sition. I think it is eles to enter into a temperance
argument, and I do nj 'intend to follow the rernarks of the
hon. member fbr WesI Middlesex (Mr. Ross), or of the hon.
geomteman who introduced this Bill. I place my support of
the proposed amendment of the Scott Act upon an entirely
different ground I 'hold that snmptuary tegisiation, in
ordér t4e b. efective in the communitv, must have
th, moal suipport of that community; and if the
fr1nds of the Temperance Act are incere they will admit at
once thatjt is desirable that it sbould have at ieast the sup
port of a majorit yof <he voters of any district in which it is
put in operation. That is-a perfectly reasonable proposition
to be made by the best friends of the Temperance Act, and
every on whb wishes 1o see it applied wili feel that the
oulychance of its bei'ng kept on the Statute-boak-for it can
only be applied in isolated counties as it is not a general
Act-is that communities wili feel the effect of the moral
power which:has put the Act into operation; and I think hon.
gentleman who are opposed to the Bill beg the whole ques-
tion when they say that 1o require a vote ofthe majority
will virtually repeal the Act. I say if it rests on sueh a
foundation, that the sooner it is repealed the botter. 1
would, however, be very sorry to have it repealed until it has'
been tested. There is no bon. member who will rise and
àïtempt to gain-ay the arguments which have been aivanced
setting forth the evils of intemperance. Thoy aie kvwn
and admitted among all of us who have aiy moral sentiment
at ail; the-only difference of opinion is as to how to deal
with these questions. I have, I believe, an honest opinion
that this is not the true way of dealing with
it, but 1 amwihling to lot it be tested. I am satisfied, and
Ibebeve I am in accord with many ofther gentlemen who
have watohed, legislation on this subject, that, as a rule,
legislation ii ineffective -for the purpose of supp)ressing
this evil; but as we havè legislation upon the Statute-book,
I desire that the pinciple of the Act should be tested, and
I think it cannot be fairly tested except by roquiring that a
majority of those who are entitled to vote for municipal
officers in each county, who are registered on the voters'
liste, shail be required to record their votes in favor of the
Aut before it is adopted. That is a proposition which
seems to be an eminently'fair one, and I do not propose to
sapportIt, because I intend by a side wind to kill the Scott
A; but I say that the advocates of the Act could not
make a greater mistake than to attempt to force on the
ommunity that which may be repugnant to them, by the
fact that they have an active organization and can bring to
the polis a small minority of the votes of a district,
and thas force the Act on the community. TThey take the
initiative, it is net the publie who take the -initiative. In
regard to the question of voting raised by the hon. member
for West Middlesex (Mr. Boss), I am willing to support any
amendment to the Act whereby duplicate votes shall'not be
counted and to have-the Act thus perfected; butit is unfair to
bring peopfe from their homes to vote down a proposition,
andifthey failed'to-do so, a minority would be able to force
the Aeton the cominunity. It was a blemish in the Act
from the beginning. We were powerless to change it. The

Act came do'wn fron the Upper Houe. out and dried, did it
was acdépted by this House. My hon. friend says itbhas
been brought about by slow degrees-that it is nt so<re-
thing whieh has been suddenly forcedoi the country. liaa
perfectly wiHling to admit that a large poetion of thei eot-
munity by petition called for this Aût. We know perfectly
well what petitions are and how they are got ùp.-WZknow
that retitions fbr-a Temperance Act would he sueh as may
men, though opposed to themr, would not have the
moral courage to refuse to sign; we know that thIy
representIin no .sense a majority of the comrhuhty,
but a minority; and it is useless to cite thohn
as evidence of public opinion. They are entitled tA
just as much credit as they bear whon taken in sonee tion
with the circumstances te which I have alluded, and they
are entitled to no more. The argument of my hon. friend
was largely one applicable tu the genoral temperanoe
question. I believe sincerely that the Maine Liquor Law
bas been a failure in the State of Maine. Arefelation was4
made by the Mayor of Bangor four years ago, which was
most damaging te the arguments of my hon. friend, and I
have no doubt h bas it amonghispapers. Thatigonleman
stated that he had been the temperanco cardidate, ad that
it was as much ashis political life was wot th to make a true
statement on the sujet, but ho toit his conscience compelled
hm to do so; and ho made a statement which ny bon.
friend from West Middlesex (Mr; Ross), would not dare te
repeat bore in reference to the state of temperance ii Maine.
I say it is in the interest of temperance, in the iuterost of
the effective enforcement of this law itself, that the Bill
before the House should pass. I believe it would strengthon
the hands of the temperance men more than anything else
they could do. I amn not arguing in favor of any associaton
I am entirely free from connection or Influence whatever;
but I wish to explain why I shall vote in favor of this Bill.
I shallvote for it bocause I conscientiously believe that if
this experienent is to be tried, it should be tried in such a
way as to have the moral fôrce of the community to back
it, and not to be thrust upon us by a minority, however
large' lu some cases this Act might be carried by one-
fourth or even one-tenth of the registered voters. That
smail minýority could force on the comimunity that which
was utterly repugnant to it, and we know vhat th econse-
quence would ho. It would be exactly as it was in the State
of New York in 1853 or 1854, when a Tomperance Act was
forced on the' community so utterly repugnant te the
majority of the community, that wheni it went into epera-
tion on the night of the 3rd of July, everybody purposo[y
violated it, and it bocame 'a dead letter and was never
enforeed at ail. I admit that it is dosirable, now that this
Act ie "on the Statute-boòk, that it should bc tested ;
but the gentlemen themselves show that they have no con.
fidence in the weight of their principles, orln their hold on
the communitly, or they would consent to that rough
principle-which I de not altogether bolieve in, but it is a
necesity-that the majority should govern. I presume
the rule of the majority is the only way by which we can
sastain a principle of legislation, whother political or moral.
I do not believe it always expresses the intelligent will oftbe
community. but as we have accepted that as the basis of our
general .k.ystem, I am perfectly willing to accept it hei.e;
and in any district where a proper majority 8hould wish te
carry that Aet, 1 should certainy do my best th further the
wishes of that majority. But until the temperanee advocates
in this louse or elsewhere are content upon a question like
this, affecting the private-rightesuand the private habits of
individuals-a sumptuary law, by which a man compels
his neighbor to do that which he may pot
desire to do-until they are willing, when they
force that law on the community, to subjôet it
to the will of a majority, I do not believe they are sineere
in their Contention that the country wanta such an:otadt-
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ment My hon. friend talked about t1 election of members other leading statesmen, inen who wil1 compare, fatombly
of Parliament, and attempted to put the Constitution, by with thosa to whom the bon, meniber.roførred. hwhole
which we hold our legislative powers here, upon the same trouble in connection with this Bill that my bon. friend has
platform as this Act; and ho taunted the hon. member for brought in is this: In South ai North R nfmew, weïgothe
East York-in very bad taste, I thought-with not siting Dunkin Act.passed; the result was that six months *fterthé
bere by the votes of a majority of hie constituents. Well, mon who worked the hardest to get the iDankia Act pasned,
the hon. gentleman might look at his own riding-that worked tooth and nail to get-the law repealed, becanse
bon. gentleman, an active temperance manelaiming largely it was a matter of.fact. I do not know.how it sj, wihether
to hold and supplement hie political influence through hs these people are so grasping or o ear; but while we hear
temperance principles, and through the fact that he is the charges in thoir mouths, they keep their bande in their
head of tho temperance movement, one of the ablest orators, pockets. There is neo danger that they will over pay-a ooe, to
and one of the st known in hie own county, in 1874 was make the kettle boil, as the saying is. So farasII om con-
elected by acclamation. What js his record sinee? That cerned, I am prepared Io voto for the B1, as I think
in 1878, of the 4,242 registered voters in West Middlesex, it is only right that a majority of the votera should .ign a
he received 1,635 votes. petition before the whole are asked to vote o this que-

Mr. ROSS. Because ny hon. friend did not support the tioj.-
Act, he was defeated. Mr. LONGLEY. I do not sec at present that it is

necessary to discuss the general question of teetotalim venss
Mr. PLUMB. There was a majority against the hot. drinking, or the prohibitory or permissive principlus as

gentleman of 2,607. I am using his own argument; it i8 applied to the suppression of the traîffie in intoxicating
a two-fold argument which cuts both ways. He was liquors. I think we should gain by conflning our attention
elected by acclammation in 187t; ho bas been active in to the issue before the House, namely, should the Scott Aet,
gettieg the Tomperance Act placed ou the Statute-book passed only so late as 187c, be maintained or repealed ? We
since, and when he goes back to the people for election, might at the very outset enquire, with advantage, whether
they do not give hi- an acclamatory vote, but 1,635 ont the statement of the hon. member for West Middlesez (Mr.
of 4,242. And the hon. gentleman uses this most irrelevant Ross) be truc or not-that there are but two members ofthis
agument against having a majority for the Suott Act, one of Bouse who hold their seats by à majority of ail the votera
the most important acts ever passed by Parliament, and I in thir respe5tive constituencies, the one the hon. leader of
should not have referred to it unless he had done so hiniself this louse and the other my witty, honest, hon. friend the
ne talks about that being passed by a majority of the peo- member for the Isle of Cape Breton, Mr. Wm. McDonald.
ple. The hon. gentleman may remember that scareely a Now, from my own investigations and information supplied
quarter of the members returned to the Parliament of 1878 me 1 am aissurei of the aceuracy of this statement.
voted against the Bill. It was passed bore by a majority of Bef'e I sit down I will show that even the gentlemen eleeted
three to one, and in another House was passed by a majority by the largest majorities, varying from 600 to 900, have not
of two to one. Ve claimed that a Bill so passed shouJd received the majority of all the votes in their respective con-
command respect and disarin opposition by requirîg stituencies. The supporters of this Bill are kind onough to.
for its adoption a majority also. I trust that after say that they desire the Scott Act should be put into, opora-
the hon. gentleman'stemperance lecture, the House will tion in a manner that would ensure its being carried out,
be true to the position it took last year. I want to when the difficulty would be to get it into operation at alt.
see those gentlemen test this Act by a majority of the I ask every fair minded member if, influenced by the excite-
voters of Canada. Unless the advoeates of the Scott Act ment of a general election and all the elements that enter
have a majority, they have no right to force their principles into political contesté, you cannot get a majority of the voters
down the throats of those people who do not want them. I to come to thepoils, how could you expeet them to come out
believe a stringent lic ense law, strictly enforced, will provent to vote for the Scott Act where a great deal of indifference
the deception, the fraud, the secret drunkenness, the prevails on both sides ? You could not expect to get any-
unmanly evasions wbich always result from the stringent thing like the vote, under the circumstances. obtainable
legislation which the bon. member wishes to 'perpetuate. at a general. election. I ask every fair-mindçd member to
For that reason I now advocate that no law like that should call to mind when the Scott Act was pased-in 1878-arAd
stand on the Statute-book, rnless an amendment sncb as the fact that scarcely was the law passed when it was
that proposed in the Bill of the lon. member for East York pionounced by the Court in New Brunswick to:be uta
is accepted by Parliament, and I trust, therefore, bis Bill vires, and that for one year every effort to put the Act into
will meet the approval of this House. operation was stayed so that, as remarked by the member

Mr. BANNERMAN. I was rather surprised to hear the for West Middlesex, the law bas only had the chance ofa
hon. member for West Middlesex enlarge on the morality fair trial during the brief period of a single year; yet,
of the people in the Eastern States. Like missionaries of forsooth, a motion is made for a change tantamount to
the same school, ho always forgeta to state the reverse facts a repeal of that law. It cannot be pretended, in the face-of
of the case. If ho would study the last United States the facts, that this Bill was introduced for the purpose of-
departmental reporte, he would se the increase which bas strengthening the Act and promoting cthe cause of
taken place in the use of chloral and opium in the five New teetotalism. Under some hallucination di1cult to conceivon
England States instead of whiskey, and would bave had of, but which I will not pretend to say, the mover may
another theme to talk about. Twenty-five years ango there have worked himself into the frame of mïnd to bolier.
was one grain of opium in use for the one ounce umed now that. But I fancy he will have great diffioulty la
in those States, and to-day there are used in those five persuading tils House that-the men who have put him
States two drachms of chloral to the grain that was used forward as their mouthpiece-and which h has been oly
four years ago. As for morality, any portion of the too willing to .becone-have any ardent desire tom se the
Dominion occupies a Jar higher sesle than those States. cause of tcetotalismn ourish. I cannotifree my mind f the
God forbid that our people should ever sink as idea that these men are fighting behind beer barrels and
low in this regard as theirs has. The hon. member brandy pots, and in the interest of theLicensed Victualtera'
referred to the many eminent men born and reared in the Association, who, I understand, have become so benevolat
Nqw England States. I have no doubt tbey were an honor of -late, as to cañtribute $100 to tbe poor of Toronto,-or ase.
to their country and the Anglo-Saxon race, but we have in this other Ontar io city, returaing about one4anth, luppose, d<
Houe in the persons of thç hon. leaders of bth sides and what they had pieviously taken frota bthe .b-r, by
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seIlinglem beer, brandy and wine. That is where the go to the pole and vote. The half of 400,000 is 200,000,
bu- Of the property comes from, both in city and so that alyou require to make up the 300#000 who go to
country. You cannot digsociate it from the liquor traffel. the poils and vote is just 101,000 votes. Now, I ask every:
I 4oubt if there is a single member of this House who would lkir-minded man in this House, if that la a proper principle
take itie ground that intoxieating liquors should bWesold to-apply t ethis Act, or any other Act, where it isso utterly
withoutaqy restraint whatever, and if it ho true that some at variance with every principle knownAo British legisla-
reatraintupon the tramffie is required, we would have simply tion. I asik 4he introducer of this Bill to say when thet
to inquire what sort of restraint we shall seek to impose nriaciple bas ever been applied to Britibh logislstion. The
upon the traffe, whether we shall license it--and tliat is an hon. member for West Middlesex (Kr. Rose) has ehown
odd way W þut down anything-and give it the sanction what would have been the effect if this principle had
of tAe glaw, or whethcr we shall adopt the principle of been applied to the hon. member for Eut York (Mr. Bçslt-
prphibiting the traffle altogether. Tlhe present law simply bee) at his last eloction ; he would have been elected to
gives the rigrt to a majority of the voters in any ecunty or stay at home by a majority oft h6l votes. I do Ûot see 4he
ridin to say whether liquer shall be vended in that par. hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) in bis place, or I
ticular riding or county, or whether it shall not. We adopt might have. said something for bis especial bonefit. He
that principle in almost ail the relations of life. We allow receoiv'ed just 36 per cent. of the whole number
the jority to rule, and in fact, in a great many instances, of votes in bis riding, and yet ho rightfIy comes
we could not belp ourselves if we desired to do so ever so bore to discharge hie dutios as a representative.
much. The Scott Act is nothing unless it receives the h is a singular circumstanco, but the men who are here by
endorsation of the people. I contend that the right to re- the narrowest majorities in some cases poled the largest
strain the liquor traffie or any immorality involves the right percentage of votes, simply because the contest wassharper
to.prohibit. I think that is a soqnd principle. Now, if in the and pretty much all the volers came out. I will just men-
intereste ofsociety restraint is sought to be put on any source tion a fact whieb will go to illastrate the vicious principle
of immor'ality, then thore romains simply the question of which it is sought to introduce into our legislation and
how far you shall go; and it also becomes a question of apply to the Scott Act. My worthy friend, the late Mr.
whether you shall seek to confine it within certain limits or Oliver, of North Oxford, was here by the overwhelming
utterly prohibit it. Prohibition is the more sensible method majority of 903 votes, I think, and yet any hon. gentleman
of dealing with an acknowledged evil, but it is net always who will take the pains to analyze the vote ceast in his
competent for the people to accemplish it. Lot us inquire riding will find that ho lacked just that number of having
if that principle is not adopted in the way of promoting one-half the votes in bis constituency. My hon. friend from
the education of the people. We know that where tjhe Northumberland, who is bore by a majority of 691 votes,
asseesment principle is applied for the promotion of only polled, I think, 1,760 out of the nearly 6.000 votes in
the purposes of education, that principle is applied' his county. He sits hore, not by a majority of the votes of
agaiit the earnest protest ofu t least a portion of the bis ridng, but by a majority loss than one-half the total
%oters ; but the State, considering that it is responsible for numbor of votes by some 400 or 500 votes. Our energetic,
the education of the people, assures that it is better to make popular, and determined friond from Cambbirland (Sir
a certain proportion of the people, who would otherwise be Charles Tupper) lacked, I think, twenty or 120 votes of
relieved from any taxation in connection with education, pay having fifty per cent. of' the electors of bis county in the
than to relievethem, because in that way the education of last election. With two exceptions, you may go through
the people would be first iromoted, and what a portion of the House and there is not a single member bore by a
the people would be unable to accomplish the united mjority vote. I do not see my nopular and worthy friend
force of the whole is able to accomplish in the most from Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) bore, but I observed that
satisfctory way. So the State in varions stations and reln- theugh ho had a majority of 813 votes, he site bore by a
tions, and in reference to almost every state of society, im. vote of only 40 por cent. of the electorate. Now, I think
poses more or less restraint, in fact, every member of society I have said enough to show conclusively the vicious princi-
is by law put under a certain restraint, and our liberties, as ple of the Bill introduced by my bon. friend frim Bast
a rule, are curtailed just in proportion as civilization advances. York. I might present many similar cases. I have
That is capable of demonstration, though I shal not now stop a word or two to say with regard to the city of Bangor,
to demonstrate iL. Now, I presume that in regard to the where it is said drinking prevails to such an alarming
Provinces of Ontario.and Quebec there is very much loss extent. General Dyer, Inspector-General of Militia, said:
interest felt in the keeping of the Scott Act intact than 41That in bis county (Kennebec), with a population et about 39,000,
there is in the Lower Provinces, simply beoanse in Quebec containing three cities and twenty-foar towns, the law was enforced'
the liconse system is, I apprehend, preferrod, and in Ontario that it wa the best law tey ever had and that it materially impruvedreboth the moral and social condition of the people, as it red ucod crime, and
-that is in regard to many of the constituencies, if i am oerty. It wa areat point te remove the temptation, and he feU

judge by the opinion of their ropresentatives-thore is no confident the vote o
very great interest felt in regard to the Seott Act. There said that yesterday some liquor was secretly brought on tote camp

may e tie aidtha whu th setimnt t tse r9und, bultit was siispected, searched for, seized and destoyeda t once."may be thi& said that when the sentiment of the
constituencies is opposed to the Scott Act, it is a Aitheus Lyons (Police Court Recorder) said:
nullity, it does not go into force ; and ail we ask is the d"Be had kept the records of the Court during the lut eighteen years.
privilege of adopting the Scott Act whîen the majority of In the cities, crime had ne doubt increaed with the population; but in
the people, voting in the ordinary way, say it shah be the countrydistricts it bas decreued. le remenbered as far badkauS8ewheu neobusiness could be douie without liquer. In Waterville, where
adopted. Lot ne deal with this question somewhat hypo. he wasresidin, was conversant with lhe fact that'eue merchant in
theticlly, and see what will be the resuit of the principle of three months sold 300 barrels et'ru», and now he doubted if the
the Bi] of theb hon. member for East Yo.rk. I will ssume,.
for the purpose of illustrating my argument, that thore are A groat deal le said about sumptuary iws, but we are
50,090 voters in the Province of Nova Scotia, and II will only akipg that intexicatiug liquer shatisot b. aold, lu
assume that 41,000 out of the 50,000 corne to the polis andorder that the hemptation may ho taken away trom al
vote. Now, the half of the 50,00) is 2à,000, and if you add ciseq, but especialiy fin tiat nnlrtonate clam. Talk
16,001 votes to the hait of the number of votes in Nova about tie rights ofindividualeugaged iu tliquor traffie.
Scotia you will find that the 16,001 control the 50,000 votes. Novhing je said about the fightsot the.pcor victime of 1h.
I wiiIassume that in tie Dominion of Canada there are traffie. Nothingis ýaid about the rig' te of the chidren
400,000 voterjiaud Iwîll ssume that3Oi3 0ofthat numbo whobave goralando ryc cnd amostn aked in consequence on
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the traffle. Nothing is said about the tears that are shed
and the woes thatthe wife suffers in consequence of her has-
band tarrying late at the tavern and eoming home intox-,
icated. We do not hear anything about that. Yet the'
men who are ongaged in the traffie are responsible for its
effeeta, Nobody asks them te enter into the business ; they1
enter it simply because they can make 400 or 500 per cent.
on their capital, and that is why they continue it. They
never go into it with a view of promoting the interests or
developing the resoures f of the country. I hold
in my band a work written by the celebrated Wm.
B. Carpouter, the author of a prize essay on "The Use and
Abuse of Intoxicating Liquors, on Health and Disease," for
which a pr ize of 500 guineas was offored by the late Prince
Consort. It cites the testimony of Judge Wrightman, who
stated in bis address to the Grand Jury at Liverpool, in
August, 1846, that "he found, from a porusal of the
depositions, that one unfailing cause of four-fifths of these
crimes was, as it was in every other calendar, the besotting
sin of drunkenness." Judge Alderson, wWien addressing the
trand Jury in 1841, at the York Assizes, said:

I Another thing he would advert to was that a gr at prorortion of the
crimes to be brought forward for their consideration arase from the vice
of druakenness alone; indeed, if they took away from the ca!endar all
those cases with whic drunkenness has any con nection, they would make
the large caendar a very small one,"

I bave also the testi mony of Judge Erskine and others to the
saine effect. What we simply want to do is4o mitigate
these-woes which are universallyacknowledged. We think
we can best accomplish that end by keeping intact the
Scott A et; and I am free to say that if, after the Scott Act
bas a fair trial, it is shown to be ineffiuient and insufficient
to accomplish the object arrived at. then I shall ho willing
to part with the law and seek for a better one. But we do
ask for some fairness in our efforts to. put down intemper-
ance, which is likely in many cases to flood the land. It
is doing more mischief confessedly than all other crimes
and evils put together, and in the name of humanity let us
try tb best remedy th#t has been devised for the iniquity
I admit that the traffic in intoxicating liquors is one of the
moet difficult things which mon were ever calied on to deal
with; but it cannot ho disputed that there ar'e engaged
in the temperance reform, and have been for a quarter of a
century back, some of the best elements in society, and it
is a significant fact that the vast majority of the clergymen
of the various sects and denominations are hcartily in favor
of the tenperance movement, a very larg peorcenitage of
thein heing practical abstainers. I hope the vote we shall
giye on this question will be such as to convey satisfaction,
not ouly to those who have labored to retain the law on the
Statute-book, but to the vast number of the friends of tem.
perance who have been watehing with intense interet tO
sep whetber the -mem bers of this House were willing that
the eaw should have a lair trial, or whether they would conn-
tenance an insidious atttempt to strike it down and render
if a 4u1i ty.

Mr. BRECKEN. I intend to oppose the amendment
proposed o eho made to the Temperance Act.
One reason I do so is tLat in Prince Edward Island the
registration of elector -bas been repealed, and there isi
no way of ascertaining whether or not a majority of thei
electors in any district have voted for or against the,
measure. I musýt further state tbat the Scott Act has beenj
placed before the people of Prince Edward Island, and a
majority of the electors who have voted have voted in favor
of it. Whether or not the majoriy of the people of Prince
Edward Island are in favor of it or not I ceunot say; but if1
I were to vote for the Bill, I would be practically votingt
for the withdrawal of that Act from Prince Edward Island.J
I have 14e mont profound respect for the ntivest
that ingence bon, gentleme*, to <tand up 1
her. and aldvocste. the tempeiance cause.. Bu 1

Mr. LaoKGeYa.

I think the. principle involved in the amendment
proposed by the hon. member for EsEt Yòhk is a Sound oe,
because-if the law is to be carried out init inte itmust
have in its favor the general sentiment of the eo$er f tie
district where it is enacted. While I amire e anotion of
the hon. gentlemen who advocate temperance, cannot
snbscribe to their machinery, where the beott Aet .haè been
placed befo' e the people from a hustings and the adopted,
and though hundreds may not have taken-the-tiòôuble tû
attend the meeting, it bas a prior chance of being' earried
out honestly. The popular 'sentiment hould be
ssertained by the people's votes. Though I amr n
favor of the principle of this amendment, if L vênsider
that out of respect to the wishes of the' people who
sent me here, I must vote agaiTst if, because there is ne
legislative machinery in Prince Edward I4and tomeet the
amendment if adopted. I think injustice isinieted by this
Act on a class of people who have embarked fheir means
in a certain class of trade. Take for instance, the >brewers
affd distillers, whose business has been legalised as a source
of r'evenue. It is an extreme injustice to them tbat this
Scott Act should be sprung on them, and their business des-
troyed. If Prince Edwa*rd Island were in thé meue position
-as other electorai districts hore, I would be prepared to
vote for the amendment of my bon. friend, but udér the
circunstaneos, I must record my vote against it.

Mr. WRITE (Cardwell). Iarn the more unwilling to
give a silent vote on this question this year than I was iast
year, from the fact that I know, froim the experience oflast
year, that the position I take on this question is certain to
bo misrepresented by a portion of the pres@. Last year
when the majority of this House chose to behlve that the
poculiarity of this measure renderei it necessaiy that a
somewhat exceptional principle should applIy to it, we were
donounced at once as opponents of the temperance move-
ment. I do not desire hero for a moment to parade my
temperance principles. That is a matter which concerns
myself only. I can only say that in a horror of the drink-
ing habits of society and the evils of intempérance which
îpring from them, I yield to no hon. gentleman 'in the

use. I elieve if every man in the country who pro-
fesses to be in favor of a prohibitory law would do
precisely what I have- done, that is become a personal
abstainer, we would have a very great reduction mu
the evils of intemperance in the community. What I
feel about the measure fsthis: We have had experience
in .,Canada of the Dunkin Act. It je quite trué that the
hon. member for West Middlesex, who le thotughly
familiar with the question, has pointed out a number of
features in which this Act differs from the Dunkin Act,
and which, it is hoped, will render it much more efective.
We have yet to learn, by practical experience, whether
that is the case or not. The Act bas been passed in some
counties. It romains to be seen whether, as the resuit of its

assage. any beneficial effect is derived by hose oanties.
ere I convinced that the passage of the Sott Act any-

where would prevent the evils of internperasoe in the
country,li would do everything in my power to secure its
passage. In fact, so strongly do I feel on this stiijeet that,
as I informed the House last year, in any distriet in which
the Dunkin Act was submitted ad which the newspaper
that I control was supposed to have any in1luence, I have
invariably used all the inuflence in my power te secnre its
passage; but the result has' benin every case, without a
single exception, I believe, that practical expérience bs
led to the repeal of the unkin Aet even in those counties -
where the temperance feeling was soe strong that the repeal
in the first instance was defeated, such as the beunty of
Prince Edward for instance, where, aithough the lepealtin
the Aret instance was defeated by a lage'majority, yetno.-
ther year's experience led the-people by as ci ge miajor ty
to repeaLthe Act and return to the Iiense afstia. It seet
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to me this measure is one which to succeed at al must have-
a very strong sentiment in its .avor, and tbat sentiment,
cannot.be-presumed upon the mere accident that a majority
of te voters who voted on the by-law were in favorof it. If
it ho true that an overwhelming majority of the people, and
that allthe clergy are in favor of the Dutîkin Act, there
can be no difficulty in saying that, the majority of those
entitled to vote at an election shall affirm their desire
for the passage of this Bill before it becomes law.
I cannotimagine that in voting for this Bill we are seeking
to repeal the Scott Act, unless you admit that public opinion
on the>subject is pretty evenly divided. We have had state-
meptsingde by hon. gentlemen opposite, as to the number
of votes polled for members of this louse. I judge that,.
taking the average all round, it will be found the successful
canlidates polled at the last general election about an average.
of 40 per cent. of the votes in their respective constituencies.,
Political opinion is very evenly divided in this country.
The member for West Durham,- I think, speaking on one
occasion outside the House, made a very elaborate calcula-
tion _to show how few votes would change the entire
aspect of political opinion in the House. If political opinion
is so evenly divided, and that 40 per cent. of the electors
have voted for each member, I think we may fairly assume
there would be no difficulty in getting a vote to the extentof
50 per cent., provided there was such a strong, overwhelm-
ing opinion in favor of this measure as would justify its
being enacted at all. That is my argument. Hon. gentlemen
who are very strong and earnest temperance advoctes-
who devote a great deal of their time to the advocacy of
teinperance principles, and who, from their situation, are
copstantly in the prosence,. if I may -use the expression,
of the evils of intemperance, I can readily understand are
willing to resort to any means that may be adopted that
seem to offer a prospect of removing those evils. But what
I think they fail in is this: they wifl not remember that the
more placing of a law of this kind on the Statute-book, and
its . subsequent adoption by a county, does not neces-
sarily produce the results thoy so much desire. Their
whole argument is based on the assumption that the moment
the Scott Act is passed, drin'king disappears. We know, as
a matter. of fact, that in Maine, where prohibition has lasted
for, a gteat many years, there is a great 'deal of drinking,
that many persons are convicted of drunkenness, and crime
has been on the increase, I do not say because of prohibition,
but in spite of it. The member for West Middlesex told us,
to-night, that he wished the people of this country were as
mor', high-toned and intellectual as the people of the New
England States. Now, I find an article in a leading organ
of public opinion, which I dare say hon. gentlemen opposite
will not treat in the sneering way that they have treated
any extract from another organ of public opinion cited by
the member for East York. I see in to-day's Globe an
article which deals with this very subject. I will read from
it two short extracts to show how unfair it was to assume
that the tone of morality in the New England States is.higher
than the tone in this country. The first is as follows:-

"Benjamin Trumbull, in 1875, mourned that 139 divorces had taken place
in Conjecticut within a century, an.d 389 of these within a half century.
President Dwight was alarmei at one divorce to every one hundred
inarriages. But during the fifteen years preceding 1879 the same State
awveraged 446 annually, and the ratio of divorces to marriages was 1 to
10-4 Vermont granted 94 divorces in 1860. and 197 in 187 -'; ratio to
marriages, 1 in 14. Rhode Island grants about 180 per year; ratio to
mârriages, 1 in 13. Statistics in New Hampshire and Maine are defective.
but'4he number of divorces in 1870 was 159; in 1878, 241. Fifteen out of
sixteen counties in Maine granted 437 divorces in 1878. In four counties
for which returns were made in 18i0, there was an increase during that
year of from 12j to 171, more than one-third."

Thon, after a number of extracts and statements in rela-
tion to the growth of immorality in the New England States,
the article goes on to say:

"-The lecturer does not claim that divorce and licentiousned's sttnd to
each other strictly in the relation of cause and effect. This i, no doubt,
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partly true. But the primary cause of both are common and lie deeper.
There can be no doubt that the three classes of evils named-divorce,
licentiousness, and the destruction of unborn life-spring from common
sources. They all have their roots in wrong and vicions principles
inwrought into the New England civilization. The love of wealth, ease,
display; the cowardly shrmking from the strain of limited means sturdy
toit and simplicity of living are amongst the worst foes of the frugal
and virtuous family life. And closely connected with these is the
loosening of the restraints of religion upon the minds and consciences of
many."
I give those extracts from an editorial in to-day's lobe as
an.ordet to the statements of the hon. member for Middlesex
as regards the moi-al condition of the people of New England.
I do not, for a moment, say it is due to prohibition, but I do
say it existé in spite of prohibition, and that prohibition
has not produced that high moral character in the people
that the hon. gentleman.asserts. But we are told that the
principle now proposed, in the Bill, is entirely~unheard of.
Why, already, we have had cited the action of the Legisla-
ture of Ontario, which, in the matter of bonuses to railways,
or any other public enterprise, requires an absolute major-
ity of the votes of ahi entitled to vote. I find, at the last
Session of the Quebec Local Legislature, an Act was
obtained, I may say as the result ot a strong temperanco
agitation in Montreal-all about which I know, because I
took an active part in it in connection with the issuing of
licenses in a part of the city which it was thought did iot
require them-I fini that the principle laid down in the
cities of Montreal and Quebec was that no licen -e should be
granted to any person, if an absolute majority of the voters
signified thoir opposition. The temperance mon of Montreal
were most gratified with this provision, feeling confident
that they could prevent the granting of licenses in places
where they did not wish the sale of liquor. Wo have that
principle affirmed 'in many othor ways. It governas our
dealings with property and runs through the whole of our
legislation in regard to it; in such cases a simple majority
of votes is not sufficient; in some cases two-thirds, in
others three-fouiths of the votes are the proportions
insisted upon. In cases of insolvency, for instance, dealing
with property, a more majority doos not give a man a
discharge; it requires a certain large proportion. Take our
railway legislation and the authorization to issue bonds to
take precedence of the existing securities, ani postpone
perhaps a chance of a return for one p->rtion if not its
destruction altogether, as a paying invostment; in this case
there is not simply a majority of the stockholders needed,
but two-thirds or three-fourths must vote for such a
change. And so, whenever proporty is affected in any
way, this principle runs through the wholcof our legislatiÔn,
That is the principle proposed in this particular case. We
have here an attempt to pass a law the effect of which is to
destroy the business, whether that business be good or bad,
but one up to this time permitted by the law. This law
destroys the value of property created in connection with
that business, and it is surely not too much to say that
there should be such a concensus of public opinion in favor
of this law as wou'd be shown by a maj>rity of those actually
entitled to vote. I quite admit the Bill is defective in
phraseology, and that difficulties might arise in connection
with it. But in Committee it could be amended to prevent
the occurrence of the difficulties pointed out by the hon.
member for West Middlesex. Ail that is desired by the
friends of the Bill is that an actual majority of
those entitled to vote should vote on a law like
the Sott Act before its enforeoment in any locality.
And we desire to have that done for this reason, that the
experience of the past has shown that the passage of theso
bylaws has not resulted as their friends anticipated; that
they resulted so differently from what they anticipated that
they have al been repealed, and we desire that in regard to
any new lawof this kind that there shall be at least a fair
and reasonable prospect of its success. It is the more
necessary that that should be the case in regard to the Scott
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Act, because once passed the by-law cannot he fepealed for
three years. Now, this Bill has been adopted in a number
of counties, we are told, and there would b e an opportunity
of testing it in those counties. If it is found to operate
sueeessfully, if its effect is proved to be to lessen materially
and largely the evils of intemperance, if other plates of
accommodation spring up in the places of those that
existed before, and if the result during the
three years is found to be unquestionably benoficial, so
much so that at the end of that tme those who'had
voted for it, and others who had not, will be willing -to con-
tinue it, then it may be adopted in other places, and that'
experience will be such that there will be no difficulty in
getting an entire majority to vote for it. Éut 1 do not
think it is desirable, in view of thé fact, that three years
must elapse before the by-law can be repealed, to encourage
the general adoption of these by-laws, unless the public
sentiment in lavor of them is sufficiently great to induce a
final majority to vote for them. It is for that reason that I
shall vote against the motion for the six months' hoist and
for the second reading of the Bill, with the hope that
when it goes to Committee the phraseology will be so changed
as to avoid the difficulties pointed out by the hon.
member for West Middlossex (Mr. Ross), I shall
do so, notwithstandi.ng that I know I shall be charged
outaide of this House with having voted for a measure, the
effect of which is to produce intemperance, or at any rate to
retard the advancement of temperance principlos. .

Mr. MILLS. I purpose voting for the six months' hoist.
When you look at the provisions of the Bill it is very
objectionable, even upon the ground of the abstract prin-
ciple which the hon. gentleman who moved the Bill, and
the hon. gentleman who has just taken bis seat, discussed.
What object can there be in calling out the electors to tecord
their votes in opposition to a temperance mèisure,%vhen it is
not the number of the votes in opposition to the Bill which
are to be counted, but the electors who have not polled their
votes in favor of the Bill. It seems to me utterly pre
posterous to invite the electors to vote against a prohibitory
li quor law, or the granting cf licenses for the sale of liquors,
when you simply count the votes on the voters' list who
have net recorded their nanes in favor of the proposition.
I say, therefore, that the Bill is' very defective in that par-
ticular, and its provisions utterly without meaning. Further
than that, when you look at the provisions of the Scott Act
you will sec that it does not come into force in any particular
constituencyunless the majority who record their votes do so
in suppert of the proposition. Now, bon. gentlemen have
assumed that those who fail to vote in favor of temperance
legislation are opposed to legislation of that sort. Now, I
do not believe that that assumption is well founded. In my
opinion the great majority of those Who fail to record their
votes are perfectly indifferent. .They are willing the experi-
ment shah be tried if a majority of those who vote favor it,
and they are willing to permit licenses to be grantéd if a
majority take that particular view. They neither throw
their influence in favor of prohibitory legislation, nior
do they throw their influence against it. Besides,the hon. gentlemen who are supporting this measure assume,
apart fl om this, that the community have a right to engage
in the manufacture of, and traffic in, intoxicating
drinks. That is not the fact. Apart from the Temperance,
Act altogether the great majority of the people never en-
gage in the traffie. They are not permitted to do so. If
you look at the ordinary license law ofany of the Proviuces,
you will see that only one tavern is allowel for every 250
inhabitants. Now, what does that mean ? Doesit rot menu
that you propose to grant to some one person a privilege by
that logislation which you deny to the great majority cf the
population? The hon. gentleman bas said that property
under this measure would be rendered valueless, and that
we are dealing with this matter in a wholly different way'

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell).

fîlon that in which we deal with property i6 othsrses. T
do net admit t¶hat; nor do i admit that pro'ety irat ali
involved in the manner in which the hon. goetmnn hg
representel1. When a license is granted, say fr a itiflé,
it is granted for a single year. The right to engage h the
business depends on the license which ther n !Me

received, and if you withhold that license the' rigltceases.
4 is not a right acquired byJthe erection of a diâ l e of,9 by

theinvestment of capital in that particular business, béemsé
if the person se engaging in the buiness did se iqe
the right'you would recognize his right te go on-'0
year to year. But you do not do s. Ilinàiny
instances reports are made in which it il -stated that
the position of the distillery is unfavorable for th
etereise of proper supervision - over the busines
and the renewal cf the license may be refused. I knowycd
a case in which that was done. A person invested capital
in the erection of a distillery four or five miles from the
city of Winnipeg. A license was granted for a year; but
at the end of that time ho was not allowed to go on, because
it was said a proper supervision could not ob exereised
over the distillery situated where it was. Inthe working
of the ordinary license law, you assume that no one has
the right to engage in the sale of intoxicants, and, in
order to give that right, you grant a liconse on the pay-
ment of a certain sum. Does not that assume that all those
to whom a license is not granted shal not engage in the
business, or enjoy the privilege which you grant to othors?
You have siniply a police regulation and nothing more, and
the party obtaining the license under that regnlation is a
person to whom a special privilege is granted, on the pay-
ment of a certain sum, and whon the period expires for

-which the license is granted, his right is at an end. That
is the case under the license law of Ontario at this
moment. In a community, four or five licenses may be
granted, under the law, to tavern keepers, and,
within the year, some one else may put up anether
building with better accommodation than some one of
the others Who has a licensed hotel. Under the
law a license is granted to him and donied to some
one who held it the previous year. Does ho come
before the Local Logislature for compensation? Not at all.
He took bis risks when ho engaged in the business, and he
is just as much entitled to compensation as any one who
would be disqualified from getting a license by the adoptio
of the Scott Act. Suppose, instead of one person being ruled
out in this way, the whole are ruled out under the Act have
they an y more right to compensation than the first one s
it not perfectly obvious that the law is based upon the assunp-
tion, altogether apart from the Scott Act, that this is net. a
business in which the community ought to engage, that it is
detrimental to the publie interests, and that the'Legislature
should exercise a controlling influence over it ? It is upon
that assumption that licenses are issued at all, and -te very
same line of public policy which will justify you in enying
a license to the great majority of the community wll justify
you in denying the right to the remainder if public opinion
will sustaiti you. Then it comes down to the question how
far the public will sustain you in carrying out a poliey ot
prohibition; and it is upon that principle that we proceededli
theScottAct. UndertheproviionBof the Statutiea majority
of those who record their votes must support that Act before
it can take effect. It would be more logical to refas. a
ticense unless a majority of those who are voters authorize
it by a poli, than to. refusi to withhold it without such a
vote. The hon. gentleman who moved this Bill said that
by this Act wo were robbing some persons, that W were
not dealing with them in the same way we dèal withiother
persons,that we take away their proprty by Act f Pâr-
liament and apply it to public purposea. But a peron does
not requir-Q a license to bauid a ottonmil or to engage
in aly ordinary manufacturing business. Any one Ca
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esiga.mi au induatrialepursuit, but with regardto the

wnmanfanere and the sale of intoxicanta you undertake to
udgutate them by a legislative enaetment and you license
mortaiU parties, upon the paymeòt of a certain auna, to d
tertaia things which you do not permit thé majority to

a14 nsMd their business can only continue so long as
tàe.Legialature ses proper to grant licenes- in the
nater.- Now, the bon. gentleman seemns tothink that

there: is a great deal of public spirit in a few glasses
€€nwhiikey. Re told us how much more generously
pople who drink act in regard to public matters tha
,thse. who are disposed to support probibitory legislation;
I do met agree with him. u my opinion, it is simply
&question of how far public opinion will sustain us. W.
know that in every town, in every village, in every largé
inunicipality, there are a certain number of persons who are
supported by poor rates, and we know that ina ine cases out of
ten thos. people have been reduced to destitution on aceount
ofdrink. In a great majority of cases in the towns-and eities
àose who are dependent upon the charities of the popula-
tion have heen br<ught to that condition by dissipation.
If that be the case we. have a right to protect ourselves
against isuch a state of things. You do not recognize the
right of a man to establish a powder-mill nt your door.
You do not allow him to create a nuisance, and you seek to,
protect yourself against the wrong that would be inflicted
upon you in this way. When the manufacture and sale of
a particular article imposes burdens upon the community,
tbey have a right to proteet themselves against those
burdens by saying that parties shall not engage in a business
-which produces those results. A fewyears ago- we refused
to oe'tain parties leave to engage in the manufacture of
gasoline, or something of that sort, in the vicinity of towns
and cities, on the ground that it would be dangerous to the
property of others. In precisely the same way w have the
right-to protect ourselves against the mischiefs that result
from drunkenness. The only question the Legislature has
te consider is whether the mesaure on the Statute-book
w.îUprove efficient. In my opinion, the measre has not

t had a fair trial, and until it has had a fair trial it would
premsturó to pronounce against it.

MI. STRANGE. The hon. mermbers for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) and Annapolis (Mr. Longley) have given sorne
statistics which I consider to bc incorrect. They have
asserted that only.two hon. gentlemen in this House are
entitled to ait here by a majority of the votes in their respec-
tive ridings. I have gone over the list as given in the
"Parliamentary Companion," and I find that seven
hon, gentlemen obtaimed more than a majority
of the votes, viz.: the hon. members for Cape Breton (Messrs.,
M1IDonald and McLeod), New Westminster (fr. McInnes),
Quibee County (Mr. Caron), Victoria, B.C. (Mr. DeCosmos),
Yaimouth r(. Killam), and Muskoka (Mr. Cockburn). I
tie constituency of Muskoka, represented here by an
àdvanced'Liberal, I find the total number of voters to b
1,86, of which the hon. member recoived 1,259. There
must be some peculiarity in the way voting is conducted in
that riding, for I find that the unsuccessful candidate
received 1,196 votes, also more than one-half the entire
number of voters.

Mr. BLAKE. I simply wish to say that while I ara of
opinion that there. is a great deal to be said in favor of the
vSw that to secure an effectual and beneficial enlorcement
of thia law a very strong and also a diffused majority is
required, I am equally of opinion that the measure now
propaoed, although several hon. gentlemen have no doubt,

wit.h 4à nouust hnesty declared that such is not their view
datheir support ofit, is not merely calculated to give is
th-bsefgt of the law in cases in -which there is a strong
muajoity in its favor, hat bacalcalated to prevent the law

sving a ahane* to boome operative at al. 1think thdt

is oumoietly demonatrated by t.e statisticS to which the
hon. methbe:for North York (Mr. Strange) bas alluded.
Ilt i quit oclear that the case to whichhe bas drawnpar-
ticalar attentin is one iin which the "Parliamentary Com-
panion"mâ.ast bc, in, error, because, as ihe has pi operly

iobserved, it is quite impossible that each of the candidates
oen hose plled more than one.half of the total taimber of
rdgistered voteras.I do not know whethér there are any other
errors in the Parliamentary Companion," nor have I looked
at the pofl returus to find if the hon. gontI.nau's
statement isc orrect ,Btt I will assume it to be eo,
that six or seven out df the 206 members have sutceded in
polling one-half of the total number of voters in
their constituencies, yet that weuld not at' ail prove
that we could give practical eflect and operation to this law.
Now, Sir, 1 have looked a little at the statistics upon this
subject, and I took the trouble to run out the figures of the
retaurns of the hon. gentlemen who during last Session voted
for the amendment of theb hon. mem ber for Eat York (Mr.
Boultbee), which is in the form of a Bill now; and I found
that t'he number of registered voters in the constituencies of
those 90 members with -respect to whom the statistics could
be obtained-for some had beenc lected by acclamation, and
in two cases there was no complote report in the return-
was 341,29 1, of which one-hajf would b. 172,147; but those
90 gentlemen polled 125,344, making a slight deficieney of
46,810, and leaving their poIl equal to about 36J per cent. of
the registered voters of their constituencies. The hon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) said that he assumed it was
40 por cent.-I have showN that it was under that-and that
h. said was a satisfactory exhibit, because political opinion
is very much divided. Well, on the whole, political opinion
is very much divided ; but there are oonstituencies, as
we know, in which. political opinion is very much on one
side, and when you find suVh an average resuit as I have
referred to in 90 constituencies-and I presume4hat will
be the resuit allround, because that numbor of constituen-
cies was not taken from one side but from both sides, not
from one Province but from ail the Provinces-when you
find about that rate, coupled with the circumistance that of
those 90 members only one had polled a majority of the
registoieed clectors, yon fiad that a majority of the registered
voters is a thing, unider our present system, practically
unattainable; and therefore, you are practically, if thi .Bill
passes, placing a barrier not to be passed over to the operation
of the law. Now, as regards the 90 constituoncies to
which I have roferred, or as regards XI the constituencies
at present held by the Conservative party in the Province
from which I come-anl I ran out the figures with very
similar results to these and not one of them had a majority
of the whole vote -that though there are many constitu-
encies in which publie opinion is overwholmingly in favor
of the Conservative party, yet you do not get out a majority
of the nuinber of registered votes in all, the excitement of a
popular election, even in constituencies where an active
campaign is carried on. If there is not, arnong the 64 or 65
members returned l nthe Conservative interest mi Ontario,
a single instance in which a najority of the
r istered votes has been obtained, wili it be fair or roason-
able to argue that in those cases these gentlemen returnod
kad not the support, really, of a majority of the votors in
their constituencies? We know they had the support
almost invariably, however small the mnajority by
which they were returned. There are in many cases
a residuum of non-votersa as the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas pointed out, but as a raie the
residoum is not of such aharacter as would have turned the
eleetion. There are some cases, but tbey are exceedingly
rare, in which the resi4aum unpolled was of such a com-
plexion -s would bave turned the election. The conolusion

I raw is, that e"perience lu this country bas established
ha yeu cannot,î4" matter pw strong the sentiment, get
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out, under your present system, a majority of the registered thonsauds of pétitions have been made in favor of-it,
voters; and therefore the hon. member for East York (Mr. ifter both branches of the Legisiature have Voted
Boultbeo) is proposing, not a means by which this law can in favor of it, and after it has only had a twelve-
be enforced wbere there is a strong denaDd for it, but a month's trial, 1 feel that 1 would not be doing my duty, as
means by which it can never be placed in operation. a represeniative in the buse of Commons, if I votedior Uic

Sir LiEONARD TILLEY.. Iwill not occupy the attention repeal of the ScottAct, hecauseyou wouId practically.repeal
of the House duringwmore than a few minutes. In the firet it if you required a majority of the ratepayers to core ont
place I wish to express my regret that the hon. member'for and recordtheir votes in its favor. You must retolleet, in
East York (Mr. Boultbee) should have thought it proper to the first place, that the men who favor this measure bave
use language with effect to the character of the hon. members no pecuuiary xnterest in the matter. Somebody must
who are supporting the prineiple of prohibition or limitation travelithrough a district and obtain the signatures of
with respect to the liquor traffic in the Dominion. I think twenty-five per cent. of the voters. They may be fanatics,
it is but right, having been associated for the aud they may be wrong, but they have no special.interest
last twenty or twenty-tive years with men who la the matter. Thi have no establishment8 for the manu-
entertained those views, to say that so far as my know- facture and sale of water out of which they may make a
le ige goos they compare favorably with the class of men fortune. They act for the beet of motives, and it requires
who have differed with us on this important question. They a great sacrifice of time and money to accomplish what
are among the mo-t liberal-minded, and the best educated, they desire. Notwithstanding ail the interest they may
and include the clergy of varions denominations of the feel in this mater, I boliove there is not one place in
philanthropical and benevolent men. The hon. member for twenty where---though a majority of the whole people
E astYork would have rendered his measure greater service might ho in favor of the Act, and would sign the
had he used somewhat d fferent language, I think, in desci ib- petition if you took it b them-tbey could ail be induced to
ing the character of the gentlemen in Canada who opposed travel cight or ten miles to record their voies. Thorefore,
his Bill. Reference has been made to the State of Maine. because ilfeel that tho psssage of this Billwould ho a
It was not perhaps necessaWy to bring it up; but it bas practical repeal of the Iaw, and that after al
been brought up and statements made with reference t the labor that wasgiron to this matter,-and
the action on the prohibitory law there and the character the strong opinion *that was exprosscd by every
of the inhabitants. I cannot understand why, if the effectsProvince of the Dominion, I feel bound, so far as I am
of a prohibitory law-it may be- imperfcctly carried out- concernei, to record my vote against any proposition that
bave been such ai described, such a law romains on the would b a practical repoal until that maw has proved it;elf
Statute-book for 27 years. With respect to the subjeet inoprative for theacomplihment of the objeLei u et view,
under consid'ation, 1 amn opposed te the Bill, because iL is -and injrio s rathe.r than abénfiia to the cause we desireato
a virtual repeal of t he Scott Act. It may be .sid that when promote by lgiflation of thiu nkind.
wa make that declaration, it is an admission on our part Mr. ANGLiN. When hon. gentlemen say that if this
that a majority of the people are not in favor eof the ScottBillpass the Scott Act ue w oiluvirtlually ropealed, they vir-
Act. -We know, however, fromput experience,, that it lietuaiy admit that there is not a large majority of the people
impossible in constitueicies, evon where there hbave of this Dominion in favor of the continuance of that Act.
been strong political contests, to, get eut a suffi- The fzal of those who are active in the temperance cause i8
oient number of people te record thoir-vots. There lesnocn, that if there were anything like a majoritythre
another point -whch as - net been fully brought ont would h no reason teapprehondany danger to thoir beloved
during the debate. It has been said that a majority, by Act from the passing of thie amend ment. Th e nambr of
their energy and carne.tness, aay carry the Act againnt registered electors Lhroughout this Dominion le, at the eut.
an overwholming -msjorily. ben tho framers of the side, but one lu every seve nor eight of the population, and
Scott Act prepared the measure they exercised a very wise if the Act is to romain on the Statute-book, it is not, surely,

pecaution. Myseif and an hon. member know it, too rnch te ask that i be so anended tbat one-a f
becuse I was in cnmunieation with lim on the subjeat of of the sixth or the seventheto the population

prohibition wheu eut ot Parliamont. Wo ltts strongly should be required to vote in favor of the imposition of this
that it-was necessary for the enforcement eof thisIaw, in anyAct-fupen th ret of thee p rpation. We should thuslin
locality that a majority et' the people should o lutavorofwconfining theevoting to those who ae the most intelligent
it, that I was willirg that three-fifths bf the voters should et tho peopl, and wo have the large t interest in the

o required te record their votes tor it; and the framers eof welfareo f the country. We have seen this law put inforce
tho Act, in the saine viow, docided that bofore the'Gvern-ilbusome districts by a very ssal portion of the population,
ment could i,sue a proclamation for the pelling, twenty-five and those who have seen it operation aredisposedteadmit
per cent.'of the wbole electors eligible te vote sbould sigu, that iw is a mistake. For iy own part, i amn tiroly
with their own signatures and attested te by wituesses, a tpposed to this law on principle. do not bolieve that one
déclaration that they are in favor of the vote heing teken, and portion eo any district or country have the right teoprscribe
tberef'oue declaro themelvesln favor ofthe Actitselc That toeanothor portion what they shaanat, drink orwear. Nor
h a great protection against a verdict being given by amere do I agree witathe on. member for Bothwell, tht these
minority of the people. Lot us recollect %hat the passage of wbo buîld distilleries or hotels are ontitlcd te do sel by
tht Act was the reultet agitation fr yers throughout virtue of the law. The law is not intended te permit
the country. Thousand and tons of thousd bet'setitions the erection of hotels or distilleries, but it le in-
were laid on the Table of thi Parliament ind favort wsuh tended te restriet the natural priviloge of people te
legismation. The friond ofitho cause and the moderatmimon soit ale, wine, brandy or whiorptey, as wl as broad-
unitod together sud prepared. the Scott Aet,-whicb beesme cloth or any other article. One et' the rossons why
law. It has practicaiy been l operatien foly a twelve- these restritions are imposed is precisely the-saie
month, and what we, wbo are believèrs in the principle of as that for imposing similar restrictions on the sale of
the Act, ask, evthater rnay ave a fair trial. I d int tobacios namely, for the purpose et'raising a revenue aud
hositate te saythat after is he had a fair trial-net after preventiug fraude on the revenue. And the reasn was
tree yer odeuriong wheh toe Act ini force, bu t afTer a that i was thougt desirable te restriet the sale e liquors
twelvemonth-if it es found te bave a bad effeet, -we sha te prevent abuseswhicb are likely te arise. While we al
net ask that it e allowed t roma n for thre years, but we admit that the excessive use et'intyxieating liquera le-a

an ~ ~ ~ý ovrhlmn ajrt.Whnte rmr of'eryd oal

loal grta rajori of t ole hould bn favo of
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abolished, we'-ought not to go to the utter extreme and
prçhibit abeolutely the use of liquors which may be used
.Mpderately and reaisonably, without offence either again-t
t'heI.4w of (od or the law of any country except the State
of Maine, and perhaps some districts in this Dominion. To
jpfify such a law as this, it would be necessary not merely
tg, point out the fact that great evils arise from the
*xcesive use of alcoholic liquôrs, but to prove that
4jh use of alcoholic liquors is an evil in itself. That
is, sometimes asserted by such extreme teetotallers as
the hon. member for Annapolis. but only extreme
pobibitionists would agree with that bon. gentleman. We
tried the prohibitory law in New Brunswick many
yars ago, and found then it did not tend to temperance,
but to intemperance. During the few months that law was
in operation, there was more drunkenness in that Province
than before, and the evil effects are felt down to this day.
1 believe there is more drunkenness in New Brunswick
to-day than there would have been had such a law never
gone into effect. It may be that the law has been benefi-
cial in some parts, but I do not believb it bas anywhere
succeeded in preventing those who, unfortunately, have an
excessive passion for indulgence of that kind from grati-
fying that passion. In Fredericton, there seems to be a
large number of the population desirous of adopting this
measure. But the police magistrate of that city, himself a
very zealous prohibitionist, said, a few short months after
the-law was in operation, that it worked so beneficially as
to cause a decrease of one-half of the number of cases
before his court. Well, that proves that the one-half grati-
fied their passion for liquor and that there is no difficulty
in getting bad liquor, but in getting good liquor. The
liquor is sold aîíd will be sold wherever this law goes into
opeition. I stayed une day in the city of Bangor, where I
saw' more people under the influence of liquor about
the hotels than ever I saw in St. John. I romem-
bor having accidentally stumbled into one of
the roomp, which I found was a bar-room,
with thirty or forty people drinking in it, and, I have
no doubt, drinking more freely than if there was no
resteaint. I object altogother to this measure upon prin-
ciple, but if it is to be enforced at al], it can only be
enforced by a peeponderance of publie opinion in its favor,
ahd J, therefore, shall vote for the amendment.

Mr. HUNTIN&'TON. The question is, shall we allow
this law to have-a fair trial, because, I have no doubt many
men voted for it who feared it might not produce ail the
benefits its advocates expected. Suppose, for example, the
temperance advocates, after they had given a little trial to
this law, bad cone before the Parliament and asked the
people who did not record their votes in each county
sbould be considered as having votod for them. They
might have said, we find it difficult to pass the law because
many do not voté, and, as silence gives consient, why not.
count them as part of our majority? What would the hon.
niember for East York say to that. Yet he comes here
with a proposition equally objectionable from the other
side. I will vote this year, as last, with every hope that
the Scott Act may be a great succesi; but even if I believed
it to be a failure, I should deem it my duty to give those
who attempt to work it out under the authority of Parlia-
ment, at least, a fair trial.

Amendment (hIr. Ogden) six months' hoist, carried on
the fullowing division:-

Messieurs
Allison,
Bain,
Barnard,
BécUhrd,
BIIli,

Guthrie,
Haddow,

Hay

Hilfiard,
1949R,

Mills
Montplaisir,
Muttart,
Ogden,
Olivier,
Pateeso4 (Brant),;

Borden,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Colby,
Coupal,
Dumont,
Fleming,
Fulton,
Gigault,
Gillies,
Gillinor,
Gunan,

Abbott,
Anglin,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Boultbee,
Burnham,
Cameron (Victoria',
Caron,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Drew,

Hooper, Pickard,
Huntington, Poupore,
Kaulbach, Rinfret,
King, Robertson (Shelburne),
Kirkpatrick, Rogers,
Landry, Ross (Middlesex),
Lantier, Rouleau,
Laurier, Royal,
Longley, Rymal,
Macdonald (King's), Scott,
McDonald(CapeBreton),Scriver,
McDonald (Pictoul, Skinner,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Smith,
Macdonell (Lanark), Tellier,
McConville, Thompson,
McDougall, Tilley,
McInnes, Trow,
Mclsaac, Wade,
McRory, Wheler
Manson, White ùenfrew),
Méthot, Yeo.-82.

NÂTse:
Messieurs

Elliott, '
Ferguson,
Gault,
Girouard (Kent),
Houde,
Hurteau,
Kilvert,
Kranz,
Lane,
Langevin,
Macmillan,
McCallum,
McCuaig,
McGreevy,
McQuade,
Malouin,
Massue,
Merner,

Mousseau,
O'Connor,
Orton,
Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),
Platt,
Plumb,
Robertson (Hamilton',
Routhier,
Ryau (Montreal),
Rykert,

Shaw,
Strange,
Valin,
Vanasse,
Walla;ce (Norfolk),
White (Cardwell),
Williams.-54.

BILL INTIRODUCED.

Mr. MACDOUGALL introduced a Bill (No. 61) to incor-
porate the Peace River Railroad Company.

Bill read the first time.
House adjourned at 12:30 o'clock, a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
WEDNESDAY, I6th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRÀYERs.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:

Bill (No. 62) to amend the Act incorporating the Citizens'
Insurance Company of Canada -(Mr. Gault.)

TAX ON CANADIAN TOBACCO.

Mr. BOURBEAU enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to reduce the tax imp.osod on Canadian
tobacco cultivated for the manufactories ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. It is'not the intention of the Govern-
ment to reduce the tax imposed on Canadian tobacco culti-
vaàted for the manufactories.

EXCISE DUTY ON CANADIAN TOBACCO.
Mr.MONGENAIS enquired, Whether it is the intention

of the Government to abolish the Excise duties imposed on
jebMceo grown a.n4 pinqfatqre4 bf tlle growers for pi1r,
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poses of trade; if not, whether bth eGovernment will so
amend the existing law as to relieve tobacco growers froi
the trouble of applying to the GOcvernment in order to
obtain the license required in that behalf, and manking
accounts or returns as required by the law now in force ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. It is not the intention of the Govern
ment to abolish the Excise duties imposed on tobacco
grown and manufacturod by the grqwers for purposes of
trade. In regard to th l4ter part of the question, tbe
inconveniene coinplained of will probably be remedied by
instructions given te the inspectors.

SEINE NETS ON OTTAWA RIVEP

Mr. MONGENAIS enquired, Whether it is the intention Of
the Government to abolish the use of seine nets on the
Ottawa River, in the. section comprised botween Carilloi
and St. Ann ?

Mr. POPE (Queen'ts). I can scarcely say what is'the
intention- of the Government as to the use of seines on the
Ottawa Ri er at the place mentioned. I dare say, at certain
times, and under certain restrictions, the use of seine nets
may be allowed, but information will be asked fr<rn the
fishery officers in that section of the oonntry, as to whother
it it advisable to go that far or not.

IRISÉ IMMIGRATION TO CANA DA,.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether the Government has
received any despatch from tbe Imperial Government on
the subject of Irish or other immigration to the North-West
or other parts ol Canada; and whether any such despatch
will be laid on the Table?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There has been no despatch
received from the Imperial Government on the subject.

VENTILATION OF THE HOUME.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Before the notices
are called I desire to direct the attention of the House to a
subject which has become one of very considerable moment
to us all. 1-do not remember, in the course of eighteen years
experience, ever to bave known of so many hon. members
having become seriously il in the discharge of their
Parliamentary duties, as those who are now unfortnnately
debarred from attending the 'House. I do not think,
although it is true that we have bad very severe work, that
that work has been more severe than the House bas under-
gone on some occasions before Confederation, but perhaps
not since; and judging from my own experience I believe
that in addition toe lb.ate hours, the excitement and the
bard work, the real cause of the mischiefhas beeu, to a very
great extent, the impurity of the atimosphere which we are
compelled to breathe. After entering the ouse I have
passed through the corridors and down into the basement,
and have been sensible of a very impure atmosphere.
Every one who has paid the slightest attention to this
question knows that if this condition of te atmosphere is
to continue i future, in view of the severe work upon which
we are about to'enter-fqr members will bave very con-
siderable Committee work in the morning, and we cannot
get through -the Estimates witbout a considerable number
of late sittings-must admit thete isargent necessity of
tafking stops, if any eau e taken, to guard against
the- consequenoe of apending many hour in a, very
bad atmosphere. I make this suggestion for the
consideration of the House, and I thiink it is desir-
able that Mr. Speaker shold give - orders te son
thoroiqgly competent medical practitioner, or any other
gentleman in whon be has cedaàdene0, to make, withbot 1
delay, a very close examination ef thd wholo et Lb se-
ment, drains and air ducts that are supposed te properlyMr. MoNGNSxàu.
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ventilaté t'ho Chamuber. I reedRetoot w*hea ilttfr
examination w-as made, a few years irgo, uxider tbeddeont
of Senator Brônse, that a state of things was revtaled whfeh
was quite sulffdieçnt to account fbr l.teVory conslérable
amount of illied arising from breathitig the -aLtmsýhgre
they were breaing, and I respétfiHy ,,eU a4that,
without further fel'ay, stops should be takein to makeivery
thorough examitiation. I amn afraid the praetie. 'ofihbg
the. whole bf the basement of this building obeispie&i"br
varions purposes, iiste cause of muchi öif .tnhegrable of
securing a pure atmosphere in the Chamber and corriddrs.
These buildings are tofvery great length a'nd in some peies
of very great depth, and I an afraid It will àbe matterof
great dWfficulty to prevent the atmqsphereofthe lewer'parts
from bec'ming vitiated, and the tmosphere of the upper
portion necessarily suifera. I respectfully beg te call
attention to the question which hon. members, called upôn
to undergo Comerrttoe -work and, consider the E-tinmtes,
will fird to be a very serions question itdeed.

Mr. PLUMB. As I joined my hon. fiend froM North
Norfoàl (Mr. Charlton) in making some iecomme4atins
about tbe sanitary afraii.s of .the House, I may .vuLers te
say a fow words in full,aecord with what has been said by the
hon. iember for Centre Huron. There is -nothing more
dificult to obtain than a system of ventilation which will bje
perfect in a H1ous like, this. The -on. Miniter of Public
Works has made a great stop in advance witun, theJst
year or two, in aecordance with the suggestions of the bon.
member for North iorfolk and myself. I do no ,thik thte
sanitary condition of- he House can b. remodied by say
such proposai as that macle by My hon. friend froi Centre
Huron, although his proposalis in the right direction. The
system by wlich this House is fed with heated air violates
the first principles of ventilation -by exoluding tle feshe air
of Heaven, than whieh there seemsto be nothing more chagp
or more difficult. to get. Every, man has a pet project
of ventilation which, if employed by the Government, h.
desires toair. Many things wkich might be done are left
undone. There is a great lack of means by, wich lthe
earbonic gas that falls to the floor can be removed frem he
louse. If it goes into the basement, as it will iift ha an
opportunity to go tbere, it is driven up aein l y the hated
air, and we breathe over and over aggn vitiated air. When
Dr. 1rouse took upon himself ,to examine .t means by
which this House is fed w'th fr'es air,' hefound that
through the exorcise of diabolilal ipgenuity, the "alras
brought in by ducts 400 to 600 feet long, in which tb.hair
lay for woeks before bein.g admitted into the lous, and
consequently became stag1ant. I have noticed that when
steamers are passing along th river, we .get their smoke
driven up through those ducts from the side of the Llif,and
Dr. Brouse said he waded through stagnant water in those
ducts a foot and a half deep. Thire most deirable thingwould
be to get scientific authority on the subject and have 11 -the
sewers examined. It is notorious there la no plaQeC where
the sewerage is so bad as in Ottawa; èvery time theroçis a
severe frost tbey are completely stopped iUp. I hartily
second what has been said by the hon. inember efbr Cenire
Huron. In the meantimne, after the Session is cilosd at
night, there ought to be free circulation of airLthrough the
buildings. Hon. inekbers complain that .he air in <he
morningis vitiated with the foul air ef the night before. The
only way to remore the difficultly ls to go to the roet of the
matter. I have no-doubt the hon. member for North Nor-
folk will be willing to further anything which theR ouse
may think desirable in te intorest of promoting thebbath
of the members.

Mfr. CURE. The bon. nf&nber for Niagara bas·stAted
that the city-of Ottawa is the womt drained City i the
Dominion. ILtais well known, on theicontrary, that the.oity
of Ottgwa la botter drained thanany city in the Domimin.
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A"1from that, -bowevei, the sewerage af these buildings
is mot ne teditivthe sewergeof the cily. The drains
frn dhefle buildings-go out to the river, and I do not believe
it enAb said wthdtkuth that the absence cf those who are
unabito attend the, Roue at present has been ncased by
th4tbéd: irentitation or !bd meweage of these buildig
It le, perbps, ther ga that it gene«ated in, this House by t
metrar fdr Niagara, and othere, that hurta us. I believe
thetmosphetf -this room ls as pure as that of amy room
oceped by sofarge a number of persons. For mypart,
onitering it frn the outside, I ndo ot emperience any,
disagreeable sensation. In the corridors the air is lems
pleêsant. i believe this Chamber is as well ventilated as
any cold be. I know the Minister of Public Works bas
paid a great deal of attention to thie matter, and brought
abourt a great improvement in the ventilation sinee the
question ws first raieed by Dr. Brouse. -I think it is a
mistke te suppose that the cause of the illness of certain
members is the bad ventilation of these buildings.

Mr. PLUMB. I only wish to say that I have heard many
of 'i e remarks of the member for Ottawa (Mr. Currier) from
him onoe befÈore, and if 1 hnd any memory of having excited
his ire on a previous occasion, I probably àhould have
excepted him new from the number of gentlemen who have
sensitiveness or smell to discover whether this room or any
other part of this HjouEe is well ventilated or not. As he bas
elicited cheers from those gentlemen Iikely to cheer any-
thing reflecting on me, I congratulate him on his feat.
But I still insist that the hon, gentleman may be of those
who, though acute in many ways-who rnay have the sense
of hehring pnd taste, and very capable sight-can-not vouch
for their nose. I am ot in accord with him in saying that
this is one of the best ventilated roorms in Ottawa, and that
Ottawa 1s one of the -best drained places in the country.
It may be in the noihborhood of bis residence, and that
those whb cross the ideau have not discovered any foui
odors in that neighborhood. It may be that in the lower
part of the town there is nô foui smell arising from the
sewers; but those who are unconsious of those odors
are peculiarly constituted. I congratulate the hon. gentle-
man on bis superiority to me and other people in this respect.

Mr. CURRIERI I must confess my hearing is rather
acute and sensitive, and that it bas often been shocked by
the long speeches of the member for Niagara.

Mr. CHARLTON. The importance of having this
Chamnber properly ventilated can be hardly overestimated.
It is a question to which I have given considerable ai ton-
tion. I confess I bave suffered sorcewhat in health for
someyeaârs past, in consequence of the imperfect ventila-
tion of these buildings. But I do not consider that the
ventilation of this Chamber at present is as defective as in
former years. Under the supervision of the present
Minister of Public Works, important changes for the better
have bee itiade in the ventilation of this Chamber. I do
not know that it is fair to attri bute all the ilinces of which
miembers complain to the ventilation of this Hiouse. It
must be borne in mind that when we come to Ottawa our
habits of life are, in a great measure, revolutionized. We
turn night into day, and those of us accustoned to outdoor
lives, are without that amount of exercise we are in the
habit of taking, and that itself grcatly influences our health.
Beides, many nenbers attend enterta-nments two or three
times a week, and often eat heavy dinners, and aill-these
things affect the health. The only wonder is that not
more members are sick in consequence of this great
ehnge in tifoir habits during the Session. The provision
for the ventilation of thia Chamber is sch as to secure
botter air than we have. If an attempt is made to bring in
freshi air, a proteSt is instantly made by many hmn. meinbers
that there-are draughts. Yon caimnot have a niovement of?
aW without draeghts, which keep the air in proper condition
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for breathing. If hon. membbs wotid4 bear ,ia mkid that
draughte:of fres air are less injurions te healthmn
sittinsg i a a ,nt, fetid atmospher, 'we eai have the aa
much improve-by using our present meana and appliasues
for ventilation. The rom where the Public Aco<unta
Committee, meets ais nt one where a person cas remain
with eomfort. ton minutes, there being no provision for
ventilation. Tête air f ,that room, where ity men often
ait for two boars, i eneugh to make auy one sick. The
entranee to the air duets might be examined ofte and
aregularly, as they may be letting in impure air. If thor is
any suggestion-with regard to-improvement in this direo-
tion, Jet us have it. If tis maatter oald be investigated by.
a Special Committee, the appointment of one is highly
desirable. W. eaId have an abundance of freeh air lnt
into this Chamber, which ls practicable, if hon. gentlemen
would cease their protests agaimst draughts.

Mr. ORTON. I am glad to see this matter brosght up.There can be very little doubt of the truth of what the~hbn.
member for Niagara said, that theB ouse is not ventilated
properly. The tact that th air comes intousevery evening
from the bed of the Ottawa is sufficient in itself to atount
for the illness of certain bon. menmbers. We ail know that
the foui air from Ottawa and Hull muet naturally get to the
bed of that river, being beavier than pure air, and tbatin
the evening more especially it descends. By the arrange-
ment. for the ventilation of this Chamber this impure air
fron both Ottawa and Hullisdrawn into theHfouse nightly.
I think the evil could be very eaiily remedied by building a
tower so that we may obtain the fresh air from a higher
elevation. The sy-tem of ventilation which is practised in
the General Hospital in the city of Toronto i the boat that
I h'ave noticed, and I think it would be well if the engineer
who bas charge of these buildings wouîld pay a visit to that
institution and make himself acquainted with the mease
there adopted for the purpose of ventilation. I am sure
he would be able to obtain information whieh would be
valutable to him, and I know that the surgeon of that
institution would be glad to show him around tbe building
and explain the workings of the system, which, by the way,
was adopted by the advice of the firet medical mon of
Toronto. The air entera by ducts in the upper part of the
room, and aspirators atre placed two or three feet above
the floor by which the foui air in its natural tendenoy to
descend escapes, and allows the pure air to take its place.
Here the cold and thehot air enter by the saine ehannels,
so that someti mes we have a current of bot air and then, by
way of va-iety, we have a current of cold air, causingan
eddy bere and another there, just as are produeod to a body
of water by the meeting of currents. I think that with
very little attention, and not a great deal of expense, t.hes
dificulties might be obviated and the ventilation very much
improved. But I think what we really require ie a radical
change-I mean with regard to the position of this
Chamber. This part of the building is moat unsuitably
located ; it sbould, instead of being placed in the very centre
of this block, be more exposed both te the air and the ray@
of the sun, for, as hon. gentleinen know, the adm ission of
sunlight is an important consideration in a question of this
kind. I offer a suggestion which, perhaps, may not
be received with very much favor by te Governmmt, or
by leading members on the other side, but I believe it e
one worthy of consideration nevertheless ; aud that 1e, that
the library, which would be admirably adapted for tþe
purpose, shonld be ued as the Legislative Chambér, aad that
the present Chamber, with the ady>ining corridors, should be
transformed inte a library. jf that is too much to ask them,
would it net be well to consider whether a new Chamber
ought not to be bilt at the rear of this building, aiceesuible
by air and light, for the purposes of a LegislativeChamberS.

Mr. BLA KE. The subjeet is one which, in view of the
state of healh of several of our Most respected assmbers,
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deserves our serious consideration. I think that there is a
concurrence of opinion that something ought to be done to
improve the condition of this i-oom; and, with reference to the
admission of air, I think the hon. mémber for Centre
Wellington (Mr. Orton) has about hit the mark. I think
that, fwst of all, a supply of fresh air should be drawn
from a rrore elevated point than.at presen, and then it
should be brought into the room from above and the vitiated
air drawn ou- below. I think, too, that a great deal more
attention should be paid to the ventilation of the corridors
and other parts of the building. There should not, only
be provision for a free admission of fresh air, but there
should be a systematic means of drawing away th3 foul air,
and of preventing poisonous draughts from coming up from
the basement. I agree with the -hon. member for. North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) that the condition of that large
Committee Room upstairs, where we have to spend so large a
portion of our time for the three months we are ohere, is
simply scandalous, and for my own part I never
spend half an hour there without feeling tho effects
very sensibly for the remainder of the day, and I dare say
many other hon. members eau testify to the same experience.
There is no reason why we should not have an ample su pply
of fresh air introduced into that room, or why the foul air
should not be drawn out effectually. And as I have
had occasion to remark before, the stained windows of this
Chamber are very pretty, but I could wiîlingly dispense with
a portion of their beauty if they had a large pane bore and
there which could be opened wide to allow of the admission
of fresh air, if no more artificial system of ventilation is
available. I once heard a remark made by a very eminent
architect on this subject. He wasasked, with reference to the
British House of Commons, after many thousands had been
spent in the effort to improve ventilation, what plan ho would
suggest, andall ho coul I say was: "Break open the windows."
We may have to resort to that elementary means of
ventilation if we can obtain no other. I should be glad to
welcome any plan which would remedy the evil so -gener-

ally complained of, but meantime there are two things I
would abolish. I think we ought to abolish our late sittings
in this Chamber, and I think we ought to get rid of the bai'
down stairs.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The ventilation of this Chamber, as
well as of all the buildings here, was provided for when
they were erected, and therefore our efforts.have only been
directed to the improvement of the ventilation whiich was
adopted at that period. Last year we took the opportunity
afforded by the late fire, which took place in the upper
portion of this Chamber, to improve the ventilation,
and I think we succeeded, as several hon. gentic-
men acknowledged that we very largely improved
the ventilation of the room. But as some hon. gentlemen
have observed, whenever there is an attempt to introduce
fresh air into this Chamber, both -my own colleagues and
those who sit directly opposite us come to me and say: "The
draughts are terrible; do you want to drive us over to your
side of the House by this draught behind us ?" That has
been said this Session. The atmosphere was very heavy and
the air very foul, especially during our long sitting lasting
for some seventeen hours or so. Orders were given to try
and admit some fresh air, but as soon as those orders were
carried out many members came to me and said they would
have to leave the House on account ot the draught. There
is no doubt that there is not in the Dominion
a building more difficult to ventilate than this.
df we try to ventilate it hon. gentlemen complain, and if we
do not ventilate it they complain still more. The whole
matter is in the hands of the House, and if it will allow us
to bring in fresh air, fresh air can be brought in. But I
eau promise hon. gentlemen that if we do that, before half
an hour is over we will have complaints from hon. gentle-
nen on both sides, and the hon. gentleman opposite who

Mr. BLAE.

has now his hat on his head (Sir Richard J. Cartwrigbt)
would not be the last to come to me to compain of draughts.
On the other hand, I admit that the ventilation is far f£Qrm
perfect. The Railway Committee Room is especially
faulty in that respect., It was never buili for such a large
(Committee as now meets there. We must remember, that
it was built before Confederation, with noexpectation that
120 or 130 mem bers would meet there at.a time. :However,
that room can be ventilated through the ,windows. We
bave had experience of vcntilation. through the,,.wi.-
dpws in the Privy Council Room where fourteen,
members meet together, and as secrecy is >ought
te be attained we have to ventilate it by the win-
dows. I admit there is a great deal of force, in
the remarks that the atmosphere of this Chamber is affected
by the bad air that comes from the river. There may be, a
good deal of that, and I shah immediately call.the attention
of my officers to that point. Orders have been given to
examine frequently the air-ducts, to see tbat they are kept
jt good order, yet there may be sometbing defective in
connection with them. But bon.gentlemen mustremember
that we do not live entirely in this Chamber, thstt we.Mpend
a large part of our time outside or in our own lodgings.
The hon. member for Ottawa (M&r. Currier) says, that the
drainage of this city has been made as perfect as that of
any other city, but I must say that quite lately that bas not
been found to be the case. The air-ducts were. found teobe
closed, and as the foui air had no other means of escape it
eseaped through the dwelling. My own. house is as
good as can be found in the city, yet there have
been times when I had to complain of tho foul
air to the City Surveyor, who caused the ducts
to be opened. That may be another cau-e of sickness.
However, I do not think, though I am not a nedical Mar.,
that foui air would produce inflammation of the lung or
diseases of that nature, though it may be a. predisposing
cause. At ail events hou. gentlemen must not attribute all
this sickness to the bad ventilation of the liouse. If.the
House thinks it well that there should be a Committee of
medical mon appointed to enquire into the matter, the
Government will be most happy to give.effect to the recom-
mendations of such a Committee. I shall -see my colleagues
about the matter, and we may ask Parliament for a reason-
able sum of money to meet the expenses of remedying the
evils that have been complained of. I hope thoseb on.
gentlemen who are now ili will soon recover, and that no
one may have future cause of complaints against the
sanitary arrangements of this Chamber.

Mr. LONGLEY. I think enough bas been said upon the
general subject which las been engaging the attention of
the House, and I propose to offer a word or two upon one
branch of the subject that relates to the bar in the regions
below. I have never yet been able to tell exactly for what
purpose that bar has been run, or rather- for what purpose
it was established. I cannot 8ee upon what prineiple it is
being raun, whether it is for the special benefit f the mcmbers
or of the outside public, for I have observed that it las been
patronized pretty liberally this Session by both.

An hon. MEMBER. How do you know ?
Mr. LONGLEY. I sometimes have occas>on to go down

stairs, but always for perfectly legitimate purposes.
But when I go bèlow, or wherevor I go, I have my
eye on.t to this traffic against which I have always
pitted myself, and always expect to. If it bas been
considered indispensible for getting, the ai-dent liquors
below for the special benefit of those who belong to this
House, and who nay desire it, I cannot conceive that there
is any necessity whatever, or that it is at all proper, that
the outside public should on certain occasions, and when we
sit late at night, be thronging these corridors and be running
up and down those stairs, because some o them-and I have
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seeli.*z myself-have partaken so freely that they could
nolt *tfdùp rithout leaning againet the side of the wall. I
amskifte aigre that I rekder myself amenable to the criti-
eâiinof some hon. gentlemen wheni thus express myself; but
1 in I4ite confdent that 1am iin the right, apd if I stood alone
one 0 l pr of this House, or anywhere else, I would always
feel i nyduty to raise my voice against these improprieties.
1 "eïture te express the hope that the Commission on
Interhal .Economy wiIl attach some importanoe to the
observaiions. whieb have been made, and lend their aid to
trig about a condition of things that would at least bear
thesemblahee of respectability.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWRIGHT. I would just say, in
reply Vo the hen. Minister of Public Works, that I trust tihat
he will not neglect to have a thorough examination made of
the drains and the basqment. 1 have a very strong suspi-
cion that a thorough search siinilar to that made at the
instance of Sonator Brouse, would reveal a state of things
not much better than was discovered thon.

Mr. MITcINNES. With respect to the ventilation of this
building, I take the liberty of offering two suggestions to
the Miniater of Public Works-first, that the temperature
should be redaced at least five degrees, and, second, that
after the House adjourns every window and door that can
be, should be thrown open, so that a current of pure, fresh
air should permeate into every section of this building and
expel the font air generated while the flouse is in Session.

Mr. CHARLTON. I venture to suggest that, so far as
temperatare is concerned, that can be secured at any time
with the meps we have already at our disposal.

Mr. ROCHIESTER. One great difficulty is that, owing to
th' position of the boilers, we get the air through them
instead of through the ducts, and I would suggest to the
Minister of Publie Workà that these boilers should be closed
in, and the foui air from thît enclosure removed by means
of a shaft. During late night sittings 1 have frequently
experienced a smell similar to that of exhaust steam and of
burnt grease from an engine. If the air were forced down
from above, which I believe is now done in the English
chamber, and which I think could be donc here if scientific
men were got to do it, it would be et great improvement. I
would certainly recommend the appointment of a Committee
to investigate this matter, and that the Minister of Public
Works should place a sum in the Estimates to put this
building i proper order.

Mr. BANNERvIAN. It is one of the simplest things to
ventilate this building, and if the Miiister of Public Works
would only obtain the services of a colliery engineer, who is
in the habit of ventilating coal mines, to start a furnace
here, I believe, for a few thousand dollars, we could have
firet class ventilation on the principle adopted by all large
ceal mines.

Mr. 'CURRIER. The hon. -member for Carleton bas
suggested that something might be done to remove the
foui air from the boilers. The bolers, we know, are out
of doors, and what can be botter than the draught of the
smoke stack, which is 200 feet high.and very large inside ?
Objection has been taken to the way in which the air is
breught into the building. It con*s from the brow of the
hili, about 150 feet above the river, and is brought ir to tire
building through cut stone ducts, which are perfectly clear
and amath; and there is no possibility of the air becoming
contaminated in passing through them. Altogether, I
tbink theventilation of this roomr is as near prfection as
anything can be, although I think something might be
dame to increase the purity of the air in the corridors
esurnunding the eham ber.

r. 1BOURBEU. Mr. Speaker, I know that the system
of vetilation was defective st year, but I am of opinion
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that sinS the repaire were made a great hang hias taken
place, and 1 do not believe that we could easily get better
ventilation than we have. , think that the air in this
chamber i% quitehealthy, and that it wo>uld be useless to
expend luge sumo of money on repaire that would give ins
no botter result. If I had a suggestion to make, Sir, to those
who complain, it woud be to talk less, so as to get through
the Session quicker and remain here as short a' time aspoes-
sible. If theb on. members whotomplain so much drd not
drag out the debates, we might, porhaps, bring the Session
to a close in two months' time, and those who complain,
those whose health is not good, oould return to the bsoms eof
their families, and there recuporate. That was the remedy
I thought of suggesting, Sir, but I know very weli that I
shall not succeed, for it is rather difficult to prevent a good
many hon. members from prolonging the discusion. But
I say again to the hon. Minister of Public Wol-ke that it
would b perfetly seless to expend large sume of money
on repairs in thi chamber, which is, in my opinion, in a
satisfactory state. Any one who is not unwell bebre coming
here, can eeriainly go through the Session in gool health.

CONTRACT BETWEEN DENIS -COIOLAN AND
TIC GOVERNMENT.

Mr. WELDON moved for a return of contract betw-een
the Government and Denis Coholan, datel January 18th,
18i7, with that part of the specification relating to the size
and number of scows employed with the dredge operating it
the Deop Water Terminus of the Intercolonial Railway, St.
John, N.B.; also, the correspondence between the Dejart-
ment of Publie Works and the aid Denis Coholan, i,
roference to the termination of the contract, and also ail
reports and other napers connected with the said contract.

Mr. ANGL1IN. It is very much to be regretted th't the
Minister of Railways is not able to be in his seat owing to
indisposition, as we should like to have from him the
explanation he promised to give of the reason why this
contract was cancelled. We, in St. John, believe that
the only roason was at poliLical RIone. This Denis Coholan
had been not more active than many others, but had taken
an active part in the eletion afteî the change of Govern-
ment, and he was punished for having taken that active art.
When an advertisementappeared in the St John Sun, asing
for tenders f)r a new contract, application was made to the
depnrtment to know why Coholan had been thus dealt with,
and the only answer received was that it was found necessary
to enter into a new contract, and that there was to be rsome
change made in the number and size of the seows. It is
alleged that no change has been made in either of
those particulars, and that, therefore, was a more
pretext for the cancellation of the contract. In the contract
the Government reserved the right to cancel it, but such
right is reserved for the p- otection of the public interest,
end not that one Go;ernment or other might be able
te punish a contracter who is obnoxious to them politically,
even though he had performed his duties well and faithfully.
In this case Mr. Cobelan asserts that ho never gave the
Government ground for complaint, that ho discharged his
duties to the tiatisfaction of the officers, and that in the reply
given him no assertion was made that any conditions of the
contract had been violated. Moreover, instead of laying up
bis vessel for the winter and so save a large expense, b.
kept lier afoat during the whole winter at very considerablo
expense, for the purpose of carrying out the contract. The
work was, however, taken from him and given to other
parties, and for no reason but that h had vote.I and acted
on one political aide instead of on the other during the clec-
tion which preceded the cancellation of the contract by a
few months. Thlat is the allegation, and we desire very
much to ha, the explanation which the hon. Minister of
Railways seems to think a sufcient and satisfactory answer
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to any allegations made by Mr. Coholan and his friends. I -o.godsmaufacred for export. In roe t isroçr
hope and trust the Ministerwill soon be in his place, and wé are fiin'iebld with only a partial M*J
when he does so, I think it will bo proper in some way to asked for, which necssitatea the mak a
call upon him for the explanation. which I will place in your lhandsand e ',.id

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I can only expres my, iaty which t a'ords me of' calling th4 atte4
regret that the hoir. the Miniter of Railways is unable to louse, and particularly of the ,mIistr, to a sa , at
be in bis place; but, when he' is present he will not be I consider of some -importance to the eontry. gig,
required to be called upon, but will bo very happy indeed have always placed a high value on the prgp¢r etiowg:ge.
to. furnish all the information in the department in ment of the manufactures of this country, an& d e
reforence to this case. The hon. member for Gloucester hesitated to say that, when they can be promoted W4
(Mr. Anglin) las referred to political influences. It may unduly pressing upon any interest or section, that '
be supposed from the faet that Mr. Ocholan resides, a wise and prudent policy to ado:pt. 4nd it as a maof
presume, in my constituency, that if any political influence no little satisfaction to one who, like rnyself, is en edin
was exercised, it was, perhaps, at my suggestion. 'I ean that branch of industry, and, doubtless, to evet-y thr 6n.
only say that, until i saw the notice on the piaper, [ did not gentleman who is a lver of the p-ogress and adaeiheat
know that Mr. Coho!an had had a contract, and that I do of the country in ail its departments, to know-thiat, yo#tig
not know how ho voted. I know nothing whatever of the a country as we are, in the progresswe have maide ór otu
transaction, and I do not remember hearing his name manufactures there bas been fair cause fôr congratuiàtion.
mentioned bef re or after my election, and, therefore, the I fmd that there are thirty-two countres to Wlfet the
cancellation cannot have been done at my stîggestion. manufactures of Canada are exported. .öt only t•e we
Moreover, I would not know Mr. Coholan if I met him on producing largely for our own waîtts, but #e are shippibg
the street. I am quite sure the hon. the Minister of our manufactured goods, to almost every couhtry upoh te
Railways will be exceedingly glad to make a statement on globe. They have found. their way into GreatÇBritain,
the case when ho is in his place, and answer the statement United States, Newfoundland, British West Indies, Spuish
made by the member for G loucester. West Indies, French West Indies, Danish West lndiWe,

British Guiana, Mexico, South America, lavana,Motion agrced to. France, Germany, Italy, Russia, Turkey, Egypt,
Africa. Australia, New Zealand, Sandwich Islan*u,

DREDGING AT THIlE INTERCOLONIAL DEEP Denmark, Spain, Hayti, Norway, Canary Islandq Gre'e,
WATER TERMINUS AT ST. JOIN, N. B. Japan, St. Pierre and Belgium, during the st t w

Mr. WELDON moved -for a return of the contracts made years ; and it must be a matter of some satisfacto to us,
since February, 1877, for dredging at the Deep Water inauthe couitrie the can aee oign m rfactures
Terminus of the Intercolonial Railway, St. John, lN a wainat theiute of the world and sli our pr edaions
Brunswick, with the portion of the specitication relating to good position to supply the wants of or own country. a e
the size and number of scows employed, and also, the aniount rae and Navigation Returns, if we oad ne cosuntshoriyh

pail :out since that date fdedig tat such torminus. H aeadNvgtonRt si0woriteen hpai ot inc tatdat fi'Dre n tsc triuleto ho taken, wou!d give us the proportion of goods msnutac-.
,saii: A contract for drodgingeît thc intorcolonial Deep turecl in Canada to its requiiements, whon i dare My -wo
Watcr TermîîVus was entercd into in 18 17'. There was -ashudesatedofndowlretcpprinofay
clause in h contrat giving the Goertimnt hereowas to should be startled to find howarge te proportion of f»
terminate it. That, howeve, was inserted only with the classes ofgoods is that are already made in this country.
object of protecting the Government if thecontractor filed have always been a consistent advocate, not only

objet f potctig te oveumet. f ho oiîratorf~iedspeaeh but vote, of the promotion of our industries in £a
to do bis duty; but no charge of that kind was madle, seech bt e prootiontoFiur M sten
but so far as my information goes, whoc the con- legitimate way-and I rnight say to the Finance Minister,
tractor was ready with his tug to perform the who exclaims "hear, bar," perhaps somewhat ironicallyrequired sereadnewtendrsuwere clled for.-that during ail the time I have had the honor of a seat inrequired service- now tenders werc callod for. this bouse i have unifornily supported a lariff that gaveOn application to the Government he was inforned that the teve
only reason for cancelling the contract was that they had protc lt Amnfatior, i tat t hivemad a haue i t eied nme ftg.We h years of the late A dmimistration, 1 supported its taiff whichmadle a change in the size and number of tugs. Whien the beyouci doubtfafforded a fairer amount. of protectlin to fie
objection made is on a matter over which he has no control, great bulk of our manufactures than that introduted by the
some compensation shoull he made to the man so suddenly hon, gentleman himself i have no hesitancy in mking

that statement, and I have figures that will enable me to
VOLUNTEERS IN NEW BRUNSWICK. prove the asFertion. I speak from a practical knowledge of

it and from the statistics furnished by the public records
Mr. WELDON moved for a return of the number of men themselves. From the arguments of - supporters of the

that have withdrawn, left, been discharged, or struck off the Government we should naturally have expocted that Our
roils in the different battalions of volunteer:s in the Province manufactures would have been nearly extinct prior
of New Brunswick during the years 12/18, 1879 and 1880, to the advent of the present Ad ministration and tho doption
specifying the number from each battalion; and the causes of of the existing tariff; or we might have lookod for, under
such -withdrawal, discharge, or removal from the muster rolla. this policy, what it was supposed and designed specially to

Mr. CARON said it was impossible to furnish all the produce, wondrous results to the country in incieased pros-
information asked for. lie could -furnish the hon. member perity in every branch of industry in this Canada f ears.
with copies of the muster rlls. But what are the facts ? I shail confine myself ito mattera

which are pertinent to the motion, and endeavor to point
Mr. WELDON said that would be sufficient. out to the Finance Minister and the Minister of Gmtensa.
Motion agreed to. that the exports of the manufactures of this zeoentryauro

decreasing to an alarming extent. And I shall.SurnishUthei
CLAIMS FOR DRAWBACKS. figures toprove my statement from the officiai dioonents

which those hon. gentlemen themselves have put il er
MrPATERSON (Brant) said: Sormetime ago I moved hands. I shall show that this policy under- whih

for copies of ail regalations made by Orders in Council with we are living at ~-the prosent time, . po1
reference tothe payment of claims presented for drawbûcks which it was clai~aed woufd permanenly fet

Mr. ANGLIN,
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our manufactures, hfs almost wiped ont the exportation of But what have we been able to export during the past year ?
manufactures from this country. Ishall make a comparison Only $165,147 worth, a decrease of 871,198, a decrease of
between the exports for the year 1S78, the last year of a nearly one-third in that item in two years. In -four years
17½ per cent. tariff, under the Mackenzie Administration, more, at the saime ratio of decrease, that item is wiped out
and the year 1880, when the National Policy tar:ff, ranging altogether from the list of exports. In lime, in 1878, the
from 25 to 60 per cent., was in full operation-a tariff which, exports wère $8,301; in 1880, $8,047, a decrease of about
entrary Io all sound principles of protection, imposes one-fortieth. In aie, beer, and eider, in 1878 the exports
duties on raw materials, and thus militates against the were $32,283; in 1880, Si8,952, a decrease of $13,337, or
success of many of our leading branches of manufacture. over two-fifths. In spirits, exclusive of whiskey, the exports
Take first agricultural implements, one of the largest of in 1878 were $135,9.>8; in 1880, $12,034, a decrease of
our industries, at any rate in one of the Provinces of the $123,94, or nine-tenths. I now corne to machinery, another
Dominion. In 1878 we were not only able to supply the large branch of industry in this country, that has shops
wants of the country, for there was scarcely any importation scattered throughout the Dominion in every iImportant
at ail, but we exported $86,001 worth ; in 1880 we exported town, that embraces as rnany skilled laborers, perhaps,,
only $59,128 worth, a decrease of $26,873, or, in other words, as are employed in any other branch of industry.
in two short years we have wiped.out about one-third of our What bas been the effeet of the tarifi upon that
agricultural implement industry. If the sane rate of particular industry ? In 1878 the exports of machinery
decrease is kept up for four more years the export trade in amounted to 677,482; in 1880 they shrank to $47,193; a
these articles will be entirely wipèd eut. Biscuits is the deertease of $30,289, or two-fifths. Thon we come to musical
next item: we exported of these in 1878, $.29,986 worth, and irstruments, other than pianos and organs-for there has
in 18b0, $20,063, a decrease of $9,355, or overone-third. Of been an increase in the exports of pianos and organs-and
candlee, we exported, in 1878, $14,790; in 1880, $,571, a we find that ihile in 1878, the exports amourited to $1,466,
decrease of $10,216, or nearly three-fourths. Of carriages, in 1880 they amounted to only $470, a decrease of $996, or
we exported, in 1878,.858,409; in 1880, $40,480, a decrease nearly three-fourths. Oil cakes, exports in 1878, $76,697 ;
of 617,929, or nearly one-third. Four years more at that in 1880, $21,819, a decrease of $47,943, or over tw-thirds.
rate our export trade in that article will have disappeared. A simple calculation will show us that, at the same rate of
Of elothing we exported, in 1878,8$24,754; in 1$80, $8,742, decrease, another year will have wiped out that item of
a decreaseof $16,012, or nearly two-thirds. Of confectibnery, export altogether. Sails, in 1878 the exports were $846;
we exported, in 1878, $723 worth-a small amount, but in 1880, 8689, a decrease of $157, or nearly one-sixth.
smati as it was, it was increasing, but under the National Sewing m ichines-this is another imp>rtant industry that
Policy it shrank to $85 worth, or nearly nine-tenths of a gives employ to a great amount of skilled labor, an iridustry-
decrease. Of cordnge, ropes and twine we exported, in that was in a thriving condition before the present
1878, 821,076 worth; in 1880, $14,084 worth, a decrease of occupancy of the Treasury benches had the slightest hope
$6,992, or nearly one-third. Of drugs and medicines, we of obtaining the position they occupy-what has been the
exported, in 1878, $5,991 worth, and in 1880, only $98 effect of the tariff upon that industry ? In 1878 we were
worth, a decrease of nire-tenths. If that rate is maintained enabled to export $273,258; while in 1880 the exports
for two short months the export trade of that industrvwill were only $201,545, a decrease of $71713, or one-fourth
disappear altogether. Of extract of hemlock 'bark in two years., Then we como to an item that
(prepared), we exported $187,840 in 1878, and $171,8J8 in interests my friends from the Maritime Provinces,
1880, a decrease of $16,032, or one-twelfth. Of furs, we and that ought to interest mny bon. friend the Financa
exported, in 1878, $6,197, and in 1880, $4,669, a decrease of Minister-the item of ships sold to other countries, a promi-
$1,528, or ne4rly pne-fourth. Of ground gypsum, we nent industry arnong the mechanies and artizan classes of
exported in 1878, 822,527, and in 1880, only $8,9i5, a decrease those provinces. What has been the effect of this tariff
of $13,602. or nearly two-thirds. Of hats and caps, there introduced under the plea of benefitting these artizans ?
were exported in 1878, $572, and in 1880 only $100 worth, The figures furnished by the Finance Minister himself tell
a decrease of $172, or nearly one-third. Of Indian bark- the tale of the effect that has been produced. In 1878 this
work, in 1878 we exported $843, and in 1880 we exported item amounted to $1,218,145; last year it was $46-4,327, a
none, so that already that industry has been wiped out. Of decrease of $733,818 in one year, or two-thirds of a decrease
hardware iron there was exported in 1878, $102,983 worth, of the exports of ships sold to other co:ntries in two
and in 1880, $92,588, a decrease of $10,395, or about one- years. Another year of the like rate of decrease and
tenth. Of jewellery.and plated ware, we exported in 1878, ships sold to other countries will be a thing unknown in
870 worth; in 1880 only $9, a decrease of 861, or nine-tenths. the Maritime Provinces, and the artizans will have to turn
Of sole and upper leather. we exported in j878, $563,221 their attention to some other branch of industry. Coming
worth; in 1880, $408,708, a decrease of $154,513, or about from ships to soap, we were enabled to export of the latter
one-fourth. In six years at the same rate the export. of articlein 1878,88,629; in 1880, $4,498, a decrease of $4,13 1, or
those articles will have stopped altogether. Of harness and one-balf. Wrought stone in 1878, $13,154 ; in 1880, $6,811, a
saddlery, we exported in 1878, 83,405; in 1880, $3,314, a decrease of $6,343, or nearly one h tif. In tobacco stems and
decrease of 91, or about one-fortieth. Of other leather, we cutting, in 1878, $15,941; in 1880, $7,70 1, a de3reaseof
exported in 1878, 18,806; in 1880, $8,357, a decrease of $8,240, or over one-half. Other tobacco, in 1878, $63,852;
$10,449, or, in other words, one-half that export in 1880, $28,141, a decrease of $35,711, or over one-half.
bas been wiped out in two years. One-half of Vinegar, in 1878, $335 ; in 1880, $181, a decreaae of $154,
our exports of that item has been wiped out in or nearly one-half. Doors, sashes, and blinds, in 1378,
two years, and in two years more, at that ratio of-decrease, $36,777; in 1880, $22,742, a decrease of $14,035, or over
that item ,f exports would disappear altogether. Thon we t oné-third. Woollens-that industry that we intended to
come to boots and shoes, the item that created so much promote and protect so much, that industry that would have,
cdncorn a few years ago, that item of which there was only furnished, if all the.promises of hon. gentlemen opposite had
$200,000 worth imported, while there was $17,000,000 worth been kept, all the clothing worn by the people of this country
made in the country during the late Administration -what at the present time, and would have enabled us to send
has boon the effect of the tariff introduced by those hon. exports to foreign countries-what has been the effect of
gentlemen upon that industry? Why, in 1878, after supply- the taiiff upon that industry ? The figures are not very
ing $17,000,000 or 920,000,000- worth to our own people, much in either year, but they will do for purposes of
we were able to export to otber countries $236,345 woth. compariso lu 1878 wo were enabled to export of wQollens,
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$33,897; in 1880 we exported $32,687, a decrease of s1,210,
or over one-thirtieth. That speaks a good deal for an
industry that was sought to be protected to such an extent
that the Finance Minister dbubled the amount of duty upon
it, while at the same time he let raw materials corne in free,
which he did net do in many other cases. The totals of the
exports of these thirty-flve articles are, in 187$, $3,274,609,
and in 1880,$1,88,4,584, a deerease in two years of 81,485,025,
or over two-fifths. If we go on at the same rate, in about four
or five years more we shal have wiped out entirely the
experts of these thirty-fi e important industries. Some of
them are small-let hon. gentlemen not console themselvesr
with that thought. Let me ask them if, in the industries
I have mentioned, in which our exports have decreased to
such an extent, the great bulk of the important industries
of this country are not included. I ask them if they
do not iticlude the industries which furnish employ-
ment to more than one-half of the artizans in
this country? I go further; I ask them if the boot
and shoe industry, the agriculCural implement indutry,
the woollen industry, the ship building industry, and the
other industries I have mentioned, do not give enployment
to three-fourths of the skilled labor of this country? I venture
the statement that they do, and I defy bon. gentlemen
opposite to contradict it. My object is not to make an
attack on the tariff at the present time.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Hea,, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. I am sorry that I cainot give plain

figures without thoir amounting to an attack on the tariff,
as is evidenced by the hon. Finance Minister's '. hoar hear."
But that is not my fault. My object is to p'int out a
remedy that I think ought to be applied in order to improve,
if possible, our export trade, if the present tariff is to be
continued in force. But before doing that, hon. gentlemen
wilt agree with me that it is only right and proper-having
mentioned theso industries which have been crippled,
having mentioned the exporta which have. decreased-hat I.
should now mention the exporta which have increased.
Instead of there being thirty-five articles in which there is
an increase, I find that there are only twenty-four. I will
run over them as rapidly as possible:

Articles. . 1878. 1880. Increase.

....I s t aBoós ......... .......... .... 3,13 30,961 7,648...... 2,371 4,170 1,799
Glasq, Glasware and Earthen . .

ware ............... .......... 2,189 6,070 3,881
Grindstones ... .. 42,812 45,006 -2,194
India Rubber.. ......... 2.081 2,897 816
Iron, Oastings.... ... . 12,124 - 22,229 10,105
Iron, Pig......... ....................... 10,102 7:,02e 62,011
Iran, Serap...... ..... 37,836 205,13t 167,M98
Junk andOakum . 17,528 34,939 17,411
whiskey. ............................. 1,041 3,280 2,239
Wine, in wood .......................... 68 178 110
Organs................ 17,84 28,855 11,021
Pianos.. ........ 2,775 7,995 5,220
Oil .. ~... . ..... 18 1,818 1,800
Rage............ ...... 14,611 49,291 34,t83
Starch ... ................. -| 194 31,650 31,4568teel Manufactures......... .. 32,L 78,451 45 s3

raw ............... -........... 949 9g9
. .. ............... ..... 1,265 - 1,265

Cigar. ........ ,. ..1 1,217 4,657 3,440
Furniture.~..~ ..... 7,890 118,961 39.071
Other Wood.......... ....... 192,526 268,e35 75,509
Other Articles....... ... ... - 2,0o 334,1991 74,161

Totals.....~... -...... -..... 753,096 1,883,033 599,937

Froim this total increase in thes. twenty-four articles of
export of $599,937, I think theb on. gentleman will not

Mr. PA&TsaON (Èrant).

-t

,994

deny that I am fairly entitled to deduct the iron ec
increase, amounting to $167,29. That tren, a .
dx~ced in the ordinary course of labor of mene øy as
machine shops. It is aimpiy the gathering .together ofa»
the pieces of iron thatcannot be tilized for ay purpos..
Why it is classed under this head of manufactures opawt
say, but at any rate the labor used in that ji the labr
employed in the machine shops in which there is a decress
of exporte. There is no skilled labor, at any rate, reqiMred
in the production of rags. We might fairly be entitled
to take that from the list. While there are othev itefps
that I might deduct, it will be found that deducting these
two items from the increased exports, or deducting.1201,984,
would leave a net increase of $397,956. We bave, in other
words, 22 articles of manufacture, the export of
whieb, in two years have b:en increased by $397,95 ; while,
in 35 articles, em bracing threefourths of our industries tati
employ skilled._ labor, we have a decrease of $1,485,025.
Taking the total export of manufactured goods, what do we
find ? The total exporte in 1878 were $1127,r55, and in
1880, $3,942,617, or a total decrease of 5885,138. Very
littla figuring will show the hon. Finance Minister that,
taking that test, we have an actual deçrease in oar e;parts
of manufactured goods in two years of one-fifth. Ia
eight years more, ai the same rate, our exports of mann-
·factured goods would be entircly wiped out. a1s I said
before, my object is not to attack the tariff; but it will ibc
remembered that it was pointed out to hou. gentlenan
opposite that the tariff they introduced was not a scientific
one, that it was copied in a largo measure from the United
States taritf, and from that faictmust, of necessity, workinjury
to our Country, because the situation and resources of the two
countrios are altogether dissimilar iin many respects. The
United States comprise within their territery ailmost every
clime ; they can grow cotton and sugar in the south,
tobacco for plug in the northern and southern States, and
tobacco for cigars in the New England States; they have
vast mineral deposits and coal beds necessary tu the proper
development of their manufacturing power. liaving
no regard to the dissimilar circumstances of the two
countries, it is not to ho wondered at that the
results I bave described should 'follow. To tax iron
and cOaI, raw material not produced,-and'whieh cannot
be produced here for many years, must necessarily, instead
of benetitting manufacturera, do them great injury. But
the hon. Finance Minister said he had a remedy, and hie
remody was te give manufacturera a drawback on the
material that entered into their manufactures equal to the
amount of duty on it. That system of drawbacks has pot
been carried out, and the result is seen in the disastrous
figures I have quoted.

Mr. BOWELL. In what p:ricular bas it not been
carried out ?

Mr. PATERSON. I am coming to that. I am glad
the hon. Minister is paying attention to me, and if I dohii
an injustice I shal ho glad to remedy. it. I assure him
also, that when I makebthis statemen1 I make no sped
attack on bis department. I am not given to flatter any
man, but I will say that I believe there is administrative
ability enough in lis department to carry out the remedy
that I think I can point out, if he will only be able to
prevail on bis colleagues to apply it. Until we an .get
some capable man froin this aide of the House to administer
the affairs of that department, there i no man I would
rather see administer it than the hon. gentleman
now at ita head. Let no hon. gentleman
think we are discussing an unimportant subject wbe
discussing our export trade in manufdctured goods. I am
qn advocate of Canadians supplying their own wata; hai
after all the source of a country's welth-iits pal Of
producing more,thau it require, so that a s iurphi'a h
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had for export in exchange for the gold of other nations. the manufactured articles and yet as this total ex rt of
No., rdtcan interfere with the export of animale and other between 6,0JO,000 and 87,000,000 of manufaétured goods,
p rçetiagricaitural productaand the producte of the forest, oi which the present tariff hu levied such enormous
exeopt to ijure that .rade. The export trade of mann- baraens, there has been paid in drawbaek only 42,980.
fatùredgorde of this country in 1878, as I bave said, had Our manufreturers entered into busir oss in good faith,.and
reaobed ibis enormus anMount of $4,127,755. Why, the the exporttrade was in good condition before the. pêesent
toisi product of our mines in' 1878 amounted only to Govornment barrassed it by thoir tarif. Our gooda had
$2.869,33. -Thle exporta of manufactured goods was nearly penetrated :thirty diflerent countrie, and were making
double theexportsof tLe products of the mines. and were thus rapid progres; but our manufactures now show signe.»f
a âouree of wealth to our country. In 1880 the products languíshing, and the reason i. that thoy hav been hampered
of the mines were $2,981,613. They bave increased, and harraeeod by duties on the naterials, which we
wliiie our exports of manufactured goods ha:e docreased were told would be return.ed by way of drawbacks. Thore
nearly 81,000,000- This product of the fisheries, about is in my own city one of the tinest manufacturing estLblijs-
which we bost so much es a great industry and great ments i the Dominion, and one of the most eiterprisiug
source of wealth, .brought into the country in 1878, firms, which was engaged in the export trade years ago.
$S',929,366. So that our manufactured exporta in 1878, They have their mille running in Germany, Russia and
though not a source of so much wealth to the country as very Province in the Dominion, as well as in Chili, in
the products of our valuable fisheries, proluced in fact two- South America. They Lave now ready a shipment for
thirds as much. Therefore, when we talk about encouraging Chili. to follow previous shipments, another for Australia,
arid developing the export trade of our manufactured goods, and one for Prussia, and that establishment has been
we-are notmpeakingofan insignificant interest, but about burdened by the duties on boiler-platos, and tubes
that whieh is a source of wealth, and, relatively,- a greater entering intu boilers, and on the iron and .aw4eeth,
suurm of it than some of those other great industries ol the and coal, used in its operations. This establishment,
e&atry, approaching to wilhin one-quarter almost the most has already made ten different shipments for foreign coiù-
uiportaut industy wobave. Then.if I am enabled to point tries, aggregating $27,000, which will bring back wealth
oèt liow those manufacturing industries are placed at a to our country. The firm tell me thoir export trade is
diMsdvantage·with reference to the export ti ade, the House badly crippled. They have to work on a close margin in
wlt;agree with me that, if any stops can be devised by competition with the mon who enter the markets of
which it would be relieved, that great good would thereby Europe, Chili and other countries, and have to hold thir own
be accomplished. Now, I devote myself to answering a with all rivals in the markets of the world. They have
question that has been asked by the Ministor of Customs. hard work to compote against the goods of Great Britain and
1 have this return brought down by him in response to my the United State, which have free coal and iron, and which
inqiry, and which professes to be an account of all the manufacture such articles as i on, saw-teetb, and so forth,
drawbauck paid on all the manufactured goods exported. that have to be imported by Canadians. With ail 'hose

-What does it show? A total of 203 claims presented for difficulties to contend with, the margin for Cana4ian goods
drawback on the tin used in the making of lobster cans, and seems suflciently small. The amoutit of the drawback
which laims were allowed amounting in the aggregate, in they claimed would not be allowod, though they paid strict
thetworty-one months covered by the return, leaving out the attention to the details or the amount of taxation upon the
cents, to 312,998. Then, there was allowed by way of' draw- articles which entered into the construction of thoir
back on four different élaims, to the Edwardrsburg Stareh machines though they kept closely within the mark,

mpan.y, 8$634 on corn used in the manufacture of starch because the regulations made by the deparitment with
exported to foreign countries; and there is an item of $375 reforence to the payment of draw-backs are of such 'nature
for idrawhack to gentlemen in Stratford on oats used in the that it is impossible for an honest mai to make
makiug of oatmeal, and 8550 to others in tratford on the the affidavit which is required. That is the reason,
expert of oil cake made from imported linseed. There is Sir,. why I put this motion in your lhands. In my
also an item of $49 paid as drawback to the Dominion previous motion I covered the ground which I intended
Barbed Wiré Company, for wire used for fences ; and one of to cover, but, unfortunately, I asked for " regulations
$34 for tin used in canning meat; and on five claims of of the departmont," so with the red-tal:e which characterizes
difeent manufactures of pilot bread from flour, 8836t was every department, a menor andum was added to the return
allowed in drawbacks. The total amount of drawbacks paid stating that thore wore no regulations made in the depart-
by the Government in the twenty-one months, ending ment, but that the m.tter was regulated by Orders in
Docember 16th, 1880, was $15,379. As lobsters do not Council, and therefore I am obliged to mako the presont
appear among the manufactured gocds exp,>rted, they are to motion. If I bad the information which I ask in my hands
be found under thehead of "produets of the fisheries." We at the pre. ont time I would be able to pojnt out more
muet take the drawback allowed on the cans from that return. intelligently than I cai witl.o it it the diffiulties which
Now, deducting from this total of $15,37., the drawback exitt with regard to this system of dr-awbacks, and o show
allowel on those lobster c in, namely, $1 2,998, we find what is necessary 1o enable us to carry on thi ex port trade,
the total amount paid by way of drawbacks was but But I have quoted fairly the figures which are given in the
82,380; and part of this amount is allowed on oats used blue book, I have pointed out the .effect of the remedy
in making oatmeê'l, whichdoes not appearamong our manu- which was proposed for the evils to which hon. gentlemen
factured goods, but among our agricultural exp<rts. This know our export trade would be exposed, and I ean asure
sum of $2,380 is all that is allowed to compensate all our hon. gentlemen thatthe regulations they have imposed, or he
meanfcýurer# who have exported goods to foreign countries Orders in Council they have passed, are suchthat the konest
to the amount of between $ ,000,000 and $7,000,000. We manufacturer cinnot avail themselves of these drawbaclk.
new-ein readily see why the export of manufactured goods I have shown from the figures I quoted, that instead of our
dropped out. We knew our manufacturers were heavily exporte amounting to 84,UQ,00U as they did a few yes
"oade&: .Irn formerly admitted free is heavily taxed, and ago, the igu-es show thait at the present rate of decreaseour
the same is true of coal and boiler-plaste, which is not made export trade in manufactured goods will soon be wiped out
inthis country and may never be. Tubing is net made in altogether, and that all we can look to as a means of
Canaa, and I fear never will be, because the total demand developing our manufactures and enlarging their market
Ia CinAd would not kep In existhrnce a single factory, and will b. the natural increase of o'ur own poulation. I trust
it, too; is heavily taxed as well as all the materiala of that the subject which seems to me toe ne o! gres$
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magnitude will receive the attention of the Minister of
Finance and the Minister of Customs.

$Ir LEONARD TILLEY. I have only to say that' the
hon. gentleman bas made in advanee a etatement which I
nght have reasonably expeeted after making my Budget
speech, and I can only say that havîng put me in poes.ssio
of his views, I shall take the opportunity of answeringthem
at the proper time, and I trust that I shallt be able to answer
them to the satisfaction of the ouse.

Mr. BOWELL. It is not my intention to enter upon a
discussion of the subject with which the hon. member for
Brant (Mr. Paterson> bas dealt during. the last hour and a
half. I think that probably the best answer te all his
arguments with reference to the exports of the country,
will be found i a short paragraph on page six of the Trade
and Navigation Roeturns, in which the Commissioner points
out the important fact, that for the first time in the history
of this country since Confederation, the exporte have
exceeded the importa by $1,421,711, and that they exceed
also the value of the goods entered for consumption by
$16, 129,109.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). i spoke ôf the exports of
manufactured goods, that is what we should consider.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes ; the hon. gentleman bas selected
twenty or thirty different articles, and bas made out a very
good case for the Government in showing that ogr home*
market, which was formerly supplied by foreign countries,
is no* occupied by our own manufacturers. I wilt iot,
however, discuss the general question at the present
moment. I merely rise for the purpose of pointing out the
fact that, in a speech of one and a half heurs duration. the'
hon. gentleman made only one point, and that
was with reference to the drawback refused
by the department te the Waterous Manufacturing,
Company, which doos business in the city in which the hon
member resides. Had b questioned me upon that matter.
I would bave told him why the drawback was refused. The
hon. gentleman said that tLe promise made by the Finance'
Minister was that drawbacks should be paid te manufac-
turers upon the duty they paid on raw materials used in
their manufactures. When I tell the House that the articles
upon which this company demanded drawbacks were not
only raw materials, bat, to a large extent, manufactured
articlhs-articles complete lu themselves, purcbased in the
United States and brought into this country to be used in
the portable saw mills and other machinery which'they
make-hon. members will at once understand thatno-promise
was made by the lion. the Finance Minister or any other
member of the Cabinet which was intended tW cover such
imports as these. The policy adopted by the Government
is to allow a drawback of the duty paid upon the raw maie-
rial used in the manufactories of Canada. Upon evidence
being produced liat the article upon which a .drawback of
duty paid is asked, was imported and that it was used in
the: manufacture of an article which bad been exported,
the duty bas invariably been refunded te the
manufacturer. I regard to the case in question, I may say
that not a single document bas yet been produced upon
whieh a 4rawback conld be paid, from teii simple fact that
the importation made by the Waterous Company included
saws, screws, and a number of other articles whieb are
complete in themselves, and upon the manufacture of which
no aitional labor was required after they werd brought
idto the eountry. That is a simple, and I trust a satiaMo-
toyreply to the comptaint which the hon. gentleman its
Mae. nhe regulations made by he- Government
in, rbirenc to the affidavita wbich have to -be
made amply cover the factm that importation was made,-
that the à di'ywas paid, that the imported material1
went mIntothe nanufacture of some artiCl which it -

Mr. PAsusoN (Brant).

was proposed to export, and that lexportation biiaa
been made. tpon such an affdavit befng*I dd,
whether the article produced'be. a Wateroun Éaw fr
Ln can for preserving lobsters, the Money wlq
Over. In refoerce to ihe question of ahips whlebIrt4é 1-lin.
gntleman has ment e, In on1ca6inthassurehîmtat thýre A
been no complaint whatever. I have the' testfinbhý f
hon, gentleman on his own side rfthe H1ousethat taygteM
which has gone into operation bas given the åtmôst iftis-
faction to the shipbuilders of Nova Seotia and New'Biïbha-
wick; that there has not boen the slightest complaint'nade
in reference to the payruent of the drawback; fdr within
a day after the proper papers are sent to-td. departnent,
the drarwback is ordered to be made.

Mr. MILLS moved the adjournment of -the debate.
Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
to

Correspondence with the Hud&on's Bay Company, or
any person acting in its behalf, with reference tri thee -.
cast quarter and the north half of Section 7, Tovaship ,
Range 20, west of the lt principal menidian, and for all
papers, Orders in Council, &c,, respeting the granting of
the said land to the cotmpary; in lieu of other ia nd 1ieged,
to be oScupied by settlers.-(&tr. Drew.)

Return of the accounts of stock taken in the storesor
shops of the Intercolonial Ralway at Monoton duringthe
years lb79 and 18S0, and also a return of any differenfes
between amount of stock taken and that inthe sLeek, ledger
during thee years.-(Mr Weldos.)

PRIVA TE ELLLS.

The following Bills were considered in Comuitteo, re-
orted, read the third time and passqd
Bill (No. 8) to reduce the Capital Stock of the Exchange

Banik of Canada, and otherwise to amend the Act respeting
said Bank-(Ntr. Desjardins.)

Bill (No. .46) further to amend the Act incorporating
the Canada Guarantee Company.-(Mr. Gault.)

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 59) to incorporate "The Moncton Harbor

Improvement Company."-(Sir Albert .Smith.)
Bill (No. .60) to inoorporate the1)n IRiver Improvement

Company.-(Mr. Platt.)
Houe adjourne I at 6:15 o'clock, p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THUMaaAY, l7th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the, Chair at ThrSe.o'cieek.
PaArrats.

MAILS BETWEEN CANADA. AND WEST 1NDYES.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Whether the Goveroment bawe
made, or are they making, mail arrangements beâwuom;.
Canada aud the Spanish West India iuLnds, with a 01y7 1e
steamship Company, sailing under the Spanish fag.

Sir LEONARD-TILLEY. No arrangemeit has lo4eor
made and no negotiations are goi0g onat the presenftiime
betwees the Government and a Olyde steamaeb ep #n†,
sailing under the Spanish'flag.

001-940#9 DÉÊýA!ËÉS. ý



LOO0K NTo. 2, ON WELL AND CANAL.

S Y RT nq dW ther it iathe intention of the
oD#uiment te aprôpriáte any mioney towards theenlarge-
e~t- >ek No.D, >n the Welland Canal, in accordance
Athe tii tition -off the Corporation of the city of St.

Mr LANGEVN. In the absence of my colleague, tho
hbn. the Minister of Railways, I may say it is the intention
of the GovernmSet Ao.act in aucordarnce with the represen-

OOUR-RT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONEMS.

House resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Mr. McCarthy for the seeond reading of Bit1 (No.
12) 1r oonstituting a Court of Railway Commissioners fbr
Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Railway Act, 179,
and -the motion of Mr. McCuaig in amendment thereto

Mr. McLENNA]. I believe that the Bill of my hon.
friöad from Simeoe (Mr. McCarthy) is one of very great
importance, not so much froin its immediate urgency as
from the fact that it is travelling in the right direction,
and that it is dealing with the subject of railway
ma.nagement in a form in which it certainly must be dealt
with before a very long time. Nobody who has had any
experience, or bas made any observation of the methods of
railway management, can fail to understand that constant
difficuities will arise in the management of traffic, that must
be deait with'by some competent tribunal other than the
mapagers of railways, controlling the relations of the public
in their own hands. This is a very simple matter to state,
and so long as railway managers, from the highest general
manager down to the least subordinate, are only
human, this fact must remain as it is. Well,
the experience that has been had in England, as has been
so W0ll described by the hon. gentleman who introduced
the Bill, bas, I think, clearly established the factthat, in
order to deal with this question it is necessary to have some
special tribunal-that it is impossible for the individual
carrying and owning a parcel of freight, or having any
other business of a limited nature with a railway company,
to follow up a case through all the ordinary courts of law,
with any prospect of an immediate or fair solution of bis
difficulties. The cure fbr this difficulty, in England, as we
have understood, has been the establishment of a Railway
Commission, in whieh those questions are dealt with by
practical business men, aided by counsel learned in law, and
lorming together a mixed tribunal which has been able to
deal with those questions in a manner, apparently, to meet
the public requirements. Of course, we are very differently
situated in this country, in our railway operations and in
the extent of those corporations, from the people of England.
In England there is a great concentration of railway inter-
ests within a very small compass, and sufficient employ-
ment is given to this important Commission within a range
of .ground that is easy for them to cover, and every require-
ment in that respect, of a competent tribunal that does not
cost too much for its work, is met. In this country, on the
other hand, the railway interests up to the present are
comparatively few, and ut present very widespread. A
lRailway Commission in this country would have to deal
wi.h questions arising-at least I sbould hope they very soon
wottd bave te deal-upon scattered railways all the way from
the' tlantic to the Pacifie. It is just a question in my mind
wh tber wo are quite prepared for a Railway Commission
of, le character and importance of that which existe in

and, and wbich has been recommended by my hon.
£ImU4 from Simcoe. Then, again, some powers are placed

ù14 hands ft the Railway Committee of the Government
tIïat would have to deal with some of the guestions that

would Iatural fail undor the judgment of the Railway
Commision. I thiûk, in view of the dituation, hat wp
have prighly arrived at this point: that the question is One
that will have to be deal wifh, after a little more
deliberatirio and 'information than we have at the present
moment. A question arises as to whether w are ejuite
prepared, at this moment, for a Railway Commission df the
proportions ofthbe one proposed, and I think this je a inatter
that wilI h'ave te be deaIt with by a Select CommItte, with
the assistance, of course, of the Government. There is
another important point to which attention han beeu called
already, and which, I think, will have to be consideréd in
this Conneotion, and that i@, the relation of railway cQçpor-
ations in this country to the railways in the Uifted Sta te,
and the division of traffie, involving very grave queetions
that come up in the determination of bills of charges, upon
which so nany questions of difficulty arise. Thi is the
main question that I think would have to be dealt with by
a Special Committee. My bon. friend who introduced this
Bill may, with the consent of the Gôverniment, be referred
to a Special Committee that may have power to hear
evidence.and obtain information, so that the whole subjeòt
may be judiciously dealt with, and that every interost con-
cerned may be properly heard. For this reason 1 desire
very much that the 1111 should be road a second time. I
aam quite opposed to the motion for a six months' hoist.

Mr. MACLOUGALL. I am of opinion that itis desirabe,
where a matter of se much importance to the whole country
is brougbt under the notice of the House, by an hon.gentle.-
nran who bas, evidently, given a great deal of attention to
the subject, and who bas prepared a measure which must
bave required a good deal of care and attention on his part
and the examination of many authorities, and the example,
so far as it is applicable to Canada, of the Mother Count.y,
that that measure ought not to be deait with so sumnari
as it would secm, frm the disposition of the House, it Is
likely to be dealt with. I must onfess that I have not been
able to bring my mind stisfactorily to the conclusion that
the time has arrived in this country when a special tribunal
with such very large powers as are propo-ed should b.
created. I thin~k it is not expedient to legislate in the
direction of this Bill unless a clear case of necessity exista,
unless it is evident that the existing tribunals and machinery
applicable to cases of this kind are clearly proved to be
inadequate to the attainment of the object in view-namely,
the settlement of disputes between railways, or between
railways and th ecommunity at large, or between railways
and municipalities or individuals. I do not think the
evidence is sufficiently conclusive that the existing machinery
provided for purposes of this kind is not capable of dealing
with those disputes which have hitherto arisen and wbich
are likely to arise. There is a disinclination, not only in
this House but in t ,e eountry, to the multiplication of
tribunals and the increase of the machinery which is to be
carried on at the expense of the general eommunity. I am
not prepared, fron my own experienco, to say that the
existing tribunals and machinery have proved inadequate to
that.duty. I believe that, between the courts of law, the
Committee Of Council and ihis House, we have all the
necessary powers and means of information to reaoh and
overcome any evil that may spring out of the operations
of the railway companies in this country. It does
seem to me that, instead of constituting a new
tribunel, it would be quite possible for the Government-ý.
it would be quite possible to charge some of the existng
Courts of the country with these duties, which appear to
bo rather out of the reaeh of a Committee of the Eeeutive
Council. I think our Supreme Court might be charged
with the duty of inquiring into a certain class of eses, and
of pronouncing upon them, perhaps, not in the way of a
judicial deciuion or a judgment of ac ourt of law, but. ii the
way ofa report which could be acted upon or not, asmigt
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be determiled upon by the Government of the country, or
bj that Conmittee whicb it -appointed under the General>
Raiway Act, and by which that decision might be
carried out. ' There might 41so be affordéd an ôpportunity
to the railway company, against whom the report was
made, a re-hearing or a re-argument of the case, before the
Committee ofthe Council, with all the advantage of evidence
obtained under the supervision and direction of a Judge of
one of the Superior Courts I was myself concerned as
counel in a railway case, which subsoquently came before
this House, and i had thon an opportunity of witnessing
the working of a system, which is new the law of the
country. Arguments were heard before four members~ of
the Privy Council. They sat for two days, and after an
adjournment of two weeks two sittings more were held.
These gentlemen Pstened with great attention to the
evidence and arguments of counsel. they examin6d maps,
and in every way appeared desirous of doing their duty in
the premises. They are men of large experience, as .most
mon are who succeed by one means or other in obtaining
seats ii'the Executive Council of the country; one or two
of thein wre lawyers. But it did seem to me that if they
had been able to give undivided attention to the case; if
they could bave examined the case with the care and the>
deliberation which a separate tribunal could have devoted
to it, in every otheirespect they were quite as competent
to' arrive at a decision which would be satisfactory to
litigants as the Commission which my hon. friend contem-
pltcsiby this Bill. There would be adifficulty in this country
in finding men who, from their position and antecedents, and
with means and leisure at their disposal, wôuld be such
as I would regard as suitable men to constitute a tribunal,
with such great powers as would be entruste i to a Railway
Commission unmer the measure of my hon. fi iend. In
England, as we will ail agree, there is no such diffieulty.
You have there a great nany men of great experience in
affairs, men of fortune and leisure, men anxious to
distinguish themselves before the country by the diligence
with which they inquire into and deliver their decisions on
public matters, men who would not be liable to be charged
either by the public or the railway companies with being
influenced by s nister motives in giving their judgments in
favor of one par y or the other. Such a class of mei can
eatily be hnd in a coîuntry like England; but looking about
me 1 confess that if 1 were charged with the duty of
selecting the proper men for a Railway Commission1
here, I should have very great difficulty in findingq
such men as the hon. gentleman evidently contemplatesi
in the mea-ure he bas brought to the attention,
of the flouse. I say that it would be a matterj
of very great difficulty to any -Government to choose in this
cotmtry men whose judgments in the important matters
which would be referred to them, would be entirely free1
from the suspicion on the part of one party or the other,1
that they were influenced by other considerations than the
public interest, or the abstract principles of justice applicablei
in sucb cases. It might be that we could find men whoz
would discharge their duties just as thoroughly and im-1
partially as in any other country, but you could not(
persuade the public or the railway companies, respectively,e
that in a judgment given against them some improperi
influence had not been brought to bear upon any men,,
one can think of, as likely to aspire to such an office as
is proposed in the Bill. That is the difficulty which1
would meet my hon. friend at the outset; but if thet
question becomes a judicial quetion in any proper sense;
if the tribunal is to determine the application of the law,1
whether the evidence is applicable to the case or 'tot;,
whethelthe law has 'een inringed, or whether it shovld be .
put inmfrce in a particular case, thon I do not think we.
could have any better tribunal than the Superior Court. A
we all know, this Cdart bas a double charàcter; it is not e

Mr. MACDOUGALL.

only a Supreme Court tut au Excheqier oort. In the
Exchequer Court a éingle Judge aite and-takes ivdeone,
hears arguments, and gives a decision which, ½owevo is
more i1D the nature of a report, because it js S test to
appeal, and in the most important caes no doubt apps
take place, and the decisions aie reviewed and degenesund.
in the full Court. If we look at the territorial extent and
circunstances of this country; at tho oharatei. ?of· äur
ralway corporations, some of them incorpor ati by tbe
ProvIncial and some by the Dominion Governnn-though,
for my own part, I arn of opinion and have often expressid
that opinion, that it was not the intention of the framera
of the Confederation Act to give the Provinces power to
incorporate railway companies at ail, this Parliament
has recognized their right to do so in various Aets-we
bave a state of things existing -which, whether legal or
constitutional, is not now of so much importance, for if
any question of law were raised and the Court should
deternine that my view is right, it would be necessary $or
the Parliament to enact a general law, giving all the rigbts
and powers wbich it is assumed have been given by these
Provincial Acts. But as it is now, with these distinct
creations deriving their authority from difftent partli.
mentary bodies, subject to the local law in one case and to
the general law in the other, it seens to me a little
irregular to compel the former to sek justice Irthi
the later. It will certainly be objected to on the first
occasion in which the local law comes int coiniet with
this DŽominion tribunal in dealing with cases of that
kind. For these and other reasons, it seens to me that
the time has not arrived, the necessities arefnot suffieiently
clear, the facts do not justify the creation of a distinct and
new tribunal to deal with the class of questions which my
hon. friend bas described in his Bill. I believe that sone
change will have to be made. I believe that either some
addition must be made to this Committee of the Privy
Council, or some change with regard to the mernbers who
shall compose i. I wll mention one instance which will
throw some light on the question, and which occurred in
the case I referred to. It happened that the pressure of
public business did not enable the gentlemen who heard the
first argument to hear the second. Other members of the
Council were substituted for one or two of these-in fact,
only two gentlemen .heard the arguments throu,ho'it the
whole case. That, of course, was a very serious objection to
the ti ibunal itself.'lhe lawyers and the engineers could notgo
over the same case whenever a new memberjoined the Court:
it turned out that they were not called upon to rendier any
positive and binding judgment; it was only in the nature ofa
recommendation. Yet if that had been necessary;if the-nature
of the case had reqired that there should be a decision which
would operate in the nature of*a'judgment and bind the parties
finally, it is clear that a very strong objection woud have
been taken to the constitution of the Court wbich had
rendered a decision witfiout having hoard all the arguments
and read all the evidence. I thought then thMg there was
a capital objection to the constitution of the tribunal in the
point to which I have referred. In reforence to the question
of amendment, I think it is very proper that question»
should be considered, and it might be well to consider it
upon this Bill. If this were referred to a Select Committee
ofleading members of this louse to take into consideva-
tion the whole question a'nd ascertain what evils have
presonted themselves, and what remedies, in addition to
those which now exist, can b deviîsd consistently with
existing interests, we might arrive at soie usefuI reaUYt.
But we must remember that publie opinion là at prenant
opposed to the creation of new and expensiva trib'nala
unncessarily and we m~ust renember 'that those eorpora-.
tions have acquired cortain powers, and have invedtè&
large sums of money under the -law as it iw
exists, under the laws which we have yaussd
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in-thisariament, and it does sen to me that they miay
justly complain of the creation of a new tribunalas is
provided for id this B1i, which is not only to interpret those
lawsMt whieh shall have power to modify or change them,
for this is prautically what it amounts to. lu the case of
the English Commis.ion, one instance occurs to my mind
cf thegreat power which was exercised and of the conse-
quene. of its exorcise. Under the powers which were'
given to that Commission by the Engliab law, the Commis-
sion weve called upon to deal with a case that occurred in
the town of Hastings, where it was, alleged there was
insu0ient railway accommodation for the traffie of that
locality. It was alleged by the people that the station-
house and buildings were inadequate to accommodate the
large number of people assembling in them during rainy
dayas, nd were obliged toe seek shelter in neighboring
buildings. Petitions were got up to the Railway Commis-
sion, calling upon them under the authority
of the Act, which gave thom power to doter-
mine questions of reasonable or inadequate facilities,_
to compel the company to furnish reasonable facilities.
The Commission directed the railway company to furnish
additional tacilities and to increase the size of their build-
ings, involving an expenditure of some £15,000 or £20,000.
The.railway company objocted. They said.: "These facilities
we have are sufficient for the traffic, and web ave not the
means to meet the expense that will be imposed upon us
withont borrowing money and doing injustice to our share-
holders." Various legal difficulties presented themselves.
The question came before the courts of law; and the late
Lord Chief Justice Cockburn decided that this award of the
Commission was ultra vires, that they had gone beyond their
powers,-not technically, but on general reasoning. He said
he could not imagine that Parhament intended to invest
this Commission with power to direct a railway company
to make changes of so extensive a character*in its own
property, upon a mere complaint that existing arrange-
ments were not sufficient. My hon. friend bas no doubt
read of that cae, and in his Bill he might have guarded
against any possible assumption of power of the character
Lhave described. We can easily imagine that other cases,
perhaps not quite so palpably ultra vires as this, would
arise in this new Court, rcting in the public interest&,
acting honestly and fairly, directing nothing that would
not be promotive of the public interests, but whose deci-
sions would result unfavorably and cause great expense
to the railway comnanies, and t.hey might well say that
Parliament was not'dealing fairly with their sharebolders
who had invested their money in these corporations in
Canada, by creating a new tribunal with extraordinary
powers-not te inte"pret the law, but to order those railway
companies to do things which would involve great expendi-
ture at the whim of parties thinking themselves aggrieved,
although-the decisior, might be arrived at after hearing
evidence as to what, in the public interest, should be done.
That may be taking a step in a direction which circum-
stances in this country do not warrant at this moment.
We are seeking abroad for capital to construct our railways;
ve have constantly befbre us in the House questions as to how
far we should go in the public intereet on the one side, and
how lar we should restrain these corporations on the other.
I:thmlk, so far as my observation extends, we have always
ha the feeling that it was undesirable, in view of thé cir-
cumstances to which I have alluded, to throw any unnece&-
sary obstacles in the way of the employment of foreign
capital in the construction of our great public works in this
country-that we should, as far as possible, afford facilities
and secuties to those who will invest their money in a
distant country. In this Parhiament, matters affecting the
wMwayscan befreely discussed; in the Committees, parties
iate t"d eau appear andpese t their case, and they have
aMwgys tlis advantage : if they eau show that any
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legislation.i injurious to4hem, and i likely to 4eter capita1-
ists from investiag their mnmey, they are 'able to avertit.
But befoçre a Corission of three pefsns, apoiuted to fioe
during good behavior, .1suppose, Ind, free fom those inAn-
ences and conuideiMins that operate, on neabers of
Parliament, and who feel as most eSah persons do, ia1 they
nçust !agnify their position-and I apprehewd thaT they
would;do itin some cases, perhaps, a lite too strongly for
the interests of the railway corporations-we can -se what
ditfiulties mightarie. I can ,see many ways in which I
think an injurious ffoct might be felt by the capitalietse of
our own and other countries, if a tribunal having snoh farge
powers as this should be.-ereeted. If it were to operate only
on future investments of capital, it could be answered that
capitalists would in the future invest their capital with -a
ful knowledge of the character of the law. But my hon.
friend intenas to make lis Act retroactive, und to apply it
to all railways alike. I am not quite sure whether this
Parliament can constitute a new tribunal-not a Court of
law, and if it were, that Court coulid only deal with
Dominion matters-with authority to pronounce upon and
give directions to Provincial railways in the matters to
which I have alluded. The question, at all events, appears
to me to be surrounded with sufficient doubt, and to be one
of sufficient magnitude, to make the House cautious in
dealing with a .Bill of this kind, and I would, therefore,
recommend to my -hon. friend to content himself with
taking a Committee, before which the whole question can
be discussed, and thon, if not this Bill, perhaps some more
limited amendment to the existing law could ho submitted
as a result of the investigation.

Mr. IVES moved the adjourament of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

POCKMOUCHIE POST OFFICE.
H-rouse resumed the adjourned debate on the proposed

motion of Mr. Anglin for an Order of the Hlouse for corres-
pondence respeeting the closing of twe post offices in the
parish of Poe mouche, County of Glouceoter, N. B.

Mr. O'CONNOR. When the hon. mem ber for Gloucester
moved this motion, ho made certain statements accusing
the Post Office Departmîent of having tried to injure him in
his county. As I happened to be at the head of the depart-
ment at the time, I cannot allow the statemnt to pass
uncontradict<d. It bas been the policy of the Post Office
Department, for several years, to reduce the number of
post offices where the business was not sufficient to justify
their existence, and that policy bas been strenuouslyapplied
turing the last two or three and even four years. On
enquiry, it turins out that there were in this paribh of
Pockmouche three post offices forrning, when connected
with lines, an equil8teral triangle within about three miles
of each other. Last year, in the month of August, it was
respresented to the department that the .Pockmouche
post office might be moved a littie and placed near
the chapel, in the centre of the parish, and near
the telegraph office, and that the other post offices
might be abolished altogether. In the year before, the
revenue from these post offices, was from Upper Pockmouche
47.09; from Lower Pockmouche, fifty cents; and from

Pockmouche itself, S16.90; making for the hree offiees
$63 49. Tlie salaries were $131.50, and there was an alow-
ance for forwarding duties of$50, making adeficit of $17.51.
I have bere a sketch of the three ofices, and thoy form,
when connected' by a Une, an equilateral triangle. At the
suggestion made-to the dopai-tient, the Inspector for the
Province of New Brunswick was-calle:1 on to examine and
make a report, and ho did report, notonly tbatitwas reason-
able ýthat an adjistmeotoshould be made, but that Lower
Pockmouche poet oflce should be abolisbed altgether.
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The resulit of it was the post office was placed in the centre,
within the base of the triangl, and close to the chapel and
telegraph office. The Inspector in his report said ho thought
so many post offices in Pockmouche entirely unnecessary.
There are, .ho said, Pockmouche, Upper Pockmoucbe and
LowerPockmouche,whereyonly ePockmoucheisnecessary.]
He recommended that the suggestion made should be carried
out, and one office placed in the centre near to the chapel
and telegraph office, instead of the other three. The matter
was a departmental one. I do not think any person
complained of any injustice. I knew nothing of it, nor did
the officers to my knowledge. The changes were made
entirely in the public interest, and were departmental, not
otherwise.

Mr. ANGLIN. The statement of the hon. ex-Postmaster-
Gen eral would be something disingenuous if T could imagine
ho knew all the facts. The distributing office was moved
from the place where I believe it ought to be still, to another
district, and I presume an additional amount is paid to the
postmaster in that district for the additional duties imposed
on him, so in that respect there is no economy. The
hon. Minister says representations were made to the
department., He does not say by whom ; he does not say
they were made by offlcers of the department. With refer-
ence to the Inspector, the representations were made so as
to make the change which ho knew was desired by those
managing the affair. That same Inspector formerly
reported in favor of the establishment of that second post-.
office, and of its being made a distributing centre. Hiea
report in this particular transaction has, therefore, no special
value. The lower Pockmouche office was in existence for a
great many years. It bell into disuse. The gentleman who
was postmaster removed to another place, and I think it
was not carefully attended to afterwards. While the hou.
gentleman seems to think a distance of three miles a very
small distance, the people there thought it so considerable
a distance that they built a second church, and the post
office which the hon. gentleman abolished was close to the
church. If the revenue of the office was small, it was because
it was not properly attended to. What I claim is, that an
office situated close to the main river should have been main-
tained, because it was most convenient for the service of the
very large population living up the river. I contended that the
office migbt well have been moved further towards the other
post Tracadie, because there it would have been more conven-
ient for the very large settlement in that part of the country
But from the post office nearest to Tracadie, until you reach
Cardigan now a distance of twenty miles, there is but this
one post office, whereas, formeily, there were two, and I do
not think two at all too many in a section so fairly populated.
Those representations made to the postmaster were not made
in a friendly spirit to me, or out of regard to the public
interest. I am sorry the hon. gentleman was led, as ho says,
unintentionally into so bad a transaction. What the people
complain of is the diminution of the post office accommoda-
tion they had enjoyed for years, and to which they believe
they are entitled.

Mr. O'CONNOR. - I was led into it in the usual way, on
the report of the Inspector. It is evident that the hon. gen-
tleman wants to have a grievance. I will allow him to have it.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman says the change was
made on the representation of the Inspector.

Mr. O'CONNOR. I said the matter was referred to him
for report, and ho reported as I have said.

Motion agreed to.

WRONGS TO CHILDREN.

Mr. RICHEY, in moving the second reading of B*i1
(No. 47) to prevent and punish wrongs to Childien,
said : The real aîm of this measure is, I think, one 'which

Mr. O'Co ao.

mustcommand universal assent. It is the protection fta
class of the community whose wrongs ean i Do longer'
ignored by legisilative authority. The firet clause of thia
Bill may be regarded in a four-fold aspect. It deals with
acrobatie feats and others affecting injuriously the health or
dangerous to the life or limbs of children. It also deal
with their being employed for indecent or immoral purposes,
and there is another branch which refers to what naybe
termed fraudulent purposes. Another evil that woane,
perhaps, not under any one of these classes, afcects their
physical and moral wellbeing. The first clause,-then, refera
to the employment of children as gymnaste, contortionist,
riders or acrobats in any.place whatever. This perhaps is
an evil, the exigency of providing against which piiy not
have been as yet so seriously felt in this country as
in some other countries; but when I find in other codntries
that the Legislalures are waking up to the necessity of
stopping it,-rnd especially that the country situated on our
own borders has legislated in this direction, I feel it
becomes us to be ourselves awakened to the evil and to
fotlow the example which our neighbors have set us. I
need not, I am sure, use any arguments to impress on the
minds of this flouse the necessity in every possible way of
restraining the inducements which are offered to children
to dedicate themselves to those purposes which are of them-
selves immoral; nor need I endeavor to set forth the
necessity of putting down by levery means in our power the
evils of vagrancy as they stare us in the face day by day.
The only portion of this clause to which I may anticipate
that any objections will be offered is that which deals with
the employment of children in connection with singing or
musical entertainments. 1 find that in the United States,
in'the State of New York partieularly, a -clause almost the
same as I have introduced here was passed some years ago.
If any bon. gentleman who is interested in the subject will
turn to the fevised Statutes of New York, he will find that
the restraints which are here intended to be imposed, were
introduced as against the employment of children under
the age of sixteen years, where singing or playing on instru-
ments occurred in the streets. That was found to be insuffi-
cient to compass the object in view, and in 1876, the Legis-
lature of New York passed the Act from which this clause
is taken verbatim. Referring to the laws of New York for
the year 1876, Chap. 122, hon. gentlemen will find in
the main, the provisions of this 1Bill which is now
submitted for the consideration of this House. The first
clause is almost word for word the same. The laws of
Illinois and of Ohio, as fbaund in lh revised Statutes for
1880 of those States, have incorporated provisions to the
same effect. In England, in 1879, an Act for a similar pur-
pose was passed, 42 and 43 Vie., Chap. 34, "An Act to.regu-
late the employment of children in places of amusement." It
provides penalties against those who may cause any
children under the age of fourteen years to také part in
any public entertainment or performance, -when, in the
opinion of a Court of summary jurisdiction, the life or limbs
of such children may be endangered ;. and any parent or
guardian, or any person having care of such children, wil
severally be guilty of an offence against the Act, and on
summary conviction be liable to a penalty not exeeding £10.
The second clause of the Bill -renders it unlawfdl to receive
children for the purposes of such instruction and for such
purposes as are mentioned. if the first section of the Bill.
That also is taken fromu the laws to which I have just
referred,-the laws of New York, Ohio and Illinois. &n
incorporated company existe in some States for the protee-
tion of children. I had expected to have received a ful
digest of the laws on this subjeet, but it has not come th
hand, and I did not think it desirable to delay the futber-
ance of this measure by waiting for it, although I Was
anxious to submit a digest to the House. The thirtd dcause
provides that no minors under the age of 16 yearsWa"ib6
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admit#ed to any pluce where-liquors are sold, or to dance
houses, or billiardrooms, unless accompanied by their parents.
or guardiaus. 1 am quite sure I will carry with me, as
regard this section of the Bill, the prevailing opinion of the
flouse, respeeting the evils which are consequent on giving
permission to chuldren of tender years to enter those places
where liquors are sold. I regret to say, not only giving
them permission to enter such places, but we know that too
frequently they are sent there by persons whose duty it is
to Astrain themx from all evils. I belheve the passage of
this section of the Bill will conduee very largely
to the accomplishment -of the object which many of my
hon. friends have in view outside of the other purposes of
the-Bill I have mentioned, In the fourth section we have
provided a penalty on parents and others having the custody
ef chilodren who wilfully permit the life or health ofchildren
to be endangered,; and by the fifth section all persons who are
guilty of aiding and abetting offenses against the Act are
made amenable to the same punishment as the principal
offenders. The. punishnent provided by this measure is
not 'equal to that found in the laws to which I have
referred. I have inserted in the Bill a provision that the
penalty shall not exceed $100, nor be less than $20, with the
alternative of imprisonment for a term not exceeding 90
days nor less than 30 days. In New York the penalty provided
is from $50 to $250, or imprisonment from 30 days to a year;
and by the law of1876 the offence is declared to be a misde-
mean6r. By the lawsofIllinois,the first offence ispunishable by
a penalty not exceeding $100, or three months' imprisonment,
or both, at the discretion of the nagistrate; and for the
send offence, a penalty not exceeding $500, or imprison-
ment in the penitentiary, not exceeding two years, By the
laws of Ohio, the penalty is oneiot exceeding $200, or not
more than six months' imprisonment. The 8th clause,
which provides for the manner in which prosecutions shall
be carried on, is in conformity with our general laws and the
English enactment. The provision in the 9th clause:

"Whenever any person is charged with an offence against this Act in
respect of a child ,who, in the opinion of the Court trying the case, is
apparently of the age alleged by the informant, it shalllie on the person
charged to prove that the child is not of that age."

Is manifestly necessary in cases of this kind. If the burden
rested upon the informant of provirg the ohild's age, the
case might often as well be given up. This provision is
taken from the English Act. Provision is made as to the
fines, penalties and forfeitures, where the prosecution has
been instituted by a Society incorporated for the preven-
tion of cruelty to children, or to animals, that they shall
inure to the Society in aid of those purposes for which it
was incorporated. If such prosecutions are to be carried
forward, we may rest assured they will need the assistance
of such societies as are in existence for the prevention of
cruelty, and which have been productive of sO much good.
As yet I believe we have not, in the compass of this
Dominion, any society incorporated specially for
the protection of children; and, therefore it is
a duty incumbont upon all of us who take an interest in the
other societies with humane objects, to co-operate in this
matter. I think it would be as well to incorporate these
societies under a more general name. Clause 1l, possibly,
some gentlemen may be disposed to question upon the
ground whether -it really falls within the legislative
powers of the Dbminion Parliament or the purview of the
provieionsreferringtothe Local Legislatures,as it may besup-
poed to deal with civil rights. We must look at this clause,
however, as founded on the crimtinal acts, and-s empower-
ing a magistrate, for the benefit of a child, to commit te a
place of safety and training. I have thus simply referred
to the general.clauses of the Bill, and to the motives by
'hiehIbave been actuated in bringing it before the House,

and te the analogous laws in other countries; and iel
arqu 14a$ 41 wîl n ot appeal ip vain to @t#j # gs ‡Q

endorse, by its action, the measure recommended. We
have not, perhaps, in regard to some of those partictilar
acts which are brought within the scope of this measure,
experienced se large an amount of the evils as elsewhere.
But I may advert to the fact that, last winter, when I had a
similar Bill before this House, even after it was noticed in
the public prints, we saw an advertisement that was
intended to be exceedingly captivating of performances by
children-of a tender- age. Now, such children are not se
trained without subjecting them t influences exceedingly
detrimental not only to their physical but moral well being.
The contortione and gymnastie exercises by which auch
children are trained, and the tortures to which they are
subjected are known to be injurions; and this proves it
would be well for us to legislate in the direction proposed.
My desire is to have the Bill roferred to Committee, where
any amendments dosirable to render the measure more
perfect can be made, and the co-operation of my friends in
effecting which will give me great satisfaction.

Mr. HOUDE. Thoug hIapprove of thegenoral character
of this Bill, Ithink it ought to be modified in some respects
before it is adopted by the House. In my opinion it deals
with a question which properly comes within the purview
of the Provincial Legislatures, rather than of the IUederal
Parliament. It proposes to deal with the case of children
who are in charge of their parents, and, if I arm not mistaken,
that is purely a question of civil rights, and therefore one
which should be dealt with by the Local Legislatures.
Though, as my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Richey)
says, some of the matters which the Bill deals with maybe
matters of a criminal nature, yet as they are only mis.
demeanors and not felonies, I do not think they are
within the province of this Parliament. At ail events, I
beg to call the attention of the Minister of Justice to the
point I have taken. I may say that I would with great
pleasure support such a measure, if it were introduced
elsewhere, but it seems to me to tend in a direction which is
pregnant with danger, and that is the interference by the

eoderal Parliament in matters which belong to the Pro-
vincial Legislatures.

Mr. PLUMB. I do not think the Bill is open te the
objection which has been taken by the hon. gentleman who
last addressed the Hlouse; and I think we should all feel
indebted to the member for Halifax for havi ng brought for-
ward a measure of this kind. I remember that not many
years ago a person was brought before the English Courts,
charged with having committed murder. Itappeared that
ho had gone to the booth of a gymnast, and had there found
bis child which had been taken from nhi at the age of five
or six-it was thon twelve-and exhibited as an acrobat.
He found that bis cbild was not only destroyed in body but
ruined in mind, and thon and there he killed the man who
ha abducted him. He was tried for murder, as I have
.said, but the jury acquitted him. Such things are going on
constantly; and i think, therefore, that the Bil of tiihe hon.
gentleman is one in the interestA of humanity; and for my
ôwn part, I feel deeply indebted to him for having brought
it before this House. I think it is quite within the seope
of this Parliament to pass a law to protect such unfortun-
ates as this measure seeks to reach, and I trust it will be
adopted by this House.

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). In answer to my hon. friend
from Maskinongé (Mr. .Houde), I have only to say that I
cannot see in wbat particular the Bill trenches in any way
upon the jurisdiction ol the Provinces. The evils at which
the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Richey) aims have been
very succinctly stated in .the Bil. It provides that:

"No person having the tare, custody or control of any child under the
age of sixteen years sh.all exhibit, use or employ, or in any mariner or under
any pretence apprentice, part with, let out or otherwise 4iapose to any
guç'ehii4 to any person it an4 for the vocation, g§pgio, geigç ey
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purpose ofsinig, playing on muicta astéuion rope or wire walking;
daning, begguig or peddling orae a gywnst, contortionist, rider or
acrobat, in anyplace whatsoever, or tor or in a y obscene, indecent or
immoral prpose, exhibition or pratee whatsoever. nor for or in any
business, exhibition or vocation ijurious t 46 health or dangerous to
theife or libofs c.chdto er umaicause, 'prooure, encourage or
permit any such child to engage therein."1

I must agree withi e hon. member for Niagare (Mr
Plumb) that the Bitfinstead of being one to be depreested,
is one in the interest. of hamanity, and of that sympathy
which we al feel for those who are unaMe to help thon-
selves. I dare may wei have ail been at exhibitions where
we would have entjyed ourselves,. but for the presence of
children ranging in age fron five or six to fourteen or
fifteen, who were obliged to take part in performances which
we all felt must have caused them torturé for years after-
wards, >mere4y for thé amusement ofthe ontookers and thii
benefitoftbe cruel and heartless people who compel them
to engage in such exhibitions. 1 t maey be desirable
in Committee of the Whole to alter the phraseology
of some clauses of the.Bill, and perhaps to
change some of its rovisions, and I hare no*
doubt that the hon. mem ber for Halifa will be desirous
to meet the wishes of the House in that respet. But on
the general principle thait it is the right of tis flouse to
pievent inhumanity to childrôn who cannot help themselves,
I have no doubt thut the louse has power to pass this B1i.

MrI LANGEVIN. I annot opposed to the principle of
this Bil, bat as mentioncd before·in the remarkm of the hon.
member for -Maskinongé (Mr. Boude), I think there are
provisions in the Bill which go too far altogether. There
is the1 ith clause, for instance, which reads:

" When, n pon examination befôre any Court or Magistrate, it appeard
that any chld 'within the age previously mentioned in this Act, wa
engaged or used for or in any buiness, or exhibition, or vocation, or
purPose specified and as m ientioned in Act; andwben upon the con-
viction of an! person of a criminal'assauit upon a chhld in bis or lier
custody, the Court or Magistrate before whom such conviction is had,
deems it desirable for the welfare of such child that the person so convicted
should be deprived of its custody thereafter, such Court or Magistrate may
commit such child to an orphan asylum, charitable or other institution,
or miake such other disposition thereof as now is or hereafter may be
provide i by law in cases of vagrant, truant, disorderly, pauper or desti-
tute children."

I think the- question of the custody of children is not
a rmatter which belongs to this Parliament, with all our
powers, but one which belongs to the Presincial Legis.
latures, and I think it would be a great pity to pass a
clause of this kind at the risk of having it dielared ultra
vires. lu fact, we abould take the greatest etre to prevent
any entroachments upon the Local Legislatures by this
Parliament and viceversa; and there is oss danger of the
Local Legislatures exceeding their powers in that respeet
than there is of our encroaching upon them, because of ihe
greatpower which is over them,:and the idea thiat that
power would prevail·in the long run. But it is eertainly
to the interest of tis Parliament, as w.el as of the "Provin-
cial Legislative leaders, to see that no such encroachments
take place on either side ; ad I should be glad if the Local
Legislatures, jealous of these great powers whichk!they enjoy
under our Constitution, should'take a great deal more care
than they do to watch what is t*king place in tshi Parliament,
and; exeicise a properdogreeofsurveilanue over l1islation:
here which may affect their righisa It wouldprevent
a great mny. of the appeals whieh are made from one
Court to another, and wbich result lu one Bilf af ter another
bing.decared ultra vires. I, of course, amn lu favor of the
second reading oftBe Bill, hopig, hoever, that when it
comes back to us from ommitée t w îr he so inod1îÙd
as to prevent any interference withP:ovmneial rigbt.

Mr. D)ESJA RDINS. Mr. Speaker. in my opinion, nlot
o>ly la rt.e 13h clan»o ueo tut l net oly la it not
within the juisdietiòm of the Farnaenbat thej
saMnx.iaa buud oftb Bihl' itsäl I hev'therww

Mr. MCDot (Pictou),

te-a»k the boi. Minister of Jegtiee, Wbos %î8s jt Mdithiéil
favourïof that Bill if Provincial Legisatome have er ha'.v
nùt the right of legislating on af the, polnts -emameratnd i
that Bill, h ecoald net teli us that they do>not possestNeGlr
right, or that Provincial Legislatin in bis matter wsrhld
not be looked upo as perfectly constitutional. Underithe
circumtances, [for rnypart.oppose the second readIùgeof
thiâ Bil as an encroachment on the rights of Proviàeial
Legisfatures. One is too mach inclined to endtreehat a
tendency in this Parliarnent, and it has been enduf>ed iiiitheé
case of many other Bills to whieh there were assuredly
objections. It is evident that, by this Bili, legislationratepÉ
in to -take away from the parents and from Provinoist
Legislatures that have control over the edueation of children,
those rights embodied in the clauses of the Bill now befbre
the Iouse Therefore, Mr. Speaker, were I even alon, I
would profest against the second reading of the Bill.

Mr. ANGLIN. I have objections of a serions characler
to this Bill I think it is dealing with a matter that comes
properly under the purviewi of the Local Legislatures. -
MQreover, I do not think that i all cases parents are to be
blamed who, fiading their children possesseéd of good
musical ta'ent, and being themselves in indigent circum-
stances, allow their children to appear before the public at
proper places, concert rooms or elsewhere, for the purpose
of assisting in the support of a family. There is such a
thing as carrying these measures too far. They may be
productive of good, but they are alo productive of evil.
We should hesitate before supporting this measure. Wi

regard to depriving parents or guardians of the care of
their childien, merely on the decision of any magistrate
before whom they may be accused of having exereisd
undue severity, this Bill proposes to go very much too far.
The rights of parents sbould b. carefully respected. The
tendency npw-a-days is not for parents to abuse their power
over their chldren, but rather to err in the opposite direc-
tion and to treat them with too much indûlgence. There
always will be cases where parents and guardians, givstýto
the abuse of inioxicating liquors, become unfit to retain the
custody of their children, but even when they are deprived
of the care of their children, that should be doue, not by one
or two magistrateq, but by Ihe intervention of one or more
judges of the highest courts of the country. It is an
interference that should rather be dicountenanced than
encouraged by legislation on our part. I trust that now
the hon. gentleman has pre.sented his views to the onse, ho
will allow the Bill to remain over for a few days for further
consideration. There is no urgency for this measure, and if
we pass a Bill of this kind, we should take care that, while
going as far as necessary for the protection of children we
should not go so far-as unduly to interfere with the rights of
parents and guardians.

Billread the seeond time.

COURT OF MARITIME JURISDICTION.

Mr. McCARTHIY, in moving for the second readingý of
Bill (No. 47) respecting the Court of Maritime Jurisdietion
in the Province of Ontario, said : lu moving for the second
reading of this Bill it may be well for me to remove some
misapprehension that seems to prevail among the members
who have spoken to me on the subject, witih'referene. to ihe
object of this proposed legislation. The Bill is not for the- pur-
pose of taking away from the seanan all the exclusive; rights
that he now has, for the purpose of recovecing his wages;
but the object is to take away one right whichit is supposed
he has, because it is a question somewhat dobtful whethe
he has a right to take proeeedings in die Matitimne Oout of
Ontario, for thepþurpose of arrestmg a vesseland 4.tag
i before he has establiehed any elaim whatsoever. 1 the

Ohnts'Shipping Actof 1854,whio)i is ,Ï w oG tais
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ubjectg thtnodeiouf veringwageRsby a sema is defined

"A séaman or apprenflce, or any oren duily authorized on hi
bèe1~Lfrmayak~ lu a utzmiary mrnner bŸf0re any two 'asticeS of the
peace .etgia or -near tolthepace at 'which the uervice h terminated
orat1hic1htheneaman or appentces lhasbeen discharged, or at which any

n Rponwhom The claimn is made is or resides, or in Scotland, either
in acjties or before the sheriff ofthe county-within which

ananch place imkituated, foreny amount of wages due to such seaman
or teoeote £ding £60 over and above the coSte of any pro

for terecovery thereof, so soon as the sarme becomes payable
aui e order made by mach jstibes or sherif in the matter ashall be

Kow, that is the foundation of the special provision for
seauwen to recover their wages. When we passed the
Merchants" 'Shipping Act ofe 1873, it substantially re-enacted
the provision I have just read, and if bon. members will
turn to the Act -of 1873, which is to be found in the
firat part ofthe Statute of 1874-beeanse it was reserved
for the royal assent, and therofore does not appear in the
proper year-they wi1l find that seamen have a right to go
bfo~re ajustice of the peace to recover their wages when
they are under $200, and the decision of the Justice of the
Pecwe is final. The Justice of the Peace has power then
to order distross of the goods and chattels, and if the captain
or the owner have no goods, thon the seamen may-sue the
vesrel, and if necessary the magistrates can remit the matter
to the Maritime Court. No doubt it would be right and
proper that the anme provision should apply in the Lower
Provinces, because this Act of 1873 does not apply to
Oatario, and I would not have the slightest objectiôn that
this provision shôuld be incorporated in this Bill. The
resuit would l e that a seaman who has a claim under $200
would in the first instance have a right to go before two
magistrates, or a County Court Judge, &c.; that upon his
recovering, in a summary way, bis wages and getting an
order, the order could be enforced by seizure either upon
the owner or the master of the vesse!. If they bad no
property out of which the mone could be got, then there
is aright to seize the vesse, and if the vesqel is
beyond the jurisdiction of the magistrate, thon
there is a right to imprison the owner or the
master. These are the special provisions which the Act
of 187d gives to seamen in this country, and I have no
objection at all that thoy sbould be incorporated and made
law in Ontario. What I do object to is this,: Thatunder tihe
Maritime Court Act a seaman should have the right, before
any claim is established, merely upon making a statement
that ho has a claim, to have the vessel arrosted, except
under peculiar cireumstances which are pointed out in this
section. I think the seaman should be properly protected
as well as the vesael owner, if the provisions of the Act of1
1873 were extended to Ontario, and that would give thom
the benefit of the Morchant Shipping Act of England, which
enacts that if the seamàn ia turned off the vessel twenty
miles from his thome thon he can seize the vessel.
If the vessel has been seized, or if the vessel bas been sold
aqd thé ,l preceede net yet disposed of, ire can go te tiret
Maritime ourt;but I believe itis un injustice te vessel
owners to permit a seaman, for a amall sum, to prder the
arret of a ve8»è 1 when rhaps on thé eve of departure. A
boama'àn haut près enttieummary remedy of going before
anagistrate, and if the matter is beyond the jurisdiction of
the' magistmte, the owner ca be attaceiod. That is the law
in tho' Mariime Provinces and in Quebec, and I am quite
willing that it should be incorporated iu the Maritime
C6urt Act ofùntario; but it is not iight that we should
have one law for Le Mritim'e Provinces and another for

Mr. PATTEPRSN (fssex). I do not know how the
Msuttm Cour Aot a t If7 works in other parts of the
ebvnoe; butit hm -given xoniderabl.satisfaction, and iras
lismthe msausio< retz dying cosiWderable injustice in the

IUL
part of thre euntry whore I live. In 1879 the fellowing
amendment was passe:-

s "1. No rlghl ormreîudy in rem giren by TAe Naritme Jai&tdàon
Act, 1877," ahi b. enforcel as against any bontfif mortgag.e nder a
mortgage duly exeented and registered prior to the firat day of Octot>er,
one thousand eight hundred sud seventy-eight.

r " 2. No right or remedy in rem given by the mid Act ln respect of
eaims for towage, or olaims for damage doue by collision by any ship.

shal be enforced as againut any bonc file mortgagee, whose mortgage
is duly exeatesd and registerea ut a port of either of the Provinees of
Ontario or Quebec.»

The object of this amendment was, I suppose, to guard
vested rights, not only those existing prior to the passage
of the original measuro, but for a year and a half afterwar4F.
I do net know how the law is in the Lower Provinces as
regards mortgages, but I know that in Great Britain and the
United States a mortgage is not regarded as a lien on a
vessel. except subsequent to such claims as sailors' wages,
salvage and towage; but this amendment permits a mortgage
to come in before all these claims. The consequence bas
been that seamen have, in some cases, been deprived of every
dollar of their wages for a whole season, and persons after
towing a vessel have found that a. mortgage came betore
their claim. So that it will be necessaí.y, if this
amendiment remains on the Statute-book, that tug owners,
tefore taking a vessel in tow, shall have to enquire where it
is registered and whether there is any encumbrance on it.
Last Session I brought in a Bill te repeal that amendment,
but it was dropped with other measures at the end of the
Seseion. As te the measure introduced by my hon. friend
from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), if it extended te the
Province of Ontario, the clauses he ias read from the
Seaman's Act of 1873, giving summary power to a seaman to
collect his wages, there would be some ground for it; but
he wishes to deprive the seamen of the privileges they at
present enjoy under the Maritime Court Act of 1877. A
good deal of objection is made to the establishment of courts
in this Dominion, but the Maritime Court cannot be objected
to on the ground of expense, as ail it costs this Dominion
is the enormous sum of $600 a year. Among the rules of
the Maritime Court is one that if the claimant fur wages
fail-4 to obtain a sum in excess of $50, the costs in connection
with the suit cannot exceed $10, so there is not much
inducenent to litigation as far as profits in the Court ire
concerned. I think it would be doing the groatest injustice
to apply to the Maritime Court of Onýario any such retrie-
tion as is proposed by the Bill of the hon. member for North
Simcoe. The Bill seems to be based on the principle that
"te him who hrath shall be given, and from him who hath
net shail be taoken away even that whichb he hath." I beg
leave to move in amendment

That ibis Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be read a
second time thisday six monthï.

Mr. McCUAlG. Unfortunately for laymen bore, thiy
are not able to use legal phraseology, but they can speakof
the practical working of laws introduced by lawyers in this
House. One statement of the hon. gentletnan who has just
taken iis seat, whichwas fallaeious, was that, thougi it wu
enforcedt iree yearà hefore, ne action was taken on tire Iaw.The law was, however, not proclaimed until 1878. Most
hon. members are f-tmiliar with the means adopted generally
for tire construction et vosrels. Vessel ewners as a ecias
generally obtain credit for one half the cost of a veueli: say
it costs $50,000, they supply $25,000 of their own capital
and borrow $25,000 more. No one will deny that the luat
$25,000 borrowed, and for which a mortgage is given,
represents tie wages o men engaget in building the vesel.
I think a mortgage given under such circumstances shonld
be 'hred as a security againt any claim. The amended Bill
that I'introduced in this Bouse was to the effect that all claims
againât tlie vessel ot any kind prior to 1878, prior to the
proclamation of the original. Act of 1877, should not haie
retroactive etect s agaiist mortgages held fLr the biilding
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of vessels. That amendment passed this House almost by
acclamation. This other clause was to do awaywith ail claims
for salvage as against mortgages given prior to the procla-
mation of the Bill, but the second clause gave preferential
claims for wages accrued and for salvage over ail mort-
gages after the proclamation of the BUiL If my hon. friend
will limit himsell to the simple tacts and the truth, I am
not afraid to bave them placed before the House. But whon
he makes statements thoroughly fallacious it is time for me
to defend mnyself. With reference to the case to which I
referred, the cook was engaged at 810 per month for the
season. She conducted berself badly and the captain dis-
missed her and employed another cook in her place. Three
or four months after when the vessel was put in winter
quarters, some pettifogging lawyers got hold of her and
told her that under this Maritime Court Act shewould collect
$20 from the vessel. How did they go to work? At the
close of the season the vessel was sent to Garden Island to
have a new shaft put into her. Instead of the process
being served on me, the registered owner of the vessel, or
on her agent or captain, they sent a man from Toronto, who
went on board the vessel which was about a mile out on the
river iu the ice, and nailed the process on the mast. The first
intimation that I had, or the agent or the captain had of
any process having been served was the advertisement for
sale of the vessel whicb appeared in the Globe, the Kingston
News, and the Picton Gazette. HRad I bot seen that advertise-
ment, the sale would have been made legally. and proper
title would have been given, and a vessel worth $43;000
would have been sold for a debt of $20. This was a pror
ceeding which I am sure Parliament would never sanction.
I think I have explained that the present law, as it exists,
gives priority to mortgages prior to 1878, given in good
faith on all vessels, and that the wages of the crew took

riority over everything else. The hon. gentleman by bis
Bil proposes that:
"No suit or proceeding for the recovery of wages under the sum of $200

shall be instituted by or on behalf of any seaman or apprentice in the
Maritime Court of Ontario, unless the owner of the ship is adjudged bank-
rupt or declared insolvent, or unless the ship is under, arrest or is sold by
the authority of the said t'ourt, or unless any justices acting under the
authority of the Act of the Parliament of Great Britain and Ireland, in-
tituled ' The Merchant Shipping Act, 1854," refer the case to be adjudgetd
by the said Court, or unlesa neither the owner nor master is or resides
within twenty miles of the place where the seaman or apprentice is dis-
charged or put ashore."

I never knew the object of the Supreme Court before, but I
cartainly think by the time the poor seaman got through
the whole of this proceeding he would reach the Supreme
Court. The consequence would be his wages would he all
absorbed in law costs. A seaman's wages of ton dollars is
as sacred to him as if they amounted to two hundred dollars.
It would be fairly doing him out of his wages., The law, as
it stands', is a proper law. The Deputy Minister of Justice
went over the matter carefully with me; the seamen were
satisfied; there is not a petition before the House complaining
of its working; there is no complaint about it, dxcept,
perhaps, from a few lawyers, who wish to get more cases.
if my hon. friend fron Essex had not already moved the six
months hoist, I would have done so.

Mr.CAMBRON (Huron). For many Sessions of Parliament
a Bill was introduced constituting a Maritime Court, and
that Bill I have always opposed at every stage. i- never
could see any special reason why the class of cases provided
by this kind of legislation should be treated differently from
ordinary debts. Parliament, however, thought otherwise,
and though for a number of yearswesucceeded ln defeating
the Bill, Parliament at length saw fit to enact this law.
I recollect well that the principal reason urged by the
hon. member who had charge of this legislation, and
others who took the same gronnd in faver of this
special and particular kind of legislation, was the protection

the seaman. It wa sid and, probably, çortrtly
grMQCUAIG,

enougb, that in many cases the unfortunate mariner 'w»
defrauded out of his whole season's earnings. Ilhavknow4
many cases of that kind myelof. I opposed the Bill, not
because I did not desire to see the seaman proteoted,
but because I never could understand why one clasa of
creditors should be dealt with differently from others.
Parliamont, however, having affirmed the proposition, and
it havingremained on the Statute-bookS a number of yers
without, so far as I know, evoking any serions complaints
against the working of the law, except, perhapsin-t
exceptional case to which the member for Prince Edward
(Mr. MeCuaig) refers, I can see no reason for making the
change the member for North Simcoe now proposes. What
would be the effectof this change? He might just as weil
repeal the whole Act in so far às the seamen are concerned,
and that would be a mueh more straightforward and manly
course. I am sure that, if he had introduced a Bill to
repeal the whole Maritime Law of Ontario, I would not have
voted for it; and the proposition h lias snbmitted to the
House, I cannot support. And why ? Because, I repeat,
he rnight just as well propose-the repeal of the Maritime
Law altogether. He knows quite well that in 99 cases
out of 100-perhaps in 999 out of1,000--the seaman's wages
for a whole season would not come to $200, which is the
amount he proposes to enable the seaman to obtain, and for
which there is summary redress provided by Statute. If
that is the case, so far as the seaman is concerned, the
measure would Fractically and substantially do away with
the present law altogether, and leave the seaman in the
position ho occupied before the Act of 1877 was passed. No
doubt in many cases that law worked a hardship; a seaman
would be dischargod at a particular port, without payment
of his wages, and ho would have no redress except an actiori
against the owner of the vessel, which might be a foreigu
vessel, and the owner an insolvent, in which case the
judgment against him would be but poor satisfaction to
the seaman who had spent the whole season working for
that owner's profit. The hon. gentleman's proposition would
simply repeal the law so far as the seaman is concerned,
and place him where ho was before 1b77. ie hae four excep-
tions, howevpr, to that rule; but it does not appear to me
they amount to anything. The first is, that where the
amount of wages is under. $200, in four different cases the
seaman can still pursue the summary mode of redress
provided by the Statute of 1877 First, it is provided that a
suit may be brotight by a seaman for wages inu case the
owner of the vessel is adjudged a bankrupt. As the Insolvent
Act is repealed, that exception cannot help the seaman.
The second case in which a seaman may take proceedings
is thus set forth: "lUnless the ship is under arrest, or
is sold by the authority of the said Court." Perhaps a ship
might b sold by the authority of the Court for otlr than
seamen's claims against her; and, perhaps, in a few isolated
cases, a seaman would be able to get his wages, when under
$200, on that claim, but I know of none. The third condition
under which a scaman may take an attachment is thus speci.
fied: "Or unless any justices acting under the authority of
the Act of theParliament of Great Britain and Ireland, in
tituled '' he Rerchqnt Shipping Act, 1854,' refer the case to
be adjudgedby the said Court." Now did the hon. gentlemari
ever bear of a case of this kind ? I never heard of one, and do
not believe any such case has ever arisen here. So, alsv, iin
that class of cases, the unfortanate seaman would b in no
botter position than if the law was repealed. The fbrtih
exception in favor of a seaman's lien runs thus: -" Orudnleis
neither the owner nor master is or resides within 30 imilés of
the place where the seaman or àpprentice is discharged or
put ashore." Now, that eau only apply to a very few cases.
Suppose the vessel is foreign and Lte owner an ineolvat-
suppose the vessel is out of the way altogether and annit
be reached, what benefit ca that provisiona-render 4h.
sean aw? Irepea, the B4ll, if passed, would be practiçypa
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am nbtanially arepeal of the whole law so far as the
emman i. concerned, andI do not see any reason
why it ihould pas. Thé mover, however, says he
proposes adding to this Bill the provisions of the
Iaw thathe states is in force in other Provinces. How ise
thet going to help the seaneh. It is proposed that inu cases
where the eaim is under t8,0, in the firet place, a seaman
shahl have summary proeese against the owner of the
vessel; and when hé obtains a judgment before twô
justies of the peace, or one, or a judge. of a County Court
in his favor, he shall obtain a distress warrant, and, in default,
imprison the debtor; and then, having failed, after ail the
annoyance, trouble, delay and expense of al those processes,
ho shah1 have a remedy against the vessel. What is he
going, to do if the vessel has left the country, or the owner
has left it, or is a foreigner ? A seaman is discharged in
any port of Ontario, and if the law is repealed he has no
remedy. Why the introduction of the law prevailing
elsewhere would not help the seaman in the slightest
degree. The only way to help him is to leave the law as it
is. The hon. gentleman talks about the enormous expense
of a suit to the seaman. It is a mere nothing. The hon.
meinber for Prince Edward talks as if lawyers got all the
benefits. All the lawyer gets when the claim is under
$100 is $10, unless he experiments on the constitutionality
of the Court and raises fancy questions and thus create a
great deal of expense. Surely nobody would say that $10
is too much for a lawyer's services in enforcing such a claim
against a vessel. The best way to help the seaman is to lot
the present law alone, as he is tolerably well protected by
it now. He can get redress when wronged. Under this
Bill, the mariner would be in a worse position than ever
before, at all events in one infinitely worse than under the
presont law. I hall have greàt pleasure, with a tolerable
acquaintance with the working of the law, at all events in
my own county, in voting for the amendment of the
member for Essex.

Mr. McCUAIG. I draw a distinction between the petti-
fogger and the lawyer in this matter; and there are a great
many pettifoggers around Toronto.

Mr. McCALLUM. I have had some experience in
regard to the navigation of our inland waters, and I can
say that the possession of a Maritime Court is a great boon
to our mariners on those waters. In the first place, some
hon. members speak only of the sailor in tiis matter; but
more persons than our sailors have an interest in this
question, the men doing business along Our canals, for
example, who supply foreign vessels with wood and per-,
form towage service. I know that, formerly, vessels in
winter, after the season's navigation, would be found to
have changed hands, In order to wrong Canadians of their
just dues. I am sorry the hon. nember for Prince Edward
made bis -amendment. I think the jurisdiction of the
Maritime Court should be extended and not curtailed.

Mr. MoCUAIG. They never had any prefei ential claims
under the original law for supplies of any kind.

Mr. MOCALLUM. The hon. gentleman speaks of a
sailor holding a ship and taking a mortgage. I want toà
know what sailör is going to do that? Why should there_
be ady restriction in his way in his efforts to collect his
lhard earned money? Why deprive the sailor of the.right1
to collect his wages? So fur as the cost of this Court isi
concerned, I am sure it is as cheap a tribunal as we have in
this country. But there is one respect in which I think thei
present law should be amended, as it works a great deal of(
hardship as it now stands. Under.the law actions must be
brought within three months of the lime when the debt isà
oetraeted--a provision which is hard even upon the
debtor mslf in some cases. Under the maritimej
lawse of the United States, if a debt is -contracted 1

this season, you are allowed to. bring -action any time
within this season or next, and if you do not
bring action within that period the debt js allowed -to lapse
altogether. I should like to see soie such principle adopted
in this country. Under the amendment proposed by my
hon. friend from Prince Edward County (Mr. XcCuaig), if
a master sees a vessel in distress and wants to tow WIer into
safety ho would require to go through the formalityof going,
to a registry office to see iT there was a mortgage or other
claim upon the vessel. He could not render hpr any assist-
ance to supply ler with goode until ho made sueh an inves.
tigation. My hon. friend (Mr. McCuaig) has got into trouble
with his cook. I would advise him to instruct his mastera
to deal fairly and squarely with al his employees, male and
female, and thon he will not be ikely to get into such trouble.
But I think the law should be anrended, as I said before, by
extending the time within which actions may be
brought. As the law now stands it simaply offers a prem-
ium to ship owners to get their vessels mortgaged so that
they may defraud their employeces, and I have had some
opportunity ofknowing whereof I speak. The bon. member
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) sks why exceptions should
be made in the law for the purpose of favoring seamen, but
I wish to tell him that sailors are placed in an entirely
different position from those who work at other occupations.
He must remember that seamen are not stationary like other
men ; they are constantly moving from one place to auother;
they have no home, and therefore they should have means
placed at their disposal of collecting their wages by a sum-
mary process if they should happon to be discharged from
their occupation.

Mr. KLRKPATRICK. I am glad to hear the opinion
expressed bore to-day, and especiaily by vessel owners, such
as the hon. member for Prmine Edward (Mr. McCuaig)
and the hon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum) that the
operation of this Aet las, on the whole, been a benefit, and I
believe that will be found to be the almost universal opinion
of those who sail our inland waters, or live in proximity to
them. I think we should virtually be repealingthe Act if
we allowed the Bill of the hon. member for North Simeoe
(Mr. McCarthy) to pass; it would certainly be a-repeal of
the Act so far as these persons are concerne, who
were designed to be benefited by it, and in
whose interests chiefly the Maritime Court was
created. The seamen who gain their living on
oui. inland waters are a large body of people. They have
to endure great hardships and run great risks, and it is but
right and reasonable that they should have a sufficiont
means of collecting wages which may be due-to them.
Hon. members who lived in ports upon our inland waters
before the establishment of this Court must have been aware
of many wrongs done to these people, who, after giving
their services during a whole season, have had to go without
their wages because the vessel was mortgaged to the mast-
head; and the mortgageep, after availing themselves of the
services of these men in carrying freight which paid the
interest on their mortgage, turned them adrift withont
recompense. This was a species of wrong which was
frequently brought to my notice and it was repeated year
after year until the hon. member for Weet Durham (Mr.
Blake) took the matter up and passed an Act for which he
has received, and will continue toreceive, the gratitude of a
large number of persons who have been benefitted by
its opoiation. The hon. memeber for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) has only given one instance to support his
measure. He says thore was a case in which there was a
dispute as to wbether a man was engaged by the day or by
the month; but even in that case the owner- of the vessal
admitted there was some claim because ho offered the man
one dollar, and the latter said-he was engaged for a month
and that ho wanted the wageM for that period. I do not
think the hon. gentleman eould adduce another
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instance in which any hardship has been done to a vessel
owner by the working of the Act. The hon. member for
Price Rdward alludes to another case ofsupposed hardsbip
in regard to bis cook, and he says a notice was put up and
the vessel stopped.

Mr. McCUAIG. That is remedied now.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK The trouble in that case was not

due to the Act, but to the rogulations. When the matter'
w as called to the attention of the Judge the matter was put
right. The Judge has tried to frame regulations to prevent
such hardships as have been mentioned by the ,hon.
gentleman- te prevent persons putting forward claima
unnecessarily against vessels and tying them up. He bas
framed a schedule of costs, so that a claim under $20» cost8
$2; ap to $50, $5, and up to $100, $10, so that there is no
inducement to a seaman to tie up a vessel for a paltry sum,
as he would have to pay, perhaps, a larger sum in costs. I
do not think that this law has worked hardly or injuriously;
I think it would be wrong to repeal it, and I shal with
pleasure vote for the six months' hoist.

Mr. McCARTHY. Though there is not much chance
after all that bas been said of the Bill being read the second
time, I propose t- say a few words, because I believe my
Bill is a fair Bill both to seamen and to vessel owners. The
hon. member for South Buron (Mr. Cameron) discussed the
Bill witfi a good deal of detail, but he did not do it fairly.
If he will take the trouble of reading the section, it is not
an original section, but copied from the Merchants' Shipping
Act of 1853, he will find that there are five cases in which a
seaman can bave a remedy against a vessel owner. First,
if a seaman bas been discharged-not if he chooses tço
abandon a vessel as they sometimes do, for these seamen
are not always immaculate, though my hon. friend beside
me (Mr. Kirkpatrick) who partly represents Kingston, and
desires to represent it still more closely, would have us
believe so-there are cases in which seamen improperly
go ashore, bring suit, and have the vessel arremted.
If the man has broken his contract, and bas gone ashore,
then he ought not to have that remedy against the vessel.
Another class of cases is where the vessel has already been
taken in custody under the Maritime Act, or has been sold.
There, again, the seaman can corne in and get his wage,
the Court having already seized the vesse. Then if the
owner is insolvent-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Suppose there are a dozon
owners.

Mr. McCAIRTHY. I suppose they would be sufficient
guarantee for the seaman's wages. 1 do not know whether
the hon. gentleman knows a great deal about the working
of the law in his own Province, but I want to apply to
Ontario the law as it is there, that is all. If that law works
satisfactorily in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces where
there are many more seamen than in our inland waters, I
fail to apprehend why there shoult be a different remedy
given to seamen in our inland waters than theypossess upon
the seaboard. These are the different cases in which this
clause does not prevent seamen from applying to
the Court But why should a seatnan have a
different remedy from any other class of Ber Majesty's
saujects without having to go before a Court, and get his 1
jugment and then seize the vessel ? Sometimes seamen are
led on by the class of people the hon. member bas des- t
cribed as pettifoggers, and sometimes they cause the vessel
to be seized when they have no legal claim at all and put
the owner te great inconvenience and lose. That is a matter
that ought to be prevented. If a seaman gets a judgment to
recover his claim, thon ho bas a right to seize the i
veseel or the owner's goods, and in certain
erreumstances to seize 'the owner's person. I
that not sufficient-? However, I do not propose

Mr. KInaPATRIes.

to press the Bill against the unanimo.ssentièmnt eO e9
hon. gentleman -who has spoken on th- t aàe >oe. 1
merely make these remarks te o jus4ify A. -emiw
I had in introducing iL. otwithetandkag ;a l at
has been said, I still think that semen moold havesaumiumay
protection under the provisions .of the law of 48I8,
which could easily bo incorporated in Commitùetwido the
Bill I have introduced, with the specialjprovisientfound in
the Merehants' Shipping .Act of 1873. ,Peirhaps the BiH
would be barrenof result. Possiblythe bst plan woldbe
to allow the Bitl to go to a second reading.

Mr. McCUAIG. I am willing.
Mr. MoCARTIIY. While I hold to the sentiments eftbe

louse that seamen should have all the rights and remeeios
which they are supposel toehave under the decision of the
Court in Ontario, perhaps the hon. ,meuber wijl seeond my
resolve that the second section of the Act of 1879 should.e
repealed, .and that result, at ail events, would be obtained
from proposing the Bill.

Mr. McCUAIG. I am quite willing it should go to the
Committee of the House.

Amendment (Mr. Patterton, Essex) six montihs' hoist,
agreed to.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chnir.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr. LANGEVIN rend the following report.on the venti-

lation of the flouse:-
" Hon. H. L. LANG.eviN,

"Minister of Publie Works.
"s81,-In reply to your enquiry in regard to the ventilation of the

House of Commons Chamber, 1 hive the honor to report:
"l Ist. That the fresh air distributed into the Chamber is taken from

the face of the cliff through elean ducts, and when occasions nesesitate
it (during very cold weather) from a vertical supply pipe over roof of
fan room ; this latter service is only used when all the corridors of the
building are closed and the air perfectly pure.

" 2nd. The ducts have been visited four times since the commeucement
of the session ; during summer recess-they are thoroughly brushed out,
and during the past 18 months the only foreign matter fonud in thom was
oe dead mou8e.

"3rd. Owing to the numerous springs in the rock foundation of the
buildings, a few of the original bricks are falling to pieces, but there in
nothing in the Une of duct to contaminate the passing air which is pure
and good until after distributed in the Chamber; in fact, any person can
satisfy themselves by smelling the fresh air inlet and discharge of suc-
tien thn.

"4th. The average variation of temperature in each twenty-four hours,
in the Commons Chamber during the last Session was onwyfwe depees,
and during¯this Session so far onlyj our degrees, while the thermometer
outside bas fregnently varied upwards f tliry-five an 1fortv dewrees. The
six thermometers of the Chambers are kept .as near sixty five degrees as
possible.

1°th" The cubic air space of the Chamber is about 240,000 feet-and
the ventilating fan, at t e speed we have to regulate to now, can ceor-
pletely change the atmosphiere of the room every seventeen mianutes and
although the modus oper, n le of effecting this change produces a minimum
draft, it is simply an impossibility, from the construction of the building,
to change the air without some member sightly feeling the motionof it.

"6 h. Additional improvement can stili l made in the venti!ation by
further expenditure.

1have tic hono be,
"Your obedient servant,

"JOHN R. ARNOLDI,
"MeeAÂaseet Rgiaeer."

As I stated yesterday my intention is to bring the matter
before my colleagues with the view of asking Parliament to
place a certain sum of money at my di8posal inorder better
to ventilate the corridors and the Commrittee rooms.

CANADA SOUTHERN RAILWA.Y.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex in the absence of -Mr. buGavos,
moved for copies of all papers, Order in Council mmd
correspordenee in oonneétion with the C tmwdatespaid
or payable by the Canada Soutern Railway O.uîwy, 2k
respect of-all nachinery used by them on their stesnf.uy
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boat, or boats at Amherstburg, and rolling stock; and also
for a copy of any bond or bonds given by any such company
for such duties, and a statement of alil uch riachinery&-as
was imported subject to duty; a statement of the amount or
amnounts of such duties, and any payment or payments
made on account, and of any settlernent of the same, with
dates and all otber particulars for 1878, 1879 and 1880.

Mr. BOWELL asked for what reason the hon. gentleman
moyd for this return-whether it was to ascertain the
Amqupt of duties paid on the articles imported and bonded,
or wbethler it was in order to nssist a man who asserted
t4bat he had a cluim against the Government for having
given information on smuggling.

Mr. ROSS said he made the motion in the absence of the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), and he
supposed it was appropriate and reasonable.

Mr. BOWELL said that if the motion was made for the
pirpose of obtaining information for a man who wanted to
brig an action against the Government, he thought it
ought to be resisted, but if it was merely to obtain the
information pure and simple, he saw no objection to
granting it,

Mr. ROSS said ho did not see anything in the motion
tbat was unreasonable, or that the hon. gentleman should
refse to give. Why it shouldconcern the bon. gentleman
whether his information was asked in regard to another in
litigation or not, he could not understand.

Mr. BOWELL said there was no suit pending with the
Canada Southern Railway Company. There bad been no
difficulty further than the settlement of the duties with
that company. What he objected to was to bring these
papers down if they were to assist a man in making a claim
against the Government.

Mr. ROSS. Why not?
Mr. BOWELL. If he refers to the Iiansard he will find

a reply in the course his leader took with referonce to the
Waterbury case.

Mr. BLAKE said that in that case somo papers were
asked to be brought down which could not be of any public
interest whatever, and the hon. gentleman who moved for
thom admitted that they were required to -assist a prosecu-
tion against the Government. He (Mr. Blake), had
objected thon, as he would now, to tha inquisitorial powers
of this elouse being put into operation, to obtain papors in
a matter of no public interest, for the purpose of extract-
ingfrom them information for the assistance of a private
suitor, which ought to be procured in another way. It was
then said that whatever papers might properly be published,
there would be no difficulty in~ bringing down
The hon. gentleman' (Mr. Bowell) admitted that
these papers right properly be called for. The
hon. Minister said, if the papers were wanted for one
purpose, he objected to produce them, but, if wanted simply
for the-information of the hon. member for North Norfolk
or hie constituents, he had no objection to produce them.
lie (Mr. Blake) did not understand the hon. gentleman.was
entitled to assume they were wanted for an improper
purpose, if there was a proper purpose for which they
could be wanted. If the hon. gentleman will state, as a
Minister, that the production of these papers would be
injurious to the Government in any litigation which was
now going on, he would give us a sufficient reason for not
producing them, in the absence of any further statement
from the hon. member for North Norfolk; but, unless he
made that statement, there could be no reason why we
ought not to receive the return asked for.

Mr. BOWEL[f said he was not prepared to make any such
statement for the simple reason that there was no litigation
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going on with reference to those dutieq. A certain claim had
been made, that claim had been resi#tel iand the papers were
a-ked for to a-sist the claim. f bis (Mr. Bowell',.) recollecti .n
be right, when the thon hon. member for St. John made a
similar motion, he was asked by the hon. leader of the Oppo-
sition, whether it was not for a certain 'urpose ho required
the papers, and on his admission that they were reqired for
that purpose the motion wasresis'ed. Itwasquite true his
hon. friend wais not aware of the objects this persori has in
view. He agreed with the hon. leader ofthe Opposition that a
motion ought not to be made of ab inquisitorial nature for an
ulterior object. If it were for political purp"ses, the-e could
be no po.sible obj~ etions to it. He had no objection to bring
down the bonds, the amount paid under the bonds, and any
correspondence relating to that, but ho objected to bring down
any correspondence to which ho bad incidentally referred
in that connection.

Mr. BLAKE said the hon. Minis'er ob'e-ted to bring
down a certain po-tion of the papers becauuse, in bis opinion,
it would assist a private mndividual in the prosecution of
some claim agaipst the Govornment.

Mr. BOWELL. No; the man himseolf may think that.
Mr. BLAKE said the hon. Minister did not co. rectly

state his (Mr. Blake's) position on a former occasion,and did
not correctly comprehond the ground upon which a Gov-
ernment ought to grant or refuse a motion such as that now
made. Ris ground should ho not what the motive of the
mover was, but what tho effect of 'producing the papers
would be. If the effect would ho to assist the pro eeution
of an unfounded claim, that was sulflcient re ison for not
producing them; if not, there was no reason for producing
them

Mr SCRIVER would like to kùow if the hon. Minister
bad made up bis mind not to produce the papers referred to,
under any circumstances, or whether, if the hon. member
who made the motion were here, and made satisfactory
explanations of the case, the hon. Minister would bring
down all the papers. If the latter were the hon. Minister's
conclusion, he would move the adjournment of the debate,
in ordertogive an opportunity to the hon. member for North
Norfolk to make the further explanation. which the hon.
Minister seemed to require.

Motioh agreod to and debate adjouned.

TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH DEBATES.

Mr. VANASSE moved for a statement sbowing the naines
of all persons employed as additional French Translators,
translating by the page, during the last Session of the
Dominion Parliament; 2. The number of pages translated
by each of the said persons; 3. The price fixed in advance
for each page so tranislated, and tlie price paid to each of the
said additional Translators for each of the pages so trans-
lated ; 4. The names of each of the officers of the House of
Commons, wbo certifed separately the number of pages so
translated, and copies of each certificate given by them, and
of each receipt given by each of the said additional Transla-
tors. He said: Since last Session, and especially since the
beginning of the present one, certain rumors have been in
circulation of a nature to incriminate in a rather serious
manner the Chief French Translator. He is accused of
sundry irregularities; he is accused of having given incor-
rect receipts or certificates, not to give the matter a harder
name; and I make this motion in order that that worthy
gentleman may have the opportunity of.justifying himself,
or that the truth be known about these matters.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not rise for the -purpose of
objecting to the adoption of the motion. The hon. member
will, perhaps, excuse me if I do not sp-ak in French, because
I do not propose to offer any reply to a speerh, but to avail
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myself of this opportunity te .bring another matter before
the louse in connection with translation. Perhaps I am
not quito in order, but I venture to take this way of speak-
ing in regard to this subject rather than by moving the
adjournment of the House or other mode. The House may,
perhaps, remember that on the 17th December I was called
upon, as a member of the Government, to make a speech on
the question of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. My s peech
which was longer than the remarks I usually iddress to the
House, was delivered in English; therefore, every word
that appears in French in the Hansard is a translation af«
my speech. The other day a newspaper, in its independence
and freedom, thought proper to criticize a speech delivered
by the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), in
regard to the character of the French he had used. I must
say, so far as that hon. gentleman ie concerned, that I never
heard the hon. member niake a speech which was
not, so far as language is concerned, a credit to
any French member in this House or other body; and,
therefbre, the criticism respecting his French I must
say could not apply to bis or to that speech, because
his sentences are carefully worded, his French, in a word, is
always correct and a ci-edit to himself. But..the newspaper
that supports that bon. gentleman, La Patrie, took the
speech delivered by myself on 17th December, and published
a column, including such extracts as no hon. memberspeak-
ing French would fhrther. The language is such language
as is never used in this House; it is the language of men
quite unoducated, and 1 must call the attention of those
connected with the Uansard, and of the Committee charged
with supervising the debates, to the manner in which that
translation has been made. It is a disgrace to this H1ouse
and to Parliament. Years hence, when we have all passed
away, and reference is made to that speech by others, I hope
the historian of that period will have the goodness to look
at the remarks I offer this evening, and tLe protest I now
offer against the language put into my mouth in that
translation. The French language is my language, and
although, perhaps, I may not in publie speeches use the
chaste language of litterateurs,and those who take the trouble
to correct their sentences and make roinded periods, never-
theless I always try te speak the French language in such a
way that my compatriots may not be ashamed of my
utterances. I make this protest, and I bope it will be
recorded, and the Committee, or those who have the super-
vision of the Ransard, should take care that the translation
is made in such a manner that members of this House may
not be ashamed of it.

Mr. BÉCHARD. I desire to offer a few remarks as a
member of the Debates Committee. The Minister of Public
Works has expressed the hope that 'members of the
Committee would see that the translation was better executed
than it had been. I suppose the hon. Minister dues not
mean to eay, nor will any hon. member pretend, that the
members ofthat Committee speaking French will take upon
themselves the task of reading all the translations of
speeches in order to see whether the work was well
done or not. That, of course, annot be done; but hon.
gentlemen who have an opportunity of reading their
speeches after they have been translated dhould feel it to be
their duty, inu case of bad translation, to complain to members
of the Committee. It is only in that-way the members of,
the Debates Committee eau quickly ascertain whether the,
translation is well done or not, because the hon. member for
Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins) and myself are the only
French members of the Committee, and we cannot assume
the task of reading the translation to ascertain whether it is
well done. It is an impossibility. So I say there is no
other way by which the Committee can ascertain whether
the work is well done or not than in the manner I have
indicated. -

Mr. LANGEViN. -

Mr. LANGEIYVIN. I must esay to 'the on, getia
(Mr. Béchard) that I must decline the task of éadi4gay
speeches after they are reprinted and trnasatsd. . àt, a
task I canot undertake; and I have no doabt that4 arge
majority of hon. gentlemen who apeak often -and hWvgesge
departmenta or avocations to attend towould fAd thamaelv.s
unable to do, so either. We pay for gobd reporting and
good translation, and when the attention of hime àConisittee
is called to the fact that the translation is only a barlesque
I have no doubt they will see that the publie money. fe ot
squandered on work done in that way. If the irantM
are not proper men they should be changed-weshonid have
good translators. The hon. gentleman says that his preent
action is the only way to correct the evil, and that thefom-
mittee are not called upon to read the translated ,peeches.
Doubtless they are not. But I suppose he will not require
a motion to have the evil corrected. As a member et that
Committee, I have no doubt ho will take as much pride ln
having our speeches put down in proper language as becomes
bis position, and that ho will see that the Fre, 1ch sent out is
not the sort of French that has.been called Abenaquis or
Iroquois.

Mr. BÊCHA RD. This is the first complaint that bas
been made, that has come to the eari of the Committee, and
I am very glad the hon. gentleman bas given us this infor-
màtion. 'We certainly shall take notice of it. -I might
suggest, as a remedy,'that whenever the translation is bàd,
complaint should ho made, for there must ho same way of
the Committee's ascertaining whether th translation is
well or ill made. Of course, the hon. gentleman who last
spoke agrees with me that the French members of the
Committee cannot assume the task of reading the French
speeches, to see whether the translation is well made er not.
I fully agree with the hon. gentleman, that we ought to
have a good translation. Every year that we have engaged
translators, we have hoped for a better translation than in
the past. If there is disappointment in this respect, it is
not the-fault of the Committee. We have found it a difficalt
task, up to the present, to obtain good translations, and
do not know at this moment the best mode of sencring
them. But this is a matter that will be brought before the
Committee very soon.

Mr. ROSS. I must say I regret exceedingly, that the
Minister of Public Works bas bad any cause to complain of
the translations. This is the first complaint, as my hon.
friend for Iberville has said, that bas reached the ears of
the Committee in regard to this matter. A few comptaints
were made, some time ago, with respect to the Freneh
reporting, and as soon as the Committe heard of them
they engaged a gentleman who has bad a great deal
of experience in reporting in the Courts of Quebec, since
whieh time I understand no further complaints have been
made. I would like to say, however, to the hon. gentleman,
that the task of engaging suitable translators is a. very
delicate one, in lfact, a very difficult one; and it is only by
learning the views of hon. members who speak and under-
stand French, that the Committee can be informed in-regard
to this matter. Of course, the matter will be attedd teo
immediatly. Another remark -I was going to makeis,
that tbose members who look for the translation of thqir
speeches into French are sometimos so anxious te geti then
early, that I fear the translators are pressed, and are soàe-
times obliged by the pressure to sacrifice exetienee to
speed. There may be something in that view. Besides, it
must be remembered that the task of reporting in ngliuh
and French is a heroulean task. It is something4hat has
never been achieved in any Legislature in the wo;ld befre,
either as to quantity, excellence or rapidty of etematon.
The experimeut we are now practising is a -new-one. I
think it has met with a :marvelfous succes'; and atl1ieggh
we are going steadily to seek tà moet Ihe vie*< 'ion,
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gentlemen in regard to every detail, we trust that the
members of this House who are favorable to the present
mode of reporting the debates will be as patient with the
Committee as they can, and strive to assist us in perfecting
every detail of this work, so as to enable us to pre3ent at
the close of Parliament, a finished report, both in
English and French, of which r.either French nor English
members need be ashamed. I do not regret that my hon.
friend thé Minister of Public Works bas called attention to
this matter; and at an early day we will seek to make such
arrangements as will remove all cause of complaint.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, since the debate on the
motion of the hon. mermber for Yamaska bas taken the turn
it bas, I will add a few remarks to what bas already been
said. I am surprised that the hon. member for Middlesex
(Mr. iRoss) should think that the system recently adopted
bas been a success. If a system by which we get the
French version of the speeches delivered in the House, a
month, five weeks, or even six weeks after their delivery, is
not a success to be envied-and the hon. member is wrong
in taking upon himself to assert, or at least to hint, that the
few mistakes that creep into the French version are to be
explanedi bythe fact that accuracy of expression and idioms
of Iungnae a4 saérificed to rapid translation-such an
expiñaoirean noways be accepted, and French members
are perfeely justified in complaining of the considerable
delays which take place in the translation of the debates,
To-day is the 17th February, and so far we have only seen
in French that portion of the debales which took place up
to the lth or 12th January last. Things are thus more
than a month behindhand. Whilst we are discussing the
subject, I think that I will meet the views of many of the
members if I suggest a new method of bringing out the
Bansard. I1-think we should be better off were we to adopt
the system in use in England. According to that system,
a member would only be entitled in the Bansard to a
summary of his speech, and in that summary should be
inserted merely anything new that he may bave said on the
subject he spoke about. Three-quarters of the Hansard
would thus be done.away with ; the debates would be less
lengthy, the Session would be shorter, and the'country and
the members would be all the botter for it.

Mr. BECHARD. The hon. gentleman speaks of the
delays which have taken place in putting into the bands of
hon. members the French copies of their speeches. That
bas been the subject of complaint on the part of hon.
members of the Committee, who bad the Chief Translator
come before them; and ihey ascertained that the fault was
not with the translation, but with the printers. He showed
us that the translating was done as rapidly as possible,
ar.d that the delays were entirely owing to the printer.

Mr. CHARLTON. I beg to call the attention of the
House to one or two matters in connection with the Bansard
report of our Debates and Proceedings. I presume that
some hon. gentlemen may not be aware that the report of
the Debates of this House, which is now being issued, is the
most voluminous of that of any legislative body at
the present time. I believe that the Hansard
of the Englih fHouse of Commons employs a staff of
eighteen reporters, though it is not as voluminous as ours,
which is got out by a staff of six reporters. The amount of
the work which the reporters of this House perform is very
much greater according to the number employed, than is
performed by the staff of the United States Congress, or in
fact, of any other legislative body that I am aware of. I
think, taking into account the amount of work which is
done, and the pressure which bas been placed upon the
reporters during tbe heavy debates which have taken place
this Session, we must conclude that the work bas been
extremely well done. I have no doubt that hon.
members find it necessary to revise their speeches,

and they may expect to find some trifling
errors at least. The report is held open four days for the
purpose of allowing members to revise their speeches for
book form of Ransard, for the report which is laid on tho
desks of hon. members at three o'clock is a temporary and
necessarily an imperfect report, as it is got out at lightning
speed, hardly any time being left for the staff to consider
whether they are doing the work properly or not. The
reporting is done bastily; so is the proof reading; so is
everything in connection with the work, and it was
supposed that hon. members would take pains to revise their
speeches. I think, considering the baste with which the
work is done, we can reasonably claim that the Committee
and the staff have come as near perfection as could have
been expected from the number of mon who are employed
and the labors they have to perform.

Mr. BLAKE. I rise simply for the purpose of making a
practical suggestion, which may be of use to the Committee.
I think the work on the whole-I do not say arything about
the French reporting or translation, because I have not
paid much attention to it, and do not claim to be a compe-
tent judge-has been satisfaetory as reporting; but I think
that, owing probably to the circumstance mentioned by the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),--our
rules requiring the proof copy to be laid on the Table at
3 o'clock next day-the proof reading has been extremely
defective, and it seems to me it might be vorthy - the
attention of the Committee to. consider whether they really
could not get out better work if they allowed a delay of
some twelve hours before the printed paper should bo put
on the Table, with the special view of giving more time
and thus, perhaps, securing better proofreading. The work
ofthose hon. mem bers who revise their speeches would thas
be lightened, and they would not be called on to correct the
most obvions errors in proof-errors which any intelligent
proof-reader, if he had time, would be able to correct before
the paper was laid on the Table.

Mr. JONES. I should be very sorry if any change is
made with respect to the time at which the proof copies of
the Hansard are laid on our desks; as I believe it is the
correct system to i'eport the language which hon. gentlemen,
in the spur of the moment, use in the House, and that they
should not be all>wed further time to correct the proofs.

Mr. BLAKE. ,I did not say that.
Mr. JONES. No; but we infer that an extra twelve

hours is wanted to enable hon. gentlemen to correct their
speeches.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no; that is not what I said.
Mr. JONES. No ;- but we assume il. I say with regard

to the whole work, that the speeches made in this
Chamber are wonderfully well reported, that everything
about the report is woll done. I am somewhat surprised
that the translators should have made any mistake with
regard to the Minister of Public Works. 1 have no doubt
that they made the mistake inadvertently, but I was cer-
tainly surprised that any mistakes should have occurred with
regard to the speech of an hon. member who speaks English
so well and so deliberately as the hon. Minister of Public
Works. But ry purpose in rising was to protest against
any additional delay in laying the proofs on the Table.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to correct a misapprebension into
which the hon. gentleman'has fallen. I did not, in the
slightest degree, intend to suggest-and I do not think I did
suggest-that there should be any intervention on the part
of hon. members in the correction ot the proofs. I hold
altogether with the hon. gentleman that what comes upon
the Table in the daily report should be the work of the
reporters without the intervention of members at all, but I
say that the work of proof rcading has not been properly
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performed, and that it could probably be better done if more translators cannot consequently commence their work u'tl
time were allowed for the purpose. they have the corrected English copy before them. Ithink

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Iamquite sure that no one if hon. members will go into the translators, office now, they
would seriously suppose that the hon. member for West will find-that is the information we had at a meeting of
Durham should desire that members should have an oppor- the Committeo a week ago-that the French translation is
tunity of reading the proofs of their speeches in any way. well up, although unfortunately owing to the delays in
But speaking as one having sorne practical knowledge of printing the copy has not been submittod to the Ilouse. I
matters of this kind, I am afraid that the change that he an sure the Committee are very much obligod to tbe hon.
suggests would not result as he anticipates. The misfortune the Minister of Public Works for bringing this matter
of the matter is simply that the reporting staff is not as before the House and making these complaints in the public
large as it ought to be for the work they have to do. The way he bas done. I am sure every member of the Com-
Chief Reporter, Mr. Bradley, suppiosed at first that be was mitte i will be glad to insist upon the greatest possible care
to do the proof reading to a very large extent, at least the being taken that the Bansard, as it comes out, whether in
revising of the proofs, but as the performance of that duty English or French, shall bo creditable to the House, and
led to its being almost impossible that he could do any the speeches creditable to the hon. members who delivered
actual reporting, it reduced the staff of reporters by one. In them, in so far as their construction is concerned.
the work, such as the reporters had to do during the long Mr. MILLS. I believe the reporters often do their workdebates we have had this Session, il wàs quite impossible . P
with this reduction that they could get through their work, under great disadvantage. There are frequent interruptions,
and as a consequence the roof reading bas not been as members become tired of listenmg to the discussions, they
good as one might desire. eau see no reason why the are frequently coming into or leaving the louse, and it is

printer, who is really the contractor fôr both the printing sometimes difficult for the reporters correclytto hear what
and proof reading, could not get out the proofs properly as 3 being said. I think that many of the mistaes.qthich we
proofs-looking at them simply in that light-and have find lu the report are due to the pr nters api sa t to t1e
them corrected in sûch a way, asfar as nocessary, for the reporters. In reading the reports we see mista4sy dqn4I 1
purposes of the daily edition. There are two plans by made by the printers who have not accurately read

pupoesthe manuscript of the reporters. 0f course. thât 1la
whichthe difficulty might be rermoved, either by appoint- thedmanescrit the rorers. l f o hat dn
ing a new proof-reader altogether on the staff, or altowing ei cae. believe the fact is that the proof-
the Chief Rteporter to remain aWay from the Table withcaeI bvthe facte isht he proo
and do the work of proof revising in hie office. Unless reading is not done by the reporters, but is done by some
we adopted'one course or the other we would not benefit in one in the printig office. No doubt, the Committee may be
the slightest degree by following the plan suggested by the of service to the thuse in calling the attention of the
hon. member for West TDurham. As to the question of printer to the fact that the proof reading is not properly
French translation, I may say that there were some done. There are often glaring mistakes that ought never to

difficulties at the start, as bon. members of the Commrittee exist in the reported document at all. Even though the

will bear me out in saying. There were one or two of the report itself might not be perfect in every respect, if tho

translators-one at any rate-who was believed by the printers did their work properly I am sure that even this

Chief, to be uttei ly incompetent. We had some difficulty, tirst impre-sion would be much more satisfactory than it is.

as members of the Committeo will remember, in connection If I correctly understand the hon. member for Cârdwell, the
with tbe corrections for the printer, representations having translation is not made until after the copy in the language
been made by the Chief Reporter that the work was appar- inwhich the speech is delivered is revised, and it often
ently done by some incompetent member of the translating happens that members are so busily engaged that they delay
staff. As I understand these persons are no longer connec- to correct their speeches, and, consequently, there is some
ted with the tran-lating staff, and I think I may say, on the delay before the translator can get the revised copy. If
testimony of the French members of the Comrmittee, that mnembers were.always prompt in assistingn the correction
the staff is now about as efficient as we can fairly hope to ofmistakes m the first impression, the translation would he
got it. The suggestion made by the hon. member for müch more promptly done than it is now.
Montmagny (Mr. Landry), as to the delays has been Mr. PLUMB. I wish to bear my testimony to the fact
answered by the hon. member for Iberville (M.r. Béchard). of the great improvement that has been made by the
The de:ay in the French copy is not due to the system adopted this year. I have no doubt that eveiry
tranlator at all, but to the printers. The matter member who addresses the House has found a great deal of
was the subject of investigation, and the printers satisfaction in the prompt manner in which his speeches
have been informed that they must get the have appearedin the Ilansard within a few hours, and he
French copy out more speedily fhan they have done. But has found also that the reporting is, lu the main, exceed-
hon. gentlemen raust remember that even Witha monthly ingly satisfactory. I may say, howover, that I think too
delay, which ia cotnplained of, we are s~till much better off great a charge bas been imposed upon the n\anager of
than we used to be. At this time of the Seàsion we nsed to the reportorial staff. That gentleman bas been compelled,
have the English copy, not only a rhonth but five or six not only to tàke his part in reportirng, but to edit-I think
weeks behind, so that the reports cf speebes déliveined by that is the word-the reports as they come out. It is quite
hon. members were of no use to tbemi, and the English copy certain that the editor of the Hansard must be familiar
contained the reports ofspeeches which were at different in with the topies which are discussed in the House, in
some few instances fronm speeches delivered in the louse order intelligently to translate the reporters' notes and
that one could bardly recognize them at all, owing to the get them properly extended, and to sec that there is no äis-
system of allowing hon. members to correct themanuscript take made wbich cau be avoided. I understand that duriug
of their speeches before going into type. The French the great stress that was thrown upon the staff through the
copy had to be t ranslated after the fnglish copy was long debates we have had, and the more than usual a-nount
printed, and I think I am speaking within the mark when I of business they had thrown upon them at the outset, they
say that the French copy really did not come out for have been greatly overworked. My own impression is that
two or three months after the speeches were delivered. if this thing is worth doing at all it ls worth doing
As the hon. member for lorth Norfblk lhas pointed out, well, and that the best talent should be employed for
four days are allowed to mernbeis in which tey rnay the purpese, that it should be properly remunerated,
correct the printed copy. uder th c stem th4yrepch and that we should not attempt to get too rucb work

Mr, BLAKE,
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of thèse gentleien who are doing us an excellent
seivice. I have reason to suppose that the staff is very
much overw orked. I have reason to believe that it
would be very much better if the Ilouse should enlarge it
somewhat. I do not think there is any one in the Bouse
who would like to go back to the.old system of not having
the official reporters on the floor of the House. 1, for one,
wish to beur my testimony to the thoroughness and prompt-
ness with which, as a whole, the reports have been made.
There are, of course, and must be, mistakes from the hasty
manner ii which these reports are brought before us,
within twenty-four hours, and frequently less than
that, after the speeches are delivered; there must
be blunders which .a little time and more care would
obviate. I have found more satisfaction in the reports
I have received than I have ever had before since I have
beén a menrber of this Hotise. The speeches are in general
so well reported that one goes on for a long time scarcely
finding it necessary to make any change or alterations, then,
perhaps, we come to something slightly rough. If there is
difficulty in the French translation .I have no doubt it will
be speedily obviated. by the Committee, who, I am sure, are
desirous of doing everything in their power to make this a
suecessful experiment. I hope the services of the reporters
will be appreciated. Since 1 rose to speak, I have had
handed to me a memorandum which is exactly in the direc-
tion in whieh I have ventuied to make these few remarks.
This memorandurn, I thint I may take the liberty of saying,
bas been handed to me by the chief ofthe staff, since I have
been on my feet:

"I Al that is required to perfect the report is to slightly strengthen the
staff. That is all we ask. Let the Committee do this, and corrections
will be educed to almost nothing. Members will then have no trouble,
and the extra cost will almost be saved in printer's corrections."

Thüt is mny jidgment, and I hope it will meet with the
approval oflhe House, and that liberty will be granted to
the Conmittee to so strengthen the staff as to. bring
about what is suggested here by the very excellent
supei'intendent of the sta-ff, Mr. Bradley, than whom thert i
no bettôr or more efficient man that I know of engaged in
the practice of 'ttenography.

Mr. HIUNTINGTON. If I were disposed to agree with
every word spoken by gentlemen on all sides of the House,
I would still be inclined, from all that has been said, to ask
the Committee or the House to consider whether it is better
to ibcrease the staff or diminish the material. As long as
the present system prevails, the material which makes up
the herculean work of the Hansard reporters will probably
increase. We are so peculiarly situated that, as has
been well said, the labors of the Bansard staff are
greater and more efficient than elsewhere. The reporting
bcmg in the two languages, the labor is very great. The
report which is almost the ipsissnna verba of hon. gentle-
mdn Who speak, appears to-me to be more than is absolutely
neCèssti to ado'fn hfsitory, and I think we might, perhaps,
adopt a system which would enable us to get a kind of
digest of what hon. gentlemen say, or give some discretion
by wl4Ch the enormots' lahor thre present system entails
would be avoided and the enormous volumes of Hansard
reduced.

Mr. ROYAL. Mr. Speaker, I think that the translation
of the debatoe into Frénèh are véry well done, and that the
case ôrthe hon. iMinîstor: of Public Works is an exceptional
eue. There are many difficuties in our language, as is well
known to all those who are-a&qMainted with the French,
langudge; it is difflöalt to speak it well, and especially
diffi'cult to tranlate it. Theré is an Italian proverb that
says: "Traduttore, traditore." And in point of tact, in the
came of a novice, a translator is often a betrayer. There are
two trgaslltars' offices herë in connection. with the flouse of
Çodt---. The tratiétor of the debates employs new

bands, slightly conversant only with* translating; and it is
consequent4y not surprising that in some instances the
translation should be faulty in more ways than one. But I
believe this to be the exception; there are in that trangla-
toir's office very able men, who know their own language
perfectly well, and who can translate it as well as anyone;
mon who know French, who know how to write it, and who
understand English as well as French. No doubt, Mr.
Speaker, it is far harder to speak French grammatically
than it is to speak English, and that is why we are so senti-
tive when we read the reports of what we have said. If we
are reported verbatim, it is certain that, in many cases, we
do not recognize our utterances or that we feign nét to
recognize them. Notwithstanding that a poet las said:

"Ce qui se concoit bien s'énonce clairement."

We think we are expressing ourselves in a clear, manner,
yet of ten in the verbatim report taken of our utterances,
we pretend not to know ourselves again. At all events,
I think that we must in justice to the translators' office,
admit that the translation is done as perfectly and as cor-
rectly as we eau expect, consider'ng the time and the
circumstances. And now, Mr. Speaker, I will say a
word about the other translatorn' office in con-
nexion with this House; in that office there
are to be found some very able men; nevertheless I think
there is in that office room for improvoment. I ai told,
and that on good authority, that some Statutes have been
translated in so defective a fashion, that last year, one of
the Judges of the Superior Court sitting in Montreal, re fused
to consider the French translation as the official text; as a
matter of fact, when the French version was compared with
the English one in one of the departments, it was found to
be in distinct contradiction with the latter. No doubt, in
this case as in the other, tt would be unjust to condemn the
whole office because a few Statutes or a few debates have
been badly translated. Nevertheless, the discussion which
has just taken place, ought to be an incentive to those
employed in both offices to do better, whilst the Committee,
whose duty it is to superintend the publication of the official
debates, should see to it that there are in the offices a suffi.
cient number of men to prevent the repetition of mistakes
such as complained of to-night by the hon. Minister of
Public Work8, and which we regret as much as ho does.

Mr. SCRIVER. With regard to what fell from the hon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), I desire to say that it
was understood, when the staff wa-s engaged, that the chief
of the staff was to assist when necessary, and only
when necessary, as a reporter in the louse, and
that the duties of reporter was not to ho
allowed to interfere with- the discharge of his duties as
chief of the staff; and the Committee have been given to
understand that such reporting as he has done has not been
such as to interfere with his more important duties as chief
of the staff. I was a little surprised to learn, from the hon.
member for'Niagara, that the chief of the staff bad taken -
the method which he did to advise what he, thought was
required as an improvement in the French translation. I
think it would have been more proper if that gentleman had
communicated his views first to the Committee with whom ho
generally communicates, and allow the Committee, if they
thought fit, to recommend some change to the House. We
have already been given to understand that the delay in the
French translation was not owing to the translators them-
selves, but owing to the printer. With regard to the
insufficiency of the staff to do the work imposed on them, 1
think the Committee were satisfied that had the work which
the reporters had to do in the early part of the Session
continued, the staft would not .certainly have been large
-enough to do the work. While the Pacific Railway debate
contintred they had more work to do than could fairly be
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askedfthem; but the Committee were of opinion thiat
during the remainder of the Session, the staff as at preFent
composed, was sufficient for the task reuired of them.

Motion agreed to.

DISMISSAL OF SANDFORD FLEMING;.

Mr. MILLS moved for copies of all memoranda to Council
and Orders in Council relating to the dismissal of Sandford
Fleming,asChief Engineer ot theCanadian PacificRailway;
albo, ail correspondenoebetween Ministers, and between Mr.
Fleming and any member of the Government upon the same
subject.

Mr. LANGEVIN suggested that the word "withdrawal"
should be substituted for "dismissal."

Mr. MILLS. Say "removal."
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman doos not know

whether it is dismisal or removal, and therefore I would
suggeât it should be withdrawal.

Mr. BLAKE said that the letter of the bon. Minister of
Railways to Mr. Fleming informed him ho had been
appointed to some other office, and that another person was
appointed in bis place. If the hon. Minister porperly'ealled
that a."withdrawal," he (Mr. Blake) did not undérstand
the Englih language.

Mr. LANGEVIN said ho understood that in the English
la»guage "dismissal " was not a ocomplimentary word. It
meant removal for cause. The hon. gentleman was not
justifed iin pntting that stigma on the late Chief Engineer
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, therefore, he would
suggest the word "withdrawal"' should be used. Whether
he had withdrawn by bis free will or been offered anothor
offce, the papers would show.

Mr. ANGLIN. The -favorite expression of the hon.
Minster of Railways is that his services were dispensed
with. Why notladopt that phraeology?

Mr. MILLS said the hon. Minister must know the facts
better than any hon. gentleman on this side, but the corres-
pondence did not show that Mr. Fleming had "withdrawn"
from bis position. It disclosed that ho had been removed,
that it was intimated to him ho could not be permitted to
romain. True, ho was offered another position, but how ho
came to be offered that was not a matter about which le
(Mr. Mills) made enquiry. Bis enquiry had reference to
the fact of bis having been superseded in the position of Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifle Railway whether that was
through the action of the hon. Minister or of Mr. Fleming
would be disclosed by the papers; but cortainly the corres-
pondene. given to the public showed that he was removed,
irom his position and another put in his place.

Mr. LANGEVIN. We will give the information about
that.

Motion, as amended by Mr. LANG EVIN, agreed to.
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cannot reach this class now iniesting the country-if I Tsy
be aEowed to use the word-and who,, tcday, are iported
by- shiploads into British Columbia. This is a uestion
which we now foet Very Seriously on the Pacifie coat, *Nad
which will also, in future years, e felt in thd eastern part
of the Dominion.

Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Mr. BUNSTER The ho. member for Bethwell

althongh 'wll acquainted with most sujecti, knou
nothing about the question on which I anm speaking,
and it wôuld be well if he abstained from displaying his ig-
norance-if I mnay be allowod-to use the term. HÈe may
possess a serious motive for doing so. Who knows but he
may be retained by some Chinese mrchant-

Some hon. MEMBER Order.
Mr. BUNSTgR. I maintin thatI am perfectly in order.

I have heard it stated tiat hqos members belonging to
the legal profession:recewved tes ifore ; and when inter.,
rupe ld I elaim I have*a.perfect nght-to accuse ai hon. gen-
tleman whointerrupts mie of having a foQ from the Chinese
merchants, eapse the Cbinese ,laim they will yet own
half thedetntry, an wi1 leave no stone unturned to
accomplish :their end. They brag and boat
of it. What ane they doing to-day? ilhbey are
sending more people -t our counatry tha the whole of
Europe. They say they will buildthe ,anadin Pacifie
Railway, and they have cyphered out its coSt. dtUie
currently reported that the celebrated Onderdonk contraet
belongs to Chinese merchants. BritieLh Columbia entered
the Confederation for the sake of having the Canadian
Pacific Railway built; but we did not tbxnk it would be
built by Chinese labor. We thought it would be built by
Canadians and Europeans who would people the soil and
develop the country, who would .iot take awiay every
dollar they could rake up out of building the national
highway across the continnt. Hence we have a great
grievance to present to Parliament, to lay at the foot of the
Throne. I intend to press this motion on the attention of
the Government, and I regret'that while the Government
promised to include it in their National Policy, they failed
to do so, and I think it was a mistake. They increased the
tax on powder, but they did not do so with respect to rice.
If we allow Chinese to infest our country, as is at present
being done, they will drive ont the white population which
bas gone there and civilized the Indians, who make botter
citizens than the Chinese.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. BUNSTER. I will prove my assertion by reading a

short extract from a newspaper, the Britisk Colani.t, of
Victoria. It is as follows:

'' The 'highbinder' bears to the Chinese portion of our-population the
same relation that the 'heodlum' does to the white portion, in fact.he s a
'hoodlum.' and sets at defiance ail laws and custome, and is alwayaçeady
to assail and resist. Huey Ah Hop, one of this clas, was broqg1it before
the Police Judge on Friday for assant on one of his countrymen, and,
after trial, was found guilty. Yesterday he wa etenced to psy a fin

RICE AND POWDEIR DUTIES IN BRITISII of $100 or to be imprisoned for fifty days in the county jail. iu ThuS.
OOLUM BIA. day nght Hop was in th Chinese theatre on Wasbingion street, and as

there was standing room only he took up a position li one end of the
passage way. During intermission one of the audience in pamng oti

Mr. BUNSTER moved for a return of all duties collecte ostled against Bop, who drew from under his coat a hatchet and attemp-
on rice imported into the Province of British Columbia ted o lay his head open with it, and would undoubtedly have done so
duri the lasit fiscal year; also, a retarn of duties on had not a special watchman eome up and placed 'highbinder' under

ug arrest. The weapon used was produced l court, ad on emxamiu.4on it
powder imported into the sarie Province during the same was discovered that-it had been ground until its edge wras as sharp as that
period. B esaid : This motion may be considered, by some of a razor, creases had been cut into the hadle in order to give s firm
hon. members, as somewhatodd ; nevertbeless, it is ofbmore and old and thee utl portion of the weapon was covered with a solere leather guard toprotecte warer and which couild be removed inst g y
importance toihe whole continent of A merica than many at will. The weapon-a most dangerous one-is the impuw leUsednt
hon. members can coneelve. In asking 'for the returns of every member of the Hatchet Society, composed of 'highbindes' u
rice, it affecte the whole Dominion and the whole continent together for the purpo.êof blackmail, plunder and mueî."
-in imposing a tax on a certain clas of individuals who These are -the instrumenta the-Chinaecarry to eut pople
defy competition and all tax collectors. That ie a wellI t pieems. If we are to encourage such a c las of immig asfa
known fact. Il is admitted by ail tax collectors that they we wifl drive Europêea immigrants from orshores-ann-
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grants from France, Germany, England, Ireland and Scot land
-and I ask the House which is the botter class. When
we consider there are in China 480,000,000, of a population,
and that it could spare 40,000,000 or 50,000,000 people and
not miss them, which masses could flood us ont, am I not
rig-ht in asking protection against this Chinese labor that is
excluding the white labor of Europe ? May I read some
evidence taken before Congress with regard to these Chinese
in the United States ? No; I will spare the feelings of the
ladies in the galleries. Members may inform themselves, in
our Library, of the outrages agairst decency committed in
the United States by the Chinese. The information would
make one's blood run cold in connection with the thought
that such emigrants may enter our country with impunity.
If the Premier was in his seat, I would ask him why he did
not put a clause in the Syndicate agreement prohibiting the
importation of Chinese labor for the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. Now that the Minister of Customs is in his seat, I
expect he will support my views, or at least impose a
sufficient duty on rice.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.

Mr. BUNSTER. What is your point of order ? Do you
know what you are talking about ? I am perfectly in order
and know what my people require and demand. Let me
say that the farmers in British Columbia feel severely this
Chinese immigration. No white women will come into our
country for domestic service. Chinese immigration dete-
riorates labor; hence our farmers are obliged to go without
wives, which is certainly, all will admit, a great deprivation
if not a curse to the human family.

Mr. MlLLS. What, wives?

Mr. BUNSTER. What do you know about wives ? But,
to be serious, a frontier country requires nursing. We.gave
ourselves away to Canada, thinking we should be botter pro-
tocted; but had we known this evil was coming upon us, I
question very much if the people of British Columbia would
ever have joined theConfederation; they would nothad they
thought their prayers would not have received more atten-
tion than they do to-day. We have a right to lay our
grievances before the Government, and when they profess
a National Policy, ask that the sons of the soil should be
protected against Chinese competition.

An hon. MEMBER. The Chinese.

Mr. BUNSTIER. Who is speaking-you or 1? When
Chinese immigration creates bad blood with every man in
British Columbia, I hav7e a right to protest. I may say to
the hon. gentleman who bas more that once interrupted me,
that when I fiùish, ho can answer me; but I claim the
protection of the Speaker to lay this grievance before the
Government. We do not wart to be imposed upon by a
race that bas been denounced by our American neighbors
frQm stem to stern; and it was only the President who was
bought, perhaps, by millions, who vetoed the Act of Congress,
continued to the Chinese the privilege of landing on the
United States shores. I notice that when Pacific Coast
questions come up in this House, they do not get a fair
hearing. I brought up this quçstion years ago, and shall
continue to do so while I am in the House, until I succeed
in obtaining redr;ss. We have a greatgrievance te contend
with. There is not a British Columbian but would say "keep
the Canadian Pacifie Railway; let us keep out of Confedera-
tion if we can thereby keep the Chinese out of the country
and preserve our internal rights and arrangements as we
had them before the Union." We would be happier under
the old system. I am muh pleased, indeod, to have the
approval of the member for Lincoln. Tho subject deserves
the consideration of this flouse and countrv, and the more
the country is enlighted on it, the more they will feel that

we have a grievance that onght to be remedied. Notwith-
standing some hon. gentlemen will say it would be well to
have the Mongolian race come to British Columbia and
develope that sea of mountains, nevertheless that sea of
mountains will take care of itself independent of that
Mongolian race. It is unfair to the terms of Confederation,
and contrary to the spirit of the contract with British
Columbia, te allow Chinese labor to build that rond in that
Province. This portion of the Dominion here is too cold,
and if I may use the language of the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), too inhospitable for them to come to.
They have not the manhood and the hardihood to come into
a country wheie it freezes, but our Province-warm, genial
and saluibrious as it is-is different, as they know very well.
It is not long since a few of them came here, as agents, to
report to the great kingdom of China and Hong Kong what
this climate was like. The report was that it was not fit for
them to live here. I trust that the Government will impose
a duty on rice, according to the wishes of the people of
Britisi Columbia, and that they will also take the duty off
powder, in order that our white miners, the native born
sons of our soil, may develope the coal mines, the gold
mines or the other minerai resources of our Province,
which will yet be an incalculable boon to this country just
as Ireland and Scotland are to England, one country fur-
nishing the minerals and the other the breadstuffs and
beef. We do not want ,our country populated by the
Chinose; we do not acknowledge them as part of our people,
and we do not wish to deteriorate our race by any mixture
with them. I ask this rearrangement of the duties on the
grounds of the National Policy, and from a Government who
believe in protecting our home industries. I supported
them through thick and thin in regard to protection, and I
believe in protection still. I think that the imposition of a
duty on rice, which would keep out an undesirable element
in or population, and the reduction of the duty on gun-
powder, which would develope our mining interests, would
be a fair exchange and one which would be in the interests
of the country. It is our duty to legislate in the interests
of our own people and not of the Mongolians, a
class of people who do not encourage ,churches
or schools or any other means of promoting morality
in our country. If our children go to school with
balf breeds and Mongolians, it makes bad blood, and I say
that our people should not be compelled to mis with these
Chinese, in either our schools or our churches. I want to
see our country peopled by Canadians and Britons, and not
by Mongolians, who are flooding our shores like the locusts
in Texas some time ago, to the exclusion of white mon.
They are the greatest curse we have had to contend with,
worse, by far, than the weevil or the Colorado potato-bug,
because no farmers will settle on our lands, for they cannot
get wives to make their homes comfortable. This is a
grievance that money caunot counteract, for millions of
money are worth nothing if home is not happy, and I would
like to know if home is ever happy without a good maid in
it. I claim that this question deserves well at the hands of
the Government-deserves more consideration than they
have yet given it. It is a more serious question to-day than
the Pacifie Railway Syndicate scheme, which they carried
through so successfully. I hope they will comply with my
request and impose a duty of twenty-five cents per pound
on rice and remove the duty off powder. I make that
suggestion, and I have the cordial support of the bon.
member for Victoria (Mir. De Cosmos) in doing so. I leave
the matter in the bands of the Government.

Motion agreed to.

CENSUS ENUMERATORS.
Mr. BLAKE moved for a list of the names of personas

appointed to take the next census, giving the office beld by
each and the district for which he is appointed.
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X,. TANGEVIN. I do not know whether this covers
more than the appointmenta already made. If the' hon.'
gew9eman meanis those, we ýmlght oome down with one
roteru first and then a supplementary one at a future -day.

Mr. BLAKE. Are the great bulk of the appointments
made?

1r. LANGEVIN. It will auot be long bofore they are all.

Motion agreed to.

IN$TRUCTIONS TO CENSUS ENUMEEATORS.

Mr.,BLAZE moved for copies of al written instructions
and forme, and pspers prepared for the use of any of the
ofeceraS,eigaged in taking the census of 1871, not alIready
brought dowa, einluding the papers mentioned in the Census
Report; and for a momorandum of the substance of the oral
is8tractions givento the Commissioners on that occasion,;
and for the like information sato written instructions, forms
and pape r, and as to oral instruotions i coniiection with
the gensus for 1881 lUe said: It will be observed, from
the report in conection with the last census, that there were
Uppqinged 206 'District Commissioners, and 2,789 enume-
rators, who all ireceive a series of instructions before entering
upn the execution of their dtdties. Eacb oifeer was
f4rni@hedwith a manual of directions and a specimen'
sceule mdicating the manner in which every entry was
to be made. It is to that that r refer particularly when 1
ask in this motion for the papers mentioned in the Census
Report, the report indicating that there was a manual of-
tbeir directions and a specimen schedule, as well as a
schedule delivered to he4ds of families in taking the census.
It seems to me important that we should have a copy of the
forims thet were used on the former occasion, together with
the forme to be used in the next census, that we may com-
pre them and see which are the best.

Mr. LANGEVIN. All these papers will be brought
down as soon as possible.

Motion agreed to.

MODE OF TAKING THE CENSUS .

thatrwhich was adopted in Englarli. -ut the.Preinter,~the
thon leaderiefthe UIous, deléredthat »the a ays nle
of taking a censu,3was the mode adopted in ad4the
plan of asCertaining the nMnbei ofp.mon. nual e
in a partlcular house whio*#as tisiied on sschi anigh9 of
the year. Weli, I'have not the alightestlpubt iunthe wod
that that statement was made inperfeetgudith,and
represented the thon intention oft te GQoermnen; Eba iaso
happened that the Government entireIy revaned tìqidlioy
subsequently, dnd thecensa c«1871 mas Aku, aÎoita npen
the principle whieh had bee statd Io :the Iebase
as that which wa to guide theaotion if the. eovcim.nt,
but upon another principle altogether i amasanfug±hat
in some form or other, the poliCy on .whicà,, the nsa of
1871 was taken, is that upon w4ich this oensus is toe
taken, and I simply desire now to ascertain wàat: pneWt-
tions have been taken to avoid the evils ani diefinLties
whieh must ocur in any mode OÉ enumemtion which idnes
not follow the simple form to whieb Ihave.efernied. ,Tbat
there follow diffleulties from thepmatmeted mystem of enume-
ration issvery clear. The report of the last cesuas of the
United States hai not yet been issued,but in th3 generAl re-
port of the Superintendent for the nint h census, that ut 1870,
while pointing ont the acesraîy which was _,ttqinede far
as possible in doing the work, he head n.e of the4i4i9ns
of his report thus: "The Essential Vic sanos of a Pro-
tracted Enumeration," and ho pqints ont that itis a afunt
impossible to secure accuracy under tiat systeua. e
points out that the period contemup'ated for the
completion of the cousus was in round numb rs 12, d ys.
Then ho says:

" Now, why the enumeration of a people is extended over sueb a period
of time, a eyfaeto enuneration is of course impssible. The counitrymust
be content with an enumeration which afords, in its very nature but an
approximation, more or less inexact to the real number of inhabitants.
A definition of residence muet be introduoed into ti e law aad the ache-
dules, and it is inevitable that. by the inherent vapepse of ;sch def-
nitions, considerable numbers will escape enumAeration. This 15 flt a
question of the strone or toose administration of the law. U is inedlted
tn tt very provision of the law by which a period of one hundrnd days is

Hle proceeds to point out difficulties which occuè,in eities,
owing to removals from one ward to another, and owing to
absences. He points out also that a certain amount ofdupli-

Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of any information in cation necessilY Occurs, and gives somemstaneos of ut.
the possession of the Government as to the number of per. Then he says:
sons counted during the last census, though absent fromn the "As the instructions given in the preparation for the present eenus
place in which they were counted; distimguishing by were especially emphatic and clear on this sbject., iteat be inferred

Provinoe9, and also distinguisbineg between those said to be that the error is inherent in the nature of a protracted enumeration, and
absent (1) in other parts of the sane Province, (2) in other that the reme ky can only be fund in a defacto c asas,
parts of Canada, (8) in the United States, and (4) in other He gives a number of errors which were found in particular
foreign parts; also, for a statement of the means (if any) classes. One of those instances is that of students resident
taken to ascertain how many absentees were counted; and at colleges. I understand that large nuimbPrs of persons
to guard againet thoeo who had left permanently, and were counted, although temprarily, as was supp*ed,
against those who were present only temporarily beiug absent from the places where they were-Counted, and there-
counted; also, for a statement of !the means (if any) to be' fore I desire the information aiked for in the first part of
taken dturing the next census to secure the suggested my motion. Our law seems to be much looscr than that of
information, and to guard against the suggested defect in she United States. The sebodule tieer -yhicb the .eensus
the taking of the next ensus. HRe said: I tbink the subject bas just been taken, contained in an Aet of COngress of
to whieh this motion relates is one of considerable import- 1878, and altered by an Act of 1880, provides T*t the
ance. It will be within tite recollection of thoe who "name of every person whose bode was, on the st of
had' seats in this House when the former Census June, in this family." A special provision is a)so made for
Act was under onsideration, that there was a. the enumeration of persons wbo have left certain parte
debate upon the second reading, I think, of that measure as of the States and who live in O(nlifrnia, Oregon, litai and
to the mode in which our consus should be taken, whether,- New Mexico. I cite these igatantes to show hIat ihe
it shou'd bo acording te the phonoiraphic systen or the Lqgislature of Nova- Seotia providq4 tor certain dilefuiges
ysrtem which was ultimately adoptd. Upon that occasion connocted with the censa, which,we have left entirely in

the Bill not prescrîbing the preeise mode in which the the bande of the Administratin, ad un whih it 's
cenusu should be taken, information was asked by hon. expedient that Parliament shpuld beve i. i do
members as to the mode intended to be adpted, and several not ebeerve in tbe report on ·the reulte of hë 1"t eeaips,
hon. meombers suggested that the peculiar difference in some any statement with reference to regimnts, ,geniealês
oftheProinoesih w etreference to-thehabitsand. yment or a ebeeking of the cases u $in 'eid there 
of4Pe PVi.nequired a more extended proVieb than some diserepaney. I do riot meanto fayt .ra
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oocasion for such re-checking; I think it is not now likely
that ethere wa. i merely- eontrast the report in itB
"fudgrenss, in this respect, with the'report to which I have

just rofer red, and I think, on that subject also, the Hônse
should bve 'ome information. It -seems to me to be
extremely important that we should know, in view of the
extension which has taken place in our population, what
steps larebeing taken to guard against the enumera tion of
those who have become absentees permanently, who have
left one -Province for another, or for Manitobî, the North-
West or -;the United States. I nderstand that the
instruetions given for the taking of the last census provided
in substance that the censu officer should ascertain who
belonged to a family, who were usually residents in a
locaity, and enumerate thom even though they were
absentees. - The precise form of words I think we ought to
know. I have heard it stated, though not on authority,
that there is a serions alteration in the present instructions,
and that the theory of the present census is, that those who
were resident in a locality or in a family within twelve
months preceding the day of the consus, are to be taken.
If there be any substantial deviation froin the practiee of
taking the old census, I think we should know it, because I
think sueh a method would be open to very serious criticism.
If there was a column in the schedules for the names Of
any persons, who, at the time of the enumeration, are
temlporarily absent from a family or a locality, it would ho
a considerable eheck upon the improper counting of
absen tees. We conld see at once, how far the numbers were
sweiled by the absentees being counted, and, by a cortain
law of nverage, we could observe where there was any
umwino swelng of the nunbors on that account. If no
provision of tixat kind exists, I do not hesitate to say that,
in my opinion, we have omitted an important precaution
against error in taking the census.

Mr. LANGEVIN said he was afraid the hon. gentleman
could not expect to have all the information he asked for
very soon, owing to defects in the taking of the full census,
but the Government would'bring down all the information
possible in as short a delay as possible.

Motion agreed to.

EMIGRATION FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Mr. BLAKE) in moving for copies of aill despatches and
correspondence on the subject of emigration from Ireland
or other parts of the United Kingdon to the North-West
and other parts of Canada, said: In Dece&iber last, I think
it was the 14th December, the hon. Minister of Rnilways
flourished across the House a paragraph from the Tines,
and told me:

"I am quite sure that, as a patriotic Canadian he will be glad to learn
the London Timeà announced that the Imperial Goveramenthas promised-
to bring down a scherme of emigration, assisted by the Canadian Govern-
ment. So the hon. gentleman may feel he is not uite in a position to
repeat what I an rather afraid was to him a gratifying intimation, that
the present Canadian Government had entirely failed in their negotia-
tions."

Since that day we have not heard anything of the announce-
ment of the Imperial Government. We have had. at a late
period, laid on the Table a Message from lis Excellency, in
which he stated the proposition of the Canadian Govern-
ment to the Imperial Government on that subject dated,
I think, in November last ; but we are now at the 17th
February, and there has been ample time for the communi-
cation of a reply to that communication of the Canadian
Government, yet we have no information.of the intentions
of the Imperial Government. I am anxious to know whether
there is any official recognition by the Imperral Governiment
of the fact that such a despatch was sent-any communi-
tation to show that the Imperial Government has considered
thefs1 of the, Canadian Government-and if seo, what

are the intentions of the Imperial Govertgnent on the
subject ? In a word, I wish to know whether there is gny
thing at all to prove that the gratifying statement made in
the Times, and quoted by the hon'. Minister of Railwys on
the I4th December, has any foundation ?

Mr. L IN GE N. The despatchesand 'coi§pMdn to
which the hon gentleman alludes will, of c îuree, bb
down, unl&ss the public interest would not 'allow them to be
brought down. We have nothing to hide- tbout " that
matter.

Mr; BLAKE. I am afraid that while the hon. gentletnan
has nothing to hide he has nothing te conceal.

'Mr. LANGEYIN. The hon. gentleman lias no riglt to
say that.

Mr. BLAKE.' I will give the hon.' gdtliéran the
reason.

Mr. L&NGEVIN. What I say is'that.tillthe 'corre-
spondeice and despatches which we can ibring down
consistently with our duty to the country, and'the interets
of the country, we wi-l1 bring down. The hon. getgépman
bas no xight to say nfter that ne have nbtbing tô'b•ing
down. When the papers are produced he can. forimn hie own
concIasion.

ir.' BLAKE. I said I was afraid that·*hile the hon.
gentleman 'had nothing to publish, ho' had nothi'ng to dis-
close. He said that I had no right to express tht fear, .I
was, however, based on a statement made to me a few days
ago by the Minister of Finance, that thure was a deapatch
fI"Ôm"the Impeirial Govâriflteont'on the *tiibject.

Mr. 'OMVILLE. Thonwhy did'the"hon.igftlidian
ask for theni?

Mr. BLAKE. Because I had put my notice on ih
paper.

AMIMSSION' INTO FRANCE OF CANADIAN;2UIL'

Mr. VALIN moved for copies of ail correspodeUcP ex-
changed betweon theo Canadian and the French davern-
ments; with reference to thè admissfon into France of Ona-
dian built vessels on the same terme as Europeaubnuilt
vessels. He said: The shipbnilding trade in the Provinces

'of Quebec, 'Nova Scotia and New Brunswick is in unost
languishing state. We have rëþeatedly asked the GóÔëru-
nient to inform us of the result of its application, to the
French Government to admit vessels free of duty. I Iwell
remember Ithat, during the Session'*of 1879, iMertien' was
made of a tariff, aecording to which Canadian buill y els
should be admitted on the same terms as those of other
nations. The hon. Minister of Finance has said"that he
was not aware that any correspondence had taken place; at
leat recently, that could give us any information on the
subject With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I will read
the text of the French law just passed:

"The Journal de Débats of the.30th January gives, in th following
terms the law on the mercantile marine, as passed by the Senate and
Chamber of Deputies:

"The Senate and the Chamber of Deputies have passed as law,
"The Preaient of the Republic promulgates a law, the tenor of

,whhcli is asf,ôllows:
" Article 1.-Free flotage is granted to ail sulling vessel$ jossean iba

8) tons burden, and to steamers whose burden does jiot e; o ns,
whidh usually trade from port to port, and which ýssort to 1h inoatha of
rivera.

ri But; at thé reqnest of the Boards of Trade, and afteîan nqn' miade
in the ordinary forin, departmental regulation s$hallb b issued te deter-
mine such improvements as it may be deemed nedsinary to make; in the
interests of navigation, in the existing regulations.

I Artile 2.-In the case of vessels saihadin distant seas, the inoppe-
tion prpseribed by Article 225 of the Commercial Code, in th. case a
new cargo loaded in France shall only b.coinpulsory, inasmaech
month 'shal shave elapmeince lh*lat Inpection, unless, b ter,
suclvese shah . ve.recéi+edixtjUMs.
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It is in this Article 3 that we shall at last find some
information in reply to the question which we have put:

"The deeds and documents establishing the changes either partial or
total, of the ownership of vessels, shall, on heing registered, be liable
only to a fixed rate of 3 francs. Art. 5, No. 2 ofrthe law of the- 28th
September, 1872, is apnulled inso far as it is in contradiction with the
present enactment.

4 Article 4.-As a compensation for the duties imposed on builders of
sea-going vessels by the Customs Tarif, the following allowances shall
be made them:-

" For steel and iron-built ships, 60 francs per gross ton,"

In other words, Mr. Speaker, in order to encourage ship-
building in France, and to incroase the number of ships,
premiums are to be given, which, as I bave just said, will te of
the value of 60 francs per ton foir iron or steel-built ships.

"For wooden vessels of 200 tons burthen or more, 20 francs.
"For wooden vessels under 200 tons burthen, 10 francs.
"For composite vessels, 40 francs.
"For locomotive machinery on board steamers, and for auxiliary

apparatus, such as steam pumps, feeders, winches, ventilaters, driven by
machinery, as well as the boilers feeding them, with their tubing, 12
francs per 100 kilogrammes.

"Shal be considerad as composite vessels, wooden-encased vessels,
whose frames and beams are entirely of iron or of steel.

" Article 5.-Any transformation of a ship resulting in the increase of
its tonnage, entitles to a premium calculated in conformity with the fore-
going tariff, according to the number of tons by which its tonnage is
increased.

" Such premium shall be granted to locomotive machinery and auxiliary
apparatus fited in after the vessel sha 1 have been constructed.

' When boilers are renewed, the owner of the vessel shall be awarded
a compensation of 8 francs per 100 kilos on the weigbt of the new boilers,
which are to be of French make, and which shah be weighed without
their tubing.

"Article 6.-The allowances determined by Articles 4 and 5 shall be
paid after the delivery of the deed of French registry, by the Collector of
Customs who shall be nearest to the port where the ship was built.

" Article 7.-The free entry established by Article i of the law of the
19th May, 1866, and by Article 2 of the iaw of the 17th March, 1879, is
hereby abolished.

" Article 8.-With regard to ships on the stocks at the time of the pre-
ment.law coming into force, the builders shall receive the allowances
mentioned in Article 4, atter deduction of the duties payable, according
to the conventional tariff, on foreign materials the free entry wbereof shall
bave obtained at the time of their importation for the construction of the
said ships.

" Article 9.-As compensation for the burdens, which the mercantile
marine bas to bear in connection with the recruiting for and the service
in the navy, there'is hereby granted to French sailers and steamers, for a
period of ten years, from the date of the promulgation of the present law,
a premium on their navigation.

"This premium is only grauted to vessels sailing in distant seas.
"French built vessels, newly constructed, shall receive a premium of

I. 51c. per net ton, and 1,00 miles of travel, said premium subject tothe
following deductions every year :

" 75 centimes in the case of wooden vessels
"75 centimes in the case of composite vesseis
"5 centimes in the case of iron vessaels.
"Th the case of foreign-built vessels, the above premium is reduced to

one-half.
" Vessels registered in France previous to the promulgation of the pre-

sent law, shall be treated as French built vessels with regard to the above
premium."

The ,eaning of this, -Mr. Speaker, is, that were we to go
and sell in France a ship built in Canada, Nova Scotia, or
in New Brunswick, it would be to our disadvantage, for in
that case, the French shipowner who would buy that ship
would be entitled to put one-half of the premium per ton on
the thousand miles of travel. This is an enormous disad-
vantage to us on the French markets.

" The premium shall be increased 15 per cent. in the case of steamers
built according to plans which sball have been approved of by the Naval
Depqrtment.

' Thenumber of miles travelled shall be reckoned from port to port,
and accordin g to the direct maritime line.

" In time of war, merchant vessels may be requisitioned by the Gov-
ernment.

" Vessels engaged in coast and deep sea fishing, lines receiving a subsidy,
and pleasure boats shall not be entitled to the premium.

" Article 10.-Every master of -a ship receiving one of the premiums
fted by article 7 of the present law, shall be bound to carry, free of
charge, all correspondence matter entrusted.to his care by the Post Office
authorities, or that shall be given to him to transmit to them in conformity
with the Consular Act of 19 germinal year X.

" Should any mail officer be sent with such correspondence mattor, he
aiso shall be carried free of charge.

Mr. VALIN,

"Article 11.-A Departmental regulation establishing the distances
from ort toport, shall be issued to determine the working of this 1w.

"The present law having been discussed and passed by the Senate and
the Chamber of Deputies, shall be enforoed as a State law.

"JULES GREVY."
"Paris, 29th January, 1881."

Here we have the true answer, which We have been so long
awaiting. I do not think it very advantageous for Canada.
As a shipbuilder residing in Quebec,-I do not see that
according to that law we can build ihips at Quebec on a
very large scale. I do not think, moreover, that it would
be an advantage for our Government to imake a concession
such as was spoken of in, 1879, in order that our ships
should be admitted on the same footing as those of other
Provinces. If, according to the terme of that law we are,
as it seems to me, entitled to enter free of duty, I think we
are entitled to do so without making any sacrifices in our
own tariff, unless there be private arrangements to be
derived therefrom, of which we are ignorant, but of which
we shall be informed later on, if such arrangements actu'ally
exist. Ih that law there is not, as fur as I can see, more
protection for us than for other countries selling their ships
to France.

Motion agreed to.

VESSELS BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES AND
REGISTERED IN CANADA.

Mr. VALIN moved for a statement of the number and
tonnage of sailers and steamers, built in the United States
and registered in Canada, froin Ist January, i878, to 1st
January,I 1880; also of the amount levied for the registry
of said vessels. He said: Mr. Speaker, twoyears ago I
made a nearly similar motion before this House, by which I
asked that ships built in the United States and sold on our
market sbould at least be taxed. I know that abuses exist.
I know of ships owned in Canada and that have been bought
in the United States, but I do not know if they have been
registered. Should the Governnment accede to my motion,
the truth of the matter will come out,

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severally
agreed to:

Copies of ail reports and accounts - made by Antoine
Dosithé Danis, as collector and paymaster upon the Beau-
harnois Canal, and submitted by him to the Departmeit of
1 nland Revenue, Public Works, and of Railways and Canais,
froi the date of his appointmeât to the present time.-
(Mr. Holton.)

Copies of all reports of Engineers or others, respecting
the repairs made on the Dam or Breakwater at Shippegan,
N.B., in the year 1880, of any reports made by the officers
or others through whom the persons employed in the work
werè paid, and copies of the pay-lists ; and also, copies of all
correspondence relating to such repairs and such payments.
-(Mr. Anglin.)

Correspondence and reports of Engineers in relation to
the construction of a Breakwater and Breastwork at Souris
West in King's County, Prince Edward Island.- (Mir.
Muttart.)

Statement showing the value for duty at which the iron
for the construction of the Chaudiere iRailway Bridge was
entered, the addition made to sàid value by the appraiser
or collector at the Port of Ottawa, the names of the merchant
appraisers appointed under Setion 45, Cap. -10, 40th Vic., to
whom the final appraisement was referred; together with a
copy of the decision, awird or findiig a said merchant
appraisers and of the Collector of Customs at Ottawa, in
reference to such appraisement, or to the allegsd under-
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-valuation for duty of ail iron entered for the construction
of said Chaudiere iRailway Bridge, and a copy of the evi-
denae taken before the aforesaid merchant appraisers.-
(Mr. Hey.)

.Return of ail import duties collected at ports of entry
on James and Hudson Bay during the season of 1880.--
(Mr. Sehultz.)

aUPPLY.

Mr. LANGEVIN. If we follow a rule that bas been
followed for years with regard to the 'Supplies and Ways
and Means, in^order to allow the Minister of Finance to go
into Committee of Ways and Means to-morrow, we should
take the I5th item in Supply and pass it. I know that in
the English House of Commons the practice bas been
changed, and now the two Committees go together; and it
is well to go into Qommittee of Supply first and pass one
item before going into Committee of Ways and Means. In
order to avoid any difficulty in regard to not following the
practice observed in England, I think it would be botter to
call item 15 in Committee of Supply and pass it, the first
item of the Estimates.

Mr. ANGLIN. It is really a matter of no importance
to follow that course. It has been the usual course in
Canada for a great many years past. The British course
has always been different. We never adhered strictly to
the Engliah course. We have taken a vote, generally, in
Supply, for a very small sum, I think item 11, and have
afterwards sometimes changed the tariff and added two or
three millions to our taxation as the case might be. Perhaps
it would be more convenient to adopt the modern Englisb
1 ractice at once; but I do not think it makes a great deal
of difference.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I think it botter to vote this item,
and not run any risk in the matter.

louse resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

2. The Governor General' Secretary's Offiee ... .... $11,100
Mr. LANGEVIN said hon. gentlemen will see by page 10

of the Estimates that there is an increase on this item of
$·100. It consists of two smalt sums of $0 each to two
clerks who have received the addition fixed by law.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is the thin end of the wedge.
Mr. LANGEVIN. That wedge bas been established. by

law, and we must accept it.
Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

THE LATE MR. CONNELL.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Before moving the adjournment of
the House I wish to express the sorrow we ail feel at the
untimely death of our colleague and fellow.member, Mr.
Connell, the member for Cariton, New Bruniswick. My
hon. friend the Minister of Finance wished to be present
to make a few remarks upon this sad event, but is unfortu-
nately obliged to be absent this evening; and therefore ho
requested me not to forget to make a few fitting remarks
on this melancholy occasion. I have no doubt that I am
only expressing the views and feelings of every hon.
gentleman in saying that we ail regret extremely the death
of Mr. Connel. He was quiet and unassuming in manner,
but tbose who knew him best are aware how kind he was
and how attentive to his duties, and how great was the
interest ho always took in the welfare of bis county and the
country. It is a very painful duty tô me to have to make

ee few remarks, especially after the loss already this

Session of two of our colleagues. With these few remarks
I shall move the adjournment of the House.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Before the motion is put, as a New
Brunswicker I cannot allow the occasion to pass without a
few words ib reference to my hon. friend whom we bave
lost. His death is a matter of very great regret. I have
known him very intimately, have been most friendly with
him, I have seen a great deal of him ; and last night when
I went to see him before retiring I was shocked to find that
he was dead. I cannot adequately express my feelings on
this'sad occasion. It musthowever, bo a matter of great
pleasure to his friends in New Brunswick and elsewbere to

now that his loss is so much felt hore by people at so great
a distance from his home, and that ho received great kind-
neas, not only from members of this House, but from the
citizens of Ottawa generally. 1 am sure that if bis relatives
could have ben ebore to-day and seen the way in which the
citizens turned out to attend his funeral, they would
have felt convinced ho was held in great respect,
and that his loss was quite as much felt as the Minister
of Public Works bas stated to the House. And
as a member from New Brunswick I feel plessed that
so much respect hasà-been paid to the momory of te
deceased gentleman whose friends were so far away when
ho waeremoved by death. lis father died when I was a
member of this House, and I saw his body carried out of
the hotel as the body of his son was taken away to-day. I
feel that the loss we have sustained is one which is not
sustained by this Bouse alone, but by the whole Province of
New Brunswick, because I believe hon. gentlemen opposite
will agree with me in saying that he had not an enemy
on either side of the House.

Mr. A.NGLIN. The Hoiie will permit me very brieily
to add my tribute of respect to the memory of a gentleman
whose death was so unexpected and whose loss we ail depore
so much. We who come from New Brunswick feel hie
loss much more sensibly than other hon. members. To
most of us ho was personally known; to most of us his
family were well known, and we all esteemed and
respected him in bis private life however we might
differ from him with regard to public affairs. He
was, as the Minister of Public Works bas said, singularly
retiring and unobtrusive in his manner, but ho was aiso
remarkably attentive to his public duties. We, on this
side, know more of him in his private lîfe; we
all knew him before he becane a member of this
House; we know that he was respected in the part of the
country from which he came, and that he was exceedingly
popular there - not that he sought popularity by the
ordinary means which politicians use, but because h. led so
excellent a private life. He was so estimable in all the
private relations, and was so much esteemed and regarded
by the people throughout his county, that when he became
a candidate, sometime after the death of his father, his
election was regarded as a certainty from the first. We all
thought that the dangerous crisis in his illness had passed.
We beard late yesterday afternoon that he was quite out of
danger and that his recovery was certain, and the news of
hig death came so suddenly, as not only to cause profound
grief, but also a very sensible shock. I heartily join in a
tribute of respect to his memory, and in the expressions of
sympathy with his family who, I know, wilIregret him long
and deeply.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:05 o'elock, p.m.,) the Houe
adjourned.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS;
ParnY, 18th February, 1881.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

SUPPLY.

The Resolution adopted in Committee yesterday, wams
reported, read a second tme, and agreed to.

TUE BUDGET.

Sir, LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, iii ,moving the
Hous uinto Conmittee of Ways and M eans, I desire to make
my fiuancial stateient to the iouse. In doing sO, I cannot
do better than follç>w, to some extent, the course I pursued.
wberthis duty devolved upon me last Session, and, indeed,
I may say tLe previonsSession. I then, Sir, contrasted the
poition 1 OOCupied with the position in whieh i was placed,
as Finange Miuister, aftéer submitting miy statement in
1873. I called the attention of the lOuse, at that time, to
thekct thbat in l87a I could point te r fuil Treasury ; to a
pro4pprocaw. condition of the country; and to ;a hopeful state,
of thipgs fQr; the future., .In 1879 .înatters had mater lally:
changed. ,. 1had to point out t the House the fact that for
three Pr_ four years there had beep a deficit; that the trade
of the vountry was very mueh depiressed ; that our ma.uufac-
turings.rd other industries were very nearly crushed out;
an4thaet it beqnme an iportant and serious duty for the,
Government then to inquire what.steps should be taken, or,
could be taken, for the purpose of remedying the existing
evil. At lhat lime the Government suLmitted propositions
to the House. which they considered were calculated to
remedyhese diffiouties, and last Session I w;as in the happy
position of' b iëng able to say that, tO a very great
extent,,the result Of the measures that had been submitted
and carried frough Parliament had leen to restore con-
fLdçnce, to restore ‡.he revenue, and 'te give an impetus
to Our maufauring and otherindustries Though we,
were not, from circuMstances over whi1 wve had no control,
at thattimeirn a positio te state that te receipts of
the year would equal the expendituret; ye, Si, we
expresred the hope, and the firim conviction thLt when
Parlianient next met we would be in a position to assure
the liouse 'hnd ie country that, as far as the financial opera.
tions ofthé Tnraïiffwere concerned the revenué would be found
toe 'amp'efor af th e purposes f tire ountry. I am, Sir,
in tbe happy.ositji'n to-day, of being able te afirm te cen-
fidenîly afiYni, that the most sanguine expectations of the
Gover-ment and of our friends behind ug-tle ruent
sanguine expectations of our 'supporters in the couptry
have 'bQn, witiin two years, fully realized. 1 had, Sii, at
the last.Sèssion, te state that, owing to circumstances over
which we,lad, to a great extent, no control, we were cnom-
pelled te come down t the House and ask, over and above
the itimàtes of the year previous, $200,00 for the relief
of Indians in the North-West, $100,000 for the
relief of our su'ffe'ipg fellow-countrymen in Ireland. Wo
also'asked fo sums tomeet engements not, anticipatqd
the year prevfona.. We werp, therefoie, compelçd .o admt
thàt, upon 'be basis of calculation made in 1879-80, there
would be a deficiency of 8500,000 between reeipts and,
expeniture ,la4, year. Sir, I am happy to say
that, upon the calculations that were made, so far
from the deficiency being 8500,000, it was reduced
to $243,228. But I think I hear some hon. gentleman
opposite say, the Pub!ic Accounts show that the difference
between receipts and expenditure was something like
$1,500,000. Well, Sir, that isquite tFue; but let me call the
attention of the House to the fact that in 1879 and in 1880

Mr. &NOLIN.

I submitted for their consideration a Tariff, the revenue
producing powerof which Istated we estimated at$2,600000
per annnm %more than the:then existing tarif; or, in other
words, that the revenue during the next year would, under
the new TariW obe 2,600,00 more than under the
old Uariff, and dedueting sumé paid ' as drawbaeks there
would be a net increased revenue upon goods co nsumed dur-
ing the fiscal year of 1 79-80of$2,500,000. WelI, Sir, I said
at that time that in thatestimate there would be 6700,00)
Customs that would be collected in the yearprevious, but,
to use the language of my predecessar whioh would be
borrowed &rom the following year. I also stated that firón
the Excise-duos collected the previous year Lhere would be
$0,000 borrowed from the next year, and that from ibe
enormous withdiawal from bond the importand excisable
goods within the first three nonths of January, February
and, March would oxceed, in Customs by a million and three
or four hundred thousend dollar, and Excise$1,100,000, the
figures for the corresponding three anonths of the year
previous, My calculations were based upqp the producing
power of the Tariff, because it will be quiLe apparent to the
louse that, no matter wheu changes of Tariff
are made, whether it be in: 1874 or in 1879,
there always will be increases 'of imports and
withdrawals from bond of a -large amount of goods that must
iake necessarily from the following year, revenue that
properly belongs to that year. If my, culculations had been
based on the revenue simply loe ieeeived the following.
year, it would be quite apparent to the flouse that we would
have had to increase the revenue, in oider to make up the
actual receipts of that year, $1,300,000 more than was
necessary for subsequent years, because that, Sir, would
have been anlioipated in the year previous. My hon. friend
opposite, when Minister of Finance, as is perfeedy wel[
known to hon. rmembers of this iHoue, discussed this subject
in the controversy that was. had in 1874 and in 1 75,
renewed in 1879 and continued in 18nO, with reference t
the estimates of expenditure and income, made by myself
in 1873, and its effect on the revenues and expenditures of
that year. It is well known, Sir, that the actual receipts of
that year were in oxcess of $expend#ure between 4800,000
and $900,000. 1 am sure no member on this side of the
liouse ever claimed that the increased sum collected in that
year, as the result of the changes in the Tarit, should be
pIaced to our credit in the year 1-73-74. The hon. mnembr'
opposite, my predecessor, estimated th'at he received in that
year, as.borrowed-4o use histerain-from.the following year,
something like $1,500,000. Atallevents, there wos very littie
discussion as tothe amount. There was somediscussion as to
the items of expenditure that properly be!ongel te that
year. Certainly it was never claimed by the present Minister
of Railways, or by the hon.,member for Niagara, who also
took up this subject, and it was never claimed-by myself, that
we had a right to that $t 500,0Oi borrowed from the year fol-
lowing, received the year following. We now claim that the
$1,300,000 received on goods consumed in 1879-80 sbould be
fairly taken into account as establishing the producing
power of the new Tarif. Wel, 'Sir, cn that basis, the
estimated receipts for that year were $24,450,000. Total cash
receipts, $23,807,406;. borrowedfrom this year, in 1878-79,
$1,300,090. The produeing 'power of the revenue received
upon the goods eonsumed duribg theyear, added toe other re-
venues would be $24,607,406, as against the estimuted re-
venue-of 824,450,000 The estimated expenditure of1879-80
w*aA24,*78600 and the actual expenditure w4s 24,85*,634,
showing an increase-of reeeipts over the estimnated expendi-
ture, and a' dereise in theexpendi>ure, reducing the defiei-
ency, as estimated last year, from baWa mifian"to$24R,228.
IfJit hadnot'been for the'grant 'to the Indians' of $2fL900,
ad for-th, grant of8$ 0400 for t heieief-f our feikowu
oduritryuetn ireland, ther. wold hai beený a balaoe to
ourereditinste fa defieit, xm*d hif fatct ahows hat the
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Esùtiateswwere as aeurate as they could possibly be. a Now
then, Sir, with reference to -the present, year, it will be
remembered, the estimate of receipts made in March last
for the- current year, was 825,517,000.: The Customs
revenue was estimated at $15,300,000. lon. members will
recolleet the statement which I made at theý time
as to the basis on which I made that calcu1ation. I esti
mated that there would be received, during last year, in
cash for Customs $14;000,000, which, with $700,000 added,
made $14,700,000; and for Excise, 85,213,000. I estimated the
Customs revenue would be increased by 5 per cent., or at leat,
there would be an increase of5 per cent. in the imports, which
would give an 'additional 800,000 of revenue from ithis
source, making, in ail, 8 15,300,000. Taking ail the ievenue
together, our income was estimated at 825.517,000. i
am' nOw, Sir, in a position to state, after an experience of
seven months -and a half, that our income wili be ut leasi
$t7.586,400 against the estimate of $26,517,000. It is quite
clear now, Sir, from the information which we have, that tho
Customs receipts for the present year wiil amount toe
$17,000,000 compared with theestimate of $15,300,000; that
the revenue from Excise will be $5,600,000, against the esti-
mate of $5,2-13,000; thatthe.revenue from thePost Officwill
be about what we estimated it at last year, $1,210,000 ; that
the revenue from Public Works will be $2,286,000, as we
estimnated last year; Bill Stamps wili yield $190,000;
that the interest from investnents will bo $600,000; and
that the revenue from all other sources will be $700,000.
The estimated expenditure made in March last, including
the Suppleinentary Estimates, amounted to $25,315,786. The
Supplementary Estimates which were submitted to the flouse
a few days since, anounted to 457,608. This includes, a
second vote of $200,000 to meet the demand made this year
for ]ndians, being thesame munt required tr this purpose
.for the year previous. But, S irwdeductingths eums which
will not be expended, and which will probably be dropped at
the close of the fiscal year, or carried over for exponditure
next year, I think I may safely say that the exnditure
for this year will not exceed$25,573,ß94. If OurBstimates
are - correct in this respect, .,the . surplus for the.
current year will be $2,011,000, or $2,000,000 in round
numbers: I know there are hon. members in the louse
who, not looking, perhaps, into this matter, may have sup-
posed, from theý published stnatemonts ma .e froni month to
month, and from the increa-e i n the revenue as ompared with
the corresponding months of the previous year,, that t he sur-
plus -would have been larger; but when I cal1 their attention
to the fact that during the first six months of the fiscal year
previons $1,300000 was lost to that year, it having been
placed to the credit of the year previous--and that, therefore,
in making a comparison, yon have to add to the six months
previous $1,300,00.-they will see at once that the apparent
difference between the receipts of the first six months of the
tw.years wouldbe maerially reduced ; but I tbink it will be
considered satisfactory to the House and to the country'
that, under existing circumstances, we have every
prospect of having at least 82,000,000 as the surplus.
for the current year, so that beyond doubt, Sir,
the- revenue produing power of the present Tarifa
- and, as I will show by-and-bye, the power of , the
Tariff to stimulate the industries of the eountry-is clearly
established. I now come to the fstimates for the next fisal
year. It is estimated that the veceiptswill be asfblows:~
Oustoms, $17,000,000; Excise, 8.,6u0,000; Post Office;,
$13800,000; Bill Stamps, $190,000 ; Public Works,ineluding
tailways, $2,360,000, and interest on investments,

8650;000; making, with the revenue aceruing from ail
other sources, 827,800,000. The estimates of expenditureo
submitted to the House amount to $26,189,896. I do not ,
knOw at the present moment, what the Supplementary i
Eslmetes-may-bethey vary sin differenît years I trust1
they-i netbeo& o -4arger bees wewereereimð1y

anxious to obtain all that it was possible to submit as the
main estimate for the year, but I will add 200,000, for I
tind that two or three items have been omitted, either by
the clerk or by the printer, but probably ooeurred
during tho checking off by the clerk. But, stating this esti-
mate at 8200,000, the estimated expenditure for next year
wili amount to 426,389,89d, leaving an estimated surplus of
$ï,410,101. Now, Sir, I beg to call the attentionof the
louse te a few items in the present Estimates, causinglargely
the increased expenditure for the next year. The House
will not be surprised, considering that the Estimates
contain an expenditure, under the head of capital, of some-
thing like $14,000;000 for the Pacifie Railway:for canals,
and for other publie works, that there will ho an increase
ii theinterest on the debtduring the noxtyear,and thatthere-
fore the sum of $31 9,605.37 have been added to the interest on
the debt and sinking fund for next year. The subsidies to
Provinces show an increased estimate of 833,919.78.
J t becomes necessary, owing to the census which is to be
taken this year, and under i he Union Act, te pay 80 cents a
head on the inrreased population of& al the Provinces which
have not a population of 400;000, and from the negotiations;
which are ut present going on with Maxtitoba, itis probable
that thore will be an increase given to that Province-espe-
cially if the boundari-s are extended. It is estimated in round
numbers that at list $34,000 will haVe e be :added to the
item of subsidiesto Provincesowing tothesetwocauses. The
charges for management are încreased by $10,438.68. That
arises fron the fact that $818,000 additional will have to be
paid to the agents duringthe next year, as 1 per cent. on the.
redemption of a mach larger portion .of the debt than-it was
necessary to redeem during the current year. The estimate
for Public Works and buildings are incrcascd by 8127,772.97.
lion. miem bers ,reeolleet very woll that durit g
the last two years, while a surplus was not
assured, and while, on the contrary, we had to,,admit
that there would. probably be a deficit of, half a
million, the Minister of Public Works and his eo4leagues
had to resist many applications--applications in respect of
works recognized as having great merit-because we did not
wish to increase-the expenditure beyond the income. Many
of these claims which thus rejected, when we felt we had
net the îmeans te provide for them,2we felt we wore bound
to rceognize now that wc show a prosp;edtive surplus of.two
millions in the Treasury. in consideration of that, and
looking to the improvement of our harbors, our navigation
and our public buildings--

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Hear, hear.
Sir LEOTARD TILLEY. My hon. friend opposite says

'"hear, hear." I know he is hoping that his own locality will
be considered. I am glad te know that ho approves of the
extension of these great public works. Under these
circumstances I say, the House will not b surprised, the
country will not be surprised, but, on the conitrary, will ho
gratified, to know that the Government feels itsélf in a
position to increase the expenditure on the public works, on
these great national objects, te the extent of 8128,000. Then
there is an increased expenditure of 61,300 for the militia.
During the past two years wu have not been able, and -we
did net feel ourselves called upon, te add te our debt by
devoting a larger sum than was absolutely necessary for
that important service. It is well known that during last
year and the year previons, the volunteers only received, 1
think, four days drill per annum-

Mr. CARON. Six.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Six was it. I knew.it was

about half what they were in the habit of getting. Itb as
been considered desirable ad in the interests of the country,
that the aum for drill should he increased, andthat theodrli
thiis y.ar;apeciaily, shall beugruater than it bas beenafor the;
last yean»r twoo The som; to e xpend&aon Ocase aa
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.River;Service is increased by $66,140. This arises from the
fact that communications have taken place between parties
in Franceand parties in Canada, relative to the importance
ot establishing a line of steamers to ply betwcen the
city of Quebec, and France.- It would be an advantage
if such;aline could be establisbed; and as it has been
asserted that the French Government will contribute
8100,000 towards the unlertaking, it was considered
desirable to ask Parliament to place at the disposal of
the Government $50,000 for the purpose of securing the
establishment of that line between Quebec and France.
I know it may be said'(that, under the present tariff in
force in France, the amount of business transacted between
the two countries has not been large. But the very
fact of the French Government granting 8100,000 to this
line, will be a declaration on its part that it is prepared
to extend its trade relations to Canada; and Canada,
therefore, is not be in a position to resist, for a moment,
an application for a grant. We have, therefore, asked
$50,000 for the put-pose. Then, Sir, there has been a
growing difficulty in the Maritime Provinces with re-
ference to the communication between those Provinces
and Great Britain. 'The people of the Maritime Provinces
for the past year or two have been turning their attention
to the export of cattle, of agricultural products and of fruit to
Great Britain; and from the fact that there was no line of
steamers from the Maritime Provinces, except from
Halifax-and the steamers from thut port were not exactly
the kind to do the business we required them to do-we
were compelled to go to the city of Quebec, largely, and
take the steamers ther, which greatly added to the expense
of the transport, and t o the reduction of the profits of
shippers in the Maritime Provinces who were shipping
the Government have, theiefore, decided to ask Parliament
to place at its deposal, for a fortnightly steamer running
alternately from Halifax and St. John, and thus serving
Prince Edward Island also, the sum of 625,000. I feel, Sir,
that these services costing $75,000 will,be sustained
by the House and by the country. On railways and
canals the increase is *76,268. This is for repairs, which
in many cases will be somewhat extensive during the
approaching year, and enlargements. There may be
a question whether a portion of this sum should not be
added to capital; but it was considered best, under all
the circumstances, to ask Parliament for that sum, and to
be charged against incom. The estimated Post Office
expenditure is increased by $91,500. As wil be seen by
last year's Estimates, we asked for an increase then, but I
am happy to be able to say that while in 1879-80 there was
a considerable increase in the expenditure on the postal
service, there was also an increase in the revenue, altbough
not quite equal to the expenditure. During the present
year -there is an increased income expected from
that source; and you will observe that the estimate of
income mentioned by me a few minutes ago was $1,300,000,
which is a sum coneiderably in excess of any amount we
have yet received from that source. Now, Sir, these
items I have named make altogether $776,944, as
againet a total increase, including the Supplementary
Estimates, of $884,000. When we come to these
items, Sir, and ask the House to vote them,
we will be in a position to state more fully than I
have stated just now, our reasons for asking Parliament for
them. Now, Sir, I have gone into the income and expendi-
ture of 1879-80, the expected income and expenditure fbr
1880-81, and the estimated expenditure and income for
1881-82. Hon. gentlemen may ask if, with the estimated
surplus for the present year of $2,000,000, and the estimated
surplus nextyear of 81,500,000, we propose, in the resolutions
we are about to lay on the Table, any great reduction in
the Tarif. My answer, Mr. Speaker, is that the propositions
that we are novrabout to submit for the consideration of

Sir LEowanÂ TILLur.

the fouse, with reference to the amendment of the Tarif,
are mainly for the purpose of placing a number of articles,
that are now sutject -to a 20 per cent. duty, and are
raw material for certain manufacturers 'in the free

* list. The resolutions also provide for the increase of the
duty on some manufactured articles, where the Government
feel that it is desirable that additional protection or sup-
port should be given to those particular industries. Thore is,
also, a reduction of duty on two or three articles that are
to tho manufacturer raw material, in order to place
them in a botter position than they were before. There'are
resolutions for the purpose of smoothing-if I may use the
term-the working of the Act or of theTariff, to remove the
diffieulties which have been found to exist in working
out this Tariff and secure uniform action, by all the
officials throughout the Dominion. We found that
varied rates have been fixed by differeÙt officials on the
same article, and it bacame the duty of the Government to
see if, by changing the wording er classificatoin the
goods they could not remove what I admit to have been
an irritation and annoyance.to importers. I know that
last Session we removed a great many of these, and I
trust the resolutions now about to be submitted will
remove many more, if not the whole of them. But these
resolutions will not materially affect the Tariff, except,
perbaps, in reducing the amount to be received, but imma-
terially. The Government considered the question whether
it was desirable, in the present state of things, to ask Par-
hument to take the dutyentirely off certain goods or reduce
the duty on others, and so materially reduce our receipts.
After giving that matter full consideration, it was deoided
-in view of the fact that at the present time the
effect of this Tariff, or National Policy as it is termed,
has not been fully developed, and we do not know se
these manufactures increase and grow in the country,
whether they will give back through their employés an
equivalent for what we lose on their products; we do not
know what will be the effect of the rapid extension, of the
manufacturing industries ofthe country-we thought it desir-
able, on this ground, to make no proposition for a large
reduction of the Tarif during the present Session. More
than that, when the Tariff was brought down in 1879, in
was stated distinctly that the Government was willing
to renew the - Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, and as ut
expression of'the feeling of this flouse, they gave the
Government power to reduce pro rata the duty that we now
collect upon the raw material, such as coal, lumber and grain,
and everything of that kind in precisely the same propor-
tion that the Government of the Jnited States, or Congress,
might think proper to roduce their duties, and even, if
necessary, to rernove them altogether. Well, Sir, we know
that during in the last Session of Congress-and renewed
thiS Session-petitions were sent to Congress to appoint
a Commission to confer with the Canadian Government
in reference to this matter. We do not know whether
anything will grow ont of that or not. It may not
recult in any proposals being made to the Imperial Govern-
ment on the part of the United States authorities, but the
carrymng out of such a policy would largely reduce the
revenue we now receive from coal and otier articles now
contributing.largely to our revenue, and as long as there is
a passibility of' that taking place, it would be impolitic for
us to ask the House to reduce the Tarig. We thought it
would not be injurious to be able to show in two or three
years that we had a surplus of two and a half or three
million dollars. It would not affect our credit abroad, cer-
tainly. These are the reasons which decided as at present
not to come to Parliament and ask for a reduction in the
Tarif. f there is nochance of these articles teing made
free, if there is no chance of our natural products having a
free market in the Unite I States, if we find that in addition
to the 30U,000 required for interest on Our expenditur nM
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fh.e construction of the Pacifie Railway we have a handsome
surplus, I need not tell lion. gentlemen that we shaR b only
too glad to relieve the people of taxation, whether to the ex-
tent of half a million or a million of dollars. But at present
we fedl that it would be unwise and -undesirable to do that.
I think, from the facts I have submitted wifh reference to
the state of the revenue up to the presenttim-facts shown
by the papers laid upon the Table an hour since-that there
can be no question iîs to the revenue producing power of the
present Tariff and its ability to pay all the requirements
of the country. That being established, thon comes a very
important question, whether, as it is proved to be a revenue
producing Tariff, it is also a protective Tariff. Our friends
oppoeite, as is well known in this House, discussed for some
stx weeks the Tariff submitted in 1879. ' They took strong
objections to many of its provisions. They met us with a
statement thut the Tariff must prove a failure in one or the
other respect, cil her as a revenue producing Tariff or as a
protective Tariff. I deire to ask the House for a few
moments to consder-frm the evidence we have aIl had
from our every day observation, as we have necessurily froin
day to day- and week to week been brought into contact
with the manufacturing industries of the country-
whether this tariff as not given a great impetus and
stimulus to the narnufacturinîg industries of the country.
This Turiff has now been in force since March, 1879,
and I have given its operation careful personal consider-
ation. I have done more. I have endcavored to obtain
reliable information from every part of the Dominion as to
its working, and as to tho effect it is producing upon cerrain
industries, as to the new industries which lave becn crcated,
and the old ones that have been revived, and as to the general
impetus it has given to the manufhetur'i:!g indust lics of-the
Domin ion. I do not hesitate to say that those inquiries have
resulted in the most favorable returns, and in the stronge0st
posssible evidence of success. I know there are lion. gentle-
men in this House who wiIl say that I and my friends are too
sanguine upon this subject. I have therefore prepared a few
fats Io present for their consideration. I would ask themn
how it is possible that the trade returns and other evidence
presented to us could ahow such largely increased importa-
tion of raw material, if our manufactures had not largely
i.e ûased. Let me, Sir, in the first place, call the attention
of iho louse to what is in myjudgment one of the strongest
evidences possible of increase in our manufacturing
industries in this Dominion. We know there are
certain industries that do not require fuel to carry
them on as steam power is not used. But in a
large portion of them steam power is require1. I wish,
therefore, to- compare the consumption of coal in1878-79
with that of 1879-80. In 1878-79 we imported of coal
889,740 tons, and of Nova, Scotia coal we consumed 554,603.
I ascertain this by taking the whole number of tons of Nova
Scotia coal 'old, and deduct from it the number of tons
exported, the balance: being the amouit consumed in the
Dominion. This makes a totarof 11,44'4,343 tons altogether
consumed in Cana la in 1878-79. This increased importation
of coal was one of the elements that I did not calculate upon.
I was not sanguine enough when I made my statement in
1878-79. 1 supposed that the cônsumption of Nova Scotia
coal woold so increase that there would be less importation,
and -consequently less revenue upon this article. But I
find that in 1879--0 we imported 973,778 tons. We con.
sumed of Nova Suotia coal 811,719, making the increased
consumption of coal in thatyear over the preceding year of
341,154, the increase in Nova Scotia coal being 257,116.
That bears very strongly to my mind, upon the
veiy subject we are discussing as to the effect of this
Triff upon ýhe manufacturing interests of this Dominion.
I desire to give a little further infbrmation, because I con-
eider it pretty strong evidence. I may say, with refer-
ence to the cotton manufactures, that they have very

largely increased. We have several new factories started
and many of the old ones have been enlarged. The
relurns submitted to me show that we are employing
to-day, in the cotton factories, 1;850 hands more than we
were wben the Tariff was changed. The best evidence
we have outside the evidence now before me is that
the produets of *the cotton1må1s have been increased
about one and three-quarter millions a year. And it is said
that the enterprise has not been ruinous to those engaged in
it, and I am glad of it. 1 know there was some fear ex-
pressed, that so rapidly was this industry being developed,
that by-and-bye, cottons would be so cheap that the men
who had capital invested in the factories would be ruined.
My inquiry presents the facts I have stated, that the pro-
ducts of the factories have increased a million and three-
quarters a year, and we are now employing 1,S50 bands
more than last year, and that is evidence of prosperity
that cannot well be gainsaid. Gentlemen may say:
" But your returns are not right. You have been in com-
munication with parties interested in this enterprime, and
they have given you large figures, or if you visited the
factories yourself, (as I heaid it said in the case of one
place visited) the men were taken from the lower floor to
the upper floor to make an exhibition," However, I am
pretty confident that there was no ground for that statement.
it might bu said, however, that my calculat ions were wrong.
But take the Trade Returns, and what do we find ? We find
that in the last iighteen months the imports of raw
cotton--as we producee noue in the country, the umount
imported gives a fair ganige of' tli extent of mnunuftetiir'e
-- inc:eased $S71,4U. Now, Sir, the iiiercased value
of this material when manufactured is admitted to be
from $1,45>0,000 to $1,525,OOJ, that is, this raw material
with the labor of manufacture added, is in value $2,396,564,
repre-enting the increased value of the products of this
industry in eighteen months. That bears out the statement
furnished me from other sources. Well, Sir, a word
with reference to this cotton. It may be said that t be
country pays very heavily for this industry; iL may be said
that it increases the taxation direct and indirect of the
people of Canada. I stated here in my place in March
last, that I held in my hand a ist of prices
at that time of certain descriptions of cottons
made in the Dominion of Canada, and those pries showed
that they were sold in Canada as cheap as they were sold
in marufactories in Massachusetts at that time. I believe
there is a difference now, but it does not eqnal upon
this class of goods the revenue formerly collected upon
it. I have received a list of prices of a new branch of that
industry-that of knitting cotton-established iiinmy own
city. The manufacturêr is supplying, and will supply, every
part of the Dominion, and his prices compare pound for
pound, cent for cent with those of the New Hampshire
-manufactories. Well, Sir, the next article we come to is the
article of wool. Now, Sir, the result of my inquiry with
reference.to the woollen industry is that the pr6lucts of wool
during the last year in Canada have increased $2,000,000 ;
and I am authorized to state here that the great bulk
of the woollen goods manufactured in the Dominion of
Canada in the last year are selling to-day cheaper than
ever before, taking into accounit the price of the wool. Now,
Sir, if my statement be correct, the Trade Returns willehow
something like the same result. The etatement ie not as
perfect or as reliable as.in the case of cotton. Of course,
cotton is not produced in the country, but wool is; and we
consequently see that the result of the operation of this
Tariff, is not only to increase the importation of the-latter
article, but to increase the demand for what we produce in
our own country. The increase in the wool, imported
during eighteen months, amounted to $1,153,587, and the in-
creaee in the value of woolien goods produced in the country

I was $2,500,000, leaving ai£ amount equal to 81,346,413 to
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represent the increase in labor, capital, etc., expended and
invested in the industry. This result corresponds, as nearly
as possible, with the estimates, from eighty mille in the
Province of Ontario, twenty in the Province of Quebec, and
some in the Maritime Provinces, showing an increase in the
products, in all, of about $2,000,000. We now come to
another raw material, whieh forms an illustration of the
increase, which has taken place under the Tariff, in the
value of the articles muiufaeLurod in the country. I refer
t> the article of bides. The increased value of the imports,
for eighteen months, was $807,297, and in the value of the
manufacture of $1,614,000, leaving for labor, bark-which
is practically labor-and capital, a sum of $806,703. The
result of my enquiries, in so far as I have been able to
obtain infQrmation from the leading industries, was all in
this direction, and showed in effect what I have stated. The
increased value of pig iron entered for consumption, during
the eighteen months, was $303,189. Now, Sir, this is only
an approximate estimate; it is, moreover, a low estimate;
and when we take into consider'ation, the quantity which
enters into the manufacture of stoves, sewinz machines, etc ,
the value of which when manufactured is $1,000,000, we find
the difference between the value of the raw material
and the manufactured article to be nearly $700,000, ail
of which goes to pay for labor and capital invested.
Now, Sir, we come to a question which .has, perhaps,
received more attention than any other arising out
of tie present Tariff - an industry which is spoken
of by our friends opposite as one of the 'pet indus-
tries of the Dominion of Canada. The Tariff largely.
increases the manufacture of the article produced by this
industry, and-so it is alleged-reduces materially the
revenue to bc derived from it. I refer to the tielo of refined
sugar. Sir, I wish te make some statements to tho Louse
on the subject of this so-called favored industr y, in the
course of which, I think, I shall be able to show that it,
above all others, is deserving of our support, not only in,
affecting the industry itself, but as affecting the general
interests of the Dominion of Canada. I have seen it stated
since the Trade Returns were laid on the Table of the
House, that it is quite clear from the statements
contained therein, that this is a losing industry for
the conntry, hecause it is shown that in 1878-79 the -valuo
of the sugar imports was $5,650,77, and the duty derived
frio it $2,554,582, while the value of the imports of
1879-80 was $3,904,287, and the duty collected
$2,026,000. The question is asked: how can you explain
the decrease of the value of the imports aud the decrease of
the revenue, anless the money goes into the pockets of the
refiners. I will endeavor to explain it, and I widl leave it to
the hon. gentlemen opposite to show, if I am wrong, If there
is any fallacy in my statement, I would like to have it
exposed. We find that the value of the imports of 1878-79.
and the duies collected, were increased from the very cause
I referred to -that is to say, from the large importation, and
the withdrawal of an enormous quantity of sugar froin bond,
which took place during the period immediately beforo the
riew Tariff came intooperation. Wefind,on looking over the
importe of January, February and March, 1878, that 'we
imported a little lesQ than $1,000,000 worth of sugar, while
in 1878-79 during the sane p-eriod, we imported 82,000 000
and the result was that we paid $225,000-that is, the
half of $450,000 additional collected upon i mportations
of 1878-79-which belonged to the next year, and We
paid half a million dollars for sugar that was consumed
in the next year. If, therefore, you will take half of the
extra million dollars received during these three months.e
and add it to the value of the importe of the following year,
we have $4,404,287, as against $5,150,677 of the previousi
year. Then, so far as the revenue of »h year is con-
cerned, if you carry to the credit of the lastyear the S225,000i
reepiv'ed the yetpreynous you have a revenue of $225,6921

Sir L8ONARD TELET.

or $77,890 less than the year previous. Now, sir, he differ-
ence of the value of the imports, aá shown ia this:statement,
would be $746,390. It may be said that tbis amount is in the
pockets of the refiner; I will endeavor to show where
it has gone. I want to ex plain where this amount has gone,
Now, you will recolleet that the duties collected in 1878 and
1879, were upon retined sugar manufactured to a large extent
in the United States and imported from there, and, therefore,
we paid duty upon the labor of the refiner of the sugar upon
which freigM was paid, and upon other charges and expend-
itures in the same connection, which increased the value,
undr that operation, to $746,390. Where did it go to?
Freight on 38,000 tons of sagar, at $6.50 per ton,
and which we received no portion of, but waa, of
course, paid the refluera in the United States, where it
was taken for the purpose of being reflned, and where they
paid it. That e247,000 was paid laet year to the vessels
that brought that sugar mainly to the ports of Montreal and
Halifax. There were 24,000 tons of coal used in refining
sugar in Canada last year; which, at $4 per ton delivered at
the refineries, amQunted to $96,000. We manufactured
in Canada last year 300,000 barrels, which, formerly,
were manufactured in the Unitel States, at 32 cents
per barrel, amounting to $96,000. Wages of 400 hands
employed in refining that sugar, $160,000; wharfage that
went into the revenue of the Commissioners at the Port
of Montreal, and cartage mainly paid to the people of
Montreal, $27,000 ; animal charcoal and other expenditures
for retining material, depreciation of stock, etc, 840,000;
interest on investment on the two establishments then in
existence, $49,000; insurance on the buildings, $12,000;
one and half per cent, as insurance on the sugar that was
iqiported, S;7,500. You will fini that these added, make a
total of 8744,500, as against the $746,390 stated before. It
will be difficult, until the Trade and Navigation Returns for
this year are before Parliament, to compare the figures of
last year withthose of preceling years, bat for the six
months of the current year for which we have returns.
We find that the quantity itnported during the first
half of the year was 2,915,798 lbs. against 2,061,344
Ibs. for the last haf of the preceding year, and
that the duties eollected for the first half of this year
anounted to S1,398,093, against 8,1101,680, showing an
increase of $296,413 during the first lialf of'this·yoar ; and if
we have but two thirds of this sum during the balance ot'
the year, we shall have more revenue out of sugar this year
than in auy previous year since the Confederation of the
Provinces. Under the operation of this Tariff we have
$749,500 distributed amongst the owners of our vessels and
laborers

Sir ALBERT J. SMITEf. Oh no; foreign vessels.
SirLEONARD TILfLEY. I am reminded that therewere

some foreign vessels.,A ce miderable portion went to our
own vessels, and there will be more this year, for a refinery
is being establi'hed inE lalifax, and, I am happy to say,
there is one already in operation ut Moncton. iere I may
say, with reference to the Maritime Provinces, that having
no relnery there in the past, the only diret trado with the
West Indies bas been the-sagar brought to HlalifaK aid sent
by train to Montreil, but now, with the refinery in Halifax
and another in New Brunswick, there will be a change. We
paid to vessels coming to Canada, 0247,000; to our coal indu-
tries, and for this industry alone for 24,000 tons. $96,000 ;
300,000 barrels manufactured, $96,000, wages of400 hands,
$160,00û. What doeý 400 handmean ? It means MO t.ene-
ments occupied in the city of Montrealthat would have been
vacant; and not only that, you have these men, Who are cus-
tomers for every branch of trade and industry iii that city.
And now I am happy to say it extends beyoàôd Montrpal tO
the Lower Provinces. In addition to these we have o'her
expenditures, amounting in aU to 8794,500. -Hon. gentle-
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uten opposite may say: "Sapposmng ail that to be true, ti. ation of this Tariff, we attracted. last yar tQ that port
pple of the Dominion pay more for their sugar than 92,000 tOn of shipping, that otherwise would
%6y dd under the old Tariff!" That, Sir, is greatly lot hate ben seen within it, I believe that, indirectly, the
e ted. i hold in my hand what I believe to be a wholcDominioi and especially Ontario, experienced froin
re le statement with rbference to granulated engar during it a groat and decided advantage. But during the present
the past year. I have here the prices during every month year this advantage will be extended o the Lower
ot 1880 in the United States and in Montreal. The prices Provinces, and, with our sugar refinerios in operation in
lide lUnited States averaged e6.52. Add the old duty, Halifax and Moncton, what will be the resâit There will
(because I am makingthe statement under the estimate of be a large increase of trade between those Provinces and the
t old duty), 25 per cent. $1.63, 1 cent par pound, $1, and Dominion .generally and the West Indies. When our
all other expenses of every kind, 35c.-that brings the vessels going to the W' t Indios have a return cargo of
priee of granulated sugar to $9.50, as against an average sugar and other articles, they will be able to carry away
price duirng the past twelve months of $9.75, or an increased from our ports fish and other products at fower rates, wbich
cost of'25 cents per 100 lbs., as between the present price will give us the benefit of greater employment for our own
snd what it would have cost to import it under the Tariff of vessels besides. If, then, we should pay 25 cents pir cwt.
178. Now, I am also informed, on what I consider reliable more on our sugar, the agriculturists of the west, and
authority, that the yello* refined sugar is now in the market lumber and fish merchants of the Lower Provinces, will have
to-day by the refiners and sold at frcm 14 to 19 cents per an advantage equivalent, or even greater, in that increased
100 Ibs. less than it could be imported from the trade with the West Indies, roduction of freights and larger
United States for, under the Tariff of 1878. I may go exports from the Lower Provinces and Province of Quebec.
forther, and say that grocery sugar No. 14 now pays three- The next point to which I shall call attention is the increase
fourths of a cent per pound and 30 per cent. duty only, when, of our manufactories througbout the country. We sec new
under the Tarif of 1878, it paid one cent a pound, and 25 furniture factories, and new establishments for the manu-
per cent duty. facture of locomotives and rolling stock, one of which I had

S ir RIHARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. No. the pleasure of visiting. This shows the increase of enter-
prise in the country. With reference to one new industry,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I speak·of that class of sugar the manufacture of beet root sugar, my colleague beside me
of which I had a samplé a year ago-a very fair grocery (Mr. Mousseau) has just handed me a cablegratn from Paris,
sugar. That sugar is imported to-day at a quarter of a which he bas received to-day. I see my hon. friend
cent r pound les duty than it was in 1878, with five opposite (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) smiling, as much as
ad v em addition, and the packages containing per cent. to say those telegrams are very convenient. No doubt
it being free of duty when brought dircetly from the West they are very convenient sometimes. But pretence is not
Indies. Therefore, that class of sugar is nearly a quarter necessary in this matter; for it is an established fact that
of a cent per pound less to the consumer to-day than it the beet root sugar industry is a veritable enterprise. I
was in 1878. lt is quite truc that the ad valorem duty may say, in passing, that the Government propose submit-
on araw sugars used by the refiners was increased from 25 ting a resolution to the Hiouse, asking it to extend the
fe 3Q per cent. in the Tariff of 1879, but there sbould be no resolution passed in 1873, exemptiqg any beet root sugar
complaint if the refiners have to pay that: it does not factories from payment of duty for eight years; now only two
amount to that because the practical effect, as there is years have to run, and our intention is to extend the period
no duty on the packages as in 1878, is, that it does eight years from July next. The machinery for the factory
not cost a great deal more t.han under the Tariff of that referred to in the telegram bas been purchasod in Paris. I
year. Therefore, looking at it from this standpoint, if the come now to the furniture factories, iri regard to which I
refined sugar, under this statement, costs an average of 25 find a considerable increase, though not so large as some of
cents a humdred more, and if yellow sugar of average quality our other industries. With regard to locomotives and rolling
is sold to-day at from 14 to 19 cents per hundred less than stock, the amount requirei by our railway companies, and
under the old Tariff, and No. 14 can be had for a quarter of a largely by the Government, bas been ordered, and is being
cent les per pound, then the people who consume sugar in manufactured in the Dominion. Look, for instance, at the
Canada cannot be paying a very large sum over and above Grand Trunk Railway Company alone. You need only
whatthey paid before. But we have, in addition to that, an enter their workshops at Montreal to sec what a wonderful
industry created which represented 8750,000 in toto last year, impetus bas been given te that particular ind ustry; and at
which will inerease and grow, amounting during the present every city you will find similar evidence of the beneficial
ye'r, probably, to $1,000,000; and what is more, the vessels operation of the National Policy. You will sec, moreover,
that brought that sugar into the port of Montreal (because one factory for cars at Cobourg, another at London,
it was confined to Montreal during the last year) and and more in other localities. But under the old Tariff
bi-onght the coal there necessary to refine it, amounted to tbéy were imported from the United States. In the pro-
62,00 tons. Wbat effect Lad that upon the general indus- duction of agricultural implements, waggons, and se forth,
tries of the country? It had this effect: that while it gave the last ycar or two witnessed a large increase. The
a large increase of revenue to the port of Montreal, it gave makers complain tat they make no more profits
a largely increased business to that district of the country. than before, but we find the quantity largely increased.
But it did more. The fact that those 62,000 tons of shipping The returns for Manitoba show a ~great increase
were at that port, led to the shipment from it of a larger in the purchase of Canadian manufactures and
quantity of grain and foreign products from the United products since 1872, an increase that is marvellous. In
States, because there was the tonnage and freight at a that year their value reached $390,000, and last year
reduced rate. The competition of those (2,000 tous did $3,600,000 worth of the manufactuxes and products of
diminish very materially freights at Montreal last summ er; Canada were imported into Manitoba and the North West,
and every ten cents saved in freights on a barrel of flour a considerable portion being agricultural implements. A new
of the product of Canada left just that much more market las been opened fer our wares in that country,
in the producers' pockets; and every half cent reduction from which those of the Americans have been sht out. In
in the freight of - a bushel of wheat went into the farmers' the language of a gentjeman I* met at Kingston in April
pôikets, as did also every ten ceùts saved in the carriage of last, and who formerly lived in Canada, but nowresides in
la bx of cheese ; and so with al similar reductions in St. Paul, Minnesota,-our Tariff as killed bis business with

eighits of bacon, pork and other products, If, by the oper-' Nort West. T.he boot and shoe industry has increased
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25 per cent both aa te the amount produced and the numbër
of the employés. We find them, morëover, working füll
time, while, before, they wôrked but two-third tinie. The
inianùfacture of earthenware is constatly inceasing, and
that of bardwate, inrluding stoves, shovela aÏüd hoes bas
received a new iripetus. Among thé newfactories estáblished,
are two for silks at Montreal; thy w'eave aagnfient silks,
and are preparing to make ribbons cf e'ery déscription.
Paper manufactories are aiso incureasing in number, and
producing more than évei-, wailland coliored papeis inclusive.
We have a new paint manutaétory on a -large scale, estab-.
lished in Moïrtral. 't'he ôrgan and piano industry is largely
increasing everywhere, and the încreäeèd déefnad at hoie
which is sonething rnatvèllons, is one indication, at all
events, that times are indre prôep ;rous; for suèh artiôles are
purchased only when people èan àffôd it. TIheü we have
lock and brass works of Tauiôuà kinds, and we, for the first'
tirne, are inadofactùring plated waie-òne faetory at Ham-
ilton, another at Montreal. Ther- is, in addition, corset,
factories emp!Ôying 500 hands, àd one trady-made clothing
establishment, alone etploying 900. Sôap and ôther manu
factories are increasing all the iie, all muiltiplying the
number of wórkmen, and inci'easing their' wages. From a
careful estimate it is now established that, in the last year,
the inerease of raw material, in value, by the application of
machinery, capitar and labor, ibhroughôùt the bominion, was
$6,000,i00, and the number of persons enployed has been
augmrented 14,000, representing, with their faiîilies, a total
of 42,000. About $4.000,000 passée te the hands of the
people engaged in those inhistries, which Môney lesgenerally
distributed. If, of those 14,(,0, 7,000 ai-e oécupiers of hou-es
and tenements, are they not building up a new city, practie-
ally1 in a year-a city of 40,000 iúhàbitant, and adding
20,000 more. becaûse *e do ndt imi>rt the half cf what they
consume, which gives increased employmenit te our own
people. We are thus practically building Up, iii a year, a city
of 60,000 inhabitants, with +he capital e±pended last year in
this way, of 5,000,000 or'86;00;000; we are establishinL, new
manufactories of variôus iknds, apart from éther expenditure,
to the advantage of our peopile, and all these are the resuilts
of the National Poliey *ithin ëig&téen i onths. I would
ask the H ouse whether, under t hese circumstance, the most
sangiline supporter of this polity expected it would have
accomplished so nïucb in that ti me? The leader of the
Opposition stated that I intimated my intention of visiting
the agricultura distriCts. lie must have seen that I visited
some of them duri ng lat suine, but not so many of them
as of the manu'actot ies. Unfortunàtely fi my plans in this
respect, three members of the Government Were absent in
England a portion of last suminer. Some of us had to keep
watch and ward, and were uraable té be absent froi Ottawa
as much as we desired. But what did we find ? Some
few faèts are patent upon the face of your enquiry every
where we go. I kno# it is a växed question, and hon.
members on both sides of the House a'rgue it from diffèrent
stan.dpoints; but it is clear that the effe6t of the Tariff has
been to increase the price of flot, wheat and éther cereals,
and, froen the most carèful enquiry that can be made, I have
arrivedautthisestimate: thatfloür isi cerëed tothe consumer
in Canada, ten cents per batrel. That is the dalculation 1

.make; there must be sofne speculation about it, but that is
the closest estimate I cari obtain. The increase in the price
of wheat in June and July, in CAnada, was unquestioñably
caused by the TariÊ. Th1ec area periods of the year efter the
harvest when we have an abundanoe, when in spiing à large
portion has been a'nufactàfed, and ô*iug to the increasëd
demands of mills the prices i'ise. When there is a surplus,
and when a market must be sought élseWhere fir thé wheat,
prices may not be inmateiially affectéd, but At the same tune
there are pei-iods in the yèaf when the grfowers obtain a
bénefit, as théy did last spfing with respect te wheat andjye.
I find from in-vestfiga ti that theré th bên in péit f the

Sir LzoNiAR ri LLEL

Dominion, and along the banks rf the St. Lawrence, a new
inquiry enqniring for that article, and that the distillers
of Ontario and Quebec instead of using corn are asking
for and buyinig rye, giving growers an increased priee as
the result of the duty on corn and rye. The duty on corn
bas increased the production of corn in Ontario, espeoially
in the western portion of the Province, whatever may be
said with respect to other portions of the Dominion. With

jegard to oats, it is estirnated that the result of the Tariff
has been to increase the price of oats in the IMaritime
Provinces, and in this part of Catnatda three cents per bushel
te the consumer-and, if it is ary comfort to hon. gentlemen
opposite, I admit the lumberer pays his share of it. What did
I further find ? That no part ôf the Tariff is more acceptable
te the agricultural population than the increased duty
iniposed on fruit and fruit trecs. inder this system,
persons who desired to obtain fruit in the early season,
when Canadian fruit was not fit to use, could afford to pay
the increased duty. In the Eeason, when we have a surplus,
and we had a large surplus last year, it is açimitted that if
it had not been for the duty imposèd, our last year's fruit
crop could scarcely have been sold, and that, though it had
to be sold at low figures, yet the financial result would have
been infinitely worse had there been no protection. With
respect to bacon and ham there is now a protection to the
farmer of 2' per cent. I may here say.hat some of my
hon. friends behind me bave been urging on the Government
to incroase the duty on salt pork. That article enters
largely into consumption by. the lumbering interest, and
that is an interest which we cannot legislate specially in
favor of, but against which we desire to tax as lightly as
possible. We have not, however, seen our way clear to ask
to increase the duty on salt pork at present; but I may say
that in looking over the duties, we find that about nineteen
or twenty per cent. is the duty on pork and other meats.
Then, see the effect of the increased Consumers in the home
market of vegetables, poultry, eggs, fresh butter and cheese,
and everything that cones into the home market in the
neighborhoôd of the manufacturing eontres; they receive
for all those which may be considered perishable articles
and cannot be exportel to Great Britain, increasel prices
as the result of the increased wagesreceived by the increas6d
number of people employed in manufactures and their
prosperity. In 1879 and last year, especially in 1819, very
grave objections were brought against our Tariff by hon.
gentlemen opposite, in a very plausible manner. If some of
those objections had been borne out by experience, the fact
would have had some effect on the Gover'nment; but I am
happy to say that, after examining these objections carefuilly,
evidence bas proved that the fears entertained .by hon.
gentlemen opposite were without foundation, and that we
stand here to-day with our policy vindicated in the face.of
the country. One of the objections put forward, was that
the Tarif would reduce the foreign exports via Montreal
and Quebec and the St. Lawrence, by the imposition of
customu duties on raw material, or upon wheat or flour and
producte of foreign countries passing over our railways and
through our canals te Europe, by the necessity for bonding
such goods. If that could have been establi-hed there
would bave been some ground for considering how the fact
should influence our conduct in the matter. But, what are
the facts? I glean from the official records that during the
summer of 1î8, the open season from May to November,
there were exported foreign products, via Montreal, of the
Value of $6,743,771; in 1879, $9,429,727 ; last summer
$11,148,509. The hon. Minister of Customs made arrange-
inents by which the products of the Western States
would pass through without let, or bindrance, under regula-
tions adopted by the department, and no inconvenience
wbatever wae feit. Now, let me say here that in additian
to this, I think the increased export was due to a large
extent to the increased tonnage that was there. -I reQollect
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wlhen in St. Catharines in the autumn of 1879, the owners
of vessels on the canal told me that the limited business on
the canal was caused by the limited tonnage at Montreal
that if they shipped their grain or flour at that port, they
might bave to pay vey high freights, and they selected
United States ports in preference; and I say that any policy
which will increase the tonnage at Montreal, will relieve this
difficulty and give a larger trade to our railways and canals.
Another objecti.on was that the imports of English manufac-
titres wouild decrease while the imports of those from the
United States would increase. In reply to that, I will
simply read a tabulated statement which I have in my hand,
showi.ng exactly what bas been the course of trade between
Canada and England, the United States and other countries
respectively since 1874-75, In 1874-75 tho importations for
co'nsumption from Great Britain was $60,000,000; from the
United.States, $50,000,000 ; from other countries, $8,000,0>0,
or 50 per cent. from Great Britain, 42 per cent. from the
United States, and 7 per cent. from other countries. In
1875-76, the figures were: Great Britain $40,000.000, or -3
per cent.; United States, $46,000,000, or 48 per cent.; and
88,000,000, or 8 per cent. from other countries. In i876-77,
Great Britain, 839,000,000; United States, $51,0a",000;
other countries, $5,00,000, or 41 per cent. from Gregt
Britain; 53 per cent. from the United States, and 5 per cent.
from other countries. In 1877-78, from Great Britain,
$37,000,000; United States, $48,000,000 ; other countries,
85,000,000, or a percentage of 41 for Great Britain,
53 for the United States and 5 for other countries. In
1878-79, the amount from Great Britain was $30,000,009;
from the United States, S43,000,000; for the great bulk of
the imports that were brought into the country, in
February, 1879, came from the United States-such as
gray cottons, refined sugars and a nurnber of other articles.
In that year, we imported from other countries,$à,000,000 ;
and the percentage for that year was 38 per cent. for Great
Britain, 51 per cent. from the United States, and 6 per cent.
from other countries. In 1879-80, we imported from Great
Britain, $14,000,000 ý from the United States, $29,000,000,
and from other countries, $7,000,00J, or a percentage of
48 from Great Britain, 40 from the United States, and Il
from other countries; or, in other words, for the first time
snce 1874, the importations from England were in excess
of those from the United States. The next argument of
these hon. gentlemen was that the Tariff would create an
unfriendly feeling between England and Canada and
damage our credit. Let us see what the answer is1

upon that point. I have in my hand a little pamphlet
published in England, showing the exports from Great
Britain to other countries, and I find that during the present
calendar year the exports from Great Britain to Canada have
increased by £1,200,400 or $5,000,000. This English writer
shows that our trade bas increased with that country
instead of showing a falling off, as hon. gentlemen
predicted would happen under the trade policy of the
Government. As a consequence no unfriendly feeling
exists. Then, Sir, as to the effect upon our credit. I
was able to show last year that our 4 per cent. securities
stood at 95J and 96, as compared with 90 or 91 and 92 in
1878, and, to-day, I find that, with the accrued interest at 1,
they are 104J and 105, or an increase of 7 or 8 per cent.
The hon. gentleman opposite-my predecessor as Finance
Minister (Sir -Richard J. Cartwright)-may say: "That may
be true, but you have not increased your securities in the same
ratio as tho United States." Now, on the 30th December,
1876, 4 United States bonds, funded, stood at 103j; and on
Januarylst, 1881, their 4j's stood at 1151 and 116î. Our
securities in 1878 were worth from 89 to 91, while at the
present moment they are quoted at 104j; a fact which shows
that the increase is at leasf equal to that of the United
Ststes securities. But I desire to allude to a fact of still
more importance. In 1878, New South Wales securities

stod higher in tbe monçy markets of England than any
other colonial seçurities in the world; tbey were actually 5
per cent. in advance of ours at that time. To-day ours are
a little in advance of theirs, a fact which will show the
rMeItive credit of the two countries, though I admit
that the increa-e is largely due to the abundance of money.
But at any rate there is the fact: that onar seeuri;ies have
increasel relatively to those of New South Wales by five
per cent. during the lst two years. I cone now to another
point, namely, the predicted increase of taxation upon the
consumer. It w&s 4ated in 1879 by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site and repeated last year, as well as during the recess, that
the effect ot this â-ariff was to add to the taxation of the
people of Canada a sum of $7,0000 , while only $2,00ü,(000
would be paid into the public Treasury. I would like to
ask the hon. gentleman how that could possibly be ? I put
the question not only to him, but to hon. gentlemen on both
sides of the House. If, suy our imporis have been. dimn-
ished by 46,000,000, add this Io the $71,0.00,00o which re-
presents the amount entered for c.onsumption last year, and
we have 877,000,000 as the anount representing our imp>r.
tations, if we hd fnot manufarturel i n inciease I quantity of
goods at home. The average Tariff for the hist year bas
been 20 per cent. or one fifth, which, upon the 871.000,000
will amount to a sum of about 814.000.000. The additional
d.uty upon the $6,000,000 (which we will estimate re pretents,
the reduction of imports) wnuld be, if the goods had been
imported instead of beinz made in this country, $1,20,0o0
instead of the 85,O00,000 which the hon. gentleman named.
But when I point to the agricultural implements, a large
portion of the cotton and woollen goods, a large portion of
the iron manufactures, and many other articles w th
regard to which hon. gentlemen say the Tariff is not
popular with the manufacturers because it bas not increased
the price, then I say that but a very small portion of the
$1,200,000 is paid by the people of this country as a result
of the change in the Tariff. As to this contention by my
predecessor (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) that a tax of
85,00O,00 is imposed upon the people, and that 82,000,000
goes into their pockets, I confess I cannot understand it,
and I hope that the hon. gentleman will so explain it, that
it may be understood by the House and by the country.

Mr. PLUMB. Tbey tried to explain it in West Toronto
last summer.

Sir LEONARD TILL EY. Another objection to the Tariff
was, that it was going to break up the Union by distributing
the taxation of the country unequally on the various Pro-
vinces. In the language of my hon. friend from Centro
luron (Sir Richard J Cartwright), the smaller Provinces

would pay a much larger sum proportionately than
the people of Ontario and Quebec. The hon. gentleman
referred particularly to the Provinces by the sea, his sym-
pathy for us was unbounded, and 1lthansk him for that sym pa-
thy. But let us see what foundation there was for it. It would,
the hon. gentleman said, break up Confederation by impos-
ing unequal taxation; it would dissever this admirable
superstructure which we are all proud of; it would destroy
that union which the country, as a whole, rejoicel to know
had been accomplished and which was in the interests of
the whole country. But let us see how unequally this
taxation, during the last year, under this Tariff, has borne
on the different Provinces. I have prepared from
the Trade Returns some tabulated statements to which 1
desire to draw the attention of the House, and which show
that if the Tariff bas borne more heavily upon oDe section
of the Dominion more than anothe r-and there has been,
taking all things into consideration, not much difference-
it appears to have borne more heavy upon Ontario and
Quebec than upon the smaller Provinces. The increase in
the rate of duty on goods entered for consumption in the
several Provinces, under the new Tariff, is as follows:
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Ontario ind Quebec, 3-76 per cent.; Nova Scotia, 2-55 per' amount to one per cent. on the coSt of proddtion Ôf
cent.; New lrunswick. 2.18 per cent.; Manitoba, 2-12 per 2,000;000 feet of logs at the tail of the
cent.; British Columbia, 5-08 pet. cent. British Columbia while on the importe the average inerease is ib9 r petoënt;
seems to have paid an increased percentage, and I will IPe tariff had to be increased to meet ur- ldéfiditwi-
explain briefly one of the causes that led to that; every interest was bound to pay its siare, but feeling that
perhaps it may be remedied this Session to some extent. we eeuld not protect the lumber interest, we felt bound»to
Prince Edward Island, 2-21 per cent. In these fgures touch it*as lightly as possible. The tariffdrives the pe>ple
the fact is not taken into account that in the Province of out of the country, they say. Well, Sir, I think 'the Oxag-
Quebec last year a large portion ofthe revenue was received gerated statements about the exodus are pretty well exploded.
on sugar refined. In New Brunswick $45,000 les 1 think, after the articles I have read in the Opposition press
sugar was entered than in the year previous; instead of on this subject, that we shall bear no more of tbat. The
being imported from the United States, it was imported from hon. leader of the Opposition. the other night, when
Montreal, duty paid and taking that into account the balance pressed, rend an extract froma speech I delivered in Torobto.
against Quebec and Ontario would be reduced. The average I said in that speech, and I repeat here, that
of the total increase was 3-60 per cent. I now corne to the there had been an exodus. Still hon. gentlemen
statement made in the Trade Returns by the hon. Minister of opposite say that we have been discussing this matter to
Customsshowing the rate of taxation per head of the popula- show that there has been no exodus. We have neversaid
tion in thedifferent Provincesbasedon the population of 1871. there bas been no exodus. What we Bay is that there has
Taking the population of 1871 as the basis, it gives a higher been an enormous and unjustified exaggeration of it. I am
rate per head than our present population would give; but not surprised that the American authorities should strive
applying the same rule to all the Provinces, the ratio will to lead away the immigration. from Canada to the United
be the same in proportion. lu Ontario and Quebec, for States,-and I doubt not that some of these persons have
1878-79, the rate was $3.51J per head, and for 1879-8, been paid by the railway companies of'the United States,
$4.08J per head, an increase of 57 cents, arising largely from to make these statements in order tolead emigration from
theduty paid on sugar. In Nova Scotia, for 1878-79, the rate Canada to the United States. What are we to think when
was $3.05, and 1879-80, $3.14, and increase of 9 cents; in we find a leading member of the Opposition, and the hon.
New Brunswick, for 1878-79, the rate was $3.67 and in léader of the Opposition himself, taking up these sîtate-
1879-80, $3.05, showing a decrease of 62 cents; in Manitoba, ments, and whon we find the ex-Finance Minister, afler the
the increase was 78 cents ; in British Columbia, though hon. Minister of Agriculture had refuted these statements,
the percentage on the importe was greater, the replying that these were obtained from officialF authorities
decreased rate per bond was 68 cents The rate for Prince in the United States, and that he himself had -made
Edward Island decreased 8 cents; and the average increase enquiries since they were questioned, and. found that they
for the whole was 33 cents per bead. Instead, therefore, of were reliable? I did feel that it was to be regretted that
the emaller Provinces paying more in the shape of percent- leading gentlemen in the Opposition, and the lesding prose
age per head of the population than'the larger Provinces, it of the Opposition, sbould, during the last twelve months,
will b seen that, even making allowance for distributing have thought it necessary, in order to damage this policy
the sugar duty collected in Montreal over all the Provinces, and the Administration, to make statements and to publish
the amount paid by the smallor Provinces was less statements to the country that cannot now be verified or
than was paid by the larger, if I except British sustained. If the object was none other ~ than
Columbia, wihich, according to one mode of calculation, to gain a petty victory at some election, I
pays more, and according to the other bas the advantage. If feel that it is deeply to be regretted. And when
that be the case, the Tariff is not calculated to at Stratford, last autumn, I took up the statement made by
break up the Union on that bead. My experience the ex-Finance Minister with reference to this exodus
has been, that Ontario and Quebec have always and stated that I had it from good authority-from the
been willing to deal iberally with the simaller hon. Minister of Agriculture-that by one ofthe railways
Provinces, and I believe, no matter what party inay be in the exodus from Canada to the United States, instead of
power, they will always continue that policy, so that they being 90,000 ennually, the whole number of through pas-
need not be alarined with reforence to the operation of this sengers going west from all quarters was but 53,000, the
Tarif. In the next place, it was said the Tariff was going organ of bon. gentlemen at Sarnia stated that I had misled
to destroy the sbipping industry. Well, I know we canna the people in a manner unworthy of a man occupying my
legislate very materially to protect that interest; but I will position, and called upon me to prove what I hd said,
tell yon what we did do. We imposed the taxation in such or to stand as a gentleman wbo had made a statement that
a way that the; shipping industry would not feel it, but would was, before the country, untrue. Now it appears that the
be in a better position than before. I have here a return of whole thing was a delusion and a sham. But there bas been
the drawbacks paid from December, 1879, to December,1880, an emigration, and why was it? It was from this cause. The
to the different ship-builders; showing an amount paid of United States became prosperous ayear ortwo before we had
860,601.33. In the whole of this return,youwill find that,while introduced this policy and before we lad begun to feel its
75 cents per ton is given on the best class ofshipping, there effects here. Wages had increa-ed; strikes followed;
is but one application asking for a return of the duty and employers came into -the Dominion - and
paid; that amounts to one dollar per ton; whereas, before, held out inducements to our people to leave Canada by
there was a considerable amount of duty that the offer of bigh wages, and it was natural
had to be paid and there was no drawback. I am that they should not resist them. The depression
willing to submit that statemont to prove beyond doubt of the previous five years had produced such an affect that
that the shipping interest of the Dominion is to day although this policy was inaugurated, it did not, as its
in a better position tha n under the former Tariff. The opponents said it should have done, restore by magie as it
question of the lumber interest I have carefully gone were in one month al the industries of the country to a eon-
into. I have made a calculation to show what it dition equal to that which it took the people of the United
cost to produce 2,000,000 foet of logs, •-including States twenty years to secure, and whieh lad the effect of
in the calculation the material, the feed, the oatis, thepork, leadhig our people away when we had not the mean >of
and everything of that kind. Deducting the reductions in inducing them to stay at home that we have now. But happily,
duties where the duties have been Ted uced, and adding them we have evidence that they arereturning to the coumtry. .1
where they have been increased, the net increase does not know many manufacturers who say they cannot obtain ea
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eeough, su & lwhile theridas.een a ox@ous, the peopie 'who
left di are returding and with them are e mifng many othere
in sèrèh f empfoyment n his eountry. Just here I
may -efhr to a new objection raised by the hon. member for
Sôuth Bfrnt (Mr. Paterson) fhe other day, when ho referred
tothe dininishedexports.' Wby, Sir, to my mind, diminished
exporte last year as;empared with 1878 are an evidence of
the improved condition ofour nanufacturers.

Some hon. MEMBERS. lear, hear.
Sir LBONARD TILLEY. Yes, Sir, they were driven

out of their own market in 1878 by their competitors from
the United States, and they either had to find a market
abrôad, or to close up their establishments; and I have no
doubt that in many cases they preferred making a sacrifice
to doing that. The hon. gentleman said that there was
$1,200,000 difference between the exporte of manufactures
i 1878 and those in 1880.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). A decrease~of $885,000.
Sir IEONARD TILLEY. $885,000 was the decrease, of

which $700,000 odd was the sale of ships. What was the
fâct? In 1872, 1873 and 1874 our shipping industry was
most prosperous. Many men who had means, and many
men who bad not much means but had credit, invested
in ohi- But down to 1878 the trade was decreasing
year afer year, and in many cases those ships were yielding
ne profit; and mon on the other side of the water who had
Inortgages on ships, finding that there was no probability of
their being paid, came over to New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Quebec and Prince Edward Island, in 1878, and compelled
many shipowners to close up their accounts, and transfer
many of their ships, in order to eiquidate their debts to people
on the other side of the Atlantic. Thon, a large number of
vessols, in 1878, were sold to Norway. Under a provision
of the Plimsoll Bill, our ships were subjected to regulations
which were not imposed on foreign vessels, and 1 know of
some parties who transierred their ships to Norway in order
that they might not obe ubject to the require-
ments of the Plimsoll Bill; and I have no
doubt that a great many of the ships said to bave been
sold te Norway were transferred for that parpose. I admit
that in 1880 the tonnage of ships constructed in Canada was
less than that in 1878. We know the reason why: there is
less demand for wooden ships than formerly'
because iron ships are taking their place; and if
there is anything demanded of the Government and
Parliament of this country, it was that they should devise
some means by which the shipbuilders and mechanics
engaged in the construction of ships should be kept in the
country by providing other employment for them. I
say this at the present moment bocause my hon. friend en-
deavored, before we had started on our march, to make a
flank movement upon us, which I am happy to say, did
not succeed.

Mr. 'ATERSON (Brant). It is because you were so
late in delivering your Budget speech-sixty-nine days
from the opening of the Session.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is a suficient apology.
The consequences, had the hon. gentleman's statement been
delayed, might have been serious.

Mr PATERSON-(Brant). If the hon. gentleman will
allow me, I will state that in the 35 articles of which
there has beena decrease in the exports, ships are inluded
to the amount of sotne $700,000, but in the other articles
there is a deocrease in our exporte of $733,000.

Bir LEONARD TILLEY. I looked into that matter lait1
night. Taking the exporte ofîthe manufactures of Canada for1
1878,and thos-e for 1880--i both cases ho included ships-itt
madeover $800,OOetakingthe whole of the exporte, and ifwet
takotheships ont,it made adifference ofonly about $200,000.r

eow, 1 tme to a question in which we are aH
interested, and that i the generaIprospe4tyofîte-eausry.
I do hear oSeasionalHy some of our friendof the Opposition
saying: "Oh, weli, times are botter; theyare impreved;
but ten the National Policy has -had nothing te de
with it." I thank them for that, because it is emly some-
thing for.the country to have the hon, gentlemen opposite
say that times have improved in Canada. It bas been a long
time since they have doue that. Now, I have soM»
facts to state which, I think, are calculated Io establiah
pretty clearly that times have impreved. Look at oaur
comnmree. In 1878-79 vessels inward and outward amounted
to 6,088,550 tons iin 187980 to 6,786,791, tons, and
increase of 700,000 tons; while in the latter period there
were 112,525 seamen against 104,390 in the former period.
We bear some hon. gehtiemen say: " What has that got to
do with manufactures ?" As I stated before, 100,000 tons of
that increase was due te the importation of coal and sugar.
The total exporte for 1878-79, were $71,491,000; those for
1879-80, were $87,911,000, or an increase of $16,420,000.
The annual average excess of imports over exporta fmm
1861 te 1879, was $20,000,000. Last year the excees of
exports overi mports was $1,451,711, the first instance of the
kind ia the history of Canada. That is due to to two causes:
First, because we increased the value of raw materials by
manufacture, by $6,000,000, which diminished the value of
the importa by the same sum. Then we increased the
exports, due partly, I admit, te a bountiful harvest, for
which we have great reason to be thankfl. Then with
reference to the coal interest, as I stated before, the coal
prod ucers of Nova Scotia sold in 1878-79, 688,624 tons; in
179-80, 944,615 tons, or an increase of 255,991 tons. In
British Columbia, lat year, they exported 201,527 tons, being
30,738 tons more than the year before. The increased produc-
tion in Nova Scotia and British Columbia, for the lastyear, was
286,729 tons. Then there isan increaseottrade with the West
Indies from8 1,033,849 in 1877-78, to $1,252,429 in 1878-79,
and $3,151,754 in 1879-80. The importa from China and
Japan were $38f,676 in 1877-78; 8448,962 in 1878-79, and
$893,911 in 1879-80. Now we come teo some other facto,
which are tests of the condition of the country. For
instance, the value of the stocks of thirteen Banks of
the Dominion on the 1st of February, 1879. The paid up
capital thon was $38,465,864. The value at the rates at
wbich they were thon sold, was $38,921,015. The value on
the 1st of February, 1881, was $58,237,168, or an increase
of $14,316,153 on tho $38,000,000 of bank stock in the year.
The deposits in the Banks of the Dominion, not including
Government deposits, weie, in December, 1878,#66,406,516;
in December, 1880, $79,2314,416, or an increase of812,832,900.
The deposits with the G4overnment in Post Offces and
Dominion Savings Banks for the fiscal year of 1878, amount-
ed to $8,998,113; in 1879, 69,846,982; in 1880, $11,688,356.
On the 3ist of January, 1881, they were 814,730,594, an
increase of $5,732,481 in two years; this sum added te the
S1 t,839,900 of additional deposits in the banks, makes
altogether $18,500,000 of increased deposits, showing the
increased earnings of the people. Thon we wili take the
receipts of Canadian railways. In 1879, 3,722 miles of road
yielded #15,789,101; in 1880, 3,744 miles yielded $21,241,756,
or an increase of $5,452,655.

Mr. MILLS. Io that the local traffic or the total trame?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is the whole traffle. A

portion of this increase is, no doubt, due to the distribution
of the sugar that was refined in Montreal. Former)r, it
came in by the bridge at the Falls, they did net carry it so
far, but when it had to go from Montreal to all parts of the
Dominion, they gote something extra out of that too. I think
that with these fhete before us, we will be prepared to admit
that the country is in a more prosperous condition. We do
not claim all that for the National Policy, Oh, no I I think
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that the National Policy bas had a great deal to de witth it,.
in the firsts place by giving confidence to the people who
had their capital invested. Even on the 14th of March, 1879,
there was increased confideneeop the part of every mae wbe
had capital invested. If you travel over the Dominion
to-day and come in communication with mon of all classes.
and all branches of business, they will tell you that.*
business has vastly improved. We have few losses now
whereas we. had enormous bankrupteies before. la con-
versation the other day with, a large importer. and trader
of Montreal he said : "Last year we did an enormous
business and we lost but 840 in bad debts. Everywhere we
have prompt payments; money is more abndant; business
everywere is better, and the National Policy bas had agood
share in this improvement. Now, there bas been agqod deal
said about the increase Qf taxation upon; the people of
Canada since 1R72. It was the burden of speeches made,
last summer where elections were held, and last, autumn.
1 think it was my hon. friend from South Brant (Mr. Pater-
son) who atated that this Government was very extravagant
and was ruining the country. .And I think that my hon. friend
the leader of the Opposition, as well as the late Financial
Minister stated that on the return of the present Ministry
to power the expenditure began to increase. The latter
gentlemen said: "You may look for a large increase, and I
should not wonder if, in 1883, we should have an
expenditure of $28,000,000." Last Session the hon. leader
of the Opposition went out of his usual sphere
and made a careful examination of our financial affairsa; he
apologized for doing so, but it was not necessary, as he
handled the subject in a very able manner; stili, perhaps, his
attention bas not been called to a few facts I am now
about to give him on this subject. The taxation necessary
to meet the expenditure for 1873-74 to 1879-80, may be stated
as follows: I deduct the $2,000,000 surplus because we are
not spending it. If we had a deficiency of 81,000,000 we
would bave to add that $1,000,000 to the amount collected
from Custorms and Excise, because we would have required
to incrcase the expenditure. Then I take the increase of
population uider the census of 1871 as my basis. It
was about 1'2 per cent. between 1861 and 1871, and I
estimated 12J per cent. between 1871 and 1681. I
divide that by ten, and adding one-tenth to each year from
1871 down, ,showing the increase. Taking money neces-
sarily collected from Customs and Excise for the purpose
of paying the necessary expenditure of the country, as
just stated, we find it to be as follows, per head for the
population :-1873-4, $5·01; 1874-5, $5-J7; 1875-6, $5-22;
1876-7, $482; 18i7.8, 84-71; 1878-9, $5.02; 187.480, 487.
And under the estimated expenditure of the present year
(1881), 4-98 as against 5-22 in 1875-76, and 5-07 in 1814-75.
t must be borne in mind that between 1873-74 and the time

when the present Government came into power, our debt
was increased $40,000,000, and during the last two years
$18,000,000 were added, for which we have provided this
year. Notwithstanding that it was 4·87 per head of the
population last year, it is estimated this year it will exceed
4-98. This is a matter I have gone into so carefully that I
am satisfied I am correct; but, of course, it is quite open for
my predecessor, the late Finance Minister, to show, if lie
can, that I am wrong with reférence to that matter.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What do you hold
the population in 1881 will beé?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If there is any error it is in
favor gi my hon. friend, because I divide by ten, and you
will see that is at the same percentage. The increase would
be larger in the last year, and we give him the benefit from
the commencement. Now, as we are entering upon a greatj
work, and one which. the country will sustain this House1
in carrying out, it is necessary that we should look- to
see how the debt of the Dominion of Canada stands to-day,1

Sir LEONARD TILLET.

and ho-w it wili stand whena that. wo-r, is com. 1éaple 4a
,cfrp#red with the debts of otier oaugries 44; the rates Qf
t4xf tion. I have obtaiped information with reference to
the debta of the different Australi'n colQuises, fr the purpose
of comparison. The following is q statement of the debt4
per head of the population of th4e followiolug onies, Juse
3Oth, 1879, and tages per head for the euýw yer:

New South Wales
Victoria...........
South Australia ........
Queensland..........
WesternAustralia....
Tasmania ........ ...
New Zealand......
Canada, gross debt....

Dbt . t d b

Debt.

5 10

il 10
5 17 8

13 3t
7 2

14 il

T'axation.

1 '19 4.

2 1 3

3 1 72 28 6i

3 4 4
i o 7j

eoor, neT e ......... .

If the engagements in connection with the Pacific Railway
could mature during the current fiscal year, the revepge
of the year would be found sufficient to pay the interest
on the debt, including ail other charges upon the Con-
solidated Revenues, and the net debt of the Dominion
would not exceed £9 9s. 4d. per head of the present popu-
lation, and the taxation for the year would not exceed
£1 2s. 2d., or less than one half the average taxation of
the Australian Colonies. Now, that would not jastify
extravagance on our part, I admit, but I make this state-
ment to show our people that our taxation will.be only
one-half when that work is completed, of wbat it is in those
Australian colonies, and that, under those circumstances,
with our country in its présent prosperous condition, and
with a certainty of a continuation of that prospority, they
need have no fear of the future. Some gentlemen may say
bank stoeks have increased in value because of the
good harvests. That is of a temporary charaoter, but -they
have increased in value because the assets that the banks held
were made more valuable by this policy which is giving an
impetus to the trade of the whole country; and if we may
judge from the improvement visible in the last two months
since it was known that there was a probability of the
Syndicate taking this road off our bands and constructing it
rapidly, that the liabilities of the country were fixed, and
that this rond would be completed within ten years, I
helieve that fact, in connection with the National Policy, las
much to do in increasing the value of stocks and of reat
personal property everywhere, and giving a hopeful feeling
to the people throughout the length and breadth of the
Dominion. It is said we on this side of the Bouse are very
sanguine, and that I am a sanguine prophet. I will not under -
take to prophecy, but I ask the members of this House and
the people generally to look at the state of trade and our
prospects and say, have they ever been more hopeful than
at present. I firmly believe, although we have not a high
protective Tariff, that by a re-adjustment of our Tariff from
time to time for the encouragement and development of the
resources of the country, and with our vast fertile bel tof
lands in the North-West for settlement, there is no reason
why we should not be hopeful, and why the most sanguine
expectations of the people of the Dominion should, not be
fully realized. I feel, standing here and speaking as the
representative of the Government, that we háve ample proof
and evidence to vindicate us in the policy that we have
followed, and that the gentlemen who support us in this
House-and it is more their measure than ours--will be
vindicated by those who sent them here. fHaving heard
the leader of the Opposition say a few nights since, that he
desired a return to the Tariff of 1878, I would prophecy this
-and it is the only prediction I wijl mlke: if the hon.
gentleman continues to entertain these views and propounds
them.at the election of 1883, this wave of prosperity that is
coming over this country will submerge him and bis party
if they attempt to check its onward progress by the Ae-
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traction of this policy, and it will be fatal to them all.
Thèy may patrioticaRý feel that it is théir duty to do it,.
but the consequenees will nevertheless be as certain. In,
Committee I propose to aubmiit some resolutions, of which
the .following is a ummary:- -

Schedule A.-Dutiabe Goods.

ri<ltunal îbiplem1entsamower and reaper, knives to b
added us pets of-deprtrent rules same now.

Beokas--uprinted Mattet not enumetated, to be -added at same
If te, 30 per eet.

ritannia metal-in pigs -and bars 10 per cent. Manufac.
tures of not plated, 25 per cent,-now all 20 per cent.

Cocoa nuts-present duty $1 per hundred-when from place
of growth téo be50 cents.

Cordage-to indlude Maniilla mouline, 20 per cent., boing
pleâtifuHy made in Cartada.

Còtton and man1ifaturers of-amendment intended to
imake white or dyed jeans; coixtillës, < ambrics, silicias
&v., unifoerm rate 20 per cent-some now 2 cents per
square yard and 15 per cent.

Cotton over 36 inches Wide for oiled window blind manu-
factures to be 15 per cent-bow 2 eeûts per squaré
yard and 15 per cent.

Oldthihg df any niatorial not elsewhere specified, te be
unifôrnldnty 30 per cent -now according to material.

'Glass and reanufactuÈes of-word "moulded " inserted, and
wôrds "or fruit" Utken òut t inake item plain, and
sido-lights and head-lights added at 30 per cent-The
ltter now rated accordihg to material, and sometimes
no't properly r'ated.

Gin, rifle and pistolkcatridges to be uniform at 30 per cent.,
-now rated aocordibg to material.

Grain, fleur and meal-now specific duty, tobe 20 per cent.
ùyönoappraisedvàlue when damaged by-water.

Irdn and nanufactures of-axIes, iivets and nuts, tW pay
Same duty, whether of iron or steel.

RoNied béams, channea and angle, and T iron, now j5 per
cent. to be-redaced te 14 per cent.

Wrdùght iron tubing,,now all 15per cent.i te be changed, and
mnke all of 2 inches diamneter and under 25 per cent.

Chain cables-over J inch, now 5 per cent., change size
to ead over i of an inch.

Laes, Lbaids, friâges, corde, tasels, now various rates,
seedi-dibg to iat&rial, ýto be all 20 per cent.

Lead-old aüd scfap, to be 40 cents per 100 Ibs.; pigs,
bars, blocks and seets, to be 60 cents:per 100 Ibs.;
both now l 1 oper cent.

Leatho-kibds tow dutiable at 15 per cent., not welli
defined. Item ehanged and kinds more clearly specified,
but daitynot changed.

Liqurinie rôot-*the fot *as inserted here in error, it is in
the free list, and late beexpunged from the dutiable
itèm.

Marble fnished--new 25 per cent., te he 30 per cent.
Micisial iûstruYnents-rexcept pianos and organs, now rated

according to material, to1be all uniforn duty, 25 per cent.
Oil-lubricating, now often difficult to determine, duty

being of lnixed _naterials teobe 25 por cent.
P>Wnts-white lead in pulp, notin oil, to be 5 per cent.
ïRibbons -all kinds and materials, to be 30 per cent-now

different rates accotdihg t materials.
Oit 'cloth for floors, etc. . Wotding ofitem changed tW avoid

discrepancies in tating, but duty not changed, 30 per
cent

Plated wrate-eutlery plated wholly, or in part, speciflied in
item to make it-plain • duty not changed.

Plaster of Paris-ground not 'calcined, now 20 per cent., tW
be specific-10 dents per 100 pounds, to avoid difficulties
in valuation.

Printing presses--bow 15 per cent., to be 10 per cent.

Silk in the gum-item changed to read "or spun, not more
advanced than singles." This to favor ribbon manu-
facturers.

Spirits and strong waters-to inolade medicinal elixirs and
fluid extracts, and wine preparations, at $1.90 per
gallon, now difficult to rate, makes matters plain.

Steel-free until lst Japuary, 1882, extended to 1883.
Caned meats, fruits and tomatoes-Speific rates of duty to

include the cans, and weight of cans to be included in
weight for duty. This has been established by Order
in Council and acted upon in the past.

Satins of ail kinds-to be 25 per cent, now various accord-
ing to material of chief value.

Screens-of any material not elsewhere specified, to be 30
per cent. Wood screens are now 35 per cent., and
others various rates accord ing o material.

Shawls of all material, except silk, to be 25 per cent., now
various rates.

Slates-rofing slates now 25 per cent., teobe specifie at
80 cents and $1 per square.

Sulphurie and nitric acid-combined, to bc 20 per cent.
This is so now under Order in Council.

Telephones, telegraphic instruments, electrie and galvanie
batteries and apparatus for electrié ligbts te be 25 per
cent., now rated according t rmaterial.

Umbrellas, parasols and sun shades of all kinds and
materials to be 25 per cent. -now rated according to
matetials.

Velvets-silk to be be 25 per cent. now 30 per cent.,
velveteens and cotton velvets to be 20 per cent.

German and nickel silver, manufactures of, not plated, to be
25 per cent.-now uncertain.

Wincies-not more thaù.j wool, plain and twilled, aIl widths,
20 per cent.
Checked, striped or fancy not over 25 inches wide 20

per.cent.
Checked striped or fancy, over 25 and not over 30

inches, 2 cents per square yard and 15 per cent.
But all checked,striped, or fahncy,over 30 inches contain-

ing wool as part of material or to be rated as
"Iwoollen goods."

Woollens-horse clothing shaped, addel to provent mis-
apprchension, no alteration in duty.

Schedule B. -Free List.

To be added-
Beans-vanilla and aux vomiea, belladonna leaves.
Books-educational, for the use of sehools for deaf and

dumb, exclteively.
Bones, crude, &c.-the word Iland " to be stricken out, to

avoid mistakes.
Color, dry and in pulp-item to be changed so as o add a

number nsed by wàll-paper makers and others..
Cinchona bark and ergot.
Forest trees, for planting-free for Manitoba and North-

West Territory.
lora strips-for marking corsets.

Extract of oak bark.
Potash-bichromate of
Roots medioinal-Aconite, ealomba, ipecacuanha, sarsapa-

rilla, squills, taraxacum and valerian, and various other
roots are already free.

Prohibitions to be added-to accord with Copyright Act.

Foreign reprints of British Copyright Works, Copyrighted
in Canada, and of Canadian Copyrighted Works.

I shall submit these changes to the favorable consideration
of the Committee, and I tink the House for the patience
with which it has listened to me.

It being Six b'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.
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AFTER RECESS.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal), in the absence of Mr. GAuLrv,
moved the second reatling of the Bill (No. .62) respecting
the Citizens' Insurance Company of Canada.

Bil read the second time.

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE BUDGET.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRtWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, the great
and complicated questions to which the Minister of Finance
referred and very properly referred, in his speech on the
present occasion, are too numerous to enable me, or any
one else for that matter, to do more to-night than take a
general and pursory survey of the points in dispute between
the two sides of te HRouse, and in particular between the
bon. gentleman and myself. Some of them would require
for their proper elucidation very nearly an entire debate of
itself. And although I do not despair of being able to notice
almost all, if not all, the chief points to which the hon.
gentleman referred, I certainly cannot pretend just now to
go into al] the questions which have come up in connection
with this discussion. I observe that in the brief but touchingi
remarks in which the hon. gentleman introduced hisJ
financial statement, ho naturally enough alluded to the
remarkable condition of peace, prosperity, and hap-i
pinces which attended the affaira of this country
at the time he first, as Finance Minister, made - a
statement to this House. Sir, although I am
very far friom denying that the financial state of the1
country in Mardh, 1873, was a very strong one, I fail toi
understand what particular credit the hon. gentleman-whoi
held the office of Finance Minister for eight months in 1873,s
if my memory serves me, after the retirement of Sir Francis1
Hincks-who used that opportunity to add between threei
and four million dollars a year to the expenditure of Canadaf
without making any provision whatever for the payment ofi
the same-I saylI fail to understand what particular credit
the hon. gentleman can claim, or how his actions i
during that time can have had much to do with the
promotion of the prosperity to which he alluded. If hon. i
gentlemen should desire to know what was the true conditiong
of the country wheu I entered upon office, and when I made
my first financial statement in April of 1874, they may
advantageously consult the Budget which I then felt it my a
duty to lay before the House. But the hon. gentleman8
threw out a challenge to this side of the House, i
to draw comparisons between the administration r
of publie affLairs by the Government of which bon. gentle- d
men on these Benches were supporters, and the Government t
of which h ais himself a member, between the Tariff under c
which we conducted the business of the country and that f
which e has himsef introducel. I say for myself, I say t
f>r the -late Administration, and I think I may also say for c
my bon. friends behind me,and for the great party which they v
represent, that they sbrink from no "fair comparison on this w
paint. We are willing, aye, more than willieg, even eager, r
that a comparison should be made between the true effects i
of a protective Tariff and a revenue Tarif, provided $
that comparison is made on fair and equitable principles. in
Let us compare the effects of a revenue Tarif and a protee- $
tive Tarif in times of depression and in times of prosperity, W
if yon please; but do not let us resort to the gross and pal. a
pable unfairness of comparing the effect of a revenue Tariff 1
in a Cime of world-wide depression, one such as was never th
before experienced on this continent, with the effect mof a b
protective Tariff in a time of prosperity. In case of a fair fo
comparison, we sbould have no reason to decline to 'accept th
any parallel wbich the hon. gentleman or hie friends might T
desire to draw. I ebserved, Mr. Speaker, in ,th opening nu
portion of theh ou. gentleman's remarks, 'that he ha&'a c
slight initiai difficuIty to dontend with. Ou tbe one hand, y

Sir LmonÂD TILnEY.
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he had an actualiealized deficit of1,000 to iain,
and on the'other ah anticipatedsrplus, which hé e±pects
to receive, and probably ilri reeivD, thé rèslt of thetiba-
tion of the present year. 'The problem; therefore, which
has presented itself to the hon. gentlean is this: 'how
shall I, having entered into- office Iin 1SlT, escape .th rés-
ponsibility of the deficit of 188, and at the same time,
secure to myself the credit of the surplus of 1881? The
hon. gentleman's plan is agenions and simple., A1lyou have
to do is to take as much as ýmay.be nocessry from he
receipts of the one year, and add as mach'as ai needful to
the receipts of the other year, and the thing is done. If I
might venture to suggest such a thing, it looks as if the
mind of the Minister hLad atrayed back to the pastimes ofhis
early days, and as if le ha4 revived for his own benefit on
this particular occasion the pleasant-formula of "heads 1
win, tails you lSe" with which youthful gamesters some-
times seek to make fortune .doubly sure. The fact is as the
London Economist naively put il when commenting on this
very transactionT: "The Canadian Minister of Finance has a
detioit of £400,000, but he prefers to call it £80,000." And
I daresay the precedent wil be convenient. But what is
the hon. gentleman's argument? le imposèd a Tarif in
February, or rather though the terms were wcll-known in
February, the Tariff was actually imposed in March;
thereby, says theb on. gentleman, you cause great
anticipations in July, August, September and October of
the sueceeding year. That may be the case, or it may not
be the case.. Let us look at. the proof the hon. gentleman
bringsforward to sustain his position. I think that theI House
will agree, if there was agreat anticipation of dutiable goods-
in the latter half of 1878-9, we might, reasonably have pre-
smned that the dutiable importations of the whole year
1879 would have been largely ihi excess of the dutiable
importations for the years 1878 and 1880, and also that the
importation in the last half of the year 1879 would have
been larger than during the first half.. What are the facts?
Why, Sir, the facts are these: That n the fiscal year 1879,
in which bon. gentlemen will bear in mind this great
anticipation occurred, w. importel in ù1l for consump-
tion $80,341,000, and in 1878, the year before this
great anticipation occurred, we imported $91,199,000
-811,000,000 more in 1878 than3 in 1879. In
1880, the gioss importation, although not the
anount entered for consumption, reached a sum of
886,489,000. It is true that by the mode in which the
accounts are now stateJ, there would appear to be a large
eduction in the imports of 1880, but wben you come to
leduct from each of the imports entered for consumptidn,
he amounts which were known to be imported from other.
oountries, and passed in transitu through Canada, you will
ind that the real imports for 1880 are exactly identical with
hose for 1879. If you choose to apply another test-if you
hoose to compare the dutiable imports for the firsf half of
879 with the dutiable imports for the last balf of 1879, in
which the great anticipation occurred, you have this very
'emarkable result.: tha in the first haf of that year we
imported $28,500,000, and int Lh last half we imported
26,967,000, boing a million and a half less dutiablo goods
mported in the last half than the frt, althougl in that
26,900,000 are included one million dollars worth of goods
which were free before. Acording to tho lin.eof argument
dopted by the hon. gentleman, becausthe imports for
1879 are far less than those for 1878, and because these for
he last half of 1879 are less than those for the firat half, and
ecause the imports for 1880 are quite as great as those
or 1879, therefore there was a great anticipation, as
he hon. gentleman says, i theM last half of 1879.
'he hon. Minister's speech, it appears Le me, divides itself
aturally-'into three parts: 1irst, he. aserted that tUe-
ountry was very mucl niore prosperous than& it was a few
ea ago, rir, that statemenut e. It is beyond ail
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doubt that the condition 4f Canada is more prosperofs than all he claimie t tobe, I would like him to infbrm nie and
it was two, - three or four years back. Thon ho *ent on the House, either now or at his more conenient leisure,
to show, and to show in some detail, thatthe said prosperity, how itvwas in old Canada in 1868, somewhere about 22
under Pmovidence, is due to the fact that lie years ago, wben we made a change in our Tari,>nd made
has caused certain articles-cotton, woollens, iron, it largoly .protective, and imposed vory heavy taxes,

,eoaf, sugar, and a great many other manu&o. the imposition of large taxes was followed by
tured artieles to be made artifmùially dearer, a conse- many years of extrerne dietressand numerons
quene. which I takethe liberty to doubt. And in the third deficits ? In the second place, why, in 186R, wfien a change
pIhee, he alleged that this is ail due to the bene- came over the spirit of these hon. gentlemen's dreame and
fit ent inspiration known as the National Policy. I desire, the First Minier, in my hearing, told as ho had found a
as weIl as the hon. gentleman, to expend some little more excellent way and waa- going to retraoe his steps,
timea in, considering what are the causes of these when we lowered our Tarif and made it a merely revenue
botter timee-how comes it that, to-day, in 188Li things are Tariff, then the reduoction of the taxes was followed by
better with us, as they undoubtedly are, than they wore in many years of rathero renarkable prosperity ? Thon, if it
1876, or 1877, or 1878, or 1879 ? To the hon. Minister's bc the case, as the bon. gentleman has more than once
mind there ls no difflculty at all. He points to the sequence hinted it was, that the existence of deflcits-whether large
of events. Sequence and consequence to him are -at the or smali, whether caused by our own acts or those of our
same. He points triumphantly to this great fact-there predecesQs,-is a proof of the reat incapacity of
are the taxes imposed in 1879; bore are the bâter times in the Ministrf'ênder which they exis I would like him,
1881. Permit me to say that thore appears to me to be when the First Minister is i hie plae, to explain, and to
some confusion of ideas here. No dou bt among varions races, send to the High Commissioner a copy of bis explanation
savage and civilized, there wili be found a similar confusion. of the reason why there wore more and larger deficits-
When there is distress, they have various devices to get out ton times more than ours, I believe-between the *years
of it. Some nations offor human sacrifices, some imake from 1858 to 1866. Now, Sir, lot us see what are the
long prayers, some consult oracles, and sotne, in order to reasons which the hon, gentleman advanced for claiming
make the people richer, impose more taxes. If they can credit for himself and fbr his policy for the shrplus which he
benefit ten at the expense of ton thonsand they think- expects to receive. That surplus, as the bon.gentleman truly
and the hon. Minister, in fact, alleges-that that is a sure stated, is due, or will be-due when we get it, to the increased
mode ofesciping fr6m dis1cres. They ail have their fetish, importations of the year. Now, the poIicy of those hon.
whether it be sacrifices, or prayers, or oracles or taxes, it gentlemen, declared from this side of the House and from
matters not. And the hon. Minister, true to bis particular that side ofthe House so often, is to diminish imports, to
fetish, proposes to go on imposing more taxe., in order to put a stop to this extravagant importation under which wo
make ouir peole riee·. So far as I can foliow hi- argu- suffer, and if it be true-and I do not see how ho ecan deny or
ment, lie would have us to understand that, inastnauh as he countradict it-that the surplus is due to increased imports, I
taxed cottons'we had a botter wbeat crop; that inasmuch as say that it does not lie in his mouth to claim as the proof of
ho taxed woollens-and he did tax them pretty severely- the groat succeus of his policy that, in spite of all lie has done
therefore the people of Canada are able to sell more beef, -and ho has doue a great deal in that direction-he bas not
and butter, and cheese; that inasmuch as all articles of iron yet succeeded, though he may hereafter, in so far redue.
are more heavily taxod, and have risen in price-and my ing our imports as to entirely destroy our revenue. The
hon. friende know that the article of iron enters largely into general tone and style of the lon. gentleman's argument
the production of lumber-therefore there is a great deal reminded me of the address the steward of some great
more denand for lumber; and as far as coal is concerned, proprietor might make to his master. He migbt say: "I
so far as I could follow the subtleties of his argument, that and 'my fellow servants between us have larglély added to
the tax on coal goes to increase t avel and tQ cheapen your annual erpenditure. We have ponsioned off many
froight. Sir, there have beci infide!s who have doubted ail good and faithful servants of yours and have put friends of
this. There have been men so ar abaudoned to their natural ours in their places. We have taken pains that every job
depravity as to point out that in the first place this distress, done oi your estate should be executed on terms fhr boyond
which the hon. gentleman alleges we brought about, and he the market price-many millions above it in some cases.
removed, was a universal and wide-srread distress, and, We have forced your tenants to deal with shopkeepere who
moxeover, affected nations which did impose taxes for the gave them indifferent goods at high prices. We have used
purpose of making the people richer quite as long and as the power of attorney with which you se rashly intrusted
largely as nations which did not; that the causes which led to us to give away a great deal of your property, and to
to this distress were very plain; that these causes were incur obligations which you will have to redeem at great
wholly extrinsic to and wholly unconnected with any sacrifice. But yet, in spite of all, although we have
question of extra taxes; that in other countries exactly an labored assiduously, though we have done our beet and
opposite course to that which the hon. gentleman bas our worst, stt we have to inform yon that your neighbours
foliewed, and recommends to us, has beenfollowed by similar have purchased so much more largely than heretofore, your
results to those upon which ho now congratulates us. tields and your herds and your forests have yielded so
It has been pointed out that prima facie the best way to make much botter than before; in pite of all we could do we have
people rich is not to compel them to buy inferior articles for a absolutely got a balance to our credit, although it is
third or a half more than they could purchlase them in a free extremely probable that we will very soon get rid of it."
market. I am aware, that ail such pleae as these the hon. I spoke but now of the causes of increased revenue. Tbose
gentleman will shake frem him. He condescended to-night, causes wore due, as the hon, gentleman admitted, to increased
for the first time, to give some particulars of the factories, impdrtation. Now, Sir, I say that that increased importation
and to give us a little calculation of the numbers of people arisesfrom causes entirely extraneous to the hon. gentle-
ho says ho las called into existence or given employ- man's policy. We are able to buy more, because we have
ment to by this beneficent Tarif. Still, there was a goed more to seill; we have more to sell, because we have had
deal of rather vague rhetorie and comparatively little of the good harvests, and because there is a botter demand. There
hard fact we should obtain-we mustobtain-ini order to is a botter demand, because there as been a scarcity
thoroughly understand these questions. I would like, Sir, in Europe, and a great improvement in the United
for ny private information, to put three questions te the States, largely due no doubt to the hard times which
hon. gentleman. If this nostrum of more taxation belexisted in Europe, Now, under what pofsible cendi-
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tions could the National Policy claim the credit of these
increased importe. That, Sir, is a point to which I desire
to direct the earnest attention of this louse. So far as I
can see, the hon. Minister is justified in claiming for the
National Policy the credit of our increased exporta, on one
or otber of these two conditions : if he be able to show that
his policy has so stimulated manufacturing industry, that
our exporte of manufactured goode have increased targely,
or, if he be able to prove, as indeed tie tried to do to some
extent (though I cannot congratulate him upon hissucem
in thab direction), that his policy has largely increased the
production of the other articles we export, I admit he
would have made out some ground for asserting that the
National Policy bad contributed to these increased exporta
to which we owe our incrased revenue. But what are the
facts ? My hon. friend fromn Brant (Mr. Paterson) rather
anticipated my lino of argument yesterday, when he called
attention to the fact that whereas our exporte of manu-
factures of our own production were in 1878, $4,127,000, our
exporte of the same class of goods had fallen in 1880 to
63,242,000. Well, Sir, the hon. Ministeradvanced to-night an
argument which I have heard, and which I think members
of this House have heard for the first time, that this which w.
in our ignorance ail thought wasa proof, thatwhatever other
benefits the National Policy might have brought about it had
not increased our power of producing manufactured article",
was quite a mistake on our part. The hon. Minister -tells
us, and I call the attention of the House and of the
country to the statement, that the diminution of exports.
of manufactured articles is the best proof of increasingJ
home prosperity. That is a statement with which I con-
fess I feel myself hardly qualified to grapple. It had
appeared to me, Mr..Speaker, that one of the strongest
objections to the protective system is that under it you

-usually fail, as those figures show we have failed, as the
whole history of the United States shows they have failed, to
enable your manufacturers to produce manufactured articles

cheaply enough to allow them to compete in the markets
of the world with merchants of other nitions les heavily
taxed, and that as a conséquenceyou dogreat injury to your
carrying trade by reducing the trade to and fro with other
nations. Any one who has studied the subject knows
the difficulties Americans experience in competing in foreign
markets with England through lack of vessels of their own,
and their inability to retain even a fair share of the com-
merce to their own ports, and for these two resons I say
the protective systen stands condemned. However, Sir, the
difference in the export of manuf4atured goods in any case
is se small that it is not worth dwelling upon.except as an
illustration ofanother part of my argument. Has the hon.
gentleman,as he seems desirous of showing, really done any-
thing to increase the production of these great staples,
owing to whose increase we 'are now in a more prosperous
condition ? Well, Sir, the hon. gentleman told us that ha
lad added ten cents in oertain cases to the coSt ofilour. le
thought it was probable that sometimes at certain seasons
there might be a emali increase in theprice of wheat. He
was judiciously doubtful on that point, cuse I think if ha
visita my agriultura w constituents, and those of other men
bers, he will find that if there was an increase it did not go
into the pockets of the farmer, but into that of the
speculator, and as a matter of fact, for many months in the
past two yeam the price of Canadian wheat ruled lower
than that of American wheat, a state of affaire which 1
fear was due in part to the operation. of the policy which
he claims is the cause of our prosperity. I myseif place
small dependence upon the figures quoted upon thai point,
because I know right well the price ofOCanadian and Ameri-
can wheat is fxed by the price wbich raies at liverpool
and at other great pointa of demaand in Europe.
But what has ha done for the benefit of the agriculturiat,
for the boennt of the lWmberer, fer the benfit of t her

Sir ERcuAD J. CARTWRIGHT.

producersof articles of a similar kind? If I am correctjy
informned, and I think there are gentlemen here who eau
corroborate nty statement, what ha has done for thesagreat
industries is simply this: •He has added te the- coet. cf
every tool which these producers use, from a apade to.a
mowing machine, from an axe te a cross-eut saw. He,0has
added to the cSt of every article which they requireto purý
chase. From their cape te theirboota; frem thoir booksto
their blankets, there is not one article which is exteusively
used by these producers tothe cost of which he has not
added. He lias, as I shaI presently show, diminished
their home market by many thousands even giving him
credit for ail he pretends he las added to the home popu-
lation. He has added, also, to the cost offreight, and yet
he claims that ho and his poicy have been largely -the
cause of the increased production of wheat, of animal
products, and of articlés of the foreet. Now, ,ir, it is well
worth our while-it is an interesting study, as far as figures
can h interesting-to examine for ourselves what, and how
great has been the increase in the exportaof this country
within the ist few years. In 1879, thatis to say in the fiscal
year terminating on the 30th June, our total exports, (inelud-
ing coin and bullion) of our own products, was $63,135,000.
In 1880 those exports amounted to $74,671,000, of which,
however, $1,000,000 was caused by an additional amount of
bullion. In the first half of the prosent year 1881, our exports
reached the very remarkable figure of $54,122,000. Now,
Sir, the hon. gentleman is right in congratulating the
country on this state of things. But hoeis wrong, in my
jidgment, in cloiming that ho or bis policy contributed in
the stightest degree to bring about that incrcase. Has he
considered, Sir, of what articles those increases consist?
We exported inl 1879,

Articles of the forest............... ..... $13,261,000
Animals and their prodcts.......... ........ 14,100,000
Agricultural articles ........ .... 19,628,000

Total.........................................$46,900, 00

In 1880 we exported, of
Articles of the forest ........-............................. 16,859,000
Animais and their products.... ...... ...... 17,607,000
Agricultural products ........ 22,294,000

Total ....... ............ ....... $56,61,000

In other worde, the total increase of our exports during
the year of those three articles alone, arnounted to
89,766,000, being as nearly as possi ble, when you allow for
the addittional bullion exported, the exact difference
between the exports of 1879 and 1880. And,.Sir, which is
another fact to which I would calli the earneist attention of
this House (because it is ere we find the whole key to tie
cause ofthe remarkable prosperity which the hot. gentle-
man rightly says now exists, and from the continuance of
which he hopes to obtain his surplus) in the half year
ending December 3lst, 1879, I fnrd that our total exports
were. of

Articles of the forest ................... .. ....... $10,168,000
Animals and their products............. . 10,714,000
Agricultural articles............. .. ............ 14,796,000

In all, $35,500,000 in round numbers. In this current half
year I find that we exported of

Articles of the forest.... ........... ..... $17,985,000
Animals and their products.. .......... 13,806,000
Agricultural products .................... 13,856,000

Total.. ----. ..-.. .- ... 45,644,00O

So that in the six months which elapsed on the lt of
January we had, on these thi ee articles atone, added to our
exporta $10,00,000 worth. And ifyou compare it with the
halfyear for 1879,in which woexported of all those artieles,
$30,621,000, you fnd that there is a differenea in those six
months in favo'r of 1881 of 815,02,000. NewSir,Ilsay
that tUes. are vry remarkable f&Qta2 whieh 1 how leadly
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and distinctly to what causes our present prosperity, Bo -which I tUke for the purpose of comparison in order te
far ase it exists, is really due, not to thehoen. gentleman, not avoid any charge of mixing ap the efets of my Tarif
to the National Policy, not to the inerease of our manufae- with the Tarif which that hon. gentleman imposed -and
turers' product, but wholly and entirely to the inerease of I say it is susceptible of the clearest proof that supposing
our export of lumber and-of animale and their products- only that there was a very moderate increase of the importe;
wholly to these causes ls it due; ner need I tell any one who supposing there was an increase of the importe much less
bas paid the faintest attention to the actual operations of com- than the-inoreased exportation would warr4nt-that the old
merce how enôrmously au addition to the income of the Tarif would have given us, in 1880, all the revenue we
people of $10;O000000 in the epace of six menthe will received, and that in 1881 we would get as much revenue as
tend te eneourage:and stinulate every kind of industry even the hon. gentleman himself expecte to obtain from
at home, and increase oer powers of purchase the enormous additions which he made tAo i. Sir, on that
and our consumption of dutiable articles. But I point, I desire to call the attention of the House te a rather
do say, Sir, that it ,i hardly open te the bon. gentlemen, te remarkable fact which they eau verify for themeelves if
claim that he or his poliey i» entitled to any share of the they refer to the Gazette returns. In the first half of,
credit until lo is prepared to prove how far and to what 1874-5-that is tesay, the period from June, 1874, to January
extent that policy contributed to the enormous increase I 1875; the only period in which one can fairly compare the
have just pointed out. If bon. gentlemen want to trace operation of the late Tariff--the actual Customs receipts
more clearly still how close is the inter-dependence between for that balf year amounted, by the Gazette returns, to
the importe into and the experts froin this country, $8,835,000; the actual receipts for the corresponding period
they will find in the Gazette returns a very eurions which terminated on the ßrst of January. last, under the hon.
illustration, indeed, of the remarkable expedition with which gentleman's greatly increased Tariff, amounted-quoting
now-a-days an increaed expert produees. an increased from the Gazette returns, te $8,762,000, in which was in-
import. In the first half of 1879-80, we appear, by the cluded S400,000 at least for coal and bread. Se that, Sir,
Gazette returne, to have exported of goods of our own in the first half of 1874-5, the only period available for
production, $43,677,000 worth. lu 1880-1, for the same anything like a fair and just comparison, the revenue Tariff
period, we exported $54,122000. We exported, there- imposed in 1874, absolutely yielded a larger revenue than
fore, during the half year just closed, $10,495,000 the present oppressive and unjust Tarif imposed by the hon.
worth more than we did in the corresponding half year gentleman. Now, I say that we are justified in laying a greut
of the year before. What were our importe during the deal of stress upon that point. The period I have chosen,
same period ? In 1879, in the same >eriod, we imported although the only period at all available for the pnrpose of a
$34,118,000, and in 1880, for the saine period, we imported reasonable comparison, is a period unfavorable to us in
$44,618,000. Therefore, our importe inereased $10,499,000 very many ways. First of ail, the experts in 1874-5 were
against an increase of our exports of $10,495,000. I think enormously less than the experts in the present year. In
that fact a:onc woufd show not merely to the House, but to the next place, it is perfoectly clear that there ws a consider-
the hon. gentleman himself, how thoroughly and con- able anticipation in 1874-5 because the Tariff under which we
pletely the whole of this increase of revenue for which he then wôrked had been imposed at the latter end of April,
claims credit depended on the increased exportation from and, on the hon. gentleman's own argument, there would
this country, as te which I entirely and utterly deny the have been undoubtedly a vastly larger anticipation under a
hon. gentleman bas a right te say that he or his policy Tarif imposed in April, than there was under a Tarif well
contributed in any degree. Ail it bas done is that known in Februa and imposed in March. Now, I think,
it has considerably increased the cost of producing Sir, even the hon. Finance Minister himself will hardly ven-
lumber, grain and animal products of every kind and ture to deny that, provided our exports increase largely, our
description. In that increase of our exports in these three imports are sure to increuse to a very considerable extent;
great industries, he and his pilicy have neither lot, part and he can certainly hardly deny it in the face of the facte
nor share, although, as wae said of old, they may profit by it declared in our trade returns, and the facts to which I have
-they may succeed in reaping %Where most assuredly they called his attention ; nor can he deny that the old Tariff
did net sow. Now, Sir, I t4ke issue :with the hon. gentle- would bave yielded a largely increased revenue provided
man on two asertions of his. ie asserted in very positive the importe increased. I have showi that the exporte in
terme that at any rate, as a revenue-producing machine, bis 1880.81, so far, were within the halfyear at least $15,000,000
Tarif had vindicated its claim te complete success, and he grester than the exports in the corresponding period in 1878.
asserted aise that it did produce a great deal more than the Ifdo net sppose they will go on increasing in quite that
old Tariff which was imposed by the late Administration. ratio, but if, as is most probable, they are 810,000,000 or
Now, I say, that ifthe House choose te examine carefully thereabout more in the remaining half of the year than the
the real position of the matter they will see that se far from exports for the corresponding period-in 1878, we would have
being a success in the matter of producing a revenue, in ail human probability an increa-ed export over the expert
that hon. gentlemen's system bas proved to be an utter of 18780of $20,000,000 or $25,000,000, and I need net say
failure, so long as the exports continue low-and over that but for the hon. gentlemAn's deliberate and arbitrary
the amount of those exports, I repeat, he could exercise interference there would bave been unîdoubtedly an increaeod
no control. What was the actual return of Customs importation of at least an equal anount--probably a much
revenue received by the hon. gentleman in the year just larger amount-because as the House knows, under ordinary
past? It amounted, Sir, te $14,130,000. Of that Sir, no conditions of things, we usually receive back -a larger
less than $785,000 were due te the odious, unjust and un- importation than the nominal amount -of oqr exporte.
reasonable importe upon coal and upon bread-while on Now, Sir, if we assume, as a fair standard te start
-the same class of articles substantially on which theTarif from, the condition of exportesand the condition of im-
of 1874 was imposed, the hon. gentleman sueceeded by ports in 18%, and if te this yon add $25,000,000 of importe
his enormously increased and oppressive mode of taxation in which wonld be the 9mallest amount that would fairly
raising about 8 13,300,000. Now what would have been the represent an increased expert of $25,000,000, it is perfectly
resulte under the old Tarif? As I have shown te the clear that we would receive at the'very lowest calculation,
House an -increase of exporte is always or almost un- or would have received had our 0l. Tarif been in operation
variably acoompanied, -by au immediate increase of and net interfered with, an ibcrease of at lest $4,000,000
importe. Our exports in 1880 had increased, no thanks Io of revenue, probably considerably more, whollyinde ndent
the hon. gentleman, very largely overthe export in 1878 of the duty on coal and bread which I calledt e a to;
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in other words, if we had the additional exports-which I
entirely deny the hon. gentleman's right to claim credit for
-under the Tariff which we then had, our total income
would have amounted certainly to not less than 817,0Ù0100,
which, I think, is about the sum that the hon. gentleman ex-
pects to receive this year, less his tas. on coal; and the couzi-
try at large would have had a faxation something like 6f0 per
cent. less than the taxation under which it at present labors.
Now, Sir, although I do not care to quote the hon. gentle-
man's words, I say that this is a most ample justification of,
the position assumed by the late Government. I say that
the results have corne out literally and exactly as.
we predicted years ago that they would come out. I say
that.a protective tariff, so long as the exports continue low
-and so far as this protective tariff is concerned they-
would always have continued low-will wholly fail to pro-
duce adequate revenue until those conditions are changed.
I say that prosperity returüed the -instant that those con-
ditions were changed from causes over which neither the
hon. gentleman nor myself could really exorcise any
contr'ol; and I say, Sir, that the moment those con-
ditions were ch -nged, that the late Tariff would have
been amply sufficient and more than amply sufficient for
all our wants. The hon. gentleman, Sir, has indulged in a
very remarkable boast as to the effects of hits system
of taxation, and ho appeared disposed to dispute,
just now, my assertion that ho had added 60 per
cent. to the taxation. I did not say, you will observe,
that he had raised thé total taxes by the sum of 60 per
cent. over and above what they were before, but I say
this: whereas our average taxes were probabli, on the
ordinary importation, about 12 or 13 per cent., our average
taxes at present are some 19 or 20 per cent., and I say that
is a difference of 60 per ceM., as compared to the former
existing rate of taxation. Now, Sir, what has he done? He
has added to our taxes in almost every conceivable par-
ticular. We have taxes on food; we have taxes on fuel;
we have arrangements for inspection of oil so made as te
involve a very heavy tax on light-on the article chiefly
used for producing light in this country; and as a result we
have-although, perhaps, the on. gentleman may not,
suffciently appreciate the fact-greatly increased the whole
cost of living to the great producing classes of this country.
Perhaps the bon. gentleman, as some of, his friends behind
him have done, will argue that we have paid heavily, but
are receiving proportionate benefit. *Now, that is a
vital question for us to consider. I admit it may be
possible, although I have failed to see hitherto how, that
from the enormous addition to our taxation we have
received, or may hope to receive, some proportionate benefit.
Let us i ecall the promises which those hon. gentlemen
made at the time they were struggling for place and power.
Let me recall their promises to the urban popula ion, their
promises Io the farming population, and particularly to the
unhappy inhabitants of the Maritime Provinces, from which
the Ion. Minister of Finance cones. We were told that
they were to have a better home market, and the hon.
gentlemen to-night attempted to show how that promise,
at any rate, bas been fulfilled. We were told, particularly,
in the farming districts, land was to rise and was to becoie
more and more valuable all over the country; and,
I .would like to get the opinion of the repre-
sentatives from Western Ontario, as to the extent
to which that promise bas been fulfilled in their con-
stituencies. I arn afraid, if they spoke the truth, they
would have to admit that, though they ruight differ
about the cause, that there can be, unhappily, no doubt
whatever as to this, that the value of the farming lands,
throughout the western part Of Canada more particularly
lad fallon heavily anid seriously within the last few
years; while as to the home market, even the Ion. MiniâLea
of Finance, greatly inst his will, wascompelled to admit
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ihere had been a very serious exodus of our
poople, although ho was ilisposed to believe that the number
of those said to have left the country had been greatly
exaggerated. I can well understand the reason which makes
the hon. gentleman and bis colle.agues so sore, so savage
and so touchy when any allusion is made to the exodus.
Although the,hon. Minister of Finance was not present him-
self in the House during the five years of the Administration
of my hon. friend from Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie),be is, no
doubt, perfectly well aware that on no single occasion
did his frionds beoide him, and his friends behind
him, omit to quote from those very statistics
which they now decry to prove the fact that under Mx.
Mackenzie's Administration there had bfeen a great exodus
of, the people of Canada to the United States. Now no
language is too hard, ne insinuations, I was going to say,
are too severe for .them to make against the bona fides of
the United State- Customs statistics; and yet, until within a
year or t .vo ago on every hustings in Canada, did those hon.
gentlemen quote those very statistics as containing unanswer-
able proof of the mismanagement of the Mackenzie Govern-
ment and of the extent to which they were driving the
people out of the country. As to the question whether er
not the American statisties do accurately represent the total
exodus of our people, I for the present reserve my opinion.
I am not satistied-and I take this opportunity of stating it
publiely-with the report which las been submitted on
behalf of the Department of Immigration, and I will proceed
to give the hon. Minister some reasons which appear to be
reasonably convincing as to the existence of a very
serious exodus, whether or not those statistics which Mr.
Lowe controverts were exaggerated or not. There are other
facts well known to hon. members, which atford but -too
good evidence, but too clear proof-that w batever else the
hon, gentleman may or may not have done-that he has
failed, and failed most notably,in preventing this emigration,
which we deplore as sincerely, perhaps, more sincerely in
reality, than the hon. Minister himself. The hon. member
for Lanark (Mr. Macdonell) showed the House, the other
day, how, in the smaU space of some ten miles square,
between 300 and 400 people had been known to
have left this country. I called attention, myself, to the
fact that out of five or six townships scattered over the
County of Huront, having a population of barely 22,000 souls,
there was a known and ascertained emigration of at least
1,500 souls. I find by reference to certain municipal
statistics, which -we have ben able to obtain, and which it
would be well if the hon. Minister of Agriculture had
attenpted to obtain, that a like state of things prevailed at
widespread points through Ontario. I find, for instance, in
Kingston, frm which I come myself, that whereas a couple
of years ago, the population was given at I,358, to-day,
under the beneficent effects of the hon. gentleman's policy,
the population is put down at 13,621, a loss, in that com-
paratively arnall population, of 700 souls. i find from the
returns of Belleville that, last year, their population was
9,9il1, this year it is given at 9,726. I am informed by a
resident of St. Catharines, that the population of that city,
eighteen months ago, was 11,0 ithe Dopulation to-day is
9,384.

Mr. RYKERT. Who is the authority?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The authority from
whom I obtained this information is an authority, I venlure
to say-his, seat in Parliament apartequally as good as
that of the hon. gentleman who interruptâ me. There
is another way in which we can obtain sone idea of what
las actually been going on in Canada. I assert, hbre, that
whether the United States statistics be true or not, whether
thore baas been, or not, a larger or »maller emigration toing
particular point, the educational returns of th Province of
Ontario alon hotwtoo clearly and conclusil how greàt4
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how vast a depopulation, if the hon. gentlemnu chooses to use
that term, ihas been going on in the rural perts of Ontario.
Those returns show that throughout theerural districts of
Ontario the school population of all ages attending scoool
stood as follows:

Ih 1877.......................................... ........... 399,154
in 1878.. ................. 396,220
In i79...............................391,063

fHere, in oneyear, among the population attending school,
we have an actual losM of 5,157. At the usual propor-
tion aubsisting between those attending school and
the total population, a loss of 5,000 represents
a total loss of 20,000 to that Province, or more correctly,
to the rural parts of that Province. And when
you recollet-and the Minister himseif alluded to
that point-that in Ontario the average increa'e accord-
ing to the last census was about- one and a-balf par cent.
per annum, Ontario having increased decidedly more
rapidly than most of the other Provinces, bon. gentlemen
will see that besides that dead lous of 20,000, there must
have been a loes of the natural increase in that year of not
less than 25,000, making in ail, if the returns of the
Minister of Education are to be believed, a loss to that one
Province in a year of not short of 45,000 souls. Now, Sir,
I payit is impossible for us to shut cur *yes to these facts
which go to show, not necessarily that the United States
statistics are correct, but that ,there bas been a very
great emigration from the Province of Ontario,
whithersoever and wheresoever it may have been
directed. And I say this : that in, my judgment
it would be far botter for the present Ministry, and in
particular the Minister of Agriculture, in place of relying.
exclusively on doubtful statistics obtained from this or from
that railway company, to avail himself-as in 'a case so
important ha might very well do-of the resources of his
office, to ascertain from the greater number of On-ario
municipalities wnat was the actual state of things as showr,
by their municipal returna, and to enter fairly and honorably
into communication with the United States Government,
who, I take leave to say here in my place, are incapable of
knowingly permitting their statistics being adulterated
and falsified, as the Minister of Agriculture and his friends
say they are. I have no doubt that if the Minister of
Agricolture was to make proper representations to 1he
American Government, we can easily get to the bottom of
this matter, and I say that this matter is one that we ought
to get to the bottom of. I submit that whether the exodus
be eo great as their statistics say, or as we on this side
suppose, there is no doubt whatever, even in the minds of
the Ministry themselves,that there has been a great and very
lamentable emigration from this country; and it is a matter
of the first importance that stops should be taken-if
poaible in conjunction wità the neighboring Government-
to ascertain the real actual facts in the case. I coneoive
that neither the Ministry nor the Committee of this House to
whose province it properly belongs can be better
employe&than in making a very seqrching investigation
into this matter. One fact, at any rate, is clear, and that is,
that these men who now declare that these statistics are
falsified and incorrect, themselves-perhaps innocently and
unknowingly-made false accusations against the late
Ministry, when they accused, them, on the faith of these
statistics which thay now denounce, of having been
responsible for a large emigration froin this country. The
hon, gentleman, though ho did not do se to-night,
ias in another place advanced another plea. fHe

said, I witl not deny that there bas been a
considerable emigration, but, after all, what do
that prove. Nothing against the National Policy, says the
Minister, because, forsooth, if these people do fiee to the
United Statea, as you allege, theyfee atter all from a lower>
10a higher~ proteov Tariî. Wgll, 8ir what I have toi

say in reply is this: that I think the fact is one whieh
is bardly correctly stated, because the incidence of taxa-
tion upon those elassos of our people whicb chiefiy
leave us, is, I very much fear, quite as high under the
hon. gentleman's Tariff as it is under the Tariff of the
United States. I say,in the second place, that as regards a
verv great number of articles it is î matter of perfect
indifference after you reach a certain poipt-after you
reach the prohibitory point-what your :nominal Tariff
may be. 1130 per cent. will exclude a certain class of
manufactured articles, surely the hon. Minister and the
House must see that it is a matter of no consequence
whether you make the Tariff 50, 60, 70, or 100 per cent.; if
30 per cent. w Il exclude it is the prohibitory point and ail
extra taxation is idie and unnecessary. But in truth this
whole argument only shows that the Minister und his sup-
porters have wholly failed to apprehend co reetly the enor-
mous difference which exists between our position and that
of the people'of the United States. Sir, the United States
is a country possessing immense resources which we have
not ; at any rate which we have not developed
as yet. It is a country which possesses what we do not-an
immense system of internal froc trade, and the consequence
of that faet is this8: ibat even if our Tariff was identical in
every page and irne .and letter with the Tariff of the United
States, that Tariff woiuld produce very different reults,
indeed, ifapplied on this sidvof the border, froin those which
it might possibly produce on the other. You can, for one
thing, manufacture a vast deal cheaper for a population of
50,000,000 than for a population of 4,000,000, and, more-
over, so large a miirket as they possess does ensure, to a
very considerable extent, as I have ueverdenied, a tolerably
keen competition on most staple urticles, which does not
exist i Canada and iever will exist, for the simple reason
that our small market renders it impossible for us
to secure equal competition or to manufacture
on equally cheap . terms. And yet, with ail
these great advantages to which I have alluded-with ail
their wonderful natural resources, with ail their magnifi-
cent system of internai free trade, let my Protectionist
fi-iends and the Minister of Finance compare the present
position of England with that of the United States. The
latter country has to-day equal access to every
thréign inai-kot whicih is opcn to tho English
manulacturer. The United States exports of manufac-
türed goods to-day are utterly insignificant; after
ail their attempts for twenty long years they are utterly
unable to compete with the English manufacturer. I wish
to catl attention to a few remarkable statements made in the
last report of the Chief of the Bureau of Statisties of the
United States, and I refer more particularly to the effect
which the Amie-ican protective system has had upon their
capacity to engagd in the carrying trade either of their own
or of other countries. According to that report
the tonnege engaged in foreign trade and owned by the
United States 20 years ago-that is 1860-amounted to
2,379,000 tons. Ths year it is 1,314,000 tons, or a little
more than -one-half what it was 20 years ago. Twenty
years ago the American4 built.on an average, as thisgentle-
man states, 233 ships every year; this year they built 23.
Twenty-five years ago the tonnage of ail kinds entering
American ports amounted to 4,460,000 tons. Of this the
United States themsolves contributed 3,194,000 tons. lu 1880
the tonnage had grown to 15,250,000 tons, and
of - this the United States claim only 3,128,000 tons.
The proportion of their own trade which theI luited States
could carry on-and I need not tell the hon, member for
St. John what a valnable and lucrative trade, the carrying
trade of the UnitedStates is and eught to be-had fallen
from 72 per-cent. in 1856 to 21 per cent. in 1880; while
British tonnage. engaged in the United States trade had
inereased froin 186 to 1880 by 6,967,000 tons. Now, that
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is a fact to which, at any rate, the representative of one of
the chief cities of the Maritime Provinces would do well to
pay a little attention when he is stating the
results of the policy he is s proud of -having inaugurated.
As for the results of United States enterprise in conteetitrg
with British enterprise for the supremacy of trade in distant'
markets common to both, we find that of manufactured
cotton-goods, the United Statesexport in 1878 of $11,500,0o0
had in 1880 fallen te 09,900,00. and their export of
wdollen goode in 1878 which amounted te $448,000 had
fallen in 180 to $216,000, In the three great articles of
export, cottons, woollens, and iron goods of all kinds, the
United States, with 50,0.,0,000 people, exported less than
£5,000,000 stg.. worth, while England, according to the trade
returns for 1880, with i-er 32,000,000 or 33,000,000 people
exported to the value of £115,000,000 stg.in eleven months:
or at the-rate of £12-J,000,000 sterling for the 12 monthe;
in those three articles.,The importe of the United States of
cottons had run up from S819,000,000 in 1879, to830,000,000 ;
in woollen goods, between 1879 arid 1880, the importa had
increased from $29,000,000 te $57,000,000; and a irnon
goods, that particular industry, cherisbed by the protection
of 100 years in the United States, the importation between
1879 and 1880 had increased from 89,947,000 to $53,714,000
worth. Those facts, whioh -I quote from the Un i ted
States own trade returns, show clearly, that up te the pre-
sent time, with all their natural advantages, the United
States have totally failed to equal, far less te supersede,
English goode in markets common te then both. But
there is one respect in which the United States·can outrival
England. Yeu look in vain in the Engtish market
for any considerable consumption of cottons or woollens or
iron goods of United States manufacture, but you learn that
there are to be found on every Englisli breakfast table,
American beef, butter, bread and cheese. The lesson is
obvious. The United States with ail their faults have got,
and they zealously maintain, the principle of free
trade in land, and consequently in all things
that land can produce the Americant are unrivalled.
In those articles in which they have no pro-
tection, in which they can have no protection, they
sweep English products out of the markets, although the
British Isles have, as all know, uncommon natural advan-
tages for the prodtuctior of three, at least, of the articles I
have enunerated; while in spite of tyrannical laws, in spite
of an odious system of imonopolie, English manufacturers
force their way into American markets, and drive American
productions out of every fair field common to both. The
lesson is clearlythis, that the UnIted States are supreme
where they have no protection; and that England is beaten
alone where England still adheres te the old and unfortu-
nate monopoly in land. Owing te this monopoly,
England is beaten in these very articles which ·ber
soit i and climate best adapt ber tg produce. Now,
I say the hon. Minister and his friends might read their,
lesson here. In their policy they appear to me to have1
sedulously imitated the worst evils of both the great'
countries with whieh we are connected. We have plagia-i
rized the foolish trade policy of the United -States, and are,
now attempting to plagiarize the still more unfortunate landi
policy of England, and hon. gentlemen opposite cal the9
mixture a National Poiicy The hon. gentleman said but1
little of our expenditure on immigration. Now, 1 think1
that a most golden opportunity is presented to us, and I would1
have been glad to have heard from the hon. gentleman ofe
the intentions of the Government in attempting -te avaiti
themselves oftit. Itappears terme we have deliberately adopted
a policy which will tend te drive away immigrants -om
our shores. low are we welcoming immigrants here ? We1
had until very recently two very great adivantages
over the American people in this mattar. Wecould
say with truth.that oar taxes were muoh lower than their%,1
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that living was decidedly cheaper here than ii the United
States, and we had, until very lately, the power tofdealing
with our lands in the North:West in such a wàythat we
could avoid thoe.e railway monepolies which, inalpite of
American laws, very seriously impair the progress of the
North-Western States. Now, how does the case stand ? We
have imposed a -most oppressive Tarif; Canada is rapidly
becoming an extremely. dear country fo live in.
I have not the materials for making a perfect compari-
son of the expense of living of an ordinary work-
man or artizan in Canada and the eost of -living in England.
But I know that the English artizan can obtain clothing for
himself and family at vastly cheaper rates than he can in
Canada; I know that in England, in the ehief cities, at any
rate, he can obtain lodging and fuel on cheaper terms, anl
that every article of rational luxury which poor and rich
alike desire, if their means permit, to indulge in, can be
obtained vastly cheaper in England than here under the
p rosent Tariff. In one word, with thé solitary exception of
land and the leading fbod staþles, I believe that every
article largely'consumed by the workingnan is,at anyrate,
in cities, very seriously dear'er here than in England, while
I doubt exceedingly whether any comparison of wages be-
tween the two countries would now result in our favor.
The hon. gentleman challenged us to show how his National
Policy had injuriously afected the agriculturists o Canada.
Now, I will admit that there is always a certain diffi-
culty in getting at the true facts of the expenditure
of the agricultutral community. Conmparatively but a small
number of them keep accurate aceounts, as everybody who
bas had experience in dealing with farmers knows; they
often-especially the female members of the family-in
many parts of the country, carry on a system of barter
for many articles they consume. Their expenditure
varies greatly year after year ;' they spend largely
when there is a good erop, and spend less when thore
is an indifferent crop. But, nevertheless, the general results
of inquiries which I have made at widely different pointe of
the country all tend to show that the average expenditure
on goode, not necessarily imported, but on goode increased
in price under the Tarif of the hon. gentleman is for the
average farmer, having a farm say of 100 acres, rarely less,
on an average of years, than about 1300; and on that $309
worth of manufactured goods the avorage tax imposed by
the policy of the hon. Finance Minister varies from 30 to 35
per cent., because those identical articles which enter most
largely into use of our ,griculturiqts, are the articles most
heavily tared by our fostering paternal Government. I
remember, wlien some months ago I called attention to the
enormous injustice of the Tarif as it bore on the farmers of
Ontario, that the hon. Finance Minister disputed very seri-
ously the statement I made. What was the line of
argument which he adopted to show that I was entirely
wrong in my statement that the taxes on the Ontario
farmers reached something like the limits I gave ? Why,
Sir, the hon. gentleman took the to al taxes of Canida, and
divided this by 4,000,000, and then he argued that because
the average taxation ofthe whole population,memn, women and
children,amonn t ed to between $4 andÏ5 per head, it was clear
that the-taxation of a particular class, and that a well-to-do
clas in a parti.clar Province could, by no possibility, reach
the limits I mentioned. There, as well aq in other cases,
the hon. gentleman was bent on showing that ho had either
forgotten, or had never taken the trouble rightly to under-
stand, the effects of the -protective policy of which hoeis the
efficial exponent. When the hon. gentleman talked te us,
not long ago, of the true incidence of his Ta-iff, he told us
that all the people could lose was juet the differenee between
this and the former Tarif in the duty -m article&, tbpy
import. That is amost mistaken view of a-protectivteriL-
A proteetive tariff rifes the priceof aitkinds-of mandbe-
tured goods, whethrimported .threagh th:OtomihoeW
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or naefactured in the eoantry. What is theS s of a
protective arif unless it exteudesgoods *hich would other-
wise come into the country, and does It not by that very act
at the same time add largely to the price of those manufac.
tured in the ofntry? Otherwiseit would boa revenue tarif'
whiuh edld, by no posibility, protect any man or industry;
and if he consider>that fact he will se that we, on this side,
are perfeetly acerate in stating-,whether we be accu rate
as to the amount or not-that itvis quite possible that a
protective taiffwhien bas produced a revenue of L0,000,000
Or tberéabouts will inffioton thepeople at large a tax of tbree
or fourfold that amonut. I will not oceupy the time f the
Hon8e, tonight, by going into details to show the exact
amount at which an average farimer of Ontario, baving a
himdred acres of fuir land, ie taXed underthe hon. gentleman's
Tarif; but I repeat that in my judgment the effect of bis,
Tarif worrid very nearly, perhaps quite, equal a mortgage,
of $10 as acre on every such farm in Ontario; because of
the goodiashat firmer consumes, probably not one third are
imported goods, although the price of the whole is raised rby
the hon' gentleman's Tariff. I invite, Sir, the sharpest discus,
sion of the fact of the t ue incidence of the Tariff on th b
agrioultural population, and I invite it all the more becanse
I am awa e that the credit system which so largely prevails
in canada, has, up to this time, greatly concealed from the
minds of farmers the true effect of the oppressive Tarift
the bon. gentleman lias subjedted them to. Sir, all through'
the rural districts of Ontario the trmers are finding them-
selves, by the policy of the hon. gentleman, seriousIy
handicapped, and the farmers of Ontario, as the staitisties I
quoted from. the report of the Minister on eduîoation show,
are going ilsewhere, and the bon. gentleman and
his policy, although not sole'y, are largely responsible.
for that unfortunate fact. Why, Sir, to-day, in all the old
Provinces of Canada, the population is cither stationary or
diminishing in Ihe rural districts. rT'hat fact was but too
apparent to those wbo chose critically to scan the census
returns of 1871; and if the census returnw of 1881 be honestly
taken, I fear that they will confirm a great many of the
staemeuts I have made. We have a very heavy taxation;
we have a verykeen competition with the United States,
and although in semerespects living may still be cheaper
here than there, yet it is'well known that in a greant many
emjloyments wages there are higher and the
chances of advancement are greater than here.
Now, we know that to-day there L occurring a.
great upheaval in all European nations. Within
the last few years several of these nations have
been aMlicted with severe scarcity, amounting almost to
famine. In France, in Germany, in Austria, in Russia, and
to a great extent in Italy; the people are groaning under
the heavy burdens imposed on them by the necessity of
keeping a large portion of their population tgnder arns.
They are desirous -and this remark we must apply aiso to
a large portion of the population of the British Isles-of
seeking new homes. We possess vast quantities of fertile
land, only awaiting industrious laborers, and now within a
comparatively short dietance by rail of our own territory.
Weil, Sir, bore are the means if wisely and discreetly used of
obtaining a large addition to-our popukation and improving
the condition of Canada. How dothe Government of Canada
avail theinselves of this favorable conjunction of circumstan-
ces? A few weeks ago the Governiment of Canada, in their
wisdom, determined to lick up a vast quantity of their moSt
valuable land. They determùined, a year or two ago, enor-
mously to inerease our taxatión. By so doing they have given
every imaginable bandie to our competitors and one
whioh will be used to the utmost by the
agents of the United States, whocar point cutto immigrants
coming to our shores that they come to a country where
they will meetwith a great land.monopoly, a great railway
monopoly, ad a great trade moapoly, evils of whfeh

they have had bitter experience in their own countries. To
every immiigrant who comes to Canada, desiring to sottie in
our eorth.Wesýt, you, in efeet, say that you will
nake everything he requires to purchase dear, and that, so
far as in you lies, yon will deprive him of a large part of the
prolit on everything ho raises. The hon. gentleman told
us, I suppose by way of -iiticipating the disnssion that he
knew would come, that ho looked, of all thing; inrthe world,
on the present josition'of uhe imports of coal as the best
proof of the suaccess of his policy. The present position of
;he inports of Oal, says that bon. gentleman, is, te bis
mind,a prof that the duty on coal bas succeeded in groatJy
festerrng an international trade. In IS78, he says, and
correctly enough, there were imported 863,000 tons of coal ;
in 1879, 889,000, and last year 97",000. And the fact that
under his additiônal taxation we import nearly 100,000 thins
more of coal is given by the hon. gentleman as evidence
that ho has succeeded in encouaraging miniing in Nova
Scotia, seeing that ho proceeded to show there is a greatly
increased consumption of coal produced in Nova Scoiai.
Well,Sir, I have notaccess to his statistic, but I should liko
uocommonly to know, as h lihas got those statistics, of the
250,000 tons of Nova Scotia coal which is raised to-day
and that was not raisod before, how much came t Ontario
to fbster international trade ? I rather think there tire a
good many more miles of railway in operation in the Mari-
time Provinces than there were ayear ort wo go, and I thin k
there may bave been a considerable increase in the
consuimption ofe coal in the Lower Provinces as the resuilt.
If ho 'has not the statistlics I thin k ho would do well to he
cautious in his assertions, but if ho has thern lot him snto
to this fHouse how rany tbousand tons of Nova Scotia coal
hnve cone tIo Ontario, and then lie wil1 bu able to makie some
defence for one of the most ôdious sectiqnal taxes which any
Finance Mintster ever veuturod to impose on a country. I
wonder. while he was uboUt it, that hO dii not show the
Hous4e the great benefits that have arisen from the tax on
salt. Now, that is ain industry in whieh I have sono lit tle
concern as the representative of Centre fluroi. In 1878,
we imported 153,000,000 lbs. of sult. In 1879, though
for a part of the year thore was no tax, we imported
174,000,000 ib.; in 18e0, during which the tax bas
been in operation, we i mported, by the Trade
and Navigation retursa, 212,000,000 tbs. of salt, free, I nay
remark, in all cases. Now, I think that was not exactly the
sort of encouragement to the sait industry that my hon.
friend bohind me and my constituents understood was to
resait from the operation of the National Policy. I give
this asan illustration of the mode in wbich those bon. gentie-
môn redeemed their promisse by putting on a tax with
suclh exemptions and imitation* that it eoud by no possi-
bility confer the smallest benefit on the industry they
alleged they desired to foster. The bon. gentleman took
tredit to himself for an increase of trade frSom China and
Japan. Now, I recollect that I was abused unmercifully
for extinguisbing, as was alleged, the vast and valuable tea
trade fromOhinaand Japan which sailed up the St. Lawrence.
I bave been at the pains to sec how many ships came from
China and Japan to this country. I find by the Trace and
Navigation Returns, that six ships carne to British Columbia
from China in balast, and that, Sir, id the frnit of the trade
with China and Japan. Certain Caiadian merchants import,
i believe, from China and Japais, in Am'rican vessels,
delivering tireir cargoes at San Francisco and New York,
certain quantities of tea, and that is the valuable trade
which the hon. gentleman thought it so important to foster.
Unless I am greatly misinforned by those engaged in the
tea trade, ibp practical resait bas been to throw the trade
more than ever into the bande of a few American importing
houses. The hon. gentleman talks of his tax upon wheat.
Well, Sir, I turn tothe Trade and Navigation RetarnE, and I
see that there wer Iß,00,00bueofwboat, orthereaboat,
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imported.into Canada and ground, I believe in bond, and-
afterwards I ,suppose an equivalent quantity under the
regulations was re-exported. But I find that of ail the rbeat
coming into Ontario, 4,558 bushels paid duty, a very
great contribution, I have no doubt, to the farmers of
Ontarie. The hon. gentleman was good enough to give
us a somewhat curious explanation, of the cause
of the decline in sales of ships as to whicb
I would like to hear my hon. friend from Westmoreland (Sir
Albert J. Smith), pending the little duel which is to come
off between them in that county, I understand, at some,
convenient day. Now, I find here in regard to the ship-
building industry that we were able Io sell 81,236,000 worthl
in 1878;and only $464,000 worth in 1880. Were 1 to adopt
the same line of argument as the hon. gentleman, I would
accuse him, as the hon. Minister of Railways-whom I am
sorry not to see in lis place-was wont to accuse me, of
trampling out that industry so vital and so dear to the Mari-
time Provinces. by his ruthless and remorseless Tariff. I
think thçre would be much moreground for such an accusa-
tion coming from this side of the House than there was in
that accusaiion wben made against me. Then,the hon.
gentleman diverges into a long discussion on the way irn
which bis sugar duties have operated. Now, Sir, before I
proceed to deal with the statement made by the hon. gentle-
man on.that head, I would like to call his attention and the
attention of this House to a very curious series of remarks
made by that hon. gentleman respecting some statenents
of my own on this head. The hon. gentleman and myself,
some few months ago, took occasion to air our reviows on
the general position of the country in the western part of
Canada. In doing so I took occasion to remark that the
facts, as disclosed by the Gazette, would show that the
people of Canala were being seriously imposed upon uin this
matter of the sugar duties, and I spoke as folluws:.

I In 1878, the amount of revenue received by the Dominion for sugar
was $2,567,000. During 1879, in which year the Tariff had hardly come
into operation, it was $2,554,581. During the present year, making
allowan ce for all that British Columbia could consume, our total revenue
from that article was only $2 015,000, a decrease of no less than $539,000
in the space of that one year. It must be remembered further that 25 per
cent. was added to the Tariff on this article, and this must be included to
show the actual difference between what the people had to pay and what
the Treasury actually received. Adding this 25per cent., which amonnted
to $63,000 thov ha a total amount of $1,177,00. which was being
taken out of the pocket of the people of Catiada to susUin one great
mxonopoly in Montreal."

Now, I, J think that statement was tolera>ly clear aud in-
telligible. I stated that the Ministry had inc-reased the taxa.
tion 25 per cent., and that the people had lost 81,177,000,
which is as nearly as possible'the exact equivalent of one
cent per pound. I gave details showing how those facts
had been arrived at. I showed that the country got about
82,00à,000 in duty and that it lost the sum that I named.
What is the answer of the hon. Minister to that statemen t? I
will read it from the Mail, so that there may be no dispute
about the authority :

" Sir Richard Cartwright said that the duty on sugar was increased 25
per cent., that the price was increased to the consumer 3 to 3 cents a
pound, that every family of five or six using.250 to 300 Ibo. a year, paid, in
consequence of the increase of the price by three or three and a-half cents
a pound, no less than frnm 17.50 to $9.50 per annum, as a tribute to
sugar monopolists. Let me say that the duty has not increased 25 per
cent; that the incresed price to the consumer is not three or three and
a-half cents a pound. and that fatnilies do not use from 250 to 300 pounds
of sugar per annum,

iNow, as the hon. gentleman has invited this discussion, Il cali
attention to the very extraordi nary statement in which he has
indulged. He says that hedid not inerease the duty 25 per
cent. If you have a duty on any artiele of 10 per cent., and
raise it to 121, then you increase that duty undoubtedly 25
per cent.; and if he will go to the Tarif and perform
the delicate arithmetical operation of multiplying the duty
by four, he will find that, whereas the sugar duty was 40 per
ce nt. under my reginwnand ho raised it. 10 per cent., he lhi
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added exactly 25 per cent. to the duty. I do not say that
he has put on a new tax of 25 per cent., but that he as in-
creased the old 25 per cent. I hope this explanation will
isatisfy the hon. gentleman that I was within the record in
stating that he had increased the duty 25 per cent. So in mak-
ing this other statement that I had declared that each family
in Canada bad latterly to pay three cents per pound more for
its sugar than before, surely the bon. gentleman, who had
evidently my figures before him-because he declares in
another part of bis speech that I knew the total importation
was about 116,000,000I lbs.-most have known that when I
defined the las as $1,177,000, it was quite impossible that
that could represent more than one cent per lb. He appea
to ho unable to distinguish between these two simple pro-
positions: that the loss to the people of Canada over-and
above the money that goes into the Treasury is one cent
per lb., and that the duty on the sugar consumed by
the people of Canada is 3 cents to 3 cents per Ib. These
are not difficult thinge to distinguish. They were very
clearly set forth in my speech, and hve been clearly set
forth in this House again and again. Then we come to
tLie other point on which the hon. gentleman took excep-
tion to my -argument, the farmers' consumption
of sugar, in Ontario. He declares that I gave a
totally exaggeratec: estimate of the consumption in Ontario,
when I stated that fam»ilies of five or six, of the class of
artisans or farmers, used, annually, about 250 to 300 Ibs.
Now, the hon. gentleman had recourse to a very common
but very stupid mode of reply to that argument. He took
the total consumption of sugar for the whole Dominion,
which ho rightly put at 116,000,000 Ibs. Then he proceeds
to divide that quantity by four millions, and finding
that the rsult is about 30 lbs. per head, ho
sys to me: " Yon, Sir, asserted that a parti-
cular class , in a particular Province consumed a
particular quantity of sugar, per f4mily; that is quite impos-
sible, becaume the whole Dominion at large, under totally
different oircumstances, only averages 30 lbs. per head." It
is quite elar that tie hon, gentleman has paid very little
attention indeeJ, in this, as in most other mattors, t. the
incidence of the Tariff on particular classe8 in particular
Provinces. Rad he looked a little closer into his own
Trade Returns, anid consulted the census, and called to
mind, what lie mut have known of thehabits ofthe people of
his own anid the o tier Maritime Provinces, he would have
recognized three things: first, in the Province of Quebec
there always mas been a comparatively enormous pro luction
of maple sugar, which is largely used by many habitant
families; in the next place the . average conump-
tion of sugar by the families of its farmers is nothing like
so large as the average consumptioa of the corresponding
class in Ontario, wholly apart from the question ef maple
sugar; and thirdly that in the Maritime Provinces there is a
very large consumption of molasses, which takes the place of
sugar, and is an article which is not used to any appreciable
extent in Ontario. Had ho considered these things, and
remembered that the two classes in Onterio that I have
mentit;ned are known to use large quantities of sugar, h
would have seen that it was perfectly accurate to say whaC
I did; or, at any rate, that he must use a different sort of
argument to refute my assertion that the farmers and
artizans of Ontario use a considerably larger
portion of sugar than is used by the inhabitants of
the Dominion at large. All these things appear to
be new light to the Minister of Finance. The hon.
gentleman has attempted to escape from one state neut
which is explicit enouglh, that ho added 25 per cent. to the
sugar duties, and has lost 2> per cent of the revenue. by enter-
ing into a long and elaborate argument toshow that, because
we brought so much coal to Montreal, and becauso Ie
employed so many coopers t naake barrels for certain
articles, that, thierefore, in some mysterious way, the tax
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whElh he le ied on e consumers of Ontario is fully returned
to tbem, because it goes to benefit certain artizans in Mon-
treal I am glad that this enormous tax is not wholly
productive of bad resulta; that when we lose one and a
quarter million dollars a year, we get at least a very paltry
return by giving employnent te some 300 or 400 people
somewhere. Bût I protest against bis assuming that it is
any particular consolation to my constituents or to the
people of Ontario generally, that they are eompelled to pay
a million more for their sugar that a certain
factory, may be kept iii employment in Moiitroal.
I do not dispute the hon. gentleman's. statement that the
average price of sugar in New York, free in bond, without
the duty, is $6.30 t $6.50 for granulated sugar and qualities
akin to that. But the price as sold by Redpath in Mostroal
amounts to about $9.75 per twt., leaving $3.25 per ewt. to
represent the incidence of the tax to our people;
and as the great bulk of the sugar that they consume, when
allowed to consume it according to their own choice,js not
No. 14. buta very much higher quality, it is perf6ctly clear 'at
this moment that the people of Canada are paying 31 millions
a year as a tax on the sugar they consume, of which about
two-thirds goes to the Treasury, and the remainder is either
wastod or absorbed by bis pet monopolists of Montreal. And
now let me saya wordor two as tothehon. gentleman's esti-
mates: For 1881 including supplementals, the total
expendiiure is placed at $25,773,0f0. To that, if
we want to make a comparison with other years,
I thitIk wne might fiirly add the $100,000 which he
claims for Dominion lands, whieh he now charges to Capital
account, and which expenditur e, in lormer years,was set down
to Income acca unt. Were we to do that we shoiuld flnd that
the total Estimates amount to $26,17ý,000, and that does not
include the suais carried forward under Orders in Council.
With reference to the Supplemental Estimates I will only
observe that I see in them no less than $140,000 more
required for the Rivière du Loup Branch of the Intercolonial,
$212,000 for the Indians, $43,000 for the Post Office, an
additional 8100,000 on Capital account for Dominion lands.
I shall not at present detain the House by commenting upon
some of those points further than to remark that they show
very conclusively. indeed how thoroughly unjustifiable were
the charges made, not perhaps by the hon. gentleman him-
self, but by lis supporters, against the late Administration
for extravagance in the administration of affairs. But let
us come to the Estimates for 1882, which
amount to $26,389,009; allowimg 8200,000 which he tells
us were accidentallyomitted in the Estimates brought down,
you have an increase mostly permanent of $8&4,000 in
the course of a single year. You have, besides, a very heavy
addition to be made to our debt of about $14,000,000;
and I have observed that the hon. gentleman has ne-
glected to close the Intercolonial Railway capital account, so
there are still heavy sums which, owing to this neglect,
can be charged to that account Irom time to time.
I will take occasion, when the Estimates are considered, to
diseuse the question whether it would not be highly in the
public interest that this account should be closed once for
al, for I believe that so long as it remains open, it will
be fQund an extremely easy mode of providing for
charges which the hon. gentleman would not venture to
make if compelled to charge it to Reenue account. I notice
that no reference eis made to the varions sums in which the
country may be muleted .on account of the extra charges on
this Intercolonial Railway. I invite comparison, Mr.
Speaker, between these Estimates and the Estimates brought
down by the hon. Minister himself in 1879. Then the hon.
gentleman thought tiat $23,427,000 would amply
suffice for the expenditure of Canada. Now, Sir,
within two years, we find that the hon. gentleman
demande just' 83,000,000 more- than he stated with his
own li would be sufficient for the expenditure of 1880.

Well, Eir, *3,000,00, capitalized at 4 per cent., would be
equivalent to $75,000,000 added to our gross debt, and, I
say, that shows tolerably conclusively with what spirit, of
economy the hon. gentleman and his frenda, are bent on
administering the affairs of this country. Lot us compare
the expenditure of 1878 with the amount which the
bon. gentleman now demande. In that year we contrived
to make $823,000 suffice for the Civil Sovernment of this
country. To.day the hon gentleman demanda 8960,368, an
increase of about $157,000 on Civil Government alone, as
between the actual expenditure for 1878 and the
estimated expense the hon. gentleman demands, Then fbr
superanuation, of all things in the world-the superanua-
tion which was grievously abused, for which we were se
gravely denounced, not only by the hon. member for North
Simcoe, but by a colleagne of the hon. gentleman's-in 1878,
we spent $106,588. This year I see that these economical
gentlemen, wno came in pledged to do away' with our
extravagance, want $155,000 tor that service. Let me tell
the hon. gentleman this, and ho may do well to bear it in
mind, that there is a grave and growing dissatisfaction
throughout the length and breadth of Canada, at the steady
increase of this charge, and the result may be
that the people will insist on the <bole system of super-
annuations being abolished altogether, and as I think it has,
on the whole, answered well, I eh uld be sorry to see his
prodigal folly endanger a provision towhich somany deserv-
ing civil servants look forward. For Indians we spent
in 187s, $421,000. Last year the hon, gentleman expended
8694,000, ad he expeets to spend $852,000 in the present
year. There may be good cause for that spenditure. I
reserve, until I hear fnli explanations, judgment upon it, but
prind facie a cbange from an actual expenditure of $421,000
in 1878, to an estimated expenditure of8 852,000 for Indians
alone, is one which the hon. gentleman will fnd, perhaps,
harder to justify than ho now expects. I remember that
the Post Office expenditure was made a subject of grave
reproach to my hon. friend (Mr. Huntington) when ho
administered that Department in 1878. I find in that year
he spent $1,724,000. To-day 81,943,000 are demanded-an
increase of nearly a quarter of a million on a service which
we were told had been extravagant to a degree. Ifind that,
in Excise, with which we were also very seriously reproached,
our actual expenditure in 1878 was $215,000, while today
we are asked lor $271.000 for the self-same service. Briefly,
what has the hon. gentlemarn done? Coming into office
with an expenditure of $23,500,000, ascertained expenditure
-and his own estimate was slightly under that figure-he
proposes to increase it to $26,389,000, and provides for
additional charges which, as he well knows, will amount in.
a few years to $2,000,000 a year more added to our annual
fixed charges. I do not say this is all unnecessary, but I
do say that a good deal of it is neoedless, that a great
deal of our prospective charges are wholly and entirely
unnecessary, and I call the attention of the House, as I
have more than once before, to the excessive dispreprtion
which the fixed charges on the revenue of Canada bear
even to the large receipts which the hon. gentleman
anticipates obtaining. I find that our charges for interest,
for subsidies, for charges of management, all fixed charges,
aumount to no less than $12,847,555 a year. I sec that wbat
are known as Charges on Revenue amount to $5,592,000 and
these are charges which, as the House knows, can hard be
discontinued or even considerably reduced. The xed
charges for Indians-exclusive of the extraordinary charges
to which I have alluded-amount to $500,000 more. So we
have about $18,966,000 of fixed charges. This may be
borne in good times, but the lion. gentleman will find it a
very grave burthen if it be his unfortunate lot, as it was
mine, to have to contend with times of general depression.
Then he will find reduction most difficult, and his suceessors
will find it difficult. This is but a repetition of $hat old folly
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which induced the hon. gentleman's predecessors and bis
colleagues to avail themselves without the stigh test consider-
ation of every temporary increase of revenue to make enor-
nous additions to th e fixed chargs of the'country. Even if

the hon. gentleman should be suceessful in maintaining the
revenue at the standard he exects, he runs a great danger,
in any unexpeeted emergency of finding himiself crippled
by that large addition to our fixed' charges. It must be
expected in the ordinery course of events. that what are
known as the ordinary charges will increase from time to
time. We have the hon. genfleman's own estimate of
revenue at $27,000,000, and of fixed charges $19,000,000,
witb a certainty that the fixed charges will be increased
before many years are over by from one to two millions
more. Although, without doubt, there is a very consider-
able amonnt of prosperity, and consequent increase of the
revenue, at the present time, the condition of things shown
by that statement offacts is very far, indeed, for being as
reassuring as Il could wish, ünd very far from warranting
us in making such a large addition to the fixed charges
of this country. Were i to venture upon any forecast in
reference to this imatter, I would say that there is, in my
judgment, considerable danger that one- or other of these
things may happen-that our manufacturers may manufac-
ture a large proportion of t1yegoods we now import, and that
consequently the hon. gentleman may find his revenue very
largely reduced from that cause ; or, we may have, as we
have had before, extraordinary depressions of various in-
terests, such as the lumbering interest, and the export of
cattle and animal products, and then may come in couse-
quence of over-production all over this continent, or better
seaeons in Europe, a period of diiculty and contraction; and
then, all these large expenditures which the hon. gentlumau
is no indiscreetly lending bis authority aud countenance
to, will becomo very diffliult to reduce, either by him or
any one else. In many cases they cannot be reduced at all,
and he is preparing for a period when, with far less re-

iperatve power, we fmay have a worse condition of'
tbngs than that which he so severely condemus, which
eýatkd when the late Administratiòn was in power.
There are two or three other questions, which I eau hardly
sit dôwn without alluding to to some small extent, and
notably among these is the question of our trade relations
with the United States. Now, I confess, Sir, that it was
with some feelings ofastonishment and surprise that I heard
the hon. gentleman read, from the Trade and Navigation
Returna, the staterpent' of our imports from the United
States, and heard him point out to the House that there had
been the enormous reduction of $14,000,000 in the imports
from the United States in 1879-80. Now, I do not
desire to accuse the hon. gentleman of deliberately mis-
leading the Bouse, I will therefore suppose that his own
attention has nôt been called to the point, but I think the
hon. Minister of Customs, who site beside him could tell him
that bad these trade a»d navigation returns been compiled
ir.t1he same way in 1880 as in 1879 the difference between
our nomipal imports from the United States in 1880 and in
1879, instead of being (14,000,000 would have read as
81ß000,00>. fllad the imports been stated in the same way
in 1880 se in 1819, our importe from the United States would
have been442,00,000iinsteasd of P‡9,000,000, The hon. gen-
tleman ougiht to know, and he muet know, that a very large
proportion of the f43,000,000 ho spoke of in 1879 were goode
in transit through Canada from the United States to Great
Britaiu, and that it is quite absurd to talk of a reduction of
$14,000,000 in two years when it was in all probability a
xgatter of b*t $4,000,00 or $5,000,000 at the outside. Now,
§Ir, what is the actI l fact ? I know these trade and navi-
gation returna contalái the figures the hon. gentleman gives,
lgt, Lknow how the; Are made up,.and I think the hon
goutlemaag ough pye inforged the Houseof the materiaj
difference wnic ba o curred i the mode of making thèse
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returns, whieh might otherwise mislead; -not only himsolf,
but other persons n this country. In88l0we fnd our
importsof dutiablegoodsfromthe United States amounted to
$19,560,000 in round number%; in 1879 4 yéwere$23,69,000.
Now, that is a very material redurtiou, but vastly smaal*r
than anybody not conversant with the mode of makingiap
the trade and navigation returns would gather from the
statement of the hon. gentleman. Whatwas oulr trade with
> Great Britain in these several years? Well, Sir, inl 1880 we
imported $28,038,000 of dutiable goods, and in 1879,
$27,026,000. Now, our exports to Great Britain in 1880
were $45,000,000, and when you deduct the amount of
American good -in transitu the exporte were 835,20%,000.
And in like manner in 1879, though ,te nominal amount of
our exporta was $36,500,000, our real e¶ports were
$29,333,000. The consequence is that the great improve-
ment in our trade with Great Britain, of, which the hon.
gentleman speaks, resulted in this, that of'our own goods in
1879, we sold to Great Britain 29à millions and bought 31
millions, and of our own goods we sold in 1880 351 millions
and bought 34 millions. I do not think that shows a very
great development of our trade with GreatBritain, 1*millions
more bought than sold.in one year, and in the otheryear three-
quarters of a million less. Iam not discussing whether that is
a good or a bad thing; I am discussing simply the fact whether
it is a proof of a relative increase in our trade with Great
Britain. Well, Sir, turn to the exports to the United States.
You will find that of bur own goods, deducting coin and
bullion and Arnerican goods which passed through Canada
from one part of the United States to the other, we exported
829,566,000. The total imports from the United States,
dutiable and non-dutiable, including coin, which amounted
Co 81,100,000, is $29,346,000. lu oLhei: words,, deducting
the coin, we sold to the United States 29J millions approxi.
mately, and we bought from thé United States 28J millions
approximately. But, Sir, if the hon. gentleman, in hiS zeal
for statistics would direct a little attention ^to ascertain
approximately or even roughly, the amount of smuggled
goods brought in from the -United States to this country, I
am afraid the hon. gentleman will find the trade balance, of
which ho thinks so much, is very seriously against us in
favour of the United States. It need not be neocessarily a
loss to us, according to ny way of looking at it; but I can
assure the lion. gentleman that if he chooses to maike inqui-
ries as to what is going on in the Easterin Townships, at
the fishing ports and villages of the Maritime Provinces,
along the River St. Lawrence and at vairions other points
at which our frontier approaehes the American frontier,
the hon. gentleman or the Minister of Customrs, I hiave nu
doubt, could ascertain facts enough to show that I am within
the mark ir saying that the total amount f goods we import
from the Uni ted States is very considerably in excessof those
we sell them. And I may add that the nominal reduction
in our imports from the United States arises mainly ftom
the fact that, to our own great loss as a people, we peraist
or insist on manufacturing our own sugar, in the place of
importing it, as we did before, through the United States.
That is a point on which the bon. Minister of Finance and
myself may agree to differ. I do not tliink it is good plicy
to spend nearly $1,250,000 for the purpose of employing
300 or 400 hands. he hon. member for Brant (Mr. Pater-
son) truly said the other day, it would pay us well to
pension off those people at $300 or $400 a head, and thein
we would gain all these miscellaneous benefits which he
believes weuld flow from giving employment te that number
of people in Montroal, and would save about a million to the
revenue. Th~e hon. Minister:of Finance estimates, I perceive,
that we have added 14,000 people to the number employed
in the various manufactories ho has enumerated. With the
exception of the article of cotton. the hon. gentlemar was
rather careful nottgive us in dotail the number ofhands.
I do not object to that paticular statement. I tinIk e
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is likely to be acurate in the number of hands
employed lin the cotton factories; but I would ask him
if le has the information to giye it to us in a little
more detail, and ay it ,on the Table of the House, -in
such a way as to show the number of factories, thel
.ate at which they were opened, a»d the number of Land
employed. Whin he stated that 14,00, additional hands
are employedl cannot doubt that the hon. gentleman was
in fùll possession of all these details, and surely the House
miglht fairly expect to be put in possession of them too.
The fact of the -matter is this, that a very large amount
indeed of the increased production and employment which
the hon. Minister of Finance talks of, and which I dare say
exists, arise simply from the causes to which I alluded in
the early part of my speech. Our people have gained in
the last year a great deal of money. They have sold
more raw products, they have heen able to buy more
goods, and from that most natural cause wholly apart
from th'e National Policy, or any policy, there arose a
considerable expansion o domestic manufactures. The
hon. gentlaman need not go far afield to find that which is
plain and clear. The hon. Minister says: "I bave other
tests of the good efeets of my policy; look how the
stocks have risen within the last few months l" Why
could not the hon. gentleman, when comparing the
prices of stocks, take September 18th, 1878, for in-
stance, and compare the prices thon with the prices
to-day. I doubt if the hon. gentleman would have fobund
very material difference between the prices of our leading,
stocks on those dates and their prices to-day; and I may
tell the hon. gentleman that I would like to kuow, not so
much whether the prices had gone up as whether the
dividends had increased, if I was desirous of ascertaining
how far the prosperity of the eountry had roally benetitted
those institutions. The fact is there has been a great
reduction lu the rate of interest on money; there has been an
abundance of money at the various great centres of the
world and the consequence is tlhat a portion of it bas over-
flowed here, and the price -of these securities has risen, not
because the hon. gentleman is Finance Minister, or because
I have been out of that department, but from other causes
which were beyond his or my control. He takes another test.
He calls attention to the price of our securities, and to the
relative condition of our taxation and that of the Australian
Colonies. That is a subject which had engaged my atten-
tion in former years, aW"t a ood deal too. I remember
very well, when I had ocçasion to visit London, making an
inquiry into the condition of those Australian Colonies.,
The hon. gentleman's figures, as he gives them, may be
true enough. They correspond substantially with the
figures I obtained a few years ago. But the hon. gentle-
man forgot two or three things. When he talks of the
debts of the Australian colonies, and compares them with
the debt of Canada, he would do well to tell the House that
their debt presses much lighter on them than ours does on
us, because a great many of their public works are highly
productive, and afford a very considerable portion of thei
revenue. The consequence is that the money which has beenj
spent in building those works is not dead capital fromn
which thare is no .eturn, but an investment from which1
a very fair return is derived, directly as well as indirectly
by the Australian Governments. That is a factor which1
cannot be eliminated in comparing the debts of thosej
colonies with ours. No more dan the fact be disregarded1
that their export and import trade per head i8 very much
larger than ours; they are very côniderably richer than
we are, from certain natural advantages which they possess.
But the hon. gentleman further took occasion to contrast
the price of Government securities. Well, Sir, I have here
the prices of United States and Canadian securities on the
21th of January, 1881. The bon. gentleman appewrs te have
boo perfectly correct in saying that the Unite4 8taes

per cents. were quoted at 115J to 116, which, as he very
truly said, did not differ very much froa the value of Cana-
dian 4 per cents. at 103 to 104; but how was itthet the hon.
gentleman forgot to read the next lin,in which Unitei
States 4 per cente. are quoted at 116j, te 11-inthe same
identical colu.mn of the same identical prioe current. NOw,
the fact is that for certain reasons, the 4½ per cents. having
a shorter time to ran, and not being a Jarge security, are
not in such favor in the market; but the United States 4
per cents. at 116 tolIl , are much higher than our 4 per
cents at 103 to 104. I am glad that our 4 per cents are
quoted so well, but the next time the hon. gentleman goes
to compare our securities with American securities, ho
would dt well to quote the prices of the two identical
securities. -I perceive that the hon. gentleman is not
altogether without bowels of compassion for us. He has
beard that many of us were suffèring from this taritf, and
he does give us some little reduction, some little encourage-
ment. .I bave not time, although the Minister of Customs
was kind enough-and I ara very much obliged to him-to
give me a copy of these resolutions, to go through all these
changes, particularly as we shall have opportuniies to do so
hereafter, se i shall say very little about the increases lie
proposes,-especially as most of them are practically modifi-
cations of the existing law or explanationsof it ; but I think
we may thank the hon. gentleman for what he has done for
as in the way of additions te the free list. No doubt ,the
flouse and the country will be glad to know that, from and
after this date, manilla beans will be free, and aux pomica
will be free too. Bas the hon. gentiernan any dosigns on
this side of the HWuse ? Does he think that, overwhelmed
at the success of the National Policy, we shall, in sheer
despair, hive recourse to the old Roman mode of ending our
troubles, that he consents to make nux vomica free ? More-
over,I se. cocoa nuts are to be admitted free also,and thereby,
as the trade returns show, thé communication between the
West Indies and this country is to be greatly improved. I
see we imported 266,000 cocoa nuts in 1880, value about six
or eight thousand dollars. I am not aware exactly 'what
the cocoa nat weighs, but I am inclined to think this would
represent a netimport of about 150 tons, peakiug roug4ly,
and doubtless an import of 160 tonsof cocoa auts from the
West Indies will go a long way to encourage intercolonial
trade between those dependencies of Great Britain and
Canada. For one thing 1 thank him or the Syndicate-he
bas given us one year longer free steeL After all, he
thought it was impossible te propose that the Syndicate
should be permitted to import those, articles free, and all
others compelled to pay duty, and, therefore, my thanks are
divided between the Finance Minister and the Syndicate for
that boon. Now, these'hon, gentlemen were good enough
on all occasions to promise us that whatever else they might
or might not do, they would take care that from this time
out Canada should be for the Canadians. That was their
battle cry. That was the motto tbey inscribed on their
banner on aIl the hustings they attenMed, and we havp had,
not specially to-night, but since this Parliament met, the
most remarkable illuatration of tre practical mode in which
these gentlemen give effect to the statement that Caada,
from hencefortb, is to be for the Canadians. To-day, by
Royal assant lately given, some of the most vainable por-
tions of our whole North-West Territory are absoiuteiy the
propertyof a foreign corporation, with power to tranefer it
to-morrow to any other foreigners they please in.any part
of theî world, with such monoplies and advantAge as no
corporation ever dreamed of obtaining or ever succeeded in
obtaining before. We were to have Confedaration solidified.
We were te have all the various jarring elemçnts of our
widely extended Dominion brought into harmony. -he
hou. gentleman insisted that the great benefit of his Poliy
would be found ii4his, thatlie would rpmove dissatig faton
between these wily separabted omrmunities-4a4e wAa
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going to bring the east close to the wet-that the privilege
of paying 60 cents additional for Nova Scotian coal was
going to endear the Nova Scotian miner to the arlizan of
Toronto-and in one sense it has-and that the effect of
this Tariff was to give all possible inducements to every
portion of the Dominion tO submit peaceably to the taxation
which ho imposed. I would like, Sir, by way of illustration
of the mode in which it strikes our distant brethren, to read
to -the hon, gentleman a resolution passed at a meeting of
the constituents of the present Prime Minister, no longer
ago than the 24th of November last:

RESOLVE-"That the Dominion tariif, however beneficial it niay be to
the Eastern Provinces, is au injury to British Columbia as it weighs
heavily on the great producing interests of the Province and bas destroyed
the large trade previously done by Victoria in British goods with the
adjoining States and territories of theUnited States, and has failed to
create or encourage any new industry.

That, Sir, taken in connection with the petition that was
not long ago presented to the hon. gentleman himself from
the city of St. John, affords a tolerably clear evidence of
the mode in - which hie exertions are bearing fruit in the
furthest portions of this Dominion. The hon. gentleman
told us that he was going to give us a home market, and, by
way of practical fulfilment, I1 tell him that whether
the United States statistics be correct or not, there is no
doubt that an enormous number of the people of Ontario
have beon obliged to remove from that Province and seek
employment and odcupation elsewhore. Sir, we flnd our
debt accumilating at a very rapid rate. That debt to-day
may or may not be a little more than $160,000,000, but the
hon. gentleman shows quite clearly that within the Oace of
a very few years that debt will reach not less than $200,-
000,000; and although I will not say that that is a greater
burden than the people of Canada can bear, yet i do say it
is a great debt to lay on the people, more particularly when
the policy of the hon. gentleman is deliberately preventin
us from bringing into this country a population which would
share that burden with us. Of ail the great industries bis
policy was intended to benefit, I ask again, which one bas he
succeeded in showing that he hias assisted in the leuat
degree? Even he cannot pretend that the lumber trade,
from the expansion of which we have derived most of our
new revenue, bas benefitted at lis hands; even he can only
plead that ho he has not dainaged itmuch. For the agricul-
turists, I have the farmers and their representatives on the
floor of this House; for shipbuilding, bis friends from the
Maritime Provinces, and his own Trade Returns, wili bear
ample testimony to his efforts. What has been done for the
fisheries ? What bas been done for mining ? Where and
when and how can he show that he or his Tariff bas, in any
shape or way, conferred any real serious benefit on any of
those industries upon which a greater number of people,
depend for their subsistence than on any manufactories
which have been, or are at ail likely to be, e neonraged or.
created in this country? Sir, I wish I could believe th t
this policybad been entered upon by this gentleman, or
bis colleagues, from an honest enthusiasm, or from a real
belief that they wore doing, on the whole, the best thing
they could do for, their count, y; but although I do not know
what the hon. gentleman's sentiments may have been before
Confedoration, I do know what were the sentiments after-
wards expressed by many of bis colleagues -on this subject,
and i say this : that 1[do not believe I'do them any injustice
when I say thaf this thing has been taken up wholly and
solely as a political ery, not because they honestly believe'
protection to be right und free trade to be wrong, but because
they saw that it allorded thei a betteiopportumty of making
a successMih raid on the Treasury benches than they other-
wise would have possessed. I say if the hon. gentleman's
object be to disgust our people, to incline our people to alter
their political relations by preparing them frst to enter
into a commercial yollverein, and afterwards into a politiddI

Sir Riou aan J. CARTWIrnT,

union with the United States, the h6n. gentleman is
likely to attain hi% end, as not a few of those gentlemen
who encourage hini know and believe. If, on the other
hand, bis object is merely to maintain himself in place,
I tei the hon. gentleýían that he and his colleagues
have failed, not so mach in this particular maatter as from
the odious measure which they have foreed on an unwilling
country a short time ago. But if his object be, as he says it
is, to establish an important nation on this continent;1 isay
from first to last his conduct, and the conduct of his friends,
is marked by a perverse ingratuation which that is searcely
imaginable, although I hope in spite of his policy, in spite of
those mistakes, in spite of the errors he bas commnitted,<Canada
may become a great and important State; althongh I hope
'that--and I say in some respects it is hoping against hópe-
it is not by a policy involving the grossest possible injustice
to evory Province and every community, that we can expeet
to create a great and important state under thesconditions
which surround us here. Sir, I am sorry, indeed, to see
my native country committed to a policy of retrogression
which can only lead in the long run to the degradation of
our people and to their serious injury; a policy whicb is not
merely retrograde in its fiscal aspect, but is retrograde in
every imaginable shape and way; a policy which has
assisted in introducing to this country net merely trado
monopolies which would disgrace the days ofthePlantagenets
and Tudors, but land monopolies worse han those fron which
the older countries of Euror are trying harder and harder,
day by day, to emancipa e themselves-and in addition
those new monopolies of mdern growth which the neigh-
boring Republic finds it so difficult to deal with. I have to
apologize to the House for having detained them so long,
and I shall take an early opportuiity to discuss in detail
those minor proposalis.

Mr. PLUMB moved the adjournument of the debate.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:55 o'clock, p.m.,) the House
adjourned.

HlOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDÂT, 21st February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at-Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The f<ollowing Bill wes introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 63) to incorporate the Montreal Board of Trade
and Exchange (from the Senate).- (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN DISPUTED TERRITORY.

Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou) introduced a Bill (No. 64) to
continue in force for a limited time the Act passed in the
forty-third year of Ier Majesty's reign, intituled: IlAn Act
respecting the administration of Criminal Justice in the
Territory in dispute between the Government of the Pro-
vince of Ontario and the Dominion of Canada."

Mr. BLAKE. For how long?
Mr. McDONALD. For only one year.
Mr. ANGLIN. That has not become part of Ontatri»
Mr. McDONALD. Not yet.

BiFread the firsttime.
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OMONS DEBATES.
INDEPENDENGE OF PARLIAMIENT.

Mr. BLAKE, in introducing a Bill (No 65) to secure the
independence of Parliament, said: The object of the Bill is
to accomplish a result which I suggested in the debate on the
Address, to prescribe as an act which is inconsistent with
the rotention of the seat of a member, his acting for profit
or reward as the representative of persons in an application
to the -Government or in the settlement of differences
between persons and the Government of Canada, or any of
the departments of that Govern ment.

Bill read the first time.

PRIVATE BILLS.

Tho following Bill was considered in Committee, and
reported: -

Bill (No.-7) to incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage
Company of Cainada-(Mr. Gault.)

The following Bill was considered in Committee, reported,
read the third time and passed.-

Bill (No. 40) to incorporate the Bay of Quinté Railway
and Navigation Company-(Mr. White, 1iastings.)

The following Bill was read the second time:
Bill (No. 61) to incorporate the Peace River Railway

Company-(Mr. Macdougall.)

THE GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Have the Governnent given
instructions to the staff presently engaged in removing the
Geological Museum from the city of Montreal, to leave
behil them the duplicate specimens, and into whose hands
are they committed for safe ke3eping ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is the intention of the
Government that duplicate1 shall remain at Montreal, but
it has not yet been decided in whose hands they shall be
left.

WHEAT ON THE SHIP "BOYNE."

Mr. GAULT enquired, Havethe Government collected the
duty on a cargo of wheat wrecked on boerd the ship
Bcyne; and if so, what is the ainount collected ?
-Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am unable to give my bon.

friend an answer to that question. I have telographed to
Quebec to ascertain whether the duty was paid, and what
amount, but I have not yet received an answer.

CULTIVATION OF THE BEET ROOT.

Mr. BOURBEAU enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to procure the publication of pamphlets on
the cultivation of the beet root, and to cause the said
pamphlets to be distributed among farmers ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is now unlder the considera-
tion of the Government.

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY LAND.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Has any application been made on
behalf of the Syndicate for an alteration in the free grant
and pre-emption system at'present in force as to the
alternate blocks along the line of the Pacifie Railway?
lias any understanding been reached on the subject ? Ha
the Government decided on any change in this matter ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No application bas beeà made
on the part of theSyndicate for any alteration. Nó ander-
standing has been reachod on the subject, and the Govern-
ment have notdecided te make any change in the presebt
ariangement.

LICENSES .FOR THE SALE 0F CANADIAN TOBACCO.

Mr. VA'NASSE enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Governanent to issue licenses te merchants who should
wish te buy Canadian tobacco in leaf ?

Mr. MOUSSEA U. No application has so far been made
to that clect; but were merchants te apply for licenses to
buy Canadian tobacco in leaf, their application would be
favorably entertained ; but they would not be. allowed to
retail such tobacco; leave to buy tobacea in leaf would be
only granted them as agents or middlemen between growers
and manufacturers.

MAILS BETWEEN ST. JOHN AND BANGOR.

Mr. BURPEE kSunbury), in the absence of Mr. WELDON
enquired, Whether the Government intend te arrange for
mails being carried on the night trains on the St. John and
Maine Railway, between St. John and Bangor ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Arrangements have been
made with the St: John and Maine Railway Company by
the Postmaster General for carrying the night mail.

IMPORTATION OF TOBACCO SEED.

Mr. VANASSE euquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Governmont to import tobacco seed from France or other
countrieq, with a view of inproving the culture of that plant
in the Dominion of Canada?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The Government has not any sncb
intention.

CAIRBURETTED HYDROGEN.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to cause an examination to be made, by the
Geological Commission, of that part of the Province of
Quebec in which large quantities of eaiburetted hydrogen
issue from fissures in tho soil, and more particularly at
Varennes, Louiseville and Yamachiche, and along the St.
Maurice?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is the firFt time this
matter bas been brought to the notice of the Government;
they will take it into consideration.

EXPROPRIATIONS ON TUE CANADLAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY.

Mr. SCHULTZ enquired, Whether it is the intention o'f
the Government to settie at an early date with parties whose
lands have been expropriated at the Red River crossing of
the Canadian Pacific Railway?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is the intention of the
Government to do so.

THE NEWFOUNDLAND FISHERIES TROUBLE.

Mr. MACK ENZIE moved for copies of the correspondence
betwedn the Governments of Great Britain and the United
States, concerning the alleged violation of the rights of
United States' citizens by Newfoundland fishermen. Also,
copiesof correspondence between the Newfoundland Govern-
ment and the kmperial Government. Also, copies of all
correspondence between the Imperial and Dominion
Governments respecting that subject. Hef said: I tiret beg
to express my acknowhedgments to the House for their
kindness in permitting this motion to remain on the paper
during my absence. It may be supposed, from the terrms of
the motion, that I arn asking for some papers which do not
strictlv fail within the scopo cf this Government and to Parlia-
ment; It as I lock upon a l matters respecting the fisheries of
Newfoundland as seriously affecting the whQle fishinginterest
and the interests of the Dominion, I take it.or grønted that
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the Government have secured copies of the correspondence
that I have asked for, besides any that may have passed
between this Government and the Imperial Goverdment.
It is tolerably evident, from the spirit manifested in the
United States Congress, that they are disposed to push
matter8 to extremes, and tcwîinsist upon the attaiament of
their object by the violation of municipal laws in our
Dominion. Although Newfoundland is no part of the
Dominion, I think it is the duty of this Government to
watch with extreme care ait that passes with relation tothe
fisheries of that Province, as concessions may be made, or
principles admitted, which may very materialiy affect the
other Provinces in British North America at a very early
date. I would be glad to know from the Government what
correspondence there is, and what ground the Government
have taken on the subject, or if any reprosentation has been
made of the character I bave referred to.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. At the time it was expected
-that the hon. gentleman's notice would be moved, the leader
of the Govern-ment was in his place and was ready to give
an answer. As he is not here I am net in a position to
state as clearly as he would have stated the nature of the
correspondence. Ican only say to my hon. friend that any
correspondence that may have taken place, and that can be
submitted, I am quite sure wiil be submitted.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Can the hon. gentleman say whether
the Government of Canada have taken the ground to
sustain the action of the Newfoundland Government?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Speaking from memory, I am
under the impression that no sppcial action was taken by
Order in Council on the subject.

Motion agreed to.

HARBOR DUES AT MONTREAL.

Mr. McCUAIG, in the absence of Mr. RrKaT, moved for
a return of ail correspondence between the Government and
the Harbor Commissionors of Montreal in reference to the
dues at said port, and the charges'for towage of vessels
towed to and froin the said harbor; also, ail correspond-
ence in conneption with the enlargement of. the canais and
the opening up of communication between the seaboard
and the inlaiid waters of the Daminion, for sea-going
vessels; also, all correspondêàice and petitions in connection
with tho reduction of tolls on the Weiland and St. Lawrence
Canals.

Mr. ROBERTSON (ilamilton) moved the adjournment
of the debate.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose this is because the hon. member
in whose name the notice stands is absent. If it is to be
understood that this is a sufficient reason for adjourning the
debate, we had better drop the rule which requires these
motions to be proceeded with after they.remain. I think
the motion ought to be dropped altogether or else proceeded
with.

Mr. McCUAIG. The hon. member, Mr. Rykert, asked
me to move this motion and then allow it to stand.

Mr. MAODOUGALL. I think we ought to treat this
motion fairly. i,% o doubt the hon. member who is absent-
desires to give his reasons for asking for this corres-
pondence. It seems to me to be regular enougb, since a
debate has been oommenced.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think that observation is suitable
under the circumstances. The hon. gentleman put a notice
on the paper and is not here te inove it when it is called.
According to our rde that notice should be dropped. As the
hon. mamrber for West Durham (Mr. Blake) has said, we
might as well abrogate thei rue altogether as to adopt this
prsåtice of evading it.

KtrMcGEnI .

Mfr. DESJARDINS. Ihehon, memiber has a right to put
that motion to the ouse, and then if another bon. member
asks for the adjoutnment of the debate, I think it is quite
reguier.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say it was irregular, but I
asked why it was to be adjourned, and the answer came
that it was because the'hon. gentleman was absent. I stated
that that proceeding was an evasion of the rule of the
House, and I say so still.

Mr. MoCALLUM. This isa question of great importance
to the trade of the côuntry, and I would like to sec the
debate adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.

THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT.

Mr. BERGIN moved for a return shewing the revenue
derived from the Weights and Measures Branch of the
Inland Revenue Department, and the expenditure on
account of that branch since its establishment; also,
accounts in detail of all instruments purchased for the use
of the Weights and Measures Departmont, and of the
expenses, on two occasions, to England, of the Commissioner
of Inland Revenue; also, of the salaries paid to officers of
the said branch. He said : In asking for this return I
shall draw attention to the expenses of this branch of the
Inland Revenue Department since its establishment, in
1873. Ido so, not with the intention of casting blame
either upon the -late or the present Goverrgnent,
but for the purpose of drawing the atteption of
the House to the frightful cost of this brnch,
and the comparatively smali revenue derived from it.
I say comparatively because, aIthough it was not auticipated
in the flrst instance :that any very large revenue, at all
events, in excess of4ihe expenditure,-would be derived f rom
it, it was always hoped the revenue would, at least, nearly
balance the expenditure. Since 18734 we find that the
expense bas amounted to S829,823, and the revenue to but
$123,911, or an excess of expenditure of $406,000. I ask
the House, cui bono? No department of the pub-
lic service is so odious to the people as this branch
of the Inland Revenue Department. Nothing but com-
plaints are heard in every town and hamlet. Thit
arises not from the law, but from the administrati jn
of the law, which has been badasince th outset, and
though the administration has improved during the last
year or two, the law -would, if it the feelings of the
people were eonsulted,. be struck off the Statute-book.
Extravagance bas ruled in that department since its
initiation down to to-day. I find that $95,141.63 have
been paid for instruments, almost one-tenth of which
would have been sufficient for the absolute requirements
of the department. Thereare over one hundied instru-
ments for these-deputy inspectors to go about the eountry
with annoying people without conferring any benefit in
return. The number of inspectors is. sixty under the present
system, and under the old ninety-three, with salaries rang-
ing from $500 to $1,200. I would like to see some substantial
proofiof the benefit the countryhas derived fraomthèir labors.
The returns show that inspections have been made in every
county, township and town in this Dominion, and almost
without exception the reporta ehow that the weights and
scaes were correct. If I understand the law correctly, the
inspectors bad no right to make any charges against these
people, if their weights, scales and measures proved to be
correct, yet we knew that extortion of the worst kind has
been practiced on many, the charges in s.me instances
anounting to from $20 to $25, not for adjusting the scales,
weights and mesures, because they were found to be correct,
but te put mouey átohe pock;et o peple wheado rig>t,
under the law, te inake those extortionate chaiga I h1 k
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it is;well that some moans should be taken te proteot people
agangst dishoneat traders, but it is aiso well that the
paihI shoiuld be protected againet dishonest officers. In
direct contravention of fthe riles of the department,
these oMers order dealers to bring their weights aand
measures to the hotel, or to the place at which they are
stopýing,.where thoae weights and measures are sometimes
kept a whioleweek~ whilst being adjusted, thus stopping the
business of som'towas and villages for that time. In thei
county where I reside, after the weights and measures had
been adjusted by one inspector, another inspector came in
the same year and had the weights and measures all
inspeeted over again, at a varying ch arge of fromn 81 to $8 00.
Ie that the objct for whioh thedepartment was instituted?
On looking-over the list of instruments purchased in the
old country, I am astonished at the prices paid for sorne of
them. To Gir Joseph Whitworth, a great gun maker, I find
we paid42f0.l6for a measuring machine. Thatinstrument,'
which was purehaied in 1878, has, I think. never been used
and never will be sed. For thermometers we paid $19.22;
they could have been bought here much cheaper. For
standard barometers, we paid $217.22, that might have been
boüght here just as good at less money In 1874 and 1875 we
bought erngraving machines, and we boughit measnring
instruments and standard balances, the whole amounting
to $9,929,47. I would like to have an explanation of this
expenditure. One may make the tour of this Inland
Revenue Departnent, and will find instruments that eost
thotisands of dollars, and that have never been used, lying
idly behind tables and curtains. 1 do not think it is worth
while to read throngh this ling list of instruments pur-
chased, nor would it ho we'l', perhaps,- to shock the country
too much by 1 eading th olist and prices paid. The apparatus
of the gas branch cost $30,096.34. We have gas inspectors
in some parts of the country who have nothing todo. I
believe in this district, except in the city, there is no gas at
all. In connection with the purchase of these instruments
in England, it is worth while to direct the attention of
the Houze to the faet that these instruments
should have been guaranteed perfect by the
manufacturers, instead, of our having had to payS for
their verifleation. T éH. W. Chisholm, for verification, we
paid $713.85, and an advance on account of $186.67; to
T. D. King we paid $200; to 11. J. Chancey, for books for
verification, $88.73; to I. W. Chisholm, for verification
expensea, 81,192.33; due by him, $486.67; for sundries,
$28.55; or total charges in connection with verification,
$3j196.e3. With the exception of $288«73, the whole
amount was paid to H. W. Chisholm, and this was for work
whieh ought to have been paid for by the manufacturers.
When we pay at the rate of $100,000, the least the manu-
facturers should do, would be to guarantee their correctness.
The country is not at all satisfied with the manner in which
this i-spection is performed. It would be well if the Govern-
ment could revert to the old system, which it cannot, that
of each county appointing Its inspeeting officers, great satis-
faction would result, and a system which the people entirely
disapprove of, and which brings the Government into
greater diarepute tham almst any!other, would be done away
with. I speak feelingly on this point, and because every
man who uses weights, measures and scales in my con-
stituency and in the neighbouring counties, feels that I
should'not muince matters in dealing with this subject. So I
say tu the louse what these people say to me. that
tbey look upon this as a scheme of robbery on the part of
the officers of this department. I think that they .go
entirely too far, beanseI believe that many of those officers
are honest, and err through ignorance; 1 know that thosei
offcers who force the dealers toe bring their scales to their
offios for ihspection, act in direct violation of the regula-
tions of the dopiartmoet, becáuse tk-y are instructed not ta
do se, but te go te t . storesaa inspect .th ecas, andnot

p4t the dealers to any inconveninee in the matter. And
if we losk 'to the salaries paid to the officers in the
different districts, and compar them with the amail
amounta they return to the deparaaest, we muet
say that' mest of the money is expended in
keeping employés in office, who do next te nothing
in return for their salaries. I am not putting it
too strongly when I say there is a feeling. in the e.auntry
of intense dissatisfctioi with the mianagement of this
department. It is believed that this branob of the
Iuland Revuenue Department was established mainly te
please the whim of thb deputy head, who is lked
upon, shall say it, as almoat a menoinaniac on this point.
There is no concealing the fact that ho is a strong man, who
has ruled almost overy head of the dopartnent, and been
the only man who bas made anything by it. le had a
large addition made to his salary for the purpose of con-
ducting that branch, and he has a son or two in the depart-
ment assisting him in its managem'nt. These are the
people who are making money out ot this system, and not
the poor district officers after ill, because they are paid by
salaries, and their fees come back to the department. I
think I am doing the Government a great service in
bringing up this matter, because the heads of the depart.
ment have been in the habit of relying upon the deputy
head ail along for faithful and honest reports as to every-
thing that cqncerns the department. But it is not in the
interest of the offlcers who are drawing large salaries and
have whim, <erôtchet', and dosigns to draw the attention of
the Governent to grievuaces which are rapidly in-
juring the Governmient if the estimation of the people.
Unless something is done by theGovernment to remedy
this matter, a great deal of troub!u will bc created in the
country. There will be protests before this Parliarnent has
expired from almost every section against this weights and
measures branch of the Inland Revenue Department, and I
think it would be well, even at the cost of superannuating
the deputy hoad of the department, te got rid of the odium
that the operation of this measure entails,

Mr. RYAN (htontreal). I am sorry I cannot agree with
my hon. friend from Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) with reference
to the effect of this law, than which, I think, there has been
none more important passel of late years. I believe that
it works well and is growing in the favor of the peuple
every day. As a representttive of the first commercial city
in the Dominiona, I have heard of no such dissatisfaction
with the Act, as the hon. gentleman reports. If the
deputy head of the department is a monomaniac, he hias a
method in this nadness, because he takes go,>d care to
provide for several members of his family in the department.
Ibelieve there is not on the Statute-hook a law more in the
interest of the country than the Woights and Measures Act.
Every honest trader must approve of the inspection of
weights and measures. With regard to the alleged enor.
mous expenditure in connection with this Act, it nevet was
contempla±ed by auy Government-certainly not by that of
1873, which introduced it, nor by the laite Goverument,
which put the Act into force -that the revenue derived from
its administration would be sufficient te cover the expenses
in connectiori with it. As a proof of that statenment, I May
say the presenfGovernment have redueed the charge te a
minimum subn. The charge before wa rather excessive,
but was reduced by the late Minister of Inland Revenue, Mr.
Baby. I believe that all that is required is a little more
gfficiency in the working of the Act, when the pe iple would

be in favor of it as it standa. Mistakes may have beu made,
more instruments obtained and morie xpense incurred than
necessary, but I hope the Government will not change the
law in consequence, but continue it.. If there is any friction
ia the working of theIaw Ihip th prssient Mimster wil
make it as acceptable te me people;aap be.
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Mr. BERGERON. I differ in opinôn, NiiFthis subject,
with the member for Montreal Centre. No doubt the. law
is a very important one, but I think its administration has
not been good. What the hon. member for Cornwall says
about it, I find from my experience in my own constitnency, is
right. I have heard our merchants say they have beeu very
much annoyed by the inspection of the weights and measures.
Orie morchant from Beauharnois says that his weights and
measures were inspected in 1879, and that they were
inspected again the other day, when the officer only
verified the weights and measu-es, charging for the
four sets $4.25, a pretty high charge for the work.
In 1879, before the present Act came into force, he had his
set of weights carried away by the inspector, who assigned
no reason for his conduct. I contend that while the. law is
in the Yight direction, its administration is far from perfect
and it ought to be amended.

Mr. RECHARD. In my district, and in fact through the
whole Province of Quebec, the Act bas been unpopular, and
although thé Act was passed by hon. gentlemen opposite, I
have folt it my duty to defend it in principle though its
working was defective in some cases, as we were respon-
sible for it in a measure, by putting it in operation. One
complaint which is very commonly made against it, is that
when a merchant's weights are inspected the second time,
even if they are found correct, the expense of the inspection
falls upon him. I suggested to. the Minister of Inland
Revenue in .Comrmittee of the Whole last year that the law
should be so amended that if on a second inspection a mer-
chant's weights or mieasures are found correct, lie sbould
not be called on to bear the expense, and upon that occa-
sion the Minister said he would act upon the suggestion.

Mr. WHITE (Hlastings). I contend that it is the right
and the duty of those membîers who cone from districts in
which their inspectors have not done their duty, to com-
plain of the conduct of these offiaers. If inspectors require
merchants and others to call upon them at their hotels and
bring their weights and measures with themu, then I say
they are violating the spirit and intention, of the -Act. I
must say with regard to the district which the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Borgin) represents, either the people there are
dishonest or the officer is not doing hie duty; one or the
other unst be th case. ln my disirict thoe cilef and his
offivecs'goIto every store, grain waiehouse, asbery and
other tsuch establishment in which scales and measures are
used, :d stamp them, and they only charge the amount
which the Government allows. It is said that the Act was
passed by the present Government-when they were in
power before, that it was put in force by their predecessors,
and that it bas been amended by the present Adminis-
tration. The late Government did what they believed
to be right; but they appointed officers who required
merchants and others to bring their scales to them, and then
if any repaira had to be made they hired men to execute
their repairs, and the people had to pay too much for thein.
I would not be surprised to learn that the hon. gentleman
who complains appointed the officer who, he says, is not
discharging his duty, and if that be the case he should have
himremoved, andhaveone appointed who would act accord-
ing to the law. With regard to the loose way in wnich test
measures have been bought in London, I believe that ie
wrong, and I believe'the Government should keep a closer
hand on their<deputy heads and.see that they discharge their
duties better than some of them are now doing. It is a fact
that these deputy heads of departments are trying to rule
and control the whole country, and unless they are made to
feel the determined check of the poople's representatives,
the evil will increase and resultin ruin tothe country. These
gentlemen are constantly whining and complainincy that they
have not high enough salaries, that they have not sufficient
inhnence-in fact, a I said before, their desire seems to bel

Mr. Rr (Montral),

e hae general control. I am m appyt say tTa irr the
district from which I comeno one eo mpláin, except those
who have been using false messures And robbingthe country,
and they are brought up in the police court, amd very pro-
perly made to suffer the consequences of their diâhonesfy. I
trust the Government ywill try to amend the law,and that
these members who have been the means of Laving the
wrong -sort of men appointed as officers will endeavor to
have them removed. If the Government do not remove
such officers they are certainly deserving of censure; but I
do not believe the G-overnment 'will keep any oficer unless
he thoroughly discharges his duty.

Mr. FARROW. I desire to say a few words on this
question. I think that the Act bas worked admirably
well ; and in cases where it bas not worked as smoothly as
might be desired, it will be found that the trouble- is
that the people do not understand its operation. I find,
however, that the people are beginning to comprehend the
meaning of the Act; that they are, in otier words, drinking
in its spirit; and I am confident that before long the
measure will work with general satisfaction. I desire to
give a few figures, which will enable the louse to compare
the operation of the present system with that which
preceded it. My district comprises the counties of
Leeds, Kent, Lambton, Perth, Euron and Bruce
I find that the actual work of inspection under
the new system began on the 6th January, 1880. The
contingent expenses during that year were $1,400; salaries
$2,000; total expenditure, $3,400. The receipts were
$3,000, leaving a deficit of only $400. I believe these
counties may be taken as a fair criterion of the working of
the Act, and I will now show how the figures stood under
the old systemn which was in operation in 1879. In that
year the expenses were $3,855, the receipts only $683;
showing a deficit of $3,173, or about eight times the
deficiency of last year. Now what do the people complain of ?
The people complain of nothing wheu they understand it.
They did complain of the arbitrary action of the inspectors.
They would enter places of business and order the dealers
to take ail their scales to certain places for inspecion.
They were not sufficiently accommedating to go to the
stores. Now, however, the inspectors were accommodating,
and visited the st-res; and I can assure the House that the
Act is worki g with much less friction than under the old
regime. Now, as to the necossity of the Act. In making
purchases, people wanted propet weights and rzeasures. n
my distriât out of the number of weights examined 80 per
cent. wero light, and onuly 5 per cent. too heavy. The
louse can judge from that fact how the people were
cheated- do not say cheated wilfully-but the faet I have
stated remains. Another change made was from wine to
imperial measure. This iuvolved expense to the merchants
in compelling thom to obtain new measures, and, of course,
they grumbled; but when they got their customers inocu-
lated into the new order of procedure, everything worked
smoothly, and the Act is now running like clock-work. I
hope the measure will not be repealed or tampered with,
because I an confident that within a year or two everybody
will be satisfied with this Act, which refiects great credit on
the Government.

Mr. HESSON. As a representative fromn the same
district as the bon. gentleman who hasjust spoken, I desire
to express my concurrence in his remarks, for my personal
knowledge coincides with his statements as to the wdrking
of the present Act. It is true that .the first attempt to
improve the old system, which wasinaugurated by counties,
towns and villages, which formerly controlled the inspection
of weights and measures, resulted in the passing of aun Act
which was very unpopular. Speaking from peronnhl
knowledge, I am safe in saying that one half of the business
men who had their weightsand ineasures inspected, would
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have vted against the Government, althodgh their friends,
ôsaic&dunt of the working oif the Act. I amnot prepared
to -ay that the late Government was entirely responsible
for that feeling, because all new Acts are unpopular for a
time. As the public became cognizant of the provisions of

t mansure, they recognized the benefit intended to be
conftrred, and began to like the Act botter. lis true there
are some distriots still where it works very badly and where
it'fails to give satisfaction; I iFefer more especially to the
inspèction of hides. I know with certainty that under the
r-ogulations instituted by the department, the Act is working
in a very unsatisfactory manner, and a large petition was for-
warded to me for presentation to the louse, but which I have
not presented, because Ireceived information that led me to
withdraw it, viz: that certain changes would be made
*hiçh Would prove satisfactory. The difficulty lies here. In
saine districts inspectors are given control of large sections
of country, and sub-inspectors should- be appointed in the
viliage. The result of this arrangement has been that the
large towns where the inspectors are appointed have been
deprived of a large business in hides. These are now sold
in the country stores and tanneries, and they do not reach
the towns where formerly the trade was conducted, and
where the inspection is now very severe indeed, and where
the parties who bring hides to market are ,subjected not
only to a certain fee, I believe five cents per hide, for the
inspector, but three or four pounds of refuse are eut off,
which the inspector claims to be hbis perquisite. The
inspector, moreover, has the authority of putting bis own
brand as to the quality of the bides. In the case of sales
made to American buyers the inspector is not considered
sufficient evidence of the value of the hides, and the
market price is not thereby settled. Nevertheless,
I think the Act will work well, and it is in the
interesta cf the public that it should be continued for
a time. It was unfortunate that the measure was
introducel too soon, because it was only attempted in a few
couaties, whereas it shold have been made as nearly as
possible uniform, in order to give general satisfaction. I
presume that arose from the fact that the late Government
was not in possession of all the standards of weights and
masures required to establish the various districts;
consequently, they were given a great deal of blame. I
trust the Act wili be continued, and it will be the duty of
the Government to improve it. The bon. mover of the
resolution, the member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), som-
plained that the Act was working badly in bis section of
the country, and I think the attention of the Ministry sbould
be drawn to that, and, if necessary in that particular locality,
to keep a sharp look out that the gentleman there does his
duty, aad thon I believe the Act will be a success.

Mr. MoCUAIG. I wish to bear my testimony to the
meritorious manner in which the officer in my county did
his duty, though he lost his position under the new arrange-
uent. He is opposed to me politically, but ho told me that
all the additional expense had arisen in consequence of the
impraoticability of the law. He said that if he had not beau
interfered with by the head office at Ottawa there would
hava bee no difficulty in my county. In my opinion this
Weights and Measures Act is necessary to guard the public
against dishonest tradesmen. But I am satisfied that since
the changes were made in the law last year it has ,not
worked well, particularly in the County.of Prince Edward.
The presert law groupe several counties together, under the
charge of one inspector and two deputy inspectors, to look
aflter live or six counties. I am of -opinion that the
additional travelling expenses incurred by these deputy
inspectora in going from one county to another will exceed
in amount whatwewould have topay for the services of one
M= in each county. In my district we were paying,

or he old system, 82,500 a year fer one local inspector
for each e the cointies of orthumberlad, 1> wehm,

MS.

Hatings, Prince Edward and Peterborougb I understand
that the inspector now receives $1,200 ayear, and the two
deputies,4600 each, to say nothing of their travellingexpen-
se. Uider the former system, we had an inspector in each
county, and it-cost us less than we now pay three mon for
five counties. In the County of Prince Edward there are
men who bave been in the Customs for twenty-five years,
who are only receiving $250 a year, yet, in point of educa.
tion and social position, are certainly equal to any inspectors
I am acqnainted with. I think it would be botter that
there should be one local inspector in each county, and if
necessary the salaries mighti be reduced to make the total
five equal to what is now paid to three inspectors. To show
the working of the present law, I am informed that some
traders, after receiving visits from the inspectors to whom
they show the new standards, immediately resume the use
of the old standards after the inspectors have departed.
This could not take place so easily if there were a resident
inspector in each county.

Mr. DECOSMOS. While the subject of weights a'd
measures is before the House, I desire to call the attention
of the Government to the fact that before British Columbia
was united to the Dominion, it had a law respocting weights
and measures. That law bas been repealed, and although
application bas been made every Session by the members
from British Columbia, for the appointment of an inspector
of weights and measures, and for the enforcement of the
Dominion law, nothing whatever bas been done. I sincerely
trust that the Government will put the law in operation by
appointing an inspector.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. This is the first time the Goyern-
ment have been informed that British Columbia bas no
inspector, and that the law is not enforced in that Province,
and I shall enquire into the matter. With roference to the
observations which have been made on the motion of the
hon. member for Cornwall (Hir. Borgin), I may say that a
law for the inspection of weigbts, measures, gas, and so
forth, is always at first very unpopular, because it has to
deal with numerous abuses and to incur the dislike of people
who live by those abuses. The hon. member's firat com-
plaint is that we expend on this law half a miIlion foolishly.
I must challenge that assertion, and say that it is one of the
most useful expenditures a Government can make. Why
was this Inspection Law passed? It was because there was
much cheating and deception in trade, and because the
grocer did not give full weight to the laborer, and because
grain buyers frequently bought grain from farmers with
improÿer measures. I know of one town in Western
Ontario where the farmers, on account of the dishonest or
erroneous weights of the grain buyers, lost five
cents a bushel on their grain, and this was in the
centre of a district where hundreds of thousands if not
millions of bushels of grain is raised. In some cases people
lost and in other cases people gained by the operation of
this law. The hon. gentleman says the officers are sometimes
unoccupied. If they are they are none the less useful,
because it is the knowledge that these officers are in existence
watching the operation of the law, that induces the people
to put the law into execution. When the Estimates corne
before the House,. the Government will be in a position to
answer all the questions raised by the hon. member for
Cornwall, with reforence to the expenditures, the increase
of the salaries, and the whole machinery of the law. When
the hon. gentleman Bays no benefdt has been ,derived from
the operation of ts law, commensurate with the large
expenditure incurred to enforce t, he made a reckless sser-
tien, forreat benefits have been derived froma itsoperation all
over the Dominion. 1,know many counties where at first there
was strong oppositipn to the enforcement of the law, but
where it is now lookedupon most favorably, and I waagWd to
hear mny membçre of the Roue tetifylI to tb 0od
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results ;which have followed its epfor5eeent. It has beQa
aeged that the officers of the Iniand Revenue fDepartment
have been guilty of extortioh. Wesll,~thnt s aryseriou>s
charge agninst an oficer of the Governmnt, gnd Vf.my hon.
friend will send to the department te naines of any fficers
who have used their positons to extort moPey, I think th.e
Government would at once deal most severely with these
officers. But if there was extortion, . think it was not
attributable to the ofcrs, and it is precisely becase tbe
inspection of weights and meaures puts a stop to thes,
extortions and deceil sand errors that the law is so unpopu-
lar in some quarters. I think, thon, th'e lw ilI gain i;r
popularity through practipe. It may require to be amended
in one or two ways, but even according tço the speeches
miade by hon. members, the law is more practiced than
criticized. 1 do not like'these aptàcks which have been
made on the Deputy Minister. None but seriops specific
charges should be preferred against a gentlemain holding
that position. We must not forget thé importance of those
officers. Mr. Brunel is a very efficient offieer, well posted
in'all the details of his office, and one of the best.offcers .i the
Governmont employ. It is not fair te a 1ttapk him because
ho is auxious to do bis duty and see that the iaw i8 enforced.
A deputy head of a department oecupies a very peculiar
position. le is the man who, according to the Yankee
expression, runs the machine. Wbat would Ministers be
without deputies ? Ministers enter and go out of
office on the wave of publie opinion and are seldom,
long enough at the head of a departmnent to become
entirely master of its business; so that they must have
somebody on whom they can depe)nd, and that person iî
the Deputy Minister. Mr. Brunel is well entitled to be
defended from the attacks made on him. He has been long
in offie, and is a clever officer,, who al,wayq doe his duty in
a most conseientious manner. I do nt wish to be gnder-
stood to sny everytbing is donç admirably in the depart-
ment. Inspection laws are always unpoputar, because
their enactment entails the correction of abuses. I
have not the slightest objection to the motion being
adopted. . ..

Mdr.BERGIN. 1 only wish to say a few words in reply
to some four or fIve hon. gpntlemien who have sayd the law
has worked well. As I said, in asking for these returns I
found fault not se much with the law as with its adminis
tration; and that so few have been fonnd t4o bear testimony
to its good administration, proves 'conclusive y that my
strictures were quite correct. I was astonished tio find the
hon. member fer Montroal bearng such strong testimony
in favor of the administration of the law in his constituency.
The Montreal papers are full of complairts about its
administration. *)ver and over a ain deputations from
the manufacturers of scales and weiLhts anAd1the wholesale
dealers in that city hae complained of the mal-
administration of the aw by the dep'ly bed who controls
the department. -W9 were tçld by the hon. imenuber for
North Iluron (Mr. Farrow), and I was glad to hear the statp.
men, that instead of the dealers in'hia equnty bringing
their scales to the inspection officer to be adjusted, the .
officer visited the establishments. I wish that were the case
in the county I have htbe honor to represent. The chief,
argument advance4 jn support of the law iPa thet rt provides
honest weights apd mensgree. I denythat; fortbhe moment
the inspeeor leaves the store the store keeper can put a
little bit of wax on one aide of the balaiice andd.own it go"s.
It is impossible, nder the present satem of inspection,
that anything like accuracy eau be proided in the case of
dishonest traders. Theb on. membe for Eat Hpastinge
said thie traders in my county were d ishonest because they
complained against the inspection ofweightsand dessures.
Itnay bethat rn his county only dislopest traders com-
plaIn, but in mine therel i bt atr den oþàaa a r.eputatipn
för dishonesty. I know the me wli:rhîheomna4ned 1 i

Mr. MouasAU.

nqy copstituency. They are men of uniu"peabagt ,
who, unless the enforcenent of tbe law were nn
sarily oppressive, wold in no instance mvake a ec pawt
against it. With regard to the charge o'f extortion 'r,
made, I repeat that charge. It »tay be that the oeer 'p
exacted these fees'acted under authority, but I do iÈot Uliig
that under the law hehad a right to exact the.fee td.
I stated distinctly he had no right to make tfh. dealereo9gîpe
to his hotel or stopping place, nevertheless hé did so. J*e
that the Deputy Minister doce not see to theproper.epifq#re-
ment of the law. I would call the attention of theHppsem
thel feeling of the country with regard to the deutys'aß çf
the 4epartment. It may be the first time n eigtye h
hon. 1inister has heard such charges made, but it wquld
be in the interest of the country they had been miade befQre.
I ,believe it would contribute very niuch to thie irpproyod
administration of the departinent, if the. ðepuhy ,
upon whom so much depends, would maqage it npre in
the interest of the country and less in his own intereat.
In connection with this subject, I trust, when the'Mpisfr
biings down his return, he will not omit 'to produoe
the full vonchers for the expenditure of that .Deputy
Minister during his two trips to England, becauise I qagiue
the people will think he could have very well gQn6 to
England for a much smaller sùm than $4,000. That was
rather an expensive holiday trip for this country.

Mr. CURRIER. I have always been opposed to thr
Inspection Law from its fi rst introduction, and see no reaon
to retrace my steps. The $500,000 that the .ember for
Cornwail mentions bas been a tax on our people, adIthe
$150,000 a year besides, is an additional impost. The
question is, whether they obtain the benefits they ought to
receive for this expenditure? I do not think so. I think
that, under the old system, when the inspection was.under
the mupicipalities, the people were as well satisfted as they
have been since. My experience is, that the people n these
matters look out for themselves and see that.they are served
fromgood weights and measures. I knowof no claeshaper
in looking after their rights than thefarmers; and I do not
thiink it would be possible for amerchantlong to carryonsie
business with them if he used dishonest weights and meauros.
The people have to bear the burdens of this law. For a£ew
years after it came into force there were many cwoiplats
of it, but latterly there have been but few, the people having
,become accustomed to it. I believe it would be as w-ell to
return to the old system of leaving this matter in carge of
theq municipalities.

Mr. WRIGHT.- I must say that I have heard no cem-
plaints under the new system. Under the old system I
heard very many complaints. The people whom I repre-
sent have been treated as though they were the inhebitants
of a conquered country. The inspectorsewent about taking
possession of thoir weights and measures, and behaving in
the most rude, insolent, and tyrannical manner. I saveastate-
ments to this effect from almost every respectable merehaw
throughout the length and breadth of the eounty efOtawa,
without distinction of polties. I might mention Mr. Pren-
tis and Mr. Devlin, of Aylmer, belonging 4t 0the Liberal
party, and all the Conservative merchants through ut this
consitueney. I think the mem ber for Cornwall deserves
a great deal of credit for bringing this matter before the
hopse, and I think that the deputy heds of deparmoents
onght te be occasionaêly well watebed and !have ehee
imposed en them by the Hoiuse in mattera of tMie kind, in
the lterest of the public.

Mr. MAGDOUGALL. Under ourparliamentary<praolie,
notices pf motions for papers whichs hon. gentl1men as pe

will be refused, afords them a good opportunity for iring
grevances, and I think this a ery good arrsjg.men,
because itafqrds us an opportnn.ity of ejpressing t-1 -
ing an views of our couitituonts withi ref.jo o "Le
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o '~ oflws which *e pass; and it is also fair to Mia-

ho, by the multiplicity of their engagements in the
ntion of affaira, have not the same opportunity

thAt WeB pew_, of ascertaining the practical operation of the
1auta whici operate over the whole country. ii
any very much pleased that my hon. friend the'
meaber for Oornwall bas, in bis sonewhat demen-

stysa*bve ma4ner, brought this matter under the
nope of the Government, because I think that those
miho abe had au-opportunity of witnessing the operation of
tiis aw, and of hearing the complaints made, .not by ibose
engAged in trade, aud who might be presumed to be partial
to their owiz objects, but by other pereons va ho have been
observing its effects, and who feel the importance in a
pu4lic point of view of making its administration as
etcient aud economical as possible. These are
complaints which deserve our attention. Certainly, I bave
heard complaints of this law in districts of Ontario which
I have viuited-I will not attempt to speak for any other
Provine1. I suppose we must admit, in the tirst place, that,
under our Constitution, the laws with reference to
weights and measures in the Dominion must be enacted by
thia Parliament The Constitution has imposed upon us thi,
duty, Jhaving withdrawn it from the Local Legislatures and
munwi1epalities to which it previously belonged. A -law
definiùg what weights and standards shah prevail in the'
Dominion, must be enacted by this Parliament. Measures
to ;his effect passed by any other authoi-ity would be
idoperative. There must, besides, be provisions in any such
law for the punishneut of its violation. Ail that is necessary
under eur system. Our law appears too voluminous, and
possibly may be too complicated, and consequently the
cause of great expense. But that we must have inpection
and ready means of punishing those who defraud their
neighbors by a non-complianue with the law 'in respect of
weights and measures, must be admitteJ on all handls. This
question is, I think, a very proper one for consideratioa by
the Government. Whcther, even with the amendments
that bave been made in the orig:nal Act, it is not yet too
expensive-hether this enormous amount expended every
year, and which represents, say the interest on a very large
capital, because it is annual expenditure, could fnot bu
diminished-whether some simpler, and at the same time
more effective method of inspection could not be devised. I
have heard practical mon say our system is a total failure,
as; when the inspector has turned his back, the fraudulent
dealer may resume his evil practices and continue
in them till the inspector makes another visit.
Se there may be only a seeming. compliance
with the law; and so we are paying annually a
large sum for securing the public against fraud, wheu, in

int of fact, we are but deceiving ourselves as to the results.
think, in view of the complaints made, not by those who

wish to avail themseves of the laxity of the law, for the
purpose ofeheating theirneighbors, but by honest, intelligeht
citimenswho desire to see simple and inexpensive laws enacted
and adÉiiiistered, it becomes necessary for those in charge
ofthe depattment to enquire into this matter and devise a
remedy-first, in the direction of economy, and, second, in
the diretion of effieieney. I amn not satisfied with the opera-
tion of this'law. I think it fails to meet the great objets
whieh auch a law should accomplish. It is well, therefbre,
that menbers eonversant with any defects in the administra-
tionof the law shoutLd present them on the arena where
disbuesion may take place, information be given, and Min-
ideris *.dtheir subordinates in the departments be ikstriicted
anaadvised in regard to the compaints of the public. But
we muit maintain the law in the Statute-book, with the pro-
viess that punish fraud, wich policy must involve some
eajpssa$4. f the expense be greater than nees4sary, a is the q
dy;eftheGovernmentand the ouse to lessen it, if possible,
at the earliest day.

itt1i lm
Kr. ROgSTE1 R. I have Io ,epeatdly brought this

question to the'House, that I did not intend to bave referred
te it today, bgt for some remarks made by the President of
the Oconeil (lir, Kousseu). The hon. member for Ottawa
County (Mr. Wright) bas stated that a great many
grievanees have been experiended by the business men of

is county-
Mr. W1UIHT. Under the old systow; I said.
Mr. M E HS1ýTE. A I cau say is that I can cor-

rbborate the remairks of the hon. gentleman, for the suine
thing is true of the city of Ottawà, of the county of
ia adeton, and 1 believe of every county in Cariaa. It was
not antioipated tat thelaw would be very popular at first,
but it bas been rondered more unp .pular than it otherwise
would have been by abuses in its administration. By
instructions from the department, the inspectors
walk into a man's place of buiness, and whether
he has one set of scales or ten, they are taken
away. I know of some firmi mu the city of
Ottawa, who, the year beforo, paid over 8100 in England for
the best weights and measures, and they were taken away
by the inspector and, as ho said, by the order of the
depari ment, or rather I should say by the deputyhead
of the department. The deputy heîd of that department

lis known from one end of the Dominion to the other. He
was not very well known some years ago-in fact, until
this Act came in force. I said thon, on the floor of the
Hlouse, that that gentleman would be pretty well known in
twelve months, and events have shown that I prophesled
truly. Members from every part of the Diminion are
crying ont against the abuses which are taking place in the
administration of the law. The President of the Council

Xr. Mousseau) has enlogized the l)eputy of the &iister of
nland Revenue in language which that gentleman does not

deserve, for if there i onoe man in this Dominion dotested
above ail others, by those who know him, that gentleman is
the man. I will mention an iu-tance to show his
conduct towards those whoge servant he is. A large
and respectable delegation went to the Depart-
ment of Iuland Rovenue, with regard to some
matter pertaining to that branch of the publie service.
IIpon applying to the Minister, who, of course, is not so
well up in ail the details of the department, and who has
to depend a good deal upon the deputy, they were requestod
to call upon the latter, and thon see the M[inister again.
The depwtation-who, if I chose to give their names, would
be pronounced as respeetable a body of men as ever visited
Ottawa-accordingly called upon the.deputy-head of the
department; their spokesan rielated their griovanue to
that gentleman, who sat i nhis arma chair like a lord; and
the only reply hoecondescended to make was, that they had
better take the noxt t-ain home, or h. would make it worso
for them. That is the conduct sud the language of a
gentleman whom the President of:the Council bas enlogized
as bein*g so effieient an efficer. This happened some years
ago; I cannot noir give the date, but 1 could very soon
scertain.

An hon. MEMBER. Re has more weight now,
MIt. ROCHESTER. The worse it ls for the country

then. I think theAct itself is a gòod ono if it wa properly
administet-ed, and, thbugb I havo heard some complaints
within the paut twelve months, they bave not been nearty
so numerous as before Some complain that the inspectors
require merchants and others to bing thoir eales to them
for inspection, and I think if that is the case the complaint
ls well founded, as it shouid be the duty of the inspector to
go to the merehants instad'ofhavingthe merchants oome
tehim. Une abus. of the Aet is ia requiring that ail the
sWaies, &., shtuld be of one partiulwarharacter, and I keew
of asses where business men have had to expend hundreds
of dollars on that accoant. I remember that at onetime
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no measures were allowed by the department except a certaini
kind which were manufactured at Hamilton, but I believeI
that that regulation does not exist now. I did not intend toi
have said anything on the subject, but for the rernarks-made1
by the President of the Council with regard to the deputy
head of-the department, which I~think were uncalled fbr-
and out of place, for a more uncivil man is not to be foundi
in these buildings than the Deputy of the Minister of
Inland Revenue. I think in such cases as this it would be1
well for the Government to appoint a Committee to investi-1
gate the causes of the abuses which have arisen with regard
to the administration of the law.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I think it is pretty generally
the opinion that some such measure as the present Weights
and easures Act is necessary to prevent the interests of
buyers and sellers from being interfered with by dishonest
traders. What we have to consider is whether the law is
as economically administered as possible, and in such a
manner as to render it as popular as possible. With regard
to my own county I must say that the deputy inspector of
weigbts and measures discharges his duties in such a
manner as to increase the popularity of the Act. He has done
as little as possible to interlere with the rights of traders in
that county; and it seerna to me that if these offlcers were to
nterpret their instructions as they should be intrpreted, and

as they ought to be interpreted, the law might be carried
out with no inconvenience whatever to the honest trader.
It is true that traders may feel that the inspection fee is
to some extent a burden upon them, but we all feel that
with regard to taxes of every kind ; -when the Stamp Act
was under discussion, some said that it ought to be-abolished,
but we must all bear our proportion of the taxes which are
imposed for the proper administration of the laws of the
country, and this law being a necessary one, I do not think
that traders onght to complain of the amount of the fees
imposed upon them. It has been said by the member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall) that under the present system
there is no guarantee that the inspection of weights and
measures will be effective in preventing dishonesty.
Under the old Act, as it was administered by the officers of
the different municipalities, no greater guarantee existed
than that which exists under the present Act. As this
louse is aware, we have no power to impose on the munici-

palities the duty of appointing officers to carry out the
provisions of this Act. I know that under the old system
of appointing country officers by the municipalities, those
officers perfbrmed their duties in a very perfunctory
manner. I think since the present system has been intro-
duced the inspection has been performed more effectively
in the interest of the country, and with more satisfaction to
the traders than it was under the old system. I am nleased
to hear the Prosident of the Council state that he will be
prepared to give details of the expenditure fbrthe standards
when the Esti mates are under discussion, because I am one
of those who believe that a much greater sum of money has
been expended in procuring those standards than was
absolutely necessary. I do not think the duties of
inspectors would be satisfactorily discharged for a less sum
than those gentlemen now receive. The deputy inspector
in my county has 9%very large area of territory to go over,
and he receives but $[00 per annum. le discharges his
daties properly and efficiently, and I do not think any
person could be secured for a less sum who would
discharge them so weil.

Mr. LONGLEY. I think this subject is of sufficient
importance to justify a little more being said. I have not
one word to say against any person conneéted with that
department. Probably they discharge their duties very
well, but in regard to the department itself, of Weightsand
Measures, I never have believed in it, though I have heard
those, who know more about the -matter than Ido, eay that

Mr. Recuzsa.

it was highly important for the prdtectioin of the~
RHwever, I hold a very strong opion at he Pep
never got anything like sii equivalent for 'the money tiey
have paid. I share, to a large extent, the opinions
expressed by the hon. member for Cornwall. I would not
go the length of advòcating the abolition of the office, *nd
yet I would not say that I would not do se to-morrow.
The hon. member for North Hastings (Mr. White) said *at
bis officers do but as little as theyetan possibly do, and1lben
he went on to talk about seeking to make the law aceept4ble,
&c. Now, I believe it can scarcely be denied that, 1ooking
back over the interval of a few years, the oficers of the
Weights and IMeasures Branch of the Inland Revenue
Department have done just as little as they couid do, fbr
the simple reason that the law was obnoxious, and the
Government; îstead of induci them to discharge their
duties, rather held them back. I think it will coitinue to do
so until some means are devised by which the odimn attached
to that department can be mitigated to some extent, and
until the expenses connected with it are greatly reduced. I
believe the popular sentiment of the countrywill be decidedly
against this service. I am going to say something now
which I think will apply to all the departments. I shall be
a little mistaken if we do not before many years reach this
point, that there will be an ll-pervading conviction linthe
-ninde eof the mnembers, of this flouse ef the necessity of
economy, not in reference to one branch of the public service,
but in reference to every branch. I hold a strong opinion
that when we do begin that we should begin with ourselves,
because the country will not give us much credit, if we go to
work and reduce the salaries of Civil servants and others
while leaving our own salaries untouched. I said last year
upon this subject, that I believe we could save a itillion
dollars annually without impairing the. public service, and,
having given a little attention to this branch of the subject,
I am prepared to reiterate that statement to-day. We are
not going to live many years before the country willdemand
this of us. I believe it will be very useful to invest a few
thousand dollai s in distributing some of these Blue-books
over the country, so that the people would have an oppor-
tunity of showing how much money is paid for the support
of the various departments of the Government, beginning
with the administration of justice, and going down through
the collection of customs and into every branch of the public
service.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman is wander-
ing from the subject.

Mr. LONGLEY. If you turn your attention to the
Blue-book youwill see that I am quite in order. Now, let
us begin with the Commissioner, who receives $3,200 a
year.

Mr. PLUMB. He receives $4,000.
Mr. LONGLÉY. So much the worse. I am, being

uided by the figures beotre me. The Assistant Coni-
missioner recoives $2,400 a year; £600 a year is a very
fair salary for an assistant. Then the first clerk gets
$1,837. When we compare these salaries with tihose
received by quite as good men outaide, to say the least, one
is greatly impressed with the vast disparity that prevails.
Four senior clerks, $4,000; five first-class leorks, 3,50 ;
then four senior second-class clerks, 44,437; seven junior;
$6,200, all footing up to $28,150. Although the ofiers of
ths department are-distributed all over the country, they
do very little for their salaries. The more dey 4p, th
more unpopular the Act becoines. Unless the duýArment
is revolutionied and made more generally ueful sand Iqes
obnoxious, the soner it is abolished the better.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I desire to endorsewbat
some hon. gentlemen have said on111e questio, aad te t#ue
that this lawrasadministered, has been givingsgsiutdea1o
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d tn-the~onstituen f represent. F'ormerly
it-gasewer c greater dissaksfaction than it is giving
at*reentralthough there la great roomn for irmproverent
Y*. We have infamilton two or three large scale
fatories, and -the rule andregulations of the department
require that before-any:seales leave an establishment they,
muet be ispeted and made ready for use. After that is
dont and the fees are paid upon them, and they are ehipped
to another part of the country, the deputy inspector of
weightus and measures there insists on -re-inspecting these
articles and charging another fee. Thi' is a great
grievance, which the Government should remove. The in-
spewk of the scales at the factory ought to be sufficient until
they are set upfor use and the ordinary visit of the inspector
atthe place where used is made. I am surprised to hear the
hon.- rieber for Carleton (Mr. Rochester) say that only
measures made ia BamiIton are received. Why,-ithas been
complained in Hamilton that only measures made in
Toronto are inspected. The diffieulty arises in this way:
Thore is a regulation of the department requiring all
measures to be made of a, partieular kind of material.
Bt that is not carried out in all cases. In Toronto,
for instance,. the inspector will accept a clasa of
material which will not- be accepted by the inspeetor
in Hamilton, and the Hamilton manufacturers of measures
complain that they are at a disadvantage because
they are not permitted to use as cheap material as the
Toronto manufacturers: Another absurd regulation is that
when goods are brought to market for sale, such as berries,
which are usually packed in boxes, they must not be sold
unless the packet is sold with th' m. If a woman comes to
market with a pail of berries, she cannot sell the beries
unless she sells the pail also. But that regulation is so
unpopular that it is bi oken every day.

Mr. BOWELL. Why must she sell tbe pail ?
Mr. -ROBERTSON. It is tho rule of the department.
Mr. BOWELL. Oh, no.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I can assure the hon. gentleman

that is the. fact. It is one of Mr. Brunel's rales, whether it.
is the.law ornot, but my recollection is that it is a statutory
provision. There is no doubt a great deal of truth
in what my hon. friends from Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) and
Carleton (Mr. Rochester) say with reference to- the deputy
head. I have nothing to say of that gentleman, except
that he has the credit of making the most extraordinary
rules and regulations and of changing them in a week, so
that, with such constant changes, people do not know what
to do. That he 'has made the law a most obnoxious one,
there is no doubt, and I think the Minister sbould bave a
thorough overhauling of the rules and regulatiohs of his
department with the view of making the law, which is a
good one, work more smoothly.

It be'ng Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). The discussion bas taken a
very widerange,imcluding the cost ofthe civil government of
the Dominion, and we have had the Deputy Ministerof Inland
Revenue dragged into it because he sat on his seat like a 1rd.
I am not much acquainted with lords ; they do not grow very
plentifully in the part of the countryfrom whichlI come. Tbey
may grow more plentifully in the County of Carleton; but
the fewI have seen were most unpretentious men, who sat
in theirteats like very ordinary citizens. In justice to the
Deputy Minister,. with whom I have but a limited acquaint-
ancel Must say that when I had occasion to go to the
depautment, I foga*t lhe deilt with me in a prompt, business
ligs Inauner. I do not thlinkthisis the properplace for
personal attacks on thedeputy. I do not think he occupies
a veyeniable ositiou. xinfact, taking one conideration

with another, the life of a deputy head is not a very
happy one. H. stands between the hn. Minister and
the politicians. Re lias got to refuse. a gret;ý* tany
things; he bas to bear the odium of things whie
.properly should attaeh to his political chief, and in many
instances his sabiry le altogether inadequate. The
hon. member for Annapolis embodies in his attack on the
method of administration of weights and measures ih-bis
part of the country, arn attack on the Departmont oflTland
Revenue in the, matter of officials- salaries. But from
what I have been able to glean from the Publie Aceen»ts,
my opinion ie that the great revenue produoing deparmn.ws
are the departâments that are the least paid in thepalie
service ;and ln a departiment, snc us the Inland Bevenue
Department, which produces a revenue of about $,5,00%,,
we cannot expect to get gentlemen to combine the pay of a
porter with the responsibîlity of a bank manager. I think
there are other departments the expenses ofwhi1h cen more
properly be cnt down, and I will be very happy to second any
effort ofthe lion. member for .Annapolis in striving to curtail
the public expenditure in such branches. If theb hon. member
wishes to commence with ourselves, I will support him
in that also. I shall but -make one exception, and that la in
favor of the hon. member for Annapolis himeelf, for an
hon. gentleman who pats himeolf to the inconvenience of
changing his abode, even temporarity, from .Paradise to
Ottawa, as he has done, should, I think, not be muleted, in
addition to his other sufferings, of his public indemnity. I
ean quite corroborate the remarks of the hon. member
for North Huron wth reference to the working of this
measure in the district in which 1 live. I have heard no
complainte made thore. That district has been thoroughly
and efficiently inspected-if the efficient carrying out of the
law is what is necessary. As far as the Act itseif,
I think now, as I always thought, that it is premature, that
it le not needed in our sparsely settled country, We cannot
put on the Mackenzie Administration the responsibility of
the working of that law bocause the most objectionable
feature came into operation under this Government. That
was the substitution of the Imperial measure for
the wine measure. To connect ourselves more closely
with our neighbors on this continent, we adopted their
system of decimal coinage; and to separate oursolvos
from them we introduced the imperial and rejected
the wine measure. I do not know how the change
will operate in the interior of the Dominion, but it
causes great inconvenience in the border counties. I think
the responsibility should be thrown where it belonge. not on
the deputy head of the department, but on the Government
which introduced the scheme and are now carrying it
out. The inspectors, I believe, as a whole, perform their
duty faithfully. I do not think a Minister or a Deputy
Minister of Inland Revenue eau be popular. They have,
especially the deputy, to sacrifice popularity to duty. I am
satisfied the present deputy has strength of mmd to do ths.
The only popular Minister of Inland Revenue that I ever
heard of, and h. was only a prospective Minister, was
Jack Cade. He promised that a pint measure would
contain a quart, but we never had an opportunity of testing
whether le would fulfil his promise or not. That wave of
popularity of wbich the vicarious Minister of Inland
Revenue, the hon. President of the Couneil, speaks, sent
poor Jack Cade high and dry, and we never realized th.
plut measuro that would contain a quart. As a mater of
fact, the inspectors are trying to do their duty, and should
not be blamed for.the unpopularity of this measure.

Mr. ARKELL. I believe this Act has been unpopular
from its initiation. It was more unpopular under the late
than under the present G*overnment, because the charges
were then more exeessive. I bolieve we have got them
now down te a moreAtsonable hgre. Al lte counties in
general were not thoroughly inspected. From some-of the
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divisions the receipts were very small compared with the
large expenditure. If the Deputy Minister would see that
the inspection officers discharged their daty in the different
divisions, the measure would become self-sustaining in
twelve months. I would be sorry, after this Act had been
in force some time, to see it repealed. . If the officers are
not competent to discharge their duties they will make the
Aet very unpopular, but if competent, it will become popu-
lar. I shall be very sorry to see the Act repealed until it
bas had a fair trialas now working.

Mr. ROSS.-. I do not rise to find .fault with theiDepart-
ment of Inland Revenue, or with the deputy head, so far as
the adniinistration of the Weights and Measures Act is
concerned. In the discussion this afternoon it would appear
that this little difficulty is merely a family quarrel ; and,
perbaps, I should have rested content to allow gentlemen
on-the opposite side to settle this little difficulty for them-
selves. 1 will give those hon. gentlemen a chance. I
remember when the administration of the Weights and
Measures Act was in the hands of the late Administration,
and when there was no end of complaint. Of course, now
that it is administered by hon. gentlemen opposite them-
selves, they are becoming familiar with those complaints, as
we were when we sat on the Ministerial side. I think there
is a great retribution, however, in the troubles which annoy
hon. gentlemen opposite in this matter. The Act was one
of their own making, and the large amount of trouble wbich
now confronts them arose from thçir wholesale dismissalgof
the inspectors wbo had served for several years in the
administration of the Act as it existed previous to 1878. It
appears now, at least from my limited observation, that the
chief trouble arising under the Weights and Measures Act
is from the incompetence of the gentlemen recently
appointed inspectors. In my own district we had an
inspector who, although be enfbrced the law vigorously, still
did it in such a way as not to create any discontent.
Besides, his administration o bis department was, I think,
in conformity with the law. I have in my desk a number of
letters received since the visit of the present inspector to
the town in which I live, containing complainte, not
against the law itself-for I think the people of Ontario,
generally, are pretty much satisfied with the law-but
against its mode of administration. It would appear the
present inspector bas had no training for bis, position, and
is not acquainted with the proper mode of doing his work,
and is, it seems to me, somewhat indifferent as to whether
he does it well or not. I will just read a portion of one of
the letters I have received,-from one of the largest dealers
in the town, a man in the dry goods trade, who has some large
scales in his shop, besides weights and measures. He says:

"I have one egnal armed balance. He went down stairs and looked at
it, tilted it with iis finger, and said it was ail right. The twelve weights
belonging to it were sent over to his roomn to be tested. They all needed
adjusting except one.

" He next passed up to the shop and counted the yard measures on the
counter, of which-I have nine. He did not test tbem in any way.

" He made me out my certificate, charging me full tariff rates as under,
which I paid, besides an additional sum of ý1.10 to the man who did the
adjusting."

Then he gives the amount of fees he paid. Here is a man
testing measures and balances by simply tilting them with
his finger, or looking at them; yet he makes hie full charges
for the work whether be does it or nct, and, cont-rary to the
law, brings with him from place to place, a man who ie
called an adjuster, anâ makes it appear to the public that
this man is, par excellence, the person to adjust and set
all wrong, weights and measures right. He charges certain
fees for adjusting, which are, in many cases, higher than the
fees for testing ; and I have a statement from a gentleman
worthyofcredence, to the effect that the adjuster in one case
collected $40 for three and a half days' work in adjusting,
while the inspector collected about 8100 for his fees. More-
over, the inspector, in cases where he should rebate

Mr. ARKELL.

one-fourth of the fees when he find the:weigh-ts and-measre
correct, makes a full charge. I do -nt ojeet to this. o0eer
so long as ho does bis work according to law. But Ithitik
the President of the Council shotuld see when an officer does-
not understand bis business, thnt he he informed .of its
nature, and that no unjust charges be .made--that he ehoild
distinctly understand he is not to bring round from place to
place an adjuster, at liberty to charge ertravagnat fees-for
his services. I am willing to suppose that the President of
the Council is a's anxious as any gentleman ean be .t«see
that the department is managed with as little annoyance to.
himself, and as little damage to the iGovernumentas possible.
Unless he informe the Minister of lnland Revenue, in regard
to the conduct of some of the inspectors of weights and
mensures, we 1hall have such a revulsion of feeling against
this Act as I fear will necessitate its repeal altogether. I
believe that this would be a misfortune, and that we should
have an Act of this kind for the adjustment of weights and
measures, to protect the public from being defrauded. We
should have an Act insuring us a pound whon we buy a
pound of any commodity. I see no difficulty whatever in
securing this result if the department be properly admin-
istered with proper officers. By the Department of Inland
Revenue Report we see several thousand dollars paid for
the travelling expenses and salaries of gentlemen who go up
and down, instructing the inspectors of weights and measres
in their duties. This amount of money might be saved.
When we had inspectors who did understand their duties
they were dismissed. Although my sympathies are with the
Government in their difficulties, I do not begrudge them a
certain amount of annoyance, consequent upon theirown acts.

Mr. GIIGAULT. There is no uniform law in regard to
the measurement of cordwood. When persons ask me what
is the proper or requisite measure 1 cannot answetthem. In-
formation has been asked for also, as to the authority whieh
operates, and I think the answer was that the law does not
sanction any particular measure for cordwood. The Govern-
ment should settle-that question one way or another, so as
to secure uniformity in the measùrement of cordword, which
is sometimes measured by French and sometimes by Eng-
lsh feet. I think the member for Iberville was perfectly
correct in saying that the greatest causeofcomplaint among
merchants was that when weights and measures were veritied
a second time and found to be correct, the inspector
cbarged ful fees as if they lad not been correct. There is
also a cause of complaint with the farmers, on account >of
grain traders demanding, in somne places, 40 lbs.-of oats for
a bushel and in others 35 Ibs., while I think the nuniber
fixed by the Statute is 34 lbs. The ame thing-isdoae
with regard to barley and other grain. The farmer would
like the traders to conform to the Statute, and exact in
eve.ry case only the number of pounds which are fixed by
the Statute.

Mr. MERNER. This law I must say was very ur-
popular in my county, but I cannot say anything
with regard to the working of the new regulations, because
the assistant inspector for Water'oo spends his whole tine
in Hamilton. Judging by the return which has been
brought down, the expense attending the administratio of
the law, especially in the cities, is very high compared'with
the return. Here are a few of the figures':

Montreal.... .... .................
Quebec .. .................
S3t. John ............. ...... .
Halifax ...... . ..................
Toronto ........... ...........
Ottwa .... ...... ..............
Kingston................
Belleville.................
Hamilton...........
Lon dou ................
Windsor.... ... .....
Sherbrooke ...............

Expenses.
$3,994 25

2,623 98
1,575 53
1,881' 56
3,859 99
2,U4'~ 63.
2576 43
2,111 90
2,311 50.

2,429 78
2364 99

Revenue.
$3,349 52

564 Ob
578 41
562 91

1,853 79
2,1t04449
1,341 4f
1,063 75.
1,9V1 12.

578~05
14651 3

171 64
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The inspector shouJd be made attend to his duties for the. experience, and I believe it has been the experience of every
whole year, instead of for three months each year, and he other hon. gentleman, if he would only admit it, that
ahould ,hpaid by percentage instead of by a salary. to a very large extent it has been theee who have been

Mr. GAULT. The hon. gentleman has been misinformed cheating the public by false weights and false measures
with regard to the figures for Montreal. The collections there who are . at the bottom of the agitation against the law,
have been ;3,165.e0, and the expenses $3,619.88 leaving a and who are constantly spreading the report that
deficiency of only 8454.20. No city in the Dominion it is an unpopular and improper Act. I know that there
can show the same record, and I am happy to say that our may be instances-as in the case me:tioned by the hn,
collector is doing his duty, and that though at the outset the member for Hamilton-in which the inspectors have mis-
Meastire was unpopular, now, with the co-oporation of the understood their duties; but I know this, that so anxious

eople, all the difficulties which were encountered at first are has the department been that these officers should under-
)ing removed stand their duties, that they sent a mnan from Ottawa to

Mr. BOWELL. I ar te sure the Government can teach them, not only the law, but the duties they were
,Mr. noobjectI amVqis d .rin onentrayexpected to perform in administering ,t. And they.have no objection to this dcussion ; on the contrary, carried it further-something which the late Goý ernment

for it has.brought out a number of complaits which, if never did, whether they thought of it or not-for they
ascertained to be correct, will impose upon the Government insisted o ter tseytogand itpor npecor ihe
the duty of providingremedies as speedily as possible. one1yisetraddpt npctri h
the d uty of proisd g r e e as speed ilHamilton e I Dominion passing an exam ination and obtaininga certificate
was rather surprised Vo bear the member for Hamiln ru of qualification. I do not know how much further the
.Robertson) say that in his city the inspector had refused to Government could go in order to instruct their officers tnth.e
allow a woman to sell a pailful of berries, unless she sold proper performance of thir duties. I might state to the
the pa i as well. I interrupted the bon. gentleman at the hop. em ance(of t)ewh ais t qust s et-
timnw- and old bim I thongît it was impossible, but the hon. bon. member (Mr. Gigauit) who raised the question respect-
timean pedsiste I thoug tams hmposbe b e hon. ing cordwood, that the Weights and Measures Act makes no
gnt eman persisted nhis statement. I have s ee malle provision whatever for the measurement of cordwood, but
inqu'iry, and hav e fotind that no regulation has been. issued tegnrllwpoie ori.Eeyn nw fwajusifytheinsectr ~the genoral law provides for it. Everyone knows of what
by theeprtment which would justify the ispector in a cord conists, and if dealers sold short measure the pur-d ng anythng of chaser had the remedy in their own hands.
bon. gentleman or the inspector has been confused with
regard to a clause in the Weights and Measures Act which Mr. GIGAULT. Is it French or English measure ?
provides that a perau selling any article contained in an Mr. BOWELL. I am speaking now of English measure.
unstamped measure shall not be hliable to the penalties of The·Statute declares what 'a cord is -in French measure as
the Act unless the person disposing of the article represents well as English measure, and though the Weights and Meas-
the quantity to be gireater than it really is. In other words, Uies Act does not refer to it, if there 'be cases in which
if a person came upon the market with a pail of berries and people are being imposed upon the law would step in and
said: "There is a pait of berries, you can have it for so finda remedy. Reference bas been made to the general
much," there is nothing in the Act which would impose a dismissal of inspectors of weights and measures. In the
penalty upon ber or compel ler to sell the vessel in which proper sense of the word there were no dismissals.
the ber.ries were contained. I can only say that if the
i.n.spectoF at MIamifton, or bis assistants, have acted us the Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). Hear, hear.
hon. gentleman (Mr. Robertson) states, they have gros-ly Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentloman says "bear, hear."
misUnderstood their duty, and have entirely misinterpreted Ie forgets the action of the Government, of which' lthink
the Act. The -member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ros) he is an employee, in Ontario in matters of this kind, and
says that this Act was the creation of the Conservative which bas passed Acta legislating parties out of office,
party in 1873. That is the fact, but the Govern- appointing, in Most instances, their own friends. If it .was
nMent of that day never put the Act into force. found necessary for the proper working of this law that a
It remained on the Statute-boolk ntil the bon. new measure should be introduced by which all the
gentleman's friends cime into power, and they. issued a divisions should be abolished and new ones establighed, and
proclamation by which its provisions were enforced. Our that ail the officers should be relieved of their positions, the
fiieids deserve credit for their independence in speaking act was pothing more than what the hon. gentleman'a
plajnly of the working of the Act; but if, as the hon. friends had done; and in making the new appointmentsthe
ntpber for West Middlesex says, he and bis friends knew Dominion Government appointed gentlemen fully qualified
.it was unpopular when they were in power, -it is to be for the performance of their duty.
regretted that they (id not make their complaints with Mr. ROSS. 'hat does not alter the fact.
equal candor and plainness.

Mr. ROSS. The 4Act was better ad.ministered then than Mr. BOWELL. IL alters the fact this far, that what was
right in one case cannot be far wrong in the other.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not propose to discuss the merits Mr. ROSS. Besides, the hon. gentleman is entirely mis-
of the: Act, but speaking from personal knowledge with. taken as to my relations with the Ontario Governmont.
regard te my own district,. I can only say that such is Mr. BOWELL. I am very glad to hear it. It is
not the fact. The:officer who be complains wa dismissed, well I have given the hon. gentleman an opportunity to
was, in the habit of -acting in the manper described by the place himself right, so that it may be thoroughly understood
member for Ottawa County (Mr. Wright). He would go' what lis position towards the Ontario Government is.
into ehops in different partsof the county, and if the weights Mn ROSS. 1 am very sorry tho, hon, gentleman was
did'olt suit him-it they were not exactly correct-he would lMr.
uncaremoniously toss them into the lake. Since the law bas wrong in respect to my position.
been administered, by the-present offceit has become more Mr. ROCHESTER My information is that an orderwas
peUar :than any law which was ever ben attempted to be issued by the department to their officers thac all measures
enforeced in that part of the Province. Some of the grain required should be obtained at Hamilton. There was no
buyers were fou»d to have measures which were properly doubt, an excellent reason for that order, which the liouse
sirnped but had falee bottoms in them, by means of which could well judge. The bon. member for Essex (Mr.
thCy were ab"le to cheat every farmer who sold to them, out Patterson) bas complained that the Commissioner and
Of Me -centa on every bushel of hie wheat. It ias been my Deputy Minister were paid very inadequate salaries. I



hardly think so. The salary is, I thiink, 14-OÔÔ ayear, whict
Sgood pay.
Mr. PATTERSON. What I said was that the officors c

he tbree great revenue producing departments of the pub
he service are not paid in proportion to other depart
ments which are more ornamental, and are not producinË
any revenue.

Mr. BOWELL. I am informed that no such regulatio
as has been mentioned by the hon. member for Carleton
has been issued. It may be presumption on my part, asa
layman, to interpret the law, but I certainly cannot place
the same interpretation on the clause referred to by the
hon. member for Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) as ho ha
placed. It provides this: that if a party sells an articl
purporting to contain a certain quantity, and it does noi
containthat quantity, then the party is subject to a penalty
but if he selle an article contained in a vessel, but whicl
doos not purport to contain any specifiod quantity the
ihe Act does not apply. If it is a pail, and it is not repre
sented to contain any particular quantity, then it is no
subject to the law. It says:

"Nothing in this Act shall prevent the sale, or subject a person to a
p" ty under this Act for the sale of an article in any vessel, such vesse
being included in the sale, when such vessel is not- represented a
containing any amount of Dominion measure, nor subject a person to a
penalty under this Act for the possession at a vessel, wben it ie showi
that such vessel is not used nor intended to be usedas such measure."

To my mind it is clear enough.
Mr- ROBERTSON. The hon. Minister of Customs says

that, to bis mind, ihis clause "Ij clear enough."-to my
mind it -s "clear enough" too, but not ia the sense that
the hon. Minister wishes to couvey-the meaning is clear,
that the penalty is only to be inflicted when the-sale of the
" articles in any such vessel " is made rwithout selling the
vessel also, or go to escape the penalties, the sale of the
article contained in the vessel, must include the sale of the
vessel also. I think, Sir, my case is made out by the law
produced by the hon. Minister, who ha producel it, to
prove that I am wrong.

Mr. BLAKE. One thing has been made clear-during
this discussion, and that is that the observation I ventured
to make at an early period of this Session is well founded,
that we ought to have the Minister of Inland Reverinue a
member of this Hlouse. We could have made his life
miserable in this Ilouse f>r the last two or three hours.
The hon. President of the Council, who represents him
bore, only hears his punishment vicariously, but t does
not seem to hurt him much. As it is, that is no real and
proper sense of parliamentary responsibility on thais subject
unless we have that Minister here.

Motion agreed te.

SALE OF' LAND IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving fbr any Order in Council, corres-
pondence or papers, not alraady brought down, touching
any sale of land in the North-West to any railway Company,
said: At an early period of the Session I·rnoved for some
papers connected with railways to which it was. rumored.
grants or sales of land had been made. Among these was
a grant to a railway company with a reference to whioh it
is -now asserted that an arrangement bas been made by
which it shall have a further grant equivalent to the foriper
Me. We are all aware that there ire several Charters
beforehe Hiouse for railways in the NorthbWest, ad I
tak l that it would ho well for the House to have these
papers. I hope they wull obespeedly ronght dewn,-as well
s those sked for in a fbrmer address, so that we may be
ble tie deal intelligently 'with 'the péiey tebe preeetod

to us.
. Mr. ROTu .
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h THe DOMINIO -CITY POST F'1F*IF.u
Mr. ROYAL moved fr copy of ailt the eviasdozee takme

f before the Assistant Postmastr of Wiaipeg, 1i t.he course
of the year 1880, with regardto complainte made againathe

- working of the Post Office at Domilnion City; alse for coPy
g of the report made by that official.ie said: Mr. Speakpe,

my object in making this motion is to fld out ho*i fWthe
n occult influence of a more postmaster weigho whh the
n higher authorities towarda preventing the residenfpea
a locality from obtaining redres pf their juist griwvances. If
e country postmasters have the right of forming tbieir own
e opinions with regard to the policy of the Government ofthe
S day, they muet, at least, fulfil their duty towarß thò publio.
e It is principally by the details of departmental ad4mn!stra-
t Lion that a Government is brought-in direct and du.ily con-

tact with the people. It is that a-my of officiais which, At
h a given time, may become a powerful instrument eith r to
n destroy the effect of a law or to render it popular. i is

but a few moments ago that enthusiastic praises were
t awarded to certain officials of a department which numbers

many of thern. The Post Office Department, Mr. Speaker,
can likewise boast of a very large number of officiais. These

a officials are in daily intercourse with the population of the
s country, and if a Ministry has the means of ccming popu-
a lar through its administration, it is especially through the
n legions of officials which it scatters throughout oir country

districts. Now, in a certain part of my county, there is
one who is protected., perhaps not by the Government, but
-and I say this, reserving to myself the right of retraction
when the documents I have asked for shall have been laid
before the House-bX certain officials high up in the Depart-
ment. In 1879 serious complaints were made againt this
official of Dominion City. This locality is merely a railway
station, which, like all small localities în the North-West,
takes the name of "City " as soon as there aie one or two
bouses built l it; the place is really a very humble village,
possessing a post office kept by an individual who ha .not
always fulfilled bis duties towards its roidents. This
post office is open to vll corners ; everyone is free to enter
at any hour of the day, look at the papers, and take either
his own or bis neighbors' letters. Complainte were made
to the Post Office Departmeni, and the Minister wa3 com-
pelled, much to his dislike, I think, to cause an investigation
to be held as to the conduct ofthat oMcJah A first investi-
gation was held, vWhich muet have cost the Government
four or five times as much as the salary of that individuatl;
lia other words, this postipaster was i-eceiving $10 per annum,
and the investigation into his conduct must have coet the
Government four or five times that amount This fia-t'ii-
vestigation, it would appear, establisbed' the trth of the
accusations made, but for some reason or the other-and
this still remains a mystery to me-this po-traster, who
bas all-powerful friends in the departinent which employs
him, was retained in his position. Renewed -complaints
were made as the abuses complained did not cease; I- cm-
plained myself, in the name of thepopulationwof the locality,
and a new investigation was ordere to be held. Neverthe-
lese, T regret to have to.say, Mr. Speaker, that that gentleman
is stili postmaster inthe impertaut city calied Dominion City,
and the that same abuses take place every day. I have uo
particular reason for bèing soft-hearted towards that indivi-
dual, whom I do not, moreover, know, but I demand and
insist that justiee should be done to the-residents inuthat
Ioeality. If the charges preferred against him, aad-which
called for two investigations, are untrue, welI, thon, let t be
pubily tksown, so that thosM who complain ofuhis endct
to tanght tht they have preferred groundles* accusations.

On the othôerhand, if the eharges are true, I would 1ke to
ýknb throeg wha? ayeteriou luence an individuadlike
=a Should heretaiuèd athis post in pitedfii màalhadmiu-
i arano, and in oofthe jt protestr fefsident b.
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locality. I do not wish to hold the Postmaster-General res-
p 'nsible forall the aots of mal-administratiôn of his officiais;
but I say that in this case, as in many others, there exist
two kinds of government; .there is the respons!ble govern-
ment of which we are a part; and, outside of that, there is
an irresponsible goverument composed of certain Deputy
Ministers, whose arrogance, prejudices and narrow-minded-
ness are known to everyone. Now, we are directly respon-
sible to the people for this irresponsible governient.
Nevertheless, Mr. Speaker, I do not wish to bring these
Deputy Ministers to trial ; it was done, but a moment ago,
farmore eloquently than i could do it, but I pretend that in
the present case, you may have every roneit-for considering
yourself in the right, but if the department says you are not,
yon Will never geLt justice, even were the whole Government
to support you. It is far easier to overthrow a Government
than to overthrow the head of a department or a Deputy
Minister, when supported by bis employecs. No doubt, it is
not fair to expect Ministers to exei cise a greater control than
txey are able' to; but I think that they should descend some-
what from the higher regions, where they govern the affairs of
the eountry, si as to give mor, atten tion to the details of their
repective departments. I cannot repeat it too often, if the
efirials do not wish that a law should be popular, there is
not a Ministry in the world able to maintain itself in power;
whist, on the contrary, if a Miristry exercises its influence
on its subordinates with due impartiality, so as to cause laws
to be respected, there is no doubt that these laws become agree-
able.ins cad of being a burden. Mr. Speaker, my object in
nakinlg this motion is to have copies of all documents relat-

ing io this-I)ominon City post office business, and to find
out whether reallo th:s postmaster is guilty of ail 1h. in-
famous charge-; lai<l ut bis door, and if so, to learn why a man
who eans $10 avyear is practically protected by the (-overn-
ment in spite .f the. juosf co n Is of a wholu population.

Motion agreed to.

POINT PELEE SQUATTERS.
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for copies of all

correspondence respecting the rights of squatters on the
naval reserve on Point Polee Ref, in the County of Essex,
said this naval reserve formerly belonged to the Imperial
Government, and when it was ceded to the Dominion
Government, it was understood that the rights of squatters
who had beed there for sixty or-seventy years ishould be
respected,-and that they shoud bo secur'd in thoir pro-
perty. They have. made several atempts to have their
lots- laid out and their patents granted to them, but
hitherto uneuccessfully, and they are alarmed now because
they are informed that the Government are about to grant a
license to a company to shoot over that portion of land.
On their behalf I must protest against any such action.
Not only are there a number of French squatters there, but
also a number of Indians, fvho are drawing nothing from
the Indian fund. I do not know what band they belong
to, but they themselves claim Lo be the descendants of Chiot
Caldwell, who fought on behalf of the British Government
in 1812. I hbpe the Minister of the Interior will give
instructions to some sur'veyor to lay out that land, an-d
ascertiin the quaintity belonging to each squatter, and that
no company will be lieensed to shoot over these grounds,

Motion agreed te.

ANDERDON INDIAN RESERVE.
Mr. PA TT ERSON (Essex), ii moving for copies of all

correspondence respecting the abatenent of interest made
te the purchasers of lands on the I dian Reserve, in the
township of Anderdon, in the County of Essex, said : These
lands were sold at a publie sale in 187.1, and owing to the
sale having been conducted in such a manner as would have
vitiia t, had it been a sale by a private individual of bis

i" 4

own property, people were indueed to pay exceptionally
high prices. I have urged this iattier on the attenion of
the department for about f.wo years uand thought I had
suceeeded in obtaining an abatement of intereSt, mdanùw
I fnd that parties who have bormwed jnoùèe gn
their land at a high rate of intereet, in or Dr to obtau
their patents, have not been treated on sas favorable term as
parties who paid neither principal nor interest. R¾preserta.
tions have been.made to me by personswho havepÀrhased
lands and who think that so unfavorable a distinctionabuid
not be drawn between themselves and those wro are
defaulters.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN GROWN TOBACCO.

Mr. PATTE1SON (%sex), in moving fir a return
shewing the amount of inland revenue collected for
Canadian grown tobacco, for the year ending 31st Deoem-
ber, 1880, aid: Perhaps the members of this House may
not be aware that the county I represent, owing to its
being almost surrounded by water, and being one of the
most sonthern points in the Dominion, in former years
produced a tobacco which commanded a very high price in
Montreal. But, owing to the amended Act. at
present, no sale eau be obtained for it. Perbaps I can bet
explain myself by reading from some communications I
have received from gentlemen interested in the trade in
Canadian tobacco. A gentleman, who is the only person
licensed to have a tobacco warehouse in the county,
writes:

"Enclosed you will find two letters, one from A. D Porcheron Eoq.,
Manufacturer of Tobacco, Montreal, the other from Mers. Kirkptck
& Cookson, Corn Merchants, who have sold nearly all of er leaf tobaeco
for the last sevonteen years. During this time a number of change& in the
law have been made but never before has the law been so that it le
impossible to sell l ssex lesf tobacco. I have one hundred thouastid
pounds (100 hhdsl on hand which I have held for the last five or six
years, with the hope that I might get my money out of it, but bave never
had an offer for it that would pay for the labor of growing it. The Govern-
ment will see by looking over the returns which we are required to make
every three months that tobacco growing is completely killed. I sont
sixty hogsheads to Messrs. K. & C. last year, they sold five hogshead, but
wrote a few days ago that the person who purchased it, is seiling it for
one cent per pound lees than he paid for it. I have (as I said beforo)
100,ee lbs. payng storage, insurance, interest &c., on it aad likely be
compelled to allw it to waste away unless some change is made in the
law. I would not pay two cents per pound for it now, when it actually
costs five cents per pound to grow it, as none is being grown for sale in
this Province. I think the Goverament ought to devise some means by
which I can sell what I have on hand. I arm satisfied that the Govern-
ment would not intentionally pass an Act to embarass a licensed
buyver.'

This gentleman encloses to me the foliowing letter from Mr.
Porcheron, of the Canadian Tobacco Works, Montreal:

" MONTRÀL , January 14th, 1881.
"Measar. Kirlkpatriek j 4Cookson,

" DEAR SIR,-In answer to your inquiry as to my views, as a manufac-
turer, on the effect of the new law concerning home grown tobace, I
beg to state that I have manufaotured thousands of pounds of Canadian
tobacco, principally from Essex County, but have been compelled to
discontinue owng to the new law which compels manufacturera of foreign
tobacco to pay twenty cents duty while the growers only pay four centa
and sell their tobacco in rolls and twists to customers, at from twelve te
fifteen cents per pound. If the Government wishes to create a new
industry why not leave the manufacturing part to experienced manufae-
turers, and then we could get up an article which could be introduced
through the whole Dominion. As Lt is, no one outeide the Province of
Quebec would tbink of buying Canadian tobacco at any price.

" For your own information I may as well tell yon that the moment
Western tobaco is shipped for the Province Quebec 'the enly market for
Ontario,' that it is subected to a duty of fourteen cents, if manafactured
by a speeia ly licensed manufacturer for home grown tobacco: but as
there is but one of them in Mon treal, who has been compelledto #but
up, Ontario tobacco can only be warehoused and to renan so until
rotten.,

" The new law is positively a mistake, it may suit the Quebec growers
very well as they only pay duty on less than one half of their crop, but I
do Qot think it fair to manufacturers. As oneof them, Ithink we shaouid be
allowed the same privilege as the grea.r, the Ontario would be on equal
footing with this Provinoe."
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The following is a letter from the Montreal agents of the
licensed bonded warehouse in Essex:

IReferring now to your favor of 5th instant, we regret equally with
yourselves that we can make no progress in selling your tobacco. As the
law works at present, Ontario leaf tobacco is altogether excluded from
being manufactured in this market; and although many are anxious to
work on it as formerly, they are practically prohibited. Growers are
allowed to manufacture into twist or rolls on payxent of four, cents per
pound duty; but the manufacturers must pay fourteen cents (14) per
pound for the same privilege. This je ractically a protection for the
Quebec farmer of ten (10) cents per poun against the Ontario farmer, as
the Ontario farmer bas to seek a market for his surplus in this Province,
where alone it is wanted. The Quebec farmer can afford to sell for
actually less than the duty the manufacturera must pay on yours The
law not only works an injustice against your growers but, we believe,
the Quebec farmers are alho becoming dissatisfied with the working of the
law, as it prevents their selling the raw leaf to manufacturers, who would
buy larger quantities than they can otherwise dispose of. We feel assured
that a reductien of the duty to four cents per pound on all Canadian-
grown tobacco, manufactured either into twist, roll or cut, would cause a
revival of the trade and protect the home grower against American-
grown tobaccos, and open this, the best market in the Dominion for

ana a leaf, again to your growers. At the present the Quebec farmers
have the monopoly."

Now when this amended law was introduced, I asked the
late Minister of Inland Revenue for explanations on the
subject. He may have misunderstood my question, but I
certainly did not mwunderstand his answer. My question
was: would the manufacturer of American tobacco be
allowed to attach to his factory in Ontario a bonded ware-
house for the purpose of storing Canadian grown tobacco
upon which he would only be required to pay the 14 cents per
pound inland revenue duty. At present as the law stands, if
a farmer in Essex goes to sel] tobacco to a manufacturer in
Windsor or in Ontario, that manufacturer has to pay the
same duty as ho would upon American imported tobacco,
20 cets per pound. If a bonded warehouse were allowed to be
attached to the manufactory, as i understood wouid be the
case, the difficulty would be got over, and it would be a
very easy matter fer the officers of the Inland Revenue to
calculate the duty on the Canadian and American tobacco
respectively, if they were kept in different warehouses.r
At present, the farmers of Quebec who bring their
tobacco to market, can afford to sell their twist,
known as "tabac blanc en torquette," for a lower

pice than the duty imposed upon Essex grown tobacco.
here is an. injustice in this. I am sorry that the hon.

Minister of Inland Revenue is not here, but I trust that the
acting Minister will feel the importance, of this question.
It is a matter of very great importance, especially to the
farmers in the Lake Erie townships of Essex. I do not
think it is fair they should be compelled to seil their
tobacco at a sacrifice. The same laws should be obtained
for the Ontario farmers as are obtained for the Quebec
farmers. If the duty were reduced to four cents, theC
increased production would make up for the decreased
revenue Increased production would 'icrease the revenue
and keep down prices. I would urge upon the hon.
President of the Council to give the matter his consider-
ation.t

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have listened with a goodf
deal of attention to the hon. member. I fail to ascertain i
that there is any provision ip this Act that affects oneL
Province more favorably than another. Its provisions are i
universal as far as the Dominion is concerned. -The hon.;
gentleman refera to me in the matter as one who las had a
something to do with the National Policy. All I can say is I
that I have found the people of Ontario as ready, if not v
more ready, to take hold of the various manufacturing o',
enterprises as the people of any part of the Dominion. I u
do not see, therefore, why Quebec here can have any g
advantage that is not enjoyed by Ontario. With reference t
to the proposal to allow home grown tobacco to be used in n
manufadures where they import fordign tobacco, the E
difficulty is, the very moment we allow ho-ne grown p
tobacco to enter thoir manufactures, we lose ail control'

Mr. PATTERBoN (Essex).

against smuggling or other illegal proceedings. I know of
no provision in the Bill that does not affect.one Province as
it does another. Of course, if the manufacturers in Ontario
do not think proper, in the form that is required, to give
them the benefit of the low rate of duty. that is their fault.
We cannot legislate on the subject for the inhabitants of a
portion of the Dominion who do not think proper to take
advantage of a reasonable law.

Motion agreed to.

DIFFERENCES BETWE EN H. MoMICKEN AND T. J.
. LYNSKEY, C. P. R.

Mr. ROYAL, in moving for copies of all letters, telegrams,
instructions, accounts for law expenses and other docu-
ments in relation to the difficulties which occurred last
summer (1880), between one lam McMicken, a carter in
the service of the Pacific Railway, at Winnipeg, or T. J.
Lynskey, Superintendent, or both of them, and Robert
Tait, Esquire, a ferry-man licensed by the Local Govern-
ment, with reference to tIe ferry between St. B9nifice and
Winnipeg, sait: One -of the great results that may be
anticipated from the happy solution of the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway will be that private indi-
viduals will be enabled to seek reparation before courts of
justice, and will no longer have to go to the Supreme Court
to seek aremedy for the injustice done to them by officiais.
This is one instance: at the time Manitoba was struggling
for existence, and fighting bad roads, a high.tariff of trans-
p ort, bad immigration regulations, and the grasshoppers, the'

ocal Government which had only a small pittance of a
subsidy, passed a law to license ferries on the various
rivers of the Province. Tenders were asked, and amongst
others a steam ferry was established hetween Winnipeg and
St. Boniface. It was then thought such a ferry would not be
a very profitable enterprise, and rather great advantages
were offered to tenderers. The present ferryman, Mr. Robert
Tait, got his.liscense for ten years, and put on the river a
first-class steam ferry boat. The law gave him exclu-
sive privileges for one or two miles above and below the point
of crossing. Last year, however, the Superintendent of the
Pembina section of the Canadian Pacific Ratilway took upon
hi mself, when he saw he could not get Mr. Tait to reduce bis
rates to his own figures, or those of his own contract, to induce
a certain H. MeMicken to establish a ferry within twenty feut
of the route ofthe licensed ferryman, stating he was authorized
to do so by the authorities in Ottawa. It put at defiance the
law enacted by the Provincial Legislature, and was equiva,
lent to setting at nought the contract entered into by the Min-
isterof Public Worksof the Province. However, MeMicken
orLynskey proceeded with his ferry, and commaencedto carry
across the river all the freight transported thither by the
Emerson Braneh Railroad. The other ferryman took outan
injunction to prevent Lynskey's interfering with his rights
The fight then went on in the Courts, and it was only after
two months that Lynskey was peremptorily ordered to cease
ferrying,; but then, Tait's losses amounted well nigh to
fitteen hundred dollars besides the law costs. How is Tait
to get indemnified ? When I ftate these facts
it will t be seen that, as I have said, one
of the good results that will accrue from the construction
and ownership of the Canadian Pacific Railway by a Com-
pany, will be, that instead of private individuals seecing, in
vain, for redress from- thec Govern ment, having to light
officials to get justice, they will but have to fight a company
upon whose officers writs can be served. We bave tried to
get te the bottom- of Lynskey's transaction; but now that
the transfer of the Canadian Pacific Railway is about to be
made to a company, I believe my motion would be fruitless.
lowever, it has enabled me to show that in this instince-
private rights were set at defiance by û Federal officer
pretending to act under instructions from hie own Govern-
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ment- 1 will make this motion so as to enlighten other
parties in similar circumstances.

Motion,agreed to.

DISTRICT INSPECTORS OF WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

Mr. COCKBURN, in the absence of Mr. WBELzR, moved
for copies of instructions issued by the department to district
inspectors of weights and measures, defining their duties for
adjusting beams, scales, weights and measures, in their
several districts, and regulating the charges therefor, under
the authority of the Act regulating the inspection ofweights
and ineasures.

Mr. BAIN. Il understand that the r1ember for North
Ontario (Mr. Wheler) desires to make a statement upon his
motion, and I therefore move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.

UNIFORM GURRENCY FOR THE DOMINION.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the Flouse into Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider the following Resolution:

"That it is expedient to extend the Act 34 Victoria, chapter 4, estab-
lishing one uniform currency for the Dominion of Canada to the Provinces
of British Columbia and Pr4nce Edward Island."

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. Minister explain the
purport of the Bill? I thought Prince Edward Island was
within the purview of tho old Currency Acts, and that a
Prince Edward Island dollar was a Dominion dollar.

Sir LE7ONARD TILLEY. No:; the inatter has been
overlooked. The Act establishing the currency was passed
previous to the admission of Prince Edward Island, and it
has not been extended either to the Island or British
Columbia; and as we are- now sending a considerable
amount ofsilver to British Columbia, owing to the difficulty
that has existed there with respect to their currency, we
thought it desirable for that and other reasons that those
portions of the Dominion should be excluded. The Govern-
ment will probably send in a month or two $100,000 worth
of silver to British Columbia, and there is no provision by
which it will become a legal tender.

Mr. BLAKE. There is not any provision for increasing
the currency over there.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. Not at all. There- las been
difficulty about the currency in British Columbia, and
American silver has been imported. A quantity of Cana-
dian silver has been ordered there. At the present time a
sovereign is a legal tender there at $4.s5. Everywhere in
the Dominion it is a legal tender at $4.864. The changes
which will be effected by the Act are that Canadian silver
will be made a legal tender at certain rates, and it will
establish the value of the sovereign at $4.86Ï. The Bill to
be introduced on this resolution will go into operation on
the ist of July next. Every engagement and contract
entered into, as far as the value of the sovereign is concerned,
will be paid under the conditions and legal obligations with
which they were made.

Mr. DizCOSMOS. The extension of the Statute will by
no means raise the value of the sovereign beyond $4.75, nor
increase the value of Canadian silver. Our business connec-
tion with the neighboring Republic is so close that we
have to adopt the American value. I do not belieçe that
the popular use of money- will be increased one cent in
value.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We do not desire to increase
it, but it wili have that effect as far as the sovereign is
cicerned

Resolution considered in Committee, read a second time
and reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY then introduced a Bill (No. 66)
to extend the Act establishing one uniform currency for the
Dominion of Canada, to the Provinces of British Columbia
and Prince Edward Island.

Bill read the frst time.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
The following motions for Returns were severally agreed

to:--
Correspondence between the British Government and the

Government of Canada with reference to the United -States
cattle passing through Canada, in transit from one -United
States port to another United States port; also statement of
number of cattle so passing through Canada; also, copies of
ail arrangements between the railways carrying such cattle
and the Canadian Government, and all Orders issued by the
Government to such railway managers.-(Mr. Wiser.)

Copy of the contract entered into by the Governmont in
1880, with J. G. Baker & Co., of Fort Benton, for furnishing
supplies for the North-West Mounted Police.-(Mr. Tassé.)

Uopy of charges made against Horatio Nelson Tabb,
formerly deputy inspector of weights and measures, of the
evidence taken on the enquiry into such charges, and of the
finding of the officer who made such enquiry, together with
any carrespondence in relation to such charges, and to the
decision of the Department of Inland Revenue upon them.-
(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

Copies of' all documents relating to improvements to be
made on the shoals of the St. Lawrence, off Point St. Pierre-
les Becque:s, and of the reports and plans of the Govern-
ment Engineers in relation to the said works.-(Mr. Méthot.)

Copies of any contract or agreement between one Ham
McMicken, acting for himaelf or in the name of a pretended
company or as an agent, and T. J. Lynskey, Superntendent
of the lino of the Canadian Pacific Railway from Emerson
to St. Boniface, in relation to the carrying and delivery in
Winnipeg of freight carried by the railway-, also, copies óf
any tariff adopted by the two parties, and of the surety
bonds which must have been required by the said T. J.
Lynskey, from the said H. McMicken.-(Mr. Scott.)

Statement shewing the number of licenses called ware-
house licensei, for leaf tobacco cultivated in Canada, granted
since the 1st b.ay, 1880, and at ·what price such licenses
were granted.-(Mr. Bourbeau.)

Statement of ail legal fees paid by the Department of
Justice, fram June 30th, 1879, to June 30th, 1880, to whom
paid, and for what services.-(Mr. Macmillan.)

Copies of all leases granted by the Government to any
persons or company, fqr the use of water-powers and for
certain privileges in relation to the construction of wharves
or warehouses on the Beauharnois Canal.-(Mr. Bergeron.)

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that Government business

shall have precedence on Thursdays, during the remainder
of the Session.

Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE SESSION.

Mr. BLA.KE. Porhaps the hon. gentleman will inform
us whether it is intended to proceed t"is Session with the
Act to extend the boundaries of Manitoba. I will also
mention that it would ho well te put before the BHouse, as
soon as possible, the Act which stands in the name of the
Minister of Railways, as to have been introduced on the 28th
of JanUry, in order that the House may become acquainted
with its provisions. It is a very important measuro, and we
ought to have it before us as soon as possible.
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Owing to the illness of the
Minister of Railways, and to the fact that we have the Tari«
s#nd the Føtimates before us, the two Bilis to which the
hpn. gentleman refe;rs will be introduced in the Senate
and discussed there.

Mr. BLAKE. As to one of these Bills I say nothing, but
as to that Bill upon the promise of which we passed the
Pacifice contract and which was 'promised to us here, i
think we ought to have it hore and have an opportunity of
discaging it before the Session is over.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We introduce it into the
Senate in order that we may get it as soon aswe get through
the Tariff debate, which may last three or four da-ys.

loute adjourned at 10:10 o'elock, -p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TuKsDÂA, 22nd February, 1881.

The Spzxua took the Chair at Throe o'cloek.

PRaYvEas.
ELECTION CASES.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the Hlouse that ho had received
from the Regist;rar of the Supreme Court of Canada, a cer-
tified copy of the judgnent and decision of the said Court,
in the election appeal relating to the Electoral District of
Carlevoix, "Siunon Xavier Cimon vs. Joseph Stanislas
Perrault"' together with a copy of the evidence~ brought
helpre that Court.

And alsö, a certified copy of the judgment and decision of
the Ûiýpreine Court of Canada, in tþe election appeal to the
IElectoral District of Bellechasse "Achille Larue vs. Alexis
Deélaier," togetherith acp of the evidence brought
befoWthat Cou i.

Mr. SPEAKER also informed the House that, in confor-
mity with the Act 37 Victoria, Chapter 10, Section 36, lie
had issuedlhis warrants to the Clerk of the Crown i n Chuucery
to make out new writs ofelection for the said two Electoral
Distriuts,

PEIRSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. McCUAIG. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I beg to call the attention of the House to a statement made
in the Ottawa Citizen this morning. It reads as follows ;

" In the course of his remarks, Mr. Mc naig fell into the error of say-
ing that whereas under the late arrangement, five inspectors inb is
district received *2,500 ($"00 each). Three under the present system
received $2,400- one officer $1,200 and two $600. The salary paid to
the inspectors is $1,000, and the assistants $500 each."

That atatement is in regard to the Weights and Measures
Act. The corresponuent of the paper is quite correct,
but I omitted, or ho omitted, to state that last yar
88,000 were appropriated for the inspection of, gas, and
out of that sum the inspector at Belleville received $150,
making his aiary 81j 0i; one of the deputy inspectord
receivede20, making his salary equal to $750; and another
depúiy nspedtoe $100, bringeg -bis salary to $650; ai!
tiesoàums ?being taken irom the gas appropriation. So,
einoint of fact, I understated what they roceived from

thoge soures. I make this explanation as I do ngt wish a
g mression to go abroad. I am stili of the same

o4n6i6h h the old system had its advante , over thé
py'eèl ònebecause we ïad a residont il oropwe htá
ïuf ueau n evy one dithe five dietri4ts.at abou t'he
same cost r aiâ.h .

Mr. BLK.

WAYS AND MEANS.-TRE BUDGET.
louse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion

of Sir Leonard Tilley, "That Mr. Speaker do now aleve the
Chair for the Rouge to go into Committee to consider of the
Ways and Means for raising the Supply thobogwated to
Ier Majesty."

-Mr. PLUMB. Mr. Speaker, I reget that the d.uty of,
addressing the ouse at this stage of the debate bas not
fallen ipto abler hands. I think the whole House, witib-
»ut exception, will lament with rue the reasons why that
duty has devolved upon me to-day. The iliness of
the hon. the Minister of Railwaya cannot but be
regretted deeply by hon. members, and every one througb-
out the country will join with me in the hope that ho
may at no distant day be restored to health and be able
to take that part in the business of theIcountry which
ho bas taken so well and so acceptably for so many years.
Apart from this, the duty which I have undertaken is
an agreeable, as well as an easy one. •I rise for the purpqso
of speaking upon a - subject in whiho the whole country
feels the deepest interest-that of the development of the
policy which has been inaugurated by this Governmont,
and especially by -my hon. friend, the Minister of Finane-
and for the purpose of cotrasting the eeceSs and the con-
sequences of that policy with that whicJ> proeeded the
accession of the present Government. Sir, I listened- with
the greatest possible interest to the statement made by the
hon. Finance Minister on Friday last. We werc all pre-
pared to hear that ho had met with a moderate degree of
sucess; we were all prepared for a statement which should

>e acceptable to the country, but 1 fincy that event the mdat
sanguine among us was searcely prepared for the results
wich were presented in the figures brought before the
House by that hon. gentleman. 1t will be remembered that
even the late Finance Minister, in a speech in this flouse,
%aid it was unreasonable to expect that a policy like that of
my hon. friend could develope iteeif in one or two years.
He did not join in the cr-y of those who said that because
the elections of 1878 had gone overwhelmingly in favor of
the Conservative party, therefore the whole country, to fulfil
our promises, must blosson like the rose immediately. ie
did not join in the cry of those who echoed that of the GMe,
who said that there was no trouble at all in at once inaugur-
ating a great change in the fiscal policy of the country, that
there was no trouble in altering the Tariff, that, any expert
in the Service could frame our proposed tariff in ail its
difficult details in a day, and that it ought to show its
results the next morning. But that hon. gentleman, having
been face Vo-face with the difficulties which beset my hon.
fiend, was candid enough-he is not often candid
enough to acknowledge suchi things-to say that the country
would have to watt bëfore he fruits of the policy
of my boa. fi-iend would appear. What does my hon.
friend the Finance Minister tell us? Ie tells us that in the
space of two yoars he-as converted deficits into surpluses;
ho tells us that for two years he has legitinately stituilated
the industries of the country to such a favorable extent that
now, at least 14,000 people are emp1òyed i new manufac-
tu-es, and ths employment of these 14,000 people involve,
not only the sustenance 6f 40,000 oi 50A0N0 more, but
involve largely the consumption 01 the produets of the
country, and also indiretly affect its entire busins con-
dition.

Sone hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. PLUMB. Ros. gentlemen <pposÏte may sa4y hear,

hear," with a smile; but they will find that the eAsWtf
this stimulus on the indqstriese of te co.ntry cannot Le
reckoned by à matËematic calicuJ Mon, nor can we reduce
to ai axiom its efect to encourege Ve people a d emove
their feeling of depresion-it effect toe show the oolwtry"
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that there is a disposition to embark in new enterprises, and
its effect to restore confidence to thse alroady in business.
He tells us that by certain legislation on this side of the
House, a great stimulus has beeù given to menufactures,
that the shipping industry has been benefitied, that those
cities whieh depend largely upon the ocean trade for
their prosperity--Montreat. Halifax, St. John, and Quebec
-have all felt the beneficial effect of the policy whih lias
been adopted by the gentlemen on this aide of the
Mouse-and adopted against the most persistent and
the most unfair tactics of those who bave opposed this
polic.y by a system of obstruction .from beginning to
end. This policy bas been fought tooth and nail by the
gentlemen on the opposite side, and I venture to say that
in the course of this discussion we shall have the
same old story over and over again, which has been
repeated in this House and upon every platform in
the country since we nailed our fiag to the mast,
and made "Canada for the Canadians" our war ery in the
campaign of 1878. It is very well for hon. gentlemen to
have political belief and adhere to them, and it is better for
us that t he hon. gentlemen on the opposite side should have
their beliefs and should adhere to thein with a blind bigotry.
But I may here quote an author whom the late Finance
Minister is very much in the habit of quoting:

"A1Àenuine statesman mnat be on higua*td,
If e must have beliefs, not believe the too hard."

My bon. friends on the opposite side have their beliefs, and
they have believed them a little too bard for their own co>m
fort, for the good of their own party, and for their own
prospects ofsiccoss for some time to corne. My hon. fi lentl
tells ws that he will bave, iext year, as the result of 1he
revenue-producing power of hi@ Tarif, a surplus of over
$2,100,000. That must be gratifyingto everyone who had
watched fer three or four years the gradually increasing
deûcits of the hon. gentlemen opposite, those deficits for
which no provision was made, and which amounted in the
aggregate to the enormous sum of nearly #6000,000. As
they appear ia the Publie Accounts they amount to
$5,826,07A, and they would have been much larger
but for the ingenious devices resorteil to for the puîpose
o! Iceeping ·tbem down. Why, Sir, in one year the
hlilitia Estimates were eut down to $450,000. At the
saime time the expenditure on public works charge-
ab!e to income was eut down about 8550,000, I believe for
no othor reason in the world except to prevent the estimated
expenditure, amounting to 824,000,000 or $25,000;000, from
swelling up to $26,000,fOO. There was at that time no
excese for so rapid an increase in the interest on the public
debt,and for other chareis which necessarily grow
with the increased prosperity of the country. But these
devices were resorted to in order to prevent the increase of
those deficits which were alarming the country and seriously
threateningthe publie credit. The hon. the Finance
Minister also tells as that he bas been able, through bis nego-
titons, largely to reduce the rate of interest on the public
debt. The reductions which lie bas made in that regard
within the lat two or three years amount to a sum
equal to the interest upon over $28,0 ,000 as
large a sum as it is anticipated will be given as a
subsidy for the construction of the Pacific Railway.
The -hon. gentleman aise tells us that while large rmann-
factories have been established throughout the country,
there has been practically no increase in the prices of those
commodities manufactured here, as compared with the
iinported goode of the sarpe character and quality. That con-
tention was disputed by the hon. member for Centre Huron,
(Sir Richard Cartwright). It is, bowever, easily susceptible
of proof. The House and the country will be willing to
aceaptthe assertions efthe bon. Fimance Minister--assetions
thstare abays givmwVith cless, einlith jdii piàt in

which a Finance Minister ought to deal with economic
questions, and net with the shriek of a partizan and the
blindiness of party fury. The country will, I say, accept
the statenents of theb on. Finance Minister before it will
those of an unscrupulous opponent who is endeavoring to
make the 'worse appear the botter reason. The hon,'
Finance Minister tells u- also that the effect-of the Tariff bas
not been to impose a burtheinsome tax on the public, as bas
been stated by Opposition authority-though by authority
which bas inot been endorsed, even by the late Finance
Minister. It was asserted in the Tariff debate here, and the
hon. leader of the Opposition repeated the statement upon
the hustings in West Toronto that-for the sake of getting
$2,u00,000 increased revenue, $7,000,000 were .aded
to the burdons of the people. I had occasion to look upthe
s.peech of the hon, gentleman from which that statement
was taken and upon whose authority it was given to the
eountry. That hon. gentleman may be a financial authority,
and ho bas ever been so considered, although he was quoted
by the hon. leader of the Opposition, and Lnotice thut
the bon. the ex-Finance Minister is by no means sure that
ho can endorse that statement. That hon. gentleman says
that it would ho very bard to arrive at any defimite con-
cluaion upon a sublject which it was so difficult to reduce
to mathematical demonstration ; ho couli not stake bis
reputation on such a vague and incomplete statement.
The lion. gentleman who made the statement -.has oJy
given figures in detail amounting to something like
$3,000,000 or $4,000,000, and put the r'est on the very
convenient form of an "etc." If the statement rests on no
better authority than that, we can ag.rce with my hon. friend
that it is anoiher fallacious statomorit. Thee is no proof
to be founid ol it anyweri-e. The vory figures given in its
support are fallacions. The hou..gentleman does not even
attempt to give a basis for the whole of bis calculation,
but says there are certain other items that will swel the
amount up to $7,000,000. That cannot be possible, unless
the operation of the Tariff has the effect of greatly raising
the prices of the home manufactured articles; and if; as has
been shown, cottons, wooliens, agricultural implements,
tools, such as are made by my 'hon. friend for Gananoque,
(Mr. Jones,) bonis and shoes, and even sugars lave not
been iilcted by tie Tariif to any such cxtcut as the hon.
gentleman claims, there is no foundation, whatever. for bis
contention. Even under the best aspect, supposing his
contention thobe corect, ho has overstated the anùount by
more than double. I would not have refe-red to tbis, had it
not been made the staple ofargum3nts against the pr-esent
policy of the Governpent, by the hon. member for West
Durham, during the summer of 1880, in the speciaj election
in West Toronto, where the whole' question was fought
out and where the hon. gentleman suffered a signal
defeat. The bon. the Finance Minister bas shown
that onc of the effects of the Tarif hias been largely
to increase the inter-provincial trade between the
eastern part of the Dominion and the great west, to
increase it so largely as to more than quadruple it. That
statement ought to b received with the greatest satisfaction
by all those who do not think it is in the interest of the
country to deai with foreigners rather than with our own
people. Ifit can beshown, as it ean be shown, that the largo
trade in agricultural implements carried on betweon the Pro-
vinces of Ontario and Manitoba, is one which has not in the
slightest degree incroased the burdens of those who have
made their purchases from Ontario, thon, in that respect
alone, we ought to congratulate our Finance Minister
upon the success ho has achieved. I understand that ail the
manufactirers of agri.ltural implements throughout the
country assert that they are not getting any botter
prices than they got before the Tarif, but are increas-
ing their proits by. ma-king larger sales. Wheni hon.
gentlemanarguf agaiut e arihey forget that one ot

la8i.
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its chief effects is to increase business by giving the manufac- Bank, 104; now 118; increasej t140,090. Molson's, 93; Dow
turers a larger trade. The reason why we were made a 108; inerease, $300,000. 1 cannt findithe pricesof the stock
slaughter market for the United States was that the of the Quebec Bank,'but I am quite certain that they will be
manufacturers there wished to keep every man employed, found to have advanced in the avaerge ratio, inthecascf
and would seli to us et less than home prices, rather than the Canada Permanent Building Society) of whicb my hon.
allow' their fires to go down and their people to be friend opposite, the leader of the Opposition, will probsbly
idie. And hon. gentlemen may apply precisely the same have some coguizanee, 1 eau congratulate hlm on the fact
argument to the manufacturers in Canada, for it is that its stoc sold et 181 in September, 18-78, and that
precisely the same argument. But there is another it sells now at 203, and upen its aggregate capital there
feature of the returns which has application.to the present is an increase in value of $440,000. The Freehold sold at
case. I find that New Brunswick in 1876, paid to the 150; it now selis at 157; increuse, $42,OuO. The Western
revenue $7.76 per head, incliding ail taxes; and it was said Canadian Loan and Savinga Stock was at lM> then Dow
wben this Tariff was under discussion, that it would in-reuse it is worýh 165; increase, $150,000. The Union, 139;Dow
ber burdens et Iceast $2.50 per head. Now I find from the 149; increase, $50,000. Buildingand Loan, 119; now 120;
return of the Customs duties that the contribution of New increase, 37,500. Imperial, 113; Dow 119; increase, $36,000.
Brunswick, per head in 1875, was $4.79; andin 1878 before Farmcr's, 114Î; new 128; increase, $63,000. London and
this Tariff was passed, it was $5.07, and last year it was but Canadien, 144; now .52; increase, $320,000. Huion and
$3.05 )oes that look like increasing the burdens of poor, Erie, 37f; now 153; increase, $150,000. Asto the Dominion
neglected New Brunswick? Wei, Sir,the percentage ofduties Savings Institution, I suppose there bas been an increase
on the total imports of goods entered for consumption in 1877 of capital, for I cannot conceive any ether reason why it
was $28.74, and in 1880, $21.83. In 1875 the return of Customs sbows a decline of 6 per cent., or a bas of $60,000. The
duties for the Dominion was $4.19 per head, and in 1880, Ontario Savings Society is probably in a similar position,
$3.83. Yet we had in the lest year a Tariff, according to having declined Il or 12 per cent., oreiffere. a falling
hon. gentlemen opposite, that was certainly to increase the off of $96,000, 1 wished, however, to give the whole state-
cost of many articles 60 to 70 per cent., and to tax the people ment, and must include ther. The Harnilton Provident
37,000,000. It has done no such thing in either case. 'The has increased from 114 te1-5, or $110.000. The National
total percentage of duty froin the whole of the goods nvestment, from 103 to 108, or $70,00). The Brîtisb
entered for consumption bas increased from 814.03 to American Insurance Company, from 112 to 153. The
819.70; but on the total imports, only from$1.74 to $16.04. Western Insurance Compauy from 153 te 213. The Con-
Wcll, in 1879 I remember the hon. member for South federate Life from 12d to 203; and the Canada Life from
B3rant (Mr. Paterson) made a point whieh was hccred to 193 to 3 16.Te total increase for the banks nd savings
the eche by hon, gentlemen on the Opposition bou~ches. in and investment -cempanies quoted amount8 te $7,791,500.
respect te the value of bank stockts-whie, according te his When my bon. frieku Im q South Brant ntade y is compul
statement, had declined since the election cf 1878, notwith- tation, he negcted ttel the House thati e produced it
standing that it was falsely asserted that my hon. triend, the aiter the severet shock ever give to bank stocks abl
leader cf the Geveranent, wbe, I am most happy te see, is investments had been suffered by the failure of the Bak
in bis place to-day, bad stated that immediate prosperity cf Glasgow and the Wet if Egland Bank. That
would follow the eleetions, if they resulted ln favor of t ie bon. gentleman probably did got know that the share-
Conservative party. The hon. Minister of Finance has now holdersa cfthese banks aled besse mu0ted by te losses
produced a 1tatement showin5; that the aggregate incrase which theose institutions sustained that a perfect pnie was
ln values upen thc.stocks quoted on thie Stock Exchange ln created lu Bank stocks -a panie whieh? extended te this
Canada, amoued te an enormous su. That statement bas country-a pani which was taken dvantage f by those
bccii questiotied on. the ethier idocf ihoiwuse by the ox- who make it their busines te trade l the Unisfo9tunowcf
lion. Fina ii iinisternwroe5aid: "Wed00.otknowanytBinguJoint stock coidpanies-to an extent neer before known in
aboumt tbe inci-eise in thn value cf stocks, but we want te this country; and the great lal of stocks had nothing
knw wbethcr the Banks bave increased their dividend? " whatever te do withncthe coming00 f the party who are
1, can tellhlm that, alter a periodSf depression like that now gn power. The ion gentleman either did kow the
through which we- have beenpassing, ne hank well l'acta or h did net,cand c do net wish tegivenhim credit for
managed would suddenly inerease its dividend; but the bis ignorance at the expense cfis candor. Thore have-been
rneasure cf the public confidence in those stocks is, bow mach evidences troughout the country of retuning confidence.
the people wil l pay for tem-what percentage theywilIThat evidence is patent to everyone Who walks a trough the
bear in the market? As the bon. iemberofor South Brant streets of any f our citieh. Anyone who look at sthe.
deaircd te, make a point againat our poliey eut cfthe retu.rns cf trade, or knows anything about he movements cf
Pr-e8cf those stocks miri1879,I will give the quotations business, or watches the coure 0f t e bankruptcies in the
on the dey cf the electien. They did fail subaequently; ountrycannt fai1 to sec that there has been a return cf
but 1 will compare the on the day cf the elections prosperity. Hon, gentlemen opposite may argue as they
with their queted prices te-day, making use Wf the Mon- like; tey may say i t is due to this cause or to2 that. but the
treal Gazette, f last night, and cfmthe mberfail, lorder te fact must be acfepted that the croakers on the opposite fide
give the bon. gentleman an ideacf the increenthe have at lasthad their mouais qhut, and we shal theo r very
valuecfo those securities, and te see whethier is argument litte more about the great depresion which uaed t elicit
la worth anythig in regard te the resutt ollowingwthe cheera froen these ton. gentlemen whon i t was reporred to lu
succes cf the Conservative party on 6th September, 187.the trongeet termsat theiroommand, during the last two
The stock cf the Bank cf Montreal thea aold at 171, it selle years. The, courso cf business ln tho country lias beau
now at 182; increerent1320,000. The w, ankof Toronto at prosperous; the manufacturing a d other intrest have
that date, i6th September, 1878, s dat 138, now 14; revived notwitstanding the constant threat cfbhon. gentle-
increase 180,000. Bank cf Ontarie, 83; now 97; aorase, men upon the othroide, that they ntended, if they came
420,000. Merchants Bank, 94; now 118;inc rase, bak toe power, to reverse the trade poicyd cf the cosetry.

p4d800. Bank cf Commerce, 113 ; now 138; einre, The people knw perfectly well that they would be enticrly
i1500000. Dominion Bank 117; now 150 ; increat, safe in m Bking any sinvest ents they chose,xorndespite the
a330,000. iBank of Hanilton, 99 now 120; increwae, thriats of what would happen t ftheo by thad eMingoinf
1ca m. Standard, 80a;f ow 105; inerease 125,000. the hon. gentlemen oaSite, t n reverse the policy of the

FmderaBaek 104; now 138; increase i30,00.impe hist GovQrnmet. hey knew quit. well thtse fe-raa
Mr'. 111r».
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they were concerned, it was an empty threat, and they
have shown exactly how they regard the possibility of
this country being subjected to~what it was compelled to
undergo during the five years of misrule between 1873
and 1878. My hon. friend the Finance Minister, when he
came into ofice, found himself face to face wi th the neressity
of making a loan. He bid to-make a loan when the money
market was in a condition which, as I have just suggested,
was brought about by tbe failure of tlioe great moneyed
institutions, the City of Glagow and the West of England
Banks, which resulted in a severe shock to public confidence.
The late Finance iinister, engaged as he was in his electiop
camIIaign, neglocted to make provision, as he ought to have
made provision, for £3,000,00 sterling ofour debt coming due
in January, e 79. The part of prudence, the part of inancial
care, thîe part which should have been 1aken by auy one
who is eitrusted*with the delicate task of managing the
finances of a country, would have been to take advantage of
the low state of the money market even at the risk
of a slight Ioss of interest, and to make his arrangements
for sueh an obligation in ample time in advance of its
maturity. Why, Sir, in 1876 the late Finance Minister told
us that had ire been a iew days later in making his loan
of £2,500,000 in the month of November--whieh he did
not want until the following July-he would have had to
pay "several per cent." more for money -certainly rather
a loose way of speaking, when one per cent., or even
a-ialf of one per cent., makes an enormous différence in
calculating the result of a loan. On the other hand,
wien ie was questioned as to is neglect to provide for
the debt due in January, 1879, by a new loan, his reply
was that there was no hrnrry; there was plenty of time.
The hon. gentleman knew that if the elections went against
him in September, he ould not go to England -ind negoti-
ate a loan, pending the tormiation of a now Government.
lie knew that the moment the people pronouniced against
him as a Finance Minister, he could not appear in the
money market; hie knew that the delays ineidental to the
formation of a new Government were hazardous, taken in
eonnection*with the negotiation of a Iogn. But my hon.
friend, the present Finance Minister, at the first
instant he could leave the country, went to
iEngland to negotiate that loan, and he was brought face to
face with a time of disaster so great that he was advised to
accept subscriptions for half the sum requir e, and withhold
bis proposals for the remainder-until the distrust subsided.
He did net do so, and what was the result ? What was the
measure of» the confidente of the financiers of England-the
men who control the money markets of the world in respect
to the accession of the Conservative party te pokwer, with
its protective tariff, and its promise to keep Canada for the
Canadians ? The result was that whereas ttie previous
Finance Minister made a loan which did not net 87J-I
repeat the assertion, and I challenge contradiction-his
successor effected a loan of the same character (that is a
four por cent. loan) with the same sinking fund, and the
same number of years to run, which yielded nine per
cent. more in the money markets of England, in spite
'of the period of depression in which it was floated. And those
very securities which my hon. friend negotiated now stand
in the market at 102 to 103,if I understood him aright when
be delivered his Budget speech on last Friday. The,.present
financial position of the country is one in which, of course,
every man féels the deepest and gravest interest. We have
been rescued from deficits ; and it was necessary, in order to
bring about that reslt, to increase the Tariff whratever might
be thepolicy of the Government. The bon. gentleman from
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) has argued that if
his polity of masterly inactivity had ben Jet alone the
country would have righted itself; that he would have had a
surplus even out of bis bungling Tariff of 1874. Why, Sir,
that Tariff left the hon. gentleman with a severe disappoint

ment as to its revenue resulis tire firet year; itieft him with
a deficit the second year and the third year, and the
fourtlh year, and it left the legacy of another defoit
to my hon friend the presont Finance Minister when he
came to frame his Tariff. Not only so, but he would have
had a large deficit on his seoond year, the result of the
dissatrous policy of the hon. gentleman opposite, but for the
fact that his Tariff made an lucrese of some $4,400,000
on the receipts of the previous year. The hon. member fur
Centre Huron (Sir Richira' J. Çartwright) always asserts
that when he came into office lie found that eno: mous
unjustifiable burdens had been imposedi upon him by the
outgoing Administration. We have heard that cry repeated
by every platform speaker on the other side, from tie leader
of th'e Opposition down to the smalle-t whi pater that echoes
his voicer-tre cry that their predecessors had increased
the public expenditure from $13,500,'00 to $23,lti,000
before they went out of office. I have shown by statements
made in this House which are unicontradictod, that the
contention is an utterly dishonest one. 1 have shown item
by item- and the Finance Minister wili corroborate my
statements-that over $95o,000 was added to the expendi-
ture of 1873-74 by . the Government which succceded
the Administration which went out of' office at that time.
It oualit to have been clargeable to the year 1874 75. I have
the items. I have ciallenged those items to be contro-
verted, and until some statement is made whoreby they are
controverted, I say we have a right to state that nearly
$1,00,000, charged, aftor he went out of office, against my
hon. friend's, estimated expenditure for 1873.-74 are charge-
able te the next year, and should swell up the total
of the expenditure of tiat year. The actuil expenditure
of 1873-74 should be $2.450,000. As it stands now upon
the Public Accounts; the expenditure was $23,316,AlG
That of 1874-75 appears as $23,713,071. It should be
about $24,660,009, and the rereiptA of that year being
$24,648,615, there would have been a smail deficit. But
the hon. gentleman says that the expenditure was increased
nearly $10,000,000 between 1867 and 1873; my hon. friend
the late leader of the Opposition, M. Mackenzio-whd I
am aiso glad to see in his place and I congratitlate him upon
his recovery, because there is a feeling of satisfaction
throughout the whole House to sec him once more facing
us in the courageous way in which h has faced us for
many years, for we respect a straightfor-ward manly oppon-
ent-that bon. gentleman has also made the same state-
ment-I estimate that between 1867 and 1873 there was
an increase of about $é,000,000 - I have stated that
increase, item byzitem, 1 have challenged lion. gentlemen
on the other side to show a single item wrhich they would have
reversed if they had been in power. I have shown thiat
through ail the debates prior to 1873, ne man lifted up his
voice against these increases, because every man knew that
they were necessary consequences of the development of
the country, of' laying the foundation, for of our union of
preparing for Gonfederation, of improving the harbors,
building ligithouses, making preparations for the adminis-
tration of justice and opening up the North-West, creating
the Province of Manitoba, bringing in Prince Edward
Island and British Columubia. They were aill in a
proper direction, and such expenditures must necessar'ily go
on as the country develops and impro.es. The note of
the country's prosperity will ie an increased expenditare
of the eountry ; but we must look to it that that increase is
in a legitimate direction and not covered up by cooking of
accounts, or by a policy which may keep down the present
nominal expenditure, but swell the expenditure at the
expense of expenditure hereafter. I have said that it was
right and just and fair to increase the public expenditure
In the manner in which it was done, and our opponents
are careful not to give a bill of particulars ýwhen they
object to it in gross. No contention can be more unfair
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than the one made by the hon. gentleman on Friday night,.
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright), that my hon. friend, (Sir
Leonard Tilley), lef t a deficit when ho went out of office. He
did no such a thing. The hon. gentleman stated that his
expenditure would be what I have just stated, namely
$22,400,000. el did not make provisions for whatever
might be added by those who came after him. He did not
make provisions for the 8100,000 for the election which took
place, for which'ho was not rosponsible. He did not make
provision for the fact that $500,000 was taken from the
capital account of the Intercolonial, and stuck into the
revenue for the purpose of swelling up the expenditure of
1873-74, or for other items of which ho could know nothing.
le provided that there should be a sufficient income to
ineet the expenditure, and there was a surplus Of $850,000.
It cannot be contended that that surplus was entirely made
out of the reult of the Tariff whicb was passed late in the
month of April, 1874. The hon. gentleman (Sir Leonard
Tilley) said, in his Budgetspeech of 1873, that he expected to
find, in consorquence of largo additional charges to the public
expenditure in 1873, that a provision must of necessity be
made at the next Session for meeting that increased charge
upon the public purse. But he said : "I will not deal with it
this year, next year I will do seo." le was begged by the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) to move in the
direction of a protective Tariff in April, 1873, when thut bon.
gentleman said ho was disappointed that nothing had been
done to bring about a protective Tariff; and when my hon.
friend said: "Next year, if 1 ieal with this subject, I will
probabiy deal wiih it in the direction of protecting the
industrios of the country." The hon. gentleman thon
virtnally pledged himself to do what has been done by theJ
Conservative party now that lie is again Minister of Finance.
There was no deficit, there could have been no danger of a
deticit then, except fo: th.e addition mU.e to the expoudi-
ture by his suceessor, for which my hon friend is fnot in the
slightest degree responsible. But it is conveient for the
hon. gentleman, who ropresents the financial talent of the
other side of the House (Sir R. J. Cartwright) to elâim that in
one case bis Tariff was borrowed, as ho may say, largely from
the revenue of the succeeding year and added to the receipts
of 1873-74. But when my hon. friend (Sir Leonard TilLey)
claims, with incontrovertible evidence, the same privilego,
he is met with an argument which stultifies the hon. mem-
bor xle Centir Iuron, by1, hatt gentleman h:mslf. I have
the wo1ds that the houi. gntloman used wbcn he was claim.
ing that lie had a right to consider that his T-Lriff of 1874
had taken from the revenues which properly belonged to
1875, and he added them to the revenue of the year before.
The hon. gentleman knew well that thore could be no pos-
sible deficit in 1873-74, even admitting that his contention
had been true, if he had not'added largely to the expenditure
of that year by putting upon it items which did not belong
to it. But when my hon. friend (Sir Leonard Tilley) claimed
legitimately that he was entitled to S1,300,000 of the income
of 1878-79 for the year 1879-80, every gentlemen on the
opposite side bas refused to allow him that contention. Hore
is what the late Finance Minister said when he made a simi-
Jar claim.

"In the period from the 11th to the 20th of April, as agafast $336;OO1
in 1872-73, we received $1,71,OOO in 187344."

He went on to say that we thus gained as nearly as possible
$1,700,000 under the operation of bis new Tariffin-that year.
Again,-hesays:

"qPeaking of the increased revenue of April, Msy and June 1874,
te Hoee will refmeiber that this was to a certain extent borrowed
from the revenue of 197'1.

That statement was accepted with cheers hy the hon. gentle.
man on the opposite side of the House. 1 heard it when itE
was made, and I heard the reception it met with by ho.

Mr. Præso.

gentlemen opposite. In 1876 tha bon. gentleman said
again:

may further observe that, as explained atmuome lengthin thiie. dget
speech of 1875, a considerable proportion of the receipts for 18734
properly belong to the year 1874-75; nd it may be a wen, at the, same
time, to observe that the receipts for Customs, although in exceîs of the
Estimates, do not fully represent the sum pro rlydue or the year 1874-15,
but it is also caused by the operation of the arif of187l"

I do not think it become.s the late Finance Minister (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) to make any statement which implies
that my hon. friend's estinates have not been correct, and
have not bee7n borne out to the letter. Lot us soe how
a&m.at ely the aite Finance Minister made his Estimates and
forecasts. Irn 1878, the hon. gentleman stated that ho would
receive S23,850,000; ho actually got$22,517,-.82, and he was
wrong on every item of his estimated receipts. flis
expenditures for that year were $2,455,381,zastwithstanding
that ho had cut off from the Militia and Public Works
chargeable to income, 81,250,000 in order to cut down the
Estimates, wit hout w hich device they would have -been
about $27,500,000. I am glad to sece no such mislading plan
has been resorted to by my hon. friend the Finance Minis-
ter; that whatevor Estimates ho bas breugit down are based
upon a fair and open statement of items without any attempt
at concealment. We know exactly where we are ; we are
face to face with the facts. I regret to say that the public
expenditure is inereasing; but I challenge hon. gentlemen
on the opposite side of the Hoiuse to question the diff6rent
items of which the Estifnates are made. I believe our
frienIs on the Treasury cenches will show in Supply that
every item is porfectly justifiable, and that the llouse and
,the people will sustain them.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. W' will condemn it by your own
spcethes.

Mr. PLUMB. ' My own speeches do riot condemui it. I
nover have condenued .anything in the way of pi'oper
expenditure. I have complained of this: that the hon.
member for Shefford (Mr. Huntington) and his friënds
taught the people to believe they would ipstitute a
system of economy.and reformn in the publie expenditure.
And the result of their reforim was, what? An inerease to
$.'4,bOt,000 in the expenditure; indeed, if legitimately vimd
properly stated, it would be nearly $26,000,O0 and hat min
the fAe of a depression in the country greatèr than ever
kwnow. belore. Ttiat is what 1 blame hon, gentlemen
opposte fbr. I have never contended that they iyould
carry out their sehemes of economy; I knew they were
delusive and iallacions ; but I had the right to take the
hon gentLemen at their own word and on their own
promises, and to compare their promise before they came
into power with the fruition of thoir promises when they
seized the Public Treasury. Thb hon. gentlemen cannot
claitathat I have been in th.e slightest degreo unfair är
inconsistent in making the statements I mnake here. I
have said froi the beginning that, no country like Canada
càn fail to alivre an increase of expenditure. I sa-y it woUld
be perfeetly suicidal to attempt to revert to the poliey
which bas beeuinurged by the bon. member for West Dnrhm
(Mr. BlIake),that itwould be perfbectly unpatriotic and sircidal
to attentpt to go back as he bas urged to the expetnditure of
_1872. Why;it means enîtting oifPrinte Edward lsland, doing
anWy with the North-West, driving out Br'itish columbia,
stoppirng the Public Works', and' seveting connection withî
the North-West, in fact, isolating ourselves; and 1 tell the
hon. gentlemen that the peoplesof Canada are not disposed
to accept that kind of policy. The people of Canada are a
progressive, and, to a certain etent and within proper
limnits, a speculative people. They like to See the opening
up of new territory and the inauguration of new proj pts,
and they have no sympathy'with the eold-bl6ode i poiey
propotrnded bf the hon. member fbr West Darlim(&Mr.
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Blake). No greater mistake was ever made by a publie
leader than to spp~se he can, by any possibility, induce
the young mon of Canada to take the back track, and to
throw away all they have gained from 1872 te 1881. Why,
Sir, I know that the public pulse beats in unison with the pro-
gressive march of the Conservative party. The hon. gentle-
man's interruption having led me into a little digression-
and I am- much indebted to him for having given me the op-
portunity to offer these remarks-I will now returu to the
main subject under ceonsideration. I admit there was pressure
brought to bear on lion. gentlemen opposite when they
were in power. I admit that when they came into office it
was impossible that they coulM fàlfil their predictions ; I
knewthey would find it impossible. Everyone who knew any
thing about the position in which they had placed
themselves was perfectly satisfied that the noble
army of contractors and jobbers who had brought lon.
gentlemen into power, would demand their wages ; and that
they were only waiting until hon gentlemen got into their
sents on the Treasury benches to denand them. We
had ailittle inkling of it-probably given in an unguarded
noment-from the hon. member lor Centre Huron (Sir

Richard J. Cartwright), who said:
"The gentlemen from Halifax gave me so much trouble last year

and succeeded greatly to my disgust in compelling me to irrsert one or
two items like the service from Halifax to Cork, which greatly increased
the total"

The hon..gentleman who led the Jate Government and his
olicageis weie, after all, only human. It is a very hard

thing to resist the prestre of thoze who lhad supported
him, the pressure of those who contributed largely to the
elections, the p oesre cf those who had helped tbe .hon.
gentlernan to clevate th miniral standard, the. staindard of
purity which we saw so well exemplified in the election
trials of 1874 and 1875, which may be fresh in the recollection
of a good many hon. gentlemen who were sufferers on thtse
oecasions. Yes; it was not surprising that the hon.
gentleman and his colleages could not pay their pledges.
They were insolvent before theycommenced business. I hope
every possible oconomy will be practised by this Govern-i
ment; I hope within ail proper limits they will keep downi
the publie expenditure. They are bound to do it; but they did
not make the kind of pledges given by hon. gentlemen
opposite before they cane into power, pledges whichi
bankrupted them .before they acceded to offiee, andi
which went to protest almost before lion. gentlemen
had taken their seats in the Ministry. Mr. Speaker, we
have another gratifying statement made by the Financeé
Mihister, and that is as to the condition of the public works,
the saving which las been effected in their managementi
and the' increase in income. It must be remembered, in
connection with any increase in the public expenditure uponi
public works, that it represents, in part, that which is au1
absolute necessity in getting larger earnings. The expendi-(
ture will increase year by year. Ifthe income of the public
works is increased it may become a very large item-i
an item which may at.the first stop alarm those who see at
gradual increase; yet thee may be no more legitimate1
inrease than this one which brings earnings with it.1
Then we have an inci ease in the public debt. We are told1
congtantly that the policy of the Gove. nment of 1873 addedt
enormouly to the fixed charges of the country. That ist
one of the contentions which we hear from those who have%
taken a leaf out of the late Finance Minister's book, andt
which is echoed oh the public platforms everywhere.i
That hon. gentleman says we increased the public
debt enormously prior to 1874, and left on him immediately
presing obligations to the amount of some $130,000,000.t
There were no such obligations upon him. He had to1
renew a portion of the public'debt, and ho had to provideE
for enlargg the canals. He hadto mako an ddition to1
ihé public debt cf soinething like $2Ï,00 ,000 or $28,000,000,
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under the engagements of his predecessors. But the hon.
gentleman was not obliged to carry out any oftthe schemes
ot his predecessors in connection with the building of the
Paciic Railway. He was net bound to assume it as a public
work or to change the policy of handing it over to a private
company. He was not bound to build the road from Fort
William to Red River, and to leave a gap of-180 miles in
the centre. There was no legislation which required that
there should be an outlay of some $17,000,000 or $18,000,000
in that direction, or an outlay of $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 on
surveys. Tiese hion, gentlemen came into office perfectly
unpledged, perfectly untrammelled. They were not obliged
to take up any scheine that they did not approve which had
been proposed by their predecessors -and they did not take
them up. They took up much greator and more extravagant
ones, and if the public debt bas been increased by that
means, perhaps the hon. gentleman will remember that on
a c&itain occasion the late leader of the Government insisted
that I should insert in a ècertain report I was making that
the contracts in British Columbia, and for the 188 miles
between Engl!sh River and Keewatin, were made under his
direction and responsibility. But ithe late Finance Minister
has contended, day after day, and week after week, that we
added $2,000,000 or 83,000,000 to the fixed yearry'eharges
by the legislation of 1873. Woll, there was an item for the
compensation of New Brunswick for having yieldej a claim
she had, for certain lumber dues. I would like to hear the hon.
gentlemen from New Brunswiek contend that it was a rock-
less and improper thing for my lion. friond to recognize that
claim. Then the admission of Prince Edward Island and of
British Columbia involved an additional charge on the
revenue. I have not heard any hon. gentleman on the opposite
side, except perhaps one, von ture to say that he wished to
have British Columbia excluded from this Confederation,
and I have certainly not heard any hon. gentleman say that
he wished to exclude Prince Edward Island. There were
increases of-subsidy to which I have not hoard objections
from our critical opponents from the Maritime Provinces.
The ie charges were incident te the maturing of the groat
scheme of Confederation, and I trust the day may net be far
distant when other charges will be added for the admission of
another portion of ritish America into the Confederation.
Large inicreases in he expenditure have been made for the
development of the North-West. Can any one criticize
these expenditures if they have been legitimately made ?
Does any one wish for one moment to repudiate or recède
froin a bargain which, through the far-reaching statesman-
ship of the right hon. leader of the Government, gave us for
£30,000 a domain more magnificent and full of promise
than any virgin soil owned by any other country under
leaven. It would be perfectly proper to take any charges

which have been made against the North-West, and transfer
them to a special account, and net consider the yearly
(harges incident to the protection and development
of that a part of the general yearly expenditure ;
and I say the sale of lands and the value of that
eountry te us will amply recoup us. I have made a calcu-
lation- as te how much has been and may be
paid for that country by the Government. In the North-
West for the thrée items of land survey, Dominion forces and
the North-West Mounted Police, there has been an expendi-
tare altogether of $4,610,316; the original cost of that domain
was 81,500,000; makng a total of $6,100,000. Now, assuming
that that country centains 250,000,000 acres of arable land,
it is worth, according to a statement of an hon. gentleman
(Mr. Mills) whom I see on the opposite benches,
$2,500,000,000, a trifle more than the whole public debt of
the United States, because lie placed the value of the
lands at $10 an acre before ho finishod his very
exhaustive speech on the Pacific Railway contract.
But I will net accept such an enormous exaggeration -, I
w:11 say that the land is worth $1 an acre, and -that there
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are 225,000,000 acres left, after we have squandered,
as our opponents term it, 25,000,000 acres in assisting to
build the Pacifie Railway, and even then we shall have a
moderate little property which will more than pay the
wholedebt of Canada, and leave a veryhandsomesum in the
Treasury, either for the purpose of illustrating the
reforms of the hon. gentleman, if they ever get into
power again, or of helping my hou. friend here to
carry out his engagements. The sum which we shall
be obliged to expend in order to have these lands
brought into the market, in order to fulfil our obligation
with British Columbia, and in order to carry out the pledges
made by successive Governments, will be $25,000,000 for
the subsidy to the contractors of the Pacifie Railway,
and $3,000,000 for the comntruction of the line, for which
the Government will have to pay, in all, $28,000,000.
That does not include the expenditure already made, but
that which we are committed to for the future. Hon.
gentlemen opposite had sent their rails to British Colunibia;
they had led British Columbia to believe, as she had a right
to believe, that her part of the road was to be gone-on with.
The hon. gentleman who led the late Government (Mr.
Mackeuzie) had intimated that he was prepared to let the
128 miles between English River and Keewatin. Our
bargain % therefore involves a new expenditure of
$28,000,000 which is an addition of 81,120,000 to our
yearly interest account, and the sinking fund is one-half of
one per cent, or $140,000 more, making $1,2G0,000 yearly
outlay, whicb represents the interest and sinking fund of
the whole cash subsidy to be paid to the Syndicate for the
completion of the road and its maintenance forever. That
does not look to me as if it was such a ruinous affair.
There are half a dozen western States that have under-
taken a great deal more than that. Even to-day there are
no less than three roads being pushed through and over the
mountains of Colorado, some of them carried to an altitude
of 12,000 feet above sea level to compete with each other
for the business of the mines, and nobody considers them
such tremendous undertakings; yet, according to the state-
ments of hon. gentleman opposite, the whole Dominion
stands aghast at the idea that for the sake of getting through
communication over our own territory forever, for the sake
of laying foundations for a vast empiLe, for the sake of
bringing to market millions of acres of our lands whieh hon.
gentlemen opp'osite contend will be worth from $3 to $5, we
are going to add to our debt, in the course of ten years,
$28,000,000, which will cost for interest and sinking fund
81,260,000 a year. I believe I have very good authority for
stating that before ten years will have elapsed, we will
have received, from the increased population of that
country, over $3,000,000 addition to the revenue. My
authority is the Toronto Globe. We have been told by the
late Finance Minister who, 1 am surprised to see, is not
in his place-it is quite in accord with his usual courtesy
not to be there-that we ought to dispense with the sinking
fund in our loans, and he contended, two years ago, when
trying to defend his deficits, that there was no necessity to
.charge the sinking fund against the current expenditure. I
never heard in my life so audacious a contention.. It was
a desperate attempt to glaze over bis deficits It was, he
said, not imperative upon him to charge against the year's
expenditure that which we had solemnly pledged to make
a part of the year's expenditure, the sinking fund upon
which the credit of our securities rested, and he argucd that
it should be deducted from his yearly deficit. lHad the hon.
gentleman reiùained in office, and had that argument been
quoted against him, I undertake to say he could not have
negotiated a security in the English market. It was enough
to ruin our credit. I never heard,\in the whole course of
my life, any contention of a more reckless character from a
man protending to be a financier; and the hon. gentleman
must be driven to sore straits when he is compelled to take

Mr. PLUMU.

that position-a position I know ho would not dare to
sustain before gentlemen of financial authority. Had the
hon. gentleman tried to make a loan without a sinking
fund he would not have succeeded in negotiating one; he
would not have been able te prove, as my hon. friend doe&,
the confidence which our system and policy have given to
the great lenders of money. The market prices of our
Dominion loans are the barometer, perfect and unmistakable,
which show the measure of confidence in our future and
success. Our loans are not speculative, but are taken up
for investment by people who expect to'hold them per-
manently, and the slightest breath of discredit, the least
distrust, the slightest idea that we were legislating against
England, that we were doing something which would sever
the golden bond between the two countries, would very
soon be reflected in the price of our public securities in
the-English money market. But we have no such indications
of the financial barometer. On the contrary it gives every
evidence that conlidence in our future is constantly increas-
ing, as is evidenced by comparisons given by the Finance
Minister, of prices of our Loan with those of the Australian
Colonies. The hon. gentleman from Centre Huron made a
very extraordinary statement on Friday night. He said our
prosperity was wholly due to the great crops of last year
and the year before, and he made in that eonnection the
statement that the imports and exports always reacted on
each other, that where there was a large export there would
be always a large import. The hon. gentleman is always
very fond of quoting the United States, either as an example
for us to be warned by, or one which we ought to follow,
according as .either suits his case. The. United States
imports in 1879 were 8446,532,718, Wnd the exports
8728,963,829. I do not see the connection claimed by the
hon. gentleman between the exports and imports in that
case, and the same discrepancy existed for two or three
years before. In this connection 1 am reminded that we
have been patted on the back a good deal by gentlemen
who have aired their ideas about Canada in the English
reviews and magazines, and who have always compared us
with the United States to our disadvantage. I remember
particularly the article-in the Fortnightly Review I think it
was--by Mr. Anderson, the member for Glasgow, who com-
pared Canada to the slack water between two systems, that
of the United States on the one side and of England on the
other, partaking of the inconveniences and the difficulties of
both ad getting the benefits of neither. It occurred to me
that it would be very well to see exactly how we stood in a
comparison of our trade with the trade of the United States.
Taking our population at 4,000,000 and that of the United
States at 50,000,000, I find that our imports, in proportion
to those of the United States, should be, for the year 1880,.
only $35,700,000; the imports of Canada were more than
double that. I find that the exports for 1879, by the same
rule, would only eqpual $58,000,000, and those of Canada were
40 per cent. more than that figure. I find that the internal
revenue and customs together would represent $20,000,V000
for Canada, and that the whole expenditure of the United
States would represent an expenditure for Canada of
$21,250;000; but that is only the expense of the general
government. Every State has its own system and incurs
large expenditpres, which in our system are borne by the
Dominion. I find that the receipts would only amount to
821,500,000 for Canada, that the Post Office revenue was a
little larger-it would be $2,400,000, whereas our' was only
$2,170,000-I find that the debt of the JJnited States woufd
be equal to a debt of $180,000,000 for Canada, and, in
addition to that, there were State and city debts amounting to
8800,000,000. I find that, of arable land, taking the North-
West only, assuming we had 250,000,000 acres, we ad 60
acres per head of our population; that the Uited States,
exclusive of Alaska, had bu't 29 acres per head of public
domain. Therefor, I think it fair to say that Mr. Anderson
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was somewhat mistaken when he said we were but the representatives by nearly universal suffrage, in the face of
slack water between the two great systems. I believe weall the threats and prophesies of disaster if the theorists of
can afford to take care of ourselves, and that the probabilities Europe, a mo8t stringont proteotive Tarif, and what hm
are that we stand in a much better position than the publie bee the result? The revenue of that country in 1880, was
supposed, and that proportions relatively between us and about $50,000,000, and the expenditure very nearly the saie.
our neighbors will be continually increasing in our favor. She had an extensive system of tolegraphe and railways,
Hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches may be congratu- belonging to the Gorn mont, a revenue f rom the Post Office
lated on the great success of a system which I believe we of$ 1,200,000; from registration duties, S1,200,000; succession
have adopted in the best interests of the country. I have, duties yielded 83,500,000,and miellaneous taxes,$4;600,UO.
occasionally, when arguments were being used for and She owed a debt at 2j to 3 per cent. of 8120,000,000, and
against a protective Tariff, cited the example of a kingdom aI 4j per cent. $18-,000)000. The population was
which had not been generally or fully quoted, so far as I 4,000,000 in 1830, and 5,336,885 in 1876.I find that the
knew, in respect to the very stringent policy which it as Belgian bans stand in as good crodit as that of
adopted in the direction of protection. That kingdom is, in any kingdom in Europe, and the country possesses
some respects, one with which we can compare our own 1,131,11'"freehold proprietors. The imports for home
Dominion. It bas nearly the same population-it is the consumption in 1878, were 8280,000,000; the exporte of
Kingdom of Belgium-formerly united with Holland. home produots for that year $214,000,000. She sonde to
Political necessities compolled them. to separate. It was England ofwoollen and flax manufactures, over 810,000,000;
supposed, at the time of their separation, that Belgium iron nearly 04,000,000. The State owns and operates 2,278
would not be able to take care of herself-that miles of railway, the net profits of which are $7,000,000,
she~ would oither fall into the hands of France, and yet this country has a hîgh, in fact almost a prohibitory
Austria or Prussia. She was, therefore, advised that tarif. Now, 1 can fancy the condition of mmd of the hon.
she would do best to keep up. (lose trade relations with her gentleman who is leading the Opposition, if «ho were called
neighbors as a purchaser of their wares and had best devote upon to criticize such a financial statenent. I eau fancy the
herself to the cultivation of the soil-very much as my hon. gloorn and thedespair with which he would look upon suclia
friends on the Opposition benches advised the people of state of things, and the eloquence with which ho wouldim-
Canada that they had botter not go beyond the plough and plore his follow subjects te throw away thoir pretectionist
axe, but.buy manufactured goods with the product of the theories, go back to and unite them8elves again with
severest and least i emunerative labor-pay, in this way for lollaud; how ho would tell them that with that debt and in
all the manufactures Lhey consumed, including a heavy that condition of things they could neyer hope to have any
profit to the skilled artizan of a foreign work-sbop, and be commerce; that France, and England, and Prussia, aud
hewers of wood and drawers of water to other countries who Austria would swallow them up, aud the sooner they made
kindly offered to supply it. The creation of peace with thcm and became annexed to them the botter it
the Belgiau kingdom, fifty yeais ago, was regarded with would be. Factsqiowever, are stubborn things;-sad anounce
great distrust. In separating from Holland, which was a of facts, such as I have adduced, am worth aton of the
commercial country, ishe being a manufacturing and agri- theories we haro had from the other side. I say that the
cultural country, it was supposed Belgium was taking great whole Free-trade argument, from begining to end, le nothing
risks. Holland and lier colonies had been a market for more nor lese thau a theory; it je not an axiom; t ilenot
Belgian products. Belgium gave employment to the a matter of logic. It cannot be reduced to the certainty of
Dutch ships, and neither country seemed strong enough to a mathematical proposition. Its beneficial application or
stand securely by itself. Belgium had 5,000,000 in- adoption depende upon the condition of tbe country which
habitants, 15,000 of whôm, only, were dissentients frbm the proposes ta accept it; and it le not a horizontal rule which
Roman Catholic faith. She had the Austrian market when shah be applied unirersally-or, as in our own case, applied
she belonged to the H1ouse of Austria, a Freneli market te a country whieh las a heavy Tarif against it; in other
when she constituted a part of the French Empire, and a words, to give us a jug-hauOled free-trade-a free-trade
Dutch Colonial market when she was united to Holland; whicli ll on eue side. Hon, gentlemen have net yet
when she parted from iHolland she was in the position ceased te croak about the condition of the country. Tley
of a tradesman who had lost one set of customers have been compelleciteacknowledge that there las been an
and had not gained another. In 1840 ber position improvement in trade. That conclusion has been foreed
was one of much general distress and decay, but lier people upon tlem, but tley take it with a very bad grace,
are industrious and skillful, and they have been able to because they have been deprived of'eoe of their principal
get access for their products into neutral markets and to arguments. By the logieterente, as eue prop after another
hold their own. Belgian agriculture bas doubled since l taken from them, tho hon. gentlemen will find them-
1830. Her mines have been developed in a greater ratio. selves in the same position as the hou. member for Gloucester
Her iron manufactures have become formidable competitors (Mr. Anglin) the othor night, when ha was unable te find
with those of England, where she has undersold the English hie chair, thougl it would net ho quite parliamentary te make
manufacturer at his own door. Other industries have-been any more particular allusion te the hon. gentleman's unfor.
cultivated with almost equal success. Her commerce bas tunate position at that moment. Thon we had a long argu.
been steadily increasing year by year and is now second toment from the hon. member for Centre Huron during the dis-
that of no other nation in Europe-except France and cussioh of the Budget Speech on Friday, te prove that there
Germany. It is admitted, even by the most unfavorable had been a misstatement in respect te wLat was called, ou the
criticism, that she stood the late commercial crisis botter other side of the liuse, the Ex-e-dus of our people. The
than other countries. She has a Government of advanced bon. gentleman said in substance that he would aecept the
liberality of constitution, a Chamber elected by suffrage of statements ef Amerioau officers, who had been detected in
all citizens paying direct taxes to the amount of £1 15e. or endeavoring te exsggeratethe influx into their country, sud
about $8 a year, holding office for four years, half going ont who will, 0f course, make every effort te sustain their
alternately once in two years, and a Senate chosen for eightpotion for fear o? the diefavor ofthir chefs at.Washingtou.
years. That kingdom, instea: of taking the advice of the Tue hou, gentleman prefers te believetheir statements rather
defunct Bastiat, ofMills and Cobden, and of other gentlemen than an officiai document prepared by the proper officer e?
who,liko those sitting on our Opposition bouches, would have the Immigration Departnent, inade with authority
given ler Free Trade counsel, resolved to take care of her- and laid on the Table of the.liuse-a document

Elf, Sh established, by the will of her people, electing theiar which shows that thei conclusions of hou. genteen
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opposite, with regard to the 8o called Exodus, are utterly
absurd. iRather than have his argument fail, the hon. gentle-
man would adhere to the exploded assertion that the country
is becoming depopulaled; he would make a statement
such as that made by the hon. memaber for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin),t who said that the farners were leaving
his part of New Brunswick by hundreds, forgetting,
however, that somebody must buy their farms, and that
farmers were not in the'habit of leaving their farms unoccu-
pied, or of giving them away for the purpose
of fleeing to another country. The argument is one which
refutes itself, and was no doubt recoived with all the weight
to which it was entitled. A western newspaper makes use
of the following language, with regard to those who are
governed by a desire to belittle their country and decry its
resources, for the purpose of making political capital against
the dominant party:-

"If the Liberals now in Opposition persist in representing Canada as a
good country to get out of, there will be people to believe them and start
for Kansas or Dakota who would otherwise remain in Ontario «or Quebec.
The encouragement of an exodus from Canada wi 1 not be the only bad
effect of such a policy. Emigrants from Europe will surely hesitate to cast
their lot in a lad where the conditions of living are so unfavorable that
the population already there are compelled to flee as from a pestilence.
Our Liberal friends nIay rely that the best way to * et rid of an evil is to
recognize its existence and remove the cause ; that the N.P. bas caused
the exodus, and tbat nothing short of the abolition of the N.P. will.bring
the exodus to an end. The position is a logical one, if we are quite sure
that the N.P. bas actually caused the exodus We go the length that the
N.P. has been utterly powerless to prevent it, but we recognize such other
causes for it as the revival of the mecranical industry in the United
States making a demand for skilled labor ; the rapid extension of rail-
ways in the fnited States calling bands of navvies from Canada, and the
attractiveness of prairie farms in Dakota and other States being increased
by the extension of railway facilities. The Canadian N.P. bas -undoubtedly

,made the farmer's return for his labor less than it would have been
without the price-raiser in Canada but wben we'remember thatcrops and
markets h-ve been better in 1879 and 1880 than for some years hefore we
cannot declare that the farmer s actual comforts are à %much less in 1880
than in 1877, that it is absolutely driven from our soil. * * * * * *
The exodus argument as a political weapon, can only be useful on the
assumption that the Canadian people will not put the Tory Government
out of office unless they (the people) are convinced that the country will
be depopulated by the policy of that Government. Lt is an'argument of
fear rathèr thau of reason. We do not believe that.it is a necessary por-
tion of the Liberal kit of tools ; the people can be shown the folly of
protection and the iniquity of Toryism without injuring the reputation of
our country and reducing its population in the process, and for these
reasons our vote goes for letting the exodus find its way to the back-
ground. The Liberal party cannot afford to be thought of as a party of
croakers, and if their leaders and press talk and write about nothmg else
but bard times, the idea of graves and worms and epitaphs will soon come
to be associated with their names l * * e The Londonî Free Pass
impeaches the accuracy of United States statistics, asserting that visitors
trunks, iumbermen, passengers to Manitoba and actual settlers in the
United States are all lumped together to make up the number. The
Sarnia observer combats that view. We sincerely hope that the Free
PIe8ls is right in this instance, for this country would soon fall behind if
it was losing seventeen thousand of its population per month. Whatever
the actual extent of the evil, it will cerltainly be aggravated by making
too much fuss about it, and as neither Liberals nor U onservatives desire to
bring about that result, we had better pursue our family quarrel on some
platform where we shall be less exposed to the inquisitive glances of our
neighbors.i

Several hon. MEMIBERS.
quote?

From what newspaper do you

Mr. PLUMB. From one whose authority most of our
Opposition friends will accept, not one that I often read,
however, or very much respect, namely, the Hamilton
Times. The ex-Finance Minister insisted upon it that we
should accept the exaggerated statements of the United
States officials on the, St. Clair River, and he faid we must
also bear in mind that not only were the people flying from
us, but that by our iniquitous system, as he called it, we
had driven the intending emigrant from our shores ; he
told the British workingman that if he came here he would
be iniquitously taxed on every article of consumption; he
told the farmer thal, if he came here, he would be the victim
of the iniquitous system, as he termed it, which has been
adopted by my hon. friendi and endorsed by the Conservative
party. lie said he believed that at this moment, owing to
the effect of our policy, the workingman in England was

Mr. PLUMB.

better off, had better wages, could live more choaply, was
better compensated for his labor at home than he could be
in Canada. Well, that was only another branch of that
patriotie view of the state of things which hon. gentlemen
on the other side are inclined to take. But I have some
information in regard to that too. An article in the Con-
temporary Review contained interesting statistics in reference
to the wages of the different mechanics of Great Britain,
taking the wages in London as giving, the fairest aud most
satisfactory idea of what may be the average throughout
the courery. I now quote from a resume of that article :

" According to this account, which seems to have been $ot up carefully
and with a great amount of labor, the wages in the building tradës were
on an average, in 18 l'a, sixpence an hour, or $1.25 per day, at which
rate they had stood from 1836. In 1847 an hour and a half was taken off
their time on the Saturdays. There was no rise of wages, however, till
1853, when sixpence per day was added, in lieu of the nine hours' day's
work which were agitated for. Gradually those wages have risen, till
now those current among building operatives may be put doWn at
£1 19s. 4d., or very nearly $10 per week. This, however, would be
putting the matter far too high as an average pay. Making the necessary
deductions for broken time, etc., the average. it is said, will not exceed
£1 15s. per week, or .$455 per annum. This is altogether apart from
what may be lost by the workman's own fault-by going off work,
or being too late, etc. The workers in iron have bad very little
advance in wages during the last 30 years. They now, on an average,
stand about $9 per week, or rather $8.60. Compositors' wages have
we are told, in 30 years advanced 75 cents pei- week, namely, from $8.25
to $9 on day's ork, and about 17 per cent. on the prices paid for piece
work. The rates, however, are very varied in this trade, though, striking
an average, it is said that the weekly pay, whether on time or piece, will
not exceed $7, making allowance for slack time, etc. On daily news-
papers as much as $12.50 will be earned, and some may even rise; on hrgh
class work, to $15, but these are exceptional. In London compositors get
S10, but the ordinary general rates over the country are fron $6.75 to
$8.25. Book-binders, in 1877, averaged'from *7.50 to $8, while women
and girls averaged from $2.50 to $3. It is said to be difficult te obtain
accurate information in reference to certain domestic trades, but as far as
can be ascertained, the wages of tailors have, in 30 years, advanced fron
17 1to 25 per cent. In London those tradesmen will not average
more at the present time, than $6.2 , though some of the
best coat hands may get from $10 to $10.50. It is to be remarked
that the introduction of sewing machines has not-sensibly lowered wages
-rather the reverse. The wages of sboemakers have advanced in 30
years 20 to 35 per cent. It would be a high average to put their weekly
wages at $7.50. Other domestic trades may be taken as about the same.
While such is the general average of London mechanics, and such the
increase of their wages in 30 years, what bas been the increase of living.
during the same time ? In answer to this, it is said that beef, which in
1847, sold wholesale for $1 05 per eight pounds. was in 1877 worth $1.47,
while mutton had risen from $1.10 to $1.65 for the same quantity. When,
however, that meat comes to be retailed to the poorer classes, it is
found that the price bas advanced not less than from 75 to
80 per cent. All other kinds of meat havh advanced in price at
; east to an equal degree. Bread, thanks to free trade in grain, bas kept a t
very reasonable rates during all the past 30 years-the quality is better,
and the price on an average is lowe. Vegetables have gone up about
100 per cent. Sugar, tea, fruits, rice, sago, etc., are in a good many cases
mueh cheaper, and in none dearer than they were 30 years ago. House
rent in London is high, especially for small bouses. Four rooms and a
wash-bouse now command from $2.60 to $2.75 per week, and sing;e rooms
are from $1.12 to $1.37½ per week: The'demand for these is so great that
all the Peabody buildings and all the model dwellings are hlled to reple-
tion, and there are-so many applicants as would fill as many more. Coal
of the poorest kind is 41 cents per cwt., or between $8.00 and $9.00 a ton ;
while in addition, the poor are cheated both in measure and
weight. To arrive at the actual fact the mere quoted prices
in the market are not to be taken. Before the workman gets
possession the price bas been raised considerably. For instance, we are
told than on the 17th February last, the bighest quoted price for the
best coal in L ndon was $4.37J per ton, but thc elfing price on that
very day to the consumer was *7. Now, what about outlay ? It is
generally beld by those who have given attention to such matters that
no man onght to pay in rent and taxes more than one-seventh of bis
income. Prudent people used to hold that he ought not to pay more than
one-tenth, but we fear this is generally now given up as impracticable.
Well, if the average yearly of a London firstclass akilled meéhanic be
put down at $455,and this we are assured is a high average, the rent and
taxes ought at one-seventh to be $65. But noue manage now at tbis
figure. It is generally over one-sixth, or $176; frequently one-fifth. or $91,
and sometimes even more. The average then cannot, at the very lowest,
be put down at less than $76. One hundred weight per week. for coals
cannot be called bigh when fire is needed for eight months for warmth,
and all the year for cooking. This would be forty-one cents per week ;
while school fees, and the weekly twenty-five cents for the club, to which
nearly all workmen belong, would make up, with rent and coals. $2.25 to
be deducted from the $8.75, the average weekly pay, thus leaving $6.50
to feed, clothe, and comfort five persons-the average household.- This
would give $2.50 for the husband, $1.50 for the wife, and seventy-five
cents for each child, leaving twenty-five cents for inçidentals. Then the
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fact that the husband has generally to takahis breakfast aid dinner away
frem home. which either increases the cost or deteriorates the qua!ity, or,
rather does both is, tube considered and alowed for. The Sunday diner,
thie enly one the family takes together, cannot be reckoned at less-than
seventy-five or eighty-seven cents Deduct ail those items, and there is a
little over $4 to feed, clothe and doctor the family. Now, it will be noticed
that these fi gres are not given by an enemy of the workingmen, or by
one who wish to disparage London, or England, and its advantages.
He liasn littIe game to play as an ddvocate of the colonies, nor does he
desire to draw contrasts unfavorablete England and England's skiedworkmen. On the contrary, he wishes to show that the charges of
imiprovride i ce frequently broughit against. Englishs workmen are utterly
faler as hi proceeds to do by giving the officiai returns of their savg.
We, however, take these figures as thus given by a skilled and frie dly
witness, and we ask anyone to compare and contrast them withî what is
thse corresponding state f things, in Toronto say, even as things stand
at preaent. We are often assured that wages are lower and expenses of
living are higher in Toronto than in any large city in Britain, London not
excepted.' Let anyone completely acquainted with the facts miake the
comparisonin th e Iight of the stalistics we have jut given and say if
suchp is th. case. No one would say that there are more skilled mechanice
out of employment in Toronto than in London at this moment."

That was ini 1878 when there was said te be an enormous
rnnuber of people out of emplen te'; that was a period
when hore was not atiually employrment for labort in thi
counutry, a nd yet this statement goes te prove that the
working an is infinitely botter off in tis couatry thon heo
e i enngIand, that, notwithstanding the contention of gen-
tlemen on the e posite side th et the Freetrade policy ef
England and. Ite abolion ofthe crn laws have amelieîoated
the condition of t ho workingmen, suh is not the case.
There is no adequate advance in the wages of labor there
in proportion te the ineeed et eof living. The aunthority
I have reud isI think, a suicient answer to the hon. gentle-
men who unpatriotically assert that the poliy of my hon.
friend unrder whieh ne single item of housohold necessity
can ho shown where tiiere bas heen an advanc due to hie
Tacriff, has s taxed the workingman that he is botter off in
Fes1 nomd than eure. Tahe qunation cemges from a newsrpa eo
in propowet whichnt wil he cousoidefeda geod authority by
hon. gentleme n opposite, altouigh it lias led theminote sore
diffieulties, and plungos them deeper day by day. It
is the Toronto Globe. Thie hon. member the ex-Finance
Miister was not satisfied with saying that the working-
man was driven away frem oui shores, bt ho said be
believed the policy adopted by this Government wouald
ut an avenage tax of $10 an acre on every farm in the

bominion. This is almost as extravagant as the statement
made the other day by a wild enthus'ast in the Globe, that
the subsi ies and privileges giveni to the Syndicate amoun ted
toi at-ltast $300,O,OO0, and it can be relegated to the same
limbe as that statement. I do not think that a hap-hazard
assertion like that shouldbe, for one moment, received by
anybody with confidence, even though it is the statement
ofa man who claims to stand in the authoritative position
of an ex-Minister of Finance. But we are told by a witty
resident of the hon. gentleman's native city, who, doubtless,
knows his characteristies, that yon might as well try to get
a mule by the hind leg as to try to reconcile a Grit to a
national enterprise I believe that is true. I believe the
hon. gentlemen, no matter what their experience is, no
matter what unanswerable evidence they may have, will ho
blind to the fact that-the policy which bas been adopted on
this aide of the Ronse bas been successful, has been in accord-
ance with the.promises we made, and has been acceptable to
the public; but they will stand exactly in the position of those
who are blind leaders of the blind, and are given over to
believe, what I do fnot think it would be parliamentary to
characterize by its right name. Why, Sir on the morning
of the eleetion, the great orga off the Refrm party, Claim-
ing te bave the ear of the -whole farming population cf
Ozatario, ciùning to mould public sentiment to a degree
that so oth public print has claimed to mould it, misled
the pple, deoeived the people, hoodwinked the people by
thimjarr4icle.

li.thath omodwin te Mtwo months in9M A
nemoies and tsedoua ben only prein ary to the gsat-batte o

to-day. The time for argument is passed. It only -romains for us to -ask
electors to go early to the palls this morning aud record th'ir votes for
the candidates of their choice, and then lend a helping hand to their
neighbors who hvo no vehicles. Make it a holidy from business-a day
devoted to work for the country, for sound principls, for pure morals, for
the election to office of honest and straightforward men."

And the electors took that advice, but not s the Globe
intenîded,

'One day in five years is a small tax on the ordinary voter- some have
given weeks and even months to the duties of the caraes. Let the day
lie given by Reformers freely, and they will have their reward in thp new
lease of power which Mr. Mackenzie and his colleagues will receive. We
have before predioted the triumphant success of Mr. Mackenzie at the polls,
and have since had no rea on to change our view.'

The leadig n orgar, it will be seen, made no reference to
another gentleman who now leads the Opposition, vice the
mem bnr for Limbton, deposeI. It continues :

" The Domlinion will decide by a large majority against the return to
power of Sir John A. Macdouald, with his unhappy nemory of the Paciflu
scandal and his equally unhappiy fiscal policy, which would inflict upon
the country burdeasone taxation, excessive inflation, heavy exactions
front all classes, buit especially the poorer, gremt danger to British
connection, and much damage to our international trade. One more
effort and the work is doue."

Well, people did not Io exactly as the Globe advised; some
things do not come out in this world always exactly as we
ex)ect.

" The best laid schemes of mice and men
Gang oft agley."

When I saw the ex-Finance Ministorrise opposite to my lion.
friend, Sir Leonard Tilley, his succesesful nsuccessor, and
attempt to stem the torrent, attempt toe swim, as it were,
aigainst 1he cataract of Niagara, I certaimfy fot a little
sorrow for taIt bon. gentleman, bocause I contrasted his
present position with that wben I first saw him in this
Iiouse in 1874, and whei we sat in theu seats occupied by
hon. gentlemen opposite, but wekfew enoughl not to stay
there. That-hon. gentleman, I say, thon anose in-his plae,
amid the choers of|the subservient majorityut-his back, and,
at the close of every sentenceof his first financial speech-a
speech in which he did his ve y best to injure the credit of his
country for the sake of denouneing his predecessors, a speech
full of ranting vituperation and ill-concealed hate-he was
cheered tothe echo. Every venomous sentence he uttered
was received with shouts of applause, peals of laughter and,
the in pping of hands by the truc't!e:ît iumajority who sat
there and fan-ed tlhey twere going to sit thore forever. But
they Jaded into mist; and it is a humiliating spectacle to
see that hon. gentleman now rising in his place, with none
on the benches behind him so poor to do bim reverence.
Not a man, even of those who were his most subservient
claqueurs of old, encouraged him by a cheer. ILe went on
with his dreary platitudes hour af'ter hour to a droway
House, although some of his quondam followers were com-
pelled to listen to him for the sake of late appearanes,
But the main part of his following, if he ever had afollowing,
were enjoying themselves in the lobby, in the smoking room,
or had left the louse. It was a sad and melaneholy
commentary on an attempt to run counter to publie opinion

a commentary on a course which bas brought to utter
destruction a great party-a party which had some noble
aspirations, some high ideas, and which, on the whole, desired
tp foster the best interests of the country. It must have been
a pleasant position for the hon. gentlemen opposite to ait
bebinti one who had been their leader, and hear him utter
without change-except that he must have been schooled into
a little more respect for hoÀ. gentlemen on this sida of the
EIouse and for the decencies of party debate-,exaotly the
same arguments that led them over the brink of a precipice
in 1878, and will leave them floundering in the slough boneath
for many fears to come Their leaders sought to recover
themselves by abusing the manufacturers-t; by telling the
farmera that. they were hoodwinked and deceived.; They
accused the manufacturera of wrmiging fouli gains ,from

li½t 10,(M
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the pockets of the poor man. They encouraged the small arysenseliwhich we always endeavor to foster genins,
traders to increase the prices of retail articles of ail kinds I told him thcy wcre very eweet and lovely, at whiéh
because of the National Policy. I have heard the most lieblushed again and thanked me, and went away. 1 am
absurd reasons given for such unwarrantable increase of the afraid, however, mv praise did tire bon. gentleman much
prices of goods which could not possibly be affected by harm, for I think 1 have recognized bis Muse in sore other
the National Policy. They are now beginning a raid productions, maliciously signed witlimy name, in Grit
upon railways, as dangerous monopolies. The next crusade papers, and ry encouragement, 1 arnafraid, weII reant
will be against capital invested in orome other form. That though flot quite sincere, has brought a littledeeirved punisb-
is the policy that warnis mon that if the gentlemen opposite ment on myseif.Thougli1 wish to spare the bon. gen-
come back to pDwer, they will strike at every vested interest. tleman's tender feelings, i could not do him a greater
Thoir policy ias been, from beginning to end, a policy of favor than not to encourage him to go on in that path upon
obstruction. It is their misfortune to have stood logically which he entered, and which, Iamn orry te say, seerns to be
committed to such a course by being compelled to oppose strewn with thorns. The bon. gentleman bas undoubtedly
the Conservative party which has brought forward all thetho ability to make the best ûfa bad case. He did me the
great measures that have benefitted the country. Their favor to strew my path, not with flowers of nature but with
luckless fate has compelled them to oppose every such fiowers of rhetoric, for ho sent into the county before the
measure, except for a brief period when their leader struck last election in which I was a candidate tor Parliament, and
hands with ours and joined with him fairly and patriotically under bis own frank, I believe, copies of a speech he
in bringing about the union of these Provinces. It is a delivered in the buse, and of which ho seemed te ho very
misfortune that these gentlemen should ho placed in their proud. That speech dealt with averages, but was itsetf
present position. We regret it and speak of it more in somewhat below the average. 1 do net knew that 1 ever
sorrow than in anger. It bas the effect of making the party heard of the speech in the county, but 1 saw it in
in power too strong. A strong party always needs a check, ont or two farmers houses, and it id not seem te me
and that check should nome from the constitutional Opposi- te have had any great effeet; although the hon. gentle-
tion. We were told by the ex-Finance Minister that he man takes great pleasure in persistently asserting that
intended to doal generally, but had only time to deal I was elected only by a majority of two, ho is probably
cursorily, with the points in dispute between the two net aware cf tht fact that bis argument, at any mate,
sides of the louse, and particularly between the hon. did not aid tht candidate who opposed me in sucb a way
Finance Minister and himself. From a computation I have as te spare hin the expenditure cf $17,500 which ho
made, the hon. gentleman spoke 18,250 words in the course confessod li was obliged te make in order te get tht
of bis brief and cursory examination of the points at issue. smail majority cf two by which ho held bis seat for a
When one thinks that the hon. gentleman made use of few weeks. le was finally thrust out cf it, disgraccd and
18,250 words to sustain thoroughly false positions, to take diqua Iified for seven years. 1 think the bon, gentlemen
what is called a cursory view-I do not want to use the opposite miglt as well lot that matter aLnc, because I do
word in a double sense, though I think it might be applied net think they do any kindness te tht unfortunate gentleman
in that sense to the hon. gentleman's remarks-one cannot whom they are constantly drag before the public. I
help concluding that if he dealt with the question in extenso, wish tht'lon. momber (Mr.. Rocs) a happy deliverance
we would have to add ~to the rportorial staff and lay in a of the same old speeeh. And 11w, Sir, I repoat that
fresh supply of stationery for the official debates. I have this whele country sees with pride and pleasure that
no doubt that I will be followed by hon. gentlemen who every pledge whicb was given te the public, prier te tht
will take the same line of argument as the hon. gentleman electiens of 1878, had been carried out by the party that
bas taken. I understood that a speech is impending from thon suceded te power-upen an issue whiclitht'people
my bon. friend the amiable, the excellent, the intelligent acepted witli snch unanimîty, thit, te-day, its advocates
anîd logical member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross). in this Iouso stand alost as thre te oneagaist the
That bon. gentleman always pays special respect, attention hon, gentlemen on the opposite benches, and 1 am aise
and tribute to me. He has been pleased at various times delighted te find that every day and week brings additiouai
to indulge in a kind of pleasantry, which reminds me of evidence titt the fruition ef thîs policy is what wa
Kaulbach's picture of a eirtai ü ponderous, long-eared animal, claimed it would be. The recult was net te cone in a day,
that was trying to frisk before his master like his compan- in a week, or a montl, but its success was ouly a question
ion, an active little spaniel. That hon. gentleman, on more of time;-and We neW aie beginning te reap the benefits
than one occasion-for I suspect hohas a hand in certain cf Ibis policy, though the Finance Minister bas labed
little productions that I see now and again-has done me under every disadvantage from tht moment ho hogan his
the honor to say that I have been occasionally guilty cf iork in connection with it until to-day, and no grealer dif-
making rhymes. I doubt, if that is a reflection upon one's ficulty bas been encouîîtered flan the'uttorances of hon.
character, but it seoms to be thought a crime of some sort gentlemen opposite, and-the course pursued by the'proesby
by hon. gentlemen opposite ; however, I, at least, am con- whicb they are sustained. The hou. gentleman on the Op-
soled by knowing I have a companion~ in guilt whom one position side (Sir Richard J. Cartwright,, who ade such a
would least suspect. My hon. friend from West Middlesex melanchely exhibition of bimsell on Friday night, clame
himself, who speaks so sarcastically of bards now, for te ho- tht exponent of public opinion, and ventures te
whom I had then great sympathy, came to me, not assert that ho and his political tîiends beside hum rep-
long ago, with the tremulous, blushing hesitation rosent the sentiments cf the'peoplof Canada. I repu-
of a young maiden of sweet sixteen, and confided diato any sncb idea, and tht people will repudiate it also,
to me the opon secret that he too was a poot. -He told me and refuse te accept tht'theories cf those hon. gentlemen as
where I could find the production of his Muse which had against practical facteand the good practical ceuse of mon
been aitting in incubation probably for a weary time, and who bave frared the present Tarif and the poticy which hag
had at last succeeded in hatching a couple of very limp and brought back te the country the renewal cf confidence and the
very feeble verses, as remotoly resiembling the heahby off- revival cf trade, as Weil as the' rosperity of which it was de-
spring of a healthy mind as the littie chick hatched by the prived duringthe five yearsofthe misruleofthe hon. gentle-
heating proces by the glass hen resembles those that are men who now deservèdly Bit and wili coâtinue to sit on.te
brought toife by a healthy motheran the natural prooess Opposition benhes. We are rady at any time, when il
of inoubatian. The hon. gentleman wished me to give beoo noemary, to take that polioy-as a watchword and
my i inion of his verses; i; ofoure in- that compliment- go before the'public for its decion apon it. W. cin
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sustain it as we have sustained it. We honestly believed
what we taught. We were told we were deceiving the
people and never intended to do what we promised, and
had no idea of establish ing a Tariff of a protective character.
We were told by the late leader of the Opposition at King-
eton, in 1877, that Sir John A. Macdonald would as soon
eýtablish a republic as a tariff for protection. In reply to
that, the publie took the hon. gentlemenopposite at exactly
what they were worth, after having seen them for five years
on the Ministerial sde of the House. The people learned to
value rightly their promises and arguments, and geuge
exactly their professions and promises. They had seen hon.
gentlemen opposite promise one thing ont of office and do tho
very opposite when in office, Lad seen them violate every
pledge they made; and now, when the main army is
crushed, humiliated and beaten, to say that the battered
remnant represent public sentiment, is the heigh t of audacity.
My hon. friend opposite (Mr. Paterson, South Brant),
with bis stentorian tones, will rise by-and-byo and attempt
to say that he represents a modicum of the public opinion
of the country. He mayhave tho power of attracting the
mob, and in.North Ontario atthe election there last summer,
upon the platform, with his very glib tongue and adcaptan-
dum style he was preferred to his leader; aid this prefer-
ence has persuaded himi that ho may claim to be a leader of
public opinion. But we are perfectly willing to leave the
hon. gentleman to his smali self congratulations, and where
he will be when he again goes before the public 4or
re-election.

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). What do they say
about yon in iNorth Ontario?

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman can state whatever
he likes on the subject. My course in North Ontario will
be, I believe, endorsed by the Minister of Finance, who I
accompanied, by invitation of Mr. Gibbs, and who, I
have no doubt, had a botter opportunity of judging of it than
the membor for South Brant, who was not there with me.
I do not think it becomes him, thon, to allude to whut I
think he means, because he knows the report is not true.

Mr. PATERSON. Then leave the hon. gentleman alone.
Mr. PLUMB. I have endeavored, Mr. Speaker, so

fir as I could, to suply a place that could have been fa
more worthily filled. I acknowledge my shorteomings,
however. I am not like the hon. gentlemen opposte, and
partiohlarly like the hon. gentleman who bas just said "heàr,
hoar," (Mr. Paterson) who thinks the sun rises to hear him
crow. I do not value myself as that hon. gentleman values
himself. But I say this: there never bas been an occasion
on whch the Conservative party-the great party that, I
believe, is to mould the destinies of this country for many
years to come; the great party to which has been entrusted
the mission of uniting it by bands of éteel from ocean to
ocean-hati greater reason to be proud of those to whom
it bas entrusted the Government. of the country; had
greater reason to be satisfied with the policy adopted by its
representatives, or greater reason to be bopeful for the
future; had greater reason to believe that Canada, as a
country standing in connection with the great Mother
Country, uninfluenced politically by the power that lies
alongside of lier, will be able to carry out her magnificent
destiny and become the proudest and greatest appanage
of the greatest sovereignity upon earth.

It being Six o'elock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECBSS.

he occupied to-night. That hon. gentleman, Sir, las been
singled ont on several occasions for marks of ministerial
approbation; but I do not know that on any former occasion,
since I have been a member of this House, bas he oecupied
such a distinguished position as that of representing or
attempting to represent the Minister of Railways. The hon.
gentleman expressed his regret aît the absenee of the
Minister of Railways. i join in that regret. I have
regretted that up till to.night the hon. Minister of Raitways
hias been unable from severe iliness to'occupy his wonted
place ; but, after listening to hie reprosentative for two
or three long weary hours, I regret it still more;
and if we have to submit to the infliction of such a repre-
sentative for many weeks longer, I do sincerely hope that
the most vigorous efforts will be mado in order to seeure
the speedy recovery of the lon. Minister of Rlailways that ho
may take his place in this House and represent himeelf. I
said that I congratulated the bon. member upon an distin-
guished a mark of ministerial approbation. He bas been
variously distinguished by similar favors. Wherever any
missionary work lias to be done; whenever a "mob of set,
tiers," as ho called the rural electors of North Ontario, are
to be enlightened ; whenever a distinguished aesociate bas
to be found for Ministers in thoir poregrinationa in the
country, the hon. member for Niagara is at once applied to.
He bas been ready with bis assistance on former occasions,
and I have no doubt be will be equally ready in the future.
I hopo the hon. member will not retire---

Mr. PLUMB. I am modest.
Mr. ROSS. I say that while the hon, gentleman has ever

been ready to aceonpany Ministers in thoir peregrinations,
he has been equaliy reuly to retire at their request. It is a
imatter of notorioty that in his recent totrr in North Ontario,
where it was expected that he woul: accomplish marvels
for the Government-where one would suppose-

Sir LEONARD TIILLEY. Did I understand the hon.
gentleman to say that I requested-

Mr. ROSS. I did not say so. I say that the hon.,gentle-
man went to North Ontario, where it was expected the
ton. gentleman would electrify the mob of settiers in that
riding as no other member could electrify them, but it
appears from the public prints that the hou. gentlemrtn's
services were nt so acceptable as he supposed. The lon.
gentleman will permit me to read a short article on the
subject.

Mr. PLUMB. I rise to an explanation.
Mr. ROSS. The bon. gentleman rises to interrupt, and I

do not intend togive way to him.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). He made the attack.
Mr. PLUMB. I made io iuch attack as the bon. gentie-

man is making on me.
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. ROSS. The Toronto Telegram is the paper from

which I shall quote, and perhaps the hon. gentleman will
recognize a frien4 in the writer, for the Telegram is not a
supporter of the Opposition. It says:

"Mr. J. B. Plumb'a orations in North Ontario were more oppressive
than impressive, as the Tories of Uxbridge found to their cost. ,After the
meeting in that village which was addressed by the Finanee. Minister and
the 'sweet singer of Niagara,' the local managers are said to bave
telegraphed to the managers at the next place ofm eeting to get Sir
Leonard Tilley to occupy moet of the alotted time, as M. Plumb ;ras
doing them harm b bis prolix inanities. The hint-was, it seems, taken
and acted on, but Mr. Plumb will not feel at ail pleased with ,hWi expia-
nation of the shortness of the time allowed him.'l

Mr. ]ROSS (Middlesex). Before entering upon a disoussion Sir LEONARD TILL EY. Perlaps the hon. gentleman
of the Budget brought down by the hon. Minister of will allow me to say a word. I do not know to whom he
Finance, you will permit me, Sir, io congratulate the hon. refers, but so far from any such communication being sent by
member for Niagara upon the distinguishied position which me, or with my knowledge, can only say that Ionly heard
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of it afterwards, and that of course I knew nothing about of his speech-to be handed over to theMinister of the Interior
the committee. 1 may say, further, that the two addresses to be circulated in this country and in England, and that
delivered by the hon. gentleman were among the most effee- satisfiei his ambition, He is as gratified with Ihat as if he
tive I ever heard. held the portfolio of the Minister of the Intèrior. Strange,

Mr. ROSS. I knew the hon. member for Niagara would and it ls a matter I cannot understand, how <nan of his
receive a compliment from the Minister of Finance. The surpassg ability, of hie profound knowledge, of bis
quotation does not say that the Minister of Finance was wonderfui crudition, of his sublime powers ofimagnation,
telegraphed to. It says: " The local managers are said to can be so easily appeased. Is it not an illustration that
have telegraphed' to the managers at the next great men have their failings? Put tQys, a littie baubie, a
place of meeting." That night have been doue without gewgaw into the handseof a child, and it is as satisfied as if
the knowledge of the Minister of Finance, and probably that gewgaw was a coronet. Give to the member of Niagara
was, and probably the effect of it was to secure the quiet som little favor, some littile condescension, if it be but a
retirement of the hon. gentleman from the field, for the passing smile, if it be but a simple recognition when hegoes
time being. I was, however, calling your attention, when around bowing from desk to desk to receive the congratu-
I so disturbed the member for Niagara, to the marks of lations of hon. members, and the hon. gentleman 1s just as
approbation which the hon. gentleman has received from satisfied with these simple marks of favor as if they were

the mos isinuished positions, in the bands of the (.rown.the Ministry time and again. IRecently a more distinguished te st distinguihdpstos h ad fteCon
mark of ministerialfavor was conferred upon him than u The hon. gentleman charges me with having sent to, bis
any other member of this House. There is an item ine t riding a copy of a speech I dehvered in thi Hlouse on
Public Accounts to the sinall tune of$125, though I presume te sutbject of aveagesIave no recolectintof it'.
it is qnite large enough for the service received. Perhaps that speech found its way into the hon. gentleman's

county-he said he saw two or three of them there. Sir,
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman cannot refer to a it would be wholesome reading for:people accustomed to

matter which took place in Committec. hear my hon. friend. I do not know but there may be
Mr. ROSS. It appears in the report which the Committee some truth in the hon. gentleman's statement. I have been

has made to the i ouse and a copy of which I have in my looking over the majorities he received on three different
desk. occasions, and I fancy, from the result of the last election,

Mr-. SPEAKER. The hon. gentlemen is quite in ord er in that his constituents must have received soine copies of My
Mrat cae.em speech. Let us see. At his first election he received a

that case. majority of 30, but he was, unfortunately, unseated. He
Mr. ROSS. I am glad the hon. member for Niagara has received at the next election a majority of 103. 'Then these

taken his seat again, for nothing pleases me more than to ill-omened sp eebes of mine on the subjeot of mverages went
see his smiling face. I wa; about to say that there is an into his county, and the hou. gentleman wias deeateed. Sir,
item of $125 in the Public Accounts as a paymonf for 5,000 bis popularity is declining. He who, on his first acquaint-
copies of a speech delivered by the hon. member for Niagara. ance with his constituents, could receive a majority of 30,
It is a small item, but it is, perhaps, more than the speech hail something to boast of. When at the next election
was worth. It is a small item compared with the amounts he could command a- majority -of 103, that was eomething
which have been paid for literature of a similar kind, to be proud of. When gaîin he was able to wring out
written by less noted gentlemen than the member for a majority of two, through the intervention of the 'Court,
Niagara. I congratulate him on this mark of distinction; he thinks of ail others that he is entitled to reverence.
for it is the first time such a mark of distinction was The hon. gentleman also charges me with consulting
conferred on a member of Parliament. Although the edition him i regard -to-eome petie -eomposition. Il, 'peisrhaps
was a small on<, althotg'i it wat only on-.fou:th. or perhaps ihat is true. I en not vouch for the fact, I heve mny doubts
one-fif'h as large as the editiols of some of the penny-a- about it, but I can promise the hon. gentleman that I wilt
liners, who have written pamphlets for the departments, I not doit-again. I-promise-him that if he purposes té fol-
have no donbt the hon. gentleman regardel it as a very low the trade of poetry I shall ab:ndon it. I ain wiIing
distinguished mark of approbation. But that is not all, the that he should have the copyright. I think -it is al tIht
han. gentleman has other work to do. He is, Sir, a Jack-,f- this Dominion tan bear te have one such poet as my bôr.
ail-trades in this House. If any hon. gentleman on this side friend. IfI had as muoh ability as I may have ambition iI
bas to be attacked, presto the hon. member for Niagara rises might aspire inthat direction. I will new setre myihdh.
to his feet, and, in the language of the hon. member for Lamb. friend-andil think I arn guilty of no breach of con«Mîee
ton (Mr. Mackenzie), he is over ready to throw "rhetorical -that if-the hon. gentleman wishes toperseere n that
dead eate" across the floor of the flouse. If a matter has to task in whieh he has been engaged, 1will aotfnterfe 'witIi
be investigated of a questionable character, who so ready to that copyright. The -hon. gen'tleman said that in the an>-
undertake the task as the hon. gentleman from Niagara. paign of11878 the eountry was carried because the eËy d3f
If it is in the interests of his party that he should speak the Coaservative party was1 "Oanadafor thëeanadins."
against time, if any disagreeable task bas to be performed, Sir, it was:a very good cry. I thtk the hon gentionhanis
all that is necessary in order to get it done is to pess a note under estiîmating the eîàet of thswery. Domherot ileog-
to the hon. member for Niagara and the work is done, with nize-that the elections Gf 1878 were eaprried because-hebhad
that ability which characterizes ail bis -public utterances. taken thie piatform and gone up and down-thtough 'the Pro-
Sir, thesemarks of favor have a signiflanee. i feél ulte vince f Ontario ? I)oea-he not Teonie the fact that the
sure that the bon. gentleman sitting so near the EiÊis- eleStions of Ontario were carried, not beeanse the ery was
terial bnches, within one desk Of the Minister of J;stice, ' Canada for the Canadian,",but beeuase the hon. geutlemah
has for many years east longingeyes upon the eoveted bad written verses on Lhe subject ? I mightgive numeroi a
position. He knows that there is-no nan on that side of illustrations of what the hon. gentleman wrote. -'herosut
the House so well qualified to h1dk a portfolio as the hon. of the election was not the ability of the present Fit
member for Niagara, and 1 have no doubt his importunityis Minister;,n ither was it the National Polley, neither was it
difficuit to be disposed of. What is done to appease the hon. the cry of 1 Canada for the Canadians," but beease tire boa
gentleman ? He is juet asked te represent the Minister of gentleman waesable to circulate -through -the public prmto
Railways. To the member for Niagara that is the next of Canada those. petic effuiens which so:impressed the
thing to holding the portfolio of the Minister cf iRailways. >eogle aseo deãfd lthem to vote for thô jPâty-the' hon
He is asked to permit, graciously to permit, the copyright gentleman represented, illustrating again tiie old ù&grbg:

Mr. Rosa (Middlesex).
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"Let-me make the songs of a people and I care not who
make Atheirlaws." When people are treated to such verses
as this:

Protection for Our coal, protection for Our Oats,
Protection from the ravages of those old Yankee bloats"

Who is there that would not feel that the fate of the
country was at stake, and that the mau who could write
such poetry as that muet have been led on by some divine
enthusiasm to rescue this country from the quagmire of
degradation and destitution into which it was fast sinking
through the mismanagement of the Liberal party ? I do
not propose to follow my hon. friend any further on this
line. Indeed, I think perhaps it was unnecessary for me to
pay him so much attention. I can thank the hon. gentleman
for anticipating me in the gentlemanly manner in which ho
'did; I can thank him for taking notice of so ignoble and
hurpble a member of the House as I arn, once in a while-
I esteem it a great condescension indeed. But lot me say,
seriously, that not.withstanding the stale rhetoric of the hon.
member for Niagara, notwithstanding the buoyancy with
which the hon. the Finance Minister brought downb is
Budget the other night, there are certain circurnstancesin
the financial condition of this country wortby of our serious
consideration. With our present heavy obligations, with
the necessity of going at an early day into the English
market as borrowers, with such a prospect before us it is
our duty carefully and seriously to consider the present
financial condition of this country. I do not, like the hon.
momber for Niagara appeared te do, look upon the national
debt as a small affair. It is a serious affair for a young
country like this, with our resources undeveloped, to be
adding to that national debt from day to day. This was
the view taken in 1877, when the debt of Canada was some
$16,000,000 less than it is now, by the hon. Senator
Macpherson, speaking in the Senate, when he used these
words :

"I ask if this increase in the actual burdens in connection with the
public debt is not a serious matter ? I look upon it with alarm when I
consider the unprofitable and useless objects for which the capital is being
expended from day to day."

Sir, if it was alarming in 1877 when this speech was made
it ie surely more alarming at the prosent moment. There
are two or three facts in connection with this indebtedness
which naust not be lest sight of. The first fact is, that our
deht at the present mement amounts te $156,943,471, an
increase of 100 per cent. since Confederation, 14 years
agc next June, when we had a debt of $75,728,641.
Our present debt represents $39.23 for every men,
woman, and child in the Dominion of Canada. And
with ou present obligations, within the next year the
debtof Canada will represent $50 per head. More than
that, our present indebtedmess represents a mortgage öf
$9 on every acre -of improved land iu the Dominion, a
mortgage of $900 on every 100 acre farm of improved land.
Or, to put the case in another form, it represents 84 an acre
on every acre of land in the possessioni of citizens of the
Dominion, or $400 on eveiy 100 acres of land improved and
unimproved, averaging thom. That is a serions matter.
Let the hou. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) go into the
rural districts, among those mobe of settiers to which ho
refers, and let him telithe farmers that, through the inter-
vetiion of the great Conservative party of thig country, our
indebtedness has increased 100 per cent. in fourteen years,
and there is at the present moment en their 100 acre farm,
mortgages which muet he redeemed at s:me time, or the
interestonwhich muet-obepaid, and what wili they say?
They yiU say it i a serious matter; it is serions te the tax-
payer, it is serious te this Legisiature. And it is serions in
another aspect. That debt represent a fixed charge on the
revenue. We pay anual interest on our national debt toe
theoamiout of #,773,868, or an average of $1.94, or nearly

82 per hend. That is not -al. For eneinterest'
account,we havea fixed charge for suWbidies, a fixed charge
as interest, so long as Confederation lasts. Taking interest
and charges for subeidies, the people have te eontribute, in
order to meet fixed charges, the sum of $2.68 per head.
This is a serious mafter, and it is even more serions when
we compare it with the position of our neighbors te the
south. The debt of the United States is considered a serious
maLter, but it only represents $35 per hoad as against our
$39. Their debt is on the decline, our debt is on the iricrease.
The interest charge of the United States represents $1.41
per head; our interest charge and charge for subsidies
together amount to $2.62 per head. Now, serious as this
indebtedness is, and serionus as those obligations are, we
might look upon them with complacency, if we felt assured
that the tax-p.ying resources of the people were equal to
the emergency. The Minister of Finance rather boastfully
spoke of the tax prodacing power of his Tariff. It requires
no ability.to invent a Tariff that is tax producing; the hou.
gentleman bas invented a Tariff which is cortainly tax
producing. But what concerns me is not the tax producing
capacity of the hon. gentlemans Tariff, but the tax
producing ability of the consumers. If every workingman
feels to-day that on every dollar ho consumes -for
th'e necessities of his family, twenty cents must go
to the public exchequer, does ho net feel himself
burthenod? Every working man - thus spends on the
necessities of life eighty cents out of every dollar,
20 cents going towards the revenue. Just fancy the
situation. A workingman at $1.00 per day, earns, taking
313 working days in the year, $313. He expends that sum
on the necessities of life, and I dosire the House to notice
that the necessities as well as the luxuries are taxod, and
more heavily taxed in many instances. 'How does ho
divide the money? That money must be spent for the
maintenance of his family; but before the family's wants
can be satisfied, $62.60 must go where? Into the publie
exchoquer, leaving him the balance of $250.40, for the main-
tenance of his family. This is a serions matter, and although
it may be one of the good points of this Tariff, that it is a
revenue producing one, yet it is a serious matter, in the fase
of our heavy obligations, in the face of our inereasing
indebtedness, in the face of the large fixed charges now resting
on the Dominion. Face to face with that fact, we have the othor
astonishing fact that this Government, instead of endeavoring
to relieve the tax payers of this country from a heavy
annual expenditure, are going on increasing the expen-
diture. Tho hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb),
with his usual bravado, challenged us to investigate
the public expenditure, and to show whether that public
expenditure was at fau1t. I will accept his challenge, and I
think I shall be able te satisfy een the hon. gentleman that
the expenditure is unjustifiable. What is the record of the
Conservative party in respect to the publie expenditure ?
Let me give a point or two from the balance sheet of the
last Public Accounts. I find that, from 1867 to 1873-74 they
increased the annual charges for interest and subsidies by
$2,285,508; they increased the ordinary or controllable
expenditure in the same lime by $4,693,778; and they
increased the total annual expenditure by the enormous sam
of $9,832,829. The hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb)
justifies that expenditure, and charges the Liberal AdnAànis-
tration with extravagance. What did we do? In the few
years we occupied the Treasury benches we rednoed the
controllable expenditure by the-suni of 81,7f81,566 ; and that,
notwithstanding the fact that we had to borrow large ims
to meet the obligations imposed on us by the previons
administration; notwithstanding the fact that, te meet the
interest charged for the borrowing of that sum, we had to
expend $1,324,447 more than our predecessors, we were able
to show at the close of our career ouly an increase of
$186,841 in the total annual expenditure of the Dominiou.
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Why, is not that a satisfactory record ? "Whereas hon. gen-
tlemen opposite added $10,000,000to the expenditure in their
six or seven years of office, the Liberal party, extravagant
as it was said to be, were able to manage public affairs,
d scharge the obligations which hon. gentlemen opposite
had inen.rred, meet the increased expenditure for interest,
amounting to nearly $1,500,000, and yet retire from office
having increased the whole expenditure only $186,000.
And what has it been since ? Why, these hon, gentlemen
seem to have scarcely warmed their seats and yet we have
$724,985 added to the charge for interest alone. In these
two short years they have added to the controllable
expenditure $421,342, whereas the Liberal Government
were able to reduce tho controllable expenditure by
$1,781,566. They have done more than that. While
we in four years added only $186,000 to the total annual
expenditure of the Dominion of Canada, hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, whose cause the hon. member for Niagara
champions with so much enthusiasm, added in' two years
81,346,476. These are facts which I mention at the present
moment, not to point out the extravagant tendencies of the
Government, but to call the attention of hon. gentlemen
opposite to the serious, or as the Hon. Mr. Macpherson put
it in 1877, to the alarming character of our financial position;
and if this will not arrest hon. gentlemen in their career of
extravagance, I know not what will. The hon. member for
Niagara said he was prepared to justify overy expenditure
of his friends during the last two years. I will
give him an item or two of that expenditure.
With regard to the first item that occurs in the
Public Accounts, thit of civil government, we
found that when the Liberal Government assumed office in
1873 the departmental salaries amounted to $548,498. We
were burdened with large additions to the Civil Service
madejust previous to the retirement of the previous Adminis-
tration. During the four years the Liberal party occupied
the Treasury bonches, the charges for departmental salaries
were reduced to $545,528. But no sooner had hon. gentle-
-men opposite resumed office than this expenditure began to
rise again. In 1878-79 it rose to $566,301, and in 1879-80 to
$613,160, an ,ncrease of $67,632 in two years. Will the
hon. member for Niagara justify that expenditure ? Take
the whole expenditure for civil government and the following
facts are disclosed: when the Liberal Goverument assumed
office in 1873-74, it amounted to $909,265; during their four
years of office that was reduced to $823,369, a reluction of
885,806. Since the advent of the hon. gentleman opposite
to the Treasury bonches, that expenditure has gone on until
it has reached the enormous sum of $898,605, and the Minis-
ter of Finance, whose ideas.of economy seem to me to be
some what'peculiar, has brought down an estimate asking
this Houtse to vote $960,368 for this' service for next year,
or an increase of over $137,000 over and above the largest
sum roquired by the Liberal Administration. I call the
attention of the hon. gentleman opposite to that alarming
fact.

Mr. JONES. We have got the money.

Mr. ROSS. Yes; they have got the money out of the
consumers, ont of the taxpayers, out of the laboring men,
whose particular friends they professed to be; thoso who
consume flour, bread and coal, and who have to deprive
themselves perhaps of some of the necessaries of life in order
that these hon. gentlemen might gratify themselves by
putting their friends in office. A return brought down last.
year shows that from the 13th of February, 1879, to the 3rd
of February, 1880, 554 new. appointments were made
by hon. gentlemen opposite, and that after educting
those who were deceasci, tirose who were transferred to
other offices, and those whose services were dispensed with,
313 of these appointments were new appointmentî, and will
the -on. member for Niagara justify that? Has it come

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

to this that hon. gentlemen sitting behind the treasury
benches are prepared to throw challenges across the Mouse
and say :." No matter what the extravagances of their leaders
may be, no matter how heavy the burden may be upon the
taxpayers, no matter how large a surplus the Minister of
Finance may have to spend, these expenditures will go on
increasing regardless of the interest of the taxpayers of the
country." ln the management of the next depart-
ment, that of the administration of justice, we were
charged with extravagance. Well Sir, what do we flnd?
We find that in 1878 the expenditure in that department
was $564,920, while last year it was $574,311, or
an increase of $9,390, and the Minister of Finance
is asking for next year $599,430, or an increase of
$34,510 over and above the largest amount expended bythe
Liberal Administration. Does the hon. member for Niagara
justify that expenditure as being in the interest of the
public? Then I come to the item of Immigration; and you
will recollect that during the administration of the Liberal
party there was nothing for which they were more severely
ceesured than for their expenditure on immigration. We
were told that it was not in the in terest of this coi'titry to
encourage immigration. We were told that there were large
numbers of people in this country without employment,
and- that it was no time to encourage people from other
countries to come and settle amongst us. But no soonerhad
bon. gentlemen opposite taken their seats on' the Treasury
Benches than they began to increase the expenditure in
immigration. In our last year it amounted to $180l,961,
last year it had run up to $183,204. And that is not all.
While they bave increased the expenditure on immigration,
the results have not equalled those of the previons year. In
1879, 40,492 immigrants landed on our shores; in 1380,
38,505 landed, showing an increased expenditure with
diminished results. That is not ali. While be-
wAiling the misfortunes of our people unable
to find employment, while bewailing the large number who
wore daily leaving Canada, they assured the people that if
they were only once back on the Treasury benches the exo.
dus would cease. Yet, since they have assumed office, the
exodus has gone on with increasing rapidity. I will just
give one illustration of the enormity of that exodus. In the
public prints some time ago appeared a report of what Kr.
Taylor, who was the means of bringing large parties of
emigrants from Ottawa to Manitoba and the North-West,
said. Hae toir us that out of a total of 4,638 emigrants whom
he- conveyed to the North-West in 1880, only 886 went
to Manitoba, while 385 went to Dakota, 331 to Illinois, 1779
to Michigan, 36 to Iowa, 43 to Nebraska, 87 to California,
12 te Colorado, 28 te Montana, 113 toOhio, and 17 to
Kansas. .Thus, out of a total of 4,638, our North-West
Provinces only got 886. This fact ought to induce hon.
gentlemen opposite to reconsidor. the charges they
made against the Liberal party. If the hon. mem.
ber for Niagara were only entrusted by 'some of
the Minieters to the delicate duty of withdrawing, from bis
plaeç in the House, the charges niade by him and byothers
agaiest the iberals because of the expatriation ofourpeople,
he would confer, in so doing, an honor on his party and
render his country a signal -servioe. -,Now, we come to
another item in regard to which seriens charges were made
against hon. gentlemen on this side - the item of superan-
nuation. We were told that we were superannuating
oficers with the view of making places for our friendsand
that the expenditure for superannuation was increasing very
rapidly. Perhaps it did increase too rapidly, but the bon.
gentlemen who blamed as have not diminishel that expend-
iture themselves. During our last year we expended
$106,588; hon. gentlemen opposite, last year, expe*ded
$127,792 on this item- an in0rese of $21204. f to
that you add the amount expiended 4br unforeeen
expenditure, you will find that the actual incrosa last
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-year amounted to $29,549 on superannuation. Will the
hon. member for Niagara justify that expenditure? The
hon. gentleman whom he professes to represent to-day, said
in his speech in the Iffouse in 1878: "Noage entitles a man
to superannuation, while the Government requires his
services and wishes to retain them, for the age-placed in the
Act -i merely nominal; and thousands of the most intel-
ligent and intellectual men in the country are sixty years
of age." The charge brought against the late Government
by the hon. Minister of Railways in 1877-78, was that they
paese<f a Superannuation Act in order to provide for their
followers, and that charge was based entirely on the fact
that we had increased the expenditure under that head.
Taking up the line of argument of the hon. gentleman
whom the hon. member for Niagar.a represents,-am I not
justified in saying that the increased expenditure under
the head of superannuation is unjustifiable, and
made writh the view of getting rid of gentlemen
in order to filt their places by supporters of the
Government ? On looking over the superannuation
list we find that 69 of the gentlemen superannuated are
under 60 years of age, that several of them are under 40,
and we find, further, that 49 of them 'bave had ten years
added to their time of service. We find that although the
Superannuation Act has only been in force for ton years, 355
gentlemen are now drawing their share of this $127,000.
We have had since the Act came' into force $800,857, and
have received from the civil revenue $435,531, leaving a
balançe of $365,325 to be contributed out of the publie
revenue, or an average of $36,000 per annum. This is a
serious matter. I agree that it mnay be in the interest of the
country to provide for the superannuation of those rendered
incapable from age or illness of rendering further service to
their country, but the power to superannuate is one that
ought to be exercised judiciously and honestly; and
although I am not prepared to say now that hon.
gentlemen opposite have not exercised that power
hônestly and fairly, I . contend that hon. gentlemen
opposite should be extremely careful before taking
any · more money out of the publie revenue for the
purpose of increasing superannuation expenses. I come
next to the Militia Department, a department to which the
hon. member for Niagara referred, and by his mode of
referring to the expenditure of that department it would
appear that he blamed us for reducing its expenditure by
8500,000. I know of no other department in the public
service that would botter bear réduction. From no other
do the people get less value. There is no interest in this
country that iteeds an.expenditure of $600,000 or $700,000
annually for the maintenance of a militia force. We are at
peace -with all the world ; we have no prospect of immediate
war. There is no necessity why we should keep up a force
which is merely a nominal one, which is neither drilled or
disciplined so as to be effective. What has been done by the
United States ? They have disbanded their forces until the
number bas been reduced to 25,000 men. If the United
States, having such large interests and snch extensive com-
mercial relations as they have, can defend themselves with
25,4)00 mmn, surely the Dominion can defend h&self with
les, and at the expenditure of a smaller amount of monoey
than we are now expending. lu 1878 the late Government
was blamed for oxPending the large sum of 8618,136 on the
militia service. Hon. gentlemen opposite spent last year
8690,018 or an increase of $72,000, and I see by the
Estiznates for this year that they are asking for
$748,100, or an increase of$129,946. I would not be disposed
-td begrudge that money if 1 believed it was wisely expended.
We have the expenditure something like the following:
For the maintenance of the civil branch of the Militia
Department, '43,396 expended; for maintenance of " A" and
"iB' Btteries a very large sumt;and ont of the total of1690,000
taken hst year, only$159,227 went into the pockets of the

volunteers. Now, what do we keep upa Militia Department
for? Evidently to drill our young mon in the military
service. Yet, her we are going to spend $750,000 net
year-we did spend 8690,000 last year-and les than on-
fourth, or a littie over 20 per cent. of that amount actually
went to the purpose for which it could be alone effectively
spent, and we are pursuing a similar policy this year. The
prosent system is cumbrous, and if the present Minister of
Militia eau see some way of reducing that expenditare, ha
will not only confer a great boon on the taxpayers, but a
great boon upon the volunteers themselves. Last year,
forsooth, they were called out for nine days drill, and paid
for only six days drill. Under the late regime, the volun.
teers were paid their expensee coming and going, and if
they remained in camp over Sunday they were paid as
.well. But last year they were not paid for coming to and
going-from camp, nor for the stay over Sunday. They
must be brought down, and put on the smallest pittance
of 50 cents a day, and recoive only six days
pay for nine days work. Ard why ? That the
gigantie military machinery may be kept running,
a machinery not effective for its purpose. If it is going to
be effective, it can only be made so by the 'drilling of our
young men. I admit it is effective su far as the maintenance
of our Military College is concerned. I approve most
heartily of that establishment, and of the iroposition of the
late Minigter of Militia to endeavor to drill the young mon
in our high schools and collegiate institutions. I believe
that was a step in the right direction. But every dollar we
spend hereafter in this department, unless exponded with
the view of securing botter equipment and drill for our
volunteors, is a dollar wasted, and I, for one, will call hon.
gentlemen opposite to account for that expenditure. I have
said the machinery is cumbrous, and, I shall show it is.
In the first place, we have a Minister of Militia, who is neot
paid more than Le ought to be, I suppose, $7,000 a year;
then there is a Deputy Minister, who gets like the
other Deputy Ministers, $3,200 a year. Next comes a Major
General, who receives $4,000, and an Aide-de.Camp, $1,000.
I do not begrudge the Major-General the salary, but I
disapprove of the policy of inviting a gentleman from Eng-
.land or any other country to aot as a Major General over the
forces of Canada. I disapproved of that policy under the late
Administration and I disapprove of it now. I bolieve we have
mep botter acquainted with the spirit and genius of the
people of this country, and who could devise a cheaper and
more effective system of drill than could be devised by any
gentleman trained in English military schools, where
everything is done regardless of cost. Then we have an Adja-
tant-General,at $3,200, I believe a very valuable officer,and 12
Districts Deputy Adjutant-Generals et $1,706 each, and nine
Brigade-Majors-you see how the stops go down-receiviug
for travelling expenses and other allowances,last yearvarious
sume from 81,160 to $3,000, odd. You have a regular gra-
dation in the Minister of Militia, the Deputy Minister, the
Major-General, his Aide-de-Camp;. then the Adjutant-Gene.
rat, the Deputy Adjutante-General, and the subordinate
officers. In this branch of the department alone the country
expended, last year, t56,201, and for drill instruction only
$42,575, or less than we spent on the maintenance of the
departmental staff in Ottawa. Is not this expending monoy
in the wrong direction ? I am aware the system hs pre.
vailed for many years. But I am taking this opportunity,
while not blaming the Government for the présent system,
to express my grievance that the Militia system of Canada is
ineffective so far as the expenditure of money is concerned.
I believe the volunteers are enthusiaetic and loyal; but if
there ie any effiiency in the service, it is maintained, not
by a judicious expenditure, but through the loyalty and
enthusiasrn of those volunteers, who receive. only 20
per cent. .of the whole expenditure on the Militia ser-
vice. I now come to the item of miscellaneous, which iq
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somewhat miscellaneous, exhibiting an undoubted increase
under that head also. For the last year of the late Govern-
ment it reached $81,167, but last year rose to $183,718.
The estimate for this year is a little less. I might mention,
in justice to hon. gentlemen opposite, that a largo portion
of the expenditure last year under the head of miscellaneous,
was made up of the large grant to the sufferers in IrelaDd and'
of that to the people of lull, grants amounting to consider-
ably more than the increase under this item. Besides these
there arehowever, a number of peculiar items; for instance,
the firm of O'Connor & flogg, for professional services, got
$16; Senator Fabre, for visiting France in connection with
the Tariff, $1,000; for a number of books purchased from
Lovell, written on the administration of Lord Dufferin-and
a very unfair historical narrative it is-$96; I find the Hon.
J. J.C. Abbott, for ninety-eight days' services in England, in
connection with the Letellier matter, received $1,960 ; paid
to Iessrs. Langevin and Abbott, for expenses to England,
including those ninety-eight days, $3,680; to W. I. Fraser,
and others, for assisting in incubating the National Policy,
82,136. I corne now to the next item, which is the most
alarming of aill, for it is assuming the form
of a fixed charge upon our revenue-namely, the
expenditure upon the Indians which, in the last
year of the ate Government, amounted to $421,508.
Last year it reached $694,572. There is a supplementary
estimate of $212,281, making an increase of 100 per cent.
on the Indians as compared with the exponditure of the
late Administration. The present Government excuse that
outlay on the ground that starvation prevailed in the
North-West among the Indians. I doubt if that accounts
for all this increase, however, I think the Department of
the Interior to which the Indians belong, is allowed to run
itself, if I may use a common expression. I have no doubt
that, unknown to the head of the department, there is
more extravagance and fraud in Indian affairs than prevail
in all the other departments put together, and that is saying
a great deal. In looking over the expenditure on the
Indians, I sec enormous or significant items at least. Under
the head of supplies to the Indians, the following prices
may be picked up at random : in some cases the purveyors
to the Indians paid $2 a bushel for peas; $2.50 for
corn; $2.50 for wheat in the North-West, where it can be
bought ordinarily at 60 cents a bushel ; $2.50 for barley.
Then we have $227 a month for herding cattle, 25 cents a
pound for sugar,12 cents a pound for beef,25 cents a pound for
nails, $50 a barrel for pork, $1 a pound for tea, $1 a pound for
tobacco, $80 a thousand for lumber, and $12 a ton for
hay in a country where hay is indigenous and grows
very freely. These figures are taken at randem, and they
are not the only significant figures contained in the report
under the same heading. Now, hon. gentlemen will
endeavor to cover these figures under the plea that the
starving Indians were the cause of this increased expendi-
turc. I venture te say that if they properly attended to
the furnishing of the supplies for the Indians of the North-
West, they could eut down that expenditure nearly $200,000.
We were blamed because our supplies were bought from
Americans, and that a chance was not given to Canadians
to furnish them; but if you look at the Public Accounts, I
believe you will find that these same Americans are still
furnishing these supplies by way of St. Paul and other
places, and that some of the instances there given
have reference to supplies se furnished. I corne
now to the next heading-that is tbe expenditure of the
department presided over by my genial friend the Minister
of Customs (Mr. Bowell). You will remember how that
hon. gentleman, from nearly the same place that I now
occupy, tolti the Liberal party in 1878 that they were grossly
extravagant. I will:not charge him with extravagance. I
might even, if I were disposed to do so, pay him the com-
pliment, though in the strictest confidence,-of saying that I

'Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

believe he administers hie department well; but I bave to
say also that its expenditure Io increasing, and that in the
very charge that he brought against us. I find that the
expenditure of that department for 1878 was $71527;
last year it was $716,126, and now the hon. gentlemafaaks
for $732,119. No doubt he will be prepared te justify that
increase; perhaps it isjustifiable; it sems very reasonable
and very little fault can be found - with it. But
one circumstance is worthy of notice. Yon will
remember that the statement was made in thew. fiy,
sheets of the late Opposition that the expenditure at the
port of Montreal was rapidly increasing, while the revenue
was decliniug, and I believe that was the case. But it was
further stated that.the old Government were engaging men
by the day for the purpose of influeneing the electors of that
city. You will find it stated in a speech of the Minister of
Railways in 1878, that the only reason wby the Minister
of Customs of that day expended $18,000 in daily-wages, in
1877, in the city of Montreal was for the purpose of getting
political power over these people in order to compaus the
defeat of the present member for Cardwell (Mr. White).
If I were disposed to indulge in inuendoes, I might say that
the hon. Minister of Customs expended, not $18,000, but
$27,699, in the payment of daily wages, only for the pur-
pose of keeping the three gentlemen who represent the city
of Montreal in their seats. I do not, say so. I have no
reason to think that such was the case, but I do say that I
have as much reason for saying se as hon. gentlemen
opposite had for making such insinuations in 1878. Lot us
look at the next department, that of Excise; and in speaking
of it I will quote what Senator Macpherson said of it in
1877:

"It iincredible that the necessities of the service call for Bo large
an increase in the expenditure." r olag

Now, inl 188 the expenditure of that department for the
collection of excise amounted to only $215,024, and that was
the expenditure which Senator Macpherson oould not nhder-
stand was called for by the necessities of the publieservice. I
wonder if the hon. Senator can underatand why the interests of
.the department now call for an expenditure of $2 19,284.lt is
remarkable that the expenditare for the Excise department
is increasing while the revenue is largely reduced. That
was the charge which was brought against the late Govern-
ment with regard te the expenditure for Customs. We were
told that, because our xeceipts from Customs were dimi-
nishing, we should reduce the expenditure. Here we have
a case exactly in point, for the revenue from excise las
largely diminished last year, while the . expenditure
is increasing rapidly. In Ontario the revetue fron
excise foll off last year $400,160, while the expenses
of collection increased $2,414. In Quebec the revenue foll
off $334,307, and the expenditure increased $1,479. In
Nova Scotia the revenue increased two per cent., while the
cost of eollecting it increased 12 per cent. The total-revenue
from excise fell off $626,244, while the expenditure increased
$4,259, and hon. gentlemen are asking for next year the sun
of $271,856por aun increase of $56,832 over the extravagant
expenditure of the Liberal Administration. I put this on
the same grounds as hon. gentlemen put their argument
with regard to the Custome Department in 1877. If they
asked us te reduce the expenditure under that head
because the revenue was decreasing, certainly we are jus-
tified in .asking them to reduce the expenditure under the
head of excise when we flid that the revenue underthat
head is also decreasing. Next let us look at the Weights
and Measures-one of the most vexations subjects of
discussion in this House. Under the so-called extravagant
management ýof the Liberal Administration this service cost
$96,484 in 1878, and we collected $30,034. In1 880 the sme
servic cost $60,566, and this Governmenanly. collected
$15,372; or in other words, under the Liberal Administra-
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tion itSoat 3 to collect a single dollar of revenue under the
Act, while under the careful and judicious management of
the present Government it costs.$4 to collect a single dollar
of revenue. Let us look now at the Post Office Depart-
ment, which was, for a long time, under tho management of
the presnt Minister of Publie Works. I find there bas
beenalarg9 inerese in éhe expenditure ofthatdepartment.
The estimated expenditure for the current year is $218,562
more than the amount exponded in 1877 8, and it
is remarkable to notice where the expenditure
occurs. I am free to admit that it is in the interest of the
public to extend the postal service with the expanding
civiilization. of this country. It is natural and reasonable
to expect an increase in the expenditure of this Department.
But you wili notice that the increase is not in providing
accommodation for the public as much as it is in paying
liberally those who serve the Government in this particular.
Notice that the increase in the expenditure for the con-
veyance of mails was only $20,765, whereas the increase in
salaries amounted to $145,873. I would be willing even to
advance the salaries of Postmasters, were it absolutely
necessary. I am willing to admit a necessary increase in
that department, but that increase in salaries is more than
seven times as great as the increased expenditure for con-
voyanee, and it is for that reason, I find fault and ask the
attention of the Post Office Depat4ment to this matter.
Now I -come to the Department of Public Works.
We were told in 1877 that the Public Works of this country
were badly managed, indeed that they were extravigantly
managed. Let us look at two or three points in connection
with the management of Public Works. I find that the
revenue from the Canals in 1878 exceeded the expenditure
by 831,252, whereas in 1880 the-expenses exceeded the
revenue by $22,863. l'ask the attention of the Minister of
Public Works to that fact. Going into details I find that
the revenue from the Welland Canal has fallen t ff, since
1878, $52,782, whereas the expenditure bas increased
$12,267. On the Chambly Canal the revenue fell off $1,623,
and the expenses increased 88,0035; or, putting it as I put
it before, while the revenue in 1878 exceeded the expenses
by 831,252, in 1-80 the expenses exceeded the revenue
by 922,823. The same is true of slides and booms in the
same Dopartment. Since 1878 the revenue decreased
$38,374, and the expenditure increased $10,999. In all, the
Publie Works, leaving out railways, I find that the revenue
decreased $6,164, and the expenses increased $44,094. Now,
Sir, you will permit me to make a fow remarks in regard to
the intercolonial Railway expenditure. I iegret that the
Minister of Railways is not hero ; however, his absence is
no excuse for my not referring to matters contained in the
report laid upon the Table. You will remember the boast that
was made in this Hlouse, that under the management of the
present Minister of Railways the expenditure on the Inter-
colonial wasbeing roduced very rapidly; in fact, it was said
the revenue would very soon be equal to, if not in excess of
the expenditure. That boast was made by the Minister of
Railways himùself in his speech delivered at London during
the Christmas holidays. That boast would be a worthy orie
if it were justified by 1he statements contained in bis own
report laid upon the Table of the House a short time ago.
Let me notice how that apparent reduction in expenditure
is made. I challenge the most rigid analysis of the statement
I now-inake. You will find by his own report that in 1877-
78, when the hon. member for Lambton retired from the
management of that department, there were on hand
$345,4-12 worth of stores., At the present moment that
aceoant is redueed to 8163,889; that is to say,
instead of keeping up the supplies for ordinary railway
purposes as ho found themâ, the Minister of iailways bas
boe drawing upon the supplies of his predecessor to the
extentof $ 81,833. Now, in order to estimate the respective
expenditures under the two heads it will be necessary far us

to add that ameunt to the oxpenditure last year, for that
amount.has actually been drawn from the amount that stood
to the credit of the Intercoonial when the present Minister
of Railways took charge. You will aiso notice in the
report that in 1878 the late Minister of Ràilways expended
$192,778 for fastenirgs, n-w sidings, and rails laid upon
the road during that year. Last year the Minister of
Railways only expende I $7,962 on steel rails. The hon.
gentleman takes credit for the reduced expenditure ; the
true credit which he should take would be the difference
between the amount required for steel rails in 1880 and the
amount expended in 1878. In order to keep the road in a
proper condition tho late Minister of Railwnys spent
$31,056 for sleepers and ties; in 1880 the present Minister
spent $18,695, in that way offecting a saving of $12,36;1.
Again, the late Minister expended in 177-78 on repairs,
snow sheds and fonces, $37,7b2, while the present Minister
expended last year.8:&7,367. Now, if you turn to the report
of the Minister of Railways you will find that in 1880 the
total expenditure on the Intercolonial is put at $1,603,42,
to which must be added 8379,195 saved from the necessary
expenditure incurred by the late Minister. • So thaf, taking
that as a basis of calculation, what do we find? Instead of
there being a deficit last yedr, which was put by the Minis-
ter of Railways in his report at $97,131, the only
honest deficit that can be given is $486,32t,
or a greater defleit than that which existed
under the late Minister of Rai4ways in 1878, when it was
$432,32,j. The conclusion of that argument is, that because
the wants of the Intercolonial did not require the expenditure
of $180,000 for steel rails, bocause the Minister of Ruilways
drew $180,000 on the stores, which was like drawing on the
rest of a bank account, because he spent less money in the
maintenance of the road, having found it in such a àood
condition of repair that he required to spend less money, ho
was able to give us all these reductions and show an
expenditure such as I have already named. If ho wishes to
compare hi% actual reasonable expenditure on the Inter-
colonial with the fair and lionest exponditure of the late
Minister of'Railways, he will find that his deticit in 1880 was
$54,000 greater than the deficit of the late Minister. I
come now to discuss another branch of this subject. The
Finance Minister and the memler for Niagara were very
loud in their boasts of the beneficial effect of the National
Policy. It would ainost appear from their reiarlis
that they credited the National Poliey with all the pros-
perity which this country enjoys. Following up the samo
line of argument, the bon. gentlemen might claim credit
for the prosperity in the United State, in Great Britain, in
France or in Germany. Is the Finance Miniter prepared
to show that the pirosperity which this country enjoys is
due to the National Policy ? Had we no depression previous
to 18'i2-73, and did not the country rise from thatdepression
to a much higher degree of prosperity, without a National
Policy, than it enjoys at the prescrit moment ?
Was not the depression in the United States just as serious,
and perhaps even more serious than the depression in
Canada ? Did a National Policy change the condition of
affairs there? Was not the depression in England very
serious ? Were not thousands of operatives crying for bread;
were not the iron furnaces extinguîished for several months;
were not vll the industries of England depressed ? *And yet
without any National Policy the trade ot England revived.
Sir, it is an idie boast fpr hon. gentlemen opposite to claim
that the prosperity which prevails in this country is due to
the National Policy. A stimulus may have been imparted
to certain branchos of industry because of the high Tariff.
We always admitted that a bigh Tariff might stimnulate
certain branches of industry. We admit that still, but the
hon. Minister of Finance must admit with me that the
pretept prosperity of this country is not due to the National
Policy, but to the bountiful harvests of the last two or three
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years. Sir, this is a fact which is undeniable. Doos not
the hon. gentleman know that the harvest of 1877 was a
poor one indeed, that our supplies of food even were not
equal to the necessities of our people. According to the
report of Mr. Patterson, Secref ary of the Montreal Board of
Trade, I find we were short, in 1S77, of wheat and flour
supplies to the extent of 2,3i3,000 bushels. This difference
in 1877 was a serious thing for a ccuntrv like this;
but since thon wo have had bountiful harvests
and we have exported largely, last year of wheat alone,
7.000,000 bushels, Now, iho moment you admit the fact,
that the exports of agricultural produets have Fo largely
increased, that the exports of animals and their products
have largely inereased, and when in that connection you
consider that the mainstay of the industrial prosperity of
this country is its agricultural prosperity, you can come
to no other conclusion than that the prosperity of Canada
is due to tho bountiful harvests and not to the National
Policy. There may be other eircumstances subsidiary.
For instance, there bas been a revival of trade in the
United States; there was a large demand for our bread-
stuffs in England, consequent on the poor harvest there last
year, the effect of which was high prices. There was also
the revival of trade elsewhere in Europe. The effect of
that revival was felt by the Dominion, and as wo had pro-
duce to send them and the markets were good, money
became plentiful and cheap and prosperity began. The
hon. Minister of Finance mnst ndt forget, for instance, this
fact, that we exported in 1880, $4,500,0,0 more of agricul-
t·i al products than in 1878, and that there was also an
increase in the exports of products of the forest. The hon.
gentleman nust not forget the fact, which ho must know,
that our industries. boing dependent upon the prosperity of
those industries I have named, will know no prosperity,
except as they and the whole country are prosperous. I
can tell the hon. gentleman that if there is a poor
harvest this ycar, if we have to buy -our
grain in the American market or wherever we can get it,
neither the National Policy nor fifty National Poieies could
rescue this country from hard times and depressio n. If
disaster should overtake the agr icultural interests so as to
destroy our crops, the effect would Le depression and finan-
cH d sister. Sir, the trade of the United States revived
almost contenporaneously with our own. Let me give the
IHouse this fact, that in 1878 the United States exported
only $80,683,000 worth of produce. Last year they
exported $835,793,000, showing their industries had revived
also, and on account of the intimate commercial relations
between Canada and United States, the trade of the
Dominion was affected. Then the business failures of this
country have declined. Why ? Just because the
depression had pas-ed awny as a natural consequence.- Look
at the enormous -failures in 1877, 1878 and 1879. In 1877
the liabilities of our insolvents amoun ed to over $25,000,000,
in 18-8 to i23,0)0000, ln 1879 to over $29,000,000,
whoroas in 1880 the value was a trille less than $8,'00,000,
lius showing that in the natural order of events the trade
of the country was aqsuming a proper basis, was becoming
more firmly established; and when to those circumstances
you add bountiful harvests in 1878, 1879 and 1880, you
complete the sum total of the financial prosperity of this
country. Then the Finance Minister claims it is of great
advantagê that the balance of trade is now apparently in our
favor. There is no more fallaeious reasoning thau that of
endeavorinz to deduce prosperity from a favorable balance
of trade. If the hon. gentleman will look at the Trade Re
turns of this country, he will find the following facts.
If ho will take the ycars 187?, 1873 and 1874,
during which the trade of Canada was exceedingly pros-
perous, he will find there was a balance of trade against us of
$105,873,000. If ho will take the years, 1876, 1877, and
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1878, during which our commerce was depressad and our
business at a standstill, the balance of trade against us was
only $49,454,600. According to the reasoning othe Finance
Minister, then, we would be prosperous when not prosper-
ous, and bu4iness would be depressed when everything was
buoyant. The saine applied to the United States. Take the
year 1878, when the failures in the United States amounted
te several hundreds of millions of dollars-yee, to over
$200,000,000-the balance of trade in favor of the Unitfd
States that year was $257,786,000. Last year the balance
of trade in favor of the United States was $100,000,000 less,
and yet who will say the United Stateswere more prosperous
in 1878 than in 1880 Look at the commercial prosperity of-
England. Why, the simple fact that the balance of trade
against England is £177;00,000, while her factories 'are
busy, her ships sailing every sea, when every industry is
active and trade buoyant, would leave us according to the
reasoning of the hon. Finance Minister, to look not for pros-
perity, but for depression. Take the case of France. In the
three or four years following the Franco-Prissian war, what
do we find when industries were depressed, when destitution
and famine prevailed in certain portions of that unfortunate
country? The balance of trade invariably in favot of
France. But when prosperous times caime, when the nation
relieved theinselvos of their liability to Germany, what do
we find ? ln 1876, the balance of trade was £16,500,000
against France; in 1877-£11,000,000; and in 1878, when
she was much more prosperous than in 1872 or 1873, the
balance of trade against ber was £44,000,000. The hon.
Minister of Finance will prove nothiag by an argument
based upon the balance of trade; and the hon. gentlenin
who bas had such long and -intimate connection with the
financial affairs of this country, should not have
pinned his faith to Mch fillacipus reasoning. The
hon. member for Niagara this afternoon showed that
Belgium, for instance, last year, imported $280,000,000
worth and exported $214,000,000 worth, making a balance
of trade against ber of $66,000,000, and yet Beigium was
selectel by the hon. gentleman as an instance of industrial
and commercial prosperity. If the Finance Minister will
look over the St atesman's Year Book in the Library, he will
find that Spain, Turkey, Austria, Russia an Egypt have a
balance of trade inl heir favor, while Great Britain,
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and France
have a balance of trade against them. I prefer to attach
my faith to the theory of the balance of trado as illus-
trated by Great Britiain and Franco and other countries
that are prosperous, rather than that we should try to
reduce our imports, so as to -have the balance of trade in
our favor. The hon. Finance Minister, in his financial
speech, attempted to show that this Tariff, of which he and
his friends boast so mach, does not disériminate against
Great Britain. We brought that charge against the Tarif
in l879, and I repeat it now. I say this Tarif does discrimi-
nate against Great Britain. I am not putting the matter on
the ground of loyalty, I am merely stating the fact, and I wili
give the hen. gentleman the benefit- emy information on
the point. In 1878, before the change, the average tarii€
on dutiable goods f. om Great Britain was 19-5q, and fronm
the United States 2&34, a difference of 2-76. Has the hon.-
gentleman maintained that difference? Not at al; the
târiffs are now as near as may be alike. In 1880 the aver-
age tariff on goods imported foom Great Bdrtain was 24-03
and from the United btates 23-06, a difference of 74; or,
compariug our present Tariff with that of 1878, there
is an increase of 4-45 per cent. on- goods imported
from Great Britain, and only •74 on of those imported from
the United Stàtes. That disciimination is all the more
pronounced when we apply it to certain articles. ~ Take thu
follcwing articles, for instance, and letus compare the aver-
age duty paid last year on the importa from tCreat ÎBtaig,
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as coparedâ -with that paid on those from the United

Prom ?rom
Ârticles Itnported. United Great

Sates. Britain.

Per cent. Per cent.
Book .................... ... 14 s12t
Cottous (bleached or unblea.ched), aheeting,

drill and ducks........ .............. 30 25j
Giugbame, plaids, dye,&....... .................. 360 so
Jeaus denims-,drilhngsand shirtings........
Blasket ................ ..... ~............. ... 41 33
Orsinmerea..... ............................ 31 26
Ordtua r Plnels ..................... j $ 29

I eaul the attention of the Finance Minister to these facts in
proof of our contention that, wisely or unwisely, the Tarif
is so peculiarly framed that instead of eneouraging importa-
tions from the Mother Country it discourages them by a
discriminating duty averaging at least four per cent. We
were toli, wben this National Policy was introduced, that it
would preserve the Canadian market for Canadian manufac-
turers. Everybody knows that the cry went up from far
and near that Canada was being made a slaughter market
for American manufactures. Has the case been very
materially altered ? la not Canada a slaughter market
to-day- for American manufactures as it was in 1878 ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. ROSS. I will show hon. gentlemen that it is. If you

dedfct provisions, cattle, grain, corn, and other breadstuffs
frim the importations, the balance will be mannfacturcd
goods, will it not? Deddcting these from the entire im-
ports of 1878, we havea balance of$41,287,274representing
the manfactured goods which were imported for the
purpose of being slaughtered in the Canadian markets.
Applying precisely the same rule to last year, wefind that we
imported then from the United States nearly a million dollars
more than we did in 1878 to be slaughtered, as it is said, in
this country. I am not objectiig to slaughtered goods from
the United States, but hon. gentlemen wbo framed this Tariff
to prevent the importation of American manufactured goods
will find on every page of the Trade and Navigation Returns
the Tarif bas Tailed in that respect. In some instances we
do net import so much perhaps, but in other instances we
import more than we did in 1879. Of books, we imported
in 1880, 1877,761 worth, as against $900,112 in 1b78; of
bras manufactures we imported in 1878, $108,000 worth, and
in 1880, $224,000 worth; and yet we hear not a word from
hon. gentlemen opposite that these importations of brass are
interfering with our brass workers in Canada. In 1878 we
.imported 885,429 worth of cariiages, and, in 1880, $137,379
worth. Our carriage makers were told that the duty was
su low that American carriages were coming in and
driving the Canadian manufacturer to the wall. The
importation of earriages has increased 50 per cent. under
the present Tariff, which we were told was going to keep
Canada for the Canadians, to prevent Canada from being
made aslaughter market, and build up all our industries. In
1878 we imported $32;197worth of copper manufaetured;
in 1880 we imaported to the value of8125,l91, an increase of
nefrly400 per cent. Of cottons, on which the duty has been
increased bythis Governmént, we imported in 18c087,835,164
worth against $370,222 worth in 1878, thus showing, no
mâtter how the eetton induatry may have revived under
thisTarif or the improvement in the financial prospority of
the conitry, that our Canadian market is not protected
agaiotiMnpo!4ation on that account. Of flax, and gooda
mn&feetured froin itfweimipotedin 1980 $1,124,548worth
against $9i7,&3 worth in 18'18, showing a very large

increase. 1 might take up other items ofa similarkind and
I would find similar results. Paper and its manufactures was
imported in 1878 to the value of $573,834, and in 1880,
$804,934. Although in some particular instances we have
not imported foreign manufactures in 1880 as largely as
we did in 1878, yet taking the total of our imports of foreign
manufactures for 1880, it wilil be found that the amount of
foreign goods placed in the Canadian market, whetherslaugh-
tered or otherwise, will be equal to the importations of 1878,
so that, s0 far as preserving Canadi for the Canadiaîfs and
protecting the Canadian market from being made a slaughter
market for foreign manufactures, we have no protection at
all. I do not complain of this. It is not the policy of the
party I support to complain of it. We are willing to buy
our manufactures, s-, far as it is consistent with our own
interest, in that market where we can get them cheapest and
of-the best quality. «1 am meroly pointing out this fact as
an instance of the utter failure of the National Policy to
preserve ouF. Canadian market to the Canadians. We were
told that the National Policy would so foster our Canadian
manufactures that we would bc able to supply the markets
of the world, that under protection the trade of the United
States had rapidly incrcased, that their cottons went to
Manchester and that we would find American cutlery in
Birmingham and Lccds, underselling English goods in the
English markets. We were told that the development of
our manufacturing industry would be so great that al[ the
world would come to Canada to buy ber manufactured
goods. What has been the result? The hon. member for
South Brant the other night proved that so far from foster-
ing the manufacturing industries of this country in the
matter of export, the National Policy had materially
depressed our manufactur.ng industry. In 1878 wc exportel
manufiictured goods to the value of $1,127,755, and in
1880, to the value of $3,242,617. If you deduct scrap
iron, as the hon. member for Brant said, and one or two
items that can scarcely be called manufactures, you will
find that we exported of our manulacturod goods from
Canada less by 61,000,000 than we did in 1878 before the
National Policy was inaugurated. I call the attention of
the hon, Finance Minister to this as a signal instance of the
failure of the National Policy, in so increasing our Cana-
dian manufactures, and in producing them so cheaply that
we could take them into the markets of the world and
undersell foreign manufacturers. Thon we wero told, that
the effect of the National Policy would be to revive the
industries of the country. Lot us look at one or two of
these industries that wero to be particularly benefitted. We
were told it was going to materially improve the minirig
industry of the country. Take the Province 41 Nova Scotia,
and what do we find ? In 1878 Nova Scotia exported of the
produce of her mines to the extent of $470,7:9, and in 1880,
only to the value of $458,85S, shewing a decline. In New
Brunswick there was a slight increa-e. 1n British Colutnbia,
there was a décrease of about $90,000. In Ontario there
was an increase; but will the hon. gentleman caim that as
due to the National Policy ? Was it not due to the fact that
large quanti tics of our Canadian ore was taken out at Madoc
and elsewhere and not manufactured in Canada, but sent
to Cleveland and Buffalo to be smelted ? On every page
of our trade tn 1 man ufaeturing roturns you will find that
the National Policy has not fostered the manufacturing
industry. The exports of Quebec manufactares amounted
in 1880 to $I,272,406 against $1,689,720 in 1878, or a
reduction of nearly half a million of dollars. Nova Scotia,
in 1878, exported manufactured goods to the extent of
$556,537, and in 1880, $101,032, a decrease of $150,000.
New Brunswick exported in 1878, $481,211 worth of mnanu-
factures, and in 1880, $311,470 worth, a large decrease. The
deAline on the who'o amnount, is about $l,000,000. With
regard to the fisheries we find a similar result. New Bruns-
wick, for instance, in 1878, exported 8800,000 of the
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products of the sea, and in 1880, .$631,000 worth.
The exports from PrinceEdward Island, in 1880, amounted
to $349,787, and inl 180 to $293,913 Those facts prove
the utter helplessness of the National Policy to fulfil the
purpose for which it was intended. One of the other great
boons that the National Policy was to confer on Canada was
that not only would it revive our industries, but it would give
us a home market for the produce of our farmers. This
was a particularly strong argument used in the rural dis-
tricts. Tho farmers were told that they exported so many
bushels of wheat, so many bushels of oats and barley, so
much butter and cheose, so much of the small farm produce.
Place us in power, said these great men, the Liberal-Conser-
vatives, and all this produce will find a ready market at home.
The hon. Minister of Railways said at London during the
campaign of 1878 : "Gentlemen you have to send your pro-
duce to Liverpool. Who pays the cost of transit ? The
producer. Put us in power and we wiêbuild up the manu.
facturing industries-create consequently a home market
where you will get better prices for your produce than you
now do." las the National Policy benefitted us in this res-
pect? In 1878 we exported 7,267,000 busbels of barley, and in
1880, 7,239,000; in 1878 we exported 2,340,000 bushels of oats,
and in 1880, 4,717,000. Instead, therefore, of getting a home
market it would seem that we had to find a foreign market
for twice as much produce in 1880 as was required in 1878.
We exported about 1,500,000 bushels of peas, about 500,000
more bushels of wheat, about 70,000 more bushels of flour;
and, following throughout the whole of the agricultural-
products of this country, we find we had to export in 1880
about $4,000,000 worth more of our agricultural products
than in 1878. If a home market was provided as prom-
ised, those exports would not take place. That, at
least, was the reasoning of hon. gentlemen opposite and
their line of argument, adopted, to prevail upon the agri-
culturists of this country to support their policy, and which
carried them into power. I use them to day in the light of
these facts Irom the trade and navigation returns. Do they
not se a failure of this policy to provide a home market for
the produce of the farmer ? In 1879 we exported 14,179,
horses, and in 1880, 21,393. The home market was not,
then, sufficient as regards this item. In 1878 we had to
find a foreign mqrket for 29,925 head of cattle. Yet the
farmers were told that, with the National Policy in force, a
home market for them would be found. In 1880 we export-
ed 54,944 lorned cattle. In 1878 we exported 242,989 sheep,
and in 1880, 398,746. In 1878, poultry, $67,448 worth, andin
1880,8141,034 worth; and of articles for which a home market
was to be particularly provided, such as butter, we exported
largely: butter, in 1878, j3,003,628 lbs.; in 1880, 18,535,362
lbs.; of cheese, 1878, 38,054,294 lbs., and in 1880,
40,368,678 l bs.; moats, 13,380,176 lbs., in 1878, and in 1880,
12,983,721 1 bs. So in this respect, whether you take farm
products, animals and their products, the products of the
dairy, or anything that comes under the category of agri-
cultural products, the National Policy has proved a failure.
It fails to provide a home market, fails to get better prices-
at least the Finance Minister admitted, though with some
hesitancy, that he supposed the farmers got a better price
for wheat at certain seasons, but he doubted whether the
Tarif raised the price generally. He said he supposed the
farmers got a better price for their oats, perhaps two or
three cents a bushel, but the consumers paid ton cents per
barrel more for their flour. That admission, taken with the
facts I have cited, is all that is necessary to prove the utter
faiture otfthe policy of hon. gentlemen opposite to provide a
home market for the farmers, such 'as they pro mised in
1878. There is another very important item which I must
refer to, on wh.ich a great deal has been said-I refer to
wool. We were told, for instance, that there was a duty of
12½ cents on Canadian wool sbipped to the United States,
and it was argued by the supporters of the present Govern.
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ment, that if the Conservative party obtalned powergthat
would be regulated; the argument being put in mshbzform
as to lead the farmer to uppose he would gab s»
increased price, by 12 cents, on bis wool _Wt
what do we find? In 1878, we imported 6,380,084 Iba.
of American wool ; that was the competition the Canadian
farmer had to contend against as compared with the foreigu
producer, and that competition was not reduced in 1880, but
was increased. In 1880 wp imported 7,870,118 lbs., te
competition in this respect being against the Canadian far-
mer. - Why, if the Finance Minister designed to keep the
Canadian market for wool for the Canadian farmer, did be
not put such a duty on foreign wool as to compel'ourmanu-
facturers to consume aill the Canadian wool ? In a certain
form, last Session, he professed to put three cents a pound
on certain wool coming into the country, but he took good
care to impose it on wools not produced in the country.
I told him then he would not reap a single
farthing of income from that duty, and he did not. So that
duty is a delusion and a snare, calculated to mislead, though
probably imposed with an honest intention. In 1878 we
had to find a market for 2,445,893 lbs. of Canadian wool,
and hon. gentlemen opposite all said that was a great
calamity, and that the wool should be consumed by our' own
manufacturers. Put ns into power, they said, and we shall
find a home market for it. Well, they gotinto power, and
the Canadian farmers who restored them to office had to
find, in 1880, a foreign market for 3,619,181 lbs. of wool,
or about 50 per ceit. more than in 1878. They were told,
also, that they would get a better price for their wool 'than
in 1878, when no duty was imposed. But in 1878 the
farmers sold wool, when no National Policy existed, for 29J
cents per lb.; but in 1880, there was a great reduction, tEe
farmer having to accept a trifle less than 25 cents. Could-
anything prove more conclusively that the Government
poticy in this particular, at least, has been a lamentable
failure ? The Finance Minister told us in lis Budget Speech
of 1879 that he would so arrange the Tariff as to assist, very
materially, the coal industry of the country. I was curions,
therefore, to inquire as to the accuracy of his eaculation in
this respect. lie said on that occasion:

.l In dealing with this matter, the Government had to consider what,
in their judgment, would give barely the market of the Dominion to the
coal deposits of Nova Scotia, because they are principally there. We
know that, upon this subject, there has been some conflict of opinion ;
but the jud ent of -the Government is that, while the average importpf
coal into t he Dominion of Canada duringathe last few yearsas been
from 800,000 or 900,000 tons, and while the anthracite côai will continue
to be largely imported, the Nova Scotia eoal will take the place of a part
of it. In the estimates of the Government, out of the 850,000 or -900,000
tons now imported, probably there will still be 350,000 tons of anthracite,
and perhaps 150,000 tons of bituminous still imported, givin to the Nova
Scotia coal the balance of 40000 tons, with, of course, an additional
output, if, as we expeet, our policy is suecessful, in consequence gf an
increased, demand for coal to supply the growing manufactures of the
country."

The calculation of the hon. gentleman was that b. imports
of coal would b. reduced by 400,000 tons,-and that, by -the
operation of the duty of 50 cents a ton, Nova Sootia coal
would take the place of the foreigu to that extent. What
are the facts? We imported, in 18M, 894,856 tond, and in
1880, 977,493; so that the importofeailas 'etbeenreduced
by the Tarif of the hon. gentleman. I fail to fd *hore
the United States coal bas driven s singleton of foreign
coal from the Canadian market. Let us appfy this ail
round and see the results. I take, for instanoeê Oataio
first: it imported, in 1878, 593,725 tons, and n 1880,,6,-
164 tons, a very large inerease. In 1878, Quebe. inpoteed
256,752 tons, and in 1880, 261,416, an increase alse.- .Noa
Scotia hermelf imported 10,5â2 tons ia 1878, snd 12;"1®4n
1880, so that the Tarif does not even keep foreigib ,oel 4«t
of Nova Scotia. Now, the hon. gentleman willey ';hat
the Tariff bas increased the exporte <aceAoi frei Nova
Scotia-that it has enabled the pducers+ef ha P4oviuoo
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to ispose of a great quantity of their home production tO
forig narkéts. But the facto do.not justify auch a position.
Ina Ï 88 Nova Scotia exported 140,210 tons of coal, white
underth. Tariff of hon. gentlemen opposite 8he exported in
1880 only132,796 tons. If the Tariffwas to benefit anybody,
or be of service to any part of the Dominion, it surely would
have done eomething for Nova Scotia; while the fact is
thÀt Nova Scotia imported. more coai last year than in 1878,
and exported les, and I say that no more satisfactory proof
of the alilure of the Tariff could be found anywhere. The
only increase which has taken place on the exports of coal
fron the Dominiop was from the Province of British Col.
umbia; and I do not' suppose that the hon. gentleman will
claim- that that increase was due to the National Policy.
Take the item of sait. I remember how the member for
North Euron (Mr. Farrow) waxed eloquent on this sub-
ject, how strongly he urged that a duty should be placed
on salt so that Canadians might have their own mar-
ket ; and I ara informed that his agitation of that
subjeet materially affected his election. In 1878 we ex-
ported 789,599 bushels of Canadian salt, and in 1880 we
exported only 492,467, or only about one-half of that
exported before the National Policy was put into operation,
and in addition to that our importe have largely increased.
This Tariff was to give Canada fbr the Canadians, and give
us our home market; but we find that while in 1878 we
imported a little over 3,000,000 bushels of salt, in 1880 we
imported 3,793,600 bushels. But there was one industry
which those hon. gentlemen took especially under their
charge. The Finance Minister and the Minister of Railways
claimed that of ail the industries in the country the ship-
ping industry was the one which should be carefully pro-
tected, and we would naturally expect that under the policy
theyinaugurated the shipping industry at least would be
materially benefitted. But such is not the case. I find
that Quebec in 1878 built 14 ships, while in 1880 she
built only 5. Nova Scotia in 1878 built 47 ships,
while, in 1880 she built only 26. New Brunswick, 12 in
1878 and 10 in 1880. British Columbia, lin 1878, and
noue in 1880. Prince Edward Island, 36 in 1878, and only
17 in 1880. Let us take the results' by the tonnage. The
tonnage of the shipping built in Quebec, in 1878, was 13,911
tons; iin 1880, 3,5<63. Nova Scotia, 17,536 ; in 1888, 2,555.
New Bunswick, 6,034 in 1878, and 3,281 in 1880. British
Columbia, 799 in 1878, while in 1880 the industry had
utterly perished in that Province. Prince Edward Island
built$,049 tons in 1878, and 5,098 tons in 1880. The total
value of the shipping built in Canada in 1878 was$1,577,244,
and in 1880 it was only $464,327, or a trifio over one-fourth.
Whiie "I shall not go into the details of some othr matters
which I had intended to offer for the consideration of hon.
gentlemen opposite, thefe is one particular point brought
ont ui 'the financial statement of the Finance
Minister to which I wish to refer. The hon.
gentleman proposes to bonus a line of steamers for
the purpose of developing the trade with France.
Now &r, I think the system of bonuses which is about
to be inaugurated by the hon. gentlemen opposite, is
an umiixed evil, though perhaps a necessary concomitant
ofthe wrong and obnoxious fiscal policy whieh they have
inttodneed. If we take the example of other countries
which have largely developed their trade, we will find that
they resorted to no such system. Hon. gentlemen opposite
cannot point to a single instance in which the British Gov-
ernment bonused a line of steamers to develop a trade;
but, on the contrary, the policy of that country has been to
atltpýr trado to follow its matural channels. But what bas
thebon.gentleman done? Ie bas fixed a tarif of 41 per
eenr. on the goçds which we import from Prance,
ind then, un order t revive the trade which
herYa destroyed by his enormoueTarif, he
ofters ;a bonus alne g ,tamr t d
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botween France and the Dominion. It seems te me,
thfat the rational course for the hon. gentleman to pursue-
if he would acept the advice of so humble a member of the
Opposition as nmyself-would be to reduce the duties and
thus offer inducements to the people of France to send their
goode to this country, which are now shut out by an almost
prohibitory tariff. The wholo trade of France with Canada
is not a very large item; it only amounts to a trifle over
two millions. Our exports to that country last year were
only $812,829; the importe at that rate would be a trifle
over a million--a total of 81, 9 28 ,075-or in other words,
about the one hundred and fiftieth part of the entire trade
of Canada. Now, look at the absurdity of the proposition
made by the hon. gentleman to tax the people of this
country by 850,000 a year for a trade of such small
dimensions as that, when, on the other hand, ho ahuta out
that trade by a prohibitory tariff of 41 per cent. We have
heard a great deal about this trade with France. I think
we sent Sir A. T. Galt on an expedition to France and Spain
for the purpose of cultivating close commercial relations
with these two countries. It was said that ho would be
able to negotiate such a troaty with France as would enable
us to send our shipping to the ports of that country upon
the sane terms as that of other nations; but we heard
nothing more about it until the Budget came down, and then
it was in the shape of a proposition to form a line of
steamers to the tune of $50,000 a year. Is this the result
of the travels of Sir A. T. Galt and bis private secretary,
Mr. Barnard, for the purpose of creating better commercial
relations with France? But the hon. gentleman
intends proceeding further with his system of
bonusing, for he intends, ho say, to grant a sub-
sidy to a line of steamers for the purpose of developing a
specal lino of industry in his own Province-that is, the
cattle trade. Now, speaking for my friends in Ontario, I
am-free to say that any advance made out of the
revenues of this country, that is fair to our Province,
for the purpose of developing any special industries
of his Province, would be heartily supported. However,
there is something invidious in bonusing a line of
steamers to run alternately from St. John and Halifax to
Liverpool for the special purpose of fostering the cattle
trade of the Maritime Provinces. I fear I may be charged
with speaking from a sectional standpoint, but is it fair to
the great cattle industry of the Province of Ontario that
they shculd bave to send their cattle to Quebec and pay the
regular freight to Liverpool, while they are met in St.
John and Halifax by a lino of steamers heavily bonused, and
cónsequently giving lower freights to those who send thei.
cattle by thut line? From the city of London, near my
constituency, we have to send cattle to Quebec, a distance
of 633 miles. Supposing cattle were shipped from St. John
te Quebre, the distance would be only 588 miles. As it is
pow, the people of the Province of New Brunswick can ship
their cattle frem St. John to Quebec and have a shorter dis-
tance than we have from London, and we send a large
number o? gåttle fiom Middlesex without any
bonus. Halifax is only 680 miles froin Quebec,
and Windsor is 753 miles froin Quebec, or further
than Halifax by 50 miles. Lot me ask the Minister of
Finance, is he treating this largo industry in Ontario fairly
in bouusing a lino of steamers from St. John and Halifax te
Liverpool for the benefit of that industry in the Lower Pro-
vinces, without considering for one moment a line of
steamers for the benefit of the Ontario farmers ? This is
another form of the obnoxious Tariff. Injurean industry by
certain obnoxious regulations, and then stimulate it on the
other hand by a bonus-a sedative and a stimulant alter-
nately in order to preserve an equilibrium. If the hon.
gentleman would serve our cattle .industry, let him relieve
.94r farmors fromthe obnoxious duty impoed upon them
bythis plicy. Lot him take the duty o Amçnfcan corn
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which enters largely into the fattening of our Canadian cattle,
and we will net ask any bonus for a line of steamers from
the city of Quebec. We are prepared to go to the markets,
Of Europe and compote with ail the world for our fair'
share of the cattle industry. Thereare two features in the
Budget that are exceedingly important. The first is the'
fact that our national debt is inereasing rapidly-, and
secondly, the standing charges upon the revenue of
this country, instead of being judiciously pruned and cut'
down, are being increased. Hon. gentlemen opposite
cheered the Minister of Finance when he said that
after expending $26,5-0,000 for public purposes ho
would have 81,500,001> of a surplus. I am net prepared
to cheer such a statement. I believe a deficit is a serious-
thing politically and financially, but a surplus is net an
unmixed good. Instead of applandmug the Finance
Minister because he has a surplus, the honorable gentleman
should look upon that as a serions matter for their
party. When they had a surplus from 1867 to 1873 they
were led on in a career of extravagance by which heavy
burdens were imposed upon this country, and large public
works undertaken which are net paying runuing expen-es.
When the late Government f mnd there was a deficit they re-
duced the expenditure, but now we are under a new regime,
and immediately that we havea surplus, instead of reducing
the taxation, what are honorable gentlemen opposite doing?
Carried away with the infatuation of a bouyant exchequer,
they are rushing again into increase expenditure. Mai k
you, it is an easy thing to increase the oxpenditure, but it is
a diffieult thing te reduce it, as hon. gentlemen on
both sides of this House know well. Then let me mention
another serions matter, 'and that is, that while we have a
tariff, as honorable gentlemen opposite say, calculated to
foster the industries of this country, they should be careful
net te attaeh themselves too strongly to their tariff,because]
it is a serious imposition upon the laboring classes of this
community. A tarif that taxes our fuel and our food, that
takes 20 per cent. out of the earnings of every working
man of the Dominion of Canada, is a serions tax upon the
'productive industry of this country. It is not such a
tariff as a young country like Canada requires. Hon..
gentlemen need not point te the British Colonies in New
South Wales as a parallel instance of a heavily burde. ed
community. The only basis u on which a comparison can
be made between Canada and any other country, is the
ability of our people te meet the demands which the Tariff
may muke upon them. To ·tell every citizen of this
country t.hat- of ail his earnings the Goverunient
m'st have 85 to carry on the expenditure of this
country, te tell an average family of fie persons that the
Government must have 825 of their earnings, is a rio
matter for the laboring man, and may yet become a serious
matter for hon. gentleman oppo ite themselves. We under-
took this tariffin emulat ion of American institutions; why we
undertook it is more than I can understand. Now the first
conception of the tariff was as a means for securing political
advantage ; and when that political advantage was secured
we copied the American tariff. 1, as a merbr cf de
liberal party, was not satisfied with that tariff When it was
first introdueed, and I am net satisfied With it yet. I admit
readily that under the present circumstances the tariff bas
succeeded in prolucing revenue. 'The revenue rqùired is
se great that the tariff must bé a very high one, but the
tariff this country requires e one that, while producing
the necessary revenue, does net tax tho fneeessaries o
life, and does not compel th eongumer et dutiable
goods to pay more than a proper nargn of profit for
the same as manufhctured in oar Ôwn eoùntry. One
thing is certain, hon. gentlemen i oppite will not bho
able, at the presen.. rate of expenditure, teoiduce this farf
nor eau the Liberal party rtduce lto I nygreat'extent
from the simple faet that the necessifies of the country are

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

so great. All I can see that can be doae now in g%
lating the fiscal policy of this country, is such ý j[tdicjgg
re-adjustment of the Tariff as will give us the sar
revenue without -unduly pressing upon .the -1eo i
classes of the commuinity. It is obvius toe
partial mind that those who can pay taxes must 'p
taxes in Canada for all time to corne. It la appa en
to the most superficial observer, that with our tat
increasing debt and expenditure, we must be .heav41
burdened, and that instead of Canada being a cheap cougfly
to live in, as it once was, Canada will become'a dear couUtr
to live in; and instead of our being able toehow the " li~
immigrant that be can live here more cheaply and enjpy
unore immunities from taxation than in his own land, WÏs
shall have to confess that he will have to pay more t
and enjoy fewer privileges. This must weaken eur advnz-
tages in opening up this country and developing its
rosources. I can . only say that I trust hou gente-
men opposite will. pause in their career ofr in-
creasing expenditure, and that they will as soon as
possible relieve the industrial classes of this country fron
every unnecessary duty and from all charges that are not
indispensably necessary in the interests of the country,

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I do not propose, Mr. Speaker,.
to follow the hon. gentleman in bis introdnctory remarks.
I am quite satisfied that when he comes to read the report,
of that portion of his speech which had the hon. membeýr.
for Niagara as its subject, he will bimself regret very much
wbat he has said. But, Sir, on the genere
question which the hon. gentleman bas diacussed,,
I desire to offer a few remarks. I agree with the
hon. gentleman, that a national debt is not -a small
matter, and that we ought not to underestimate its import-
ance; but I think hon. gentlemen in this louse, and the
public outside will agree with me when I say that a national
debt in itself is a less evil than the perpetual disposiIn on
the part of hon. gentlemen opposite to exaggerate thatdeb,
and to make unfair comparisons of it with the debts of other.
countries. The hon. gentleman bas told us-evidentg
with the object of exciting the alarm of the people of this
country-that the national debt bas doubled since Con-
federation. lie has told us that the debt to-day .is
$156,000,000, whereas at the time of the Confeder-
ation of the Provinces it was only ~S5,000ß00
Well, Sir, if the hon. gentleman had stated te ths
House and the country that we have assets to show for thatV
increase; assets which are worth to our country directJy
and indirectly far more than the increase of the dobt., ha
would at leagt have been doing an act of simple justice
bis country. What is fhe factO? f the increase in t
debt during that time nearly $45,000,000 is due te tho
Intercolonial Railway. 'Apart froi the question as toi
whether that railway is making any return to us fat"he
capital invested in it, apart also froi the question. as
to whether it is altogether paying its running expens ,
'venture to say that there is no one who fairly appeiu.tes
the interests Of this country who will not gimi
that in - the development of the country i
improvement of the districts through which the railway.
pastes, in the advancement of the trade of thé country.jç
and in all those incidental advantages which an impoèt
line of communication of that kind gives to the cougtry,
that expenditure has well repaid the people of ÇançIa"
Of that iWcrease, about 817,000,000 was expendedonth
Pacific Railway. Hon. gentlemen opposite Are J
responsible for that expenditure. It was made inu aceo-,,-
ance with their po'icy, and not in accordánce partieij
withý he pohey of gentlemen on this side of the Houe.1I
was aU expenditure, absolutely essential to the develppment
of this country, and which, in its effocts on the inmresTa
of this country, will return us infinitely more tha
4re interest upQü that l17,0002000. Then Pwa o
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or 14,000,000 of that increase was simply a1'

tfsfrende of the burden, and I am not going to discuss
dal question, on which I believe thero ism orne difference
df"0pinion aîuong gentlemen on the other side of the
Hdarse-from the Province to the Dominion, and is, there
fore, so far as the people are concerned, not an increase of
bïrrdenl at ail, but simply a transference fron one account
t&knother account. There is another portion of the debt
"hich, I admit, is a serions portion, and that Is about
T,000,00 of deficits, which hon. gentlemen opposite had

ile in office. That is an addition to the debt which
we have reason deeply to regret. When the debt of
this country goes· on incrcasing in consequence of
the expenditure being in excees of the revenue year after'
year, thon I think everyone will admit that we are on the
dôwnward path, and that for the extent of the increase of
the debt caused by that fact, we have serions reason for
alarîm. But happily the day for that kind of debt is past,
and instead. of baving eras of deficit, we are entering, I
trust, on eras of substantial surpluses. What is the record
of-the two parties in that respect ? About $10,000,000 of
revenue in excess of the expenditure was expended on public
works in this country on capital account by the
Conservative party when they were in power before.
When hon. gentlemen opposite came in, instead
of money being expended out of the revenue on
capital account, we had year after year a system of deficits,
w'hich hn gentlemen could only justify or explain by de-
càring that if you took away the sinking fund from the
public debt-a payment which we were bound to make t
the public creditor out of the public revenues-after all, the
deécit was not a very large one. But the hon. gentleman
follbwed a course which I am sorry to see is followed too
often by hon. gentlemen who think with him, namely, that
o corparing our debt with that of the United States,
a-d telling us of the great burden that debt was on the
people uf the -United States, suggesting, rather than
boldly státing, that the conditions of this eountry are as
bad as those of the United States. Will the hon.
gentlemen tell me that a debt expended in works
ôf public improvement, of material development,
Works calculated tu promote the commercial and industrial
wealth of the country-it to be compared with a debt caused
by wvr, entailing the destruction of property and not the
enhancement of its_ value, destitution and not Prosperity.
If this debt of the United States, of which hon. gentlemen
are so proud of speaking, had been ail incurred in works of
material development, as the debt of this country h~as been
incurred, I ventur e to esay the people of the United States,
prosperous as they are to-day, would be in a vastly dif-
ferent position from what they are. It is, therefore, no fair
statemnent of the case to compare a debt for every dollar
of which we have material assets to show, with a debt
i6turred, as the United States debt unfortunately was, in
conseqiÈence of a great war whieh lasted four years
ià that eountry. But the hon. gentleman might also have
tdId -this Bouse and the country that although the bald state-
ment that the debtto-day is$156,000,000, wbereasat Confeder-
atlon it was only about $75,000,000, my bc true, it does not
r j nt fairly the liability of the peop'e of this country.
e should at least have told them that whereas

it "r867 we were paying an average interest of 5-55
per cent., to-day we are paying an average interest
ór 4-45 per cent, or one-tenth per cent. less than
we' ;were paying thon, a very material fact in estima-
fing the burden of our debt, which is the question we are now
desaing with. The bon. gentleman, mot satisfred with telling
us that ur debt is so serions a matter as to be a cause of gréat
afarn to-the peuple, and a great burden on them, told us
tit the taxes imposed were very serious, and ho drew-a
iture of a head of a family, a laboring man earning hie

ddllar a day, ór $320 a year, who as he site down to his daily

meal conternplatee the fact that 20 per cent. of hie earn-
ings gqos into the public treasury, or $60 a, year. Did the
honorable gentleman stop to consider what that would
amount to in the aggregate ? *30) a year is ,not
certainly the average income of familles in this
country. Let us be thankful for that at any rate. But if
it were, what would the tax aznount to ? It Lis not too mauch
to say that there are 800,000 families in Canada, so that we
shouk bave a contribution on Custoins alone, for it was to
the COstoms du tics the bon. member referred, of $48,C00,000
to the public Treasury, in order to meet the statement of thi
hon. gentleman, which was not made for a patriotic motive,
for he told us in bis concluding words that whoever was in
office it would be almost impossible to reduce materially
the taxation, aund, therefore, he could not hold out any
hope to this unfgrtunate bead of a family earning $30ia
year, that he would be able to get off with less payment if
the hon. gentlemen opposite were on this side of
the House. The statement was simply made to
alarm every man who thinks of Canada as a place for settle-
ment, and who, when hecame to think of what would be his
position in this new country might turn up the speech of
the hon. member for West &iddlesex and learn that
atter all when he carne here 20 per cent. of his earnings
would have to go into the public Treasury. He would
naturally seek some other country where he believed so
large a portion of his earnings would not be absorbed in
taxes. When the hon. gentlemen dealt with tb.e question of
expenditure he told us that under a Conservative admninis-
tration the expendituxte in this country had in'creased from
1867 to 1874 not lessthan $9,000,000. Well, Iam not going
to analyse that statement as to the precise figures, lot us
say that it is $9>01,000. Was that a fair statonent for the
bon. gentleman to make? Did b not know thAt during
those seven years we annexed Prince Edward slan 1, and
purchased the North-West territory, and had to undortake
the government of them; that we got in British Columbia
and had to undertako the government of that pro-
vince; that we increased the subsidies to the
different Provinces and asiumed debts which before were
paid by the different Provinces. All of these are a fair and
reasonable justification for that increase of debt, and if the
hon, gentleman wants an anthority to affirm the statement
I have just made, I will refer him to the circular issued in
Erigland by the late Ministey of Finance, in which he says,
that every increase of expeuditure was an increase made for
the development oftthe country, in works of general utility,
which would give an adequate return for the expenditure in
the enhanced prosperity they would croate. The hon.
gentleman enrtered into a comparison of the expenditure of
the late Goverzment and the expenditure of this. I do not
propose to deal at length with that question, because
os the Estimates go through Commiltoe we shall
have explanations on every item, and there will
be an abundant opportunity to discuss the principle

or the policy of any increase that may have been
made, or any chargeos that may have been imposed on the
public Treasury. But what is the fact. l the first year in
which hotí. gentlemen opposite had complote control of the
affaire of the country, that of 1874 5, they managed to spend
for civil government $909.265.73. Last year the presont ex-
travaga nt Govesnment, with all the accumulations of expen-
diture with which they have been charged, managed to get
on with but $898,605.16. Then I find tbat the ordinary ex-
penditure in 8745 was $7,868,696 ; in 1875-6 it was

8,569,774, and last year, with the enormous increase made
by this extravagant Government, amounted to $6,963,852.
That was the posi.tion on the general question of ordinary

exed'l n he e.naexpeitreOn the rdnary expenditire of charges on
revenue,I fld, ua d I tak e ,thee fgures from thesame state-
ment which thi hon. gentleman bas quoted, that in 1875-6
they amountod to #4,796,238, in which was not included
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the Intercolonial Railway expenditure. In 1876-7 the
charges on revenue amonnted to 65,194896; in 1877-8 they
amounted to $5,301,124; last year this extravagant Govern-
ment expended only $5,227,113. With regard to Public
Works I find-that the expenditure in conection with their
management in 1876-7 amounted to $2,352,832 ; in 1877-8
to $2,471,437; and in 1880,. to $2,329,626. That was the
position under the extravagant Government for whose
advantage lectures have beengiven by hon. gentlemen
opposite in relation to the importance of economy. The hon.
gentleman then came down to some details. lie referred
first to our Militia. He told us that the United States managed
to get on with 25,000 men, and it was absurd we should
have so large a Militia as we have. Did the

'hon. gentleman not know that those 25,000 men were
25,000 regular soldiers in the regular pay of the United
Stqtes. Many of them, unfortunately tor themselves and
their country, are engaged in the western territory quelling
Indian troubles and other difficulties ; while we, in
Canada, have of the same class of mon only "A " and " B "
Batteries, containing 240 mon. Why did the hon. gentle-
man make such a statement to go to the country and the
people outside of the country, and whieh would lead intend-
ing settlors to believe that we actually kept up a larger
army than the great nation to the south of us. Why, Sir,
he knows well enough, and in frankness ought to have
stated it, that the 25,000 mon of 'whom he speaks were
25,000 actual soldiers enlisted regnlarly in the
service of the Jnited States. But the hon. gentleman
tells us he is very much opposed Io the manner in which
the Militia expenditure takes place. I am not sure I should
not agree with him on some points, but surely when he
comes to deal with this matter of the enormous proportion
of the expenditure on the staff, he might at least have
remembered that he and bis friends are responsible for that
kind of thing. Who was it that first brought in the system
of brigade majors in this country. It is a remarkable fart,
it was the Liberal Government of the late Sandfield Mac-
donald in 1863. Curiously enough they were appointed by
that Government after the previous Conservative Govorn-
ment had been defeated on a Militia Bill proposing a differ-
ont system. To whom are we indebted for the major-
general ? To the Government of the member for Lambton,
before whose time we never huard of a major-general, with
his aide-de-camp, to whom re1rence was made by the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Ross), as if, in this connection, some crime
had been committed by hon. gentlemen on the Ministerial
side. Then the whole system of an extensive staff-and I
have always thought that the expenditure as comparcd
with the expenditure on the volunteers bas been too high--
which the hon. gentlemen condemned, his own friends
brought into being, and he himeolf supported them in that
policy. One of the points made by the hon. gentleman
was that there is an increase in the Estimates. Let us see
what it is. I find there is a decrease in the salaries
of the military branch, the district staff, of $1,700,
and a decrease for the brigade majors salaries,
transport, &c., $3,000 ; decrease on military schools and
drill instructoi's in colleges of $8,000; decrease in theipay
and maintenance of the guard at Rideau Hall, $5,000; de-
crease in the matter of district deputy adjutant-generals,
$1,200, and as to allowances to them $500. These are
reductions all in the direction in which the hon. gentleman
says they should take place. I find that the only substan-
tial increase in connection with the Militia estimate is for
drill pay and all incidental expenses connected with the
drill and training of the militia, nearly $75,000. So that the
policy of this Government is precisely in the direction
whiel the hon. gentlemen -opposite has been advocating.
They proposed to give more money for the drill of the men,
more encouragement to the men who give their time in
order to fit themselves, if occasion should require, for the

Mr. WUITa ,Cardwell).

service of their .country,,and less to the stan hiich s
been oondemning. Perhaps at some future timeiand I hope
it is not very remote, we may be able stilI further toreduce
the staff. 1 am bound to confess my agreement witk the
hon. gentleman that a major-general is altogether an mn-
necessary appendage to our Militia staff. No dobt itwar
broke out, the Militia of the country. musltbe under an
Imperial officer. But I do not think this office pro-
motes the interests of the Militia, or adds to thé .god
feeling of that body. I am speaking of the eeat masspf
the Militia, not of the fow officers who act as satellites ro»ud
the major-general-in regard to whom I mpet say tbat I
believe that they do bot wish an Imperial officer with the
grand sounding title of a major-general, with his aide-de-
camp, who know nothing of the genius of the people oftlie
country, or of the peculiarity of our Militia system, and who
are apt to consider that the country is conferring a favor
upon the Militia by permitting them to wear a uniform,
instead of the Militia conferring a favor -upon the couutry
by wearing a uniform. Then the hon. gentleman dealt'with
the question of the Indigns and their supplies. There is no
doubt this is a very serious question for Canada. lti a
very serious matter to have, in a territory so exten-
sive and difficult of access as it has been in the
pabt, roaming bands of Indians who may give trouble
at any time. In the old times, when the North-West
Territories were under the Hudson's Bay Compàny,
peiiodical famine and difficulties were wont to occur.
The policy of the Hudson's Bay Company, an absolute
monopoly, with complete control of the fur trade, was to
feed the Indians, and take from them security that, when
the time for bringing in the furs came, they should be paid
for their relief. The Government in some respects unfor-
tunately have to undertake a similar work to-day. Now
the ludson's Bay Company have no longer a monopoly of
the fur trade, free-traders being all over the country. In
every place, wheu the treaty money is paid to the Indians-
as I had an opportunity of seeing a couple of years ago
when I was in the North-West-you have free-traders selling
and dealing with the Indians in competition with the iud-
son's Bay Company in regard to furs and other things. No
longer does the system of tutelage between the Indians and
the Hudson's Bay Company prevail. The Government hav-
ing taken possession of the Hudson's Bay Company's territory
have to sce that no serious danger of any outbreak among
the Indians exists. A single shot in anger by one of the
large bands of Indrans in that region would be a much more
serious matter for the country than the feeding of a tribe
for the whole winter, and that is the alternative we have
to consider. It is a question of fight or feed, and it is very
much cheaper to feed than to fight. But was it fair for the
hon. gentleman to quote the prices of certain articles aupplied
the Indians of the North-West-of wheat for instanae--
to tell us the Government paid 62.50 per bushal for it
when in the North-West it could be had for 60 cents?
Does he seriously mean that wheat could be got inthe
North-West proper for 60 cents ? The year before last,
for instance, when wheat was 70 cents at Winnipeg, it was
selling at $2 to 82.50 at Prince Albert, and $3 at Edmonton,
400 miles further west, and in this western country it is
cheaper to give this high price to the farmers and settlers
going into it, and who have been greatly advautaged by the
market created by the purchase of these supplies, as an
incident of their position. It is botter to pay such priees
than to buy the grain at 60 cents at Winnipeg and take it
up by the Saskatchewan, or in Red River carts acrossthe
plains. So it is unfair in diseussing this question to leave
-the impression that because wheat is quoted at Winnipeg t
70 cents, the Government have been paying$L.90 more for
it for the Indians than it could be obtained fe, beanse
people are apt to confound Wianipeg witth he whole North-
West region-. Thon the hon. gentleman roferred to the PoSt
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Offkeexpenditure, saying there was an enormous increae
in athe salaries of the Postmasters. Does he not knôw
there has been an entire change in the method of transct.
in busines? H6e ;had au opportunity of knowing it
redently friom a disoussionuin anotber Tle. Formerly the
Pàe*êaster deducted his fees, and the balance was trans-
mikted, nd was allthat appeared in;the acounts. Now he
sends in a statement of his whole receipts, and the fees are
charged as salaries.

5fr RICEARD Y. CARTWRIGHT. The exponses would
be 't'o and a balf millions, as you wili see by the Auditoe
General's Report.

1fr. WHITE. I do not quite catch the hon. gentleman's
remark.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHIT. That has nothîirg to
do with the actual expenditure estimated fbr. The point
to 'whieh the hon. gentleman refers is fully explained in
the Auditor-General's Report. Ho bas nothing in his report
of thé expenditure he has heretofore defrayed out of receipts,
and as I understand he repaid the Postmasters and they
continued it. It certainly is no part of the Estimates now
brought down.

Mr. WHITE. It increases the estimate certninly. It
goes into the Public Accounts as a payment, whereas for-
merly it was not in the form of a payment. Under the
present system it is charged as a salary and goes under the
general heading of salaries.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Certainly.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. Minister knowh botter than that.
Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman need not be insolcnt.

I do not know botter than that.
Mr. MILLS. The bon. gentleman mistakes me. I said

the hon. Minister of Finance knew better.
Mr. WHITE. Thon you were insolent to the Minister;

that is all.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. What I said was perfectly

correct.
Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman should remember that

during the last yqar there has been a very large number of
new post-offices opened all through the North West Terri-
tory which involved an enormously increased expenditure,
in comparison with the receipts. It is an essential feature
ofthesettlement ofthat country if we are lm settle it--that
postal facilities shall be supplied to every part of the North-
West, and we must incur the liability connected with these
increased facilities. We are at this moment, with regard,
to that country, at that period of its history when our expen-
ditures relating to eur receipts are at the greatest ; every
year hereafter the balance will be larger iu our favor, but
in the meantime the fact is established that that large terri-
tory had to be opened for postal commtmieation, and as a
cnsequence a large increased expenditure must take place.
Then he hon. gentleman told us, with regard to Railways,
that the contention of the Minister of Railways, that he had
reduced tbe w-orking expenses, was notjustified by the facts;
and he told us that he arrived at that conclusion by taking
the amount to the credit of stores in 1878 as compared with
what it is to-day. The hon.gentleman ought to know that a
large number of these things were practically lying idIe,
and that so far as the. working of the railway was con-
cerned, those things never entered into it as an element
at ail, until they were asked -for by the railway and
used in connection with the railway. The more fac.t
thin the storehouses there.wae a certain quantity of stores,
in no way added to the ordimary annual charge in conne-
tien-with th$e expenses of the railway. I will read a state-
ment froim an authority whieh hon. gentlemen will admit is
certainly not partial to our side of the Houge, though Il

should be sorry to say it ws not impartiai. I mean he
report of the Auditoer-General. Tho inoome from the hrter-
colonial Railway, including the Prince Bdward fislnd'nd
Windsor Branch, in 1879, was 1,409;955.0 woMkg

e expenses, $2,233,496; excess of expenses in that
year, $813,540.74. In 188'), 'th earnings of te
IntercolonialRailway were $1,506,28.45; Prince Ed*prd
Island Railway, 113,851.11; Canada Pacidfic I way,
$104.975.69; Windsor Branch $141,197. The woiking
expenses were, for the Intercolonial, $1,603,429-; rinee
Edward Island Railway, $164,60; making an -excess of
expenes over earnings in 1880 on the Intercoloniil 'nd
Prince Edward Island TRtilways, the othor two net teing
included in the statement of 1879, of 1147,920, as agaist
$813,540 in 1879.

Mr. ROSS. That does not touch the items to which I
referred.

Mr. WRITE. I have alroady dealt with them. I do;not
know that it is necessary to refer farther to the renaaks tot
the hon. gentleman with reference to the finances of the
Dominion. As I have already stated, when we are âin
Cormittee of the Whole, and when the Etimates come ito
be discussed, I have ne doubt that the Finance Ministerand
the other Ministers who have charge of the various Depart-
ments for whieh the estimates are taken, will be able
to furnish us with abondant justidcation for the items of
those estimates. lu some respects they do show an inerease,
and, in the very nature of things, that will probably non.
tinue to be the ease in this cmntry. If.those inrases hwve
relation to public works which will improve the country;
if they relate to a policy or to enterprises which are cal-
eulated to develope the interes&ts of the country, then, as a
matteir of fact, instead of being exponditures in the sense
of burdens upon the people, they are expenditures in the
sense of a wise and prudent provision for the advanscemet
of the best interests of the country.

Mr. ROSS (Middlosex). Will the hon. gentleman allow
me, before ho passes to another point, toreala short extract
from the report of the Auditor-General regarding the Post
Offloe expenditure ?

" Total expenditure for 1880, $2,286 611.14, of which $1,18,271.05 was
paid by cheques aFainst letters of credit; the remaining $468,340.09
represents the salaries and allowances, etc., of the country postmusters,
which are deducted by them from their collections-the net amouat oaly
being transmitted.

"H1. A. WICKSTEED,
. "Accouarant.1"

Mr. WHITE. Precisely. I now proposa to refer to
some arguments which the hon. gentleman used witb
reference to the National Pohcy. First let me
call attention to the fact that we have, happily for
us and the country, a very different tune from the hon.
gentleman opposite. Last year the whole burden of their
song was that there was no increase in the prosperity of the
country, that this National Policy had even retarded that
prosperity, that while thore was a great advance, a great
reaction-

Sir RICHARD J. CAR TWHIGHT. True still.
Mr. WHITE. I am glad to hear that hon. gentleman say

"true still ;" I hope his party will say true still; but I tlli
them that overy word they utter in the sense indicating a
detormination to go back, or, as the hon. member for West
Turham said the other night, to revert to the -policy that
formerly prevailed, is at any rate a word that we will not
quarrel with on this side of the House. Last year they
told us this policy was retaiding the prsperity of the coun-
try, that we were not advancing as we ought to
jadvance, sud as, if their policy were in force, we
would advance. This year they are compehed to adMit
that w. are more prosperous ; .they are comned
to admit that there has been an advance in'the Iiell og
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of the country. It is true they attribute it to a number of gentleman referrel-the article of bootî and * es7 Hie
causes other than the National Policy, but the fact at any grew sotnewhat pathetie over it, as tAiis iuotat tliin !s
rate is admitted, and let- us be thankful to them for it speech witl show:-
It is nearly tbree years since we have been able to get he

fro -bn. enteme oposie a adissonthàt h. Then we comne to boots and shoes, the itm Wrtees bJnfrom .hon. gentlemen opposite an admission tat tis cern a few years ago, that item of which tberewaa r $o 0 th
country was worth living in at alL. But -the ho1 imported, white there was ,OOO,0oworth iadeicot
gentlemen have told us that this National Policy has not the ite Administration-what has 'een the efreet or'he ta (fr ced
been a suceses because on certain artiese manufactured the by those hon. gentlemen upon thatnatindustry Wbyia 1, fternipr-

heen a s dwsis>bereausedon eran avryicls maoractre etering $17,000,000 or $20.000,000 worth to our own pesple, ;e wern ýa01e
export haeldecreated.,We had a very ùlaborate'stàtement export to other countries $2 36,345 worth. But what havé Wbeâ '&tu
the other day from the hon member for South Brant to export during the past year? Only f 16s,147 worifi, of
(Mr. Paterson), to the effect that on 35 articles of manufac- n,1 a decrease of nearky one-third-in that $temia &1 nam«th& I

two years more, at the same ratio of decrease, that iter is wiped 9otture in Cana the export had decreased no lesslthan altogether from the list of exports.
$1,485,025. Well, Sir, I have taken some little trouble to
examine into those particular items of export. I admit at Mr. PATERSON, (Brant) Wiped out as an artioléef
once that there is some difficulty in arriving at anything export, having regard to the former part of mi arg h1tùent.
like a comparison. I wish most sincerely that some one Mr. WIIITE. If the hon, gentleman will ook attle for-
could devise some means by which the Trade Returns could mer part to which I refrred, he said " ht bepn
be so classified that it would ho possible to make exact com- the effect of the tarif introdced by the ho gqteman
parisons in relation to any article manufactured or exported. upon that industry ?" not upon the export.
ttowever, as to a large number of these articles thorees no
great difficulty, and I have certain facts which I desire to Mr. PATERSON. Yes ; the whole argement is that:
lay before the House. As to the large decrease of exporte, Mi. WHITE. Thé whole argument, the hon. tgenCman
the Finance Minister diaposed of about half of it in con- is kind enough to admit, is that the industry las ben
nection with the export ofships. I do not intend to refer affocted injurio>usly by the National Policy. Xw, aw.t lis
to that at ail, as I understood the hon. member for South the fact ? The importation of b'ot, and shoes botwèen 1878
Brant acéepted the explanation of the Finance Minister, and 18S0 decreased $138,442. That diftreance, at any rate,
regretting only that he had not had an opportunity of was supplie by the local manufacturars of boots and hoes
hearing it before he made hie statement. Thon, outside of of this country.
ships there is atill, according to hie statement, on
these 35 articles, a decrease in exporte of 8751,207. Mr. PATERSON. Would you give me the official dgures.
Now let me take one or two articles in connection with Mr. WHITE. The imports in 1878 were $24695 -
that. • Ready-made clothing was one of the articles to in 1880, $107,850 ; showing a decrease of S3I8842.
which lie referred. Recolleet that bon. gentlemen admit That, I say, was supplied, at any rate, by the manufatdi-ors
that this country is more prosperous than it was, and there- of this country. But there is another view of the sE-bject
fore I presume they will admit that people use as much which it is well worth looking at. The hon. gentlemàn
clothing as they did formerly when the country was fnot so referred to the decline in the exports of leathe-soleand
prosperous. Now, the decrease in the exports of ready- upper. In 1878, according to his statement-and I hiae
made clothing was to the value of $16,000, according to the taken his statements in ail matters ofe érportW heexþrts
staement of the hon. member for South Brant, and I accept of leather, sole anl upper, amounted to the va¶ne 'of
his statementas being correct, without even a suggestion of $563,221, while in 1880 it was $403,708, or a iecrease of
verifying them from the Trade Returus. But in order to $154,513. Why should that have been cited as an evidence
find out what has been the effect of the National Policy of injury done to the country ? Leather, naturally, s.aw
upon the clothing trade, the hon. gentleman ahould have material. As leather, until it is manufacteîred ilito corne-
stated that the (janadian clothiers, by the reduction of thing, practically it bas ne value. It is raw mateilthe
importe, have secured an enormous local market for their raw material, principally, of boots and shroes. I ndý the
productions, which they had not before. In 1878, the increase-because the ase eis reversed in this inattu-a-in
imports of ready-made clothing into Canada were $898,013. the imports of leather, between 1878 to'1880, was n iheàthan
while in 1881 the imports had decreased to $470,322, 1208,672. Hl. gentlemen wai tef1 me: " e 1r teb t-
a difference of. 8427,691. Yet the hon. gentleman telle us ports ofleatherdeoreasing, and the imports 3ôfleàther lilgýfy
that because the expert bas deereased $16,009that trade has increasing, so that the tanning întestst eingdt d
been ruined by the National Policy. Thon, I take another by the National Policy." But there is another"tëst th at
article, that of hats and caps. According to his statement I may be applied, and that is the test of-hides. Hides, again
find that the decrease, though not large, was: suffieiently are the raw material of the-tanner. If thre hiWeblied
large to justify him in referring to it. He tod us that the largoly increased importation of hid sR is qlte elearthut
exports in 1878 were 8572, and in 1880 $400, making a we imported them for the purpose of havtig then tàànrïoi
decrease of $172; and thereupon ho drew the conclusion in Canada. What do we find? The ineteasein thefaiporv..
that our bat and cap trade in Canada had been greatly injured ation of hides between those dates an'ounts 1toà5,;1. 8e
by the National Policy. If ho had looked at the imports of we have this remarkable fact, en inerOaseof nriorèathid'h-lf
that article as well, ho would have found that while in 1878 a million dollars worth of hides requied niyi ff1hJ e
we imported 8719,406, in 1880 we imported $620,275, or a tanneries, and an increase i the importationef"iesther
deerease of $91,171, against a decrease in the exporte of which is required mainly by our bo8t nd shoeràkettof
$172.-And yet the National Policy has ruined the hat $.09,000, maiking a total of over 8750,001. Thon èe have,
trade. It may be taken for granted that people have not in addition, a decrease in the expoets of ler o< d"$i;513
worn fewer hats, because it is said that the very first pe>ple which may also be added to the ýother amonets, *ieg
who feel the return of prosperity are the hatters. When that it may fairly be estimated thatlealer to thevtlu&vèf
times.are dull a man takes his old-hatto the hatter's and gets $ ,000,000. was consumed in 1880 by ýthe iandfaetrArsi of'
it ironod over; but when times are good ho buys a newùoe. boots and hoes more than in 1878. Thl- nahw'gine8t
We ied this, that during last year we imported $19,171 less which cannot be confuted, and, therefire, 'ftead f ' t
of hats andreaps than in 1?.78, and to that extent at any decrease in the exports of boota and seh,é ïila' vbew e or'%e
rat. the hatters kept the markets of the Domini*n Of decrease aiseo in the importe, affording lroun foo et iL
Canadaand supplied the local trade. Then,;eoming fom the is proof that that induetry has beengreatly eieikå àt"
head to the fet, there was another item te which the hou. by the National Policy. That is thé fea e, iW titàe is

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell).
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no pnan w>ro nows anythimg of what is going on who
dog ot kIowythat the facts bear out the infference.
A (ue1ec, Montreai, Toronto, wherever large boot
and shoe establishments are founId, premises are being
enlarged new buildings are going up, a larger number
of wn are employed; the proprietors are more hope-
ful, mere prosperous, making more money, and doing,
mre business; everywhere there aroe indications that
this speciat braneh of industry has taken . an enormous
stride, sud that it is obiefly due to the National Policy.
There wmsanotheritem4te which the hon.;member for South
BrantMr Paterson) referred. Of ale, beer, and eider,
be found we exported $13,331 worth less in 1880 than
in 18- 8 ;hutthe hon. gentleman should bave told the louse
thaï, w. imported $30,459 less than in 1878; so
that those who regard the manufacture of aie, beer
and Cider sE an undertaking to be encouraged will
have. the assu-ance that it has not been injured
by'theNational Policy. Another article to which the hon.
member for South Brant referred was that of tobacco.
He foundithe decrease in exporta for 1880 to be 835,711; but
h. should also have told the House that the decreased import.-
ations of manufactured tobacco reached $146,263, and any-
one who-:knows anything of cigar and tobacco factories will.
adràit, and 1 dare say it is within the hon. gentleman's cog-
nizance, they are more ptosperous to-day tkan in 1878.
Taking the thirty-five articles which the hon. gentleman
has menianed, the decrease on which arnounted to
81,485,0L5, and deducting from them the expert of ships,
the explanation of which was given by the Finance Minis-
ter; deducting leather, reepecting which we have abundant
proof that the decrease was not matter for regret, but for
rejoicing, becaise the leather was manufactured in Canaia,
wherebthere was a home market; deducting hemlock bark,
wbich may fairly have been used in tanning the extra half
million dollard worth of bides imported; deducting those
articles, there was a decrease in the exports of 1880 as coin-
pared with 1$78 amountingto $575,622. Yet whatdo we fin 1 ?
Infivarticles out of the thirty-five articles-clothing, h .ts
and caps, boots and shoes, ale. beer and eider, and manu-
facturesof tobacco-there is a decrease-in importations of
$842.026. So, in those few articles alone, the decrease in the
importations is greater than the decrease in the whole
exprtatiopaty the large sum of $266,404. I ask whether
these tacts do not abundantly answer the statementof the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) that we have
sorely injured this country by the National Policy. because
as to crtain articles of manufacture the export trade bas been
dereesed- The boa. Minister of Finance, in his statement
the other might, made the remark that the decrease in the
exports might be a matter of advantage to the
country, and bon. geotlemen opposite were disposed to
sneer hat statemeut. The ex-Minister of Finance was
especia emphatic in bis saeer at -that statement. -He
declare txwas on. whiqh ho could not for a moment under-
stasiüiL brt if theI bon. gentleman would only look at te
mat4eri" would admit Mii: that up to a certain point, if the
manucteeWrms of a ýcountry afford ample employment,
factoie running .fll .time, all the capital invested
f ully smployed, and yet we can find for all the producta
a market at home, the manufacturer is botter off than if,
he had tsend the produoté abroad. It is only after we
hae fully supliod thohome market that the question of
exportation becomea su 4mportant question. Then it is a
matter ofimpo, tancete onabie the manufacturers to enlarge
their sphee of operations, to inerease their capital and pre.
mis* ;an4d in ahat sense it is a matter of exceedingly great
importance. But at he start of manufactories-and
weare only practioally startiug them in this country,,
and. ou w w getting inta condition for the thorough
devp ,p iopu r mannfaeturing industries-and
unfäwo bave supplied the home market, tue question

of exportation does not enter at all into the question of the
proeperity of these manufactures. In England the case is
vastly different. The'e, the manufacturiig industries are
o fully deyeloped that the home market will fnot begin to
cemsume what the mills running on full time will supply,
and thorefore the est is to be found in the value of the
exports. But in this country, until our manufactures are
in a condition to supply fully our home market, the question
of exports does not enter into the caleulation.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why do we exp ort any
manufactures at ail if the home market is not supplied ?

Mr. WHITE. If the hon. gentleman cannot answer his
own question, I am sorry for iL. I am not here to snswer
conundrums.

Mr. PATERSON. Will you please answer it. If .we
cannot supply our own market, why do we nod to expgrt ?
That is a conundrum.

Mr. WHITE. One of the trouble of hon. gentlemen
opposite is this. One of the things that has got them ihto
their difficulties with the people-and into difficulties with
the people they have got-is, that they have been throwing
such conundrums as this at the heatIs of tbe peopte. If you
can manufacture - and sel more chéaply in Canada under
a 30 per cent. tariff than you coulid un ler a 10 per
cent. tariff, what is the use of a 30 per cent. tarif?
But the people have been learning by experienco that
under a 3) por cent. tariff the larger production
enables them to soeil at a less price than they could under
a 10 per cent tariff, if the article was manufactured outside.
Thoro is another question, and only one, to which I desire
to refer, and that is a subject which bas been discussed
so frequently in this House and out of it, that I might
alrnost be pardoned if I left it alone altogether. I refer to
the question of the sugar dutio, as an illustration of how
the people of this country have been burdened by this Tariff,
My hon. friend the Finance Minister, in hie statemont the
other day, g ve us the average prices of sugar in this
country during the last year, and the price in New York, with
the îluties under the old Tariff and the charge of
35 cents per hundi ed added, and as a result he found
that the price in Canada was about 25 eents a hundrod,
or one quarter of a cent a pound more on granulated sugar
than it would be under the old Tariff, if his mode of
calculation was good. In dealing with this question,
so far as the price of this sugar is concerned, we
are fortunately dealing with a question outside of
the realm of speculation altogether, and can come down
ta a matter of mathematical prooL We had three
years' experience without a refinery, when all the granulated
sugar consumed in this country had to be imported, chiefly
from the United Staes; and we are thereby enabled teo
learn, by comparing the prices in gold in bond, which pre.»
vailed during those three years in New York, which
is the market from which comparisons ard taken,
with the prices obtained . in this country, whether
the proposition made by the hon. Finance Minister,
reg4rding this particular industry, is a fair one. or not.
Now, in 1876, taking the price of sugar in New York, and
adding the duty under, what I may call for convenience, the
Cartwright Tariff, and the charge of 35 cents, the price
should have been in this country $9.05. 1 am speaking of
the average for the whole year, and that average bas been
obtained by taking the price on three days in eaCh month,
which hon. gentlemen must admit is a fair method. As a
matter of fact the average price in Canada during that time
waa 89.50-45 cents a hundred, or nearly half a cent, a pound
more than it should bave been on the principle stated bythe
hon. Fisnce Minister. In J877 te average price, by the
saie method,should have been $10.15; the actual average was
f10,66-51 ents 4 hundred, or over on.-balf 4 cent a poùbd
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more than the consumer shoald have paid. In 1878, unde
the old Tariff, the average prics ought to havo been 48.89
whpreas the actual average price ws 9.33, a dif1erence o
44 ents a ihundred. The diŠprence betwee the averag
price on this method and actual price during those three
years, was no less than 461 cents a hundred, or very nearly
onébeli a cent a pound. On the saie method of calculation
we have during the past year been paying one-fourth of a
cent a pound more, not one-balf ; so.that instead of our pay-
ing more in consequence of this industry being promoted
in Canada, we have been payimg one-quarter 'f a icenl
less, and that method of calculation, which cannot bo gain.
said, but is open to enquiry by any. hon. gentleman, is
e rtainly as fait, in reference to the three years, when we

ad no refinery, as to the one year when wè had refineries.
There is another point with reference to that one-quarter of
a cent. With the duty ut 30 per cent. instead of 25 pea
cent. on sugars under No. 14, notwithstanding the advau.
tage which is given to the refiner of a rebate on the duty on
packages of direct importations, the duty just about
makes up the cne-quarter cent more which he las to psy.
The percentage of duty paid on packages imported in 180
was 46-49; on the same packages under the old Tariff
it would have boon 44-7. The difference amounts
to about 2-42 per cent. between tge actual payment
and the payment under the old Tarif, and that is as nealy
as posible the one-quarter cent extra referred to by the
hon. Finance Minister. But ouecannot look at this matter
as a mere question of the price of sugar. It is not &
question afler all whether the people of this country get
their sugar at a little higher or a littie lower price in conse-
quence of the establishment of a refinery at Montreal, at
Moncton or at Halifax, and I am glad to know that there
are going to be refineries in different parts of the country to
compete with each other and give the advantages of that
indhstry to different parts of the country; but a question as
to the general interests of commerce as affected by
this industry in Canada. I had the honor, two years ago,
on the floor of thisChamber, of quoting, in relation to this
sugar industry, the opinion of a leading fiee-trader of the
United States, a gentleman whose opinions had been quoted
ver often by hon. gentlemen opposite, the Hlon. David A,
Wetls. He took it out altogether of the ordinary liEst of arti-
cles upon which he deprecated protection ; he held it was an
arti]le so exceptional in its character, and in the advan-
tages which it ofTered to the country, that it ought to be
deait with differently, and oguht to be protected. Now,
what do we find ? Take our West India trade. I find by the
report of-the Montreal Harbor Trustthat the imports of sugar
into that port in 1878 were 12,289,843 Ibs.; in 1879 the
imports were 64 375,656 1b ; and in 1880 they reached
74,Q5,000 lbs. Will any boa. gentleman teil me that it
was not te the advantage of this country that this large
qua'ntity of sugar sbould be carried in vessels from the
Wegt Indies to Canadian ports, rather thari have the refined
sugar imported into the country over American railroads.
The arrivals of West Indian vessets in the port of Montreal
were qs follows: in 1875, 9 vessels, with a total of 3,689 tons;
in 187G, 3 vessels, 553 tons; in 1877, 3 vesseis, 655 tons; in 1878,
7 vssels, 1,216 tons ; in 1c79 33 vesses, 16,587 tons; in 1830,
45 vessels, 1,6 7 tees. Wil any hon'. gentleman pretend
to say that the trade of the Domipion bas not been greatly
benfitted by this large tonnage between the two countries.
The hon. Finance Minister, referring -to the ezpenditure
made by refiners in Canada in the carrying on of their
businesés, said that it benefitted the Dminion to an amount
equnvaient to the diffrence 'f duty between that received
now and that recoived under thelate Tqriff.

Sir ,LEONARD TILEY. I said it was more than the
ameat of-the duty, but -I see. the eport -maes- me .say
thedorager.

Mr. Wnsiru <Cadw.iI).

r Mr. WHITE. Upwards of $800,000 have been expended
by the two refineries of the ciîty of Montrel,aIld th

f expenditure will be largely increased when the rfodnres
in Halifax are in good working order. There is an.extra.
ordinary attempt to excite tho feelings. of the country
against this particular feature of the Tariff. The hon,

i member for Centre Huron, in a speech which ho made
a in Centre Huron 1ast year, talked of 3ke. being adddi to

the cost.
Mr. ANGLIN. He did not say that.
-r. WHITE. I am going to read the hon. getlemah'ii

explanàtion. The hon. onteman need not be impatieant; I
do not propose to misstate his argnments in any way what-
ever. He stated that the Tariff added three and one-haf
cents a pound to the cost of the sugar to every consumer im
Ca4nada. There was not agentlenan who read thatapeech,
even the hon. Finance Minister who read it and referred to
it in Toronto, who did not take away the impression that the
hon. gentleman intended to conivey the idea that the poliy
of thio Government had added throe and one-balf cents per
pound to the cost of sugar. I vould venture to say there
was not a gentleman in that audience who did not came to
1hat conclusion. If he did not mean that, what was the
objeet of referring to the Lhree and one-half cents at all?
If be had a duty on sugar, which I will show yeon wa mi its
practical operation on the consunler, more heavy than the
présent, why did ho refer to the turee and one-.alf cents
anless for the purpose of exciting feeling against it? The
bon. gentleman, the other night, explained his statconentina
this way:

"So in making bis other statement that I had declared that eachfamily
ia Canada had latterly t pa three cents per pound more for itsnsur
surely the hon gentleman, who had evidently that stte,.,.t bfr
-because he declares in another part of bis speech that I knew the total
importation was about 116,000,000 lbs.-must have known that when I
defined the loss as $1,177,000, it was quite impousible jhat that could
represent more than one cent per lb. He appears to be unable to distin-
guish between these two simple propositions ; that the 1oss tu t'he people
of Canada over and above the money that goes into the Treagary is one
cent per lb., and that the duty fixed on the sugar consumed by the people
of Caada is 3 cents to 31 centa per lb. These are not dificu¶fthings to
distinguish."1

But surely the hon. rfiember for Centre Huron could not
expect the audience to bear in their minds these different
calculations, and give to his statement a meaning which it
did not bear on its face. What is the fact ? In 1877, taking
the prices of sugar here and the prices in New York in bond
and making a calculation, the people of Cana-la pald, under
the tariff of the hon. gentleman, in consequence of the duty
and handling, over New York prices, $3.64 pet 100 -lbi ;
while in 1880 they pay but $3.23 per 100 ibs. over New York
rices. What was the object of the hon. gentleman ur refer-

ring to this matter of the 3 cents or 3 cents at all, if it was
not to create the impression that by the act of this Govern-
ment that enormnous burden had been imposed on the people.
Not only hàks there been an attempt in this way to croate a
prejudice aganst it, but we had an hon. gentleman, from
whom better things should have been expeted, endeavring
lin Toronto to excite public antipathy againet asugarrefinery
in Montreal, because the head of that refinery had muade
a great gift to a university. That hon. gentleman, a
chancellor of a university, did n ot hesitate, in the city of
Toronto, before a largo publie assembly, to maké itra crinme
upon the head of that establishment beqanse he had ivn

0,Q00 towards the establishment of a museum iconcion-
with McGill University. We have not many wealthy men in
Canada who are willing to devote their money to pbjeet of
this kind. We have many institutions which require suckh
assistance from the wealthy men of the country, and it is
.certainly net calculated to promote 'thât kind of benevo-
lence, when hon. gentlemen -oecupying high positiont rah
as the hon. membor for West Durham, make it a crim, la a
public ass.mi~y, against the ,edpath refiery that KrI.
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Peter lepath had given 850,00) towards a public institu-
tion, and stated that the amonnt was wrang from the
earninags of the people through the higher priceï which they
had to pay for their sugar. Does the hon. gentleman know
that in, the city of Toronto the [Ion. Wm. McMaster recently
erected a church ? Who complains of that? Who does
not honor him for it? What would be said of the man who,
before a public audience, would say : "Sir, you, took that out
of the earnings of the people; you might- have sold them
your cottons ,and dry goods at so much less; you might
have given that enormous profit to your customers through-
out the country; but, instead of that, you took from them
every dollar you could get, and now you seek to

acify your conscience by building a church." Mr Jos.
Makay, in Montreal, who is not a manufactnrer,
but an importer, bas recently distingis.hed himself
-as I would be glad to see many merchants and
wealthy mon of Canada distinguish themselve-by erect-
ing an asylum for deaf-inutes in MontreAl. What would
be said of the man who would charge him with having
robbed the people by making them puy too much for
their goods, aod now wanted to make atonement ? ItL
was an unworthy attack for the hon. gentleman to make.
He, of al men in this country, occupying the position of
head of one of its leading Universities, instead of discourag-
ing the wealthy from giving donations to institutions of
this kind, ought rather to have applauded the action and
acknowledged the honorable motives that prompted it.
But the ex-Finance Minister, the other night, told us that
this Tariff was equivalent to a mortgage of $10 upon every
acre of land in the country. Just-look at that statement.
An ordinary farm would be about 200 acres, which, at $10
an acre, would produce a mortgage of $2,000; which, at 7
er cent, would compel a farmer to pay $140. The increase
y the present Tariff, for which hon. gentlemen on the

Ministerial side are responsible, is, say 5 per cent. That
gives margin enough. That would amount to a store
bill, because it. is only on store bills that taxes are
paid by farmers, of $2,800. Now, I seo the hon.
member for South Wentworth looking at me, and
I would ask him how many farmers in this country
with 200 acres. have to meet a store bill of $ ,800 ? It is
statem ents of this kind that, I venture to say, are doing the
hon. gentlemen opposite a very great deal of harm. If we
listened to them, our people would appeai much poorer than
they are-in faet, in a state of abject poverty. While one
hon. gentleman tellà us that every farm is mortgaged to
the extent of $10 an acre through this Tarif, another
tells us that $60 out of $300, or 20 per cent. of ail the
earnings of the unfortunate poor man, goes to the tax
collector. Under these circumstances, one would imagine
that our people were in wretchel circumstances One or
two tests will apply to these statements. Take, for instance,
the Post Office Savings Banks-a pretty good test, because
I believe the average deposits are small, that the office will
not take over $1,000 from iiny depositor, and will not allow
a family to divide itself as'to put in a larger amount-the
object being not to encourage withdrawals from the banks
and the ordinary business of the country. On the
30th September, 1878 - I do not refer to that month
for the purpose of hurting the feelings of hon.
gentjemen opposite, but because it is a good month
for the purpose of the comparison-the number
of open accounts was 26,097, and the amount on deposit
$2,T.8,310.66. In 1580, same date, the number of open
accounts was 32,804, and the total deposits, a4,226,723.86.
What is still more extraordinary is the fact that in the four
months since that time, up to the 31st January luat, the
number of open ascounts was 36,361, raising the total de-
positsto .5,125,135.11. That, Sir, I am bound to l say, i a
very considerable indication that the people of this country.
after they had mortgaged their farms for $10 an acre and

u8

paid their 20 per cent. of al their earnines to the tax-
gatberer, appeared to have a great deal of mobey left for
deposit in the Savings Banks. Thon, I find that the number
of deposits made in January last in the Post-00oe Savings
Banks was 7,014, and the amount deposited in small sums
of on an average of 860 each. reached $4Î2,889. The only
month in the whole history of the Post.Offiee Savings Banks
in which there was anything like so large a number of de.
positers and so large an amount deposited, was
in August, 1879, when the Consolidated Bank failed
and the Exohange Bank riosed its doors and there
was a general panie throughout the country in consequence;
people seeking the Post Offce Bank rather than the savings
banks department ot the chartered banks. In that month
there was 6,022 depositors, who deposited 8409,O 7. In
January, 1879, there were 3,970 persons opened accounts in
the Post Offiee Bank, to the amount of $219,462. I take
now another institution which may be said to offer a very fair
test of the circumstances of the people-the City and
District Savings Baik ot Montreal, which is perbaps the
largest saving.i bank in the Dominion. On the lst of October,
1878, it had 17,793 open accounts, with deposits amounting
to $3,524,239, and on ist of October, 1880, tho open accounts
numbered 20,668, with an amount of $1,379,6612. I would
like to know whether under these circumstances, it
can be said that the peuple of this country are a
poor people ? Hon. gentlemen opposite may rely on this,-
that there is nothing which the Conservative party, at any
rate, more desire than that they should pursue on this que-
tion their present course. We saw only the other day in the
Montreal papers a letter from a gentleman who is a Liboral
and has done good service in the Liberal cause, whose influ-
ence and power in connection with elections in that city I
personally have very good reason to know something about
-I mean dr. L. O. David. The other day he publishîed a
letter declaring that the Li beral party had abandoned ail idea
ot going back on. the National.Policy or returning to their
old policy, because that they, as wise mon, having regard to
the pub1hc sentiment of the country and to the industries
built up under the influence of this tariff, bal resolved to
maintain it in its integrity. It was stated, also, that the
member for West Durham anid an hon. gentleman in
Quebee, Mr. Mercior, who may be said to be a leader of
the Liberai party, actually, aithough not nominally, had
given assurances to this etfect. Parliament happily being
open at pre3ent, we can have the statements of hon. gentle-
men opposite on the subject. They are doing their best-
I do not, for one, regret it, because I believe that, apart
from the National Policy, having regard to the getieral
interests of this country, to its development, improvemeut
and advancement, that it is importaut that they should not
be in office-to croate the impression in the mind. of every
man in Canada, who has a dolLr invested ini business, t4at
his interests and the interest of the country depvud on
those hon. gentlemen being kept in Opposition, They
choose to take that course. They ch,>ose to say, to-day,
that they are wiliing to oppose this National Policy, that
they regard it as injurious. while every man outside Parlia.
ment believes it teho the reverse. When we find that such
men as a gentleman in Montreal, who is well known as an
active politician in that city, whose influence as a Liberal I
have good rea-n to know somethirng of-l mean Mr.
William Clendenning-when we find such gentlemen
as he writing to the newspapera and declaring that,
nothwithstanding what hon. gentlemer may say, the Jact
romains thut things are more prosperous, that the boom is
upon us, that every industry is prospering, we have no diffi-
culty in estimating outside public sentiment. I say, if the e
hon. gentlemen choose to ignore these indiations of publie
sentiment outside, thon upon their own heads be the e-vil of
it. Only yesterday morning, in the city of Montreal, I met
a manufacturer on the street. I asked hin how business
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was prospering with him. He replied that it was booming.
I said: "That is duo to the National Policy." He replied:
" Yes." I said : "You d id not believe in it not long ago." Ilis
reply was : "Well, I did not believe that you were sincere
in advocating it. I did not believe that your party would
bave the courage to bring -down such a policy as
we now have, else I would have taken a different
course in your election in the city of Montreal."
That gentleman is simply a type of many gentlemen
in this Dominion who have come o realize that the
welfare of Canada is bound up in the party which looks
to the development of the country in its broadest sense-
wbich looks to the development, not only of the industries of
the country, but of every interest in the country, as this
Government bas done since it has been in office. 1 am sat-
isfied that when this question of the National Poliey comes
up for review by the court of last appeal-the people-
in 1883, hon. gentlemen opposite will be glad, if they can,
to bark back from some of the statements they are
making to-da.y, and to declare that, although they
opposed the National Policy in the first instance, they are
not now going to go back upon it, and they will be anxious
to sneak back to the Treasury benches-if I may use the
expression--under cover of a pretence of friendship to the
policy which they have done so much to destroy. Hlappily,
however, they are now rnaking a record which will render
it difficult for them to take such a course, and I, for one, do
not regret that they are making that record.

Mr, CHARLTON mmved the*adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock, midnight,) the

House adjourried.

IJOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 23rd February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaEras.

WHEAT CARGO OF THE 'BOYNI."

Mr. GAULT enquiied, Have the Government collected
the duty on the cargo of wheat wrecked on board the ship
Boyne ; and if so, what is the amount collected ?

Mr. BOWELL. The duty bas been collected on grain,
ex-ship Boyne, as follows : 13,723 bushels of wheat, at 15
cents, $2,058.4-); 45,55 bushels of Indian corn, at 7½ cents,
44,419.43;· total, 85,478.83. That was the whole cargo, but
the parties have the right, reserved to them, to a refind for
uny portion of the cargo that might not be taken from -he
vessel.

IMPROVEMENT OF CASCUMPEC IHARBOR.

Mr. HACKETT enquired, Whetber ,it 's the intention of
the Government to place an amount in the Supplementary
Estimates for the improvement of Cascumpoc Harbor,
Prince County, Prince Edyvard Island ?1

Mr. L&ANGEVIN. This matter is at present.under thel
consideration of the GovernmentL

STEAMSHIP LINE B TWEEN ST JOUN, HALIFAX
AND LIVERPOOL.

Mr. WELDON enqu red, In reference to the subsidy
proposed to be given to a line of steamships to be run
J>tween St. John and Halifax, alternately, and Liverpool, is

Mr, WHITE (Cardwell).

it the intention of the Government to ask for publiotenden
for the service ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is the intention of the Government.

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY.

Mr. DESJARDINS, in moving for copies of .allcoor-
raspondence, Orders in Council, petitionb, Commisaipn. of
enquiry, returns and other documents, respeeting the
management and administration of the St. Vincentde Paul
Penitentiary, since the lst January, 1880, said: Ithas
been the lot of this institution to have . drawn, since, it
was established, more than its share of publie atteqtion.
Almost every year, since 1873, we have had complaints and
enquiries of all kinds relative to that institution, an4in
many instances dismissals have been made. It' is well
known that lately another dismissal bas taken place, and
we have now the enquiri as to what reasons have induced
the Governmentte that decision. It is well known tbat
during its first years this institution was far from being a
success,that the first two years of trial had disastrous results;
but these were explained by the fact that the building,
which was intended for a reformatory school, had not the
necessary requirements for a penitentiary, and, besides, the
staff was inexperienced and untrained. With inadequate
means and an inexperienced staff, it was not to be won-
dered at that the institution did not meet expectation.- In
1875 important changes were made. The first warden was
dismissed and-another appointed ; at the same time a radi-
cal change was made in the laws regarding the administra-
tion of the penitentiary. The wisdom of the change I was
not ready to admit then, and J think now that, after the
experience of some five or six years, we have more reason
than we had then to doubt its wisdom. In fact, it was
admitted then the change was rather an experimept than
a law to be admitted as being a decided improvement on the
former one. Under the operation of the new law corn-
plaints increased to such an extent that in 1878,
on the demand of bon. members of' this H1ouse, a
Commission was appointed under the provisions of the
Act of 1875, and two men of great authority in those
matters were named te investigate into the whole question.
We have now their report. The object of the enquir" was
to ascertain what was the morale of the institution, its
discipline, the efficiency of its staff, and its financial
condition. Those Commissioners visited first the Kingston
Penitentiary, which was acknowledged to be the first institu-
tion of the kind in the Dominion, and to rank among the
best onthe continent. Their motive in visiting the Kingston
Penitentiary was, as they explain:

"We were the more anxious for such a visit to the oldest of. Canadian
penitentiaries, because we were aware that that establishiment had fnot
been subjected to the same discouraging aspersions and complaints as
had been its sister institution in the Province of Qnebec; but, on the
contrar, was esteemed at headquarters as being well managed end as
present ng a highly satisfactory condition of affairs."

The result of 'their visit was to convince them thert was
scarcely nothing to desire in that institution. They ,then
went to the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary in July or
August, 1879, and spent there some two months, tese- what
was actually going on, what were the deficiencies, and what
was the remedy required. They came to the conclusior
that while there were some defects in the administration,
the institution could compare favorably with the other;taking
luto account the fact that the *Klngston Penitentiary ihad
been established since 1835, whilst the St. Vinfent de Paul
Penitentiary was only in its infancy,-and had ' buEiding
mnsufficient for its purpose. Thev found that:

As respects the peronele, moMie, and other highes onidreraipnuand
conditions bearing upon the primitive and reformator oharacter or these
institutions,'we owe it to justice to state onr cedavct ,ida; teee
highertgroundeie ayt. Vincent de Palis n«f ohrat"wa inO4she
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£"By way of drawingyour attention to the more manifest defects and

requirzments of these two important institutions, we may at the outset
state that bath suffer from a defective systern of accounting; that St.
Viment de Paul Prison suffers further from its general state of incom-
pleteiieas, an insufficiency of plant, fittings and acreage."
At the end of 1876, a change of warden having taken place
in the ,meantime, the inspector was able to report as
folÔws:-

"We are happyat being able to state with the experience of fourteen
months of Dr. Duchesneau's régime before us. that the Penitentiary, in
all-the details ofîits management, has been entirely reorganized and im-
proved." It is worth of remark that during these evil times the lack of
discipline and general demoralization existed morie among the under
offcers than among the convicts. whose morals were saved from 1 the wopet
consequences by the faithful and unremitting exertions of the Chaplains
and somne òther superior officers, whose strug les for good, under the
most.disheartening tonditions, deserves the big est praise. The change
of management did not, however, immediately effect the revolution which
might have been looked for. Incompetent and unworthy officers still
exercised their baneful influence. They could only be weeded oit as cir-
cumstaùçes came to the knowledge of thé Warden which justified their
dismissal. • These defects have now been. f r the main p'art, remedied.
and we-believe the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary now possesses, with
very few>exceptions, a good and thoroughly efficient staff.

4This remark we feel justified in making without reserve, baving care-
fully examined the rolls, the causes of removals, the minute books and
records of the institution, and having found our opinion derived there-
from fully eonfirmed by a personal inspection of result.

" The morale of the institution appeared to us to be really excellent.
There was in the appearance, the conduct, the health and industry of the
convicts, noindication of the existence of vicions practices or of immediate
evil dispositions, nor even of determined indocility ; on the contrary, the
aspect and general behavior of pris'ners we invariably found good to a
renmarkable degree.

IWe followed them for days at church, in the school in the shops, at
outside work, and at night in the dormitories, and can bear testimony to
their general good demeanor."
. " There are. of course, offences committed against the prison rules,
most of them of a triffing charaefer, some of a more serions kind ; but, we
repeat it,'thegeneral c,>nduct of the bulk of the convicts and the spirit
evineed by themu isas goid as can be expected to result from the very best
application of means of reform which can be used in connection with the
population of a penal institution. At church, where the ceremonies of
worship are carried on with imposing solemnity, the convictsdeport them-
selves with becoming digity and exhibit all the exterior signs of a proper
respect for religion. Their church music would do credit to many
churdhes conducted under happier ausp.ces.

"'The proficiency of the convicts at school, as well as in the varions
trades, is another proof of the spirit pervading idie establishment. Men,
and some of them at an advanced age, who could neither read nor write,
have learned to do both, and others have very materially increased the
stock of elementary knowledge they were possessed of when they entered.
They avaii themselveseagerly of the means of improvement placed within
their reach ; the libraries are small. but, to all appearances, judiciously
selected, and the books are in constant circulation hnd generally well
cared for.

lMost of the convicts, it may be said, who had no trade before enter-
ing the prison learn one there, and if sentenced for long terms, or if parti-
calarly apt, they not unfrequently make themselves master of two

" The health of the convicts, so particularly and exceptionally good at
St. Vincent de Paul, is a'so in a measure an evidence of a high state of
the meerole of its population, the influence of which is discernible in every
department, and under all circumstances."
This was really giving a good certificate to tbe efficiency of
the staff of the establishment, and telling highly of
the wise precautions taken by the authorities of the peni-
tentiary and of the effic.ency of its medical officers; especi-
ally when it was despite the overcrowded condition of the
penitentiary-for in several instances they we-e obliged to
aceommodate up to forty conviets in the same room during
night, and they had to use damp and dark cells for the others.
They remark further, that the healthy.atate of the institu-
tion at .; Vincent de Paul is remarkable, and continue
thus:

"The continuous exceptionally healthy state of the St. Vincent de Paul
Penitentiary vould be remarkable under the best of circumstances - it is
much more so when it is considered that a notable portion of its popuation.
is lodged at niht in temporary dormitories of insufficient space.ince its
establisent in 1873, this prison has been not onIy free from all con-
tagions, epidemie or endenic diseases, but also from ailments indicative
of morbid or depressing influences of a general character. Such a state
of thins is so exceptionally good that it is hardly to be expected that it
can maintain itself, at the saine point, as thepormal condition of things"
A to theeffiéieney of the staff in 1879, they .ay:

The present staff op are to s to be welladapted to the dutiesi
imposed upon them, from twardento the lower grades. Unavoidably,1

ere aro yeral degrees of fitness, as is alway i .ase; # re got

equal good or efficient. We have, indeed, reason to suspect that the e
are a fw of the under-officers, and fortunately but few, who are lacking
in some important requisites for their office."

These facts, meantime, are easily explaine. It was found
that the system of aecounting was deficient here as at
Kingston itself, forme-ly, and that led to some regre'able
occurrences. The attention of the efficers at headquarters
was called to the fact, and I understand îhat remedies have
been found for that state of things. As regards the insuffi-
ciency of the buildings, the Commissioners go on to say;

"The permanent buildings at St. Vincent de Paul, so far as th-y are
completed, are well suited for penitentiary puirposes They are severe
in style and very substantially constructed They are, however, inaifli-
dent even for present wan ta, not to speak of the futuîre requirements of
the Province of Quebec. At the end of ourshort sojourn at St. Vincent
de Paul there were within the walls of that institution 312 convickt,
141 of whom were ldged at ni:bt in temporary quarters. Of these sixty
occupied strong cells in a portion( of the building never intended for that
purpose and la-kinu the proper space of many thousand feet. Fifty-six
occupied woodeu celle, insecure and badly situated ; twenty were in an
associated dormitory, and eight in the dungeon cella Jy this time,
however, eighty-nine recenitly fitished celle will have been fi:ted up in
the new wing.'

Well, that stite of things might explain, to a certain
extent, tha gia t number of compluintsi since the
opening of Ihe institution. In fact, it bas been too much the
fashion of the authorities here to corn par tho requirements
ot St. Vincent de Paul with those of the older prison at
Kingston, and to j:dge of the exlpensoof each per capita,
instead of judging of the expense neaded on accourt of the
new pcni tentiary not hvving been put in the sanie position
and on the sarne footing as the other; and to the delays in
granting the niecessary aid to the St. Vincent do Paul
institution, and the necessary siims to proceed with tho
works necessary, and the requisite buiLdings,are to be largely
attributed some of the disturbances and iricguiarities that
have taken place and which havo caused so much con-
plaint. nit, afier having recejved such a report a3 that of
Messrs. Tauhé and Mial, and getting it published through-
out the country, the public could not helpî being surprised
on hearing that after su-l a report niew enquirie were
asked for and granted, anid ihat the Inspector went to the
penitentiary and inetiluted a new investiration and
enquiry regarding its whole fets and bistory; and if we
may judge by the result, it is very appurent that the con-
clusions at which the Inuspector atrrived are enl i-ely. different
from those which I find in this report of Messrs Taché and
Miall. It now r-emains for us to sce if, really, those continuail
investigations arejustified by the fhults or- deficienocies of the
officers. Froi what Iknow, my belief is that the changes in
thelaw of 1875 have had rnuch to do with the troubles which
have occurred in that institution. I think it was a great
mistake to do away with an independent body of directors
who had made a special study of the subject, and who had
devoted their time andattention to the well-being of suoh
establishments, and to centraliza the control of suuh institu-
tions in a political department here. The change, in my
opinion, has had the effect of leading nany politicians to
believe that that penitentiary had become a new field open
to the exercise of patronage, and the perpetration ofjobs and
other things of that kind which, undesirable any wbere, are
especially so in connection with such institutions as this,
whose principal end is to protect society from the criminal
classes, and to exercise a beneficial moral indutîence upon
those who come within their walls. I think we should give
to the officers of such an institution that confidence and
freedom of action which are necessary if they are to initiate
measures for its well-bein-g. My opinion upon -that point
is eorroborated by the report made by Messrs. Tache and
Miall, who say:

" The study of the subject of prison management, if pursued free from
the influence of preconceived ideas, must lead an nnbiaesed mind to the
conviction that sueh institutions should be goverrted #4d directed by an
organizatio-n r body cf men free fron îwggge politiel gg othef
extreneous igflîences,"
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I know that for some years in the put that institution has
been denounced on account of its offi-ers interfering in
elections. I know that it has been wilely circulated that
accusations have been brought against some of thee gentle-
men for baving left their duies to engage in political
canvassing in [errebonne, Laval, Montreal and my own
constituency. It was known that leave of absence was too
easily granted in the days when canvassing was in vogue,
and that fact led to neasiness and complaints which culmi-
nated in the lastenquiry and the dismissal of the late warden.
It those reports were well founded it would give more strength
to the concluding remarks made by Messrs Taché and
Miall, and would call for the immediate action of the
Government. Those gentlemen say:

"Such organized bodies exist in every civilized country, whether
under ihe name of Inspéctors, Superintendents, Directors, or Uommis-
sioners, ani are generally constituted into Boards, whoe relation to
the executive officers of each establishment are somewhat .analogous to
the relation subsisting between Parli ment and Cabinet, under a consti-
tutional form of. government. Their duties are consultative, deliberative,
and in a measure, legi-lative. They decide upon what general principles
the prisons shal be governed, and their decrees, when approved by the
Minister of State, are carried into effect by the local executive.

" Such was the condition of the question in Canada before the passage
of the Act of 1875, which we are bound to call an unfortunate deviation
from the usual course pursued in almost every country aiming at the
reforin of its criminal population."

Proceeding further, they show how difficult and how ineffi-
cient must be the- cont rol which eau be exercised over
the institution by a department like the, Depart ment of
Justice, when so tar removed from the institution:

".A Government department might almost as well undertake to treat,
at a distance, the patients of our public hospitals, as direct, by correspon-
dence, the life and con uct of a penitentiary. The officers and clerks of
a department can hardly be considered as ex officio authorities on prison
matters. and if directors or inspectors are made under-officers of a
department, they lose, by the very tact of occupying such a position, the
freedom, the status, the immunities which are necessary to the proper
discharge of their important and often delicate functions, at the same
time the feeling or sense of responsibility, on account of their trust, is
materially backward."

I think the experience we have had goes far to prove the
truth of these remarks. I have to say, however, toat the
firot two years of the operation of this law showed, perhaps,
botter results than the experience of late years. It is to the
credit of the Minister of Justice of that time that ho directed
ail bis efforts to bring ail the penitentiaries into a state of
efficiency, and while he held that office he took care not to
allow political bias to interfere with the success of its
management, but, on the contrary, sought to govern the
institution from the high point of view from which ail such
institutions should be governed. He was succeeded, howevèr,
by a Minister of Justice who did not appear to attach that
importanuce to the administration of the affairs of the
penitentiary with a view to the social welfare of the
community, and who was, if I am correctly informed, too
much disposed to obtain from the institution ail the
political influence which ho possibly could. It is
to that state of things that we owe the enquiry which
took place, and the report from which I have been
quoting. The late warden has been dismissed. Another
one will soon be appointed to succeed him, and if the law
remains as it is, il the relations between the Department of
Justice and the management of the penitentiary continue
to remain as they are, it is probable that the next warden
will not keep his place any longer than the one who has
been dismisse. I think it is very important, for the well-
being of any institution of that kiud, that prompt remedies
should be applied to the evils complained of.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There is no objection to the
papers being broughl down. I am very glad, indeed, my
hon friand has given me an opportunity to lay them on the
Table of the louse. , I do> not. inted to speak of the

Mr DasJ4Tpis.

23,
history of the Penitentiary of St. Vincentý de Paul, but
I bave one or two observations te make upon statements ho
has made as to the action of the department over which
I preside with reference to that institution. I shall not
discu's the question he bas raised as to whether the policy
initiated some years ago with reference to- the government
ofthose insttutions is a wise one or not, or whether it would
be better,as in former yeare,to have these institutions managed
by a board, insiead of putting them under the superintendence
of an Inspector of Penitentiaries, under the control of the
Department of Justice. I will only say that in 1878, when
I took charge of the department, 1 found that th.re was, and
had been for some time, a state of things existing in that
institution not at all conducive to its proper administration,
or to the proper management of its atfaits. At the earliest
convenient moment, I caused the Commission te ho
appointed to which the hon. mcmber refers, composed
of two very able men, Mr. Taché, Deputy Minster of
Agriculture, and Mr. Miail, of the Department of Inland
Revenue. The report of these gentlemen resulted in
an arrangement of some matter3 connected with that insti-
tution which from that time to a recent period, at any rate,
conduced largely to the quiet and smooth administiration of
its affairs. However, during the last summer a complaint
was made by a member of Parliament, a very influential
gentleman, living in the neighborhood of the institutioneof
a very serious character, containing numerous charges
against the warden of that institution. It is quite true, as
the hon. gentleman states, that this gentleman spoke of the
warden in a highly complimentary manhner as to the way
in which he had managed the institution. Subsequent to
that date written charges were placed in my hands by a
gentleman occupying a high position in publie life, as well
as in the community where he resides, making charges of
se serions a nature against the warden's personal character
and habits, as 'well as his mode of administration, as.to
make it imperative that an investigation sbould ho held.
That investigation was ordered as provided by law. The
Inspector of Penitentiaries proceeded to St. Vincent de
Paul and sat for many weeks, taking an enormous amount
of testimony, being assisted for a considerable portion of
the time, at his own request, by the Deputy Minister of
Justi"ce. On the evidence so taken the Inspector
of Penitentiaries presented a report, and upon
this report, confirnied by myself, the .Government
came to the conclusion that it was in the interest of the
penitentiary that Mr. Ducbesneau should cease tobe the
warden, and the result was that.he was superseded, and the
institution is now managed by the deputy-warden, acting as
warden in the meantihne. This is the state of theecase, and
I shall be happy te lay upon the Table, for the information
of the House, the evidence on which the Government
decided to take the course I have mentioned.

Mr. MASSON. Do I understand the dismissal of Dr'
Duehesneau was in consequence of the truth of the accusa-
tions, or certain of them, made against him br the gentleman
of whom the Minister speaks, or whether it was on account
of the inability of the warden to conduct the affaire 9f the
penitentiary with the staff at his disposal?. In the one case
the dismissal casts no odium upon the warden ; in the othor
case it casts a great odium upon him.

Mr. McDONALD. The only answer I am ju.st new able
to give to that question is, that the Government felt com-
pelled te dismiss the warden on the evidence taken by the
.inspector.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry to learn that it has been found
necessary te supersede the late warden of the penitentiary,
and I think that my hon. friend's observations, if I.1rigtbtly
caught it, deserves at lead this 4egro orfattntion that
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since very grave inferences are to be drawn from the state-
ment of the Minister, there ought te be no delay in laying
these papers on the Table of the House, so that we may
know what the exact degree of impropriety or inability of
the late warden has been. It may be quite consistent with
that gentleman's perfect rectitude of demeanor morally, and
his honor, that he may have been found incompetent for
the Éituation; on the other band, the observation of the
Minister certainly impresssd me very painfully, as they
seem to have impressed the hon. member for Terrebonne
(Ur. Masson), that the sustained charges were of a very
grave character. I may say that I was responsible for the
original appointment of Dr. Duchesneau.- I made that
appointment under a very grave and pressing sense of the
responsibilityl/that surrounded me, and I watched with
very earnest care during the remainder of my tenure
of office, and made very fre itent enquiries as to the progress
of St. V incent de Paul under the practical re-organization
which then took place, and I must say that the reports
which I rece:ved from various quarters, and the indications
of opinion from various source;, not politically favorable to
myself, were that upon the whole there. had been every
marked improvement in the condition of the institution,
and thiat the warden adequately fulfilled the duties of bis
charge. I had the gratification cf learning that such was
the opinion expreisel by the bon. gentleman who formerly
represented Lavai in this lHouse, and who has ever since
occupiei a-seat in the Senate, Mr. Bellerose. It is, therefore,
with the greater regret and surprise that I learn that such
a feelit g bas existed as to require the supercession of Dr.
Duchet-ne tu. Of course, 1 have no information whatever
on the matter from any human being, and I will
not, in the slihtest degree, prejudge the case.
On the contrary, I give that confidence to the hon. gentle-
man which is quite due to him, and I presume that the
papers to be laid before us will be found to justify bis action.
I may, however, be permitted to say a word with reference
to the important question which the bon. member- for
Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins) bas raised-whether the step
taken in 1875, though not under my administration of the
Department of Justice, was a step of progression or retro-
gression. So far as I could judge from the tolerably
constant recourse I was obliged to have to the proceetlings
of the board, which ceased to exist a good whilè before I
took office, I was not favorably impressed as to the
efficiency of that particular board, and I will add that I am
not favorably impresbed, as a rule, with the efficiency of
boards as instruments of management. I believe
there is a great deal tof good sense in the remark
made by an English epigrammatist, that all boards
are screens; they are good machines for accom-
plishing the will of another. I agree with the view
expressed tbat it is impossible to administer the peniten-
tiaries without an Inspector. But there is an Inspector, and
bis du ty is to visit the peniténtiaries very frequently. That
is absolutely essential. But my belief is that there is much
to be said in. favor of the view that those who ultimately
exorcise authority should exorcise it, to a large extent,
openly; and if your board is a screen for the Government,
if your board of inspectors or directors of penitentiaries are
men blding their offices at pleasure, and whose action is
controlled by the Government, it is very much botter
that you should have a person who is osten-
sibly controlltd by the Government than persons
who may act uider a secreen, and under whose
apparent action the will of the Government may be carried
out. I believe a more direct responsibility exists under
this than under the old system. Both systems, very wisely
in mny opinion, left nominally and actually a large control
to the wardons of these institutions. The lower grades,

g@r 'the .ct, are appointed . by the wardens, od the

higher offices by the Government. I believe that is not an
unwise arrangement, and 1 believe it ought to be adhered
to ili the spirit as well as the letter. My rule, when I held
the office held by the bon. gentleman opposite, was not
to interfere in the least degree with the app>)intments made
by the warden, only informing him that he should
be held strictly responsible for the efficiency of
the officers he appointed. If any other rule were
adopted-I do nlot insinuate that any other rule bas been
adopted-I think it would be a misfortune, because
I believe the warden is the- only person who can reallyjudge
of the efficiency of the offioers under him, I think they
ought to understand, in order to do their duty properly,
that they, to a large extent, owe their offices to him. The.
hon. gentleman seems to assume, as the report of the Com-
mission seems to assume, that by baving three men instead
of one, a board of inspectors insteid of an inspector, yon
remove them more effectually from political influence. I do
not think you do it, or it was not done when the old board
existed. The hon. gentleman objects to officers interfering
in elections. lu the e'ection of 1874, I heard that the
officers of the Kingston Penitentiary, which the
hon. gentleman often speak of as a model institution,
were driven together in sleighs to the polis, under
the auspices of the warden of that institution, for the
purpose of interfering in the election. But that was done in
the good old days, under the influence of a bo)ard fromwhich
you hoped to eliminate political influence. Yon cannot elimi-
nate political influence in that way. But if the common
sense of this louse and the country is, that the peniten-
tiaries should be conducted with a sole regard for the public
good, that the measure of power whieh is given to the
wardens as to patronage, should be really exercised by
them, and that contracts should be lot with a single eve to
the welfare of the institutions and not as a resalt of political
influence, then we should be able to see that that rule is
carried out, and very much botter under the present system,
I think, than if you bad a board under which the Govern-
ment migbt screen their action, or the hon. Minister of
Justice might indicate his will by a nod or a wink. I do
not wish to imply that there has been any impropriety on
the part of the hon. gentleman; alil I wish to say is, that if
there is a chance of political interference or impropriety, it
is more likely to be exercised, while tbe e would be less
security as to the direct responsibility of the bon. Minister,
in the establishment of a supposed independent, but really
dependant, board.

Mr. OUIMET. Mr. Speaker, it is not to answer an
attack made by the hon. member for fIochelaga (Mr.
Desjardins) that J now rise, but it is merely to say that I
have my share of responsibility in the facts that have taken
place recently at St. Vincent de Paul's; I have my share of
responsibility in the fact that a second enquiry was
especially granted against the warlen of the St. Vincent de
Paul Penitentiary, and this is the reason : In the report
whereof the bon. member for Hochelaga bas read extracts,
he will find an allusion to a certain conspiracy concocted by
foui of the subordinate employees of the penitentiary
against the physician of this institution, Dr. Pominville.
These employees gave sworn evidence, it would seem, to the
effect that Dr. Poininville had neglected bis duties, especially
with regard to the families of the employees of the peniten-
tiary entrusted to bis care. These four employees, after
baving given this sworn testimony, thought fit, on an
enquiry being made by Mr. Moylan, inspector of peniten-
tiaries, to retract their charges, and even went so far as to
state under oath the contrary to what they had said before,
insinuating that they had been induced, by false representa-
tions, to make their former statement. The Commissioners
said in their report that these four employees should have
been condignly punished, that is to say, discbrggd from th
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penitentiary. However, after the Penitentiary Inspector
had made his -enquiry, as I stated just now, and on account
ofcertain attenuating circumstances, with the consent of
the Minister of Justice, the Hon, Mr. Laflamme, were, so to
speak, pardoned and inaintained in office. After this very
c:mplimentary report with regard to Dr. Duchesneau had
been made, one would sey that a great weight bad been
lifted off his bosom, and that he believed himself abovo the
attacks of his opponents, and that he should wipe out of
existence all those who could in any way harm or embarrass
him in the penitentiary. So the very next day, after the
report had been approved of by the Government, and Dr.
Duchesneau had received a letter informing him that be was
exonerated from ail blame, these four emTployees wcre dis-
charged withoùt the least warning. What reason had Dr.
Duchesneau for dismissing these four empoyees? HRe had
none. The Penitentiary Inspector and the Minister of
Justice had considered the question ; they had thought that
it was better te deal Ieniently or mercifully with these
employees, and, as I have already stated, they were main-
tained Iu offlce. After having received a severe reprimand,
why, I again ask, did Dr. Duchesneau see fit to overlook
that 7fact and discharge these men ? Naturally enough,
these four nen made a complaint to the Government; they
also complained to me, and, therefore, as I had a good deal
ofother information coming from authentic sources, tending
to show that Dr. Duchesneau was practicing in the St
Vinceut de Paul Penitentiary whît the Liberal in England'
has always, called personal government fot- personal ends, I
deerned it my daty to ask for an enquiry, especially as it was'
within my personal knowledge that Dr. Duchesneau had
taken anactive part in ail the elections of 1878, and before,
in 187f;, in the election of lon. Mr. Laflamme, as lMnister'
of Justice. And if, in 1878, I and the candidate for Jacques
Cartier, togother with his friends, wre not thrown into the
River St. Lawrence, it was not the fault of the employees
of the St. Vincent de Paul Penitontiary, who, with the
knowledge and consent of Dr. Duchesncati, who was present
at the meetings, endeavored to prevent us from speaking,
and formed the plan of throwing us into the river running
on the other side of the road. Such, Mr. Speaker, are tacts
that came to my personal know ledge. Now, I can state
that as soon as Dr. Duchesneau set foot in the penitentiary
at St. Vincent de Paul he discharged, as far as he could, ail
the Conservatives. I do not reproach him with that; I
have no spite against him on account of it ; but the hon.
member fr fHochelaga spoke of partizans who wante lo
enjoy the patronage of the penitentiary and profit by the
jobs. As to the last question, I do not think that I need
pay any attention to it; but as to the first, I say that the
St. Vinoent de Paul Penitentiary, like ail other institutions
under the control of the Government, owes a cartain amount
of pstronage te the Governnent and to their friends; and I
say that Dr. Duchesneau had not the right to interfere at
St. VirJcent de Paul in order te discharge these employees.
I t4ust say that I never interfered, and that I know no one
in our party who has done so in order to have an employee
dismharged on account ofbis political opinions ; but Imain-
tain that when an employeo is discharged and has to be
replaced, the patronage should not be exercised by the
warden for purely personal ends and in favor of bis own
party. I say, that if it happens that a Liberal is at the head«
of tre St. Vincent de Paul Peuitentiary, when a Conserva-
tive Government is in power, he should net profit by bis
position in order te take in all the political outcasts, ail
these who were thrown on their own resources when their
party 1oW power, and give them fat sinecures, whilst our
friemds'are seeking for emplôyment. That is what I main-
taiâ "and 1my that Dr." Duchesneanu pôfited by'his position
iii tdeo tavor i bs patty andb is personal friexds, te the
d.triment otthe fiendsof the Govemrnment thatre in power
since 1878. WeIl, I maintain that is a sufmcient reason ; I
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say that is an act of partizanship suficient to justify-melin
askigg for an enquiry into the conduet of Dr. Dachesnean,
especially in view of the fact that Dr. Duchesneau was
directly accused of having himself coneoeted the conspiracy
by mcans of those four subordinate employees, in order to
get the phys4cian of the penitentiary dischar-ged, and
replaced by one of his triends, Dr. Germain, of 'St. Vincent
de Paul. Why, Sir, are we going to tolerate in the Pertiten-
tiary of St. Vincent de Paul a man who makes use of his
authority to concoct conspiracies against his suborditnates,
and in order to induce other employees to testify
against their colleagues, against their co-employees?
I mu t now state that during the whole time
that Dr. Duchesneau was at St. Vincent de Pau,
we had nothing else but that; he was very skilful in one
thing, and, moreover, he is skil-ful, generally spea king, for he
is a man of talents and of a serious turn of mind, but he is
particularly skIlfu4- in hatching cnapiracies against the
employees that he wanted to discharge, in order to replace
them by some of his friends; and 1 could give the names of
those who have fallen victims to these conspiracies. WeL,
is not that an abuse of power that deserves to be censured
hy the Government ? Is not that an abuse of power about
which a member is in duty boand to have an investigation
made ? That is what I have done. I asked that an enqiry
,hould be made, and it was made. I do not know what
came out of this enquiry, but I know that the wardet of
the St. Vincent de Paul Penitontiary, Dr. Duche3ùeau, has
been discharged because accusations, even graver than those
I mentionod, have been proven against him ; for if really
the report is what I think it is, I must say that I rentirely
approve of the conclusions arrivcd at by the hon. Minister
and the Government. After all, Sir, it must not be supposed
that Dr. Duchesneau could not be removed. I know that a
powerful member in Government circles was pr'otcting
him, and it was on that account that whilst the enquiry
was going on, and whilst the report was being taken into
consideration by Her Majesty's Governmont, telegrams
were arriving every day at St. Vincent de Paul, and Dr.
Duchesneau was continually announcing to his friends: "I
shallh be exonerated from ail blame, and we shall wipe ont
all those who have borne testimonyagainst me." That was
what was being said every day at St. Vincent de Paul, not
at the suggestion of theperson mentioned as belonging to
the Sonate, but while that hon. gentleman was absent frorn
St. Vincent de Paul. I say, Mr. Speaker, that that was
sufficient, in my opinion, to prove that Dr. Duchesnean was
not worthy to remain as warden of the St. Vincent de Paln
Penitentiary. I never knew a man more arbitrary in his
actions, more arbitrary in his opinions and in his conduct,
as the warden of the St. Vincent de Pul Penitentiary. let
it be borne in mind that I am only giving my personal
opinion. I was not present at the investigation; I have
not read the report; I do not know what hias taken place
there, but I state what-has come to my personal knowledge,
and that makes me believe that the Government was per-
fectly justifiaod in discharging Dr. Duchesneau as warden
of St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary; and I even say -that
the facts that have come to my pereonal knowledge are
sufficient to allow me to express the opinion before tis
House, that even should the report bhe no stronger than the
bon. member for Hochelaga lias stated, I would endorse,
with all my heart, the discharge of Dr. DYuchesneau as
warden of the St. Vîncent de Paul Penitentiary. Now, Sir;
it has been stated that it would ba better to change the law.
I have nothing to say about that. The law was passed,i
think, under the Liberal Government-in 1874 or 1875 t
believe-and I acm of the opinion that Lion. gentlemen

opposite should explain it, as at al events they are respw-
sible for it. However, I agree with the hon. member for
West Durham; who stated that it would be botter t1 ha,'. a
direct responsibility, which carntot ?e reconciled with the
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partizans and jobbers of which the hon. member for
Hochelaga spoke, so that injustices may be committed and
the responsibility thrown upon persons who are not res-
penairie to Parliament.

Mr. MASSON. It has been stated by the hon. momber
for Laval (Mr. Ouimet) that there was great difficulty in
deali.ng with Dr. Duehesneau for some time, because a most
powertul influence in the Government was supporting him.
Iu fat, I did protect Dr. Duchsneau so far as I could do it
honestly and fairly; I did prevent bim from being dismissed
onihe ground that he was a political opponent, because
my policy and that of this Government when I was a member
ofit now-I do not know what the policy of this Government
is-was, that a man should not be dismissed becauae he was
a political opponent. I stood by Dr. Duchesneau at that
time, not only for that reason, but because I knew myseif
that St. Paul Penitentiary was an admirably administered
institution. I knew that, and I said so, not only when
sitting on the Treasury benches, but when I sat in
Opposition. The year after Dr. Duchesneau was appointed
the question came up in the House, and complaint was made
against the thon Government of the day for having
appointed him, a political opponent, and a bitter personal
opponent of my own politically, because I thought him a
most efficient officer. How did I know that? Not only

,from what I read and heard, but by visiting the penitentiary,
examining the state of affairs, and a-certaining the position
of matters when he took charge, and the condition at the
time of my visit; and seeing the results achieved, I was
satisfied D;. Duchesneau was an efficient ofileer. Afier I
became a member of the Govern ment, the Minister of Justice
himself asked me to look ir to the St. Paul Penitentiery affairs,
and visit it and make up my mind respecting it. I did so.
I visited the institution, and was convinced that the institu-
lion was as good as any in any part of Canada-as gtfod as

ingston Penitentiary-and having formed that opinion, I
told the Minister of Justice of the fact; and when I saw people
w'shing to get rid of Dr. Duchesneau, was it not my duty,
having seen the results of his administration, to sec that an
efficient officer was not dismissed because he was a political
opponent of ours ? That officer was, however, dismissed,
although, according to the report of Mr. Taché and Mr.
Miall, two mon who, it will not he asserted, are great
Radicals, especially Mr. Taché, )r. Duchesneau was a most
efficient officer; and such is, I believe, their opinion yet.
I will read a clause regarding the condition of the peniten-
tiary when Dr. Ducheneau took it and its condition when
he left it:

"This institution bas suffered, and probably still in some measure
suffers, in reputation from the misfortunes and mismanagement of its first
yea"se existence (from 1873 to the end of 1875). The state of affaire then
existing caused the then Board of Directors to report in 1874, that, 1 Its
administration bas not given satisfaction.' 'Matters went from bad to
worse, and, in 1875, the present Inspector reported that the administration
in every essential respect had become demoralized adding that in his
opinion he was confirmed by the reports which he received from the deputy
warden, the chaplain and chief keeper.' At the end of 1876, a change of
wnrden having taken place in the meantime, the inspector was able to
report as fallows: 'I am happy at being able to state, with the experience
of fourteen months of Dr. Duchesneau's regime before me, that the
penitentiar,ain aIl the details of its management, bas been entirely
reorgani and improved.' Lt is worthy of remark tbat during these evil
tienesthe lack of discipline andgeneral demoralization existed more
among theind 'r officers than among the convicts."

At this point I desire to say a word to the Minister of Jus-
tice. It need not be matter for surprise that the subordin-
ate officrs sbould have some grudge against Dr. Duchesneau
for the action which he took to prevent that demoralization
rhich was due largely to those sub-officers themselves, and

bring thé institution into that state of effciency in which it
is to-d-y. No doubt that is the cause of the great dis-
pleasure of some officers of the penitentiary at the present
tuAiment. 'eesrs. Taché and tiall have given an example

of the excellent administration of the penitentiary Iast
year. They state:

"We cannot better close our remarks upon this point than by mention-
ing thatwile there we witnessed the performance of one of the mnost4rk-
sone general movements which can test the discipline of both offioors and
convicts. A circunstance arose which calied forth an abrupt order from
the chief keeper to.lock all the prisoners within their celle, and this in the
midst of a working day. Ail sorts of conjectures, as to the reasn ot.such
an unusual measure, must have been rai-ed in the minds of both under-
officers and convicts, who were equally ignorant of its cause, yet
the order, thus sudden and unexplained, was executed with promptitude
and precision, without confusion, noise or murmur ; the only tihing er
ceptible being an apparent eagerne-s to obey, mingled with a -lhtle
anxiety and more than ordinary caution."

I think that having established the facts ns I haveestablished
them, the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet) wasrather
hard on me in directing the attention of the louse, invid-
iously, to the circumstance that there was a power-
ful man supporting Dr. Duchesneau in hie position.
I acted in this matter as I would act again if I
were again on the Treasury benches. When a public offleer
does his duty, I do not look to what party ho belongsand
I act accordingly; and in this case I still believe, unless
there is strong evidence in that testimony, that a mistake
bas been committed in dismissing Dr. Duchesneau, at least
as ho has been dismissed. I know that wardens of this
penitentiary, against whom I wish to say nothing, have
been discharged, or rather thoir services were dispensed
with when the institution had fallen, under their care, into
a sad state of demoralization, and who are now receiving
allowances of $1000 a yoar as gratuity, while Dr. Duches.
neau, who took charge of St. Paul Penitentiary when it
was in the bad condition and at the low standard described
in the report of Moessrs. Taché and Mikall, and brought to its
present creditable position, instead of being treated as other
wardons had been treated, had been dismis:od, his salary
being stopped from the day of his dismissal, and boing
obligod to vacate his rosidence at one month's notice.

Mr. OUIMET. When i made allusion to the powerfal
hand in the high ministerial sphere that was protecting Dr.
Duchesneau, I certainly alluded to the hon. member for
Terrebonnie, but not, as he has stated, in any invidious way.
I only alluded to it to show that whije the investigation was
going on, and after it had ended, Dr. Duchesneau was going
around the village of St. Paul, saying everywhere that he
was protected by that powerf'ul band and defying any
one to have him dismissed. I montioned that, not to
throw blame on the hon. member for Terrebonne. I
know the hon. gentleman protected Dr. Dnchesneau
because he thought Dr. Duchesneau had rendered services
to the penitentiary, bccaue he thought he was a very good
officer. le did not know these petty'facts which were
known by evory one in St. Vincent de Paul. I mentioned
it only to show how indecent it was for Dr. Ducheseat to
go round the village bowling before every bouse that he
was protected by the hon. momber for Terrebonne and could
defy all his enemies, and that as soon as the report would
be adopted by the Government ho would swoep ont the
whole penitentiary. As I said, I am not responsible for DrV
Dnchesneau's dismissal. I am only responsible for having
gone to the Minister, laid before him facts which w«re
within my own knowledge ard other facts that had been
mentioned to me, and asked him to cause this enquairy o
be made. This enquiry having been made, my responsi-
bility ends there.

Mr. DAOUST. Mr. Speakei-, although I quite agreewith
the remarks made by the hon. member for Laval (Mr.
Ouimet) with regard to Dr. Duchesneua's political eonduetat
publie meetings, which conduet is not suchl as civil servants
should generally indulge in, it was, nevertheless, nt>t a muf-
ficient reason to cause me to speak on the subject. Bat
board the ho. member for West ]Durham say that befbre Xr,
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Duchesneau was appointed as warden of the St. Paul Peniten-
tiary, sleigh loads fuIl of the Government's employees at the
penitentiary went to vote for their- political friends. I can-
not say that such is not the case, but I know nothing of it
personally. I was at the time deputy-warden of St. Paul
Penitentiary, and I have never heard of any cabal on the
part of the employees in favor of this or that-candidate.

Mr. BLAKE. I referred to tte Ringston penitea.tiary.
Mr. DAOUST. I had anderstood the hon. member to

refer to the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary. At any rate,
I will state a few facts. In 1873, when the Liberal party
came-into power, the most influential friends I had in the
county of Two Mountains sent a deputation to me to ask
me if I would again stand for the county, as they thought
that I was shortly going to be dismissed from my post on
account of political opinions. I thought, however, that
there could be no reason to dismiss me, unless I had con-
mitted blameworthy acte during my administration. At
the beginning of 1874, during the general election, Mr.
Liflamme, who was one of the ieading members of the party
in power, asked me, through one of his friends, to visit -hini
in Montreal, in order to come to an understanding with
him. When I arrived in Montreal, he asked me to work in
favor of3 Mr. Prevost's election; I refused, wheroupon Mr.
Laflamme thrcatened me. He said: "You are in our power,
and if you do not accede to my reqest, you will be liable to
be dismissed." I replied that that was not a reason for me
to go through the county of Two. Mountains to advocate
M.r. Prevost's political ideas, which I had always opposed.
Ilowever, at the request of a few friends, I went through
the county-to discover if it was really the intention of the
electors to oppose, at all hazards, the Government then in
power, andon my return 1 toldhim that al the-mostinfluential
electors were determined not-to support Mr. Prevost. Yet,
notwithstanding the wisdom I displayed under those cir-
cumstances, I was dismissed ; ,no reason being assigned for
may dismis;al. I was charged with being too mild and too
faiLhful. I have nothing to say against Mr. Ducheeneau's
administration. I know that he took a very active part in
politics, for, on several occasions, ho visited the county of
Jacques Cartier. On one occasion the hon. member for
Laval told him that ho was out of place, in neglecting his
duties at St. Vincent de Paul, to come and take an active
part in the elections at Saint Claire and other places in the
county of Jacques Cartier. I regret that I misinterpreted
the remarks of the bon. member for West Durham, who
was alluding to the Kingston penitentiary. I thought ho
was aliuding to the county of Laval. As far as I know, no
oficiais of the county of Laval ever took an ac ive part in
the eloctions which took place whilst I was deputy-warden
of the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I have no doubt the hon. member for
Terrebonne gave Dr. Duchesnean the benefit of his protec-
tion, because he thought Dr. Duehesneau was worthy of it.
Up to the time the second enquête was asked for, I had no
reason to believe Uiat Dr. Duchesneau, though ho bad been
,'n opponent of ours before bis anpeintment, and perbaps
afterwards, was not an efficient officer. The Government
thought the complaints made wcre sufficient to warrant an
enquiry. For my part, I an sorry that theré shouild have
been complaints against Dr. Duchesneau. I will take this.
oppottunity to say to the hon. member for Terrebonne, that
the same policy that existed when ho was in the Govern.
ment, with regard to officers appointed by our opponents,
st1l exists. We stand by that policy; We stood the other
day by that policy againW't the wishes of a number of our
friends. The officer in question was protcted-; ho is still
in office and will remain there, unless h. sbould do anything
to warrant hie dismissal. As long as officiais conduct th.m-
selves properly, they will not be disturbed, no matter by
whom appomted. I'have no doubt the papers wihl show

Mr. DAouer.

that politics had nothing to do with the action 'f etiS
Government. in this matter.

Mr. DESJARDINS said he had a worl of- explanatw
to say to the hon. member for Laval, who appeare4 not to
have perfectly understood his (Mr. Desjardein) remarks.
Ho had not the intention of attacking in any way the
merits of the last report on which the dismiesslcf-».
Duchesneau was based. One of the great causes of the eîtN
that existed now was due to th : fact that the peniteitiW y
was under the immediate control of the Minister of Judoe
who could not attend to the management of thisinsti Ôü&tu
and until a board of directors be named to control its affaire;
every year will see the same inconveniences and eomplaints
ar-ise.

Mr. LAURIER. It is evident from ail that bas beeà said
here-up to the present time, that it is premature to dimetss
the dismissal of Dr. Duchesneau at this junctqre,; in my
opinion, it is doiigg an injustice to Dr. Duchesneau to peak
of his dismissal, and to seek to justify it in the manner that
the hon. member for Laval seeks to do.. Simple justice
requires that before condemning him. the documents upoq
which the Government decided to di-miss him should be
laid before the House; in my opinion, the hon. member for
Laval had no right to speak òf Dr. Duchesneau as he has
done, and if I take the hon. member for Laval literally at
bis word, I am obliged to believe that be has been misin-
f armed with regard to the greater number of char'ges he hAs
brought against Dr. Duchesneau, because he has been
misinformed in the case of at least one charge that he has
preferred against him. Among other things, the bon.
member for Laval bas accused Dr. Duchesneau of dismissing
a certain number of minor officiais because thay had con-
spired to bring about the dismissal of the surgeon of the St.
Vincent de Paul Penitentiar y.- If I have well understood
the words of the hon. member for Laval-and I believo I
am not mistaken-he charged Dr. Dulhesneau with having
at a certain date, to wit, after the investigation heldainhe
matter by Mr. Moylan, dismissed these officials ou of
revenge, whilst under the influence of a feeling of his
responsibility towards the Government. Now, I say that
the bon, member for Laval bas been misinformed on this
point, and I may conclude that, if he las been nisinformed
in one case, he has been misinformed in other ca4es. When
I say that he has been misinformed, I can prove it by the
repcrt of Messrs. Taché and Miall, because in the report
made by these gentlemen, instead of charging Dr. Ducele-
neau with dismissing these minor offcials, as. the hon.
member for Laval pretends-

Mr. OUIMET. Dr. Duchesneau dismissel thoeeem-
ployees the day after the adoption of ~the report-.4ihe
moment h&had board of.its adoption.

Mr. LAURIER. Well, thon, if he did so, it was-at t4e
suggestion of the Commissioners. This is what the report
says:

"In connection with this subject, we think it our duty te mention a
occurrence which took place some time ago. la which three or fourander-
officers allowed themselves, as it were, to be enlisted into a sort of conspit
racy against the superior otficers of the institufionithe medical attendant;
and at the request of a party outsid.the walls of thd penitentiary,-thre
were induced to sign communications conveying unfounded chargewaa
false statements in regard to this physician, which they themelves aftex-
wards admitted to be such. Upon their admission of guilt, they were.
through the generous pardon of the person thus offended againat, retali El
by the warden, and are re orted by him to have, since that date, toe i
no cause of complaint e could not pasob lthe incident uanotid, or
without recording our eondemnationof anfonence which, beng lia ir
a grave moral wrong, showed, at the same time, on the part ofthe wreî
doars, a fatal went of proper e d e intcorphewhicbgl cpate a
of men who, above iii others, have t ely, sometizeel i e ceo~res.t
perils, upon the honest dealings towards and generous help of eacl .
Notwithstanding the generosity of the mupeir officer In overlooih amd
freely pardoning thoe implicated we doubt the wi rem ofi
position es ehoad pi ved hemoiaaleiuttetlyerroreuea.
commonest decencies cf social intercourse."1
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Wel, tif 'D. Duhesneau dismissed those four minor
officiils the day after the report was adopted, that is no
reasoP to condemn him, he is not to be blamed for it to-day,
be@usè in doing soe was simply carrying out the wish of
the dommnissiwhers appointed by the Government.

Mir. MCDONAL) (Pictou). I do not rise for the
purpose of justifying the action of the Government in this
mattIer I prefer to let -the papers, when produced, speak
for themselves. I simply rise "o notice, briefly, some of
th 1soervations made by my hon. friend, the member for
Terrobeno (Mr. Musson). It is quite true I was aware
the eihe hon. gentleman was a friend of the late warden
of the Bt, Vincent de Paul Penitentiary-that is a friend in
the sense of having sustained an officer in whom ho had
confidence, as regards his integrity and competence. But I
think Dr. Duchesneau did not require the strong arm of
anybody, much les that of my hon. friend, to encircle him
whUeaun officer of that institution. So far as I was
concerned, he had, as a public officer, the entire confidence
of yself, the head of the department, and in this respect
was fully snstained ; and, so far as I am aware, he also
enjoyed the confidence of the only officer of the department
haviog any official int6rcourse with the institution. I never
allowed, at any one time, or under any circumstances, any

plitial relations of Dr. Dachesneau-in fact, so far as I
bave learned anything of them; it bas been from the
meniber for Terrëbonne himself-to influence myaction. •I

knew nothin- whatever of those relations. i found he
discharged bis funLtions with credit, integrity and ability,
and I gave him the confidence which, as head of the
department, I was bound to-extend ; and I will undortake
to say that I believe, if ho were appeated to, he would
confirm my statement. But, no matter what the character

.of sac 'an officer may be, or in what position ho may
stand, when charges are made of a character affecting bis
relation with the institution over which ho presides, and
which may be of a persofial character, as well -no matter
what confidence lie may enjoy-I believe it my duty to take
the coùrse I did in this case, to make an enquiry, to ascer-
tain whether the allegations made by respectable authority
are well founded or not. That was the course I took,
and i submit it was a proper and just one. Then
the resnlt of the proccedings taken in consequence of that
deterinination on my part was of such a character that,
without saying one word reflecting on Dr. Duchesrneau, as
to render it expedient that he sbould no longer continue in
bis dffiee, I1shall gladly, at the suggestion of the leader ot
the Opposition, lay the papers on the Table at the earliest
moment. They are very voluminous, however, and I shall
be obliged, in order to give the House an opportunity of
investdgating this question this Sesion. to brig 'down the
original papers, rather than spend time mfaking copies. I
entirely concur in the observation of the hon. gentleman, as
to thereponsibility attaching to the head of the department
in reiation to the discipline and power which a warden of
such an institution ought to exercise- in all cases, and in
regard to hia subordinates in the penitentiary. The law
casts.npf him the enns, the responsibifity of appoimting a
large- nimber of the guardians and other officers of the
institution. I quiteconcar with the leader of the Opposition.
that a -noeise ought the authority of the warden to be
interfered wih, and that, being given to understand he is
holdirictly responsible on account of those officers, their
appointment,and dismissal, and censure, whatever course
ho thbeght prope, hasbould be allowedto pursue. On that
prm IJia rve ated since I accepted my present position,
and . qmteagee with the hon. gentleman as to what the
law amtI4he?rôper administration of the department in
thii p uequire at my hads.

Mr- ÉNTINaTON. Perbape the bon. gentleman and
the Government are exercising proper prudence in abstain-
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ing from giving the House any indication' of their opinion
of the merits o this controversy. But it must occur to the
House that it was a very painful position for a gentleman-
who, at loast, was respeuted, judging from statemeataduring
this discussion-till lately, to tind himeolf in, that circum-
stances should seem to have been disclosed which warranted
bis dismissal. 1t is, at al) events, a misfortune to that
gentleman that some time must necessarily elapse before
the country will be in a position to juIge of the circum-
stances of bis dismissal. It is not for me to express any
views on the merits of the question, unless, perhaps, to
speak of my deep regret that Dr Duchesneau should be
placed in bis present position before the country. If ihad
absolute confidence in the professions of tl hon. Minister
who sits opposite me, that nothing but a strict regard for
the administration of publie affaire ever influence him in
his . action, I might feel unhappy st the thought
that Dr. Duchesneau was ruined. If I did not
know the circumstanoes in this c ise, I might
accept the conclusion that ho must bo guIty of some un-
fortunate criminal act that made it necessary to discharge
him. But I know that it sometimes happons that peculiar
pressure comes uponMinisters from the Province of Quebec,
compellingthem to make dismissals sometimes even against
their own will, and that they are not very buoyant, hopeful
and enthusiastic in defence of their position. i think the
House and the publie may fairly hold in abeyance their
judgment upoi this particular case until the papers are
before us. Having listene I to the member for Laval, who
charges Dr. Duchesneau with having statel at St. Vincent
de Paul that ho thought the member for Terrebornne would
protect him, I think this is the chiefoffence menttoned. It
may be possible, however, that the House and country will
take a different view of this gentleman's conduct mi the
matter, from that of the hon. gentleman. For myself,
speaking from my knowledge of the member for Terrobonne,
I have confidence in his ability, integrity and justice, and
that he would have said at any time to this Government, in
case of unfair attacks on any officer, that ho would not join
in them. I wmuld not have considered the doctor's remark
any crime, because it simply showed the confidence in the
momber forTerrebonne thateverybody would haveexpressed.
After listening to the hon. gentlemîn's remarks, including
those respecting a former investigation, and the motives
which induced him to shield Dr. Duc hesneau, under a sense of
the position in which he stood -be-ause ho was not a partizan
of hon. gentlemen on the Ministerial side-I conféss that,
while not prepared to proniounce a judgment upon what bas
happened-yet. knowing the influences that prevail in my
Province, ani the disposition, I think the unfair dispsition
noticed in it, towards political opp nents-and having
listened to what the hon. gentleman said as to his m>tives
for doing what ho did-I should, say to the House, and to
those interested in the welfare of the penitentiary and of
the service, w'e may fairly wa:t a litt'e before coming to a
conclusion, apprehensive, at the same time, of di.scovering
another instance of the dismissal of a gentleman through
the pressuze of persons opposed to bis political opinions.

VENTILATION OF THE ROUSE.

Mr. ROCHIESTER movod that a Committee be appointed
to investigate and thoroughly examine into the mothod of
ventilating the Parliament Buildings, and also the source
whence fresh air is brought into the buildings, and as to
their sanitaiy condition generally, and that the said Com-
mittoe have power to send for persons and papers, and sit
during the recess and to examine into systems of ventilation
and hygiene adopted eisewhere, and ailso to recommend to
the Government to appropriate such amount as may be
deemed necessary for carrying out a thorough plan of
ventilation of the whole buildings; and that the following
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gentlemen compose the Committee, namely: Messrs. Plumb,
Orton, Charlton and Grandbois; and that a Message ho sent
to the Senate requesting that their honors will unite with
this House in the formation of a Joint Committee on the
subject. He said : In making this motion I may say that I
believe that the majority of the hon. members of this House
agree with me in thinking that some change should be made
in the ventilation of this building, though there will
no doubt be a difference of opinion as to the means which
should be adopted to bring about this change. I think
there were some staitements made in the report of the
engineer in charge of these buildings, which was presented
by the Minister of Public Works the other day, that were
not exactly correct. In this room there are, I believe, some
half-a-dozen thermometers placed within five or six feet of'
the floor; the objeet in placing them there being to maintain
a uniform temperature throughout the room of from 60 to
620. The great trouble i., however, that while the tempera-
turc of the air may le uniform where the thermometers ae
hung, acold draught of air often circulates on the floor, when
this House and the galleries are crowded, as they frequently
are. In this respect at least the ventilation seeins to be
defoctive. As I am neither a mechanical nor a civil engineer,
I do not pretend to suggest a remedy, but I certainly
lhink it is time a change is made; for if one-
half or one fourth the statements which are made
by eminent scientific men on this subject are
correct, we must be suffering fearfully from the effects
of the bad atmosphere. The engineer of the buildings
states tiat hoecan remove the air from this room and
replace it in 17 minutes. I do not say that this cannot be
donc, but I very mlleh doubt it. I may say that since
putting this notice on the paper I have had a conversation
with the Minister of Public Works, who informs me that it
was the intention of the Government to plice a sum in the
Estimates for the purpose of securing the better ventilation
of the Chamber, and under those circumstances I have no
desire to press my motion. I wish to remark, however,
that inl 172 or 1873 a Conmittee was appointed upon this
very subject, and though its recommendations were ignored,
I have been told by members of that Conmittee that had the
changes they suggested been carried into effect a very great
improvement would have taken place. The Government
nay rest assured that not only among the members of this
House, but among those who throng the galleries to listen
to the discussions, the impression is wide-spread that the
ilhness of so many members of the Louse is due largely to
the defective ventilation of the building. I bave no doubt
that, as an hon. gentleman hinted the other day, there
may be some other circumstances which, perhaps, may cause
the itlness of some hon. membeme, but I have equally little
doubt that the bad ventilation has something to do with
the matter.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I have just a few, words to say
in regard to the remarks of the hon. member for Carleton.
I do not think that bis motion is in order; but, apart from
that, I may say that the nece-sary means are being taken
and will continue to be ýtaken to secure the best possible
ventilation of this building. As I stated to theon. gen-
tleman, it is the intention of the Government to ask a vote
of money from Parliament to help us in doing that. I
must say that our efforts have been mainly confined to the
ventilation of this room, and that the corridors and lobbies
and the large rooms in the building have not been properly
ventilated. As I stated the other day, they were arranged
for another order of things, and Confederation having taken
place and the number of muembers having been nearly
dnubled, a change is required in the disposition and ventila-
tiol of the building. Our intention is to do that. I do not
think that a Committee coild do mueh more than the'
seentific men whom we will have to employ to render us
aissstance. Under these circumstances the House mdy

Mr. 'CiHESTER.

rest assured that the Gvernnent 'WlI do ýallthey ÉoedbT
can to meet the wishes of hon. gentlenilen;

Mr. COCKBITRN (flMuskoka). I wotild tfke to cIWthe
attention of the Mini8ter of Public Works to-tho fket theit
is not alone the ventilation which is at fault, We Isthis
corner of the room have, perhaps, adifferent e1periëncefroM
other hon. members, butwhenever a wind blows from the
north-west we feel a cold draught etrong enough to quaneh
a candle. I am inctined to think that the late inembe for
Carlton, N.B. (Mr. Connell), fell a victim to that dranght.
This is a question which, aside from the ventilation of the
Chamber, the lon. Minister of Public Works should take
into consideration.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am glad the hon. gentlemat has
given me the hint; but, as ho knows, I have ,rot po*er
to restrain the winds, and if ho feele the ibree of the
north-west wind in his corner, I can- assure him that we
here have reason to complain of the wind froi the south-east.
Although the matter is a difficult one to regulate wtr willdo
the best we can. We cannot have perfaet ventilation In the
fHouse without more or less dranght, so that hon, gentle-
men will have to submit to some little inconveniénce in
that respect, though we will endeavor to reduce the draught
to a minimum.

Mr. COCKBURN. I cannot accopt the explanation of
the hon. gentleman, for I canfnot see why this Chamber
cannot be ventilated without draughts, if private residences
can be so regulated.

Motion withdrawn.

CONTROVERTED ELECIlIONS ACy.
Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of the dates of the

following procee iings with reference to each election to the
House of Commons which has been followed by a petitiori
under either of the Acts, for the trial of Controverted
Elections [efore Judges:-1. Dat of polling; 2. Of retwrn;
3. Of publication in Gazette of returu; 4. Of fyling peti-
tion ; 5. Of service theï eof; 6. Of answer thereto; 1. Of
commencement of trial; 8. Of termination of trial with a
statement of the number of days actually occupied therein;
9. Of dolivery of judgment; 10. Of transmission of judg-
ment to proper officer; 11. Of Speaker's action thereon ;
12. Of first proceeding in appeal ; 13. Of setting down for
appeal; 14. Of day for which the appeal was set down;
15. Of commencement of bearing of appeal- 16. Of con-
clusion -thereof; 1.7. Of delivery of judgment, in appeal;
18. Of transmission thereof to proper officer; 9. Of
Speaker's action thereon, together with like informgtion as
to any appeals which were not final. He said : There has
doubiless been an improvement in point of the time at which
election trials have been concluded since the passing of the
two Controverted Elections Aèts which have been placed
upon the Statute-book. Nevertheless, 1 think it wilI be
generally agreed that there is considerable room for reform
in the way of expediting the decision of these trials. A
very marked contrast exists in this particular between
what we have been able to accomplish and what-ha been
accomplished under the English Aet. We have hardly
received the news of the polling at the late British olection
before we began to receive account of morâbers whowere
unseated. Trials fAlloived veryshortly after thepolting, and
the decisions almoet iinmediately upon the triald. 1 think that
both with reference to the trial before the Coutrtof first
instance, and also with reference to the procedureim ppeal,
there is room for reform. It is true that the lawYpeovides
in a marked manner, that it shall be the dety etthe Judge
to prosecute these proceedinge wiùh rapidity, btlbe are
some defects in the regulatioms, or in the pctinder
tliem, which has resnlted in a er dilstoÞ dng in
many eases I thik ip:tht i
whioh W*1l probably take place to somne ettent &o Mh6r
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point# before the close of this ParliaLment, might b wel
teeeded -by a return such astlbat I have moved for, which

will give us the dates of the various proceedings that havE
t-;=c.place, and the practical working of the Act in thiE

Motion agreed to.

GRADUAT:E OF TIIE MILITARY COLLEGE.
-r. BLAKE moved for a statement of the names of the

graduates of the Military College holding first-class and
ofthose holding second-class certificates obtained in the last
annual examination; of the names of those who have gone
into the British army; of the names of those who have been
employed by the Canadian Government; of the names of
those Who have left Canada for the United States, and ofthe
dsiden~es and occupations of the remainder, so far as
ascèrtainable. He said : As far as I understand there werc
sonie fourteen persons who obtained first and second-class
cei'tifiates at the Military College at the last examinations.
Prom snch information as I have been able to get, I believe
four of these have left our shores and joined the British
urmy. i have been told that two at least have gone to the
United States. I am not aware that any bold positions
undêr this Government, although I believe there have been
several applications for situations in the Civil Service. I
thikit important that we sh uld know, as far as we can,
the situations bf those to whom we have given this very
good general and technical education at this institution, and
it is with that view I ask for this information.

31r. CARON.' I shall be glad, indeed, to bringdown all
the information which is in the possession of the depart-
ment on the point referred to by the hon. leader of' the
Opposition. Four of the successful competitors at the
fhmination have been recommended for admission into the
Bi-tish army in those posts which the British Government
placed at the disposai of the Canadian Government. Of
course, information concerning these can be easily obtained.
As to information concerning the cadets who have left
Ganada for the United States, it may not be in the power
of the department to furnish it, but such as we cari obtain
wi41 be placed at the disposal of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BL AKE. I venture to sggcest to the hon. gentleman
that it would be well to make such arrangements as are
practicable, with the consent of the cadets, for obtaining
such information in the future. If we are giving those
persons this excellent training for a particular purpose, it
is just as, weH that we should know their whereabouts
afterward, in case we wanted to cali upon them.

Motion agreed to.

CASCUMPEC HARBOR.
Mr. RACKETT moved for copy of engineer's report of

survey made at Cascumpee Harbor, Prince County, Prince
EFdward Island, during the summer of 1880, with a view to
improving said harbor, together with copies of ail letters
and other correspondence received by the Department of
Publie Works since the lst February, 1880, having reference
to the rame subject. He said: This harbor is a very
important one, gnd is the only harbor of refuge on the horth
side of Prince Edward Island. Some years ago this barbor
wonld admit vessels of a heavy draft of water, but owing to
the formation of sand thero at the present time, vessels
drawing nine or tan feet of water cannot enter. This ls a
great evil for that part of the country. Any person who is

uainted with the north side of Prince Edwari Island,
w il udes'tand that when vessels are caught in a torm by

rt nothaving a harborof refuge in which
togl yAeyr drion ashore. During the last few years
ganJsesrepropar1fyihas oceurred and sorioqs Jls of lie.

1ne.o8;55 pight or ten vessels hav9 been l g pwf q tþgir

l not being a suitable harbor of refuge; they were driven
h ashore, and vessels and crews were both lost. This matter
e was brought to the notice of the Government during the late
s Administration, and the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

who then represented Queen's County, Prince Edward
frland, spoke in reference to the matter as follows :-

Years ago, vessels ran to that harbor for ahelter, but now, the water
was so shallow that not above three or four vesse s a year sheltered
there. The whole of the trade of that district had been destroyed, ships
had been lost there and all hands drowned within the last few years, And
something should be done for this harbor."

This was the opinion of the hon. gentleman in 1878. Unlesa
something is done soon for the improvement of this harbor,
the trade of that part of Prince Edward Irland will amount
to little or nothing. It is the western terminus of the Prince
Edward Island Railway, and it is the only point west of
Sunmerside where a deep water harbor ean be bad.
American fishermen, who carry on their business on the
northern side of the Island, might miake use of the harbor
very largely for shelter in ca-e of storn and for landing
their cargo, and thus the harbor, if improvea, would be a
great source of 'revenue. Thero is a sand bar
at the mouth of thie harbor, which is continually
shifting,' and something should be done to concontrate
it aid thus deepen the w'ater. Thirty or forty
years ago two outlets were cut in this bar, and the flow of
water through tho main channel was conse.'uently greatly
reduced ; but it is the opinion of' engineers that the closing
of these two outiets would be sufficient to deepen the water.
There is a rock bar within and not very far from the sand
bar, and I believe the engineer has reported in favor of
blasting that, thus removing it and increasing the depth of
the water. At the early part of the Session I had strong
hop es that sorne provision would bo made in the Estimates
for the improvement of this harbor, and I am very much
disappointed that nothing has been donc. This is not
rnerely a local matter, but one concorning the whole trade
and navigation of the Dominion, as it is well known that
the fisheres on thei north shore of Prince Edward Island are
v.-ry valuable, and that vessels from all parts of the Mari-
time ProvincOs prosecule their business there and would
use this haibor. In the interests of the fishing industry of
the Maritime Provinces, of humanity, in the saving of life,
and of the trade of the northern part of Prince Edward
Island, I hope an appropriation will be put in the Supple-
mentary Estimatos for the improvement of that harbor.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). Thero is no doubt that this harbor
is a very important one. lt was formerly frequented by
American fishing schooners, as it is the only hirbor on the
north aide of the island except one which schooners could
enter. As the fisbing schooners are larger and have a
greater draft of water than formerly, it is not safe for them
now to enter that harbor, owing to the sea breaking over
the bars. There are two bars there-the outer being a
sand bar with about 9 feet of water, and the inuer a rock
bar with about 12 feet of water. There is very little use
of dredging the sand bar, because it is a sort of quicksand
which shifts at every storm. Two or three chaniels have
been cut through that sand bar, and there is not as much
water running through the main channel, or the same scour
that there used to be. if these channels were closed, and
the water were driven through the main channel, I am
satisfied, from the experience of the past, that there would
be plenty of water there. 1 do not think it would bc suffi-
cient toe cut away the rock, as the outer bar is a mile beyond
it. I do not know whether the Minister of Public Works
will sece bis way clear to putting an amount in the Estimates
this year for this work, although I should be very glad if
he would do so. I hope, however, that ho will endegvor to
ascertain from the highest authority what are the best
means of improving the harbor, as I shoulU not like to see
anyT money expended unless it wgd rgi*t sfome g
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Mr. LANGEVIN. This matter has not been forgotten

by myself or my colleagues. We would have certainly
foirgot(en our duty if we had lost sight of this matter,
because the hon. gentleman brought it several times to my
notice. Whatever good will we may have, we cannot,
however, do everything in one year. We have to see what
are the works called for in the different parts of the
Dominion, and then decide *hich of these works shonld be
undertaken. now, and which delayed. Under the circum-
stances, this harbor, though I understand the importance of
the work, may have to stand over, though I am not in a
position to say lo-day it will have to stand over until next
year. We may be in a position to ask Parliament in the
Supplementary Estimates for a vote for this ; nevertheless, I
cannot promise that, first, because it would not be my duty
to do so before the matter was laid before'the Council, and,
secondly, because I have no right to anticipate the vote of
the House, though the matter will be looked into again.

COLCHESTER LIGHT-SHIP.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for copies of all1
telegrams and correspondence relative to the loss of the
Colchester Light-ship and to the application of the owners
of the said light-ship for indemnity, said this light-ship bad
been stationed at Colchester Reef, which is the most danger
ous point in our inland navigation from Kingston to Thunder
Bay. The light-ship owners were originally paid by the
underwriters and shipowners interested in the inland navi-
gation; but of late years that source of income had entirely
ceased, and some nine years ago the Dominion Government
gave the owners $500 per year, for some years, as indemnity.
Three or four years ago that amount was increased to $700.
It is contemplated now to build a lighthouse on that reef at
a cost of $20,000, which, at 4 per cent. interestwould entail
an expenditure of $800 a year. The services of the men
employed will cost $800 to $1,000 more, which, with the
other necessaries for oil, &c., will raise the amount to about
82,000 a year; while the owners of this light-ehip, which is
to be replaced by the lighthouse, reeoived, at the highest rate,
but $700 a year from the Government for the same service.
During the severe gales at the beginning of the winter, the
officers in charge of the light ship, telegraphed the hon.
Minister of Marine, asking permission to withdraw. They
reeeived an answer notifying them to reman at their post.
The conseqence was the light-ship was driven from her
position by the ice, the men were rescued with difficulty
by a passing steamer, the vessel was cut in two by an ice
shove and went to the bottom. These men who lost their
vessel in the Government service ask for some indemnity
for their loss. Al they received from the Dominion for the
last three or four years was $700 per year, out of which
they had to furnish stores, oil and other necessaries to rig
out their shi p. in November last when I first heard this
light ship had gone adrift, I telegraphed down to the
Department of Marine to authorize the employment
of a tug to go to the rescue of the vessel.
Had that authority. been given the vessel would
have been rescued at a cost of $150 or $200, • but the
department did not consider it was justified in spending
any money to rescue the property they had chartered and
to save the men who had served the interests of the depart-
ment so faithfully for a long period of years.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bills were considered in Committee and
reported :-

Bill (No. 7) to incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage
Company of Canada-(Mr. Gzault.)

Mr. PoPz (Queen's).

Bill (No. 15) to incorporate the Metropolitan Fire Insur-
ance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 34) to incorporate the Dominion Salvage and
Wrecking Company, 'with which has been amalgamated
Bill (No..22) to incorporate "The St. Lawrence Wrecki'ng
and Salvage Company of Canada."-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier).

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
House resolved itself into Committee on Bil (No.)

respecting the Grand 'Trunk Railway Company of Canada.-
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

(In the Committee.)
On clause 4,
Mr. WALLACE

the third and fourth
line be stricken out
thereof: "sanctione
class of shareholder
He said that it woul.
of the people withou

(Norfolk) moved in amendmeñt that
lines of the word "vote " in the fitth
and the following substituted in lieu

d by the votes of a majority of eâch
's of said company affected theroby."
. be unfair to legislate away the rights
t giving a chance of consenting.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK said that his amendment had been
discussed in the Railway Committee where it had been
rejected. The proposed Bill was simply intended to cleara1p
some doubts which had arisen since 1873 with regard to
the payment of dividends upon the preference stock of the
company. It would be giving the third preference stock-
holders the right of sayiug what dividends should be paid
to the first and second stockholders. Thev would be giving
theii a most unfair advantage. The Bil had been very
fully considered iu Committee, and the promoter of this BitI
had stated that ho could not accept the amendment now
proposed.

Mr. WALLACE said they were not logislating for the-
Bill, and if the Bill passed in its present shape a grôss
injustice would be done to the thi-d preference stock-
holders.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK raised the point of order that no
amendment could be proposed to any Pi-ivate Bil in
Committee of the Whole House, or on the third reading ot
the Bill, unless one day's notice of the same was given. No
notice having been given of this amendiment, he submnitted
that it was not in order.

The CHAIRMAN sustained the point of order.
Bill reported.

CORDWOOD ON THE ST. FRANC[S.
louse resolved itself into Committee on Bil (No. 2) to

rogulate the floating of cordwood on the navigable portien
of the River St. Francis.-(Mr. Vanasse.)

Bill reported with amendments and concurred in,

SECOND READINGS.
The following Bills were read a second time
Bill (No. 16) to explain and amend the Act to iuthériÊe

the transfer of the Windsor branch of the Nova Sotia
Railway to the Western Counties Railway Companä .-
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 63) to inccrporate "The Montroal B1t5ar ofà
Trade and Exchange" (from the Senate).-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

WRONGS TO CHILDREN PREVENTION BILL.
House resolved itself, into Committee on Bill(Ne.46) to

prevent and punish wrongs to children.-(Mr. Richey.)
Mr. McCARTIHY said ho though t the BiH ahoutd onlyapply

to wire-walking, dancing, and things of that kindw_: Ble did
not think that playing mu-ical instruments should e made
a misdemeanor.
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- M. RIOHEY said he was not willing to abandon the
tenth clause because it really provided the only means by'
whicrthe Bill oould be carried into effect.

eported.

WORKSIIOPS REGULATION BILL.

Mr. BERGIN moved the second reading of Bill (No. 6) to
regulate tbe hours of labor in the workshops, mills and
factories of the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron). The House ought to
have some explanation of this Bill before it receives its
Fecond reading. It contains about 200 clauses, some of them

,invling& very important and dificuit questions. A. iii ef
n ought Ie receive some condideration befor egoing

tos secornd reading.
MrPLUMB. This Bill was brought before Parliament

lat year, and my hon. friend, who is a professional gentte.
man, if he las any objections to this Bil, should have been
prepared to make them now. I think it is unfair to the
hon. gentleman who presented the Bill, which is avowedly
for philanthropic purposes, to be met at the outset by such a
captions objection. I believe this Bill to be.in the interest of
lhumánity and norality, and consequently in the best interest
df the 'oantry. I do not know whether my hon. friend from
Cornwal intends to pres his Biii, but I may say that I am
perfectly in accord with its general principles, and when
the lime'comes to advocate that Bill, and to ask Parliament
to pa'ss it, my hon. friend will find me at his side ready to
assist hm uin giving effect to the philanthropic object with
Which he bas brought in this Bill.

Mr. LANGEVIN. This Bill is a very lengthy one and
will require a great deal of consideration. No doubt the
bon. gentleman .himself bas given to this matter a great deal
of consideration, and he desires great credit for having
brought it before Parliament. But I think that a measaro
of this kind ought first to be referred to a Committee, with
power to send fur persons and papers, and an enquiry into
this matter will be a le igthy and a very costly ono. It is,
nevertheless, a -matter that re luires investigation, and I
have no doubt the hon. gentiema'n will feel that, having
done his duty in bringing the matter before Parliament, and
coneidering the late pqriod of the Session, he may now allow
it to stand over till nort year. In the meantime, the
Goveraîment will be prepared during recess to name a
Commission of enquiry, to obtain the necessary data and
information, so as to be able next Session to meet Parlia-
ment, cither with a Bill, or at ail events, to co-operate with
the, n gentleman when he brings this or a modified mes-
sure lefore Parliament.

Mr. BERGIN. The object for which I introduced this Bill
bas, to a certain extent, been accomplished by the remarks
that have fallen from the lon. the Minister of Public Works.
The early part of the Session was taken up entirely by uhe
Paclifi Railway discussion; and it was only within a few

ksthat it was possible to reach a measure of this kind,
eTh Government looked upon it as so important and

deserving so much consideration that, at their instance,,
postped from day to day bringing forward this measure,
a.melAsure that I looked upon as os eaitially in the interest
of this country. I accept the suggestion of the Government
with the greatest pleasure, because I feel that there is very
greatiforce in the remarkes made by the hon. -the Ministe' of
Public Works. Hfe as pointed out wbat must be patentto
sew''ody in this Louse that, at. tis late periodof thel
Sesosn .,iould 'be impossible to bring witnesses here and
eiquial toesnghy inte t"e question diaing the short
pdo@thaiisamas te us. I am sure the House iItl learnu

9t~hehegreatoet pleasure, as I doof he -intewtion cf the
Government during the rocoss to tustitute an enquiryi*tøo

this question, and if it be found, as I hope it wil be found,
that there ino great necessity for this legisiation, why, Sir,
we, who have been laboring under the idea that it was
necessary; will fel great relief. If, on the other hand, it be
found that I have been correct in my belief that thore is
necessity for this legislation, thon we shall be able to
logislate noxt Session inteffigentily. It is always well that
in legislating for the future we should look into the past,
and t'hat legislätion should be proceded by an enquiry. i
concur heartily with the Government in thoir suggestion,
and under aill the oircumstances I consent to withdraw the
Bill.

Bill withdrawn.

INDEPENDÈNCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT, in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 9) for the better securing the
Independence of Parliament and for the prevention of cor-
ruption, said, the object of the Bill issimplyth is: We have
very reeently decided on creating a corporation of a very
remarkable character. To this corporation we have given
privileges and powers suoh as have never been given te any
corporation I have heard or reaI of before. There are
certain obvious and plain resons which are contingent on
the granting toany such body of such powers as we bave
bestowed upon it,sand these reasons, in rny judgment, greatly
intensified by the factthat the corporation we have created is
realty and truly in the main a foreign corporation, or so inti-
mately connected with a foreign corporation,that 1amjustified
in describing it as such.. And, moroover, it is quite within
the power of the perons possessed of that charter to hand
over to foreigners aIl the franchises, powers and privileges
whioh have been granted to them. Under these circum-
stances, and bearing in mind that there will, in all human
probabitity, arise conflicts of interest between the peopile of
Canada and the corporators, I foot that it would beonly just
and proper on our part to attach certain serious pains and
penalties te the abuse of their powers by any of these corpor-
ators, as other corporations have been known before to do,
and attempt to use the very powers which this Parliament
hus entrusted to thom, for the purpose of corrupting or
interfering with the coarse of legislation in this country.
Due precautions are undoubtedly needed in a case
of this kind. Existing precautions have proved futile.
Were I so disposel, which at present I am not, to
revert toar past history, I could produce evidence to show
that even inC anada such risks and dangers have not been
aitogether unknown. But I prefer, in order to present the
matter fairly before %the House, to refor to the proofs derived
from the experience of the neighboring Republie, s to
what practiees such corporations had been in the habit of
indulging in. In 1873 the New York Legitlature caused a
Commission to be issued for the purpose of investigating the
proceedings of tho various railroad corporations carrying on
bsiness in that country. lore is an extract from the
report of that Commission, in which they refer in particular
to the doings of the somewbat notorious Brie Railway. A
report tof a Conmittee of the same Legislature appointed
in 1879, remark»:

il Is further in evidence that it has been the custom of the managers of
the Erie Railway, from year to -year in the past, to &pend large sumsito
control electionS and to influence legislatio. In the yegra1868 more
than one million ($1,000,000) was disbursed from the Treasury fer 'extra
and legal services. For interesting items see Mr. Watson s testimony,
page 336 and 337.

"Mr. Gould, -when last on the stand, and examined in relation to
varions vouchers shown inM -admitted the ayment during the three
years prior to 1872 of large sums to Barber, Tweed, and others, and to
influençlegis.ation or electiouss these' amounts weres ,chagedgjin
the -CInd'ia-rubber account.' The memory of the witness was very detec-
tire as to details, and he could only remember large transactions; but

coul 4iMnçiy .çull bte 4d houp -in the kabit of sending momîey
in4, the nmeousdistricta St either t contr noi
tions or elections for Senators and -ietdber·s of Asembiy. ConuideMge
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that. as a ruie, such investments paid better than to wait till the men got
to Albany, and added the significant remark, when asked a question,
that it would be a impossible to specify the numerous instances as it
would to recall to mind the numerous freight-cars sent over the Brie
road from day to day."

Tho report concludes in these words:
It is.not reasonable to suppose that the Erie Railway ias been alone

in the corrupt use of money for the purposes named ; but the sudden
revolution of the direction of this company has laid bare a chapter in the
secret history of railr6ad management such as has not been permitted
before. It exposes the reckless and prodigal use of money, wrung from
the people to purchase the election ofthe people's represehtatives, and to
bribe them when in office. According to Mr. Gould, his operations
extended into four different States. It was his. custom to contribute
money to influence both nominations and elections."

A report of a Committee of the same Legislature appointed
in 1879, remarks:

" The political influence of these corporations should be understood.
Not les-han 30,000 voters are in the direct employ of the railroads of
this State-a number sullicient to have turned the scalè in any election in
recent years. These employees are doubtless divided in political sen-
timents, yet in times like the past and the present the question of remu-
nerative,emp:oyment is of paramount importance to the individual
employed as compared with the success of either party. The political
sentiments of corporations have been aptly and truly described by a
prominent railway man who testified : 'In a republican district I was
republican, in a democratic district I was democrat, in a doubtful
district I was doubtful ; but I was always Brie.' The possible exercise
of this most political power, direct and indirect, not to discuss its exercise
in the past, seems to your Committee an unanswerable argument in favor
of instituting goverumental supervision of railroads and holding them in
their management to a strict accountability.

Now, Sir, this House has chosen to croate a gigantic cor-
poration and to confer upon it most gigantic powers. I
propose that a broad and clear line of demarcation shall be
placed between ourse'ves acting as representativos of the
country and the shareholders and directors of this great
corporation. I would havé them forbidden under very
severe penalties having any dealings of any kind, much
more te contribute or assist in any kind of way for political
purposes, or forward the elections of members of this
Legislature or of Local Legislatures. The penalties
which I prop'>se by this Bill to inflict upon them
are briefly these: Whereas a corporation in thoir cor-
porate capacity, they shoald be proved guilty of such
pracuices as these, I would have their charter forfeited.
Where in their individual eapacity, whether it be as share-
holders or directors or officers of the company, they should
presume to interfere in any way with the elections of
meu mbers of this House or any Local Legislature, then I
would have them punished directly and personally by
imprisonment, by the forfeiture of their stock ; or if any
other measure appears more dosirable to the hon. gentleman,
I will be only too willing to receive their suggestions and
incorporate them in the Bill. While as regards members
of the-Legi-slaturo, I would render them liable under heavy
penalties, and this should apply not merely while they were
members of the Legislature, but for a considorable period
aftôr they had ceased to be members. The time I have not
ventured to specify, but I consider a periol ofnot less than
three or five years after a than ceased to be a member of a
Legislative body by no means too long a period in such
a case as I have described to punish then, should they
receive any gift or donation from such Company. Now, as
to the probable effect of such a measure. The House must
remember in all such cases detection is necessarily veryi
diffictult, and we must have regard not merely to the
gravity of the crime, which is a very grave one, but aiso to
the difculties which surround the detection of crime in
such cases. 'One thing is certain, were the House to adopt
spci, sgestions as are enbraced in the Bill, they might
reat tolarably eartain that noither the corporation, nor the
shareholdere, nor the officers of the corporation would be
Ji$Iety to make themseives liable to such ppnalties as I have
decribL TW ey would, moreover, and it is not an entirely
insignificant feature in the case, have a very ?ece14n
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excuse for refusing te contribute should they be solicited.
A case can readily be imagined, when the corporation
having te receive great benefits from the Government or
Parliament, and considering that, perhaps, it bas very
important questions teobe voted upon, questions in which
they have great interests at stake, they would find it very
difficult, uniess some such penalties wire provided, te refuse
a hint or request conveyed te them by men who had the
power of graiiting thein very important concessions or
refusing thein very important favors. The point tb which
I suppose most objection might be taken is that with
respect te the forfeiture of the company's charter.
I might remind the -House that we already,
according te law, at any rate, have the poweÈ
of forfeiting their charters, as, for instance, in the case
of banks, if they transgress the conditions on which they
are allowed te carry on their business. I maight add, too,
that in case-which is not only possible but may easily
happen-of this Corporation transferring its whole stock te
parties resident in a foreign country, and they having the
power te carry on their business in a city situated outside of
our teritories, the forfeiture of the charter is the only
effective punishment we could inflict on such a body. I
look upoa the question of dealings by the Legislaturo with
great corporations, and particularly with great railway
corporations, as our own experience and the history of the
United States and other countries show, te ho fraught with
new dangers of which we bad formerly very little
experience ; and, thereforo, I propose, as we have departed
from precodent in creating such a company, we should deal
with them in a mode which up to the pres nt time has not
been found necessary or expedient to deal with 'other
corporations that night come before us. For these reasons,
and not desiring at this late stage of the Session te enter
into any long explanatiou as te the details of the Bill, I beg
te move the second reading.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am surprised that the hon gentle-
man, who wishes that the Pacifie Raitway Company should
not be at any time in a position to contribute to the election
expenses of any member of this Parliament or of the Local
Legislatures, bas not thought propor te ex-tend the opera-
tions of such Bill te all companies. Why should ho select
this Company eipecially, instead of other companies?
Tbere are larger companies now exi;ting in this country,
and new ones are seeking incorporation. Why should not
the hon. gentleman have made those companies subject te
the same provisions? I do not think the Pacific Railway
Company bas done anything to subject it te the suspicion
that the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) wants te throw upon it. That Company has
a-ted in the most fair way; they have dealt with the Gov-
ernment in the manner which any respectable company
would deal with i-t; they came down, stated their ternis,
which were discussed - by the G overnment and laid before
Parliament. The body was incorporated by an immense
majority of both Houses of Parliament; nevertheless,. the
hon. member for Contre Huron comes down and wants te
throw suspicion on it. I must say it is an insult to the
Company and te the Parliament that inc)rporated it. I.
wilt not enter into the details of the measure. The best
way te meet the hon. gentleman, under the circumstances,
s to move an amend ment. I now beg to move:

" That the Bill be not now read the second time, but that it be read a
second time this day six months."

Mr.-PLUMB. I did not suppose that the hon. member f>r
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) would venture,
in view of the recollections which are within the memory of
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House, te bring forward
such a Bill and intrduce it into Parliament. But the hon.
gentleman lacks one peculiarquality which, I think, would
W4 very mtch to his in#ence #s 4 me ebýr Qf IP>riament
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Hehbas no sense of huihor. If he had, ho would probably
remember the discussion that took place in 1877, in this
Hlouse, on violations by hon. gentlemen very high in
position on hiQ side of the House, of the Act for securing the'
independence of Parliament, resolutions so gross that they
rang through the country; and when these gentlemen were
arraigned by Parliament, a Bill was bronght in for the white-
washmg of these gentlemen. One of the firet to vote on that
Act Was the hon. gentleman. That hon gentleman has told
ls that Gould and Vanderbilt are the proprietors of railwaysr
in the United States, and through their means and influence
have purchased members of Congress. The hon. gentleman,
through his own conscience, places so low an estimateon the
morality of the representatives of the Canadian people, that
ho thinks'they are the creatures of railway eorporations, and
may be purchased by men such as Gould and Vanderbilt.
The hon. gentleman in this opinion insults every gentleman
who sits in this House. He says he wishes to draw a hard
and clear fine betwe'n ourselves and those who may come
here for parliamentary aid. - The hon. gentleman had
nothing tosay in that discussion in the last Parliament,
where he was a leading spirit, one of the foremot nembers
of the Government, and when the lending members had
been convicted of the grossest violations of the Act of Parlia-
ment. He never raisel bis voice when the indignation of
the country was aroused at the gross violations of the inde-
pendence of Parliament-violations so gross that it was
necessary for the Government to bring in a whitewashing
Bill to prevent these gentlem-n being ruined by the fines
they had incurred. He did not raise even a feeble
note of dissent at the acts of the hon. gentlemen
who then occupied the place of arbitrator between
the feeble minority and the great majority- acte of
violation so gross that the Minister of Justice had no argu-
ment to bring in favor of that hon. gentleman, except that
the Act of Parliament provided that anyone who had a con-
tract with the Government, who was receiving money from
the Government, who was its smbsidiary, was no longer a
member of Parliament, and that the, very day he became a
contractor, his seat was vacated-thus begging the question
because that hon. gentleman who was proved to bave been
a recipiônt of Government money, sat in the Speaker's
chair and dispensed justice botwen the powerful majority
on the one aide and the feeble minority on the other. I
regret the hon. gentleman bas compelled this side of the
House, in dealing with his Bill, to bring up his record
against him. Now the hon. gentleman says that it is in
his interest, and that of the feeble minority he represents,
to insinuale that the majority of - this House may be-
-come in some 'way or other amenable to some possible
violatton of the Independence of Parliament Act.
By the hon. gentleman's speech, he insults every man that
sits in the House of Commons. With regard to the Inde-
pendence of Parliament Act, I may say that the legislation
of 1877 showed that when hon. gentlemen opposite were on
the Ministerial side of the Hou<e, it was perfectly possible
to violate that Act and to be whitewashed afterwards. That
Act stands on the record now weakened by the Act of
the mAjority in 1877. So far as originally that Act had
force, it was enough. It provided there could be no possible
interest given to any me2mber of Parliament in anything
outside of what he might legitimately do as a member of
Parliament, but what would vacate his seat. But we saw
that a Parliament under the rule of the Reform party was
packed with contractors. We saw, then, sitting here, many
members wb owed their particular interet to the fact that
they held existing contracte with the Govemnnent. low
could tiey vote or be expected to express an independent
opinion upon any mnatter brouglht in by a Government
lubsidizin! thei day byday? We, of the small minority,
at Ube' tinte, caught them in the act. What bappened

>en ? Why the Government of that day brought in

a Billwhitewashing those who had been gùilty of
a violatiorl of the Aet-guilty of 4akiag oautirtse
under the Government while elected asindependet
members of Parliament to sit upon the tete of that liovers-
ment, thus violrfting the whole spirit of con8tstutitWl
government; violating the whole spirit of represeatàtitîe
government, and every principle of constitutional liberty;
and when deteeted in the act, what happened ? Th' hon.
gentleman who hua introduced the Bill, whowasone f-the
foremoet members of the Government, brought in a te
rélieve those gentlemen of the pains and penalties to whîth
tbey had rendered them-elves liable. If a Bill lilee this is
wanted, and we sbould be so unfortunate as tgain 404ho
subjected to the ruie of the hon. gentlemen opposite, we
know perfectly wehl, frorm analogy, what will happen agai.
If the hon. gentleman's friends found the propused Act-a
stringent one, they would not be subjected to its penalties ;
he would be one of the foremost members to bring in another
whitewashing Act to relieve them from its penalties. -But
1 can assure the hon. gentlemtn that this Parliament has
not sunk so low as to render it necessary for him to propose
such legislation. I thank God there are men on each aide
of the House to whom legislation of this kind is a taMt, an
insult; and I know perfectly well what will be thMcod
in regard to this Bill in view of the record wbich stands
against its author in the damning flet of the Act cf 1877.

Mr. IUNTINGTON. If the glowing ob'ervatiotiof the
hon. gentleman who bas ju-t addressed the fouse nlean
anything, they mean that the provisions of a Bill which
would make it an offence for a member to commit bribry,
or receive a bribe, would be an insult to the House.

Mr. PLUMB. Yes.
Mr. H UNTINGTON. They mean besides that, in the

event of such bribery there should be no power in the Ilouse
to inflict punishment. Now I do not feel the foe of fthe
hon. gentleman's argument in this respect. I amr sure he is
of that class of thinkers who really believe that the cot-rup-
tion in this country is all on the one political side. Ido not
credit the newspapers he reads, and the authars of the stories
which appear in them with so much innocence. tut he bas
the habit cf expressing sueh views in sudh a tone as appëals
to my sense of firness, and so I am compelled to ad#it, I
believe he really thinks wha he says. But if he had
not attacked a colleague of mine- a gentleman who at the
timre ho speaks of occupied a prominent position in Ibis
matter-unfairly and unjustly, 1 would not have rîsen on
this occasion. While hoesays that Parliament would be
insulted by this Bill, he states thata rotent Parliament was
packed with contractor.

Mr. PLUMB. So it was.
Mr. IIUNTINGTON. Hie does not besitate now t o nult

that Parliament by such a renark. I give him eredit in
saying that I do not believe he underdtands the idi.enee,
or comprehends that it is at all wrcong to insult a bo4ythat
is opposed to him. I do believe he considers it:notorLesly
wrong to criticize his own party. Snob is the facility -the
hon. gentleman has shown in applying a diferent rule to
different parties. He should bave known when he attaeked
the late Speaker that that hon. gentlemen had eonamitted
no otfence against the Independence of Partiamoot Act,
except in a legal and technica sense.

Mr. PLUMB. Iear, hear.
Mr. HUNTINGTON. The hon. gentleman says ' hear,

hear," but with his great legal acumen and skill io .ould
have known that, however perfect was the Independenee of
Parliament Act, everybody fram the day l'its årsk-eaact-
ment in England, fW years past, has found it very iMeult
of administratiom, very ÈÍdïicult to motoeout justie Where
desrtved, and disorimnuteagainst acte of isfrineient,
where really ne ofence wa cormitted; I 9'16. ihele-
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man should have remembered that at the time when
this4aubject engaged the attention pff ths louse, when the
position of the late Spea4ker was u.Wder considertion-and
I am not here to say that the circumstances were mot to be
regret.ted-the fact was recalled that a Committee of the
Parliament of old Canada, of whiuh Sir John Rose was
Chairman, and before which the principle at issue was
consider.ed, expressed the doctrine which made such acts
possible in thiasflouse; and that the principle laid down by
their report practically exoneratedtbebon. gentleman from
all -Wrong doing, but found it necessary that the law should
be amended in order to meet what--the particular doctrine
on which the hon. member for Niagara takes his stand ?
Not at all-but the difficuity in which many hon. members
found themselves. 1lan sure that the hon. gentleman does
not emember that a single one of his own friends was not
comüpelled to resign in conseguence of the violation of that
Act. I do not know a great deal about Ottawa county,
or whether the hon. gentleman might not have found a
defence in speaking of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa;
but, 80 far as1 i an advised, that was not the only instance
in which diffieulties arose. But the question having been
considered by both sidés in Committee, and the wisdom of
Parliament having been applied in its settlement, with the
conenrrencrof both parties in both Houses, the hon. member
for Niagara now siígles out a particular case, and
culrinates old exploded accusations against an hon. member
although the report of a parliamentary Committee is in
evidence againat his assertions. This is another evidence that
the hon. gentleman cannot sec both sides of the shield-
cannot see through it, and will not walk around to see its
second side. It is to be regretted be pursued this course.
lie alludps to corruption in elections. Nobody pretends
there bas not been corruption on both sides; but the hon.
gentleman sbould know that it was the party now in
Opposition that framed the legislation that made it poisible
to reach corruption, and improper, and dishonest and cerrupt
elections. An hon. gentleman says, "Oh," but I do not
believe ho.doubts my statement.

Mr. PLUMB. What is the means to which you refer ?
Mr HUTINGTON. I gave the hon. gentleman the

means nsed in one election.
Mr. BOULTBEE. You spoke of the means of reaching

corruption-what means?
Mr. HUNTINGTON. I mean legislative authority. I

mean the machinery by which this purging has gone on as
it never went on before. i have seen uider the old system,
'which I dare say *the hon., gentleman prefers, year after
year parliumentary Committees .sitting incases in which the
grossest corruption bas been practiced, and after other
means of securing delay bas been exhausted,ý the members
of these Committees took siek so as to delay the proceed-
ings.

Mr. OOONNOR Boes the hon. gentleman recollect of
a single case mi-which a whitewashing Act was passed by
this side of te House.

Mr. UNTINGTON. i recolleet a great many things
of whicl the hon. gentleman shail hear if he lets me alone,
but I haveheard nothing which indaues me to believe that
hon. gentlenen are sincere in their fulminations against
corruption. There is nothhig in their history to show,
whatever may be their individual opinions, that it
has not been thoir settled policy io all time tooppose
endeavors to have. pur4ity. of elections ,secured by Parlia-
mein or-, the Courte,, either by active measures of
legi , by throwing cold watet, upfn sauch etorts,
or b waitig wptit pubLç opinion-foced them uto
abadn.tþeir oboeérp grouwd. J say that at.em pta Vo ap-s
pre rrAption ar not indigenous theirsoiI, and4hat
they a ogyTIN beg dby thes. gentlemen teoffeot

Er HUNTINGTON.

a particular object. So fur as the Bi before the Houseis
concerned, i have not much to Bay about it. t is a matter
of no particular importance to mé-speaking for myaef-
whether this measure, which the Minister of lPule
Works chooses to regard as an insuit to mombors of the
fHouse, passes as it bas been drawn or not. I do not beliwe
that these gentlemen iwill use their means to corrupt the
people of this eountry; I do not think that hon. gentlemen
will be able to draw on them for another ten thouand, or
in fact for any ten thousand, but I quite concur with the
opinion expressed by my hon. friend on my left(Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) when he saya that thes
gentlemen will not always be 'the corporators- cf
the Company, that it is possible that so gigantic an enter-
prise, with suelt franchises, privileges, and inducemets as
are presented by the corporation which has been created bÎy
this louse, may fall into other bands. And I say that it is
not at ail unlikely, that if such should be the case, that men
like Jay Gould, or V anderbilt, or forty other generous and
liberal bearted men likethem, may be the successors of this
Company, and may send out their money as liberally as
they now send out their cars. It may be that interestts may
arise under this contract-for hon. gentlemen appear to
believe that the Bill has special reference to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway-which would be'dangerous to this country,
a contract which includes not only the building of that
railway but its operation for all time to corne. A contract
which is in the hands of a Company who will in a
certain, and in no inconsiderable sense, own the whole
North-West, and who will necessarily exerise an infitence
out of all proportion to that wished by the Government of
this country, if not with regard to the number of its
employeeq, undoubtedly with regard to the amount of
influence and the circumstances under whieh it may be
exerci ed. I say, therefore, that under such circumustances
it may be advisable to pass such a measure as the present.
To say that it is an insult to those particular gentlemen
who compo-e the Syndicate, that Parliament should have
thought necessary, having given them extraordinary
privileges, to pass this Bill to protect Parliament from the
danger of corruption, is to talk nonsense. I can understand
that hon. gentlemen might oppose this Bill on principle, but
I do not think that they can make any capital with the
Syndicate by pretending that this Bil is an insuit
to them. I do not think that Parliament should show
itself careful of the administration of the affairs of this
country, careful of those great affairs which might become
monopohies, which might endanger the frce intitutions of
this country, which might jeopardise the very exei cise of
the franchise of this country, which mighrt even interfere
with the independent expression of the opinion of Parkia-
ment itself-I say it would be no disgrace to Par:iament,
and no insult to any class of people. I think, therefore,
that bon. gentleman have gone altogether out of the record
in pretending that the operation of this law wilt applyto
the men who happen fur. the moment to be in power.
Let hon, gentlemen look at the history of railways in the
United States for the last ten years. Let them look at the
manner in which the people of the United States are
struggling against the enormous monopolies which prevait
there.

Mr. PLUMB. Hear, hear.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. The hon. gentleman says "ear,
hear." I believe he bas not the slightest idea that railway
monopolies can apply to this question. The hn gentleman
sits over there and supports the leader of theGovremment,
and whatever the right bon. gentleman says, h. aa. I
do not know whether le was that momber of Pliaument
who was asked how he was going to vote en 'a pareakr
question "Oh," he said, "I was seot here tmappmrt
John A. Il John A. is right, - hn,- am right,
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and dfsi is wrongI ani not reponsible."' beMeve the
hoaegentleman does not at all arade0rstand that there is i
leuI4erlearned from t»e railway hiisory of the United
8 obÇrhieh may -aplyiore. Will the hon. gentleman
te1 s-'.beanse if hé leaves aqide his partizanship ho
knM, all about this question-witl he pretend that he could
noire-four railway8ln the United States which, if they
chas.. ý!day to exerCise their power in unison and if they
woeewilling toeoalesne, cond net elect the President of
thelnited States? ,- Ihave seen it stated by high authority
that'is eonidbedone. I do mot know whether it would
tahe4wo ore'lalf a dozen, but these enormous-influencee that
han groinrup in the United States, thése enormous Mono-
poliWe 4hat control such immense capital, have beoome a
sourceof readanger toour neighbors. And while they are
strggngto avert that'danger it is no insuit if they say
fhat they; ire afraid the president of a railway might by
imnproper~ lnoe oorrwpt a eonstituency or oven a Lgisla-
ture: Thereare multitudes of people in 'tbe United States
who bdùeve that some of their legislators are inflneneed
by the enormous expenditure it is possible for railway
comnea to make-I do not believe that this Legislature,
or anyImgislature -thathas sat in this country for years pat,
couid be corrupted bry any direct offer. The corruption,
if thereis any, isthe blind adherence which we allow cu--
solves to devote to those who lead us. I am not going into
a discussion of the question of party, but there is no doubt
that to some extent both parties are open to criticisn in that
sorsense. But it does not follow that because the 2 )0 gentle-
men who sit here to-day are all ahove such a thing as undue
influence, it does not follow because every man who sits here
to-day would refuse $.0,000 for bis vote if he knew ho would
never be found ot-it does not follow bocause we occupy
that position to day we will be liable to occupy it for all
time. .

Mr. PLUMB. Let the hon. gentleman speak for himaself
and not for us.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. I am talking to a petulant but a
very genial audience, so far es I hear from it. Peppery is
nota parliarnentary term, but stili the fire from the flint
does not burn much, as the hon. gentleman told us the other
day. I am speaking, not for myself, not for the hon. gentie-
manI am speaking generally ot what every man ofeommori
sense- knows is a possibility; I am speaking of the
meau» hy- which Legislatures and constituencies may
ho unduiy :inguenceJ. Does the hon. gentleman wish
to tell me -that there is a distinction to bo drawn
between the Conservative party and the Liberal
party.? Sir, parties ought to be the representatives of
prineiples. Individuals are fallible, except the hon, member
for Niagara, and 8o much so that there has been a petition
specially put up for us all, that we be not led into temptation.
If the bon, gentleman is above, as I believe ho is above,
temptation-.he certainly is above reflection upon these
subjects--I will not say benefit-if ho is above it, then the
insalt cannot reach him. We propose to pass a law affixing
painamnd penaities to particular offenees which everybody
knows may be committed-thoy may niot be committed
now, they may .ot te committed for ten or twenty years,
but they may be committed. It is no answer to say that to
prevent crime or to legislate against improper acts, is an
insult to somebody who occupies, at the moment, an official
position, and therofore, yon undertnke to prevent this legis-
latinaateother.;aWy, you might as well say that if you
undsetooktodeislate:that. ha*k presidents should -not.eign
pap.tsofdh.oeota of'wek ethey: had nlot been cognisant

yAn ennitie.of. ti. vwchers, tha it would be an
inat¶hîarth pridmntsp and yot we have had juries,
in, his omtry iwb: held, not ysecy long ago, that sach
renáasease did eagnaitutnia rime. You might as welsasy
thst1itø bioe opinion which demuandel legislation compel-
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ling ti baIk presidents to take cogniaianee of the state df
affairs in thei- bankA, was an ineult to '4nk peesidents.
How do youknw"ow'hewiong these gentlemen have beên in
their places as presidents? How do yon kno#how long the
offieers of any great corporation are to continue where thèy
are? Recause the gentlemen who are at the head <f our'
affairs to-day are honest and beyond temptation, that is no
guarantee that we absil always bave public men. beyond 1he
reach of temptation, an' that our experience may not sorme
day be that of the United States.

Mr. McCEAIG. In roading this Bill it appears te me t,
ho a.refection upon.the Pacifie Railway Syndicate. I thwk
my han. friend who introduced that Bill had no right to
retlect upon that Company. It is as much as te say that all the
other wealthy corporations of this country are bonest and
that these mon are scampq. Of course we know that banke
and railway companies exercise a certain influence in favor
of certain candidates, and I do not say that they have no
right to do se. Now, if my hon. friend had placed aIl cor-
porations in tho same category, I might perhaps have given
him ny vote, but as it ie I cannot possibly vote for this
moasure. The third clause reads:

"No person being or having been a member of the Senate or House of
Commons shall be allowed to hold or acquire any stock in any oSmpany
so incorporated or to be incorporated as aforesaid, until years after
the said party bas ceased to be a member of the Senate or House of Com-
mons unless the same shall devoive on him by descent or by hmitation,
by marriage or as lev.see, legatse, executor or adainistrator; ani an
such person so boldinig or acquiring any such stock except as aforesi4
shali be he'd guilty ofa misdemeanor and shall be liable to be imprisoned,
with or without hard labor, for a period of not more than two years."

Now, 1 maintain that is equivalont to saying that a man
may net buy such stock without being dishonest, but that
ho nay inherit it and be perfectly honest-a provision
which seems to me to be unfair. Il a man is neoesarily
dishonest because ho owns or purchases such stock, then
there should be provision for his selling it if ho should
happen to inherit it.

Mr. ANGLIN. The assertion that it is an- insult te
members of this House to propose that there shall be fùrther
provision made to preserve the independence of Parliament
is a manifestly absurd statement. It is, in fact, a statement
thut it is an insult te members of Parliament to have the
present A et upon our Statute-book. It is a devlaration that
no Act should ever have been provided for the purpose of
preserving the independence of Parliarnent, by imposing
penalties upon those who may do what would be fairly
presumed to influence their votes and conduet in this
House. N ow, Sir, Parliaments have for many years pat
-- almost for centuries past-thought it nocessary to legislate
for the pu-pose of preserving their own independence and
putting each individual member of the House in such a
position that his motives in supporting any particular meas-
ure or linoeof policy should not boflung open to suspicion of
corrupt influence or corrupt purposes. Parliaments quite as
respectable as this have felt that, in passing measures of this
kind, they would net expose themselves te the reproach of
not trusting themselves, or net confiding i4 thoir integrity
of purpose or of offering an insult te any portion of their
body. They felt rather that they were farrly entitled te the
thanks of the community for taking measures neeessary, or
at all events salutary, for the purpose of maintaining the
fountains of legislation pure and undefled. I confees that,
with rega-d te this Bil, there is ample room for quedtion
whether it does net go too far in some respects and
not far enough in others; and I foit sa'isfied when
the hon. gentleman moved the BiHthat there was
net the slightest posvibility of its being parssed
under pmesent eircmstances. The hon. gentleman from
Niagara (Mr. Plumb> chose to aake An attack of a persodnal
oharaoter upon hon. bembrs on-this sidé, and to asrtL at
when ve were on the *thenide we showed no -suo btggr4
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for the independence of Parliament; that, on the contrary,
we doliberately, wilfully and knowingly violated the Statute
then on the books, and that, indeed, we were guilty of what
he called the grossest violation of the independence of
Parliament. That hon, gentleman sometimes usei strong
adjectives when they are scarcely applicable, and his special
appeals on a question of that character are not of such value
in the estimation of the House or the country as to make it
necessary to pay any great attention to them. But when he
chooses to be historical he should, at all events, endeavor to
be correct. He should have admitted, in the first plaoe, that
whatever violations of the Statute were committed, were
committed quite as largely on one side as upon the other.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, Do.
Mr. ANGLIN. Quite as largely.
Some hon. IMEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. ANGLIN. Quite as largely, I repeat, among the

small minority of that time as among the majority; and
lists were circulated about this Chamber which, I suppose,
everybody saw, and which were probably correct, showipg
that there were somewhere between thirty and forty
members who had knowingly or unwittingly been guilty of'
violating the Independence of Parliament Act, as that Act
was construed by members of the Committee, while three
gentlemen of the majority had to resign their scats in con-
sequence of the interpretation of this Act-two members of'
the Government and myself; three gentlemen of the minority
also resigned-the members for Ottawa City, Northumber-
land, N.B., and Restigouche. The hon. gentleman
should have stated that whon that charge was
preferred in this House, a resolution was moved
by the leader of the Opposition at that time, which,
after full consideration, was voted down by a large majority ;'
that the enquiry subsequently held was not even suggested
by the minority, but was held at the instance of the Gov-
ernment, the hon. member for West Elgin-(Mr. Casey)
being, I believe, the mover of the resolution to refer the
whole matter to the Committee on Privileges and Elections,
for thorough enquiry into the law and the facts of the case.
That enquiry was held, and it was shown before that Com.
mittee, that, in the old Parliament of Canada, some years
previously, a Committee, of which Sir John Rose was the
Chairman, in its report distinctly held, and the House acted
on the report of the Committee, that what was known as an
implied contract was not such as should vacate the seat of a
member of Parliament, and thatinterpretation of the law no
doubt was acted upon by a large number of members of this
House up to the time of the enquiry in 1877. The enquiry
then held resulted in a very much stricter intorpretation of
the Statute, and it was held for the first time by a Canadian
Parliament, that implied contracts should render void the
seat of a member of Ihis louse. With regard to the two
members of the Government who had in consequence to
resign their seats, everybody who knows the facts must be
aware that they derived no profit from their so-called con-
tracts. They bad gone into a joint-stock company for the
purpose of publishing a party organ in Halifax, and when
the change of Government took place, the printing and
advertising of the district went there as a matter of course,
without any thought on their part. With regard to my own
case, the printing and advertising in the city of St. John,
were transferred from the papers on the Tory side to those
on the Liberal bide, one of wbich was the paper of which I
was the proprietor. I no doubt derived some profit fromthe
printing done in the office of that paper, but I had no
contract with the Government. The hon. gentleman says
they unearthed it; but there was no diseovery to be made.
My name appeared in the Publie Accounts chargeable with
the receipt of moneys under these circumstances. Moreover,
the Government of the day, feeling that the work shculd not
Ie continued in that way, had cansed it to be discontinued

Mr. ANGLIN.

fully a year before any action was taken by gentlemen of the
Opposition, so that at the time the question was raised the
;newspaper of which I was proprietor had long.ceased to do
any work for the Government. I believe the Government
in that matter acted quite properly. I know I never
remonstrated with them, although I do not think I was
acting illegally in allowing that work to be done in the
office of that paper. These are the facts which the hon.
gentleman adduces as evidence of great corruption
on the part of those who were at tht :timne
in the majority.- He says the majority introduced a BiU to
whitewash the gentlemen engaged in those transactions.
Well, the whitewashing will extend to both sides of the
House, and it was owing to the fact that there was a mis-
understanding as to the scope and purport of the Indepeu-
dence of Parliament Act that an Act was introduced to make
plain those motions of the Act on which there was doubt.
[t was never asserted that an implied contract was a contract.
It was only after the matter was, at the instance of the
Government and their friends, at my own instance, referred
to a Committee, that it was first alleged and afterwards
decided that there was an implied contract, and that it
rendered the seat of a member of Parliament void. The
hon. member for Ottawa City, if what I heard at the time
was correct, was one of the very fcw who had an actual
contract with the Government.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. ANGLIN. I think so. I think there was a contract

existing between the firm of which he was a member and
the Government for the supply of a quantity of lumber, and
under that contract supplies had been furnished for a
number of years. I do not think the hon. gentléman had
the slightest idea that he was violating the independence of
Parliament Act. The hon. member for Northumberland,
New Brunswick, had no idea at the time that ho had a
contract with the Government, although he was also
supposed to have violated the Independence of Parliament
Act. This was not a gross case at all of violation of the Act.
It was stated, and I believe correctly stated, that the paper
of which the hon. Minister of Customs was joint proprietor
at that time had done a considerable amount of priting for
the Departments.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is in error. The
printing ran back ten or filteen years before I was a
member of the louse. The Committee charged an acconat
of the Leader against me, and of this, I beheve, the hon.
member was cognizant.

Mr. ANGLIN. I knew nothing bout it. I did not inter-
fere in the slightest degree in the proceedings of that
Committee, except to appear before it to give my testimony
and then withdraw. I had no suspicion, whatever, that the
hon. gentleman was amenable to the Act.

Mr. BOWELL. I was to the amount of fifty-two and
two-third cents.

Mr. ANGLIN. The principle is the same. The
violation to that extent is a violation equal ly with a
larger amount.

Mr. BOWELL.
the 818,000.

The hon. gentleman would rather have

Mr. ANGLIN. I would, or the honest profit made on it.
The principle was the same in the hon. gentleman's case.
It happened that bis paper ran under the same proprio-
torship for some time after he became a member ofthe
House, and thus he became liable to the operation-of the
Act. .'The violations deseribed as gross were of an
entirely different character, and down to thattimenobody
contended they were violations. The enquiry was hadj,
in the first place, at my suggestion,. but- at the
instance of the Governmùent, on a motion of
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tie hn. Ienaer for Wet Elgin. Before that Oommittee to the present. If we ean keep ourselves alu sq , areand
tà. bole ftets were eimply sad eleady asated the law was right, if hom. gentlemn opposite can keep us rght, a if
*iqfréd-iwto, andto; my eecolection the first suggestion we, by sitting up aIl night, can keep the hon. momber for

tk econtract wae one ewhief, under the law, would Centre Huron staraight, we have got all we eau do. The
vr=og#*? eat void, caÉ&e from the present hon. member for member for Shefbfrd wants toknow if any distinction should

esV Dtrhrm. Iading eupporters of the Government be made between the two sides of the House. He aks the
4ek the gtound that the law had been violated, and as far member for Niagara if he wants to make sneh a distinction,
astshewhit«wahing Aet, as the hon. member for Niagara and atffirms stroeigly that there is nono. Well, now, we can
fhaa m1d it, wa conoerned, it wa intended to relieve only form our views on thie atter from the facts. It is
mtenbeow on both sides of the House who were known to be rather remarkable--I am speaking from memory--that not
eicneent of anywilful violation, and who eould not be a Conservative member bas ever been disqualified for corrupt
a«eused of having done anything to renderthe Indepondence practices or personal corruption. No man on this side of
oFParliament Actless-forcible orvigorous. I went back to my the House, I bolieve, bas ever suffered that untoward fate. It
constituenatsmd was re-elected. Two members of the Govern- is unfortunate for gentlemen on the other side, but thoy
met went4ack, one of whom was re-elected and the other have got to make the best of it. It only shows thLat
defeated, although not one cent of publie money, on account those loudest in their professions of parity-and I have no
of what in calleda contract, went into his poeket, directly or doubt that the members for Shelford and Centre Huron
iddire6tly. What the hon. member for Niagara chooses to have been very land while stumping the country-and their
My ofre, matters very little. The faets were put before claims to this puity belong to a party which bas had
the public long ago, and I am satisfied with thbir verdict. members disqualified for personal bribery. It may have

Mr. 1]Q0ZLTBEE. I do not see that the Lon. mnember been through misfortune simply, or an accident, but it is
forr doucester bas supported the Bill of his hon. friendve' rather peculiar that the accidents have been all on the
ai "Iy bcause the only remarks ho made about the Bi Opposition side. It does not speak very well for that party.

rd to the iffct that le thought it contained piovisionsIt would seem that until their record was somewhat
that, on account of their stringency, did not entitle it to balanced, and they can show some instances of similar mis-
pase. ßo far as his own case isc oncerned, he was found fortune on the Conservative side, they should be less loud
ont by a CorAmittee of bis own friends in protestations of purity-less adventurous in bringing in

Bills like this, that not only outrage all our sene of right,Mr. ANGLIN. There was no finding out. but our sense of what should be the effect of the constitu-
"Mr. BlOULTBEE. To have received a large amount of tional laws we try to enact. This Bill outrages every man's

money under contract with the Government, and the report sense of decenny. i think that no man in the Canadian
was kept back until a few days before the closeof Parliament. House of Commons, where we have mon of liberal views

-140 not suppose the hon. gentleman thought ho was doing and charitable towards thoir neighbors-men not willing,
anythig very wrong at the time; but, at any rate, it came perhaps, except in the heat of party warfare-and my
withinth e cognizance of Parliament, though the report was tongue may ho, perhaps, as bitter as that of othors-coolly
kpt' back until Parliament rose, and ho was thon elected wishes to favor a Bill to be passed in each House, deli-
again. No doubt the man who goes back to his constituents berately pointing out every man engaged in a large under-
'ith $18,000 or $2,000 of Government money in bis pocket, taking as being a man of such a character that it is neces-

stands a better chance than a man who goes before them sary to protect the country against their efforts by excep-
.without that sum; therefore, there was no trouble about the tional legislation applied to them alone. An iy words are
hon. gentleman's re-election. With regard to the Bill, you soon forgotten, but the member for Centre Huron tries to
have to take the utterances of the bon. member for Centre mark those mon who may take a certain course -to mark
Huron and those of the hon. member for Shefford together, them with a stain of ignominy whieh will attach to them and
before you can get its true inwardness. If the hon. thoir descendants. The slar ho attempts to cast upon
member for Centre Huron had not - been sup- thein, that they are corrupt, would cause them to be
ported by the hon. member for Shefford, we never spoken of as disgraeed by those by whom the proposed
cotld have known why the Bill was brought in. legislation would be conforced. He reads some
While we are bound to admit that the hon. member for recordof what takes pIqpe in a neighboring countr y, whieh
Centçe Hurop is bonest in this thing., and brought in a il he and bis friends so much admire, and of whose institutions
which he thought wo.uld apply to himself s well as to they think so highly that a few are in favor of a closer con-
others, yet so hopeless seem the chances of its ever being nection with it, and ultimately, perhaps, annexation. But I
applied to him or his friends, that it is net likely any large would ask the House, nearly half of whose members belong
sum of money will bo spont te secure their influence. But to the Railway Committee, to consider what took place in it
the hon. member for Shefford, in those eloquent tonos of his to-day, and say if bore, in this Canada of ours, with .uch
which carry conviction, no doubt to himself if to nobody representatives of the people, there is any danger of oe 6f
else, says ho does not believe the Bill will be at all necessary those great corporations dominating the affairs of this
at Present; he has a very high opinion of the Syndicate-it country? Why, an hon. member rose in that <cmmittee
is said ho i8 somewhat intimately connected with it; but and suggested that if the Grand Trunk Railway was going to
whether lie is or not, ie affirma the fact that the Bill is not be interested in a certain Bill, it would have no chance of
at present uecessary, that t.e members of the Syndicate are passing this Houe. I rose myself and spoke in the Com-
honest, 'square, and straight as are the members of this mittee on this subject, because I thought it unfair to say
Hiouse. In the far distant time of the future, however, anything of the kind. I think those great railway
years hence, when ail Our heads will be silvered with the corporations get ver-y scant justice. They are borne down
impm ofage, another Syndicate and another House will upon every occasion. Far from the danger of th"ir
exist, and soMe remote descendant of the hon. member for dominating the country, on the contrary there is every
Centre Huron <nay b approached by the new Syndicate, desire to eurb and keep them down. There s no danger of
tthe deseendats tof -the preseunt e. In his anxity for thia House, et any rate, being controlled by those companies.
the puty Of his edsuntry in future years, in is desire There was one rremark that sounded suspicious; reade
to keepe~riythng straight and honest, ho wants to gr rd by the imember for Sheford. He said, because great
agáiest those re#ete dangers when eiher he or his deseen- privleges are granted to this Byndicate an exe ptionailaw
daWts 'will be power My own view as a praetieal mani, is is req fred; but there nover :was greater trash uttered in
$hat in eses of this kind our attention should be deyoted this Rouse. Why pre great aand straordhway prMhges
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given these men ? Because they are undertaking a work1
of a magnitude which stagger the energies of the country,1
and which made it necessary te give great concessions. I
do not think too many were given, but that they needed al
received to carry out this great work. Doeosthat render iti
necessary to attach to them a stigma and enact harsh penaltiesj
sueh as are not fixed in the case of any other corporation?,
Instead of exceptionally offensive and injurious legislation ini
that case, they should berelieved of all difficulties and pen-
alties so as to leave their hands free to carry out this great
undertaking. The member for Shefford also-but it is
scarcely worth noting-threw a species of Fneer at the blind
adherence to their leadero exhibited by many Conservatives
in this House. I have not seen very mach of this -blind
adherence in the carrying on of this party Government. No
Government could do ifs business were it not sustained by .9
loyal as well as intelligent 'following. I do not know -I
speak for myself, and may be termed by hon. gentlemen
opposite a subservient follower of this Government-but I
do not undertake to follow them unless they propo e
measures that fairly commend themselves to my intelligence;
and the measures of the Government have been of that kind.
No doubt, men in the Opposition ranks are not to be tied by
such a barsh rule. They are mere free lances. But surely
it doemnot lie in the mouth of bon. gentlemen on the front
Opposition benches to speak of a blind adherence on our
part; because there never was a party on the face of the
earth that voted so blindly at the beck->f their leaders as
hon gentlemen opposite. I wiil notice one illustration of
the mewber for Shefford with respect tothe banks. Be said,
what would be thought of any legislation with respect to
the banks requi-ing them to do so-and-so, and transact their
business in some particular manner and under some harsh
restrictions. I reply there would be no objections if the
legislation was proper and applied to ail the banks; but
it would be monstrous te enforce extreme penalties
on one particular bank if it did not carry
on its business in a particular way, while exempt-
ing all the other banks. I say such a measure would
not be c.nsidered in this House for a moment. It does,
then, seem that ibis Bill of the member for Centre
Huron was the nnthought-of offspring of some moment of
bitter chagrin and bitter disappointment, and that its
deign was to str ike a blow as well at the Syndicate as
at the House. It was an unworthy act It is unworthy
of us in-our position-because ours is a high position-for
any man to attempt to stamp, by legislative enactment, a
mark of disgrace on a set of .men. who stood with untar-
nished reputation before the country until this exceptional
legislation was attempted to put the bar sinister of disgrace
upon them for the rest of their lives.

Mr. GUTH RIE. The hon. gentleman who treated this
Bill as an exceptional measure, forgot that its principle is, in
a measure, already embodied in our Independence of Par-
liament Act. The 7th section of that Act provides that:

"This Act shall not extend to disqualify any person as a member of
the House of Commons, by reason of his bemg a shareholder in any
incorporated company having a contract or agreement with the Govern-
ment of Canada. exeept companies undertaking contracts for the building
of public works, and any company incorporated for the construction or
working of any part of the Canadian Pacific Railway."
So that long before this Syndicate was thought of-j-ears
ago-Parliament feit that the case of a company incorpor-.
ated to construct and work the Canadian Paciie Railway
was an exceptional case, and that special provision should'
be made for it, and special provision was made for it. And
why? Because this Government must neoessarily for years,
and perbaps for all time, have enormous interests in-
volved in connection with such a company. We have
been discussing the contract entered into with the
Syndicate. We have been told, for instance, that if the
Syndicate failed to carry out certain parts of the contrct

Mr. BouLTzz.

the Courts may be appealed'ta to enfrceoperformaoe<' Me
have been told that- if they break thelomntrblt, a0ti s4r
damages may be brought against tbem In , faydia eret
ways th Government and the Syndieatemay .eniDOW4o
collision on questions of enormous interest and-,vitatliwpml-
ance to the country. Parliament bas proveduialrdWy
that no shareholder of such a Company shal be*amethbèr
of this lousc. And why ? Becanse bis interests asa
shareholder in that Companymight clash with theing.Merts
of the country, considering the nature of thetranenetions
between them. The present Bil eontemplates mereyvah-
extension of the same principle. Parliament feit that*n
exception should be made with regard to that CGnmpany;awd
I say that my hon. friend from Prince Edward-(M. Me-
Cuaig), who 'admits that this princòiple is a proper oneoif
applied to all companies, bas failed to notice that l is
extended to ail companies who have contracte for4heoeen-
struction of public works, and especially thè Ganadian Paeide
Railway. It appears to me that the hon. gentleman, who
said this Bill was'an insuit offered to the Company amd
to the House, bas forgotten the nature of the Independence
of Parliament Act. That Act is now 100 years old. It waflrst
of all passed to meet the case of contractors and placemen.
It is not said in the Ast that contractors and placemen wili
corruptly use their votes, or aet corruptly in their capaeiy
as representatives of the peo pile, but it was felt that that weiild
be the temptation, and the tendency bas been legistatn' in
preventing them'holding seats in Parliament. Parliamentbas
never eonsidered that it was insulted by making provisionfor
its own purity. Would the bon. gentleman say thatit is
right that a conrpany, having transactions with the Govern-
ment such as this Company have, should-dontribut. to the
expenses of an election of any candidate to this Home?
Will my bon. friends opposite say that a law whiehrprohibits
such an act is anything but a right law ? If Parliamint is
compo.ed of honest men, if the candidates for seats iuthis
House are honest men, and if the Company is vomposed
of honest men, where is the insuit? Youmay as wei say
that hoiest men are insulted because we puas laws against
theft. It is bocause it is wrong for such a coMPany
to contribute to the election expenses of candidate
for Parliament, or make gifts or presents to a meiber of
Parliament, that such a measure is proposed.

Mr. HESSON. What is the use of-the hon. gentleman
asking for a further Bill of this kind?

Mr. GUTIIRIE. The hon. member for East York (ir•
Boulthee) goes back in bis recollection to what, he says, 4he
Reforrm party have been guilty of in the way of bribery.
We, too, can go back and recalt instanceawhicl are notorious
and which show such provisions are absolutely meemsary.
Legisation of this kind is necessary to preventAhe
repetition of what Sir Hugh Allan did in 1872. It is
necessary to prevent wlhat the Northern lailway were
proved to have done in years gone 4y,, acoeding
to the almost unanimous report, of gentle»en !on
the Committee of investigation of both, sidee. of
politics. I do not refer to thcse matters for anuy Ôiker pur-
pose than to show that the history of our country proves
that la regard to this railway such a proviion is quite
justifiable and necessary.

Mr. ROBERTSON (ilamilton). Would you cnsider it
an insult if an Act was introduced te prohibit the Guelph
Lumber Company from practising the things nent'oned l
this Bill ?

Mr. GUTHRIE. I say it is quite ;4ght tht cou es
~which have contracta with the overnme4for pùlueiý works
should be prohibited from contribhting- he4b elegion
funds of candidates for Parliament.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The Banik of Montreal, for in-
utance?
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r., GUTURIE. Yes; if they eutered into a contract

like4his. I sa.y, that so far as the Canadian Pacifie Railway
is epeeed, l eis an exceptional case. With regard to the
iwvoetigation in 1877 before the committee on Privileges
and Eletiosa, of which I was member, the Committee found,
in4be case of, the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin),
thst, cthe practice had existed since Confedera-
tin, at all events, of giving advertisements to
»ewrpapers owneï by members of Parliament, and that
,e fault had been found with that practice. They also
found in the: report of an Election Committee, presented
by Sir John Rose, it was docided that the giving of
W.ork,to a printer was not a contract within the meaning
oCthe Act, so as to avoid a member's se it. But the Corn-
mittea.found that, although the hon. member for Gloucester
had acted bond fide, still, under a strict construction of the
Aet, lie had violited it. That report was unanimously
adopted by the memters of the Committee, irrespective of
party. _It is i a her late in the day for any hon. gentleman now
to singl out thi hon. momber for Gloucester from all
other, w1oýe cases were brought before Parliament
atthattime. I renember that the greatest zeal was shown by
the Oneervative party at that time for the independece of
Parliament. We did not hcar a single word about innsuit-
iig. Parliament, by a strict attenticn to the purity of its
rum ers. In fact, some went so far as to say that men
sbould 'ose their seats who had unwittingly received a few
4olla's from. the Government for work done. They went
,o jar as to ay, in their construction of the Act,
and perbaps they Were right, that the purchase of
& fa. birrels of flour fron a member for the
surveyo's in the North-West, or the insertion of an
advrtisement in a newspaper belonging to a meniber,
wene tianiactions t' at ought to void the seat of the
mi ' er.. It was fouid that such transactions as those had
been unwattingly committed by severál members, and even
thy acts of their clerks wtri held to constitute a broach
of the Independence of Parl'amnt Act. What is calle i the
whiewashing Act was simply this, that no inembor who hasd
.nieitentionally and unwittingly committed a breach of
the Independenee of Parliament Act should be subject
o the penalties, but before ho escapcd the penalties, it

must be found to the satisfaction of judge aud jury that
lie had not knowagly committed a breach of the Act.
I think eight Co'servative members voted for that Act.
It was felt at the time that it would be extremely harsh
for the first time to enforce a law that had never tIfiore-
tof»,e been strictly construed in this country, and to sub-

ject mon to enormous penalties, as well as the forfoiture of
their seat, for offences they were not conscious of having
committed, and did not intend to commit. That is the
history of what is called the whitewashing Act of 1877
Now, 1ask you whether any hon. member of this flouse
opposed to this Bill bas undertaken to show that what it
aims at is not a proper thing ? Will any hon. member
get up in his place and say that it is right, considering
the position in which this country stands to the Canadian

aci"c lailway Company, that they should be per-
mitted, if so disposed, to contribute to the election of mem-
ber. of this House ? If they say it is right, then lot
them vote for the amendment moved by the hon. Minister
of Publie Works; but if they say it is wrong, and agree that

Parliament should be protected, that the purity of Parlia-
ment ahoe ld be defended, thon lot them, at all events, give;
this Bill further consideration. We may differ as to some
of the pen14ties-I am* not prepared to say myself Lhat I
would are.to all this Bill contains-but to the principle.of
the BWI do agree, and I think on further consideration the
'hu. members of this House will come to the conclusion1
that it ja no greater insult than the Independence of Parlia-
me~ont at& sc1f which has hitherto received the hearty,,
approval of all parties.

Mr. MoCALLUM. The hon. gentlemen on tue other side
of the luse are always in favor of independence of Parlia-
ment when they are in Opposition. It js their polhoy, it is
their platform; but when they g é on the' Ministeril siôe
they change their policy, or forget to carry it ont. My hon.
friend from South Wellington (Mr. Gnthrie) says that this
Act has been in force for 100 yeare. I ask wou Mr Spdker,
if you have ever known a time when the independernceeof
Parliament was violated so much as it was by the hon.
gentlemen opposite while they wère in power? The bon.
membors of the late Government had contracted themise!ves,
among thein the Minister of Militia and the late&Spåker.
The hon. leader of tie Opposition, before attaining te poiwr,
spoke loudly in favor of the îndependence of Parliament, bnt
when ho became leader of the Government he let contracts
to members. I think evèry hon. momber on both sdesof
this House is honest enough te keep clear of cori'nptitn. I
see no necessity for this measure, and I shah vote agaihst il.

Amendment (Mr. Langevin) six nonth8' loist, carried on
the following division:-

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Beatyi
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bill,
Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Gameron (Victoria),
Cimon,
Colby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daly
Dawson,
PeCosmos,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,

Anglin,
Bain,
Blake,
Borden,
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,.
Casgram ,
Charlton,

Dumont,

Messieurs
Gault, Massue,
Gigailt, Merner,
Girounard(Jac. Gartier), Montplaisir,
Girouard (Kent), Mousseau,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
Hackett, Ogden,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Resson, PinsqnalIt,
Hlilliard, Platt,
Hooper, Plumb,
Hurteau, Pope (Queen's),
IeRicey,
Jones, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kirkpatrick, Rouleau,
Kranz, Routhier,
Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Ryan (Montreal),
Lantier, Shaw,
Longley, Tellier,
McIlonald (ape Breton)Tilley,
UcDonald (Piutou), Valin,
McCallum4, Vallée,
McCarthy, Vanasse,

tdConville, Wallace (Norfolk»
McGuaig, Wallace(Yurk
McKay, White (Cardwell),
McLennan, White (Hasings),
MeRory, White (Renfrew),
Manson, Williams,
Masson, Wright.-91.

Messieurs
Fleming,

Gillies,
Guan,
Cuthrie,
Holton,
Macdonell (Lanark)
Malouin,
O nvier,
Paterson (Brant),-

Rinfret,
obers (heburne),

Rogers,
R mal,
8kinner,

Smnith,
Thompson,
Trow,
Weldon,
YeO.-31.

DUAL REPRESENTATION.

- The following Bill was introduced and rea1kthe first
time t

Bill (Nb 67) ta repeM "Anh ètto Tender Members of
the Legisiative Councils ahd Legislative Âwemdbiles of the
Provinces naw I dehd, or wfh~ay hereafter bie M neinded
within ths ~Donfiniofi o Canada; ineligble for ettting or
votingintu téle &f Coniions6W'anad£Y.(Mr'. Oairmet.)

Hanse adjonu t ù40 o1è1ykr þ.mn.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS,
THUnSDAY, 24th February, 1881.

TheSAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEas.

INTEREST ON MONEYS SEC U IED BY blORTGAGES.

Mr. wIfiTE ([lastings), in introducing a Bill (No. 68)
relating te interest on moneys seeured by mortgage on reai
estate, said: During last Session a Bill was introduced by the
hou. memberfor Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton) which went
before thoCommittee on Banking and Commerce. That Bill
contained a clause that any mortgage drawn, say to run for
ten .years fromst July, 1880, any party wishing to pay
intorest on the mortgage at the end of five years would
have the right to do so. This Bill is introduced to provide
that any party who borrowed money five years previous to
lst July last, shall have the right, by paying three months
interest, of repaying their mortgage to the parties from
whom the money was borrowed. If, when the Bill comes
up for the second reading, any further explanations are
required, I shall be happy to give them.

Bill read the first time.

WAYS AND MEANS.-TIIE BUDGET.
House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion

of Sir Leonard Tilley, "That Mr. Speaker do now leave the
Chair for the House to go into Committoe to consider of the
ways and means for raising the Supply to be granted to Her
Majesty."

Mr. CIHARLTON. I crave the indulgence of the House
to-day for a short time, for at this stage of the Session 1
would be loath to iaflict upon others what I would beloath
to receive myself, a long speech, and I will be as brief as I
can he under tle circumstances. I may, at the outset, ask
leave to mako a definition of terme. In the discussion of
the question now before the louse we have hoard a good
deal about Protective tariffe, Free-trade, Revenue tariffs, &c.
Free-trade in the abstract, that is the system under which
no duties whatever are imposed on import-, is a system
which, under the circumstances, it is impossible for
us to have in Canada. Tbe antipodes of this is the
system which wa now have-Protection. The aim of
Protection is to exclude importations of a certain character,
to exclude the importation of ail goods which nay b
manufactured in the country. The object of Protection 1s
not to cheapen, not to render more abundant, but to make
dear and croate acarcity. Protection is a policy conceived,
not in the interests of the masses, hut in the interest of a
few; and if Protection did not advance the price of goods,
it would fail of its object. The object of Protection is to
advance the price of goods. The object of Protection is to
increase the cost to the consumers of the various prodncts,
the manufacture of which it may be desired to promote in
the, country. Then we have, besides Frec trade and
Protection, wbat is called a revenue Tariff. A revenue
Tariff, strictly defined, is a tarif irmposing duties upon such
artlies as cannot be mapufactwred or produced in the
country. This policy of oppfinig duties to articles
that ecAnot be produeed in tb4 country, is one.
that epables consumers to espp ail but dimeet taxes,
taes whi4h go for the benefit u be Goverwnnt. Ifduties
are imposed on articles produced in the country, or are to
a certain extent produced in the country, the domestio
products will b eeesed in price as rell as the article
imported. It is estimated ygoud authorities that the,
domestic production is incres by two4hirds of the duty

on the imported articles; hence a tarif1whichAinees
duties on any articles manufactured to any considéraMlo
extent in the country, imposes-heavy burdens on the pope,
in addition to the taxes whicb they have to pay into ho
publie Exchequer. A strictly revenue Tariffisone that under
all the circumstances, we can-scarcely expect htoahwev.i
Canada. We must expect in this country to have a tadff
that will impose duties on other articles than such uassiernot
produced, and cannot be producod, in the country. Noib7¶he
character of the Tariff supplanted by that now in foreae was
one that afforded what is called incidental proteetionM It
was not, strictiy speaking, a revenue Tari.ff It us
very far removed from a revenue Tariff, for it inposed
duties on a great number of articles which were, Io a cns-
siderable extent, produced in Canada. Those duties 'did,
to a considerable extent, foster the growth of the nian-
facture of those various articles, and to this extent the
Tariff which was supplanted by the present one, was what
is known as a Tariff affording incidental protection. But,
Sir, the difference between such a Tariff and a protective
Tariff is this: The objection to a purely proteotive Tarif is
that it e cludes all the goods that may be manufattdred
in the country. A Tariff affordifig incidental protection,
while levying duties on goods that act as a protection t0
a certain extent, to manufactures, at the same
time secures what may be termed free tom-
petition. It doos not exclude goods; it iaies
the price somewhat, and it affords a safety valve which
prevents exorbitant prices by affording free competition.
This Tariff, which was supplanted by that in operation,
imposed no duty on coal, nor upon food, nor upon raw
material. In this respect it was vastly superior to the
present Tariff, as well as in respect ofimposing lowerdities
upon articles that may be and are manufactured in t4he
country; and in this respect the Tariff supplanted by the
presont Tariff was more equitable in its operation. Under
the former Tariff I have always contended, and now contend,
that the manufacturers of this country were in a prosperous
condition. I believe that the degree of prosperity enjoyed
by thom was as great as the prosperity enjoyed by any
other class of business interests. It is evident thut the
growth of our manufactures has been very great. The
census of 1871 gave as the produet of the manufactures of
Canada the large sum of $211,000,00M. It was estimated, on
good authority, that the products of the manufactories had
been still further increased in 1878, to $275,000,000. The
manufacturing interests of this country were progressing
rapidly and favorably. Their growth, too, was not a forced,
but a regular growth-it was both a considerable and bealt1ry
one. We are told that if the Liberal party comes into power
again, there will be a complote overturning of thepreseit
systen. The member for Cardwell (Mr. White) the other
night told us that if the Opposition regained power, they
would overturn all things-there would be a complete rovdh-
tion. If the Liberal party cornes into power;as ainat*èr of
course, so far as the fiscal policy of the country is concerned,
there will be changes made to a greater or less extent.-Bat
there are obligations resting upon Canada-obigations-*t9it
are already very great, and that do not promise to be redueed
-ÎTbligations which will, on the contiary, inevitably be
increased, and those will render it necessary, for
many years to cone, that hoavy , taxes shoôuld
be imposed-tares not only as great as- the
people will be willing to submit to, but greater, I fear.
This being the case, no hope, no promise or expeetatien
can bo held out that any Tariff enacted by the Liberals'*ili
be less burdonsome, will impose smaller duties thathe
Tariff supplanted by the present one. Ofeourae, individoals
may express on this subject individual opinions. I hau ng
doubt i'e should consider ourselves fortunate if a matimm
rate of 17j, per cent. was imposed. I should ziot, however,
be at ail surprised if the rate ehould be-20 per cent.4hat
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is a , individual opinion, which binds nobody. If the on c-al, and obliging them to put an additional price upon
Li e èal come to power, as, in the course of time, probabiy, the transportation of local freight. It benefit, in short, as
they will, they will be bound to have regard to existing ail protective tarïff do, compiratively few indastries at
iItrest. A policy bas been adopted which they protested the expense of the mass. The effect of increased pries
against, Udderthat policy certain intereRts have been consequent upon Protection, is seen in the diminution of
evoked, and certain interests have grown up. Those interests the exporte of manufactures. The export oi n tiaetares
will. be entitled to some consideration-to what degree I under Protection is invariably smali. No matter how great
do not say. Those interests would naturally exert a certain pains may be taken to foster domestic rmanufàetrre,
infutence, and would receive the fair degreeof consideration or to what extent they may be enabled to-om-
they are entitled to without robbing other interests to mand the hot'ne market, it is an invarinble accom-
benefit them. However, I think we may safely promise paniment of Protection that the export of ·tbaiue-
that if the Liberal party came into power, many obnoxi>u)s tiured goods i8 inconsiderable under a protective mydtem.
features of the present Tariff will be eliminated, and that Now, Sir, the export of manufattared goo@ in Canada ha.
the new Tarif wili probably afford as high a degree of fallen off largely. I fid that in 1874, the exporte of- mhips
incidental protection as did the old, and under which the built at the Port of Quebec alone was u796,000; ie in6%, it
progress made in manufadtures, was as great as could be was S789,000; in 1876, fron the Dominion,it ws, $2,1I9ý@0J;
reasonably desired. The idea proclaimed, that the Liberais in 1877, $1,576,00; in 1818, $1,218,000; in 1879, 6296@*;;
ar»-,enemies of the manufacturing industries, is a false idea. in 1880, 8464,000. Now, here is a seady and\a very rapid
The Liberal party take as much delight in soeing those diminution in the export of thie article under the Nationsl
industries prosporous as their friends on the opposite side. Policy. My hon. friend the Minieter of Finance, the ether
It.affords us satisfaction, and the greatest gratification, to night, undertook to explain this by saying that in one year,
see, new manufactures starting and manufacturing demande owing te the infltion of this branch ofindustry, great
inreasing-to see the manufacturel products annually nuinbers of vessels had been buit whieh had to be sold at
swelling in volume and amount. In, the promotion sacrifices, at any price, in order tocover advances, and in
of tho.se industries we desire to adopt a proper order that ship builders might pay their debte. But I lind
policy. The difference between us and the honorable that this exportation of ships wae very large for more than
gentlemen- un the Ministerial side is, that while remem- one year. It was very large for the whole Dominion each
bering our manufacturing interests, we remember also, the year, from 1874 ti>1877 inclusive. I find that the diminution
farm er ut the plough,-the fisherman ut his nets, the lumber after the National Policy came into force was very rapid
man in the forest. We desire to dispense equal justice to and very marked. The other night the hon. member for
ail those interests. We desire the growth and prosperity of Cardwell (Mr. White) told us, in reference to this question,
ail, and protest against the promotion, growth, and pros- that the export of manufactures is only of importance alLer
perity of one at the expense of ail the rest. The difference the rnarket at home is fully supplied; that if we are
between' hon. gentlemei opposite and us is, that we wish an increasing rmanufactured goods for the supply of the ho &
equitable and fair policy calculated to promote the best market, it matters little if the exports have fallen off.
interests of al. The gentlemen opposite, however, take Well Sir, I want to ask if, when we were export.
one industry under their protection, a pet industry, and ing this large amount of ships in the year I
impffe Jardens on ail the rest for its benefit. Although it have mentioned, we were not frst supplying 1he
was claimed that the present Tariff was conceived and home market, and supplying it as fully as we are doing
passed in the interest of our manufactures, it injures the to-day? I want to knovr if we were not first supplying the
great iron industry, and the manufacture of agricultural home market in reference to ail these articles thateornprieed
implements. It imposes a heavy duty on the raw material the bulk of our erports before etporting to forigen ooxritties?
used in this business. In one establishment in my own We were doing so; we were supplying the boine narket as
riding, the proprieter .estimates the cost of iron to be $2 fully as we are doing to-day, and in addition we were
greater.than befoi-e this Tarif, while hoecaun secure no corres- exporing to a auch grester extent than at present. Now
ponding 'advance in the price of the manufactured article. I come to the consideration of the fax-mers' intereste Wien
It Io a injury to the iron foutnders to i-mpose a tax on coal this National Policy was alopted as a party cry, the farmer
and pig iron, the raw ma'erial used by this branch of was appealed to, and eertain promises were ma-e him ifhe
industry. The Tarif is also an injury to the mill owners would give his support to this policy. Two partiedlar
in some instances, by impo>sing a restriction upon the impor- promises were made. The firet promise was thath bshould
tátion of wbeat, by which certain large mill owners are he afforded protection, that upon tbe graine imported from
-enabled to import extensively in bond. It is also an injury the United States duties shou4d be itmpoed in order that
to lthe lumber interest by increasing the cost of supplies. tie prîce of grains ho had to del1should be enhaneed. This
The hon. Finance Minister, the other day, conceded as much, promise, and the prorise that a home ms-ket should be
that the cost of producing lum.ber was incroased one per ereated by the oporation of this policy wbich should asorb
cent. by the National Policy. If he had multiplied that the production of the soi] and give him bottei, prices,
figure by ten, he would have been nearer the truth. I have secured his support. Now, in reference to the question of
no doubt that in New Brunswick the cost of producing the effedt of detyieosed on imported grains, let ns see
lumber is increased by ten per cent., and that in Ontario whether that po4ley, in its Operation from 1879 te tie
and Quebae at lcast by five. As a practical lumberman, present time, las sateeeded in raising the price of graine
this is y opinion. 1 do not know that any important higher thar would have been the case if we had had free
mannafwt4u-ing industry bas been resuscitated by this Tarif trade in grain. I shill not-trouble the loise wih aetended
with the exception of the sugar refining business. I doubt quotations. Ishal ortly give quotaftiens in September, 1878,
whether our manufacturing industries are very much more June, 1879, KMareh,1880,and February, 1881. I W l firsigive
prosperous than under the late Tarif; and, certainly, the the quotations et whom. Wheat on te 17thof September,
cost bas been enormous eompared with the beneflts derived 178, was quobed FaPli wheat in Torento, 9) nentas; pring
fiom this poliey so far as the promotion of those indûstries - wheat; 97 cents. In »étroit, fail wheat, #1.01; iwOhicago,
are concorned. It certainly, in addition to njuring tuS spring,wheat 89eént. It will be soeft thaïtbsh grains
industes I have mentio-ned, injures the fisherman; it wore higher in the Unitedi States th* in Canada,iwaîb*
imposes heavy duties on his food aùd clothing, white h ilt woald hbsn been mipssible to impnmt hem!tthat ime
deriveS no benefit whatever from this pzlicy. It injures when thbPGovernmbent teMd the farmers that they were m
theirmer. It injures the railwAys alse, by imposing duties neediof proteetion; Ou the 39th of Inne,1879, the prie of
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fall wheat in Toronto was $1.01; spring wheat, 97 cents; a disadvantagce. Let us Eee what the effeet of that tade
fal wheat in Detroit, $1.10; spring wheat in Chicago,.$1.07. was in 1877, when, it will b recollected, eere wa
Prices were still higher in the United States, at those points a short harvest, and when our exportations4 weré 'Yery
than they were in Toronto. On the 15th of March, 1880, small. Our net export of grain, fiour and meaT in
fait wheat in Toronto was 61.28; spring wheat, $1.26; that year was 82,597,000 worth. We importéd frorn the
Detroit, fall wheat, $1.24Î; Chicago, spring wheat, $1.23. United States in corn and cornmeal, 6,348,000 bushels in
None of those articles would hkve paid the cost of freight excess of our exports. The average prices of our exports
laid down at Toronto at that time. On the 1st of October, were : flour, $450 per barrel ; oats, 42 cents per
1880, fall wheat in Toronto was 95 cents to $1.02; spring bushel ; barley, 71 cents per bushels ; pa, 85 cents
wheat, $1.00 to $1.10; in Toledo, $1.04; Chicago, spring per bhsbel. The cost of the meal we importel was
wheat, 93î cents. On the 19th of the present monih fait 63 per barrel, and the corn 51 cents per bashel. Onr
wheat in Torontowas $1.08 to 81.10; spring wheat, $1.08 to net import of meal was 292,000 barrels. Now, if we
81,17; in Chicago, spring wheat, $1.02.- Wheat could not had bought that quantity of meal at $3 per barrel, and sold
have been transported froin Chicago to Toronto and pay the the same quantity of flour at $5.50 per barrel. the country
freight, without reference to duty, at the prices in Toronto. would have gained 8632,000 by the transaction. Under
We now come to oats. On the 17th of September, 1878. these circumstances, there would not be mueh advantaige in
oats were 30 cents per 34 lbs. in Toronto, and 20Z cents in excluding the meal and consuming the flour. Our net
Chicago. On the 30th of June, 1879, tbey were 38 cents in import of corn, after deducting the meal, w e .5,176,000
Toronto, and 34ï in Chicago; on the 15th of March, 1880, bushels, in excess of what we exported*. Now let us see
39 cents in Toronto, and 37 in Chicago; on the 1st of what we should have gained by keeping out the corn.
October, 1880, 24 cents in Toronto, and 31 cents in Chicago; If we had consumed 2,970,000 bushels of oats, the amount
on the-19th of the present month, 36 cents in Toronto, and ofour surplus in that year, instead of the corn we imported,
35 in Chicago, the bushel at Chicago being 34 lbs., we should have lost fourteen cents a bushe, on 1,8o0,000
though the local bushel there is 32 lbs., but I have made bushels, the equivalent in weight of the oats, $:ý52,000. If
the difference between 32 and 34 se as to make we had substituted our entire export 0 1,745 000 bushels of
the prices correspond with the weight. Next -take peas at 85 cents, for its equivalent of 1,870,000 busbetls of
barley. On the 17th September, 1878, balrley was $1.05 corn at 51 cents, we .should have lost $:23,600. If we
a busliel in Toronto, and $1.25 in Owego; 30th of June, excluded the quantity -of corn that reprelente1 our total
1879, 60 cents in Toronto and 80 cents in Oswego; 17th of export of oats and peas, and had consur el th,- latter, we
March, 1880, 70 cents in Toronto and 91 cents in Oswego; should still have consumed 1,736,000 bushels of barley in
lst of October, 1880, 70 cents in Toronto and 85 in Oswego; place of 1,506,000 bushels of corn, the balance of what we
on the 19th of this month, 90 te 96 cents in Toronto, $1.15 imported, and lost 8466,000, the excess in value of the barley
to $1.30 in Buffalo. There is little danger of barley being over the corn. If this computation is correct, it shows that
imported, or of the home market being flushed with barley. in consequenee of importing 29-',000 barrels of meal and
I aM sorry my hon. friend tbe First Minister is not in bis 5,17r,000 bushels of corn, and export'ng % corresponding
seat, as I would like to ask him a question with reference amount of flour, oats, peas and barley which we should
te his remarks made .at Strathroy, about the necessity of have consumed if we had not imported the corn, we were
putting a duty upon barley. We will now take rye. On 81,873,000 better off than we should have been if we had
September 17th, 1878, rye in Toronto was 56 cents a bushel, excluded the orn and consumed other coarse grains instead
in Chicago 45 cents. It would have paid to import barley of it ; and if we allow for freight chergcs on oats, peas and
at that time. After the duty was put on rye, in June 30th, barley to port of shipment, and on corn to points in the
1879, it was 50 cents a bushel in Toronto, and 53J cents in interior where consumed, $431,000, the i dvantage to the
Chicago; March 151h, 1880, 80 cents in Toronto and 73 country from the importationofcorn, inle7. was$1,438,000.
cents in Chicago; lst October, 1880, 73 cents in Toronto Well, Sir, 1 am sure that is a trade which it is not wise for
and 83 cents in Chicago; l 0th of February of the present us to endeavor to destroy. Now, the net imports of corn
year, 85 cents in Toronto and 88 cents in Chicago. Butter, and ineal were, in . 1876, 2,200,000 -bushels; in 177,
on the 17th of September, 1878, was 21 cents a pound in 6,348,000 busheél; in 1878, 4,390,000 bushels; in 1879,
Montreal and 25 cents in New York; June 30th, 1879, 1.5j 1,146,000 bushels ; in 1880, 2,513,000 bushels; and for tne
cents in Montreal and 15J cents in New York; March 15th, first six months of this year, 1,267,000 bushels; and the
1880, 14J cents to 21 cente in Montreal, 15 cents to 36 cents imports for the next six months will, undoubtedly, be
in New York; October, 18-0, 18 ee its to 20 cents in heavier. At the present moment, if we imported corn at
Montreal aid 16 cents to à3 cents in New York; 19th of 50 cents a bushel free of duty and export oats
thepresentmonth, 29 cents in each city. Cheese,September 35 cents a bushel, we sihould make on every
17th, 1878, 6 cents te 8j cents in Montreal and 3j eents to bushel of corn we import, 7¾' cents ; if we reptaced
8S cents in New York, for the same grades; June 30th, the corn we import with barley at 96 cents, we
1879, 8 cents in Montreal, 6j cents in New York; March should make 62 cents on every bushel; if we replaced it
15th, 1880, 14 cents to 35) cents in Montreal and Il cents with peas at 62 cents, we should make 8 cents on every
to 14J cents in New York; Otober lst, 1880, 1L cents to bushel; and if we replaced it with barley at 85 cents a
13 cents in Montt eal, 13J cents in New York; February bushel, we should make 20î cents on every bushel. If this
19th, 1881, 14 cents in Montreal, 13J cents in New York. is true, the duty inteifores with the exchange and greatly
These quotations show clearly that it was not necessary to lessens the profit, althoigh it does not entirely prevent it.
impose a duty on any of the articles I have named, in order The trade returns show, notwithstanding this duty, which
te excinde them from the Canadian market; they show that was calculated to prevent the importation of corn, that last
the prices were as high in that country as they were year we imported over-2,500,000 bushels, and this year we
in Canada; they show, that Canada was not a botter shall probably import a larger nmount. The duty has had
market than the United States; and they show the duties no appreciable effect on the growing of corn on the corn.
on grain and flotir were entirely unnecessary and .growing belt in this country. Many of the farmerà do tnot
inoperative. There is one grain, it is true, the price of know practically that the duty has been imposed, and
whieh bashbeensaffected by the duty : that is, Indian corn, I do net think the price of corn i higher than it wa
of whicheour importa were largely in excesa of our exporta. before the National Policy was adopted, as comptred
I have some figures which, i think, will demonstrate that with the price 'of other coarse gràins Were i îet
the importation of Indian corn is an advantage rather than that I do not wish to weary *Le Hfouse, -ilighlt

Mr. CHARLTON.
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entër at considerable length into an explanation of the reason
wIy this is the case. The duty on grain has been in opera-
tion since lth IMarch, 1S79. In the year 187ke, ending 30th
Tiine,-we had exported $14,817,000 worth of grain, flour and
real. That was the net export of the coantry. Under the
opération of the dnty, instead of that amount being dimin-
iàhed, it had swelled the following year to _17,000,000 ; and
the export for the -frst six months of the present fiscal year
amounts to 810,500,000. Why, after the imposition of this
duty for the purpose of increasing the price, should the
qucantity exported have increased so largely ? And if that
quantity has increased so largely, is it not apparent to any
rhan that there must be a fallacy in supposing the duty can
affet the price ? If we have no home market, but have a
large annual surplus which we must export, the duty must be
inoporative as regards any effect it can have on the price, and
the price must be governed by the rates in foreign markets.
The hon. Finance Minister admitted that the other night. I
recolleet last year in this House, I challenged the hon. gentle-
mah to assert that the duties on grain could have any effect
in raising the price, except in the case of corr, and the hon.
gentleman, with great prudence, refraincd from expressing
an opinion. This year he tells us the duty bas had no
effect, except under exceptional circumstances. If our
wheat were ail sold ; if there was a shortage, and it was
necessary to import wheat for home consumption, thon the
duty would have an effect on the price; but so long as we
have a surplus to export, ho admits, and every man of
common sense will admit, that the duty has no influence on
the price. I dare say the hon. gentlemap's admission is
iade with a view to making a change in these absurd

duties. Ie sees clearly they are mischievous in their
operation, and thinks ho is firmly enough . planted in the
saddle to disabuse the minds of the farmers as to this
portion of the Tariff by taking off the duty. Well, the
hon. gentleman and those associated with him can lay no
claim to originality in this sell which they nerpetrated on
thë farmers in 1878. They copied the sell, they copied
their arguments and statements from the source whore the
same policy had been followed, and the same resulits
produced as here. For twenty years heavy duties have been
imposed on all grains imported into the United States, and
for twenty years the United States have gone on, year after
year, exporting enormous quantities of grain and flour. For
twenty years the prices of these articles have been governed
by the process ruling in foreign markets, and for twenty
years the farmers have been deluded into the belief that in
some way the duty has worked, to their advantage.

Mr. PLUMB. That is a great compliment to the intelli-
gene of the farmers.

Mr. CHARLTON. Vory great. I understand the farmers
in some parts of the country have shown dawning symptoms
of intelligence, and do not care to have the hon. member for
Niagara address them at their mass meetings. They will
probably grow in intelligence until they see clearly the
fallacy of the arguments of hon. gentlemen opposite.
For twenty years the United States farmers, and for two
years our farmers, have been protected in this way, and we
have been guilty of the mutual absurdity of keeping out
grain from each other's market. The Americans sell in
Europe and we soll in Europe, but neither must send any
grain across the line, without paying duty, although neither
buy for the purpose of home consumption. We were
told that this policy would result in the building
úp of vast manufacturing establishments, the creation
6f a groat consuming population, the formation of a
home mnarket, which would consume the surplus products
of the soil. Let us see whether this promise bas been
realized, The hon. Finance Minister tells us tha' through
the operation of this policy, 14,000 operatives have been
added to the operatives of Canada. He did not say whether
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this was the net increase or not. Re did not say whether
he deducted from this amount those that had ceased to
find employment on account of defunct industries Had he
done so, I believe thenumber would be very much less than
that stated by the hon.gentleman. I ask the hon. Winister
whether, in stating the 14,000 additional operatives had
fbund employment since the inauguratin of the National
Policy, he supposes that if that policy had not been
inaugurated, if ihe former Tariff were continued in force,
there would have been any aiditional operatives added to
our population

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, The amount would have been
very slight indeed.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman says this in face
of the fact that the producta of the manufacturers of this
country, in 1870, reached the value of $211,000,000; that, in
1878, that production had increased to the amount of
$275,000,000 ; that our industries wera steadily growing;
that there has been, owing to other causes than the
operation of this Tariff, a gteat revival in business which
would inevitably have given an impettis to our manufactur-
ing industries. I do not believe that under the.operation
of..the old Tariff, the addition to our manufacturing popula-
tion would have beeri 4,000 less than it has been. - I believe
it is quite possible the addition would have been almost as
great. Certainly, if we examine ail that bas to bear on
this case, we must come to the conclusion that the increase
in the number of operators would, under the old policy,
have been very large. What progress ias been made
towards consuming the surplus? How near has my hon.
friend approached to the redemption of bis promise: that if
this policy were adopted, the wh<le agricultural surplus
would be consumed in this country ? In 1877, the net export
of grain. flour, and meal from Canada, amounted to
82,600,000. In 1878, it amounted to 312,250,000; and in
1879, to $14,877,000. The National Policy then came into
operation. Let us see how rapidly this amountdiminished.
In 1880 it had not diminished, but had grown from
$14.877,000 to $17,000,000, and the amount is still increasing.
Through the courtesy of the hon. Minister of Customs, I have
obtained a list of the exports for the six months ending 31st
of December and I find that they amount to 810,500,000,
indicating most clearly that in place of a home market being
afforded, the exports of produce are swelling from year to
year. Nothing could demonstrate more clearly the
utter fallacy of the promises ofthe hon. gentleman. At this
rate, when will we have a home market? Why, the expor-
tation of agricultural produce from Canada would have fed
1,000,000 people. It would have required an addition of
1,000,000 instead of 14,000 to have consumed this agricul-
tural surplus of 18 0. Let' us see how near the United
States have come towards insuring a home market that
would absorb their agricultural surplus, after twenty years
trial of the policy that bas been in operation here two years.
In the year ending 30th of Jane, 1880, the United States
exported $283,000,000 worth of bread stuffs. They had
cone that much short of furnishing a home market, by the
operation of the protective policy inaugurated in 1861. And
the American consumer has submitted to taxation for these
twentyyears in order to build up a home markýet that comes
within 82'3,000,000 of absorbing the bread stuffa raised in
bis country. What may we suppose is the aggregate
amoant of that taxation? The best authorities estimate
that, through the operation of protective duties, the cost of
ail domestic goods of the same classes as those
upon which these duties are imposed, bas. increased
by two-thirds the amount of the daty. Now the average
duties in the Unit ed States for the last twenty years have
been 40 per cent. The average production of domestic manu-
factures affected by those duties for twenty years in that
country was $3,000,000,000. If those domestic articles have
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been enhanced in cost to the extent of two-thirds of that
duty, theamount is $800,00a000 a year, or $16,000,000,000
fbr the twenty years. If, however, the cost of these
$3j000,000,000 of domestie goods produced annually .has
been enhanced to consumers only one-half of the import
duties, that amounts to $600,000,000 a year, or
812,000,000,000 for the twenty years. I do not give these
figures on my own authority; they are given as the
authority of some of the best political economists in the
United States. I have no doubt tha figures are substantially*
correct; that American consumers have paid in twentyyears
$12,000,000 a year for the purpose of bringing about
a state of things that would absorb the productions of
their country, leaving only the small surplus of
$283,000,000, or $50 per head. I believe the policy bas
done more. I believe the injurious effect of the policy has
not been measured even by this. I believe, in addition to
the imposition of this vast taxation on the producers of the
United States, that the operation of that policy has been to
retard the commercial progress of the world; that its
operation hu been to make times harder across the ocean,
to reduce the ability of the consumera in Bngland, France
and other countries to buy, and that, in addition to paying
those $16,000,000,000 or $12,000,000,000, as the case may be,
the producers in the United States, during ail those years,
have received lower prices for their productions than they
would have done, if either Free Trade or a revenue Tariff had'
permitted a freer interchange hy its operation. Perhaps it
may be nocessary to say something about the oporation of
Protection in the United States. I know the argument has
been used, that if our population is drifting off to the
United States in considerable numbors, that country being
a protective country, the inference is a fair one that Pro-
tection is a good policy. Well, there are a variety of
roasons which operate to make the United States prosperous
at the present time. Some three years ago the country
returned to specie payments, and I think that had a very
considerable effect on its prosperity. . Then, the country bas
had two extraordinary harvests, the most extraordinary
known in the history of the country; and combined with
the fact that the country bas had those great harvests, is the
other fact, that there were two years of scarcity i n Europe,
caueing an unusual demand for the agricultural producte
of the Unfted States at high prices. Thiscould but produce,
its effects. We felt the effects of the same causes here.
The fact is, the extraordinary demadd at unusual prices
must necessarily have effected the prosperity of the country,
and they have had an effect on it. Then again, no better
field could be chosen for the operation of any policy than
the United States. It is a miniature world. It bas every
variety of soil and productions, it extends from ocean to
oean, and from the temperate zone to the tropics. The
products of the temperate zone, and nearly ail the products
of the tropics, are produced in abundance. It possesses a
vast consuming population,. millions of inhabitants are
engaged in the business of raising cotton for exportation
to manufacturing countries. These millions afford a
great market for the manufactures of New England.
Another element of prosperity ais the fact that in
the last eleven years the United States received
3,592,000 immigrants. If they brought an average of $100
each, according to the estimates of some authorities, the
country received an accession of wealth from that source of
4$60,000,000. in eleven years. In such a country the evil
effets of a bad fiscal policy are minimized. But if we look
careffilly over the field we will find, even in that happily
favored country, some evil effects of Protection. [ have
already named some of its evil effects. If we look at the
shipping industry of the United States, I think we will find
a very striking illustration of the evil effects of Protection
or some other policy. I. find, in 1856, the United States
carried in its own vessels 75 per cent. of its commerce; in
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1879-SO, it carried only 23 per cent. For the last fisél
year the sum paid for ou.wod freights aras $28ß0O,
inward freights, 845,000,000, making a gross asuma f
813,000,000. If the American marine had lbeo n 'a

position to carry 75 per cent. of its fgeiglhts, as -in zW56, ji
would have amounted to 899,750,000 ; but as i écried only
23 per cent., the -sum realised was only *30,500ß00,
leaving a loss of $69,000,000 for the! merch"t
marine of the United States In one year in the umatr
of freights through the fiscal, policy of the country. The
entire number of sailing vessels engaged in the interoceancie
trade was 4,682. Of those 884 were Ame ican; 882 beleoggd
to the little Kingdom of Norway, only two less, han .tbe
total number of vessels belonging to the UTnited tates. The
total number of steamships engage in foreign trade was
590. Of that number Great Britain supplied 447, the
United States but 46, about 34 of which were engaged in
the West Indies aud Mexican trade. , Even China andJapan
are at this moment more enterprising, and. appeared to e
making more progress in regard to ocean steam marine
than is the United States. That increase was due .t 1ehe
protective polidy of the United States, and to the fact the
Tariff totally prohibits the importation ofvessels. American
shipowners cannot buy or build and compete with foreign
nations, and it laonly in the coasting and inland trade that
the American shipping industryhas anyprosperity whatever.
The United States after twenty years of Protection, last year,
exported $104,000;,000 worth of goods, including refined pe.
troleum. Their. exports of manufactured cottons reached
$10;853,000 last year. In 1860,under the operationof arevenue
T riff, they -amountest to $ 10,933,000; an amount greater
than that sent off'after twenty years.of Protection. Last year
they exported, of woollen goods, two-thirds of a cent per
head, or $346,000worth, after twenty years of protectionby
duties from fifty to seventy-five per cent. In the United
States the people were told this Protection was but a tem-
porary rneasure-that while industries were in the infant
and struggling condition it was necessary; but that after a
time, when they were firmly planted,. it would be removed.
But those industries are still infant and struggling industries;
they still demand Protection, they are stili unwilliug, and
always will be, to dispense with Protection. It is a;foature
of Protection, that it keops industries lu swaddling clothes,
and unable to compete with the Iree, unhampered industries
of the rest of the world. Such is the case of the United
States to-day, and su3h may be expected while Protection is
continued. I call attention to the reas'n why Protection
will prevent the United States or any country from engaging
extensively in foreign trade,.uand there is no question that in
the United States cotton goods can be produced as cheaply
as any where in the world, and they should be able to export
extensively. What prevents them from exporting to
Buenos Ayi es, Chili, South Africa, and other countries,and
competing successfully with English manufactures ?
It is this: if the United States export cottons to
Buenos Ayres, for example, they must take wool in
exchange, or whatever other produce that country can
give; but the United States manufacturer caniot
take wool gack to the United States, on account of the
heavy duty on it. The products of such countries as
Buenos Ayres must, therefore, be taken to England or
Europe for a market, whence their price is brought to the
United States, thus making a triangular operation. It is
thus impossible to co)mpete with the English mannfacturers,
who can take foreign goods home with them, in excbangs
for their manufactures, and enter them free of duty. It is
similar in the case of Chili, where the foreign manufaaturer
must take payment in copper ore, which cannot be imported
into the United States. Pretection utterly 4 prohibits the-
United States manufacturer from sexporting his goods to
any- extent. If the Republie adopted a cminm lXene
system in this respect, I have net the alightest dobt;that in
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twenty years it would become the greateet manufacturig
country of the- globe, It has a great accumuation o
capitat great natural resources, a great population,
get industries and ingenious artizane, and with a proper
pokcy would become a gréat exporting country. But as
longas it adhees to Protection, it will remain as it is, sup-
plyïng its own wants at vast expense, and utterly unable to
Oomrpete in the markets of the world, with France, England
sud Belgium; and if Protection is not the thing in that
broad, favorable field of the United States, with all its
natural advantage, what may we expect fron it here, in
the> limited field of the Dominion ? We have heard from
al the speakers on the Ministerial side of the groat business
revival in Canada, and that it i8 due to the National Policy
-the Finanee Minister and members for Niagara and Card-
well have advanced that claim. Well, fortunately we
ba've a business revival which is very marked, and'
whiah has reulted in swelling our revenue and increasing
the prosperity of our people. Now, what bas brought about
this revival? Whe Finance Minister, I presume, will still
say it is his pet, the National Policy. I think we can point
to other reasons for it, however. In the first place, there
has been a great revival in the United States. We are,
for instance, receiving nuow in Toronto, 96 cents a bushel
for barley, that in 1879 brought only 60 cents. Lumber is
al4o high, as high, perbaps, as during the civil war. The
lumber interest was never more prosperous tian at present.
The advance in the price of lumber and the increase in its
exportation is most manifest from our Public Accounts. That
advance came les than a year ago, just at the time of closing'
up the Public Accounts for the fiscal year 1880. The lumber
trade of the country makes an unusual account. Although
the export of lumber increased -83,000,000 over the pre-
ceding year, yet that is a very small proportion of the
great increase, that the next return will undoubtedly show,
iii that branch of industry: Coupled with the improvement
in the United States, and with the increased prices we have
received for lumber and barley, and various other articles
we exported, we have had two abundant barvests, whilo
there bave been two years of scarcity in Europe, occat ioning
an unusual demand for our produc:ions. The result has been
to us prosperous times-the result of influences outside of
Canada-the result of something besides monopolies and the
policy of our Government. If the National Policy has had
any effect upon our prospority, as it undoubtedly has had, it
has been simply to lessen that prosperity; without it the
prosperity would have been greater. I bear the laugh of
the member for Niagara, and 1 assert again that our pro&.
perous circumstances are due to causes exterior to this
oountry-to au improved demand for our productions in the
United States, and to an improved, an unusual demand for
theinin Europe, and to unusually high prices, and that this
preeperity would have been greater, but for the policy of tax-
ation and depletion adopted by the hon. gentlemen opposite.

In reply to Mr. WHITE (Hastings),
Mr. CHARLTON said : The bon, gentleman speake about

the day of judgment for the Opposition. There is a day of
judgment coming, before the bar of pu'blic opinion-a day of
judgment for al the falsehoods and follies hon. gentlemen
opposite have palmed off upon an intelligent but unsuspect-
ing people. T.he Finance Minister wishes to usurp in our
afections the place of a benign Providence in regard to our
prospes- ty, o Insurp the place due to beneficent Nature.

ad he lived in the good old days of heathen Rome, there
wonld have been a movement to make him a demigod, on the
grouad that he had created ail this prosperity. The sun has
exerted its warming influence upon the earth, the raina have
dsende:1, t.hehusbandn has seen te fruits ofhissummer's
toit gethered in unusual abundance, events outside Canada
hav..conepired to benefitus in various ways. Providence and
2Xatr-e ave cçmbined to make our let au @eviable one by

improving our *ondition, wben my friend the Finance
Ministeristops in and says: "That is not the case; it is not the
abundant harvests in Canada, it is not the unusual demand
in Europe and the improved demand in the United States
for our products; it eis not these thing, it is the taxation I
imposed, it is the depletion I occasioned; it is the pimples
upon the body, that have been fostered by me, that are the
cause of the health of the ptient." I believe that weroay
thank Providence and Nature for the blefeisgs we
enjoy, and that we have very little to thank he
Finance Minister. -In this connection I now wish to eall
attention to some figures which will throw at least
soine light upon the improvement in our condition.
I wish to draw a comparison between the unusual volnme
of exports forthe Iast two or three years, as compaa with
the five years preceding. I give the net exports of grain,
four and meal. I take the exports of thoee articles
produced in Canada, and those not produced in Canada, and
déduet the total imports. I reduce all to bushets. I
reduce flour to bushels in the proportion of 4* to a barrel ;
oat mea in proportion of 10 to a barrel; and corn meal to
a proportion of 4 to a barrel, which, I presume, is
substantially correct. I find that the net exports of four,
corn and neal for 1874, were S11,900,000, in round numbers;
1875, 88,950,000; 1876, 413,850,000 ; 1877, $,590,000 ;
1878, $12,260,000; 1879, $14,870,000; 1880 $17,000,0;
for the first six months of the first fiacal year, $10,500,000.
Now, Sir, if we analyze this, we will find that the net
export for the five years, ending in 1878, was 449,590,0 ;
the net exporta for the two and half yeara, ending 31st of
]Ost December, amounted to 62,421,00}0., The average
annual export for the five years of the first period was
89,900,000 ; the annual average export for the two-end-a.half
years of the last period was $17,600,000, and the avorage
for the last two-and-a-halt years of the first five years was
$9,570,000. Now, Sir, the exporte for the last two-and-a-half
years lacked but $7,9C0,000> of being as great ai the exporte
for the five previous years. The total net exporta for the
two and hali years since June, 1878, were $42,400,000; the
net exports for the two-and-a-half years previons to that
period were $21,720,000, or ucarly twice as great as for the
two-and-a-half years since June, 1878, and within $7,900,000
as great as for the last two-and-a-half years as for the five
years of the regime of theb on. membor for Lambton. Has
this had any effect on our prosperity ? The fact thai we
exported in the last two-anca-half years neurly as much as
in the preceding five years of grain, flour and meal, the
fact that the. exporta of the produce of the foreats are
swelling very rapidly in amount, together with the fact that
these large increased exportations of agricultural products,
must necessarily have benefitted the business of this country,
business could not help being favorably effected by these
causes. The prosperity of this country is due to these
things. Let any gentleman examine our Trade and Naviga-
tion Returns carefully and considers these facts, and he cannot
fait to admit that the prosperity of the country muet
necessarily be greatly increased by this state of affaire. I
think it would be well if the Finance Minister wauld recol-
leet some things that we dnd in Holy Writ. Ie might read
the Book of Proverbe to great advantage. HIe might alse
read of a Prime Minister who once advised a king in years
of plenty to provide for years of scarcity and h. might
take that lesson to himself. lere we are in the full ide of
prosperity, wîth two unusually good harvests coeval with
two bad harveste in England, which create an unumual
demand, while the revival of business in t.he United States
has created a great demand for our lumber and other
articles. This is a combination of circumstanosa ,nch as
now, in ail probability, we May not se again for years.
Yet theb on. Finance linister practicallyeays, thatas tlhis
day is se shall ai days beiongy mach more abund»t. Hie
does nQt remember that we may have again years Lu.18t7,
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when our net exports shrunk to les than $3,000,000; that
we may bave another succession of five years such as those
since 1475, during whieh the hon. meièiber for Lambton
wa First Minister of the Crown. Btt be goes on and
provides for a sale of futtrrp expenditure based upon a
caiculation that all the yeare of the futurë wibl be such as
these two exceptional years which have just passed.. I hold
that in doing this , he ,i not prudent. i hold that in doing
this he is likely to impose burdens upon this country that
will be found very onerous in the future. What do we find
the United States doing with their swelling revenue,
with thi great tido of prosperity that bas eft in upon them?
Are tbey inereasing their expenditures lavishly ? No, Sir,
they are using those revenues to deerease the debt. They
reduëed it $66,000,000 last year, they wil' reduce it
8100,000,000 this year; and in twenty years they will have
wiped ont their debt, while we shal have increaFed our,
debt as to be unable to meet our anLual obligations.

Mr. PLUMB. Yet they have a high protective Tariff.
Mr. CHARLTON. We have heard ail we want to hear

of the hon. menber for Niagara for at least a month to
come. lie reminds me of an old gray hon cackling over a.
guose ègg under the agreeable impression that she laid it
herself. The hop. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), whom
I arn sorry not to seeli hin plac P attacked my bon. friend for
West Middlesex (Mr. Rosa) the other night, asserting that ho
had- made a mistake in some computation with reference to
the imount of charge per acre that the public debt of Can -
ada imposed upon theimproved lands of the Dominion of
Canadai tthe present moment. Tho hon. member for
West Middlesex, 'evidently without baving made a close
coinputation, gave in round numbers an estimate of what
the public debt of Canada amounted to upon each acre of
improved land in this counti-y. The bon. member for
Cardwell asserted that that cotuputation was utterly pre-
posterous. Let us see. The hon. memberfor West Middle-
set asserted that the preseit debt of Canada amounted to
a cbarge of 9 per acre upon ail the improved land in
Canuda. Now, I assume the debt at the present moment is
$162;000i000 in round numbers. On the 30th of
Junè last it was nearly $157 000,000, and at the rate of

'increase of the previons year it would now exceed
$162,000,000. The number of acres of improved land, in
1871, was 17,780,0CO, including Prince Edward Island. If
we divide the figures representing the public debt by 'the
number of acres of the improved land, we will have about
$d.10 and a fraction over upor every acre of improved land
in this Dominion. My ion. fienxiddid not take into consider-
ation the facit that the quantity of improved land bas
increased since 1 7l, as it undoubtedly bas. The population
of he country probably bas increased 10 or possibly 15 per
cent. I estimate that the increase in the improved land bas
been' 25 per cent, and that certainly should cover-
the increase. If tâe increase .had been 25 per
cent. since 1871, the number of acres of improved land,
to-day, would be 22,22,'000. Iftthat is eorrect-and I tiink
it- will at least cover the increase in improved
land--the public debt of 8162;000,000 represents a
sum of 8.28 for every -acre of-împroved land in
this Dominion. The hon. member for CardwelH (Mr.
White), in the course of bis remarks, took occasion also to
justify the Government in inereasing the public de bt. Be told
us that -it was a matter of no great importance, and that we
had no reison to be alarmed over the fact that we owed
$162,000,000. Th.at was a -mere bagatelle to the mind ofthe
hon. gentleman. What was *16%00,000, asked the hon.
gentleman if we hàd value for it; ifwe. got, for example,
$45 000ff on the Interoolonial ? Does the hon. gentle-
man Seal the lntercolonisi good value fo~r thit sua? 7n

ny ßfth;r venmteansdtitor$,,0 they

$13,000,000 which'is due to the transference ofburdens from
particular Provinces to the whole people, and is not1àMakas
right. And, by the way, I believe we are to bave aanther
addition of th is kind 4 y the transference of a doefl >ardoa
from the city of Montreal to the whole Dominicne :T1ide
may be a very nice thing for the localities, buti&s
rather hard Ôn the Dominion. Then we have a gr.at
many other public works - we h:ave a *asl
almost under our noses, the Rideau Canal-and:bow much
is it worth? We bave abundance of investiments of' hat
kind. We bave the enormous sumof $1620o,000 inttetd
in non-productive property, some of whicb, o fair façm
paying us anything, is costing us large sums init erSet;
such, for exnmple, as the Intercolonial, upon- the eest of
which we are paying interest, and which also costaJsrge
sumS for running expenses-. Such investinent as thes are
éomething like self righteousness-the mote of them we
have the worse we are ofL -The Government of the day
bave given an enormous aum as a subsidy to the Sudioate
for the very reason that a large portion of the road-the
section north of Lake Superior and that in British Columbia
-will be unproductive, and will cost millions to run thern.
That is a policy which wili inevitably land us in inex-
tricable difficulty, and if we do not cease to pursue it,
it will prove to be a policy which cannot fail to result
in the ruin of the country. I have treepassed upon
the time of the House a little longer than Ihad
intended, though there are some other topics upon
-which I have thought of making a few remarks.
I have aimed to vindicate the policy of the late Goveru-
ment, and to show that, so far as the farmers of this
country are concerned, they lave been deluded by 4the
promise that the National Policy would increase the price
of their grain by the ci cation of a home market which
would absorb their production. I have endeavored'to ;hbow
that the measure ot prosperity we are uow enjoying 8is due
to other causes than the new Tariff; that we are but sharing
with other nations a prosperity due to a combination of
fortuitons circumstances apart altogether from trade policies,
but a prosperity which I again warn bon. gentlemen
we cannot expeet to enjoy for. many years. We should be
cautions. We should retrench our expenditure and reduce
our debts ; and we should so manage our affaire as to guard
against the p'ssibility of finding ourselves involved in
those troubles, in which we shall surely become involved if
the prosperity we are now enjoying sbould not con-
tinue.

Mr. COURSOL I know that the feeling of the majority
of this Bouse is, that this debate should be conluided as
soon as possible. Nevertheless, I shall claim the indul-
gonce of the House for a short time, in order to make a
few remarks, and offer a few statistics, which may be of
interest to the large city which bas done me the honor of
giving me a seat in this Houýe. I am fully -conscious of
my shortcomings. When I venture to address tiie
House on the general topies which aire discu$Fed,
but eepecially so when that discussion bas relation to matters
affecting the city of Montreal-for I know that that city
might require for the proper Tepresentation of its large aud
varied interests more ability than I can command.- àsare
in the satisfaction which this House must have feit jiniasten-
ing to the-precise, clear and remarkably able speech ~cfthe
Finance Minister. The Budget speeches of a Finanee
Minister are always watehed with a great deal of inters* by
members of this louse, by the press, and by fth c ountry,as
they are regarded as the barometer which indicat* *he
rise or decline of the prosperity of the tounitry. The Budget
speeches -of fie hon. Finance Minister ane akways welI
received, ard they deserve to Le. They always contain some
oheèe ful newsfor the country; and they always ahow bow
farseeing are his views, and ow accurate ,ar»e i8
t#leglat4ons. &Aeuracy and prudence appear4o >t
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special charactoristics of the hon. gentleman. I
FakeaIbgr wgl9 the year 1878, when we went to the
polI ýupon the platform of the National Policy.
Ided myelfto that policy; we won a victory over our
oppQxents, and f was anous to see how the Finance
rinsterand the ahie statesaian at the bead of the Govern-
ment would redeein thepledges that were made at that
tinié. Wo wère all rejoiced when, in 18719, the Finance
1ipniatef_ prefJited'that a new era was about to arrivé in
oar commeîcia hitary, that new life was about to be

tfdsd into our industrial interests. This year had hardly
eéj -I4n the dawn ofbrighter days was seen throughout

Canada. East yoar le announced a further improvernent in
tihe condition of the country. Notwithstanding the denials
ihde in this House by the leaders of-the Opposition party-
gentlemen of high standing and great ability-notwitbstand-
* ingthe deuialagof their organs and the press, who have work-
ed faithfulky to deery the National Policy and hinder the
advéat o? an improved condition of things, the whole country
isnow prepared to justify the Finance Minister in hs adop-
tion of that Policy, and to say that it has been a bun-
daiä ' onccossful. We have been taught that Gov-
ernments were made for the people, but later we
were led to believe that tho people were made for the
Go#rdthiùent, anrd we were taught that foç a period of five
yea Ws have had a Ministry who soared into so high a
region that they viewed with complacency and indifference
the misery and woes of those in humbler places. But the
present Finance f Ministeg took no such lof ty and elevated
view of the subject. He at once saw what he could do by
pracical and philanthropie legislation, ho enacted wise
laws and he carried them into effoct, and the result bas
I en greatly to the benefit of the country. The Fiaance

* MInister, anxions to see with his own eyes the operation of
his .lPicy, visited tho principal maeufacturing cities of the
Dominion. I believe, Mr. Speaker, the Finance Minister
visited all the principal cities in the Dominion, and if his
tisit to Montreal created a deeper impression there
than in the other places he visited, it was, perhaps, bocauso
our city being more populous than other citio, our
sufferings were greater; it was, perhaps, also due to the
fact that the people compared their position in 1878 to
their position in 1879, and 1880 and 1,-81. Tlho comparison
was s 'strikingly in favor of the policy of the .present
Finance Minister that one and ail approved of that policy.
A rapid glance at The commercial condition of
Montreal will show what . the National Policy bas
done fer the country at large, and our city in
particular. [t Will show, too, the beneficial effects of
that policy. We see factories which three years ago
were working half time, now working full time. We see
manufactories which were idie again in operation, and under
the revival of trade, eau ed mainly by the National Policy,
tho e manufactories are perfecting their working power to
ai degree which is really marvellous. We have manufac-
tories Fpringing up in every part of the city. We have, at the
present moment, capital seeking investínent which is entirely
due, I bèlieve, so far as Monrtreal is concerned, to the National
PoIicy. I shall take the liberty to cite a few statistics to
shok what'improvements have been made in Montreal, to
show what position Montreal was in in 1878, and the number
of manufactories then shut up. I regret I could not collect
more, an most of those T have, I give from memory. They
refer te the number of manufactories that were closed in
1878 the numberof manufactories that have been in opera-
tion pince, and the number of new mannfactories estabbished
since 1.78. INoW, Sir, we have, among the new
uactories in Montre, a new corset manufactory started
by Mr. S. Lander from the United States. This

abifactogy will be on a large scale, and it-is confidently
gipated that thbe renrn will pay the parties who have

pt eireapital h þu éitess, here i also thç -Udoi

Company's new bleachery, whore they turn out white
cotton clotb. I could read extracts from Montreal papers,
and -rom papers published throughout the Dominion,
speaking of the improTements in that manufWeory, which
will not only bonofit the proprietors, but the people at large.
When the improvemonts to tlhis manutfctory are completed,
they wihi employ 300 additional hands. We bave a new skate
factory, which will be openoi in March, by I >r. Brewstet.
The machinery will cost $25,000, an I hee will be made
1,000 pairs of skates per week. We have Berger's lead
works, whose capital will amount to $125,000. This establieh-
ment was started in 1879, and the value of the goods turned
out from that establishment will be 8200,000. It employa
at the present moment only flfty hands, but that number
will be very shortly increased I am informed. We have
H. Steinsonî & Co., biscuit manufacturers; it waq started
in 1878, and employs seventy.five men. We have
George MeDougall, .manufacturer of charcoal, etc. This
manufactory was closed in 1878 ; they now employ
some 200 mon. We have also the Montreal Rolling Mills
Company, now putting up a new building for the manufac-
ture of boiler tubing, gas and water pipes, etc. - It is a new
manufacture in Canada and will employ a large number of .
hands. The number has been said to bo between 200 and
300. We have also a large hammer and tool factory' which
will cost a large amount of money. The amounit I have not
been able to ascertain. We have the Merchants Cotton Manu-
facturing Company, now being organized with a capital of
$400,000, to make superior bloached cotton. It wil have
250,000 spindles, and is to be located in or near Montreal, and
will employ probably 500 hands. We have F. Abbott&Co.,
from Boston. They manufacture organet tes, a new musical
instrument, and but for the present Tariff this manufactory
would never have been established in Canada. They will
employ about 250 hands. We have also the Williams Sewing
Machine Company. Now we come to tho silk factorieî. It
has been said for a long time that a silk factory would be
established in Montreal, but capitaliats who wero anxiouei to
establish a manufactury of that kind were not pre-
pared to risk their capital and lose their time when
they liad no protection. They waited until this Tariff came
into operation, and finding that the Government were
sincere and prepared to carry out their pledges, and that the
Finance Minister knew how business affairs. should be con-
ducted, they concludel they had no furtber risk to rn.
They became fully convinced that they could safely enbark
their capital. It was an, easy matter to bring skilled
artizans from Lyons. I believe there are two or three
manufactories in the United States where silk is mani-
factured equal to the best Lyons silk. I bolieve there is
one in New Jersey, and I read a paragraph in a newspaper
some time ago to the effect that svmples of that silk had
been sent to connoisseurs, a id especially lady connoisseurs,
who had found it equal to importedsilk. I bolieveagallant
Frenchman has sent a present to somo ladies in Montreal.
I bclieve that exhibition of French gallantry was the
result of another silk manufacturer sending a sample
of bis goods to some ladies in another cit We have
Corriveau's silk factory. It was started in 1890, to make
broad silk, an article nover manufactured before in Canada.
They employ seventy-five hands, this year their producing
power will be treble ; buildings and machinery are to be
erected to produce three times as much as at present. They
will employ this year 150 hands. The Canada Silk Com-
pany is another institution, it is a new faetory recently
started fer the purpose of manufacturing all kinds of sewing
silk. It will give employment to about sixty hands, -nd
they expect to employ as many more as soon as they are
in full working oider. We have also Belding Paul & Co's.
silk factory. They make all kindsof sewing silk, thread
and twist; in 1878 they employed sixty banda, now they
employ 110, They Are also undertaking the manufacture e
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ribbons, and if that proves successful they will employ
several hundrod more men in that branch alone. The
glasa works of W. & D. Yuille, which were closed by
American competition from 1876 to 1879, when they
were started again, now employ 350 hands. The pro-
prietors are perfectly satisfied, perfectdy happy, in the
hope of making in a lew years a handsome profit
from the large amount of money they have put
into this business. Thore are also the new electro-plate
works, which wore started last year, and now employ forty
hands, with the probability of a large increase. The work
done by that company is simply magnificent-as fine as
anythingdonc in the United States orEurope. The new wall-
room-paper factory, started in 1880, employs forty bands.
Then there is Redpath's sugar refinery. It now employs
500 bande, and pays out over $200,000 or annum in wages,
in addition to which it iodirectly 1urnishes employment to an
enormous number of mon, and it does a great deal of good.
I can only say that I hope sugar refinerics in this couitry
will succeed, and that they will bocome more numerou,,;
but they must watch their intorests ve!y closely, as there is
another industry which is likely to come nto competi, ion
with them, and that is the beet-root sugar industry. The
Governmont of Quebec, by their liberality and foresight,
have assisted and encouraged that industry, and in a few
years, if it is developed. the country will reap a great
neat from it. I hope this Government will be generous

enough to extend some privileges to those gentlemen who
are endeavoring to establish this industry in this country,
and also to relieve them, to some extent, from tho duties on
their machinery. We have also the new chinaware
and white earthenware factory at St. Cunégonde,
near the city. In 1878 the works were assigned in bank-
ruptcy, but in 1880 they were started again under the new
Tariff, and they now employ 8 bands. This year the
works are being extended to double their capacity, and next
year they will employ 160, or porhaps 200 bands. Now,
Sir, I have spoken of a few new est ablishments oily; I have
not a complete list, as I ha not time to obtain a list of them
all. I shall now, with your permission, mention the foundries
of Montreal, where steam engines, boilers and locomotives are
manufactured. There are also being now mmiufactured in
Montreal, for the Grand Trunk and the North Shore Rail-
ways, cars of the finest discription, which can compare
with the best Pullman cars. Some of those made ror
the Nbrth Shore road excited surprise aud admiration
from all who saw them. All this is directly due
to the NationaJ Policy. In Montroal there is the nail
f4ctory, the horse shoe factory, the rubber factory, and the
carriage factories. Gentlemen opposite may laugh, but if
they had seen Montreal a few years ago, if they had been
witnesses te the misery of many of the business mon there,
if tbey had seen the stores locked up for balf the day, if
they had seen the despondency of many of the large
mn ufacturers, if they had seen how Montreal was made
the slaughter market of Amorican goors, they wouid have
thought ditferently. Then there are the soap factories, the
boot and.shoe factories, and the brass foundries. We have
among our manufactures, railway lamps-articles not
previouily manufactured in this country-coal oil lampe
and burners. The first man who obtained a patent for thoe
email ordinary burners in the Unitel States made a large
fortune, and I hope those who now make them on the
improved pattern will also make their fortunes. We
have also the Mnanufacture of door hinges and knobs.
In this connection, I cannot refrain from mentionidg tho
name of our old manufacturer in Montreal, Mr. Chanteloup,
who is well known ail over Canada and in the United States.
Mr. Chantloup keeps a large establishment of brassware.
l 1878 he was nearly ruined, thus sharing the fate of men
like Mesrs. Fleming, Brouse, Mitchell, Garth and others, alt
large manufactèrers who could not find a market for their

Mr, CoUasoL.

goods, owing to insufficiency of demand, and, therefore,
could not give employment to a large number of their
hands In 1879, Mr. Chanteloup wrote a letter to the
Mointreal Gazette, which i find referred to in th cl ustriat
World, a paper piiblished in Ottawa, as follows

"Mr. Chanteloup, a large metal manufacturer in Montreal, has uat
performed a public service by writing a letter to the G*tette, in whic he
points out what Protection is doing for the country, in the de*elopmeitt
of many minor industries in the metal-working branches. -He cbserves a
great change since the new Tariff came into operation. From five.,e six
hundred workmen are employed in Montreal aloe, in the making of tools
for ship, and many articles of smal hardware, which before Wer al
imported from the States. It was some time ago stated that, within a
very limited radius in Montreal, there were then fire thousand morehsans
employed than in 1878. Mr. Uhanteloup's statement enables us to under-
stand how this might probably be quite within the truth at the time, and
how manynore thousands wili yet fad employment under the genial,
beneficent influence of the new policy. He mentions, further, the manu-
facture of coal oillamps, telegraph instruments, clocks. church bells, brass
buttons, gold and silver-plated a-d other articles for military and marine
equipments -as broaches that before could not be profitably carried on in
Canada, but are now well established. We are reminded bere of the town
of Berlin (west of Toronto, on the Grand Trunk), which before turned out
buttons in small quantities, but which now las a considerable portion of
its population employed in that mannfacture alone. We might also men-
tion other branches of industry-perfumery, fancy soap. envelopes, paints
and oils of certain kinds, shoemakers' sprigs, tacks and brads, paiuted or
figured cotton window shades, saddlery hardware, and other malleable
iron goods in immense variety, locks and other builders' hardware, tools
for various trades, articles of brass work, small and large, (and the:Iist
might be greatly extended), the manufacture of which has either been
created in Canada, or largely extended by the legislation of 1879.'

Now I shall quote from the Toronto Monetary Times of
24th December, 1-80, the following extract

" At no time within the last ten years have matters connected with the
manufacturing interest in Montreal, given so much evidence of activity.
The demand for factory premises and power ls almost- unprecedented,
and it is stated that several Montreal firms, whicb wished to secure the
lease of premises with wat r privileges on the canal, that have been
vacant for several years, wen somewhat surprised to find that they had
already been engaged. At Cote St. Paul and the St. Gabriel Locks, it
is stated that there is not a vacant factory, several American manufactu-
rers of shovels, implements and general hardware, having engaged all
the available premises, to begin operations in the spring. The number
of applications for permits to erect steam engines in the city 'bas been
larger this year than for a number of years back."

The statement has been made in one, of the commercial
papers, and it has been going the rounds of the press that
there were 419 boilers made in Montreal during the two
years 1879 and 1880, representing an aggregate of 12,570
horse power. These boilers, further, represent a large
amount of machinery to be kept in motion, and which nece-
sitatel the employment of a large number of mon. Oppo-
nents of the National Policy might ask whether I pre-
tend that the revival in trade and .manufacture is due
entirely to Protection. I am not prepared to say that the
National Policy has worked alone these wonderful changes,
but I am convinced that without Protection the improvement
would not be nearly so great as it has been. We are so
situated that our 'manufactures would have remined crushed
for years under American competition were it not for the
policy inaugurated by this Government. We would simply
have continued in 'our position as brokers for American
manufacturers, and our market would have been ttill a
market for American goods. Not having the capital at our
disposal of older countries such as England and France or-
a-the Uiited States, we could not..have been able to com-
pote against them withouit the aid of the National Policy.
Our people would not have had the courage to risk
their capital in large manufacturing enterprises were
they not assured that this policy would b)e permanent.
They .waited for the National Policy, and are convinced now
that they can go on, and are willîng to do all they canto
support it. In a short time, you will flnd not Canadians
'nly, but Americans coming to this country, to
bringîng' thoir' energy and talent and money here ad
establish manufactories. Is there a country in the worid
more adapted to manufacturing than Canada? ?As we tratel
through the country, we eau everywhere see water powers
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that can be utilized. But I need not go beyond my own
city in order to discover facilities for manufacturing.
Amiericans can corne to Montreal with their capital, invest
it fere with advantage. We are not prepare4 to shut out
Our country to the Americans. We make them graciously
corne to our shores' where they can obtain cheaper labor
than is to be obtained in the Unitei States. There is a
large future in store for our country-a future full of
encouragement. I have-no doubt in regard to the future -of
this country, possessing, as it does, Bo many men of intelli-
gence, capacities, and means, if they exhibit prudence in
the conduct of their affairs. Prudence goes hand in hand
with intelligences, and I am satisfied that under these
conditions the properity of Canada will be assured. The
hon, gentleman who has taken his seat said that last year
the price of wheat in Chicago had risen largely,
and that it was due ,partly to our own policy.
The -bon. gentleman ought to have known that
about fifteen or eighteen months ago there was
a ring, as there bas always been more or less in those large
cities, especially in Chicago, to keep up the pi ice of wheat,
and they kept it up from twenty to twenty-five cents over
the market prices. To use a common expression they
cornered it, and they kept it there until they were forced to
sell. These are the kind of arguments that are advanced to
prove that our country under the National Policy is not
prosperous. We also had another argument made by the
hon. gentleman, of a most ingenious character. He undertook
to prove that, by the importation of Indian corn in 1877, the
Canadians made a clear profit of $400,000. Well, Sir. this
must have been a matter of great surprise and gratification
to the hon. Minister of Finance. But this $400,000 must
be somewhere. Some day we may, perbaps, be astonished
by theannouncement that the late Finance Minister has dis-
covéred the whereabouts ofthat sum. But, soriously, I have
no doubt that the hon. gentleman believes what he says; he
cannot, however, expect others to believe it. I was not in
the louse at the time, but I never heard that $400,000 had
been made in that way. I would be most happy if any hon.
gentlemen would show me how that saving was effected.
Something bas been said with reference to farmers. We were
told by hon. gentlemen that the National Policy had ruined
the farmers. Although I live in a city I know sornething
about farmers. Farming interests are represented in this
House, and some hon. gentlemen are farmers themselves.
I believe they will corroborate me when I say that the
farmers are satisfied. Farmers were never better satisfied.
They are selling their products at remunerative prices. They
are happy under the present system. The hon. gentleman
also alluded to the àhipping interest of the United States as an
argument that a protective policy was ruinous to a country.
The United States have lost their shipping to a greati
extent because they were not prepared to build again. The
hän. gentleman's comparion of the national debt of the
United States with ours was not a fair one. The debt of the
United States was incurred in war, ours was irncurred in the
development of the country, in fostering its industries, and
in augmenting its prosperity. Now, Sir, a great deal has
been said about the exports and imports from and to this
country. I hold in my hand a statement of what our position
in this respect actually is. I have first to refer to the
number and tonnage of sea-going vessels entered at the port
of Montreal during the following years: 1876, 602 vessels,
tonnage 391,180; 18i7, 513 vessels, tonnage 376,859; 1878,
516 vessels, tonnage 397,266; 1879, 612 vessels, tonnage
506,969; 1880, 710 vessels, tonnage 628,271. The aggregate
receipts of grain, flour and meal at Montreal for the follow-
ing çalendar years, from January 1st to December 31st, wasl,
in 1877, 18,825,184 bushels; 1878, 21,934,170 ; 1879,
23,1,749; and in 1880, 26,187,324. The aggregate ship-
ments from Montreal were, 1877, 17,346,678 bushels; 1878,
20,899,187 busbels; 1879, 22,725,944 bushels, and in 1880,.

27,091,130 bushels. The shipments of the same from
Montreal, in sea going vessels, were in 1877, 14,1til,683
bushels; 1878, 16,372,425 bushels; 1879, 19,180,413 bà4h-
e; 1880, 24,562,373 bushels. By the wise action of the

Government in that respect, Montreal will increase its
facilities for access, and it has taken the preliminary steps
towards the tunnelling the St. Lawrence near that cit-y.
Thal is an enterprise wbich I hope wil4 be successful. It is
in the hands of capitaliste who are able to push it through,
and the surveys are being made by an engineer of high
reputation, Mr. Walter Shanly. Montreat is desirous of
being accessible from ail pointe. She knows that her position
is such that trade must necessarily reach ber. from all
quarters, and she is anxious to have ber harbor dues so
reduced, that vessels may anchor at that port as cheaply as,

ýand if possible more cheaply than, at the ports of Moston,
New ork or Baltimore. It may be well to mention that
the Harbor Trust is now saddled with an enormous amount
of interest, contracted for the deepening of LaLke St. Peter.
That work was a national work, carried out for the beneift
of the Dominion ; it was so conidered by the hon. gentle-
man who for so many years so ably led the Liberal
party. It is in Montreal that vessels from acrose the seas
will distribute thoir goods for the western parts of Canada.
It is there that vessels from the West will leave their goods
for shipment to the Maritime Provinces, and it ie there that
they will obtain their return freights. I am sure that both
the Maritime Provinces and the Provinces farther west, in
,their desire for the prosperity of the Dominion at large,
will say, as business men, that they want the trade of the
world, no matter whether it may come by the port of
Montreal, Quebec or Halifax. What they want is the
best port, no matter where that port may be. It would not
be fair that the flarbor Trust of Montreal should bear all
this expense; or that they should bO compelled to levy such
high tols, lhat it would drive away trade insteid of attract-
ing it. We have formidable rivals in the ports of the
United States, which are progressing at a very
rapid rate, and it is only by such a scheme as that
of which I have been speaking, and possibly
by the expenditure of large sums of money, that we can
hope to compote with them. I trust that this scheme will
be favorably considered by the Government. i have no
reason to know whetl.er they are favorably disposed
towards it at the present moment or not, but I think they
ought to be. I believe that this fHouse, and the countryat
large, would support them in so regarding it.. It behoves
this Government, who have done go mach for this country
by the National Policy, who have given new life to ail our
industries, to win this last mark of public approval, what-
ever may be their fate hereafter. I am satisfied that the
present Government-and their successors will be in the
same position-will not lose sight of our interests in that
particular; and if they do not, if they continue true to their
-course, true to themselves, and true to the people, they
will continue to possess the confidence of the public, and
certainly the confidence of the loyal, the patriotie, and the
great Conservative party of Canada.

Mi'. BURPES (St. John). I notice that in all the
speeches made from the other side of the House, one promi.
nent assertion is invariably made, and that is to charge the
late Government with the depression which existed from
1876 to 1878. They also claim that by their restoration to
power, and by the operation of the National Policy, pros.
perity was restored to the country. Now, when it is known
that, from Confederation down to 1873-74, the country %ad
seven or eight years of great prosperity-that evey industry
of the country, including that of agriculture, was prosperous
and profitable; that the importe of the country had grown
from $78,500,000 to 8128,000,000 ; that the exporta ,ad
increased from 857,000,000 to upwards of 890,000,000 ; tbat
the rerenue of the country had increased from.813,50000 tp
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$24,60,000 that our expenditure had also increased from,
813,500,000 to $24,500,000-when it was known that ail the.ee
rapid increases took place during these years of prosperity,
we might be sure that when a depression did come it would
tax the people of the country to the utmost and be feit very
severely throughout .the whole Dominion. Depressions are
certain to follow periods of prosperity. I might call the
attention of the hon. gentlemen opposite to the depression
that existed between 1658 and 1864 in all parts of this
country. In old Canada there was a defreit then of
$12,150,000. We paid interest at the rate of eight percent.,
and ber bonds were sellng at 75 cents on the dollar. It
was under Tory rule this great depression existed, with
this great falling off in the revenue. We bave had
periods of depression in the past and we will have them
again. The Goverument are pursuing the same course
now that tbey did between 1868 and 1873. Tkey are
not only increasing our revenue by increasing the
taxation, but they are increasing the expenditure to an
enormous extent. As we go on increasing our expenditure
and our taxation, the result willibe, by-and-bye, that when
another period of depression comes, as come it surely will,
we shall have other deficits larger than those which have
already taken place. Wbon the lato Government came into
power they assumed a debt which necessitated a provision
for nearly $4,000,000 of additional taxation, as a result of the
imprudent policy of their predecessors. It must also be
remembered that importations at that time docreased, very
largely, not owing so much to the quantity as to the value
of the goods that were imported. During the years 1876,
1877, and 1878, there was a depreciation in the value of the
goods importod from Great Britain of from 35 to 50 per
cent. Iron good depreciated in value from £12 to
£6 per ton. Hardware depreciated some 35 per cent.
Cotton and woollens depreciated largoly, and during those
three years this depreciation was so large that the
revenue loss was equal to $4,300,000. That estimate was
made by experienced importers basel upon careful data.
That sum would more than pay the deficit that took place
during these three years of $4,100,000 under the late Gov-
ernment. If we take into consideration that decrease in the
revenue, and also the enormous burdens assumed by the late
Government as a legacy from their predecessors, is it any
wonder that these dedeits occurrel? The hon. the Finance
Mqinister referred in his speech to his having left the country
in 1873 in a prosperout condition, to having a surplus each
year and a large revenue to meet ail the expenses. He said
that, on his return to Parliamontin 187'9,he found the country
under great depression and everythinguin a most lamentable
condition. The improvement that has since taken place
he attributes almost entirely to the National Policy, leaving
but very little to the credit of Providence. The depression
that took place during our Administration, existed not
alone in Canada but throughout the United States, Great
Britain and Europe. The cause of our present improved
condition is due to many causes, and very largely to the
increased prosperity in the United States, which bas reacted -
upon this Dominion. The increased prosperity in the
United States bas stimulated a demand for Canadian lumber,
and for some others of our products. The citizens of Ottawa
are aware of a greatly increased lumber trade, and in almost
every instance the lumber has found a market in the Unitedj
States from this locality, and in Great Britain for thei
Maritime Provinces.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECIESS.

-Mr. BURPEE. In addition to the advautages we havei
derived from the improvement of the luipher trade, we have'
hadl, during the past two years, excellent agricultural crops,i
and our exports have been exceedingly large, not only in

Mr. BUargs (St. John)$

grain of all kinds, but in animals and their produets. baring
the year ending June 30th, 1880, the excess of our exports
of lumber, animals and their productp, and grain ovet- 'or
exports for the year 1879 was 810,O000,000; during tlte sx
,months ending December 31st, 1880, our "exp>rts of ose
same productions exceeded our exports for the six.nontls
ending December t1st, 187i, by $10l000,000 more. , Ding
these eighteen months $20,000,000 worth of our Jamber and
a gricultural products were sold'in the markets of the United
States and Great Britain, and that ainount of cash cama into
this country. This-b as put a vast amount of mo>ney into
circulation, and gives our manufacturers'an increased trade
also. I do not wish to ignore the fact that our manufacturing
industries contribute largely to the prosl erity of this or
any other country where they exist ; but I contend that,
under a revenue Tariff, with the exception of the sugar
refiners and the cotton and woollen manufacturers, our
manufacturers were in as good a position as they ai e now
under a protective Tariff. In 1871-72 our manufacturers were
exceedingly prosperous in ail parts of the Dominion. But in a
period of great depression, they naturally suffer in cdmmon
with other industries. Compare the excess of our exports o
lumber and farm produce of aniounting to $20,u00,000 during
the past oighteen mon ths,which sum came intothe Dominion,
with the previous three or four years of depression, when
there was a decrease in thoso exorts of over $15,000,000.
When we consider these large exports, I think we find in them
anexplanation of the prosperity we now enjoy, which are in
no way benefitted by the National Policy. The not increase
in the exports of 1880, as compared with those of 1879, was:
of lumber, $3,593,009; of animais, $3,507,000, and of agri-
cultural produce, $2,700,000, making, in round nunmber,
$10,000,0O0. To show how our exports of tarm produce
have increased in grains alone, I may say that in 1877 the
excess of exports over imports was 2,489,000 bushels; in
1878, 10,313,000 bushels; in 1879, 12,653,000 bushels, and
in 1880, 21,507,000 bushels. The excess of exports over
importa in wheat and wheat flour was 6,8S9,000 bushels; in
barley 7,226,000, bushels, and in other grains 9,408,000
bushels. To show in another way how our production of
grain has inereased, 1- may say that in.wheat and wheat
flour our production was less in the year 1877 than our
consumption by 2,402,921 bushels; but in 1878 our produc-
tion exceeded our consumption by 3 ,88,0 0 bushels; in
1879, by 6,324,000 bushels; and in 1680, by 6,889,400
bushels, showing a surplus for last three years of 17,000,000
bushels over production. All this ,proves that our farm
products have very greatly increased within the last three
years, which accounts very largely for our increased
prosperity. From 1870 to 1874 our increased expenditure
followed closely up with our revenue, and from the statement
of the hon. Finance Minister as to the-expendi ure of 1881,
and the estimated expenditure of 1882, the same process is
going on now under the new system of taxation by the same
Government. As our revernue arid expenditure increases, our
debt increases also, and if the Estimates for 1882 are carried
out our debt will reach $184,000,000, which is equal toabout
$43.50 per head of the population. With tbis inc'eaing
expenditure going on year after year, and this growing debt,
we shall find, when the times change, as they surely will,
when the crisis comes, when an end cornes to the speculative
and extravagant ex penditures nowgoing on, we will be driven
into the same depressed condition as we were in f876, 1877,
and 1878, and we shall experience deficits immeasuratly
larger than any we have had since Confederation. The
expenditures in the North-West are assuming immense pro-
portions. According to the statenents made -and the
Estimates brought down, the expenditure on the. Isaian
service will reach $850,000 this year. On 'looking.overlhe
Publie Accounts for several years back, I fid that for the
items of the North-West Mounted Police, Indians, Dominion
lands, Dawson route and JDominion forces, our expenditure
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eaeh year wae as follows:-In 1871, $949,000; ii 1872,
81081,000; in 1873, $795,000; in 1874, $1,052,000; in 1875,

19.1,000,; in 1876, $1,479,000; in 1877, 81,124,000; in
1878. 4980,000; in 1870, $1,100,00k); in 1880, $1,500,000;
or a total of $11,793,000. that the North-West and Manitoba
received. ont of the public Treasury since 1870 for these five
items. The hon. Minister referred to statements in previons
speeches about the charge that thoir policy would break up
the Union of the Provinces. I do not believe there is any
danger of breaking up the Union. Our people are an enter-
prising people who will stand almost any emergency, and
our country will bave prosperity as well as times of
depression. I have faith enough in the country to believe
there is no danger of breaking up Confederation, but what a
Government have most particularly to guard against is;
keeping our people from being discontented. The policy
of this Government is not one calculated to nake the
different Provinces contented ; it is not such as was promised
at the time Confederation was foi med. Then it was under-
stood, especially by the Maritime Provinces, that our taxes
would not be increasël1, now they are more than double.. In
that respect those Provinces are very much disappointed.
They are discontented at the largely increased expenditures
made and going on in the western part of the country, and
with their trade relations with the western Provinces.
They.wore led to believe that their manufacLurers would
increase rapidly, that they would have a large export as well
as import trade between those Provinces. To-day, however,
their exports are not very much larger than they were
before ConfeJeration, while their imports, several millions
annually, are excessively large, and increased by the
operations of the National Policy. The hon. Finance
Minister, in referTing to the taxation of the different Pro-
vinces, spoke particularly of the Lower Provinces, but
unfortunately he compared the years 1879 and 1880, when
it is well known the. new Tariff was in operation a part of
1879. The comparison between those two years was, there-
fore, an unfair.-one. The hou. member for Niagara referred
to the duty collected in New Brunswick which, he said, in
1877 was 28 per cent. and to-day but 21î per cent. That is
an error in tbe return. The duties on our imports in 1877
were 15¾ per cent., instead of 28 per cent. as stated, thus
showing an increased rate of 6 per cent. instead of a
reduction. To show the nature of the trade in the different
Provinces and the taxation, let us compare Ontario and
Quebec with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick since Con-
federation. In 1866, the imports of Ontario and Quebec
amounted to $53,832,139, and the rate of duty was 13î per
cent. The average importation for 13 years fr'om 1868 to
1880 for Ontario and Quebec was $75,147,54L annually,
making an increase in the yôar 1880 of $21,345,222 over the
year 1866, and the duty in 1880, as compared with 1866,
was 19* per cent, an increase of 5j per cent. The imports of
Nova Scotia in 1866 amounted to $13,025,433, and the rateof
duty was 9j per cent. In 1880, the imports amountel to
86,138,938, a decrease.of $6,886,00 between the two years of
1866 and 1880, while the rate of duty was increased from
9j per cent. in 1866. to 29 per cent. in 1880, an increase of
10J per cent. for Nova Scotia, against 5j per cent for
Ontario and Quebec. The decrease of imports for the
thirteen years, from 1868 to 1S80, as compared with 1866,
was $55,000,000, or $4,238,000 a year for Nova Scotia. In
New Brunswick, in 1866, the importations were $10,000,794,
and the rate of duty was 10 per cent.; in 1880, the imports
were 83,996,698, and the rate was 22 per cent., an increase
of: 12 per cent. If we take the importations of 1866 for
NewBrunswick and apply tho Tariff of 1880 ,to each item,
we would obtain for Customs alone 82,845,000, or 28 per
cent. tax as against $1,033,609 in 1866. This shows most
conctusi.vely the rate ofincreased taxation upon importations
of-the Maritime Provinces. If we take an average of thirteen
years for New Brunswick, between 1868 and 1880, we have a
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docrease in the importations .as compared with the year
1866,Qf $33,000,000; and we now pay a Customs taxation of
$2,845,000 per annumas compared with $1,033,000 for 18i6.
The rate, in 1866, of Ontario and Quebec, was 13Ï per cent.;
in 1869, it was reduced to 11J per cent., and in 1880, we got
back to 191 per cent. The rates for Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick were as follows :-.In 1866, Nova Scotia, 9j per
cent.,' New Brunswick, 10 per cent.; in 1869, Nova Scotia,
13¾ per cent., New Brunswick, 14 per cent.; in 1880, Nova
Scotia, 20 per cent., New Brunswick, 22 per cent. This shows
the nature of-our taxation. It is not at all likely that our
consumption in the Lower Provinces is any less to-day than
it was in 1866. The probability is it is a great deal more.
Our people have increased as a consuming population,
whether they have increased in number or not. There is
no doubt but our imports in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
to-day are larger than in 1866, and this enormous falling off
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick imports, is supplied
from Ontario and Quebec, and this will increase as taxation
increases. In Nova Scotia, in 1866, the Tariff of to-day, if
applied to the importations then, would have producod
$3,1à6,000 of Custons; so that the taxation of the Lower
Provinces, under the operation of the Tariff to-day, is
considerably over double what it was before Confederation.
I produce these figures to show that, in addition to the
enormous increased burdens of taxation, the great decrcase
of their trade is a cause for disstisfaction, and no wonder.
The very fact of the importations of New Brunswick being
reduced froni $-10,000,000 in 1866 down to $3,996,000 in
1880, is something that is alarming. The hon. Minister of
Finance referred to the statement made by me in the year
1879, in this House, that the Tariff, if applied, item atter
item, to the importations of 1878, would produce increased
taxaion, something like $7,000,000, doubted the statement.
I most distinctly stated that if the Tariff then introduced
was applied to the importations of that year it would
produce that result. There is one plain way of proving
the truth of the greater part of the calculations at once.
ln 1878, the imports for consumption amounted to
$91,199,577, on whieh a duty was collected of 812,795,693.
In 1880, the Tarift, according to the Trade and Navigation
Roturns, averaged 19fe. That applied to the importations
of 1878 would produce a revenue of $18,126,000;,which
gives -an excess to the importations of 1878, of
85,330,00. That does not prove the whole case. The
Tariff has changed the importations of certain articles in
such a way that it will produce more if it is taken item by
item and applied to the imports of 1878; but, in order
to make it plain, I have just taken the Tariff of the two
years, an' the result is an excess of 85,338,000. I main-
tain also, as I will show further on, that we have lost in
revenue $7,730,000 on the sugar duties; that is loss of
revenue other than what it would have been under the old
Tariff. And that must be added to the 85,330,000,
making 86,060,000, of which I spoke in 1879. This it is
impossible to contradict, and if we applied the Tariff item
by item it would produce the difference between that and.
$7,000,000. With regard to manufactures, I do not think,
with the exception of the cotton and woollen factories, and
sugar refineries, the manufactures taken together are any
better off under the present Tariff than under the revenue
Tariff of 1878, in- consequence of the increased taxation on
machinery and raw materials.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). What about the silk manufactory?

Mr. BURPEE. We will come to that byand-bye. The
Minister of Finance the other day compared the prices of
cotton goods in-Canada with those in the United States.
Such is net a proper comparison. The duty on cotton
goods coming into the United States is equal to 50 or 60
per cent. It would be very strange if Canada could not pro.
darce, cottons as cheaply, under those circumstances, as a
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highly protected country like the United States, and no
argument in favor of the cheapness of cottons in Canada was
applicîble by a comparison of prices in the United States
under a highly protective tariff. I would like to know on
what pricciple we admit machinery of all kinds for the
manufacture of cotton and woollen goods free of dutysnd
tax heavily other manufactures. We admit the raw material,
dye-stuffs, and machinery used in these manufacturing indus-
tries, all duty free. Last year the profits of the cotton
factories were from 30 to 40 per cent. on the manufactured
articles; they are enjoying enormous protection, and aie
declaring profits equat to 40 per cent. The question arises
as to why cotton and woollen manufactures should be so
highly protected, and bave all machinery free, while much
less aid is given to other industries struggling for existence.
Why should not the carriage manufacturers, the boot and
shoe manufacturers, the founder, furniture and agricultural
implement maker bave their machinery free also. I bave
obtained statistics from those manufacturers, and I find the
following comparisons under the Tariff of 1878-79, as to in-
creased taxation: carriage manufacturers, tax on machinery
increased from 10 to 25 per cent., materials from 13J to 23
per cent. Boot and shoe manufacturers: maebinery, from
10 to 25 per cent ; materials, from 10 to 19 per cent.
Foundry manufacturers: machinery, from 10 per cent. to 25
per cent.; materials from 44 to 141 per cent. Furniture
manufacturers: machinery, from 10 to 25 per cent.; materials,
from 5j to 84 per cent. Agricultural implement makers :
machinery, from 10 to 25 per cent.; materials, from 6 to
16 per cent. Pail manufacturing: machinery, 10 to 25 per
cent.; materials, 61 to 20 per cent. The sanie remarks
apply with respect to sewing machines, musical instruments,
&c. Those increases of duty on the raw materials and
machinery used for manufactures are equivalent to the
additional duty placed on the manufaçtured article imported
from abroad, and these facts substantiate my statement
that, with the exception of cotton and woollen manu-
factories and sugar refincries, the manufacturers al-e no
botter off than under the former revenue Tariff; indeed,
they have this disadvantage, of being compelled to use
more capital to carry on their business than under the old
Tariff. WiLh respect to the lumber business, the Finance
Minister stated that the increased duties were only about
one per cent. i have taken pains to ascertain the increased
rate of duty on lumber supplies in New Brunswick, and
I find it has been increased from 104 to 22 per cent.
This industry bas an estimated capital in Canada of
$100,000,000. Its exports and consumption are $30,000,000
worth annually on an average. The cost of labor in this
lumber trade is estimated at sixty-five per cent. of the value
ofthe lumber; all this shows that this is an indust1-y very
lucrative te the country, and which should not have been
subjected to such additional taxation. This trade so fluc-
tuates that very few engaged in it for a serics of years make
fortunes, but the country benefits, as it gives employment
to 84,000 men, and supports 400,000 of the people of Canada.
This calculation bas been carefully made by some of the most
experienced lumbermen in the country, and I believe the
Finance Minister will find it perfectly correct. The
member for Montreal (Mr. Coursol) spoke of the shipping
trade, saying the Tariff in regard to the shipping interest
was perfectly satisfactory. 1 know that it is not to the
shipbuilders in New Brunswick. A number of the most
experiencod shipbuilders in New Brunswick submitted to
the Finance Minister an estimate of the taxation under the
new Tariff, at $1.85 cents a ton, as compared with 80 cents
before, which, I presume, includes some things manufac-
tured in the country. But I maintain, and so will the
country and shipbuilders, that whether the products of the
country be included or not, the new Tariff raises their price
to an equality with the articles imported. It is a sound prii-
eiple of political economy that under protection prices will
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increase in proportion to the duties on the imports. In 1865 the
duty per ton on ship materials was 52 cents; in 1863, 60
cents; in 1878, 80 cents; 1879, accepting an estimate prepared
by shipbuilders, which I think is correct, it was at least
$1.85 cents per ton. I believe the.new regulations as to
*drawbacks made last year is satisfactory, so far as the mode
of its payment goes. But the shipbuilders complain that it
is not large enough, and does not make up what they have to
pay in addition to the Tarif of 1878. To show how the
shipbuilding industry has declined, of late, I will give some
statistics with regard to the Lower Provinces, beginning
with Nova Scotia. The tonnage of ships built in Nova
Scotia in 1872, was 52,882 tons; 1873, 63,000 tons; 1874,
74,769 tons; -1875, 84,800 tons; 1876, 69,087 tons; 1877,
50,530 tons; 1878, 47,639 tons; 1879, 50,975 tons; and in
1880, 38,252 tons. In New Brunswick there was built in
1872, 36,465 tons; 1873, 42,701 tons; 1874, 46,663 tons;
1875, 47,966 tons; 1876, 38,794 tons; 1877, 33,115 tons;
1878, 26,306 tons; 1879, 32,135; and in 1880, 14,528. This
shows that the shipbuilding trade in the Lower Provinces is
now reduced tothe smallest proportions known since the year
1830. The Finance Minister also referred to the exports
of shipping, to show thàt the incroase in the amount in 1878
was largely due to a transfer in shipping from the people of
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
to parties to whom they were indebted in Great
Britain. I never heard that argument before, and I believe
there is nothing in it. The shipbuilding in the Lower Pro-
vinces has been maintained in the hands of the original
owners almost exclusively-and the experts form only a
mite of what is built. It is rare that ships built are
not owned by a large number of persons who can afford to
hold their shares. The result would be, in the case ofgreat
depression, the parties who built and owned them would not
sacrifice, or sell at an uni-emunerative price. In that year
the shipping that was sold was something like $40 per ton,
which would n3t have been the price if it had been trats-
ferred under mortgage to other parties. The shipping sold
in previous years will answer the argument used by the
Finance Minister. For example, in 1876 we exported ship-
ping to the amount of $2,189>270 ; in 1877, $1,576,244; in
1878, $1,218,145; in 1879,$529,824; ar.d in 1880, $464,327.
This shows that there has been a great falling off under the
new Tariff, even with the few ships we build for sale.
Increased taxation from time to time does very much
militate against this industry in the Lower Provinces.
We might bring a parallel case to show the nature of
increased taxation on the shipping interest. If we go to
the United States, we find that, in 1856, 75 per cent. of their
carrying trade was done in their own vessels ; in 1870 it was
35 per cent., and in 1880 only 17 per cent., showing that, the
carrying trade of that country has almost entirely gone out
of its bands. IHigh taxation has driven its ships from the
sea. With regard to manufactured goods, we do not find
that the great increase in manufacturing in Canada, so much
talked about, bas stopped the importation of foreign gooda,
as the following table will show:

A gricultural Implements.......
Books...........
Candies aJ~a.....

arriages..................... ...........
Cordage.p......................
Cottons, inanufactured........orindstones.. ........ ........ ......
Gypaum, ground .....
Ha t ats. and aps .. -...... '........
Indian Rubber, manufactured.....

achiaery....... ...............

r° , a d a e , e t -...... .... .

1878. 1879. 1880.

$126.326 S~241523 143,725-

103,296
135,725
192t646

6,528,588
16,457
65,830

938,583
237,111
427,154

7,108,978
41763,878

90,338-
137448+
150029-

7.863,904+
11,750-
77,397+

968,531+
456,319+
547,942+

10,039,236+
4,21,2-

,
f34,370
99,490
85,634

227,915
7,251,818

1s,752
16,488

1,053,865
249,061
516,035

8, 06,578
4,561,149
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So we might go on with. many other articles, and show that
the importation of goods into the country is not stopped by
p.tting on a large taxation. The same result is shown by
the retarns in the Canada Gazette for the last six months.
T>ese statistica prove that al the protective tariff you can
put on a country will not have the effect of decreasing
importation if the country is prosperous. The following
figures show the increases which have taken place in the
imiorts by the United States of British goods in 1880, as
compared with 1879:-

C.... .....n......... ...... $ 10,001,056
co ........ ..... ''.. .'. ..... ........ . 8. ,0 038
Glais-are .. ..... ......... 2,000,000
Iren and steel....... ..... 44,271,972
Lesather................. 4,648,179
suk manufacturer. ............. 8,175,292
8lugaru .. .. 6,896,486
Tinmanufactures..........- 7,075,806
Tobacco ... . .... 1,500,000
Weollen goods ... ............ .. 28,251,697
Zinc, etc.. ............. 3,4U9000
Agricultural produce.................. 154,548,882

These figures show that what is true of Canada under a
protective system bas been demonstrated by the exporience
of the United States. Now, with regard to the sugar
question, the following figures show our importation of that
article in 1878, with the value and the duty:-

Quantities in lbs. Value. Duty.

j ,
No. 13 and above. 93,490,8781 $5,419 715 $2,289,840

9 to 13........................ 10,624,336 517,528 209,066
Below 9................ 1, 108,065 44,825 16,749
Melado, ....... .... ~.... ' 16,84 '438 173
Syrups,....... .. 3,711,747 115,101 61,974

_ _8,951920j1$6,097,617 $2,567,802

Now, if we add thîe increased quantity imported in 1880 to
the imports of1878, and maintain the same proportion of
qualities as 1878, the application of the 1880 Tariff would pro-
duce a revenue of $2,753,941, whereas the revenue produced
only $2,026,692, thus sbowing a loss to revenue amounting
to 8727,249. Now, with regard to the taxation upon sugar,
I have made an analysis of the prices in New York and
Montreal for the 12 months ending in June last. I received
a regular weekly circular from a large sugar house in New
York, showing the prices of their sugar in bond for each
week during that period. I took the average from these
circulars. 1.find that the average for the year is $6.13 per
100 pounds, adding the duty according to the Tariff of 1878,
that is $2.53, and we have $8,66. I make the average for
Montreal during the same period five cents les per hundred
pounds than the Minister of Finance, that is, $9.70. Deduct-
ing 88.66 from $9.70 we have $1.04, which represents the
additional taxation on every hundred pounds of granulated
sogar sold in the Dominion, under the new Tariff. So
far as Montreal is concerned, as it is close to the
refiners and the cost of carriage is small, the amount
will not, perhaps, be quite so large, but for other
parts of the Dominion the cost of carriage will be greater
than from New York. Last summer the carnage of sugar
from Montreal to St John cot 35 cents per 100 lbs., while
from New York to St. John it was only 15 to 20 cents per
100 lb. That rate would also apply to the western part of
Canada, to Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. There-
fore, it is a fair presumption that the excess of charges on
the largest proportion of consumers in the Dominion would
offset what was consumed in the city of Montreal. I think
thé comparison is a correct one, and it shows that 41.04 per
104 lbs.. s the additional taxation on sugar consumed in
Jauada,and alose to revenue, as compared with the old Tariff,

of $727,249. The diversion of trade, caused by the operation
of the refinery business, affects, to a great extent, theb hip-
eng interest that was referred to by the Minister of Finance.
Bugar,whether imported raw or refined,bas to pay the freight.
Wherever the sugar is imiportod to it pays the freight, and
as it is mostly brought to Montreal, the freight is collected
there. The tre as ubeen diverted almost entirely from
Ontario and the Lower Provinces to Montreal. In 1878,
Ontario imported 59,000,000 Ibo. of sugar; in 1880,
Ontario alone imported 18,299,000 lbs.; in Quebec
in 1878, the importation was 31,364,000 lbs., while in 1880,
it had risen to 83,504,000 lbs. In 1878, Nova Scotia
imported 7,966,000 lbs.; in 1880. 8,614,000 lbs., a very
slight increase indeed, when you consider the promises that
were made of a great increase in the importations of
West India sugar to Halifax. In 1878. New Brunswick
imported .6,730:000 Ibo.; in 1880, 3,949,000 lbs. Ail this
shows conclusively that the sugar trade has been diverted
from Ontario and New Brunswick to Montieal. I do not
intend to take up the time of the House any longer. I think
I have shown conclusively that the Tariff bas not operated
in the interests of our people, and that the increase of tax-
ation, necessitated by the increased expenditure, will pro-
duce, before many years, doficits larger than those we had
in 1858 and 1864.

Mr. PATTE RSON (Essex). It appears to me that if the
hon. gentlemen opposite had followed the example of the
hon. and gallant knight for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright), and confined themselves more to the general
subject, we would have got through this debate more
expeditiously. The proper time to enter into a comparison
of details is when the House is in Committee, where the
Ministers can give the reasons for any slight increase in
expenditure which may have taken place. I listened with
great pleasure te the speech of the hon. the Finance
Minister, and was much gratified at the exhi bit he presented
us of the prosperous state of the country. I was also mach
impressed with the manner in which the hon. and gallant
member for Centre Huron delivered himself of the funeral
oration on the period of deficiencies, now happily past,
which came se fittingly from the horo of deflcits. I
think that his manner was impressive and well adapted to
the occasion, and that ho seemed, himself, te feel the
solemnity of the speech ho was delivering. I think it is
hardly fair te taunt theb hon. gentlemen on the other side of
the House with the undemonstrative silence with which
they listened te the speech of the hon. the ex-Finance
Minister. I think they showed a due appreciation of
the situation. It was really a study te witness
the severe expression on the ben ign countenarice of theb on.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake). Ie seemed te
have the air of a perpotual lay delegate te a pan-Anglican
Synod as h sat there and listened te the funeroal oratory of
bis gallant friend. But although hope is said to spring
eternal in the human breast, and although the bon. gentle-
man bad expressed the hope than when he returned to power
bu would restore the period of deficiencies, still hope did not
seem to animate him on that occasion for h sat far more
the picture of despair than of hope. I regret that the hon.
and gallant knight is not in his seat, as I desire to make
some commenta u pon his career. I was going to refer to a
speech he made on one occasion when he informed his
audience, and through them the Canadian public, of the
feelings which inspired bis manly bosom when a student at
old Trinity he huard how bis beloved native country, Canada,
was being dragged through the dirt by the Reform Admi-
nistration of the day; how the corruption and iniquities of
that Administration made his huart burn within him; how
he swore to himself that if Providence would spare his life
ho would devote it to rescue his country from the bands of
those pseudo-Reformers. Contrast the resolution of his
earlier years with the performance of hie later years; he
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presents, indeed, a melancboly spectacle to-day, like
memory standing by the grave of hope. -He- little expected
in thoso earlier years that he was to be the financial hero
of a period which will be associatod in the minds of the
people of Canada with the greatest depression and fiscal
mismanagement which we have seen -for a generation.
For my part I do not know how other gentlemen
are aifected, but I cannot bear to see the tears of
bearded men. I cannot bear to see gentlemen overcome by
their feelings as deeply as I saw one or two hon. gentlemen
when the ex-Finance. Minister was delivering himself of
that funereal oration. Crossing the Bouse I quietly took
one of my bon. friends opposite out into the smoking-room.
While he was wiping bis tears away I asked him, "What
ails thee, brother ? Why weepest thon ? " As soon as bis
feelings would allow him utterance he confided to me that
ho was weeping at the thought of what might befall bis
children when Mr. Blake returned to power and re-introduced
that system which prevailed during the late Administration.
I comforted him with the assurance that probably neither
he nor I would live to see that day, and ho seemed to take
a great deal of comfort from the assurance. There was one
improvement I noticod in the speeches of the hon. members
for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) and North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton), which gave me pleasure, as it doubtless did to
the House, and that was the absence of the attacks
upon the manufacturers and industrial classes generally,
which characterized their utterances in previous years.
We did not hear so much' from Othe hon. member
for North Norfolk about manufactueing robbers who
are going to prey upon tho vitals of the country,
about men who are going to amass riches at the
expense of the workingmen and artizans. We did not hear
so much about the ruin that is going to be wrought, the
depopulated towns and villages, as we did when that hon.
gentleman spoke on this subject the two last years. The
hon. ex-Finance Minister and those who followed him were
compelled to admit that the country is prosperous, although
they had told us that it would have been more than a miracle
if the hon. Finance Minister could bring about the pros-
perity which ho had declared he could, and although thèy
still decline to admit that the National Policy has had any-
thing to do with producing the prosperity. Very satisfac-
tory it is to have their admission that. the country is
prosperous, although tbey wrestled hard against mak-
ing the admission, and triod to fonce themselves about
with various reservations as to what this and that
particular industry had effected. They still look
forward in the hope that a bad harvest may
enable -them to gloat over the misfortunes of the farmer, so
long as it will give them a little polilical stock-in-trade. i
think I am justified in saying that on all'occasions in this
Bouse and ont of it, they make a most unseemly display of
exultation when any mitfortune befalls any section of the
community or any Province of the Dominion. They seem
to think they can only attain to power when the country is
suffering; I believe these gentlemen would really prefer to
see the country suifer if they could return to power than to
see it prosperous if that prosperity were to be coincident
with their exclusion from office, and I believe that is the
opinion held by the bulk of the country. If we are to judge
by the fact that since the general election their candidates
have on all occasions failed to obtain any advantage at the
polls. over the Ministerial candidates, we must see
that they have not in the slightest degree rehabilitated
tbemselves in the good opinion of the constituenéies.
Even the Moodys and Sankeys of the Opposition who
during the past two years, in tuneful barmony, have been
singing the praises of deficits and harping to theruin of the
country-even they have ceascd to employ themselves in
that congenial occupation. Even .they now admit that
the country is prosperous, and instead of attempting to

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex).

convert the miserable sin-ners on the Ministerial benches
they, rather by what they leave unsaid than by what
they say, more than half admit their conversion to
the views of the hon. Finance Minister. We en this
side of the House have been taunted from time to
time with the failure of an immediate return to prosperity,
which they say the right hon. leader of the Government
promised, should the election of 1878 turn in his favor; but
I think we may very reasonably infer from that that the
depression turned out to be so great, and the financial ruin
of mtnufacturers and business men generally prevailed
to such an extent, that it was impoqsible under the most
favorable circumstances for the reaction to be more speedy
than it has been. But I claim that there was an immediate
reaction; that as soon as it was known thatthe right hon.
leader of the Government was to be reinstated in power, and
Ihat the hon. and gallant knight of St. John was to be agaiin
Finance Minister, a feeling of confidence inspired the people
generally, and they felt that they could rely on the man
who had managed the affairs of this country so successfully
up to 1873, and who wben he left office to assume the highest
position in his native Province, left a large surplus in the Do-
minion Treasury. They felt that men were coming into power
who would, by wise legislation, protect the industries of the
country, and foster its struggling manulactures. Although
there was not much activity in manufacturing centres
until after the pôlicy was developed, now two years
ago, still since it was developed a great additional impetus
was given to manufacturing industries thronghout the
country; and on every hand we see a return to that pros-
perity with which this country was blessed fron 1867 to
1873. This is admitted by the organs of hon. gentlemen
opposite, although they attempt, from time to time, to
misrepresent the cause of that prosperity, and
have even insulted the intelligence of the people,
by attempting to prove that it exists in spite
of the policy of the hon. Finance Minister. We
1pay say it is barely a year since this policy bas had an
opportunity of having any eflect, and airéady we see
factories boing reopened and enlarged which wore closed
during the time of the late Administration; we see new
factories springing up in every Province in the Dominion,
and we find by the commercial newspapers of the country
that the indications for the coming season are such as to
lead us to hope for a large increase of our manufacturing
industries in the future. lu a recent number of the
Montreal Witness, I find a very able and intelligent letter
from the general marager of the Merchants' -Bank,
Mr. George lague, who is noted as one of the
most cautious and caroful fnanciers in the Dominion,
wbose success as the head of every financial institution
with which he has been connected, has been so marked as
to entitle him to the confidence and respect of the entire
commercial community in the business centres cf Ontario
and Queber. Mr. Hague says:

"9Mon treal ought to direct more of her energies toward making her-
self a manufacturing centre. We have given too exclusive an attention-
to our export trade. Our pride in the masses of grain that have paased
1hrough our city during so many years vould be.modified if we,.qoigsi-
dered what the final outcome of it bas been. We have shipped millions
of bushels year after year, and have doue our best to rival in this rea-
peet the great shipping porte of the United States. If the statistics were
favorable we have plumed ourselves on our advancing commerce. If
unfavorable we have endeavored to draw to ourselves still larger quaa-
tities of the produce of the West. * We have made a begiunmg in
marnfacturing enterprises already. And nothing is needed but a per-
sistent cultivation of the advantages we already enjoy to make tbis city
one of the great manufacturing centres of the continent. Her pppula-
tion would increase, the growth of wealth would be steady, and indus-
tries would take root that would be a perpetual source of advantage to
all classes of the community. **

"There is scarcely a single article imported from the United States that
"e ought not to manufacture in MontreiL. There ought to be one of the
largest car-building establishments on the continent here. There.is every

ossible facilitv for it. All kinds of machinery, tools, plated-ware, bian
ttings such as are turned out of the factories Qf Connect4cut, ought to ý3I
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:dumsd h«s Io wise. We once had a locomotive enineeactory. This partywere fallaoious, that manufaeturers are notrobberetthat

**owver..marted uder unfavorableauspices, and wi nover proprly artirn, mechanics, and farmers are not dupes, bavemanaged. Aut wt Lt sto prevent Ifonreal making ail the locomotivesnthgtofibakun.Tenl trgstthipo-
that are used by all the railways lin Canada? We are beginning-. nothingto-fall back upon. The only strings to their poh-
msuuraantiesilE. If New Jersey can make as good silk as Lyons, why tical bow are the Paeifie Railway (ontiaet, whieb, fortu-
cannot ths Province of Quebec? We have proved our ability to manu- nately for the country, has settled a question which basfacture gwra cottons Why not have every kind of cotton produced here? .
It is a goo sign, and a step in the right direction, that another large given great anziety to the minds of theeple, by defiing
cotton-mill has been projected under the auspices of a number of our the pecuniary expense to whieb the poo>le may be exposed
meest enterprueing ctizens IlelI adthe irnagiaâyeou hhbo.gnlmnpp t

'lit is for the benefit of all these enterprises that there should be trained and try exodus which hon. entlemn opposto
up among us a population of skilled artizans and mechanics. This is have conjured up, and by whieh they wish to alarm the
one element of profit and prosperity. It is in this manner that ail the peoplo with respect to the conduct of the Administration. 1
great industries of Great Britain are carried on-cottons in Manchester, am .satisfied widh the explanations of' ihe hon. Minister of
woolleas ln Leeds, worsteds in Brailford, hardware in Birmingham, cut- AKriculture and Immigrationbased on the reprts oflery iii Sheffield. In ach of these places a whole population, po
is to be found trained for generations in the pursuits of their res- officers of the Department who have had an opportunity of
pective cities or districts. We cannot in Canada have a whole city making personal inquiry on the very spot through which
devted to one line of maaufac.tnrebut we can, with such facilities as the emigration by the Grand Trunk and Greatare posessed by Montreal, make it a great centre of manufacturing in-
dustries, whicb only need to be wisely planned and effectively managed Western passes. The statistics given by the United
to becoure a constantly increasing source of wealth." States officials, only show the aggregate numer

I have referred to this letter on account of the business of persons going through at that point, whother
stauding of the gentleman-wbo wrote it, and also becanse I to the North-West, or simply making an excursion with
wish to draw attention to the way in which this sensible a view to roturning, and do not show the number of persons
practical advice is treated by the organ of gentlemen oo- leaving Ontario with the intention of muking their hone in
site in Montreal. Here is what the Montreal Witness has the States. Although it bas been clearly established that
to say on the subject of encouraging the manufactures of the exodus is altogether a matter of imagination on the
Montreal. part of hon. gentlemen opposite, they still continue to harp

on that string, and still try, as they have always tried, to
" The hopes of Montreal as a centre of manufactures are discussed by a deceive the people with repreRentations which, when they

higb n auhrt ns a »,i nti apr .avse no one to invest m eh x
ah, ung ont"be p ne a rproeti system If protection come t be examined, have nothing to sustain them from a

has any valid excuse, it is to be found in its services as a wet-nurse to rational point of view. But even supposing the statements re.
infant idustries. Unfortunately, it is a very rare thing for an industry garding the exodus were half truc, it proves this, that if any
not to rebel against being weaned. This demand of big babies for protec- emigrants are leaving Ganada for the Un ited States, at al
tion is, however, no reason why the fostering advantage which at present
exists shonld nlot be made use of in the. interest of industries which shall events they have sufficient settlers~ effects t o enable themn
he able in sa year or two to live unstimulated lives. We must repeat our te go to the consul and obtain free passes as bona fide
advice to investors, however, to make their calculations independent of settlers, whereas we know that thousanîds and tons of
the a.dvautages which protection gives.'' thousands cf broken and ruined mon slank~ to the
Evidently the Witness has not much faith in the assertionsStesdrgteMakziremewoe ins ee
cf the hon. memiber for North Norfolk, that if we had anoetandwad inu browom eenor
change of Goverument there would 'be no change in our etrdi h eun flrie ttsofcas h
financial policy. In this connection I might re fer to the hu ebrfrNrhNrok(r hrtn détdt
discrepancy betweeu the declaration cf the hon. member~ f >rtedfeoc etonteprisld ytohn ume
North Norfolk and that of the ho.leader of the Oppossuî o rn.tDra n h rmeMnse.Sc luin
The latter hon, gentleman is opposed te the present policy. acufruaeo h atc'hn etee poie o
Hie wished te go back to the policy prior te 1S78; while the toCnevtieîat ilcmaefvrbywt h
hon. memuber for North Norfolk, who is one of the comingLieaprt.Teatyewhhth hn.iobefr
Ministers in that Ministry, which I fear will wait many
years before it is formed, has trimmed his sais te catch thei
popular breeze in Ontario, and wishas the people to-believe eoou n odgvrmusadn swthdg u
there will he ne serious change cf policy, that they mnyay dasc h oua ihswe nteOpsto
even count on improved protection in certain industries, and
that in' certain industries which do ne t stand
in a favorable position to-day as compard withs t na eth
othors the discrepancies will be removed, the rough
ways willbe made smooth, un d vested rightsh enthothrcwsveauntcsethie e
will be protected. A letter from Mr. L. O. David cf rof gott nsuh artwih bh o asasidhniséif
Montreal, was I think, refer:red te by the hon. member forwitth.a» ld he Prime Minister andth tMns of
Cardwell Mr. iDavid bas annQilcd te bis friends in Finane. o enenopiemoniOpostn
Quebec, that he stjl intends to remain an ally of the ansu int the ezie thewe ineste re
Ronge party in that Province, because the party, as a whole,terotae expend the umber of officiais
have given up their opposition teo th protective policy. Isud reduie the e tur on icStoks; am.he
do fnlot kow how ho will like the assertion made by the ton.cme je owrtheo had te.build n additional
Ncader ef the Opposition, that it is the intention of the ingteth a tetaimbuiisier tealurn
pa try which ho tleads te go bck to the policy which existed accomodatonotheprtriends. Cetlyminothat r
prier te the elections of 1878. Possibly the rash statementthé pose and fù ill oparei sarAs re
of thé hon. Icader had te be toned down by eue cf bis epniuefrpbi upss'oalko h itr
financial mentors. Thhon. member for North Norfolk, cfte party.Teake on. instan e onf
who is in that happy position that ne matter what side he wereeNok on FortaFrancichich le tondn
may take on that question, hoeau always comne before anthe wtea nde oialointe naural o r
appreciative audience in Ontario, uad prove to themtienommncednewber s taninto e pace. I have
he took the side they favored. He i th e most tbught ofaton askig 1cr aonthent cf the
prudent of ail politicianst; he is ail things to ail men.salary cfbthenic-eepet, te terage c esel
Mon, gentlemen opposite, having give up the crusadeh atve pas d thehdn. thé lurtotwor ,
against the protectv policy, having dmitted that the nd what ées ha béén rée ived b ase Gevérumentlf

eountry as p 1oepeing, ett thé propheiéon. thé Opp oontate dw in m ytheMackeénis rfg indtet nmesereo

Quebe, hat e s1illintnds o rmainan lynevte tae n down, antod the pnumbthy er f wom wetreuee
Roue prtyIn hatProinc, ocase he art, a a hoetentrd in te e rtur of Uriitd Sthes m r o fficials h
bavegivn u ther opostio to he rotctiv poicy hn. mdteerfoNrt Nrfok Mr.Calte on);aider tt
do ot now ho h wil lke he sterton adeby hetheydiffeene betwen they pates le d ahehn. memberna

leadr o th Oppsitonthatit s te inenton f re n ortune oe part of hoildn.genten o pposit for
part whch e fudi togo ickto he oliy wiehei thecconserative pr ty ill n.Compretavaly iththrec
prir t th eletius f 178 Posiby te rsh tatm Libtepralisparty. Thietartytowich t h.Am eberdfo
of he on lede ba tobetond own- b oe o' is xpNort Nrefork blgis prt rich e iln om hise, retnd

finacia. metor. lýiho. meberfor ort Noro ingoftoe pan honïeondemoraltanc ry hang a de-irefo
wbo s i tht hapy osiion hatno atte wht sde economy apnd ed oveor rmnti L, a ndinas t-ogspnd

maytak onLh't qeetonheeaualwys omabefre n gu ars of the opulRirwihs whng ontheOpostion-
apprçJaive udince n Otari, ad prvo e eincmnchbtwe n teyain e pnower thae chaged
be to'kthesi-e tey fvord. e- s te m inded Tenwhrwee he famtinas i fr prasee and the
prudnt f at pritcias,; e i al thngsto il ecslaonoie ?the lcontrasl-thwas tonl n avoof he

U0ý. gntlmanôpMtebainggivn u th c he habe throsedtutsross t * heeusehdbtterretrain
frmcntatngtepat int hc e a lie1isl

agwýlè te potetie plicyhavng dmtte tht he nwi hat fledsy hae Pnrmeinser nthe Mrimnter of

coutryÎl prsprin, hîtth prphcie o th Opoliton taain a again o the peoethe wer oitrede 
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the $250,000 which las boon sunk there by the caprice of i
Minister who was pledged to economy on public works.1
do not wish to occupy the time of theB ouse, or I mighi
give many instances of the economical and efficient manne
in which those hon. gentlemen when in power dealt witl
the financial affairs of the Dominion. I migbt take ur
the Blue Books and answer the hon. member for Wes
Middlesex (Mr. Ross), and show how again and again th
party be supporta exceeded the expenditure estimated
7yb the inance Minister for the current year
ake the militia estimates, for example. On one occasion

the late Government, or the Minister of Militia, cut them
down on the ove of the General Elections, probably to make
the people believe they were practising great economy
Possibly that Minister may have had a more insidious
design-may have thought ho was helping in sone amail
measure to bring about the happy era when the "rag would
be hauled down," too.

Mr. ANGLIN. That is awfully smart.

Mr. PATTERSON. I hope the hon. gentleman is not
smarting under the remark. I will tell the hon. gentleman,
for I have a friendly feeling towards him, being a fellow-
countryman and an admirer of his ability, that I was seriously
tempted, wben alluding to a certain transaction that occurred
sonne years ago, to say a word in reference to his conduet>
but I refrained. Whether he is capable of smarting I do
net know. Some men's hides are so tough that you can
make no impression on them. I was going to say that the
member for North Norfolk was nothing, if net the farmers'
friend. le delights in getting up and showing how they
are robbed, and how very much more the farmers in the
United Sutes get for their grain than the farmers of
Ontario and the othex: Provinces of the Dominion. He has
told the House that the farmers of the United' States are
hoodwinked and duped, and that they are sadly wanting in
intelligence. I think,in spite of the assertions of the hon.
gentleman, that there is no shrewder and more intelligent
class on the continent than the farmers of the
United States.- I am quite satisfied that the diffusion
of knowledge throughout the United States, and the great
circulation of intelligent newspapers, have edueated those-
farmers to a full appreciation aud knowledge of their situation
and requiremènts. We saw not long ago a Presidential
eleotion which turned on the very question of Protection
which theb on. gentleman denounced to-day; and if it had
net been introduced into that contest, it is almost a- moral
certainty the result would have been entirely different.
Those farmers, unlike ours, have an opportunity every two
years of elenting represontatives to Congress, and still, not-
withstanding those opportunities, they have again and
again re-elected gentlemen favorable to Protection; and the
men whose Tariff Policy bas been Free Trade abandoned it
during the late-Presidential contest, asserting that, no mat-
ter what party is in power in the Republic, they intended
to adhere to Protection.

Mr. BÉCHARD. That is the reason why they were
defeated.

Mr. PATTERSON. The member for North Norfolk bas
made the assertions we heard from him to-day, with regard
te the prices of grain in Canada and the United States, again
and again, and they have been as often refuted in, this
House. I have statements showing the price of wheat in
Chicago and Toronto at different periods, which, with the per-
mission of the1 House, I will read for the hon. gentleman'as
information. Those statements of the npember for North
Norfolk, whether correct or net, seem te answer bis purpose
very well, when disseminated among bis constituents,
judging from the frequency of their repetition. I have hore
quotations from the Globe showing the averages for spring
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wheat, in Toronto and Chicago, during the different incinthe
wheat, in Toronto and Chicago, during the dfrn inh
of the years 1878, 1879 and 1880, whichl shall read:

Toronto Chicago1Toronto ChicagojToronto 1Chieago

i -- --.-

$ ct. $ ets. et8.. $ eta.
Janu.ry............i 04 1 05Î o0s81t a0 i25j 1s
February........1 0! 105t 0 08 1 261'lM~c........... 102 i1 06 092 j 12 1i
April,..............1909 1 o 9k 088 125 1 1
.June . ..... ....... 0 7i 0 76kI0 97~1 03 I1 16 0 94
MJuay................. .091 0 s99 1o!9 09 112
August........... 1 04 0 094 0 97 086 1 21 088
September ...... 0...0o96 087 101 o 93I 1l10 092

So 8h.1Tooutorsh 81es 1 11
9

511871,14cô;9
October ......... 08o s #es; il 1 12 il 0o98e

November....' 0 s 082 1 2 0 1 i 106
December.........0a83 0a83 127 129 117 10

Averages. . 97 o 9: j 1 0. o99i1le 1-05

So that Toronto w as highiest in 18i8, 1-19-c.; 1879, 4c.; and
in 1880. 14e. The arguments of the member for North
Norfolk, with regard to the farmers, have been answered
again and again by much abler mon than I am, but he nover
answered the answer. I should like to read a few extracts
showing the former views of the hon. gentleman on this
subject. This was at the ti me before Protection became a party
question, and when the hon. gentleman thought ho could
ride back to Parliament, and possibly into office, on the
strength of the cry of protection fdr the farmers.'- These
remarks of the hon. gentleman have been read in the
House on.soveral occasionsr and we are all familiar wilh
them. We all know that there is not a corner of any Pro-
vince of the Dominion, in which this hon. gentleman,
Proteus-like, cannot turnuto book, page and paragraph, t6
satisfy the prejudices or the desires of those whom ho happens
to be addressing. [t doos not matter whether incidental
protection is wanted or a revenue tariff, or out-and-out- froc
trade, or the old-fa:shioned protection which was in force in
Great Britain in former years, the hon. gentleman is equally
adapted to its advocacy, and can equally suit himself to the
audience which requires it. It seens to me that hon. gen-
tiemen opposite undervalue the intelligence of the farinera
of this country, when ihese farmers do not ,happen to
support then with their votes. We ail remeinber the
indignant tirades with which the farmers of Ontario wore
abused, because they would not bow the knee to Baal
and elect the candidates of these hon. gentlemen in
September, 18 8, but I assure them that their efforts to prove
that the farmers are the most injured and oppressed people
on the face of the globe, will not go down with the farming
community of western Ontario, at ail events. I cau tell the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
who has so much to say on the exodus question, that in my
part of the country, sofar from there being an exodus of our
farmers, some of the farmers, constituent& of the gallant
knight, are setthng upon the undeveloped portions of rny
county. I am glad to tell him, too, that when these
gentlemen are removed from bis melancholy preence, and
outside the influence of his gloomy views, they are becoming
more hopeful and more Conservative in their tendencies
every day. It is not to be wondered at that people should
desire to leave the constituencies of these melancholy
gentlemen who, like the melancholy Jaques, can
see nothing. but gloom and despair, and ger
outside the sound of their lamentations. The cor-
stant wailings of these gentlemen would be enough te
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diseourage any ian from pnrning his ordinary avocations;
and Ido not wonder that the people who are represented in
Parliament by those unhappy gentlemen sbould flee to
the- eas,4 the west, the north and the south to get away
from men who @pend their days in telling the people they
are overburdened-with taxation and that the rumin of the
country i8 inevitable. But it is not alone the farmers who
are contented, but the workingmen and the artizans who
are engaged* in the factories which are springing up all over
the Jrominion. An hon. friend bas drawn my attention to
some statistics regarding the deposits in the Post Office
Savings Banks, showing that these deposits have largely
increased during the last two or three years. The total
deposits in 1878 were $2,754,000 while the deposits for the
year ending 30th June, 1880, were S5,125,000 or nearly
double what they were before the change of Government.
But to show that this gratifying result is not local, but
general, I will give the statisties of the deposits in post-
offices taken at random throughout tho country:

1877
Hamilt n........... $204,000
Kingston . 107,585
London .............. 83,062
Morgreal.............. 87,533

1880
$263,000
1 29,575
94,266

349,854

I suppose that a good deal of the money deposited in Mon-
treails deposited by men employed in the Redpath refinery
and other factories which have started up in that city, con-
sequent upon the change of Administration ; and I fancy
that theso men do not, like the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), regard the Rodpaths as robbers:

1877
Ottawa............$93,461
Quebec...................... 30,275
Toronto.............. ......... 329,000
Brantford .,...... ............ 34,000
St. Catharine3....... ...... 13,460
St. Thomas ................. 30,000
Guelph..... . ...... 28,609
Woodstock .................. 25,000
Brockville .......... ......... 59,000
Windsor...................... 18,OtO
Vankleek Hill........24,000
Belleville..41,920
Prescott ............. 34,884

1880
$303,609

71,590
376,000

42,651
34,693
34,e21
49,855
28,311
81,433
44,629
52,097
60,513
53,664

These figures show that our workingmenare obtaining such
wages that they are not only able to pay their way but to
make deposits in the savings banks, for most of the
deposits in these banks are made in small sums. With your
permission, Mr. Speaker, 1 woiuld aleo like to roid a few
extracts from the Montreal Witlness and other newspapers
of the Dominion, showing the increasad prosperity which
has either actually taken place or which may be counted
upon in consequence of factories established, or invest-
ments made for the purpose of establishing factories in
the near future. Speaking of the iron industry, the Witness
says:

" All the iron shops throughout Montreal are doing a very large busi.
ness both in engines and boilers. There is an exceptional demand for
stationary and steamboat engines for Manitoba. Several steamboats are
in process of construction at Thunder Bay and on different rivers in that
Province.

" The Montreal Rolling Mills Company have claimed exemption from
taxation in Ste. Cunegonde on their new business, namely, the manufac-
ture of gas and iron pipes, at which a large number of banda will be ém-
ployedi.

' Mr- E R. Gilbert has constructed and forwarded to the- Voaticook
Cotton Company a one bundred and fifty horse-power engine. This is the
largegt stationary engie yet erected for the rural districts.

" The Montreal Rolling Mills are erecting a new building for manufac-
turing iron subing, and have ordered an eighty horse-power engine from
the sane firm."

I am informd by the hon. member for Montreal West
(Mr. Gauit), that 250 men are to be employed in that indus-
try, so it is just possible that the views of Mr. George
bUgue may be realized when he Speaks of Montreal becom-

ing a great manufacturing centre. Referring to the woollen
faetorie, the Witness goes en to say:

"Apart from the-large number of woollen f&etories in eperatioa over
the Dominion, thsaugh the enterprise of joint-stock companies, it is lte
a little gratifying to observe that individual firms ame now and ..ten
erecting mille for the manufacture of woollens, whie, durnng the harder
times and a duller demand, they went abroad to purehae. W. have
epoken of severl of these from time to time, but the latest le that one
now being pushed forward most energetically by Meurs. Gault Bros., of
this city, at Campbellford, Ont. This firm have hitherto purchased ail
their flannels, but the demand hai increased seo extensively of late that
the erection of the mille named has been found an imperative neoessfty.
The factory will be 150 by 60 feet, and five stories high. There WinL be
a dye and storehouse, each 70 by 40 feet, two stories bigh ; a19o
ofices and a spacious residence for ihe manager. The buildings wiil be
of brick and atone. Work on the flume-for the mill will be propelled
entirely by water-was begun last week, and the con tracts have bee lot,
the buildings to be completed in July next."

The Montreal Journal of Commerce has the following:-
" Messrs. Nicherson, Wilson & Co., a wealthy firm in Simcoe, Ontario,

are preparing tu build a brick building three and a half stories high,
3) by50 feet, with additions for manufacturing cane sugar and re-
fined cider. George Jackson, of the same place, ia going, into the
fruit drying business on a large scale. John Aliger la forming a con-
nection witl some American capitalists for the purpose of extendin his
foundry business. The brewery at Simcoe, which for some years has en
idle, is now being worked by Barry Findlay In a successful and satis-
factory manner.'

This is in North Norfolk, and I am sorry the hon. gentleman
who represents thut riding is not here. I hope the additional
laborers who will be employed there will be convinced by
that hon. gentleman that their omployers are not robbers
who are preying on their vitals, but that they are trying to
develop the industries of the country and are establishing
factories which will afford these mon constant occupation.
That is the way my hon. friend must put it when he goes to
Simcoe. Here are sone more items:

" Mr. W. J. Stafford bas secured the old foundry premises at Lancaster,
Ont, and proposes convertiug them into a boot'and shoe factory. Perse-
verance is genius."

" The Canada Brush Works of this city have been removed4o Lancaster,
Ont, where the proprietor, Mr. Albert J. Ulley, bas purchased seven acres
of land with the dwelling and premises for the new factory thereon.
There was scarcely any interruption througb the removal.. New machin-
ery will be put in next spring, and the business enlarged to meet the
growing demand. Many of the cotton-mills in the Dominion are sup-
phed from these works, and the proprietor has received four prize medals
for this class of goods."

"Parks' Cotton Mills at St. John, N.B., are undergoing extensive
improvements and additions. A large wing id being added, and another
engine of 99 horse-power bas been added. It has already in opera-
tion 14,000 spindles, and gives employment to 375 hands, all told. The
factory is principally employed lu the manulfcture of cotton yarns,
although its 90 looms yield some excellent fabrics, for which a market is
found all over the Maritime Provinces, Ontario, Manitoba, and even
British Uolumbia. Mr. Parks may justly féee proud of the succesi which
has attended this enterprise."

I may interject the statemont hore, that to-day I met
a very intelligent gentleman who had recently been ail
through the Maritime Provinces on business. lie takes no
active part in politics, although his relations are with hon,
gentlemen opposite. He assured me that the discontent
which was represented to exist in the Maritime Provinces
was all t1he pure invention of disappointed politicians and
their followers, that there was hardly a word of complaint
heard in Halifax or St. John, and that ail was heard was
galvanized and inspired by the disappointed politicians on
the other side of the Iouse, aud the little clique of people
who surround them, and who hope that by coming back to
office they may again get a pull ut the Treamury chest.

" Mr. Alex. Gibson, of Fredericton, N.B., who reeently made a tour
through Massacbusetts and inspected the principal paper mille in that
State, with a view to profiting by their experience and improvements,
bas arranged for the erection of large paper mille nexta pring at Marys-
ville, on the river Nashwaak, a tributary of the St. John. -Mr. Gibson
who is a large capitalist, intends to manufacture the finer kinds of
writing and printin pa e, in which, when the New Brunswick r yis completed to the t tR ,dvi r Loup to conneet with the Intereolnial,
he expects to be abe to compete with Quebee and Ontario rivals."

" The extensive foundry premises at (hathiam, Ontario, f.rmaeriy
occupied by Jno. D. Ronald as a steam fire-engine manufactory, have
recently been purchaeed by Fleming, Erret & McLeod, who are baiag
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the premises thoroughly fit ted up as a manufactory of agricultural im-
plements. The new firm, being tborongh practical and business mes,
say they are going to run their faotory zo Its full apaity, make every-
thingin their line saleable, and sell everything they inake."

Tii. construction of the propooed new mill at Cambly hes been
commeneed. The building is to be 180 feet long, 58 feet wide and four
stories high, with basement; there will ie a eacity fôr eight sets of
flannel madhinery. a.though it is proposed for t present to add only
four sets, which will be ready when the building is completed, making,
when complete, a ten-set mill, the capacity of the mnadhinery now in
operation being six hundred thousand yards per annum. When the new
miii is put in operation.the -output will be increased to one million, yiîrds
of hannel per annum, and building capacity and power to add t6 the
further production of four hundred thousand Yards, should themarket
require it."

"Mr. E. A. McDonald, of Kingston, Ont., is building a toy factoruy in
that ýeity for the manufacture of large wooden toys, rocking horses, and
children's carriages. He expects the building will be ready to enable him
w begin business in the spring."

I hope he will be able to present the ex-Finance Minister
with some toy with which to employ himself during his
lei8sre hours with more profit to bis health, his liver and
the people of the Dminion, than by matufacturing state-
ments to the injury of our credit at home and abroad.

" A new cotton-mill is to be erected in St. Paul (near Montreal), a
bonus of $5,O0 and exemption from taxes for twenty years having been
granted by the municipality."

"Some gentlemen from Montreal and Cohoes, Massachusetts, have been
looking round Galt, Ontario, lately, for a ptace in which to establish a
knitting factory. Negotiations fr the purchase of the premises on South
Water street, formerly occupied by Mr. Robinson as a woollen factory,
have'been entered upon. Thepurchase was made with the view of at
once establishing what is called a 'three-set mill.' The movers in the
enterprise are Messis Claxton, of Montreal, Sweet. of Cohoes, and A.
Warnock, H. McCulloch, D. Spiers and others, of Galt%.At a special
meeting of the Galt Council the request that the company be exetapted
from taxation for ten years was unanimoubly agreed to. The goods
to be manufactured wiil be of cotton and wool for the lighter kinds
of underclothing, and about 50 hands will be employed, with the
probability of a large increase."

The following extracts are taken frorn the Ifonetay Times
of Toronto:-

"Messrs. Bryce, McMurrich & Co., are improving their Columbus
woollen mill. By means of new machinery their capacity is to be en-
lared to turn out annually $10U,000 worth of fine fiannels, blankets
and tweeds."

" The former owners of the Newcastle woollen mills, which were
burned, and will not at present be rebuilt, bave purchased the old
Hospeler property at Hespeler, and are fitting it up as a three-set mill for
the manufacture of fiannels, etc.
The Hespeler factory formerly gave employment to a large
number of men, but under the fostering influence of the late
Administration, gave up the ghost, and now under the
malign inftuence of the present Finance khnister, it is
resuscitated.

" The :ova Seotia Forge Oompany of New Glasgow, shipped to Point
Lévis the crank and shaft fQr the machinery of the Quebec Graving Dock,
which were forged at their establishment. This is said teobe the heaviest
work of the kind ever done in the Dominion. One of the shafts is over 16
inches in diameter and weighs nearly four tons. The machinery for the
Graving Dock is .being supplied by Messrs. Carrier, Laine & Co., of
Point Lévis."

" At a meeting of the directors of the Hudon Cotton Company, held at
Mont•eal recently, it was resolved te again enlarge these mills by an
addition measuring 222 feet by 80 in width. Whqn thjis completed, the
mill will be nearly twice the size of any other cotton-mill in Canada, the
total length being 800 feet, with an ayerage width of 85 feet. The new
addition will be cdevoted to the manufacture- of finer bleached goods, as
nearly approaching the quality of Horrock's best as is possible. The
new b00 horse-power engine, just put in, being the seeond of this capacity,
wil drive the looms in the wing recently erected. Some 700 bands are
now employed, and when the addition just decided upon is completed, the
number will reach 1.000.

" The Corriveau Silk Mille at Montreal are now in full operation, with
an annual capacity of about 150,000 yards. Only broad silks are mad,
of a quality comparing favorably with the best grades of imported goode;
indeed, it is claimed for the domestic ones that toey are superior to French
and English iks inaemuch as they are perfoctty free from the chemi-
cals usedse ofteu or the purpose cf giving woight and etiffuess toeother
good, which causes them to wear shiny and to cut at the creases. These
are made in black oplored and figured, ie the lateet shades and desiga.
Messrs. Gault Bros. & Co. have arranged to take the whole make of the
miii, and will hereafter import only the cheaper lines of foreign silks.
feeling atisied that the home-made article will eventually meet the
demaUd for thie better class of.goods2'
To go back toeOntario, I see there has been a little str in
flamilton, that oity of the dead, as hon. gentlemen opposite
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would sain have us believe. A ootton yara factory has ejst
been started there byMess. Leonard1.Co The JiOA9;y
Times also states:

"Eamilton, with characteristi eenterprise, Is oreoidag for nwo#
industry in her midst. Arrangements haw leben mades for thusoc4tte
early in February, of a factory on St. Mary street, 30 x 130 feet thiee
stories in beight, for the making of lamp birners, stip sd lecotih
bead tilhts, lanterns, bird cages, pressed goodd, et. The &m hMeh
wil occupy these premises id that of Mesers.J. H St me k Ci, wbo
will probably employ at starting between eighty and eue hundredhau4a.
The most of the machinerv has teobe imported from the States, uobse of
it is of a delicate and eostly character, but the engioe and saftingefufll
be made at home.'>

To retarn to Quebec, we find that:
" Smelting works have been erected at Drummondiite, Que,, by M.

John McDougall, car wheel manufacturer, ett., of Môotreal. The iron es
made from bog ore, which je plentiful in this. section and is melted #lth
charcoal, several hundred men being employed in wood-choppiug g4th-
ering ore, and other departments of labor. The works have aspesent
capacity of from eight te ten tons or cold blast iron per day, which is
easily capable of being increased, and it is probable -that a second fut ace
will be erected next summer. Mr. McDougall is alo the owner of the St.
Francis Smelting Works, at Rivière aux Vaches, in the county of Yameska,
which he acquired several years ago ; at these iron of the same kind as
above is made. The product of both these works is utilized by Mr.
McDougall at his Montreal mills in the manufacture of car wheels, for
which this description of iron is specially adapted."

In the Maritime Provinces, we find :
" A brush factory is teo be established at Coal Branch, N;B., on the

Intercolonial Railway, which will employ 40 hands, and be in operation
on Ist May next. Mr. Har ry J. Newmei, formerly representing English
manufacturers of brushes in Brazil, will be the proprietor He bas already
ordered from Britain machinery and material.'

Hon. gentleman opposite should turn there attention to this
kind of information instead of shutting their eyes to it.
Their attention is turned to anything that savors of ruin
and decay; but the decay has taken a rather unfavorable
turn, and the patient, whom they foretold would die, is
being resnscitated in a marvellous manner. Whether it is
to be attributed to the policy of the Government or not, it
coi roborates the statenent ruade to me by a gentleman who
visited the Maritime Provinces lately. He said that it was
only among the disappointed politicians of the Opposition
and their little cliques of hangers-on, that the depression
was felt in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia; tbat depres-
sion was in reality, merely a political depression. I se
that in New Brunswick :

"Six'snow ploughs for the Canadian Pacific Railway were completed
at St. John, N.B, and shipped te the North-West Bome days ago, under
contract by Messrs. Rainnie A Dunlop, the iron-work and trucks being
built by Adam Bros., of Carlton. They were shipped the whole distance
in box-cars, te be put together on arrival, and their cost is stated,
including carriage for all the miles distance, at $1.600 each."

I see in the Aionetary Times that in additi-n to the hoop and
barrel factories of Ontario, another is abomt to be etab-
lished:

" The Pike & Richardson Cooperage Company, Limited, seeks incor-
poration with a capital stock of $100,000. As the nam indieate', they
are te manufacture barrels, hoops, etc. John B. Pike, Wm. Richardson,
Duncan Charles Plumb and Valancy E. Fuller are te be the first
directors e the (Company."

To return to Kingston, Ont., I find that:
I Messrs. Mill & Cunningham, of Kingiton, are now on a tetrr

through the States, inspectng seime of tae-prioipad cIarcoa aWd
iron factories, with a view te utilising the knowledge gained tèrdéYby
in connection with the charcoal works about te ho esUbihh'4 in
Kingston and referred te in a previous issue.'"
A good deal of capital was made by hon.gentlemen oppiite
a short time ago over the statement that the Hasmiton
Clock Factory had closed, notwithstanding the e0.eônrge
ment given to it by the Finance Micister. I an gladto -see
in the Monetary Times that it is about t be re-opened.
That paper says'ý

"lT'e Bamilton Clock Factory is about to be Wtartbd JgKain, if*e
$pectaor, of that cit,is correetly infurme For fucyesem-lt h4 .d
idle, but nov Mr. Jego ey wortb, of ew York, who has been, it i said.
manager of some prominent Amencan astones of the same kndlà
about te re-open il about the 10th February. Be has broughbt Iith ibs
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a ity epattiens and deaigo and saya the premises and macbinery its own heading. The present hon. Minister does not
X. vr suitble for m ing a ood articleand qui te a variety. Olocke indulge in the exposed practices of the late Kinister, butA»e b. made fer expert au wel ai for the home trai e." is doing his duty in such a mar.ner as to calt forth theTo return to Quebee it is statod that: encomiums of even such a determinod opponent as the hon.

«Minss A. L. Gdqndrod & Do.,the proprietorsof the Magog Woollen member for West Middlesex. I referred, when I first rose,
Millii, istthe Province ofQuebee, findingtheir preseat quartera madequa te othe melancholy position of the hon. and allantgentlemanhavedetermiued to enlarge their works by adding another atory, which opposps.Ition ofdtheh n n. ge for
vll enable them to put in a third set of machinery. The contract for ihe opposite. I em sure We all admire th hon. member for
eesti.n of ie a*dditional story bas been givsn out and work wifl com- Centre Huron; because, whatever his defects, ho sits here
meace next month'" very gallantly and always bears a smiling countenance to

cording te the same source ofinformation: his foet,; and although the fox may be gnawing under his
'tThe managing director of the West Farnbam Beet Root SBgar Co., expansive shirt besom, ho never shows it by shrinking or

bai ailed for termany, to obtain the machinery required for the factory besitation, but faces us alt with that imperturbable smile
now building. It has been decided to fit up the facto.ry for a capacit which I am sure compels our admiration. That hon. gen.
of_200 tons t beet roots per day, instead of 120 tons, as at first propose , tieman will go down to posterity as the hero of deficiencies,the cost of the larger quantity not being much gzeater." tbe hero of failures. In fact, soE systmalio had those
Acording to the Montroal Daily Witness, a new manufac- deficiencies and failures become, when bon, gentlemen
ture has been started in Quebee. The Witness says: opposite were on the Treasury bonches, that the rember

"The manufacture of corsets in Quebec Province iai never been entered for Bothwell (Mr. Milis) had almost added as an axiom tu
upon very extensively, ahd those whldhave engaged in the enterprise have his system ef political economy, that the prosperity of a
appeared to do so more as a matter of experiment than with any expec- country bas to be gauged by the amount of the defiriencytation of heavy ultimate profit. The manufacture is, however, again of its revenue as compared with its expenditure. I haveabout to be taken in hand on *a scale surpassing all former ones, Mr.-F.
Lauder, of Montreal, but who bas been for a number of years connected seen it statod in the organs of hon. gentlemnn oppoite that
with one of the leading corset manufacturing companies in the United defciency was a healthy and wholesome state of alfairs-
States, is about to start.a factory in the city. He is at present in New that it was a blessing to a conntry when it pnsîessed aYork parcbasing machinery for the purpose, and has been negotiating F.t
with local cotton-milis for a.supply of material used in the manufacture inance Miister like the member for Centre Iuron, who
of corsets. Mr. Lauder promises to invest a substantial amount of capital could, with snch ingenuity and financial skill as ho again
in the new enterprise, and operations may be expected to begin within a and again displayed for four successive years, corne downfew weeks. to the House with an average deticiene of only 80,,000.
The Witness also refers to 'the new factory established in The aggregate of the deficits of the hon. gentleman
connection with the Hochelaga Mills and the wonderful amounted to nearly $9,000,000, and that, although the late
growth of cotton manufactories in Canada. It also s latesi Government increased the taxation in their first year, to

"l The old Congregational Church os the corner of 0raig and Amherst the tune of between $3,000,00 and $4,000,000. Now, will
streets has been purchased by Dr. Brewster.ý The doctor has gone into that party contrast the exporiences of its five year ' rule
the manufacture ofeskates, and bas already received orders which will with our experiences la,.t yeair. Instead of deficits, we are
neessitate the manufacture of 1,000 paire of skateî per week, and give . . sr .Cthe ' 'i o *employment to about forty hands The machinery, which costs $2j,000, n g a surplus. ontrary to the principce of politial
ls being erected on the premises with ai possible despatch. This is the economy, as inculcated by the organs- of bon gentlemen
anly factory etthe kind in the Dominion, and will be opened the begin- opposite, and by themselves, also, the Finance Minister basmng of March." been guihy of coming down to the fouse with a surplus.
Those little items which I have culol out for the informa- Instead of the cheerful prospect of annual deflcits, ho cornes
tion, pleasure and gratification of my hon. friends opposite down with a surplus of $2,000,000 for 1Se1, and a prospective
are taken either from their owvn journals, or from journals surplus for the ensuing year of nearly an equal amount.
which are non.political-I have taken none from Conserva- The country has cea-ed to be a slaughter market for our
tive organs, because I thought those hon. gentlemen would American neighbors. No man in the Dominion need ho
not have placed the same reliance in thom as in the others. idle at present for 24 hours if ho wants work. Contrast this
The ex-Minister of Customs, in his speech referred to the with the older countries of the worid. Contrast it with the
value of our export of shipping, to make a point against condition of Great Britain, where the workmen are
the Tariff, and thon ho proved to us alnost immediately going about the cities saying, We have no work to
afterwards that there had been greater activityin the trade, do. And that is in a free-trade country where the theories
in 1880, than in 1878. I could not understand bis logic, of these political economists are given full scope and
because one of bis statements was controverted by the sway. In thitis country we have manufacturing
other. We have hoard the hon. gentleman before dealing industries increasing; as I have shown our workmen aré
with statistics, aud knew that n4hing could be more fal- fully employed; they are depositing their savings in the
lacions than some of bis conclusions, which are easily savings banks and other such institutions. Our farmers are
susceptible of refutation. The hon. gentleman also seems happy and contended, and they have the fullest confidence
to think that, because a larger Customs reyenue is realbzed in the right hon. gentleman at the head of the Govern-
on certain articles than wher. he was Minister, that tho ment and bis able Finance Minister, who have fulfilled
Government are to blame. It strikes me that this is some- every promise they made before the elections. Not with-
thing for which we should praise the Administration. If standing that hon. gentlemen opptoiite try to makeu us
the late Minister had conducted the affairs of this depart- bolieve that the country is being ruined and that the Gov-
ment with the efficiency and ability of the present Minis- ernment are teobe driven from office. When Charles the
ter, there wonld have been a differett story as to somo of Second was warned by his brother thut attempts were being
the details of the Customs receipts. The late Minister made to assassinate him, his reply was that no onewouldassas-
of Oustome thonght more of the interests of his political sinate him to make his brother king. So I do not think
friends than of the interests of the country when in office. that the people of this Dominion, so long as they retain the
I do not think, however, ho drew attention te the fact that good sense which is characteristic of this northern race,
the controllable expenditure of the Department is will drive from power the presont Premier and the Finance
now les than for r-everal years, although the revenue Minister for the sake of returning to office, hon. gentlemen
has largely increased, and that, too, although who will be known in history as the heroes of the period
we now see all tihe legitimate expenditure of of deficiency.
that departinent. That expenditure is not now put Mr GUNN. I rise to offer a few remarks with regard to
into contingencies, horse-hire aind travelling expenses, the oeration of the present Tarif. Daring the debate on
e*ërything being faithfully and truly entered under the Teariff, now nearly two years ago, I called attention to the
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results which I predicted would follow from the proposed
tariff on sugar. That tarif has now been in operation
nearly two years, and certainly we have had one clear period
of twelve months during which we may judge of its effects.
I was rather surprised that the hon. gentleman, when ho

·brought down bis Budget, did not amend the Tariff in that
particular, for I believe ho has had a great many com-
plaints from importers belonging to bis own party and those
who have asked him to permit the higher grades of sugar
to come in at ¾c. and 30 per cent and to have the standard
No. 16 instead of No. 14. The importers of the country
have been shut out from the trade altogether, and I would
ask the Finance Minister to get disinterested information
on the subject with a view of considering whether a change
should not be made. According to the statement of the
Finance Minisier, the refiners, last year, handled 300,000
bar-reis, equal to 87,000,000 lbs. of raw sugar, thus three-
quarters of the entire trade bas gone into the hands of
the refiding firms leaving only one fourth for ali the
importers. I do not know what proportion
the new refiners will have, or how much of the trade will
then be left to the importers, but certainly it must be a very
small proportion. Last year I estimated the entire con-
sumption of the Dominion at 120,000,000 lbs. of raw
sugar. The actual quantity entered for consumption was
about 117,000,000 lbs., which paid a duty of $2,026,692.
Of this 19,000,000 lbs. was entered over No. 14 at
the rate of $2.55 per hundred, producing a revenue of
$477,563. Outside of the refiners there was only 10,000,000
Ibs. more, entered between 1os. 9 and 14 at $1.73,
and producing $173,000 revenue. The other 88,000,000
handled by the refiners, paid a duty of only $1.55 per hun-
dred pounds, or $1,360,000 ; that is to say, the people out-
side of the refineries on one-fourth of the sugar paid
$650,000, while the other three-fourtbs paId only$1,350,000.
The one-fourth paid about one-half as much as the three-
fourths, showing a large protection to the refiners
and a large loss to the revenue, as weli as
an increased price to the consumer. If we imported ail the
refined sugar we would have 100,000,000 lbs. of pure sugar
which would have paid dat ies at the rate of 83.10, or a
total of $3,100,000 instead of $2.000,000. Take average
value of this month's price in New York and Montreal; bthe
latter 91c. cash, equals $9,250,000 ; former at Ce., 35 per
cent. ad valorem and le. specific duty amounts to $3 10 duty.
Together, $9.10 equals $9,100,000, or $150,000 dollars less
than Montreal, with excess of duty already stated
amounting to $1,250,000. The balance goes into
the pockets of the refiners. The Finance Mikister
referred to a sample of good sugar and said that people
could bring it in, but surely the hon. gentleman can see that
it is too dark. The very fact that it bas not come.in is
sufficient evidence that the Tariff keeps out sugar fit for
consumption. One of the largest importing firms in this
country, who also do an importing trade with other countries,
bas, I believe, appealed to the Finance Minister to change
the-Tariff bocause it is throwing ail the advantages in favour
of the refiners. I have a letter Font to my firm by an in-
porting firm in Montreal, and 1 shall trouble the House
with an extract. With the permission of the House I will
read the letter:

"MESSRS A. GUNN &Ce., "MONTREL, 23rd February, 1881.

" Kingston.
"DEAÂ Sm,-We have no doubt that you, like ourselves, have felt the

hardship of our present sugar tariff, in excluding, by the high duty of 35
per cent. and 1 cent per lb., those choice raw sugars which sell the most
readily and give the most satisfaction to consumers.

"We have waited, hoping to see some more important firm than our
humble selves talke up the subject, but as we hear of no agitation so far,

ýwe now respectfully request your co-operation. and ask you to lend your
influence in obtaining from your importers and others their signatures, toe
some kind of petition to Parliament that shall express our mutual views.

" The present Government lay great stress on their desire to foster a
reciprocal trade with the West Indies The refiners import largely, but

Mr. GUNN.

do not export7 and it seems that they will eventually obtain a monopoly
of the sugar importing business, because, on the "one hand they will not
.buy refin ng sugars brought here by others, except at a lss to the im-
porter, and on the other hand the grade No. 14, Dutch standard in color,
and below are not choice enough for the majority of consumeis of raw
sugar. Thns the grade thatmerchanta can import to any advantaeis
narrowed down to a very small lirait, and we thinkithat reineil ii use
every endeavor to ki what little trade there is left. They have forbidden
their West India agents to allow any sugars for grocers here to beshipped
on vessels bringing themn sugars.

"n Were the tarif re-adjusted so as to admit choice raw sugars not qDver
say No. 16, we believe a reciprocal trade would ensue. In former years
our old firms Jos. Tiffin, and J. Tiffin 4r Sons, used to export to the
West Indies, nails, shooks, lumber, oats, peas, etc., and we think that, if
the change in duty indicated were made, it would be practicable todo so
again, and employment thus be giveu. to Canadian vessels. So far,
nearly, all the sugars brought here, especially by refiners, have come in
British and foreign vessels.

"What we would ask of the Government is to alter the Tarifso as to
allow raw sugars above No. 9, Dutch Standard, and not over say No. 16
(inst-ad of No. 14 as at present) to come in at 30 per cent. and t cent per
lb. when shipped from place of growth direct to a Dominion port.

"We think the matter should be attended to promptly, but quietly, s0
as not to alarm the refiners, who will be very unwillng to see their
enormous profits of the last two years curtailed in any way.

" Trusting to learn your views on the subject by return mail, together
with any further information or hints that you may be able to afford us.

"We are, dear Sir,
Yours truly,

TIrFIN BROTHERs."

The refiners took 88,000,000 lbs., at a duty of $1.55, and
the trade paid $2.55, making a difference of 70 cents per 100
lbs. This difference is equal to 8516,000. Last year the
refiners sold their granulated sugar at 9ï cents. The
equivalent of 88,000,000 lbs. of raw sugar is 77,000,000 Ibe.
of granulated sugar. If this sugar had been brought in from
New York under the old reven.ne Tariff of 1878, 25 per cent.
and le., at the average value of last fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1880, $6.52, it would have cost 89.15, afler paying a
duty of $2.63 per 100 lbs., $2,025,100, instead of $1,360,000,
which you have collected, showing loss of revenue amount-
ing to $665,000. This 77,000,000 lbs. costing, duty paid,
$7,045,500, instead of refiners' price, 9¾e., $7,507,500, show-
ing a margin of profit to the refiners of $462,000 which, with
the loss of duty, makes $778,000. There is no
reason why they should nothandie the whole of it. Already
they have absorbed three-fourths of it, and they must soon
abgorb the other fourth. Thevery people that are supposed
to protoct the revenue, meet you at the Customs-house with
a sample of sugar, which they say is No. 14, and you tell
them the sugar you offer for duty was bought in Liverpool
at 22 shillings on the same day that only No 12 was
!4Rhillings. The appraiser will show you a sample from
Ottawa that he calts the standard, and he will tell you that
your sugar is over No. 14 in color and must pay the bighest
rate, 35 per cent., and this stops the trade that would give
the revenue if entered at 22 shillings rate according to value
¾c. and 30 per cent., $48.60 per ton. You insist on
this sugar going to the refinery under a duty of#$4,60 per
ton, losing thereby $14 per ton. The result of this
policy is te take money out of the Treasury and put it into
the poekets of the refiners. I1 cannot be satisfactory to the
people of this country to know that they are paying overhalf
a million dollars more for their sugar than they would pay if
there w'as competition between the refiners and the importers.
The refiners should be satisfied to give some of the trade to the

.importers, but instead of thal the law is so fixed that they
lave seized upon the whole trade. All this has been often
pointed out te the Finance Minister, but he has not thought
it worth while to look into the matter. When we are los-
ing $1,000,000 a year it is his duty to take the side of 'the
people, and prevent that waste. He has no right to advocate
the refiner's cause; he is the paid servant of the people and
is sent here to protect their interests only. My-hou. friend
from Cardwell (Mr. White) was sent here to look after the
intereste of his constituent8, and not to defend the mono-
poly of the refiners. If he can procure sugar one halfcent
cheaper to the people, it is bis duty to do it. Here i. the
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hon. metaber for Montmorency (Mr. Valîn), who is a
large sugar importer, yet he is obliged to send his ships to
Boston and other American ports, because, he says,there
isano use in bringing sugar to Montreal. I blame that
hon. member, and other hon, gentlemen in the trade, because
they did not stand by me when this question was up before
the House' at the inception of the refiner's tariff.
I spoke against it then, and 1' consider it
my duty to speak against it now. If the Government
would consent to the nomination of a committee, I am con.
fident I would be able to convince them that in this sugar
question they are misled, and are following a mistaken policy.
Why not refer this matter to German, French, English and
American refineries, and after bearing them, decide what is
right ? It is very unfair that this trade should be confined
to one or two firms. It is all very well for the hon. Finance
Minister to speak of the large number of hands employed
in the refireries; but consider what it is costing the coun-
try to give tbem employment. The hon. gentleman spoke
of the cost of coal, labor, bank exchange, interest and rent
'to the Montreal refiner; but all these things .are
ineluded in the price of American or Englikh
refined sugar. 87,000,000 lbs. of raw sugar, as
near as 1 can make out, cost $3,000,000; shipping
charges, the cost of casks and other èharges, on which no
duty is paid, amount ta 81,250,000; the duty amounts to
$1,360,000, and the cost of refining amounts to $794,000,
making a total cost of $6,400,000. This sugar, sold at the
average price of granulated sugar, would be - worth
$7,500,000. I think the merchants of Toronto, Hamil-
ton, London, Halifax and Quebec are all dissatis-
fied with this Tarif, and I do not seo how they could
feel otherwise, so long as three-fourths of this whole trade is
concentrated in the hands of two or three firms. In 1878,
Ontario had 55 per cent. of the trade; in 1879, the refineries
having been in operation for about three nionths, it dwin-
dled down to 46 per cent.; and in 1880, it was only 15î per
cent. That, I feel quite satisfied, is a very unsatisfactory
state of things to the people of Ontaio, who so largely sup-
ported the prosent Government.

Mr. BOTJLTBEE. The -debate, Mr. Speaker, has to-night
assumed a good deal of importance, as dealing more with
abstract principles than more matters of detail. The hon.
gentleman who has just spoken, seems to have demonstrated
that it is a great misfortune for Canada that there is any
sugar at ail. e gave us a good deat of statistical informa-
tion as to the amount of sugar we did, or might, or could
receive in the future; but I do not think that bas any spe-
cial bearing on the present argument. The present discus-
sion bas to do with the policy of pretection to Canadian
manufactures, and we have heard that matter treated in a
very extraordinary manner. I listened with a great deal of
attention to the member for Ncrth Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
and, so far as I couid gather it, the purport of bis re-
marks was about this: 'that a tariff must be
either a purely revenue producing tariff or one which, wbile
it produces revenue, incidentally gives protection to home
manufactures. Welt, Sir, I apprehond that in that definition
no one will differ from him. As a corollary to hat he
suggests-be does not affirm it- that the late Tarif was one
that incidentally proteeted Canadian manufactures suffi-
ciently. We take issue with that; we say it did not.
Purther than that, we gather from bis utterances and those
of every bon. gentleman on that side, that if they get back
to power -they will reverse the principle adopted by this
Governmont, and revert to the Tariff that was in force prior
»o 1878. What were the effects of that Tariff ? The whole
country knows well that under it an unfortunate state of
things existed. Our manufactures were not succeeding, and
we. were not reeeiving sufficient revenue to meet our
expenditure. The hon. member for North Norfolk
and those on the same aide of the House enun-

ciated the opinion that that was a tarif 'which was
sdvantageouas to the people of this country. It seems to me
unfortunate that those gentlemen should take that position,
and declare, sbould they ever have the, opportunity, to
revert to the old Tariff and bring back the old state of thi ngs,
Why did the people go against the late Government? Why
did they stand as one man against the present Opposition?
Because they found that those were mon blind to the true
interests of the country, who are led away by a desire to
carry ont the. arbitrary ideas which they fulminate, ard
which .re opposed to the sterling common sense of the
people. In Montreal the otherday I met a gentleman who,
until the last election, had supported the Opposition, who
through the tern of a long life had unlil thon been a
Reformer pure and simple, but who was a man largely
engag~ed in manufactures, and who had come from another
country many years ago to cast his lot in Canada. I asked
hium what ho thought of the way affairs wére going
on. He said ho was quite satisfied with the course
of th presoent Government, that they wero doing
their best to develop the best interests of the people;
and as for the Opposition, ho said-I am using
his own words-that - they were so besotted in the
narrow-minded ignorance of their own party convictions
that they were unable to sce in what diredtion the interests
of the country lay. There are many other men in Montreal
who, like him, have become ardent supporters of this
Administration owing to the policy they have adopted. It
seems to me that when we grouped the various Provinces
of the Dominion into one country and under one head, the
interests of every patriot.lay, the duty of every patriot was
to try and bind together in one homngenoous whole the
people of Canada. Did we find hon, gentlemen opposite,
that small, scattered party, trying to bind the country
together? We find hon. géntlemen on every occasion trying
to set interest against interest, Province against Province,
man against man; saying to Nova Scotia: "You should
have the duty on coal increased ;" to New Brunswiek:
"Yon should get the duty taken off flour;" to Ontario:
"You are being milked for the benefit of the othe? Pro-
vinces;" to Manitoba: "You should have more extensive
privileges." We find them a set of demagogues of the
worst class. I make no personal allusions ; I say
this is shown by their actions. Taking them hy
their utterances on the floor of this House, in which
the interests of any Province bas been discussed, those hon.
gentlemen have tried to set Province against Province, and
the whole of the Provinces against tho Federal Govern-
ment. They seek to appeal to the great mass of the elec-
torate. They appeal to those men whose votes bear a pro-
portion of five or six to one. They say to those men: "The
taxes are made to discriminate against you; they are made
in favor of the rich and against the workingmen." They
are trying to array the electorate against those men in
this country who are always seeking te bind the Dominion
together. I say, gravely, representing as I do a county in
which there is a large number of the class of votera whom
they are trying to influence, that there are no men who are
so much benefitted by the imposition of a tax whieb, while
it inereases our revenue, keeps ont, to such an extent as we
can do so, foreign goods of the kinds which we eau our-
selves manufacture, I affirm the principle, and J believe it
to be a sound onp, underlying every principle wbich con-
daces to national greatness, that no country was over great,
wealthy and strong until it manufactured, as far as it reason-
ably could do se, ail the goods it required for its own con-
sumption byits own people. While the excellence of foreign
goods may tend to make the goods manufactured in the coun-
trylhigherin price for thel time, I do not believe that affects the
principle. It lis to the advantage of the country to place
an embargo ón foreign manufactures so long as we can
manufacture the gMois ourselves. No country ever becomes
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wealthy and great and noted among the nations so long as
its wealth is held by a select few. It is not until wealth is.
d4used throughout the length and breadth of the land,
through the hard hands of workingmen, receiving good and
satisfactory wages, that a country becomes great and strong.
It is by the imposition of duties on foreign manufactures
and by inereasing our own, that we will corne to a time of
high wages for ail men. I illustrate it in this way : L take
a small town of 1,000 or 2,000 people, inbabited by a
millionaire or seignieur, and who has attracted round him
1,000 or 2,000 people drawing scanty wages, perhaps 75
cents a day, employed for 200 days in the year witb farm-
ers starvng in the lowest grades of 1 overty, no advance-
ment or intelligence, and no mechanics' institute to develop
intelligence. What does this village support? A miserable
ta-ern, one grocery and an attenuated blacksmith's shop.
Everything is falling into poverty. Change the condition
of things. Take away the millionaire and establish a large
factory,where the bands shall be employed at profitable wages
-not 75 cents a day and working two-thirds of the year, but
at 81.50 or $2 for the whole year. It will then become a
flourishing town with many stores, hotels,&c.,with everything
flourishing and improving, because high wages are paid.
That is the course which was adopted by the people in the
foremost iank among the nations of the world-those of our
mother land. The people of England adopted a protective
policy, for the protection of its home manufactures, so
stringent in its terms that it absolutely excluded any compe-
tition from other lands. The peotle ot the mother land
possessed in no groater degree the elements of wealth than
do the people of Canada. Our lands are as fertile as any in
the world, our minerals are most valuable, and our people
are intelligent. Uinder such conditions, and well guided by
those who have the control of the Legislature, why should
our people be inferior to any ? Tbey only need to repose
full confidence, as they did during the last electicn, in those
hon. gentlemen who lead the prebent Government, and to
distrust hon. gentiemen opposite as completdly as they did
at the last election. They have only, I say, to place
their confidence in men who are fully inspired with
a desire to place this country foremoast in the countries of the
world, and to foster and develop its vario'us interests, and is
not merely seeking for low party advantage to pander to any
people or party. I heard an hon. gentle man opposi e-I think
the nember for North Norfolk-say that de-pite the mar-
vellous system of protection in the United States, its imports
under that close system had increased. It is eone of the
most wonderful effects of the protective system, and one
that has been noted by political economists, that the closer
and harder you make it-the more you protect the earnings
of the people and their internal industries-the more you
create among them a system of national wealth, and develop
their means-the larger do their imports become; because
the people, raised above tiling for the more necessities of
life, can procure luxuries f om abroad. By shutting out
articles that the industries of the country can produce, you
give the people the means, by enhanced wages, of pur-
chasing thoEe luxuries, I should aek if there be in the
members of the Opprosition or anbong the supporters of the
Government, or in the people of Canada, one element of
that patriotism which alone can inspire and build up a
nation and make of us a people whose namie shall be
honorably heard from one confine of the world te another,
what is the condition te which we are inexorably bound if
we hope for this success ? It is that instead of this misera-
ble, carping criticism of the Opposition, this carping at
everything, this trying to »et ova Sco ia against New
Brunswick and Quebec, andd the Maritime Provinces
against Ontario, and of saying te the fortile
prairies of the West : lYourinterests are not identical witb
those of Ontario and the Maritime Provinçes," we should
favor a policy of mutual respect and cordialpiion. If we
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have any desire to make this country what it should become,
we should sink all party différences, go in for a grest
united Canada, working hand to hand and shoulder ,p
shoulder. It is difficult, doubly difficult, to divert the course
of trade when some portions of this country have such
intimate connections with the United States, with tie
affections of so niany amoung as bound up with that country,
with so many admiridg its political systeni and desirous of
bringing about annexation. It takes long years for us in
Ontario to come into close connection with the Maritime
Provinces, and extend our commerce so as to embrace the
remotest parts of the earth. But when, gradually, year
after year, we have drawn the linka closer that bind
Ontario and the laritime Provinces, when Quebec and
Ontario become as one, which they are becoming, because
there is no difference of principle between their representa-
tives, and in an intelligent and free spirit they may be
bound together by those common interests which are going,
I trust, to make a great nation of these Provinces, as. there
is no real dividing line between their inhabitants-let us
get rid of those miserable littie exhibitions of party feeling
designed and calculated to excite sectional prejudices. Lot
us each give away or concede something, and attempt to
build up our -common interesta. Let us remember 4bat
our country extends -fronm the Atlantic to the Pacific,
and that through the enterprise of our people we
are extending a railway firom the one ocean to
the other, and also perfect telegraphic communai-
cation; that we are going to have not only speedy
means of transit, but with it the moans of developing, not
only our national wealth, but our national Wieas and
energies-those ideas and energies that make a nation groat.
If we can only do this Land be animated by a proper na-
tional feeling, and forget our miserable prejudices, if the
member for Centre Huron could forget those bitter feelings
that animate him sometimes, if the member fbr Gloucester
could lay aside the prejudices of the circle in which he
lives, if the hon. member that lately gave us a lot of
statistics, which I could neither hear nor understand, with
the object of discrediting the Tariff, if the members for
North Norfolk and South Brant, and the member for South
Perth, honest, stardy Englishman though he ho, with bis
strong sense of right, though, perhaps, warped by hie party
allegiance, and the minber for Westmoreland, with his
hcarty countenance and ample form-if we couldjoin ail
these gentlemon with the represontatives of the French
race, many of whom I respecAa, and make them forget their
petty, personal distinctions, and unite with the grand aim
of promoting national feeling and our national interests, a
glorious work would be accomplisbed. This Canada of
ours might then, with its great material resources, with its
splendid lands, unrivalled minerai resources, and forests
inferior to none on earth, become a nation of which we
might all be proud, and which, instead of booming a more
appendage of the mother land might become, even in the
time of our lives, a strong ally of the empire, and a re-
markable instance of the splendid results, which anity and
patriotic co-operation can produce.

Mr. &&TERON (South Brant).' I had not intended to
take any part in the Budget debate, because I think the idea
prevails strongly on our (the Opposition) side that the bgsi-
nesas of the House should not bu prolonged ; and we are 11
very anxious to transact the remaining business and retura
to outr homes. But I simply rise to offer a few remarks in
reply to a statement made the other day, of whih I will
have to ask an explanation. Allading, mcidentaly,te he
speech we have just heard, and many others fromthe J4eia-
terial side on a par with it, I mast say the course of*
bon. gentlemen opposite is one of self-glorificatieon, hssiee
the business of the country is in a better ,tate, andwe a4
enjoying an era of prosperity. No gntiezan on ýthis e"
of the Housegretends to deny the fmt. Çmen#»mça»p this
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aide, as well as on the other, have experienced in their own
buiness a tangible proof of the statement made. No one pre.
iendî to say that the country is not more prosperous than in
1878. We are in full accord with hon. gentlemen on that point,
but wbat we say, having perbaps a little more reverence than
hon. gentlemen opposite, is that we recognize the bands of
Providence in this matter. We say that the prosperity we
are enjoying is due to Providence alone, while hon. gentle-
men opposite would rob Providence of that glory which
belonge to JIim, and almost imperiously claim for their
legislative action what was simply due to Hii. Surely
they will not claim that the cointry bas to thank their fiscal
policy for,$5,000,000 worth of an iacreased croplast year;
or that it stimulated the products of animals to the extent
of nearly $4,000,000. I say that the man who claims that
the wealth which bas accrued to the country by these
$9,600,000 is due to anything in the shape of tariffs or
legislative action by any Government, lakes a
position not worthy of a man who professes to
recognize the hand of Providence in the bestowal of
his gifta to man. And I say that the -manufacturers
must sharo in the bonefits which such an increase
in the wealth of the country brings about, and is the reason
that those who buy their manufactured goods-that is, the
farmers-have more money in their pockets, and are conse.
qnently able to buy more of their goods. Where would the
manufacturers bave -got their money, or their increased
prosperity, if the farmers had not had more money in their
pockets to buy the goods they make ? It is an insult to
eommon sense for any hon. gentleman to rise to pursue a
lino of argument such as has been indulge-d in with refer-
enee to this matter. A-d I repeat here what I stated the
other day, thàt the great bulk of our manufactures-I except
twoor th ree line -are in a worse position under the opora tion
of this Tariff than they were before. I pointed to the docrease
in the exports of the manufactured articles as unmistakable
evidencein tbat direction ; and although hon.gentlemen have
attempted to weaken'the force of that s!atenent, that
statement rem-tins unimpeached by anything that has hcen
said against it. And what was the lino cf argument which
t.he Finance Minister took ? He admitted that in thirty-five
articles of export there had been a decrease of 81,500,000,
but ho said ."I find you have a decrease of 8700,000 on
ships, and there are some other articles in which there
have been increases, making a total reduction of $885,000."
He says: "Take out ships and yon have only decreased the
amount by $i13,000." I ask if it is a reasonable lino of
argument to be taken by the Finance Minister of this
country, that if the exports.in twenty-two linos of goods
have not decreased, thon the thirty-five lines of manufacture
which have decreased have not been injured ? I ask the
hon. gentleman if it is not p issible to so frame a Tariff that
certain manufacturers shall be bonoftted while others
are injured ? Nobody pretends to deny that the
prosent Tariff bas stimulated the production of cottons
and refined sugar; but what we on this side say is that
while it may have benefitted these industrie-, it bas done so
at the expense of the country, and that so far as sugar, at
any rate, was concerned we would have been better without
sucbha tariff. What we contend is that a tariff should be
arranged-and that a tariff will bo arranged when those
hon. gentlemen are succeeded by others who ought now to
be- in thoir -places--,-which while berefitting the sugar
rofiners of the counry, will provent them from extracting
quite so much from the pockets of the people. When the
Finance Minister said that ho deducted 8700,0"0 on account
ofhip-buildiîg, t asked him what right ho had to take it ?
And he said that these people were forced te sell theirships
because hard times prevailed in- 1878, and their vessels wore
moigaged. I ask him if that is a fair answer to niy
qimtion? I ask himn bow it was in his former period of
a4mini.raion ? In the -gpod old days when as hon. gentle-J

men opposite say Canada was prosperous and everything
was flourishing? Were shipsa sold for mortgages thon?
Because I have to iniform him that double the .amount was
sold in that year that was sold last year. The hon. gentle-
man's argument will not hold water, and I tell him that bis
Tariff has injured that business as it bas injured many others.
The bon. gentleman said that my argument was answered
by the fact that we had increasel our own consumption, that
if we do export less it is because we have imported less
and the difference bas been made up of home manufacture.
The hon. Finance Minister treated us to some statistics
which ho has collected from some source I know not
what, but at all events ho was pleased to give
them to the House. While I have the greatest deference
for a gentleman holding the high and exalte-1 position of
Finance Minisier of this country, I aiso rernember the fact
that in one sense we both stand in the sane position as
members of this louse ; and I say, when he gives us re-
ports and statistics regarding tne different manufactures of
this ce9ntry, we have a perfect right to demand of him that
these statistics and reports shal obe laid on the Table of the
House and printed, so that we may learn whence he obtained
bis information. I do not pretend to say that the Finance
Miuister came here and deliboratoly stated what was not
true. I believed ho obtained these reports as ho stated; but
I do say that the manufacturers have imposed upon the cre-
dulity of the hon. gentlemah, and that statements shoul 1be
published so that the people living in the communities
where these manufactories are, may read them, so that they
would be able to say whether they were true or not. Am I
warranted in drawing the infereice that the Finance Minis-
tor was imposed upon ? I~reply that bis own speech proved
4t. What does ho say with reference to one of those indus-
ties ? Ho says ho bas returns showing that the boot and
shoo industry has increase 1 25 per cent. during the pastyear
alike with regard to the amount of production, the labor
employed, and the fact that factories which were formerly
running on two-third's time are now running on fuil time.

Mr. GAULT. So they are, in Montreal.
Mr. PATERSON. There is where the lion. gentleman

makes a mistake; that is where thee i. momber for Card-
well makes a mistake; that is wh >re the Finance Minisier,
representing the whole Dominion, makes a mistake ; they
mistake Montreal for the Dominion of Canada. Let me
point out the absurdity of that statement of the Finance
Minister. What are the facts with reference to the boot and

shoe trade ? IIe tells us that 25 por cent. more men are
employed, that the product is 25 per cent. greater; that in
addition to that, while the factories in 1878 were running
on two-third time, they are now running on full time. The
total manufacture of boots and shoes in Canada will come to
$20.000,000 per annum. The total difference betwoon the
imports of 1880 and 1878 is $163,000.

Mr. WALLACE (South Norfolk) Importa are not
manufactures.

Mr. PATERSON. The boni. gcnfleman does not grasp
my idea. We imported in 1880 within $135,7i6 worth of
boots and shoes as much as we did in 1878. That amount
less bas been imported in 1880 than in 1878. There was
$135,000 worth only of boots and shoes exported that were
made in this country, and thr-oofourths more shoemakers
were em; loyed in order Io produce one-fourth more of the
total product, which would be $5,000,000 worth of boots and
shoes made, and in addition to that the peope worked one-
third more time.

Mr. WALLACE, (South Norfolk.) The people did not
wear the same quantity.

Mr. PATERSON. The Fioance Minister did not aay
that. If the hon. member for South Norfolk is prepared to
go into itatistics to show that the people went barefoot
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more in 1878 than in 1880, let him do it. Then we have
upon this same question the statement of the hon. member
for Cardwell. The Finance Minister, engaged in a multi-
plicity of duties, might not see that in making this statement
he sBhowed that his whole figures were totally worthless and
useless, for if that be his statement with reference to bor.ts
and shoes, we are warranted in suspeeting his statements
with reference to these other products. But the hon. mem-
ber for Cardwell had not that excuse. le ought to have
known. le undertook to criticize my figures with reference
to exports. On the item of leather he admitted that thore
had been a decrease in imported leather as well as exported.
Then he said there was $500,000 worth more of hides
imported last year than the year before, which also served
to swell the production of boots and shoes. Putting these
two thinge together he makes $750,000 worth more of
leather that was worked into boots and shoes duriig 1880
than in 1878. Well, the whole total of extra shoes that we
wanted was $123,000 worth. Now, these statements of bon.
gentlemen opposite show how utterly worthless their figures
must be when they say that we imported $750,000 worth more
leather in order to manufacture $135,000 worth more of
boots and shoes. it will not do for the hon. gentlemen op-

osite to take the position that the people are wearing less.
i ask the hon. member for Cardwell, why do we make any
exports of manufactured articles at all if the home market is
not fully supplied ?

An hon. MEMBER. Supply the home market first.
Mr. PATERSON. But you have an export trade in

addition to supplying the home market. It proves one of
two things.-either that vou have supplied the home maiket
in full and have a surplus to export, or it proves that the
price in the foreign market is as good as the price at home
or we would not have sent it to a foreign market. If the
price is as good in the foreign market as at -home, of what
value bas been the logislation of these hon. gentlemen to
keep the home markot for our people ? With reference to
many of these articles in which there has been an increase
in the exports, there has been no decroase in the importation,
as many articles come into this country as before, showing
that manufactures are in a wor.e state than before. Take
agricultural implements. In 1878 we imported $93,309
worth; in 1880, $91,804 worth, only 82,000 less imported,
while the export decreased one-thid. Take carriages. TIn
180 woe imported $85,429 worth; in 1878, 8137,376 worth,
an increase in the imports and a decrease in the exports;
and will you tell me the carriage-makers are in as healthy-a
condition now as then ? The Finance Minister maintained
that the decrease of imports prove that the docrease of exports
was not a matter of vital consequence; hence, by a parity
of reasoning an increase of imports and a decrease of ex-
ports at the same time prove that the industry is materially
damaged. Take leather. I need not go into the figures, for
the hon. member for Cardwell admitted that there had been
an increase. Take the sewing machine industry. Employ-
ing thousands of bands, an industry that is not second to
the cotton industry, an industry that, I venture to say, so
far as employment of skilled labor is concerned, stands
higher even than the cotton industry. In 1878 we imported
$101,404 worth ; in 1880, $119,681 worth. There is that
great industry in which the importa have increased and the
exporta decreased; and will hon. gentlemen tell me that
that industry has not been injured ? I might mention many
other articles, all proving that you have your imports to as
great an extent while your exports have decreased. While
the Tariff may have stimulated the production of cotton to a
certain extent, and to a slight degree the production of
earthenware turned out bythe one potter we have in this
country, its operations cease there. The manufactures of
agricultural implements, of sewing machines, of boots and
shoes, of soaps, qf candles, and of nany othor indus-

Mr. PATERsoN (Brant).

trios, bave been injured materially by this Tariff. Lot
me tell one fact to the lion. gentlemen opposite. If
yon ask the individual manufacturer in Canada how bis
business compares with what i, was in 1878, lie will reply:
" My business is botter." If you ask me if one of the lines
of industry I am engaged in-the steam biscuit and £on-
fectionery manufacture-is mare prosperous in 1880 than
it was in 1878, I say yes. But why ? Because since the
Tariff of the hon. gentleman came into force nearly one-
half of the mangfacturers in that lino have closed their
shops, and the few who struggled through now fiud an
increased demand and are making a little money. The
same remark will apply to the boot and shoe and other
industries in the country-their business is botter, but the
reason is that many who were competitors in 1878 have
gone under; their shops aroeclosed, thoir machinery is
lying idie, and consequently they find themselves with an
enhanced demand and botter prices.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). Will the hon. gentle-
man state where the machinery is lying idle ?

Mr. PATERSON. I will tell him that ho could bave
bought in Guelph the other day, for 62,200, a lot of machinery
and business that was lying idle,that cost the proprietor
$14,000; I could point him to shops in other towns where
machinery was sold for one-fourth of what it coat; I could
take him through the country and show him shops after
shops that were busily employed during the administration
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), the doors
of which have since been closod. As soon as business
revives, the same compotition will go on again with its
ruinous results, and the same cry will go up from the
manufacturers, that their margins have boeen diminished
until what was once a lnerative business has become a losing
one. Let the hon. gentleman wait for a few years, and I
venture to predict that this will be his experience with the
cotton manufactures whieh his Tariff is now stimulating.
The country las improved; $9,000,000 has been brought
into the country through the operations of a kind Providence
with which the tariffhad nothing to do, and with an increased
demand, with money in the pockets of the farmers to buy,
and with less mon to produce manufaclnred articles to-day
than in 1878.

Some bon. MEVIBERS. No.
Mr. PATERSON. ~ I say, yes. Hon. gentlemen may

say no as long as they please, but they cannot give
the facts to prove~their statement." I repeat that the total
number of mon engaged in manufactures in Canada to-day
is less than the number in 1876.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Prove it.
Mr. PATERSON. I gave one line. The bon. member

for N iagara (Mr. Plumb) says, "It's all wind." There
was a time when I paid some attention to the utterances of
that bon, gentleman, but I pay no attention to them now.
The other day ho gave me a sufficient insight ino bis
character when, after the lon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) had gone to consult him in private conversation,
be thought it not beneath him to make a public declara-
lion of it, and turn it against him. A gentleman who tan
do that may interrupt iie with impunity, and I do not
feel it my duty to regard what ho says. 1 want bon. gen-
tlemen opposite to observe this point also. When they
talk of the improved feeling among the manufacturera of
this country, they speak as though the manufacturers alone
had improved. Whên the lon. Finance Minister asked the
manufacturers to send in to him a statement of the condi-
tion of their balance shoot, and what the Tariff had done for
then, did ho ask the game from the importers of this
country? They are the very opposite of the manufacturers,
and lis Tariff was designed te injure them. Let him ask
them for a sirmilar statement, and .they will toll himthat
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they are doing an increased business and are richer to day
than they were in 1878. If the importers arc doing botter,
this certainly proves that the manufacturers are not doing
better because of the Tariff. But I consider it
a mere waste of time to attempt to refute the state-
ment that the country is more prosperous than
it was in 1878. Every man knows that; no man denies it;
the only difference between us and hon. gentlemen opposite
is that we see that our prosperity is due to the blessngs of
Providence, and acknowledge it, while they attempt to
attribute it to legislation. Let me refer to a statement
made by the hon. Finance Minister that I endeavored to
make a flank movement upon him in makíng the statement
I did a day or two before he made bis Budget speech. It
was not worthy of the hon. Finance Minister' to mako that
statement. I challenge any hon. gentleman to read the
remarks I made en that occasion, and say,1 went out of the
record. I put a motion on the notice paper; I wished to
arrive ut a certain result. - made no comment until the
return came down. I then found it was only a partial re-
turn, but from what it contained it proved to b so
unsatisfactory in its nature that I had occasion to
make another motion, and in making that other motion I
took occasion to point out to the hon. Finance Minister
what I had a right to direct Lis attention to. I pointed out
that thore was a very serious decrease of exports in our
manufactures, that that decrease was due to the fact that
his Tarif had hampered our-manufictures and placed them
at a disadvantage in a foreign market, that he said ho would
compensate for that disadvantage by a system of drawbacks,
and that he had not allowed those drawbacks. Every word
I uttered was pertinent to that one subject. I could not
be accused of anticipating his Budget speech in moving on
a certain line and in not deviating in the slightest from it.
When the bon. member from Centre Huron was Finance
Minister, much as ho was depreciated by hon. gentlemen
opposite, he was able to manage the affairs of his office.

Mr. RYKERT. Deficits.
Mr. PATERSON. The lion. gentleman, by his inter-

ruption,will cause me to speak longer than I intended. The
late Finance Minister, at any rate, lot him be incompetent or
not in estimation of the hon. gentlemen opposite, was able
to give bis Budget Speech 19 days after the House opened
in 1874, 12 days aftet it oponed in 1875, 15 days in 1876, 12
days in 1877 and 15 days in 1878.

Mr. FARROW. What has that to with it ?
Mr. PATERSON. It has this do with it, that the

present Finance Minister, instead of taking twelve or fif-
teen days, took seventy days to bring down lis speech.
While the hon. Finaneo Minister might reasonably have
expected me to wait twelve or fourteen days, it was too
much, after making me wait seventy days, to tind fault
with me because, on the sixty-eighth day, I could not let
my motion stand any longer.

Mr. BESSON. It always takes longer to work ont a
surplus than a deficit.

Mr. PATERSON. But the Finance Minister has a
deficit. The hon. member for North Perth does not seem
to be cognizant of the state of our finances. . We have a
deficit ab~out as large as we had under the reign of my hon.
friend. No doubt'the late Finance Minister had a deficit.
And why? Because, in aperiod of depression, when the people
found itdifficultto procure fuel and clothing, he refused to heap
on the already overburdened people any additional taxation.
HIad he added to his Tariff the 6 per cent. additional taxa-
tion which the present Finance Minister has levied, would
he have had a deficit ? Does the hon. gentleman not know
that if the hon. member for Centre Huron had added on the
classification of his goods the 6 per cent. additional of taxa-
tion that bas been imposed by the present Finance Minister -

he would have had $4,000,000 more revcnue than the pre-
sent Finance Minister has out of his. Hon. gentlemen
opposite think the whole duty of a Finance Minister is to
put 30, 25, 60 or 65 per cent. on goods, because some Ame-
ricans came here and told them to d) it, without looking at
the operation of these duties. Let them take the tarif as
classified by the late Finance Minister, and add the g per
cent, to it, and they will find that instead of liaving a.deficit
they would have all the money the present Finance Minister
has obtained, and $4,000,000 additional; and we would
have, besides, free coal, free breadstuffs, sugar a cent a
pound cheaper. I thank hon. gentlemen opposite for having
used the word defieit, as it has enabled me to make this
statement. I did not intend to speak on this question, but
I thought it would be as well to make the statoment now
rather than make it on the adjourned debate on my
motion, when the hon. Finance Minister might say
I should have done so before the Budget debate
was closed. Evorything points to the fact that
the present Taîriff is anything but a scientific
one, that it affords no more protection to the great bulk of
manufactures than the late Tariff, while it takes $+,000 000
to $5,000,0J0 more out of the p<ckets of the people. I cali
the attention of the hon. Finance Minister again to the fact
that in the groat bulk of Canadian manufacture the importa
in 1880 were as great as in 1878, and to the alarming fact
that in thirty-five linos of manufactures there
has been a decroase of exports of 81,500,000.
I ask him to find some remedy whereby ho may
give to these manufacturers who find their export
trade failing, the drawbacks to which they are
entitled, in order that they may bo able, at any rate, to
retain their export trade. Do I see any symptoms of change ?
No; I find that the hon. Finance Minister has introduced
into his Tariff an increase of duty on tubing from 15 to 25
per cent. 1 commend this fact to the attention of the hon.
member for NorthH uron, who is intorosted in salt wells, an
industry which ho knows was passed ovor by the hon.
Finance Minister, an industry which the hon. Finance
Minister could not protect. But the hon. gentleman can
join with me in protesting against this incroase of duty
wbich vil] add 10 per cent. to the material cost of sinking
every well. This same tubing goes into the manufac-
ture of boilors and workshops in the Dominion ;
instend of aiding our manufactures, bore is another turn
of the screw by which lie is going to hamper the
export trale of our manufactures, bocause we
are told by the hon. Minister of Customs th'at no drawback
would be allowed on this tubing because it is a manufac-
tured article imported into this country. Why, take the
article of tin .Tin is not made in this country, surely it is
a manufactured article. And yet that sheet of tin comes
into the eountry and is made into lobster cans, on which a
drawback is allowed. But boiler tubes are more needed
here; they are imported, but no drawback is allowed
because it is said they are finisbed articles. They are, how-
ever, no more finished articles than is the sheet of tin a
finished article. Take it in any way you like, there is no
dou bt that manufacturerp, instead of being placed in a better,
will be placed in a worse position by the amendments to the
Tariff, and that the Government is injuriously affecting the
important industry of boiler-making and machine shops by
placing an extra 10 rer cent. on all tubing not made in the
country. I believe there is to ho a tube factory established
in Montreal ; that $îO,000 will be put into the enterprise.
But that establishment will only make one kind of tubing,
it would only make butt tubing, and not lap-welded tubing
which enters largely into manufactures in this country.
Therefore, in order to proteet that little $10,000 establish-
ment, an additional 10 per cent. las been placed on all im-
ported tubing, such as is used for our oil and malt
wells, and machinery purposes. The Finance Minister
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will probably say that is so up to certain sizes,
but that includes the manufactures of which I have spoken.
hon. gentlemen opposite will see two points clearly; that
there is no necessity for them to argue that trade has
improved, as we are as cognisant of the fact as they are, the
only point of difforence being as to the cause. We say that
89,000,000 extra coming into the country as the result of
the barvests is not due to the Tariff. We admit that those
$9,000,000 benefitted the manufacturers as weil as other
persons ; that as the result of that our manufacturers have
been benefitted and from no other cause. Moreover, the
Tariff, with the exception of two or three industries, has
placed our manufacturer in a worse position than they
occupied under the Tariff as arranged in 1878, and that is in-
controvertibly proved by the decrease of exports while the
imports have not fallen in like ratio.

Mr. FARROW moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE BILL.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time :-

Bill (No. 69) respecting the Ville Maric Bank (from the
Senate)-(Mr. Desjardins).

Howie adjourned at 12:25 o'clek, a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FRIDAY, 25th February, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
REPORT.

Mr. POPE (Queen's) presented the annual report of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries.

AMENDMENT OF CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT.

Mr. CASGRAIN, in introducing a Bill (No. 70) to amend
the Consolidated Railway Act, 1878. said : I desire to call the
attention of the Govern ment to this Bill. It is framed with
the object of removing certain injustices to the taking of
water under the Railway Act. 1 understand a Bilu has been
introduced in the Senate to amend the General Railway Act,î
but it appears to be uncertain whether it will be proceeded1
with. The Bill, I believe, is not yet printed, but if it shouldt
come before this House, I may then put this amendment in1
the general BiIl proposed by the Govern ment.8

Bill read the first time.t

LOAN COMPANIES.t

Mr. BRECKEN introduced a Bill (No. 71) to provide forr
empowering Loan Companies to carry on business t
throughout Canada.i

Bill read the first time.y

WAYS AND MEANS.-TIHE BUDGET.
H1ouse resumed adjourned debate on the propesed motionn

of Sir Leonard Tilley, "That Mr. Speaker do now leave&
the Chair for the House to go into Committee to consider
of the ways and means for raising the Supply to be granted
to Her Majesty." i

* il
Mr. FARROW. Mr. Speaker, I desire to say a few c

words before the debate closes, and I assure the House Il
Mr. PATERSON (Brant).

will not occupy its time very long. As speeches have been
delivered by lawyers, doctors, the Finance Minister and
ex-Finance Minister, bankers and other bon. members, I
thought it desirable that the farmers' side of the
question should be presented. Having been a repre-
sentative of that class for about thirty years, and being still
not ashamed ofrepresenting it, perhaps a few words in that
direction might be advantageous, and will show the farmers,
in my riding at least, that there was some one in the
House of Commons to stand up and advocate their claims.
Dui ing the last eight or ten years I have seen some great
changes in the House of Commons. I have seen the defeat
of what I calt my Government; I have seen the bringing
in of the new Government who are now in Opposition, and
I may say that I watched with great interest the proeced-
ings ofthat Government. From the promises they made to
the country, we expected great things of them, but I need
not tell the House that all their promises were failings, that,
in other words, they seemed to go back on ail their promises.
My bon friend and neighbor-because I claim him us a
neighbor-the member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright) fell into troublesome times. Some
people say he was born with a silver spoon in his mouth.
I am not going to discuss, at the pesent time, what advant-
age that is to a man, but I should think it would be a very
great advantage. If a man comes into the world poor, if he
does not inherit a patrimony and has got to work and
struggle his way into existence, it is certainly a hardship,
and it is a hardship which many of us have had to undergo.
However that may be, the hon. gentleman bas not had a very
smooth course, politically; one great drawback to bis success
seemed to be that he was too dogmatical, and that
he set himself up as a standard beyond which there
was no other. What he did not know was not worth
knowing, and although the country had to suffer for it, our
party bas to thank that gentleman more than any one else
for bringing us into power. We all remember the time
when deputation after deputation came bore to interview
the hon. gentleman, and to tell him that they must have
protection for the inTlustries of this country, which under bis
Tariff were being sacrificed to the interests of the Unite i
Stites. But ho turned around and told them, in effect, that
they had better go home and mind their own business ; they
did not know anything about the state of this country. He
was too dogmatic, too heady, ho was too-what shall I
characterize it--

An hon. MEXBER. Cheeky.
Mr. FARROW. Yes; cheekyand bumptious, if you like;

and the country rose up en mase, on the 17th September,
1t.78, and said that if their rulers were too dictatorial, if
they would not take advice, we will change them. They
had a right to do so, and they diddo so. Tney brought in
a new lot of mon who inaugurated the new policy-whieh
they had promised the country in' 1876, and, so far as they
possibly could, they have fulfilled the promises they made
to the people, though I am one of those who find a little
fault with them. I think that in giving our eastern friends
protection on coal, and refusing to give us protec-
tion on salt, they acted too much like the pntriarch,
in giving bis favorite son a coat of many color. We hope
yet that the Government will accede to our wishes and
give us protection on salt. While on this point I may say
that I am sorry that the member for Centre'Huron and the
member for Southl Huron have not given me the slighte .t
help in securing protection for this strugghing industry;
and I believe if they would come out squarely in favor of
protection for salt the Government would not long refuse
t. I wish to say a few words about the agriculturat
ndustry-about the most important industry in this
country. I, for one, consider the farmer as of more
mportance than the lawyer. The toiler who gets up
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es$y in the morning, eats his breakfast, and then betake
himself:totbe ield to plough and sow bis bread acres, isa
man who adds something substantial to the wealth of the
country, and is a man far superior to the lawyer. I hope
m hbon. friends will excuse me when I say that I think we
have too manyI lawyers in this House, and that we mighl
very advantageonsly exchange half a dozen of them foi
that nimbir of good farmers. I know what the farmers
want, and I know that they are such an independent and
stnrdy lot of fellows that if they cannot get it from
one Government they will froim another, and they
certainly will not permit themselves to be humbugged.
The ihrmers wanted protection and they got it, and they
thank this Government for it. I have carefully noted the
opinion among the farmers, and they thank this Government
fbr giving them protection on grain, wheat, corn, tour, oats,
and all kinds of cereals. Do you mean to say the farmers
have not enjoyed greater prosperity during the reign of
this Govern ment than during the reign of the last Govern-
ment î Why, everyone admits that they are more pros-
perous now than then. But the Opposition pretend that
Providence has blessed the farmers with better harvests than
they ever had before. The Opposition would try to make
you believe that a different sun shone on this world, that
the rain drops were charged with extra fertilizing powers.
Why, it is all nonsense. I affirm that we never had such
good crops since 1854 as we had in 1877, and not only that,
but that we bad the best prices. I am going to read from
the Globe of July 26th, 1877:

" From all sides the news reaches us every day that the fal wheat, of
which a much greater breadth than usual was sown this season, is not
only far above the average in the amount of the yield, but is the finest
sample of gain we have been favored with for a long time • • * •
Inm any places there will be twice the average yield, and from fifty to
sixty bushels to the acre will be no uncommon return in many parts of
Western Ontario ' •'0 There is reason to believe that spring
wheat will not be much more than an averaze crop, if it reaches that
point, though at its present rate of progress it is impossible that it may
tura out much better than is now expected. The other spring grains are,
bowever, excelient crops. Oats are in many places better than they have
been for years, and so are peas and barley, thongh neither of thes' are of
so much importance as wheat. Root crops promise wefl, and there is
every likelihood ofan excellent yield of fine potatoes in s ite cf the
ravages of the Colorado beetle. an the whole, the prospect is a very
cheering one for the farmer, and as all classes depend upon him all will
share in the pleasant anticipations he is now fairly entitled to indulge."

Could anything be more checring? Could anything be
more satisfactory ? I remember well working in the
harvest fields in 1855, and I remember the excellent crops
we had then. Why, then, had we not better time- ? Where
did ali the money go to that was received from those crops
of 50 to 60 bushels per acre? Let us examine the public
accounts for that year. The Globe said : Gentlemen, we
can see daylight -hrough the darkness. But the Finance,
Minkiter, looking through his spy-glass, kept coming down
and saying: "It is dark, dark, dark.. But I think I can see
a little light about as large as a man's hand; I think we
can see a silver lining." We all followed him as ourcaptain.
But the next year he came down and demolished the whole
prospect again. le said: "It is dark, dark, very dark."
Well, this good harvest and these good prices did not benefit
us at all, according to the argument of the hon. gentleman
opposite. We had the largest deficit that year of any other
year. I think the bon, gentleman opposite ought to rise
snd explain. Lot the hon. member for South Brant
(fr. Paterson) who declaimed so loudly against this policy,
get up and explain the reason of those deficits. What
became of thamoney ? Why had we not prosperous times ?
Echo answers why. They cannot explain it. We had an
excellent harvest in 1877, and we~bad good prices for our
gain, as I will show frorr the Globe. Fall wheat, in 1877,
was 81.25 a busbel ; in 1879, $1.20 Five cents a bushet on
al the wheat that was raised in Canada would be a large
sg of money, yet it failed to bring the promised goed
time. We were still in darkness and fmancial difficulties,
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s plunged head and ears into debt, and could not extricate
a Qurselves at all. The price of spring wheat was $1.16 a
e buebel, barley 65 cents, oats 33 cents, and peas 66 cents; in
e 1879 peas were only 64 cents. Lot my farmer friend from
e Wentworth (Mr. Rymal) get up and explain why the times
t were bd iin 1877. The fact is their policy was wrong, and
r the country told tbem that; their own friends told them

that. Why, their French supporters, I understand,
came and begged of 'them to change their policy. I
am oonvinced, if the bon. member for Lambton had uhanged
his policy, he would have been in power to-day. But that
shows the difference between the Liberal Conservative and

r the Grit party. They know too much, and they will not
3 accept any advice; whereas we do not pretend to krnow

much, only we are willing to carry out the wish of the
great body of the people, and as long as we do that we
shall be in power. The National Policy a drawback to this
country 1 Let it not be said so on the floor of this House or
in any of the constituencies. I should be afraid the farmers
would drum me out of my riding if I insinuated anything
of the kind, because they know better. They have even
blamed the Finance Minister for not going forward faster.
They say, where are the great iron industries which ought
to be created by Protection ? We bave plenty of iron ore
waiting hobe utilized, and instead of buying our steel
rails from foreigners, we ought to make them ourselves-
instead of shipping our iron to the United States
at about 84 a ton and getting it back at about $60.
If the Government would protlect the iron industry, so that
furnaces could be established here and in the Maritime
P-rovinces, it would be a great boon to the country. The
farmers believe this, at any rate, that thé National Policy
by protecting iheir wool, raisod the price last year from
twenty-two cents a pound to thirîty-two cents a pound, I
would like to see the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) go among thom and tell them this is
all a hoax. Why, they have thoir money in thoir pockets,
in the banks, or in improvements on their farm, and they
would not believe him. Tell them that the duty bas not
ad ranced the price of coarse grains. Let the hon. leader of
the Opposition go into the County of Bruce, which he
formerly so honorably represented, and tell those sturdy
.armers that it is all a lie, that they are dceeived, and, with

all deference to his great talents and ability, they wili tell
him that he knows nothing about it. Look at what they
got for their butter and cheese last year. Some of the
farmers made fortunes last year. and I am glad of it. They
sayeverything is going like clo, kwork with them now; they
are living comfortably and happily; they are enabled to
obtain plenty of comtorts and luxuries; they are getting
organs, organettes, and pianos into their houses: they are
improving the education of their children, many of whom
go to the grammar schools and some to the colleges.
Although we have only a few farmers in this lhouse to-day,
you ma:y depend upon it that in a few years there will not
be as many lawyers and doctors and bankers bore as there
are, but sturdy, bealthy yeomen will take their places, and
I say, God speed the time, Now, I ask, who likes to see
an arny of beggars in the country ? Who likes to see an
army of men who are willing te work and can find no
work ? It pained my heart, when a few years ago we saw
two or three hundred men in this city who could get no
work, coming up to this House for assistance. I ask, have
these things not changed? HRas not the desert blossomed
like the rose? Are there men in Ottawa to-day crying out:
"Give me work to enable me to support my wite and
family ?" A man engaged in the lumber business
of this city told me the other- day that he had
hunted this city for men and could not get them.
We have not this army of men seeking employment now.
Years ago, in walking up and down the streets of this city,
I met unemployed mon by scores and folt sorry for them,
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Occasionally, I would go into a store and ask the proprietór
what was the state of business. The invariable answer I got
was that it was very depressed. One merchant said to me:
" We cannot sell, there are so many baikrupt stocks for sale;
with the exception of about three houses, all the firms on
Sparks street are bankrupt, and are selling their goods for a
more song." That was the state of things under the Admnin-
istration of the late Government, notwithstanding the good
harvests and good prices for cereals. There are not the
same number of bankrupt stocks now, and I notice we are
getting good prices for our oats, porli, butter, rye and al
cereals. Are we paying, I ask, too dear for our whistle?
Are the farmers now paying excessively high prices for
what they want? Are they paying too high for their
coffee, tea, sugar, rice, clothing? If they are, it wili
alter the case completely. But I can tell you
this. I have been a close observer. I have gone into the
store, and have interrogated the merchants as to how last
year compared with years gone by, in respect to prices.
They tell me we can get, with al the little fluctuations, a
little more now for our dollar than we could formerly. I
was glad to hear the hon. Finance Minister say that sugar
was cheaper now than it would be under the old Tarif,
because his statement bore ont my experience. The farmers
are perfectly satisfied with the prices of their cottons, their
wooliens, and their Canadian tweeds, that give such good
wear. I was glad to find my hon, friend from Montreal
West, (Mr. Gault), a practical and exporienced man, say
that botter values were given to the people for
their money to-day than at any previous time.
His statement coincides with the experience of the farmers
who, I can tell you, are wide-awake men; who
are so wide-awake that when they hear they
,an get a cent n ore per bushel for their wheat twenty-
five miles off than nearer home, they will hitch iii their
horses and bring their wheat that distance. You need not
say these farmers are not shrewd mon; they are as shrewd
as any kind of men you can meet. I have much pleasure in
reading the following extract from the spring circular of
Messrs. Samson, Kennedy & Gemmel, of Toronto:

" The year begns auspiciously to all in the dry goods trade. Values
are firm; no excess of goods is apparent. Money is in free circulation,
and the consumptive demand is enlarging. Merchants, both wholesale
and retail, throughout Canada, have been taught a lesson during the past
four years which it is hoped they will not easily forget; but will allow a
sound Conservative policy to take the place of reckless trading. It is
evident that an improved state of things prevails. Dark clouds that hung
over the commercial and financial world during the years 1876 and 1879
have disappeared and confidence, which is essential to prosperity, has
again returned. The year 1880 has been characterized by an unusually
small number of bad debts. It may not be uninterelting to state (the
figures are taken from reliable sources) that the number of failures in
Canada in 1876 were 1,728, with liabilities amounting to $25,000,03.

In 1877 the number was 1,892, with liabilities same.
" 1878 tg " 1,697, '' " 24,000,000.
" 1879 " ' 1,902, " ' 29,000,000.

And " 18o '' '' only 907, " " only 8,000,000.

" It is, therefore, highly gratifying to be able to present figures which
show that a marked state of prosperity prevailed in 1880, as compared with
the three years previous, and that we believe the prospect for the future is
bright and very encouraging, unless we bring upon ourselves a speedy
re-action by a departure from sound busihess principles."

I think the man would be bold, if not audacious, who should
tell me that 14,000 workmen extra employed in this country,
representing 42,000 mouths, were not a benefit te it. That
is what we have in Canada. Do you say send these moen to
the United States to work in the mills, or to England to
work, and let us import the cloth anddifferent other manu-
factured articles we use? Who would recommend that ?
Not one, you might as well tell me the sunshine was not
beneficial and the rain drops were of no use, as that those
14,000 extra mechanics now employed in this country, who,
with their families, make up a total of 42,000 persons, and
who eonsume our cabbages, turnips, onions, butter and
cheese, and agricuitural products that wiR mot bear trans.-

Mr. FARnoW,

portation, are of no use to it. Lt i honasée to my *o
opposite. I thank the Reuse for the attention w«h #it h
it has heard me-ei this occasion.

Mr. FLEMING. I scarcely expected to beo calIe oei. to
say anything on this occasion, but I cannot help prottig
against the statements made by the hon. mM4[br whb has
just rosumod his seat, that he apoke for the farmorg of
Ontario, in claiming that they wore perfectly satisfied wt
this National Policy. I do not wonder at hon. gentlemen
opposite doing everything in their power to kep up the
belief in the publie mind, that this National Policy is a
benefit to the country. Their politicaf' exisence deede
upon that belief. They grasp at that policy as drowning
men grasp at straws. The member for North Huron (Xi.
Farrow) asks-why is it that after te abundant crop of
1877 good times did not come right away? He put the
same question, I believe, to me last year, and the answer
I thon gave is equally good nowI. If- he oould
show me that the export of the whoat crop of 1877 was
larger than the export of wheat from the crop of 18T8, J
would acknowledge there might be somothing in he
contention. I think agery good reason why good times
did not corne all at once after the crop of 1877, which was
a very good crop comparud with that of the previona year,
was that the previous year's was a comparatively por
crop. To show that it really was so, I will call attention to
the fact that in 1876-77, the year previous to the ojne whieh
the hon. gentleman cited, we imported of wheat and #our,
reduced to wheat at the rate of4à bushels per barrel, 7,039,934
bushels; and we exported, 4,803,070 bushels; estess
of imports ov er exports, 2,256,764 bushels. We had
to buy that quantity to make up the defriency in the
country, and to pay for it, in cash, 82,183M53. Did
rot that help to leave the country bareo? Did not the people
feel the evit results of that bad crop? The next y'ear the
crop was good, but a great po;tion of its surph1s hade to g
to make up the deficiency of the previous year. The
exports for 1877-78 were 10,655,845 bushels, and the imports
7,050,75 t bushels, being au excess of exports of 3,616;094
bushels, or but very little more than the deficiency of the
previous year. We could not expect any great revivalof
prosperity in a. year succeeding one exceptionally bad. In
1878-79 our wheat exports woro 12,38 ,047 buishels,
including flour. We imported 5,6J9,061 bushels, leaving
an excess of imports over exports of 6,781,99t
bushels. So that it required those two years, as
it were, to make up the deficiency of 1876 77; and
if there are botter times now-which we admit
cheerfully, there havihg been so many more bushoes of
wbeat raised and sold, and so much more money brought
into the country-we should undoubtedly expect a revival
fronm that cause. But look at the trade returns for last year
and previous years, 'take the produce of the forest for
1875-76, which amounted to $20,337,469; animals and their
produce, 814,548,253. The agricultural produos in 1876-77
were $19,279,726. Last year, animals and their produce,
$18,504,005; agricultural products, $32,287,128. Now, these
greatly enhanced exports last year made a great additionto
the wealth of the country; apart altogother from the
National Polecy, there could not fail to be botter times at
present than in 1876-77. The member for West Huron sayâ
that the farmers are fully satisfied with the National Policy,
because with it they get botter prices for their produce;
but he did not prove his assertion. They may have got
botter prices on account of the depression and thepoor crops
in England ; but he should show they got better paces for
what was consumed in Canada than if thore ha .beeit no
National Policy.

Mr. FARROW. I can probioe evidence to ashoW
though in England there waaànot the sam doprion IW
pust year aï before, priees were botter in 1877.
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Mr. F 4EXlNG. The hon. gentleman's statement amounts

to this, that lsot year the English crop was botter than that
of the year previous. The year previons there was a very

rcr9p, consequently there Vas dpression in England.
tere Certainly was very very great deprossion among the

agricçntural class in that country. During the depression a
general election occurred. What did the leader of the English
Qppostîon, iMr. Gladstone, thon do? Did he go round and tell
th people of England: "I have got a grand panacea for your
poverty and trouble, a patent remedy that will cureyour
disease. Put me in power and you wili have botter times 7"
DiAdhe say so? No. I beg to call the attention of the House
to g speech made by Mr. Gladstone, during bis tour in
Scotland before the elections. He said:

"Do not suppose that I have come among you' as a quack doctor, and
with a nostrum in M y pocket w ich I am ready to offer to you a-3an
igfallible cure for agricultural difficulties. • • • • Wbat have you to
ask from a candidate, or from a member of Parliament, or fron a Parlia-
ment? Yen have not to ask from them, or from any but yourselves, that
your trade and oc, upation shall be profitable. It is your own intelligence,
care, thrift, and industry, which alone can insure success in jour sphere
oflife, -arid if it were possible for you merely to fold your arms and to throw
upon Zotr candidates and members of Parliament, all the responsibility
of fin ug youa lucrative occupation there, not only would you fail in
that end. but you would also lose the masculine qualties which have made
Scotland famous, and you would become really unworthy of being citizens
of such a country. What is it then that you have a right to ask? I bave
said before, that jou have a right te ask perfect freedom in what you buy
and what you uell, and so far, I think the law bas tolerably met jour free
and just demande. There is nothing that you buy, for which you pay a
price, enhanced by anything except the real necessities of the Government.
You ao longer pay prices ephanced against you for the supposed interest
of particular classes."

That was the way in which Mr. Gladstone met the people
ofNcotland previous to the last goneral election. How very
different was the course taken .by hon. gentlemen opposite.
They said. "Your success does not depend on your own
energies, but on the adoption of a particular kind of tariff,
which will impose additional taxes." But referring to the
subject of which I was speaking when interrupted by the

-hon. member for North Huron (Mr. Farrow), I desire to
call attention to the fact that several articles were cited by
that hon. gentleman for which he said the farmers were
receiving botter prices, and among them ho named wool.
Now, wool was not protected when the Tariff was first
introducod. There was, however, a duty placed on wool last
year, but according to the Trade and Navigation Returns no
wool of that class was imported, consequently the farmers
could not get any benofit for the thrce cents duty imposed
last session.

Mr. PLUMB. But there was a duty placed on the manu-
factured articles which raised the price of wool.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). It did not rise in price.
Mr. FLEMING. There are no doubt difficulties in the

way of arriving at a conclusion as to the benefits or injury
reeived by the farming class from the Tariff. If it were
possible to extract from the causes that have produced a
botter state ofthings, the factors mentioned by the hon. mein-
ber for North Huron, the rain drops and sunshine, we could
then find just how much benefit was due to the National
Policy. But surely no hon. gentleman would claim that the
National Policy made the sun shine more brightly or the
rain descend in greater abundance, for they were beyond
man's control. Those were in truth the chief causes
of botter times, not the National Policy. I contend
the National Policy bas not benefitted the farmer,
bgoause it does not enable him to obtain botter prices for
what:ho sella, than he had before it was adopted. Suppose
a farmer goes to a mill or to a wheat buyer with a load of
grain. The buyer does not say to the farmer: " I will pay
you.so much for the wheat which will be ground into flopr
for export to England. but I will give you five oents per
b»shor more for the balance,of the load, becaus I wil snd
W4qwu jg 4lQIltreel t94 sel1it o ‡he worig pip oe

at Redpath's rofinery." The buyer simply says: "I will
give you a price for your load in accordance with th prie
indicated in. the English market." 'The western farmer
obtains no benet fromi the additionàl number of men
employedat Montreal. The hon. member forNTorth Huron
(Mr. 14arrow) is a strong advocate of farmers' interests, butt
ho bas not left on the House a, favorable impression as to
the intelligence of the farmers in his constituency.

e has mentioned as a proof of thoir wisdorm,
amartnessa and prudence that they would carry a load
of wheat 25 miles in order to get an additiopna
cent per bushel. Suppose a load of .0 busiela was carried
a distance of 25 miles and return, 50 miles in all,
the additional sum recoived would ouly be 50 cents; if thoy
would do that it did not speak mut for the intelligence of
the farmers of North Huron. I ask, however, the aid of
the hon. member for that çonstituency in pressing on the
attention of the Government the question of allowing a
drawback on corn used in feeding cuttie for export.
When a duty on corn was first spoken of in this House, the
Finance Minister was asked as to wbother he would not
allow a drawback to faimers who used Arnerican corn for
feeding cattie for shipment to England. The nswor given
was that there would be a great deal of trouble about the
matter, and that distillers would require a large quantity
of corn. It appears that the Goveriment had afterwards
accodelI to the requot of the Starch Company of Edwards-
burgh, to girant a rebate on corn used in the manu-
facture of starch, they did not say then that they
could grant no such rebate because there was a great deal
of corn used by the distillers. I wish to call attention to
the comparative insignificance of the starch industry as
compared with the industry on whose behalf I askedtso
Government to grant a drawback. I am bappy to see that
there are several members of the House inter-ested in the
impo-tant trade of exporting cattle-important especially to
the Province of Ontario. Speaking from my own ecperionce
and observation, I am certain that if it wore not for the
practice of stall feoding cattle in late years, the fertility of
our soit would have been very much docreased. According
to the Trade and Navigation Returns for 1878-79 the
exportation of cattle and sheep amounted te $3,084,741, white
the exports of starch amounted only to 8863-the con.
parative importance of one industry being about one-
quarter of one per cent. of the other. There were 46,569
head of cattle exported, and 308,093 head of sheep. To
transport these cattle and sheop would require 6,000 cars
and 11 steanmships, while the starch would not fill one car,
there would be room for 5,00O pounds of freight
besides. The feeding of theses cttle and sheep
at home would employ 4,000 mon for four montha
in the winter seascn of the year, when it is a matter of great
difficulty to find employment for farm hand. A farmer
can hire mon for the whole year for very little more
than ho would bave to pay thom for oight months services
in summer. There are, besides, to be considered, the
mon who are employed on the railways, and on the
steamers while crossing the ocean. By the census of 1871,
there were five starch factories in Canada, employing
seventy-two men, and giving a produet of 8222,664 worth, or
$3,092 to each man, and the $863 worth exported was equal
to the product of one man employed for three-and.a-half
months. The Minister of Customs and the Government
granted the request of the ,itarch manufacturera, and, fron
whatever cause, the trade in starch bas since very largely
increased, as last year there was no less than 643,057 lbs.
exported. I am not able, of course, to say that that increase
is soiely due to the drawback on corn, but oertainly these
are the facts of the case, and I think it is worthy the atten-
tion of the Government, whether it would not be well to
grant a drawback upon corn used iin fppa4ng cattle for
p or 4 4ei th4 it has parg4I?, 9g 4þggigl P400
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on the starch industry. Whon the hon. member
for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) was speaking of
drawbacks the other day, the Minister of Customs stated
that they could only give drawbacks on the raw material.
That statement differs from the statement made by the
Finance Minister in 1879, when he stated that they would give
drawbacks on all goods used in manufactures exported, and I
think it is scarcely fair iot to allow it on the goods men-
tioned by the hon. gentleman, for it very often happons
that what is the manufactured product for one man, is the
raw material for the other. I did not intend to have
spoken on the present occasion, or I should have gone rather
fhlly into statistics regarding the North-Eastein States of
the Union, which were in much the same position with
regard to manufacturing industries as the older parts of the
Dominion. The argument used upon the farmers in those
States when manufactures were first started, was that these
establishments would, bring the field and the factory side
by sido, so that the farmers would have a honie market for
their grains. But instead of advancing, we find that the
farmers in those States have been falling back in the
march of progress, and that I fear will be the experience of
Canada, if protection continues to be given to manufac-
tures to the det riment of other industries. Protection is a very
nice thing if the farmers get as much as they give, but it i8
certain that some linos of manufactures aie getting more
thai they are giving the farmers in return. it is easy to
see that the property invested in some kinds of manufactures
is inereasing in value, while. on the other hand, there is no
doubt that farms in certain portions ofOntario aire dcereasing
in value. Indeed, one great evil of a protective
system is that, by a fictitious and arbitrary means, it
compels capital to return a ]arger interest up on invostments
in one branch of business than in another. Hon. gentlemen
opposite surcly do not contend that sitting in a council
chamber and making a few strokes with a pen, they
can add to the wealth of a country, though thoy may

ibly nterfere with its distribution. In former times,
Toronto, Hamilton and Brantford did a large business in
the importation of sugar, but now the trade has been taken
to Montreal, the business was interfered with by the working
of the Tariff. I only rose to protest against ihe statement
of the hon. member for North Huron (Mr. Farrow), that
the National Policy, soe called, is in the interest of the
farmers.

Mr. GIROUARD. I1 do not intend 1 inflict a speech on
Protection upon the House. Protection was accepted by
the people of this country at the last election, and I believe
it bas already produced good results. Not only do we hear
no more of soup kitchens and bread riots, but the manu-
factures of this country are in a flourishing condition. In
fact, the judicial statistics quoted by the leader of the
Opposition a few nights ago, showing the decrease of law
business in Montreal, are the best proof of more prosperous
times. But my chiefobject in rising was to make a personal
oxplanation, though not altogether unconnected with the
subject under discussion. During the debate of the Pacifie
iRailway contract I stated before this House that the Liberals
of the County of Jacques Cartier, which I have the honor
of representing in this louse, were in favor of this contract.
I stated that I held several meetings, more particularly at
Point Claire, where, out of 350 electoxs, I only polled 53
votes, and that the electors prononnced in favor oflthe Pacifie
Rai lway contract. Since that debate closed Ihave been taken
te task by somo of the Liberatl organs. At first, the Patrie
stated tihat the meetings I held in Jacques Cartier were of such
a private nature that they could not be considered as an
expression of the opinion of the country upon the subject.
Some of the Liberil papers stated, moreover, that the
electors of Jacques Cartier were complaining in silence
against the eonduct of their member ln this House. Later
on, 1 saw a correspondence in the. Star, signed "Pointe

Mr. FLxmo.

Claire," the writer stating that ho nevèr heard anything of
this P6inte Clare meeting where the contract had been
ratified. Afterwards, the Patrie agdin came to the charge
and challenged me to meet the Liberals of Jacques Cartier
at Pointe Claire, and there to ascertain if they were realy
in favor of the contract. I have received some unsolicitod
communications from my electors, and have communicated-
with others, and I may say that these communications did
not come from my political friends, but from those 'bo
strongly opposed me in former elections, and who were
strong supporters of the ex-Minister of Justice. I begeave
to read those letters, for they will show that the statement
I made in this Flouse was correct-and I am
very careful to -make no statements which I do
not know to be correct. The first letter is from E. C. Monk,
a law partior of the late Minister of Justice. I met him in
the city of Montreal, and ho informed me that he had been
requested by the Liberals of Jacques Cartier to meet me at
these meetings. I wrote him a note from Ottawa asking
him to state in writing what ho saiN to mein Montreal, and
asked him for permission to use his letter. The answer
shows that the Li berals of Montreal knew of these meetings,
and requested a Liberal of Mr. Monk's talent and eminence
to meet me, and he refused to -do so:

"18 ST. JAMES STREET,
"MONTRaEL, Feb. 17tb, 1881.

"My DEAR MR. GIRoUARD,--I have this moment received your note of
the 1st inst., and perceive that in our huried conversation on the street
the other day you nmusthave misund erstood me,'but only in a slight degree.

" The 'promínent Liberal' was a 'St. Annes' and not a Montreal
patriot, and my reason (given in writing) for not joiningissues with you
upon the Pacific contract, was that I understood your visit to St. Annes,
and the meeting proposed. to be one at which I considered my presnce,
and particuarly my interference, utterly uncalled for.

"E. MOxE."

Here is another letter signed by Mr. Andrew J. Dawes' a
member of the well known firm of Dawes & Co., Lachine,
who bas always opposed me in former elections. This
is his stateri eut:

"LAcumE, 6th February, 1881.
"DEAR SIR,-I have read your speech on the Pacific Railway with

pleasure. I being a Liberal, and 9 strong supporter of the late Minuter of
Justice, you may be astonished if 1 teit you that 1 fully concur in yeur
views and the policy of the Government you are supporting. I expected
that the Opposition would take a more patriotic course. The large num-
ber of amendments proposed by them bas convinced me that they
intended only to embarrass the Ministerial side of the House. The contract
had to be accepted as a compact. In my estimation the Opposition was
not only wrong, but rendered itself ridiculous in the eyes of the public,
and I have no hesitation in saying that in future you may rely upon my
support. 

'fours trtiy,
"A. J. DAwBÎ."

Here is another letter which will show exactly the policy
of this Government.

Mr. SPEAKER. This matter seems not to be connected
with the subject before the House.

Mr. GIROUARD. We are moving the Hlouse into a
Committee of Supply.

Mr. SPEAKER Very well, you may go on.
Mr. GIROUAR D. I supposed that when we were discuse-

ing a motion to go into supply it was open to any member
to allude to other matters, particularly if they were not
altogether uneonnected with the main question. The letters
I am about to read contain an approval of the policy of the
Government, and one of the principal features of that policy
is the policy of Protection. One of these letters
is from Lachine. I did not ask for testimoniale
from those parishes where the Conservative party is in a
majority, such as St. Laurent and lAe Bizard. I have gone
to Lachine where, in 1876, the ex-Minister of Justice baa a
majority over myself of 180 votes, and to Pointe Claire-wh-er
at the last election, Lhad only fifty-three votes out of 850,
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and Ste. Geneviève, where the Liberal party is also in a
majority. This letter is signed byJ. B. O. Martin, mayor of
the Parish of Lachine and a prominent Liberal:

"LAcmNEi, le.5 février 1881.
" Casa MoN8IEuR,-Vous me demandez de vous dire ce qui s est pasé

à Lachine, lorsque vous êtes venu expliquer à la porte de l'église, le con-
trat du gouvernement pour la construction-du chemin de fer du Pacifique.
En réponse, bien que libéral, je dois à la vérité de dire que-vous nous
avez expliqué le contrat et les principales clauses qu'il renferme, et après
nous'avoir déclaré que vous étiez d'avis de l'approuver, vous nous avez
invités à faire noi objections, ce que quelques uns d'entre nous avons fait,
entr'auttes moi-même, comme maire de la paroisse. Vous nous avez
donné des explications qui ont été jugées satisfaisantes, et tout le monde,
liberal comme conservateur, s'est déclaré content, et vous a remercié
et applaudi.

"'Vous pouvez publier cette lettre.
"J ai l'honneur d'être,

"Votre obéissant serviteur,
"J. B. O. MATIN.

"D. GIROCRD, EcurM.P.
" Ottawa."

The next letter is from Dr. Pillet, of Ste. Gcneviève, also a
Liberal:

"STE. GENEvtÈVE, le 7 février, 1881.
"D. Girouari, Ecr., M.P.

MONsIEUR LE DiPtTi,-Je ne puis tarder plus longtemps à vous faire
connaître Quelle a été ma surprise de voir dans ces derniers jours certains
journaux se commettre aussi gravement contre la vérité à votre sujet.
Ce sont des avancés gratuits et mensongers au dernier point, que ceux de
la Patrie et du Star. Comme un de vos commettants, je crois de mon
devoir de protester contre cette conduite à l'égard de mon deputé et de
réclamer de l'exactitude des faits. Le journal la Patrne, a prétendu que
lors de, fêtes de voel et du jour de I' An, vous *te- venu par le comté
reneontrer vos électeurs, sans avoir prévenu vos adversaires pour éviter
la discussion. La chose est d'autant plus fausse, que tout le monde à
Ste. Geneviève, savait huit jours avant quand vous seriez ici et vous êtes
venu au jour dit. Il me semble que jamais avis ne pourrait être plus clai-
rement donné. A ussi il y avait foule pour vous entendre et vous avez
été écouté avec silence et intérêt, je pourrais dire avec des marques
non équivoques d'approbation par toutes les personnes présentes, libéraux
comme conservateurs, puisque, après avoir longuement et savamment dis-
cuté la grande question du contrat du le Pacifique, vous avez demandé
si quelqu'un n'aurait pas quelques remarques, suggestions ou blâmes à
faire, que vous étiez prêt ày faire droit, et pas une voix ne s'est élevée si
ce n'est pour approuver. Par ces faits, vous pouvez donc constater que
le Star s.ussi lui a déraillé et a parlé en toute ignorance de cause. Ce
que vous avez dit dans votre discours sur le contrat au sujet de votre
visite ici, vous étiez vrai en le disant, M. le député, et bien quil soit avéré
que j'aie toujours accordé mes sympathies au parti libéral, je dois .à la
vérité de declarer que vous avez agi ouvertement et loyalement. J'ajou-
terai que, si le régime protectionniste que votre gouvernement nous a
donné, m'a fait réfiechir pour le bien de mes concitoyens. cette grande
entreprise du Pacifique que vous venez de décider pour 1 honneur de nos
engagements et le développemen t de notre pays, si bien exposée par vous,
me donne fortement à croire qu'il y a vraiment du patriotisme dans la
politique que vous apportez.

"I Il vous est loisible, M. le député, d'user de cette lettre si cela vous con-
vient, et croyez moi,

*' Votre, etc., etc.
" ATOIMS B. PILLET, M.D.

"J'oubliais de dire qu'il y a à Ste. Genevièvre plusieurs personnes en état
de parler en public et en particulier-un jeune liberal bien renseigné et
pouvant fort bien faire la discussion, -et ils étaient présents.

"A. B. P."

The last letter I have to read is from the Mayor of Point
Claire, a Liberal of forty years standing, and the Mayor of
his parish for about twonty five years. lHe says:

"IPoInrE-C£I&nEz, 6 février 1881.
"CHER JdossmusR,-Vous m'écrivez qu'un correspondant du Star

insinue que vous n'avez pas parlé du Pacifique lorsque vous êtes venu à
la Pomte-Claire le jour de F An, et que cette assemblee doit plutôt être
considérée comme un échange de bons souhaits du nouvel an qu'une
expression d'opinion au sujet du Pacifique, et vous me demandez comme
maire de cette paroissé, présent à cette assemblée, de vous écrire en quel-
ques mots ce qui s'est passé en cette circonstance, avec permission de vous
servir de ma lettre comme vous l'entendrez.

t Je ne puis concevoir qu'un résident de la Pointe-Claire, présent ou
non. nie le fait que vous soyez venu à la Pointe-Claire, après la messe du
jour de l' An à la porte de l'église, expliquer à tout le monde le contrat
du Pacifique. Vous nous avez dit combien le gouvernement donnait et
vous nous avez aussi fait mention de certaines clauses auxquelles l'oppo-
sition faisait objection et que 1 on est convenu d appeler les clauses creant
plusieurs monopoles et priviléges en faveur du syndicat Vous nous avez
aussi dit que bien que vous n'aimiez pas certaines conditions du contrat, que
ppendant vous étiez d'opinion qu'il valait mieux l'accepter que de laisser

l'entreprise entre les main du gouvernement, et que pour cette raison,
vous Tous proposiez de voter pour le contrat.

"En terminant vous nous avez invités à faire nos objections, si nous en
avions nous promettant de les prendre en considération. on-
seulement personne n'a objecté, mais immédiateient vous avez té
vivement applaudi, et en vous retirant du perron de l'église, il
y a eu tappement des maine, levée de chapeaux, enfin expression non
équivoque de sympathie et d'appîobatiou de votre conduite parle-
mentaire.

" Votre obéissant serviteur,
"l Liaoàiabonsa

"A. D. GICnOOnA, Eer., M. P.
"1Ottawa."

I think, after this testimony, I neod care vory little for the
challenge of La Patrie.

Mr. ARKELL. I was always und'r the impression thalt
the duty of an Opposition was to wteh closoly the actions
of the Government, to oppose all bad legisiation that miglit
be brought forward by the Government. Bu.t this Opposi-
tion appears to oppose everything, whother good or bad.
For several years previous to 1878, the people of this country
were decidedly in favor of a change in our fiscal policy,
which they regarded as absolutely necessary to the wol.fare
of our agricultural and manufacturing industrieti. The
people, by a large mujorty, on the 17th of
September, 1878, returned a Gover'nmenît which promised
to bring in the policy we have to-day. During the Sessioun
of 1879 six long weeks were occupitd by the Opposition in,
opposing the Tarif' brought down by the hon. Finance
Minister. I thought they should have been satisfied with
the opposition they displayed on that occasion, until the
new policy had had a fair chance. But in the Sussion of
188, four or five weeks were spent in the same fruitless
opposition to the carrying out of tis policy; and this
Session we have the same experience. Everything that
could be dragged into these debates lias beenî utilized by the
Opposition to poison the minds of the people against this
Government and their policy. I think it mus t b patont Lo
every man who has looied car'efully in to this subject, that
the National Policy bas worked admnirably, and that a large
majority of the farmers, manufacturers, and ail classes of
the people, are decidedly in its favor. Duriig this debate the
Oppoition have tried to prove that the exodus from this
country has been due to the National Policy. Pruvious
to 187', during the time of the d'pression, the farmners
had ve'y little money to iivest, but since then they have
been making money. I will no't say that is all due to the
National Policy ; but I will say that if the Conservative
Government that went out of oflice in 1873 had renained in
power, the exodus from this country, instead off being to
Dakota, Nobraska, and elsewhere in the United States,
would have been to our own North.West Territory. It is
most unrieasonable to suppose that ftrmers will go into a
territory 300 or 400 miles away from railway communi-
cation. Had we such communication in the North.Wcst,
peo; le would have settled there instead of going to the
western States. I think that a new era i now opening,
and that in two years from this the people of this country
and immigrants, instead of seeking homes in the western
States, will sotte in our Nurth-West. The hon. member for
Norîh Norfolk said the other night that the farmers of the
United States had iot benefitted by Prote:tion. I would
like that hon. gentleman te go aeross hlie lino and make
that statement on any public platform there. The
majority offarmors would tell hin ho had better go home.
The hon. member stated that Protection had ruined the
price of' goods throughout the country, and that the manu-
facturers had made millions of dollars on the advanced
piies. It is only necessary for us to look to the United
States- the most protocted country in the world-to sue
the absurdity oft his pretension. In no country can goods
be bought cheaper than in the United States, and not only
do the manufacturers there manufacture for the home
market, but they send their goods to ail pa, te of the world,
even to Great Britain, This National Policy bas only been
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working for the last eighteen mon ths. Give it a fair Chance
it will require from three to five years to bring it to per
fection. We do not hear people say they pay mnore fot
their goods than formerly. That cry is merely one got up
by politicians for purposes of agitation. Hon. gentle
men opposite think that by keeping up thi
agitation, they will bc enabled to cone back to office at the
next general elections. I can onTy say that the people are
not prepared to place the National Policy li the care of the
tender mercies of hon. gentlemen opposite, who may make
up their minds they will have to remain in Opposition
another five, and probably twenty years, if the Conservative
party will only carry on affairs in a proper way. It has
been stated that farm implements have become enhanced in
price under the new Tariff. The hon. member for North
Middlesex (Mr Coughlin), who is well acquainted wh it
agricultural matters, tells me that the manufacturers o
agricultural implements are selling more goods and
cheaper than previous to 1878. The bon. member for
Annapolis spoke the other day of econony and
of reducing our indemnity. i believe that hon.
members would be li lavor of reducing their
indemnity, if we could shorten the Session. 1 believe the
business of the country could be done as well in two as ini
four months. It is not pleasant for bon. gentlemen on the
back benches to have to listen to long speeches, dehAvored
pariicularly on the other side of the Houtse, and some even
on thii side. I am told, that in the British IUouse of Cem-
mons the speeches seldom exceed thirty minutes in length.
If that example wei.e followed bre we could get through
our business in half the time, and it would be done as well
as at prosent. The country has been flooded wiLh political
literaturo. About a cart load of that-naterial is on hand,
about to be sent out now; and I was informed that about
half a million of the speeches of the hon. leader, of the
Opposition were sent eut into every county of the Dominion.
I eau assure hon. gentlemen that oue-hait of these speeches
will never be read. People in the country do not lose their
time reading long speeches; they will read a speech of ten
or fifteen minutes duration, but net one that takes a day
and night to wade through. If their speeches were shorter,
hon, gentlemen would stand *a better chance of havim'g
them read. If the Opposition acted in the true interests of
the couptry, they would allow this National Policy to have
two years' trial; and if it does not work well they will then
have a good case to go to the country with. The Conserva-
tives are prepared to take the responsibility of that policy;l
they are satisfied they have a good cure, and are prepared to
defend the National Policy, and the great land monopoly iu
theNorth-West. If the Syndicate carry out their agreement,
by two years hence hundreds of thousands of people will
be settled in our North-West, and the people will, with one
accord, unite in supporting the policy of this Administration.

flouse resolved itself into Cmmittee of Ways and Means.

(In the Committee.)

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I desire to explain, for the
information ofthe Committee, that the copy ofthe resolutions
lnow submit have been altered somewhat fromi thos'e laid on

the Table a iew days ago. The following is the amended
resolution:-

Reooded,-That it is expedient to atnend the Acta 42 Victoria, Chapter
15, and 43 Victoria, Chapter 18, itituled "Acta to alter the duties of
Custopss and Excise," and the Schedules of dutiable'and free goods thereto
attached, by the following additions thereto, and alterations therein :

lu the Act 42 Victoria, Chapter 15, Section 4, after the word "duty "
and before tbe word "be " in the twelfth line, insert the words, "or a
4padw agd ad valorem du4ty," and after the word "duty " and before the
wdandn"in the thirteenth line, insert the words, "1andshaU b chargred
wtA ýjA qasme rate of]ad palore; duty as t levie4 and eglç4ç4 te gods p; o

sås sotin"

l; Schedule A goods subject to duties:
1. In the item "Agricultural Implements," after the word "implementà,"

r and before the word "not' insert the words "iaolcUng moer ad
p reuper knives."

2. Under thiheading "Books" in the sixth item, after the word "Bills"
mert the words, "and other printed matter not elewohere 4pe-

e 3. After the item "Cocoa Nuts " insert the item, "Ilcoe uts, wehen
e mpirte4from Me place, o]growth by veeei direct to a tandalian port,
fi/q,' cenis per ku.dâ.

4. lu the item "Cordage, all other,"' after the word "other" iusert the
e words, "incaingN antZa raar4ne, when not imported jor s"

5. Under the hbading "Cotton,.manufactures of," in the second item,
strike out the word 'lJeans"I and after said second item, insert the

S following item:, WhAte or Dyed Cotton Jeans, Contille, Cambries,
Silicias, casbans and printed Uaiicoes, twentitper cent. ad vatorem,"
and add the following item: Cottons over thirty-six inche swide,
when smported by manujoeturers qf window shades for use an their
tactorie, exclusively for th, manujacti4re of oiled window shades,

f' fileen per cent. ad valorem."
6. Under the heading "Glass and manufactures of," in the first item,

after the word pressed" insert the words "or moulded " and
before tie word "Jars" strike out the words "and fruit ;"'and in
the second item, after the word "Chimneys" inzert the words,
Il $ide lt.shts and head liq/us."'

r7.rUnder the reading "Iran and manufactures of," in the thirteenth item,
after the word "Axies " insert the words, " of aron or tee1." Strike
out the fourteenth item and substitute the following in lieu thereof:
"I Roeed beams, channels, and angle ani . aron, steel or tron and
steel, twelue and one-half per cent. ad valorem.

8. In the item-' Wroug4 Iro2 Tubinz," after the word "lManufactured"
insert the words, " over tipo inchsi in diameter," and after the words
"per cent " add the words, "two inches in daaineter, or under,
coup/ld a'd threaded or not, twnty-fjue per cent. tid valorem."

9- ln the twenty-fourth item, after the word "rivets," insert the words,
4 o iron or steel."

10. In the thirtieth item, after the word "over," strike out the word
Ilhaif,'- aud insert thse words, " nine-.sixaeàra//u01?."

Il. Inthe thifty-fourth item, after the word Inuts," insrt the words,
"oarou or steel."

12. Strike out the item concerning "Lead, old and scrap," &c., and
substitute the following in lien thereof: "Lead, old, scrap and
pig, forty cent per one Ahundred pounds. Bars, block and sheets,
sizty cents per one huendred pounis."

13. Under the heading "Leather," strike out the third item concerning
"Sole and belting leather," and substitute the follo)wing n lieu
thereof: ISole ana belting leather, and atl upper leaiher, including
ktd, lanm, sheep, buck, antelope and cafI tonned or dressed, but not
waxed or lazed, fifteen per cent. ad valorem"

14. In the fourth item "Leather as above," after the word "waxed,"
insert the words, "or glazed,"

15. Inl the item "Liquorice root and Paste extract," after the word
"root " strike ou the word "and."

16. Under the heading "Marble," in the fourth item respecting "finished
marbie," strike out the words " twenty-five,"and insert the word

17. Strike out the items respecting " Oi'l cloth for floors," &c., in the Acts
42 Victoria, Chapter ib, and 43 Victoria, Chapter 18, and substitute
the followiug in lieu thereof : 11Os clothfor floora, table covers,
window blinis and scenery, in the péece, cul or shapeil, osedy
enamnelled, staomed, painted or printed, thirty per cent. ad va-
lorem.

18. In the item concerning "Plaster of Paris or Gypsum, ground," after
the word "ground" insert the words, "nu calcineI," and strike
out the words, "twenty per cent. ad valorem," and insert the words,
"ten cents per one hund'ed pound."

19. lu the item concerning "Plated Ware," after the words "of ail
kinds," insert the words, "Iancluling cutlery, plated wholly or in
part?)~

20. Inthe item concerning "Printing Presses," strike out the word
"lfifteenI" and insert.the word "ten."

21. Strike out the items in the Acts 42 Victoria, Chapter 15, and 43
Victoria, Chapter 18, concerning "Silk in the Gum," &c., and
substitute the following in lieu thereof: "Ssik in the gum or spun,
not more advanced than singles, tram and thrown oanmzed, not
colored,fifteen per cent. ad vawrem."

22. In the item,"Silver rolled and German Silver," after the word
German" insert the words, Iland Nickel."

23. Under the heading "Spirite sand Strong Waters " in the fifth item,
after the words "other denominations"insert the words, "Ilinesj-
in ElNe iinal fiazirs and Fluid treats and Wine preparatios, in
(nil/cor ôtte."

24. li the item "Steel and mauufactures of," strike ont the figures
"1882," and insert " 1883.

25. Under the heading 'Wools and Woolens." strike out the word
" Shawls " in the third line. and in the second item, eoncerning
clothing, after the word ",Caps" insert the words, "and oîsaciothing aAaped."

26. After the resp"cttve items concerning Canned Fruits Tomatoes and
Meats, paying specifie duty, inser the fonowingI "île rate t
tuelude the duty on the cane, a*d thA eight on kich g rt4*tIl 4
paablet ¢a 4 aawud ke WE iht t4O emeni
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Thé folowing items to be added to Schedule A of goods
subject to duties:
27. Acide; Bulphuric and Nitric, in a combined state, twenty par cent.

ad valorem.
28. Breadstuffsgrain and flour and meal of all kinds, when damaged by

water in iransiu, twenty per cent. ad valorem upon the appraised
value, such appraised value te be ascertained as provided by
Sectionm 44, 45, and 46of the Act 40'Victoria, Chapter 10, intituled
"An Act to amend and cousolidate the Acts respecting the Cus-
toms."

29. Britannia Metal, in pigs and bars, -ten per cent. ad valorem ; manu-
factures of, not plated, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

30. Clothing ofany material, including horse clothing shaped, not other-
wise provided for,'thirty per cent. ad valorem.

31. German and Nickel Silver, manufactures of, not plated, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem.

32. Gu, Rifle and Pistol Cartridges and Cartridge cases, of all kinds
and materials. thirty per cent. ad valorem.

33. Laces, braids, fringes and other trimmings, twenty per cent. ad
valorem.

34. Musical instruments of all kinds, not otherwise provided for, twenty.
five per cent. ad val orem.

35. Oils, Lubricating, of all kinds, twenty-five pet cent. ad valorem.
3M. Paints, White Lead in pulp, not mixed with oil, five pet cent. ad

valorem.
37. Ribbons of all kinds and materials, thirty per cent. ad valorem.
38. Screws of iron, steel, brass or other metal, not otherwise provided for,

thirty per cent. ad valorem.
39. Shawls of all kinds and materials, exoept silk, twenty-five per cent.

ad valorem.
40. Slates, Roofing Slate, black or blue, eighty cents per square ; red,

green and other colours, one dollar per square.
41. Telephones, Telegraphic Instruments, Blectric and Galvanic Batteries,

and Apparatus for Electric Lights, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.
42. Umbrellas, Parasols and Sunshades of all kinds and materials, twenty.

five per cent. ad valorem.
43. Velveteens and Cotton Velvets, twenty pet cent. ad valorem.
44. Wincies, plain, of all widths, when material is not over one.fourth

wool, twenty pet cent. ad valorem.. Checked, striped or fancy,
not over twenty-five inches wide, twenty per cent. ad valorem.
Checked, striped or faney dress wineies, over twenty-five inches
wide, and not over thirty inches, when material is not more than
one-fourth wool, two cents pet square yard, and fifteen per cent. ad
valorem ; but all checked, striped or fancy Winceys over thirty
inches wide, shall be subject to duty as Woolen goods, when the
material is partly wool.

45. Cocoa Matting, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem.

Amendments on Schedule B of Free Goods:
1. In the item "Boues, Crgde, &c.," after the word " Crude," strike out

the word "and."
2. Strike out the item concerning " Colors," ani substitute the following

in lieu thereof: " Colors, dry, viz., Blue Black, Blanc fa'tze,
Chinese Blue, Prussian Blue and Raw Umber. In Pulp, viz.,
Carmine, Cologne, Marjacca and Rose Lakes, Scarlet and AMurone,
Satin andfine-washed White, and Ultramarine Bluc."

3. In the item concerning "Potash." after the word "Muriate," insert
the words, "and Bilchromate."

4. In the item concerning "Steel in ingots, &c.," change the fig'ures
from "1882" to "l883."

The following items to be added to said Schedule B
1. Beans. Vauilla and Nux Vomica,
2. Belladonna Leaves.
3. Books, Educational, imported by and for the use of schools for the deaf

and dumb exclusively.
4. Cinchona Bark.
5. Ergot.
6, Hot Strips, when to be used in making corsets.
7. Quercitrion, or extractof Oak Bark.
8. Roots, Medicinal, viz., Aconite, Calumba, Ipecacuanha, Sarsiparilla,

Squills, Taraxacum, Valerian.
9. Trees. Foret, when importet into the Province of Manitoba, or the

North-West Territory, for planting.
10. After the words "Cottoa seed cake " add the words "and meal."

The following to be a'lded to Schedule D of Prohibited
Articles:-
Foreigf reprints ofBritish CopyrightWorks, Copyrighted in Canada and

of <anadian Copyrighteti Works.

The amendment of the item respecting wrought iron tubing,
by the insertion of the words "two inches in diameter " after
tâe words "percent.," was simply to make the matter clear.
-item 12, respecting lead, old and scrap, as amended, reads:

m"Iady old and scrapand pig, 40 cents per cwt.; bars, blckes
ad sheets, 60 cents per 100 lbs." It was proposed to omit
thiitem ooncerning silk velvets aind velvet. The reason for
delng an w.as that they were not previously aware titat

silks and velvets were being manufactured in Canada pretty
extensively; and it was desired to affuo d this ind utry
encouragement. From item 34 were struek otqt thé *ords
" curtains and tassels." Item 39, imposing 2' per ceit. on
satins of alil kinds was struck out, beoase velves' and
satins are being manufactured in Ontario. No. 45-silk
velvets, 25 per cent. ad. valorem, was also strucik otit.

On item 44, wincies,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the amended item will

read as follows: "Wincies when the material is not over *ne-
fourth wool, of all widths, 20 per cent. ad valorem ; ohbeked,
striped or fancy, not over 25 inches wide, 20 per cent. mwi
valorem; checked, striped or fancy dress wincies, ove- 25
inches wide and not over 30 inches, when the matoeial ie
not over one-fourth wool, two cents por square ya'rd aNd 15
per cent. ad vatorem. Thon all chocs; striped and fancy
winces, over 30 inches wide, shall be subjected to duty as
woollen goods when the material is partly wool." Thon we
propose adding to No. 45, "cocoa-nut matting, 25 per cent.
ad valorern." These are the changes propo ed in the reso-
lutions as printed and laid on the Table.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. Finance Minister b goùd
enough to explain why ho varies the duty on those textile
fabrics according to the width ? I think it wiIl prôve a
source of great trouble and annoyance to importers to have
on one width one duty and on another a different duty.

Sir LEONARD TILjEY. This is the reason: the narrow
width is for dress goods for ladies, and is not manufhctured
in the Dominion, but imported; and therefbire no diffoulty
will arise in adopting this princi'ple for that class of good.
When you cone to wider articles, containing a certaie
portion of wool, they are sonetimes called wineies, and
sometimes tweeds, and varions other name<; and it is to
simplify matters by taking everything under that width
that the change is proposed.

On item 1, agricultural implements,
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT said it would be con-

veniont if tbe hon. gentleman would give a brief explana-
Lion. of the causes that induced him to propose those altera-
tions'

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It bas been a rule of the
department under the prosent law, to classify those articles
with agricultural imploments. But still, different opinions
have arisen on the subject with differont collectors of
customs, and it is in order to prevent any future diffeulty
that we propose to state distinctly in the Act, that mower
and reaper knives are agricultural implements, and subject
to the same rule.

On item 2, books, &c.>
Mr. BOWELL said : This is toe cover a class of printing

not now covered by the Act. Certain sheets, for instance
almanacs, come into the country in shoots printed in many
cases on a first-class quality of calendared paper, which
when plain is 22* per cent., but, if printed upon, in the
shape of an almnanac, not containing any advertisements or
notices of any busineïs, it can only be ruled as among the
20 per cents. The object is to cover that class of printed
matier which comes into the country largely, particularly
in the beginning of the year.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIfT. You are prasctiatly
raising the duty from 20 to 30 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. No ; the intention was, as I have smid, to
cover ail that kind of work which has cone in very largely
the lastyear or two. SpeaLing particularly of almranacs, I
have never seen one comîng into tbe country before without a
certain number of advertisements. Il they had advertise-
ments they wouldhbe treated under the law as advefïting
obeets and chargod either at 30 per cent., or one oent eadb;
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but when we came to discuss the matter, we found they did'
not como under any particularclass, hence in order to have
unifornity we put them at 30 per cent.

On item 3, co2oa-nuts,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said: Some of my hon. friends
have smiled at the idea of reducing the duty on cocoa-nuts,
and I think the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
said it would not be a very important matter, so far as
encoouraging a direct trade was concerned. I cau assure
him, howevor, that it was considered of sufficient import-
ance to induce a meiber of the Government of Jamaica to
visit Ottawa for the purpose of endeavoring to bave the
duty reduced as a means of cultivating direct trade. There
is a steamer there owned by the Canards, and engaged in
this trade, though it roceives no subsidy. and they were
anxious to encourage the direct trade as far as possible.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITIT. Was there any other business
for it than that ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Fortunately under this Tpriff
we have a large direct importation of sugar from the West
Indies, and this reduction is made to afford further encour.
agement for a direct trade.*

Mr. ANGLIN. We have heard of several strokes of
financial genius, but surely this reduction of the duty on
cocoa-nuts is the greatest of them ail.- It also seems that
other Governments than our own go on extraordinary
missions to other countries. Twiee a Commissioner came all
the way from Jamaica to have the duty reduced on cocoa-
nuts. I would suggest an explanation of the principle upon
which the Government charge a higher rate of duty upon
sugar imported by way of the United States than upon that
which is imported directly. Last year the quantity of
Canadian shipping employed in the foreign trade of Canada
was small indeed comnpared with the quantity of British andi
foreign shipping engaged in the same trade. If we are toi
have a protective Tariff in Canada, why not let all ourt
industries have the benefit of it?• Why fnot admit all classes
of goods brought into the country in Canadian bottoms at
lower rates than those in foreign bottoms, and so encourage
this waning industry? The Minister of Finance tries to
account for the falling off in our shipping bysaying that, in t
1878, there was an extraordinary pressure on the i
shipowners of the Lower Provinces, which compelled them
to sell their vessels owing to the trade being small and i
unprofitable, and that, therefore, liens had been exacted upon i
them by parties in Great Britain tocover advances which had f
been made to the owners of these vessels. Ithink that will be t
regarded in the Maritime Provinces asa very extraordinary k
reason for the decline in the shipping trade. I think there t
are few vessels professedly owned in the Lower Provinces hl
on which the capitalists of Great Britain bave any mortgage o
whatever. Therefore, I believe it was simply impossible g
that a sale could have been forced by any such proceas as h
that. But, as has been pointed ont by the hon. member for u
St. John (Mr. Burpee), the sale in that year was not merely i
large, but the sales in preceding years were much larger Y
than in that year, and the extraordinary feature of the I
case is that the sales in these later years had been s very d
small. Another fact is that the amount of tonnage owned n
by shipowners, instead of being larger a few years ago, is a
smaller and.-is becoming smaller. Now, why not carry out si
this protective policy in the interest of shipowners ? Why d
confine it to cocoa-nuts?1- Is the shipping interest P
of this country, one of the greatest interests r
we have, to be satisfied by the fact that we have k
cocoa-nuts brought into Canadian ports at one half the rate w
of duty charged upon those brought into other ports by L
other means? I think a cocoa-nut policy is simply an ,ni
exemplilea4on of the inconistency of the Government, and w

Mr. BoWELL.

their inability to comprehend the true nature of the pokey
which they are attempting to carry out in this ountry. -

Mr. DOMVILLE. I do not think my hon. frienda"state
ment sbould be allowed to go unchallenged, because it comes
from one who passes as the lIeader of the representatives
fron New Brunswick, and in .whom is centred all the
abilities which the other members lack. I am atraid my
hon. friend bas not thoroughly considered this subject before
giving his views to this House. He bas talked about oocoa-
nuts. I took down the expression, and I find he bas
mentioned cocoa-nuts eleven times. If his desire was to
impress us of the importance of this cocoa nut question,
and to get his views into the ansard, I think he has
sueceeded. I m pleased to see anything coming that
increases our trade. If we tax things on this side of the
Ho'use fault is found with us; if we take the duty off fault
is found. What can 2e done that will satisfy the bon.
member ? A friend near me says he will be sa'isfied if I
should explain to him how the milk geta irito the cocoanut,
but as that bas never been explained I shall not ttempt to
do it. He says the shippng intere4t bas sntlered
from the decline of the West India trade. That
trade has nothing to do with the shipping interest.
The West India trade bas increased. He refers
to a small class of vessels that had been used as
coasters for carrying shooks to the West Indies. That trade
grew up suddenly and ceasedsuddenly. Thevessels became
worn out and not adapted to the West India trade. They
had fulfilled the mission for which they were constrncted.
That has nothing to do with the West India trade. If a
vessel goes to South Ameria with a general cargo of
merchandize from Great Britain to Rio Janeiro or Peru,
when she comei bauk if, in seeking for freight, she runs up
the West India Islands, such as Barbadoes, St. Vincant, St.
Kitts, or Nevis, does my hon. friend mear to say that any
tegislation of ours will prevent ber from taking such frigihts
as are offered thore to the competitors of the world ? Afier
these vessels have discharged thoir cargoes they offer them-
selves in the market to bring back a return cargo to any
part of the world: Suppose the %essels come fi om France
or Spain; the captain takes up the prices carrent, and says:
"If 1 take a cargo of molasses for instance to St. John or
IHalifa>, and then eau take a cargo from that port to France,
that brings me back to the point from which i started." It
is a calculation of froight ra*es. Is there any scheme of the
Minister of Finance that can control the rates of freight
n those foreign markets? My ho-. feienI mait know that
t is not so. You nover will be able to control the price of
freights. You cannot have all the stuff that is brôught into
his country carried by our own ships. My hon. friend
knows that, but he. is endeavoring, with otâiers, to make
rouble among our ship building interest. He knows we
have a large shipping interest in New Brunswick. Only the
other night I got a complaint from New Brunswi'k "another
rross injustice, 20 per cent. put on cordage." Tais news
ad been sent down to the people, and befoie they could be
ndeceived they believed that the Finance Mlinister had
ncreased the duty on mnarlin to 20 per cent., when it
was only ton per coat. before. That is entirely incorrect.
t is sill ten per cent. I think my hon. feiend would be
oing more for the interest of New Brunswick if he would
ot decry the action of gentlemen on this side, if he would
llow them to bring in measares that are good. I tell him
incerely that if he would give credit where credit is
ue, lhe would strengthen himself very much in the
'rovince of which h oelaims tO be such a plominent
epresentative. As regards the sale of tonnage, we al
now that there were many unhappy circumatances
vhich tended to make a large sale of tonnage in the
ýower Pro'vinces. It was not due to the Tariff, but to oLher
nfortunate circunstances, among them the rø ix n t.Jout
hich erippled sone rims, who had to release their tan; ag.
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It had to be sold, and the shipbuilding industry did not
sefer from the Tariff at all I am prepared to say, and it
ias bes substantiated, that the tar upon shipping materials
*fingosed by the Tariff is-fully compensated for by the draw--
buekthat is given them.

Kr. ÂAGLIN. Thlhon. gentleman bas chosen to reply
to a Speech which he imagined I would ma-ke, or intended
to makre, not, however, to remarks that I did make. I said
nothing whatever in regard to coasting vess*els employed in
the West India trade having been thrown out of employ-
ment; nothing about the trade. between the West Indies
and ihe Lower Provinces having been reduced. I said
pothing whatever about the fact that our trade in shooks
has become a-small trade,if it exists at all. What Ldid say
was-tbat whereas an attempt was made to protect other
intfustries, to enable persons whose capital was invested in
'alifax to make larger profits than they would otherwise
be able to make-nothing was d one in that respect for the
very important shipping industry.

.Mr. DOMVILTE. How does the hon. gentleman propose
to protect the shipping industry ?,

Mr. ANGLIN. There is nothing new at al in the pro-
posal. We had navigation laws for a long time in existence.
They were contemporaneous with the protective system in
Great Britain, and were only aboiished when the people of
Great Britain began to perceive the folly and absnrdity of
that system. They are an essential portion of the proteetive
system, and should be a portion of thatisystem-if it is a good
one-in a country such as this, where there is so large an
ocean frontier, where so many people are engaged in
matitime pursuits, and where we have already attained the
third or fourth position among the maritime nations of the
world. If Protection is of any use it should be carried ont
as a whole and applied to the maritime industry; otherwise,
it 'is lame and incomplete. It ispossible, by a system of
laws,,such as the old navigation laws, to enable our own
vessels to do all our own trade, and to earn very much
larger.pofits than they are now able to earn.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I anicertainly becoming very
much encouraged with the success of this policy. It must
bave been observed,by gentlemen on this side of the House
eapecially, that there is a modified sentiment on the other
aide of the House .this Session, on, this question of Protec-
tion. My hon. friend from Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)began to
hedge the other day, when he intimated that when 1883
arrived, it was just possible that there might be a sufficient
number of vested rights established to warrant the new
*overnment not to interfere with them; and the hon. mem-
ber for Glucester (Mr. Anglin) has notepoken as strongly
on the Tariff as he did last year. le has not spoken on the
subject at ail, until now, and his speech is a marked improve-
ment on his speech of a year ago. Now he is the champion
of Protection; bis only complaint is, that we are not going
far enough, and applying the policy to the whole shipping
interest. He must believe the policy to be beneficial, otherwise
he would net urge its extension on the House. It is said in
business that small favors are thankfully received ; but my
hon.:friend is not satistied with the small favor, though he
seems to be coming around to our side. While we have
granted a small faior to the shipping interest of the
Maritime Provinces, it is certain thut as the sugar trade
extends, the vessels owned by the people of those Provinces
will have increased freights both to and from the West
ladies. It may -be that the shippers of lumber or fiai do
aot derive allthe advantagesthat they might, and, therefore,
w-re going step by step in the developinent of thia policy,
and Iejoice.4hat, instead of mykon. friend rising, as h. did
it,8eadonasd attaeking the policy from beginning to end,
Ihëe a owone io far over te our'views as to oomplain

het 'we are notoetended it as far as we ought, oras for as
145

we hope te ,do. I did net state tb wholeoase. or
instance, the manufacture of oonfectionry, to wiohmy
hon. friend fromSouth Brant (Mr. Pater»s») referred the
other night, is an important industry which las been

remsing itself upon the attention of the Goverpment.
oooa-nuts enter largely into the manufaster of

confectionery, and, therefore, in reduciog the duty
upon them, we are not only encouragirig the trade
with the West Indies, but assisting that particular industry.
Therefore, I am gratified beyond measure that my ion.
friend, instead of sittingthere and saying nothing, bas pro-
nounced in favor of t his policy b complaining that we
are not going far enough. If he wi 1 allow us a Iittle time
we shall go on perfeetin it, and, perhapq, we shall even-
tually reach the point whih he desires us to reacb.

Mr. BIAKE. Af ter what has been said, I hope it will
be clearly understoed that such arrangements will be made
for freights from Halifax to the Westthat we may get our
lollipops cheaper in Ontario, and that the freight from
Halifax will not deprive us of the sdvantage of this half a
cent reduction of duty. .

Mr. ANGLIN. If I:did sot speak on this question, it
was because I left my seat for a minute or two,
and the motion was in the meantime carried. I
have not altered my views as to the essential
faleness of the policy of Protection, and the con-
sequenoes it muet entail on the country. But
I have pointed ont that hile the Finance Minister and hie
colleagues have not hesitated to impose taxes on the clething
and fuel of the poor classes of this country, they deal
very tenderly indeed with the shipping indsatry of the
country, and make very faint attempts to do anything to
give employment to our own vessels. The hon. gentleman
has, it is true, provided that vessels coming direct from the
West Indies to our own ports shhll be admitted at a some-
what reduced rate of duty, but he has not gone further, and
provided that sugar should be brought in British bottoms-
and I believe a great deal of the sugar brought in has been
brought in foreign bottoms. In 1878, although there was a
comparatively large sale of tonnage, owing to the depres-
sion of the shipowners, we built in Canada 106,976 tons of
vossels of various classes, a small amount aswcomparet with
previous years, but a large amount as compared with 1880,
when the tonnage built was 68,765 tons, or 38,221 less than
the tonnage of 1878. If we look at the importation
we will find that in the year lâ7P, 770 British vessels,
representing 798,476 tons, and foreign vossels, representing
587,000 tons came into our ports. These vessels did the
largest share of our foreign trade. It is quite within the
power of this Legislature to alter that matter very materially
by giving to Canadian vessels a very large proportion of
our trade. If their policy is to be fully and impartially
carried out, it ought not to be confined merely to give
certain manufacturers a monopoly of the Canadien trade,
but should be extended so as to benost our shipowners as
well. That would be rendering their policy in a certain
sense more just, or rather less unjust, because it is impos-
siblo to render any policy of Protection just and fair. If
it is to be advantageous to one cass, it mut be oufair to
the great majority of the peope.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Does the hon. gentleman propose that
none of the sugar that cornes into the country shall come
in foreign bottoms? Does he advocate that all our imports
must come in Canadian bottoms?

Mr. ANGLIN. I want the system ofProtection, ifcarried
out, so carried ont that ail goods impatted into this country
in Canadian bottoma should b.eidmited st a lower rate
than those imported in Britih or tbreign vessels. Some
such provision uhould" almo be made in regard t. the
exportation of our lumber uand agrialtaral predW s ad
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other goods, so as to encourage the exportation in Canadian
vessele. I do not say that ought te be done, but it shoul
be done if the protective system is to be fully and fairily
carried out. If other industries are to be protected, it i
onlyjust our shipping interest should receivo the benefi
of Our system.

Mr. DOMVILLE. My hon. fiiend started with advocat
ing a certain lino of protection with regard to shipping.I
was surprised to hear him argue that nothing was to be
imported except in Canadian bottoms. When I asked him i
that was what the country should understand, he replied no,
he did not advocate that at alf, but it might as weil b
advocated. What are we to understand the hon. membe]
has been advocating? He would have led the people o
New Brunswick to believe ho was advocating that imports
should only corne in in our vessels, and thon he says he
does not advocate that at all.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWRIGHT. The difficulty does
not lie in the argument of the hon. member for Gloucester
but in the minds of hon. gentlemen opposite, whom it is
difficult to make comprehend the simplest argument. 1
admit the seriousness of the difficulty. It is extremely
diffieult to take those hon. gentlemen understand the
logicai result of their own policy and theories. I have been
trying to do so for a long time and have not succeeded. It
is in the nature of the case. No protective system has yet
been invented which could do justice to all. The hon. mem-
ber for Gloucester has given an elaborate illustration of the
extreme difficulty-Ii may add the impossibility-of doing
justice to that industry, on the prosperity of which the
inhabitants of the Maritime Provinces so largely depend.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

A PTER RECESS.

T[IRD RSADINGS.

The folowing Bills were soverally read the third time
and passed:-

Bill (No. 7)-to incorporate " The Wrecking and Salvage
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Gauit.)

Bill (No. 34) to incorporate the Dominion Salvage and
Wreeking Company (Limited.)-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

Bill (No 15) to incorporate the Metropolitan Fire In-
surance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)

The following Bills were considered in Committee, re-
ported, read the third time and passed -

Bih (No. 54) to amend the Act of Incorporation of the
Accident Insurance Company of Canada and to authorize
the change of the name of the said Company to "The,
Accident Insurance Company of America."- (Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 35) to incorporate the Silver Plume Mining
Company.-(Mr. Ouimet.)

Bill (No. 44) to incorporate the Association known as
"J. Winslow, Jones & Co., Limited."-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 48) respecting 'the Canada Consolidated Gold
Mining Company.--(Mr. White, tiastings.)

Bill (No. 60) to incorporate the Don River Improvernent.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the second time:
Bill (No. 69) respecting "La Banque Ville-Marie," (froin

the Senate).--(Mr. Desjardina.)
Bih (No. 13> to inoorporate thi Soutl as-ern Railway,

Company.-(Mr. Schulta.)
Mr. ANQLIX.

WAYA AND MEANK '

Iouse again i Committee to consider of? the aWyand
r Means for raising the Supply tobe granted to Berapiy.
t Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to carrect a miiàpprehansion

that ex ists in the mind of-the hon. the Finanos Minister.
- That hon. gentleuan, in referring to some reinarksmad eby

me yesterday, stated that evidently the Opposition gWre
taking new giound. As an evidence of thià ho. said

f I showed a disposition to hedge upon the Protection
policy, and proceeded to say that I had, in fact, stated that
if the Liberal party came into power vested interests would
receive due consideration, and that I doubted whether the
duties would be reduced. Now, that conveys tO the Hot*e
and to the country an incorrect impression as to what I did
say. The position I took was this• I stated that th Tarif
that was supplanted by the one now in force did afford
incidental protection to the manufacturing indùstries of tbis

s country, and was not a purely revenue Tariff. I stated that,
in consequence of the heavy obligations that were bing
incurred by the Government, it wouId be impossible to

1 reduce, to a very great extent, the rate of taxation;, that,
we could not, under the circumstances, resort to Free-trade
nor to a purely revenue Tariff, or one imposing duties only
upon articles that are not, and cannot be, produced in the
country. I stated that, if the Liberal party came into
power, it would undoubtedly give fair consideration to all
existing interests; but I stated most distinctly that in all
probability, and in the nature of things, the Liberal party
would refuse to consider one interest ut the expense of
others, and would refuse to bestow undue protection upon
an interest at the expense of other intérests, or at the
expense of the great mass of the people. I stated
that, in all probability, we would consider ourselves
fortunate if the maximum under the new Tariff was not.as
high as the previons Tariff of seventeen and a-half per cent.
I gave it as my individual opinion, which binds nobody but
myself, and implicates nobody but myself, that in all proba-
bility if the Liberal party came into power again, it might
be found necessary to place the duties at twenty per cent.
instead of seventeen and a-half. The Tariff, nevertheless,
would be a revenue Tariff, affording incidentai protection,
as did the last Tariff. It would be a Tariff conceived in the
interest of all classes, and the statement I made was that if
the Liberal party came into power they would take into
consideration the interests of all classes that had grown
up, but that they could not in any case benefit one interest
at the expense of others, and adopt unfair measures for t.he
promotion of one interest at the expense of-others. That is
the position I took; and as it seems to have beien mianunder-
stood by my hon. friend the Finance Minister, I deem it
proper to make this explanation.

On item 3, cocoa-nuts,
Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). The dnty that is being

placed upon this item, as explained by the Finance
Minister, is with a view to benefit the direct trade and at
the same time to benefit manufctnring industry. I
wish to point ont that while the Miniter's design may %.
good, I doubt if the manufacturers wil benefit by it. As
far as the direct importation of sugar is concerned, en
attempt was made by the Finance Minister to encourage it
by granting a remission of duty on the cask oeming Dy
way of Halifax and Montroal, while the duty was levied on
them coming from American port. No doubt some sugar
has come indirect, but I have the testimony of wholesale
men that it is very unsatisfactory to the trade. A large
wholeale dmeler in my own city had ordered hi sagweto
come in that way in order to save the duty which the Tariff
waadesignedt save for him; bàthe6ad not beenaM. e bsing
in his sugar that way beoause nothing but siingal*s.la
coming t» otr ports--and they ssii at very unfgnewt intr
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vale-.eould bring the augar. On accoRntof delay he lost the

el~easason's supply, and ho consequently countermanded
ig ozider and had it brought by steamship to an American

port.. Ho Consequently had to pay thé extra amoant, of
dty on the uanks, wi hextra difference in insurane
bemeen a steamship and a sailing vessel, while the delay in
its arrivai náade it almost of no use to him. If that be true
with reference to an important article of merchandize of
which large shipments are made through our own ports,
I would ask the Finance Minister if he may expect any
very direct trade in an article as small in its consumption
as the-article of cocoa-nuts? I would say to him that as it
is an article of manufacture, and a raw material at that,
lié would do no injury to his revenue and would do a little
more benefit to the manufacturer, if, instead of making this
diserimination of 50 per cent. in the duty, he would strike
it ont of the dutiable list altogether and place it in the free
list.

Mr. DOULL. It is not often I agree with the hon-
gentlemen on the other side of the House, but on the present
oceasion 1 agree thoroughly with the hon. momber for
Gloucter (Mr. Anglin) in his views with respect to the
shipping industry. I think it .is in no way protected.
When ILtalk of the sbipping industry I mean the ship-
owning industry. The shipbuilding industry is certainly
protected. The preosent duty places the shipbuilding
industry on a more favorable footing than it was under the
former Tariff. Our shipping industry suifers, not from the
want of Protection by the Dominion Government, but in
consequd4ce of the restrictive laws of Great Britain,
which place our ships at a disadvantage as com-
pared with foreigu ships. Those restrictive laws do
not apply to British ships as they do to colonial ships, because
the ships of Grieat Britain consist chiefly of iron, while ours
are chiefly wooden ships, As an illustration of the opera-
tion of these laws, I may state that they give to one-fourth of
the crew of a vessel the privilege of lodging a complaint
that the vessel is not seaworthy, and of having an inspection;
and if that portion of the crew can point out a small decayed
portion of the vessel, though it may not affect her seaworthi-
ness, and it lead to her being opened, and the owner may
be put to thousands of dollars of expense. The consequence
is, that the owners of wooden vessels are forced to sell their
vessels to foreigners before they are old, and frequently at
one-third of their value, as the foreigners are not subject to
these restrictive laws. This is the reason that foreign ves-
sels are doing so -large a portion of the carrying trade ofthis
Dominion. The treaty arrangements of Great Britain with
foreign countries, not only give foreigners the privilege of
entering into the carrying trade between the Dominion and
European ports, but into our coasting trade as well. They
have thus an undue advantage over our own ships, and they
are ikely, ultimately, to drive them onut of their own legiti-
mate trade. I would, therefore, impress on the Government
the importanee of giving the necessary protection to the
sh-pping industry, an industry on which the Lower Pro-
vinces depend, probably more than on any other, and one
which is caleulated-to greatly advarce the general interests
of the Dominion. I would, therefore, urge the Government
to take this matter into their serious consideration, and see
if they eau discover sorne means of relieving us from the
unfair competition we have to contend against.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. With reference to the sug-
gestion that we should strike this item out, I may èay that
it will most likely benefit the line running between Halifax
and the West Indies. As we give no subsidy to that lino,
it is considered desirable in this way to encourage it as well
any asother line that may engage i- the direct trade, and call
at any por in te Dominion, whether Halifax> St. John 1
or Moutreal. Butthere is no rpfaon whWy we eh9i14 tke
the dut off altpgtler,

On item 4, cordage,
In reply to Mr. WELDON,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY said the object of this item is
simply to defne that marline, which has corne in freenunder
the designation of lines and twines, shall ay 18 per cent.
when used for rigging, and 20 per cent. when used for other
purposes.

Mr. WELDON. I undurstand, thon, that if it is used in
the fisheries it will bave to pay the duty. It is but littie
used i a ships, but principally in making up lobster canesand
other purposes of thefisheries.

Sir LIEONARD TILLEY. It is largely used in the
rigging of vessels. A certain portion may be used in
lobster cans. There bas been a diffliculty in the administra-
tion of the law, and it is for the purpose of settling that
difficulty we bring in the amendment.

Mr. ANGLIN. The difficulty in the administration of
the law can be settled quite as well by making it frce. The
bon. Minister does not now pretend to say he can do any-
thing to rotect the interests of those engaged in the
factory usiness. The cordage is, 1 believe, used very
largely in the preparation of lobster pots, which are now
made in enormous numbers all over the gulf. Like the
cocoa-nut, this is perhaps a very small matter, but though
small, it may prove vexations to a struggling industry-
one in which the profits sombe years are fair, and other years
small. As one representing a large number of .fishermen, I
claim that this cordage should be exempt from all duty or
be charged at the lowest rate.

Mr. CURRIER. This article is, I prosume, used to a
larger extent by lumbermen than by the sbipping or the
lobster trade. I do not see why the lumber business is not
as deserving of protection as any other, and I hope the
hon. Finance Minister will do the lumbermon justice as
well as others.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It las, as a general rule, been
paying a duty in the inland ports of 20 per cent. for the
purposes named. It is only because in some localities it has
been entered as lines and twines for the fisheries, though a
large portion went into use for ship purposes, that we are
obliged to briig in this amendment. This amendment doos
not change the law in any respect.

Mr. WELDON. Lot it all come in at ton per cenf. or
under the same category as the other lines and twines
imported for the fishermen, and give the fishermen the
benefit.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is not used geuerally for
the fisheries. When used for the fisheries it is used simply
for the lobster pots, and though entered for lobster pots it
is used for many other purposes for which it ought to pay
duty.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. Finance Minister is mistaken
when he says it is only used for lobster pots. In British
Columbia it is very largely used in the salmon fisheries.
We are laboring under this disadvantage in British Columbia,
that the Americans do not acknowledge us in the treaty
with Canada, as we were not in the Confederacy at the time
it was made. Twines used in our fishories should be free of
duty. Last season we exported some 5,000 tons of fish.
The probability is next season'we will export sone 10,000
tons or 50,000 tons; hence the desirability of the Govern-
ment, in seoing that our fishermen are protected, and not
impose a duty on nots used in catching fish, inasmuch as
the Americans make us pay a duty on the tin that we use in
eanning our fish. The proposiden is reasonable. I think 1
have established a case in the interest of our Province.
,This duty ls injuriois tp the river intereste of< DrI#h
ÇQIUgnbia,
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Mr. OGDEN. The member for Vaneouver is entirely.

mistaken, and does not understaed the question. He says
they use manilla marline in British Columbia to catch fish.
I do nôt think there is another man in the flouse, who
knôws anything about fishing, who would substartiate that
stateinent. We are not talking about twines, but about
manilla marline whicli, in the fiheries is only used for making
lobster pots, and that article is produced in this country
abundantly, in Montreal, Quebec and elewbere. In Dart-
mouth, Nova Scotix, the finet marline in the world is
made. The hou, gentleman talks about something the
fishermen in British Columbia do not use at-all. I am eur-
prised he made such a serious mistake. I suggest that ho
have hieremarks loft out of the Janard, that Ie fishermen
in Britiah Columbia may not see that he ii entirely
ignorant of the manner in which their fishing business a
carried on.

Mr. BUNSTER. I did not address my remarks to the
hon. member for Guysborough, but to the Minister of
Finance I perfectly understand what I was talking about,
and also know the *ants of our fiahermen as wel as that
hon. gentleman. I bave been consistent in this House, and
nover gave afalse or deceptive vote like thb hon. member for
Guysborougb. Deny it if you can. I did not come here to
receive bis instructions. I speak bore honestly and sincerely
in the interest of our fishermen, appealing to the Govern-
ment wbich I have sunported through thick and thin, and
when I consider there is an error, it is my duty to draw
attention to it. I never voted in this House for the Tom
perance Law.

Mr. BLAKE. The bon. mnember ought to be called to
account for the use of that language.

The CHAIRMAN. I call the member for Vancouver to
order. You must address yourself to manilla cordage.

Mr. BUNSTER. Well, I say this duty of 20 per
cent. is an infliction on our fishermen of which they should
ho relieved, and I hope the Minister of Finance will consider
the point; I hope he will make·an exception, at any rate, so
far a§ British Columbiais concerned, if he dos not iitend
to remove the duty from the whole Dominion.

Mr. CURRIER. I hope the Finance Minister, bafore
passing this item, will consider whether it would not be fair
and just to have but one scale of duties on this article, which,
if it ho what I think, is very largely used by the lum bermen.
I think that as no protection is given them they should
receive iome protection in regard to this article. I hope the
Finance Minister will consider the matter, to see if he cannot
make the duty ton per cent. all round.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am not aware this artele is
used extensively by lumbermen. Theobject of this proposi-
tion is-to make clear the intention of the Govern ment. We
found in some cases it was admitted free under another head,
and it is for the purpose of declaring distinctly what portion
shaHl pay ten and what twenty per cent. that we make this
proposition. It was not intended bythe Act to admit itfree.

Mr. BUNSTER. I have not bard from the Finance
Minister what he intends to do so far as British Columbia is
concerned.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We will take the matter into
our serioas consideration bofbe the third reading.

Sir RICHARDT . CARTWRGIGHT.,Manitla marline ought
to be admitted free wheu imported specialy for the use of
the fishermen.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. LiUnes and twine are, but
marline was not free, though in dertain places it has been
entered freeas linos and twines.

Mr. BOWELL. The Finane eWiniéter has emplained that
in certain ports of the Dominion, Montreal, Ottawa

Mr. BUNsTE.

and Toronto, this maniUa cordagepaid 20 per cent, wbie
in some of the Lower Provlince ports it has boen admittàd
at 10 per cent. under the clause of the Tariff-wbMeh admits
certain materials at that figure; and that in other i>ace it
bas been admitted as lines and twines for the fiaben
fre. The intention of this amendment is uinrpty to mïke
the duty uniforim throughoat the Dominion. I d< not tMnk
that the cordage here referred to as the manilla cordage o
twine usod for laths. This is a tigbt cordage, the sme at
other cordage, only made out of manilla.

Mr. FLYNN. I bolieve this clas of line should be
admitted fre of duty, as it is largely used.by the germeen.
Ifthis resolution is adopted they willb ave topay a d4ty
on this kind of line, a-large qantity ofwbich ie used for
nets and other purposes. This question is an important
one to the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. WELDON. I hold that the duty should be taken
off cordage used on ships. The best cordage is made
abroad, and there is no more important part of a vessel-than
its rigging. If all cordage for ships cannot be i admied
free, let all manilla ropes be charged at the rate of, 10
per cent.

Mr. DOMVILLE. We bave a factory in St. John,-where
as good cordage is made as in England. The hon.
gentleman bas cast a slur on our factory; and, indeed, hon.
members opposite are constantly iasting a slur on our
industries. Uis statement is an insult to the intelligence of
the manufacturers of his own Province, and the people of
St. John will not take bis view. There are also .cordage
factories at Halifax, Montreal, Kingston and elsewhere,
which are perfectly capable of manufacturing ail we.
require. The shipowners are very well off. Tlfey are well
protected now, get a good drawback, and the hon. member
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglii) bas done an injustice to the
manufacturers of the Lower Provinces.

Mr. AN.GLIN. After some conversation with gentlemen
who are better acquainted with the working of che fisheries
than myself, I find this is a matter of more importance te
the fisheries than would be at first supposed. A very consi-
derable quantity of this particular kind of cordage is used
by them in the prosecution of the fisheries, for netR, buoys
ant other purposes. Without questioning the qnality of the
cordage made in the Dominion, or whether that made at
Darmouth is the best in the world, we know that wherever a
duty of this kind is imposed the persons producing it charge
not only the cost of production, but also as much as will bring
the coat of the article very nearly up te the cost of tho
inported article, and therefore tiie.-additional percentage
became a burden on tho&e who used the article. If
this clause be adopted 20 per cent. will be imposed on
this class of lines, and of this the fishermen will have
topay 9 per cent. It may be said that the amoeut,
will be small and that they will not sensibly fool
it, that they will get accustmrned to high prices and
will not krow where they are hurt; but hurt they will be to
that extent. The bon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Carrier)
appears to be satisfiod with ,the explanation that this kind
of cordage is not used for tying up latbs and for mill -pur-
poses. If that is so the hon. gentleman is itill compellOd: te
take one horn of the dilemma. My particular interest is
with respect to the fishermen, for the county I representsends
out a larger number of boats than any otherSounty in New
Brunswick, and almost as any county in the Maritime Pro-
vinces. They are bard working, industrious ppople, who
are subjected te a great many bardships, and whose incomes
derived from flÉhing are too sma.i-. They cannot affbrd to
have further burthens placed upon them. They are hireMy
taxed heavily for their elothing and necessarles of lM and
it is unreasonable to propos& that the tax on te dge
used by them should be increased to 2Wper cent.
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Mr. DOMVILLI. ls the hon. member -for Gloucester

(Kr. &agin) aware a to what the imports on that line o f
goods were into New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ? When
theoion. gentleman taks about the present proposaI inflict-
inga great hardship on the fishermen, that it is.goingto
Min the fiabing trade, and when ho appeals to bon. Minis-
tons to give jstioe-has he any idea as to the quantity of
impots ?

r. ANGLIIN. I do not know that the hon. member has
any rigbt to question me in so impertinent a manner, or to
take me te task. It is about time that we, the representa-
tives of New Brunswick, began to resent the treatment of
the hon. member. We have hitherto not eared te show any
resentmaent, but the hon. gentleman may find that ho goes
a littie too far occasionally. I do not know, nor do I
think he knows, where I can find the information in the
Trade and Navigation Returns. I have been assured by
those acquainted with the business, that a considerable
quantity of this article is used, and if a duty of. twenty per
cent. be imposed, it will be a considerable loss to our fisher
mon.

Mr. DOMVILLE. The bon. gentleman has no right to
threaten me as to how I should be chastised by the other
members froin New Brunswick. I wish to tell him that I
am not to be Boycotted, and that I am perfectly willing and
able to take care of myself inside of this House or out of it.
If the hon. gentleman wants to find the information he asks
I may tell him that the total imports of cordage for that
purpose into New Brunswick was $663.20.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. For what purpse ?
Mr. 1)0MVILLE. For all purposes.
SirÉICHARDJ. CARTWRIGH T. Twinos were admitted

free.
Mr. DOXVILLE. I am now speaking of cordage which

my hon. friend thinks it is unjust to tax. The total value
of the imports into Nova Scotia was $2,116, and in New
Brunswick, $3,316.

Mr. MACDONALD (Queen's). The bon. momber for
Gloucester wants to know wby the article of cordage ho
referred to should not be allowed to come in free, as lines
and twines do at the presenttime. The reason is that, in this
country, we manufacture a very good article of manilla
cordage, while we do not manufacture linos or twines. Se
that it is proper to give it some protection. The hon.i
gentleman aiso said that if 20 per cent. were imposed upon
cordage, the fishermen would pay 19 per cent. of it. This
might ho the case if the whole manufacture was in thei
hands of one firm, but when there is a proper competitionj
the matter will rectify itself. We can manufacture cordagei
as cheaply and as well at any other country. The hon.1
gentleman has also the fishermen under his charge asi
regards other matters, and ho says thoir clothing is taxed to
an enormou extent. It is true of clothing, as of other
articles we are manufàcturing, that year by year we arei
getting a botter article at a lower price than we used to
import, and I, for one, camnot see that our fishermen aret
paying an extra price for those articles.

Sir RICIIARDJ.,CARTWRIGHT. If the lon. gentle-
man (Mr. Domville) who gets up to sintruct us all about
the Trade and Navigation Returns, knew of what ho wasf
talking, he would have kuown that linos and twinos for the
use of fishermen were imported free, and are not included in
the columna to which ho referred He, or nobody else, can
tell us the quantity of manila cordage.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I know perfeetly well what I am I
tulking about, but I regret that the hon. gentleman mixes g
manilla cordage withJines.and twines. The proper headinga
in w"hih to fad it hows that sone two thousand and some 
odd dollars worth was imported into Nova Scotial and tbree f

thousand dollars worth in New Brunswick, giving soma
$500 or $600each.

Sir RFCHARD? J. CARTWRfGHT. ThefFinance Minister
has just teld us that it came in freo.

Mr. BOWELL. At some ports.
Mr. ANGLIN. How many?
Mr. BOWELL. I cannot now tell you.
Mr. ANGLIN. That, at all events, was the common sonse

view whichthe collectors took of the matter, and Ithiblkif is
a great mistake on the part of the Govern ment to make a
change. The argument which bas been used by the hon.
gentleman frorm Prince Edward Island (Mr. Macdonald) i
the argument of a thorough-going Protectionist. Re says
that the fishormen now get their dry goods, elothing, &c.,
as cheaply as before; but we find from the Trade and
Navigation Returns that, last yoar, there were impe.ted of
cassimeres, doeskins, tweeds, and articles of that kind, which
constitute the great bulk of the clothing of the fishermon,
82,177,209 worth, upon which was paid a duty of ne lesu
than 31per cent.; and the hon. gentlemaL wilt have great
difficulty in persuading the consurners that the manufhicturers
sold·these goods at the cost of production, whatever he or
other extreme Protectionists may believe. The very faet
that these goods are imported te such an extent shows that
the manufacturers are charging' every cent they possibly
con upon the goods they produce.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman assumes
that this article is used by the fishermen alone, but that is
not the case. That article aisargely used in the rigging of
vessels, and persons have taken advantage of that fact to
have it imported free when it was not intended for the
purposes of the fisheries. Since the lobster fisheries have
been developed the article has been ueed, to a certain extent
in that industry. This article bas been found in some cases
to have been imported for the fisheries, and it is aiso made
in the country, and is sold cheaply at import prices. When
we found that this industry was leing deprived of what
legitimately bolongel to it, by being entered for a purpose
for which it was net entitled to be frce, then we considered it
desirable that it should be so defined that it should pay the
duty which was originally intended, that is 10 por cent.,
when used for ship purposes.

Mr. WELDON. The hon. Minister stated ut the outset
that it was only usod for this p,7rpose in a very srnall
quantity. 'Thon, why not put the duty at ten per cent.?
The saine principle is put forward in regard to linos and
twines, in order to encourage the fisheimen and their
industry. This lobster business has developed to a large
extent in the Maritime Provinces, and why should it not
have the same advantage as the fishcry industry? Some-
thing like 810,675 is paid for cordage for ship purposes
throughout the Dominion, of whi h Nova Seotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island pay between $8,000
and $9,000. That tax is not put upon the shipowners, but
upon mon who run little coasting scliooners and fish ing boats,
and who are gonerally poo)r mou.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They get it at 10 per cent.
Mr. OGDEN. I understood the hon. member for Glou-

cester to say that manilla marline was largely used by the
fishermen for setting nets. Such is not the case, manilla
marline is a small cord about three-eighths of an inch in
circumference, it% is generally used for knitting what
s known as lobster heads to put into traps. It is not
used at ail for any other kind of finhing. Although we
have had the privilege of getting it under the provision
given to the fisbermen under the heads of linos and twines,
and have been allowed te admit it free of duty, yet I do net
know of o. pound of manilla marline having beun imported
rom - the United States withia the liat thrie or
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four years. The supply is ample in this country.
The hon. member for Gloucester referred to the
truthfulness of my statement that the best marline
was made at Dartmouth. I do not wisIh o advertizo the
Dartmouth rope works, but I have used tons of this marline
myself within the la't two or three years, and I can vouch
for its being of equal quality to that of American manu-
facture, and our fishermen prefer it. I can guàrantee that
there is not one pound of marline used in any other fishory,
unless it be for making seal nets, which we do not go
into very extensively in Nova Scotia.

Mr. FLYNN. The hon. member for Gloucester stated
that this manilla marline was used for other purposes than
lobster boxes. I endorse that statement. I represent a
constituency that largely prosecutes that industry. I am
aware of the kind of cordage they use, and I do not hesitate
to say that, independently of lobster boxes, it is used in my
county for various other purposes. .It bas been urged that
if there is a botter article made in the Dominion, then why
put a duty on it if it is not imported? But we admit linos
and twines free of duty for the purpose of encouraging the
fishery industry; then why not admit cordage for the
purpose of encouraging the lobster business?

Mr. ANGLIN. >I do not question the veracity of the hon.
member for Guysborough (Mr. Ogden). I am not at all
competent to say whether his statement was perfectly
correct or not. He tells us that he uses tons of this very
manilla marline in the foreign fishing business. As other
persns must also use large quantities of it, it would follow
that hundreds of tons at Iceast were used in the Lower Pro-
vinces.

On item 6, glass and manufactures of,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The object is to make moulded

glass pay duty, as it formerly came in free, as not coming
under the designation of pressed glass. " Or fruit " refers
to jars which some persons import not as fruit jars, and it is
intended to make them pay the duty. Side-lights and head-
lights are made in the same factory as chimneys, and diffi.
culties have arisen from their not being specified.

On item 7, iron ani manufactures of,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The change made here is for

the purpose of making axleo, rivets and nuts puy the same
duty, whether of iron or steel. Beams, channels and angles,
parts of iron bridges, are reduced from 15 per cent. to 12J
per cent., as we have no machinery in the country to
manufacture them, and they have to be imported.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I do not wish to detain the Hlouse
now, but when we go into Concurrence I shall try and urge
the Minister to do something for the pig-iron industries of
this country. I see that our imports of iron and steel
amount to $10,000,000, and that over 59,000 tons of pig-iron
are imported. Pig-iron can, and I think should, be made in
this country.

On item 8, wrought iron tubing,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY said : Wrought iron at present

is charged 17J per cent. This particular article was not
manufactured in the Dominion when the Tariff was first
introduced, and the duty was fixed at 15 per cent. It is now
about to be manufactured, and the duty is therefore pro-
posed to be incroased to 25 per cent. on all below two inches
in diameter. The bon. mem ber for South Brant (Mr. Pat-
erson) said the other day, this would affett tubing used in
the manufacture of boilers. The result of rmy enquiries is
that the iron tubing used for boilers is two inches and
upwards.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No doubt the hon. inember has
endeavored to get al the information ho could. I will
simply give him the information I received in referençe to

gr. OUDpsN.

this. I am told the tubing under two inchesa diareter
does enter into the manufacture of boilers. Leoomotiveboilr
tubes run down from 1¾ inches~to 1½ inches; the tubes inour
oil wells go under two inches, and almost alt the
tubes in farmers'- boilers, steam pressures, &c.,
are under two inches, and are made out of lap-welded
tubes which are not and never ' will be made In
the Dominion, as the demand bore will never ho sufleient
to warrant the erection of the expensive machinery
required to make them. I am further informed-that the
Montreal Rolling Mills are about te orect a mill at a cost of
810,0 to make this butt-wolding tubing. What I ask the
hon. Finance Minister to do is, to subject all butt-welding
tubing to 25 per cent. duty, leaving the lap-welding as it is
at presont. Boiler plates are now charged 12J per cent.
Fancy the position in which you will place a large establish-
ment in my own city, as well as many others of the saine
kind, which get no remission of duty on the boiler plates
and the tubing that enter into the construction of
their boliers, while those plates and tubes amount
to more than onehalf of the boiler. What I
propose is that the whole duty on the tubing
not made in the country should ba given back to these
manufacturers. Otherwise you will destroy the export
trade, and that trade boing destroyed you will cortainly not
have the duty on the articles imported that entei into the
manufacture of the articles exported. If you charge a duty
of 25 per cent. on the tubing not made in the country, and
the manufactured article, of which the tubing amounts to
one-half the cost, pays ,tbç same amount of duty, you are,
ln a round-about-way dostroying any protection this manti-
facture of boilers has at all. Ail I ask the hon. Finance
Minister to do is to use the word 1' butt-welding " which
will cover the article that is produôed in the country, and
leave the lap welding stand at the same rate of duty as now.

Mr. McCALLUM. The hon. member foi South Brant
says that tubes less than two inches in diameter are used in
boiler-making. That is not my experience.' Small tubes
soon get closed up with soot and smoke, and there are no
boilers to-day made of tubes less than two inches in diameter.
The hon. member says butt-tubing should be admittedl as a
raw material. Bailer plates may b a raw material for
boiler-makers, but butt tubes are not, for it requires very
little labor to put them in the boilers. It is too small in
diameter for boilers.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have received no com-
munication that there is any-objection to tubing of two
inches diameter and above for boilers. We do not wish to
disturb*that; but as a smaller description of tubing is to be
manufactured in the country, it was thought quite consisten t
with the policy of the Govern ment that we should recognize
that industry and place it in the 25 per cent. list. I am not,
therefore, in a position to accept the hon.' member's sug-
gestion, owing to the difficulties which would likely arise.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the annual value of the exports
which you expect to be affected by this change ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The classification is such
that we cannot tell.

Mr. BLAKE. I lhought that when the bon. gentleman,
as a sort of Providence of industries, was making enquiries,
ho would make some sort of calculation as to the amonnt of
industry ho would produce by this alteration of the Tariff.
How many represontations have been made te him as to the
starting of manufactories of tubing?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have ascertained that
parties wei e preparing to manufacture this tubing, and wo
thought we should give then this eneouragement, and
therefore, in accordance with our policy, we propose to give
them the 25 pet cent. as we ive it t> other iron anHyb-
tarera, for that Article,
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Mr. BLAKE. I enquire whether the hon. gentleman had

made any investigation as to the annual expected product,
in this country, of this particular tubing?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have not.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Finance Min-

ister did not answer the suggestion of the member for South
Brant, as to the possibility of allowing those manufacturers
Who import this article for the purpose of constructing
machinery which is afterwards re-exported, a rebate of
duty. I know nothing, cither fron the Protection or Free-
-trade point of view, which need interfere with bis doing-
that if he sees fit. From bis own standpoint, if h. desires to
promote Canadian industries, it appears to me it would be a
proper thing, indéed, if any manufacturer wishes to import
articlesof this kind, and the Finance Minister gets proof that
he re-exported them, that he should receive a rebate. That
is in accordance with the Free-trade theory and common
sense. Nor do I see any great diffilulty in the way of
making proper Customs regulations to meet this proper
suggestion of my hon. frienid.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). In the -iuterest of my
suggestion in that matter, I can appoal to the principles.
of Ministers themselves. [The hon. gentleman here read a
letter from an importer in order to illustrate and support his
views on the subject.] le continucd : The firm which
forwarded this letter to me favor somewhat the Govern-
ment policy, and say they use some of the butt-welded as
well as the lap welded tubing; but that il the butt-welded is
to be produced in Canada a duty should be put on it, in
order to give the produce s a fuir amount of protection.
The' say with reference to the lap-welded tubing-because
the firm coming into existence cannot and does not propose
to make what would not bu used here by the boiler-makers
and oil-well owners-that a distinction should be made, and
that the protection designed for that mill should be given
to its only product, and not be made the means of imposing a
tax that would not benefit them, while injuring others. I
think there would be no id-fficulty with the Customs
officers in determining that paint.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I will take this matter into
consideration before final action.

Mr. BOWELL. The principle adopted by the Customs
Department bas been to allow a drawback on the raw
material which enters into the manufacture of artioles in
this country, but not on machinery wholly made abroad and
simply put together in Canada.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why should one manufac-
turer, if he expots, not be entitled to as much protection
as another who does not ? If there is to be protection let
alf alike shaie in it. Supposing tubing is made in this
country and in the United States, there is a heavy duty on
what comes from the United States; but a certain amount
goes into boilers made bure that are exported. In that way
the protection the tube-maker bas in Canada would be
wiped out; but he would-. have full protection on all the
boilers they used, and the tubing imported from the United
States, sold in Canada. They are protected to the full
extent of the Canadian home trade. The only discrimina-
tion againat them would be on the very minor amount tihat
goes into the foreign export trade.

Mr. BOWELL. With regard te the general question
raised by the member for South Brant, it is scarcely worth
while discussing it at the present moment, because it has
been se often discussed in this Bouse before. We contend
that those articles whicl have been protected can -be pur-
ebased in this country, notwithstanding the duty, owing te
the,.competition, as cheaply as they could under the 17^ per
cent. tariff of tue late Government. The hon. member for
Bouth Brant <Mr. Paterson) muet see that if we impose a

duty on a particular article te encourage its manufreture
in this country, we should, if possible, reserve the market
for that manufacture. I have no doubt that such articles
can be obtained of as good quality and as cheap as in the
Unted Statea.- but some manufa3turers, as i the case
mentioned by the hon. memlr, have been in the habit of
using a partícular imported article, and they do not care to
use any ether. This manufacturer thinks that a particular
American saw suits his purpo.se botter than those manufac-
tured now in Gait or Montreal, though others say that
Canadian saws are eqally as good. At any rate, if we were
,t give him a drawback upon the duty which he pays on his
imported saws, the protection to the saw manufacturers of
Galt and Montreal would be swept away. The hon. gentle-
man says that this remark applies only to those which are
exported. I admit that, but I contend that in carrying out
the policy of the Government, even that portion of the
market should not be taken from our home manufacturers,
especially when, as the price shows, their saws are just as
good and just as cheap as those imported from the United
States.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As the Minister of Cus-
toms does not wish at present to discuss the general question,
I shall only offer a few remarks for his consideration when
the question does come up. We impose a duty on grain for
the benefit of our farmers-in the case of wheat 15 cents
par busbel. American wheat passes through our country
in bond ; it does not injure our farmers; it goes into
another country and we get tbe be.efit of handling it.
This would be precisely the case with some of the draw-
backs to which I have referred. Boiler tubes for instance,
would come into the country, they would enter into the
manufacture of boilers, giving employment to our own
workmen, and would then be exported to a foreign country.
If you impose a duty on American grains coming into the
country without allowing a drawback on the duty paid, the
result would be to shut off eur export trades, and in that
way damage the country. And in the same way, by im-
posing a duty on the articles to which I have roferred, and
which are certainly the raw materials in their respective
lines of manufacture, and-by refusing to allow a remission
of the duty, you are doing exactly the same thing as you
would be doing by refusing a rebate of duty on wheat
imported for exportation. I contend that the two cases are
exactly parallel.

Mr. HESSON. Surely the hon. gentleman does not
pretend to say that the importation of boiler plates or
tubes, and that of wheat, are identical in their effects upon
the revenues of the country. The wbeat which we import
in bond gives employment to our.workmen in grinding it
and putting it into barrels.

Mr. PAITERSON. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say
that wheat is the raw material of the farmer ? Surely he
knows that it is his manufactured product. The manure
and the soil are the raw material.

Mr. HESSON. Wheat is not the finished product when
it is not consumed. The hon. gentleman knows perfectly
well that this wheat gives employment to our workmen
and our capital by manufacturing it into flour and sending
it out of the country. The hon. gentleman aske that we
should allow a rebate of duty on boiler plates and tubes
when he knows that would tend to kilt one of the
industries which the National Policy was intended to foster
and build up, and it would be far better for him if he would
advocate the manufacture of such articles bere instead of the
importation-of them from a foreign country. If iron, for
instance, was imported for the purpose f making these
plates, he might then very reasonably ask the Government
for a remission pf duty on the raw materials.

On item 7, 1lina,
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Sir LEONARD TILILEY. Imay say, with regard to'
these chains, that though they are called j inch chains they,
meaaue about ' of an inch ver.-

On item 12, lead,
Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. This is for the prpose of

making a specifie duty instead of a 10 per cent. duty. We
have one or two industries of this kind; and, from the under-
valuation and fluctuation of prices, it has been cansidéred
desirable to make the duty specide.

Sir RICHA RD J, CARTWRIIGH1T. Bars and sheats are
made 60 cents; is not that more than 10 per cent. ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is a fraction over I think.
It i .a partially manufactured article, but stillthe same
principle is applied.

On item q3, leather,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is to obviate some diffi-

culties that bave arisen in the working of the old Act. By
naming ail these articles and fixing the rate of duty, we,
shall obviate the difficulty that has arisen of having different
rates of duty charged in different ports.

On item 15, liquorice root,
Bir LEONARD TILLEY. As the Tarif stands atpresent

liquorice root is in both the free-and the 20 per cent. ist.
Thisatrikes it out of the 20 per cent., list and leaves it in
th& free list.

On. item 16, marble finished,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. As there is 10, 15 and ) per

cent. upon the raw material; it is now proposed that the.
duty 0n finished marble work inported shall pay 30 instead
of25 per cent.

On item 17, oil cloth,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A difficultyhas arisen with

different customse officials with reference to the rates of
duty on these articles. In order that there shâll be no
mistake-we make the duty specifie.

0» item 19, plated ware,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. A different practice bas been

purs'ied-Ain different parts of the Dominion on this subject.
Plated knives have been in sorne places under the Tariff
entered at 20 per cent. others at 30 per cent. It is in order
to settle that difficulty that they are made uniform, and to
define exactly what cutlery is.

On item 21, silk in the gum,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. lt was supposed when we

introduced the Tariff that this article, which is a raw.
material:for the manufacture of silk, should be admitted t
15 par cent., but it appears it was not covered by the Wor4s
that were used, and the amendment now proposed is for the
purpose of enabling silk to be imported at that rate.

On item 22, German silver,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. With reference to this arficle-

there has been some questions in the different departments.
as to the rates of duty that should be paid, and it is pro-'
posed to state distinctly that that article shal be ibaeluded
under this head. The item with regard to .silk is struok
eut ahtogether.

On 'item 21, silk in the guia,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We have changod this so as.

to include satin, as we learned, sinae we introduced these
changes, that parties have recently invested 'capital, pur-
chaed machinery and begun its manufaeture.

On item 82, gun cartridges,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Cartridges having J spne

cases b*en made of brass and in others of paper, diTernt
rates of duty have been imposed. This change is-to-seure

Mr. 11SsoN.

one uniform rate, no matterwhat the cartridge ils ontposed
of.

On item 44, wincies,
-Sir LEONARD TILLEY said ai8 vwinay 4Uation was

one-of considerable diffieWty, and the erueiendqpted,
aOter much consideration, tis means .of obviating thle diffi-
cnIty. Itbhas aiven a great deal of trouble totheimporters
through the different rates .chaged at diferent ortt. We
hope by this change to simplify the duty,, and pievent the
di4culties that have occurred in the:past.

In reply to Sir RronnRI> J. CAnTWRI4IrT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY said a greatdeal of this stiff

as simply a scarlet strípe, which is the only portion of
wool it contains. It is the object ofthe 'Tarif to nie terms
that will simplify the matter, and seenre uniforimity of
action.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think there will, stili be a great
deal of difficulty in connection with this duty. Butamy chief
objection to the proposal is, that white it admits narrow
widths, to be usfed in ladies' dresses, at 20 par cent., it
imposes on the wider kinds; whidh, I am toid, are ned very
largely by the working classes for Bhirts, 'because classed as
woollens, 40 to 50 per cent. in many cases. That is
quite, consistent with the whole tenor of the legisiation of
hon. gentlemen opposite, which discriminates against the
poor and in favor of the wealthier classes. The burdens on
the poor occasioned by the duties on woollens, several
million dollars wortb of which are annually imuported, are
already -t6o heavy. They are defended, however,«by the
argument that itlis necessary to shield home manufacturers
from foreign competition. I entirely dissent from the
policy of the GovernmrenL on this partidular item.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Anglin) has
altogether misunderstood the object of the change and of
the law itself. Instead of increasing the duty it rather
reduces it on many of those articles ; because, under the
present Tariff, all goods, if it be interpreted li4eially,
that contain two or thre threads of woot, mightlee sub-
jected to two cents per square yard and 15 per cent. ad
valorem. Under the proposai before the House, all tho goods
used for ladies dresses are defined, the duty being 20 per cent.
The statement that the goods use-1 for shirtings have to pay
the dutycharged on woollensis not theffact. Theartioles nsed
for. sMrtingsm defined Iere ,is made of cotton and alarge
proportion of wool, and pay two cents a yard and 15 per
cent. ad valorem, which iis precisely the duty nader the
existing Tarift Bu tIe difliuity merntioned., m;es in the
way in whiùh many of the appraisers and colleotgrs imp9se
the duty on the narrow goods used for ,1adief' dresMes and
that are .aot used for shirts. It is only when thpy contain a
large quantity of waoland are of greater wid h than the
erticle used for shirts, that the wool duty applies.

In reply to Mr. ANGLEN,
•Mt. BOWELL said the articles 30 inhes .wide are not

nsed in the manufacture of shirts.
âMr. DzCOSMOS. I wish to all the attention of the

Governmcnt gnd Finance 1Minister to thé unfavorable
operation of the Tariff respecting sugar in Br tish'Columbia.
It compel- the consumer o pay more than he otherwis,
would, if the duty was not collected on the article pssimg
in transitu -through 8an Franoîeoo. Of tie i . 00
duty paid on rW m Brit"ih Colrbis, coming from
all parts, sone 806Ô have been pad on :the quantity
itnportedJthrough San Francisco. One ofoor talerprismg
ageechauts opened a business co netion with a Aouse m
Nidarguaaad hiu.sugar p¶ethuwghwnFrnise&é as
thee was oe other meana'by whichit could resh 'Biish
Cidnbha bta by the Macific Iil (am -temers.
When t arrived at Vietorfa; iIa ute charge M aing
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it from the interior, the charges for packageî
were considered, and the duty was collected upon it
levied at the San Francisco market value. This system
operates very injuriously to the consumers in our Province
and to the enterprise of our merchants. What we require
is this: that on all sugar passing in transitu through San
Francisco, or any other port, the duty should be levied as
though it came direct from the port of production. When
I said that $38,000 were paid on the sugar that came
through San Francisco, it must be apparent that we are
paying a greater amount of duty, in proportion, than
th! - people at the eastern side - of the Dominion.
It is therefore with a view of repealing that portion of the
Tariff that compels sugar passing in transitu to pay duty ou
its market value, say at San Francisco, that I direct the
attention of the hon. Minister of Finance to the subject, and
I trust he will adopt. some moans, either by. allowmng the
Cormmittee to rise and report progress and ask leave to Bsit
agamn, or by some other course, by which the people of
British Columbia can get relief from the operation of the
Tarif. 'I may state that our country, as everyone knows,
has a small population; it is in its infancy, and yet it imports
1,000 tons of sugar, molasses, syrup and such articles. It is,
however, too small a quantity of sugar for us to keep up
direct trade with the Sandwich Islands or Peru;' but if the
Tarif were changed so as to place our importers on a par
with those who import sugar direct to the Maritime Pro-
vinces, we will have no objection whatever to offer.

Sir LEONKRD TILLEY. We propose that the Com-
mittee shali report progres.s after it has got through the
resolutions to-night. The hon, gentleman called the atten-
tion of the Government to this subject a short time ago.
An amenAiment will be proposed. The Comxnittee will
neport progress and ask leave to sit again. In the mean-
time the Government will take the question lato considera-
tion, and decide whether it is necessary Io include it in
a resolution or Bill. The subject las not been lest sight
of.

On item 45, cocoa-nut matting,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This article is now manu-

factured in the country, and it is proposed to make the
duty 25 per cent. instead of 20 per cent. as it stands now.

On the Free List,
Mr. ANGLIN. 1 desire to ask for an explanation why

steel is made free for another year ? Is there any probability
that we will have steel works establiehed, or does some
railway company want to get in their rails?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is because there l no
industry of the kind established in the country. Parties
are; however, contemplating the establishment of works in
the Ottawa Valley. Whether they will do so or not remains
t be-seen, and the declaration of Parliament is that, if they
establish works, a duty will be imposed on imported steel
after the expiration of this time.

Mr. CHARLTON. M bile the Committee is engaged in
considering the Free List, I rise to express my regret tht
the Government has not seen fit to extend that list some-
what I calIed the attention of the hon. Finance Minister
and the hon. Minister of Customs last year to the injurious
operations of the expert duty on saw-logs. I had hoped to
see that duty removed. The amount of duty derived is
oaite insignificant, the sum last year being les than $2,500.
So far as regards the lumber interest of western
Ontario, the duty is very detrimental to that
interest. A very large trade has grown up on the
western lakes in round timber, drawn from the
forest -o? fehigan, and taken to lake ports, Detrit,
TIoldo, Cføreland,.and Bmabao. That trade, -a1
yoer, amoanted to eer lO,000000 IoEt of round tiegga
quantity-worth on te mwoterk or 81,300,0 , Tho ue
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s. made of the timber is to saw it into bills wÎnted for imme-

diate use, bills of small size and which cannot very well be
i filled from a distance; and this trade does not in any way
, come into collision with the ordinary lumber trade. There

is not the lest jealousy between the lumber intereat of the
west and the round timber inte-est. None of these
100,000,000 feet towed down the lakes are manufhetured into
mercantile lumber. The parties engaged in the business
receive high prices for bills, and mills situated in the cities
have always additional advantages of being able to utilize
the offal, suh as elab and saw dust, which, in most cases, I
believe, covers the cost of manufacture. We have on Georgian
Bay and on the eastern coast of Lake Huron ai good facilities
for engaging in this large and profitable trado as the people of
Michigan; but the export duty of 81 por thousand deters
our people from participating in the trade. I t surely
intorteres with business in the west ; it is a duty
proluctive of no good; it is one which injures the
lumber interests, and it is one which in the interest
of the country ought to be removed. It is absurd that
this duty should have remained on the Statute-book so
long, for, as I have shown, it is yielding no revenue and
is doing harm. As regards the Ottawa Valley, it is con-
tended that if the duty is not imp sed, saw-logs will be
taken from Ottawa up the Richelieu into Lake Champlain
and manufactured into lumber there. I do not think that
is practicable, and if it:were, the difficulty could be obviated
by de6ning a saw-log to be a piece of timber les than twenty
feet in length, which would exempt the class of timber
towed in the wes'ern lakes from the operation of
the duty. .I do not raise this question for the purpose of
making political capital or to cavil at the policy of the
Government; but I regret that the Finance Min ister has not
given his attention to the removal of an impost
so absurd and so pernicious in its operation as this
one is. I can assure him it prevents the owners
of timber lands mn the west from engaging in a lucrative
trade, amonnting to over $1,250,000, one which confers great
profits on a large number of men, and one in which our own
lumbermen might just as well participate. If the difficulty
I have alluded to, with regard to the lumber in the bttawa
valley, should interpose, i think a practical remedy will be
fourd in the suggestion I have made, that is by classifying
the loge, so that long timber would be exempt from duty.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I will conbider it.
Mr. BUNSTER. I beg to ask the attention of the Finance

Minister to the question of powder, which has a great deal
to do with the-material interests of British Columbia. We
have a small population, and we have no manufactory
of powder in the Province. Our resourees am
largely mineral-gold, silver and coal-and I think
that in order to develop them, the Finance Minister should
throw the duty off powder, instead of retaining the very
high duty of five cents a pount. Some of our miners use
as much as fifty pounds of powder per week in opening the
bowels of the earth. 1 know the Finance Minister meana
honestly by our Province, and I think he will sec that it is
only fair that this duty should he removed.

Sir LEONARD TLLLEY. I am afraid I cannot aik the
House to accommodate my hon. friend, by putting p>wder
on the free list. I believe arrangements have been made
by which Canadian powder can now be supplied, even to
the miners of British Columbia; and as the facilities for
transmission increase I have no doubt that the price will
be still further reduced.

Mr. BLAKE. The hou. gentlerran will not object to pay
a little more for powder when it is manufactured in the
country.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. Finance Minitor has thrown
out a suggtio, but I think h ought to 1W ake a tupro.
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mise with me. Let him throw off the duty until the rail-
way is built to British JColumbia.

Mr. ANGLIN. If ho would put a duty on pig tails, it
would answer the purpose.

Mr. BUNS'IER. I thank the bon. momber for reminding
me of that; and if the Finance Minister will only put a
duty on rice, we wili probably catch the pig tails. Isay
it is a disgrace that tbere should be five cents duty per
pound ou powder, and only one cent per pound onrice.

Mr. BLAKE- We make powder but we do-not grow rice.
Mr. BUNSITER. Yon tnight .throw some rice on the

troubled waters and help me out of this difficilty, If we
cannot grow rice, we have a very good substitute in the
shape of potatoes, especially in my part of the country.
We are only a small Province and small in our
representation in this House, but you invited us to come
in, and tol i us that you would heur ail our grievances.

Mr. WIIITE (Rastings). We are using you well.
Mr. BUNSTER. Yes; wehave been getting deeperinto

the well ever since we came in.
Mr OGDEN'. I quite agree with the hon. member for

Vancouver in asking that the duty should be reducel on
powder. The people in my county are largely engaged in
gold mining, and they use a good deal of' powder, I agree
with the hon. gentleman, and I hope the Finance 2Ainister
wiIl take into his favorable considération the reduction of
the duty upon powder. But I am surprited, I uni amazed,
to hear an hon. eentieman who says that lie represents a
fishing constituency, come forward and ask to have 2) cents
a poundduty placed upon rice. We uso wild rice around
the edgeà of the lakes, to decoy ducks, on the
batineau River. They come there in the summer
to lay their eggs and batch their young, and duck
hunting affords sport to our- fishermen as well as food te
many ofour poor people in the winter. I am surprised to
hear an hon. gentleman, who is said to represent the
laboring class, to represent a fishing community, stand here
and ask to have a duty imposed upon rice. It is ai1 very
well for the hon. member for Vancouver Island (Mr.
Bunster), who, perhaps, at this very moment has a
Governor's Commission in his pocket, to stand here and ask
to have the poor man's food taxed.; but 1, as the representa-
tive of a fihingconstituency of faithful and honest mon, who
are willing to work hard for a living, hope and trust that you
will not permit such a thing. I hope the Government will
let the hon. member for Vancouver Island just.go ahead and
pay his attention to the redaction of daty upon powder,
and let us have rice free. Rice pudding I know is a very
important article of food iU the hotels of Ottawa. We enjoy
it once in a whdle, aund, thorefore, I hope the hon. member
will not persist in asking this House to impose a duty on
rice, because if the Government should do ,so 1 sbonId
certainly vote against them for the second time since I have
been in Parliament.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the foregoing reso-
lutions and the alterations made in the duties of Customs on
the articles therein mentibned shall take effect on and after
the 26th day of February instant.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 11:30 o'clock,
p m.,) the House adjourned.

Mr. BUNSTU,

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MONDAY, 28th February, 1881.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS.
Mr. DOMVILLE moved that the time for the reception

of reports on Private Bills be extended for a period of ten
days from 1st March, in accordance with the recommenda-
tion of the Select Standing Committee on Banking snd
Commerce.

Motion agreed to.

TEE BANKING ACT.

Mr. DOMVILLE, in the absence Of Mr. ORTON, introduced
a Bill (No. 73) to explain section 52 of the Banking Act.
He said: Section 52 says that banks shall not be liable to
a penalty for usury, and goes on to state that they sha*l
not take, exact, or recover any rate of interest exceeding 7
per cent. Ts Bill is to explain the fact that it is not the
intention of the Act that banks shall be allowed te take,
receive, exact, or recover any rate of interest above 7 per
cent.; and it they do, they are bound to refund the difference
between that rate and what they receive to the borrower.

Bilt read the first time.

EUROPEAN, AMERICAN AND CANADIAN CABLE
COMPANY.

The following Bill was read the second time: -
Bill (No. 72) to incorporate "The European, American

and Canadian Cable Company l.imited," (from the Senate).
-(Mr. Currièr.)

* MAILS BETWEEN ARTHABASKA AND THREE
RIVERS.

Mr. BOURBEAU enquired, Whether itis the intention of
the Government to appoint a mail conductor to travel on
the branch line of railway between Arthabaska and
Three Rivers ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I have the honor to inform the hon.
gentleman that such is not the intention of the Goveon-
ment.

UNDER VALUATIONS FOR CUSTOMS DUTIES

Mr. KR'ANZ enquired, Whether, in view of the fact that it
has been stated that childr-en'si carriages and like articles
were iunported last year from the United States, and entèred
for duty at a less value than the market price ruling then in
the United States, any provision bas been made to check
these undervaluations ; and if so, of what nature?

Mr. BQWELL. It bas been found, on examinatioa, that
thé discount allowed by manufacturers on that particular
kind of goods ls 28 per cent. in the United States, whilehe
discount allowed to Canadian purchasers is 33 per cent
In other cases where articles are purchased for exportation
to Canada an extra 25 per cent. discount is allowed Ali
the invoices entered at those reduced rates have been ordered
to be amended, and the price increased to the value of the
articles, and duty bas been added and collected accordingly.

SHELBURNE HARBOR.

Mr. ROBERrSON (Shelburnc) enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to make provisiong in ±o
Supplementary Estimates, for the erection of a fogwhis4e
at the enrtrance of Shelburne fargor, Nova Sentia
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Mr. LA&NGEVIN. It is not the intention of thei Govern-

ment to maike provision in the, Supplementary Estimates
thi year for theoetin tof a fogwhistle at that place.

TMR QUHRBEC JUDICIARY.
Mr. BEAUORESNE enquired, Whether the Government

are aware that, of the two Jadges charged with the adminis-
tration oejustice in the district of'Gasp, une resides at Quebec
an& ê.'he ahtMostreal? Whether il is the intention of
the.GOvement to alew that state of things to continue
arylaiger? Whether the Minister of-Justie haseoni-.
dbd é ie representations which have been made to him in
relation to this matter by the County Conneil of the County
of Bonaventure ?

Mr. McDONALDI(Pictou). It has been brought to the
notice of the Government that the Justiees of the Superior
ourt of two of the districts of Gaspé resided, .one at

Motrpal ocasinally, and one at Quebec. No complaint
on the aubject has been made to the Government with the
ecpion oif cqmmunication from the County Council of
Bo'oyenture addressed to me, which Is now receiving the
conlidrati-n ofthe Government, and the Government will
comeunicate with the Government ot Quebec on the subject.

CARGO QI THE SHIP "BOYN'E.".

fr. GAULT enquired, ls it the intention of the Govern-
ment to refund to the owners and insurance comparies the.
sum of$5,478-z-3, the amount collected as duty on the cargo
of- damaged wheat and corn from the ship Boyne, the
duty havIng absorbed the whole proceeds of the sale of the
cargo ?

Mr. BOWELL. It is not the intention of the Govern-
mIi‡, lo make the refund, there boing no law tojustify it.'

INSURANCE OOMPANIES.

Mr.GRANOBOISenquired, Does the Govern ment propose
to extend the law so as to allow its Insurance Superintend-
et to investigate the affaira of all lite and fire insurance
companies; and also put a stop to ail unlicensed mutual
fi. insurance companies known as "Countieh Mutuals,"
iri t1ie Province of Quebec, and "ILife Co-operatives.".*

Sir LONARD TILLEY. The Government have that
suljøet undter consideration. 1 wifl let the hon. gentleman
know in a day or two.

MML 8ERVICE ON LAKE CHAMPLAIN AND ST.
LAWRENCE RAILWAY.

34.. VANASSR enquired, Whether it is the intention of'
thieAovernmien.t lo establish a mail service on the Lake
C4a plam and ?t. La vree .Railway?

ehúLANGEVIN. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment.

BRAINCTH POST OFFICE AT MONTREAL.

«Mr.URSfL enqnired, Whether the Government are
avme that a large portion of the public of Montreal will
suferineonaenience,£rom the closing of the branch post
offimes at Montreal; and is it the intention of the Govern-
mmtooeder the losing of the said brani offices ?

L-r. A!NG Tr. There je no intention of closing the
br"ndebfEeioeef ontreal.

CLAIRS OF CONTRAMCTORS ON THE INTERCOLO-
H2IM4ML W4X, SINCIE JANUARIY 1s-r, I8180. a

ZW moved fbr copies uof all Orders inu
C#àè edti%# the caiísUI o contractors on the Intr
colonial Rs* miIle 2Tanuary 1st, 1880, also "of all

instructions issued to Mr. Sha ly, rupeatingthe same, and
correspondence relating to uch claims. He saidI: I the
absenoe of the hon. iinister of Ra'lways it is not my
intention to discuse these notices at the -present tine. As
the hon, the Miniatr of, Publio Works eas been attending
to the business of thie Minister of Railways, I premume ihe
has got these pap.rs ready as well as the papers asked for
in the other mioices, seeing that. the notices have 'ben on
the order pape for week.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The papers have been prepared
upon all the motions theb on. gentleman bas upon the
paper. I hope to be abe to' iay tbem oh the Table to.
morrow or next day,

Motion agreed toi

HARBOR OF TORONTO.

'Mr. MACKÉNZIE, in moving for any roport made ky
Govern ment engineers respecting works in thel babor u'f
'oronto, since January det, 188û, with msp showing the
locality of the new channel being Aredged at the, western
entrance, said: I make this motion because it is uy. cop-
viction, from inf6rmation whi*h bas reshed me, t hatthe
bon. Minister of Public Works has allowed himseli to be
advised wrongly in regard t Othis harbor. 'Instead of
following up the work whîcb has been done for .a
number of years past, and gradually widening, and
deepening the channel, at the Queen's wharf, the engîneera
of the bon. genitleman have made an entirely new ont
through the end of the Island beach which protects the
harbor, and whichi, instead ofdoing good, bas, 1 blieve, dorP
incalculable Injory to the harbor. What I am anxious
to ascertain from theb on, gentleman is, whether tbis bas
been done on the report of aAy engineer other than those
who have already reported upon it. The bon. gentleman
is, of course, aware that several reports are in the depart-
ment on the subject of the Toronto harbor, but I do Dot

'think any of them recomtnend a new entrance to b.
made in the place whgro redging has been carried on
during the past year. I see it stated in the public uewa-
papers that some autbority from the United 'tates isnow
inspecting the harbor. That may be a wise stop, or it mgy.
not. I should be very glad, indeed, if any new light ould
be thrown on the subjec, butso far as our experience for
the past two or three years enables us to Judge, &U that
was necessary to be aceomplished was to widen ard deepen
the western entrance, an'to gitard against the shoals
which are constantly opening and closing the easter4
entrance.

Mr. LANGEVIN. 0fcourse, the papue will he brought
dowu. I shon4d have preferred the hon- gentleman to baye
allowed the information e be ad before Parlismenth before
expressing any opigion ose aetion takon by the engineers
of my department. The. hon. gontieman nay rest sued
that the works undertaken there have beert ondeztaken on
the advice of the engipeers, and the papers will show the
reason therefor.,, They will show thàt there tras formeirly
arefilling cf thé eotranee every year, so that th work had
to be begun anew, and somding, sbowed that a greater
depth of water could be obtained where the new channet
has been begb-. The sueo t of protecting theparborf
Toronto has recived the special attention of t. deipartrnt
and the Government, and we have engaged an engineer of
great ability, Captan Eads, who as achieved great
success i improvîng the navigation of the mouth of te
Mississippi, and who has been eqgagedà-during the past
three or four months, in fulflling an engineering Com-
mission from the Mexican Government, to examine the
harbor of Toronto, especially the eastern gap, and to give
bis opinion on what works may be necessary in dor4eto
improve the harbor permanently. He is now l ing ver
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the papers toput himself au fait, and then he will come
and e±atmine te harber.

Motion agrêed to.

PORT BOOD WHAIRF.

Mr. MAcDONNELL, in moving for all correspondence
and communications between the Government and the
Commissioner, or party in charge of ihe expenditure and
repairs made on the public wharf at Port Hood, during'
the last summer and fall, relative to the present state ofsaid
wharf, and to the further eum necessary to, complete said
repairs; also a return of said expenditure so made, said*:
The wharf at Port Hood was built before Nova Scotia
entered Confederation by the Local Government of Nova
Scotia, at a very great expense. It was built li connection
with the extension of 4he railway , from Truro to the
harbor of Pictou, li order that the island of Cape Breton
might enjoy the benefits of the railway system of Nova
Scotia. That wharf was transferred to'the Dominion as-a
part of the public propertyof the Province, and thereby
became a charge on the Exchequer of the Dominn. It has
always been treated as Dominion property. From time to
time, since the year 1867, it suffered severe injuries,
and at different periods was repaired by the
Dominion Government. In thepring of 1879, while
bore attending to my duties in this ouse, I was informed
that that wharf had suffered some injury. and that its state
was sucb that if not repaired in a short time it was liable
to become entirely destroyed. I directed a letter in April,
1879, to the then bon. Mmnister having charge of the Publie
Works of the Dominion, who, I am sorry tog ay, is now absent
through seyere illness; my letter pressed on the hon.
Minister the necessity of' secunring that valuable pubeli
property from further injury or total- destruction. This
letter received no attention. What I then anticipated only
proved too true, for some months afterwai ds the wharf was
cut in twain by a severe storm. It remained in that condi-
tion for a long time, to the very great inconvenience of the
public, and last spring I again brouglh the subject to the
notice of theb hon. Minister. A gain I received no satisfaction.
I then applied to the present Minister of Public Works for
permission to have that property belonging-to the Dbminion,
and in whieh the people were deeply interested, repaired at
private expense. I was about to recommend that a public or
a private subscription should be made by the residents of
the county, and of adjoining counties, in order to meet the
cxpense of repairing the wharf. I received no satisfactory
answer to that lettcr. Having gone borne about a month
before the proiogation of Parliament last year, I again
wrote to the hon. Minister, asking for the second tie that
I might be allowed to have this publie work repaired
by means of private subscription, and I was informed
Ihat t.he sum of $3,000 was gjated for the!
purpose in the Supplementary Estimates. i
wrote to athe Government asking that the repair
be at eneeundertaken. They were net undertakentill late
in August, and tihe whole western side of thel island, a dis-
tance of 110 miles, ws left without any proper communi-
cation with the shore for the steamers and. other vessels
that visited the place. At length the work was undertaken
in the fall-a season of the year most unsuitable for work
ofany desciption on that exposed shore, owing to thesevere
storms then prevalent. It so proved in thi case. Whm
the work was only half througb, a storvA carried away a
large portion of the new .wharf-two large piers-and the
amount provided proved insufficient to meet the cost of,
repairs. The. wharf has remained inu an unfrmshed state.
ever since.

Ir. LANGEVIN. When di that lasIt storm occur ?
)Kr. E bl)ObIL. The hn. gentleman pould kIöiow.

]ie was informed by his engineer when It ocerrd. l t
Mr. LANGEVIN.

ocaurred during the progrems of the work, anti if the bo.
gentleman had properly discharged his trust, hWwould have
undertaken the work at a time when it could b. condueted
with safety. I accuse theb hon. Minister of having caused,
by bis incompetency or negleet, a loss ofthousands ofdollars
to the .Dominion. AIl that was neeeary -as for the hon.
gestleman, in response to my various appliqations, to write
a single note to one of the many .ngiieerS of the
Dominion who are sauntering around the streets in want
of employment. The loss to the Dominion directl by 1he
carrying away of the wharf is not the only loss, tie public
have suffered through-the want of that structure. I want
to tell the hon. gentleman -that, although this is alittle local
work, it is of more than local interest. It is not only the
Province of Nova Scotia, and not only the county of
Inverness that -are interested. I have Seen dozens of
mowing machines and other agricultural machinery im-
ported from the Province of Ontario into the connty ol
Inverness, Cape Breton, which had to be landed at tbat
port in smal boats. I saw various cargoes of lumber
during the past summer which had to be thrown into the
water and loated ashore in the shape of rafts, all owing
to the culpable neglect of the hon. Minister. It is all very
well for these hon. gentlemen to treat the public interest in
this way, simply because a certain county does not return a
representative to support them. That is the only reason
why this work has been treated as it has been. The matter
is not a local one; it is a matter of yesterday, but it is a
property that was transferred to the Dominion as a art of
the publie property of Nova Scotia at the time of the nion,
and I charge these hon. gentlemen with having violated the
terme of Confederation when they neglected to uphold a
work of this kind. As well might they discontinue an
important mail line, or discontinue to uphold a railway in a
Province, simply because that Province returned men
opposed to the Goverument. I have approached the
hon. Minister on various occasions. I have asked
him if it was his iritention to put anything
in the Supplementary Estimates for this work, and
I could receive no satisfaction. Now, having made this
statement, I am prepared to uphold what I have said. I
leave the matter in the bande of the Government. If they
will continue to negleet this work and the public interest
-ard it is not the county of Inverness only that is
interested in it-the fault will be theirs. We have a steamer
running regularly between Picton and that port during the
summer months, discharging cargo at it and plying through
the Straits of Canso ; and other courties are interested in
this work--counties which send to this Parliament faithful
followers of the Government. I, therefore, hope the Govern-
ment will not continue to dieregard this work. I hope they
will feel that while they have sa immene power at thoir
back, they owe to the country a due discharge of their duty,
and due vigilance in regard to the public intereets of the

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman (Mr. MacDonnell)
muet see, after his excitement has passed, that when he
Wrote to me to suggest a public subscription to raise the
funds neeesary for the improvement of this work, that I
could not have accepted his proposal as a serious one. If a
publie work requires to b. put in order, a vote mu"t b.
asked for it in Parliament, which will not be begrudged.
The hon. gentleman must sec, if the answer heireceived was
not a satisfactory one, that h could have received no other.
Votes for works, by Parliament, are granted from the lt
July to the let July following; therefore, until tho 1st July
comes we cannot ex d the money on any -%rk.
The hon. gentleman wil kindly remeiber that a -ahSe
number of workS have,. generally -to -,b* çrtz
in lI parts of tbe Dominion, and. -t'atI rs r0 e ,f4
attention as this Special work in whic b'e tå niat4r?!Y
interestedl.
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Lr. )MD~ONBNELL, I amn nUn',mrin‡rested in it than

asybody ele.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Those works,.being so numerosihave'
to be taken in tuFn, andin this case I do not think thehob.
getleçan can complain much wheuhesays theworks were
uudestakoen in Auguat. I do .not know tb exact circum-
stances ho speaks of, but it shows that the wnrk must bave
been a very elght one, when the storm carried asy two or
thçe of thelarge piers ho refers to, and that the departmènt
were quite justified in taking a little time to consider the
mattqr, and.see whether the grant, small as- it may have
been, shold be expended just at that moment., Therefore,
the-hon. gentleman-bas no right to complain. This work
bas been attended to like al 'others. it may ho unfortunate
that the storm spoken of came on just at that moment, but
I have no control over the winds and waves. The like of
what oeurred at that place occurred elsewhere. .He com-
plàine that he came to me Foveral times and asked me,
without result, wbether I would put a vote in the Supple-
mentaiy Estimates. If he would consult others who
have felt the responsibilities- of cffice, ho would find
that to such a question he could receive no satisfactory
answer.

Mr. MOcDONNELL. I snid nothing of the kind.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman could expect no
answer from me to such a question When the Supplementary
Estimates come down he will see, like alil other hon.
gentlemen, whether the work was considered one that should
have a vote proposed to it. I have already told him twice,
this matter will be investigated, in order to see whether the
work ean be provided for in those Estirmates.

Mr. MAcDONNEL [. This subject bas been before the
Gdvernment a whole year. I suppose the han. Minister of
Publie Works is considered a very excellent administrator,
and tbaw I eau take for granted that he was aware of the
state of this public work. If so, he has known its state for
nearly twelve months; and it was his duty, in the case of a
wor'k so important, to have provided for it in the chief or
main Estimates. Ris not doing so left me but one course-
that of discharging my duty by makingan enquiry in this
House. as.to whether he intends doing anything in this
matter at present. I long refrained from making any
enquiry; but the Session is drawing to a closc, and I should
boesubjected t0 a severe criticism by those who sent me
bore te watch over their interests if 1 did not bring this
matter befôre the House. It is'a matter in which Inverness
is hot alone interested; beèause from Ontario we get ail our
fanning implements, ad the.major part of our manufactured
goods, and they are 'landed at this plaoe.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Inb is first speech the hon. gentleman
spoke of Supplementary Estimates, and therefore I bad to
answer íbi quîestion as I have just staed-that I could- give
h1um no information on that point.

:Motion agreed teo.

MR. MUNRO'S LkNDIN BRITISHI COLUMBIA.

Mr. 1)COSMOS moved for an order of the fouse for
thI report made y Mr. J. W. Trntch, respecting the land
of M. A. Munro, situated within the Indian -Reservé at
Gowichan Vancouver's Island. He said: lu bringing this
nMatter b 1o lhe House I rhall'haie to read conlidérable
ceorresepondence. 'Inthefirst lace, may read the state-
Tzen1 made bfMr .Musaro, anid sent in to hte Dertment
d án .A*airs in trii city, bjh ie to th R owing

"STATEMENT re LAND IN COWIÇSAN VALLEY, B.C.

£u.d. £s.4. Sets.
Purebase price of Sections 15 and

16, Range7, Quamichan District
-200 acres,-less mrad allow-
ance, 4 acres-196 acres at £1
sterling .......... . ..... ............. ..

(P fd rluaatidi 1858, £160.
li 1862, £36, per Laud Office
Reoceipts )

Ountlays.-IuelOdin g a survey of
the land, jurneys, &c., oun
several oceusions, taxes, &c......................

July lt, 1879, simple interest to
date at 8 per cent. per amannm,
(being leu than five per cent.
compounded):

On £160 (say from 1859), 20
years.................... 256 0 0

On £36 (say from 1863), 16
years ............... 46 1 7

196 0 0

300 0

302 1 7
On ontlays..... ...... ........... ................. ..... 75 00

37500
At Ex. $4.85 per £ ... -.£498 1 7 2,415 68

$2,790 48

" Land in the vicinity, outside the Indian Reservation, was sold lat
year at $12.50 and $15 00 per acre. Present value, say-200 acres ait
$15.00==$3,000 06.

"Railway construction will enhance the value."

In support of that statement here ie a certificate by two
leading land agents of the city of Victoria, Mosers Lowen-
berg & Ileisterman:

" We, the undersigned land agents in Victoria, do hereby certify that the
land known as Mr. Munro's land, Sections 15 and 16, Range 7, Quamichan
District, which ia a tract of fine, rich bottom land in the Cowichan
Valley, is worth now at least $15.00 per acre, and that it could readily
have been sold by us if open for purchase, but the Indian claim and
occupation ofl it prevents all effectuai negotiation.

(Signed), "D. LowEnBaRna.
"H. F. HurmsAxa.

" Victoria, B. 0., 7th July, 1879."

From these statements the House will gather the amournt
of Mr. Munro's claim in respect of this land. I will now
read some extracts from official reports regarding 'the
Indian claim and occupation of A. Mîunro's land in
Cowichan (Gections 15 and 16, range 7, Quamichan district).
The following is from the report dated 16th January, 1878,
%>y the Indian Reserve Commissioner- to the British
Columbia Provincial Government:

" Several Indians have built bouses and cultivated and fenced portions
of land in Cowichan, belonging to Mr Munroa.* • •

" The Indians say that Sir James (then Mr.) Douglas gave them the
whole fiat for a reserve, including the land on which they had encroached,
but it appears that the Government of Mx. Douglas sold this land ta Mr.
Munro at about the same time the reserve was made, and that Mr. Munro
bas aIl along been the legal possessor of it • '

M,r. Munro's comments are as follow:
" The Indiana never consented to the ale; but this was unknown to

me at the time. They claim the land as part of their pserve, and have
hitherto held it as such, notwiîthtanding repeated efforts to dispoesess
them. Thus they have ever remained the real or actuaetpossesors, whtle
1, in the empty capacity of 'legal posuessor,' have been assessed arnd
have had to pay the yarly taxes and other outgoings."

One of the Commissioners, writing for himself and the other
Commissioners, in a letter to me, dated 4th January, 1877,
says, inter alias:

"As I havetold you personally, I believe that the Governazent' have
fold to yOu land1 which had been previeusly assigned, or la claimed
to bave been assigned, to the Indiana as a reserve."

Anolther of the Commissioners, in a letter to me' ò 200
January, 18i8, says:
"1 agi u with yon that the land should never have been laid off ,as

it is."

The late Minister or Saperintendont General of Indian
Affairs, with whom Col. Powell, the Superintendent, corres-
pionded specialy on this matter in the summer of 1877 leld
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that the land in question pertained to the Indians,
its possession ought to be secured to them or
bonefit. The Commissioners further say:

and that
for their

"l Whatever may have been the case at one time, we tbink that after
what has passed, the incorporation of this land within the Indian
Reserve now would have a bad cffect on the minds of thé Indians.

"The Commissioners think that Mr. Munro should take steps, and
that he should have taken steps long ago, to compel the Indian trespas-
sers on his land to submit to the law."

Upon this Mr. Munro thus comments:
" I do not ask that it be so " incorporated." All I seek is reasonable

compensation; and for this the Government may do with the land what-
soever seems to them best. The propert is said to be admirably adapted
and situated for an Indian Industrial Model Farm."

The Commissioners proceeded to say:
'' The Indians have made considerable improvements on the land, this

increasing the difficulty and hardship of removing them. It is possible
that the enforcement of the law may cause trouble, and perhaps blood-
shed; but in the Commissioners opinion there is no other alternative than
to turn the Indiana off, reserving the old grave-yard upon the land, as
marked b the Commissioners. * * * At the same time the Commis-
sioners akthe attention of the Provincial Government to that portion of
the enclosed memorandum which states what the (owichan Indians gen-
erally said to the Commissioners about their treatment by the formal
Colonial Government."

Mr. Munro comments as follows:-
'' This has not been communicated to me, but is understood to have

been an expression ot dissatisfaction on the part of the Indians."

Referring to the memorandum mentioned by the Commit
missioners, Mr. Munro remarkss:

''It is easy to say this. The case was duly submitted to the Commis-
sioners themselves, and what have they done? I have done all I p.ssibly
could-by myself and others and through the proper authorities-short of
provokin theIndians to actual conflict. At my own cost, many years
ago, I had the land surveyed, and stakes and posts put in, but these were
removed. Their own Superintendent, Colonel Powell, adfised and urged
the Indians strongly to surrender the land, but in vain. Mr. Suliivan
(then Superintendent of Police), Mr. Morley and others, as representatives
of the law, were sent up at different times to endeavor to remove them or
persuade them to remove. Mr. Sullivan went so fir as to commence
pulling down their fences, but, though a brave man, he was compelled by
ireats of violence from the enraged Indians then assembled to desist at
once.

" The manner in which,on another occasion.Mr. Rogers, who attempted
to build and settle on the adjoining section No. 14 (iikewise claimed by
the Indians as part of their reserve), was driven off by them, and forced
to have his pre-emption cancelledshows what the Indians were and are
prepared to do if put to the test in maintaining their claim to this land.

"This is very probable if the 'enforcement' be made despite justice,
considering the rights they claim and the extensive improvements in<
buildings, &c., made by them.

" There i an alternative. The land can be recovered from me on
reasonable terms. If ' turned off' they will go back and retaliate when-
ever the pressure is withdrawn-so that the continuance or repetition, of
force (a costly process) will be necessary to keep them off; and even
then peaceable possession cannot possibly be had in defiance of them.

" As regards the grave-yard here specially mentioned, the Indians have
just as much right to it as to the rest of the land. So have I. While
doubtlessit is bgh per that the Indias should have the grave-yard,
the Commissioners had no power to assign it, as has been done, indepen-
dently of me and my rights of property. I say, then, take the whole of
the land as well. That is the only settlement of the difficulty that is
likely to be either satisfactory or permanent."

I wili now read from the report dated 21st March, 1877, by
the Indian Reserve Commissioners to the -hon, the
Minister of the Interior:

4C0owichan.-There were two cases which presented peculiar difficulty;
one, that of Mr. Munro, the other of a Mr. Dods.

" The firet having paid his money in 1859, at the rate of £1 sterling
per acre, had been allotted a tract of 200 acres which cuts directly into a
portion of the general Reserve.

" Mr. Munro, finding that the Indians bankered much after this place,
had, by letter addressed to us before we left Victoria, offeed-to place -the
piece of land in question at our disposal on consideration of his being
reimbursed bis original outla with moderate interest. The adoption of
this measure we should bave been disposed to recommend as expedient to
the settlement of the whole question ; but on enquiry our views were altered.
We found that the plot had been fenced and occupied by a party of the
Somenos-Sept, headed by a man named Sin-a-Meetza, and that Mr.
Superintendant Powell had some time ago warned him that he was actin
illegally and summoned him to desist. Nevertheless, Sin-a-Meetza hai
continued, and improvements -to a very considerable extent had been,
by him and his companions, snce effected on the land.

' We feel, therefore, that to recommend any measure which, if carried
out, might tend to confirm Sin-a-Meetza in his usurped possession would

XIr. DzOosmos.

be at present
Sin-a-M eetza's
acted at the
departure."

unadvisable. We determined, therefore, in ignoring
possession altogether; and on this determination *e

final conference which took place on the day of our

On this document Mr. Munro thus commented:
"In writing to me on 4th January. 1877, the Commissioner already

quoted said : 'In conversation with my brother Commissioners, it bas been
suggested that to enable us to approach the Governiment with the view of
obtaining authority te settle your land claim, a distinct proposal should be
made by you as to the amount that yon would be willing to receive in
liquidation of your claim, should the Commissioners judge it advisabliéto
confirm possession to the tribe of the land (purchased by you) which they
unquestionably have taken possession of. 0 l * I am satisfied that the
Government of the day will not consent to pay any very large amount in
liquidation to enable us to assigu the land under tbe tenor of our commis-'
sion.' This, which conveyed to me the intimation or suggestion that I
must be satisfied with a moderate rate of interest on the purchase money
which I .had paid, agreed with the offer I had previously made to the
Commissioners as expressed in their report opposite. I had no further
communication or reply from the Commissioners; but the explanation
given in their said report seems to show that their 'views were altered'
on slight grounds, and with little care for the loss and hardship to
which I had been for seo many years, and still -am subjected. I am far
from wishing or intending to make any undue refiection on the Commis-
sioners. Doubtless they found some difficulty in the case, but that is no
good reason for evading a ettlement of it."

Mr. Munro further comments as follows :
"l It was not necessary to recommend any such measure, but fair

consideration and relief should be given rue. The consequence of this
determination was to confirm the Indians in their course, as will be found
further on. Mr. Superintendent Powell, having, within the past month
or so, personally seen it, is now aware (November, 1879) that the Indians
have my land 'comp etely enclosed.'"

I will now read from a report dated 18th October, 1877, by
Superintendent Powell to the hon. the Superintendent
General ofIndian Affairs:

" Reserves.-Between Comox and Victoria the s-arcity of land not
owned or taken up by white settlers I believe p.revented the Commis-
sioners from adding materially to the cultivable extent and value of
existing reserves though, in some instances, by adding woodland, they
have been made much more satisfac ory than before.

"At Cowichan some disagreeable instances of Indian encroachment of
long standing still exist, which are regarded with anxiety and alarm by.
white settlers, and no doubt will soon have to be settled in some way to
prevent further trouble."

On that statement Mr. Munro thus remarks:
"My land was at their disposal on fair terms. My land bas never been

out of the possession of the Indians. It bas always been claimed by themr
as part of their reserve, and as such it is held by them to this day, not-
withstanding all efforts to turn them off."

I will read from a letter datod 27th September, 1877
written by .H. Fry, Esq., J.P., Cowichan, to Indian Super-
intendent Powell:

" His (Mr. Munro's) two sections 15 and 16, range 7, Quamichan, are
between the Indian rese, ve of Quamichan and Somenos, and hi ve long
bee squatted on hy Indians who boldly claim the land, although they
have repeatedly been told that it is not theirs. This is the place abat
which Mr. Sullivan was sent up about someyears inee. The land is
fenced in, and there are several buildings on it, one a very large one,
and a portion under cultivation. .I should say thereare improvements
to the value of several hundred dollars put on by Indian , many quite
lately, since the Commissioners were here.

l I regret, in common with every white settler bere, that nothing was
dpne by the Commissioners when they were here last spring. Their
attention was called to the matter, but they said they had nothing to
do with putting Mr. Munro into possession of his property, and oow the
Indians are bolder than ever. * * * I have not seen them
(the 'Indianst), nor o I think it advisable that I should. Some very
energetie measures will have to be taken, and until what courseis
decided on it is as well to leave them alone."

Mr. Munro comments on that letter as follows
" They claim and hold it as part of the reserve. It bas neyer been out

of their posses- sion.
"The Commissioners did nothing beyond assigning to the Indians part

of my land as a grave-yard. The wole question has been left ehtirely
unsettled as it was. The reasons, ifany, or this are difficult to compre-
hend.

" lu their report the Commissioners say simpy, that their views were
altered, and that they had determined on ignoring the Indian possessiôiA
altogether.

"In another report they say that the Indians sbould be turned off,
regardless of al consideration and consequences- while admitting ele-
where in the same report, that the Indians had maÏe considerable improve-
mente, having built bouses on and cultivated and fenced portions of the
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hps4,*ue inoeesse~ the difliculty and hardsbi of removing them, and
ltihetWupt o so may cause trouble perhaps bloodshed.

In a letter dated 3rd March, 1879, T. J. Skinner, Esq., J.P.O
CowichaD, to A. Munro, writes:

" 4 onotknow if you are aware that an old Indian graveyard on vour
lad was, last summer, staked off by thesurveyor, under orders of Indian
0Qommissioner, as their reserve."

Now; Sir, I will read a general statement made by Mr.
Munro:

'Tbe purchase was made originally with the view of the land being
s tledon sand occnpied as a tin, not by me, but by a family then
desirous to cotne from 8cntland for that purpose. I did not know until
afterwards that the Indians had any e aim upon it, that they had not
conhented to its sale, or were opposed o itls.alienation from themselves.

,'In consequence of their determined hostility (which continues ta this
day) it became necessarv ultimately, at no smaill lossuand inconvenience,
to abandon the hope of the land being occupied by those for whom it hadi
beenItended.

"Thereupon I had te relieve them from the purchase, and to assume
thte wbole risk and burdeD as my own, ever since thon paying the yearly
taxes and other expenses, which now, ln the ag>regate, amouni to a con-
u'derable suin. and baving, besides, a great deat of trouble and anxiety
about the matter fromn first te last.

" Bymy own exertions, and tbrough the instrumentality of the proper
authorities from time to time I hqve, during the whole period, done all in

power tu obtain possession of the land, or fair compensation in lieu
of 11,but without succeus hitherto; and thus I have en wrongfully
depWved all thse years of both the land and the muney paid for it.

"Bad 1undistarbed possession (which, however, seems to be unattain-
ablei, 1could have sold the land; but the opportunity of selling has been
lost e"eatedly, for no one wil purchase such a disputed tite.

"It1s needless to -recapitulate the facts given in the accompanying
memorandum. In the face of thein all it must be evident that the
Indians had sufficient grounds for defending their property, that they
havepomplete possession, and have made extensive impravements; that
it would be very difficult, as well as a hardship and injustice, to remove
them ; and that if the attempt be made they will again strenuously resist
it-e-ventulites aIl demanding the most serious consideration of the
Governument.

M In ahese oircumstance,thewenderis,that the Oommissioners did not,
asethey aught so easily and properly have done, arrange this important
question amicably. tIlearly fromi their own statemeuts tbey were about
to>do sonbut, for some insufcent eanse, their 'views were altered,1
ad «they 'determined-to ignore the Itndian possession altogether,' at
the.ame time isnoring imy heipless position, and allowing rme to b tie
sufferer. This was, no doubt, for the Commissioners, the easiest and
implest way of treating the difficulty. But was it commendaîble in

them to leave so grave a matter unsettled ?
'The teasons for this 'alteration of views' on their part, so far as ex-

plainedin their Reports, were, it must be said, sentimental and evasive
rator tiWan weighty.

' The-question oa settlement or no settlement by peaceable means, is
not, however, an should not be, a matter -of little consequence to te
countf, the Government, or myself. It is really more than a matter cf
seWtiment, theory or caprice on the part of one or two of the Coin-
Mtisete. -

" Undisturbed possession tannot possibly be had in defiaice of the
Indians. If, regardless of th- difference be ween right and wrong, they
shemid betforeibly erpelled without consideration for their rights sud
pr*pety,they Will assuredty re-enter and retaliate at the first oppor-
tu*ny, dd a -continuance of force will thus be indispensable to keep
th"eai subeetion. Bat this-(toiay nothing of its general unsatisfao-
totÏnes) would be aeestly press, many times more se in all prob-
abitity tiha would be an honorible settlement by peaceable means.»

miess bthen of reeklesaly going to extremities tiat, beéides being
coOy iould probably' end ein 'bloodshed' as the Commissioners
forew, would it not be infinitely botter, in everv view, to do promptly
wbiÉOr the <osnmissioners, whea under the guidance of their better
jud4ent, where about to de 'as expedient to the settlement of the
w gqeestfon 4 (using Ithir -own language)-but froi the doing of
wifh' they-*eakly allowed themselvys tobe diverted-vis., to redeem
thfli d a fareiribursement of my outlays, and then nmagnanimously

i"(e elrm it to îte Indians, or make it otherwise beneficial to themn,

"Bch a settlement of the diffieulty (essentially fair td all parties) is
the only oae that cau reasonably he expected to be either permanens or
satisfa.tory ;-white 1e alternative of expulsion and repudiation of
Indisa.zighas, jf.adopted, muta lead to a disgraceful and disastrous

"'There wouldappear to be only the two alternatives-either to give
m.,Iolald posaesonl of the property (which lf clearly impractie-
a14 J tki ig a-aU that it involves) wih fair compensation for the lou

dy austained by Sy exclusion from it for so many years, or to
re4mi ‡gian4dby reimburnsg my outlays upon it vithî iterest at a

U ho e hoped that theinore humane sud reasonable alteruative

"Respettilly cubmitted by
Afilmmi oe.

I have some fiirther correspoudence th~t I mli read te tii.
1 bave sone ihrther correspondence thut 1 will read -t6 the
Ilouse:

., be "A, 14Q , &c.ember, Iwo.

"Daà Sus,--Having been Informed that instructions bve boes sent
her by the Dominion Government (luIdian Affire Departtnert) for a
conference between the Provincial Government, yourself, and Super-
intendent Powell, with a view to a settlement o my claim in r to
land at Cowichan purchased and paid for bj me, but whlckh as ooeuplied
by Indians,il beg te inquite respectfully whether-any lnstructfous
have been received by you, and if so, when the conference is likely te
be held or a settlement made.

" The nature of the case and the delay that has already occurred
will, I trus', be a sufficient exduse for my troubling you about it.

"I have the honor to b,
"Your very obedt servant,

SALUX. xut<iRoe.

To this Mr. Ti utch senuds the following reply :

"lVIorOrA, B.C, 14th September, 18io.
"Si,-I am #irected by 14r, Trutch to acknowledire the receipt of

your letter to him of this day's date, and testaie that Mr. Trtebh has
already conferred on the subject mitter of 1is letter wth the ladian
Commissioner,~Dr. Powell, and with the chief Commissioner of1 sUa le
and Works f this Province, the Hon. Mr. Walkouî, but he is net aware
of any authorization having been issued by the Dominion Government,
for the settlement of the case.

I have, etc,
H I. S. Roseu x,

"Secreîrxry."

Mr. Munro thon addresscd a letter to Lietit.-Col. Powell,
Indian Superintendent at Victoria

VictoniA, 16th September, 1880.
DzAE Sia,-In answer to inquiries made concerning the delay in settl-

ing my claim with-regard to larad in Cowichan occupied by Indians (here-
tofore brought under your notice). I have been informed by a letter dated
the 2nd ult., from M r. Vankoughnet, Deputy Superimitendent Ganusa -of
Indians Affaira. to Mr. DeCosmos, .that on the 20th of February lat
instructions were sent to Victoria, B.O., for a conference to le held on the
matter between the Local Authorities, the Agent of the Dominion Govevn-
ment, andthe Indian Superintendent at that place. with a view ta a
report being furnishld this department on the subject of Mr. Munro's
claim,' and that as no re prt had then reaclhed the department 'a letter
was addressed on the 26th uit., calling attentian to the previoui con.
munication on the sunject and. requesting an early reply.'

"l I these circumstances I beg te inquire respecttully whether those
instructions have been received by you, and whether. if the conference bas
been held a report las been or will soon be furnished t the department
as requested. I am, of course, anxious that this matter, which has ;iitherto
put me te serious loss and trouble, be brought te a settlement without
further uunecessary delay, and hope you will excuse the present applica-
tion.

"I have the honor toe,
IYour very ubed. servant,

"Lieut. Col. Powell,. " Ax. Musa.
"Indian Superintendent,

'lVictoria."

Mr. Powell replies as follow -
"hIssux Orra,

SVicroxa, B.C., 16th Sept., 1880.
S8ta,-I have the houer te aknowledge the receipt of your comme-

nieation of evn date, atting that you hatd been informe ithat on the
20th of February last instructions were sent te Victoria, B.0., for a
conference t be heold on the matter between the Local Authoritie., the
Agent of the Dominion Government, and the Inian Superintendent at
that plae, with a view te a report being furnished' the department on
the subject of your claim ; also, that a letter wa addressed os the 26h
ult., callng attention te the piermous communication and requestiqg .

re"1 reply, I have to state tat no instructions from the on. Super-
intendent General, in regard te the subject of your letter, lave, as yet,
come teoMy band, no confereuce bas therefore, so fr as 1am ware,»
been beld upon the mî tter, and hence no joint report las bee , upî te
present time, furniabed the department lu the manner referred to.ia
jour letter. 1 bavetc

"Ja.has Super ¢sagea.H
Mr. Mu nro then addresses the foltowing letter to Mr.
Trutch:

- '"VITeoTMu B.i., 17th September, 1880.
"Sia,-I have the honr to cknowledge-tereceipt of yourletteofths

14th inst., in an4wer to mine of the saae date.
" As youe nfora me that you have oferred on the subject iu ne esUn

with th ou. Mr, Walkem and witb Mr Supeitendentfowell, bpq-
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inquire whether it is your intention to make a joint report with those
gentlemen at an early date, as seems tolbe expected at Ottawa, and
whether, # so, or in the event of your reporting separately on the case,
tbe pu'rport of the report will be communicated to me.

" I need hardly say that this long-standing difficultyis of notless public
than private import, and .that in view of the serions loss and troublegt has
so long inricted on me nersonally, I am anxious to have it properly settled
withont unnecessary delay. .'( haýe the honor.to he

"Your obedient servant,
"Hon. J. W. Trutch, "Aiax. rs«o.

"Agent Dominion Government, etc., etc.
"Victoria."

Mr. Roebuck replies:
"IVicroait, B.C., 17th September, 1880.

"Sra,-ln reply te your further letter to Mr. Trutoh in reference to your
and at Oowichan, I am directed by Mr. Trutch to state that he bas not

been directed to make a report on this subject conjointly with the Superin-
tendent of Indian Affairs and the hon. the Chief Commissioner of Lands
and Works, and that he is not in a position to communicate to yon the
opinions he las formed upon the questions involved.

"I have to add that Mr. Trutch sincerely regrets the loss and trouble
yon represent your having suffered in this matter, and that it would give
him eat satisfaction to be able to assist in a settlement of tbis long
staading difficulty. but that lie does not exorcise any executive fuuctions
in relation to the Department of Indian Affairs in this Province.

"I have, etc..
(Signed) H. S. Raoscox,

Mr. Munro also addrossed the following letters to me:-
"IVicreaiA, B C., 30th August 1880.

"H o. A. DeCosmos, M.P.,
" Ottawa."

"DEÂR Ra -Since writing and telegrapbing you on the 9th ultimo in
response to your favor of 23rd June, I have received your telegran of
the 6th inst., and severul notes dated 17th and 25ti July and 6th inst.,
tb latter enclosing Mr Vankonghnet' letter to yoti of the 2nd idem, all
regarding my unfortunate Ocwichan land business, atid Ifbeg to thank
you warmly for your kind attention and promise of future advocacy if
necesary.

"I fear ther will yet be occasion te trouble you before the motter is
settled. You will have observed from Mr. Vankoughnet's letter that, in
se far as he is concerned, the business is no fur lieradvanced thanit was
at the beginning, that is to esay, lie disputes the claim as agent of the
Dominion Government, and wishes to throw it on the Province. How
the gentleman can thîs 'go back' on ail that has been wrtten, said, and
done, ram at a les te understand, seeing that you yourself, last year,
and Mr Walkem, early this year, we»e personally aseured by the chiefs
at Gttawa-as te result of it all-thaauthe 'laim wanld besettled
immediately in the way you both recommended, convineed as they were
of the justice and expediency of this under the exceptionai circumstances
cfie cae.

len agi ralsing, in the face cf this, the point put forward in bis
letter Mr Vankeughnet eem to overlook the essential fact ihatthibis le
nota question meerely as to the obligation of the Province to furnish the
Dominion Government with a certain quantity of land for the use of
Indians, but le the far more grave and fthiift question ut depriving
ludians afeparticular piece of land which they claim as a veluable
part of their reserve, and which lias neyer yet been eut of their posses-
sion notwithstanding repeated eforts-(short cf actual violence) made to
retoe them.

"1r Vankougheet sys that, se far as be eau see, my claim shouldt be
againubsth Local and not the Dominion Government, Tbe Local
Governmot think differently, Their reasons h ave been explained by Mr.
Waehm and yoursef et Otawa to the satisfaction ft Sir John Mac-
donald as Superuitendent G eerael cf Indien Affairs, ai thereupon the
Prmier, et diferent timues withinhe past 18 menthe, gave both yourselft
andt Mr. Walkom t understand that the claim would be setled in accord-4
ance with your views of tl. Clearly, it is a case for the GoverLnents to
ettale, It is not right to keep sncb atter in suspenser yearu ;,neither

is it right nor creditable, after what bas transpired as stated above, that
tlquetiei responebility should illUbe opem to dispute, if it really
be ao.

"Though net a little surkrised and disappointed at the present state of
mates,Ifshaltet enee wait on th Executiv and the Indian Supar-.
intendent here, for thep oe of urging them, as earnesty as I ean, to
move emetuaU. I acqulsanted yon, et the time, that tihe npetintendent
himeluf, solabel> as last October, on ret rning from Cowicban. acknow.
ledged te mein the fullet manner tdat the Indians were completely in
possessio'tof thelead. Whtie wanteid Surely not a cea twith
the ladians, which. bosides bing expefisiveto the Dominion, vould be
otherwise unsatisfs.tory and reprehensible; for, to quote theeafguage cf
the ta* indien kesoret Coinmussioners hi their official reports to the
G nuaseumt, the l ad Ie question A tts directly into the genieral
rere. The Indians have Anade considersbhe improvemens on -e
Ind ,thns negasing the diSculty and hardship of removikg bths, nsud
it Io poslbh that the enforkment of the làw (any attempt Ao remove
them by force) may cause trouble sud pe ha bloodse.'

11-I needatco u b a hamre et Prenant, but.eg te aer lu anuXO -
ram. t u2M hovembtr losI, ace y wbib1 W4the opurpf

" On ascertaining the result of my intended applioation to the-Gøvem-
ment and Indias Superintendent, if not sounor, shaI l g ralvo ascI. df
your permission to write again. Meantune, apolomizing for this trouble,
and again thanking you for your kind assistance w1ich, I beg tu assurd
you, is highly appreciateda

SI remain, dear Sir,
" ours fai*.hf 11y,

"VICTORIA, B.C., 20th September, 188.
'Hon. A. DeCosmos, M.P.

"DzAR SR,-With reference to my letter of 30th ult., I now beg to say
that I have since bad several interviews on the subject with îhe flon.
Messrs. Walkem and Beaven and Mr. Superintendent Powell,and '.ith
the latter gentleman and Hon. Mr. Trutch I have also had some orÏem
pondence, copy of which is enclosed.

" I have d 'ne ail I possibly could in urging these several parties todeal
effectually with the case, but to little purpose, I am sorry to syay i on-
sequence of not having been able to trace the instractions which Wr.
Vankoughnet, in his letter to yon of 2nd uit., says were sent bre nder
date 20th February and 26th July last. Unfortunately lie does notetate
to whom they were addressed -saying only that 'on the'20th Fdbriar
instructions were sent to Victoria, B. O., for a conference to be helî;
etc., etc., and that as no report has reached the department, 'a letters-ws
addressed on the 26th inst. (July), calling attention to the previous com-
munication and requesting an early reply.' These instructions have not
reached the Local Government or Sunerintendent Powell, s yOu wilI see
by the Superintendent's letter enclosèd. From Mr. Truth's Letter it wi
be seen that he does not say whether any instructions were receive4,by
him or not, although b made the inquiry.

" In the-circumstances the members of the Government and supere-
tendent Powell have felt themselves powerless to de anything. M1r.
Trutch bas probably, on orne occasion, mentioned the matter in-a casma
way te both parties separately, but it sees that there has not been;aàse
¼conference'-held on the subject, and eonsequently there is noeport
forthcoming, in accordance with the instructions quoted by' r. Van.
koughnet. Undoubtedly Mr. Trutch bas reported alone or will de so.

"If. therefore (notwitbstanding the previous resolution to settle .the
cas., come to by Sir John Macdonald first with yourself in 1879, and sub-
sequently with MIr. WÙalkem in 1880), a joint conference and îreport be
really wanted, definite instructions to that effect sh, uld be issued imme-
diately to each of the parties. If Mr. Trutch bas reported, or prefers te
act separately, the other two gentlemen, viz., Messrs. Walkem and
Powell, will, no doubt, readily confer and report, either conjointly or
separately, on being requested to do so.

"It is not for me, I think, to discuss the argument now mooted by fr.
Vankoughnet, side by side with the 'instructions for a conference and
report,' viz , that, as my payment was made to the Local Goverument,
and as that Goverunment is under obligation to furnish ailltheland
required for the.use of Indians, therefore my claim should be against the
Local Government.

"If it be really necessary te traverse that ground again, yourself and
Mr. Walkem are far more capable and competerit te do it. But I an
still under the impression that this bas aiready been done conclusively,
and that it was after full consideration of the exceptional circamstances
of the case that Sir John Macdonald agreed with both you and 1r.
Walkem to a settlement of it-some of those considerations being, that
when the transaction took place this Province was a crown lony; that
under the present aitered Constitution it would be a complied and
difficult, not to say-impossible, proces to obtain re-payment; and that
the alternative of ejecting the Indians by force, i order to give me quiet
possession of the land (an attempt which, according. to the opinion of the
late Indian Reserve Commissioner, expressed in an official report, 'smight
cause trouble and perhaps bloodshed ') would be not only undesirable,
but also a costly duty devolvmng on the Dominion Guvernmenk whieb
it would be, on the whole, most advisable to obviate by d'ischarging
my el im on the reasonable footing proposed.

" As pointed out in my last letter te yon, it ahold be carfallyremism-
bered that this is not a question as to the Province furaishiag& litU
more or les land for Indians, but that it is the very diferent queetion of
depriving Indians by compulsion of a parineular piece of lad on whichl
they have made considerable improvementsain buildings aai fenaing$
kc,; which they priz" as a valiable part cf their seserve;i sad whisi
has never been out of their posaelsion, uoetrithstanding repeated.'efforts
-only short of actual force-made te resamve them, af1 as shewt it
former correspondence.

" Will you kindly do the needful in this apparemtly- aterm als.aÀ
troublesome matter, and if possible ixduce the Governmpet to tke au
earnest practical view of it, and come to a final decision. tlhe ielay, as
you w-ll know, is injurious ta mea' ways, and net to me ony-feia se,
for even i ladian estimation, it is, isiadsantage anld staanredihqkIs
to al concerned to have uch a dispute with Indians au Jong
unsettled.

"i ai, desar Sir,
"Yaura faissbfuig'

"àAsse. Essegg'

have been induced to ask the indulgence. of goUIsfe
in order that this matter may be placed wheus eif
be readily reached by hon. membera. ,fThe Very
Ieng crespudenté that i have rod, grves à <ÇeWr
idea of the grievane cf r. Mauro, I w alltate tat
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about two years ago the Deputy Minister of Ontario, the
iDeputy Miaister 6f Justice and myself, bad a c6nversation
about this matter, and it was understood the Government
would puy Mr. Munro what was considered value for his land.
When Mr. Wàlkem was here last year an arrangement was
made by the Minister of the Interior that Mr. Walkem,
Sperifitendent Powell and Mr. Trutch, Indian Agent,
should report on the case for the information of the depart-
ment. Dr. Powell says that no instructions were sent to
the<-department here, and he denies there was any conference
on the subject, though Mr. Trutch asserts there was. Mr.
Vankoughnet says he rEferred the matter to Dr. Powell in
February, and in August. Mr. Trutch made a separate
report, I am informed. I asked Mr. Vankoughnet if such
a report waa sent in with reference to Mr. Munro's claim.
Re told me it had. I asked then to see it. le said he
could 'not let me see it without the. permission of the
Minister. So I was unable to see the report. On October
16th last, I believe, I received from Mr. Vankoughnet, on
behalf of Mr. Munro, a letter stating that the Superintendent
of Indian Affairs had instructed him to say~that Mr. Munro's
only course Wa3 to assert his.right in a Court. That is the
last official communication respecting this matter that bas
come under my notice. Now, Mr. Munro has fairly stated
the case as to the danger of using force to recover his land ;
and I may draw the attention of the House to the fact that
theIndian nation interested in the matter number 38 tribes,
with a total nun ber of 2,964. In case force was used, an
Indian difficulty might arise, entailing serious resuIts. The
Indians are spread over the country from Fuca tstrai ts to North
ofNanaimo, 140 miles, and along the coast, from Westminster
to neur Bue Inlet, 150 miles more. I think that the only
course the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs can
pursue, in order to do justice to Mr. Munro and not irritate
the Indians, would be to purchase this land,,pay the price
Mr. Munropaid for it in 1859, and, give him a moderate in-
tereston the amount for the intervening period. If that were
done the Government need not pass the land to the reserve,
but might compel the Indians upon it to pay rentfor it equal
to4he interest of the purchase money paid to Mr. Munro.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I suppose my hon. friend
and colleague from British Columbia, who has fe[t it his
duty to move in this matter, in the interest of Mr. Munro,
will be satisfied, after having nade bis explanations, to
leave it before the country and the flonse. The report of
Mr. Trutch is of aconfidential nature, and cannot be brought
down. The object of the Government in engaging his
services, was to secure a confidential report with reference
to all Dominion interests in British Columbia. It would
destroy his influence if his confidential report were laid before
the flouse. But all the reports made by the head of the
department and the chief executive officers will be brought
down. I take it that the object of my hon. friend's motion
was merely to lay Mr. Munro's case before the House. His
case is simply this: Twenty-one years ago Sir Jas. Douglas,
then Governor of British Columbia, %old Mr. Munro this lot,
which he found au eligible one, and for which he paid.
Everybody knows that Sir Jas. Douglas was thoroughly
conversant-with the rights of the Indians on the Island and
the mainland. He must have been satisfied that' this lot
which he sold belonged to British Columbia, and that he,
as representative of the sovereign, had a right to sell t.
At that time there was no pretence that the Indians were
squatting upon it. Munro might have gone into possession
ot the lot, but did not. le may have bought it for another,
or may not have liked to occupy it, on account of the
proxirnity of the Indians.

Mr. DECOSMOS. The person in Scotland for whom it
was purchased did not come out at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, then, the Indians
squatted on it, and now he claims that we should expel the
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Indians and pay him what he paid 21 years ago. interest
besides, and al the expenses of travelling and so forth.
The Commissioners appointed to consider the claim reported
as my hon. friend (Mr. DtCosmos) has read, that the
Indians had no case, and that Munro had no case -and should
be left to assert bis remedy in Court. The matter came
before my predecessor, the Minister of the Interior, who
upheld that report, and came to the conclusion that, if
Munro's title-deed gave him the land, all he had to do was
to attest his rights, that if the British Columbian authorities
sold that land when it really belonged to the Indian reserve,
it was for the British Columbians to reimburse Munro bis
expenditure in connection with land they had no right to
sel. That was the position of the matter wheu I came into
office. My Com.missioners reported that Munro had a right
to recover the land under his deed, and should be left to his
legal remedy. It was, however, represented to me by
my hon, friend and Munro 'that .there .would he a
eollision with the Indians if legal proceed"ngs were
taken to expel them from this fùrm, and, possibly,
bloodshed. Of course, all will agree that that
result was to be avoided by every possible means. After
discussing the subject with Mr. Walken, I asked him to
Io< k into the matter, to confer with Messre. Powell and
Trutch, in the first place, and ascertain whether the Indians
really had any original claim to this farm as an [udian
reserve; to see if it was the duty of Britiih Columbia to
compensate Munro for the loss of his farm, and if, on the
other hand, there would be danger of an angry collision
with tbe Indians if that land was taken froin them, and if
the Irdian reserve was instiffieient. It seems that the
Indians not only squatted upon it, but made it au Indian
graveyard; and it is known that they pay great respect
to the resting-place of their relatives. Mr. Walkem was
asked to consider, in fact, whether the Indians ought to get
this land, or were rëstricted in their reserve. If tht should
be found the case, I would .not hesitate to corme to Parlia-
ment for a grant to pay Munro a reasonable price for bis
land, and supposing it to be in the public interet,to;buy it
and add it to the present -Indian reserve. I would thereibre
suggest that the8segentlemen should meet, and I-think that
really- the Province of Britih Columbia has no intention
or desire oither of maintainiug the title of Mr. Munro,. or of
compensating him for it, if it should be proved that-it
belongs to the Indians. Mr. Munro, however, by making
this enousnous claim is in fact defeiting is own objevt; but
if the land is bis he has a right toappeal to the C, ura there,
and it is the bounden duty of the Province of British
Calumbia and of the Courts there to give him his.land.À. If,,
nowever, after the whole matter is discused,îhe conclusion
should be come to that it would be best all round that the
Dominion should buy the land and add.it to the. reeerve, the
land would bave to be acquired at its present value, and not
by going back and paying in terest for a period of twenty-one
years.

Mr. DECOSMOS. You would gain by going back.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I must say I have my

doubts about land in the Cowichan Valley being worth
$15 per acre. I do not think the bon. gent!eman çMr.
DeCosmos) would care to invest in very much of it at that
price. The late Minister of the Interior, I may say, came to
the conclusion that the report of the Commissioners was
correct, and I came tdthe same conclusion. At the same
time I will Iollow the matter up, and if I flnd that this land
should be bought for the sake of peace, and that the Indians
really want to acquire it as is stronglyalleged by those who
attend to the interests ofthe Indians. I should not hesitate
to come to Parliament and ask for the amount necessary at
a reasonable valuation of the land.

Mr. BUNSTER. I arn surprised to heur ethe member for
Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald) express a doubt that the
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land in the Cowichan Valley is worth $15 an acre. His
statement simply shows his want of information; and J, as
a member from that part of British Columbia, cannot allow
such a whôlesale misrepresentation. of the lands in the
Cowichan Valley to pass unnoticed.

Mr. ANGLIN. How many acres are thero?

Mr. BUNSTER. Considerable. Not being a surveyor,
i cannot tell the hon. gentleman exactly ; but I wish to tell
the hon. member for Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald) that
there are lands there as weil worth $100 an acre as one
dollar is worth another.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH, How many acres are the:e?
Mr. BUNSTER. About 200. There is plenty of land in

that valley which you cannot buy for $10-) per acre, and
upon which the proprietors are making far'more than the
interest on that amount. There are many of our industrious.
farmers who make fr.om $40 to $50 an acre upon their lands,
and that simply by their own labor, without counting the1
cost of extra help. I am surprised and sorry at the remarks
ofthePirst Minister, and Ionly hope that he will come out
and see our country for himself, so that he may be able to
form correct judgments aboutit.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I take it that this Parliament employs
the Ministry to do its work, and I think that Pai liament
has a right to require reports of any business which the1
Ministry may transact - and especially a' departmental
matter such as-this one is. From the manner in which the
First Minister has spoken of the character of Mr. Trutch's
relations to the Government, we must -infer that Mr. Trutch-
bas been sent out to British Columbia as a spy, with a view
of bis prying into any little matters which may happon in
that Province, and reporting to the Government thereon. I
think it would be better for the Government to appoint
honest, capable and responsible men as its officers, so as to
do away with the necessity of appointirng a person as a spy
upon matters which may happen there and then to report
to the Minister, without one being able to see bis reports.
I certainly- condemn all such arrangements, and upon
a motion upon which I intend to speak at a later
period, I shall take occasion to speak a little more
plainly and a litt!e more fully upon ihe matter.
If, however, the hon. Minister will say that he will
send out instructions to Mr. Walkem and Mr. owell to
hear evidence upon and examine into the whole question
and report upon it, the matter will be advanced one stage
.in the right direction. But I certainly do not feel disposed
to withdraw the motion, especially in face of the fact that
Mr. Vankoughnet wrote a letter to me on bèhalf of Mr.
Munro, which was really based on the report which I now
ask shall be brought down. And now we have the state-
ment made by the head of the department, who has charge
of Indian affairs, to the effect that Mr. Munro should have
recourse to the/Cout ts of law, and there assert bis right.
before the House can get a document on which the letter I
have referred to was based, on the instructions
given by the hon. Minister, 1, for one, protest -against
such proceeding, and I shall conLinue to do so nntil the
time arrives when I shall see spies and confidential reporters
on behalf of the Government driven from the shores of
British Columbia. So far as the remarks of the hon.
Minister about the price of land in the Cowichan Valley
are concerned, Mr. Munro has no objection to referring the
question of price to competent judges or arbitrators. I
may also remind the hon. Minister that I prosented a certi-
ficate from two responsible land agents stating that they
could sell the land at $15 per acre, and I know myself that
the land in question is as good a piece of land as thore is in
that part of the Province.

Hon. MEMBERS. Withdraw.
Mr. BUNSTER,

Sir JOKN A.- MACDONALD. I hope my hon. friend
will consent to withdraw his motion. I regret that ho
sbould have used the language he chose to use with respect to
Mr. Trutch, a gentleman who is respected by everybody who-
knows him-a gentleman in the best sense of the word.
On account of his experience and his interest on the subject,
we sent him ?thîere as a confidential agent with respect to
various great interests which the Dominion have in that
Province. My hon. friend has himself been a Minister, and
lie knows that the confidence in such cases is what gives
value to the report, and that such a person can give valuable
confidential information to a Government-information
which would be valuless, but that it is confidential. Sncb
reports are for the purpose of supplying information upon
varions interests free from the .possibility of its being
afterwards properly or improperly used by persons whose
interests might be affected by those reports. Of course the
Government are responsible for al their acts, no matter
under what advice, and the Government must assume the
responsibility in- the present case. I hope, however, the
hon. gentleman will not press his motion.

Mr. BLAKE. While I agree with the hon. gentleman
upon the question- that a Government may, upon proper
occasions, employ a confidential agent,still it seems to me that
his general proposition is one which is open to considerable
observation. If it is understood that they have a gentleman
employed in the public service in Britibh Columbia, who is
to act as confidential agent with reference to all things which
may take place there, to receive.-con fidential instructions
from the Government, and make confidential investigations
and reports of them, I think that is new machinery to our
system of government altogether. As to the particular
subject in hand, which bas been exposed to us at great length,
and with much lucidity, by both the hon. members for
Victoria I really fail to apprebend what thee could be
confidential in the nature of their report. You ftnd various
reports from various publie officers, and you find the matter
in dispute stated, and why we should have these high
questions of confidence and non-confidence, and secret com-
munications, with Mr. Trutcb's opinion on the question, one
fails to understand. One is much indisposed to question a
statement made by the-Government if it is not in the publie
interest to be brought down ; but when that statement is
made as the hon. Minister now makes it, because ho las got
a confidential officer there, and all these reports must be
secret, thon I must say, it seems to me to be rather extraor-
dinary. I did not know we had any such officers in our
service,-unleqs they be attached directly or indirectly to the
Excise Department.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will not enter into
the general question just now, but I will just mention te the
hon. gentleman one reason why this report should not be
brought down: it is because this report brings up to a con-
siderab!e degree the delicate question of the relations
between the Indians ,and the Government in British
Columbia.

Mr. MACKBNZIE. That is.all settied.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it is not, unfortuna-

tely.
Motion withdrawn.

TELEGRAPH LINE FROM NEW WESTMINSTER TO
YALE.

Mr. BLAKE moved for the advertisements for tenders
for the building of the telegraph line from New Westmin-
ster to Yale, copies of the tenders received thorefor> and of
the written action thoreon; als, for copies of any reports
by, or letters fron, Mr. Gisborne, Inspector of Dominion
Telegraphs, or Mr. Wilson, or any other officer, on the enb-
ject of that telegraph line; also, for copies:of any papers
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connected with the arrangement under which it was con-
structed, and a detailed statement of the cost, with the
names of the persons enployed, their residences at the time
,of hiring, and the sums paid to them for travelling expenses
and wages during theirjourney; also, copy of the contract
for the polos; also, copies of any letters or reports as to the
line since its construction disclosing its defects; likê-papers
with reference Io the telegraph line from Point Atkidson to
New Westminister. Also, all letters and papers with
reference to the break in the telegraph cable in
British Columbia, its attempted repair, the arrange-
ments for a ferry to replace it and the cost thereof.
Hle said: The information which I have received on this
subject, and which induces me to mako this m6tion, is to the
effect that tenders were invited by the former resident
engineer in British Columbia, for the construction of a line
from New Westminster to Yale. Two tenders were
received, one at $26 a mile, and tho other at $28. Subse-
quently the Inspector of Dominion Telegrapbs arrived and
went over part of the line, and condemned the system of
letting it by tender and determined to adopt another course.
In pursuance of that other course, during the wititer, the
contract was let to one Ryder to furnish the polos, thei
number being much in excess of the number required,
thirty-five poles to the mile I believe, while twenty-
seven was the proper rate. Instead of carrying outi
the arrangement for Jetting by tender an arrange-
ment was made whereby Mr. Gisborne, jun,, and
two more persons residing in the Maritime Provinces, were

-employed and sent all the way out from the east unto thei
west, at a very great cost to the Administration, to do this
work by job, they being hired for a certain time to do this
and some other work. The transaction is said to be
not satisfactory, pecuniarily or otherwise. , The work
was very expensive, and while it was to have been
done in two months, it took five months. It was unsatisfac-
tory as to the location, in some places it was put up at
points where the poles were washod away by high water.
'fhen not merely were the polos placed too close
together, but the wire was strung too tight, the result
was that it was broken, I am told, in hundreds of places
when the frost camé. Considerable expense was incurredi
in repairing the breakage, and this expense will continuej
until the wire is slackened. The same gang of men was
employed to build the line from Point Atkinson to Newi
Westminster, and that also was donc much more expensivelyg
than was necessary. With reference to the cable, it is said
there was considerable mismanagement in the laying of it.
It would secm, from a statement I have, as well as froin a
public statement, that the cable was not laid at-the proper
time, and that it must have been either badly laid, ori
there must have been a short supply. It is said that
operation is also extremnely unsatisfactory. I do not vouch
for the accuracy of all these statements, but I give them as
they werenade to me from, I believe, a reliablo authority.
I consider they furnish sufficient justification for this motion,
and- require some explanation.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Of course, I was not aware of the
details which the hon. gentleman has just laid before the
House. I endeavored to obtain information on the subject
of bis motion, but unfortunately the officer on whom I relied
to give me that information was so ill as to be unable to
furnish me with it. The other officer, Mr. Gisborne, was
in British~ Cohimbia attending to this matter, and éould not.
give the information. As in the case of other public works,-
tiesmay' bave been some difficulties in the way. 'The
cable- laid in the Straits of Georgia was found tòbe too
short, but the ond was buoyed -up, and the matter is now
being looked into, and I have no doubt that before long a
cable wifi be laid acros those straits. With regard to the
repairs on the line near New Westminster, the oftcer there,
Mr, Wilsin, 1 think, enjoyed specialy the çg»figsco of

Mr. Gisborne, the head of the branch of the depart-
ment, and when the papers are brought aown
the hon. gentleman will see. that the pay of that
officer is small compared with the services ho bas performed.
Of course, I do not know the bon. gentleman's source of
information. Persons dissatisfied because they did not
obtain employment may have made complaints t.o bis cor-
respondont. But I am very glad the hon. gentleman bas
given me this opportunity of making this statement, and
before the Estimates arepassed I hope teobe in a position to
give him more detailed information which will satisfy him
that all possible precautions were takon to save the public
money.

Motion agreed to.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF COAL OIL.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all correspondence,
statements and representations upon which the Government
acted in proposing the legislation of 1879 and also the Logis-
lation of 1880, as to the specifie gravity of coal oil used for
illuminating purposes; and for copies of any correspondonce,
statements and representations on the subject of the opera-
tion of either of the said Acts, and any suggestions received
as to the amendnent of the pros -nt Act in that respect. .He
said There are, at least, four ways in which the people of
this country have been vexed in regard to their light. There is
a duty on crude petroieum, there is a duty on the refned
article; and there has recently been a modification of the
safety test, with regard to which there is a question
whether it was not framed so as to give a further
advantage to the producers of Canadian oil over the
producers of American oiL. The fourth circumstance which
affects the price of coal oil is a provision which appears to
have slipped inte the Statute-book unnoticel. I was not in
the Hônse in the Session when it was first enacted. I have
looked, however, at our journals and the official debates, and
I have found that the resolution Ôn which the Bill of 1879
was introduced and the speech of the thon Minister of Inland
Revenue, Mr. Baby, had no reference to a prohibition to sell
or use for illuminating purposes oil exceeding a certain
specific gravity. On the contrary, the report of his speech
shows that it was designed to make the test of flashing for
the safety of burning oil, and the tet of specific gravity is
in relation to quality But it got into the Bill without
debate or co:nment of any kind that I can see. I recollect
very well the circuinstances attending the measure passed last
Session. There was a considerable amount of investigation
going on during the Session on the subject of the flash test.
A motion was on the paper by the hon. member fer Stan-
stead (Mr. Colby) from an early period. Thére was
au indication on the part of tho Administration that they
were about to propose a modification on that subject, and
towards the end of the Session, when it was exceedingly
difficult to discuss anything,resoiutions were brought forward.
These resoltions did not themselves deal with the subjeet
of specific gravity; but in the Bill, which, if I remember
rightly, was read the second time, committed and read the
third time, in the space of five minutes, a clause was intro-
duced altering the law as to specific gravity. Whereas the
Act of 1869 had provided that no oil should be sold with a
specific gravity exceeding 807, the law so changed provided
that no oil should bo sold with a specific gravity exceeding
802. The consequences of that change were extremely
serious. First of aIl, I inquire why illuminating cil is
prohibited from being sold if it exceeds a certain, speciflc
gravity. From what I have heard in this House,
or fi-om the oil refinors themselves, I conclude
that the safety of the oil bas no relation to
the specific gravity. It is a test, I undeistand, simply of
quality, not of eafety. Why, then, should wu prohibit the
public from obaining #n oil, inferior i ii
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if you please, but perfectly safe ? It is contrary to the
general principle on which it is proper to act with reference
to stple commodities. We de not, as a rule, prohibit the
public fron acquirinig what they wish to acquire, unleis the
pubire safety requires that thete should be a restriction.
The publie safety does require a flash restriction, and the
qubstion is, what is the proper£ash test? But the safetyof
the public does, in no sense, as far as I can ascertain,
require this test of specifle gravity. You are extending
without caus&the principla, and extendng it in a manner
which, I think, is wholly indeteisible. What is the conse-
quence of this extension'? The consequence is that you are
wasting a very great proportion of the crude oit, and you are
increasing the expense of producing the reflned oit. Our oil is
naturally dense. much denser than the American oit. I bave
learned fom refinersthat it bas been'foundextremelyditicult
to reflne the oil up to the point of 820,; not unfrequently
does it require a second, perhaps a third refining, in order to
get it to the point. The traisaction involves, in the first
place, a waste of a very considerable proportion of the -crude
oil, so that where out of a barrel of crde s many gallone
of fair 'illuminating oit. can be obtained, il you do not apply
this prohibition, the y ield will by vrtue of the prohibition
be reduced by several gallons. Secondly, it involves con-
siderable additional expense in manufacture to produce oil
of a gravity of 802. Therefore, as to quantity and
expense of production, the legislation requires that
more crude oil shall be used, and that
greater expense shall be incurred by refiners to produce
illuminating oil than ia necessary. Were the Government
to-apply the prineiple of the General Inspection Act of 1874,
sud have illuminat-ing oils inspected and graded, frst, second
and tlhird class, the public would be protected; but it is
wholly indefensible to prohibit the sale of that which may
be useful to the public, and both diminish the
quanitity of refined yon can get from a barrel of -crade
oi and inerease the cost of producing refined. oil. For
these reasons I desire to know the true inwarduess oi this
law, to know upon what representations thee(xovernment
was indueed to propose such an ex tional provision. I
desiretiis information alt the more bocause I observe m
anoh*r buanch cf the Legislature this unfortunate Act is
once more before us. A Bill has been introduced there
alteraig again the Act of 1879. Thereforewe will have the
suject before us in a few days, by which time I hope this>
ination may be made accessible.

Mr. ORTON. Theremarka of the leaderof the Opposition
ar very importaat. I fmil likewi"e ,to"see why this law
shoatd exist; 1 denot see why coal oilt should not be graded
thesare as fiour, fh or any other commodity. The effeet
of tis law is -no donbt t» intease very largety the price of
coa oit. I will ask the -indul ence of th e House White I
read an emtraet from a letter I have received on this-
subject:

"'fy éio.fe t geto titpt toper price for the beot of the cou.
us ms wbel th.tseEtionBill uomes np geth lsanes requirng it tu
be of a rtain weigh 8 Ib.aad a-10mtus atruck onta4et1gesed uke
flori, iÛbidu. or iy other iasiepSed commodity. e Vie., a. S

V"hi.wity bus insisrhe Jssate* ofthwviaa lho bave be rui-
g thewfor lae lait eight er aie yeasand if uipset vini, 1

fan' etuaUIy stop ihes.
T eai. &I.aw prOnwiay ,doefsmtapprove ,f grarhy, soyo,

I-eefteintg iio*.hewtiter is .Qorgect and that.tueyactof
keepn.pthisgravityrtest-is -one of the mainelemenia

inrt ingp the'prid têf coal-oil-
r. IY. I arn 'poedto oancur ia the mio m wit)a

thbeervaen imade.b' te hon..member for West.Drbara.
in the, wjich 1intro_' eed on tithis sabjeet last year I
did bt ghffükl neesa/y in i.teinterbst oft 4h. publio

tent restiiotion wi 'rgard 4 the,
or d ii. Ipro>posed ilmply that a uniform test'

Mr. BLAKE.

should be applied, and that test, fraua the m-
,formation I could then obtaia, I deemed to , - ataE 4
I have no more information tbs as Imy boo. abiemi 4M
the reasons which caused the. gravity te t 0m inte"desd
into the Government Bdl. It may have been in ed ee
the ropresentations of skiled persons, that4h. gaaetpdf
the. oil, t acertain extent, conerne its safey, It de
pretended by many refnners that it does, but I'tbik theye
should be a broad margin. I do not think we abbhl b.
prohibted from asing oit, simply becauseitisefia .enat
gravity, unless it can be shown that it i s4e t. ~lhe
argument of those who approveof the gravityes ith
if the oil does not stand this test, itl has a:tendoeny teheat
the metal, and consequently toaffect heasfety o t, iI
That may,be true to a certain extent.'- It would be.wesMer
the Government, before the Petroleun Act passes, 1o gioe
special attention io that, and see whçhera point cambe
fixe in which safety can be assured; bul think theTrnqiasip
of prohibiting people from using any etaple eoaipedity
because it is not ofthe best quality, is an indefeosible-0ts.
I cannot see any gronnd upon which it canbe enooessalby
defended. Let it be inspoted and graded like ,ay -ther
artiele, if it be advisable, but not ,excluded.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Thore is ne correspondente suehas
the motion aslks for. The Gov'ernment in regard teltho
gravitation test was inspired, most likely, by thremotivez
irat, the scientific one; nezt, the safety of tie pubic,'ind,
in the third place, a desire for protection. -Howver, their
ehief care was public opinion, .and if tbis prieipiê a4if
gravity was proved, as in the fiash twt, te operée in a ana-
ner 1to injure tbe - publie interest, it might h. changed,
perhaps, in some way. For my hQn. friend the -oleader, f
the Opposition nhust know that in the Sonate 4te -BillIto
seoure the flash test in 1he inspection of petroleum ws
amnended in the Senate, and that at present bath Amerieoa
;and Canadian oils were placed on a new foeting.. Later,
however, when that Bil comes op in this Hous1IýWmrbe
in a position to answer more thoroughly, on the part of4
Government, the question which has been put.

Mr. BLAKE. There is no correspondence then to pro-
duce?

Mr. MOUSEAIJ. No.
Mr. BLARR. Thon I withdraw my rmotion; bu I take

this pportunity of intimating that I will move an 'cd
ment to strike out the prohibitory clause as to speeiße
gravity when the Bill coMes before this los.

>Jotion withdtrawn.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker loft-.the Chair.

AFTER ROIESS.

HARBORS ON THE NORTHI SIORE-OP OF LAIKE ElIE

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in poving for ;ogles
of reports of surveys for harbors ma-e by the Ae
John Lindsay, Esquire, C,.E., on the, unort sh>r >f
Lake Erie between Ploint PPlee Reef a Ld hg mue, qt i

SDetroit Rvera said FPer søveral yeae pet c
A duximatry4ions have auitted4 M>g necessity of ahuijro-
he neighborhood indicate4 by thenpotion. The s,&j.*½a

been brought under the notice of Parliament from time* te
4imeo, with tii, resuktof4he promide that, 'when Ethe at
of tii. public finances peruited, such g hggaro ,wohi4h
created. Two or throe years ago t g__
appointod as a ommmssioner for Our inland waters,,anIbe
laid befdorethe b itjpnQf (tS$så MSppFt, M I ,wU
placed on the Table of tthis Reuse. lu shat reportC m s
staed,aoeng.otheimpotat tmeet %Ah 4atmgabewo a
yea.spending I48, id0e
Deteit lakera weree la Bprpeseda thbo wào ç tab
Detroit river, where it -'ins propesel to wetablish a: harbar

ï E1
. e ý- * --m- f - ;, - "f4v m-
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Shipowners, underwriters and others interested in our
inland navigation, have forwarded largely signed petitions
to theGovernment, praying for a harbor in those waters.
Some have petitioned for the harbor in one place, and some
have preferred other places, not a fow praying for the
scleetion of Pelee Island. It is not for me to suggest
at what place the harbor should be established. The
Government have professional mon and engineers competent
to,decide that point. But I think the information obtained
o& this subject bas satisfied the Government of the necessity
of such a barbor, and that something ought to be done in
tihe direction dosired, not merely in the interest of the people
of Bssex--because this is not a local question, but in the
intercst of our inland>navigation. At a point wbere so many
wrecks have occurred in so short a time, some protection
should be afforded our shipping. I trust that the Minister
of Public Works, who, I arn satisfied, is desirous of doing all
in bis pwer to further the interests of the section from
whichI corne, as well as those of every other portion of the
country, will, when the necessary information is procured,
see the importance of completing this work, and thereby
affording protection to a very large section of our people, the
mariners, who navigate our inland waters.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I thank the hon. gentleman for his
opinion of my impartiality towards Ontario, as well as every
otier Province of the Dominion. That opinion is perfectly
right. I do not look to the situation of any pubic work,
but only to the requirements of the country.. There has
been a survey of the coast in question, and a report, I think
-at all events there are notes ,f the engineer-from which
I believe we can make out the result of his investigations.
I cannot now say what the Government will do in the matter.
Likgly it would require a large sum to execute such a work.
Though he finances of the country have improved largely
of late, we cannot undertake in one year every public work
that is nocessary. We bave to make a .selection of the
works most required. However, the matter will be investi-
gated at the propertime. I have no objection to the motion.

Motion agree to.

IRAILWAYS IN BRITISH 'COLUMBIA.

said: It is known that Mr. Tr utch has corresponded with
the Government' on the subject of Indian attairs- It is
known that he bas made recommendations, and I know of
no good and sufficient reason why his correspondence
respecting Indian affairs ahould be withbeld. Thore is
good reason, on the contrary, why the correspondence should
be laid on the Table of this flouse. I find in the Estimates
that the sum of $26,788 has been paid down for Indianas;
and I find opposite the names of the Indian Com-
missioners the sun of $34,140, in alil $50,928. When
the Province of British Columbia entered Canada, I believe
the maximum amount was about $500 or $1,004, and since
Confederation has boen adopted $iI,548 have been put in
the Estimates. I can assure the House the people of
Columbia have no desire whatever to continue a system of
expenditure in our country under which the Treasury will
be depleted. The report sent by Mr. Trutch wiIl, I hol:e, be
broughtdown by the Government. But why Mr.Truteh shculd
be selected instead of Coi. Powell, an equally respectable,
intelligen t and well-educated gentleman,to make reports from
British Columbia to the Department of the Interior,, I do not
knoW. In My opinion it is quite impossible that a person
who is an irresponsible agent, as ha appears to be from what
we have heard to-day, should pass in reports influencing
the affairs of a Province of the Dominion, and those reports
not be laid before the House in due course. In dealing with
ihe Estimates we want the fullest information that can be
had, in order that we nay deal with questions intelligeût1y.
Whether the reports are withheld or not, the agent of the
Government hais special objects in making his recommenda-
tions, and he recommends persons to fill offices which can
be filied at a cheaper rate, with greater efficiency, than by
the persons so recommended. I trust the *eport will be
brought down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I am not going to discuss
with the bon. gentleman whether the appointment of Mr.
Trutch was a proper one or not. When that policy was
submitted it was approved by Parliament and it will be
maintairred. As to the personal attack made by the hon.
gentleman on Mr. Trutcb, who is a man of high standing
and unexceptionable character, I cannot understand the
reason of- it. As to this correspondence, any letter ·the

Ilýt" .ý.ýý - _ ý 11 n4 'k ý ". 1b
Mr. DECOSMOS moved for a copy of all reports made by suumisioa 0K wUICIIW l IJD W U tepubie

Mr. J. W. Trutch, respecting a railway between Esquimaltngoi
and Nanaimo, and between Emory and Burrard Inlet. He think ought not to be hrought down.
said : It is not my intention to dwell at any length on the Mr. J)COSMOS. I wasinot aware that I made Any
subject of this motion. It is an important one with repect parsonai attack on Mr. Trutch's character.
to the western Province, but I will reserve my remarks Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You called hîm a spy.
upon these two sections of the Pacifie Railway until the
Estimates are under consideration. We want, however,
the reports that have been communicated to the Gov-Bhopo
erument by Mr. Trutch, to be laid on the Table of the
louse in order that we may intelligently discuss the Motion agreei to.,
matter in Comrnittee of Supply. In looking over the report
of the Minister of Railways, I do not find a single utterance RAILWAY LANDSîN BRITISR COLUMBIA.
with respect to these two sections, nor do I find anything in
the appendices of the Chief Engineer. Undersuch-circum-

nces it ural that we should ask for the Govermnt repecting railayland Britih Columbia.
evidence in the hands of the Government, coming from the stchand dtrut Hosire to offer 8sonre rernarks. jeg-i4ini this
special agent of the Government, Mr. Trutch, and I trust
the Government will bring it down.h l ead ation. In moving

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection totbis this resolution I feel I have an unplaaant duty to perform
report. nevertheless, I amnprejsred to make the motion irai flot

Motidn agreed to. shrink fmro the dischargeof my public duty. Dur;ng laat
Session the*roem bers -for British Columbia were alarîùed by

INDIN AFAIS I BRTISI CLUMlA. a statement .Made that application had been made -by Mir.
uNDIAN AFFAIRSt IN BRITISHr COLUMBIA.aledfornBrthehland'id

r' DmCOSMOS moved for a return containing all the unlesthoae lands were transferred W the Dominion Govern-
correspoodenee that bas passed between the Government ment, the ralway subsidy so calied would be.witldrawn.
and Mr. .i. W. Truteh, since January, 1880, respecting 1 waa asked ta teîegrap"hto the Dovernment of British
Indioin-ffairaithe Province of lritilmh Columbia. Hie Columbiand endeavor to persuade thoternwent
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of that Province to consent to the demand made
over the name of Mr. Trutch on behalf of the
Dominion. I refused distinctly, knowing intimately the
history of the union of British Columbia with the Dominion,
aWd that the Government of Canada had no claim to any
hird within that Province, except witbin the railway belt,
or to the same extent of land that might have been alien-
ated by Crown grants or pre-emptions.. They ~thonght I
wa working against the interests of the Province, and that
1 should have joined with them in making such a recom-mn
dation. I am glad to Say thit, so far ai I now know, the
hon. members from that Province conicur in what 1 said
last Session, that the Government of Canada has
no claim whatever on any land exeopt those within the
railway belt and those contiguous thereto, in order to make
up what had been alienated by Crown patents or pre-
emptions. Ih the next place, the question was presented to
the Legislature of British Columbia, and that Legislature
took a similar view to tbat which I have stated here. They
passed an Act giving the Dominion of Canada everything to
which it 'was entitled under the 11th section of the Terms
of Union. The press took up the question and urged
different views, net knowing the history of the railway
clause in the Terms of Union, or the history of the railway
land clause. Many people believed the claim was just, and
almot persecuted the Local Government of the heur,
seeking to embarrass them by pressing themn te take a
certain course. No longer ago than last November, some
hon. gentlemen will recollect that a telegram flashed acrosg
the wires, stating that the claim had been renewed, and that
unless the Governmeni of the Province transforred the
land, the railway land subsidy wouId be withdrawn. I have
understood since, that that was a false statement; it was
put foriward, poâéibly, for some special purpose, but I
have understood since that no such claim was made
on behalf of thei Dominion GoVernment in the Province.
During the present Session the hon. member for Bothwell
((r; Miis) deliberately stated in the House that a fraud had
been p.rpetrated on the part of British Columbia when the
land clause of the Tréaty of Union was bofore Parliament
He weont so far as te say that the Province had conspired
with the Government of the day with the object of palming
off pr lands for good lands. lie went further, and declared
his blief that the whole railway clause was in consequence
void; Hence thequestion becomes an important one to British
Columbia and an equally irhportant one te the Dominion. It
ie desirable that no false information should be disseminated,
deceiving the community and causing them to diseuss
subjects which have no foundation in fýct. Now, Sir, I feel it
is my duty teoexplain te this House the origin of the railway
land clause in order that Parliament and the country rMay
ndnerataad how it originated, and with that explanation I

believe the country will be satisfied. I may prenmise that I
gave considerable of my time during the last year to collect
averything relating tdthis question that could be found in the
Parliamentary library. Nothingescaped me, seo far as I am
awarewith respect to the land clause. Owing te the telegram.
I referred to, I caused the papers to be printel ln order that
they might be at my disposai, or at the disposal of this
House, whenever occasion required. Now, Sir, let me draw,
the attention of the Hlouse to page 3 of this panmphiet, .
whièu hdn..gentlemen may get a copy. On page 3, and in-
section 11, clause 2, will be found the Terms of Union with
British Columbia. It wili be remembered that a etam has
bwen sent in to the Government of British Columbia, that>
all amis found valueless within the railway .belt, between*
Yellowhead Pass and Burrard 'Intet, shait be made good
from amble land throughout the ther portions cf,-the
Pe-oiate.. That elause hrads s hblIows- ~

"Tus or Uiox-.
a-#ud -thie overnment of Btis ColuMb' agre toe convey to the

ppamdioa Goverment, la triist, t be approprated itsup h anU r am
>r. DgCosgos,

the Dominion Government may deew advisab*e in ' frterane 'of the
construction of "te said railway, a similar exteat of public landstawng
the line of railway throughout its ent!ire lengt in British Oolmhnib pot
to exoeed, however, twenty (20) niiles on ueab sde o'fMid lie, ai may
be appropriated for tb same by the DÔminion e'ernadat freni the
publie land@ in the North West Territoriesad thetPrs'ineeofnMm.iteb.

*Provided that the quantity of lands which May be.held puder pre.
emption or by Crown grant within thel limita of the tract of land in
British Columbia to be o conveyed to the -Dominion Goel'nnilnt ^hafl
be pade gond ta the Dominion from contiguous publie- lund;, ad
provided further, that until the commencement, within two yeanr as
aforesaid, from the date of Union, of the conetruction of the said railway
the Oevernment of British Columbia shahlnot sMi or alienate any further
jortions of the publie ainda of Britishf olombiain any thrwuy; tèan
under right-of pre-emption, requiring actu*tresidene, of the pre-emptor
on the land claimed by him. In consileration of the land so conveyed
in aid of the construction of the saidrailway the Dominion Govertime1it
agree to pay to British Columbia from the date efUnion, beuniof
100,000 dollars per annum, in half-yearly paymtat lu advanee."

In this I find nothing at all about the quality of the lanndî;
all we find is the quantity of the lands-hat they' shui4d
not exceed 20 miles wide on each side of the railway, ånd
that any lands sold under the provision for Crown grant or
pre-emption should be made good ftom contiguouý .landé.
Now, Sir, I wish to explain the origin of the railway clause.
On page 1 of this pamphlet I read:

"TERMs PRoPOsED BY BRITIsE COLUMBIA TO CANADA, IN 1870.
Sec. 2.-" The population of British Columbia shal, for the purposé of

financial, arrangements, be estimated at 120,000. British Columbi not
having incurred debts equal to those of the other Provinces of the Domi-
nion, shalt be entitled to receive half-yearly, in advadee, from the General
Government, interest at the rate of fire per centum, per annum, on the
difference betWeen the actual amount of its indebte4ness at the 4ate of
Union, and the proportion of the pubic debt of Canada for 0,0,0 of the
population of Canada at thc time of Union."

7ec. 3-" The following sums shall be annually paid by Canada to
British Columbia, for the support of the Local Government and Legisla-
ture, to wit:

t" An annual grant'of $'5,000, and a further sum, equal to 80 cents per
head, per annum, of the population;-both payable half-yearly in advawne,
the. population of British Columbia being estimated as aformaid et
120,000. Such grant equal to 80 cents per head, to be augmented in pro-
portion to increase of population, when auch may be shown, until the
population amounts to 400,000, at which rate such grant shall thereafter
mremain.

"(Amendments pro-osed by the Legislative Council: "That the
Government be respectfully requested to strike out the figures d5,o(Io
and insert in lieu thereof $75,000.) ('That figures l 400,000 b
altered to '1,000,000.')

80 cents per head on 120,000 inhabitants $96,000
Subsidy ....... ...... .............................. . 3oo
Interest on difference of debt at 5 per cent...... 83,000

Now, the summary of this provision amounts to this: eiety
cents per head of 120,000 of a population, $96,000; subsidy,
$35,000; interest on difference of debt at 5 per cent.,
882,000; total, 8219,00~0. These were the terms proposed by
British Columbia through' its delegates to the Domminiin
Government. Now, lot me give you a truthful account of
the reason those-terms were changed. I read fronpage 4

To understand this question thoroughly, it is necesuay to know the
orgin of the Railway Land clause of the Ternis of Union.

On reference to pages 1 and 11, it wIll be noticed that British Colui-
bia proposed that ber population for llnancial þurpoes be'estimated at
120,000; 'but finally agreed to accept the basis ofthe actual pop i
namnely, 60,000O.' On the basisn the subsidies stood (see page-2 as
follows -

5.per cent on differle :ce hetween actual and
a ®lowed du;;t .

603,000 inhubitants et 88 cents per hcud . 48,00q (Ù0
Annual subsidy ................... ........ 35,0* D¶

Total...... $116,89 71

That is all tihe ubsidy the Government would agree ogie,
havi'ng iedueed the population from 120,000 to 6S,000.

& This total ,as neariy $I",MO0 lets than lhe Legi.latire efiritish
Combia had authorized .the elegates to accept. Ulless- theit eeni
could hé mad* upin otne rway, it waaeMeU te'mbotheiz seita.ega-
tions. As noexpedient was ut hand te ,make good bthe ,4he
negotiations wee adjourned till next da. Next morning, Sr
Carger e4tered tbe Privy Couneil Chamberaud stated that'Paffiment
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haddem4 1Newfoweand $150,000 a Yeafor ever for ail he Crwa
lands, 4id that he proposedto give BtishColumbia $0,0a year
for ever for a belt ofland not exceeding 20 miles in widthion eacha ide of
the railwsy. This was promptly acoepted and Mr. Tratch immediately
diswuagthe RailwayLand Claue.

"M iy one who will carefuilly examine the Railway Land Clause on
paLe. -4 nd recollect that Mr. Trutch drew It up, cannot but feel fully
covumend that so well drawn a clause would have coStained a provision
prvidingfr the selection of land 'suitable for farming or other valuabile
purposs in lien of lands, within the railway land helt tha, 'on
ives tion,' ,xnight be found valueles, if such subject had been dis-
cussed bween,8r George Cartier and hiaself.

."ltwilibe aeen, on page 4, that when Mr. Truteh moved in th
Legislative Qounoil the adoption of the Ters of Union, he aid that
'hoe mnld not do better now than pas them in review and comment
upon their relative advantages.' He stated that the nominal populatios

<3f,000 was oijeqted by theCanadian Govemrment and was fixed et
60,00 as te bas of the financial portion of the teres,' and that 'Te
rtilway subsid was in return for a belt of&lapd 20 miles on'each side
of the line of the road.' Not a word is mentioned about selecting good
land any 'where throughout lhe Provinee for 1Erhat might be ound
valneless in the belt. So the Railway Land Clause was accepted by the
Legislative Council without inquiiuy and interpreted according to the
true intent ard reaning of Words anid sentences, although Mr. Trutcb
*tated (page 4) that ',the delegates were present to expiain the exact
ruening of every clause as they understood it at the time ot the making
or the'Termns.' "

Now, Sir, it was stated here that the Paliament of Canada
had been decvived, and that there was no lanud there. With
regard to that, I will direct your attention to another state-
meut *hich appears here:

" The mountainous and eterile character ofs alarge part of the Province
was weli known to the delegates, and to Mr. Trutch in particular; for he
carried with him to Ottawa a copy of a map of the Province generally
known as 'Trutch's Map,' intended for pubication, which represented
the country generally as a 'Sea of Mountains,' and which was taken to
the photographer ofthe Public Works Department to be copied. The
Dominion Government cannot, then, plead ignorance of the rough and
mountainous character of the country."

I hold in my hand a copy of this map taken from the
negative prepared in the Public Works Department in
1870. Anyonie who looks at this map can see that fifty
miles above Westminster there is a vast gorge in the moun-
tain, and the whole line, ai at present located, passes
through high mountain ranges. The Government of 1870
wore not deceived so far as the delegates were concerned,
for they brought the original drmft of this map here, and
the negative remained ever since in the Publie Works
Department, where I found it. The map of May 9th, 1870,
is inscribed thus : -

" Map of British Columbia, comp1led and drawn by J. B. Faunders
at the Lands aid Works office, Victoria, from the latest authentic infor-
mation, under the direction of the Hon. J. W. Trutch, Uhief Commis-
sioner of Lands and Works, and Surveyor General."

When Mr. Trutch came here again, he brought with him a
map with additions up to January, 1871, which is inseribed:

IMap of British Columbia, to the 56th parallelnorthlatitude, compiled
and drawn at the Lands and Works Office, Victoria, British Columbia,
un4er the diréction of the Hon. J. W. Trutch, M. Inst., C.E., F.R.G.S.,
Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works and Surveyor General, 1871."

Any.one who loks at these maps will fid thatithe Province
represented on them is a sea of mountains. Then the
question wonld arise, where was this fine, arable land to~ be
found. In order to show that no deception on this point
was imposed on the Parliament or people of Canada, I will

relagain
"The fact is the Dominion did not want the lands. It was only >an

excuse to give the Province a subsidy suflicient to cary on its Govern-
ment and make internal improvements-on te ame prmci9le as the
$150,000 had been offered to Newfoundland. Mr. Anglin stated that the
Minster of ,0stoms had admitted that it was only an excuse to give thei
money, and that the lands were not wanted.' Any contention, there-
fore, at this day, about the qaality of the land in he railway, belt, is
wes: miseblevous.

68ir4lexanderìQampbell, when he moved l utheeitate the adoption1
of theaddress fr14e A4iAsion ofBritish Columpbia,.stated veryfrankly ethe
vievs of the Government as to the value oT the railway lands as a source
ofre"enue. le said 1: Itwi labee beted tht, ir the case of ew-
fesmla vs agreed ao gve lier gt5O>00 peranum for land for ever.
It ss»,a be.sed itea e. asior is it in his, that tbedad would
yield y wrevse equ te limaI s i;but it vas uable . inone
restper ad il vaswu optneéessary te estonNewfeundlaid beyoii »e 80
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'This stateasent alone, taken as a govnrnmentul atteranee, antaa au

exgkresmion ot he views of the Dominion Governme't as to the vlvae of
the railway lande at that time, ought, in ithelf to ei«t forever ail con-
tention about the qatity of the laid in ther orfway laid belt."1

I think so too. ]ut unfortunately, in an evil >hour, I hbliey
the tempter carme to the Government, and pe mdet
that there was somethlmg wrong about the a an dain
was put forward for lands outside the failway bit
will read what Mr. &nglin said with, referenco te the ,
of these lande:à

"Mr. A IANM ' Re onteaded that it was nothoeuor, bust
or mnanly to give $10,000 for lande along the line of railway or ‡to
Kinister otofhstms ha iidmitted tiatit wai only an excdse to give ,he
moaey, and that the landt were mot wanted."

"1Mr. MILLS. Ai ppenco ion
"air GEO. E CARIPIE. A tholic confession."
I Mr. ANGLIN. A Catholic einfèssion was an open and a full con-

faelon, aid he wished the Government would make suh a ô
(Applause) * Beyond the Re.ky Mouataits, the ceuntr wa
aixihilly and rocky. In refereace to that point, he quoted from a

article in the Victoria Colonist to corroborate what the hon. member
for Lambton had said the other niht wIth respect tothe sterile eiaraér
of somte parts ot the route. He (Hon. Mr. Anglin) liked to be. fraak, md
would say that the artidle was written to suprort one railway bsein
against a rival railway scheme. The article spoke of the ' Horrible
Frazer River Country,' the appalling character of the diftclties,
'sterile mountainu df enormous height,' fromu which land slide p erie
tually in summer, and avalanches sweep down in winter, carrynga1
before them. The cost of the railway in these defiles would b. monçy
thrown away, and a millstone on the neck of the Dominion. These
extracts of which he might read more, would serve to give some idea of
the country. Now the question came up what muat l the cost of th
railway through such a country as that ? The cost of forwardi#g sup-
plies far into the interior to support the inen engaged in the work utast
be enormous, and the wages of the men would also b. very -large."

Those who have paid attention to the reports of Enoe&neers
on the lo'cated line of railway will find that mem ers of
Parliament at the time were very well posted as to the
general topography of the country. I will read a few
extracts from what appeared in the debate about Newfouedý
land, whon the admission of that Province was under
discussion in 1869. 'ion. Mr. Smith said:

"Then we have to pay $151,000 for Crown land which wese worth
nothing. Lat year, the revenue from these was $2,5eo, whereas the opot
was $6,000. Yet, we here gravely propose to pay $1,0,000 a year
rent and manage them besides."

That was the opinion held and put forward, not only by tie
hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir AlbertJ. Smith), >bt y
several oth'er gentlemen as to the value of lande in the
Province of Newfoundland. On that ground .Mr. COmpblzl
made the statement that he did not expeet any revenue
from the lands that would repay the expenditure et
8150,000. Mr. Blake said:

{" HouSz or CoxuoNs. GLOB RroiT, JnM 10,186b J
* The proposed barter of the public lands of NewfoQudland

for $150,000 a year was a sham bargain.'iie'Domilnon would ever rea
p cuniarily and direetlyany advantage from thse mines *nd meerUe*
Uinde these cireumtances, if thehoie were between tivint 81toR00
yeqr to Newfoundland and taking ber lands, and our giving $150,0,0 to
Newfoundland and leaving her land, he would unhesitatlegly vote in
favor of the latter of those two plooito" He believed th.-proepdrly
of tie Colony wouîd b. largely enàanied b the adoption of holatter
alternative, and the pecuniary resault to Canada would be largel,y
enhanced by it."

I have no intention of pursuing thie matter further i&
making qúotationa. 1 will say to this Hoase that I hamna
charge t» bring against the right bon. the leader ofs the
Government of having led Mr. Tratch linto making this
claim. ,L am aware the right hon. gentleman knew nothi'
at all about these:terme at the time they were g<
by the GovernmenL of Canada and the.degates of Britimh
Columbia. l-e was then sick. I »elieve this olaiu. for
arable lind i set up by Mr. Truteh, .ndby nebody d1e J
have his owa statement with aolation to the nanaerin
which the terme were negUti.ted. M. Truteà undoubtedlf
knew that the Governmett o Canada was entitled to
nothing more than the teniy mile belton. each ide, pad
he onght ,to have se informed the Government as r
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befbre the Orders in Council were passed. JHad ho been au
hoiorable man, be would have refused to set in the capacity
of agent in putting forward such a claim, knowing it had
no foundation in the terms of the Union. On the contrary
having acted as agent in the matter, he deserves not to be
employed by tle Government of Canada, and I trust that
the Government will see that it is necesary to allow that
gentleman to earn bis labor in some other way than by
setting up a claim to whiéh the Dominion have no right
No one who bas read the~ reports will find that
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) ever put
forward any claim or made the slightest suggestion of a
claim on behalf of the Dominion, for anything outside the
railway belt, except so.far as getting contiguous land for
such land as had been alienated by Crown grants or pre-
emption. At the time when British Columbia was
asked te make a reserve on Vancouver Island of 3,200
square miles, 2,048,000 acres, I was President of the
Exoeutive Council and Mr. Trutch was rovernor. I can
assure this House, without divulging any secret, that there
was never any question raised anywhere in that Province
wilh respect to getting arable land for rock, or sramp, or
minerai land. It was not until the last Session of Parlia-
ment that this question was raised and the infamous act, in
my opinion, perpetrated by that gentlenan who should
iistead have directed this Government, if possible, not to
claim anything beyond what they were justly entitled to.
I submit the resolution to this House with the hope that I
have spoken long enough to give hon. members on both
sides an idea of the injustice of the claim put foiward over
the name of Mr. Trutch. I think it only right to say, in
closing, that I do not hold the Governmont responsible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a matter of no conse-
quence whether the hon. gentleman holds the present
Government responsible for that or not. The Government
is responsibte for it. Whatever claim Mr. Trutch has
advanced bas been by special instructions from the Govern-
ment. All the Government wants is that British Columbia
should fairly carry out the engagement made at the time of
the Union between her Go :ernment and the Canadian Gov-
ernment.

Motion agreed to.
SALE OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS WITHIN T]E

PRECINCTS OF THE fHOUSE. *
Mr. LONGLEY moved that it be resolved, that Mr.

Speaker be requested to issue an order prohibiting the sale
of intoxicating liquors within the precincts of this House.
He said: I am told by some hon. members in this louse
that my motion is altogother unuecessary, inasmuch as there
was a similar mot ion submitted to this flouse seven years
ago. I arn told that that motion is àtill alive, but it bas
seened to me, from observation, that thit motion muât have
become obsolete. It is said that even our bodies change in
seven.years. I do not know. I may say that it is just seven
years sin6e the motion to .which I refer was placed on
record. It is contended that Mr. A. becomes Mr. B., and
so on; but I believe that there is, speaking in a physio-
logical point of view, some truth in the remark that our
bodiesdo change in the space of seven years. Whether that
will involve a change of opinion or not, I am" not quite
certain. There is one spirit that never changes-the spirit
of a man. We do not, any of us, believe in the transmigra-
tion theory ; but at any rate, if the motion to which I have
referred is considered bythe louse to be still in force, I am
not, by any means, so intent upon pushing my resolution
to-night as to seek to urge it unduly. But what I am, as
one member of the House, very desirous of seeing is, that the
sale of intoxicating liquors within the precinots of this
Hlouse-I mean by the te;m precinets not only this
Ohamber, but alt around and about the space we are sup-
posed to have control over-ehould be termiqated. i do

Mr, DaCOsmos.

l not, by any means, presume to enter upon the domain of the
FHouse at the other end of the building. -1<annot, bowever,

J but think that if this 'end were accompliehed thi earlia-
, ment would present itself to the peopje of the Dominion
e in a much higher and very much more fa4ae tilitde
t than it has exhibited itself in, and can exhihit itSdIf u,
t while it is notrious there is a ba kep btseath êhis
r Chamber. I am not quite se e es - hon.
. friends imagine. I do not expect by this meanos -b<aty

to stop the grog of ail the members of this.aJhr. I
only wish I had the power. I think 1- would exert it, and
in exerting it I should think I was doing a very great good
to those over whoni I had, for the time being, otMrol.
Now, I admit, if it be necessary-because I think theadmiu-
sion would carry a sort of reflection upon this Housé-that
it is indispensable that tiere should be a small medioum.of
wine now and the distributed or, drunk about thasChaanber
-- or something stronger if you will-there are varions
facilites for getting the article about this city, as is but too
obvious in every street we tread. I will not undertake to
descant upon this fruitful theme, because I am speaking to a
class of gentlemen who understand more ab ut this sutbjeet,
perbaps, than I can claim to know; but, strange to say, in
my humble judgiment, a very wiso use of the knowledge
they possess.. I submit, in all candor, whether there have
not been some exhibitions in the saloon below which have
by no means been creditable to the parties implicate. I
think there is no denying that fact. I am not disposed to
cast-reflections upon anybody, but what I see with my own
eyes I am inclined to believe. I am afraid that the state-
ment would not be contradicted, that at certain hours
during titis Session of Parliament the place below bas been
almost flooded with persons from outside.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
iMr. LONGLEY. I am deligh'el. to hear that "Hear,

bear," but I find that many of my bon, friends are very
willing to agree that outsiders should be de rived of their
grog ; but if you come to make a personal application away
goes ail their enthusiasm, and away go all their votes, 14a
afraid. Now, I submit whether or not all of us, coneeding
a little one to another, and looking at our credit and to some
extent to our own safety, and looking also to the fact that
if that bar below is kept open outsiders, as I tere them,
will come in, would it not be better to abolish the evil alto-
gether. That is the point to which all my remarks tead,
and I shall feel a meaureof satisfaction which I would bave
no words to express if the House would consent, either that
the motion placed on record seven years ago should still be
considered in force, or that the present motion sliold be
adopted. I confess that iuasmuch as we are under a new
reqimI would personally prefer that the House should pas
this motion, whether it be regarded as the revival of an
obsolete motion or in the way of starting anew. I trust the
House will take into favorable consideratioii thefew obser-
vations I have ventured to make, and 4hat we shall have
this, I was going to say nuisance-and I do net think the
word would be improper-abolished.

Mr. McCALLtUM. The hon. gentlemen was kind enough
to @ay that if the motion, which was passed some years ago,
was revived, ho would not press the present resolution. As
that motion was made in anotherParliament and thoinstrue-
tions given to another Speaker,,Ido not think itcould now be
enforcod. If the hon. gentleman would confine his motion
to the closing of the bar, I shall-support him, but when- he
goes so far as to abolish drinkables altogether, he maight as
weil go farthor and abolish satables, forthtere ls joat as
much danger from over-eating as there is from excessive
drinking. As to the diegraceful econoswbiqkwejear t
have been in Parliament for thirteen yeasad Leaytàat
if yon take 200 en ont of-any ehtreh, ou would imetn4
more temperate mon than the membersof tis euse.
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Mr. LONGLEY. The hon. gentleman, I know, bas no

desire to misrepresent me. I did not say I had witnewsed
disgraceful scenes.

Mr. McCAL LUX. ,J did not say you did. I wish to
read a short extract from the Ottawa correspondence of the
Toronto Globe of last Session:-

«Mr. Longley, of Annapolis, will on Monday move that the Speakerbe
sequested to issue an order prohibiting the sale of intoxicatig liquors
within the precincts of the House of Uommons. This is a step which will
probably meet with public approval. The bar in the House of Commons
is in every respect a public bar, and not confined to the use of members.
Drunken strangers frequently, and even intoxicated members occasionally,
are t, be met in the corridors or stairs leading from the basement to the
main floor. If it were not for the fatal facility with which members obtain
intoxicating liquor within a few steps of their Chamber, the brawls and
scenes which have digraced not only this but previous Prliaments would
neyer have been witnessed."

I repeat that I~have been here for thirteen years, and I have
never seen any brawls here as the result of indulgence in
intoxicating liquors. We have heard strong language
hurled across the floor of the House, but it was not owing
to liquor drinking; and 1, as a member of this House and
one who does not drink himself, would no more think of
preventing members from taking a glass in the evening
than I would of depriving them of their cup of tea.

Mr. WRIGHT. While I agree with much that has fallen
from the hon. member for Annapolis (Mr. Longley) with
respect te the desirability of closing the bar, I certainly agree
with him as-to the desirability of excluding strangers, yet I
think that many unfair and unjust insinuations have been sent
broadcast over the country with regard to the conduct of
members of this House. I agree with the hon. member for
Monck (Mr. McCallum) that you cannot find anywhere 206
or 207 more temperate gentlemon than those composing the
membership of this House, and I think it is especially cruel
and unjust that these insinuations should be ient abroad
with regard to those of our number who have been ill.
Does anyone suppose that the hon. member for Lambton
has been injured by the existence of a bar down stairs, or
that the Minister of Railways suffered at alil from the same
fact. Both of these gentlemen are, I believe, practically
teetofalers. I believe the Minister of Finance is one
who has also been ill. Will anyone say that his
illness was at all to be attributed to the bar down
stairs ? I think the insinuations to which I have
referred are grossly cruel to the memory of those two bon.
gentlemen who have passed away from us, who are mourned
by us al, and who were notoriously among the most tem-
perate men in the House. Those members who have been
ill, instead of being of the number who indulged in the
social glass, have been among the most temperate members
of the House. I-think this matter is one which you, Mr.
Speaker, should regulate; I think that the restaurant
should be managed somewhat in the fashion of a club with
a committee of members to arrange matters in connection
with it. I am in favor of excluding strangers, but I object
to the insinuations being thrown broadcast over the country.
I think the statement of the Toronto papers that if, matters
in the Local Legislature with regard to the drinking habits
of it members are in a bad state, they are worse here, is
unfounded, and I think no more temperate body of gentle.
men can be found anywhere than the menbers of tbis
louse.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am sorry to hear the imputation
cast against members of this House that they are in the
habit of indulging too frequently in strong drink. I have
vanity enough to think -that I am not one of the class
referred -to, and I do not think the hon. member for
Annapolis will consider me inimieal to the Order he repre-
sents so worthily when I protest against the insinuation
that there is any necemsity for auch a motion as has been
made on the present occasion. I certainly agree with the
hon. member in his remarli that it is unfort4nate there is a

14.

place in this House where intoxicating liquors are sold to
strangers, where persons can enter and obtain liquor, as
though they were in the town, where establishments are
under license regulations, the.supervision of inspectors, and
under the laws. I think it is desirable we should put a
stoip to it. I do not believe any of the illness which bas
arisen among members of the House has been occasioned by
the fact that they belonged to the class addicted to the use
of intelicating liquors; and I agree with the hon. memnber
for Ottawa {M. Wright), that it is an unfortunate aspersion
on some of those whom wo have lost, that reflections should
be cast on their characters, as it were indiretly-for I do
not think any one would directly say a word against thom-
owing to the fact that they were addicted to the use of
intoxicating liquors. I beg to move in amend ment:

" That the Speaker be requested to issue an order closing the bar within
the precincts of this House for the sale of intoxicating liquors."

Mr. LONGLEY. Perhaps we should be thankful for
small favors, but the amendment, I must frankly say, does
not by any means satisfy me. I think I can give very
good reasons why it does not satisfy me. It is but a piece
of the policy which characterizes all attempts made to
patchâp that which cannot be patched up; in other words,
it is an attempt to regulate an irregularity. That is not an
original expression, but it is the expression of one who
sifted this question most thoroughly ; and it is an expres.
sion of sentiment that must receive a thorough endorsation
on the part of every reflecting man. There is excess in the
thing itself. The habit grows and it grows even where
people least anticipate its growth. The amendment seems
to sound well, to be quite a concession, and somo hon. gentle-
men opposite no doubt feel they are entitled to a large
meed of praise for the concessions which they have proposed.
The hon. member for Fronteuac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) who bas
moved the amendment, reserves to himself the privilege
under it of asking half-a-dozen of his friends who may visit
Ottawa down stairs, to treat then at any time lie pleases;
and that I think, is one of the reasons why a number of
hon. members are reluctant to consent to forego that
privilege. I shall be obliged if the hon. mover of the
amendment or any other hon. member will tell me what
difference there is in the way of eximple, of morality, or of
wrong doing, between a resident of Ottawa going down
volnntarily to the bar and getting what lie wants, and bis
being taken down by others, by no means better than him-
self, and treated by them. So that under the amendment
that which we condemn might be carried on almost as
successfully and nearly to the same extent as it ias been
going on during the last three months. I hope we shall
not for a good while to come, after this question has been
ventilated a little, see such exhibitions as were witnessed
this winter below stairs; and I do not wish to reflect on
hon. members when I say that. But I say this, that the
members of this House are not, every one of them, above
suspicion in that respect. And I can say more, if I am
pashed to an extremity, as some hon. gentlemen may find
out. I know exactly the ground on which I stand on this
matter. We do not like to say, we ought not to say, what
we think. We ought not and dare not, in fact, impart ali
we know, and especially in regard to those who have
pamsed away.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Shame, shame, shame I

Mr. LONGLEY. The half is not told and the half is not
known in regard to this iniquity anywhere. But I do not
wish to continue this line of observation. I am not, however,
satisfied with the amendment; I desire to test the opinion
of the House on it, and if hon. members think it will do
them credit individuaIy, or do the bouse credit as a body,
to refuse to abate in a proper way this nuisonce, let them do
so. For my own part I prefor to be consistentl and keep
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my position goôd. By adopting the motion we will -do
credit to ourselves, contribute to our safety and ta aour self
respect. But that is a matter of private opinion on the part
of hon. members, and I am quite willing to submit rmy
motion to the decision of the House.

Sir JORN A. MACTDONALD. I have been long enough
in Parliament to have ueen motions of this kind frequently
made and earried. -1 have seen them made in Quebec,
Toronto, Ottawa, and always for the same cause, and that
as inafux of strangers being allowed to go to the louse of,
Gommons restaurant. I believe it is the cause of very great
irregularity, there isno check upon it. and members are in
a great measure to blame for it. It is very natural for a
member reoeiving here a number of bis constituents as

ests to ask them to take a glass of wine, and the restaurant
i$ thé mo4 convenient place for doing so. Tbpt has been
the chief cause of' all these irregularities. The resolution
that was passed seven years ag is a standing instruction to
the Speaker, but the reason why, in effect, that resolution
is absolutely valueless, arises from two causes. In the firsi
place this Bouse has no control over the Fenate restaurant,
and4the consequence of preventing the sale of wine in the
Commens restaurant was that everybody went to the Sonate.
and made the fortune of the man in one end of the
building, instead of the other. That trebled the custoin
of the man in the Senate restaurant, and rendered the
Commons restaurant- valueles. The person who had
the Commons restaurant said it did not pay him,
and no- man could be got to keep it selling food
alene. For that reasn shutting up the bar was
no cheek whatever. Then again, it was known that you
cannot prevent a member from doing what be likes. Hie can
bring his nwn bole of wine or his own flask if he likes. If
tîe-man whe keeps the Common restaurant happeng to be

ý& wine merchant outside members ecan purchas.efrom him.
The resolution was found to be of no value and ould ]àot
be opforced. That is the roeaso why i hias. £laded away. If
you want to prevent all irregularities, if my hon friend
wogld addt the reaolution that not anly the barnshaald he
closed hut that al strangere should be-rigidly ereluded, I
think the hon., gentlemanwill Îetsomethingthat ean be:eari
ried out.1 The original resolution of the hon. gentleman will
havethe same effeêt as the old resolution. It is found ta be
of no value, ne check, no use whatever. The resolution of
the hon.:gentleman will fail in making any improvement at

'.all, but by shut4ing up the bar and keeping out strangers
le will make roal and substantial inprovement in the
removal of the.irregularities complained of.

Mr. ,lACDOUGALL. I am sorry that I cannot, fron iy
own experience and observation, entirely concur with he
atggestion of the right hon. gentleman. I do nt see any
rea on, n g rounds of morality, or riglit w.hy
mombers of Parliament, whose home this isiwhen
their constituents visit Parliamient, many of therm for
te purpose of consulting with members upon import*nt
p ublc matters wbich mnay be ueder the consideration of

arlianexit, sholIld not, be at liberty-to take t4ose gentlemen
tuhe rQoms down stairs-for those arereally the ogly
reore availaþle-for the purpose of consulting with them.
Ido not see why we should tie our hands, why we should
vote ourselves incapable of conducting ourelves 'like
gentlemen, and prevent ourselves from conferring wiih
our. friends in the country when they come bore, merely
because some gentlemhen in this Housç desire t nàke themà
selves popular outside by advocating ç parti:ular erotchet of1
tbeoirs on .very occasion. I am nlot anadvocate of tempraice
jniheway that particular genttemaa advocates it,butI began
ia'y Putni life as n strorg'advocate of.tempernee and pro,
hibiiji and I bolieve 'I drûfted the first prohibitory Act
iroduced into thelelative Assembly, and 'ldrew it
upl ýt'Mtcare. But - bave lived to learn that that i

Mr. NGLEYT.

mode of e'ffecting temperance in e free and eivlized com-
munity like ours is not the -proper mode. -Lar firmly of
that conviction. I am willing the experiinetshould be «ied
under the Scott Act. I believe we -cfànnot satisfy public
opinion until that experiment has been :fairlyried; there-
fore, I am disposed to give every encouragemente te the
experin ent lm-order that .people irpay be wsihdta they
cannot force upon the publica ni a finee ceoeatry, parteular
notions about eating and drinking. 1 believe i't iot in
accor dance with the genius of our istutidnJ*d our
eivilization thetany partioniof the;commumtø shal force
upon as their h*bits'and ideas In regard to the way ln which
we sball live or what we shlnIl eat 'or 1l. lpatest, as a
ieaember of Ithis fRonse,a agamaet the. inaamatiou, or the
implication that results fr'omIhis motionrthat we.are a
body of drunkards-for practically that is what it nomes to.
During all my experiencesas a member of Parliament, I do
not remember a House more notably ; sober. I avow
upon my honor that since I have been in this flouse I have
not seen a member of Parliament mionxieated-not this
Session at all events-and I an -l the habit of gojng down
stairs pretty often. As I live some distance away I.'take my
meals below, and I have seen nothing of hat kind.
.1 admit that I have seen persons who appeared to be
strangers, and others, seivants of the louse, exhibit signs
of itoication. Therefore I agree thoroughly- with the
epggestioni that the bar, if we cau propeily call it a bar, or
ihe place where liquors are served, to members, should be
closed to strangers. Mernbers should have the right of
procuring refreshments with their meala, whether wine
or beer. I take a glass of beer oceasionally, and I find
it beneficial to me. I consider myself a sober man; I do
not believe I was ever intoxictted in my life. There-
fore, I clain the right to take my me:O helow aind to
have a glass of beer or wine with a friend. I ean do it
elsewhere, why should I be debarred from doing it heie to
please the hon. gentleman. I say this very xiotion, this
discussion, is an advertisement to the country that some-
thiig is wrong lu this House which I do not see to be
wrong, except iu the matter to which I have referred.
Therçfore, I shall vote with great pleasure fbr the aeiend-
ment of iy hou. friend, which shuts P the bar; but I
claim that the members of the House should have the
privilego to order a glass of beer or a bottle of wne if
they desire it. While that is the law of the country, while
we have not actual prohibition prevailiog everywhere, I do
not see why we should advertise to the etuntry that we are
not capable of cundúcting ourselves properly in this respect.

r0 ROS (Kiddleses). When tiis matter was bragght
before the House in174, the resolution moved by Mr.
Chisholm was as follows:-

"That Mr. Speaker be requested -o isnue an order prohibiting the sale
of intoxicating liqnors withn the precinets eofthis House.",

That resolution was carried, after little discussion, by the
lHoue, qnd, as the right bon. gentleman bas said, thas been
a standing instruction to the Speaker. It appears, however,
from what has been said, that that order has been disre-
garded by some means or other, and disregarded, as the
hon. member for Annapolis (Mr. Lèngley) bas said, in a
manner that has nt aded to the dignity of the House. I
cannot speak myself from observation during this Session;
but I know hat i n'@?4,when that Order waa.passed, it was
fek tuobedue bythis House to the sentiment that pmevalIed
in the-country, that we should, as ar Hanse. -avoid every-
thingtbat had the appearance of itemperance. Ido not
know whethrer that order was .then more :necessary than it
is now. It was thenthe unanimous opinion-of the flouse
-there was no division npM it-that it wowM add te- the
dignity -of the House andto its is ene* in the
country that e should 'peOteet- Ma 4is way, a far
as we were able to control the mattereourselves,
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against the too common sale of intoxicating liquors.
Por two or three years that order was tolerably well res-
pected. The attention of Mi. Speaker was called' to it once
or twiee with closed doors, and I think an order was given
to the Sergeant-at-Arms to see that all intoxicants were
removed from the restaurant. I think the order was pretty
well cart-iéd uL. I do"not think the House lost anything
by yielding to il; and t doubt very mach if the fHouse will
g'in by returning to the state of affairs which prevailed
p, evious to the adoption of that order. I am not going to
draw a lin bet'ween a bar and the use of liquous, which
sone bon. gentlermen may thinik pleasant or healthful with
their meals. I arn going to draw the line where'it was
drawn in 1874. I think we should revive 'in its intogrity
the order then given, and say that so far as the Höüuge of
Commons is concerned, there will be no intoxicating
liquors sold within the precincts of the Roinse. I
thinknothng will be lest to any gentleman in this'Hlouse,
or their fiietids, if such an order is carried out. I do not
think the hon. member for Annapolis was actuated by any
desire te cast any reflection on the memberstofn this House
or their fui ends who visited them. if ci-rcumstances oécurred
which made it appear that the respect or dignity of the
members of this fHouse suffered from the sale ot liquors
below, or if strangers, visiting here by their intemperance
cast discredi t on themembers of this Liouse with whom they
associfte, I think the hon; gentleman-was perfectly justified
ii rnoving the resolution ho did. I think he sbouid do what
every ho«' gentietnan should try to do-maintain in every
possible way the respect and digiity of -this louse-and I
trust the motion he has ma(de will be sustainedý If members
wish to use intoxicating liqiiors, lot then go somewhere
elbe for it or carry a flask wli them ; and even if they do
suffrè a little inconvenience in consequence, I think we
shall gainveory much. I certainly shall support the motion'
of the hon. mienmber for Annlapolis.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I feel it incumbent upon
mc -to say something on this matter, inäsmueh as' the hon.
member for Annapolis afew days'ago asked- me to second a
motion to close the bar of this Hou'se,' and I promised te do
so; but when ho made his motion, it turned out te be a
different thing from what I had ag1-eed t- second, and I
therefore declined to second it. I have been in thi'hgbit
of taking my meals at the restaurant fron the beginning of
the Session until two weeks ago, and I think I have been as
often there as any hon. meriber, and I have yet to see a'
gentleman there the worse of liquor. As a young member,
when I first entered this Partiament, I was induced 'to
expect te see a scene of great dissipation, from insinuations
and. slanders circülated thrôughout the country; but
I was agreeably astonished to find' myself among a
community of over 200 gentlemen, who were
almst abslutely sober. I do hot think I ever
sai#' any person within the precincts of this
HBouse, belonging te this House, in any degree the worse of
liqùôi. If this motion is carried, what will be the resait?'
You cannot prohibit gentlemen from taking a glass of wine
if they choose to do se; and if we are not to have the
privilege of~asking our friends to the restaurant of the
House, where shal wo go?' We shall go te the saloons, the
restaurants or the clubs of'the city. I would like to know if
that Would be a more pleaàîn exhibition' than going down
stairs to the restaurant of this House. If this motion is
carried, I suppose the hon. membersi for Annapolis and
West Middleex, according te their peculiar ideas, will next
bring in 'a motion to prohibit hon.' 'members! from taking a
glass anywhere.' But se long as -we rlive in an age of
progress and in a civilized country where every man has
the right, se long as he does net break the law,
to eat and drink what he pleases, such a measure
eau never be carried out. I claim to be a tomperE
ance man ; no man ever saw me the worse of liquor

I do not say itboastingly; I can take my glass of wine or beer
when I liko-or I can take two or three-and I do not feel
the worse of it. But these hon. gentlemen who claim to
have all the virtues of the temperance cause embôdied withiQ
themselves, are doing more injury to the cause of temperance
by their intemperate way of treating the question than-
they would do if they confined themselves to moral suasion
and their own good example. I was surprised to hear the
hon. member for Annapolis refer in the way he did to the
scenes we have witnessed-within the precincts of this House.
I do not know how it is that these hon. gentlemen, who
claim to be such models and paragons of temperance, always
see' the drunken men, while no one else apparently sees
them. Is it possible that they have been in places where
respectable people do not go-? I speak thus warmly because
I feel that a slur has been cast on the reputation of the hon.
members of thisHouse, and I tbr one do not feel inclined
to support-

Mr. LONGLEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. ROBE RTSON. Hon. gentlemen may say in derision,

"hear, hear," but all Ican tell them is that they are doing
more harm to the temperance cause than if they would
advocate it iin a different way. I have very great pleasure
in supporting the amendmentof my hon. friend. I think it
is wrong that there should be an opon bar down stairs, and
i t'hink strangers ought to be excluded from the restaurant,
except when introduced by a member; but I subrait that
when friends come to see me on matters of business, I have
a perfect right to entertain thetn at the restaurant, and the
motion is rather too much of a good thing, and interferes
with. the liberty of the subject in a way I will iot support.

Mr.WffITE (Cardwell). I intend to vote foV tie motion
of the hou: member for Annapolis, 'for the reason that this
fouse has already affirmed the principle of prohibition in
the most emphatic ternis. I have some embarrassment-in
voting for it on' one account only,-and that is, that being
myself a teetotaler, I am reluctant to impose a self-denying
ordinance on others' who do not feel with me. But, this
House has declared;that a mere accidental majority in any
constituency may, impose thaitordinance on those who do'
net think withý them; and I think, to be consistent with
itseif, this 'ouse should prohibit intoxicating hiquors from
ilts own precin&ts

Mr. BOULTBE E. It was saiti by one of the most
sagacious statesmen that I ever knew, that this is an age of
htmbug and we are ruled by humbugs. I must confess that
when 1, heard the utterances of the hon. member for
Annapolis and other 'h'n. gentlemen the other night,
when they spoke against the amendment I brought
in to the Scott Act, I gave them credit for honest
integrity of purpose in trying to dowhat theythought
was right, though I, thought they were somewhat narrow-
minded and prejudiced, and very unjust in the; way
they were willing to rin the business and property of the'
peuple without giving them any compensation. But a
motion like this, I cannot help thiliking, is a wanton insult
to this House. I take it as a personal insult to myself and
'that they mean it as such, because both those gentlemen
have referred in their remarka to the necessity that exists
for passing such a measure as far as the members of the
House are concerned. It is a melancholy thing to send
fotth to the people the statement that we, here assembled
and maki ng laws, are not able to restrain our appetites. Of
course, we know there are men who drink nothing from
reasons of their own; who, on the sanie principle that they
abstain from eating a particular food bocause it does not agree
with them, abstain from drinking altogether. There are a
certain set of mon witl weak brains and stomachs, who,
finding they cannot take anything without getting drunk,
very properly become total abstainers; butgUit, is most
extraordinary how' soon, when one of those gentlemen has
taken'the pledge, lie poses as a sort of saint istunding on a
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pedestal above other mon, who, having superior brains and
common sense, can indulge moderately, and have no fear of
making beasts ofithemselves. Neverin Ibis country will you
impse a prohibitory law and make it .work. To impose
such a law here is humbug, because it will not be regarded.
The hon. member for Annapolis says ho understood
this thing thoroughly, that he as studied it
in every phase. I must confess, if we are to
believe what ho says, he bas mixed in very strange society,
for tbough I have knocked ail over the world, aid have
seen a good deal of life, I have never witnessed the scenes
ho bas depieted. Whether in bis yonth he was led away by
an appetite he could not control, and mixed in society which
does not qualify a man to locture his fellow-creatures, or
whether ho sought those scenes with the view to cure the
evils ho has described, I know not, but I thinkthat I never
witnessed such scenes as he depicted the other night.
What is the use of our making this miserable penny-trumpet
sound about our closing the bar, when everyone knows that
even were the order given it would not be closed ? The law
is always evaded in some way or other. I live in the hotel
kept by the proprietor of the restaurant; I take my meals
bere, and I have never seen hon. members to any extent.
the worse for liquor. I may have seen a man who, on
entering this Legislature for the firet time, got a little bit
jovial, and drank more than hoeshould, but I am prund to
say that everyone of those voted with the hon. member for
Annapolis. I take exceptions to the proposition of my
sage leader, that we should exclude ail parties from going
down to the restaurant. If effect were given to that, a
member would be placed in atvery humiliatingr
position, when he could not tako a friend of
his from his constituency down to have some social
refreshment. I think my hon. leader cannot have thoroughly
considered the proposition he made. Let us cousider this
inatter with some sort of respect for ourselves. Let us
come to the determination that we are an assembly of
gentlemen who are able to control themselves. Let us not
be guilty of the empty folly, the poor farce of voting to
prohibit the sale of' intoxicating liquors, when everyone
knows the sale will go on just the same as it did before
the prohibition. I do not care what the hon. Premier of
the House says. You will not alter by one iota the taking
down of constituents into the restaurant, or library or
smoking-room. Members have authority hore, aid no
servant that we employ would prevent a member from
bringing hie friends through the lobbies. While believing
the.hon. members for Middlesex and Annapolis were honest
in the position they took with regard to the Scott Act, 1
believe this thing to be a bit of offensive petty clap-trap
intended to hurt the feelings and annoy tho sense of honor
of those who are opposed to them on this question.
Tu members in the Hlouse who deal with each other as
gentlemen, who meet each cther from day te day, who are
glad to see each other well, and sorry when any are ill, t
propose this motion is an offensive p,>ition to take. It is!
a grues insult to put upon those who do nut agro with those
extreme temperance gentlemen, They know such a motion
amounts to nothing; therefore it is only an empty vaunt-
an attempt to shove their principles down our throats,
when they know they can give no effect to them. They
think to entrap us into votes bore that will ho flnng in our
faces at future elections. I will go as far as any reasonable
man in promoting what I think a proper temperance
measure ; but if I please to eot and drink I shall eat and
drink, and I have never found at any election, in any part
of the country, that the ësensible, honest advocates of
temperance had any objection to those who maintained the
same views as myself, who want to promote temperance by
snch means as proper example and persuasion, but not.by
trying to legislate men out of their rights. Se far as te
motion ofthou.ember for Frontea (r. Kirkpatriok) is

Mr. BOULTUZ.

concerned, as it is an amendment to the main motion, I
shall vote for it; but [ am ashamed to do so, because it is
understood that no effect will be given to it-it will ho a
dead letter, so I shall, therefore,be nly voting for a
nagatory motion.

Mr.'LONGLEY. As respects the remarks of the member
for East York (Mr. Boultbee), I think they may be allowed
to pass for what they are worth. I shall simply notice
what ho las termed my extravagance sin representing the
scenes I have witnessed here as a result of the saloon below.
My imagination is not sufficient to depict the gross results
of the liquor traffie. But if the member for East York has
ever wandered about in the vicinity of the gin palaces of
London-

Mr. BOULTBEE. I never go there.

Mr. LONGLEY. It is a pity the bon. gentleman should
not visit those places, for ho would there have a glimpse of
the degrading results of this traffle which ho seems so
insidiously bound to uphold. Hie should wander about the
streets of Glasgow and witness the degradation, the unsex-
ing of women due to this evil, when ho would know some-
thing of the effects of this liquor traffic. We have themu
here in a mitigated form. I want simply to make a remark
or two in reply Io the hon. member for Hamilton. He says
truly that, before I decided to move this resolution, I
invited him to second it. l seerned to respond with great
alacrity. But as soon as ho found that there was a little
stringency about the motion-

Mr. ROBERTSO.N (Hamilton). The motion was to close
the bar.

Mr. ORTON. I rise to a question of order. I think the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Longley) bas lectured the louse long
enough; and as ho bas spoken to hie motion already, he
should not be allowed to proceed in this strain.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member for Annapolis says ho
wants to make some personal observaflons; but ho must
conflne himself Lo the matter in hand.

Mr. LONGLEY. I want to reply to the member for
Hamilton.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order; chair, chair.

Mr. LONGLEY. I was going on to say that so soon .s
the hon. member for Bamilton found. there was a little
stringency about my motion, and that it wae designed to
have some effCct, he shrank from seconding it. That is just
'bat I have always found on the part of men who merely

profess to be on the side of temperance. I do not wish
either myself, or those with whom 1. am associated, to be
misrepresented, and I eay this: not only hon. members bore,
but the world at large, are under a debt of obligation to the
present temperance men in the country. But for their
efforts I am afraid we should all of us be beyond reclaim.
I beg to state on behalf of those who have
been assailed to-night as temperance fanatice, that we do not
seek to impose the restraints that are alleged against us;
we simply want to prevent th sale of intoxicating liquors
about this House. The central point of our creed is that
no man has a right to carry on business to the injury of hie
neighbor. ,

Mr. ORTON. I again rise to a question of order:.the
hon. gentleman has addressed the House a great many
times, and I do not think we ought to allow him to go on;
ho isscimply speaking on the general queiîtion of temperance.

Mr. LONGLEY. I wanted to reply to the remarks of a
personal character made, and I shall proceed no further,

Amendment (Mr. Kirkpatrick) agreed to on the foow-
ing division: :
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Bannerman,
Beauchesne,
Béchard,
Bolduc,
Bouitbee,
Burnham,
Cimon,
Coughlin,
'oursol,

Cuthbert,
Daonst,
Ferguson,
Flynn,
Gunn,
Hooper,
Jackson,
Jones,
Kirkpatrick,
Lan ry,

Allison,
Bill,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Charlton,
Coupai,
DeCosmos,
Dumont,
Fleming,
Gault,
Gillmor,
Glen,
Grandbois,

YEAS:
Messieurs

Langevin, Pope (compton),
Little, Richey,
Macdonald (Sir John), Robertson (Hamilton),
McDonald (Cape Breton)Rouleau,
McDonald (Pictou), Routhier,
MuCallum, Royal,
McCarthy, Rykert,
McConville, Scott,
MlcDougall, Shrw,
McKay, Strange,
McQuade, Sutherland,
Malouin, Tassé,
Manson, Tellier,
Massue, Valin,
Merner, Vanasse,
Méthot, Wallace(Norfolk),
Orton, , Wheler,
Patterson (Essex), Wright.--8.
Platt,

NAs:

Messieurs
Guthrie, Paterson (Brant),
Hackett, Piakard,
Hay, Rinfret,
Hilliard, Robertson (Shelburne),
Huntington, Rogers.
King, Ross (Middlesex),
Longley, Rymal,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Scriver,
MacDonnell (Inverness),Tilley,
Macmillan, Trow,
McCuaig, Wade,
Mclsaac, Wallace (York),
McRory, White (Cardwell).
Ogden, White (Renfrew),
Olivier, Yeo.-46.

Mr. LONGLEY. I move that the motion be amended by
adding the words suggeuted by the hon. leader ot .the
Government: "and that strangers be excluded from the
precincts of the fouse."

Sone hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman has the

right to move that the words be added to the motion as
adopted.

Mr. LONGLEY. I hope the right bon. leader of the
G 'vernment will allow me to put his name on the motion
aS seconder.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the hon.
gentleman can move it. le cannot move an amendment
against his own motion.

.Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. member for Annapolis ha.
already ipoken on the motion, and has no right to speak
again.

Mr. LONGLEY. As I understand, Mr. Speaker has
decided that I am in order.

Mr. SPEXAKER. An amendment adding words to the
original motion may be moted; but, upon reflection, I do
not think the hon. gentleman can move it.

An hon. MEMBEl. Somebody else can.
Mr. LONG LEY. I wish to say a few words-
Some hon. MEMBEIRS. Question, question.
Mr. LONGLEY. Affer the motion to amend as been

passed,. think I have a right to speak-
Mr. BLAKE. As I understand, we are now on the main

motion as amended, and 1 think, the hon. gentleman is at
bberty to speak upon that question.

Mr. SPEAKER Does te hon. gentleman intend to
speak to the main motion as amended.

Mr. LONGLEY. Certainly. I wish to show the leader
of the Government that deference which I desire always to

show to him, and that i the reason why I am desirous to
add the words he suggested. I do not think wo would then
have anything to complain of, and I think' the Bonse will
be disposed unanimo¶sly to accept the suggestion of the
Premier. As a mutter of course, I do not wish to enter
into a discussion of the general question, but I think it
would be a great advuntage to preclude strangers from the
precincts of the Rouse in the sense in which we have been

speaking. It has been conceded by nearly everybody whoc
haîs spoken, that the presentce of tstrangers downstairs is a
most objectionable feature.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I move in amendment that
the following words be added to the motion as amended:
"and that strangers be excluded from the refreshment
saloon of the House of Çommons."

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I move in amendment to the
amendment that the words "unless accompanied by a
member," be inserted after the words "louse of Commons."

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I think it is the general
feeling that the amendment to the amendment should be
.accepted in lieu of the amendment. 1, at any rate, am
willing to accept it.

Amendnent to the anendment agreed to.
Motion as amended agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
to :-

-Copies of all papers and accounts relating to a claim made
by G. A. Girouard, for an allegod delivery of sleepers on the
Intercolonial Railway, on which a payment of $2,610
appears to have been made by Special Warrant, including
all reports by Engineurs, Superintendents or other omBcers
of the Railway, and also dopartmental letters and decisions.
-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Statement showing the amount and character of the
various claims made by Contractors on the Intercolonial
Railway since its completion ; the cases in which a setle-
ment was obtained, whether by departmoental action or
through the Courts, stating the figures in each case ; also,
the report >r recommenrdatiorn of Mr. Sandford Fleming, Mr.
C. Schr'ei ber, or Mr. Brydges, in each case.-(ilr. Macken-
zie.)

Copy of award of Dominion Arbitrators on a claim of
one Alexander Forbes, for fencing on the Intercolonial Rail-
way, on which a payrnent of 8172.18 appears to have been
made by Special Warrant, and copies otf report of Railway
or departmental officials on such claim.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Copy of contract for fencing entered into by Thomas B.
Smith, on Intercolonial Railway, in 1871-1872, in wbich a
payment has been made of $1,894.50 by Special Warrant;
with copies of any reporta on the subject by any railway or
departmental officer.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Statement showing expenditures on Meaford Harbor i
years 1879 and 1880, with reporte of Engineers relating
thereto, since January, 1879; with. statement showing
nature of work done, with quantities in each year, and naine
-of Superintendent and Engineer ; with estimate of cost of
workyet proposed to be done, and character of work, show-
ing, i dredging, inerease of depth of channel and width;
aiso area uofharbor to be excavated, the number of days the
dredge was employed in each year, and detailed statement
of expenditure of dredge, with cost of towageof same in each
year, specifying places of departure and arrival.-(Mr.
Mackenzie.)

Return showing Lhe cost of maintaining the Fish-lreed-
ing Establishment, at or near Newcastle, Ontario, for the
year 1876 and for each year since, including the year 1880.
-(Mr. Glen.)
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]ReturU of the tolls collected each year on the 'iBeahar.
nois Canal, sin-ce 1872 up to the present time.-(Mr.
Bergeron.)

Names, nationality and religion of,»my 'person or persons
appointed to any office or employment in the service of the
Government ince the 10th October, 1878, and the arnount
of annûal. salary or daily- or monthly allowance of each
officer so appoinied.-(Mr. Wallace, Norfolk.)

Report of H. Parent, Engineer, relativé to the change of
Bridge across the Lock on the Beauharnois CanaI, at»Valley-
field.- (1fr. Bergeron.)

Report of H.r arent, Engineer, relative to the lease of
certain Land on the North Shore of the Beauharnois Canal,
at Valleyfed.-.(Mr. Bergeron.)

Ccpy of the report of the En gineer who made the survey
of Wiarton Harbor.-(Mr. Wallace, Norfolk.)

House adjou.rned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.,
TUESDAY, Ist March, 1881,

The SPEAKER took the. Chair at Three o'clock..
PRAYERS.

ADJOURNMENT FOR ASH WEDNESDAY.

Sir JO FIN A. MACDONALD moved that when the
House adjourns it stands adjourned until Thursday next.

Motion agreed to.

CANADA MILITARY ASYLU.,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the
following rosolution

That it is expedient to authorize the Minister of the Interior or the
Minister of Militia, by notarial deed, to cancel and annul a certain
em hyteotic lease made in the name of Rer Majesty' Principal Secreta ry
of State for War, to the corporation of the Canada Military Asyluurn of a
lot of landin the city of Quebec, since transferred under the Act 40 Vic.,
Chap. 8,to Her Majesty for the-purposes of Cannda ani dof th id 'et anRd
classed under the said Art by the Goerno in Council as not necessary
to be occupied for the defence of Canadli, and to sell and convey the said
lot and its appartenances to the corporation of the Church of England
Female Orphan Asylum, which is now, with the consent of the Crown, in
the occupation of the same, for the sun of six thousand dollars, the
capital of the rent now paid for it by the said corporation, and to pay the
said sun into the Consolidated Revenue Fund, to the end that a separate
account may be kept thereof and certain pensions payable by the said
Canada Mitar hAsylaniand charged on the sad pr&perty, xnay thereafter
be paid ont of the said. Consolidated Revenue Ennd.

[le said: The rosolution explains the object which is
sought to be attained by it. -Very many years agri the
Canada Military Asylurh was established*at Quebec, with
certainutrrstees resident in Quebe, and officers then of
Her Majesty's service. The rent was fixed at $J60 a year,
andthe fun i was a'lied te the granting of certain pension.i
to offeers and widews' of the solaietv. Tie asylmrn
was ised for the soldiery as well as for other persons.'
and it was under the joint charge of that joint corpor-
ation. Since thon the troops have been withdra#Wn'
and the land has been handed over to the Gov-
ernment, and it bas been declared that this' land is not
wanted for military purposes. For very many years the
building has been occupied by the Church of England'
Female Orphan Asylnm, and they have paid the remaining
pensions. There are no means of obtaining a surrender of
the lease, because there are only two officers and two
person left. The children of the remaining old
soldiers are always rebeived at- the asyln 
the conductors of which are very anxieus to have the, titie
conveyed to them. It has been offered for sale, arid the

Mr. Buirnm (Sunbury).

utmost that can be got for it is atti sum mentioned in the
resolution, $6,000. The resolution is for the purpose of
enabling the Crown to convey to this corporation the land
on which the asylum now stands, and the sum of thW
purchaso money will be paid over to the Crown, and the
CÉown, from the interest obtai ned therefrem, will pay the
remaining pensions to the two or threewiïows and children
still chargeable on the fund.

Mr. BLAKE. As I understand the hon. gentleman, this
is, in fact, a sale at its full value of this property to this
corporation ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAK E. What is the reason this formal legislation

is necessary for that purppse ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because this corporation

holds a 99 or 999 years lease from Her Majesty's service,
and we are advised by the lawý officers that there is no
means of getting rid ofsuch a lease.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Was it offered for sale by public
auction ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By advertisement, I
believe.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. gentleman give us soma,
idea of where the property'is situated, and its extent?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is- on the Grande-
Allée, between the St. Louis. Gate and the-toll gate. It hag
been occupied by this corporation as ax orphan asylum for
many years, by the c msent of all the inhabitants of Quebee
of whatever religion; it is called the Proestant Asyhin,
and not far frorm il is the Catholic Asylu:n. Th object oft
this resolution is nerely to give them a title of the property,
of which they were placed in possession in1 861, to be used
for the purpote to which it is now devoted. It is about 300
feet square.

(In the Comnittee.)

Mr. BLAKE. If the only real purpose of this legislation
is to iuvest this property in the Government, I do not see-
why we 0should go any further than the exigency of the
case rnquire iV ihe diffculy in -te way :%f sollig to
anybody were removed, the Govern ment would have power
to dispose of the property in this or any other way. If, on
the other hand, it ii necessary that there should be a
parliamentary sale to this particular corporation at the
price stated, it would be convenient that all papers with
reference to the value, &c, of the property should be laid
on thewTable. ýI would like to know whether there is any
other property in a similar position, and with reference to
whieh our action to-day mayfori a precedent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not aware of any
other property in the same position as this. In order to
ascertain the value of this property, advertisements were
issued calling for offers. It was not put up at public auction,
belause, in the first place, the title was not good, and, in the
sebond place, because it was ,the desire of the Government
that this corporation should get -th property at a reason-
iable rate. The reason for asking for thi& form of convey-

ance is, that I am advised by the law clerk of the Seiate,
M'r; Moutizambert; who is a Lower Canada lawyer, that
there are no means of obtaining a surrender of: that lease,
and:therfoýre this is an Act of the Legislature to authorize
the Government to cancel the lease and convey the property
-t the corporation occupying it.

Resolution reported, read the second time, and agreed to.

Sir JOHN i. MACDONALD introduced a Bill (No. 76)
relatingto-theC'anada Military Asylumat Quebec.

Bill read the -first tiine.
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REPORTPcprise beformaoh ofa ompany a4.tho grat of oertain conce a

R.ons on the part of the Canadian GovernmÏent, na1elf :
Mr. CARON laid beore the House the report on the state lst. The exclusive privilege oflanding a sibnarhie cable oh' tèIPacific

cotof Cstnada. p''4fW"otthe Mîitiaof the Dominion of Canada, for the year 1880. 2nc.The.vri vege f placing a wire for cable btiaes on lb, p'Sts of
the Pacific Railway when erected, and that Mr. Fleming requests that

TEL[iGRAPBIC COMMUNICALTION BETWEEN THE these concessions may be made to himself indlvidually, as an tnitiatory
PACIFIC COAST AND ASIA. Lat the report of the Chief Engineer of Government railamys in

Mr. LANGEVIN moved that the Rouse resolve itself into oer n,ioutta re advantage would accrue to Canada through
Commnitteeof the Whole to consider the following resolu- The Minister aceordingly, upon sBch report and the advie therein con-
tions :- tained, recommanda tha te concessions stated be granted to Mr. Fleming

upon the following conditions:-
I. That it would be of great advantage to Canada that telegraphic comi- st. That a substantial commencement of the work be made within

munication should be established between the Pacific Coast of the three years. and that the table be laid across the Pacite Ocean within
Doreifion and .Asia, and that certain facilities and advantages should he five years frm the date of the completion of the overland line.
granted to any company willing and able to establish and maintain the 2nd That after the cable connection is made the sub-marine telegraph
same, be atisifactorily maintaiued for purposes of traffic, and be operated

2. That with this view, it is expedient to provide that if Sandford efficientl
Fleming, Esquire, who bas submitted a plan for the formation of a com- 3rd. That unless otherwise uthorived by the Governor General in
pany for the said purpose which has met with the approval of the Coneil. the maximum rates of charges he not higher than thoe mientioned
Governor in Council. and such persons, not les than five in -number, as in Appendix No. 24 of the Canadian Pacific Railway Report of 188o above
may be associated with him in the undertaking, do before, the lt day of referred to
October next, apply for letters patent under the Act 40 Vict., chap. 48, 4th. That the Govertiment reserve the right to take possession of thle
incorporatin them as a company for the purpose aforesaid, and show to whole at any time after completion under p "ment of a sum equai to the
the satisfaction of His Fixcellency in Conneml. that they have c zmplied capital expended, together with a reaiona e percentage added.
with the preliminary requirements of the said.Act, and are able and ready 5th. That the suggested terme of arrangement be subject to the
to establisi and maintain such telegraphie communication as aforesaid, approval of Parliarnent.
:etters atent may be isstred incorporating thein for such purpose, under 'he Conmmittee submit the above recommendation for Your Excellency's
the said Act and the Act 38 Viot.. chap. 26, with the powers and privi- approval.
leges, and subject to the obligations provided by the said Acts, and with
the exclusive privilege of landing a telegraphic cable orcables on the Mr. Fleming having had comn4unication of this document,
said Pacifie Coast during twenty years; but subject also to the following and feeling tihat the time had corne for him to acertain how

c(1) Th telegraph c communication between the two continents shall far he could uceeod uin the undertaking, communiated with
be completed within five years from the date of the charter, and shall be capitalist&'m England and m Canada. He has ascertained
thereafter regularly and efficiently maintained ; that a powerful company could be formed if Patrianent

(2) The rates to be charged for messages shall be moderate and sub- would put the company in a position to recOiVe a charterject to approval by the Governor in Uouncil; .. . . .Vethe privdcees asked foi. ll4m t le sot te
(3) Any further conditions which may be inserted in the Act to behe p gs eetiOni

passed in this behalf or in the charter granted under it; ak for any speciai powers, for the right to lay a telegraph
(4) Default on the part of the company to perforin the said condi- lire across t he Atlantic Ocean or ac ross the Domimioni of

ti-ns shall subject them to the forfeitire of their charter, Gatada. He intends taking advantage of ail the «xistlng
Me said: Mr. Sandford Fmeming some time last year con- lines, or the projected telegraph linos, between the Pacifie
manicated with the Governmenton the importante ofhavibg Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean, arnd, therefore, using the
telegraphic communication open frm,Canada te Asia. The poste of those linos for his wires, and whon lie
Government, -n the reposrtof thebon. Minister of Railwagys, reaches the shores of Alaska, thr ough Omnadian
considured the matter, and thought it of such importance that territory, ho will hava the choiee of a numter of oables.
they should grant, subject to the approvat of Parliament, The company will not ask for any speci privilege% but
conditions or adv'antages to Mr. Fleming and. the company will use those cables. The company itend to start, from
te baoformod by him, norder to secure thatoommuniaation, Nanaim, here there is already g telegraphio line, and go
and that it should- be a Canadian one. The importance of as far north or north-wbst as Quatsino, o0)e of the extreme
seemring telcgraphic eonmnunication with Asia tmay be weil p oints of thIe Isiland of Valcouveo. Fromî Quatimino the
appreciatEtd now whcn we ,ire expeding lairge sums of cable will bu laid in as direct a line ad possible to Walvis
moniey to build a railway across the continent and complote Bay, in Japan. Between Quatsino and Waivis Bay the
our railway comuanication from ocean to ocean. We are Aleutian Islands will be touched and the communication
mot going to the Pacifie Ocean for British Columbia alone, made useful to thein. But that is not a aeeessity, and the
but in order to compete there for the trade of cale may be laid without toching tkose Islandi., Prom
the - wol-ld, for the trade especially of those Walvis »ay the lino wijl be extendeic-rosa the Iêland of
eomintries with which we will, no doubt, be more Yesso to Sataporo. The Island of Yesso is, I understand)
intimately conneuted by trade-1 mean China and Japan. about as large as Newfoundland, and enjoys about te> samo
Under those eircmstance. it cannot be a matter of indiffer- elimate. But the interior of thse lsland has not been
ente whether we shouldý have telographic oommuaication explored, and therefoe it is impossible, just noweto amy
botween those countries and Canada or not We muet h4ve whether the line shoutd go:acrosa that Island, or follow the
felt more than once the dificulties of Our position at differeant shores. At a events from that point, the lino will reach
periods when, having to eommunicate between Canada Yokohrna, and Yeddo will probably be put in imnedate
and .England,. wo had to do s o acrois the United States communication withali the important telegraph 0nes of'
territory. These lines nmighlt posuibly not be open to us, at Asia. I understand that Japa» has no leus than e,000 miles
certai periods. Communication between America aln the of telegraphie lines; thorefore it is impgrtant to be in corn-
,entinent of Asia should not be left ettirety i the hands eof munication with that country, ewpeci*Hy when the
our powerful meighborsaand friends, the United States. It communicamion between Shanghai anti Robg Kong is
shwuld be a pride for usi as a eunîtry, that in ai matte»s of complote, and that communication from that pdit With
this rkind, when we canafford:it, Canada should bave a share India, Calcutta and Singapore existse Then6eElines ettend
in these great works. , Under these cireamatantes the to Australia, as far as Melbourne. So by tis cable
Governument paed the following Order in Council:- aeros the Pacific Oçean, unor the oharter petitioned for,

17th June, 188. Canada woald be in comnmmueationwith the whole conti.
On a memoraadum dated 20th May, 1880, front he hon. the Minister of nent of Asia, andi with Aistrala, Our tefegrphi orn-

Ii«l wayaud Canais, representingîthap ropeuotion bas been received munication acroses ourow n. continent being compléte .andfrom ir. Spadord lnnmg havtagimrew the extension of the Pacifie aso our telegraphie ernSetion with ]ngaand, one canX a cas blotaphiente ngth by M plêeming hi understand thempoir4ancernt only to Canada bn C to the
i laut report aungner4.i th m acie Iailway, JmpiWe, of ecom miao now propose& JiMing
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and Company do not ask any subsidy from the Goverrnment, nation in the words "or elsewhere." and there is no
but simply the privileges mentioned in the resolutions. mention whatever of laying a cable across the Paeifie. It
Our telegraphic ines on Vancouver Island roach as far as does speak of a cable across the Atlantic, so that I think
Nanaimo, and the Government may find, when this matter my hon. friend has been misinformed as to the purposes of
cornes up again, that it may be to the advantage of the the company, so far, at least, as they are expressed in the
Dominion to extend the lines to Quatsino, instead of leaving Bill, which is what we must judge by. The word "Pacific"
it in the hands of a company. But just now the power asked is -not mentioned in the Bill, so that there will be no
for is to lay a cable across the Pacifie from Quatsino as far clasbing between the two companies. One will build a
as the Island of Yesso in Japan.. The privileges asked for cable across the Atlantic, the other across the Pacifi, and
are very short. The most important one is that this com- the two cables will be connected by a telegraphie lino across
pany shall have the exclusive privilege of landing a tele- the continent of America upon Canadian territory.
graphie cable or cables on the east Pacifie coast for twenty ýMr. CURRIER. This company is formed for the purposeyears. Without that assurance it would be impossible for of laying, maintaining and working sub-marine c blesany company to undertake a work of this kind, and sink between reat Brtain and this ontineit--between urope
five, six or seven million dollars in the Pacifie. No company and the Dominion of Canada-b way of Sable Island, and
would enter upon such a work without exemption from also to lay branch lines to the West Indies and a lino fromcompetition for this period, except, perhaps, with the object British Columbia-to China and Japan. This is the groundof beng bought out. Therefore those privileges are asked they propose to cover, and I am prepared to satisfy thefor. One of the conditions the Government imposes on the House, or any Committee of the House, that they are ablecompany is that Ithe telegraphie communication between and willing to do the work, and that they have the meansthe two continents shall b ecompleted within five years from subscribed for the kuroesemthe date of the charter, and shall be-thereafter regularly f e •

and efflciently maintained." I do not think that hon. gentle- Mr. LANGEV IN. The articles of association may
mon will consider this delay is avery long one, especially make the declaration mentioned by the hon. gentleman, but,
for a work of this kind. When we go into Committee I will so far as we are concerned, we have to do with the
ask for a change of the date from the lt October to the ill before the House. which is just as I have stated. This
lst January next. Mr. Fleming has informed me, since is not the first time that powers bave been asked bypetition
the resolutions were introJuced, that, having to go to or articles of association, but which have not afterwards
England to arrange matters in regard to the scheme, and been confirmed by Parliament, which'limit the powers as it
also to Japan, it would be four or five months before he may see fit. As I statei before, there is no mention of the
could return ; and that, therefore, it would be risky to make Pacifie Ocean; it is simply "other countries " or "else-
the da'e lst October. The additional three months would where," and they might as well seek to carry their lires to
give im the time not only to complote his arrangemeints in France, or Africa, or Australia. IL is evident that we

angland, but also in Japan. Powers or concessions have canniot bave our bands tied in that way.
been obtained for this company in Japan to land on its Mr. BLAKE. I think that ifanyone is seekingto tie our
coast their cable or cables. The Japanese Government bands it is the hon. Ministerof Public Works, by the reso-
are perfectly pleased at the prospect of a cable between the lution he proposes, rather than the hon. momber for Ottawa
two continents. (Mr. Currier). The tying proposal cornes from the other

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. Have they given a twenty side of the House. I quite admit that the hon. gentleman
years' monopoly too. (. Langevin) may be able to convince the House-

I do not desire, in the slightest degree, to prejudge the
Mr. LANGEVIN. I cannot say. I understand the question-that it is necessary that we should secure the

comppny have ah exclusive privilege mn Japan also. operation of this lino by means whieh the hon. gentleman
Mr. CU RHIER. Thore is a Bill before this Hlouse at the admits are, on general principles, objetionable-that is a

prosent time fôr the purpose of incorporating a company to twenty years monop.ly. But if it be the case, as stated by
lay cables over this same ground, and not only from Europe the hon. member for Ottawa, that a respectable corporation
to Canada, but from British Columbia to China and Japan, bas been associated in England for the express purpose of
and this company do not ask Parliament for exclusive laying this and other lines; if this company is prepared to
privileges for twenty years, as is proposed by the deposit with the Government the sum of $800,000 as a
resolutions. I think that it is only fair and just that the guarantee that they will do the work in the same space of
company tb wbich I refer should b placed on the sme time as is proposed by the corporation which. the hon.
footing as the other, especially as they do not ask for Minister favors-to maintain it and operate it afterwards
exclusive rights. The company bas been rogularly formed without the monopoly-theri I say that at firat sight there
in England, the articles of association are complote, and is a considerable difforence between the merite of the
they are prepared to put up $800,000 in cash as a guarantee respective schemes. TheO sum of $800,000 is eertainly
that they will carry out their undertaking within five a considerable guarantee upon such a work; and I
Yea. think we shall at least have to consider a little

Mr. LANGEVIN. Doos the hon. gentleman refer tW the more, and have a little more explanation than the
European, American and CanadianhuCableompany? hon. gentleman appears at present disposed to give us,

a before we should decide in favor of the scheme which-the
Mr. CURRIER. Yes ; that is the one. hon. gentleman seeme to favor. New, Isay that the question
Mr. LANGEVIN. If Ue hon. gentleman will look at of monopoly is a very serions one. It is a very serions one

the Bill ho will find that it does not refer to a Pacifie cable with reforence particularly to telegraphl line, communica-
at alk The preamble reads: tion by which has reached such enormous progress and

" Whereas the persons hereinafter mentioned have, by their petition, development in the last few years. It is of the greatest
pmayed tat an Act of incorporatio may be granted to them for the consequence that we should carefully consider any plans
purpose of estabgsing te4e pbie communication beween the which involve an exclusive right to telegraphic communiea-
Dominion of Canada, the United Kingdom and other countries." tion at ail. I hold that toe very clear. If we do find
Are we teobe tied down simply because there is aBill before ourselves in the end obliged to do so, I think it wiJJ be
the Hou proaing toestablish telegraphic communication incumbent -upon us to watch with the greatest care the
between hDoerinion of Canada, the. United-Kindom surroundingprovisions. For instance, if-I rightly understood

and other contries." Again, they speak of their dsti the provision ofthe Order in Council which the hou. gtle.
Lr. LANGEVIN.
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eran éëdýit was that the rates should be not exceeding with fainetions enabtiog them, to lay a eàhe acroas the

these wheih are mentioned in a oertain report of the Pacifie Pacifie as well as aeross the Atlantie, and if the fact
Bailway suf"ey. My own impression la that it would be be that wbioh I have previously referred toi namely,
objectionable in the ast degree to establish a minimum for that Canada presents the best point to start fron,cablemebsages for twenty years to corne. I think thore may we ought to be very careful to see that wo are net
bu sfeh improvemnents before twenty years are over, such granting an expensive privilege too soon, or without an
eàpansion of traffic, that any figures which are made to-day absolute necessity for doing so. I think also that there in
wouid oe perfeetly fabulous in a short time. It may be ipeonsistency between the spirit of any such legislation a
otherwie, but we ought to have our hands perfectly free. that whieh we are now asked to sanction, and the existing
he also oeours to me that this company does not offer, as far law, the Marine Eleetrie Telegraph Act of 1875, whih is
as I eau ijadge, what have been found to be essential still on our Statute-book, notwithstanding more than one
guaiantees for rnaintaining telegraphic communication hy effort to repeal it. That provides that any new company
a long stretch of ocean. As far as we eau jirdge an essen- whieh bas exclusive privileges to land in Newfoundland or
tial guarantee is more than one cable; we cannot depend elsewhere, shall be taboood from the coast of Canada, and yet
upon a single cable. They propose to -have power to iay a while that is the law of Canada we are asked here to grant
cable or cables, but they do not propose to put themselves extensive privileges on the other Bide of the continent 4o a
under any obligation to lay more than one ;' and if you do company to lay a cable from the Pacifde coast. Moreover,
not isedet upon laying more than one, all they will be bound these resolutions provide that theo ompany so to be incor-
to do-in any reasonable interpretation of 4lone telegraph porated shall be subject to the provisions ii thie very Act,
line," is to repair a breach as rapidly as possible when a namely, the Act 38 Victoria, Chap. 26. That Act provides:
breach is made, and in doing that they will, in the spirit, "Each of the companies mentioned in the first section cf this Act, ormaintain tolegraphie communication. I think, therefore, which may become incorporated in Canada under the next preoediag
that unless things are shown to be different in the Pacifie section, is prohibited froi entering into any agreement for the trans-
from the Atlantic, any provision partaking of the character mission or interchange of messages, or for participationin profits, or for
ef thA tlantic, mo o y ot ion have ofehe areofthe union or consolidation of capital stock, witb any compauy orof a.monopoly ought to have some measure of association of persons, which at auy time may posses -or acquire anysecurity. These are the only observations I desire such exclusive privilege of landing wire or cable for a marine telegrapÊ,
to make at this moment, because I think none of in Newfoundland, Qr the Danish possessions, and .where an equal or
us have been able thoroughly to apprehend the whole reciprocal right is not conceded as in the proviso to the said next

effect of the hon. gentleman's statement and the particulars preceding section meationed2'
of the Order in Council, without an opportunity of giving Now, this company that is propose] by Mr. Fleming and
them a more careful consideration. I desire to say. further his associates would, inauch as it is declared to be sub
that we ought to bave some evidence before us of the ject to this Act, be prohibited from making an arrangement
concession which the hon. gentleman says ho is informod with the Anglo-American Company, beca'use that company
bas been granted by the Japanese Government. lie ought possesses exclusive privileges on the Atlantic side,and yet the
to know that in some way or other. Does the hon. gentle- new company would have exclusive privileges on the
man know it by telegraph or by word of mouth ? If ho Pacific side, an inconsistency to which we ought not rashly
knows it by any formal. document it sbould be laid before and without the very strongest necessity, commit ourselves
this louse. by parliamentary action. For these reasons I conffess I

Mr. CAMEIRON (Victoria). I think it is well to go look with considerable hesitation upon the propriety of
slowly when it is proposèd to create a monopoly for twenty passing these resolutions or committing ourselves, with the
years in telegraphie communication so important as that information now before the House, to the ereation of a
will, no doubt, become hereafter between the Dominion monopoly for twenty years, such as proposed.
of Canada and the continent ofAsia. We ought to be very Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. I think in any case
carèful to see that the only way in which that communica- the louse ought to be put in possession of the plan which
tion can be obtained is not by the granting of a monopoly. is said to have been made by Mr. Sandford Fleming to the
I have been informd-I do not know how truly, I think Governor in Council, as well as the Order in Council. The
it is the case-that the basin of the Pacifie, even more hon. gentleman was good enough to read one of those docu-
than the Atlantic, presents the characteristic that the best ment, but I think both ought to be printed and placed in
available point for crossnig it is opposite the territory of the hands of the House bofore we are aaked to ge on with
British North America; that in fact the depth of the the consideration of this subjoct. Of course, if the hon.
Pacific Ocean, when you go as far south even as gentleman thinks it more convenient to go into Committee
Oalifornia, is se great that -it is almost impossible with and give explanations there, I have no particular objection,
adrantage to lay a cable across there, while in the but I really think we ought to have detailed information
Atlantio it bas been found that the most advantageous point before we are asked to proceed further with a question of
-for laying a eable is opposite that part of the continent of this magnitude.
America which belongs to Canada. If thatbe the case, and Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman, in replying to
we pseïs on the Pacifie seaboard, as we do on the Atlantic the hon. member for Ottawa, complains that the proposal
seaboird, th best available point for laying a cable, it is to extend the lino beyond the limits of Canada to the
very nportant that we should be careful not to restriet our western side of the Paciticcost, was mentioned incidentallybands, id in fact the hands of the whole world, as we would only. The hon. Minister proposes to organize this con-
pmticealy be doing, by giving an exclusive privilege which pany, if it has not already ben done, under the Act Chap.would prevent the attninments and continuance of an efpi- n6, 1875. That is a Act paused by the Parliament ofest e*ble service across the-Pacific Ocean. I do not know Canada for the purpose of enabling companies to organize
what information the Government may possems as to the C aywher and construet marine cables; and yet the word-ability or desire of other countries to lay a cable across the ing of that Act is as follows:-
Pacifie iea. I know notibng of the Company which the isoftha a t er olo s
hu. member for Ottawa (Mr. Currier) has just spoken of "This Act shal apply to every company or association of persons here-

pp ' after authorized byany seca al or general Act of Parliament of Canada,bat-hosetates that that company is prpared to undertake orunuder the provisions oft" Ae conSstruct or maintain telegraphic
thM laying of this table. I ar aware froin the publie prose wires or cables, in, upon, under or aeroes tte guif, bay or branch of any

e-a1 Ido ot speak from -any other information at the sea or ay tidal water within the jurisdiction of Canada, or the shore or
bed thereof respectively, so as to oonnect any, Pro-vine with anr other

presnt#eme oq, this surbject-that a Company has recently Province in oiiY rtoetnteodth iiso nrolein the Dominion, or -toxtmid bey*ud the imite of Aay
been formed in the United States for the purpose of, and Province."
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The only words the hon. gentleman has upon where to base
the organization of this association and give it power to go
to Asia, are those at the end of the paragraph: " so .as to
connect any Province with any other Province of the
Dominion, or to extend beyond the limita of any Province."
The Act under which this association is proposed to be
organized will not read well. There are several clauses
besides the one mentioned by the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. Cameron), that could not possibly apply to this case,
as there were special circumstances demanding attention at
that particular time. I cannot sit down, however, without
expressing myself very strongly against the creation of
this monopoly; and 1 am glad to find that, although the
sentiment of the House recently was strongly in favor of
monopolies, that it is now expressing itself very strongly
against them. I am glad also to find that the bon. member
for Ottawa (4r. Currier), although ho voted a few days ago
that $1,60(,000 was absolutely unequal seeurity, ho now
thinks $800,000 quite sufficient to enable the company to be
orgapized.

Mr. LANGEVIN. ln reply to the observations made by
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), I may say
that the tariff of rates is not to be fixed by these resolutions.
As to the question of the number of cables, the company
may lay down more than one cable, but we do not
make it obligatory for the company to do so. It is in the
interest of the cômpany, if they decide to pend millions on
this enterprise, to see that after one cable has been laid it
be supplemented by others, to enable them to obtain the
returns they must expect from thoir investment. 0f course
there must be a beginning. The company must be author-
ized to raise money to lay a first cable, and then, no doubt,
they would afterwards procoed to lay a second and third
cable. With respect to the attitude of the Japanese
Government, in a letter written by Mr. Fleming to me the
other day. hie tells me this:

"The Japanese Government have also endorsed the scheme, and
conceded landing privileges at a suitable point in Yesso. It is satisfactory
to know that substantial progress has been made in that direction."

Of course, I do not expect Mr. Fleming could obtain
more ir formation than that, because the matter bas been
in progress only a short time. I have no doubt this
information will be supplemented by fuller information
before the report of the Committee is assented to by the
House. The bon member for Victoria (Mr. Canieron)
spoke of the basin of the Pacific Ocean, and clearly showed
that the best point to lay a cable was from the Canadian
shores, opposite British Columbia, across to Japan. It is
the shortest route, and the one where a cable wouldbe loast
liable to be disturbed. Perhaps the following figures,
reLgarding cable distances, will possess interest to the
House:

To be Costucied:
Eng miles.

Prom Manaime to Quataino .................... 230
from Quatsino to Walvis Bay at north-east angle

of Yesso, including stuck .................... 4,240
From Walvis Bay &o 8atsuporo ......................... 300

Total to be constructed...........4,770

Establü~hed:
Eng. miles.

Prom Satauporo to Nagassaki, near south-west
angle of Japan . .... ,100

From Nagaasa to Shanghai.................... 530
Prom Shanghai to-HongKong.................... 300

Total established .............. .. 1,930

The hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron) remarked
that the Acts mentioned in the resolutions were in conflict
on certain points with the resolutious now introduced.
The intention is that, after the resolutions have been assented
to and the -Bill introduced upon them, & lause will be

M1r. M40NZI]E

introduced to remove the discrepancies between this and
the general law. My hon. friend fron Victoria thinka
it may be too soon to do what we propose.
Weli, sometimes a little delay causes us to le
a great opportunity of obtaining a great advan-
tage for the country. Our neighbors across the line are
alive to the importance of this communication, and Mr.
Fleming and bis friends have not begun a single hour too
soon. If we do not secure this great ad'vantage for Canada
now, foreign companies may take the matter up, and we
may lose it, at loast, for many years. The hon. miember for
West Durham and other members have spoken about the
exclusive privilege to be given to this company for twenty
years. There is no doubt that in ordinary undertakings,
exclusive privileges should not be given. But from the
information I have, I believe. that we cannot expect
capitalists to invest millions of money in this undertaking,
unless they have some security that next Session w. shall
not be incorporating two or three companies to compote
with them. They are not going into this matter simply où
patriotie grounds. Mr. Fleming, no doubt, shows a good
deal of patriotism in undertaking it; but, like ail other
men, he would not wish to sink bis money and have no
return for it. Mr. Fleming, writing to me to day on this
subject, says:

"My object is to see a telegraph to Asia. established as a great
Canadian line, and I will gladlyjom with those most likely to assist in
accomplishing this speedily. NotIng can possibly be gained by opposi-
tion, except to defeat the whole scheme."

Mr. MA CK ENZIE. Whose opinion is that ?
Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Fleming's. He agrees with me

in the importance of dealing with this matter speedily, and
not leave the opportanity to be taken advantage of by-our
enterprising neighbors. L have it from Mr. Fleming him-
self that, without the exclusive privilege mentioned here,
he does not believe the company would undertake the work.
My hon. friend from. Ottawa (Ur. Currier) desires this
other company to have the power which is sought for in
this resolution. That would be defeating the very object
the Govern ment have in view. We believe one company
should be incorporated to establish this lino, and in order to
do that, it is necessary for them to have the exclusive
privilege. That privi loge is limited to twenty years, which,
in the liue of a man, is a long time; but in the life of a
nation is short.. If we can secure this line, it will put
England in communication with Asia through our own
territory. We must not be dependent always on our
neighbors. Having made these observations, I hope the
hon. gentleman will allow the motion to pass.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. I think that the Governmént
should not prose this matter. It is too important to be
decided in a day or two; we ought to have an opportunity
for deliberation. The principle of giving exclusive right
for twenty years to Mr. Fleming and half-a-dozen others
associated with him, to build a telegraphie communication
from British Columbia to Asia, is one that involves an
enormous concession. After the hon, member for Ottawa
bas stated that a bond fide company has been organized with
a view to cons-truct this work, and- is willing to put up
$800,000 as a guarantee of their sincerity, it seems tome
the Government should delay the resolutions in order te
give this proposition ample consideration. Surely the-
bon. Minister does not desire, when no necessity exists for
it, to give the exclusive monopoly for twenty years-of
telegraphie communication from British Columbia to Asia,
to Mr. Fleming and bis associates. It is not in. accordance
with the sentiment of the louse that such a concesion
should be made, and before we are asked to make it we ought:
to have every means of information before us; we ought to
see the plan of Mr. Fleming and the whole çorrespondeT#e9
in joference to the subject,
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Mr. DEOOSMOS. Every hon. gentleman will agree with

the hon. Minister of Public Works that it is desirable to have
a cable connecting the shores of British Columbia with those

,of Asia. But I question whether there are a very large
number who are willing to grant exclusive right for twenty
yOars.for this cable communication. I am not prepared to
cast my vote in favor of a monopoly for twenty years. I
have a special reason for making that statement beyond
the question now before the House. I introduced the first
Telegraph Bill ever intrQduced to enable a company to
stretch their wires on Vancouver [sland. In 1864 we offered
a company the twenty years exclusive privilege of operating
the lie. When the Bill went to England, I believe it was
referred to the Board of Trade, or some other council there,
and a despatch came ont asking the Provincial Government
to repeal the exclusive privilege. In 1865 we had to pass a
Bil 'of which this is a portion of the preamble: "Whereas
it igs ontrary to the poficy of fier Majesty's Government to
grant exclusive telegraphicprivileges." I take it that so
log as we are under Imperial rule, so long will the Imperial
Governdent insist that no monopoly shall be granted. I
arn not aware that any monopoly has been granted with
respect to telegraphic communication in connection with
Canada.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.

Mr. DECOSMOS. I look upon this Bill as simply a money-
making Bill, like-all Bills of a similar nature. It is admitted
by the Minister of Public Works, that unless Mr. Fleming
eau get the exclusive privilege for twenty years he does
not want to have anything to do with forming a company.
Tà bring it right down to the point, it is simply this: Mr.
Fleming or bis associates believe they can make money by
getting an exclusive rightwhich they can sell in the markets
of tho United States, Great Britain or Europe, and they will
be very handsomely p:.id indeed. I trust this House will
follow the policy laid down by Her Majesty's Govern-
ment in 1864-65, and deny to any company the exclusive
right for twenty years, or longer or shorter period, of operat-
ing-telegraph lines in any portion of this Dominion. The
Uûited States Constitution recognizes no such thing as a
monopoly, nor does the constitution of any State recognize
it. I éan say, with respect to the line contemplated, what
great advantage can Mr. Fleming and his associates gain,
even in the money market, except to make a sale of it at
once. 250 miles south of Quatsino Sound, we have Cape Flat-
tery in Washington Territory, and from there a cable can
bostretched across the ocean on very nearly the sanme line
as the proposed cable. I understand it bas been proposed
ig,; & Francisco to stretch a line across the ocean to Japan
aud China. At present they have to go round by the way
pf Europe and across Asia, to reach those countries. In
view, therefore, of the one point, that of monopoly, I
sipeerely. trust this House will not recognize any such
principle.

Mr. LANGEVIN. After hearing the remarks of the
bon. gentleman, it is only due to the louse that I should
ask the postponement of those resolutions. Perhaps the
bon. member for Ottawa will be in a position to commu-
Éieto to my department this statement that he was kind
enqugh to make to the House, and put the Government in a
poaition t deal with the matter on Thursday.

M'r. CURRIER. I have no objection to what bas been
suggesteJ by the hon. Minieter of Public Works. I rise to
correct a little mistake I made in nam-ing 8800,000. The
amountis 4750,000-£150,000 sterling-which the company
arê prepared to put up before the House adjournis.

. CARTHIY moved the adjournment of the dcbate.

Motion. agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read a second time, considered in
Committee, and reported

Bill (No. 58) to provide for the salaries of an additional
Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench and an additional Judge
of the Superior Court in the Province of Quebec.-(Mr.
McDonald, Picteu.)

Bill (No. 64) to continue in force for a limited time the
Act passed in the forty-third year of Her Majesty's Roign,
entitled: "An Act respecting the administration of Criminal
Justice in the Territory in dispute between the Governments
of the Province of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada."
-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

UNIFORM CURRENCY.

The following Bill was read the second time, considered
in Committee, read the third time, and passed:-

Bill (No. 66) to extend the Act establishing one-uniform
currericy for the Dominion of Canada to the Provint-es of
British Columbia and Prince Edward Island.-(Sir Leonard
Tilley.)

SUPPLY.
House resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

26. Dominion Police .... .... ........... ........ ..$13,500 OO

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the num-
ber of the force at present ?

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). Twenty, I think. It is
either twenty or twety-one-l am not -sure which-but at
all events the number is the same as last year, and one
more than two years ago.

28. St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary ...... .. . $82,740 69

M.. BLAKE. Is the number of inmates tâm same as at
year ?

Mr. McDONALD ýPictou). Yes
Mr. BLALCF. Will you state wby the number of guards

has been increased ?
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The Inspector cilled my

attention to the fact that four more guards were necessary,
and I directed him to make a special report on the subject,
which ho did, strongly urging the addition. 1 snall be
able to hand the hon. gentleman the report this oveting

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT I notice that Kinigs-
ton, which has nearly double the number of inmates of that
of St. Vincent de Paul, has only 77 officers, while the latr
has 60. Of course there may ho special remsous for this
large staff but the disproportion is considerable.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The observation is quite
just, but I have found it quite impossible to lessen the
number.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the state of the penitentiary
structure? l the work of construction complete ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The work of construction
is completed and the new wing is occupied, though a
further extension is required, because, as the hon. gentleman
probably knows, almost every year we have to send some
prisoners from that penitentiary; to Kingston. It is con-
templated to add another wing, but atu present works of.
construction are not in progress.

In answer to Mr, BLAKE,
Mr. McDONALD(Pictou). f am told the reduction is in con-

sequence of work that had been beretofore carried on under
the direction of the warden, and is now transferred to the
Public Works Depart.nent. Consequently, the werden bas
been able to make a reduction in his estimate-for tools aud
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material. The decrease in maiutonanoe,the warden states,
is in consequence of lower prices iin articles this year than

In answer to Sir RicuARD J. CARtwRIoGT,
Mr. McDONALb (Picton). The increase in the item for

uniforms from $1,182 to $2,894,aries fro-nthe greater number
of guards and officers in the institution requiring uniforms
this year than was.the case last year. It bas been asked
for by the acting warden te enabte lim to uniform the
whole of his staff, as is .now allowed in the other pçrniten-
tiaries.

Sir RICHARDJ. CARTWRIGH T. HIow mauy uniformE
would that represent? I would like to know what the
uniforms cost, as a matter of information. Supposing that
forty or fifty were required they would cost $60 or $70 a
piece.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I have not a memorandum
of the number of uniforms required

Mr. BLAKE. 1 observe there is one srgeant instead
of two; is it intended to have but one in the future?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Yes..
Mr. BLAKE. I think that is a great improvement. If

this is a superannuàtion it should have been accompanied
by a re-adjustment of salaries, that would have given the
other sergeant something more. That is what we con-
templated doing·.

27. Kingston Penitentiary......$...... ..... ... 1..$26,891 29

In answer to Mr. BnAoKE,
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). No new uniforms are required

the coming year; $1,878 is considered sufficient to make the
necessary repairs, which is a saving from last year of$ 1,155.
On the item of maintenance the warden bas been able to
effect a saving of $3,146, on account of the lower prices of
supplies, On the item of working expenses it is neeessary
to add $3,600, in consequence of the advance in the prie of
fuel and some other articles. On capital account $2,100 has
been placed in the Estimates, to enable the warden tp
complote the forcing pump, for which the .sum of $5,000,
voted last year, bas been found insufficient.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman determined upon
adding a new industry +ast year, that of a grist mill.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). We did not proceed with it
I bave flot gzot [ho -deta4ls to show upen which items the
economyt has been effected.t ohe warden bas'snt them
down in full; they muet be ithehe office, and I will be glad
to hiand them to the hon. gentleman.

Sir ICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon.
Minister will give us some details as to the way in which
these convicts are employed. -

Mr. MeDONALD (Pietou). The hon. gentleman will
find more information lm the.report laid on the Table than -1
can v. M» y hon. friend, 1 dare say, knows more about
Kingston Penitentiary than I do, as I have only been there
once. I understand that a large number are»ngaged on
the farm, a large number at quarrying, and from 170 to 80
in a lock factory; there ai e also a variety of other
imdstres'.'

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am shocked to hear fPom the
M4inister ol Justice himself that the present Government are
carrying on in this penitentiary industries -which compete
with fee labor. I -ecollect when the Prime Minister was
oudeaoending enough te attack the late Government on thisi
quostion. The iainister of Mi4itia also deliverd a lecturei
las± -y.ea e:the iniqiity of alowig -ompetition between1
condeand froee labor. Y-et we now bearn tromu4he-Minister
ofJuaSe that a new industry has, been tarted; which em-
ployyssevent or eighty men.

Mr. McDoxL) (Pietou).

lir GAULT. It is a very old itdustry.
Mr. MACK-ENZIE. Lt was dead for yetre ; rbut4is

Government, which professd when in Oppsisitie, to fawor
the -protection offree labor against conviet tabor,, asreviyVd
this industry, and put seventy or eighty wonoviet mehaaies
into competition with the same number of- free m anie.
I want the Minister of Militia to explain why he has accepted
office in a Government whieh violates his prineipios in ao
shocking a manner. If ho wants time to consider 'wbst he
should do, I have no objection to weit another day.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The gromuùt of tbat vexeè
question is too sacred for me. Ever siace I hav-Iad aweat
in this House, the hon. gentlemen opposite and ge dr
of the Governmeut have had a tilt with referee tQ this
subject, and I prefer to leave it in such able hand& With
reference to the lock industry, I have only to say thatl
found it in operation when I accepted office, and it teil on-
tinues. I take for granted that it was in operation béfQre,
under the direction and with the asetit of the ho.gdntie-
mon opposite.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken.
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I hope the hon. gentleman

will not assume that I am interfering with the right of
himself and the leader of the Government to diseuse that
question to the fullest extent..

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman cannotegt of
iu that way. It is in hie department, and.ho bas to atate
the principles on which the Government has acted.I ask
him what the Government are goiug to do in this amatter ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Do not spare him on my
account.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I know what the principles of
bon. gentlemen opposi te were when they were ia Opposi-
tion ; they bad none at all, and the Minister of Justice
now proposes to follow his leader in tbat respect. Let us
know whether this shocking competition with free labor is
to continue or not. I have not yet received an answer from
the Minister of Militia.

Mr. CARON. I think the hon. gentleman has ill-selected
the item on which to get up this discussion. There could
be no competition so far as the lock factory is concerned, as
it happens to be the only lock factory in Canada.

.Mr. A NGLIN. The hon. gentloman's colleague, the
5liuister of Finance, will tell him [bore bas beac a lock
factory for several years at Micténthe existen eeof whieh
ho regards as a proof of the triumph of the National
Policy.

Mr. CARON. The look factory at Moncton ha only
commenced.

Mr. ANGLIN. It was opened three years ago.
Sir JOHN A. -MACDONALD. I congratulate the hon.

gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) on the vigor with which he is
able to administer these rebukes-long may it be so. I am
informed, however, by the hon. Minister of Finance th't
this -loek factory at Moncton was only built last summer,
and therefore no injury bas been done to this infant
industry. I think that when the manufheture of iecks
becomes seriously compromised by conviitu labor, my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice will fmid some other -meanszf
employing these people. Depend upon it, [his industry ut
Moncton, as soon as it is hurt, wi'i ery out, but Uai they
or other parties complain, I think we may not dist.ur
ourselves. I still am of the opinion, I have always been,
that convict labor, whether in cotmon gaola or in peniein-
tiaries, should be employed as much as possible in industries
that are net in existence-or likely to be in existencein the
Dominion. I have no doubt that the ingenaityaf MYheio.
friend the Minister of Justice and those who havethemnaga-
menfof the penitentiaries, will discover variou- meaus of
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employing convict labor so as not to interfere in any
appreciable degree with industries outside.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is there any indus-
try introduced into the Penitentiary of Kingston within
the last two years which differs in any respect from the
industries used there between 1873 and 1878, and if so,
what ?1

Mr. MILLS. The hon. Minister of Militia says that
when this industry which bas been started at Moncton
becomes strong, the Government will give it some consi-
deration. The hon. gentleman seems to think that while
it is weak it does not require any. consideration. It must
show its ability to thrive without Government support and
in spite of Government opposition, before the Government
wilt come to its aid. Then the bon. First Minister tells us,
the Government will take care that the convicts do not
learn a trade which will be of any possible use to them
after they. leave the institution. They must only be
employed on certain branches that do not come into eom-
petition with any branch of industry in the country, so that
when they are discharged they will find they have been
engaged in employments for which they cannot find any use.
Convicts have nota very large amount of capital,and will have,
therefore, to seek employment from those who furnish the
capital and conduct the existing industries of the country.
But the hon. gentleman will not permit them to learn, when
serving their term of imprisonment, any industry of that
sort, because that would be competing with the ordinary
industries of the country. When those men are taken fron
outside and confined in the penitentiary because they have
been doing nothing but seeking-to live at the expense of
others, they are put to forcible labor, but the right hon.
gentleman says: "We will take care that by your labor you
hurt nobody else." If they were outside, working at an
honest industry, they would not be hurting anybody else,
but because they are put within four walls their labor must
prove disastrous, and the Government will take good care
that they do not do more harm by their industry than they
did while outside by their idleness. If the hon. gentleman
is right, those men are infinitely more detrimental to
the ordinary, interests of the country when confined than
when running at large. If that is the view of the Govern-
ment, it seems to me that the penitentiary should be locked
up and the criminals left free outside, where they may do
some mischief, but less mischief than they would do working
at industries which will come into competition with similar
industries in the country. The hon. gentleman has given
us a very excellent demonstration of the general policy of
the Administration. The same principle which the hon.
gentleman has enunciated with so much force and so much
perspicuity-for we have no difficulty in understanding
him-is the one which . applies to the fiscal policy upon
which the Glovernment lias sought to conduct the atfairs of
thi.s country since the elections of 1878.

Sir JOLN A. MACDONALD. I admit I am not a
humanitarian and a universal philantrophist like my hon.
friend. I do not think it is the duty of a Government to
educate, at the public expenEe, the thieves, scoundrels and
rogues, in order that they may compete with the honest
artizan outside; that is the policy of the hon. gentleman
The convict is either a nechanic, a laborer or a professional
man. If h bas a trade or a profession he can work at it
when he -gets ont; if he has not, he can work as a laboring
man. I do not think it is the duty of a Government to
reward crime and vice by educating men beyond the trade
with which they entered the penitentiary. That is not the
object for which penitentiaries are built. They are built
for the purpose of punishing crime, for the purpose of
isolating parties who have joined the criminal classes, in
order that by retirement from their evil associations they
inay, perbaps, be weaned from their criminal courses. I am

sure that the artizan, the tradesmen and the workingmen
of this country will not agree with the hon. gentleman that
it is, with thoir money we ehould educate criminals to a
higher degree of skilled labor than when they entered the
penitentiary.

Mr. MACKENZIE asked if any of the convicts, since
October 1878, in the penitentaries, were-taught trades.

Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou). I cannot tell whether they
are or not. I have no doubt if men are required in the
blacksmith or other shops, they are taken from the general
body of the convicts. So far as I am individually concerned,
I dare say men, not belonging to permanent criminal classes,
are better with a trade than without one. I am not dealing
with that question- now. I will endeavor to obtain what
information the hon. gentleman requires, if he will send me
a memorandum of it.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. First Minister has made great
professions on this occasion, as he made great professions
for five years, when he was in Opposition, and denounced
the conduct of the Government with reference to the
occupations of convicts in the varions penitentiaries. What
change has le made in their occupations? Has any
successful effort been made to make a change? Ras
anything been done to carry out what the hon. gentleman
loudly professed for five years, when he had not the power
to carry his professions into practice ?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like, when
the hon. Minister of Justice brings down the information
asked for, that he would give some idea of the receipts
obtained by the several pententiaries from the labor of their
convicts.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). The hon. gentleman will
find, in general principles, the information asked for in the
report of last year.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It would be very
interesting to see whether any progress. is made from year
to year in making those institutions self-supporting.

Mr. BLAKE. The whole object of the change which was
made some time ago, as to the date of the annual report, has
been defeated by the course pursued in its preparation. The
report was formerly prepared for the civil year, and was
laid on the Table not later than Ist February; but we pro.
vided that the report should be dated up to 30th June,
like the usual reports, in order that it should be prepared at
such a reasonable time before the Session that it should be
laid on the Table of the fouse by 1st February. Notwith-
standing that this report is for the year ending Jiine 30th,
1830, I see it was presented to His Excell6ncy only on 30th
January, 1881. It is very unfortunate if weare not to have
the report in print for use during the Session. We might at
any rate have the statisties up to a late date, to give us the
late results. At present we have a stale report in point of
time, and that in manuscript which we cannot repd.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictoa). No doubt there is some
reason for complaint in this matter. But the explanation
given by the officer Mr. Moylan, which is true, is, that last
summer he spent several weeks superintending an investiga-
tion at St. Vincent de Paul, and it was late in the season
before he could undertake the preparation of the report,
when there was not enough time to have it printed and laid
on the Table in the usual mianner. I trust in future thore
will be no delays.

Mr. BLAKE. The great bu.lk of the Penitentiary Report
consists of long and detailed reports given to the Inspector
by the chief wardens of the varions penitentiaries, and the
Inspector's arduous labors at St. Vincent de Paul at the close
of the year need not have prevented those reports, as they
came in at the end of last June, from being in the printer'.
bands and made ready for us.
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Mr. ANGLIN. I notice a very considerable increase of
the salaries of officers and of the whole expenses of those
establishments since 1878, when hon. gentlemen opposite
obtained office. The number of officers has ,also been
increased from sixty-nine to seventy-seven. Why- were
these increases found necessary? During the late Govern-
ment's Administration, strong objections were made to suchi
expenditure by the party now in power.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The Estimates. show that
Nue number of officers for the Kingston Penitentiary is the
same this year as last. There may be au additional guard
or messenger employed occasionally, but I know of no
addition to the general staff, or any alterations whatever
for the lat two years.

Mr. ANGLIN. There are six additional employés on the
list, four of them guards at Kingston, since 1878.

House resumed.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

House again in Committee of Supply.
29. Dorchester Penitentiary.......... ................ $14,285 00

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There is an increase of
$100 on account of tcamsters, and a reduction of $2,000 on
account of uniforms. On maintenance there is an uicrease
of $862, owing to an increase of ten upon the prison popula-
tion of last year. In working expenses there is a reduction
of $10,000. It will be in the recollection of the. Commitfee
that last year there was the sum of S16,000 placed against
this item in consequence of anticipated expenses connected
with the removal of prisoners from Halifax and St. John to
Dorchester. That work having been accomplished, the
amount is reduced to the ordinary working expenses. The
capital accouùit is increased by $700 on account of material
and the construction of a main drain and a pump apparatus
in connection with it. ln the industries there is an increase
of $1,134. We projose to make an extension of this build-
ing, and we shall utilize, as far as possible, the labor of the
pirisoners in taking the stone from the quarries in the
neighborhood, and this $1,134 is for the purpose of buying
the necessary tools.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How many convicts
are there in the penitentiary ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The prison population is, I
think, 120. We were obliged ihe other day to send some ten
or twenty to Kingston, and there is now room in the peniten-
tiary for eight or ten, so as to provide for any contingency.

Mr. BLAKE. May I ask bow many female convicts
there are in the Dorchester Penitentiary?

Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou). 1 think only three or four.
Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me that it is likely-I hope

it will be the case-that there will very seIdom be as many
as three or four. I know there are very few in Kingston, which
takes the whole of the female penitentiary convicts from On-
tario and Quebec; and I think it would be well to consider
whether it is an economical plan to have the separate apart-
ments, which are necessary for the stae, in-keeping up female
wards in the institution, when the avéra female population
will be only two or three. I notice that there is a matron and
a deputy matron, with their wages, rations, apartments and
al the incidental expenses which are necessary in separate
accommodation, and which must be far in excess of what
would be required simply for the cells of the women. For
a long time it bas been arranged on reasonable business
considerations that there should be no female wards in St.
Vincent de Paul-the female convicts being sent to
Kingston-and I think it would be well to consider whether
such a plan would not be a reasonable business arrange-
ment with regard to Dorchester. I would ask the hon.

Mr. BL.r,

gentleman in this connection if ho would state sBhortly what
are the results of the closing of the old penitentiaries of
Halifax and St. John. With reference to the important
questions of how many of the staffs of those two insti-
tutions the hon. gentleman was able to employ at
Dorchester, and of what guards, how many have been
superannuated, and at what cost and to what
extent gratuities have been paid. It is not likely the hon.
gentleman was able to take on all the staff, but no doubt he
was able to take on some of them.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I have not the information
to-night, but I will be able to supply it very fully in the
morning. Every man who was willing and fit t> be trans-
ferred was taken over, and the only one who was super-
annuated was well entitled to that consideration. The
maintenance of female wards is no doubt a serions item, but
as the hon. gentleman will recollect, female prisoners were
kept both at St. John and Halifax, and transferred to
Dorchester. It was a long distance to send them to King-
ston, and I was not able then to determine what namber I
miglit possibly require to keep in Dorchester. I am quite
free to admit, however, that the question of effecting a
saving in that particular is well worthy of consideration.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would caul the
attention of the Minister to the fact that by the Estimates
of 1878 Halifax and St. John together bas only thirty-fve
officers, and those included two wardens, two :account:ints,
four ehaplains and two surgeons. Of those no less than five,
of course, were saved by the amalgamation, yet I observe here
that forty four officers are required in Dorchester Peniten-
tiary, and przma facie the increase fiom thirty-five to
forty-four appears unusually large.

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). The increase is in the guards.
The penitentiary, since it was opened, bas been, until recently,
very poorly protected. There were 130 people ther e, with
no means of confinement whatever. At St. John there was
a wall, and half-a-dozen guards could have care of as many
convicts as fiften or twenty guards at Dorchester. During
the summer the convicts have worked in the field, on a large
farm of 4J0 acres, and also in the quarries. It was abso-
lutely necessary, in the opinion of the officers, that the
number of guards should be largely increased. We shall
probably be able to reduce the number by the end of the
year. The.officers are: warden, deputy warden, accountant,
surgeon and chaplain, the same as in other penitentiaries;'
except that there are a keeper and a matron at Dorchester,
which the other institutions have not.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Last year we wele
given reason to hope that a saving would be effected in the
charges of management. I would call the hon. gentleman's
attention to the fact that at Kingston, for 775 convicts,
there are are only seventy-seven officials of all kinds at
St. Vincent de Paul there are sixty officials for 400 convicts;
here, for 130 convicts, forty-four officials are requir ed, three
ti mes as many, proportionately, as are required at Kingston,
and about double the number required at St. Vincent de
Paul. I should hope when the requisite erections are put
up the number of koepers ean be reduced.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). The disproportion is onlyin the
guards. There are forty three of these at Kingston, twenty-
four at St. Vincent de Paul and twenty at DoFchester. At
Kingston, however, the institution is so well protected that
a relatively smaller proportion of guards is required, and
the same observation applies to St. Vincent de Paul. I
hope when the wall now being constructed at Dorchester
is completed; that we shall be able to dispense withsome, of
the guards. It is also to be remembered that the chief part
of tþe industries o? the convicts at Dorchester is carried on
outside the walls, hile at the other two institutions fie
industries are maiùly conducted indoors. Tho whoel
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population at Dorchester is engaged on the farm, in
quarrying and.other outside work.

.Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman say what
industries are projected or now conducted at Dorchester
hesides the quarry and the farm?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). None. At Halifax and St.
John, as my hon. friend knows, the convicts made wooden
work, buckets, brooms, &c. That has' not been attempted
at Dorchester. The warden says he has full occupation for
the people in clearing the ground and completing the
works to the establishment. It will be a question what we
shall be able to do with thom hereafter during the winter
months.

31r BLAKE. In so large a prison population as 130,
there is always a certain number who cannot be employed
in outdoor occupation. Quarrying is unsuited to many
people, as are also many agricultural operations. It is
essential, to any reasonable efforts to carry out penitentiary
arrangements, that there should be some occupation for the
prisoners. Therefore, I think it devolves on the hon. geu-
tieman to call upon, his officers te consider what would be
the bost employment to bring forward for indoor employ-
ment for the Dorchester Penitentiary during the winter
months. It was the habit of the prisoners at Halifax and
St. John to make their clothing and shoes; I do not know
whether the hon.gentleman bas this industry carried on still.

Mr: McDONALD (Pictou). There is a repair shop for
tai loring and shoe making, but the clothing has been obtained
fromKingston. I concur in the hon. gentleman's suggestion
about indoor employment, and will ask the views of the
warden on the subject.

Mr. BLAKE. With regard to the sum for the guard in
capital account, I was responsible for the item of tbis descrip-
tion. It was not intended to cover works of that kind.
There is a new building not vet finishod, and the expense
of a drain in that building, $700, is put down as part of the
construction expenses. I think it would be very olj etion-
able that the expenses for building sbould be cha ged to
maintenance, if that is what the bon. gentleman proposes.
1 desire to ask whether the new works at Dorchester will
be done by convict labor or let out by contract, and con-
structed partly by convict and partly by free labor, or
wbether it will he done by free labor.

Mr. MoDONALID (Piotou). On the new works at Dorches.
ter, convict labor will be utilized in getting out stone and
every other mode in which such labor can be utilized. With
respect to the $700 under the head of capital account, that
sum should have been given through the Minister of Public
Works, but the warden asked for it in this form becaruse he
proposed to do the work by convict labor, and this sum
would be required for material.

Mr. BLAKE. All expenses for construction sbould come
under one head, and those for maintenance under another.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is undoubtedly
correct, and this practice has been followed with respect to
the new works at Dorchester Penitentiary. Two contracts
must be completed, but convict labor will be utilized as
much as possible.

.Mr. BLAKE. What additional accommodation w.ill be
provided ?

'Mr. LANGEVIN. The new wing will give accommoda-
tion for 100 more inmates.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). In reply to the enquiry made
by the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) before
recess, I beg to state that the staff of Kingston Penitentiary
for 1877-78 numberod 71; for 1818-79, 76; for 1880, 76; at
present, 77.

Mr, ANGLIN. Tl.e number of officers at Dorchester is
altogether ont of proportion to the number of convicts One

officer might perform the duties of accountant and store-
keeper. Then there are hospital keeper and steward.
The carpenter, mason and blacksmith instructors have
now nothing to do as such. Then there is the school-
master ; I do not know how many children he bas to
teach, but I presume bis office might be very weil amalga-
mated with that of the accountant. There is also an
engineer and machinist at $780 a year; the hon. Minister
did not tell us what he had to do.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The engineer and machinist
has charge of the steam-heating apparatus, which heate the
whole building, and a steam engine outside for sawing and
other work, so that there is porbaps no harder worked man
in the establishment. The steward must necessarily have
bis bands full, as ho bas to provide for 130 people every day,
and to supervise the cooking and serving of the foot. The
storekeeper has to take charge of all the stores of every
kind, and to serve the prisoners with clothing and other
articles. The idea of baving a schoolmaster is, that if the
younger prisoners should desire to learn, they should have
the opportunity to do so. Of course, if it is not the desire
ofParliament that these young persons should learn any-
thing while there, this small sum can be saved; but I do
not think it would be possible to obtain a competent person
to undertake the not very agreeable duty of trying to thrash
a little knowledge, and I hope a little virtue, into the heads
of young convicts for less.

Mr. ANGLIN. Last year, when the Estimates were
under consideration, I called the attention of the Ministerto
the necessity of providing the Catholic chaplain, who lives
some distance from the per itentiary, with the means of
procuring a horse. The Minister of Justice intimated that
ho would add $100 a year or so for that purpose. I would
like to ask him why no such provision bas been made.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I will be honest-I forgot
all about it. I do not recollect that it was discussed while
the Estimates were passing lastyear, but it bas been brought
my attention since. The Cathoie chaplain, I understand,
lives some six or seven miles from the penitentiary, and
this time twelve menths wo will, perhaps, take the matter
into consideration.

Mr.* BLAKE. The Finance Minister bas threatened a
supplementary vote. I would recommend him to bring it
down then.

Mr. JONES. _I do not think we wantany supplementary
votes for penitentiaries. I think they are carried on in a
most extravagant way Why should we have stewards-
who are simply head waiters-schoolmasters, chaplains, and
the best food and elothing for these fellows, and teach
criminals everything to enable them to compote with honest
labor outside? Why do we not carry on our penitentiaries
as they do in England ? They do not give a premium for
men to get into the penitentiarios to spend a pleasant winter
there as we do.

Mr. BLAKb.h I think there is a great deal in what the
hon. gentleman says. I recollect once enquiring with refer-
once to the dietary in the Kingston Penitentiary, and I
found that it was thought necessary to have the very finest
quality of flour and beef. I was told that it was considered
those convicts could not do a good. day's work unless their
system was sustained with eatables of the quality to which
I referred. My own strong impression is that very much
might be done by an operation which might, by the warden,
be considered a revolution in the dietary as the hon. member
bas said.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I was surprised the other
day to see in the medical report from one of the peniten-
tiaries that the health of the convicts made it absolutely
necesary the dietary should be increased. I do not sug-
geSt any amendient in the law, but if any gmendment j4
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the direction of making it unpleasant for the people who
resideiin penitentiaries should be considered, it would be
well they should be reminded every three months or so they
were not' in a first-class hotel. Whether the public mind is
prepared for such an improvement as that I am not aware.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGB'. To-morrow will be
Ash Wednesday. Why not make the convicts keep Lent?

30. Manitoba Penitentiaries...... ..... ............$21,541 28

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The staff is the same as last
year. In uniforms there is an increase of$346, and in main-
tenance $59.03. The working expenses have been reduced
by $1,942, in consequence of substituting heating apparatus,
similar to that at Dormhester, for stoves. For capital
account no vote is required.

Mr. SCHULTZ. In what manner was tbe capital account
expended last year ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I will ascertain and let the
hon. gentleman know. I havo not the information at
present.

31. British Columbia Penitentiary,...........$17,523 43
Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou). The salaries of the warden

and chiof keeper have been increased $100. The cost of
maintenance has been increased 81,147, the estimate being
based on a population of sixty instead of forty-five, tho
number last year. The capital account has been increased
by $450, to enable the warden to purchase a horse and
buggy for the benefit of the chaplain. The warden says :

" I have received more than one complaint that the chaplains in that
Province have been without the means of discharging their duties to the
prisoners in those institutions, and it is recommiended that an item be
placed in the Estimates to supply that defect."

Mr. BLAKE. What item is that in ?
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Capital account.
Mr. MoINNES. It is only a mile and a quarter. I do

not object to the item for a horse and buggy for the convey-
ance of the chaplain, but I think it would be much more in
the interest of the institution to increase the warden's salary
to something like the atmount paid similar officers in the
Dominion. He receives only $1,200, while the Manitoba
warden gets $2,000. The keepers and guards in British
Columbia are as well pai& as elsewhere, and the warden
should be put on the same footing, living being expensive in
that Province, as much so as in Manitoba.

Mr. JONES. I cannot agree with the member for
New Westminster (Mr. McInnes) as to the propriety
of increasing -the salary of the British Columbia warden.
The fifty convicts of that nice convict establishment in
British Columbia costs 317,523 a year, or nearly $292 per
head. I do not think our different Provinces should vie with
each other in increasing the expenses of their different
penitentiaries. They should strive more to reduce the
expenses. I think $1,200 a year is quite sufficient for taking
care of fifty convicts. Our system is a vicious one, and the
cost of our penitentiaries should be reduced.

Mr. McINNES. The Manitoba Penitentiary provides for
only fifty convicts, its warden receives $2,000 a year, while
the British Columbia Penitentiary cares for sixty, its warden
getting but $1,200. I am not more desirous than the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Jones) of increasing penitentiary expendi-
ture, but I think, as a matter of justice, the salary of the
Rritish Columbia warden should be increased to the amount
paid in Manitoba.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend (Kr. McInnes) and I will
agree. as to one thing ; that is, that penitentiary ex-
penses ought not to be so increased as to produce iicon-
sistency. lie wants to make a change from last year in
his Province, but there is a change made: in Manitoba the

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou).

chief keeper gets $800 a year, in British Columbia ha got
·$800 last year, but most improperly, with a very great
disregard to the principle of equality, it is proposed to raise
it to $900 this year. M y hon. triend must at once perceive
that, to be consistent, ha should vote with me to keep this
increase out of the Estimates. The expenditure of those
small penitentiaries is necessarily greatly disproportionate
to the work they do,-and should be kept down to the lowest
point possible. I do not see how it could be expected, in
such a small Province as British Columbia, as regards
population, that there should be sixty persons in its peniten-
tiary at once. I objected last year to the increase of the
salary of the wardon of the Manitoba Penitentiary, as very
unwarrantable; but I do not see that it follows we should
have another increase this year for the benefit of the British
Columbia warden. His salary is sufficiently large. The cost
of the maintenance of the convicts in BritishColumbia isbut
$83 per head, and that at the St. Vincent dePaul institution
$83, so British Columbia cannot be so expensive a country
to live in as we have boen led to believe. The warden in
British Columbia is not, I notice, a very correct calculator
of distances, as he misrepresents or mistakes the distance
the chaplain has to travel, as is now proved by the testi-
mony of the member for New Westminster, who is, how-
ever, proposing an increase wholly indefensible. Over four
miles these unfortunate mon, to minister to the spiritual
wants of the conviets, have to walk'afoot if they are not
provided with horses. But the hon. momber for New
Westminster (Mr. McInnes), who lives on the ground, ad
must know, says it is hardly a mile and a quarter. I do
not think that under the circumstances this special charge
should be increased.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). I must say that the remarks
of the hon. member for New Westminster (Mr. Mclnnes),
have put an entirely new phase on the matter, and if the
House will allow me to take the vote I shall see that it is
not expended, if I find upon enquiry that any misrepresenta.
tion has been made by the warden. With regard to the
increase in the salary of the deputy warden and chief keeper
-for ho really combines those offices-.it was made on the
sanie ground as the increase in the salary of the warden of
Manitoba penitentiary last year. He is a man -of the
highest character, and admirably fltted for his duties, and
rather than lose one whose retention in the office was very
desirable, if not essential, I agreed to increase his income.
I did not feel, however, that I would be justifiedin increasing
the salary of the warden, notwithstanding that I was very
strongly pressed to do so by my hon. friend from New West-
minster (Mr. McInnes).

Mr. McINNES. With regard to the salary of the
warden, I do not blame the present bon. Minister of Justice
so much for neglocting to raise it, as I do the hon. leadei
of the Opposition, for when hs was Mlinister of Justice ho
appointed him at a salary of $1,200, or $200 less than the
warden of the Manitoba Penitentiary, when the cost of
living is certainly less (if there be any difference) in
Manitoba than in British Columbia. If it was necessary to
pay the guards as good salaries in British Columbia as in
Manitoba, I think the wardons should not have been put on
a different footing. I think it an injustice that such an
officer should receive a palry $1,200, and that he should
certainly receive $1,400 or $1,600.

Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou). In reply to what was said
by the hon. membor for West Durham, I may say that the
per capita cost of maintenance in British Columba is
$83.72, as against $78.11 in 8t. Vincent de Paul.

47. To meet expenses in connection with care of
public archives..... .................... ....... $5 0

Mr. ANGLIN. I should like to know what has been
done, and what is likely to be done, for the money.,we have
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been granting year after year under this bead, and whether
the expenditure is, or is not, to be a permanent one ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). I may say that this money is
voted, not really for the care of our own archives, but for
copying valnable documents in London pertaining to the
history of this country. A large number of them have
been copied, and the work is still going on. It will be
completed this year, as nearly as I can ascertain. The work
is being looked after by Abbé Verrault, of Montreal, and by
Mr. Brymner, of the department. It was strongly recom-
mended to the House by a Committee some year iago.

Mr. ANGLIN. Seven or eight years ago.
Mr. POPE. That may have been the time when the

recommendation was made, but the work has not been
conM.nuous since then. Sixty or seventy very large
volumes have been copied; and amorg those whieb are now
being copied is the flldimand collection, which will be
completed this year. I will bring down the full parti-
culars.

Mr.-BLAKE. What will be the total charge in connec-
tion with the care and collection of the public, archives ?

Mr. POPE. Altogether?
Mr. BL AKE. Yes.
Mr. POPE. I will say about $15,000.
Mr. BLAKE Do we understand that, as the matter is

at present organized, this sum is really- spent in keeping
these archives?

Mr. POPE. Almost all of it. Of course, after they come
bere somethirng is spent in putting them into shape.

Mr. BLAKE. Is there any officer in charge here,
permanently, who gets anything for that?

Mr. POPE. . No one but Mr. Brymner. His sole duty is
not cenfined to these papers. His chief work, for a number
of years, bas been in making a collection of all the arèhives
of the several Provinces.

Mr. BLAKE. If we have an officer in our service who
bas some permanence of employment, the proper course
would be to take a vote for his salary.

Mr. POPE. So we do. There is a vote taken for b.his
salary every year. Possibly it is not in this vote.

Mr. BLAKE. My desire is that the Public Accounts
shoûld be, so far as possible, representative of the true state
of things, and.that when we have an officer in our- employ-
ment we should bave a vote for his salary.

Mr. POPE. I can assure the hon. gentlem.iu that he
will find a vote for his salary in the staff of that depart-
ment.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That vote was first
taken in 1872-73 for the sum of$4,000, which was afterwards
increased to $5,000. Consequently, to the end of 1882, we
will bave voted for this service about $48,000. I do not
think the Whole of th*at amoit has been spent, but it has
been taken.

Mr ANGLIN. Can the hon. member inform us when
we may expect this work to be completed ?

Mr. POPE. That depends entirely upon the House, I
think it is very important we should complete this collec-
tion, and I am going to ask the flouse this year to vote
this sum with the hope that it will complete the collection.
It will be then for the flouse to consider how long the work
shall be cpntinued. It pertains to the history of the
country. Ip the United States they copy almost every
document of this kind.

Mr. ANGLIN. Besides those being collected, there are
many other documents equally valuable as material for the
tut-re history of thi, country. When we are voting money
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for a service of this kind, we ought to have some idea- of
the extent to which we are to go.

48. Patent Record................ .... ......... ......... $7,200 00

Mr. ANGLIN. I would like the bon. Minister to state,
on bis responsibility and from his experience as Mini,.ter,
whether he thinks this paper is worth tbat sum to the
peopile of this country.

Mr. POPE. When this paper was first.estblished it
cost us $4,000 a year. Tue late Administration thought
it was worth keeping up, and they increased the amount to
$17,00. I have been urged by friends of the bon. gentle-
men opposite to publish a larger number of copies. but I
declinod to do so. I say, upon my responsibility as a mem-
ber of the Government, that I think it is worti that >um.

Sir RICIHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not think that
sum has been spent every year.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. What number of copies are
rin-ted ?

Mr. POPE. I do not remember. Two copies are sent
to every member, and it is sent to every public institution.

Mr.. MAODOJGALL. I think this paper is of very little
use to-members. I was going to ask whether any number
of copies are preserved for the purpose of being bound, or
offered foi sale, as is done in England and the United Staies.
Nien of a mechanical turn of mind might desire to posse,s
themselves of bound volumes of ihis paper If it is bound
and put on sale the expense of the publication might be
partially met, or its usefuilness demonstrated. If it is merery
tor the uurpose of furnishing the members of'his House
and public institutions with a few copies, it seems to me
it is a large expense for a very little aidvarntage.

Mr. POPE. There are twelve or fifteen pages in each
number We do rot publish it for sale, but the gentleman
who publishes it ha- a large subscription.

Mr. MACDOUG-ALL. This is a bonus, is it?
Mr. POPE. It is what we pay him. In the first place,

it was connected with the publication of another paper, the
name of which I forget. I said:; " If you think you can
publish this for $4,000 a year I will join you; 1 think it
wil! be useful." He said he could not afford to continue it
without additional aid, and the sum was increased accord-
ingly to $7,000 by the hon. gentlemen oppo.site I have
since asked him if he could not publish iL for a less
sum, and be said he could not. There is a very cons!derable
sale for the publication both in Catiadaand the United States.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. The work is of very little use to us
unless all the numbers are collected and made complete for
the year.

49. To meet expenses in connection with prepar-
ation of Criminal Statistics................ $5 000 0O

Mr. BLAKE. It is ime the hou. Minister of Agricul-
ture gave in the Estimates details of this vote. At first it
was uncertain what state the service would assume, what
staff -would be required, and what sum would ho obtained
for the Provinces. But three or foui' years have pasmed,
and the Public Accounts Committee last Session obtained
details in respect to tho service, and it then appeared there
were certain salaried officers employed. The vote ought to
be reformed, and details should be given in future.

Mr. POPE (Compton). Of the vote last year $341 had
been expended. The returns do not come to any consider-
able extent,'until alter this time, and a large amount of the
vote therefore remained unexpended. This was, of course,
outside of the salaries paid to -the officers who are steadily
engaged in compiling the statistics.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a staff comprising two, three.or
four men employed, and there is no reason why their
salaries should not appear.
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Mr* POPE. As it was a new inattor, bwe did nt feel
that we should èstablish a new staff and bring men in to the
Civil Service until the system had a trial. The suggestion
of the hon. gentleman was worthy of all attention. No
doubt after the census bas been taken we must settle onc
some policy with respect to obtaining the statistics of the
country, and nothing would give me greater pleasure than
to place on the permanent staff the gentlemen who are now
doing the work, in place of having them employed as extra
clerks.

50. To meet expenses in connection with the Census.$200,000 00
Mr. BLAKE asked that this item be allowed to stand

until the papers promised had been brought down.
Mr. BUNSTER I desire to ask whether it is intended

to take the census in British Columbia completely, the
number of the white, the Indian, the Chinose and the
foreign population; so that We nmay give the people of
Canada an intelligent view as to how we are intruded upon
by thoso whom we do not require.

Mr. POPE. We intend to tako it as completoly as we
ean. There will be very great difficulty both in the North
West and in British Columbia, in getting, the whole popu-
lation, and it will bo very expensive to do so. We cannot
také the census there as nicely and exactly as we ean in
the older Provinces, but we'will-do the best we can. With
respect to the remark of the bon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake), I do not desire to put the vote util all the
papers bave been brought down.

Mr. BUNSTER. I consider the answer I got from the
Mmisterof«.Agriculture was an evasive one. i would like
to impress upon him the desirability of seeing that the
statistics of British Columbia are properly taken,particularly
those relating to the Chinose, of whom I believe there are
some 7,500 in the Province. Last montb, i am credibly
informed, these arrived not less than about 1,600. I wish
to know if the hon. Min ister has given the officers in British
Columbia instructions to take an accurate census of our
population.

Mr. POPE. We intend tol have it made as accurte
as possible.

Item allowod to stand.

51. Dominion Exhibition ................. ....... $1,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. Where is this exhibition to be held next-
year ?

Mr. POPE. In Ialifax. This is the same amount
an was given in aid of the exhibition in Montreal
last year, and that in Ottawa the year before, and as will,
perhaps, be given for one in Toronto the year after.

Mr. SCHULTZ. I would suggest a more central point,
namely, Winnipeg.

52. Immigration and Quarantine............ ....... $158,100 00

Mr. BLAKE. I understood that this matter was recently
relegated to a private corporation and was not to appear in
the Esti mates at all. Am mistaken ?

Mr. POPE. I am afraid you are.
Mr. ANGLIN. We were certainly led to believe that

the Syndicate would be much more efficient agents for the
promotion of immigration than the Government, and that
we could look for a great reduction in the immi-
gration expenditure. Apart froýn the éxpenditure
at the various pdrts in Canada, very much of which I
think might be fairly reduced, we find from the statement
before us that the whole European staff is tobe maintained.
I would like to know, wha bas become of that magnificent
project for promoting emigration from Ireland to'our North-
West. The papers brouglht down showéd thàt the Minister
of Agriculture, at the instance of the H1gi Comimissioner,

M r. BLAKE.

who seems to be at the bottom of the whole project, prQosed
to the Imperial Government some plan of encouraggg
emigration from Ireland to Canada. Beyond the simple
àcknowledgnierit of the receipt of this Minute of Coiûncil,
and the prôrhise that it would be referred to the proper
aathority in Bngland, there was nothing else; and we have
beard notfing of the matter since. If the whole scbé ne
bas not been attely abortive, i tink thé time'has omewh'en
we shoíld know whit has been done in this matter.

Mr. BESSON. It would not be wise te withhold our
hand now, for the reason-and the hon. gentleman who has
just taken bis seat will agree with me--is a good one, that
we are likely to have a large immigration frÔm Ireland.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why?
Mr. BESSON. On accoutt of the trouble there. Well,1

people will not choose to live longer in a conntry where
they cannot have peace and quietoess. We ought to
extend our grant, because our revenue justifies a piore
liberal expenditure. We ought to be more liberal in
.connection with our expenditure on German immigratión.
That expenditure bas been very limited indeed. A paltry
sum bas been voted to ask a German delegation to visit this
country and report on its resources. I call on the hon.
Minister to increase very largely the anount fixed for that
purpose-to induce the people of Germany to elect delegates
to visit this country and report on its resources and
capabilities, as was done in the case of Great
Britain. Whilst the Americans are receiving such
large accessions to their country from Germany, we have
been receiving none,because this and previous Governmonts
have neglected to disseminate in that country a reasoiable
amount of knowledge as to our capabijities and resources.
This is a mistake on our part, for Germans are very success-
fui as farmers, and a most desirable class of people to have.
I know of no European nation that are more of a migratory
character than the Germans. They have peopled nearly
i he whole of the western States. I hôpe the Government
will sec the propriety of making greater efforts to bring to
this country a large German immigration this year.

Mr. MACMILLA.N. In the item with reference tothé city
of London, the anount given te the imm gration agent
there is $800, considerably less than that allowed to any
one of the immigrant agents, at Halifax, St.John, Manitoba,
or the North-West. A groat many immigrants come to the
city of London, and I do not think there is a more efficient
officer in the department than the agent in that city.
; would like very much if the hon. Minister could
sece his way clear to increase his salary, at . any
rate, to an amount oqual to the lesser sum paid at St.
Johns. With regard to the North-West, the agent
there is not incapable by any means, but ho cares
very little about what is being done to the immigrants mi
any way whatever. I was informed ho never by any chance
met a train on its arrivai, at St. Boniface. Poople:who
arrive there have como nearly to the end of their destina-
tion, have exhausted nearly ail their means, and the person
who is appointed there should be one who Would take a
great deal of trouble and do ail e possibly could to get the
immigrants settled. The agent bas too many things of his
oiwn teattend to. It is as well the hon. Minister should èèe

the work is properly carried out. I might aiso réfer to St.
Paul, where a great many immigrants arrive on thei&way
to Winnipeg, but never arrive thore. We have 'an excuetient
agent there, but he bas no office accommodaotion orumuahs of
seeing to-the maintenance ofthose immigrants, conseeently
as they have to romain over there a period of two or three
hours, the American agents, who have every facility at thoir
disposai, take up as many of them as they possibly can,.and
settle then in their country; and by this means I 'will
venture to say we lose quite one, half to twp-thirds of those
who originally set out with the intention of gipg to
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Winnipe, but who never get beyond the merican
frontier.

fr BUNST ER. I seo no provision is made with regard
to British Columbia. At the request of Canada, British
Conlunbia bas reserved a twenty-mile belt of land on each
side of the railroad, but there is no agent in the Province
4t "présent to locate on those lands settlers who arrive.
K great,injustice lias b'en done British Columbia in not
appointing such an agent. Why has an exception been
intade in sodiareàs British Columbia is concerned?

Mr. OPE. I can say, in answer to my bon. friend
behind má ($r. Macmillan), that though there may be some
truth lu his complaint as to our loses of emigrants, by their
passing through the United States, it is greatly exagger-
ated; a loss of one-third to. one-halfis too large a proportion.
to set down. It will be impossible for us, so long as our
emigrants have to travel that territory-.which is but a
ternporary convenience-to make-the same provision for our
immigrants that would be practicable in our own country.
Th e accommodation of our emigrants in Canada is as good
as can be found anywhere. In Quebec, Montreal, Toronto,
Ramilton and.liondon immigrants are well treated. I have
heare no complaints from them. The same is the case. at
Duluth, whore we hired the buildings of the Union Pacifie
Railroad for their accommodation. A large portion of our
immigrants go over the road from that point, and not by
St. PauI, where we have no buildings but temporary ones;
and this must be the state of things till our railroad to
Manitoba is completed. Though I do not expect too mgch
from the Syndicate inthis matter, they must greatly
augment our efforts in favor of immigration. I expect a
larger immigration from their efforts, and hope we shall
obtain many German emigrants. Our agents are itot
allowe'd in Germany; but much cai be done by the system
cf other agencies. We cannot give exceptional advant.
ages to the Germans, for they would excite discontent
among other nationalities. We desire greatly German
immigration, but must eave its encouragemen t mainly to the
Syndicate. We also hope for a botter, a self-supporting class
of emigrants, including Irish emigrants. I asked the British
.overnment to co-operate with us, or if they would not, that
associations in the old country should be formed, to bring
out poor people to Canada, taking security on their farmes
for repayment of thoir passage money. I still hope for a
large immigration from Ireland, but scarcely Lefore the.
subsidence of the present political difficulties, as many feel
they should not emigrate while there may be a prospect of
fighting battles for their native land.- I hope quiet in
reland will soon be restored, and that we shall receive,'

through the co-oporation of old country societies and such
noble persons as the Duchess of Marlborough, who proposes
to expend £4,000 or £5,000 in the cause, a large Irish immi-
gration. Several other noble persons have made similar
suggestions, ani I hope for great results from such efforts.
The vote proposed is $10,700 less than that of last year, viz.:
$150,100. The last vote was expended as follows: to recoup
New Brunswick, an.old claim, $10;000; balance of previous
year about 8 t5,000 ; making 8193,307; expended to February,
1881,8144,106; stililavailable,$49,201 ; add refunds, available,
815,000, making atotal of $64,201 still available. The vote
bas been.thus expended: transport, $46,263; publications,
814,888; New. Brunswick, 610,000; agencies pay list,
.2,011,; remitted to the Bligh Commissioner, $29,973;
general expenditure, $17,516; special agents, $10,856,
making in.all 8144,160 eut of the sum; voted, the balance
being available for the rest of the season.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentleman state generally
by what mode it is proposed to expend the large item of
'100,000.

ýMr. POPE. I have been reading the items for the paet
year.-

Mr..BLAKE. Yes;.but about the future? Thore is
810,000 for Now Brunswick, fôi instance.

Mfr. POPE. That was included in the vote.
Mr. BLAKE. It was not included in the vote last year.
Mr. POPE. It was ineladed in the expenditure.
Mr. BLAKE. This, thon, is one of the sums included in

the $106,000.
Mr. POPE. No;. it is not.
Mr. BLAK E. I donot, find it elsewhere.
Mr. POPE. I know itwas voted-in the Supplementary

Estimates, I think.
Mr. BLAKE, But this coinparative statement includes

the Supplementary Estimates.
Mr. BUNSTER. I wish to call the attention of the

Minister of Agriculture to the remarks which I made a few
minutes ago, and which he appears to have forgotten.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister said he was about devot-
ing speial attention to get self-sustaining immigrants to
come into the country, and there is no class so self-sustaining
as the Chinese.

Mr. BUNSTER. I am afraid the leader of the Opposition
is trying to put words in the mouth of the Minister of
Agriculture. But if he (lid say that, then I must sympathize
with him in his great error of judgmîent. If the Minister
will make the explanation I asked -for, I shall bo obliged to
him.

Mr. HESSON. I wish to correct a wrong impression which
has beon formed with regard to my remarks upon German
immigration. I said riothing about special efforts in
assisting Germans to éome to this country, as I think the
result of that system has largely been to bring out an
undesirable class of immigrants. My view was to
disseminate -satisfactory and safe information regarding this
country in Germany, and in the' German language, as is
done in Great Britain and other countries ii Europe, and I
think this could best be done by the pamphlets wbich. are
published by the department. I did not imply that we
3hould bonus German emigranti, but I think if you give
assisted passages from LiverFool, Dublin or other places,
you should also give them from lamburg. There may be
difficulties in the way, but I do not think they are insur-
mountable, and if the American agents are successful in
bringing German emigrants to the United States, I do
not see why our agents should not be equally successful.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). I would like to ask the hon.
Minister what arrangements are made for the transport of
immigrants to their destination after they arrive on this-side
of the Atlantic; whetber special rates are offered for their
transport froim the seaboard to the interior, and whether if
there are such special rates, they are the same to all parts
of the Dominion east or west? Only a fow days ago I had
a letter from one of the most flourishing settlements in New
Brunswick-a Danish settlemept-complaining that last
-yea-,' a number of their friends, whom they had induced to
corne out, found, when they arrived at Quebe, that they
had great difficulty in reaching New Brunswick without
paying an excessive rate. They found that they could go
to the North-West Territory at a lower rate though the
distance was so much greater.

Mr. POPE. This is the first time that the matter bas
been. brought to my attention. As to the arr.angements for
the transport of emigrants, we had an arrangement with
the Government of Ontario that they should pay two-thirds
-we paying one-thiid-and we had the same arrangement
from all ports in the Lower Provinces. Previons to that
*we used to pay the fares of the indigent emigrants, and we
found thet in the ageregate they amounted to aboutoue-
third. I arn sorry to say that last winter the Government
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of Ontario gave us notice- of their refusal to continue that
arrangement with the present appropriation. If we were to
engage Io pay the fares of emigrants te Ontario, the whole
sum would be exbausted in that way alone, so that I think
we shall have to require these people to pay their own
fares. With regard to fares from the other side of the
Atlantic; the only arrangement we have-with the exception*
of one with regard to female servants-is with the
steamboat men, who make a reduction in consideration of
the traffic which immigration affords them. I can assure the
hon. gentleman, however, that whether emigrants arrive at
Quebec. Halifax or St. John; they are all treated alike in
every respect.

Mr. BLAK E. Yon have not answered the enquiry of my
hon friend from Vancouver (Mr. Bunster) with regard to
what arrangements have beon made by the dissemination of
literature or otherwise for bringing the Chinese into this
country.

Mr. BUNSTER. I hope ry hon. friend from West
Durham will pardon me if I tell the Minister of Agriculture
that I made no such enquiry. My feelings and the feelings
of the people who sent me bere are against encouraging
Chinese immigration, as I have frequently stated on the
floor of this House. But I would respectfully calilhe
attention of the Minister, for the third or fourth time, to the
great injustice which is done to British Columbia in not
having an immigration agent there to look afier immigrants
who land upon our shores. The Americans have their.
agents on the shores to take our immigrants away when
they land there. It is nothing more than right that Canada
should have an agent there to direct the immigrant where
to go and settle, inasmuch as British Golumbia has complied
with the request of Canada and bas reserved lands for
railway purposes. I will again respectfully ask the hon.
Minister of Agriculture why he bas so grossly neglected
British Columbia in not giving ber an agent as well as the
Maritime Provinces ?

Mr. POPE. I can assure my bon. friend my attention
bas not yet been called to the matter. I shall take it into
consideration, and I hope to be able' to satisfy him that
everything necessary will Le done for British Columbia.
I think I must rebuke the hon. member for West Durham
for being tAcetious over so serions a matter.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it a very serious matter to ask us to
vote $100,000 in a lump, without baving any definite infor-
mation of the purposes for which the vote is required?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. member
did fnot give us any information as to the proposed or
supposed negotiations between this Government and the
Imperial Government touching the possibility of directing
to our shores a large proportion of the expected Irish
emigration. He stated that the Duchess of' Marlborough,
and certain otber private individuals, were disposed to
co-operate with our Government in bringing out people
here; but of the larger Government scheme the hon.
gentleman said nothing. If there is anything of the sort,'of
a scheme, between the two Governments, we ought to have
it before us.

Mr. POPE. I did say that we had made a proposition,
and the hon. gentleman has seen i. I am not at liberty to
say anything further about it at present. I stated that I
hoped we sbould be able to indice a large emigration to this
country, but I stated we did not expect to do so, so long as
the present political agitation existed in that country.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentle.
man intends to assist immigration in a pecuniary way, of
curse he will have to obtain authority from this House.
Dômes he expect to be in a position to ask for any voie for-
the purpose of asaisting this immigration, or des he propose,
in case of his negotiations coming to a successful terina-

Mr. Fors (Compton).

tion, to use part of this vote for that purpose ? Iii the latter
case, there would bo littie left for the purpose of assisting
any organized system of immigration.

Mr. POPE. My hon. friend bas mistalien the point alto-
gether.. I bave never said that I was going -to spend a
single dollar upon Irish immigration. My hon. friend bas
seen what the proposition was from the papers on the Table.
It was to induce the British Government, through an
association or in some other way, tò 'assist tbese peopIe to
come to this country and settle them upon land, upon which
the Govern ment sbould take a lease for the noney advanced.
The only offer this Government made was, that they should
care for these people and give them~the same attention as
the British agents gave them. We took-upon us that iefore
the patent was given to the settler we would sée that this
money was paid to the party who advanced it.

Mr.' ANGLIN. It is.well that we have this explanation
from the hon. Minister, because it will dispel a very goneral
illusion. The statement of the Premier himself, as welias the
papers laid on-the Table by the Government, ail createdthe
impression that the Governnient intended to expend a large
portion of the public money for the purposeo ef assisting
Irish immigration. Nobody understood what the hon.
gentleman now says was the meaning of the proposition put
forward, that the Government of Canada should merely
apply to the Imperial Government to do something f this
kind. The impression created by all the statements was,
that the Canadian Government itself, seeing a grand oppor-
timnitv of inducing a large emigration into the North-West,
determined to avail themselves of it. The hon. member for
North Perth (Mr. Hesson) says lie expects a.large
number of people will leave Ireland shortly because
of the troubles now prevailing there; bân the
peaceably disposed Will not be tlisposed to remain
where they are surrounded by such troubles. The
hon. Minister of Agriculture takes an entirely different
view,.of the state of Ireland. He is of opinion that it is
hopeless to expect a large immigration from that. country
until after the troubles have ceased. I think there wquld
be no difficulty in bringing out many well seleocted in-
migrants from the more distressed parts of Ireland -not
'wealthy men, with money to invest, tut such. as the hon.
gentleman seemed to have in view when lie preparedthe
memorial to the British Government. But his whole
scheme seems to have vanished into thin air. That being
the case, it is of course not to be wordered at that it is the
intention of the hon. Minister to proceed next year in the
same humdrum manner in which he proceeded last year
and the year before, through the steamboat agents and
propriotors. But the hon. Minister now asserts that he
makes no cash payment to the proprietors of any of the
steamboat lines.

Mr. POPE. I never did.
Mr. ANGLIN. Well, there was an entire and a strange

misconcepotin on that point. With regard to German immi-
gration, I think we all desire to see it promoted by all fair
and proper means. The late Government did all they could
to promote Gernman imigration, and although there are
several flourishing settlements in Ontario, it is remarkable
that Germans seem to prefer the United States. I do not
think we bave had a very satisfactory explanation of this
item from the hon.Minister. 1 do not see why he should speak
of assisted immigration if the steamboat proprietors them-
selves bring the immigrants out. I do not think we have had
from the hon. Minister such a review of this whole question,
in view 'of the great expectations which have been aroused
in consequence of the creating of the Pacifie Railwty
Syndicate, as we were fairly entitled to expect. The bon.
gentleman says they will do a great deal to promote immi-
gration to Canada. Perbaps they will, but he is prepared
to pursue the same .mtuods ig before. There ls nothing
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new-nothini to lead us to believe that any special efforts
wiil .be made. He bas told us nothing df the results of that
wonderful stroke of genius in bringing those delegates, from
1Europe to report upon the capabilities of Canada. We know
that those gentlemen did come out and afterwards published
letters. We know that one or two of them have not reported
very favorably of Canada as a country to which farmers of
capital should come.

Mr. POPE. Which one ?
Mr. ANGLIIN. M r. Cubitt, I think, was one.
Mr. POPE. Mr. Cubitt made a very fine report.
Mr. ANGLIN. I saw a letter from Mr. Cubitt in which

he said that farmers accustomed to social refinement and
unaçcustomed to do the labor of their own farms should
hositate to come to this country. The hon. Minister should
baye been glad to let us know the success of bis experiment.
We all rather approved of it, but have not seen any per-
formance resulting from it. I do not know that I shall
insist furtber on explanations in regard to this matter since
the hon. Minister refuses to give them.

Mr. SCHULTZ. The hon. member for Gloucester is
sormew'hat mistaken in bis estirnate of the value of this
English farmers' delegation. There was one of them, I
believe, who, in a speech somewhere in England, did say
that which certainly was not in the interest of Canadian
emigration, but all the others not only spoke in public but
placed on record in other ways perhaps the most favorable
account.of that country which had been given by travellers
thirough it. I believe a very groat portion of the emigration
last year was almost the direct result of the records of these
tenant farmers when they went back to England; and their
own personal feelings may be evinced by the fact that one
of the gentlemen came back and bought a farm, and is now
living in Manitoba, another bas sent bis nephew, -nd another
lis on ont there. With regard to the prospects of Irish
immigration, I notice in the last number of the Nineteenth
Century a very able article written by Mr. J. H. Tuko. who
visitcd Manitoba last year. That gentleman, who seeins to
have come in contact with the leading memibers of the
Government, sums up the resuilt of his enquiries in these
three suggestions:

91. That the emigration shall be undertaken by the joint action of the
Imperial and Canadian Governments, the former supplying the capitwl at
a low or nominal rate (say 2 or 3 per cent.) repayable over a term of
years. and the latter undertaking the entire care and oversight of the
emigrants, and the recovery of the advances made to each family.

"2. That a Colonization Association should be formed composed of
a number of leading English, Irish, and Canadian gentlemen, to whom
the Home Government should, under carefully considered regulations,
make the advances required, also repayable at a low rate of interest over
a term of years; or that the Association should obtain the moneyby
shares in the market as a commercial transaction.

3. That the Home Government should appoint an Emigration Com-
mission. consisting of two or three well known and competent men, to
whom the whole work of emigration should be entrusted., In this case,
as in the first, the Home Government would advance the necessary
capital, but the Commission would arrange for the recovery of the
instalments."

I think I can see in that the economic disposition of the
head of this department. I can only say that if'the writer
is correct in bis esti-mate of the means to securo that emi-
gration, and bis exhaustive knowledge of the subject renders
that probable, it would enable us without great cost to
gttain the emigration desired.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. Instead of Mr. Tuko writing these
things, and my lon. friend commenting on them, ifthe hon.
Minister of Agriculture would say whether that is the
policy he has adopted, this discussion might, to a great
extent, be eaved. The fact is; my hon. friend went to
England and made suggestions of this kind to the •British
Government, and the question now to bQ answered is, has the
hon. gentleman received any encouragement from the British
Government? If he is not in a position to tell us, as Mr.
Tuke soems to tell us, thtg any rosults have been arrivod at,

at what Session of Parliament will ho be able to give us that
information ? The hon. gentleman has left us to suppose
that the thing is.inabeyance,; he refused even to. say that
negotiations were in progress. ie might have told us that,
even if he refused to say whatthe negotations were. While
the conception was a very magnificent one, it seoms there
was a collapse in cirrying.it out.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. The hon. gentleman's complaint
of wart of information from the Minister, reminds me.yery
mach of a countryman of the hon. mem ber for .Gloucester,
who, on being told at the post office that there was no letter
for him, asked the postmaster when ho expected one. I
understood the hon. Minister of Agriculture to say distinctly
that the state of the proposed arrangements betwoen the
two Governments did ilot warrant him in making a state-
ment to this House, atall ovents, as far as theaction of the
Imperial Government is concerned. We can quite under-
stand the roason why that state of affairs exists at presont.
It does not require a Minister to tell us that matters are.not
in that condition, either inEngland or Ireland, which can
enable a Government, like that which now rulus the country,
to give any great attention to the question of
emigration to Canada. I was a little surprised ut
the querulous tone of the hon. member for Gloucoster,
who usually treats public questions with great fairness.
From bis former position in this House, I would hardly
have expected the attempt that was made to discredit, to
underrate, the successful measuires adopted by the hon.
Minister of Agriculture, with reference to the advertising of
our country to the very best class of larmers in the Mother
Country. Whatever differences we may have with regard
to political questions, it is onhly just to acknowledge the
patriôtic acts of our Government. What bas beeri the result
with respeet to that movement ? We have had'a number of
very intelligent English and- Scotch farmera visiting our
country, who, probably, but for the suggestion made by the
Government, would never have seen this country. After a
careful examination they have made speeches and dissemi-
nated information about our country, which bas put it in a
better light than it ever stood before. A great move-
ment isevidently going on with respect to land, not mciely
in Ireland, but in England and Scotland also. I believe that
for the next few years there will be a large emigration to
this continent from the tenant class of farmers. A very
large number of persons from the Mother Country are quiotly
settling in the older Provinces. They do not report them.
selves to the emigration agent; they do not require
assistance, tbey bave sufficient imeans to~carry theim through;
and they bring their families and household goods with
them, and then purchase farms from those in our own
country, who believe they can better their fortunes by
selling out and removing to the west. That is exactly the
frocess whieb, I t>elieve, la most in the interest of the older
Provinces. ' The Canadian farmer who has cleared his farm
and brought up three or four sons, and Who finds it difficult
to obtain land enough for thom, except at a very great
expense, can sell out bis homestead for $3,00(, 84,000 or
$5,000 to a flarmer of the class I have described, who la not,
by his provious habits of life and education well fitted to go
into the wilderness, and take up in the North-West a large
quantity of land for lis sons and 'fartily. Those are the
very best, the most usefut class of settiers for a new c untry.
On the other hand, those Enghlsh or Scotch farmers,
accustomed to the most superior modes ofagricuLture in the
Mother Country, are the very beat kind of settiers we can
have on the vacated farms of the older Provinces; this
process is going on, I am glad to believe, to a very large
extent, and chiefly on account of the action taken by the
Government. I have heard this procesa spoken of as a
happy thought of the Minister of Agriegilture, who, from his
practical experience, I should think would be well alte to
make other suggestions of this kind which pvay.probably
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Sout as succesiful as this one. This, at all events, is of
greatest value to the country. Ido not feei much appre-

Fension from the actions of gentlemen 'likeMr. Cubitt, who do"
not,-think that Canada is a country towhich any English gen-_
tleman farm er, whodoea otrequire to workfor bis tiving, can
remove to great advantag. 8patking from my experience,.
asone brought up on a farm, and for some years conneeted
with agricultural movements, and .having read and written
considerably oni the-suject, I have a very strong opinion that
the very worst clas of farmers-those most likely to bring
discred-it on our country-is that class of gentlemnen farmera,
a-few of whom have, from time to time, found their way to
Canada. The country f8 not suited to them ; the profits of
Canadian farming are not such as to maintain a gentle-
man farmer in the extravagant habits he acquires in the
M Sther Conntry. The resnlt is he breaks dowri and becomes
9 brden to the neighborhood, rather than an advantnge;
begrambies îtnd growls, and if such men get ouit of the
country, it is to its advantage. My hon. friend seems to
think It is a blot upon the management of the Minister of
Agriculture that a man like Cubitt has, advertised abroad
that that * as of persons ought not to come to Canada. I
think that that is a very fortunate circumstance in the
history of the movement, for I do not believe Canada
would derive much advantage from that class. What
we requit e in the old Provinces, as well as in the
new, s a clas of men not afraid to put their own
hands to the plough, who will superintend, at
ail events, and understand the work of the farm in a
new country. The class of persons whom I met, who
came out fiom the old country, was just of this character,
keen, clear-headed, practical mon, who had themselves
superintended small farms, who had worked in the field
with their men-and, being well informed, constituted the
very bet elass who could be induced to come to this
country and become emnigration agents for Canada. I am
happy to find, after looking over their publications, tha&t
they appreciated Canada and its true merits. I believe that no
nadve Canadian, intelligent though he might be, could
have presented our country under more favorable conditiond
to the very class in the old country whom we ough to
desire to attract, especially men of capital. No agency
could acoomplish this object more thoroughly and suceess-
fully than these parties. A word or two with regard to
foreign emigration. The hon. member for Perth (Mr.
fosson) who, I assume by his name, is of German origin
-- at all events he represents a constituency where a very
large number of Germans reside-

Mr. tiESSON. I hwe the honor to be an Irishman.
Mr. RACDOUGALL. If that be so, I think some Ger-

man bas been in Ireland at a particular period, At all
events, I think the Germans make the best class of settlers;
ai it would be of greuatadvantage to us to- bave in the
North-West, andin the uncultivated parts of ite older Pro-
vinces, a large German immigration. It should be
encourýaged, but there are large dificulties in its way. The
Government of Germany seems anxious to maintain an
armed neutrality in Europe, and does not like to vse its
young men, whom it is designed to train to the use of arms,
perhaps for futureservice, leave tbLe coutftry. In fact, every
obstaele that the *Government cen throw in the' way elQ
emigration, short of the impriko .ment of their own people,
ls tesorted to. No emigration agent fron Oanada or the
United States would be uHowed to oneou rage the poorer orI
emigirWin-g classes to leave thdir country(.-yH- ,He would bea
arreed or put under police -surveitlance all the time, andI
tha Gwernment wold dind i easy. to inveent excue for
ptting him in prison. The result is that the measf
atmwtrantjaerman irnnngmtion, stgested by mjyhoen. friond1
wOiMd Mt be tolerated iy the-Government of Germany. I
But the roer. oeher meas f reahingthe people.dhe

Mr. MAODOUGALL.

newspapers of Scandinavia and Germany would be very
glad ta publish infotmation with regard to Chmisltd i ihe
(Jnited States if paid for it; if the.Mw hW nobédy
within the last year or two, there-is noÉ mentms of pi we.irhg
the diffusion of that kind ofitiforuiation. If hifbrmàtion
with vegard to the êdvantages of Cansda, especid yhe
Nortk-West, were diseminated 'throughÔt Ithose con·res,
I believe the result 'would be a very geOd - kid -of
immigration, so far as it might extend, ta this donetry;
because the immigrants woultl hb usiek lakberrs
and settlers wherever the*y could tak'e - -up lnds.
My hon. friend-is aware of the fact alsao; heknUows that I
was present at an interview between an agent ,of ti new
fine of steamers that is established betweenthe Seandinavian
ports and New York. That line is,.under the ianagêment
of a gentleman who was a prominent agent of the Allai Line
in Copenhagen, and he believes a good continuous stream
of emigrants from the North of Europe may be attra4ted
towards the western States and western Canada. Of course
his desire will be to secure the advantages the Government of
Canada may offet-, and the class of perEons who may, be
debirous of going into oui country and taking up ]and thore
in company with sone of his relatives are exceedingly
anxious to make a preliminary settlement. Thetruth is
that in all these settlements of people speaking a freign
language, you must begin by planting a olony.
You must get a small number of families at some partieular
point, and if they suecoed and write home to their freln s
and relatives that this country is all that it was -repre-
sented to be, and that they have every reason to be satísfed
with their condition and prospects, you have then the best
emigration agents you can possibly establish.- But. seme
little expense must be incurred, and some trouble taken by
the Go- ernment in assisting these early settlements or
nucleii, if you are to have a large settlement of that elas.
I know not to what extent the Minister ai Agrieulti-e may
have contemplated or engaged in such a system of: settle-
ment, but I am convinced that with our iiiimitable North-
West we should endeavor by that means to have it
settled by people from the different nations of the worid-
by Germans, by Scandinavians,.by Highlanders, and pe6ple
of Irish and English blood. We want to mix these various
nationalities, so that in the course of two, or threo
generat ions we maydevelop, as I believe we will, a' new
and distinct type of humanity in this northern haLf of the
continent. We especially want the northern races-those
who come fron northern elimes, who, being accustomed
to a cold climate, will not be frightened when tLIe
thermomatet goes down to 30 or 40 degrees below goro
for a few days-.mun who will be capable of resMtiag these
climatic influences, and will be satisfied with a gçod
sOi, free institutions, and cheap, honet ,nd pati-otic
Government. I beleve they will tind ail Lhese eowditius
in Canada under our constitution, whether hon. gentlemen
opposite or these on this'side ai thu Eouse may &0vern the
country for the time. So far as ny observation goes egne
of the emigrating classes from the old world are dissatJs1led
with the institutions of Canada. O tbe conaryI b ~1eve
they are well affected towards these institution 9y
are satifsged with the freedom they enjoy-free from
the enormous taxation to which they are subjeced1n dtieir
own countries, fruedom' f-om the grinding mrtaryri-vice
which is too commouly the lot ai Othe.pooreçlases ir Lthe
oller cOntries-free from those disagreeabile and dis.
couraging cirpumstances under which they live in tfiéir
own countlry-those influences which' impel eiri to
emigrate. When tbey' sttieïn ourcounitry and arekBl#to
report to thetir friends and relative the 'bhapp9Yr ekwei9n
ia »Whieh they slnd thems here, -h b"'ebme
thinnêanu of fbrtning streamsof einigvationhie% #6Wito
qurneeâttry and ocepy eur anettled-lands. It 'evhft»
méthat.fhe expenditure this y;ar,¼S e Smâre& t,
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is an adequate expenditure, because we hope under the
arrangements made with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Syndicate, who must of necessity undertake measures to
promote immigration on a large scale, that it will be found
to the advantage of the country-and the Governmènt, I
have no doubt, will act upon that view-that the operations
of the GovernmQnt and of the Syndicate in that respect
should be combined, or at all events that they should run
in parallel linos, and that they should agree upon some
common system. Under these circumstances I am not
surprised that no very large expenditure should be asked
fbr immigration purposes, and I trust that the efforts of the
Government will be assisted and supplemented to a large
extent by the operations of the Company.

Mr. bESSON. I quite agree with the views which have
been expressed with regard to the importance of the results
which we may expect to filow from the reports of the
delegates who were here last year. I am satistied that the
favorable and unbiassed report of an agent who is chosen
because the people have confidence in him will do more good
than the efforts of several sialaried local agents who are
supposed to put the best face upon matters, and who may not
always represent things in exactly a truc light. The repre-
sentations of thesedelegates to th c people in their own locali-
ties will be found to be far-stronger inducements to immigra-
tion than the offering of assisted passages or the payment of
premiums a certain time after arrival in this country. I
think also that this system of delegates which has been
found so successful iIth reglrd to Eng]and, Ireland, and
Scotland, might be efficiently carried out with regard to
Germany, without at all interfering with the close system
to which tbe hon. member for ilalton (Mr. Macdougall)
bas referred. I know that the German Government will
not allow anything like, propagandism for the purpose of
inducing their people to leave; but I an certain that if that
active and energetic people of 40,000,000 are put in posses
sion of proper and reliable information with regard to this
country, we may look for a certain amount of immigration
fiom that country. With regard to the system of estab-
lishing small colonics as a means of promoting
larger immigration, I am quite in accord with
what bas been said by the hon. member for
Halton (Mr. Macdougall). In my own county, as
well as in Waterloo, Huron, Bruce and other counties, there
are large and fiourishing German setilements which show
what may ba accomplished by that people in a country
like this, arid if the Ministry were to hold out some induce-
ments for the extension of that mode of inducing settlement,
I arn certain it would result in the propagation of views in
Germany with regard to Canada which could not fail to
bring many more Germans to our shores.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I should like to have some
explanation with regard to the item $6,000 for salaries of
special agents in Europe, and 67,000 for travelling expenses
for the same. I noticed by the Public Accounts that a sum of
#t0,665 bas been paid for the travelling expenses of agents in
connection with the London (England) agency, and
I see also there is $1,200 paid to a special agent in the
eastern States, and $1,300 for his travelling expenses; also
over 81,200 for the salary and contingencies of a special
agent at Gimli. I would like to know what work is laid
out for those travelling in Eunope ; also, what are the special
duties of the agent travelling in the eastern States. I cao
understand the duties of an agent at Duluth and Glyndon,
Lut I cannot sec the need of an agent in the Eastern States.

Mr. POPE. The agent in the eatern States is a-French-
CÇa<lian gentleman named Lalime, who has been employed
f a long time. Bis business is te distribute information
to, the, Fvcnch-Canadians in those States about our North-
Wes, and be bas, been suceessful each year in inducing
considerable numbers of them to settle in Manitoba. The

English agent is Mr. Dyke, of Liverpool. Hie bas travelled
through England distributing information. For instance,
the pamphlet pubhshed by the farmers' delegates he has
eirculated in largo numbers, sending them to every post-
master in.his district. He bas also been very useful in
looking after the interests of Canadians engaged in the
cattle trade. The agent in Glasgow is Mr. Graham, whose
business is similar to that of Mr. Dyke and Mr.Lalime. Then
we have Mr. Connolly at Dublin, and Mr. Foy at Belfast,
both performing similar duties. There is also a gentleman
in Germany doing the same work, and these, with the
exception of London agents, are all the travelling agents we
have.

Mr. ]ROSS. What about the agent at Gimli?
Mr. POPE; That is Mr. John Taylor, and be was charged

with looking after the Icelanders. A great many of tbemn
have now left òwing to the rise of water which drowned
them out. I have given instructions to inquire into the
need of retaining Mr. Taylor's services, as I think we can
dispense with them now.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. member for Ialton (Mr.
Macdougall) apparently understood me to complain of the
policy of the Minister of Agriculture in inducing the
Èinglish and Scotch agents to visit 'this country. On the
eontrary, I said the most of us on the Opposition side of the
House approved of the experiment,%fór it was considered as
such. What I complained of was that when this vote was
asked for the Minister of Agriculture was not prepared to
furnish the information which I believed we wei e fairly
entitled to. I never expected such great results frorn the
experiment as the hon. Minister did. We have recoived
information on the subject this evening, but not from the
hon. Minibter. The hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Schultz)
bas told us that they have received three settiers in the
North-West as a direct result of the visit of those delegates.
One of the delegates himself purchased a farm there;
another settled bis son there, and another his nephew.
More than that we have no authentic information of. The
hon. member for ialtbn bas told us a pleasing story of the
effects of that visit. He thinks the visit has already
resulted in sending to us nurmbers of gentlemen farmers
from England and Scotland who, while possessing capital,
engage themselves in the labors of the fanm. They
are coning into various parts of Ontario quietly and
without reporting themselves, and are purchasing f4rms
already improved from Canadian farmers who desire to
remove to the North-West. This is a pleasing picture, but
we cannot be sure that-it is not overdrawn. I am inclined
to think there has been no considerable number of farmers
of that, class induced to come to this country by the visit of
those delegates. We frequently see the sales of farms in
various parts of Ontario recorded in the papers, but rarety
is it stated that these farms were purchased by gentlemen
of that clasa from the old country. The farms seem rather
to pass from the hands of Canadians to the bands of other
Canadians. It would be wetl if we had some authentic
information on that point.

Mr. POPE. What do you want?
Mr. ANGLIN. We want to know what good the money

expended by the hon. gentleman bas done for the country.
I should like to know what results have flowed from the
visits and reports made by delegates. The hon Minister
did not tell .q, *hile the hon. member forfHalton (Mr. Mac-
dougall) appeared to think he could not do so. Several hon.
gentlemen couild however have borne testimony, if excellent
results had been obtained. I do not believe any large amount
of testiionhy of that character can be given. With respect
to the quotation made by the hon. member for Liegar
(Mr. Schultz) fron an article by Mr. Tuke, in the Nneeeth
Century, the House does not know who Mr. Tu4ë is, or
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where he obtained authority t) speak on the subject. He
reports that he had an interview with the Minister of
Agriculture. Whether ho proposed the scheme to the
Minister, or the Minister proposed it tohim; I do not quite
understand ; but at al events, we have learned this much,
that the scheme must have originated in some quarter other
than in the fertile brain of the Higb Commissioner, who, I
had supposed, was the first one to suggest it to the Minister.
If Mr. Take suggested it, had he any authority from, or did
he represent, the Imperial Government? With respect to
Irish immigration the scheme -amounts to nothing. The
Dominion Government expects the Imperial Government to
do a great deal, while the Imperial Government expects the
Canadian Government to do a great deal, and to take all
the trouble, merely receiving from them countenance and
moral support. At all events, for the present, the grand
scheme is, to say the least, in abeyance. As no further
information is to be obtainel on the subject, perhaps the
Minister will explain how the reduction from $7,000 to
$4,300 occurs in the London office, and whether the gentle-
man who was in charge of the Immigration Department,
before the High Commissioner was appointed, and who, it
was understood, was not to be employed further, but was to
leave with a gratuity, is or is not employed by the Govern-
ment.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I am sorry the hon. member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) bas seen fit to attack the Govern-
ment for bringing out emigrants to this country. The
hon. gentleman has done nothing but find fault with the
Government, instead of suggesting some mea~rs by which
people can be brought to settle .New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. I take up the public journals and I find accounts
of people leaving the Province. I say the people are going
away, I admit it. Such newspaper statements are no more
correct than some statements made in tbis House on the
same question. It is*an assumed proposa], the people may
leave and they nay come back. We have seen people who
left Ireland and do rot want to go back. I hate to see the
efforts of the Government, which bas done so much for the
country-and which if it did not bring about good times,
assisted the various enterprises-disparaged, for they have
endeavored to bring and place imnigrants in the North
West, and I hope they wili endeavor to frame some means
whereby tbey will add to the population of the Maritime
Provinces.

Mr. POPE. With respect to the expenditure in the
London office, Mir. Dow receives $2,500, the secretary gets
$1,200, and Mr. Dickson $600.

Mr. ANGLIN. I wish an explanation of the reduc-
tion.

Mr. POPE. Last year Mr. Annand was at the office
He is not there now; he bas left. With respeet to Mr. Tuke,
ho is a gentleman of great experience and education, a man
who has the confidence of the British Government, and
who came to this country (I have no rigbt to say so) and
might have travelled through it at the instance of the
Imperial Government ; and the result of bis visit wilil be
found in his report in the Nineteenth Century.
With regard to Mr. Cubitt, perhaps he wrote some letters
that might not have been what would please hon.
gentlemen ; but a botter report has not been made by any
delegate, either last year or tbis, than the report of that
gentleman, wbich I received a few days ago lie gives a
good, pleasing account of the country, especially the North-
West. The bon. member for King's (Mr. Domville) thinks
the Government should bave done something to promote
immigration to New Brunswick. I have tried to do
something for New Brunswick. In order that peôple
should 'come to this country, it is necessary that they
should have confidence in the reports of the country.
I asked the people to elect these- men for thenselves; they

Mr. ANGLIN.

came to see the country, and went back and made their
reports. I did not send them to the North-West only, but
also through New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario and
Quebec, and they have reported on all these Provinces as
fields of immigration. If hon. gen: lemen will turn to the
reports of these gentlemen, they will be satisfied that no
better course could bave been taken. When in England
last year, from one part of the country to the other, I heard
enquiries of these men. Canada owes a great deal to these
men, who, by their reports and lectures, disseminated a great
deal of relianle information, which would not have been
believed if it had been given by some Canadian whom they
did not know. Hon. gentlemen opposite will not draw me
into giving information with regard to tho action
of the British Governmont, which I think I should not
give at this moment. I take no credit for the document
on Irish immigration. The whole credit of that is due to
the High Commissioner in England, who alone conceived
the idea, and I believe good result s will flow from it. The
hon. gentleman (M.. Anglin) asks what fact can.I point to
as showingthat any good has resuited from the visit of the
tenant farmers. I can say that the sunm now to be voted
is a paltry sum in comparison with the amount of money
some of these tenant faurmer immigrants have brought into
the country. I can point to a dozen immigrants in
Toronto, who have been induced to come out by the influence
of these men, and who to-day are carrying about their
pockets $100,000 and more. I can point to a class of
people coming to settle amongst us, of whom we may well
be proud-people who will have a great influence in
inducing their friends in the old country toe come out ;
and I believe we are laying the foundation of a class of
immigration such as we have never had before. This is
what 1 can point to for the expenditure of last year, and i
intend to pursue the saine course in the future.

Mr. CHARLTON. -I would like the hon. Minister of
Agriculture to give us some more definite information with
reference to the nuinber of French-Canadians the agent in
the New England States induced to leave there and go to
thé North-West.

Mr. GAULT. I can speak froin personal. experienuce.
On board the train, between St. Paul and Winnipeg, there
were three families from the eastern States going to
Manitoba; they were not French-Canadians, but English
immigrants. Thére was also a family from (Georgia, going
to settle in Manitoba. Last week, I believe, between one
and two hundred immigrants arrived in Monireal on their
way to Manitoba. I think the Minister of Agriculture is
entitled to the very best thanks of the Bouse and the
country for having brought out these tenant farmers from
England, Ireland and Scotland.

Mr. KRIANZ. Having been a German immigrant myself,
I may make a few remarks on Gernian immigration. The
reason why German immigration to the United Stateà is so
lar-ge is that a great many Germans emigrated there years
ago, and their friends are always following them. There is
hardly a family in Germnany who has not one or more mem-
bers in the United States or Canada. Germans generally
emigrate to a country where they have some friends., The
larger territory and population of the United States must
certainly attract a larger immigration than Canada. I can,
however, point out in the county of Waterloo a few families
who bave drawn after them hundreds eof others, and I
believe the founding of German colonies in the North-West
is the proper way to encourage a -large German
immigration to the North-West. I cannot complain
of the action of the Goverinment in furthering
German immigration. I think they have done about all
they could do. All we require to do is to make Canada
better known in Germany, which can be done by means of
pamphlets and the press generally. I do not agree with
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miy hon. friendfrom North Perth, as to the utility of delegates.
If they went back to Germany I am afraid they might get
into trouble with the German Government. I think one or
two agents in a seaport, or the interior, who could circulate
reliable information would be all that is required. The
German Government will not allow agents to go through
the country and persuade the people to emigrate, but the
Governmenthasno objection at allto trustworthy information
being given on the condition !and resources of the country.
Another mode of circulating -more knowledge about Canada
would be to enter into communication with agricultural
societies in Germany, and to send samples of our grain and
different manufactures, as welbas of minerals, to agricultural
andindustrial exhibitions. No doubt the Syndicate will do a
great deal to farther German immigration. As I under-
stand, they will float some of their bonds in Germany, and
thereby make Canada known to the capitalists of Germany
who when tbey hold those bonds will take an interest in
the, countryand hus make practically good immigration
agents for Canada. Some years .ago, the Ontario Govern-
ment issued pamphlets stating how much the laborer could
earn, &c., and promising each immigrant a bonus of $6 per
head. I know I have obtained many payments of these $6
for immigrants, but that order bas long been rescinded.
.This pamphlet is, however, yet circulated in Germany.
Last summer immigrants showed me those pamphlets and
asked me where they could get the $6. I explained that
was an old law, but they felt dissatisfied and wrote home
that they'were induced to come here under false pretences.
These pamphlets should be all taken up and the Government
sbould, take steps to prevent the steamboat agents from
cireulating them.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon.. Minister of Agriculture has
not answered my question yet with reference to the
efficiency of his labors in New England. I want to find
out what are the prospects ot inducing Canadians that now
find homes in the United States, to return to Canada.

Mr. POPE. A considerable number have returned.
Mr.CHARLTON. That is rather indefinite.
Mr. POPE. At'one time, not since I was in office, a-

certain amount per head was given by the Government,
also a certain commission for aI emigrants on the other
side. These have been done away with, and has, to a
certain -extent,- lessened the nurnber returning, because there
is no inducemuent so strong to the emigrant as cheap passage
rates.

Mr. GAULT. The National Policy is bringing on fifty
immigrants from Belleville, New Jersey, to Montreal.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The National Policy
is the very worst inducement to get immigrants to corne out
here. The knowledge that we have been foolish enough to
imitate the American folly, and inflict enormous taxes on
êvery one that comes here, has a good deal to do with the
immigration.

Mr.-GAULT. Mr. Graham, a gentleman froin Manchester,
thoroughly versed in manufacturing, says that England is
superstitious about free-trade, but is bound in the end to
adopt protectiôn.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. A very valuable
authority. If the hon. gentleman will consult any of the
periodicalsof standing in England, or what English Ministers
or other persons choose to state, le will find that those who
are really capable of foriring English opinion are expreseing
an opinion about our great policy which is not calculated, in
the sligbtest degree, to assist the Government in bringing in
immigrants. And looking into the particulars which deal with
that subject he will find that our fiscal policy has had a very
prejudicial effect on the minds of a very great many persons
who would otherwise have corne to this country-of a better
clase of emigrants who would have brought capital with
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them-and naturally enough. No man can go into any
Canadian town and enquire the price of articles and goods in
generat ue and consumption without seeing that our people
are unhappily greatly weighted down by thia policy.

53. Immigration and quarantine ................ $36,266 00

Mr. BLAKE. For a great many years there have been
carried under the head of contingencies and unforeseen
expenses of Grosse Isle a number et* sums, including entire
salaries and portions of other salaries. AiL I wisli is te
systematize the accounts, with a view te its improvement,
se that all that is a regular current charge, in the shape of
salaries, should appear under that head, and disappear from
that of contingencies.

Mr. ANGLIN. I believe that the expense of those
quarantine establishments could be reduced very materially
with.out impairing their efficiency. Emigrants now for the
most part, come out in steamers; there is less sickness
among them, and no need of such expensive
establishments as the old timescalled for. Some quarantine
provision is necessary at Quebee, but little or none elsewhere.
ve have, I see, an item $600 for boat hire in the Lower

Provinces. Speaking of St. John, N.B., there is no need of
it I think, though years ago it was necessary, as the physician
of the port lived at the mouth of the harber, and had te be
rowed te vessels te be examined. New he lives in the city
and only visits vessels when required,

Mr. POPE.. He requires a boat now.
Mr. ANGLIN. There is no necessity for this boat hire at

Halifaxeither. Moreover, if chaplains are needed at fHalifax,
we should also have them at St. John. With regard to the
item for the Tracad:e Lazaretto, I think it my duty te state
that the hoi. Minister of Agriculture bas done his whole
duty in this respect, and the institution is now i a mach
more satisfactory state than before.

Mr. DALY. With regard to the observations of the hon.
member for Gloucester, 1 can testify that the item for boat
hire at Halifax is neçessary, as the medical officer mustbave
it keptwready when he wants te risit vessels in the harbor.
This is no new appropriation, it having been an estimate for
many years. The present Government have dispensed with
the k4ervices and care of the two inspeeting physicians for-
merly employed, thus decreasing instead of increasing the
appropriation.

Mr ANGL[N. How many times in the year is the boat
requ-ired by the physicians at Halifax?

Mr. DALY. It is constantly required.

Mr. POPE. With respect te the remarks of the hon.
member for West Durham, in looking over these items I
really cannot see how any improvement can be made in the
manner of presenting them. Yeu have here 9pposite each
officer the salary whieh is paid him. As 'te the general
expenditure, let me say that when I took charge of the
department I eut down that item of Grosse Isle from
$13,000 te $9,000, and the latter amount has been the
expenditure ever since. As to the other remark which was
made by an hon. memier, I may say that it will be found
that there are net now two chaplains at Halifar.

Mr. BLAKE. I have told the hon. gentleman how I
think he should arrange these items. My information is
from the printed report of the. Auditor General, and from
the analysis of the accounts which s made in that report,
it appears that the amounts which the hon. gentleman
takes in his estimates is for six months' salary of these
officers, while these officers' services always last longer-I
believe between two and three months-because the season
is longer.

Mr. POPE. Net between two and three months. It may
be one month.
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If the hon. gentleman states that the rule

is that the period which extends over the six months is
only a month, thon I have nothing more to say; but that
certainly is not the impression -which I gained through
an analysis of the accounts for the last fiscal year, which
appears in the reports of the Auditor-General. Then the
hon. gentleman did fnot say a word about the subject of the
chaplains at Grosse Isle, whose whole salaries go in under
the head of contingencies.

Mr. POPE. I was not aware dlat thore were any
chaplains there.

Mr. BLAKE. So it appears; and the louse did not know
that there was $4UO for chaplains at Grosse Isle. The
Minister tells us that he himself did not know it.

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman has ail at once struck
out on a new track. I tell him that I did not know whether
there was a chaplain there; but surely this question of $400
which ho says ho bas found in the report of the Auditor
General-which i did not know of and which I believe he
did not know of until lie foind it there-is not such an
alarming matter that he should become so excited about it.

Mr. BLAKE. The mannier in which the hon. gentleman
meets my remarks seems to me to be Bomewhat extraordi-
nary. I first made a suggestion and the hon. gentleman did
not answer it. Then I repeatod my suggestion and be said
he did not believe there was such an officer there. I say
that this proved the importance of my suggestion, because
neither the flouse nor the Ministry was aware that a salary
was being paid to such an officer. Now, if ho will look at the
correspondence betwoen his own department and the Auditor.
General, ho will find that bis deputy says that by instruc-
tions he will not make any change in keeping these
accounts, and that ho is determined that the suggestion that
the salaries shall be charged as salaries shall not be
accepted. And he gives the reasons, which I do not think,
however, are good reasons, for retaining these salaries under
the head of contingencies.

Mr. POPE. I wish to say to the hon. gentleman that I
do not intend to be dictated to by the Auditor-Genoral as to
how I shall keep the accounts of my department. I shall
endeavor to keep them in a proper and satisfactory way, no
natter what the Auditor General or my hon. friend may
say-a way which I think will be satisfactory to the country.

Mr. BLAIK-E. I quite agree that the hon. gentleman
should not allow himself to be dictated to by the Auditox'-
General nor by me, but I submit that he will be dictated to
by the House, and I submit also that the House will notallow
itself to be dictated to by him, and what we have to learn is
whether the House and the Goverument agree that it is the
proper systom to have a fixed charge for the salaries of per-
nanent officers concealed under the item of contingencies.
I do not say it is improper, but I say that we have no oppor.
tunity ofjudging when it is put in this shape. The sugges.
tion which I made to the hon. gentleman I lad pireviously
made in anothor place to bis colleague the Finanen Minister,
who said that my observation was deserving of considei ation,
that he would consult bis colleague with regard te it, and
that my general view was correct. The hon. Minister of
.Agriculture differs from bis colleague, and I hope the
Finance Minister, who is interested in keeping the accounts1
on a proper footing, will recognize the propriety of the sug-
gestion and see that it is at least-taken into consideration.

Mr. POPE. I did say that I did not believe there werc
any chaplains at Grosse Isle, but that 1 was not aware of it.
I said I would not be dictated to by the Auditor-General'
nor by the hon. gentleman, nor do I intend to be. I expect
to be controlled by the House, but I did not expect that
the remark I made would cause the hon. gentleman to make
a noise which could be heard half a mile off. I always1
endeavor to treat the hon. gentleman with the deference t

Mr. PdPE (Compton).

Mr. BLAKE.
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due to a leading member of the Houe, buflertaîily
him no provocation for adopting the manner in- whie
addressed me.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Foilhe infiraaon
of the House, I will read the letter whidh appears in the
report of the AudhorGeneral, as having beén seétýb the
hon. gentleman to t e Auditor-General:

" DarÂSte-uar or, AGiarornTuR
,OrTw orway-cAin27th 4Sug

'S :a,-The attentios of the iister of Agrcultuahaiag hama
called to a paragraph inyaour letter of the 26th inst.,in which yo"
say

1 I atili1 hold that the ucacyes of th9 5 chaplanu ar. e Miproper
charge against contingencies. If the department awiàh toretain thel,
their salaries should be estimated for, and I trust they may beso-classed
in the Estimates soon to be submitted to Parliament;•

"The Minister desires me, in reply, to state that, in his oWinio, these
payments are purely ofa contingent natare, and in this vik*they have
been purposely withheld from the list of regular salaries in ,the Saki
mates.

" Therefore, the Minister does not intend te alter*tbe gstimaies bt,
on the contrary, it is his intention to have them snbmitted to Paria,
ment in the usual form.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"J. Low9.

''J. L. McDonall, ''Secretary of the Department of Agriculture.

"Audtor-general,
"Ottawa."

And yet the Minister did not know that these chaplains
were retained and em ployed at Grosse Isle. I wish the hon.
Minister may have a botter memory for the future.

Mr. POPE. I do not pretend to say that my memory isg
very good, but I say that very Iikely this matter may have
been brought before me; very likely I gave those instruc-
tions, and very likely if I were asked I would give the same
instructions to-morrow.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I wish to ask the hon. gentle-
man a question which I trust will not unduly excite him.
The hon. member for Charlotte (Mr.Gillmor) who is absent
to-night, was anxious to know whether cattle imported from
Englan 1, for the special purpose of improving breeding
stock, have to go tlirough the course of quarantine.

Mr. POPE Certainly.
Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Gillmor) thinks

that as these cattle are specially selected from stock
supposed to be in a healthy condition, a qarantine wotld
not be required with regard to them.

Mr. POPE. I am happy to give the hon. gentleman
and the House the information he desires. The hon.
gentleman will remember that at one time --our
cattle were prohibited from . going into the United
States at all. Cattie passing through thia country
were subjected to eight days quarantine, whde
the quarantine at their ports for such cattie was ninety
days, so that our cattle were p ohibited altogether. For
that reason they prohibited our cattle altogether fron going
into the United States. I made an arrangement witK those
people to the effect that we should have the same .uaran,
tine for all cattle coming from Europe and other infected
countries, that they had, and by that means w» gotthe
prohibition taken off on-r cattle. There is a false impreis-
sion that leads to a great deal of inconvenience, and that is
that people can ship cattle from the United StLtee
te Canada by quarantining them. That is iampossie.,
We are obliged, order to keep the English oear»ket
open to our eattle, to prohibit altoget4er cattle. oent»ig
from the United States. The moment w ,removed tket
plhibition we woold be schoduled on the other.de i
ept ont.

Mr. ROSS. Do I understand th hlion.' Ministrto ay
that the quarantine is on cattîe îmported frdm Eng-
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land, and theprohibition on cattle coming from the United can enter the names of emigrants fa? a location beforo thoy

arrive in this country. The Bill contains, a provision by
Mi. POPP. Yes. The quaran~tiine is for nincty days. whieh parties who undertake to assist their tenantry, or

companiesformed for the purpose of' aiding immigration,
may, within certain fixed limits, be enabled to agree with
settiers that the money advanced to bring them, ont and

VAOANCY IN EAST NORTHUMBERLAND. sottle them on land here shall be a charge upouthe
Mr. BLAKE moved tihat the Speaker do issue his writ for

the election of a member for the east riding of Northumber-
land, in place of foseph'Keeler, deceased.
,r. KIRKPATRICK. It was decided last Session, on

the' suggestion of the hon. member for West Durham, that
thérd was no necessity for a motion of this kind in similar

Mr. BLAKE. Nothing of the kind. On the occasion
of the decease of the late member for Ohateauguay, the writ
wa moved for and granted.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It was in opposition thon to the
hon. member's own suggestion, because, under the Election
Law as it now stands, upon a death being certified to the
Speaker ho issues his writ as a matter of course.

Motion agreed to; and (at 12:10 ô'clock, a.m.,) the House
adjourn6d until Thursday at 3 o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
T aURSDAY, 3rd March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaAYERS.

DOMINION LANDS.

SirJOHN A. MACDONALD introduced a Bill (No. 70)
to anend the Dominion Lands Act. He said: The Bill
provides for several amendments to the Dominion Lands
Aet which appear to ho called for. One pf the amendments
proposed is te diminish the size of the common road through
the country west of the surveys from 100 feet to 66 feet. It
has been found that 66 feet is quite sufficient in the Province
of Ontario and elsewhere. The present Eurveys allow 100
feet at the suggestion of te original settlers who were
accustomed to have wide trails, but it is believed now that
these involve a wanton waste of land, and additional cost
on the municipality. There are one or twoe clauses altering
the mode of survey in order to provide for
diminishing the width of the roads. There is also
a provision to enable the Governor in Council to make sales,
in special cases, on terms and conditions·for the purpose of
settiement and so on. At present a party eau only
obtain 160 acres for homestead, and 160 acres for pre-emption,
but under this propcsed provision parties can buy tracts for
the purpose of settling their tenantry or immigrants upon
lands in the North-West. There is an alteration in the Act
enabling the Governor in Council to provide for such cases.
The B41 also provides that, in order to facilitate imuigration,
lande may be entered in advance. The emigrant leaving
Erope has now no security that he will obtain his lot when
h. arrives; because it lis "first come, first served.' It is
well known that German emigrante generally send ont
agents in advance-to the United States hitherto-and they
seleat the tracta,and the emigrauts afterwards procoed there
with their doctor, blackSmiths and artisans, in fact as a
commanity. The Bil provides that, within certain limits,
parties who ond fie come forth to organize communities
may have lands, for a reasonable time, reserved to them, so
that þe colony or eommunity when it arrives may not be
bruken up. There is aiso a provision by which an agent

homestead, on the parties signing an agreement to that
effect. Thse are the principal provisions of the Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. It is much to be regrettel that a Bill so
important as this is should not have been brought down at
an earlier period of the Session.

Bill read the firat time.

BANK ACT AMENI)MbNT BILL.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to c>nsider the following
resolution:-

That it is expedient to amend the Act 34 Vict., Chap. 7, respecting
certain Savings Bnks in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, byenabling
the Governor in Council to fix a less rate of interest than four per cent.
per annum, as that to be paid to depositors-by banks chartered under the
said Act, and by making better provision as to the payment of dividends
out of the profits of the bank, and as to notices of the annual or other
meetings of the shareholders, and to continue the charters granted under
the said Act until the first day of July, 1891, subject to the said amend-
ments and the provisions of the said Act as amended by the Act 36 Vict.,
Chap. 72.

He said: I proposed a somewhat similar resolution, and I
think a Bill was introduceJ, last Session, extending the
charters of these banks for ten years. It was amonded in
the other Branch, and sent back for approval to the louse
of Commons, simply extending the charter one year.
This proposition is to extend the charter for ton years from
July next, to require certain returns to be made, and
authorize the Governor in Council to reduce the limit of
interest which is now fixod at four per cent. It also deals with
notices of annual and other meetings of shareholders not
provided for in the charter at prescnt.

Mr. ANGLIN. Tan years extension is mo:e than we
ought to asbent to. Since Sir Francis Hincks insisted on
those institutions becoming chartered institutions with a
capital, &c., we never heur of distributions to charitable
institutions, such as were made formerly, to my knowledge.
They are worked now entirely for the benefit of shareholders,
and the question is whether they ought to be allowod
ip'cial privileges, or simply be made baiks as others are,
taking thoney at one rate of interest.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Since these banks have been incor-
poratel under their new charter, they have distributed a
very large amount of money. The last amount paid by the
Montreal City and District Savings Bank was 810,800.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. The hon. Minister
doos not wish to convey the idea that the charter prescribes
a gift on their part, I think it is pure!y voluntary.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Ten years ago, when the Statute was
being discssed, I think the amount that was considered as
the share of the poor in these institutions was determined,
and the interest on it at six per cent. was the amount to be
distrib.uted.

Mr. ANGLIN. When those banks were chartered they
had very large surpluses remaining on hand. In St. Johns,
the Government determined it should go toward the support
of the General Public Hospital. In Montreal, it wasallowed
te remain in the hands of the company who succeeded
the directors under the old system. The hon. Minieter now
says there was an understanding, or an obligation, that they
should pay interest at six per cent. on the amount so
remaining, which was considered the property of the poor
or the taxpayers. 410,000 is very much less than was
distributed bythse banks in former years,
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Mr. LANGEVIN. It was always between $10,000 and
zI1,000.

Mr. DOMVILLE. Parliament has not the right to tell
these coroorations what they should give to charitable
institutions The question might come up whether we
sbould not put some restrictions on the way they employ
their capital-whether they should be allowed to lend it out
on banks stocks or not. They might be compelled to give to
the Government a certain amount of their savings, as they
should do under the Act. The bon. gentleman should say
how their loans are placed-in what class of secuirities. They
are lending the money of the public on uch a class of
securities as they think best. Of course, if the securities
are good, there is né harm; but the public should know the
nature of the securities.

Mr. PLUMB. I do not think, from what I know of the
operations of savings banks, that there ought to be any
provision which would enable the directors or managers to
make any considerable profit out of deposits. It is evident
that there is an anomaly in permitting savings under your
charter to be deposited in a bank which isD ot, to a large
extent, a charitable institution. I think there ought to be,
on the part of Government and Parliament, and ail who
have to aeal with this matter, every eudeavor to keep up
for he poor, to induce them to make deposits -the poor
who ought to be the main depositors in the savings banks-
the highest rate of interest consistent with the entire safety
of tbeir deposits. I think that thoe institutions should not
in the slightest degree be encouraged tobe spcculativeinsti-
tutions. I think the deposits should be invested at the highest
rate commensurate with sufety, and that the managers, share
holders and others interested should not be permitted to
make speculations out of the hard earnings of the poor;
the deposit of which is intended to be encouraged, in those
institutions. I had not seon this resolution before this
moment, an1 I do not quite understand its entire scope, but
if its intention is in any way to prejudice, the interests of
the class wibich we wish to encourage by institutions of this
sort, I trust that it will not be pressed. I ,have seen that
in the case of some of the larger savings institutions,
charters have been granted after a large depositary
had been established, and that the proprietors of
those institutions were making a very large amount of
money out of the large deposits which a confiding public
had entrusted to them. I object entirely to that principle.
I think that those institutions should be, as far as possible,
charitable in their nature, and that their managers should
bave no emoluments. I believe certain persons would
manage them cheerfully without pay. I think that this
proposed step in the establishment of those institutions may
tend to create a condition of things enitirely objectionable,
if not deplorable. I have not seen any good reason for
giving the power to reduce this rate, although I know per-
fectly well that what is considered high interest, usually
means poor security. ButIl do not believe we have yet
arrived at the point where it is necessary to reduce, in this
particular case, the interest en the investments ofthe poorer
classes to below four per cent. But I conceive that the
reason why those depositaries are encumbered with money,
and have more than they can invest, is not that the poorer
classes are flooding them with funds, but that other people,
able from their- knowledge of business to find other sources
of business, bave thrown their money into those institutions.
I think it would he very easy, in the interest of the public,
to restrict the amount of deposits wbichf should be received,
in which case there would be no diffically in giving poor
depoitors the higher rate of interest.

Mr. GAULT. The Oity and -District Savings Bank of
Montreaihas been.a most admirably managed institution.
Before its charter was ganted, il profits wete -added up
and ven to the poor of Montreal, makins*large eu= semi-

Mi'. AN0IN,

annually. But the bank has had to put up a capitat Al'
03.000,000, on which, I believe, a call of 40 per tent.,as
been made, so that the directors and shareholders are
responsible to the poor for their deposits. Iannotoe'why
some share of profit should not go to the gentlemen who
invest their money in those institations. I know,-.tù-day,
tbey cannot invest their inoney, a very large amount of
whieh they have lying in other banks to their eredi on
which they receive but three per cent.

In answer to Mr. PLUMB,
Mr. GAULT. To-day they bave a capitál of 13,0O0,000.

The bank is in quite a different position from that which it
occupied when it was simply a charitable institütion. r-ave
no doubt it will continue to give, in the future, tle samo
satisfaction as in the past.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I want to know
whether the $ 10,800 to which the hon. gentleman refera is
not the interest of a certain sum of $180,000 which 'was
formerly set apart by sec. 3 of 36 Victoria?

Mr. GAULT. It is.
Sir ]RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am not going to

object to the measure at this stage f this $10,0 hethe
interest at 6 per cent. on the Slb0,000, a poor fund,>it is in
no respect a division of any portion of the profits of those
gentlemen, but a payment on account of a trust fund created
ut the. time when, practically, the good will of the business
was given to them in 1871, which was confirmed in 1873,
and they do not give now any portion of- their profits; in
short, they merely pay interest on the sumset apart by
Act of Parliament for the benefit of the poor in Montreal.
If there is any other gift to mention, the hon. member for
Montreal can state it.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I rather think the ýhon.:gln-
tleman has just stated the thing correctly. But I will
remark, in reply to the hon. member for Niagara (MIr.
Plumb), that what is proposed iw aimply an extension-of
this bank's charter with certain conditions-not contained in
the original Act. It was considered diesirableto add the
new section proposed to the provisions:of the ,diginal
charter.

Mr. GAULT. So far as I know, there hasbeen ntpi-o t
for four or five years to this bank. It is Ônly in the pat
year that it realized a little profit from the increased Tvaiue
of its bonds.

Resolution considered in Committee and ordered to be
reported.

CUSTOMS-ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Mr. BOWELL moved that the House resolve itself
into a Committee of the Whole to, consider the f16lowing
resolutions :-

That it is expedient so to amend the Act 40 Vict., Chap. 1û, amendiçg
the Acts respecting the Customs, as-

(1) To make better provision respecting the abatement of adlorm
duties on goods imported by water and damaged,andte-xtendteoch
provisions to goods imported by railway or other land conveyance'and
damaged:

(2) To make better provision with respect to oatbs and declarations
required by the Act, and as te appraiseiert of goodL for duty,*andtkeI
collection of additional duty in cases under valuation:

(3) To provide more effectually for ensuring the paymeut of duties -on
goods 'warehoused, and for the punishment of fraud on the revente by
smuggling, using false invôices, or by certain offenres-with respect to
gooda warehoused:

(4) To nake better provision for the decision of cases respectigg goods
seizedi and detained for breach of the Customs Laws:

(b) To-4tnpowerthe Guvernor in Coundl te transfer, for atine-to be
named in the Order.a the list of goods whiabamay e impoed free
duty, articles (whether natural prodncts or .products of
usedas materials in Canadian manufactures, aad -ta great*drawbae
on the-dutypaid on artMles so -used or a spëeefie sum -alien of such
drawback.

He said: It has been found neces>afy, lu the w ik
the Cu sM t,to make s0tne $gfits mør t »t 1ita
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Statute. The first amendment I propose to make is for the
pirpose of remedying a difficulty which exists at present
wiWtliregard to allowances on go<s which have corne into
the Qouftry by rail. At pre-ent a reduction can be made on
goods whichi eome into the country by water and are
damaged, but there is not a similar provision with regard
to those wbioh comein by rail. Provision is also to be made
for the better ascertaining of the amount of damage upon
certain articles or goods. At present, if a bale of goods
becomes danaged it is often put up at auction, aind the
amount whbch it may bring is the amount upon which duty
has been collected. I other cases the valuation of the goods
is made upon their value in Canada instead of in the
country where they are purchaséd. The intention is to allow
the réate in value upon the price paid in the market whence
the goods were purchased. The next clause will provide
which officers in the Customs shall have the power of admi-
nistering oaths. At present the law is so general that this
power is interpreted to devolve upon any officer from the
collector down to lhe preventive officer; we propose toarmend
the law by confining this power to the collectors, sub-collect-
ors, surveyors and chief clerks. The next p oposed change
also ha reference to the oths to be administered and to the
correction of a clerical error. At present power is given to
the Governor in Council to limit a change in the oaths which
it may be necessary to administer to importers, but no
power is given to enlarge the oath. This latter power it is
proposed to give when necessary ; we also propose to take
the final decision with regard to the valuation of goods out
of the banda of the collectors. At present if any difficulty
arises in the Customs in regard to the appraisenent of goods,
by.the appraisers adding to the invoice ard the importer
objects, the appraisement must be approved by the côllector.
If the merchant objects to the increase in the valuation,
then by giving notice, two merchant appraisers may bo
appointed to whom the question is referred, but in case
theydo not agree the collector who has previously given
bis decision becomes the final umpire. We propose to takce
this powe- from the collector a confer it upon the Com-
missioner whose decision shall be final. The proposition is
also made to amend the 46th clause of the Customs Act, by
striking out certain words upon which a great deal of
d'ifleulty has arisen, from the fact that, as administered by
my predecessor and myself, the law prohibits any reduction
in tlhe invoices when presented for duty. The practice has
been when goods have gone up in value, and the invoice is
presented upon which the duty is to be paid, for the
appraisers and collectors to exercise the power of raising
the value of the goods to the market price existing at the
time at which they were exported from the country in
whieh they were purchased; but though the goods may
have gone down in value from 2[ to 50 per cent. the law
strictly forbids any reduction in the invoice. We propose
to strike out the following words:-

"lAnd the value of.any goods for duty shall never be appraised at less
than the Value for duty, as it would appear by the invoice and bill of
entryI"

I think the House will readily admit that when an importer
is obliged to swear that -the price at which he is
entering the goods La their true market value
at the time of«exportation, ho is placed, under the law as it
ndw stands, in a position in which ho should not be placed.
The proposed change will enable the coilector to add to or
take from the value of the goods, according as their value
has risen or fallen between the time of purchase and the
tife of exportation. By the next amendment, penalties
will be imposed when goods are allowed to be removed
from thecustodyof theCustoms, unless the duty bas been first
paid. We bave foand that the revenue bas suffered by the
first practice of allowing parties to renove their goods upon
théundestarding that lhe duty shall be paid at a future time.
Wêrteind t:prvent tlat by fining any collector or oMleer

of the Customs who will do anything of the kind. It goes
furtber, and is intended to prevent what has beun in the
past termed the constructive bonding of goods, that is, allow-
ing goods to go into conaamption by reeiving a bond frorn
the importer, which is filod away in the departmont ,at
Ottawa, or, perhaps, at the different ports, and is forgotten,
while suoh articles may have been consumed, or in the case
of machinery, worn out, the revenue losiog to that extent.
I think the louse will agree with me that all importers
should be placed in the same position, and that no advantage
sould be taken of a permission made in the .past of allowing
mon to bringany infdlence to bear either upon the collector,
or the Government, or the Minister of Customs, and through
that influence to obtain a bond which will enable him to koep
goods for any length of Lime and cause a losi to the revenue.
I have had a number of cases under my observation during
the last few years; one case was in the west and another
in Montreal, and in both cases, in closing their bonds, and
compelling them to pay their duties due the Governmont, 1
have collected from them something like S10,000 each
before they could reloase their bonds. Whenover articles
of that kind are imported, the botter way would bo not to
give any collector power to grant the admission of goods
under such bonds; this power should only be exercigcd by
the Governor in ouncil, who should assume the wholo
responsibility lu tie matter.

An hon. MEMBER. Does that include grinding wheat
in bond?

Mr. BOWELL That is quite another thing. It does
not interfere with bonding warehouses as they now exist,
or with the permission which is now given to any
merchant to bond his goods, but it prevents the banding
of goods which are to go into immediate consumption
without payment of duty, and it will effect all articles alik.
It is proposed also to amend the 64th clause, which provides
that goods in whole packages cannot be ex-warehoused
unless the duty amounts to $20, unless it b the romain-
ing stock that is in warehouse. The proposition is to allow
exportation of auny whole package that is takon out of the
warehouse and exported, if the merchant desires to do so
The amendment to clauses 76 and 81 of the Custom Act is
merely the addition of a few words, forfoiting the goods
which have boon seized. The amendment to the Sith
clause is merely technical. The clauses 113 aud 120
givos to the Minister of Customs almost unlimited
power in the disposal of all goods seized under
the violttion of the Customs Act. For those clauses I
propose to substitute others by which, after an investigation
into any violation of the Custons law which cornes befre
him, ho shall give his decision, which shall be fial, unle.s
the parties aggrieved think peoper to appeal to the courts
of law. My principal object in so amending this law is to
take from any Minister the power which is given to hir in
clauses 119 and 120 of the Custons Act, which eable him,
no matter how gross the violation of the law may have been,
or how long the man may have been emuggling, or to what
extent ho may have dofrauded the revenue, to relieve the
offender, if ho thinks proper, of the whole penalty. That is
a power that ought not to b given to any )inister. If the
law is to be enforced, the Minister, after having come
to a decision, can tell the party what the provision
of the law is by whic ho omust abide, other-
wise he can appeal to the courts. These are , the
principal amendments to the law. Then there is a clause
with reference to the paymont of 4rawbacks, which is made
a little more liberal. The present law gives power to the
Governor in :Council to grant a drawback upon any
article which enters into the manufacture of another artiol,
in this country, but it gives the- Govorrnment no power to
do:that wWichthe Hqu e will remember the Govorumient
was urged to do a few nights ago. We propoe-to @Ad to
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that clause the words: "or for granting a certain specifle
sum in lieu of such drawback," which will enable the
Governor in Council, if they deem it necessary in the interest
of any industry in this country, to ascertain what the
amount of such article would be and give a sum in lieu
of it. The same principle prevailed in the Customs
Act of the United States in which, after having-
gune thoroughly into an investigation of the goods that are
consume lin the manufacture of any partieular article, the
Government may declare by an order of the Treasurer what
sum shall be paid in lieu of the duties which would have
been paid if the article had been importe i. The amendnent
leaves it optional with the Governor in Council to take such
action as they may deem necessary with respect to the
question of drawbacks, in ordor not only to facilitate the
administration of the law, but to make it less troublesome
to those who are more directly intereted. I move the
louse into Committee of the Whole.

Mr. COURSOL. If these resolutions are adopted I hope
they will enable the Minister of Customs to see that the law
is more effectually carried out than it has been heretofore.
As the law is at present the department bas not always been
able to do justice. I an credibly informed that smuggling
las been carried on to a very considerable extent from the
United States into certain parts of this Dominion. If the
information I have received is correct -8150,000 worth of
goods bave been smuggled into this country every year
acrosone particular portion of the boundary. That would be
a verv curious return which would show to this Housn the
quantity and value of goods that have been tmuggled into this
country from the United States and other foreign countries.
Different ports have different ways ofdoing business. Some
charge high duties, while others charge low duties, and
some add to the invoice price, while others do not. I think,
therefore, that it is desirable that the hon. Minister of
Customs should establish uniform rates and fixed rules as
to the valuation of goods at the different ports, so that
importera shoild not have any advantage onc over another.

Mr. DCOSMOS. Before speaking on this question, I
wish to enquire whether it is the intention of 'the Minister(
of Customns to repeal all the provisions of the Customs Law
with respect to drawbacks, and introduce an entirely new
provision.

Mr. BOWELL. No; the 1lth sub-eection of section 125
of the Act provides: .

"For transferring to the lists of goods which may be imported intoE
Canada free of duty, and for ail articles (whether natural preduets, or
products of manufactures) used as materials in Canadian manufactures ;c
and for granting a drawback of the whole, or part of the duty paid on i
such articles which may have been used in ('anadian manufactures ; and
any such materials transferred to the free list by such Order in Council
shahl be free of duties of Customas fur the time therein appointed for that 9
purpose.' t

For this I propose to substitute the following clause

"For tranzferring to the list of goods which may be imported ipto V
Canada tree of duty, any or ail articles (whether natural products or f
produets of manufactures), and any such materia s transferred to the
free list by such -Order in Council, shall be free of duty of Customs fron
the time wherein appointed for that purpose; and for granting a draw- D
back of the whole, or part, of the duty paid on articles which may have
b%*P dS- in COýAa d. f ýfý .

the Trade and Navigation IReturns canned fish are placed
under the bead of produce. In the 'interpretation clause
which the hon. Minister proposes to introduce, I think
canned fish, sncb as oysters, lobsters and salmon, should be
defined as manufactures. The importance of having liberal
prorisîon made for retuining ali duties paid on canned fish
must be manifest to every hon. gentlemen whe it 'is
ob erved that nearly one-tenth of the total export of fish
from the Dominion consists of canned fish. Last year the
total export amounted to about $7,000,000, whieh,'capitàlized
at four per cent., wouId amount to $175,000,000 as the total
value of our fish to this country. - I have prepared a few
statisties on this subject, which I will lay before the House.
The total value of all kinds of fish exporte I from the
Dominion in 1879-80 was $6,579,656; of which Ontario
exported $82,982, Québec $397,864, Nova Scotia $4353,441,
New Brunswick $631,746, British Columbia $317,410, and
Prince.Edward Islaud $293,913. There may be some mis-
take in the retura from British Columbia for last
year, as I find by a return of the Fishery Inspector
of British Columbia that the total value of the fish
product of 1879-80 was $713,328, and of 1878-9 $643,493.
The total export of cannel fish for 1879 80 was as
follows:--At Quebee, oysters, $109; lobsters, $27,940;
salmon, $1,296; total $29,345. New Brunswick, mackerel,
$1,008; lobsters, $157,726; salmon, 81,758; total $160,492.
Nova Scotia, codfish, $120; lobsters, $604,4a9; salmon,
85,116; total, $608,675. British Columbia, salmon, 8294,555.
Prince Edward Island, lobsters, $128.882. Total value
canned fish, $1,221,949. An industry so great as this-
amQunting to over 20 per cent. of the whole exports of fish
from the Dominion i take it-requires the serious
consideration of the Minister of Customs and his
colleagues. I will now refer to the capital invested
in canning salmon in British Columbia, in 1880 :-
The value of vessels, steamers, canoes, boats, nets,
etc., was $87,025; 12 canning establishments, $104,000;
total value, $182,025. Men employed: 40 sailors, 1,178
fishermen, 665 shoremen, making a total of 2,243 men
employed during the season. In addition to the canning
of salmon in British Columbia, we have another new and
growing industry, and one of the most promising and
profitable, I believe, to be found on the shores ot the
American continent to-day. During last year, in the fur
seal fishery on the west coast of Vancouver Island, 13,500
fur seals skin were taken, valued at $12 each, makinga
total of $162,000. To conduct this business there were
employed : 7 schooners, 27 sailors, 180 Indian hunters, 93
canoes. With respect to the d rawback proposcd by the hon.
Minister of Cusioms, so far-as I can gather from the Bill, he
proposes that the Governor in Council shall have power to
grant a drawback of the whole export of the duty. I find
that objections were urged by Nova Scotia, as well as by
Britisb Columbia, with regard to placing a specific drawback
upon materials used iu caning fish. Last year a memorial
was drawn up and signed by 'a number tof gentlemen
from the Maritime Provinces and some hon. members
from British Columbia The concluding portion of the
memorialis as follows:
"i In

neen seu in uansa an mann ractures ; or for granIting a Certain Secf 1-Tawthr.s nur a a pecific 10. That we, therefre, respectfully urge that the exsing Order insum in lieu of any such drawbaok." Council. granting only 34 cents per box on tin plate used in'cannin'g be
rescinded, and that an Order in Cou, cil be made authorizing the payment

Mr. DtCOSMOS. The question of drawbacks has been to the exporter of canned lobsters and salmon, of a sum equal to the actual
agitated at the extremes of the Dominion-in Nova Scotia duties paid on material used in the canning of lobsters and salmon
and British Columbia. The Nova Scotia objection has reference exported.
to the apecific drawback on tin and materials used for carry- The bon. member for IHalifax (Mr. Daly) and mysolf waited
ing cysters, lobsters and some other kinds Of fish; in British on the Ministor of Customs, and he had the agreeable duty
Columbia objection bas been taken for a number of years to to perform at that time of promising that an Order in
the disallowance of applications for a drawback of the whole Council would be passed, granting a drawback of the actual
duty on materials used in canning salmon. When I read the duties that were paid. It happened, for some reasôn'r other
Statute respecting drawbacks, I find it very diffieult to -lit may have been a wise one, but the reason I have not
determine what are manufactures and what are not. In yet discovered-that the Minister, instead ofcarrying òat the

Mr. BoWELL.
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promise made to the hon. member for Halifax and myself, allowed, the drawback received and duties pald compared as
had an Order in Council passed granting 50 cents drawback fbllows:-On one invoice 26 cents were paid and 34 cents
on eaeh bok of tin used in casning fist. That undoubtedly drawback received, or 8 cents received in excess of dity
was liberal in comparison with the terms of the previous paid; on thirteen invoices 35 cents to 39 eents were pad
Order in Council. The Order in Council in force before or 1 cent to 5 cents more than drawback reeitved; on te
allowed 34 eonta; but the new Order in Council made it invoices 40 cents to 49 cents wele paid, or È endt to 15
50 cents, an increase of specific drawback of 16 cents. It cents more than the draw back; on four involtes 50 cents to
appears that even that is unsatisfactory, as I will hereafter 54 cents were paid, or 16 cents to 20 cents more than the
show thia House. I will read a report of the Board of drawback ällowed. That was up to the tine the new Order
Trade of British Co)umbia on the subject of drawbacks.. Itis in Council came into operation. Under the new Order in
dated September 15th, and reads s follows :Council a draw back of 50 cents per box was allowed on tin

"The Committee appointed to consider the subject of drawback of imported after lst JuIly, 1819. That gave the followingreult
duty on tin slates, etc., used in the manufacture of cans for preserving One invoice of ten imported into Halifax paid 34 cobts
salmon, reported as follows:--lst. Prior th the year 1879 drawback of duty and received the drawback 50 cents, or 16 cents in
the actual amount of-duty paid en tin plates was allowed, viz., 5 Per excess; ton invoices paid 36 cents to 39 cents, and recoivedcent. ad v<lorem but oun other material no drawback was allowed; 2nd.
*By an Order in oNuncil, .lth June, 1879, the drawback was fixed at 34 50 cents drawback, or 11 cents to 14 cents in excess of the
cents for each box of tin plates used, and no drawback was allowed on duty; fourteen invoices paid 40 cents to 49 cents, o-
other materials; Sid. The above rate of 34 cents was by an Order in 1 cent to 10 cents less than the drawback; two invoices(Jouncil ef 20L1i May, l88u, increaesd te 50 cents per boxi 4th. The fon paid bO cents and rcie 0cnsdabci wnytremittee is of opinion that no speciflc rate catibe fixed, wbhch, viewedrom d recivd 50 cents drawback; twnty-thre
both sides, will fairly meet the case-the fluctuations in prices of material invoices paid fron 51 cents to 57 cents, Ôr i cent to 7 cents
are great and violent, as instanced in the last two years, and so long as more than the drawback received; nine paid 60 to 69 cents,
the duty imposed is al vatorem while the drawback is specific, it is probable or 10 cents to 19 cants in excess of drawback; fourteoenthere will be a considerable difference between the two. In 1879 ti -.
plates cost in England as much as 32s. per box, and a similar article paid froi 70 cents to 78 cents, or 20 to 28 cents in
could be purchased not longago, during the present year, at just half excess; one invoice paid 80 cents, or 30 cents more than 1t
that price, viz., 16s. The duty paid in the former year (1879), was 80 receiv
cents per box, agaihat which the drawback allowed was altogether e t; another paid 90 cents, or 40 cents in oxcess of the
inadequate, while at prices lately paid, the drawback will somewhat drawback. This appears to me to be convincing
exceed the duty, although it will not equal the duties on all materials proof that, instead of a specifie drawback, as has been
used in salmon canning; 5th. The Committee is therefore of opinion that stipulated in the recent Ordbr in Council respectingthe case would be best met by a drawback of the actual amount of dutycmi
paid on the undermentioned articles, being allowed, yiz, on tin plates, drawbacks on the material used in eanning fesh, an
alab'tin, pig lead, muriatic acid, and copper bolts. ¡ ad valorem drawback should have been provided. The

'Signed, MATruTw T. JoHNsToN, object of granting a drawback is to foster the production of
J. H. TuxRîzay articles for exportation, in which the raw material id cern-

"Victoria, B.., ANDREw RoasI. bined with imported material. The operation of the
"i5th September, 1880." specific drawbackgives a bonus to one class of importerswho

That is the view held by the Board of' Trade of British import at less than specifie rate, and deprives another elssThat is the view beld by~o the p)r fTaeofBiih ,h ortio of the duty they have paid aixove the specitie
Columbia, and I find that in Halifax the-e is grave objec-.o ate rio futher rdmark that no pioviionve me spaef
tion urged against the specific drawback also. lu a letter to rate imay fu ohr armak no oiinis made in the
the Evening Chronicle ofHalifax, there are statement s show. Ordie Council for a draw back on sa b tin, pig lead and mur-

ing how unfairly it op-,rates. The letter was writt en in July iatic ac2d and copper boit ; material used in the canning of

last and reads as follows -- esalmon, lobsters, oysters, etc. I believe one reason urged
wby a specific rather thon an ad valorem drawback should be

"THE DRAWBACK ON TIN PL tTES. established, is that an ad valorern drawback would cause a
"lTo the EJitor of the Citizen an1 Evening Chronicle: great deal of trouble to examine the accounts respecting

"Sxs,-Importers ofttin, and aU connected with the lobster trade, will the imports of materials used in canning fish. After
appreciate the service rendered by the Chronicle in the lates discussions analyzir.g a return produccd n this House, I find that
respecting drawback on tin plates. I was particularly pleased with the the total number of drawbaeks granted was only 213,
exposure oftthe unsoundness of the principle now adopted by the Govern- and of that nurmber Bathurst stands for 8; Chatham, 21;ment, of a fixed rate of drawback on an article Which pa s a i valorem Dalhousie, 2; tichibucto, '4; Shediac, 3; St. A.drews, 4;
duty, and the value of which fluctuates greatly in the British market. l lMarch, 1879, the duty paid on tin plates was about 40 cents per box; lu Halifax, 111 ; Charlottetown, 25: Summerside, 1; Victoria,
May a little less. Later, the price of tin rose rapidly and the duty 22, and New Westminster, 2 Now, the objection raisedincreased. lu epteber it was 45 cents, in ecember 61cents, andn by the Government, that it would be very troublesome toFebruary of the present year it was as high as 77 cents. On some et' thebyteG er enha itw ldu
invoices entered with these rates of duty, the importer is entitled te a find out the actual duty aid, cannot be sustained. When
drawback at the rate of 34 cents per box ; on others, under the latest we have oleven Custom Hoeîges distributed over the coastaregulition, 50 cents. The Government pretend to repay the importer the of the Maritime Provinces, and two on the Pacifie Coat,duty levied on the article, but the figures [ have given tully confirm your
argument that under the plan adopted by the Government, the importer it appears to'me the division of labor, so far as enqairing
is deprived of what is admitted to be bis right. Under the old regulation, into the nature of those drawbacks is concerned, must
m force when the Mackenzie Government was in power, the importer bccome very light. Certainly in a city like lalifax Wherçreceived a return of the actual amount paid; not à cent more nor a cent' .
less Why this simple and honest plan was abolished and the present they have such a large stock of officials, the labor cannot be
stupid system adopted is a puzzle to the trade. It is absolutely certain very great, althongh that is where the largest number of
that while the unsound principle is retained, the diawback must nearly drawbacks were paid. In relation to the amount of draw-always be unjust io the importer or to the revenue. The chances are not
one -n ahundred that the fixFd rate will be just the amount paid. If it is backs paid on canned fih, $12,811.17, Bathurst'received
more than the amount, it does a wrong to the revenue, and on that ground 8315.30; Chatham, $144 05 ; Dalhousie, $79.26; Richibueto,
should be changed. But the Government take pretty good care that the $t454.99; Shediac, $106.88; St. Andrews, $102 28; Halifaxrevenue shaill be protected, for they keep the rte so low that the impor- 5h 10 1 5.65c um02 P8 a
ter, or the packer for whom he acts, is the sufferer. If I export a lot of )565.16; Charlottetown, $1,580.65; Su merside, Prince
tin te Newfoundland, i get a drawback equal to the amount I have paid. Edward Island, $24; Victoria, $4,604.40, and Ne*
When I export it in theshape of lobster cans to Europe, 1 get a drawback Westminster, $44.20. Now, the port that reoeived teof only 5> cents per box, although I may have pid 77 cents " larget sum for drawbacks was Victoria, the noxr larget
I have obtained further information as to the duties paid on going te Halifax. In the one case, there were only
tin ued in canning fish in Nova Seotia, and the drawbacks 22 drawbacks, and in the other 111. I find that $2,380.26
received, and I made an analysis of it which I will lay before were paid in drawbacks on the tin used in packing
the JBopse. FromI 1st April, 1879, to l5th June, 1880, starch, oatmeal, oil-cake, wire-fencing and mea;t, and
wben a apecifie drawback of 34 cents per box of tin ws for pilot bread in Quebec and ealifax. The total
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amount, therefore, of drawbacks granted on tin is about
$15,000. I urge on the bon. Minister of Customs that, as
there is an objection to specific drawback with reference to
the materials used in the canning of fish, it would bedesirable
to grant an ad valorem drawbackinasmuch as the materials
pay an ad valorem duty. The merchant, I believe, has -no
desire to get any bonus under the operation of those specifie
drawbacks. Ie wants to have his business based on solid
principles; and und'r an ad valorem drawback, the fluctua-
tions of the market would enabe him to get the exact duty
paid, and the encouragement which, I believe, was the
intention of the framers of the drawback originally. The
resolution submitted, to my mind, will operate unfairly.
The words read "and to grant a drawback on the duty paid
on the articles so used." It is not proposed to grant a
drawback of the whole duty on articles so used, or a specifie
sum in lieu of such drawback. I think I have shown. that a
specifle drawback is objectionable. The present system
does not meet the wishes of those engaged in the fish canning
business in British Columbia. Another reason why we
should give full consideration to thiq question of drawbacks
in British Columbia is this: all the tin and other materials,
imported into that Province for canning purposes come from
Great Britain, a distance of 17,000 miles, round Cape Horn,
and up the Pacific. Those materials have to be ordered
nine.months in advance of use, there being a six months'
voyage; this compels the canners to pay interest on
the price of his goods imported. lu the next place,
the chief market for the canned fish is England, and th us the
materials are sent back again. The material for canning is
thus sent 17,000 miles further before the canner can get a
return for bis labor and capital invested-a part of the
materials thus travelling 34,000 miles So the British Colum-
bia canner must suffer loss in comparison with bis rival in
the Maritime Provinces, who bas the advantage of steamers
constantly and rapidly crossing the Atlantic to and from
England. - A canner in any of them, short of tin, can flash
a telegram to England, and in a few days get his tin. If he
wishes to ship his lobsters or oysters, he can quickly send
them by rail to Halifax, and thence to England without
losing six months in bringing tin from England and six in
sending bis canned fish to that country. Therefore, the-
Minister of Customs should consider the position of the
trade in British Columbia, which is now one of the largest
canned fish exporting Provinces in the Dominion. Tbey
ought to take the niatter into consideration and remit to
our canners the actual duties they pay on all the materials
they use in canning salmon.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's). This is a matt:r of
considerable importance to Prince Edward Island, for,
although the smallest Province in the Dominion, I believe
it is becoming the largest producer of canned goods of any
Province in Canada, not excepting the large Province of
Nova Scotia. I believe our exports of canned fish for the
current year will amount to near three-fourths of - a million.
It is an industry which bas only grown up within the last
two orthreeyears, but it is assuming very large proportions,
and it is likely still further to increase. I do not know that
there is any great dissatisfaction with the present drawback
under the rates which rule in Great Britain, but under the
prices which ruled at the beginning of last season it would
have been a great injustice. I can see no reason why there
should not be a drawback for the full amount of the tin
imported, and I hope the Government will take the matter
into serious consideration. The other articles used in this
business, all put together, would amount to a larger figure
than is now allowed to lake the place of the drawback.
The canning, not only of fish but of all kinds of meats and
other articles of diet, is a business which is also largely
increasing, and I have no doubt the. Government will give
it the attention which it deserves.

Rouse resolved itself into Committee.
Mt. DECos¥0sJ.

(lu,.the Committeea)
Mr. ANGILIN. I hope the, hon. gentletin wilIgive

his attention to the question of the entireimisalôn- of the
duty upon the articles used in eaning fr h--an industry
whieh is now becoming an important one upon th Atlantic
as well as upon the Pacifie cost. It iet a bIsiness which
has not always been a very profitable one; indeed in many
cases, there has been actual 'os, owinî to the demand not
having kept pace with the growth ofIthe indu«tvy. The.acids,
used in cleaning the tin, and other artites, are dtibleensd-
though the amount may net bUe large it is eerousecon-
sideration for those engaged in ths business.

Mr BOWELL. The Govetnment will give every attan-
lion to the arguments which have been advanced by the
hon. member for Victoria, BritiSh ColIbia (5r De
Cosmos), but bothb he and the, hon. member for Gloucester
seem to imply that the ±amount of the drawback upon the
articles going into the manufactare of tin eans had aways
been paid by the previous Governmient.

Mr. ANGLIN. I said nothinghabort - the previous
Government.

Mr. BOWELL. Nd; but tbatwas tieSonclusion whioh
must be drawn from the remiarks of the; hon. gentleman.
Reference was made to an article in the Halifax CAronice
in which it was stated that prior to a coriaian.timetie
Mackenzie Government had paid such and sudh drawbacks.
Even that. article shows that the drawback was paid on tin
alone, and no other principle has been recognised
so far as I have been able to ascertain. Even
the American Governmint, which pays so much
attention to this subject, is not so liberal in that resp ect as we
are in this country. The question of giving the full amount
of the drawback on every conceivable article going into
the manufacture of tin cans, is certainly worthy of great
consideration. But I have grave doubts, from the short
experience I have had, whether the canners would receive
any more on the whole than they would by receiving a
specifie amou it. But I readily concede this point, that, as
the fluctuations in the market takes place, the amount
which is to- be paid should be calculated accordingly; that is,
that the one rule of 34 cents which was in existence for
sometime, should not be the fixed amount for all time to
come. My hon. friend refers to the question of paying back
diose drawbdcks as or e of no particular moment in regard
to the amount of labor which it imposes upon those who
have to make the calculations. In order to sustain that
position he quotes the returns from eleven ports, from
which those exports bave taken place which
have received drawbacks: But this . drawback is
not paid by the collector at any of the ports.
in fact, it will never be safe to entrust that power to the
collectors, except, perhaps, at such ports as Halifak,
Victoria, and other important ports. If we gave the power
of granting drawbacks to every collector in the Dominion,
I ara afraid we would soon get into diffiEalty, and that a
very large amount of money would be paid out which onglit
not to be paid eut. Al these claims have to be sent to the
department, and one reason why I alopted the princijle of
paying a specific sum in lieu ofthie drawback, was to aid
the difficulty of making thecalculations, whie Vhe practie
bas imposed upon the department, in making a thorough
investigation of every invoice which-eovers ail the articles
referred to by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. DeCmosmes).
I notice that the principle bas worked admirably with
reference to the dmawbucks which we have been paying to
the shipbuilders of he eastern Province. I have heard no
complaints from any gentleman engaged in this important
business. While I ama not preparsd to say, at the present
moment, that I quite agree with th, hou. member for
Gloucester, that we should return to the old principle of
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m#akitiosu onevery dewand we receive, and

n to ino reosived maths er years ago, or
perhaps not sent from the port to the head offloe at ail,
still I may say that the remarks made by the hon. gentleman
npdlthiis question shall receive the earnegt consideration of
the department.

Sir RIEARID J. CARTWRIGHT. If I understood the
hon. the Minister of OGustoms aright, ho proposes to inodify
the law in ope direction which ig now logical and symmetrical
enoug aV is ~4o say, le proposes to allow parties to receive
a abate when the value of the goods they have imported hai
fallen. There is »o gainsaying the logio of his proposition,
bas it occirs to me that the result wihi be that the Customs'
aud*Sities will be lully advised of all the reductions that
take plaee between the date the gooda were purebased and
the making up of the invoice; but I doubt if they will be
eqgaRy well advised of the cases in which goods have been
purohbsed at a low rate and a large advance has taken place.
lt seemwto me the importers will have a very considerable
advantage in dealing with the Oustoms' authorities, who
cauiot be sapposed to be cognizant of the changes
in the market as weil as the persons who are constantly
dealing in the niarket. Thon I see that in clause
5 the ho. gentleman proposes to empower the Gov-
ernor in Council to transfer for a time to ho named in the
order, the liat of:goods to be imported free of duty. I
would auggest that it would be botter to defer the granting
of a power like this until next Session, and thon the sonse
of the House should bo taken as to whether all these thingu
shoald beconie a part of the law of the land. I do not
objectespoaking for myself alone, to the experiment being
made for a reasonable lengthof time, but I think it is pro-
cisely one of those thinge upon which, after a certain time,,
the Government should take the responsibility of submit-
ting to the House such changes as may bc deemed desirable.

Mr. BOWELL. This is no new principle. It is in the
Customs Act as it now exists. There is no limit in it at
which these articles shall be declared free. The law says
that we may transfer to the list of goods which may be
imp'rted into Can1ada free of duty, any or all the articles
being natural products which are utsed as material for Can-
adian manufactures. When the hon. gentlemen opposite
were in power, and their attention was called to the fact
that a certain raw material was used in some particular
manufacture, they frequently found it advisable to plare
that article upon the:free list. There is no restriction au t
the time it shall remain on the free list, that being left te
the discretion of the Governor in Council. It is not proposed
to extend this privilege in any respect, except that the
latter part of the clause, provides for the peyment of the
drawback wherr difficulties arise in arriving at an exact
sum, this is amendod so eas to empower theO Cou ncil, after the
approval of the Treasury Board, to declare that a certain
sum shall be given in lien thereof.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am quite aware
of the existence of this power; 1 amu merely suggesting
whether it would not be botter, when we are altering the
At, te causeail t .hese things to be brought formally before
Parliament for diseassion and apprval. As to the other
pointaimsed by the b6e. Minister, that the Gevernment,
having once plae4 an article on the free list, could, by an
Order in Council, re-impose the tax, my impression is that>
they could not, that that would have to be done by Parlia-
ment aggi e uta 6atisa Legal questi« on which I give
merely rpa bapresM&QP

M!r. BRiJRE (St. John). It seems to Me that the duty
on tin ans,, whidh the hou. Ministe ha referred té, r.
eqnivleut tea drawback. It seoms to methe difflculty
is no les by giving * aspeoideom thani
woul bo bypaying --back the at valorem d4y.
Thtesyi~s of ‡ iiacroses anud d4egree f 4 çlyery I

thre emo*ths of the year, and the olffcerrhow the trube of
ascortaining the value of the imports from timë to time, id
order to know what to give back to the importer of the
cans. I nover learned the roasons why the patice of
giving the ad valorem duty back was changd to ta of
giving a speciflc amount. I think a more convenientethod
of arriving at the tiue valuation of goods i to average the
prices for a series of years, than to ascertain the changpe of
price between thetime of shipment and the time of arrival
in the country.

Mr. BOWBLT. When, this'matter was discussed a short
time ago, I Atated that the practice of the department whon
the hou. gentleman was a Minister, was to collent duty
on the value of the goods at the time of their exprtation
from the country whore they were purchased., be hon.
gentleman thon, as now, donied that statoment; but, accord-
ing to the affdavit which ho himself put upon the gtatutc.
book, every importer has to swear that the price of the gouda
mentioned in the invoice is the "fair market value ofsuch
goods at the time and place of exportation." Mlany
difficulties arise under that law, as gooda are frequeiitly
purchased months before they are exported. The object
in changing the law is to prevent merehants from being
placed in a false position.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It appears from what the
hon. member for Victoria has said, thut there has provailed
in the department the rue of imposing this s ecific duty
without the authority of the Act. Instead of.granting a
drawback on certain duties that are paid ho has tken
power to grant a certain specific sum. It appears
fron the remarks of the hon. member for Victoria that that
rate has been followed in the department hitherto. He ha
told us that in granting drawbacks on the lobstor cans,
instead of returning the amount of duty paid, à certain
specific sum fixed by the hon. Minister, regardless of the
duty, bas been given as drawback. that sum in some cases
exceeding and in others being lss than the amount of duty.
With regard to the difficulty to the revenue pointed ont by
the hon. member for Centre Huron, I do not see that there
is any danger in that respect. Within the last twenty-one
months, sone millions of dollars worth of nsnufaetured
goods have been exported upon which not a single cent of
drawback bas been allowed. The present hon. Minister of
Customs has fullowed the traditional policy that when the
Government once gets bold of some money it will not give
it up. I would ask the hon. Min ister whother th* *ordhng
of this resolution does not empower him to grant drawbacks
on certain articles that, I judged from iris remarks theother
day, he considered it boyond bis power to grant, namély,
finished articles used in the manufaetured artiele. This
sub-seetion of clause 125 gives him power, not ohly
to allow a drawback on natural but also on the pro.
ducts of manufacture that enter into another article
that i to be manufactared in the eountry. In that
class, boiler plates and tubes, which are finished
articles.aceording to his interprotatien, would be entitled to
a drawback when they enter into the construction of a
boiter to be exported to a foreign country. I wonld li4o tic
learn fron the hon. Minister whother ho intends o purtue
a morejust poliey in future than that which bas hitherto*
prevailed, and which as had a very prejudieal effedt on ou
export trade.

Mr. BOWBLL. When we reach tie hôn. gentleman's
motion, I will bo able to convinto, even hii, thaI et'
department has -aoted qtite correct iu not having paid the
drawbseks to which ho ias ireferied. The question of grant-
ing drawbacks on manufactured articles is a question of
policy, not a question undeí• the là*, The Government
having adopted a policy for the purpdse uf encouiraging
manufactures i this country, it wold unfair te pay a
drawback Qn artioee manufactqred in the egntry,
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Mr. PATERSON. But if they are not manufactured in
the eountry ?

1fr. BOWELL. The duty will still oporate as an
encouraÊement to thoir manufacture, so long as they eau be
manufactured In the country. But if they can be imported
and exported again without paying duty, the question arises
whether that would be encouraging home manufacture.
Under the old law, machinery not manufactured hore was
admitted freo, and it was found a large portion of flh
machinery almitted under that class was found to be manu-
factured in various parte of the country. The question is
open for dieussion. My own opinion is that if we desire
the manufacture of those articles, we should impose a duty
on theJforeign article.
. Mr. PATERSON. The policy I recommend simply
points in the direction of extending foreign trade. When I
represent that there has been 02,000,000 worth of articles
exported in a few lines of goods on which not a single cent
has been returned as drawback, there must be obsta-les
îiterposed by the department that cari hardly be justified.
If he really does not want to lose the export trade of
manufactures altogether, there mast be a more jnst and
liberal policy than the present pursued. The proportion of
the export trade is very-smail in comparison with the entire
trade. The manufacturer of one fine of goods entering into
the manufacture of another line, is protected to the full
exent of the home demand. It i only the minor portion
exported on which he loses the benetit of protection. If
you kill off the export trade altogether,you will not benefit
your home manufictures. But if you keep your export
trade alive, by giving this remiesion of duties on the raw
material-and you cannot do so without it-you will have
done no harm to the home manufacturer, who will stiil
have enjoyed the protection afforded by the Tariff on ail
the products sold in this eountry. The only case in which
he will lose anything is the minor amount exported, and
unless encouragement is given the expiort trade it will
cease, when the manufacturer cannot hope for any benefit.
. Mr. BOWELL. No drawback was paid in the past under

either the former Administration'which the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Patersin) supported, or that which preceded it, on
manufactured articies. What I maintain is this: if the
duty paid on the raw materials of Canadian manufactures
be remitted to the manufacturer, he stands in a better
position than hefore its .imposition. How it can affect or
destroy the export trade is something the bon. gentleman
has failed te show. Under the old Tariff no drawback was
paid to any manufacturer. The only exception made was
in the fish trade, the drawback on tin for cans. But, in
order to assist the manufacturers in Canada, and place
them in as good, if not a better, position than they occupied
prior to the higher duties, the Government agreed te give
them a drawback on all the raw material tlat enters into
their manufactures. low that is to destroy the expert
trade I cannot understand. If the principle laid down by
the hon. gontleman be correct, an American manufacturer
cQuld make ïalt the parts of a sewing machine, import it
into Canada, set it up and export it again, so that the only
labor performed la regard to it would be the putting
ýogether of its parts and setting it in running order, which
would render unnecessary snoh a manuficturing establish-
ment as that in Hamilton, employing 200 or 30e men. Its
proprietor is now able to compote succesfully in the United
States with the A merican manufacturers themselves. I think,
with regard to hi casé, that we have arrived at a solution
that will be satisfactory toliim, and which will place him
in a better position than before the frandng of the present
Taril, enabling him to carry on still more extensively that
important industry which ho has so sucoessfully established.

Mr. PATERSON. The ease is different as oompared
with the old Tarif, under which this manufaoturer pai no

Mr. BowSLL,
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duty on such raw materials as pig iron. This
might fairly say, 1Iam entitied to a drawback to îÈe e4ent
of the $2 a ton imposed upon the pig iron.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no dispute on tat point,
because the pig iron is a raw material.

Mr. PATERSON. He has not got that diawbaQk.
Mr. BOWELL. Thon it is his own fault.
Mr. PATERSON. It is strange, if drawback are

procurable, that on $2,900,00oi wtOrth of manufmtéred go3ds
exported not one cent of drawback bas been pal4. here
must be-a fault somewhere. The duties have been, besides,
increased on the other articles used in this and other
manufactures, such as on tubing for boilers, boiler Pistes,
bar iron and other things. Therefore, yorl msy *xpect
claims for drawbacks where none could be made beforet and
unless you grant those claims your poliey wiil te*d t kilt
off the export trade. As an illustration, take the cl#tyon
wheat -it is a flnished article too-but when itwas objeeted
that the duty on i would killour carrying trade, theo4vern-
ment provided for its passing through 'the conntry in oend.
By a parity of reasoning, boiler tubing and oth*r:parts of
boilers, such as are not manufactured, should believed of
duties. So close is the margin of profits on those boUera
exported, that the slightest discrimination against our
manufacturers will enable their United States eoiMpetitors
to drive them from the foreign market. The remission of
those duties would preserve this industry to the.oantry,
with all the labor and expenditure in connection with it.
Otherwise yod will kill off the export trade and bring in-no
boiler tubes from a distance. The Governmentwoutd lose
nothing, while the country woild gain by the payment of
drawbacks on exported manufactures to the amot-ut cf the
duties on the raw materials.

Resolutions reported, read the*second time and coneurred
in.

Mr. iBOWÉLL introduced a Bill (No. 78) to amerd' the
Act 40 Victoria, chapter 10, entitled: " An Aet to amend
and consolidate the Acts respecting Customs."

Bill read the first time.

QUEBEC JUDICIARY.

Mr. MoDOINALD (Pictou) moved the third reading of
Bill (No. 58) to provide for the salaries of an additional
Judge of the. Court of Queen's Bench and an additional
Judge of the Superior Court in the Province of Quebec.

Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY.

House resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
32. Salaries and contingent expenses of the

Senate .......................... . 5

Mr. BLAKE. I would like to ask the Governnmentwhat
are their intentions with regard t-o superannation allow-
ances and services in connection with thierbrary. Hereto-
fore, so far as the Sonate was coacerned, these cha¶ge-have
bean paid out of coutingencies. .Are th y inded in the
present vote?

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. They were fhr erlypaid ont
of contingencies but the ,matter was brought . r the
consideration of the Govern ment and they zesolved for the
ptbeseut, at all events, to strike them out. 11 is justha nestion
whether the law can be ot in that wy, .ht we havie the
matternad*r eonsiderationf ,ad if ,ecessry we'fil deal
with itin the Supplementary Es.timates.

Mr. BLAKE. The faet that-the estim4ae for the Sonate
was the same as last year, led meto asç the guestionn4 I
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thought if these charges are not to be voted the contingencies
oug4 to be reduced by the amoust. ·

Sir LIONARD TILLEY. Certai*ly, that was the
intention.

Mr. BLAKE. «If dea not appear to hxave been done. I
bcÔnrèe dootebet Vo the vote at present, but my hon
friend will see that itwill be much more convenient. when
we comêta concurrenee, to have the estimate rednoed by

-Mes amounts, if, as the hon. gentleman says, it is the
nteuÈoa to strike them out.

Sit LÏ 0NARD TÇLL EY. Certainly. They are to be
dealt with separately.

33. Salaries (HNouse of Commons), per clerk'sestiate............................. ..........e 9,0oo0 oo0

Sir BICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There are several
increases bere.

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. There is $400 to be restored
to the salary of the Sergeant.at-A-rms by which amount it
was reduced last year, and $200 to the accountant whose
salary was previously reduced less that amount. Last year
the then legder of the Opposition called attention to the
redmetion, and urgel that the salary of the aceountant should
be placed at the old figure, for reasons which ho (Mr.
Mackenzie) stated. The $400 addition to the salary of the
Sergeant-at-Arms is voted because ho is now porforming
the duties which he porfrmed three or four years ago in
connection with the Post Office. Those two amounts muake
the $600 increase.

34. Expenses of Committees, extra sess&onal
cIerks, etc ..................................... .. 2,800 00

Mr. MILLS. A few yenrs ago we asked $10,000 for this
purpose, and the hon. Minister of Customs propo-ed that
that sn should be reduced by 82,000 and that reduction
took place. Now the hon. the Miniister of Public Works is
asking $4,000 more for this particular service than he said
was necessary when he was sitting on the Opposition side
of the House.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not know whether the circum-
stances are exactly the same to-day as they were then. A
large exponditure has been incurred every year for short-
hand writers to expedite the work of committees. If by
paying $3,000 or $1,000 more we can shorten the Sessions,
the Troasury will not be the loser by it.

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. gentleman be kind enough
to tell us what (ommittees are sitting this year re'puiring
shorthand writers ? In some former Sessions we had some
very important enquiries which entailed an extra expense,
but I am not aware that we have any enquiries gaing on
this Session.

Mr. LANGEVIN. This vote is for next year. The
experience of the last two Sessions teaches us to provide for
the future. If no witnesses are called and no shorthand
writers are employed, then this $1,000 may be saved. But
as we must provide for ail ordinary expenses of this kind,
we propose to ask for $81,000 for that purpose, and to reduce
by $500 the allowance for sessional clerks.

Mr. iMILLS. How many.Sessional Clerks are erployed
ak the opreent time ?

Mr. SPEAKER. Twenty-five.
Mr. BLAKE. Twenty-five are paid, but how many are

employed ?
Mr. SPEAKER. The whole of them are employed al]

the time.
_Mr, MILL3. Tne hon. gentleman lias referred to his

experience in former Sessions. I think in the first Session of
,the present Parliament, when the reign of economy began,
thre was something like 100 sesi«onal clerks here. A great
many of these men were staying around here for months

doing nthiwg. Oneof these gentlemen, a Mr. E. King D6dids,
was appointed towards the close ofthe Session, and IlbefieVe
ho informed Mr. Speaker that he aa1>î,ijt terngage-in-*tn
election in tI.h 'west, and that it was ndoeeary té shonld
leave in order to attend Io bis constitueney; Mr. Dodds
being a cgndidate lbr electionto the Local Legislture Mr.
Dodds could not remain, and yet, as ho bad nothing to do,
ho could Uotiunderstand why it was thnt the Government
insisted upon lteeping hia. HRe eould not understand why
he should not be paid just as weli when he was awsy as
when ho wa here, seeing that he had nothing to do.

It boing Six oelock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.
Mr MILLS. When tae Committee rose at six o'clock, I

was referring to the case of E. King -Dodds, who was
appointed sessional clerk towards the close of the Session of
1879. At the close of one week, or at the boginning of the
next, ho left the city and went west to canva.s a con-
stituency, and he was paid in the meantime $160. Seeing
that ho had nothing to do, that he was anxious to leave, and
that, according to rule, bis pay could not go on if ho did
leave, the difficulty was obviateJ by antedating his appoint-
ment some 40 days, and ho received 8160 for seivices never
performed. I am inclined to thinK that was not an isolated
case. I bolieve there wa a case. in Lower Canada whre
a gentleman was appointed aud was not even aware of bis
appointment, but who, to bis surprise, roceived his compen-
sation as o ,tra sessional clerk some days aft r the Session
was over. Then, I believe, on that occasion, the bon.
member for -ing's, N B. (Mr. Domville), had one
of those gentlemen who was employed at $4 a
day, furnishe1 him as a private secretary, because,
I suppose, it was thought ho was more u.efully
employed in that way than ho would be if ho was allowed
to kick his heels about the corridors with nothing to do.
Then,I believo,the hon. member for Welland (Mr Bunting),
had another extra se..ional clork furnished him as a private
secretary-so I have been informed. Then, on the preserit
occasion, 4 think there was> a translator employed for some-
Lime in the publi service, Mr. Gelinas, who early last
summer was appoirîted editor of the Minerve ne paper in
Montroal ; and while ho was actively engaged i the
discharge of his duties as editor of the newspaper, ho was
also paid as a publie servant of this flouse. arng the
month of Decomber last ho roceived $100 as p.rmanent
translator, and ho received $(0 for that month as extra
sessional clerk. I believe Mr. Gelinas, although he has
resigned bis position as translator, is stili receiving pay as
extra sessional clerk, while ho is devoting himsolf to the
conduct of a newspaipor in Montroal. Hon. gentlemen will
understand that the contingencies of the House will
necessarily be very much larger under these circumstances.
The hon. gentleman will, perhaps, be able to explain to the
Committee how it is that fr. Gelinas, in the month of
Docember, received $100 as a transiator, and $60 as extra
sessional clerk. I refor to this as an instance of the way
in which the public money is being expended No doubt
hon. gentlemen, in imposing 8o large a tax on the people
of this country, feel it necessary to do something with the
moniey they have obtainea, and it may be they think that
the bost way in which this money can be applied is in sup-
plementing the salary of the editor of a newsp>aper, by
paying him as extra sessional clerk. I have no doubt that
if the Committee of Public Accounts were to exatnine the
clerks of the House, the accou'ntant, and some of the hon.
gentlemen opposite, we might obtain information which
would, no doubt, lead to a very considerable economy in
the expenditure of Parliament.

Mr. SPEAKER The hon. member refera to the Session
of 1879, but it mustb e remembored the experience of that
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Session was altogether exceptional. During that Session a
good many clerks were employed, perhape more than were
redigired. >The gentleman to whom the hon. gentleman
refers, M.r. E. King Dodds, Ido not know. personalli-. I think
sognje persons applied to me for leave of ab£ence for one
geatleman-I do not remember whether it was Mr. Dodds
or some other person-but I told them that it was possible
thalt the.presence of that gentleman would be required hore.
Tey tld mue that ho had an eugagement to deliver some
lectures in OutArio on temperance. Perhaps it was to carry
on an eleoction-I do not know. Mr. Geli»as was employed
as a permanent translator, and I learned by public rumor
that he was attached to the Minerve, a newspaper published
in Montreal. I called his attention to the fact that ho could
not occupy that position while he was engaged as a per-
manent offieer of the Houge. He postponed his demission
toe the month of December, and on the first of December
drew his salary for that month. I have since donc away
with the, system of drawing salaries in advance. I insisted
on his resignation and -ho gave it to me, though I did not
ask him to repay what ho had received for December. -He
aftr.wards applied to be employed as a supernnmerary
clerk.

Mr. BLAKE. I am afraid somebody Las been-shall I
say-humbugging Mr. Speaker about Mr. Dodds, because
thatgentleman is well known as a crusader against the Scott
Act. My hon. friend from.Bothwell (Mr. Mille) mentioned
that, on the occasion on which these pressing engagements
were pointed out to Mr. Speaker, he was induced to
give Mr. Dadds leave of absence from his less pressipg
engagement as one of tlie noble band of sessional clerks of
thefirst Session; ho received pecuniary assistance to enable
him to fulfil bis engagements to the extent of some $160
for forty days.

36. Publishing Debates .................... $18,562 50

Mr. BL AKE. This is an increase ; but I observe that in
theSupplementary Estimates $10,000 is asked for, additional
te that voted last year, indicating that the Debates are
going to cost $25,000. Yet, for next year, yon only ask for
$18,562.

Mr. STEPHENSON. It is well understood that the
extra efforts put forth this year to facilitate the publication
of our debates, involves extra expense. The experiment
this yeur is something new, and from all I can gather, from
the remarks of hon. members on both sides of the fHouse, it
has been an eminent success. I think there is no person
who is a judge of the work performed, but will say that the
success is such as never was attained in any Parliament or
country in the world before. Our printers have been very
prompt in getting out the debates, and the reporters have
done their work very efficiently, so far as I
am çapable of judging. All this work could not be
donc without expense. We know that, heretofore, we have
had very great complaints of delay in connectioa with the
publication of Hansard; instead of having been a report
valuable for present use, it was but a volume for future
reference. But, so far as the Hansard has gone this year, it
has been available at once. Not a single day Las passed
without the report of the previous day's debates being laid
on thi Table of lthe House, by the afternoon. Sornetimes
the printers have worked till six and seven o'clock in the
morning in order to produce the copies to the members at
the required time. If this experiment continues to be a
success, so r uch the better. Should the scheme, hereafter,
prove a filure, we shall perceive ià by the end of the
Session, and probably adopt the proper means to remedy
whatever faults may appear.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). You are not now
dealing wit l the manner in which the officiai repoting has
been perfrmed. I admit the work is do:p most efficiestly

Xr. SPEAKER.

and satifaetorly. The qnedtion is, what the eopot , i ?e
We are having another change, and Ëÿ espect .
expense for this year to be grsater t:han drit for te'ipast,
owing to thegreater efficiency and success which attends
the publication of the debates this year; aiy ahquld Ahe
debates of the current year cost $z5,uOA, thg rqpr.ing ,r
tho present Sosion wi, coat more th>a9 $?OOQ

Mr. BOWELL. I havejnst been informed by thel eark
of the Debates Committee that, while .the MduMtian
drawn by the hon. gentleman who has juat spokien isan
its face, correct; it is really not the fact; t ii t-4ê*10eo0
in the Supplementary Estimates, now a , is to
recoup the Committee an amount they had te tâke out 'f
last year's Estinates to pay for the printiing aind 7reperting
of the debates of the year previous. The Clerk also says
that, owiig to difflculties with the reporters tîhat year, the
full amount had not been paid, and that in order topay.apthe
amount due after the vote had lapsed, this money was taken
ont of the appropriation for the reportiung of thehebates.and
paid on that account. So that really the printing, ap
reporting has not cost the sum of $25,W00, as would appear
from the Supplementary Estimates. The item should bave
been charged to the account of last year. The um of
$18,562.50 is the exact sum that he thinks will be required
to cover in full the reporting and printing of the Debates for
this year.

Sir RICHA RD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the aotuai
cost of the work for 1880?

Mr. BOWELL. The clerk says about $16,000.
Mr. BLAKE. Under the circumstanes, I think the hon.

Finance Minister will have seen the prop-iety of laying on
the Table as soon as possible a statement showing exactly
how this item of $10,000 is made up. If there bas been an
over draft or an irregular charge, 1 would like to know how
it comes, and also the real expenditure for the ihree years
past.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The information will be
brought down.

38. Grant to Parliamentary Library.................. $3,500 00

Mr. MILLS. Why is the grant so small this year ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Last year $7,000 was granted,

and subsequently $3,500, fox the purchase of book@. It was
stated it would require the whole of the $î,000 to pay up the
arrears due by the Committee. We acted in accordance
with the suggestion of the Library Committee, to appro-
priate last year $3,500, and tako it out of the usual vote for
this year.

41. Salaries of officers (additional) and contingen-
cies of Library... ..................................... $5,250 00

Mr. BL AKE. What change has been made in regard to
this item ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not know what bas led
to the decrease. I think the officers' are ranged under ai
arrangement made laat year. There may have been soime
reduction.

Mr. BLAKE. So far from the estimate of last yeai being
inadequate, there had been a slight error made by the
Librarian, and there was a question how the reomimenda-
-tion of the Library Committee should be carried out. Yet
we find the estimate is diminished. I do not object te hat
decrease, but I suppose there has been some change in the
staff.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Government made no
change. We were very glad to see the reduction and aot
enquire into it as it was a reduction.

43. Priating, printing paper and bookblnding.. $90O 0
Mr. ROSS{Mtiddleser). I asked at the beginning of ti

Session for information as tothe relation in whieh we stand
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f<%* ePariamentary Printer. None has yet cor down.
li5lt ewsfon the contract was cancelted on the Report of
OW>fiiting Committee, yet the printer ia still going on
1h the work at eontract rates. I have no objection to
thàt,'norno fault to f'fd" with the way in whieh the work
i done. It is well done, though perhaps tardily, not owing,

rhap, so tuch to the fault of the printer as to the early
Sewson. It is unfair to the Printing Committee that this
matter should be in its present form. If the contractor bas
a vald contract, or if he is doing the work on sufferance,
w. enght te know it.>

Mr. BOWE L. The printiug stands as the House left it
la4t session. I

r. ROSS. Caneolled.
Xr. BOWELL. I am not aware that it is, nor do I think

that the Votes and Proceedings prove it is. To cancel the
contrct requires the sanction of both HouseQ. The report
of the sub.Committee recommending its cancellation and
suggesting a mode of procedure in the future, was by some
mistake not made a part of the Committee's report, and the
matter dropped. In the other branch, objection was taken
to some infornmality in connection with the reportand it was
not adopted. This being purely a matter for the House to
deal 'with, the Governiment took no action on it. With
reference to the motion for pnpers in this connection, there
were no papers or correspondence.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). The bon. Minister is mistaken.
The report of the Committee recominending the cancellation
of the contract was the thirteenth report, which was
adopted by this House and concurred in by the Senate.
This House has, therefore, no contract for the parliamentary
printing. If there was no correspondence, the hon. Minister
need fnot have waited so long to inform us of the fact.
Suppose the hon. Minister would wish to transfer that work
to another printer, what is there to hinder him ? Or what
is there to prevont the contractor, seeing there is no
contract, and as he has done the work, charging regular
trade rates instead of contract rates. The hon. Minister
should have informed the Committee of the position of
matters so that the Committee could take the action they
were bound in law to take.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman has not been
prevented getting information ; there was none to give him.
If the hon, gentleman, who is a prominent member of the
Committee, felt so keenly on this matter, it was his duty to
push it to an issue. It was the duty of the Committee to
ask from the Clcrk all the facts in connection with the
matter. The Government have nothing whatever to do, as
a Government, with the parliamentary printing. I have
told the hon. gentleman there was no correspondence. So
far as I was personally concerned I knew nothing about
this motion, because my att ention was not called to it until
the hon. gentleman asked for papers, and then I made
immédiate enquiry as to whether the Secretary of State
had any correspondencenconnected with the matter. The
answer was, "No." The matter is one exclusively
with the fHouse; and so it stands to-day. I was
vory glad to hear the hon. gentleman's remarks-in
whñehLan fully in accord with him-as to the mariner in
whichthe printing is done, but I cannot understand what
objectthelion. gentleman wants to reach by the observa-
tione he has made, unless it be to make the suggestion to
the Parliamentary Printers that, under their contract, they
are at Iiberty to charge.three or four times more than they
are reeeiving. If I understand aright the position in which
the matter stands, I do not consider the contract is cancelled.
If my recollection serves me aright-and I an open to
correction, because I have not looked into it for some time
-theother Rinselid not cancel the contract. I know.that
soeie diffieulty arose. I remember very well that the hon.

member for West Darham (Mr. Blake) took obje-
tion to some part of the report, or te its adoption
and objection was taken on a point of ordet by
the hon. meinber for Bothwell (Mr. Mille), whether
it was for the purpose of staving it of Il '4 not
say, but it had that effect. if the report of the Printing
Committee, to which a report of a sub-Commifttee was
attached, had been adopted by this House, then the Govern-
ment, or the Committee acting under that report, 'would ave
been in a position -to have taken steps in order td make
arrangements for letting the work under another contrct,
because the auggestion was contained in the reportt that a
certain procedure or a certain scheme should be adeotd
for advertising for new tenders. That portion of the report
never having boeu adopted by either Hîouse, the Govern-
ment were not in a position to interfere in the mtter in
any way. I am quite satisfied that if the Government had
taken the matter in hand and advertized for tenders, and
thus taken the matter out of the bands of the prescnt Parli4-
mentary Printers; who are doing the work at vèry reson-
able rates, one of the first attacks made on the Goveranmat
would have been that of interfering with a matter Which
properly belonged to the House.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not propose to interfore in the dis-
eussion as to the past, but it seems to me that after what
has oceurred, it is necessary that a word should be said as
to the pre.ent position, and what is due to the flouse itseif.
The report of the Joint Comrnmittee on Printing was this:

" That in view of the facts which have been elicited during the investiga.
tion into the circunmstances connected wih the awarding of a contra0t to
Messrs MacLean, Roger and Company for the printing of Parliament fron
the lst of January, 1880, a report, based on the evidence taken in this
case, be made for presentation to both Houses (f Parliament, to the effect
that said contract was obtained through irregalar and improper oeans,
and should therefore be cancelled.

" Appended to this report will be found areport of their Sub-Oommittee,
appointed to report as to the best means of preventing in future siwilar
irregularities or improper practices in the tendering for such contracts,
and to consider the best method for the performarice of the printing in
future."

Now, the difficulty that occurred up n that occasion was
this : it was made to appear-the Minister of Customs
himself stated the fact-tat the main Committee had
adopted the report of the sub-Corrmittee and ordered it
to be made part of their report, and the report which was
intended to be submitted to the louse.

Mr. BOWELL. That is as I understood it.
Mr. BLAKE. And we all came to urdorstand that that

was the true state of the case. Thon the usatter stood over.
Shortly aflter, in confirmation of that view, the Joint
Committee presented a subsequent report in which they
made the report of the sub-Conmittee part of their report.
lowever, that was too late to move the adoption of that
sub-Committee's report, but the House did agree to
concur in the report of the Printing Committeo. This
flouse and the other branch of the Legislature have
concurred in the view that the contract in question was
obtained by irregular and improper practices; and if that
be so it does not become the House to leave the
matter in its present shape. Either we must rescind
our resolution, that the contract was obtained through
irregular and improper menos, and should therefore U
cancelled; or we should act on our resolution. If the Com.
mittee have to take further action it should do so, whether
they be steps of action or suggestion. I am not now imputing
any blame te the Governnent, because I think the hon.
Minister of Customs has stated very properiy that this
flouse would view with considerable Jealousy any action of
the Executive which might appear to be trenching
on the- domain of the House in dealing with
this matter. Without determining exactly the dividîg line
that general statement is one which will meet with the
approbation of the House; but it is due to the Committe.
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that the Hîouse, having passed such a resolution, should, if it
thinks the resolution was improperly passed, rescind it; if
it thinks it was properly passed, act upon it. The other
branch of the Legisature had the report presented to it,
with the report of the sub-Committee, just in the same form
in $ich it was presented to this House. I have not yet
found the place in the Minutes to show whether the report
was adopted by the Senate or mot; but it is enough for my
purpose that this louse did pass that resolution, and should
either act on it or rescind it.

Mr.-ROSS (West Middleser). I may state why I made
the motion in respect to the contract for printing. The
Printing Committee had no knowledge whether the
contraet was cancelled or not. We ' were not in
a position to take action . until we knew whether
the contract was really cancelled or not, or whether the
Government had made any fresh arrangement. I
made the motion in order that we might possess information
on which we could net subsequently. The failure of the
Government to bring down an answer to my request was
one of the reasons why the Committee had fnot botter
cognizance of the matter at an earlier day. When I began
to despair of obtaining information from the Government,
I moved in the Printing Committee that the Chairman b
instructed to ascertain in what reations we stood in regard
to the contract for printing. That motion was early in
February. There has been ne meetingofiheCommitteosince
until to-day, and to-day we gotihe information that the Par-
liamenlary Printer was doing the work the same as before.

Mr. BOWELL. That information was given by myself at
the first meeting of the Committee after the opening of the
Session.

Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman must be mistaken.
Mr. BOWELL. I am positive, because the hon. gentle-

man put the question as to how the pinting was being
done, and I made the statement as distinctly as it was made
to-day. The hon. member for West Midalesex (Mr. Ross)
suggested that the Clerk should prepare a synopsis of the
whole proceedings, which has been put in my hands at the
present moment.

Mr ROSS. Admitting that the hon. Minister
gave the explanation which he mentions, he did
not explain the relations in which we stood
to the contractor. The instructions of the Committee
to the Chairman were to aseertain in what relations we
stood in regard to the contractors. It was of very little
value to know that the printing contractors, with the
consent of the Government, were doing the work on the
same terms as before. Whether a bond fide contract existed
betweer the Parliamentary Printers and the Printing Com-
mittea we did not know until informed in reference to the
matter to-day. The opinion of the leader of the Govern-
ment, ilast Session. was in accord with the observations made
by the leader of the Opposition and myself, that the
adoption of the report of the Printing Committee would
have cancelled the contract. Now, the impression left
upon the louse last Session wben the report was adopted
was, that the contract with the Parliamentary Printers was
cancelled, and the hon. gentleman's attempt now to make it
appear that it was not cancelled is something I cannot
understand. So far as the PrintingCommittee is concerned,
1 think they are entirely without blame in the matter, for,
after having made their report, it was the duty of the Gov-
ernnent to have informed us that the contract with the
prixnters had been cancelled, and then we would have taken
action in the proper way, but without that information such
action would have been entirely gratuitous and beyond our
jurisdiction.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I cannot quite understand the logic of
the hon, gentleman. The Printing Committee recom-

Mr. BLAKE.

mended in their report that the contraet beananeili,
and the House taking the facts into consideratin
the resolution which bas been roferred t9 by .
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) cancelling 'k
contract. The Committee- had no right tp coiesult ,the
Governmeut or ask our con-ent in the natter. Tb' 'hop.
gentleman says it was the duty of the Government to have
informed the Coinmittee of something which was upon the
Journals, and which the Committee ought to haye knwn
thenselves, the same as any other member of the. louse.
In fact it was not within the province of the Governmont
to have acted as the hon. gentleman suggested ; but, on the
contrary, it was the special right and privilege of the flouse
to manage the matter. 1t was the duty of the hon.
gentleman and his colleagues to consult .the Jourials
of the Hlouse, and take action. in the matter.; but he wishes
to throw the entire responsibility upon the Government,
who had nothing more to do with it than other members of
the flouse.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman muisunderstood me, if
he understood me to express an opinion that the contract
was cancelled by this passage of the resolutions. It may be
so; but for the moment I am not equal to saying that the
actual cancellation could ho effected by the passag et, ofhe
resolutions. It certainly was the opinion of both Hlouses of
Parliamont that the contract should be cancelled, butowing
to the delay in executing that opinion and the subsequent
transactions wbieh have taken place, my suggestion would
be that the Government had better take advic-e as to the
proper mode of carrying out this conclusion. My own
opinion is that the safer mode of carrying out this conclu-
sion would be by Act of Parliament. The hon. gentleman
is correct in one sénse in saying that there is »o more
peculiar responsibility attaching to the Government in;this
matter than upon other members, but we must also remem-
ber that this Committee, like others, is in charge of the
Government, that the hon. member for West Middlesex is
one of a minority on the Committee, and that, therefore, the
responsibility does not fall upon him in any peculiar way.
On the contrary the Committee is controlled by the
Government, it is very properly framed by the Government
with a majority of Ministerialists, ard its Chairman is
usuallr a Miiisterialist. On the other hand, I think the
Committee have been somewhat negligent of their duty in
not taking action upon the matter at an earlier period.

Mr. BOWELL. While the Ministry have a majority on
the Committee, it doos not always follow that the Chairman
of the Conmittee is a Ministerial supporter, for at the
present time a member of the Opposition prosides over.that
Committee.

Mr. BLAKE. A menber of the other Houso.
Mr. BOWELL. laiso remember that at one time when

I was a member of that Committee the Chairm:in was the
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), And that was
when my right hon. friend (Sir John A. Macdonald) was
in power and leader of the Government. The work of the
Committee has, on the whole, I think, been condqetod with
as little regard to political feeling as possible. Ldid not
understand the Minister of Public Works to restanyspecial
blame upon the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross), in the matter, but that from the position ho-oik ho
has no right to assume or lay it down as a prineiple that
this Government should take action in the matter. J am
glad to hear the hon. member for West -Durham

confirm my idea that the rosolutions pf , the
flouse do not involve the cancellaion of the contge. But
at the same time I think the hon. gentleman ,a am n!;ch to
blame as any other member of the Houe, for thefailre of
any action -or the report, becanse ho objected to ‡tieoeep-
tion of the report of the sub-Committee, b canas 1 was
attached to the reportof the Commnitee, and did net form a
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r-t of it. If this report of the sub-Committee had been

àdà -ledit would have involved the advertising for new

MIr. ILAKE. The bon. gentleman has a little misrecol-
leted. On the thirteenth report being presented, the fact

aselicited that the -Committee on Printing had adopted
te report of the sub-Comnittee, and that it8 deliverance,
inteided to be made to this House, was to request the House
ta adopt the report, te make it part of this report anbd to
adopt the whole. My objection was that the Chairman of
the Committeo on Printing had, through inadvertence, not
çarried out the directions of that Committee, because,
instoad of presenting the report whieh made the report of
the sub-Committee part of its own, and which, in conse-
quence of its being approved by them, committed the
Hous to the whole report of the sub-Committee, ho had
simply presented a ieport on concurrence which would not
involve assent to the propositions of the sub-Conmittee at all.
The House did ultimately concur in the thirteenth report
as it was presented, but in -consequence of its being inadver-
tortly prepared, and in a manner whieh did not meet the
sareton of the House, the machinery for action was not
there. The hon. gentleman says I am to blame for that.

Mr. BOW ELL. The Clerk of the Committeo who prepared
the report had not the slightest idea, in attaching the sub-
Committeo's report to the main report, that it would not
form part of the report; that in fact, having always
pPepared hiii reports in that way, he suppoed it was part
of the report. My hon, friend will remeinber distinctly
that it was he who took objection.

-Mr. ROSS. No; it was the Right Hon. Sir John A.
Macdonatd. Here is the discussion that took place

"Mr. STEPHENSON moved that the thirteentih report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses be now concurred in.

kr. ÏBLAKE. Is it intended that this motion should include the
adoption of the report of the sub-Committee ?

Sir JOHI A. N ACDONALD. No; the report of the sub-Committee
is merely a ppended for the information of the House.

Mr. RU SS(West Middlesex). The report of the sub-Committee is
a part of the report of the Uommittee, by which it was regularly
adopted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman does not read the
report as I read ft.

Mr ROSS. The right bon. gentleman will find the words appended
to tha report: 'All of which is respectfully submittel for the
consideration of both Houses.'

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. You submit it, but you do not approve
of it.

Mr. ]ROSS. I know the report et the sub-Committee was adopted.
Mr. BLAKE. It would appear that the Committee has imnperfectly

perfbrmed its work. They have only given a partial answer as to the
point of cancellation."

When Sir John A. Macdonald proposed that the report of
the Committee, without the reportof the sub-Committee,
be adopted, Mr. Blake said:

"In order to give the hon.-Chairman of the Committee on Printing an
oppoetunity to call bis Committee together, and remedy the existing
deet, I rise to a p int of order. It is necessary that two days' notice
should be given before the 9doption of the report.

Sir JOHN, . MADONALD. I object to this; the hon. gentleman
has spoken twice or thrice to the motion.

Or. BLAKE. I have not.
air JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question before us was the

adoption ot the report. It is quite clear that the hon. gentleman is out
of order altogether. He cannot, in any waydmake the objection in
regard towaut of notice."

So that the objection to making the sub-Committee's report
wapart of the report ofthe Committee came fron the leader
of the Government, and it was only on account of that
objection that the report was not adopted in its antirety,
which woild have enabled the Committee to procoed as they
ntended to do and advertise ior new tenders. And it is

thogï : thé action of the Government this year that we
wefe &feed such information As would enable us te move
sarÿ in the Ssion. The hou. Minister of Public Works
seemed to poiut bis remrk to me in defending the Govern-

ment with regard to this mattor. He asked, why did the
Printing Committee tako cognizance of improper practices
in connection with the printing contract at all? My
answer to that is, we were instructed by the Hone to do so.
A motion was passed early in the Session instructing the
Printing Committee to investigate the cireumstances under
which the contract was let. We mnade the investigation,
and the report which has been referrod to. The hon.
Minister of Customs is a member of that Committee, and
ho is charged with as much responsibility on that Committee
as any other member. The hon. member for Kent (Mr.
Stephenson) is Chairman of that Committee, and, therefore,
I think the hon. Minister of Publie Works might direct
some of his censures to those hon. gentlemen.

Mr. MAcDONNELL. While on this subject, I wish to
call the attention of the Government to the propriety of
making a change in our manner of referring to the Statutes.
At present our mode is to refer therm as passed in such a
year of ler Majesty's reign. Now this is very inconve-
nient. I question very much if onehalf the mumbers of
this House know the year in which Her Majesty ascended
the throne. People very often have to refer to the almanac
for that. It would be very much more convenient to refor
to a Statute as passed in such ayear of our Lord instead of in
such a year of Her Majsty's reign.

Mr. STEP1HENSON.. I wish to say a word or two on the
repo¶t of the Printing Conmittee. Early in the Session
this contract was brought before that Committee. The hon.
Ministerof Customs as correotly stated that it was thon dis-
tinctly understood that the contract stoodin the verf same
condition as it did last year. The recomminrendation was fromi
tie Committee to the House, but before the House rose
another report was made, which I find in the Journals ag
fol lows:-

" Mr. Stephenson, froni the Joint Comnittee of both Houses on the
Printing of Parliamaent. presented the siiteenth Report of the said Com-
mittee, which is as follows: -

Resoived, That as the report of the sub-Conmittee appended to the
thirteenth report of this Committee, was ornitted from the said thirteenth
report, it is hereby

orderad, That the saij report of the sub-'ommittee be submitted to
both Houses of Parliancut, as a portion of the said thirteenth report of
this Uommittee."

That report was adopted by this ilouse, but as it was
objectea to y the IlHon. Mr. Scott in the Sonate, and did not
pass there, the contract stood in the very same position as
it diii the year before. Since the matter las been mooted,
I have endeavored to gather aIl tho information I could, as
to how it stands in a legal point of view. I have two
opinions of leading lawyers, which agree in ubstance with
the remarks which have been made by the hon. member for
West Durham, namely, that any action of this House will
be nuil and void, in so far as the contract is concerned,
unless it is incorporated in a Bill.

Mr. MILLS. I concur in the suggostion of the hon.
member for Inverness (Mr. MacDo)nnell), that it would
be a great convenience to designate a Statute as passed in a
ycar of our Lord, instead of in a year of Her Maesty's
reign. There is no doubt whatever, especially in talking of
Statutes extending over many reigns, as is the case with
English and Canadian laws, it would be much more con-
venient to adopt the suggestion from the hon. member for
J nverness.

Sir LEONARD TILLhY. 1 is quite natural some refer-
ence sould be made to this subject at the present tine. I
have no doubt many members of this House are surprised
that we have no report fron the Printing Committôe, con-
sidering what teok place at the close of last Session. I am
satisfied that the attention which has ben talled to the
subject b -the hon. member for Middlesex wil[ have the
destred effect, IL 18 absolutely noîecesary in ny judgment
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that this matter should be dealt with before Parliament
prorogues.

Mr. ROS8(West Middlesex). If thie Government hold that
the eontract must bo cancelled by a 1il, thon it muet be for
the Minister of Justice to prepare a Bill. The Minister of
Justice boing acquainted with the action of the Houie-
couki have brought bis Bill in this Session.

46. Miscellaneoaus Printing............... ......... $2,000 00
Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). 'This item soems to me to

be a little out of place. Under the head of miscellaneous
there is another item of $10,000 for printing; and we have
already voted $70,000 for printing under the head of
Logislation. Might it not be put under one head ? For
many years past a practice bas provailed of going outside
of the regular contractors for the printing of the depart-
meftl reporte. In the case of confidential printing that
might be done for the sake of secrecy, but such a document
as the report of the Chief Engineer of Canais, whieh cost us
&ver $4,000 st.confidential rates, might have been done by
the regular contractors for $1,500 or $1,600. I think the
Public Accounts of last year will show that about $12,000
was expended for printirrg at confidential rates outside of
the regular cntractors, which might have been done by the
regular contractors for 85,000 or $6,000. With regular
contractors who take the work at low rates, expecting to
make a profit on a large quantity of work, I think we
might save this money by giving them the work, if it is
posible to do so. I do not bring this matter up to censure
the Government, because I believe the same practice bas
prevailed for many years under ail Governments alike;
but their attention having been called toit, I trust they will
see whether the work cannot be given to the regular
contractors.

Mr. BLAKE. I would not say for the world where, for
it would not Fe proper, but I heard the Queen's Printer
solemnly declare that printing, when not done by the
public contractors, was by him certified at confidential
rates, which are about double the ordinary contraet rates;
and ho stated that the reason he certified it at confidential
rates was not because it was confidential printing, but
because the object sought by these outside printers would
not be accomplished unless these rates were paid, which
object was to bring something good to the friends of the
Governmont. As the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) said, this practice bas prevailed under aill
Government, and therefore this Government is nott
specially to blame; but, I confess, -was innocent enough
not to have known it. It amounts, I believe, to something
like $12,000; that is, 812,000 bas been paid for 86,000 worth
of work-work, which under our contract, and according to
the law, would have been done for 86,000. What has
become of the other $6,000 ? It has been given away to the,
friends of the Government. This is a bad practice which t
bas been pursued undor all Governments, but this model1
Government should cause it to ceaFe. We have departmental t
contractors, and we have a law which says that ail the r
printing shall be given to them, and I think that should be 1
done, unless under circumstances which show that there iis
some special occasion for going outside; but it ought to be
an occasion arising out of the needa of the public service b
and not out of the needs of the friends of the Govern-
ment. o

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am glad to see the hon. gentleman t
come ont in a new role. It is always time to do better ; but if t
the hou. gentleman refers to the Estimates for previous
yea.rs, h will fnd that thia vote of $2,000 for miscel- o
lanous printmg was taken during the flve years that his r
friend wero in. power. The hon. menber for Middlesex û
(Mir. hoasduring those five years did fnot disover the dis- o
Crepanoy h Dow poInts eut, 1 am iformed that thi s um.

0fr LYXl*i»LLECT,

is for the purpose of meeting such expenses as the.pnriting
of the Estimàtes. Under tfe regime of' hon. gotlemen
opposite, the vote for printing,'under the head of misòetlô.
eous, was taken also. It is also for the printing ot d6ce-
ments of a confidential character-doecuments for instai&e,
which the Privy Council have te consider, and which aie
Ir lnt<d in order to expedite thepblic bisines. The pintet%
of Parliament may be very good men, but they may riot b
men in whom the Goverament have confidence, and there-
fore it may be noce isary te go elsewhere. Of ourse, I do.
not speak of the present contractors; I speak genefIly.
Looking at the matter on broad grounds, the Govei1àme}t
must be in a poition to give con fi.'entialprinting to pi'interg
in whom they have confidence; and the cost paid therefe
will vary according to the necessities of the public service,
the amount being in some years 83,000 or 84,000, and is
other years $F,000 or $10,000.

Mr. BLAKE. The-lion. gentleman nisundcrstoo'd me if
ho thought I objected te the vote for miscellaneous prmnting
I did not object to that vote at all. I believe as a rule that
the printers, whatever their political opinions, with whom
contracts might be entered into for the performance of this
work, would discharge their duty honestly and honorably.
I do not believe that the Government neel be under any
apprehension whatever that those entrusted with confidenfial
printing would violate the confidence reposed in them ; btit
that is a question of minor consequence, because othe ahont'
of confidential printing is not much. The hon. Minister of
Public Works docs not, however, suppose that the report af
the Chief Engineer of Bailways and Canals is confidential
printing. He cannot suppose there is anything confidential
in it; yet the work was given out last year at confidestial
rates to some friends of the Government That is th»
abuse of which weare speaking, and with respect to which
the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) properly
said, and I repeat it, that it was not an abuse of which this
Government alone was responsible, but one of which other-
Governments had also been guilty. The Queen's Printer
said that abundance of printing was given out that was not
in its nature at all confidential, and for which confidential
rates -were chargod, the idea being that it was neoessary for
all Governments to give something to their friends, and that
object would not be attained if they were allowed contract
rates. The report of the Chief Engineet of Railwayg amd
Canais, instead of costing $2,000, cost $4,000. The excnèe
that it is necessary that confidential matter should be given
to a printer in the confidence of the Goverrnment, is ân
excuse that will not answer. Such action has been taken
in times past by both Governments, and has resultedi a
loss te the country that is not desirable. It should ho
understood that this loss will not recur.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Reference bas been made by
my colleague te the Estimates, and I think ho was under
the impression that they were sent te confidential printers.
The Estimates for the last two years have been printed by
the contractors. I wish, however, te point out a matteÈ in
reference to the communication made by the QUeetta
Printer. That officer stated that the action respeeting
confidential printing had not been taken for the rstitime
by the present Government; but the bon. gentleman shontd
bave gone further when making extracts, and read the
portion in wbich the Queen's Printer stated that amermber
f the late Governmont and head of a department had fixed
he rate of charge, and ho had to some extent inauguratéd
hose prices.

Mr. BLAKE. Inqiuiry was made as to one particular clas
f pamphlets and a rate was fixed for printing them, a lower
ate than confidential rates. Se if there was any çbargo
âXed it was in the nature of a reduction not of an incregeoà
n charges which existed, nd it aplied te'onIy ý
iarticular departmen~t,
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Mr. McDONALD (Picton). I agree that it is desirable

that ail abusea should be reformed. I think it i most
desirablo that an abuse like this should be discovered by the
bon. gentleman and brought to thé notice of the counitry;,
but at thé same time if we exert ourselves ini the search for.
abuses thM have existed so long, what will the hon. gen-;
tl.ean have to do'by-and-bye when ho is called on to die-
chafgs the fnctions of Government. The hon. gentleman
was hardly fair in his remarks respecting confidential
printing. That clas of printing is deened necessary both
in Ragland and here, and it cannot be done in the regular
way at ordinary rames.

Mr. BLAKE. I was not objecting to confidential printing
beingpaid at high rates. I think it should be.

Mr. McDONALD. The second-class of printing, which
is giveri as a little patronage, is a class whieh had always'
been dealt with im the sane mariner Ers at present, and

r Éhaps t was worthy the consideration of the House.
twas a very considerable item because the present con-

tractors have already made a claim for over 6200,000 for
los8es sustamied by them through my hon. friend and his
friends, during the five years of the late Administration,
having withdrawn work from them which tbey claimed
they-were entitled to under their contract. There is no
price allowed for confidential printing, therefore it was
neyeriutendedýthey should do that kind of work; but out-
side of thut, they claim that contract work was withdrawn
from them and given the friends of the late Government,
and on that account they claim heavy damages.

Mi.. BLAKE. Is it possible that with these shocking
results before them, the Governnient have, year after year,
been giving out their work to those gentlemen ?

-Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). No ; there is nothing that
they can properly claim under the headingsof their contract
for confidential work.

Mr. CA H ERON (Huron). The hon. member la entirely
mistaken. If he will look over the Public Accounts he will
find surms aggregating to nearly $12,000, which, I appre-
bon'd, from the tur-n this discussion has taken, must bave
been done at the rate of confidential printing. Under the
head of Geological Survey, there is printing the report,
82,836, in the office cf a newspaper controlled and managed
by a prominent member of this House. Was that done on
"confidential" terms? Under t'he head of Public Works,
the same office printed reports of speeches, deliverecd in tis
House, to the amoent of $475. That was the sane office
owned and controlled by a prominent mnembr of this
louse.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Nane the office.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The Montreal Gazelte.

Under.the bead of Dominion lands, $1,565 was paid for
.printing; s0 that,.in ail, that office must have got $7,000 or
88,000 for printing. Under the hcad of Public Works and
Railways, or publishing the Chiel Engineer's report, 8 ,250
was paid to a newspaper published in Ottawa. Under the
bead of Immigration, a further amoint was paid, and the
whole swells to something like $12,000-all, I apprehend,
under the terms upon whieh confidential printing is done.
iLs that so ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I admitted the work was
done, and done outside. The point I was making was, that
if the work was done outside, we were not liable to be
called upon hereafter by the contractor to be reimbursed for
losses ustained by him, because the Government took care
that such work should not be considered a breach of con-
tract.by the public contractor, and any rates paid outside
should beauditel by the Queen's Printer.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). The Queen's Printer always
audited-the accounits brolght down for work done outside,
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and the audit was made on the bais referred to by the hon
Finance Minister, 40 cent, i think, for composition, und 5
cents per tokei for pres s work. That was the rule applied
to the contidential work done in the Cti;en office, OttUW&.
The Chief Engineer'i report printed theri-w paid for ài
the rate of 50 cents for composition, and 50 cente fir prs
work, 26 per cent. advance for the former, and 100 por cont.
for the latter, over and above what was agreed to yiears
ago as a conôdential rate. If the contidential rate is
adopted, let it be applied to ail works alike. There nau be
no objectio4 to the Glovernment doing certain work at
confidential rates. 'Il do not understand that the Repert of
the Chief Engineer of Canalb can be a contidential report
Another peculiariîy is that the report appears in Lhe Pubic
Accounts under two different heads. The first division
appears as $1,250, on page 216, an I the neit, S.3,250 on page
216, making it appear a8 two a parate items, designed,
no doubt, to have it put through in the quieteat
way poi>ib'e. The report was paid for at
rates lhigher than confidential rates, and 150 per cent.
higher than the contractors' rates. Ifit is the busineas of
the contractors to print the report of any department, it i8
their buiiness to print the report of the Chief Engineer of
ltailways and Canais. I can see no object that the Govern-
ment could have had in giving that work to the Citizen
office, or to any parties outside the contrautors other than
that pointed out in another place, namely, to give :omne
little assistance to their political friends. It is no answer
to the objection, that the practice existed before, or that a
petition of right was presented to the Gover nment for
8200,000 for work done elsewhere, but which the parlia-
mentary contractors claim should have been done by them.
selves. That petition may be true or untrue Certainly
the contractors have not pushed it further thaui its presenta-
tion. But, even if that system existed as well as the
'iability of the Government in the matter, I think it is the
duty of the Goverment, in the interest of the country, to put
a stop to the practice. I did not call the attention of the
Ministry to it with a view to find fault, but simply in the
interest of the country, and to put a stop to an exponditure
which is unfair to the contractors and the publie, and which,
if followed for political reasons, is a very injudicious and
dangerous practice indeel.

Mr. BOWELL. It is quite amusing to witness the
virtuous indignation of hon. gentlemen in Opposition, when
the question of giving printing to political friends comes
up, particularly when we remember the amount of money
squandered by them in this way during the years they held
power. I do not know that thoro wats any hon. member
Touder and more vehement in his defence of the action of his
leader, when in office, on the occasion of similar charges,
than the hn. gentleman, even when that leader once
dec!ared he should aet as he thought proper on ail occasions,
and give the printing to whom ho 'h>ught best in the
interests of the country. In reference to the report of
the Chief Engineer, I think he will remember that the
presont Minister of Railways explained, during the last
sitting of Parliament, that the reason' he gave it to othcrs
to print was that the Pariliamentary Printers were too busy
to print it themiselves in good time. In reference to the
Geological Report, I am not aware that it bas ever been
printed by the parliamentary contractors. I think it was
aiways printed in Montreal, where the staff jof
the Geological Musenm reside, because it en
be more cheaply got out under their super-
vision than in Ottawa. I am not, however, on the
matter of principle, prepared to say there is not aýgood deal
of force in the remarks respeeting the propriety of the
general work being done by the Parliamentary Printers.
An exception might be made in the case of certain work,
includiDg confidential printing. The Minister cf Agricul-
ture might have gone boyond the contractors, in giving out
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work that did not come within the purview of the agree-
ment-the Report of the Tenant Farmers and Delegates
who visited Canada-but he sent it to MacLean, Roger
& Co., at the regular parliamentaiy rates.

Mr. TROW. How many copies were printed in England ?
Mr. BOWELL. Is there any particular objection to that

-is that a violation of the parliamentary contract ?
Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman is taking credit for

having that printing done by the parliamentary con-
tractors, when 200,000 copies of the report were printed in
England.

An hon. MEMBER. At what price ?
Mr. ROSS. Four cents a copy.
Mr. BOWELL. Well, it cost four cents in England and

eight cents in Canada. The member for West Durham is
particularly indignant that the Government should spend
money on their political friends for this printing. But the
Parliamentary Printers petitioned for a bill of right
to enter an action for $250,000 against the Gov-
ernment, f,-r printing given to other parties. I
have a copy of every item in which they prefer claims,
and to a very great extent the work legitimately belonged
to them under their contract; and yet the member for
West Middlesex was a member or supporter of the Govern-
ment that gave this 8250,000 worth of printing to their
political friends. If we squandered $6,000 by giving
$12,000 worth of printing to our political friends, on the
principle for which the bon. gentleman contends, the late
Government must have squandered $125,000 in giving
$250,000 worth to their friends. With regard to the item of
$2,000 under discussion, the Clerk of the Printing Committee
informs the Minister of Public Works that he obtained the
information from the Auditor General that the item was
used in some manner in regard to the preparation of the
Estimates to which he referred. i know this printing was
done by the Parliamentary Printers.

Mr. MILLS. I think that the printing of the Geological
report was done by the public printers in Ottawa only one
year. Thon so much complaint was made by Mr. Selwyn,
of the inaccuracies, and the difficulty of getting the proofs
properly read here, that the old practice of printing it in
Montreal was resorted to, as in that city the corrections
could be made under the immediate supervision of the
officers of that branch. But at present, 1 understand the
geological staff are to be transferred from Montreal to
Ottawa; and the former reason for printing the report at
Montreal, instead of having it printed by the parliamentary
contractors, like all other public documents, no longer existe.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They are not removed yet.
Mr. MILLS. I understand they are to be moved imme-

diately.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. MILLS. This appropriation is one for next year.

The reason for doing the printing at Montreal will no longer
exist, and therefore ought to be here the same as other
public documents and papers. The Minister of Customs
says that $250,000 of printing was improperly done by
persons other than the contractors under the late Govern-
ment, but it would puzzle the hon. gentleman to find one-
fifth of that sum. I should like to know where he finds it ?

An hon. MEMBER. Supposing the petition had made it
*1,000,000?

Mr. BOWELL. Each item is given in the document laid
before Parliament.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman need not have recourse
to that or any other document, but the Public Accounts,
which show that the sun is not one-fourth of what he
states.

Mr. BOWELL

Mr. BOWELL. How much printing was doue by the
St. John Freeman and the Halifax Citizen? The hon.
gentlemen will find it runs to $50,000 or $60,000.

Mr. MILLS The hon. gentleman knows that the printing
done by those papers had been done by them ever since Con.
federation, and it continued to be done by them under the
late Administration.

Mr. BOWELL. No.
Mr. MILLS. I say yes ; and it is a statement capable of

absolute demonstration notwithstanding the hon. gentie.
man's denial. The question at preseut is not simply what
papers in the interests, of the contractors or according to
the contract, should be printed by them, but what documents
or papers ought,in the interests of the House and the country,
to be printed by the public contractors. It is to the interest
of the country that as much of the printing as possible-
whether you call it parliamentary printing or by any other
name-should be done as efficiently and as cheaply
as possible. We know that there are certain
classes of printing, such as drafts of Government messures,
in charge of particular Ministers, or drafts of the estimates
of particular departments, which have to be submitted to
Council, and should not, therefore, in the public interest
run the risk of becoming public in their immature state,
that may fairly be regarded as confidential printing. The
Government is very properly entrusted with a certain
amount ofdiscretion with regard to such printing; but that
discretion should not be exercised with regard to any
printing which is not in its nature confidential, and it is a
discretion which ought not to be abusel. With regard to
the documents to which my hon. friends, the member for
West Dur ham (Mr. Blake) and the member for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross) have, referred, a wholly different
rule applies ; for to treat the reports of the Department
of Agriculture, or the reports of the Engineers
of the Department of Public Works or the Department
of Railways as confidential printing is to abuse
the discretion entrusted the Government. They have no
right to give such printing to outside parties and to have it
charged at private rates. The hon. Minister of Agriculture
says he got 200,000 pamphlets printed in England at four
cents each, but whether those phamphlets are of the same
size as those which are printed here for eight cents we are
not informed. I do not object to his getting the printing
doue outside, if he can get it done on more advantageous
terms; but that principle is certainly one directly contrary
to the policy of the Government, that it is better to get
work doue at home than abroad, even if it costs twice as
much; and that we should by every means in our power
encourage local industries and guard them from outside
competition. I eau understand the action of the hon.
Minister of Agriculture from the stand point of this side of
the House. but it certainly does not agree with the policy
promulgated from the Government bonches.

Mr. GAULT. As the name of the Montreal Gazette has
been mentioned in connection with this printing, I wish to
say, distinctly, that the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White) who is absent to-night, is not connected with that
paper in any way-even as a shareholder.

Mr. MILLS. I understand that ho is conducting it
regularly-contributing to its columns every day.

Mr. GAULT. He is not a proprietor or even a part
proprietor. I say this in justice to the hon. gentleman who
is not here to defend himself.

55. New Militia pensions...................... $5,063 00

in answer to Sir RicHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Mr. CARON. The pension of $50 granted to T. Robinson
is made under the following circumstances: This man was
a volunteer, and while upon active service his arm was
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blown off by the discharge of a gun. He was subsequently
taken into one of the departments as messenger, and after
being thore for sometime lie applied for a pension which is
provided for by this item. As messenger he was getting
$400 a year, but ho is no longer a messenger.

Mr. MILLS. Is not this the Robinson who, on the lst
July, 1877, when practising on Cartier Square, in this city,
had his hands blown off by loading a cannon-not in active
service, but when the militia were practising ? I remem-
ber a case of that kind, and after the man had been in
hospital for a time, Mr. Joues placed him in the Militia
Department. Was he put out fron his position as mes-
songer and pensioned off with $50 a year, contrary to the
provisions of the law ?

Mr. CARON. I think it was on Cartier Square the acci-
dent occurred. When I stated he was on active service I
meant that he was on ordinary drill which ho was required
to perform as a volunteer, acting under the orders of his
superior officer. While performing that drill he was
maimed for life, and a short time afterward he was taken
into a department as messenger, from which ho was sub-
sequently discharged.

Mr. MILLS. Why?
Mr. CARON. I could not say, for it took place previous

to my incumbency. I think, as ho was serving his country
in that manner, obeying the orders of his commanding
officer, he was entitled to some consideration from the
Government, and ho was granted this small pension of $50
a year. He is a man with a large family, and is in strait-
ened circumstances.

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). On two or three
different occasions I have pressed upon the predocessors of
the hon. Minister of Militia the claim of a man who, under
precisoly similar circumstances, lost his arm, and I was told
that nothing could be done for him. I now ask the Minister
of Militia if this is a precedent, and if I may press the claim
of this man within a day or two?

Mr. CARON. I might be prevented from granting this
request on account of the action of my predecessors in
refusing it, but if nothing interferes I will be very happy
to take it into my most earnest consideration.

Mr. BLAKE. If my hon. friend from South Brant will
manage that his unfortunate client shall be put into a
p sition the duties of which he can perform, notwithstanding
is misfortune, and thon being in straitened circumstances

ho shall be wantonly dismissed from the office, then my
hon. friend may make a claim for a pension.

Mr. MILLS. I think the hon. Minister las mistaken the
circumstances. I was in the city at the time, and saw Mr.
Robinson when ho was carried into the House. The
volunteers were out voluntarily, not called out, nor were
they serving under the law. The case was considered by
the Minister of Militia at the time; it was thought not to
fall within the provisions of the law under which pensions
could be granted, and therefore no pension was given him.
As soon as Robinson was able to be out, the Minister
appointed him as messenger. Now, he might discharge the
duty of a messenger quite as well with one band as with
two, and the salary lie would recoive would go some way
towards the maintenance of himself and family. But, if he
has been dismissed from that position by some predocessor
of the hon. gentleman and some one put in his place who
could discharge the work no botter, it looks as if Mr. Robinson
was discharged to make a place for some needy political
friend of the Government, and that Mr. Robinson is sent as
a pauper to this House. It does seem to me a very improper
proceeding-I may go further, and say it is rather an
inhuman proceeding. It is perfectly obvions that Mr.
Robinson, with one hand off and the other maimed, wili be

in no position to earn his own living, and $50 a year will
go a smalil way towards it; whereas, as a messenger, he
might be as useful to the public as any other man with ali
his limbs sound. I think that un'ess the hon. gentleman
can show that Robinson bas been dismissed for sufficient
cause by his predecessor, it is not proper that he should
come here and ask a pension for a man who was fairly dealt
with by his predecessor in office.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman knew all the facts
connected with the removal of this man from his position
as messenger, and his total inability to perform the duties
even of that position, he would not display so much sympathy
for him. Ris whole speech bas been predicated on the
assumption that this man was improperly dismissed. The
hon. member for West Durham went so far as to intimate
that he was dismissed for a political purpose. If hon.
gentlemen were acquainted with the facts connected
with the removal of this man Robinson from the position of
messenger, which was done under the administration of the
office by Sir Alexander Campbell, they would not raise one
word of objection to the course pursued. The point whether
he was entitled to his pension may be raised ; and although
he was not on actual service under the Queen's regulations,
still, if he was performing the regular drill, and, from no
fault of his own, met with an accident, I think this House
will agree that the Minister who recommended that small
pension did nothing more than what was right. And if the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) shows that the
volunteer officer he mentioned met with an accident in the
exorcise of his duties as such, I am quite convinced my hon.
colleague, the Minister of Militia, bas sufficient sense of
justice to recommend him to be put on the list. I believe
that in all cases where volunteers meet with accidents of
that kind, they should receive our consideration. If there
is a class of men who deserve the consideration of their
country, it is the men who devote themselves to the volun-
teer service of this country or the regular service of the old
country.

Mi. CARON. This Robinson bas never been replaced in
the position he occupied as messenger, and consequently, in
giving him this pension instead of his former salary, the
Government have effected a saving.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Estimates
provide for the same number of messengers as there were
last year.

Mr. CAIRON. No; there is one less.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Not apparently.

56. Pensions to veterans of war of 1812.......... $25,000 00
Mr. RYMAL. How many of the veterans who have been

drawing their pensions are still living? Will the $30,000
granted last year give them $20 a piec. In the county of
Halton I think the number bas dwindled down from about
forty to four or five.

Mr. CARON. Of course the number of veterans who
were receiving pensions last year bas decreased, though I
cannot say exactly to what extent. Tho question whether
the pensions which were applied to those who died can be
distributed among those who are living, is still under the
censideration of the Government.

Mr. SCRIVER. If you keep it much longer under
consideration it will not be of much use, for they will all be
dead.

Mr. CARON. Yes; if we keep it too long, but we do
not mean to do so. It was brought under my notice after I
came into the department, and I need not say that of
all classes, the veterans who are receiving these pensions
are the class I should like to help. I shall be glad if the
pensions left by those who have departed can be distri-
bated amongst those who are living, and, if possible, I shall
endeavor to have that doue.
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Mr. M[LLS. Have you fixed a maximum sum ?
Mr. CARON. It is impossible to fix a maximum sum.

Whatever balance remained in the hands of the Govern-
ment could be re-distributed amongst those living.

Mr. McLENNAN. I hope my hon. friend, the War
Minister, will be able to give a more definite assurance to
the House. When the money was first appropriated it was
the generous intention of Parliament to give each man $50.
But it turned out that the am(unt was not sufficient for the
number alive. Time has, however, cared that difficulty,
and I have reason to believe that to-day the number is very
much reduced. When it is reflected that men who served
in the war of 1812 must be over 80 years of age, this is no
great wonder. Many of them are poor men, and I have
really been ashamed Io meet, in my own constituency, men
vergng on ninety years of age who fought for their country,
receiving such a pittance in aicknowledgment of their
services. I believe the services of the active militia to-day
becomes very pale indeed when compared with those of the
veterans who stood in the field of battle, and who, many of
them, suffered personal injury in the defence of their country.
It is gratifying to know that the Government is prepared to
make a larger appropriation than they ever have made for
the very small remuant of those men who fought and
suffered Jor their country.

Mr. SCRIVER. I was very glad to hear the remarks
that have fallen from the hon. Minister of Militia in reference
to this matter. When the amount was first voted to the
veterans of 1812, the intention was to give them $50 a year
each, but it was ascertained that a much larger number
were living than was supposed. As the number decreased,
the amount appropriated was lessened. It was a greut
fault on the part of the late Administration to have redueed
the amount on the decease of a number of these veterans.
I would be very glad to see the original design carried out
now.

Mr. McCUAIG. For the last two years I have called
attention of the House to the position of these meritorious
men. As age increases they become more infirm. Several
of them in my county are bedridden, depending ontirely on
their children and grand-children for support, and their fami-
lies, in many cases, are in very poor circumstances. I
hope tbe hon. Minister of Militia, French.Canadian as he
is, will not only remember those men who are still living,
but will romember the widows of those veterans who have
passed away, and see that they get from a grateful country
their proportien of the $50 about to be given to the vete-
rans still living and which I am sure will be voted by this
Parliament with cheerfulness and ploasure.

Mr. BOWELL. t30,000 was voted last year, and
$30,560 expended. The estimate this year is 825,000,
based on the decrease in numbers. Should the 8z5,O00
be more than is required to meet a payment of $20 each,
the balance might be distributed equally among the
survivors. Great difficulty is found in distributing the
money, owing to the imipossibility almost of obtaining
correct information until the time arrives for paying the
pensions. I know in my eounty, when I was written to by
the late Government for information, I found great diffi-
culty in ascertaining the exact numbers for months after
the appropriation was made.

Mr IVES. I am glad to observe the altered tone of the
hon. Min'ister and the House with respect to this account. In
the first Session of this Parliament I had the honor to bring
this matter before the House in a motion for a return of the
number of persons receiving pensions under this provision.
I strongly urged that the $50 which was originally intended
to be given, should be given even though it took a larger
amount than had been appropriated by the Government. I
was surprised to receoive the answer tbt the Government

Mr. CAnoN.

had nover had the intention of giving $50 or anything else.
Last Session I urged the amount should be increased. The
answer I got from the hon. gentleman acting then as
Minister of Militia, almost led me to apologize that those
old men had Dot all died before the introduction of the
appropriation. The hon. gentleman said, in substance, that
it was hoped it would not be necessary much longer to con-
tinue the payments. I hope the hon. Minister of Militia
will at-least distributo the whole sum voted this year.

Mr. MASSON. I never said I hoped we would not bave
to pay this amount for a long time. I said we would be
very willing to pay it for many years to come. It is the
best indication of the salubrity of our climate, that the 1,200
veterans of 1812 should still be living. We must remember
a Government is but the reflex of public opinion. I could not
give a different opinion than what I thought was then the
opinion of ihe country. It was well known that under the
previous Administration it was the settiled policy of the
country that $20 a year should be paid. If the Government
is but the reflex of public opinion, and that opinion wishes
the amount to be increased, any measure in that direction
will have no better supporter than I.

Mr. McCUAIG. Those old men are entitled to the con-
sideration of Parliament. Ten men in Quebec, who occupied
a public po-ition in the service of the country, received
$29,666 as pensionsand two others, it is true,occupyinga high
position,$9,999. I say those veterans have a good claim, and
action upon which shouid be no longer delayed. I hope
their pensions will be increased at least $30 a year.

97. Departmental Buildings, Western Block extension.$5,e00 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the object
of this item? Does it settle everything?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The object is to complete the Western
Block, including the heating apparatus. We have settled
with the contractor, but thore is a smal balance remaining.
The item will cover everything.

98. Addition to Conservatory in Public Grounds.. $1,350 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. I have no objection
to this trifing item per se, but it is precisely one of those
small itenis that should be charged to income and not to
capital account. Items charged to income will naturally
be more carefully looked after.

Mr. ANGLIN. I question the propriety of this item
seriously. It is entirely for the benefit or amusement of
the people of Ottawa. Was the conservatory not large
enough last year ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is too small. There is only one
garden to look after, and this conservatory will be separated
from the other but four feet, the same heating apparatus
serving both.

99. Conversion of Government work-shops into
Supreme Court...................$.................$12,500 00

Mr. BLAKE. WilI the hon. Minister of Publie Works
explain this item?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The item is not for the benefit of the
Supreme Court, but really for the Parliamentary Libraryand
the greater convenience of members. We have not space
enough in the buildings, or enough rooms for the meetings
of tho members of the different Provinces, who should have
rooms for themselves. Besides, the Library is too small,
and many books are spoiling in the garrets and cellars. We
must elsewhere find room for them. By removing the
Supreme Court to the Goverinment Workshops, ample
accommodation will be given the Library, and we shall
have several additional rooms for the general purposes
of the louse. Those workshops, when altered, will
accommodate the officers of the Court on the ground
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leor, and the Hall will serve for the Court. There will be
two rooms for a -pietute gallery, in which the paintings
preoented to the people can be hung.

Mt. DESJARDINS. I have no objection to the picture
gallery, but I wouldtike to know if the changes in regard to
the Supreme Court, to meet the wishes of the Province of
qaebec, will soon bemade?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The First Minister wilL no doubt,
answer that question at another time, and [ an sure bis
answer will satisfy my hon. friend and the House.

Mit. BLAKE. No doubt we are suffering great inconve-
nience for want of accomodation, and this change, if it
be accomplished with reasonable convenierice to the public,
will be a very great a ivantage. I hope that the extra
acommodation we shall thus obtain from the various'depart-
mtentsi now used for the Judges and cyfflers of the Supreme
Court, will not be absorbed by some permanent or louse
officials, but be used for the accommodation of the members
of the louse. Really the pre. e t accommodation is now
tery slight, so 'that it is very difficult to fnd any place
where we can do business, see people on business, or consult
at ail. And som e of these rooms in the old library were
not at all inconvenient for retiring rooms. Has the hon.
gentleman any plan or idea consequent upon the redistribu
tion of the library consequent on the change.

Mr. LANGEVIN. No. But I may say that while we
are not prepared to say that such and such a room will be
used for a certain purpose, we will sec that rooms are
provided in which m3mbers from the differenti Provinces or
otherwise may meet and discuss matters which may be
private to themselves.

Mr. BLAKE. I should be sorry to sec the freedom of
acces between this end and the Senate, which was the
original idea with regard to the present court room, inter-
fered with any more than is necessary. I should like to
ask what is the generai plan of accommodation for the
Courts. Is ihere to be a Court room on both strcys
ranning up from the workshops ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The Chief Architect finds that very
little alteration will be necessary in orde.' to give a large,
roomy and well-ventilated court room quite as good as the
one now used. The Judges' room may be situated on the
end opposite Wellington street, whilo the officers of the
clerk and other officers of the Court will be below. There
*111 also be a room for a small library and one for the
barristers practising before the Court. I wauld not have
believed that we could have got a room as high as the
present Court room without g »ing into the secondstorey,
but I believe we can.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I should liketo ask the Minister
of Publie Works if he an provide any more suitable
accommodation than that which is now ut the disposal of
the officiai reporters of the debates. They are very much
disturbed in transcribing their notes, by the sounds which
proceed friom the post office and the conversations which
take place in the lobbies. If the Supreme Court is to occupy
other quarters, perhaps the official reporters might be put
intó the press room and the pi ess into another roon. I am
certain that the bon. Minister, who has shown himself so
anxioui to accommodate members of the House and others,
will adopt some means by which these officers, who are
engaged upon very important and delicate dut ies, will be

rovided -with more suitable accommodation.
1U2 Publ'e Works and Buildings (Yova Ssotia) $13.OO 00

Mir. LANGEVIN. Sydney Quarantine Hospital, $4,000'
is anadditional vote. The $4,000 are required for the
hoapital i,$2,000 would not have bhen sufficient.

Mir. McDONALID (Cape Breton). This vote for the
quarantine hosptal at Sydney, if Irecollet aright, was flrst

put in the Rati mates of 1873 and afterwards in 1874, and was
not expended last year. I would like to know whether it is
the intention of the Government to pr'oceqJ with the work
this year.

Mr. L ANGEVIN. IL is.
In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWIGHT,
Mr. LANGEVIN. 'l 18-75 there was an appropriation

of $12,000 made for Pictou Marine Hospital, and it appears
in the Estimates for that year, but it was not expended. It
would cost 812,000, the same amount as stated in 1875.

103. Charlottetown Marine Hosp tal ..... ...... .. $4,600 00
Mr. LANGEVIN. It is expected that will cover

whole. The work is not yet commen ted. I cannot
how many patients it will accommodate.

the
tell

104. PublicWoiks and Buildings (\'ew Brunhwick)$115,50) 00

Mr. McCUAIG. Last year I callod the attention of the
Governoient to the propriety of capitalizing the rents they
pay i n the diffferent, towns of th U Domi nion for the various
public offices. In the town whe;e I live we pay 8400 for
the rental of a custom house, excise office and past office.
That sum capitalized would give 86,000 or 87,000. I think
if one building were built for ail these offices, it would cost
the Government ne more, in the shape or interest, than they
puy now as a rental.

In answer to Sir ALBERT J. SMITH,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The item of$ 77,000 for Dorchester

Penitentiary, is for a new wing to the building
and to pay some accounts uthat we owo. The contract
was enterei into on the 23rd of November last for the
erection of a new wirng and a boiler house. The addition
will give increased accommodabion for 100 liersons, making
lu ail 220. It is contemplated to ereet at sometime or
another a wine opposite this one, so as to make the whole
building in the form of a cross.

In answer to Sir RrCeARD J. CARTWRIGT,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The item of $9,20l0, for Post offlu oand

Custon house at Woodistock, wil be the wholc eost, iiclud-
ing84 70 paid for the lot of' land. i have notthe dimensionis
of the lot here, but it is a double lot, and is situated in the
centre of the business portion of the town. There is rio
other lot available that is so conveniont.

In answer to Sir ALBsT J. SMIT,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The present Marine Hospital building

at St John is very old and not worth repairing The grounid
on which it stands is the proper'ty of' th e Government, and
we expect that this amount Will construct the whole building.

Mr. ANGILIN. I hope if the Gover'ntdent are going to
erect an ho<ýpital in St. John, they will give us a building
that will cos4 more than $I1,00). Twice 810,000 would be
more appropriate for a city withl such an amount of trado
and shipping.

Mr. LANGEVINi. Of course the style of the lbuilding
must alwaysdepend on the place, and I have no doubt th
building to be erected in St. John will be in koeping with
other public buildings in that city.

Sir RICIIARD J. CARTWRIGLIT.; What is the popula-
tion of Su-sex, for which a preliminary vote of $5,000 is
taken for a Pot office, Custom house and Inland Revenue
office ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. IL is in King' county, and in 1871 it
had a population of 5,06. The buildinîg will probably cost
$10,060 or $11,000.

Mr. BURPEE (SL Jhu). At the very utmost, there
cannot be over-1,000 people within a radius ofa mile

Sir ALBERT J. S ITH. I do not oppose this vote
though I think the Finance Minister should not lot this
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Session pas without making provision for public buildings
1î the town of Moncton, the population of which is fle
times that of Sussex.

Mr. McCUAIG. I am astonished that there is not
$10,000 appropriated for a Custom bouse and Post office in
the town where I reside, and whieb must have a larger
population than Sussex.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. Minister of Publie Works
speaks of the parish of Sussex when be speaks of its
population. Sussex, for which this vote is taken, is a
village near the railway station, whore there are certainly
not more than 1,000 people. Some of us woitld like to see a
principle establisbed so that all towns and villages of the
same size should be treated alike. In the sBhire townr of my
own count.y we have neel for similar buildings. Some
money sbould be spent in the Maritime Provinces for public
buildings. The most of it is evidontly now going west.

Mr. MILLS. There are no buildings of that kind in
either St. Thomas or Chatbam, each possessing a popula-
tion of 10,00 J. The Government should act on some
uniform principle. The late Administration proposed to
build custom houses and post offices in places having a
certain population, beginning with those most populous,
while the present Government was Feversing the order and
commencing with places with a small population.

105. Public Works and Buildi: gs (Quebee).......$128,000 00

Mr. GAULT. In regard to the item of $11,000 for an
addition to the Montreal Inland Revenue office, I may say
that that building is one of the oldest in the city. $11,000
will not be sufficient to put it in order. That sum sbould be
expended on the present Oustom house, and the Inland
Revenue Department might be transferred there, so that
the publie offices wuld be iu the same building.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The suggestion of the hon. gentleman
will be taken into consideration, but while I was visiting
the Custom hou.se this year I found that if anything had to
be done in that way, it would be found, in a very few years,
that another Custom house would have to be built else
where. The other building is further east than the Custom
bouse, and is a detached building, and I am given to
understand that if the amount asked for is expended, the
nland Revenue Department will be accommodated for many

years to come.
Mr. GAULT. The property belongs to the city of

Montreal; it does not belong to the Government, except by
long tenure.

Mr. LANGEVIN. That is not so sure.
Mr. GAUJLT. We are anxious to obtain the buildin' for

a Sailde' Home, and are willing to pay a fair price for-it.
10. Public Works and Buildings (Ontario).......$84,28 0O

Mr.iBLAKE. What is Rideau Hall Conservatory, $2,500,
for? I would like to know when we are going to be done
with the expenditure on Rideau lalt? The more we
spend, the more we have to spend.

MXr. LANGEVIN. It is very difficult to ans*er this ques-
tion; but I think with the expenditure of tiis item, the
building will be tolerably well eompleted. It is a very
extnive and no doubt a very expensive property; but the
expenditure the current year is but halfthat of last year,

In answer to Mr. ArNOLIN,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The $8,000 for Cornwall Post office,

is for a site. The cost of the building will depend very
mockon the oharacter of the architecture of the town_ 1
do pot thtok that architenture very remarkable, or that the
cost af thobuilding will be very iarge.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What *ill dte Strat-
ford Posteflfes bitilding cEt?

Sir AIBMT J. SMITH.

Mr. LANGEVIN. About thesame as the Bl1evillei.

107. Public Works and Buildings (Ma )......456,480 80

Mr. BLAKE. What is the principle upôn which duc'h
votes as the Manitoba Penitentiary, $5,5O0, are takon ? l1
it the custom to take all the vote for the repairse of those
Public Buildings under another bead ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. When the amounts are large, special
votes are asked for.

Mr. BLAKE. I would suggest that, in future, it would be
better, when the hon. gentleman bas taken a vote fora
public building, and for a new erection, and part of whieh is
for the restoration or maintenance of a building, thatbe
vote should be split up. In, another year, whatever is in
the nature of repairs or renewals of any old work shotld be
so stated, and whatever is in the nature of a new work
should be mentioned in addition; then-we should have our
capital in buildings more clearly specified.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I think the suggestion is a good one.
The items for new buildings sbould be so stated, those for
renewals and repairs also set down in a way to distinguish
them from the others.

Mr. ANGLIN. las the Minister any idea of the first
cost of the Parliament Buildings, Winnipeg ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The whole cost of the buildings will
be 680,000. I might say with regard to the Lieutenant-
Governor's iesidence that it will cost $30,000, making
$110,000 in alil.

Mr. ANGLIN. Are they built with a view to the
extension of the Province?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Yes; there is the main portion of the
building and the two wings. We are building the main
portion in one wing, and the other wing will be built when
the requirements of the Province demand it.

Mr. ANGLIN. How many members will the Chamber
accommodate?

Mr. LANGEVIN. 1 cannot say. It is boing made to
accommodate a good many more members than there are
in ours. Tho work was undertaken after consultation with
Messrs. Norqiuay and Girard, niembers of the Local
Gover nment.

109. Public works and buildings (British Columbia). $30,400

Mr. ANGLIN. What is the state of the British Columbia
Penitentiary? I have heard a good many complaints with
regard to it. Some of the hon. members from British
Columbia gave us a deplorable account of the state of that
buildirfg.

Mr. BUNSTER. I thank the hou. Minister of Public
Works for this small sum for the erection of public build-
ings in Nanaimo. The innabitants of that city boeng vpry
desirous of having these buildings, offered to donale the
land if the Government would erect the buildings, and that
was done.

111. Repairs, furniture, heating, etc .... ... ........ $241,363 40

In answer to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The item *4,000 for grounda slfor

keeping the ground in order, the gardener's salary, watch-
men, workmen and horse hire.

In answer to Mr. GAULT,
Mr. LANGEV1IN. The item of $,00 for gas, J lm

large sum, but when it is remembered that we have been
here since the 9th of December, hon. gentlemen -will
understand why it is so large.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why is the water account increasrd
An hon. MEMBER. Because the bar bas beeh c16sed
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Mr. LANGHVIN. When we prepared this item we did

not take the closing of the bar into consideration, but I am
afraid we shall have to increase it on that account. The
city of Ottawa, which owns the water-werks, has

prepsented to the Government that since the contract
for siplying the Public Buildings was made, the extension
et the Western Block bas been made, the corservatory
orected and hydrants established to water the grounds in
saummer. Besides, we have the museum, the drill shed and
othor buildings which require to be watered. For these reasons
the city asks for an increase in the appropriation for water.
An Order in Couneil was passed allowing $12,000, provided
Parliament assented. The agreement with the city is that
this sum shall be in full compensation for supplying water
to all publie buildings now erected or that may be erected
in future; but said increase shall only be paid from snob
time as a filter properly constructed, shall be attached to
the suction pipe supplied from the city water-works, said
supply to be taken from a point further out in the river, and
the remuneration to date from the lst of July next, pro-
vided always the arrangement is sanctioned by Parfiament.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 12:10 o'clock,
a m.,) the House adjourned.

H1OUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 4th March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.
CI1EF JUSTICE WOOD.

Mr. ROYAL. Mr. Speaker, it is my painful duty to
present a petition against the Hon. E. B. Wood, Chief J ustice
of;the Court ofQueen's Bench, of Manitoba, tomplaining of
himself as sucb, and signed, amongst others, by A. J. Clarke,
Q. C., formerly Attorney General of the Province, and F. T.
Bradley, J. P., and Collector Qf Customs at the Port of Ener-
son, in the Province of Manitoba.

NOTICES FOR PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. ,DRZEW moved that the notice required by Rule 60
to be given by Committees, prior to the consideration of
Private Bills, be reduced to twenty-four hours for the re-
mainder of the Session, as recommended by the Committee
on Standing Orders.

,Mr. BLAKE asked if it was customary Vo cut down the
notice at 80 early a stage of the Session.

Mr. DR EW said that if the motlion were not adopied two
or three Bills might be thrown over.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were severally introducel and read

the first time :-
Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the Northern and North-Wes-

tern and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
Bill (No. 80) to incorporate the Acadia Steamship Co.,

Limited.-(Mr. Longley.)

THE ANDREW MERCER ONTARIO REFOR&ATORY.

Mr. McDONALD (Pietou) introduced a BiIl (No. 81) with
reference to the Andrew Mercer Ontario lReformatory for
Females, and the Central Prison for the Province of
Ontario.

Mfr. MILLS. What is the object of the Bil? ?

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictn). It is to amend the BilUI
introdueed hast year, amending some eause. in the .Act
respecting the management of this institatiei.

Bil read the Arst time.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS

Mr. POPE (Queen's) moved that the House resolve ittelf
into Committee of the Whole to consider tire folwing ¶eso-
lation

That it is expedient further to amend the Act relating to the inspection
of steamboats, and to rnake better provision for the prevention fandi-
dents by the explosion of their boilers froma faulty workmanaip qr
material.

It is necessary that the plates which are used in
the manufacture of boilers should be properly tested
and provision will be made for that purpose. it is also
provided that the boiter maker insteud of the maker of the
plates shall mako the required declaration.

Resolution considered in Committe, repoted and ead
the second time.

Mr. POPE introduced a Bill (No. 83) further to amend
the Acts relating to the inspection of Steamboats.

Bill read the first time.

SAVINGS BANKS IN ONIARIO AND QUEBEC.

The Resolution adopted in Committee of the Whole, yes.
terday, respecting certain Savings Banks in the Provinces
of Ontario and Quebec, was reported, road a second time,
and agreed to.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced a Bill (No. 83)
further to amend the Act respecting certain Savings Banks
in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and to continue
for a limited time the Charters of certain Banks, to which
the said Act applies.

Bill read the first time.

PATENT ACT.
House re-olved itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill

(No. 45) still furtber to amend " The Patent Act of 1872."-
(Mr. Pope, Compton.)

In answer to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr POPE (Com pton). I propose to amend the grst

clause by inserting h e words "not more than two years
have elaipsed since the expiration " in the first andsecond
lines. l nthe fifth lino I propose to substitute the words
"after such restoration " for "of such restoration."

Mr. BLAKE. I venture to suggest that it wopl4 be
important for us to have the names of the persons affected
by the operation of the law, if they are not to be scheduled.
Does the returu brought down in the Senate corer a1llathe
naines ?

Mr. POPE. It was meant to cover ail cases in which
applications had been made. My hon. kriend from Hamilton
(Mr. Robertson) told me that he had a case of ths in=d,
and of course ail such cases which happened wit.hin the
year just now expired would come in under this Bill

Mr. BLAKE. Not all the cases, because the hon. gentlo-
man proposes now to make it two yeara instead ofozeu.

Mr. POPE. But the time within whieh the patent eduld be
renewed wouldbe:the same. Of oouirse, that retoiuraovered
al, -and a good deal more than aL

Mr. BLiAKE. Ihave reeeived dommunicatids frord twxo
persons, since the former diseussion, vho tted
cases, one of which weetsinly does not eòmre witin
this Bihl, and which yet seem to me to esere
deserving of consideration than some of tho cases
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for which the Bill provides. One case was that of a man
who represented in a letter to me that he had two patents,
one of which expired within two days of the time at which
the other expired. They were both purchased by him. He
thought one of them was worthless and that the other was
valuable, and he intended to renew the valuable one and to
let the other go. But he was mistaken as to the date at
which it expired, reversing the dates in bis mind, and con-
sequently, thinking that the valuable one expired last, he
allowed it to pass the poriod of delay fixed by the hon.
gentleman before he found out his error. Another person
wrote in a similar strain. Now the hon. gentleman proposes
to proceed upon the ground of a suggested ambiguity in the
law.

Mr. POPE. This is the working of a new law, and these
people have allowed their patents in many cases to expire
through carelessness. Some hon. gentlemen say: "Let them
come back to Parliament and renew it." But that is not an
easy thing to do, it costs a lot of money. My own impres-
sion is that we should try to relieve those people who Lad by
some mistake allowed their patents to expire.

Mr. BLAKE. But the difficulty is that of drawing the
exact line. I have stated a case which, owing to a mistake
in the man's mind when he sent in bis application, would
not be covered by the hon. gentleman's Bill. I am merely
pointing out the difficulties of interfering in this way by
legislation at all. I do not see how the hon. gentleman can
very well give a long delay, and at the same time I do not
see why the line may not satisfactoriIy be drawn at ten
days in favor of those who may have unknowingly left the
thing undone. As far as the precedent is concerned I should
think it more satisfactory if the hon gentleman had proposed
a measure to give relief in some eight or ten cases which he
brings before us, and in which he is satisfied there is a case
for relief.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). The case I mentioned
when the Bill was last before the House would hardly be
covered by this Act. The preamble says that:

" Whereas in certain cases there has been a misapprehension as to the
true intent and meaning of so much of section 17 of the Patent Act of
1872, as specifies the period at which the extension of a patent may be
obtained ; whereas it is expedient to provide a remedy for certain cases in
which, through such misappreh-nsion, the time for obtaining such
extension has inadvertently been allowed to expire, etc."

The case I have mentioned is that of a gentleman who held
a patent thinking that it did not expire for ten years,
whereas it was five instead of ten; and a couple of days
after the five years had expired be found it was only a five
yeairs' patent instead of a ten years' patent. Upon my
suggestion he put in bis claim. Now, it appears to me
that the words of the preamble hardly cover a case
of that kind; the preamble should go a little further if it
is intended to meet a case of that kind. If a bond
fide case, such as I mention, is made out, of course,
the hon. Minister bas power to extend thn time. There-
fore, I would suggest that after the word "misapprehen-
sion " in the preamble, you should add "or from other
causes."

Sir ALLBERT J. SMITH. LIs it intended that this Act shall
apply only to past cases, as the recital seems to apply ?

Mr. POPE. It is only intended to apply to past cases,
and only to be in operation till the 3 Ist of October next.

Mr. JONES. I have no objection to the Bill, as it speci-
fies in the schedule the patents of which renewals are
asked; and if patents have been allowed inadvertently to
lapse, we can renew them; but I do not think a Bill sbould
be passed allowing for the renewal of patente every year or
s, because it might open the door to great disturbance
of the patent regulations.

Mr. BLAKE. The great difficulty is that which the bon.
gentleman bas suggested. Once yon open the door to the

Mr. BLAKE.

possibility of a Bill every Session, you do away with the
necessity of great vigilance on the part of the patentees to
obtain their renewals at the expiration of their terms.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. To show the necessity of
action, I may mention that one of those cases is rendered
necessary because the letter of a patentee applying for a
renewal of his patent reached Ottawa a few bours late,
owing to the delay of a train. That is a case which came
within my own knowledge, and it shows the necessity of
this Bill.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITI. This Bill would not be
applicable to such a case.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There is a very good reason for
renewing that patent. In special cases, if application were
made to the flouse for renewals, I think the House would
not require very minute evidence to be given as to the
reasons for granting them. But there is great force in the
objection of' te hon. member for South Leeds (Mr. Jones)
that this Bill might open the door to negligence on the
part of patentees.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course we must remember that the
law allows a patentee to get his patent for fifteen years, or
if he chooses for five or ten years, at a cheaper rate. That
is a reasonable indulgence to him. I should be very glad
to relieve these poor people, but wbile we have a law to
relieve them, we should avoid any course of action which
may render necessary the intertèrence of Parliament to
re-open the question; while in cases arising from accident
such as that mentioned by the bon. the Finance Minister,
or from ambiguity in the Act, we should of course be
prepared to give relief, yet there is danger that the know-
ledge that we shall give that relief will make such cases
occur. It does not sy at the moment, or the day, or the
hour of expiration.

Mr. BLAKE. It does not mean after the expiration.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have read it to

mean before or after the expiration. By taking out the
word "at " you will remove ail possibility of doubt. The
case mentioned by the hon. Minister of Firance is a very
hard case, but no law, however general, can prevent Parlia-
ment from -dealing specially with a particular real grievance.

Mr. MILLS. This is private legislation introduced in
the form of a general Act. If the names of the various
parties were given, it would be practically a private Act.
Under the form of' a general Act, the bon. gentleman
proposes to take power to issue patents to those who, he
says, have nisinterpreted the law. My impi ession is that
the law bas never been misinterpreted. If parties have
failed to renew their patents, it was through negligence or
causes similar to those mentioned by the bon. Minister
of Finance, and not through misinterpretation of
the law. The use of the word " at " cannot convey any other
idea than the time of expiration. It is impossible any such
ambiguity as the bon. member suggests can exist. The
first section contains the words : " the Commissioner
of Patents within ten days of such expiration." That
means before the expiration, and this Bill will, therefore, not
enable anyone to obtain a patent who cannot obtain it now.
If the hon. gentleman proposes to deal with any particular
case, he sbould let the House know precisely the ground on
which ihis renewal is based. If the hon. gentleman will
bring down a statement convincing the flouse there is a
single case falling within the terms of the preamble of the
Bill, it will be time enough when he brings down such state-
ment to proceed with the Bill.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). No one bas yet pretended
that any cases that have arisen under the Act, have arisen
because of a misunderstanding of the law on the part of a
patentee. They have ail arisen from delay on the part of
the patentee. The case referred to by the hon. the Finance
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M» iseriagnaeinwhichr the patentee perfeotly. understood
the law but delayed sending in his application in time. It
wF4 received in the department too late, altthough 4 was in
theepost office on -the day required. In that case the depart-
man-t·ùught have ensidèred the application which was
lyigg in thin pet odee on the day named, as having been
to all intenta and purposes in the hands of the department.
I have î.ot· heard of a single instance in which the
dilflulty arose from ambiguity in the law. 'The privileges
granted under the Act to individuals are so great, that the
individia ought to appreciate it sufficiently to take the
uenal moans provided by law to protect himself in its con-
tinuance, If this Bill becomes law, it will be a precedent
which 1 do not see how- Parliament eau avoid following up
hereafter when similar cases arise. If we had a specific
numuber of cases, which it was shown arose out of any
ambiguity in the law, that would be a goocd reason for our
taing,action in the matter. All iuterests are not protected
in thia Bill. If, on the lapse of a patent, a poison, not the
patentee, has made all necessary arrangements for
the manufacture of the article, the Bill provides that he
shall, on renewal of the patent being granted, be allowed to
dispose of the articlee ho has made, but does not allow him
to go on manufacturing or provide compensation for the
liability-he has incurred in preparing to manufacture them,
though he did so in good faith under the law. A clause
should be added that in such cases the patent should not be
renewed, or if renewed, the right of the person who took
advantage of the lapse of the patent should be secured. I
prefer the Bil should not be passed, or if passod should
have a schedule added to it, as to partieular cases.

Mr. MACDOUGILL. The difficulties ponted out bythe
hon. member for Cardwell bring home to us very clearly
the fact tmat this Bill is based on a wrong principle. It is a
principle of the old patent system, that when an invention
bas once been given to the public, and when the public are
in possession of the knowledge of the process, it cannot be
made-the subject of exclusive use by the individual. The
public are endowed with it. If that should hap pen to be
the case with reference to any of the patents which will be
covered by this Bill, we are taking away froim the public
by Act of Parliament that which is theirs and handng it
over to individuals. I do not think that is a very safe or a
very wise proceeding. It is certainly contrary to the
principles of legislation in a free country like this. From
my own point of view, I dislike legislation of this kind. It
may be that there are cases of hardship, as has been pointed
out b> some hon. members, but there is no harC'ship in the law
itaee1f The hardship results from the ignorance or negligence
of indviduals who have this right. By their own acts they
have lost the advantage, and they now appuly to Parliament
tâ make amends for their abandoniment of their privileges
o1 rights. Tihe Bill will -constitute a very questionable
prededent Of course, fature -Parliaments are not bound to
1oilow upwrongful or injudicious Acts of the present Parlia-
ment.; but the parties in similar cases will have a very
sttg argument, at all events, with respect to hon.
mmbers who are now in the House and parties to this
proceeding, that Parliament should deal as generously with
perons who, in the future happen, by any misfortune-

b se perhaps it was a misfortuno that they were
indifferent to their own interests - were indifforent
to their position. I thirk if the Minister of Agri-
culture, from his departnmental knowledge, is aware
of eases of hardship to individuals through the
stifct interpretation ot the law, and that in respect
toe %wh patents the public have not acquired any
Valagble interest in then-if they are in suspense as it
wese,-the names of the parties should be entered in a
seluOde attached to the Bill. I thought, in the first
in*gaéçe, that was the form of the Bill; I remember
eeng thé original draft, and it seemed that did obviate
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sOme of the.evil conseqtenees which would flow from such
a precedent. Bat the Bill hgs been change in that
particular. I amn not aware of the reason for 4 ùhage.
I have no knowledge of the patents to be deýlt with by the
Bill, or of the persons concerned in them;- but no
provision is made for the purpose of protecting those
persons who have invested money in the manufacture of
particular articles that are patennted. I expected to ses
petitions presented and correspondence in the handa of
mombers with respect to this Bill; but as hou. member do
not agree with regard to its terms, that miglit explain'the
absence of petitions.

Mr. POPE. I think clause three covers the point raised
by the hon. menber far Halton (Mir. Macdougall). The
non. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) said I should have
renewed the patents. I could not have done so, tor isach an
act would have been a direct violation of the law. In one
case my predecessor did renew a patent which hat expired,
and the-doeument was not worth the paper on which it was
written. It is my duty as Commissioner of Patents to
investigate the different cases. I am not wedded to the
Bill, and if the House thiinks a schedule of cases should be
brought down, 1 am in the hands of the House, so far as
that is concerned.

.Ir. BLAKE. Will the hon. Minister say whethe lie bas
hinselt investigated ail the cases of thoso persotis who
baya applied for a reowal of patents, and whose names
are menîtioned in a statement submitte i LO the Sonate ?

Ur. POPE. -I have not investigate 1 thern; but they have
ail applied.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the hon. Ministor investigatel as to
whether in any, and if so, in how muny cases, an i which,
the parties have alleged that thoir aplicatious wre Lleees-
sary, becausu they had mistaken the law ?

Mr. POPE. I could not say iii which cases that liad
occurred ; but in some cases they had not un derstoid somte
of the clauses ot the Act as I understand thom.

Mr. Mc DONALD (Piotou). I cannot see that the diffi-
cuy is so great as mome hon. members have made it appear.
If a wrong was ade out to the Houe, the flouse would be
willing to grant relief. Now the Minister of Agriculture
asks the liouse to grant relief in a form wiich as fully
protects the public interest and the maniufacturera interests,
as if ho caine with a speuial application for relief in a
particular instance. Ie says, practically, I desire the House
tu enable ue, in the terms in which 1 propose, to in vestigate
within-certain limits as to the applicatiou of certain speci-
fied persons, the names of whom. we laid on the
Table, as to whether they are entitled to the relief sought
to be given by this Act, and whother, if such relief be given,
or be desirable, it should be atftrded without injury to the
public interest. The ouly question the House has to iecide-
admitting the principle that it will be wilhung, when spocial
casés are made out, cases of special injury or misapip) etien-
sion, to grant relief, ie-is it sale or proper to transfer
the discretion, which the House itself might exercise, Lo
the Minister of Agriculture as Cominissioner of Patents?
It appears te me that, within that department lies more
especially the investigation of such an application. My hon.
friend is responsible to the House and country for the
propee exorcise of that ample discrotion, and ho reserves,
by the words of the Act, in the fullest sense, the powor to
subserve the public intorest in the direction stated so
forcibly by the member for Cardwelt (1Mr. White), as to the
protection of' thoses who may, upon the assumption tuat
the patent has expired, have invebted their m*ney in the
manufacture of the articles concerned; this question and the
question of the renewal of the patent will come under the
uisretiou ot, and be subject to, the decision of the xtiutbtur
of Agriculture. The Commissioner may, in his discretion,
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after such hearing of the conflicting interests, if any, as he
may deem expedient, revive the patent. Therefore it would
be the bounden duty of the Commissioner-and the mode of
discharging the duty might be prescribed by the House if
it thought necessary-to determine after calling before
him every interest affected, as to the rights of the parties.
But it is a very important power to give to my hon. friend,
but not more important nor requiring a higher exercise of
discretion than in other respects departmental officers are
obliged to exercise every day.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. How can you find out what
interests are affected ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I suppose by the use of the
ordinary means by which you notify the general public to
look after their interests. I take it for granted that the
manufacturers or others likely to be affected by the Bill
are mon who read the papers and know what is going on;
and a notice in the papers or the Gazette, or in aîy form
prescribed, would surely amply notify all those interests
in matters likely to be .affected. I believe the Bill
is a wise one, and that provided the House fcels
that the discretion proposed to be given the
Minister is not too large, the manner in which he proposes
to remedy any individual grievance, hardship or wrong,
appears less injurious to the public interest and less onerous
to individuals than the individual application to this House.
The member for West Durham says that this would form a
precedent that would be followed. That does not follow.
This debate on the Bill, with the strong opinion expressed
by hon. members in favor of a general measure of relief, will
itself be a notice to persons interested in similar patents,
that no Minister eau again propose relief, or no private
individual come to ask such relief, unless he can urge the
strongest possible. grounds and reasons for it. So it appears
no harm can be done by allowing the Bill to pass.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Thedifference between the hon
Ministers and myself is this: I do not admit there is either
wrong, injury, or grievance in this matter. So we start from
different standpoints. Tho enly difficulty is, that certain
persons who had privileges under the law have neglected
to take the steps which would have enabled them to retain
those privileges. If there is any special case where any
ambiguity of the law has led to thoso difficulties, that is a
different matter, and in such a case special relief might be
granted by naming the case, so that every one would
have notice of it. But I have perfect confidence in the
ability of the Minister of Agriculture to deal with the
matter, if Parliament choose to invest him' with
that power. But I think that where an Act of Parliament
is passed, which specified that certain persons could obtain
a renewal of their patents under certain conditions, and
which sets forth the rights of other individuals, by a specifie
form of words, it is really law, and the blinister~is practie-
ally bound to carry it out. For instance, the hon. Minister
of Agriculture says that ho thinks the clause that protects
the interest of persons who may have acquired an interest in
the matter, through the lapse of the-patent, gives sufficient
protection. I do not think at present they are protected,
as, to the specific articles they may have manufactured,
te the extent of allowiug. them te go on and manufacture,
and continue to use thoir investmonts and other means for
that purpose. In this respect I think the law is not wise.
I have no hesitation in expressing my decided opposition to
any legisiation which looks to the furtherance o particular
and private interests as distinguished from the publie
iterest. In this case certain persons have got patents, and'
they have chosen to neglect. to send in application for their
renewal. It is their own fault, and I do not think they are
entitled to any"consideration on the part of this louse.

Mr. BLAKE. It might be a pity to complicate the dis-
cussion of the first clause with the phraseology of the third

Mr, McDONAL]> (Pictou).

clause, to which the member for Cardwllhas allridéd. 0f
course, if the Bills to pass it would be very easy to mùld lfhe
third clause so as to protect a person who had conimended the
manufacture of a specific article. That is an objection'of
detail which eau b easily met. The lhon. Minister thinks
that it is met by an existing clause. I think it is very
doubtful, but it can be made clear. I want to call the atten-
tion of the Committee, and of the leader of thé House, to
the fact, that the statement of fact that the hon. Minister
las made, has removed the foundation from the larger part
of this Bill. The hon. First Minister rightly said that the
Bill was based on the proposition that there was an am-
biguity in the law which had caused misapprehension, and
consequently loss to certain parties. I do net think, as to
the first extension, that there is any ground for saying that
there is any ambiguity, but even if there were, still if it
has not operated ambiguously to anybody, and bas occasioned
no loss, there would be no ground for relief on that
score. The hon. Minister bas told us he bas looked at those
cases, and that there is no case of an apphcant for relief in
respect to the first extension, on the ground that lie has
been misled by any anrbiguity of the law,

Mr. POPE. I said that I had not found such cases, but
that three or four gentleman had spoken to me, who had
misunderstood the Act.

Mr. BLAKE. That was as to second extensions.
Mr. POPE. Yes; I was speaking of second extensions.
Mr. BLAKE. The House should not be asked to legislate

simply because it is possible that some personsmay have
been misled. The hon. gentleman was not prepared to show
that a single individual, even alleges that he-bas been misled
with regard to first extensions. The hon. Minister now
says with regard to second and third extensions that three
or four persons told him that they were misled. Well, if
ambiguity exists with regard to second and third extensious
let us deal with it directly, but let us not attempt to
get at second and third extensions by dealing with: first
extensions.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I understand the hon.
Minister to say that certain persons have told him that they
misunderstood the law, and that that is the reason he now
seeks to remove the ambiguity. That there is an ambiguity
is quite clear from the fact that hon. members place so many
different constructions upon the language of the Act.

Mr. JONES. The Bill, as now presented, is very differ-
ent from the one. which was sent to the Senate. The latter
proposed to deal with a certain number of cases which were
scheduled, while this measure provides that the Minister
may adjudicate upon such cases as may be referred to him
for the next two years. It appears, from the discussion,
that some hon. members of this Hlouse cannot understand
the Bill, so it is not to be expected that laymen outside will
understand its mcaning. I think if the Goverument wished
to change the Patent Act they should have broughit in a
new measure altogether, instead of patching up the eld oue.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman asks us to legislato
for particular parties, after having said himself that there
are no particular cases unprovided for. If I understand'him
right, he proposes to permit anybody to come beforehim, nd
no matter-how negligent he may have been, if hesys, I
misunderstood the law, the Minister will accept that: étate-
ment as conclusive evidence, and act accordingly. I thnk
these cases should be investigated and reported upon by the
Minister, so that the louse might judge of their mérits.
If this Bill-is earried it will not meet the cases which hà-ve
been mentioned. llnless these parties were to corIe befbre
the Minister, and to make a false statement, nothing Wilt
be done, and we ought not teobe called upon te proceedId*er
these circumstances.
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Sir JON . MACDONALD. My hon. friend who has
jut spokae says that the promoter of this Bill had not taken
any troub!el to ascertain the particular cases. On the
contrary, when that Bill was introduced into the Senate it
contained a schedule ofall the cases. But the Senate chose
toslike that out, and as I think that that schedule ought
to be attached, I would move, for that purpose, that the
Cormittee rise and report progress.

Pregress ordered to be reported.

ADÌINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN THE DISPUTED
TERRITORY.

Mr. MerDONALD (Pitou) moved that the House resolve
itseif into Committee on Bill (No. 64) respecting the admin.
istration of criminal justice in the territory in dispute
between thq Governments of the Province of Ontario and
the Dominion ôf Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. Before this motion is put, I desire to say
a few worda with referenceto this measure. Itis, of course,
one for continuing a measure already on the Statute-book,
and, in so far as that specifle object is concerned, I do not
offer any objection. But I think it well to point out that it
does not go far enough-so far as, under the circumstances,
legislation is necessary. The state of things in what is
called the disputed territory is at present very unsatisfactory.
It is extremely prejudicial to the prospect of that territory,
aud whether it shall be adjudged to belong, in the end, to
Ontario or to the Dominion, we have but one common
interest to promote its settlement and advance its future.
At the present time there is a great uncertainty as to the
jurisdietion of magistrates or justices of the peace within
the disputed territory. The Act which is now te be renewed
does not declare, as I think it well might declare, so far as this
Parliament is concerned-and in view of the pretension of
the Dominion of Canada, that this territory is within its
legislative bounds-what law should govern in the case of
civil rights. Of course, if the territory is, as it is believed
by many to be, within Ontario, that declaration would have
no effect, but it would be an easy and reasonable mode of
dealing with the case as one in suspense; and inasmuch as
we know that this territorw is being settled by people from
that Province, and that the administration ý>f justice is
attempted to be exercised through the medium of the
authorities of that Province, it would be reasonable te
declare, in the meanwhile, that the civil law of Ontario
should govern. There is also a practical present question
left unsettled, namely, whether the license law of Ontario
or the prohibitory law of Keewatin, is to affect the territory.
It seems to me that that question ought to be settled, and
that authority ought to be given to the justices of the
peace of Keewatin, at Thunder Bay and in Algoma, to act
in the territory under the jurisdiction of the District Court
of Algoma. Great inconvenience and expense have arisen
with reference to the administration of criminal justice.
A person named Horne, accused of murder, was
obliged to be brought at heavy expense to Sault
Ste. Marie for trial, when. he might have
been tried elsewhere. Thon I think some provision ought
to bE made for dealing with the sale of timuber lands in the
disput4ed territory, in so far as necessary to promote and
carry Qn settlement in the meantime. I think that while
it might be reasonable to say that so long as this Parliament'
dfe- eiot a"t on this question, there ought to be caution used
in Vthe exercise of the power of alienating the public
domaig, pr at least that no authority should be given toi
ateta the public domain, there could be no possible
objection, as I conceive, to empower to alienate for purposes
of ettiement and to create a mutual recognition of the1
tiJoe lirady gisvn. The queaion of the prohibitory law of
Kevwtiand othe lionse law of Ontario is one of -the
utmvot oonsequence. Wh4t I have to say briefy is, that tbø

Government which bas not taken any action in this matter
with a view to its settlement, which recognizes the
difficulties of the case by bringing this Act into Parliament,
ought ,to have proposed, and ought yet to propose this
Session, special and temporary legislation with the view to
meet the other difficulties to which I have referred. I do
not suggest that any legislation in the present position of
this question should be made which should be deemed to be,
or which should on its face be, otherwise than non-committal
as to the ultimate settlement. But some arrangement for
the carrying on of-affairs in the meantime ought to be
made, more satisfactory than that which at present exist,
though this Bill, important as it may be, leaves unsettled
difficulties greater than those which it solves.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). My hon. friend will see that
the importart questions to which ho refers are altogether
out of the purview of the Act before the House. They are
undoubtedly all questions of very great importance to the
country affected by the uncortainty as to the boundary lino
botween Keewatin and the Province of Ontario, but which
of course, if dealt with, must bo deait with by a separate
measure entirely, and not by a measure such as the Bill
niow before the House. My hon. friend has called attention
to a case in which some hardship occurred in consequence of
the distance to which a party had been transported to be
triod. No such diflculty has been brought to my notice.
On the contrary, I have been informed by the officers who
have administerod the law during the first year, that it has
worked very satisfactorily. The important questions outaide
of this measure to which the hon. gentleman refers must
naturally and will engage the serious consideration of the
Governmont.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS. I would like to ask whether the Govern-
ment propose to give to Manitoba on the east an indefinite
boundary, or to take the meridian of the north-west angle
as the eastern boundary. t is important that the House
should know, while this Bill is undor consideration, what
the intentions of the Government are iu this respect, because
considerable practical consequences are likoly to result fron
their action.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not a question
which can properly be discussed in Committee where we
can only consider the different clauses of the Bill as they
arise.

Mr. MILLS. When the hon. gentleman proposes to deal
with the criminal jurisdiction within a certain disputed
territory, with respect to which an arbitration, appointed
with the consent of the Local Governmont and the Govern-
ment of Canada, came to a unanimous conclusion, I think
we have a right to ask him for information on this subject.
If the hon. gentleman proposes to say that the eastern bound-
ary of Manitoba shal obe the meridian of the north-west angle,
it is perfectly clear that this question will remain as it is at
present, until the question of the boundary is settled; but if
ho proposes to say that the eastern boundary of Manitoba
will b the western boundary of Ontario, it is perf'ectly clear
that as soon as this Bill is passed, the hon. gentleman will
hand over to Manitoba the whole of this disputed territory,
and involve that Province in the litigation regarding the
western boundary of Ontario, by placing it in the position
the Dominion occupies at present. I do not thmnk the
representatives from Ontario, no matter what their political
opinions may be, or the representatives from other Provinces,
who have looked into this question,- will approve of the
course of the hon. gentleman, if ho gives Mantoba an indefi-
nite, instead of a definite, boundary on the east. Therefore,
this is a perfectly pertinent question when this House
asked to deal with the criminal jurisdiction of a territory
which has ben awarded to the Province of Ontario, 4, 4t
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the same time, he intends to band over a large portion of
that territory to a western-Province, by a measure which is
not yet before the Hlouse, but which was referred to ;n the
speech from the Throne.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the hon.
gentleman understood me. Of course, I do not dispute the
right of the hon. gentleman to discuss this matter at the
proper time; but mn Committee, we should only discuss the
clauses of the Bill. When the Speaker is in the Chair he
can discuss the principles of the measure, but I hold that it
was not at ali pertinent to discuss the general question of
the Manitoba boundary. Of course, though its connection
with this measure is rather remote, I would be glad to
discuss it with the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BLAKE. If it be the intention of the Government
to alter the political condition of the disputed territory,
before next Session of Parliament, and to hand a great part
of it over to the Province of Manitoba, it seems to me
extremely relevant to the consideration of this measure ;
because it is open to one construction in so far as the Gov-
ernment put a portion of the territory into the Province of
Manitoba, and another construction in so far as they leave
it a part of the territory of the Dominion. It is not, of
course, necessary that the hon. gentleman should answer
the question now, but it is proper to raise it in Committee,
because if he had the information he asks for, my hon.
friend (Mr. Mil-s) might propose a clause confirming the
operation of the Act to the part that wou!d remain the
territory o1 the Dominion.

Committee rose and reported.
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved the third reading of

the Bill.
Mr. MILLS. I now rerneat the question I put in Commit-

tee. This House has a right to know what the Governinent
propose to do. It is perfectly obvious that if the hon.
gent emen were to bring in a Bill to extend the Province of
Manitoba indefinitely over the disputed territory, lie would
notundertake to renew this Bill, and deal with this territory
in a way different fron that in which the other Provinces
have been dealt with. He las only undertaken to deal with
it now in an exceptional manner, because he says this terri-
tory does Dot belong to the Province of Ontari.. We bave
therefore a righlt o know what the intentions of tne Gov-
ernment are, because whether the House will permit this
Bill to pass without opposition may depend on the answer
the Government will give to this particular question. The
two Bills are inseparably connected with each other, and
that being the case, we have a right to know at this moment
what the policy of the Government is on the whole question.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friend has a
riglht to ask the question. He is mistaken in supposing it
has anything to do with the British North America Act.
Any legblation about the boundaries, enlarging or limiting
them, comes under the subsequent Act, not the British North
America Act.

Mr. MILLS. Itis called the British North America Act
of 1872. I followed the title of the Statute.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Act says that the
Legislature can enlarge, diminish or alter the boundaries of
a Province with the consent of the Provincial Legislatures.
When we know what boundaries the Legislature of Manitoba
will consent to, it will be time to initiate legislation here.
Our legislation must be based on the previous consent ofthe
Provincial Legislatures. As soon as that is received, it will
be laid before the Hou e and the policy of the Govornment
declared

Mr. MILLS. On looking at the 146th section of the first
British North America Act, it will be seen that the admis-
sion to the Union of any of the outlying Provinces was framed

Mr. MILLE.

exactly the same as the provisions in the British North
America Act of 1872 for the extension and alteration of
boundaries. In the case of the admission of Prince Edward
Island, the bon. gentleman maintained the Legislature could
not act without a previous understanding having been
arrived at with the Provincial Government How was this
Legislature, and the Legislatures of the Provinces interested,
to come to any understanding unless there is some previous
discussion and correspondence between them on the subject ?
When I was acting as Minister ofthe Interior, we found it
necessary to chan e the boundaries of Manitoba, but we had
correspondence with the Local Government, and came to an
agreement with them and introduced a measure. No doubt
the hon. gentleman must have come to some understanding
with the Local Government of Manitoba, and it would be
very satisfactory to know what the understanding was.

Bill read the third time.

NAVIGATION OF CANADIAN WATERS.

Mr. POPE (Qneen's) moved the second reading of the
Bill (No. 57) to give power to the Governor in Council to
suspend the operaton of certain provisions of the Act 43
Victoria, Chap. 29, respecting the Navigation of Canadian
Waters.

Bill read the second tine.
flouse resolved itself into Committee on said Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. POPE (Queen's) explained that this Bill was intro-
duced to make our navigation regulations correspond with
those in force in England. It was also intended to enable
the Governor in Council to make regulations here to corres-
pond with those which may be adopted in England.

Bill amended and reported.

SUPPLY.-IRELIEF OF TIHE DISTRESS IN IRELAND.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Speaker do
leave the Chair for the House to go again into Committee
of Supply.

Mr. ANGL1N. Before you leave the Chair, Mr. Speaker,
I would like to draw attention to the matter of the expendi-
ture of the money we voted last year for the relief of the
distressed in Ireland. I find from the papers brought down
that the expenditure was very different from that which
was contemplated. On the 20th February, last Session, Sir
John A. Macdonald moved, after a Message of His Excellency
was laid on the Table, "that there be granted to Her
Majesty, $100,000 to enable her to aid, to that extent, in
the relief of the distress under which so many of Her
Majety's subjects in Ireland are now suffering." I felt
myself exceedingly grateful that so handsome a sum should
have been appropriated fron the public Treasury for such a
purpose, but I expressed some doubts as to the manner in
which this money would be employed if it were placed, as
the right bon. gentleman said he intended to place it, in the
bands of the Colonial Secretary to be disbursed by him
according to his best judgment. What I said on that occa-
sion I shall read:

"I must, however, express my own regret that the right hon. the
Premier did not see his way to send this amount, say to the Mansion
House Committee in the city of Dublin. There are jealousies, there are
suspicions, there are some doubts expressed as to the mode and manner
in which funds already subscribed to various committees in Ireland have
been distributed. I do not pretend to say that there is any foundation, in
fact, for any of these d. 'ubts, but I think it would have rendered this
contribution all the more acceptable, and have shown more consideration
for the feelings and wishes of the people, if we had resolved to send the
subscription to the body which possesses the entire confidence of a very
large number of the people of that countrv, composed, as it is, of some of
the first men in Ireland. Unfortunately the British Government has not
shown much alacrity in dealing with thia terrible famine; they have not
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shown, at all events, any very great eagerness to save the people from
hunger and from death. They talked of undertaking some public works.
They have talked of making other provisions which, by-and-bye, may
relieve some thousands of people, but months have passed away since it
first became known that the people were starving to death, and up to tbis
day I doubt if one thousand, at all events if ten thousand, of all the
suffering people have received the slightest relief, because of any action
taken by the British Government. Misunderstandings as to the state of
the facts in the first instance stood in the way, and also an unwillingness
to admit, even to themselves, the horrible fact that large numbers of the
people were dying of hunger in a country so near that the cries of the
famine-stricken must almost reach the Throne. When the existence of
wide-spread famine too large to be denied covered the land, the trammels
of red tape caused delay. Whatever the reasons were, we know that the
people of Ireland, and Irishmen 3verywhere throughout the world, are
complaining today, because the British Government have not shown the
prom ftitude in dealing with this terrible affliction which it was their duty
to exhibit. They have been slow and remiss. It is for this reason,
amongst others, that I regret to find the right bon. gentleman bas thought
it his duty to follow what is, perhaps, strictly the official course in this
matter, and to transmit this sum to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
But I may venture to suggest. perhaps with impropriety, that it should be
accompanied, at all events, by the suggestion that it should be paid over
at once to the Mansion House Committee, which bas the machinery now
actually in existence for the purpose of dstributing relief, and with
respect to whose distribution of contributions already made there is, I
believe, no well founded cause of complaint."

The hon. member for West Durham, speaking afterwards,
said :

"I think there was a good deal of force in the observations of the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), though I quite agree myself in the
course the Government proposes to take as to the channel through which
this fund should be forwarded; but it appears to me that, having regard
to the purpose which animates us, it would be well that it should be indi-
cated in the communication in some way, that, while we send it through
the Secretary of State, the design is that it should be intrusted for distri-
bution to such persons as they think proper, to aid in those efforts which
are being made in Ireland. We know the Imperial Government is taking
certain measures of its own which, in their nature, cannot produce results
so rapidlyas this contribution may, if promptly used. and if the circum-
stances of the case require that it should be immediately used, I hope the
intention I have indicated will be made clearly to appear; and that our
contribution will not be made part of any scheme for indirect relief pro-
pounded by the Imperial Government."

The hon. gentleman thus plainly indicated his view, which I
believe was the view of every hon. gentlemen in the House,
on the subject that this money should be used prompt Iy for
the relief of those suffering from hunger, and not by any of
the indirect modes which at that time it was supposed the
Imperial Government contemplated. Sir John A. Macdonald,
equally concurring in those views, said:

" I quite agree with the remarks of the bon. gentleman, and it is the
intention of the Government, having obtained the sanction of this House,
to use the cable immediately for the purpose of informing Her Majesty of
this grant, and requesting that it should be applied for the immediate
relief of the poor in Ireland."

Well, that was on the 20th February. Looking at the
papers brought down I find none of that date. On the 26th
February there was a telegram to this effect:

"OTTAWA, 26th February, 1880.
"To the Secretary of State for the Colonies :

" The Canadian Government bave placed $100,000 at your disposal for
the immediate relief of Irish distress. Mayor of Dublin asks for distribu-
tion. Perhaps you would wish a portion to be distributed by him. This
is left to your discretion, with request that money distributed shall not
deprive recipients of franchise.

(Signed) "LoRNE."

This is from the Governor General to the Secrotary of State
for the Colonies. Some days after the original resolution
passed, a question was raised as to the possibility of a large
number of persons being disfranchised should they par-
ticipate in this relief. The right hon. gentleman at the
heal of the Government promised at once to cable to the
authorities on the other side, conveying the wishos of the
Canadian Parliament on this point; ho cablel ou the 26th
February. But, if this be the first telegram sent to the
other side by the Canadian Government, it conveyed at the
same time tho intimation, and for the first time, that this
money was to be placed at the dispcsal of the Colonial
Secretary, and it left it entirely to his discretion how the

money should be distributed. We, I think, were under the
impression that the Governor General, acting under proper
advice, had cabled at a very much oarlier date. We find
that on the 27th, next day, His Excelleney transmitted the
terms of the despatch conveying the same information, and
with a copy of the Address adopted by the House.

" The Marquis of Lorne to Sir M. E. Bicks-Beach.
"IOTTWA, 27th February, 1880.

"SR,--I have the honor of forwarding to you a copy of an Address
wbich has been prosented to me by the Senate and House of Commons of
Canada, expressing deep sympathy with the Irish people in their great
desiitution, and granting to Her Most Gracious Majesty the sum of
$100,000 for the relief of tÏhe sufferers.

" The substance of this Address was communicated to you in my tele-
graphic message of yesterday's date, a copy of which I now enclose.

"I have, etc.,
(Signed) "LonNE."

"The Right Honorable
"ISir M. E. Hicks-Beach, Bart."

Then we find a great gap from the 27th February to the 5th
March, when His Excellency received the following telegram
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies

"Received at Ottawa, 5th March, 1880.
£LFronm the Secretary of State for the Colonies :

"With regard to Canadian grant towards the relief of distress in
Ireland, will your Government decide whether it should be given to
Marlborough Fund, or divided between that and the fund of the Mayor of
Dublin ? The first bas received large contributions here, the second bas
received all the Australian contributions."

My opinion is, that the Government, having so cloarly
ascertained the views of the members of this House on the
subject, ought, in reply to that telegram, to have expressed
distinctly the wish of Parliament as to the immediate
distribution of the money and as to the mostdesirable mode
of distribution. They seemed to agree with us that the best
mode would have been through those two very active and
most respectable Committees. However, on the following
day, we find His Excellency telegraphed as follows:-

"IOTTAWA, 6th March, 1880.
"lTo the Secretary of Statesfor the Colonies:

"6th. My Government are desirous you should distribute fund. Will
be perfectly satisfied if you divide one hundred thousand dollars between
Marlborough Fund and layor of Dublin.

(Signed) "LoRNE."

We have no further communication between the Govorn-
ment and the Colonial Secretary from the 6th of March until
the 20th of April following, and this money, which was
intended for the relief of the suffering poor in Ireland,
remained undistributed during this poriod. It seems to me
that Sir Michael Hicks-Beach used the discretionary powers
with which ho was entrusted in a very extraordinary way.
On the 20th of April ho wrote the following despatch :

"Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach to the Marquis qf Lorne.
"IDOwNING STREET, 20th April, 1880.

"My LoRD,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Lordship's despatch, No. 66, of the 27th February, with a copy of an
Address presented to you by the Senate and House of Commons of anada
expressing deep sympathy with the Irish laboring classes in their present
great distress, and granting to Her Majesty the sum ot $100,000 in aid of
the sufferers.

" 2. I had previously to the receipt of this despatch been informed by a
letter from Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co., that they were prepared
to pay over an equivalent sum in British sterling as a parliamentary gift
from Canada, on account of the destitution in Ireland, and I had already
placed myself in communication with Her Grace the Duchess of
Marlborough and with the Lord Mayor of Dublin in respect of the best
means to be taken for applying this munificent donation to the object for
which it is intended.

" 3. Your Lordship will observe from the correspondence noted in the
margin, copies of which are transmitted with this despatch,
that Her Grace's Committee and the Committee of the Dublin
Mansion House Fund accepted a proposal that three members of each
Committee should unite in orming a Joint Committee for the distribution
of this grant, and that the Joint Committee so formed bas been subse-
quentlyjoined by three additional members representing the New York
fferaldFund Committee, who have agreed to contribute in the proportion
of one-third of the sumu expended, to the objecte to which the Canadian
Fund may be apphed.
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"5. My telegram, of the 23rd March, will already have indicated to

you the general plan which it is proposed to adopt in the application of
the Fund for the assistance of the distressed people, and I was gratified to
receive your telegram of the 13th instant, in which you informed me that
Your Government cordially approve the proposed distribution.

"6. The correspondence now sent and es pecially the letter from the
Joint Committee, of the Sth of this month, wili show more precisely the
direction in which it is intended that the relief should be given, namely :
Ist. In the supply of seed. 2nd. In the construction of piers and harbors.
3rd. In providing fishing tackle. 4th. In other reproductive works, such
as drainage of land."

The documents attached to this show that in writing to the
Duchess of Marlborough and to the Mayor of Dublin, Sir
iichael Hicks-Beach proposed the appointment of a joint
Committee to superintend the expenditure of this money
and that it should be expended for the purposes he
mentions. The suggestion came entirely from himself, and
he evinced, as I apprehended he would, a determination not
to believe that there were many people in Ireland on the
verge of actual starvation-people who were actually
suffering from the want of food and clothing, to whose relief
this money should have been applied two months prior to
that time. He then proposes the expenditure of the money
in a most extraordinary way. Two months elapsed during
which subscriptions had poured into Ireland from every
part of the world for the relief of the distressed, but anyone
who watched the progress of those efforts for relief must
have been aware that, notwithstanding these subscriptions,
a large amount of distress existed, that many people were
still at the verge of starvation for a long time; and yet this
money, which would have done so much good, was kept
until the crisis of the famine--if I may so tern it-had,
passed away. The projects upon which Sir Michael. Hicks-
Beach proposed to expend the money are very good projects
in themselves. All who take an interest in the weltire of
Ireland would be delighted to see the Imperial Government
make an appropriation for the building of piers or break-
waters as we would term them, to purchase such tackle or
the poor fishermen of Ireland as would enable them to
pursue their avocation after the famine had ceased. We
should also be glad to see a system of drainage established
for the reclamation of the waste lands of the island,
upon fair and equitable terms; but Sir Michael
Bicks - Beach must have been aware that the Parlia-
ment of Canada never intended the money they voted
for any such purposes as these. le speaks of this sum of
$100,000 as if it was millions of pounds sterling, and as if
it was sufficient to accomplish a great deal in the way of
public works in Irelaud., le says thaton the 23rd of March
he sent a telegram to the Government of this country in
which ho distinctly informed the Government to what
purposes he intended to apply the money. We have
not that telegram, but we have the despatch in reply, and I
think that, under the circumstances, it is a most extraordin-
ary document. Here it is:

he Marquis f Lorne to Sir Y. E. Hicks-Beach4.
"OTTAWA, i3th April, 1880.

"Sta,-I have the honor to send to you, to-day, a telegraphie message
as fo.lows:-

" lath. Privy Council desire me to express their cordial approval
of your distribution of the sum granted by Dominion Parliament for
relief in Ireland, and request me to convey to you their sincere thanks
for the trouble you have taken and the arrangementsyou have made."

"I enclos a copy of au approved Report of a Committee of the Privy
Counil on which te above telegramnvas based.

1I have, &C.,
(&gnd) "Lonza»«IThe Riglil Honorable < > "o,.

"Sir M. T. Hicks-Beach, Bart."

That report of the Comwittee of the Privy Council is not
among the papers which have been brought down, although i
it is the one which we should most desire to see, for we 1
would then have the grounds upon which this appropriation
of the money, contrary to the expressed wishes of Parlia-
ment and of the right bon, gentleman at the head of the1
Government, is professedly justified. I think the Uouse t

Ur. ANGLIN.

is entitled to that document, and that the right bon.gntle-
man is scarcely treating us fairly. in withholding iL.
Various reasons were assigned for the:r not being brought
down, and in the end there was something said about their
being confidential despatches. It is hard to imagine wat
confidence there could be about a subject of this kiW whioh
ought to be kept secret from the public of this country
There is nothing in the paper to indicate that any sach
confidential despatches ever passed between the two
Governments, and we have it clearly indicated that a
certain telegram was sent on the 23rd of Mareh, from the
(Colonial Secretary, but that telegram we have not here.
We have it distinctly stated by His Excellency that theie
was a certain Order in Council passed; that Order we have,
and it is the only paper which would either justify, or
excuse, or palliate the conduct of hon. gentlemen opposite,
if it can be excused at all. I have been told, and
I believe it is true, that on the very last day of
last Session three papers, of which I hold one in
my hand, were covertly dropped on and Jaid on
the Table by hon. gentleman opposite, and these are the
papers which it is found so very difficult this year-to obtain.
Probably the difficulty was not with regard to the papers
that have been brought down, but as- to the wisdom or
prudence of bringing them down at all. I shall not make
any motion on this subject; but I consider this large sum of
public money was expended, I am satisfied, in a manner
entirely contrary to that in which we intendel it should 1e
expended, and expended in a manner not calculated to give
to the people then suffering from hunger, and cold, and
nakedness, the relief which the Parliament of Canada desired
so much to convey to them.

It being Six o'cloek the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bill was road the third time and passed:
Bill (No. 21) respecting the Grand Trunk Railway

Company of Canada.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
The follo4ing Bill was read the second time:
Bill (No. 74) to incorporate the Napierville Junction

Railway and Quarry Company (from the Senate).-(Mr.
Coursol.)

The following Bill was considered in Committee,
reported, read the third time, and pussed:-

Bill (No. 59) to incorporate the Moncton Harbor
Improvement Company.-(Sir Albert J. Smith.)

The following Bill was considerel in Committee ard
reported

Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Ontario and Quebec
Railway Company.--(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

SUPPLY.-RELIEF OF THF DISTRESS IN IRELAND.

flouse resumed the consideration of Sir Leonard Tilley's
proposed motion that Mr. Speaker do now leave the chair,
for the House to go again into Committee of Supply.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before si o'elock the
member for Gloucester (Mir. Anglin) called the attention of
the House to the return respecting the grant of this Parlia-
ment in aidof the suffering Irish, lastyear. I amnot at àll
sure that the hon. gentleman was acting within his right ia
then bringing up the sabject. I do not reaHy know his
object in doing so-whether it was to find fault with the
Government, or with some speech, or with the Lorâ
Mayor of Dublin and the Duchesa of Marlborough, or witi
the New York Jferal4 or with any or *1 of them. B.ut
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the 'circumstances of the case are quite clear, and I do
not think that, so far as the Government are concerned,
that they are obnoxious to any charge of neglent, or
ofuomission to perform thoir duty with reference to that
vote passed unanimously last Session. The bon. gentie.
man tried to find fault with the Government, for ho said, in
the first place, that there had been great neglect-that the
vote Of *100,000 to relieve the suffering Irish passed on the
20th February, and actually the money was not transmitted
till the 26th-that five days were allowed to pass. Now
tho fact of the vote could not well ho communicated to the
Governor-General till the next day. The hon. gentleman
bas looked at the papers for the purpose ot making an
attack, but if he had examined them carefully ho would
have seen that, immediately on the vote being past-the
momenrt after-instructions were sent to Messrs. Glyn and
Baring to pay over the money to the Colonial Secretary.
Hon. gentlemen may remember that the vote was asked for,
in the first place, in consequence of an allusion to it, and a
reeotnmendation calling attention to it, in the Speech from
the Throne at the opening of the Session. That was
addressed to Parliament, the Senate as well as the Commons.
On the 20th February a special Message was sent down,
and a vote -of the House asked for. The moment it passed
a telegram was sent to our agents in England, asking them
to inform the Colonial Minister that the money was at the
disposal of the Colonial Office for the purpose in question.
But if the hon. gentleman will look at the journals, ho will
see that the Upper fHouse had a right to be consulted as to
that vote, and-that they were so consulted. Though the
hon. gentleman may not remember the circumstance, I
remember that there was understood to have been complaint
that the Upper House were likely to be ignored in the
matter. On the 24th February the Address was passed and
sent to the Senate for its concurrence, and it became a joint
Address from both Houses. The hon. gentleman read a
passage from his speech of last year, in which he expressed
the suspicion that the Colonial Minister would not
act correctly, or according to the wishes of this
House and Parliament with reference to this vote.
Al I can say is that it was stated by myself in the House,
after the vote, that the Government would transmit the
money if the House so ordered to the Colonidi Minister.
The Colonial Minister was a responsible man; ho could
consult with his colleagues, and especially the Secretary of
State for Ireland, he must have known the circumstances
botter than we, and we thought we would place the money
in his bands and hold him responsible. The House
sanctioned that course, contrary to the opinion of the hon.
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), but I think, in accor-
dance with the expressed opinion of the hon. niember for
the west riding of Durham (Mr. Blake). The money was
transmitted; and it is quite truc that in the debate it was
stated by the hon. gentlemran-and by others I dare say-and
assented to by myself, that-the money should be transmitthd
for the immediate relief of the suffering people of Ireland.
It was alisostated that the money should be so appropriated.
that the rocipients should not in any way be regarded as
paupers and deprived of their elective franchise. The
addres was sent to the Senate on. the 25th, though the
formal notice was not transmitfted until some days after-
wards. On the 26th His Excellency the Governor General
sent a telegram which the bon. gentleman bas read:

"OTTAWA, 26th February, 1880.
"To ihe Secretary o] Statefor the Colonies:

" The Canadian Government have placed $100,000 at your disposal in
the immediate relief of Irish distress. Mayor of Dublin asks for distribu-
tion. Perhaps you would wish a portion to be distributed by him. This
is left to your discretion, with requenz that money distributed shall not
deprive recipients of franchise. (Signed) "LoRNE.

I think that despateh plainly expresees the wishes of
Parliament with regard to the purposeIo which the money

was to be applied. On the 27th His Excellency transmitted
a copy of the Address of both Houses:

The Marquis of Lorne to St. M. E. Hicks-Beach.
OTTÀw, 27th pebruary, 1880.

"SiR,--I have the honor of forwarding to you a cepy of anAddress
wbichb has been ,resented to me by the Senate and House of Commons of
Canada, expressmng deep sympathy with the Irish people in their great
destitution, and grantin g to Her Most Gracious Majesty the sum of
$100,000 for the relief of the sufferers.

" The substance of this Address was communicated to you in my tele-
graphic message of yesterday's date, a copy of which I now enclose.

" I have, etc.,

"The Right Honorable (Signed) <Lop.."
"6Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach, Bart."

Thus, thon, se far as this Government was concerned, they
carried out the wishes of Parliament in transmitting the
money to the Colonial Socretary for the immediate relief of
the Irish sufferers, and intimating at the same time that
the Mayor of Dublin had asked for the distribution of tho
money and that it was left to his discretion. On the 5tb
March, the Secretary of State to the Colonies addressed the
following Message to Bis Excellency :-

"4Received at Ottawa, 5th March, 1880.
"Fron the Seeretary of State for the Colonies:

"With regard to Canadian grant towards the relief of distress tn
Ireland, will your Government decide whether it sbould be given te
Marlborough Fund, or divided between that and the fund of the Mayor of
Dublin? The first bas received large contributions here, the second bas
received all the Australian contributions."

It is well known that there were these two great ihnds-
that of the Duchess of Marlborough and that of the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, two separate and distinct funds, arM it was
very obvious that it was the wish of the Colonial Minister
that ho should not undertake the responsibility of distri-
buting the money, but preferred that it should be under-
taken by those two well organized benevolent hodies. Our
answer was quite in accordance with the feeling of the
House, and we concluded, of course, that the money would
be distributed between these two funds. We were not
informed, but we presumed that baving expressed oursolves
as we did they would be satisfied with the distribution of the
money being divided between them. The next communi-
cation is a telegraphic message from His Excellency to the
Colonial Minister:

"OTTAwA, 6th March, 1880.
"To the Secretary of State for the Colonies :

"6th. My Goverument are desirous you should distribute fund. Will
be perfectly satisfied if you divide $100,000 between Marlborough Fund
and Mayor of Dublin.

Signed) "LORNE."

The bon. gentleman says there is an allusion to a despatch,
and an answer from the Canadian Government

Mr. ANGLIN. A telegram.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That telegram was not

comnunicated to us, except confidentially. Ris Excellency
of course received a telegram,and subsequently a letter,both
marked confidential, containing matters which the Colonial
Secretary considered were contidential between him and the
Governor Goneral. It was communicated to us in con-
fidence, and of course being confidential it cannot be brought
down, and I may aiso say it would answer no good garp
to have it brought down. The Colonial Minister invited the
two funds to consider together, by the formation of a
Committee, as to the appropriation of the money, and aswtill
be seen by his letters, both to the Dnchess of Marlborough,
ho made certain enggestions. Ho says in his letter to the
Duchess of Marlborough :

"I do not desire in any way to limit the proposals which, after full
consideration of the circumatances, a body constituted as I have suggested
might be disposed to make, but I may observe generally, that I think it
would be satisifactory to Canada. as well as to Ireland if this money were
so applied, as not only to relieve the immediate necessities of the moment,
but al»e to seoure some lasting benefit to the public."
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That was altogether his suggestions, but at the same time Those were the words of the right hon. gentleman, but theyhe told the Committee that he did not desire in any way to were not strong enough. Nor did the right hon. gentlemanlimit them. As appears by the papers, the two funds give us all the information. He says there is a confidentialI have referred to joined with the New York fferald fund, despatch and that, unfortunately, he cannot bring it down.which was raised through the exertions of the proprietor of He intimates mysteriously that it would not serve a good
the New York ferald, and it was arranged-and it was a purpose to bring it down, so that we do not know what was
sensible arrangement-that these three funds should each said at an early stage of the Session about this fund. I do
have representatives on the Committee which was to divide not know whether the despatch of the Lord Mayor was
the money. Afterwards we were informed, as will be seen confidential too, but as it is not brought down I suppose it
by the papers, what arrangements were made. All I can must also be a confidential state paper. The Ordor in Council
say is that we did all we could. We sent home the money is not down. Why is not that down? Why should we not
for immediate relief, and the Colonial Minister divided it see that? What we find is, that instead of an indication
among these three funds. I am quite satisfied that these that the Secretary was to be the channel, and that the fund
people, ail living in Ireland, and all on the spot, are much was to go to Ireland to be used for immediate relief, we find
better judges of what should be done with the funds than the statement about immediate relief, it is true, and repeated
we possibly could be. But, at all events, ail this happened declarations that the Secretary is to have discretion in the
without our knowing anything about it. We sent home distribution of the money, but all this is contrary to the
the money for the purpose of immediate relief, and to be expressed intention of Parliament. We find a communica-
applied in the discretion of the Minister. He made all tion that he exercised that discretion, and we find a disap-
these arrangements. We were satisfied that the funds proval instead of an approval of that exercise of discretion.
were divided between the Duchess of Marlborough's fund The result is that while we said we wanted to send this
and the Lord Mayor's fund. That is all we had to do, and money over so that it might be used toefeed the hbungry and
I have no doubt the result was that the money bas been starving at once and immediately, while we pointed out
applied in the manner which was most beneficial, not only that it might be used for some scheme of indirect relief
for immediate relief, but for the permanent relief of the unless proper precautions were taken, we find that it really
sufferers, so far as the money would go. You will observe, bas been used for this indirect purpose against which we
Sir, that both the Lord Mayor and Her Grace expressed the wisbed to guard.
strongest thanks, and desired that the strongest thanks Mr. ANGLIN. I think the bon. gentleman sbould bringshould be conveyed to Canada for the munificent gift down the Order in Council at ail events, as that wouldwhich bad been of so much service. enable us to judge for ourselves what the Government did,

Mr. BLAKE. I think there can be no doubt whatever and whether we approve of it or not.
that the intention of Parliament in making this grant bas
boen partially frustrated. As my hon. friend from Glou- Mr. MILLS. It is clear that the Colonial Secretary sug-
coster (Mr. Anglin) said in the course of the debate which gested a use of this fund wbich the Government must have
resulted in making the grant, there was a possibility of known was contrary to the intention of Parhiament, and
dertd ind maki rn g thegranttherewsatposb thatyange yot it seems the Government had not the courage to telldanger, and my bon. friend suggested that that danger himi so. it is scarcely fair to the louse to tell us that awonlfd be obviated by our determining upon a paticular communication relating to a distribution of money whichchannel for the transmission of the fundC. Tbelhon. Min- Parliament had voted for a particular purpose, is a documentister proposed that the chatnel should be the ColonaiSec- of such a confidental character that it cannot be com-retary, and greed that that was the appropriatechannel. municated to this House. I do not think that is a sound
I do not think the House understood that he intended in position for the hon. gentleman to take. No communication
to invest the Colonial Secretary with entire discretion with rel atnog te the distribution of money voted by this fouse,
the distribution of this fund. In the few observations I constiutional y withbeld froy Parliament. It is our
made I distinctly pointed out the possibility of such an rogtttonalo whfhe frmPramert. et ior
application being made as bas been made, and I pointed out right to kdow how far the Imperial Government were

that that would be contrary to our intention. I said : disposed to apply the money to other purposes than
those for which it was voted, and we have a right to know

1 Ithink there was a good deal of force in the observations of the hon. how far the hon. gentlemen have exonerated themselves
member for Gloucester (1r. Anglin), though I quite agree niyself with from thoir responsibility in the matter by protesting againstthe course the Government proposes to take as to the channel through b 8
which this fund should be forwarded; but it appears to me that, having this misapplication of the money. We have nothing before
regard to the purpose which animates us, it would be well that it should us to show that they did protest. On the contrary, what
be indicated in the communication in some way, that, while we send it has been revealed tends to show that they actually approved.
through the Secretary of State, the design is that it should be intrusted
for distribution to such persons as they think proper, to aid in those The First Minister shakes his head. Well, he spoke bere
efforts which are being made in Ireland. We know the Imperial Govern- for twenty minutes on this subject, and be said nothing that
ment is taking certain measures of its own whick, in their nature, cannot wouId indicate his disapprovat of what was done.It does
produce reslits se rapidly as this contri bution may, if promptly used,
and if the circumatances of the case reqture that it shuld beimmedatey seem to me that the right hon. gentleman bas not bad the
used, I hope the intention I have indicated will be made clearly to courage to protest against the misapplication of the money;
appear; and that our contribution will not be made part of any scseme that he scarcely dare say that his soul is his own in this
for irdirect relief propounded by the Imperial Government." Bouee in any matter relating to the conduct of the Colonial
Now, I say that what bas been done with this money bas Minister. I say he ought to have communicated frankly to
been to make it part of a scheme for indirect relief pro- this louse, everything relating to this matter, and if he felt
pounded by the imperial Government. A large portion of this money was being misdirected he ought to have said so
it bas been spent in building piers and breakwaters. Some directly.
portion of-it hts been spent, 1 presume, in buying tish nets Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman says
and boats, according to the scheme of indirect relief pro- no paper can be confidential.
pounded by the Imperial Government. When I suggested Mr. MILLS. 1 did not say se.
this danger, the right bon. gentleman said: Mr.JOILLS. I D NAs.

"I quite agree with the remark of the hon. gentleman, and it is the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He says that every
intention of the Government, having obtained the sanction ot the House, paper, whether confidential or not, should be sent down here.
to use the cable immediately for the purpose of informing Her Majesty of Mr. MILLS. Al that relates to the expenditure of publicthis grant, and requesting that it should be applied for the immediate
relief of the poor in Ireland." , money.

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.
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Si- JOHN: A. EACDONALD. The hon. gentleman

kndw# that there are.many papers of this nature that can-
mot t4e broght down without the cousent of the Governor
Ge*nraljnd that the Governor General cannot bring down
without the consent of the Colonial Secretary.

(In the Committee.)

112. Barbo and Rivers (Nova Sotia. ). ......... $38,400 00

l nansWer to Sir ICH iRD J. CARTWtIGHT,

Mr. LANGEVIN. This property at Cow Bay, for which
$6,M0 is asked, was purchased from Mr. Archibald a good
mafby years ago. This sua is to repair damages
cauzsed by a storm. Unless these repairs were
mate the whole - works would be carried away.
The $4,100 for Indian Island Beach is to complete the open-
ing ofa channel between the two outer islands for the pas-
sage of fishing boats, s as to save them the trouble'and
danger of skirting the islands. For Brooklyn and Horring
Cove; $10,000 is taken in order to protect the woodwork from
the ravages of the sea worm. Since 1872, $58,8h1 bas been
expended at that point. The vote of $2,300 for Hampton
is to extend the present breakwater, and for repairs thereto.
With regard to the vote of $8,000 for Great Village River,
Lordondery, the river there is very cirçuitous, being in the
shape of a double S, and it is intended to make a cutting at
the first part of the first S, and another at the latter part of
the second S, so that there will be almost a straight channel
from the upper part of the river to the lower. Two smail
dams will also be made in the bends of the river. $4,000 is
taken to raise the present bar at Mabou frorm two feet to
three and one-half feet.

113. Harbors and Rivers (P. E I.) .................... $38,500 00

-Mr. LANGEVIN. The vote of 81,500 for Miminiigash
breakwater is to complete the repairs there, an 1 renew the
erib-work and shore works constructed in 187s-79, at a cot
of $4,000; the engineer reports this to be absolutely
necessary in order te insure the safety of the works in that
locality. $8,500 is taken to complete the works at Tignish.

114. Harbors and Rivers (-New 3rur.swick) ....... $70,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT asked if $35,000 would
complete the breakwater at Negro Point.

Mr. LANGEVIN replied that was only half the amount
that would be required.

Mr. ANGLIN asked if the hon. Minister intenled to
appoint the same superintendent for Shippegan. harbor
next year.

Mr, LANGSVIN replied that he intended having another
superintendent.

Mr. ANGLIN drew the hon. Minister's attention to an
advertisement issued by the present superiniendent calting for
supply of material. lie was glad to hear the hon. Miniseer's
intention. An impartial officer should be sent from the
department.to superintend the work, as it was exceedingly
diàleult to get one.at the place where the truck system was
invogue, and the stores the men got in exchange for their
labor wore charged at exorbitant rates, 81 a gallon for
xnolaaaes, i a pound for tobacco, as high as $12 a barrel for

aour, and other goods in proportion. The step taken by
the hon. Minister, on representations from him (Mr.

ugliz&), pf sending a paymaster down last year was a very
wise one, but several of the men had previously run into
debt for stores.
-Mr.LANGEVIN. Those men will be paid every week
or sicond week, and the .storekeeper will not be allowed to
ùâhe profits ont of their earnings. The men's earnings are
tieirowm, and they have a right to do with thei what they
think proper. So soon as I knew this practice prevailed, I
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stoped i by sending a papyaster to pay the mn. That
is what is done in all the works, because the Government is
quite able to pay their men as the works proceed, and we
want the men to have the ul benefit of their earnings and
not the speculators.

In answer to Sir RtcHAan J. CAitWrGHT,
Mr. LANGE VIN said: The item of $2,00, which appears

in the items for River Tobique and River St. John, is for the
purpose of continuing the improvements on those riverm, and
removing boulders and obstructions in the channels. $2,000
were irivested for the erection of a beacon at St. Andrew's
harbor, and to defray the cost of repairs to the beacons.
$1,500 were required for the construction of a breakwater
at Quaco barbor. $5.000 would aiso be expended on building
a wharf and cribwork at Cocaigne.

115. General repairs and improvements, Barbonr
and Rivers, Maritime Provinces generally....$10,000 00

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) asked wbether any portion of
this $10,000 was tolie expended on the Oromocto shoals in
the St. John River?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The question was initiated by me
lately, a month or a month and a halfafter having had the
matter before me during the summer. I was, however, not
satisfied with the information obtained at that time. If
public busineis will allow me during the summer to go
down there with the departmental Engineer, I will examine
the matter and gather information on the spot. The c ,unry
bas expended money there year after year, and I believe the
resuit bas not beun such as was expeeted in the tirst
instance. Under these circumstances I do not intend to
ask a special vote for that purpose. Thon I will he in a
position to advise the Governor in Council in the matter.
If it is not the same dredging as required, we >hall be able
to Lake it out of this vote.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITII. Havethe Government cometo
any decision in regard to an appropriation to assist in the
improvement ofthe harbor of Moncton ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The mat ter is still under consideration.
Mr. ROBERT8ON (Si'elburne). Does the Minister of

Public Works propose any expenditure for the repair of the
Gordon Bay breakwater in the county of Shelburne?

Mr. LANGE VIN. I have not been able to decide, as yet,
whether I shall submit an item to my colleagues, in the
Supplementary Estimates, for this purpose. It is still under
consideration.

116. Harbors and Rivers (Quebec).........1..... $12,550 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the item of
$ 1,000 for New Carlisle for ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is required for a breakwater at that
port. But it is not enough to undertake the work with,
and most likely we may ask a small additional vote to
enable as to go on with the work. That is the reason the
vote for this purpose was not used last year.

Sir RICHARD J. CAR PWRIGH. What is intended
with regard to the item of $2,500 for Carleton, the locality
providîng $2,500 aso ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is for the completion of the break-
water, 200 feet long by 160 wide.

Mr. ANGLIN. From my knowledge of the place and its
people, I believe you wili find it exceedingly difficult to
get the money-they promise, as they are mot>ly pour fisher-
men. It is hardly fair to expect them to pay the amount.
No doubt in their eagerness to get the breakwater they will
promise much, however.

Mr. LANGEVIN. As a rule in such cases, I do not exact
from the people the money. I sk them, for instance, to
give us the stone or timber, and to work at haf price, to
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make up their contribution which, made in this way, they do
not feel muéh. This burden was not imposed on them.
Should there be any failure, as suspected by the hon.
gentleman, we shall simply have to come before Parliament
again. The 87,000 which we asked for Grosse Isle last
year was not found sufficient to complote the work, but we
expect that the $2,500 we are now asking will complote it.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. With regard to the
item for the removal of chains, anchors, and boulders from
the St. Lawrence, I should like to ask what sum has been
realized from the sale of the chains, &c ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. About $9,000 altogether. The item
Etang du Nord, 88,000, is to complote a breakwater. The
item Rivière Ouelle is to raise a pier, as at present the
water passes over it. At Trois Pietoles there is no landing
place, and this amount is asked in order to get a small block
of land. At Isle-aux-Grues the water is so shallow that the
vessels cannot reach the pier except at high tide, and the
grant is asked for the purpose of extending it. The $5,00
asked for the River Saguenay is for the improvement of
the channel bolow Chicoutimi, by the removal of boulders,
slabs, sawdust, &c.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is the Act, with
regard to the removal of sawdust, enforced on the Saguenay ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Yes. The item of $4,000 for the
enlargement of La Grande Décharge from Lake St. John is
asked for this purpose, because for some reason or other
large bodies of water overflow the lands in the neigh borhood
at certain scasons and the people are threatening to migrate.
We hope to prevent this flood by some cutting at the
outiet.

Mr. BLAKE. That is what is being done with reference
to Lake Simcoe, in Ontario, but I do not know whether any
vote is asked for that purpose.

Mr. LANGEVIN. My attention has not been ealled to
that work, so I presume it has been done by local effort.

Mr. BLAKE. Is it supposed that this work at Lake St.
John will add materially to the value of the land ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It will, at all events, prevent the
people from removing..

Mr. BLAKE. Of course the case of Lake Manitoba is
different, as we own the lands there while we do not own
them in Quebec and Ontario.

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is the same as appropriations for
piers and breakwaters. We have to look after the general
interest of the people who contribute to the revenue, and
the people who live near Lake St. John have not the1
advantage of railways and other facilities for communication
which are enjoyed in more thickly-settled communities. We
have, therefore, to look after their interests in another way,
namely, by preventing the inundation of their land.

Mr. BLAKE. We deal with piers and harbors because
they are within our juriadiction. This work, as I under-
stand, is for grading a lake ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. No; it ie for enlarging an outlet, so as
to prevent the drowning of the land in the spring.

Mr. BLAKE. It has nothing to do with navigation at
all. It is for the purpose of preventlng land from being
navigable. '

Mr. LANGEVIN. The grant of $6.000 to Baie St. Pauli
is for an extension of a pier there. The local authorities1
contribute $3,000. The grant of $1,500 to Les Ecureuila isq
for the purpose of building a smali pier to accommodate two,
or three parishes in that neighborhood. It is a solid pier1
filled in with stone from near the outlet of the River1
Yamachiche. The Beaver Lumber Company offered to.
ihrnish the lumber if the Government wouald construct this 1

Mr. LANGEVIN.

work, and the -4fer was accepted. 814,000 a Askefor
a harbor of refuge at Rivière Nicolet. It appearsthatsås
that neighborbood a large number of rafts and voasela hove
been wrecked, but by ereeting a harbor of refuge at te
mouth of the river much property and a large number of
lives would be saved.

Mr. LAURIER. I understand that the Nicolet River is
not navigab!e, except in the spring, when the wateris high.
I question very much whether the harbor can be of any use
whatever in summer.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The barbor of refuge being a-the
mouth of the river, when these piere are built the questioh
of dredging will corne up, lu order to make the river
navigable for a considerable distance. We ask for 8r>00
for the improvement of the steamboat channel be4ween
Montreal and Lake St. Francis. There are bouldera and
other obstructions in the bed of the river which obstruct
the passage of steamers and, other amall craft. We have
received a petition to have these obstructions removed, and
this is an answer to the petition. The $4,000 asked for
im'provements between Brist9l and Portage du For4 is for
the purpose of blasting rocks out of the River Ottawa, at
the bead of Snow Rapid. A vote of $15,000 is taken to
improve the navigation of the River Yamaska for a distance
of twenty-tive miles from Lake St. Peter, so as to render it
navigable, at low water, for vessels drawing five or six feet
of water. $18,000 or $20,000 more will be required to
complete the work.

117. Harbors and Rivera (Ontario) ............. $91,( Om
In answer to Sir RiCHARD J. CARTWIUTn,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The work in the Cobourg harbor, for

which $10,000 is now asked, was begun nine years ago.
This vote is for the f urther prolongation of the western pier,
to protect the harbor from storms and drifts of sands, and the
prolongation of the eastern pier to a depth of twenty-four
feet at low water. This work was undertaken to make a
harbor of refuge. We shall afterwards have to continue the
eastern pier to the entrance of the harbor, iu order to leuve
between the two piers about 400 feet.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Are the corporation
paying a part?

Mr. LA GEVIN. , No;,they made a large expenditure
before.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What depth of water
is secured inside ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Inside the western pier there are
sixteen, seventeen, twenty and twenty and a half feet; inside
the eastern pier, afiter the works to be built with this vote
are completed, there will be thirteen, fifteea, sixteen, Eeven -
teen and twenty-one feet; and at the entrance there will be
twenty-four or twenty-five feet of water.

Mr. MILLS. I observe that the hon. gentleman làà tr
this year asked for a vote for Morpeth harbor. This
harbor was in 1876 surveyed and rerted on byMr.
Kingsford and another engineer. The ocality contribnted
$4,000, and placed it in the hands of the Adminisit1*tion,
and under the late Administration an' appropritfot -of
$15,000 was obtained. Tenders were advertised fmr and
received, and the contract, I think, was to be let about the
time we retired from office. When Mr. Mackenzie'a Bueeds-
sdr, the present Minister of Railw"ys, camein, be stated
that under the existing state of the finances, the oÊgtrntiôn
of this work would have to bepostponed. I asked bire ifit
was the intention of the Govermnent to go on With the
undertaking when the state of the 4nancespermitted its and
he said it was. Lat year the hon. gentlemano obgined n
appropriation of $6,400 fr the work; but Up t this
moment, no expenditure has taken place, alwsgh the
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$4,000emtributed by the locality ietill in the hands of the
Gove.rnment. I should like to know if the hon. gentleman
inemdeolugo on with this work.

lir. MfCALLUM. This expenditure would be entirely
throw awiay. It would not be possible to make. a harbor
of refuge there for les than $200,000.

M(. MILUS. I have resided in that locality all my life,
andhave had a better opportunity of knowing it than the
hou, gentleman. The engineer reported that for $40,000, of
which the locality proposed to contribute 25 per cent., a
barber, not only for commercial purposes, but for the
purposes of a refuge, could. be construeted there, and I am
induced to regard the engineer, so far as that is concerned,
a botter authority than the hon. gentleman. A very large
expenditure has taken place at Rondeau; but it is at a con-
siderable distance from the shore, and vessels cannot leave
there until there is a wind off the land. Whon the hon.
gentleman says there is no place, ho does not know the
country. Within a radius of ton miles there is a population
of nearly 25,000.

. Mr. MoCALLUM. I do not dispute that there is a popu-
lation there, but when the hon. gentleman talks to me about
harbors I can tell him that I have built as many harbors as
most men in this country, and I am a pretty old man now.
To 4spend 814,000 or $15,000 on that shore, it would be of
no wse whatever, as far as getting a harbor of refuge for
vessels is conoerned. It may be an advantage to the muni-
cipality, but would be of no use for shipping as a harbor of
refuge. I have always opposed that vote in order to have
it spent where it would be of use to vessels. I trust before
he bring down the Supplementary Estimates, the hon.
Mimnster will bring down an amount te build a harbor at
Pigeon Bay,àind pot expend money at Morpeth harbor.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman bad nothing to say
against the vote for the purpose of draining lands in the
immediate vicinity of Lake St. John. The bon. gentleman
does not suppose shipowners will have any particular interest
in that matter. If this House is prepared to act on the
principle that no money shall be contributed towards a
harbor improvement, except with regard to a harbor of
refuge, we can understand the position taken by the hon.
gentleman, but that is not the principle on which the House
has bitherto ated. The farmers puy taxes as well as
shipowners, and the facilities afforded them for shipping
their farm produce is a matter of as much consequence to
them as facilities to those who have shipping afloat. Harbors
that will both serve the purpose of harbors of refuge and
eonmercial barbora are entitled to the consideration of the
Government. I am not discussing the relative merits of this
poMt and Kingsville, Essex, to which the hon. gentleman has
referred. I think a barbor there would be advantageous; bat
Bo is this Morpeth harbor. The hon. Minister of Public Works
has made an appropriation to improve the channel between
Rondeau harbor and the coast. If the hon. gentleman pro-
poses that no such appropriation should be made, ho shouldj
have yoted against it; but as the constituency in whicb the1
harbor isa situated is represented by a Conservative, the hon.
gentleWan has nothing to say. With regard to Morpeth
harbor, the Chief Engineer recommended it, the lite Prime
Minister approved it, the present Minister of Railways
approved it, the Minister of Public Works has made an
appro riation for it ; the hon. gentleman must
therefore admit that the question is, to somet
extent, settled as to whether there ought or ought not to be
# harbor there. I repeat my question as to whether it is
the intetion of the ion. Minister of Publie Works to
expe' the @ noney voted last year on this work, and ask for
a further appropriation this year.

Mr. MoCALLUM. Tho hon. gentleman finds fault with1
in* beesue I did pot oppose the appropriation for Lake $,

John. I do not know but that it will be in the interest of
the country if it is going to keep the lands of the people
from being overflowed. This is the first time I heard the
hon, gentleman say that Morpoth harbor was not a -harbor
of refuge. He wants now to get the appropriatien for
commercial par oses. It is not in the interest of the
country to spend money there, when we have spent se
mach within twelve miles of it. He says, further, that the
Minister of Public Works will put an item in the Estimàtel
to make a channel through some shallow water to the
shoals, away from the coast. I did not understand the
money was to be so expended, but understood that it was to
be spent on Rondeau harbor, in order to enlarge the basin
so as to allow vessels to ride at anchor. I know that is the
intention of the Minister. ]Rondeau harbor is filling up
with sand, the basin not boing near so largo as formerly, and
it wi be necessary to enlarge it inside. If the Government
have not proposed enough money for that service this year,
they will have to do s next year. It is said the fhrmers
want a harbor there. I have shown the House that this
place is only six miles from a railway station. I do not
think the Government should spend money in order to help
the hon. gentleman opposite to secure his election next time.

Mr. ARKELL. Though the hon. membor for Bothwell,
has represented his constituency many years, I believe that
while a member of the late Governmont he never got a
dollar appropriated for this work, yet ho lives close to
Bothwell. His constituents have complained that they
could not get him to expend a dollar for the improvement
of that harbor.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman is quite mistaken, as
the Estimates for the last year that we were in office will
show.

Mr. ARKELL. Was the money over spent?
Mr. MILLS. No; a sum was voted by the House on the

condition that a certain appropriation should be made by
the locality, but the by-law was not carried till the summer
of 1878. In the first instance it was contested for some
irregularity, and was submitted to the people again and voted
upon. As soon as the by-law was carried, an advertisement
was inserted in the Gazette and other papers, calling for
tenders, which wore received. The contract was not lot,
simply because the late Governmon L were defeated about
the time the tenders were received. Messrs. Jackson and
MeMichael, from the vicinity of Rondeau, informed me that
the Minister of Public Works had promised an appropria-
tion for the deepening of the channel from this harbor to
the shore of Morpeth harbor, teobe used for commercial
purposes. That is a proper expenditure in the interest of
the country, as would be also the expenditure suggested for
Morpeth harbor.

,Mr. ARKELL. Though the money was put in the
Estimates for Rondeau harbor, for three or four years, not
a dollar was expended. A few days before the last elections
an engineer was sent up to make a survey, an action that
looked very suspicions.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The reason why this amount, though
put in the Estimates last year, was not expended was, that
it was a question with the department whether the vote
would attain the object in view. We intended to make
this a barbor of refuge, which it was thought ceould be
done for a reasonable sum. It was found the pier built by
the municipality could not be made useful, and that. it
would be but squandering public money to try to add to it
a work of our own. The existing work will have to ho
renewed altogether. The Chief Engneer of the department
states that a more wharf-not a harbor of refuge-would
cost $30,000, and a harbor of refuge at least $100,000. We
have not asked Parliament for ouch a sum, because we
cannot undertake a work of such maguitude beforo we are
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sure it would not cost $S 50,000, and before we cau see that
the work would be of sncb utility as would warrant our
asking Parliament to vote so large an amount. At to the
Rondeau harbor, the item in the Estimates is to cover the
contract with Mr. McNamee. For the construction of a
pile-protection work on the west side of the entrance to
the harbor, $2.000 is voted. The amount of the contract
is 813,u00. Deducting 86,000, the appropriation of 1880-81
wil I leave 8'1,000; superintendence and contingencies, $1,000,
making in ail $8,000. The pile-protection work will be
semi-circular, and close an entrance or gap that
prevents the harbor from being as useful as it should
be.

Mr. MILLS. Arm I to understand that a portion of the
appropriation is to be applied vs Messrs. McMichael and
Jackson supposed ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. None of it. The matter is still under
the consideration of the Government.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As this is a very
important harbor, I would like to know the state ofthe beit
of wood that one time existed near and sheltered that
harbor. fias it been preserved ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am informed by the Engineer-in-
Chief that it has been preserved on each side of the barbor-

Mr. DAWSON. Last year there was an item of $10,000
for the deepening of the channel at Little Current. It was
not expended, and I see it stili put among the estimates o<f
last year. It will be expended, I presu me, because the work
is very necessary at Little Current. The vessels used in
that part of the country are of much greater draught than
formerly, and this is the only shallow point on the lake
for 250 miles, between Collingwood and Sault Ste. Marie.
The deepening of this channel would render it available for
the larger class of vessels that ply in those waters at
present.

Mr. BEATY. With regard to the item of $12,500 for
Toronto barbor, I would like to know whether the sum of
85,000 voted last year for the examination of the harbor, to
determine wbat is necessary for its preservation, is stili to
be used-whether it is proposed in addition to this $5,000 ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is in addition to the 85,000 of last
year. That vote is available, and will be used for the
purpose of obtaining an examination of the harbor.
Up to the present year the outrance to the harbor was by
way of the Qu, en's wharf towards the other end of'the
harbor. It had a width of perhaps 250 feet, and the depth
of thewa!er was only fourteen feet. That depth was found
insufficient, and the cry ail round was: "Give us a deeper
channel." We found that in order to deepen it we would
have to make cuttings out of very hard rock, and noces-
sarily at a great expense. My engineers made an
examination and survey of the harbor, and they found that
the channel made a sort of semi-circle, and that if, instead
of continuing the dredging where it had been going on, the
work was done at the other end of the semi-circle, a much
deeper channel could be obtained. They found that the
sand and other materials between the new and the old
channels would disappear and leave a basin which would
afford ample harbor accommodation. It is with that view
that the work is now being carried on with very
perceptible advantage over the work of previous years.
I do not blame previous Governments for carrying on
those works, as they were proper works to be
done; but we bave found that better navigation
can be secured in another direction. It is the intention to
have a thorough examination of the barbor, after the
engineer who will be entrusted with the work has examined
ail reports which have previouly been made on the subject,
and he will thon make recommendations as to the best
means of preventing the destruction of the harbor by the

Mr. LNMIEVIN.

gradual washing away of the island. The engineer who is
charged with this duty is Captain Eads, an engineer of high
eminence in the United States, in connection with works of
this kind. It was under his direction that the mouths of
the Mississippi River wbich were formerly so shallow that
large vessels.could not enter, bas been so improved that the
largest vessels can enter the river. At present Captain
Eads is in consultation with the Mexican Government upon
important works, but immediately after his return he will
devote himself to an examination of the various reports
which have been made upon Toronto harbor. The hon.
gentleman may be assured that this matter has not been
lost sight of. I consider it one of the most important works
in my department, and one which must not be undertaken
without the fullest investigation and favorable reports from
the best engineers.

Mr. POUPORE. How is it that the item granted last
year, of $8,000 for a bridge at Des Joachims Rapids, has not
been revoted this year ? It is not expended yot, and may
not be expended before the 30th of June next.

Mr LANGEVIN. The Ontario and Quebec Legislature
have granted votes for this bridge, and the Quebec Gov-
ernment have already put their vote at our disposal. The
Ontario Government, with commendable prudence, no doubt,
have thought better to wait until they saw our plans. I
do not find fault with that; they have voted the money and
theywant to know what is going to be done with it. There-
fore I have caused plans to be prepared and forwarded to
them, and I am expecting an answer every day. I have no
doubt they will soon place the money at my dis-
posal, and I shall call for tenders and the work
will be proceeded with. My engineers thought we
might build the work without calling for a re-vote. That
question is now to be considered for the Supplementary
Estimates, and if we find there is no risk in that direction
we may ask for a re-vote of the whole or a portion of the
money. I will now answer the question of my hon. friend
for Algoma (Mr. Dawson), since I had not the information
when he asked the question. For Little Current we have
expended $2,500 last season, and the balance is to be
expended this year. Therefore, we shall not require a re-vote.
We are asking for $5,000 for the removal of a reef in the
River Ottawa below the Union Suspension Bridge. By
removing this rock we shall get a better channel and
prevent the carrent from injuring the wharves. We shall
then have smooth water along the wharves where vessels
may lay.

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron). In regard to the vote
of $8,000 for Godericb, I wish to ask a question. During
last summer several engineers of the Department of Public
Works were making a survey of Goderich harbor. Was
the objeet to extend the north pier with a view of preventing
the filling up of the barbor which takes place every year ?
I would aiso like to know if the engineers have made a
report.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The engineer I sent there was Mr.
Gray, and he has made his report. This vote is in conse-
quence of information we have about this harbor. We
intend to put in another pier which will prevent the beach,
and consequently the harbor, from boing destroyed, as it has
been lately.

118. Harbor& and Rivers (Manitoba). .......... $12,000 00

In answer to Mr. SCHULTZ,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The $7,000 for the mouth of' Red

River, is for the purpose of dredging the channel to the
width of forty feet and to a depth of eight foet below the
mouth of the Red River, the said channel teobe eut for a
distance of half-a-mile across the bar.

Mr. RYAN (Marquette). I see there is an estimate of
$4,000 for the exarination of the question of overdow in
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the Fairford and Partridge Cross River. It would be more
satisfactory to the people whose lands are inundated to
have the work actually done.

Mr. SCHULTZ. I understand that the Local Government
had, either concurrently with the Dominion Goverument,
or on their own account, made an examination of this
matter last summer. It that is the case, it seems to me the
vote of $4,000, slightly increased, would go very far to
remove the obstruction at Lake Winnipegosis, which is
doubtless the cause of the overflow.

Mr. LANGEVIN. This is a very important question for
that region; but we cannot rush into the expenditure
without being sure of what we are doing. The Ch ef
Engineer estimates the cost of removing the boulders and
other obstructions at $80,000. This estimate includes
$34,000 for a dredge, a steam tug and three scows, which
could be used again. In a work of such magnitude we
require a 1 ttle time to examine before rushing into the
work.

Mr. RYAN (Marquette). If the examination should
prove that, with a moderate expenditure, you could reduce
the water level of the lake and prevent the overflow, would
yeu be in a position to do so during the coming season ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. No; we could not do so unless
Parliament put the money at our disposal for that purpose.

119. Improvement of River Saskatchewan in
North-W est Territories ........................ $20,000 00

Mr. LANGEVIN. The improvements in that river
will cost between $31,000 and $32,000, of which the Gov-
ernment will pay $20,000, and the Hudson's Bay Company

12,000, and we expect to obtain a depth of nine feet at
high water, and between four and five foot at low water.

120. Harbors and Rivers (British Columbia) ..... $2,500 00

Mr. BUNSTER. It will be seon at a glance what
injustice is done British Columbia by the small sum which
is asked for these improvements. The paltry sum of $50,)
is not sufficiont for the work on Courtenay River; $5,000
should be appropriated for that work.

Mr. LANGEVIN replied that was all the engineer esti-
mated would be required to move the snags from that river.

122. Dredging........ ............ ................... $122,700 00

Mr. MILLS. I desire to ask whether it is proposed to
take any portion of the appropriation of $12,000 appearing
under the head of Ontario, and devote it to dredging the
north branch of the Sydenham River. The late Adminis-
tration had dredged the east branch of the river. The
dredge was thon removed to Kincardine, in consequence of
a storm having occurred, and it did not return to the north
branch. Both rivers are naturally very deep streams in
proportion to the width, and a large trade has always been
carried on. A considerable quantity of timber bas been
sank in the streams, and silt las collected; so that while
formerly there was a depth of ton feet, it was now less than
Bi.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The reason why the work was not
proceeded with was that it could not be done by an ordinary
dredge, which was unable to work among logs and slabs,
packed as hard as rock.

Mr. MILLS. The use of a little dynamite would obviate
the difficulty.

126. Miscellaneous. ............... $80,682 00

In answer to Mr. ANGLIN,
Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. member for Gloucester will

be glad to know that the breakwater at Grande Anse,
Gloncester, has been repaired.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). Will the item of $5,000 com-
pleto the work at Fort Dafferin, Negro Point, New
Brunswick ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Yes.
60. Brigade Majors, Fajaries, transport expenses, &c. $14,400 08

Mr. ANGLIN. With regard to the item of $14,000 for
Brigade Majors, salaries, transport expenses, and so forth, I
am told by competent authorities that dissatisfaction exists
in connection with the removal of those officers from one
place to another, which is stated to Le wholly uncalled for,
hurtful to the service, and expensive as well.

Mr. CARON. I think the principle is universally
recognised in military matters, that it is a benefit so far as
the efficiency of the service is concerned, to remove the staff
from one station to another. This policy was adopted
previous to my assuming charge of the Militia Department;
but it is one I entirely approve of. It is to the advantage
of the efficiency of the force to move those staff officers from
one place to another. Of course it has involved some little
expense, which I think was necessary in view of the benefits
thereby secured.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Why has rnot the
same been applied to the Brigade Major, in Toronto. It is
very extraordinary, if I am correctly informed, that he has
not been removed.

Mr. CARON. Colonel Dennison has been promoted to
the rank of Adjutant-General and allowed to remain as such
in Toronto.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That appears a very
extraordinary proceeding. There were very great disorders
in connection with that department in Toronto. It appears
an extraordinary way of ad ministering the service, that the
officer under whose management, apparently, several of the
Toronto regiments got into a very bad state, should be
promoted. I suppose it is as a kind of reward for those
disorders.

Mr. CARON. He is not solely responsible, because he
was acting as Brigade Major at the time. One ofthe reasons
why the department has not removed this officer from
Toronto is that in a couple of years he will have attained the
age at which his services will be dispensed with; and it was
considered to be inexpedient to remove him for that short
period, at considerable expense.

64. Drill pay and all other incidental expenses
connected with the drill and training of the
Militia...........................$250,000 00

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). With regard to this item,
I am very glad the hon. Minister has increesed the expendi-
ture for the drill of the volunteers, because a great deal of
complaint was board fast year on account of a new arrange-
ment in connection with their training. The rule adopted
last year was to pay the men for only six days' work, though
actually nine days on duty. I suppose the hon.
Minister has taken this extra amount to enable
him to pay the mcn on their way to camp and on
their return, as well as for the Sunday in camp.
The allowance made to the voluntecrs is a very small item
in the whole expenditure upon Militia; it scarcely exceeds
25 per cent. of the amount which is spent for the main-
tenance of the force. I think it is a great grievance that
these men who are called away from their ordinary
avocations, at which they are, perhaps, earning from $1.25
to $2.00 per <iay, should be dealt with in a niggardly spirit.
We know that large drafts have to be made upon the mili-
tary enthusiam of our young men, to keep the force in
good order, and if they are dealt with, in a spirit of
niggardliness, that enthusiam will likely be diminished. I
notice that Major-Goneral Luard makes reference to that
tact in his report. I have no doubt that the hou. Minister
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is anxions to keep up the esprit de corps of the force, and
treat the men kindly and liberally; and it certainly should
be the policy of the louse to treat them in that spirit, as
some inducement to the men to leave their ordinary
avocations to perform their military duties. Perhaps the
hon. Minister will assure me that the policy of last year is
not to be continued this year.

Mr. CARON. I quite agree with the hon. gentleman
that we should offer every possible encouragement to our
militia force, so far as the means at our disposai will allow.
The increase in the proposed expenditure is a large
one, and, perhaps, the Committee will allow me briefly to
explain the changes which have taken place in the policy of
last year. It is contemplated that there will be 20,000
offilers and men and J,500 horses to take part in the annual
training for 1881-82, and 17,000 men in brigade camps
during twelve days. During these twelve days, of course,
the officers and mon will receive rank pay for every day
they are in service.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). Going and returning ?
Mr. CARON. Yes; and of course the cost of ti ansport,

.forage, and everything of that kind will bo allowed. I have
always considered that the system of having only four days'
drill wasreally spending money aftera most useless fashion;
and I could not have made up my mind to ask Parliament
for an appropriation for such a purpose. We know that
when a lot of new mon go into camp, it takes more than four
days to give tbem even a conception of what drill really
means. I consider that twelve days is really as short a
time as we could allow with any reasonable expectation
that the men would acquire military training, or with the
hope of achieving something for the money we expend, aid
I was happy to be able to recommend this increase for the
purpose of giving a longer drili than in former years.
Moreover, it is contemplated, as I stated before, to have
brigade camps for 17,000 officers, non-commissioned officers
and men. It has not been altogether decided how many
camps we will be able to have for the money which is asked
from Parliament; but I think,very likoly there will be four
iu Ontario, three in Quebec, one in New Brunswick, one in
Nova Scotia, and a battalion camp in Prince Edward
Island. Three thousand mon will be drilled at
local headquarters, at the time most convenient to
them. Those who take au interest in our volunteers
know, that, for some o? « the city corps, it is a
matter of impossibility for thern to drili nbrigade camps,
for the simple reason that the season of the year at which
such drill is held is so inconvenient for young men employed
in banks and offices, that many of themn cannot leave their
occupations for twelve days' drill. I think we will be safe
in allowing $3,000 as margin for these men belonging to
city corps, who will hâve their drill during tþe winter
montbs, when they can afford the necessary time.

Mr. THOMPSON. How long will they drill ?
Mr. CARON. Twelve days. The odficers will be paid

$1 a day, and the mon 50 cents. Those who drill in camps
will reeeive the rank pay.

Mr. MOCALLUM. I do not rise for the purpose of
objecting to the vote, but there is certainly a feeling amongst
the people that we do not get value for the money we spend
upon the militia. The question among the people is, whether
tlie volunteer system could not be btiter organized than it
is at present. I am not speaking of my own feelings in the
matter, but I have received several letterson the subject. I
am quite certain that our volunteer system is not now so
complete as it was in 18j4, 1865 and 1866, though it cests
the sme amount of money. I have been urged to ask for
the appointient of a Special Committee to inquire into the
wholè matter, >and next year I may move for such a

oimmittee. The feeling among the people is, that the
Mr, Ros (Middlesex), -

volunteers get but a small portion of the grant, the bulk of
it going to the staff. The people would not grudge the
money if we got good value for it.

Mr. BUNSTER. We have two companies of volanteers
at Nanaimo, and, year atter year, they find fault with me for
not properly representing their case to the Governmént.
There are two towns about six miles apart-Nanaimo and
Wellington-and we should have two drill sheds. I should
like the hon. Minister to visit our- Province and see
what we require, as he did in regard to Manitoba last year.
I believe when the Government come to know the importance
of this district they will grant two drill sheds, one at
Nanaimo and the other at Wellington. The property owners
in those towns will give the sites for those buildings and
probably contribute something towards their erection.

Mr. CARON. It would afford me great pleasure, if I
could, te ask a sum -of money to build a drill shed at
Nanaimo, but the Estimates were already so considerable,
and my hon. friend mentioned it to me so late in the Session,
that I fear I cannot do so now. Besides, we should have first
to communicate with the municipalities about it.

Mr. ROSS (West Middlesex). The force up there would
scarcely require a drill shed. I notice that on theoceasion
of the inspection by the Deputy Adjutant-General, the force
eonsisted of one officer and 16 mon.

Mr. BUNSTER. That requires explanation. The cap-
tain of the company was against me in an election, but his
men were for me, and they would not turn ont. I pledge
my word and honor there are two companies. There are
72 men in one and 68 in the other.

Mr. OGDEN. Could not the Government House be used
as a drill shed? If there is but one officer and 16 men,
perhaps the Governorwould kindly take them into his back
pa1rlor. I know there are hon. gentlemen in this House
who are aspiring to that position, and I know they would
not refuse to give the Government House for that purpose.

Mr. BUNSTER. If the hon. member for Guysborough
(hir. Ogden) knows no botter than to make a personal attack
on me, when I have been so well supported by hon. mem-
bers in this House, I shall c-nsider it as a personal insult.
If be wants to make an attack on me personally he can do
it outside the floor of this House,.pirobably he will find just
as good game as ho wants.

Mr. BLAKE. Let my hon. friend call out his volunteers.
Mr. BUNSTER. I am advocating the interests of men

owning allegiance to the British filag. In asking for these
drill sheds I know I shall have the assistance of the senior
member for Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald), because we
have just as loyal men there as in any other part of the
Dominion.

Mr. DAWSON. I think the militia force should be
distributed over the whole country as fairly as possible.
In the large district of Algoma, with a frontage of 900
miles, we have only one company, and I think we shoald
be allowed one or two more. There is a company at Sault
Ste. Marie, and 300 miles west of that, at Prince Arthur's
Landing, Thunder Bay, we have good material for a
company. In fact, the young men there have formed them-
selves into a company, and ail they want is the necessary
outfit. Again, a little to the east of Sault Ste. Marie and on
the north coast of Lake Huron, there is a very considerabl
population and they are anxions te form a company there.
On one part on the Manitoulin Island there is a dense
population, and. it would be but fair they should have a
company. I hope these circumstances will be taken into
consideration, and that, as far as they will permit, the
people may be allowed to form companies.

Mr. CARON. It is well that there should be aedis-
tribution of the ft»re as far as possible. it would b uselem
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to attempt to increasoe the force. Out of the 42,000 men we
eau only afford to drill 2,0O0 men. My hon. friend bas
mentioned one locality where there should be a larger
number of volunteers thán.there is now. I hope when the
redistribution tîTes place it will be possible to afford on
opportunity to the hon.gentleman to have in that locality a
company of volunteers.

Mr. McCUAIG. I have received a communication from
a gentleman who has taken a great interest in the success
of our Rifle Association in my country. As it is short I
will read it:

"PiCToN, 2nd March, 1881.
"My DEAR Siu,-At the annual meeting of the 'County of Prince

Edward Rifles Association' held this day, I was requested to write to
yon to use yôur influence with the Government, to reduce the price of the
ammunition used for target practice by rifle associations. T he present

pce is $16 per 1,000 rounds, and when freight and return freight on the
boxes are added itbrings the price up to $17.50 per 1,000 rounds. In order
to make good marksmen it is necessary that a good deal of practice
should be had, but at the present price of ammunition it is very expensive.
Our association expended last, year over 26,000 rounds, costîngthe
members 'ver $416; this is rather expensive; we think we ought to get it
at about $10 per 1,00, even should the Government lose on it. I hope
you will use your influence in this matter an4 induce others to assist you
and oblige,

4 JAMEs Gnr1As1R,
"President County P.E R. Association.

"J. S. McCuaig, Esq., M.P., Ottawa."

Here is the account of the Rifle Association for the year
ending March, 1881 :

County of Prince Edward Rifle Association, in account with T. Bog,
Sec -Treasurer.

March, 1880, to March, 1881.
1880. Di.

To Paid postages, telegrams, posting bils, &c.
Books and stationery ......... .... .................
Printmng and advertising, (by-laws, &c.).
Material for flags, brushes, paints, &c.. ........
Markers and labor at butts,......-.......
Freight and cartage on targets ........... .....
Cartage to butts, ac ........ .........-. ... .........
Mrs. Owens for rent of garden ....... ............
Six markers and scorers, two days, Sept.
Irving & Downs, and Johnson for lumber
Hugh Gaw and Ellis Grimmon .................
Paid prizes, medals, and in kind, 24th May....
Paid prizes in cash in September...............
Ammunition ............. ..........

1880. CR.
By Fees, 69 members.............. ...................

Contributions for prizes 2 Ith May ........
Entries to matches, 24th May.................. ......
Sighting shots, 24th May................ 
Entries to match in September... .............
Sighting shots "l "c .....................
Government Grant .................................
County Prince Edward Grant..............
Town of Picton .......... ,...........................
Return freight on targets in September. .....
Amount received from members as assessment

to make up deficiencies. .... ...........

Liabilities.

$ 5 50
1 50

32 25
18 93
30 75
8 42
2 90
3 00

18 00
34 75
23 25

138 00
231 00
416 00

$964 25

$ 69 00
138 00
17 50
7 50

59 00
36 30
75 00
75 0)
25 00

2 92

34 75

$539 97

$ 8 28

Due P. J. Vanpatten, rent of field ........ $10 00
" Scretary Treasurer, balance .. 8 28

$18 28

Ont of this sum of $964 the Government only contributed
$75. I am sorry to hear the disparaging remarks of the
bon. member from Monck (Mr. MeCallum). Without an
efficient staff, it is impossible for us to have an efficient body
of mon. I notice with regret that whenever these Estimates
are brought before the Muse, there seems to be a disposi-
tion to deal illiberally with the militia of the coeurtry, the
enly foree'we have to depend upon in cases of difficulty. I
am sure the country generally are most willing to support

our militia in every way, and above all, to keep up an
efficient staff, without which we cannot expect to seeure a
valuable service.

Mr. CARON. My hon. friend will remeinber that we
give a certain amount every year Ge the rifle associations and
that we sell aminmunition to them at cost price.

68. Royal Military college .......... ............ $59,000 0

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I think the money we exp.nd
on military instruction is the best money exin
connection with the militia vote, whether that money is
expended in drilling our volunteers, in the Royal Military
College, or in the maintenance of the Schools of Gunnory.
I arm not sure, however, but that tho Minister of Militia
requires to avoid overloading the Royal Military College
with expenditure. .It was started with the object of giving
our young men a thorough military knowledge-an educa-
tion that wculd enable them to discharge the highest duties
of military officers. The cost of the staff, after the college
had been in operation for A couple of years, was only
$13,916. In 1880, it had increased to $26,680. I bave
no doubt, on account of the increased attenlance, at
the college, a larger staff may be necessary, but its
popularity may be affected unless care is taken to
prevent its being overloaded with officers. 1 would also
suggest to the Minister of Militia that some provision
should be made for our cadets in the Royal Military
College. I notice that the hon. member for West Durharh
has a notice on the paper on this subject, and also that the
Major-General calls attention to it. Lieutenant-Colôonel
Hewitt, the gentleman in charge of the College, in bis
report, remarks:

"Should the Government, business firms or professional men require
men specially qualified in anyparticular branch-for instance, mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, civil engineering, architecture, modern
languages or drawing-graduates of the Royal Military College proved
to be specially qualified in any of these points, and with the additional
assurance of character and physique, can be selec-cd fron among its
graduates with certainty."

Again he says :
" The cadets have gained their entrance to the college by open compe-

tition throughout the Lominion,-without favoritism, ersonal or political,
they have improved, maintained or lost their orignal position by four
years' keen competition among themselves, and I erefore trust that, asit is not possibl for Canada to afford permanent mlitary employment to
all the graduates of the college, she wi i employ those (at leasithe best of
them) who do not obtain it, in such~ other capacities as their coll'ge records
denote their being most fitted for.'

Whien the hon. member for Lambton introdueed bis Bill for
the establishme t of that college, he anticipated that a
number of cadets would be se trained that they would be fit
t be placed on the staff of civil engineers. Probabl the
requ-irements of the Government for that service will les
in tle future than they have been in the past; and as that
revenue is, t a great extent, closed, it would bie well for
the Government te make some provision wIereby a certain
number of cadets might he appointed to positions in the
Civil Service, for which their intelletual and phiysical
training would qualify them. I think they would certainly
improve the standing of the Civil Service.and their appoint-
ments would be inducements for them te remain ini the
countr . The comtnissions in the army offered by the
EnglislGevernment, althoughp a kind offer on their part,
are of little advantage te us. It simply means that the
young men we educate serve the Briti Government outside
t Canada. I should prefer te have their services retained
in the country. If the Military College dees what I believe
it eau do, train men well phyically and intelleotually, it is
a great pity our cotntry shod be raiïed of the yoting inen
thus trained, sud whose services would be of very great
value to us, if we only knew where to place themn.

Mr. Ca RON. It is very important we should kepedoen
the expense of the Military liege as much as posbeie,
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In the first years after the establishment of the Military
College, the amount of money expended for salaries was
not as considerable as it is to-day. We had only a few
cadets and a small number of professors. All who take an
interest in the college know that the professors are men of
a very high order of education, who have distinguished
themselves in the different branches of the service, and who
give the best possible instruction to the cadets under their
care. The hon. gentleman also referred to a question which
is certainly one of very great importance, that of making
provision for the cadets. The firet step has been made in
the right direction by opening Ne two batteries, A and B,
to the cadets. That is cerainly an inducement which some
of our young men are anxious to get. The commissions
which I consider were so liberally piaced at the disposal of
the cadets by the English Governiment, are to my mmd
much more important than at first sight would appear. These
young men acquire a great deal of practical experience
by serving in the ranks of the British army, and the fact
of their having gone over to England for a few years does
not make them cease to be Canadians. Al their people and
their interests are in Canada, and after a certain number of
years they are almost certain to return to Canada, trained
men fit for the highest positions on the staff of our
force.

Mr. JONES. The hon. Minister of Militia is, I think,
not aware of the order paased lately by the British Govern'
ment, or he would not have said it is well for our cadets to
go into the British Service. By that order, our cadets who
will have served in the British Service for twenty or thirty
years, will not be allowed to receive a pension if they come
out to this country and are employed in the Dominion
Service. What inducement is there for our cadets, under
that law, to enter into the service of the British Govern-
ment at all. I agree with the hon. member for Middlesex
that we must endeavor to give them employment in the
conutry, on our militia staff or in the Civil Service.
The following is the order passed by the British Govern-
ment:-

Royal Warrant, 1881.-Modifcation.
"After the completion of ten years seconded service under the Domin-

ion Government, Imperial officers may continue to hold their colonial
appointments, but they will be struck off the roll of their regiments."

A gentleman who has written to me says:
"I have served 3) years. The pension department refuse my pension

until i sign a document that I have resigned the Dominion service, and
the first month I am not able to sign a certificate that I am not serving
the Dominion Government, they will stop my pension."

The British Government will pay £450 to a man for bang-
ing round the clubs, but it must not go to a colonist. There
is another communication addressed to Captain P. Lewis,
who is Artillery inspector in the Maritime Provinces:

"HORnE GUAnns, Wi OFFCIE,
"I25th January, 1881.

4 Sra,-I have the honor to acquaint you that your retirement upon a
pension,cf £200 per annum will ahortly be announced in the London
Gazette, but no instructions will.be issued for the paymentthereof until
after a notification bas been received that you have resigned your
appointment under the Canadian Government.

." I have the honor to be, 86, your obedient servant,
"0J. G. ARUTHNOT,

"Deputy-Adjutant General."

Capt. Lewis thon handed in his resignation:
"2, ESPLANADE, TzN, So-v WALEU,

"26th January, 1881.
"<t, B,-aving applied for retiremnent, with pension, from the Royal

Artillery, and being informned by the Horse Guards authorities that I
should not be permitted to draw the pension whilst serving under the
Canadian Government, I have now the honor te regnest you will be so
good as to forward to the Major Commanding the Militia this, the tender
of my resignation of the appointmient at present held by me as Adjut.ant
Inspector Artillery for the Maritime Provinces.'>

From what I have heard, I believe this order comes from
some snall man in the Horse Guards' service who has sorne

Mr. CARON.

enmity to us because, instead of going to Woolwich, we
have been endeavoring to manufacture our own gunf and
have bought some Palliser guns. It is not because the
British Government want officers, beeause it was only
within the last few years they issued the order that after
twenty years' service officers must retire.

Mr. McCUAIG. A false impression bas been left on the
House by these remarks of the hon. member for'Leeds. The
British Government does not choose to pay a man a pension
when he is earning pay in the Dominion. I think it very
proper that if an officer, who is no longer able to do service
in Éngland and receives compensation in the shape of a
pension, accepts employment in a British possession, bis
pension should ceaso. But the moment he loses his position
in Canada or resigns it, it is but right that the English
pension should be revived. I entirely agree with the hon.
Minister of Militia that it is very important for us to have
our young men enter the English army, for tbey would
become most valuable men to the British possesuons, and
would volunLarily return to defend them in case eo danger.
I have a very strong feeling indeel in favor of the militia
service, and I hope Parliament will deal liberally with it.

Mr. SKINNER. I have had much pleasure in visiting
the Royal Military College durir.g several years. I have
seen the working of the institution, and have one of my
boys there. I must say, with all due deference to several
hon. members who have spoken on the subject, that I know
of ne institution in this country as well deserving of the
money spent on it, and if five times as much was spent a
good return would be given to the Dominion I desire to
read the following remarks from the General's report; and
although Generals have hitherto been brought from the old
country, I hope the day wilt come when they will be
educated by our Military College. The General says:

"It afforded me much plea-sure to see the Royal Military College at
Kingston It appears to me an admirable institution under a most able
commandant. Lt.-Colonel Hewett, R.E. One point regarding it I wish
to bring prominently before you. Being quartered in Canada previous to
the establishmen.t of the college, I remember that its object was thon
stated to be, to train young men for civil occupations, at the same time
imparting military acquirements. so that in after life, though employed
in civil occupations. they might, if the emergency arose. make their mili-
tary training useful to the S ate It seems to me that this bas not been
sufficiently borne in miAd, for the highest prizes now offered for the emu-
lation of cadets are not civil appointments in the Dominion, to which the
college and cadets themselves belong, but commissions in the Imperial
Army, given by the Government of Etogland. I venture to suggest for
consideration whether the original intention would not be more bene-
ficially carried out if the first prizes for successful cadets were four cvil
appointments in their own country, leaving for cadets of more roving
inclination, and as second prizes, the four military commissions Cadets
graduating at the Royal Military College would, from their disciplinary
education, become very valuable in civil appointments. The college
requiresalso ventilation and additional rooms for the cadets and pro-
fessors.'

With respect to young lads in this country, they require
just as much discipline as anything else, and that cannot be
better obtained than at the Military College. The pupils
have to be gentlemen or tbey cannot sta there. I bope
the Minister of Militia wiIl not be deterred by the remarks
of the hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), but
will spend as much money as the country can afford to
bupport the institution. It appears that pupils wilI have to
pay $300 a year, and therefore the college &hould soon
become self-sustaining. I sent my son there at considerable
expense to myself, because I desired that he should take his
position in the militia, or any other like capacity. I intend
to send two other sons there, and I hope the Minister of
Militia will do the best he can to secure their proper
education in the college.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think it right to say a few
words in respect to the Military College vote in consequence
of the remarks made by the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross), wherein he seemed to think the staff of the
Collage bas been unnecessarily increased in coSt during the
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last two or three years. I am sure if he will reflect he will
see that the cost of the staff a few years ago when the college
was started could not be expected to be so great as that of
the present day when the college is in full working order.
I think the college has not failed in any degree to give the
country the value which it was thought it should render
when it was originated. If the work donc by the staff be
compared with the Toronto University or any other
Canadian University, and the total cost of the two staffs be
compared, the comparison will be in favor of the Military
Col lege. The salaries of the professors at Toronto -University
aggregate considerably over $35,000, whercas the salaries at
the Kingston College amount to only $26,000. Then the staff
of professors of Toronto University teach only five months in
the year; the Kingston professors teach tcn months in the
year, and the professors are not only professors, but do the
duty of tutors, and are with the students from early morning
to ton o'clock at night. I know from experience that the
staff at Kingston is as hard working and does its duty as

*faithfully as any staff could possibly do. Thero is onefeature
connected with the college which was eontemplated when
the institution was originally proposed by the bon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Miackenzie), and it is one that bas not
been carried out, yet I hope it will be carried out at an early
date, thereby making the college much more popular
throughout the country and among the militsry officers for
whom the benefit was intended when the institution was
organized-I refer to the formation of classes for the instruc-
tion of military officers. That is distinctly the clause in the
Act authorizing the establishment of the college. A class
should be formed, as soon as- the requisite staff is at the
college, for the instruction of militia officers who could
attend for three, four or six months. That would make the
college much more useful to the militia than at present, also
more popular and more creditable to the department. The
Government should ask a vote to provide the necessary
barrack accommodation; at present the students are crowded
together, in some cases eight or ten in a room, and class-
rooms have to be used as bed-rooms, to the injurv
of the expensive instruments which bave to be left
in the hall and scattered throughout the building,
also additional accommodation is needed for the health of
the students and the proper maintenance of the college. I
think that the commissioning of cadets in the Imperial
service will not deprive Canada of their services. They can
thus complete their military education at no expense to
Canada, to which they will gladly return should she need
their services. But we ought to keep as many cadets as
possible in this country by finding employment for them in
the public service, to which they would prove a benefit. It
would be very much better thus to provide for them, than
to give the appointments, as both parties culpably did, to
political incapables. No vote will be better thought ofthan
this $75,000 increase for drill pay of the mon who, itb as
been hitherto considered, did not receive enough while the
staff and other paraphernalia roceived too much.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not think our cadets should receive
more favors or better chances of public employment than
the graduates of any other of our respectable colleges. Nor
do I think that the interests of the country call for an
increase of the expense of this Military College. There bas
been too much money spent in drill shels and other militia
objects not greatly required.

Mr. PLUMB. I suppose this college costs the Govern-
ment a great deal of money. Tho military establishment
of a similar character in another country bas been mainly
established to educate promising young men, the sons of'
poor parents. I suppose the object of this college is the
same. I should expect that those recommending young
men to this college, would be very careful to favor merito-
rious persons not able to procure an cducation otherwise.
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If we are putting this large sum in the Estimates for the
purpose of educating those able to obtain an education other-
wise, I think we are hardly acting fairly to the country. If
1 find that that is largely the case, I certainly shall consider
it my duty to take a very different view of this matter.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is not the case. The cadets
are mainly the sons of farmers. The first three graduates
of last year were sons of farmers.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. member for Niagara
is wrong if he supposes the college is filled by the nomi-
native system. It is, I believe, the competitive system that
is followed. Either this college ought to be abolished or
sustained. If it is doing any good, or deserves the support
of Parliament, it ought to be sustained, in which case the
suggestion of the member for Frontenac should be followed,
and proper accommodation for the cadets provided. If
Parliament thinks it ought not to be maintained, the whole
of this expense is useless. If we are to maintain the
college, instead of objecting to any reasonable improvement,
we should place it in an efficient and proper condition.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). I was slightly misunderstood in
the remarks I made when the Committee were discussing
the item of the Royal Military College at Kingston, for
although I referred to the increased expenditure, I did so
with a view of protecting the Minister against what might
become a public outcry, and of cautioning him therefore
against an increased expenditure. We have here a large
item of expenditure for these batteries, and there is a radical
defect existing with regard to this appropriation. As the
member for Victoria said, candidates for admission into the
Military College are admitted through a competitive exam-
ination, and with regard to those of A and B Batteries they
are admitted simply on the recommendation of a Deputy
Adjutant General or some other officer, and without any
physical or intellectual qualification being required.
The result of this system is a serious loss to the
country. By a return which the Minister of Militia
was kind enough to give me since 1871, when the batteries
were established, 2,468 persons were admitted, and of these
only 859 were certificated. Since the establishment ofthese
batteries we have expended over a million dollars on the
education of these 859 persons, and every person who has
been certificated in one of these schobls bas cost the country
$1,167. Now, admitting that the course of instruction there
is very good, and that these are valuable men when they are
trained, I think the Minister of Militia could so arrange
the instructions there so that the same amount of training
could be got for less money. I think the difficulty would
be largely remedied by requiring an entrance examination
and some inspection of the men before entering. The very
fact that there bave been so many admissions and so fev
certificates, shows that the system of admission is loose. I
was told of the case of a gentleman, living in
a city not a thousand miles from here, who,
being out of employment one winter, got admitted
through an officer to the school of gunnery at Kingston.
He spent the greater portion of a year there, drew his pay
at fifty cents a day which was more than he could have
made by hanging round the city, but the country paid the
expense. There is another suggestion which I should like
to make to the Minister. We have opened schools for
military education at Toronto, Quebec and Halifax; they
do not cost much, but I think if A and B Batteries were
used for the purpcse of instruction the expenses would be
obviated, and I think men would get better instructors.
Since Confederation we have expended over $13,000,000 on
the militia force, and what have we for that expenditure?
The hon. gentleman does not venture to say that we have
a well-drilled force; we could not expect it; but if we are
to promote anything like military education, if we cannot

I thoroughly drill the volun:eers with the small amount of
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money at our command, we should see at.least that we are
thoroughly drilling a certain number who will be able to
take charge of them in case of an emergency. The only
protection this country can have will be well-drilled officers
who shall be able to take charge of the men in the event of
an emergency arising; and our next look-out should be to
have these officers drilled at the smallest possible expense
to the country. I think that can be done in connection
with those two batteries; and if the Minister of Militin,
who seems-so anxious to improve the force, will devote hic
attention to this matter, I think be will beneŽfit the country
and will render himself exceedingly useful in the depart-
ment upon whose duties ho bas entered with so much
enthusiasm.

Mr. CARON. I cannot view the matter in the same
light as the hon. member for West Middlesex. The bon.
gentleman must renember that these mon, besides taking
charge of theee two batteries, nre maintained for the purpose
of looking after important fortifications in Quebec and
iingston. I need not call the attention of the hon. gentle-
man-for he las evidently stadied the matter thoroughly-
to tie importance in a country like ours of having a large
force of artillery to protect our rivers and other commercial
highways. I think these two batteries form a nucleus of a
system of defence which wiill be of the greatest importance
to the Dominion.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I would like to ask the hon. gentle-
man at what period of the year it is proposed to have drill
in camp.

Mr. CARON. We intend to have them as near the first
of July as possible.

Mr. THOMPSON. Are the officers to have the pay of
their rank during these camps ?

Mr. CARON. Yes.'
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I have had correspondence

with a captain in the militia force who states that in 1875
an order of the department was passed that a captain should
rank as brevet after five years' service. le says that subse-
quently that' order was changed to ten years. lie thinks
this arrangement is unfair to those who enlisted under the
five-year regulation. Would the Minister state whether the-
new order applies to those who enlisted under the old
arrangement ?

Mr. CARON. The change the hon. gentleman has
referred to bas taken place. It is made ton years instead of
five, and applies to the whole force.

Mr.. ROSS. Is it the intention this year, in the selection
of the Wimbledon team,to select the best men by competition
out of the whole Dominion, or to select them on Provincial
lines ?

Mr. CARON. That it a matter under the control of the
Association and not of the department.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The best men are to be selected
from the whole Dominion.

Mr. ELLIOTT. The department should select the most
convenient season of the year for holding the camps. In
Ontario the most convenient month would be June, as the
labor on farms is then the least pressing.

Mr. CARON. The date is not distinctly fixed, and before
fixing it the views of the different localities where camps
are to be held will be eonsulted.

153. Marine and Immigrant Hospitals ............. 5,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not think this
differs materially fron what wo had before, yet the details
ought to be given. Up to the present time the custom bas
always been to give in detail the mode in which yo are
going to distribute this vote. When you are taking a lump

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

vote and giving the whole to a particular Provinee, it is a
very different thing to giving the details. For instance, in
1878 a certain sum appears te have been assigned te Nova
Scotia, and a certain suai to Halifax and St. John.

Sir LEONARD TILLFEY. It is the sane as last year.
We are in the habit of giving the details, but as the amount
and the distribution are the same, the details have not been
givon.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. But you have power
under a vote of this kind to assign the whole to a particular
Province, whieh you had not before. Thero were four
distinct votes taken before.

Mr. MILLS. Each appropriation ought to have been
designated. We know that there was a time in England,
when the whole subsidy was voted in a single sun, and the
Administration could distribute it just as they pleased. It
seems to me that if this louse is going te exercise proper
control over the expenditure, and if the office of Anditor
General is to be of any value, the Estimates ought.to be
given to this louse in as mach detail as possible. One of
these institutions may have expended upon it, by the want
of proper care, a much larger sum than the Government
contemplated, while a smaller sum would have to be given
to the other institutions.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was given in extended
detail before, but as the amounts are the same r suppose
the department did not think it was necessary. iefore
concurr-ence, I will submit the details for eac.service as
formerly.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman take care that the
vote is taken that way?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Because unless the vote is taken separately,

there is no security that there shall be economy in each
establishment.

175. Customs-Salaries and consequentexpenses
of the several ports...... ............... 732,119 O

Mr. BLAK E. In Toronto there appeara tobe an increase.
It seems to be more expensive to conduct that office when
you save the expense of a collector than when you pay
him a salary. I believe for a long time there has been
no collector there. Are we not going to have one?

Mr. BOWELL. I think so.
Mr. BLAKE. How soon ?
Mr. BOWELL. As soon as the Governmeut think it

necessary to put one there.
Mr. BLAKE. When was the late collector suspended,

and how soon will there be one appointed?
Mr. BOWELL., The late collector was suspended

twelve months ago, and the surveyor has been acting in
his place. The apparent increase in the service of the
Toronto Custoin House arises from an error of $1,000 in the
Estimates of last year, the transfer of a clerk from Ottawa
to Toronto, and the appointment of sometemporary offieers
on the permanent list. The present estimate provides for
the salary of a collecter. If he is not appointed, of coirse
that will not be expended.

Mr. BLAKE. But the fact that the duties of tihat
important part can for twelve months be discharged
efficiently, and without loss to the puble without a
collecter, by the surveyor discharging the duties 'of both
offices, would seem te indicate that the staff is too large.
If, on the other hand, the publie service is injured by this
officer not being able efficiently to discharge the difties of
both of those offices, then there ought to be an appoint-
ment. In any case, it seenie to me there ought t - -o ba
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Mr. BOWELL. I am not sure that the public business 'aybon. friend fror St. John. With regard te smuggling,

has -been injured. While the surveyor was acting as 1 arn informed that the officers of the department must
colleetor, somebody else was appointed te perform the duty have misinformod the Minister of Customs seriously as te
of surveyor. its extent. Soie of the inest proninent merchants in

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman's explanation is net Canada, who have ne political leanings, have told me tbey
vry satisfactory. It seems to me that office should not are convinced that very lnrge amounts of smuggled gooxs

have bee. left so long vacant, and it ought to be early of various kinds are brbught into Canada from the States,
filled. I do net think it could have been kept open se long and that to their knowledge largo quantities are soldat rates
except from political motives, or motives net connected at which they could fot possibly bc dispo8ed of if they paid
with the public service. duty.

Mr. ANGLIN. I hope the hon. gentleman will have Mr. JONES (South Leeds). 1 have herd sonething
very dittle time to grieve over this matter, and that the sUeaute. o is on the bestobcesho
office will be filled at a very early date. This is one DominnamiHois h e oofteoV xouii'o bin sue
of the items of public expenditure about which, in
former days, a great deal was said. When the hon. mem-
ber for St. John was head of the Customs Department, ho Mr. BLt>EE (St. Jobn). The nunber of vessels that
was attacked year.after year, because, as it was allegedbo arrived in our ports ihe 1878-79 was largert han that of
had increased the expenditure of this department or had 1879-80, if 1 am iiot mistaken. I can nnderstand whoa
not reduced it as he ought, and we naturally expected, wheonthe is a great i crease of vossels in .Montroai, additional
hon. gentlemen opposite came to office, that the expenditure handswouldborequirod. But tiiineaso in the ainountof
would have been greatly roduced. Instead of that it has revenue need net jiecessitate a great ime':isc fil tho or
been increased, so that thisyear it is only $8,000 more than it6 collction. Thoro is a inimber cinai ports iu the
the estimate of the current year, and the estimate for next Dominion at wbach tue revenue bas <reat1y declined, yet
y ar is over $26,000 more than the estimate for 1877-8, the the expenditure romains te saine. So Ido not think yen
last year the department was under the control of the bon. can reduce or increaso the staff as the revenue fluctuates.
member for St. John. But this Governrnont expected a general deerease of impor-

M.J .Wbat revenue had yen? taions. if s a decroase occurred, shoud we not expet
Oa dorease in the thcotet' collections o f' reventets? mu

Mr. ANGLIN. The extent of revenue did net veis expens t in Montoal must poclargeomi1wntha in 1878, wih
materially affect the est of collection. The actual quantity te general warhouses. Ithingk tire is eveory reaso te
of goods imported ivas nearly as much as in prcviougYetu"$, beolieve that the expendituro in that case woud b largel,
the fallbg off in ameunt being due te shrinkage of vallues. incransed. But I do noet thik that thinrease sldf' revenue
And Jast year the revenue was one of the smallest we bave should ncessarily involvo a largo increas for collection.
had for many years. We had the largest deficit last year Mr'. ANGIN. The Min istet' cf Customs scarcely roplied
we had for many years. The quantity imperted Ibis year te miy saonn.1toctettlaorti r o h
is not larger than last y'ear's, but pries have advanced. tatre N (Iouth eed)I the otavent hoar iomthing
That is the ruason the revenue lias incrcased censiderabi rtweaid about tho pgcor ta ontrealb otings. Io bd sothily
There one factor under the present fiscal policy that Uboeanuatbouped. tH pist f o throe bst owis i the
would justify increa§ed ex udit -that is, the encourage- lionfoDoin io St, I h saythdoes t oreqir hais ser-
ment given t e muggling the enermeus incasuin thehoanumba con.i' Sthink h n sl bere)te inhis iofircf
rate cf taxation; but if one-haîf cf what we beur cf the Custoin mr ami eSho t.hn)d.Tho umbeiirofvense n at
suggling caried on is truc, I do no thinkin r a ar hant
the ben. Minister has suffiiently provided for leo engiged a permanent stafk of mon enplcyed from day te

that portion cf the uxpendituru. The faet is patent day, ho was cnstatntly charged by l is oponrens, and

that while these hon, gentlemen when ln Opposition 9specaldy bythe roir.gentleman hirnsclf, with extravaganco

talked as îf it vere* possible te reduce laigeDy the in oxpenditure, thogh ho sowed cloarly how the incrdases

expenditure cf the Customs Departnunt, they have gene on had takentlace, anethat they ae' SoccIssoiy. Titis chargo

increasing the cost until it is $25,000 or $26,t00 more than Was reopeatod hundredscf times, though Ile hion. gentleman

t was under the latu Government. who was thoeninister gave a periclly unimpeachable
explanation f ail the moccases. The lion. einiserct

Mr. BOWELL. had the hon. gentleman taken tbe Customsspeaksf the increase in linumberfvossels
trouble te enqui e into the anount of werk done, he would cemingint Montrealhast yea'; but tritywas iiot caused by
net have made the assertion h as made. The manig- ay great addition la tho imports, but almost entirely by
ment of the examining w arhouses cas added a vury large increases in theexpo]'s. l'eoimpeats came clicfly in

um te the expenditure. In Montrea theru was an inerease steamers, thea sailing vessels briveging ca'gcs cf the heavica
cf 112 vessls arived at that port and ineras d tonnage, articles, and theae was somo addition, of course, te the
74,453 tons, and very vssel had t bu examined by ao or imports cf sugar frein the West Indics, thoagli the great
two Cutors officers. The lion. Minister then enumcrated.buik cf it did neterne in that way. 1 (o net say tîat the
thoe various itemisof additional exponditure. I arnconvinced inca-cases mnay net bo ncû,essary, bat 1I want to peint ouf,
that s h e es net exist t the extent cnpresntud. particulaly, that wereaunde the late Goveiment,
There is on fgroa t difficulty p e have tecotend charges wcr made cf incoînpetcncy aud tieglect cfduty,

wte, ofâd that is the quetion of valuation. We would becauseof the amount cxpended on the clleution cf tho:e
prfer tbho punishing suvrely, se pfr as wo possibly revenues, ycî these charges woce absolutely dispnoved by
tould, persons whe epalsiy thoir entres. thefigurestisthetbon, gentleman phoateas snt rady t

&r.ROflARDJ. (AII WRGIIT I arusay ho on.charge us with extravagance.

that ICAR whl Jhs . gntlemen wh 1de i Opston

gentleman is taking alreasonable pains toekep down the Mn. BOWELL. Notwithstanding the apparent know-
expenses ofis departmeunt; but the fat romains that they n dgu which the bon. gentleman bas cf matters conuectcd
have greatly increased inc th time my hon. friend fihm with thuCustorns, ho speaks withanegardbtoone matters
St. John (r. Bee) was Minister of Custos. The fact considurably at random, ifho will allow me te use the expres'
tha to. prenut Mintor8 eobliged t fsk 732,000 fcr tis w ion. Proviens te the accession cf this woovunmlnt td power,
seviee at preent,is the clearost imaginable proof cf the thero was ne proper and correct metholarfgexpenditureat
cross injustice andufairn Mof the accusations made against the port cf Mentreal. At that time, a certain aount was
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charged for storage and cartage, and the amount which
they charged the merchants for cartage was double what
they themselves paid. Under the old system they used to
insure all the goods as they went into the warehouse, and
charge against the merchants the amounts paid to the dif-
foient insurance companies. The surplus in both these
funds wasappropriated for the payment of extra services,
the balance going to the general revenue. When I found
that system prevailing, I at once said to Mr. Simpson that
it was not a right system ; that he should not dispose of
this cash from incidental revenues in the manner then pre-
vailing; but that they should place the money to the credit
of the Receiver-General, and charge every dollar that was
paid for duty. Under that systen as much as $10,000 or
$15,000 of these profits were paid for extra expenses and
charged against the Department ; and that is one reason
why the port shows a larger expenditure than under
the old regirne. The hon. gentleman undertakes to deny
what I said about the necessity for the attendance of extra
employees at the Grand Trunk sheds at the port of Montreal.
I do not think it is necessary for me to stand up and repeat
the facts over and over again when an hon. gentleman hold-
ing his position, simply asserts that what I stated was not
the fact. I may also tell him that there was an increase of
from 30 to 40 men when my hon. friend from St. John was
about to leave the Governmrent a few years ago. It was an
increaso which I could not understand thon, nor can I under-
stand it now. I could account for a few of them, but not
for so large a number. I find it almost impossible to keep
the staff within proper limits. Last winter there were men
who worked there during the whole season, and I refused to
pay them, though I cannot say whether the collector paid
them or not. It is a constant fight from the first of January
to the last of December, notwithstanding the capabilities of
the officer to whom my hon. friend has referred.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John). With regard to what the Min-
ister bas said with respect to the charges for cartage, he
will find that the change he refers to took place prior to
our time, and that we cntirely dispensed with the system.
We found in all the ports throughout the Dominion that the
carting was done at the expense of the Government; but in
Montreal the carting which the merchants formerly peid,
from the vessels to the warehouse. was paid by the Govern.
ment, the morchants only paying the charges from the
warehouses to their own places.

Mr. BOWELL. low could we keep our statistica f we
did not keep account of the exporta? You said it was not
necessary to look at them.

Mr. ANGLIN. That does not require-inuch trouble.
Sîr RICHARD J. CARTWRUIGHT. I see under the bead

of Nova Scotia that there is a aight increase at Yarmonuth.
Mr. BOWELL. This is causcd by the transferene of

two offlcers. One has been transferred from iNew GiagSow,
at $500, and another, Mr. Bowen, is to be tiransferredfro1m
Cape Breton to Yarmouth. At the Port of Syduey there d a
decrease in the amount of salary paid to lowen, and mifla
charged to Yarmouth.

Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 1:40 o'clock,
a.m.,) the louse adjourned.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS,
MONDAY, 'Ith March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr.-PLUMB. Mr. Speaker, before the Orders of 'the
Day are called, I ask the indulgence of the House for a few
minutes while I make a personal explanation. At the end
of August last, I was invited by the Conservative candidate
in North Ontario to attend a reries of meetings with the hon.
the Finance Minister, and at that request I met the Finance
Minister on Wednesday 25th August, and proceeded #ith
him next morning to the town of Uxbridge, where we held
a meeting. We went from there to Port Pi-ry, ft om there
to Cannington, thence to Braverton, and eamre home on
Saturday morning. The tour was undertaken at the request
of Mr. Gibbs; and soon after my return I saw in the G&lobe
newspaper the following article:

Mr. J. B. Plumb's orations in North Ontario were more oppressive
than impressive, as the Tories of Uxbridge found to their cost. After the
meeting in that village which was addressed by the Finance Minister and
the 'sweet singer of Niagara,' the local managers are said to have
telegraphed to the managers at the next place of meeting to get Sir
Leonard Tilley to occupy the m9st of the allotted time, as'Mr. Plumbwas

Mr. ANGLIN. The bon. Minister of Customs misunder- doing them harm by his prolix inanities. The'hint was, it seems, taken
stood me or I think ho would not have grown so warm. I and acted on, but 31r. Plumb will not feel at all pleased with this

•explanation of the shortniess of the time.allowed him.1
do not want to contradict any statement ho muade, but I
vant to point out that vessels arriving in ballast, though in I% would have paid no attention to that artiefe in the
much larger number, could not add very materially to the Globe-as.I do not pay any attention to what is said in the
work of the Customs, while vessels arriving laden with Globe about myself-but an hon. gentleman in this House,
dutiable goods would give very inuch trouble. The hon. the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. Cockburn) on 10th
Minister made a very peculiar statement. He said that after January, ventured, I think in vory bad taste, te aiude te
1873 theore were thirty or forty persons put on the pay-list that article. That bon. gentleman said:
at the port of Montreal, he cannot tell how. IIe wishes us z1 happened to be in a constituency last summer, not on a missionary
to understand they were employed without beng required. tour, but because I had friends there. This was shortly after the Nor

Ontario election, and I must admit that some of my friends there cou-
Mr. BOWELL. These mon are ail confortably provided tributed to the large majority of the presentmember for the riding. The

for inside by the hon. gentlemen opposite. 1 have not hon. member for Niagara was Eert to the constituency, and I believe that
increased the number at that port. The bon. gentleman a telegram was actually sent to the U. E. Club by some youang Conserva-

tires in the riding, urging that body to recall the hoh. mmbS- for
does not seem to comprehend the difference between clerks Niagara."
in the department and those who have been put on tempr- I do nt know thbat I wud have taken any notice of thât
arily during the summer. These latter have been increased statement, except that I met the hon. member for MuskokaI admit it. (Mr. Cockburn) the next day, and Iasied him how it hap-

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman probably intended pened that he made an attack on me, remarking that ho
Io say so, but ho did not. But I wanted particularly to draw had used very offensive words onthat occasioa. I presumo
attention to the fact that while the volume of our trade the hon. gentleman is sonewbat inuthe position of sem or
inward has net largely increased-and there is no great the uneducated dwellers in the 7uining and other distrio;s
necessity for watching the trade outwards-notwithstanding of England, who, they say,.are able to carry on their
that, the cost of collection of the Customs has very consider- business and their social intercourse 'with. only 350
ably inemased. words. The hon. gentleman as a very limited vocabulary,

MrBowaLL
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and therefore I cannot blame him if he uses those words
most familiar to him in making a statement. 1, however,
asked the hon. gentleman: "Why did you attack me ?" He
replied : "You insulted me in your speech of 5th January."
I askedI: "How ?" He answered : "You called me an
eloquent speaker." I said : "JI concede that that is action-
able, and I admit you had the right to take your revenge." I
would not have noticed it further even then, but the hon.
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) not ouly took up
that newspaper paragraph, but he adverted to the state-
mentof the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. Cockburn), and
enlarged upon it. He said.:

"1I say that while the hon. gentleman bas ever been ready to accompany
hon. Ministers in their peregrinations, he has been equally ready to retire
at their request. It is a matter of notoriety that in his recent tour in
North Ontario, where it was expected that he would accomplish marvels
for the Government-where one would suppose-"

There was, at this point of the hon. gentleman's remarks,
an interruption.

Mr. MAcDONNELL raised a point of order, that the hon.
member for Niagara was referring to what had occurred
during vacation.

Mr. SPEAKER ruled that the point was not well taken.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. member for West Middlesex

further said:
" I say that the hon. gentleman went to North Ontario, where it was

expected the hon gentleman would electrify the mob of settlers in that
riding as no other hon. member could electrify them, but it appears from
the public prints that the hon. gentleman's services were not so acceptable
as he supposed. The hon. gentleman will permit me to read a short
article on the subject."

There is, in this extract, an attempt made to force on me
the expression "mob of settlers," which I did not use and
which I deny having used. The hon. gentleman then
read the. article already quoted, which he stated had come
from the Toronto Telegram, and he said:

"The Toronto Telegram is the paper from which I shall quote, and
perhaps the bon. gentleman will recognize a friend in the writer, for the
Telegram is not a supporter of the Opposition."

That article appeared in the Globe, and did not, so far as I
am able to ascertain, appear in the Telegram at all. I thon
enquired from the hon. member for North Ontario (Mr.
Wheler)-

Mr. SPEAKER requested the hon. member to satisfy
himself with a personal explanation.

Mr. PLUMB. I intend to do so. In my endeavors to
find out the source of the report, I was referred by the hon.
member for North Ontario, to whom I applied, to a leading
Conservative in the town of Uxbridge. I wrote a letter to
that gentleman, and I have to-day, for the first time, an
opportun ity to state the contents of that letter. That letter
is to the following effect:-

" Having just heard from Mr. N. F. Paterson that Mr. Wheler, our
representative in North Ontario, had mentioned my name amongst his
friends in Ottawa as an authority for stating that during your late visit
to our riding in the intérest of Mr. W. H. Gibbs, our friends considered
you did the party more barm than good by your speeches, and as a
consequence they had to resort to means for choking you off by -getting
other speakers to speak against time, I take this opportunity of giving
this statement an unqualified denial. I never made a statement nor any-
thing to that effect; I never said a word, nor did I hear a word spoken
by any of our party which would in any way reflect upon the propriety of
your political speeches, or your usefulness to the party."

Then, Sir, a statement was made that a telegram was sont
to Port Perry, asking the hon. the Finance Minister to take
up the time at the meeting to be held there, so as to prevent
me from speaking. I have received a letter from Mr.
Puterson, the chairman of the meeting at that place, giving
this statement the most unqualified denial, and stating
that if ho had known it in time ho would have brought it up
in the county Conservative convocation. I then tele-
graphed to the U. E. Club, enquiring whether a

message had been received of the character staied by hon.
gentlemen on the floor of this louse. I shall read my tele-
gram and the one which was sent in reply:

" March 7th, 1881.
"To &cretary U. E. Club, Toronto:

"l It is asserted that during the North Ontario election campaign, after
the Uxbridge meeting, 26th August last, a telegram was sent to your
club, or to you, requesting my withdrawal, and asking that another
speaker be sent in my place. Was any such telegram received ?If so,
what, from whom, from whence, and by which line? Answer imme-
diately.J. B. P ."

"(No. 154. Time, 2.03.)
" OTTW, March 7th.

"IBy -Telegraph from Toronto to J. B. Plumb,fM.P.

"No such telegram as you refer to was received here.
"T. W. F1sxn,

9 &SecretarV."

As these statements are made on the floor of the House I
thought it was worth while, in justice to myself, to take
up the time of the House for a moment to show that there
was no sort of foundation for any of them. I do not accuse
hon. gentlemen of intentionally misrepresenting the facts,
but J do say that when the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) stated that the paragraph which ho read was
fouind in the Toronto Telegram, he was not quite stating the
exact state of the case. I challenge the hon. gentleman
to find any such statement in the Telegram.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order, order.
Mr. PLUMB. I now call upon the hon. Finance Minister

to state whether any---
Mr. SPEAKER. I think the hon. gentleman should be

satisfied with the very great indulgence which the House
has shown him.

OINTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved the third reading of
Bill <No. 23) to incorporate the Ontario and Quebec Rail-
way Company.

Mr. BOULTBEE. By a communication which I received
from Toronto, I learn that an arrangement was made in
that city between pai ties representing the corporation and
the solicitor promoting the Bill, by which it was agreed
that clause three should read thus:

The Company and their agents and servants may lay out, construct,
finish and operate a double or single independent line of railway running
easterly in the city of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, through the
counties of York, Ontario, Victoria, Durham, Peterborough and near
Carleton Place via the towns of Peterborough and Perth, with power to
constructa branch line to the town of Lanark, and, from the said point,
at or near Carleton Place, through the County of Carleton te the city of
Ottawa, and across the Ottawa River, at or near the city of Ottawa, intO
the Province of Quebec, to effect ajunction with railways in that Province.

That clause comes there signed by W. H. Lockhart Gordon,
on behalf of the promoters, by John Hallam, the Chairman
of the Legislative Committeo of the City Council of Toronto,
and it is vouched as correct by the Mayor. I do not know
very much of the facts, but as such an arrangement appears
to have been made, and as the matter has been put in my
hands as one affecting the intcrests of Toronto, I beg to
move that the Bill be re-committed with instructions to add
the clause which I have read.

Amendnxent lost on division.
Mr. BOULTBEE. When this Bill was in Committeo it

excited a g6od deal of interest, and a great deal of time was
spent in discussing it As soon as discussion arose upon
the Bill in Committee it seomed to be admitted on all hands
that if it prevailed it would be virtually annulling and
killing, in fact, the whole charter held by Mr. Gooderham
for the Toronto and Ottawa road. In the early discussion
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that principle seemed to be affirmed, and there seemed to be
a concensus of feeling that if this charter were granted by
the House, which would bave the effect of killing the charter
now in the hands of Mr. Gooderham and others, there should
be a clause in it providing that compensation should be given
to Mr. Gooderham and his co-incorporators for the money
they had expended, and in consequence of that feeling a
clause was moved by the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) providing that the old com pany should bave compen-
sation if this one went into cffect. Now felt myself strongly,
and I feel strongly now, that it would be an unfair thing in
this Legislature to give a charter the admitted effect of
which would be to destroy another charter over the very
same ground, unless we provided for compensation being
given for the charter which would be affected. It was not
denied in the discussion that took place that Mr. Gooderham
and his fellow incorporators bad not been in possession of
the Toronto and Ottawa charter twelve months, and that
since they had been in possession of it during cight or nine
months they had used great activity in prosecuting the
survey which was necessary, and had expended a good deal
of money in addition to what they had paid for the charter;
and undor these circumstances it certainly did occur to me,
and [ hope it will occurto this House, as a measure of common
justice, that if the value of this charter was to be completely'
destroyed, some compensation should be given, especially
when the very first gentleman whose name appeared on
the application for the new charter, is one of those who sold
out the old charter less than twelve months ago. The
circumstances are very peculiar. Mr. Gooderham and his
co-incorporators bad a right to get bonuses for building this
road, they have several bonuses now, but this new Billwe
are now discussing came before the Committee coupled with
the proposition that they would ask no bonuses. However,
we find on examining the Bill that they take power to get
bonuses also. The effect of that was completely to kill the
old charter, because it would be impossible te realize those
bonuses when there was another charter granted to build a
road over the same ground, but avowedly asking for ne
bonuses. When this clause, which was proposed by the
hon. member for West Durham, came to be voted upon in
Committee, a great many of the Committee having
gone away, it was suggested by the promoter of
the Bill, the bon. member for North Victoria (Mr.
Cameron) that Mr. Leys, who was appearing for
the incorporators under the old charter, should declare that
he was willing to take a monoy compensation and give up
ail his rights, and then the member for North Victoria was
willing, on behalf of the incorporators of this new Bill, that
the clause should become a portion of the Bill. It was sug-
gested by gentlemen on the Committee that this would not
be the action of Mr. Leys, who was acting as solicitor for
the old incorporators, nor the action of those gentlemen in
any sense, but the action of the Committee, seeing that before
they would grant the charter to build a line over precisely
the same road that the old charter covered, it was felt
that the Committeo bad a right and could justly impose
those conditions on the old company, while it was not at all
incumbent for the solicitor, acting there for the old Bill, to
give up all the rights lie had, because that would be im.
posing action on him by the Committee. I do not think
that was the opinion of the Committee, and I trust it will
not be the decision of this House, because the result of the t
action we are taking now will be the destruction ot the
charter held by Mr. Gooderham and his co-incor-
porators, and will involve a loss to them of $50,000 or
$60,000. I suggest to this louse that it would be an unfair
thing to legislate away the rights of those gentlemen
without providing a measure of compensation, and ,
therefore, beg leavo to move the following amendment ;-

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they have power to add the following elause; "TIhe.

Mr. BOULTBECE.

Toronto and Ottawa Railway Company, hereinafter called the Toronto
Company, may, within one month after the passing of the Act, by

regitere letter, addresto anam t1 the Company hereby incorpo-

proprietors of the Toronto Company in the purchase mad'e by thei of the
stock and charter and asets thereof, and also of the amount actually
expended by the Toronto Company, since such purchase, in the prosecution
of the enterprise, and of interest on such amounts. The Company hereby
incorporated shall, within one month thereaft.r, by registered letter,
a'ldressed to notify the Toronto Company, in case it
disputes the said account, and name an arbitrator; in that case, the
Toronto Company shall, within fourteen days thereafter, naine an arbi-
trator, and the two arbitrators shall, within fourteen days thereafter,
name a third; and if they make default therein, a Judge of the Exchequer
Court May on the application of either of the companies name such a
third arbitrator. The arbitrators, or a majority of them, shall decide on
the true amount. The Company hereby incorporated shall within
months after the passing of this Act, pay to the Toronto Company the
amount of the said account, or in case the saine is disputed, the amount
ascertained by the said arbitrators. - Upon such payment, the Toronto
Company shall deliver to the Company hereby incorporated all plans,
surveys and reports by it obtained, and shall execute to the said Company
a covenant to concur in, and at the expense of the said Company hereby
incorporated, promote legislation for the dissolution of the Toronto Com-
pany, and meantime not to make use of its corporate powers."

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). My hon. friend has stated
that the effect of this Bill is to kill the Gooderham charter. I
deny that in toto. It does not make any reference whatever
to Mr. Gooderham's charter which was obtained from the
Ontario Legislature. Mr. Gooderham can go on after this
Bill is passed and build bis railway, particularly as it is
stated ho bas secured a large amount of bonuses. My hon.
friend says this Bill will prevent him from getting any
more bonuses. Mr. Gooderham cannot get any more
bonuses, at any rate, as the existing law in Ontario requires
an absolute majority of all the votes in any municipality to
carry a bonus by-law. Mr. Gooderham bas beld his charter
since March last-it was formally transferred by vote of
the shareholders in June last. He did nothing
until after notice was given of the application
for this charter. le then suddenly became alive to
the necessity of doing something, and he sent an
engineer out after the snow had fallen in December.
During the intervening months it had been openly charged
that Mr. Gooderham was acting in some way in the interest
of the Grand Trunk Railway. I do not propose to discuss
whether that is so or not. Mr. Gooderham denied it, but
a section of the public has not been satisfied m ith his
denials. It is very questionable, as the hon. member for
Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith) pointel out, whether
an amendment of this kind is constitutional or not. We
are not taking away Mr. Gooderham's charter, or amending
it in any way, and why a rider should be attached to this
Bill, granting him compensation when bis rights are not
interfered with I cannot understand. That this Parliament
should say to the whole world that we are stipulating
fer the bargain and sale of a local charter, I think is not fair
or right. After Mr. Gooderham's solicitor stated in the
Railway Committee, that lie did not want this amendment,
and that he intended to oppose this Bill to the bitter end, I
think it would be treating the prometers of this Bill most
unfairly to provide that, after its opponents sought in evory
way to kill it and did not succeed, they should get compen-
sation. I offered in the Railway Committee, that if Mr.
Gooderham would state that he would accept the proposal
of the hon. member for West Durham, and as a consequence
withdraw bis opposition to this Bill, we would give him
compensation within twenty-four hours. The promoters of
this Bill have done everything honeat and fair, and Mr.
Gooderham shouldc either accept or reject their offer. He
should not blow bot and blow cold at the same time. The
bon. member for East York, referred to me as the promoter
of this Bill. I say I have not, directly or indirectly, in
myself or in my clients, professionally or personally, any
interest in this matter.

Mr. BOULTBEE. I bad no intention of stating that the
hon. gentleman was a promoter of this Bill in the sense in
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which ho regards the term. But I think the hon. gentleman
was also slightly mistaken as to the statement of Mr. Leys.
Mr. Leys did not say that he did not want this amendment
inserted, but that he would not be a party to it.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I should like to ask whetber
Mr. Gooderham's company have agreed to accept compen-
sation. If they have, I will vote for the amendment; if
they have not, I will vote against it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can quite understand
why the solicitor of the Toronto and Ottawa Railway did not
assume the responsibility of accepting the proposition,
because by doing so he would be simply giving up the
claim for which they have been fighting-the hon.
gentleman says, by all means, legitimate or illegitimate--
but I arm not aware that illogitimate means have been used,
and I think the hon. gentleman was not justified in
making that statement. The solicitor, of course, could not
give away what he considered to be the rights of his com-
pany, but that does not interfere with the question, whether
when we grant a new charter which, everybody must
admit, destroys the hopes altogether of the Toronto and
Ottawa Company, we should not make it a condition, in
granting the new charter, that the old company should
receive a fair compensation for surveying and engineering
expenses. The hon. gentleman admits he offered to pay
those expenses in order to induce the Toronto and Ottawa
Company to sacrifice its right. If he did not think the
claim was a fair one ho would not have made the offer.
The offer is an admission that this company, under its
charter legitimately got by Act of the Local Parliament
which, in the public interest this Parliament overrides, has
a just claim to this money. We ought certainly to compel
the new company to pay the expenses that the old com-
pany, the destroyed company, has gone to in laying out
their road, and it is provided that all the plans, ail the
work, in fact, that bas been done, shall ensue to the benefit
of the new company. It is also provided that this old com-
pany shall thereupon agree to dissolve their corporation so
as to give the whole field to the new company. It seems to
me it is a mere matter of fairness and justice the money
should be paid to the Toronto and Ottawa Company.

Amendment
division:-

Bolduc,
Bourassa,
Bourbeau,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sanbury),
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Qitnon,
Colby,
Oostigan,
Ooughlin,
Coupal,
Coursol,
Ourrier,
Outhbert,
Daoust,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,

Gault,
Geoffrion,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),
Grandbois,
Hay,
Hooper,
Houde,
Huntington,
Hurteau.
Kaulbach,
Landry,
Lantier,
Longley,
Macdonald (Kings),
Mackenzie,
McCallum,
MeInnes,
McQuade,
Manson,
Massue,

Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),
Pickard,
Pinsonneault,
Poupore,
Rinfret,
Rouleau,
Royal,
Ryan (Montreal),
Rykert,
Schultz,
Skinner,
Smith,
Sutherland,
Tassé,
Tellier,
Thompson,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Weldon,
Wright.-82.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) moved:
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but be referred back to the

Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend the 19th section by
adding the words "Great Western Railway Company'" after the words
' Credit Valley Railway Company," wherever they occur in such sec-

tion.

The object is that the Great Western Railway Company may
have the srme right of amalgamation that the Credit Valley
Railway Company bas in this Bill. Originally, as the Bill was
introduced, there was a general amalgamation clause. It
was thought, in the Committee, that that was giving too
mach powertand it was limited. At that time it was
not supposed the Great Western wished to have any power
of amalgamation, but since seeing this amendment, they
request they may have the same right as the Credit Valley
on the west, and the other companies on the east.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) said the promoters of the
Bill had no objection to the insertion of the name of the
Great Western Railway Company in that clause, provided
the third reading of the Bill, to-day, would not thereby be
delayed.

House resolved itselfinto Committee of the Whole.
Amendment read the third time, reported and agreed

(Mr. Boultbee) negatived on the following On motion for third reading,

Yis:

Messieurs
Anglin, Hackett, Mill,
Bain, Baddow, Orton,
Bannerman, Haggart, Paterson (Brant),
Beaty, Besson, Platt,
Blake, Hilliard, Plumb,
Borden, Jackson, Pope (Queens),
Boultbee, Kilvert, Richey,
Bowell, King, Robertson (Hamilton),
Brown, Kranz, Robertson (Shelburne),
Bunster, Lane, Rogers,
Bunting, Langevin Ross (Middlesex)
Burnham, Little, Rymal,
Cameron (Huron), Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
Caron, McDonald (Cape Breton)Snowball,
Charlton, McDonald (Picton), Stephenson,
Doull, McDonald (Vict., N.S.),Tilley,
Elliott, Macdonell (Lanark), Trow,
Fleming, MacDonnell (Inverness),Wallace (Norfolk),
Fulton, McCarthy, Wallace (York),
Gillies, McCuaig, Wheler
Gillmor, McKay, Whitq (Cardwell),
Girouard (Jac. Cartier), McLeod, White (Renfrew),
Guthrie, McRory, Yeo.-69.

Messieurs
Arkell,
Barnard,
Beauchesne,
Béchard,
Bergeron,
Bil,

Dugas,
Dumont,
Farrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Flynn,
Fortin,

Merner,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,
Muttart,
Ofgden,
Ohvier,

Mr. CURRIER moved in amendment:
That the Bill be again re-committed to a Committee of the Whole,with instructions that they have power to add a clause providing that the

company shall pay to H. J. Hubertus the sum of $2,000, to indemnify
him as the original promoter of a line of railway between the City of
Ottawa and the City of Toronto; said sum to be paid within six months
after the passing of the Act-

I may say that Mir. Hubertus was the first projector of the
line between Ottawa and Toronto. Ie spent a great deal
of time and money in making an exploratory survey with
Mr. Keefer, the Engineer. I think the report of that survey
is before the country, and that Mr. Hubertus is entitled to
remuneration for his services. I know that ho went to a
good deal of trouble and expense to obtain the charter, which
was afterwards transferred to Sir Hugh Allan by the pro-
visional directors, with the expectation that ho would
.proceed with the work without delay. He did not do so,
however, and the charter lapsed. Still, the work performed
by Mr. Hubertus and the engineer employed, forms part of
the accumulated work for which Mr Gooderham will be
paid if ho gets anything. If the company, therefore,
is bound to .pay anyone, Mr. IHubertus claim should be
recognized.

Mr. WRIGHT. I have much pleasure in seconding the
motion ofthe hon. member for Ottawa. I happen to know
sonething of this transaction, and can state that Mr. Hube-r-
tus was the frst originator of the scheme for the construc-
lion of a railroad between Toronto and Ottawa. I know
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that he Las expended a very large.sum in this connection,
and has received but very small remuneration-I think only
something like $1,000-and that he was to receive $2,000
of stock from Sir lugih Allan.

Mr. CURRIER. He has received nothing.
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, if he as received nothing, I th-ink

his present claim is a just one. The promoters have
derived all the advantages from his outlay and labor in
the furtherance of this scheme, and I think ho should be
paid a fair amount in return.

Mr. HAGGART. I would like to say a few words in
favor of the motion of the member for Ottawa. I live on·the
line of this road, and know that the gentleman whose claim
he advocates, was the first promoter of this railway. Mr.
Hubertus went to a great deal of trouble and expense, and
spent much time in promoting this scheme; and I think
that the company that bailds that road should find some
means of remunerating him, he being comparatively poor,
for the services he as rendered.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I cannot help congratulating
myhon. friend from Ottawa on the principle ho has just dis-
covered-that of the compensation of original promoters-
if this claimant was the original promoter.

Mr. WRIGHT. Ho was the original promoter.

Mr. WHITE. But even so, the charter has gone through
half-a-dozen different hands since he had it. He had the
charter originally, perhaps, but made an arrangement with
Sir Hugh Allan for the purposo of handing it over to him
for a certain remuneration.

Mr. WRIGHT. And never got paid.

Mr. WHITE. Mr. Hubertus was promised some paid-up
stock of the company for his services. He may'never have
got it, but if not, he bas a claim against Sir Hugh Allan
yet.

Mr. WRIGHT. The idea of compensation in such cases bas
been fully recognized. The present proinoters have offered
to pay Mr. Gooderham all his expenses, should that prove
acceptable, and all opposition to the Bill~ cease. Mr.
Hubertus has never opposed the Bill, but simply comes
before the House and asks compensation for the amount
expended by him in connection with this project.

Mr. BOULTBEE. This motion affords a beautiful illus-
tration of the differonce it makes to some parties as to
whose ox is gored. The hon. gentlemen who move and
second this motion, voted against a much more just one
a little while ago, and against respecting the vested rights
in the matter, though we have heard a good deal about
vested rights since. It seems to me that personal interest
has something to do with their course.

Mr. CURRIER. The case is quite different. Mr.
Gooderham and his friends refused to accept compensation,
whereas Mr. Hubertus is willing to accept it.

Mr. BLAKE. Will my bon. friend (Mr. Currier) agree
to move for compensation to anybody that will take the
money ?

Amendment lost on division.
Mr. McCUAIG. I have a motion in amendment to move

and will briefly state its object. In 1874 eertain parties
managed to get a railroad charter for a rairoad- from
Toronto to Peterborough, to connect with Quebec. It was
called the Huron and Quebec Road. In 1875 the company
was organized, Mr. Cameron, the gentleman who has charge
0 the present Bill, became a director of that road, and >o
remained till 1877. He omitted to pay certain calls and
his stock was forfeited. Some time afterwards Mr. Rowland

Mr. WRIGHT.

became a director in Mr. Cameron's place, having obtained
his stock. Matters so remained till 1880, when Mr. Gooder-
ham, anxious to proceel with this work, paid Mr. Howland
$33,500, for bis own rights and the rights and interests.of
all those associated with him in the charter granted in 1874,
and proceeded in good faith with the construction of the
road from Toronto to Ottawa, having already made a trial
lino over the whole distance of 235 miles, and staked 80
miles of that distance, for the purpose of going on with the
work in the early spring. The principal mon now peti-
tioning for this charter (Messrs. Hlowland and others) are
the men to whom Mr. Gooderham paid the 833,500 cash for
the charter, under the prvisions of which he is prosecuting
the work, and which Mr. Howland with others, by this Bill
now before the House, hope to defeat. The Gooderham parties
have shown, from the moment they became proprietors of
this charter, good faith in endeavoring to carry it out. I do
not believe that Parliament should abrogate its functions and
transfer them to the Railway Committee whose decisions are
generally controlled by half-a-dozen members. When a
charter has been obtained the holders should be upheld in
their endeavors to carry the work to a successful conclusion.
Parliament grants too many charters, some of
them of a speculative character, the parties obtaining them
having no desire to carry out their terms; yet, when men
enter bond fide into the task of building a road, they are met
with the opposition of the very members who obtained the
charter. It looks very much as if this was one of those
cases. It has been said that the parties are moved by only
one consideration, that of securing railway communication
with Quebec. it is most important that such connection
should be formed; but the people should be certain that the
parties were acting in good faith. The parties declared
that they did not ask for municipal bonuses; but that was a
more statement, and no security was given. I beg to move
in amendment:

That the said Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be
referred back to the Committee with instructions to add a clause providing
that this Act shall go into force on Ist January, 1882, but not then if the
Toronto and Ottawa Railway Company shall have satisfied the Governor
in Council that they are proceeding bond fide with the construction of
their railway under their Act, and that they will complete their line from
Toronto to Ottawa within three years.

Mr. PLUMB. I do not thinkwe have been exac!lydoing
justice to ourselves in the hurried manner in which we have
allowed this Bill to be forced upon the House. We have
been told we are to grant a charter for a railway to run
in a direct lino to Ottawa on the ground that it is a great
public necessity. I admit that necessity. We are told we
are to grant the charter because another charter has been
in the bands of certain parties for several years, and their
laches did not entitle them to the consideration of the House.
I regret to say that it is a statement not borne ont by the
faets, according to the manner in which it has been presented
to the House. We nover have had any measure presented
before the Railway Committee with more skill, determi-
nation, and I might call it by some other name, than was
tbis Bill. There was a time when a member could rise in
the Committee and ask for explanations without bis being
accused of wasting the time of the Committee, when we had
not a powerful lobby in the Committee who occupied nearly
the whole time.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. PLUMB. If I am out of order I-will endeavor to

keep within the rales. I believe that those who desire, in
the public interest, to have this road built, are doingt hem-
selves great injustice by the course they are adopting.
I have no doubt it is a matter of great interest to Quebec,
and i have seen many hon. members from that Province
voting with the promoters of this Bill. In granting this
charter they should secure a direct line, but they have not
secured it. They should sce to it that they are not playing
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nie tihèi b0ds of .a company by grantung it a charter, to in ýwhich the resolution ,came to be - "pased. I-have
bohwdw -abmt frorm hand hotlîand as a piece of nor- since-had. communications from leading getlemen in the
chandhe 'Theyl âhould see, nøoreover, that they were'not constituency bringing the same presunre t>bear. I came to
inoe1fbgaigiith the.rights <of others, who were acting in the conclusion that some oneinterceted in the application for
goodn*Mh. - Hon. members, I think, will hereafter regret the charter had set in motion these movements mnmy coun4y
the hasty manner in which they have overridden rights for the purpose of binging a little pressure to tear upon.me,
which should be respectec'. I must disclaim a desire to do and I con fees that tbey did net indonenee my judgment very
anything which wiil obstruct the construction of the road much with respect ito the propriety of this, Parliameat
which I believe the public desire, and which I believe granting a eharteri under the cireamatances. Itfind eow
wiR o built, into whalever hands tho charter may pass. that the question is betbre Parliament and weýareea4ed
Bat riewh to sempre for the public solely, in whose interests upon to entciion by our action the. propriety of granting a
I awracting, the best and most practicable line; and I say charter for a railway over a seotion of the eountry which is
that there is no evidence to show that the gentlemen who already notorioasly oerupied by an existing company
hold another charter, men of known honor and integrity, are ongaged in the actual proseeution of-the work. I am ofthe
trifling with the important interests in their hands, and no opinion'that this is net a propercourse ofproceeding for the
reason why we should not accept their statement when they Parliament of this Dominion to take. I believe that while we
say that they are not working in connection with any other recognise the right of the Lcal Legislatares te grant eharters
line. î say that we are bound under the principles which for the construction of railways, it is ourduty to respect
govern and which ought te govern the Legislature of the the action of the Local Legislatures in this direction. In
Parliament of Canada, te support the resoiution of my hon. this ease J denythat there bas been any laches on the part
friend from Prince Edward (Mr. McGuaig). To my friends of the present eorporators for the construction of thii
from Quebec, I woul1 say that there is not the slighest railway, which can fairly be urged in favor of those who
danger but that .their road will be built; it is a project now come in and ask the franchise privilege and right to
whose success will be assured alike by the power of occupy the territory and construet the railway -dealing
public necessity and the powers connected with rival with the question in that simp!e view. I think with
railway interests. The line which I have takon in regard regard te the gentlemen whose names have been mentioned
te this matter, bas been misrepresenle I and misconstrued in connection wi'th the charter of the Toronto and Ott awa-
before the Railway Qommittee and elsewhere. I have not the gentlemen who purchased and siold the r'i:.htof thobse who
been, nor am I now desirous of obstructing the prosecution are said to have been guilty of lachees-if they were here in
of this railway, and I desire to place on record my view, thoir own persons urging the rejection of this measurre. we
that we will be doing ample justice to the promoters of this should iot Jèee disposed from their manner of dealing
Bill, whose whboe contention was that those who hold another heretofore te pay m'ach attention te them. They
charter were net aeting in god faitb-if we afford them an have had a charter in their hands for a long time,
opportunity of stating that they were acting in good faith. and the country cannot be expected te wait, even f>r
Hon. gentlemen say there is an alternative proposition, but a Session, for gentlemen who nay hold a charter f>r
it is the alternative whieh a man is given when a pihtol is mercly specubitive purposes. But il was establishel before
pointed at bis head, and I for one, disbelioving in such the Railway Committee, that the present owners et' the
coercion, shall heartily support the resolution ot' my hon. charter have proceeded with due diligence; that they
friend from Prince Edward (Mr. McOuaig). are known to be mon of high character, and capitaliats of

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I have only a word or two considerable means; that they are proceeding with the

te say with reference to the amendment. As I understand surveys, and have loated some fifty or iity miles of the

the logic which sometimes, though notalways, distinguishes road; that they have valuable contributions towards the

my hon. friend 'who bas moved it, he says because the construction of the road, in the way of municipal grants;
Toronto and Ottawa hare done nothing in ten years, we nd that they have aserted, over and over aain,&that there

shon!d give them a wile time longer. My hon. friend from is ne covert understanding between them ana rival lines for

Niagara cemplains cf the hurried manner in which the Bill the purpose of delaying the construction or thi, road. I think

bas been feorced through the House;i but surely a private we are bound to take a statement of that kind, considering
bu which was dcussedi in the ;Railwa Cemmittee for thre their standing in society. In the face of that, te grant an
bil whe d asd d iscuss theiony om-ni. fienfornapplication of other gentlemen, no botter thon these so ter
whole day , and to which discussion my bon. fniend from as I know, and with their hands already full of gigantie
Niagara contributel his shre, cannot be said to be hurried railwiy projects-I say to grant a right to such
through the Hounse. The hon. gentleman says, asothat applicants, in derogation of this previous right. se granted
there is no danger but the road will be built by somebody ; and recognized by this Parliament, is not an expedient
but if the proposition of my bon friend from Prince Edward or proper thing . for Parliament te do. was
(rr. McCuaig) is carried, it means postponement for absent from the liouse when the divi-ion took place a short
another year. lf the Houe is of opimion that such a post time ago, but I understand that mome amendments have

emant shuld take place it will support the amendment, been carried and others rejected, but it seems te me that
utI must, askpytryhon. friends to vote it down. the motion of the hon. member for -Prince Edward
Mr. MACDOUGALL. I find myself in a position of some (Mr. MoCuaig) te defer giving force te this charter until

little difficulty with reference to the proposition now before tho bond fies cf the holders et the present loval charter bis
the louse, and I will shortly explain how that difficulty been provcd, is a reascuable proposition, a'rd that ît
arises. During the early part of the discussion . with premoîves the dignity of Parlisment, and thehoner cf'Parlia-
respect to this application by certain gentlemen for a ment, indealing with a matter (fthi- kind. I shah, th4'retore,
charter over this line of railway froni Ottawa to Toronto, Inetwîhstanding the reqtiest(fmy constituents lop'whatever
received from the County Council of my county a iesolution reasca. bel it my duty a* a. memLer cf Pa, liant, repre-
asking me, if I could see it to be my duty to do se, to -enting not on. constituency but the whole peopleof this
suppqrt the Quebec and Outario Railway charter. I was Dominion, asd having, me fur as ny vote im eencerned, its
sorneWhat surprised at this, and I made some enquiries. honor and dignity in my pession, te vote fei-thearend-
Frçm the information which I received I came te the ment-cf my hon. fiei.
conclusion that the Credit Valley Railway, whieh passes Mr. GIROIARI (Jacques Carfier). A% a member cf the
throughthat constituency, had some prospective interest in Commiuee of Railways antinuis, 1 votei in favor of
the proposed charter, and I therefore understood the way graoting thié chatter. 1 enoidered at the Lme, and I stili
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consider, that no due diligence had been used by the
promotors of the Ottawa and Toronto charter. They
have a charter of ton years standing. The road has
not been built, in fact very little hias been done in that
direction. What did we do last year, when the hon. member
for Huntington (Mr. Scriver) moved for the incorporation
of the Huntington and Montreal Railway Company? We
required from the proprietors of a previous charter a
declaration that they would be in a position to go on
with the building of the road within a certain time. If that
declaration was not made, the Committee expressed t'heir
willingness to grant anothor charter. What has been the
course followed by the proprietors of the existing charter in
this case ? Did Mr. Gooderham and Company come forward
and say they were going to build this road within twelve
months ? No. He sent a letter to the Committee stating
that he was not*acting in collusion with the Grand Trunk,

-that was all ; not a word about his intention, about his
readiness, to build that railway within ten months. Notonly
was there no proof of due diligence, but there was proof of
a want of diligence; and further from that there is no
declaration on the part of the owners of that charter that
they intend to go on with the execution of the work. For
that reason I shall vote against the arnendnent.

Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark). This railway runs
tbrough my county and my constituents are very
materially interested in it. When this Bill was first intro-
duced I was very much in favor of it, but it bas now a
different forn. It is asking for powers to run a railway
bétween Toronto and Ottawa, at or near Carleton Place.
When it went through the Committee on Standing Orders I
supported it in that form. When it was introduced into
the Railway Committee, certain alterdtions were agreed to,
one or two of which I object to, and I think the people of
Quebec will also object to them when they understand thoir
purport. When it went before the Railway Committee, the
clause providing that the road should run via the towns of
Peterborough and Perth was amended, giving the company
power to construet a branch line. The effect of that altera-
tion in the original Bill is to deflect the lino some ton miles
south of the village of Carleton Place. Under the old charter
held by Gooderham & Co,, the town of Perth had
granted some $90,000 to have the railway run by the way
of Perth and the city of Ottawa. This new clause must
have been inserted into this Bill sorne way or other through
the influence of the town of Perth, This clause really
gives this company power to build a lino ten miles longer
by going vid Pertb, and if we sanction this arrangement we
are wronging the people of Quebec by giving them a longer
line of railway than the present charter would give them.
According to the present charter, the line is to run from the
city of Toronto vid the town of Peterborough, in a direct
line, a near as possible to Ottawa, which line is nine or ten
miles shorter than the one now proposed. I am aware that
these clauses were not inserted at the suggestion of the
promoters of the Bill, for their map shows a direct line
between the cities of Toronto and Ottawa, and Mr. Gordon

informs me that it is ten miles shorter than will be the case
under the new clause. Then why should this Parliament
accord a charter to the town of Perth to have a lne running
by that town while sacrificing another line ten miles
shorter? For this reason I think some consideration
should be shown to the charter which is now on the
Statute-book. The hon. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Girouard) says that charter bas been in existence for
ten years; true, but Mr. Gooderham and bis company have
only had it in their bands for a short time. They have
surveyed tjie road 225 miles, and have actually located more
than ton miles, and are now working at it. I think It is
only fair that the mon who have got the first charter, and
are now doing the best they can to carry it into effect, should
have some consideration shown them, and some further

Mr. GRaouAaD (Jacques Cartier).

time given them, as proposed by the resolutions by the hon.
member for Pictou (Mr. LêcDonald). I am sure that the
interests of the people of Quebec will sufer if thisRouse
grants the proposed charter. As a commercial line, the one
first proposed is certainly worthy the support of .hernmm-
bers from that Province.

Amendment lost on division.
Mr. MACDONELL (Lanark) moved:
That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be retoi-

mitted with instructions to strike out of the third section the word&,
44"and erth, with power to construct a branch hue to the town of
Lanark."

Amendment negatived on the following division:-

Angrlin,
Ra;,'
Béchard,
Blake,
Bordeis.
Burnham,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),

Charlton,
Fleming,
Gillies,

YEAS:
Messieurs

Giimor, Paterson (Brant),
Nllard, Pickard,
Huntington, platt,
Jackson, Robertson (Shelburne),
Ringi, Rogers,
Lane, Rose (Middlesex),
McDonald (Vict., N.S.), Rymal,
Macdoneil (Lanark), scriver,
MacDonnell(In'erness),Snowbal,
Mackenzie, Trow,
bicCnaig, Weldon,
McDougall, Wheler,
Mills, Yeo.-39.

NATS:-

Messieurs
Allison, Fitzsimmons, Merner,
Arkell, Flynn, Montplaisir,
Bannerman, Fortin, Mousseau,
Barnard, Gault, Muttart,
Beaty, Giganit, Ogden,
Beauchesne, Girouard (Ja. Cartier),Ohvier,
Bergeron, Girouard (Kent), Orton,
BiI, Grandbois, Oninietp
Bolduc Guthrie, Patters'on (Essex),
Boultbee, Hackett, Plumb,
Bourassa, Haddow, Pope (Compton),
Bourbeau, Haggart, Pope (Queen's),
Bowe , Hay, Poupore,
Brecken, flesson, Rinfret,
Brooks, Hooper, Robertson (Hamilton),
Brown, Boude, Rouleau,
Bunster, Rlurteau, Royal,
Bunting, Ives, Ryan (Marquette),
Caraeron (Victoria), Kaulbach, Ryan (Montreal),
Carling, Killam, Rykert,
Caron, Kilvert, schultz,
Cimn, Kranz, Shaw,
Colby, Landry, Skinner,
Costigan, Langevin, Smith,
Coughin, Lantier, Sproule,
Coupai, Little, Stephenson,
Coursol, Longley, butherland,
Currier, Macdonald (King'e), Tassé,
Cathbert, Macdonald (Sir John), Tellier,
Daoust, McDonald (Cape Breton)Thompson,
DeCosmos, McDonald (Pectou), TiIIey,
Desaulniers, Mooallum, Vallée,
Desjardins, McCarthy, Vanasse,
Dom'ville, Mcnunes, Wade,
Douil, MoKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
Drew, McQuade, Wallace (York),
Dugas, McRory, White (Oardwell),
Dunont, Manson, White <Renfrew),
Elliotti Massue, Wright.-118.
Farrow,

Bill read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bille were "introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 84) to amend the Consolidated Railway Act
(from the Senate).-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

Bill1 (No. 85) to incorporate tho Britishi and -Oplonial
Insurance Company (from the Senate).-(Xr. Beaty4

It being Six o'eclock the Speaker left the Chair.
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AFTER RECESS.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bill was further considered in Committee,
and reported :-

Bill (No. 18) to amend the Act incorporating the Souris
and Rocky Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

The following Bill was considered in Committee, reported,
read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 63) to incorporate the Montreal Board of 'rade
and Exchange (from the Senate).-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

CREDIT FONCIER OF TIIE DOMINION OF CANADA.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 32)
to incorporate the Credit Foncier of the Dominion of
Canada.-(Mr. Ives.)

(In the Committee.)

Mr. COURSOL. While I am fully aware of the import-
ance to the country of such societies as the one before
the Conmittee-loan societies, building societies, insurance
companies, &c.-I wish to call the attention ot the House
to the fact that we are about to pass a measure which, as
a legal man, I have no hesitation in saying is contrary to
the Confederation Act. One of the fundamental principles
of our Constitution in regard to the relations between
the Federal and the Provincial Legisiatures, as laid down by
the Earl of Carnarvon, when the British North America Act
was under discussion in the Imperial Parliament, will be
violated, in my humble judgment, if we should pass the Bill
now before the Committee. We must not forget that the
different Provinces of this Dominion have their o vn
Legislatures, and if we wish to preserve the autonomy
of the Provinces, and to make the Provinces satisfied
with their legislative bodies, and with the powers
of the Federal Parliament, we should carefully guard against
any legislation being mistaken by this Parliament which
properly comes within the purview of the Local Legisla-
tures. There is already a good deal of dissatisfaction on
this subject, and I hope that before long a decision will be
given upon it by the highest court of the country, as it is
high time that the question should be put beyond dispute.
I am not aware whether the Minister of Justice has been
asked for, or whether he has given an opinion on this sub-
ject; but it is probab!e that one day or the other the law
officers of the Government will be called on to give an
opinion on the subject, and that the Supreme Court
of the Dominion will be called on to render a decision
as the highest Court of Quebec has already done. .Before
quoting the opinion of an authority which will be respected
by all-I mean the late Minister of Justice, Chief Justice
Sir A. A. Dorion-the Committee will, perhaps, allow me
to read an extract from the speech of Bar Carnarvon in
the House of Lords on the 19th of February, 1861 :

"My Lords, I now pass to that which is, perhaps, the most delicate and
the most important part of this measure-the distribution of powersr
between the Central Parliament and the local authorities. In this is, I
think, comprised the main theory and constitution of Federal Govern-
ment ; on this depends the practical working of the new system. And r
here we navigate a sea of difficulties. There are rocks on the right hande
and on the left. If, on the one hand, the Central Government be too
strong, then there is risk that it may absorb the local action and that
wholesome self-government by the provincial bodies, which it is a matter 0
both of good faith, and political expediency to maintain - if, on thet
other hand, the Central Government is not strong enough, then arises a
conflict of State rights and pretensions, cohesion is destroyed, and the i
effective vigor of the central authority is encroached upon. The real
object which we have in view is to give to the Central Goverument those
high functions and almost sovereign powers by which general principlesd
and uniformity of legislation may be secured in those questions that are
9f conimon import to all the Provincesi; and, at the sAme time, to retain p

for each Province so ample a measure of municipal liberty and self-
government as will allow and indeed compel them to exercise those local
powers which they can exercise with great advantage to the community.
In Australia there is at present a tendency towards the disintegration of
the vast territories which are called colonies, because those who live at
great distances on their extreme borders complain that they cannot
obtain from the Central Parliaments the attention which they require. In
New Zealand, on the other hand, a, attempt-and not without success-
has been made to combine considerable local powers with a general
Government at the centre.

" The principal subjects reserved to the Local Legislatures are the sale
and management of the public lands, the control of their hospitals,
asylums, charitable and municipal institutions. and tbe raising of money
by means of direct taxation. The several Provinces, which are now free
to raise a revenue as they may think fit, surrender to the Central Par-
liament all powers under this head except that of direct taxation. Lastly,
and in conformity with all recent colonial legislation, the Provincial
Legislatures are empowered to amend their own constitutions. But there
is, as I have said, a concurrent power of legislation to be exercised by the
Central and the Local Parliaments. It extends over three separate
subjects-immigration, agriculture, public works. Of these the two first
will in most cases probably be treated by the Provincial authorities.
They arc subjects which their ordinary character are local ; but it is
possible that they may have, under the changing circumstances of a
young country, a more general bearing, and therefore a discretionary
power of interference is wisely reserved to the Central Parliament. Public
works fall into two classes : First, those which are purely local, such as
roads and bridges, and municipal buildings-and these belong not only
as a matter of right, but also as a matter of duty, to the local authorities.
Secondly, there are public works which, though possibly situated in a
single Province, such as telegraphs, and canals, and railways, are yet of
common import and value to the entire Confederation, and over these it
is clearly right that the Central Government should exercise a control-
ling authority."

Now, what are the powers of the Local Legislatures ? The
subject of emigration, agriculture and public works belong
to the Dominion and Local Parliaments concurrently. I ask
this House whether this Bill comes under the head of either
of these three subjects. Are we prepared to take upon
ourselves a jurisdiction that belongs to the Local
Legislatures ? The Dominion Parliament, I may be
answered, has already passed laws of this description,
and they have not been repealed. But if they have not
been repealed it is for the reason that they have not been
to any Court. One point, however, was raised in Quebec, I
refer to the case of McClanagahan vs. the St. Ann's Mutual
Building Society, Montreal, a judgment of the Superior
Court was appealed to the Court ofQueen's Bench composed
of Justices Dorion, Monk, Ramsay and Cross. The latter
Court dissolved the injunction which the appellant had
obtained against the scciety. Chief Justice Dorion said:

" While these proceedings were pending in the Court below the Local
Legislature of the Province of Quebec pasàed a Statute re-enacting, as to
the Province of Quebec, all the provisions of the Dominion Act, and also
another Statute ratifying all the proceedings adopted under its provisions.
The last Act, however, was not to affect pending cases. These two

atutr,' 43 Vict., Chap. 32 and Chap. 33, were sanctioned on the 31st
Ocoe,1879.

"The judgment has been rendered and the appeal taken since
the passing of these two Statutes, and since the proceedings of the society
to wind up their affairs have been ratified by the Quebec Legislature.
Wre cannot agree with the Court below that the Dominion Parliament
bad the right to pass the Act 42 Vict., Chap. 48. This Act is not in the
nature of an insolvency law, for it is intended to apply to ail building
societies, whether soivent or not. It is, therefore, essentially an Act
affecting civil rights, which, under the provisions of the British North
America Act, 1867, comes within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Local or Provincial Legislatures."

Now, is this an Act which affects civil rights only ? This
Act is called the Crédit Foncier Act, which means borrowing
money upon landed credit. It must be done by a mortgage
made according to the laws of the Province where the
mortgage is held. 1 may be told that if we pass this Act to
enable the company to lend money in every part of the
Dominion, the mortgage will be given according to the law
of the Province in which the transaction is made. I say the
hing cannot be done because the land upon which the loan
s made must form part of the domain of such Province. I
am aware that there is a genoral desire to favor this com-
pany on account ofits lending money at so cheap a rate, but I
ho not suppose the members of this flouse can have any
ersonal motives in passing this Bill, that they may be
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enabled to borrow money themselves. I say that if we go
on passing laws upon the principle of this Bill, whieh
encroaches upon the jurisdiction of the Local Legislatures, we
shall drive the Provinces into legisiative union. It may be
that certain parties would be willing that the Local Legisla-
tures should waive their rights, if legislative union could
thereby be promoted. But the time for legislative union
bas not yet arrived. The Local Legislatures have rights
guaranteed them by the Confederation Act, and it is their
bounden duty to defe3nd those rights. I have no other
object at the present moment in raising this discussion
than to enter my solemn protest against this Act being
passed by this Legislature. I desire that the rights of each
Province should bo respected. I am afraid of the encroach-
ments that tihis Legislature is making upon the local bodies.
If this Act is passed I an positive it will be appealed
to the highest Court. In the meantime, perfectly convinced
that this Aci is uncmnstitutional, and believing that I am
not alone in that opinion, I move that the Committee now
rise, as I intend afterwards to move the six months' hoist.

Bill amended and reported.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 31)
to eilarge and extend the powers of the Crédit Foncier
Franco-uanadien.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

Bill amended and reported.

SECOND READL\GS.

The following Bills were read the second time:-
Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the Northern, Noi th Western

and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Companiy.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
Bill (No. 80) to incorporate the Aca-lia Steamship Com-

pany (Limited).-(Mr. Longley.)

ONTARIO AN.D THE UPPER CANADA LAND
IMPROVEMENT FUND.

Mr. HESSON enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to make provision, this year, for the pay-
ment of the sum Iound to be due to the Province of Ontario,
under the name of the Upper Canada Land Improvement
Fund, as ascertained by the award of Arbitrators appointed
under and by virtue of the British North America Act;
and if not, why not?

Sir LEONARD iILLEY. The question of the account
between Quebec and Ontario is not yet settled. When it
bas been settled, the Government will enter .upon the con-
sideration of the subject of the bon. gentleman's motion, with
a view to the settlement of the account of that Province.

ACCIDENT ON TIHE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
RAILWAY.

Mr. JONES enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to make ompensation (where compensation is justly
due) te those persons who, being railway passengers paying
fare, were injured 1-y the accident on the Prince Edward
Island Railway, which Iok place in August, 1880; or is
there any distinction recognized between sufferers by that
railway accident and those who have suffered by accident on
other railways, as to their right te such compensation ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Those matters are in
litigation under petitions of ri;ht, and we must leave the
parties to the remedies they have chosen themselves.

PROPERTIES IN SOREL.

Mr. MASSUE enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to offer for sale the properties they hold in the
town of Sorel?

Mr. CousoL.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have no
specifie intention to offer those properties for sale; but if
Any applications be made for any portion of the ordnance
properties at Sorel, and if the Government think it for the
public interest to entertain them, they will do so.

PAYMENTS TO ONTARIO JUDGES.

Mr. KAULBACIH, in the absence of Mr. B&KER, enquired,
Whether any, and how mariy of the Judges of the Superior
Courts in Ontario, receivo from any and what source
payments of money other than such as are appropriated to
their use by law,. viz., by the Parliament of Canada?

Sir ýOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe the Judges of
the Superior Courts in Ontario, receive an allowance of
$ 1,000 a piece, from the Ontario Government, as Commis-
sioneis under the Act.

BREAKWATER AT MISSISQUOI BAY.

Mr. KAULBACH, in the absence of Mr. BAKER, enquireol,
Whether it is the intention of the Government to place a
sum in the Supplementary Estimates for the erection of a
Breakwater at Missis.quoi ; and if not, why not?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Inx'smuch as the railway under
construction in that region is some miles distant from
Missisquoi Bay, tho Government are not in a position to
consider this question. When the railwayreaches Missisquoi
Bay the matter will be consideried by the Gover nment.

CONSTRUCTION OF A BRANCH LINE ON
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

THE

Mr. LAN DRY enquire 1, Whether the Government had
taken into consideration the petition signed by one hundred
and seven members of the House of Commons, and the
several other petitions of the taxpayers of the country,
asking for the construction of a branch line of the Inter-
colonial from St. Charles to St. Joseph de Léviq, as well as
the proposai of the Lévis and Kcnnebec railway Company
by which the directors of the said company offer to build,
conjointly with the Government, a part of the said branch
line; and what action the Government intended to take
upon the whole matter.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I have the honor of
informing the hon. member that the Government bas taken
into consideration, and is still considering, the petition and
proposai contained in the question ho bas just put. I am
not prepared to give the hon. member a final answer to day,
but before the close of the Session the Government will give
him an answer which I think will satisfy him.

QUEBEC AND LEVIS FERRY BOATS.

Mr. LANDRY moved for copies of ail correspondence
exchange.1 between tbe Government and sundry individuals
with regard to a system of ferry-boats between Quebec and
Lévis, toe connect the Intercolonial with the Quelbec, Mon-
treal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway, immediately after the
completion of the proposed branch of the Intercolonial from
St. Charles to Lévis. He said: Mr. Speaker, in making
this motion, I wish to cali the attention of* the Government
to the important question which arises from it. The answor
just given by the Government to a question put by me, as
to whether it had given its consideration to a petition
signed by 107 members of this House, concerniug the con-
struction of a branch of the Intercolonia1 from St. Charles
to St. Joseph de Lévis, as well as to several petitions signed
by the taxpayers of the country, this answer, whatever the
hou. Minister of Public Works may say, is not such as to
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satisfy me and bas in no way the character he chooses to
attribute to it. By that petition we ask that a branch road
be built off the Intercolonial from St. Charles to St. Joseph
de Lévis, and what is the answer we get. Nothing to show
that our request is granted. This is not the first time, Mr.
Speaker. that this question has come before the House ; it
is not tho first time that the Government's attention bas
been called to it. When, in 1879, the Government was buy-
ing that portion of the road extending from Rivière du Loup
to the Chaudière curve, the question was in a wqy brought
before the House. In a speech delivered at the time by the
hon. Minister of Public Works, now the Minister of Rail-
ways, this branch and its usefulness were incidentally
referred to. As soon as the Government had purchased
that portion of the road, petitions were circulated for signa-
ture, numerous petitions were signed throughout the
country, and sent to the Government ; amongst others, I
will mention a petition forwarded by the Boards of Trade
of Quebec and Lévis, which, amongst others, contained the
following allegations : -

" It would also prove of great advantage to the Intercolonial Railway
to have easy communication with the Port of Quebec, especially after the
extensive harbor works now in course of construction will have been com-
pleted, asthey certainly favor the development of the trade of the
Dominion

Further on, the Board of Trade called the G vernment's
attention to the following facts :

" That the Corporation of the Town of Lévis have informed the Lévis
Board of Trade ihat they would assist the proposed undertaking in grant-
ing to the Government easy terms for the rght of way on their property
as the Governmeat may require for the construction of a station and-

I had not the time of seeing all the members, but 1 feel
sure that many more would have signed the petition with
pleasure. But the Session was rapidly approaching its end,
and I wanted necessari'y to present the petition before the
last day of the Session. That is why I have not been able
to get it signed by as large a nunber as I would have
wishe I. However, such as it is, lcaving the Ministry aside,
there is, in favor of that petition, a majority of 27 of the
House as it stands to-day. Such is the petition that is
before the Government. In the meanwhile, a new pro-
posal has reached us. The Lévis 'and Kennebec
Company has offered the Government to build a
portion of the road, the most expensive and difficult
portion at that, and, which starting fron deep water,
goes to St. Joseph de Lévis. That part of the road
comprises about-four miles, and passes through the most
valuable properties, and that is the part the Lévis and
Kennebec Company offer to build in conjunclion with the
Government. That Company has the intention of extend-
ing its road to deep water, starting from near the St. Henry
station, on the Intercolonial, and coming down by a cutting
to St. Joseph de Lévis. On this route, there are four miles
which extend in the same direction, and almost through
the same land as that through which the proposed branch
would pass. For this reason, the Lévis and Kennebec Com-
pany thought it was to its own advantage, as well as to that
of the public, to unite with the Government in order to
build jointly that part of the road. There remains
more behind; should the Government and the Company fail to
agree on the subject, the Lévis and Quebec Conpany offers to
build the Government to share half the ex ense. the whole of

freight sheds." - ,1 ý"ý1U lýAAUI"0 U lAàJ AUU luy lV 5Vthe lino,> on condition that the road sliull start frorm St. ilenri,
Not only did the Boards of Trade of Quebec and Lévis take about six miles above St. Charles station. Mr. Speaker, I
up the question, but in all the municip ilities between Lévis will not dîscuss the merits of the question, the importance
and Gapi, the municipal councils met, passed resolutions ofwhicli bas been proved by the action of the membership
approving this plan of a branch of thelInt ercolonial from St. of this fouse, of the Board of rrade, and of the people.
Charles to Lévis, and asked the Government to buil 1 it. Prom St. Charles station to Lévis the distance would be
On the 8Lh March of last year, the question came up buore 12 miles accoding to the proposed road; witithe inter-
this House. I made a motion at the time, askinig for a colonial Railway such as it stands to day, ie, having its
report of the survey made in 1879. On that occasion the terminus two mites above the proposcd terminus, the dis-
hon. Minister of Railways stated that the importance of the tance between St. Chartes and Lévis is 23 miles, and thut
undertaking had not escaped the attention of the Govern- distance woutd ho increated to 25 miles, were the pi-sent
ment, that it would have surveys made, that it bad already station of the Intercotonial to be moved to the place wbere
made surveys Io ascertain what were the obstacles likely to if will be when tho brandi road is completed. There is,
be encountered, what would be the grades, and what would tierefore, in favor of the proposed une a difference of 13
be the approximate cost of construction. Such was the mites on a distance of 25 mites. This makes an enormous
answer ot the Minister of Railways. During the month of différence in favor of the proposed lino. Now, I witl not
March, a deputation composed of several members of this urge that local interests alone demand ibis lino; there are
louse, directly interested in the building of the road, waited greater interests at stake than that; thcre are inte-ests of
upon the hon. Minister of Railways and called his attention trafic and trade te be considered, and those must take
in a special manner to the subject, whon he there and then precedence of local interests. Moreover, thoso who signed
promised the deputation that a new survey should be made. our petition, whitst belonging te other Provinces, did not,
This survey took place during the vacation, between the whist doing so, think only 0f locat interests; they raised a
Session of March-April, 1880, and the 9th December of the corner of the cultain which bides the futuie from our gaze,
same year, and during that interval fresh petitions were and saw that ail the interests of the Dominion were at stake
circulated for signature throughout the whole country. At in the settlement of that question. At the present fime
first, we had resolve I upon asking the municipal councils to there is from betoilalifax a distance of 1010 miles by the
favcr the scheme, but the people thinking that direct action Intercolonial Railway, which gocs f0 the Chaudière, and
on their part would have a greater influence with fie thence by the Grand Trunk; whereas, were the St. Chartes
Government, signed petitions to it themselves. On the 15th B-anch buit, it would enabie us, by means of a system of
December last, i had the honor to move in this House for the fe-ry-boats, te shorten by 84 miles (ho distance to Ottawa
report of the survey made in 1880. It is now three months by the North Shore Railway- the distance woutd thon be
since I made this request, and unfortunately we have not 926 miles onty. Weil, Mr. Speaker, what is morety a
yet been able to have the report laid upon the Table pleasure for the fiavouer. becomes a neeossity for trade
of the House. This report was made on the 19th purposes, and fiado will give its preforence te the siortest
January last, a month and a half or nearly two months ago. road. It is from that point of view that the hon. membe-s
During that time, Mr. Speaker, the deputation of this fouèe have coniidered the question, and they trust
became exercised, and a petition was signed by 107 members that the bopes held out to tbem by fie Government tbrough
of the House, who asked the Government to grant the the hon. Minister of Publie Wo-ks wilI not be vain ones.
said branch. When I mention that that petition was signed There are f00 many interesfs at stake that we siould think
by 107 members, it is to show, Mr. Speaker, that it was for one moment that the Government will Dot accede f0 the
oigned by a large majority o! the foouse. Unfortunately, wishes of the population of the wiole country and of this
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louse. To sum up, Mr. Speaker, we have to-day, to think that the Govcrnment should consider the proprietyoaf
strengthen our hopes, a question wherein are wrapped up opening this important bridge to the public, free of tol1a,as
several interests; on the one band we have the corpora- it has an inter-provincial character, and binda.- together the
tion of L évis offering to enter into an agreement with the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
Government so as to seli to it the land necessary to the Mr. WRIGHT. I trust that the Goverpment will grant
building of this road at the lowest possible price. We have the request which the hon. gentleman has made. The sub-
the powerful support of the Boards of Trade in various ject is one of great interest to the constituency I represent,
localities of the Province. We have, moreover, a petition as the bridge is the main link connecting between the Pro-
largely signed by the members of this House, and I will add vinces of Ontario and Quebec, and between theCity of Hall
that we have a formai rromise, made to us by the Govern- and the Capital of the Dominion. Sir, I have been credibly
ment last year, and we hope that this year the Government informed that the tolls collected on this bridge would more
will fulfil it. In con'clusion I loudly proclaim, without fear than pay for the original cost of construction, and I wo*ld
of being in any way contradicted, that the Government is most respectfully submit to the hon. Minister of Pablie
in honor bound to fulfil a promise sotemnly made. It pro- Works that it would be only right and fair that this bridge
mised us this branch road; let it grant it to us, if it values should be declared a free bridge. Many years-ago a bridge
its word and its honor. was built over the Ottawa at this point by the late Colonel

Motion reed.to By, of the Royal Engineers, at the time of thoeconstrue-
agre .tion of the Rideau Canal. Subsequently the present strue-

CLAIM OF JOSEPH CHARLES LISLOIS. ture was erected, and since that time tolls to a very
considerable extent have been collected; but I think the

Mr. LANDRY moved for copies of all corresponIence time has arrived when the Government should declare this
exchanged between the Government and Mr. Joseph Charles bridge free to the pub!ie. For my own part, the farmersof
Lislois, with regard te a claim put forth by him to recover my county furnish the citizens of Ottawa with a
a sufficietit amount of compensation for the loss of one of large amount of supplies, such as hay, grain, wood and other
bis buildings by fire; also copy of the report of the official articles of agricultural produce, and I ihink it would be
arbitrator to whorn that claim had been referred. le said: well if this Legislature and the Local Legislatures might
In the month of September, 179, a barn belonging to a take into consideration fhc necessity of removing the tolls
certain Mr. Lislois, situated on the line of the Intercolonial, from those main highways, so-that the farmers. should not
was destroyed by firc. He pretended that fire was set to it be taxed for carrying their produce to market. My own
by one of the engines of the Intercolonial. An enquiry opinion is that these tolls and taxes on roads are survivails
was held, and the trnth of this assertion was proven by of a barbarous age when taxes were levied on nen's hearts,
facts. The official arbitrator visited the spot and drew up when such imposte as ship money were collected; but such
a report establishing that the said barn had been destroyed taxes as these, which were the ordinary sources of revenue
by a spark from the funnel of one of the locomotives. Mr. of the Governments of that time, are incompatible with the
Li4lois then fyled his claim with the Government; in reply, light and civilization of the ninoteenth century. The other
he was told that the Government was not bound to indem- day I was reading the adventures of a traveller in the wilds
r.ify him, because it appears that the funnel of the loco- of Africa, who pointed out that each time he travelled
motive was furnished with metallic wirework, and that, throrgh the dominions of these barbarous potentate, he
consequently, if a fire did taie place, it was very wrong of was taxed for the privilege of wading through their muddy
the fire to burn his barn. I think, Mr. Speaker, that when domains. We know that the bold barons of ancient times
the Government looks at the report of the aibitrator, it will were in the habit of perching their vassals upon a
gracefully render justice, and that that man, baving. lost convenient rock, fecm which they might swoop down
his barn through a fire set by one of the engines of the and collect their tolls from passers-by. We have also the
Intercolonial, will have no trouble in getting the Govern- authority of the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard
ment to grant him compensation. J. Cartwright) that the ancestors of the right hon. gentleman

Motion agreed to. at the hcad of the Government, and of the hon. Minister of
Justice- brave and gallant ancestors I am sure they were-

UNION SUSPENSION BRIDGE ON THE OTTAWA were gentlemen of predatory dispositions, and that they col,
RIVER. lected their tolls in a remarkable, simple and summary man-

ner. 1 think anyone whodrivesout in the vicinity of thiscity
Mr. TASSE moved for a statement of the expenditure will be able to sympathize with the feelings of the Flemish

oU, and revenue derived from the Union Suspension Bridge traders, when the ancestors of these hon. gentlemen swooped
on the Ottawa River from 1867 to lst January, 1881. He down upon them, and when, on every occasion, they had to
said: Mr. Speaker, it is useless to speak of the importance put their hands into their pockets and pay tolL JIfind, Sir,
of the bridge referred to in the motion I have just made. that in England all these tolls on roads and bridges have
That bridire is weil known to all the membors of this House. been removed. We all remember reading in the newspapers
It is a bridge that bas an inter-provincial character, binding a few years ago about the great pageant, and the imposing
as it does the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec together. ceremonials which took place when the Prince of Wales
I think, Mr. Speaker, that it is about the only bridge, declared that the tolls on the great bridges leading into
perhaps it is the only bridge, that pays a toll to the Federal London should no longer be collected, and that those bridges
Government. On the same Ottawa river, at Portage du should, for all time to eome, be free to the people. 1 can
Fort, there is another bridge which spans the Ottawa, and imagine a ceremonial which would be much mre interesting
which does not pay any toli. I believe that some years ago to us who are permanent or temporary dwellers in this litte
the tols demanded were reduced one-half, and I think that city, when lis Excellency the Governor General, assisted by
the time has come to abolish them entirely. I think that ier Royal Highness the.Princess Louise-who we all hope
by aboliahing the tolls demanded on the Chaudiere bridge will soon return to us in good health-when these exalted
the Government would grant the petition of thousands and personages, aided, and I may aay abetted, by the Minister
thousands of people who are compelled to use it. I do not of Public Works, shaH proclaim that tolls shatl no longerbe,
know what has been the revenue dérived from the bridge collected upon this bridge, and that no snob barrier to tnis
for a rertain number of years, but according to last year's perfect communication of the union between the s€atein
statement, I think there is a considerable surplus over the Province of Ontario and the beautiful PrQvince of Quebec

expenditare. Under these circumstances, Mr. Speaker, I shall no longer be permaitted to exist. I think we may fairly
Mr. LANDRY.
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ask the Minister of Public Works to exercise that wise
libéridity of statesmanship, and that prescience which
chaiterizes him, in bringing about the result which I am
sureWe1 al so rnuch desire.,

MWr. BROWN. I will have a great deal of ploasure in
supporting the views of my hon. friend who bas just sat
down. We find that the Government are disposïed to build
the Murray canal, which will give a perfect channel of
inland'navigation fron the ocean to the heart of Ontario,
and as they intend to take the land required for that purpose
I think the least they could do would be to remove the tolls.

Mr. GURRIER. I have much pleasure in supporting my
co-representatve of the city of Ottawa, and my hon. friend
beside me (Mr. Wright) in the motion which is before the
louse. I believe the bridge in question is the only one

over the Ottawa river upon which tolls are collected; and
I believe the only means of free exit out of the city is by
way of New Edinburgh. We should bave a free means of
egress at the western end of the city, especially as so many
bon. members are accustomed to cross the river if for no
other puipose than to visit my hon. friend from the county
of Ottawa (Mr. Wright.) To say nothing of the expense, it
is, as everyone knows, a niatter of great annoyance to have
to stop and puy these tolls. I hope the Minister of Public
Works will see his way to abolishing these tolls.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. member for
Ottawa County has pressed the motion with his usual
wealth ofillustration, and we have had the knights and
barons of predatory instincts brought in to prove that this
bridge should be free of tolls. As to my Highland
ancestors, I fear they did not have much to do with cither
bridges or breeches, and that the absence of those barbarous
habiliments enabled them to wade without the necessity of
bridges at ail. The hon. gentleman says, we swoop down
on the inhabitants crossing that bridge after the manner of
the robber bands; but I think it is my hon. friend who is
the robber in this ca-e, in trying to get hold of a portion of
the public revenue. My hon. friend has referred to the very
eloquent speech of the Prince of Wales, upon the occasion
of throwing off the tolls upon Waterloo Bridge, London ;

-and if the hon. gentleman will be satisfied to have this
bridge tbrown open upon the same terms as wa Waterloo
Bridge, I, for one, sbAll not object. I think that
the tolls were not takun off that bridge at the
expense of any portion of the public revenue. I think
thoe county of Surrey and the southern side of the river
joined the city of London to pay that off. It was not out
of the public Treasury that Waterloo Bridge was
rendered free. If my bon. friend will take that as an
illustration we cari have no objection. I do not know
whether other parts of the country will fel bound te take
the same position.

Mr. WRIGHT. None precisely situated like this.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know it is specially

coinnected with both Provinces, and it may be well for
Parliament to make that bridge a present to Ontario and
Quebec in order to make it, not a golden or a .silver link,
but a'free link, an elastie link. Of course, Parliament is
paramount, and I suppose the hon. gentlemen will desire
that it should still romain Goverriment property.

Mr. WRIGHT. Certainly.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then the Government

should keep up the toils, and keep up the bridge. I think
the proposition is going a little further than this House
would sanction. It is true that the bridge is a portion of
the great highway bet*een Ontario and Quebec, and I
daresay'that some arrangement might be made by which
it should be free and open to the publie. The simple
question for the Government is in regard to the public
Treasury, whether we can be justified in coming down to

Parliament and ask the Parliament to make a present of
the bridge to the Provinces, and nt the same time to keep
it open to the people. Upon that question Government
have not yet come to any conclusion, but they wiß take it
into their consideration.

Mr. BLAKE May I ask the hon. the Minister of Publie
Works whether he has any information as to the condition
of this bridge, and as to how soon serious repairs may not
be necessary upon it ? I was told the other day, when I
was crossing it, when it was swaying in a disagreeable
manner, that it was reported the bridge needed repairs.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am not surprised the bridge should
have swayod to and fro wben the hon. gentleman was
passing over it. The bridge is examined three or four times
a year. It was examined very lately, and was declared to
be perfectly safe. The floor of the bridge requires to be
renewed, and for that purpge I have asked for the sum of
$4,000. But even as it is, it is safe, and the wire and cables
are in a porfect condition. I had them examined laely,
because 1 was uneasy myself in passing over it.

Mr. BLAKE. You felt that motion too ?
Mr. LANGEVIN. I have no doubt the motion was much

less violent than when the hon. gentleman was passing
over it.

Motion agreed to.

THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.
Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness) moved the following

resolutions
1st. That it appears by the Public Accounts that the cost to the country

of the Sessions ot Parliament is yearly increasing.
2nd. That such increase of cost is largely due to the increasing length

of the said Sessions.
3rd. That it is the duty of Parliament to adopt every neans consistent

with ample and wise legis ation, and the due discharge of public business,
to curtail as much as possible the duration of its Sessions, and thus, in
this respect, to retrench public expenditure.

4th. That it is the sense of this House, atter several years of experience,
that the publication of the Han8ard offers irresistible inducement to many
of its members to make unnecessarily lengthy and frequent speeches to
the great prolongation of said Sessions.

5th. That the discontinuance of the H!nsard would save the Dominion
the sum of $18,562.50 now paid for its publication, and the additionalsun
which would be saved by the consequent sh rterning of the Sessions, and
would, besides. enable the Members of both branches of Parliament to
return at a much earlier date to their homas and private business.

6th. That, therefore, the official reporting and publication of the
speeches and debates of this Bouse be discontinued after the expiration of
the present Session of Parliament.

He said: In moving those resolutions I desire to disclaim
all intention or desire to cast any reflection upon the
manner in which the work of reporting and publishing the
debates of this honorable HousQ bas been conducted this
Session. I think this work bas been done very efficiently,
and has given a great deal of satisfaction. i am aware that
many hon. gentlemen are loud in their complaints of the
manner in which this work is donc, but I think that if the
speeches of mnany hon. gentlemen were reported verbatimn
et literatum, they wouldhave much greater reason for
dissatisfaction and complaint. For my own part, thogh I
speak but rarely in this House, I find that 1 am reported
better, perhaps, than I speak, and I have no donbt that
many hon. gentlemen in this House can say as mach of their
own speeches. I have heard from hon. gentlemen on both
sides of thelHouse, both from those who are among the filest
speakers in the flouse and from those who speak but rarely,
expressions of doubt as to whether it was prudent to continue
the iansard, whether the official reporting of the debates
did not cost more than it benefitted the House or the
country. There is but one chief argument in favoir of
continuing the llanard, namely, that by it we have a
record of all what is said in this flouse, a record of the
views of hon. gentlemen upon every subject
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that is brought before the House. I admit that
after the debates are revised hy the hon. gentlemen
we have a tolerably correct record of what is said.
But, Sir, admitting that, what are these reports worth ? The
only use to which they are put is to enable bon. gentlemen
to contradict each other. During the present Session, and
particularly during the lengthydebate on the Pacific Railway
-- lengthy, I contend, becaase of the existence of the Jansard
-hon. gentlemen referred to the iansard of this and of pre-
vious Sessions for the purpose of contradicting each other.
Notwithstanding that hon. gentlemen were confronted on
various occasions with their utterances of previous Sessions
in contradiction to those of this Session, I have not known
a single bon. gentleman to be dislodged from the position
he took on that question; and I do not think it desirable
that any hon. gentleman should be dislodged from a position
correctly taken by him simply because he is confronted
with his former utterances. If the existence of an officiai
record of the debates tends to make a man persist in
erroneous opinions, it would be better that we should not
have it. Are the benefits to the House or the country from
the existence of the llansard commensurate with the large
expenditure of $25,000 a year required to keep it up? I say
they are not. Some hon. gentlemen may contend that the
Bansard is useful for the interpretation of Acts of Parlia-
ment. That is an untenable argument. If the laws passed
in this House are so ambiguous or obscure that they must be
interpreted by the debates of bon. gentlemen thereon, we
must, to be logical, go further and incorporate those debates
with the laws. 1 contend that the existence of the Ifansard
bas a tendency to prolong the Sessions of Parliament, which
is a much more serious matter than the cost of its publica-
tion. After an experience of nearly twenty years, I know
there are many bon. gentlemen who address this louse sim ply
because they get their speeches recorded in the Hansard.
and recorded in a manner which surprises themselves, and
they are thus induced to try again. I bave seen bon.
gentlemen get up to make a speech for the first time, and
give utterance to their opinions in the most tremulous and
imperfect manner; and I have known them afterwards to
show their speeches around among tbeir fellows, expressing
most profound surprise at thoir own eloquence. These hon.
gentlemen ought to be aware that in many instances, at all
events, these speeches were the produciions of ab!e reporters
and not the hon. gentlemen themselves. It is in the
interest of the country and of this louse that the Sessions
of Parliament should be curtailed as much as possible.
There are many gentlemen well suited to occupy positions
in this House who are deterred from offering
their services to the country, owing to the great
length of time they would be required to absent
themselves from their business and their homes.
As an educator of the people, as a vehicle by which the
knowledge of the proceedings of this House is communicated
to the people, the Kansard is of no value whatever. We
must thank the able reporters in the gllery above us, to the
number of eighteen or twenty, for making the people in all
p arts of the country acquainted with the proceedings in
Parliament. Without intending to reflect on any of the
reporters, I say that the services to the country of the
reporters in the gallery are infinitely greater than those of
the reporters on the floor of this House, while the former
are not paid a single cent for their services ; and if we had
no official reporters here the press of this country would be
encouraged to more perfectly discharge the onerous and
important duties which they, ils proprietors, impose upon
themselves. I believe there is a feeling in the country against
the Bansard. The great body of the electors very rarely, if
ever, read it. Each hon. member receives three uncorrected
copies, of which he sends away two and keeps one. He
returns that copy to the reporter largely corrected-I will
not c y incorrectly corrected, but I do not think I would

Mr. MACDONNELL (Inverness).

be far from the truth if I did. Thus the reports that go to
the country through the official fHansard. are doctore i
reports of the utterances of bon. gentlemen. The sum of
$25,000 m,y appear to be a very trifling suni t) this rich
Dominion which bas to-day a surplus of $3,000,000; but
there are many public wo-ks in this country, many public
works in the shape of harbors and piers in the Maritime
Provinces, to which one twenfieth of that sum would be a
very important boon, and yet when the hon. Minister of
Public Works is asked for a trifling sum to assist those
works, the answer invariably is: there is nothing in the
Exchequer; although we can afford to expend $23,000 on a
matter whieh is of no earthly use, except for the amusement of
hon. gentlemen by enabling them to cast at each other the
reports of the past Session in order to contradict the utterances
of the present Session. If we compare the speeches in our
Kansard with those which we find in the Hansardof the
English House of Commons, and those made in the House
of Representatives of the United States, as recorded in the
Congressional Globe, we find that the speeches of hon.
gentlemen in this Houqe, as a rule, are three times as
voluminous. Should the motion, which I have the honor to
submit to the House, not be carried, I think we shall have
to adopt some measure in order to circumscribe the utter-
ances of hon, gentlemen. Nothing has been more usual I
am sorry to be obliged to say so, but I consider it my duty
to refer to this matter-than to see hon. gentlemen, for
thrce or four long, weary hours, utter the most insipid
platitudes, the only effect of which was to clear the House
to a great extent, and fill the smoking room and other rooms
with hon. members. I know that many bon. gentlemen are
opposed to the Hansard. I hope they will vote according
to their convictions, and save to the country a large amount
of noney.

Mr. LANDRY moved the following amendment: -That
all the words after "said Sessions" at the end of the fourth
paragraph be struck out and rep!aced by thefollowing:-

That it be resolved consequently,after the present Session of Parliament
there be only published in the Hans erd a synopsis of the speeches deliv-
ered in this House, thereby saving a considerable sum of money.

Mr. LANGEVIN. In reply to the bon. member, who
made his motion in French, a thing I do not at ail complain
of, far frorn it, I must call his attention to the fact that his
motion opens up a great difficulty. The hon. member
wishes for a synopsis of the speeches. But who is going to
make that synopsis, and what guarantee have we that the
synopsis will be made so as to please the members of the
House? That synopsis will have to be made either by
officials cf the House, by the reporters, or by persons con-
nected with the press. Weil, notwithstanding ail the
impartiality that may be attributed to these offieials, the
synopsis thus made will not reproduce the idea of the
speaker, or it will contain but a part of what bas been said,
there being frequently left aside an essential part of the
speech, or at least a part essential according to the idea of
the speaker; therefore do I think that it is tr preferable t,)
spend a little more money and to report the speeches in
full; for after ail, to save a few thousand dollars to-day, will
be found to be but false economy in the future, when one
will have to refer Io debates that took place at the present
time. The bon. member may remember the debates that
took place at the time of Confederation. It would be much
to be regretted to-day, had we not those debates. Every
day do we refer to the debates that took place at that time,
in order to explain some portion of the Constitution; in order
to show the objcct of the fathers of the Confederation ; and
if we had not the full report of these speeches such as
they were delivered, we should oftentimes be puzzled
to know what was the object, what was the
intention, what was the idea of those who ru'ed
the destinies of the country. It is even to be regretted
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that, in England, where the matter was discussed at the
conference, there were no reporters to transmit to posterity
the speeches delivered, or the reasons for which charges
were imade at that period; to sum up, I think the hon.
member.would do well to withdraw his motion, and to allow
a vote to be taken on the principal motion. The principal
tmotion places the question before us in a perfectly open
manner. The question is, do we wish the Parliamentary
details reported, or do we not? Well, I think that hon.
members themselvcs will decide that, if we want a report
of what takes place in Parliament, we must have not only
a part of the speeches, but the whole of them, as they
were delivered. I understand that certain members
pretend that the reporting of the debates tends to increase
the length of the speeches, and prolong the Session. Well,
hon. members have the remedy in their own hands. If
we wish to shorten the Session, we must shorten our
speeches; but I am still wondering who is the member of
this flouse whom one could accuse of baving made a speech
longer than necessary, simply to see it reported in the
Debates of the House ? I do not think the hon. member
could name a single one, and I do not think that he brought
thia charge against any mrember of this House. I know
that long speeches are made, and, as for myself, I have
bëen guilty of such a speech during the Session. Yet I do
not think the hon. member proposed that amendment to
prevent it being reported in the Debates, and, as a matter of
fact, I have not looked at the translati>n, that was made at
the time, of the speech that I delivered. I hope, therefore,
that the hon. member will withdi aw his amendment.

Mr. LANDRY. I have only a word to add to the motion
I made in amendment. We have before us a motion asking
that the Hansard be completely abolished. The reasons
given are, perhaps, slightly truc. It im useless to disguise
the fact ; there are many speeches delivered in this House,
which would not be delivered were they not reported; the
expense does not only consi.st in the printing, but also in the
considerable time that mombers are kept in the House to
continue legiklating. It is not a loss of $18,000 or 8-0,00),
but it is the time that is wasted. I do not favor the com-
plete abolition of the flansard, for 1 am aware that it is a
preciôus source of information. When, as the hon. Minister
of Public Works has told us with so much àpropos, we wish
to look up in the past interesting debates or questions which
come u) fresh again after a number of years, one is glad to
have a book to refer t). Therefore do I say that the

an.sard should be preserved, but it should b altered in
such a manner as to cause to disappear the objection made
to it. It is said this is not easy. It is true that it is not
easy if one does not try; but it seems to me that the English
Hansard is far less bulky than ours and that the speeches
are not reported in full.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I beg pardon, they are reported in full.

Mr. LANDRY. We may be under the impression that
they are fully reported, but I believe that such iN not the
case. In the first Hansard the speeches were not reported
in full ; a mere résumé was given. I think that the word
" synopsis,' that has been used just now, does not meet the
idea of ny amendment. I want a résumé ; the papers
are published every day, and no one complaiins. When
the•e are complaints, they are plainly heard in this room.
Complaints have been made against the present systera of
the Ransard. At the present tine the printer is blamed;
it is neither the fault of the translators nor of the reporters;
it is the fault of the pr:nter. At any rate, the French
Ednsard is two months behind. lere lies, I think, a more
seriOus objection against the publishing of the Hansard;
arid I think that notwithstanding what bas been said, a
concise résumé would answer the purpose as well, and that a
large sum of money would be saved to the country.

158

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). The statement contained in
the resolution propos.d by the hon. mernber for Invernes
is very generally accepted, but as a matter of tact is hardly
accurate. The statement is that the long Sessions have been
due to the Kansard, through the temptation it gives to hon.
members to make longer speeches than they otherwise
would make. I have taken the trouble to refer to the
lengths of the different Sessions of the Parlia-
ment of Canada since Confederation. It will be
scen, on making such reference, that the Blansard has had
very little to do with the lengthening of the Sessions. The
first Sossion of the Dominion Parliament lasted for three
rnonths and twenty-five days; but every one knows that
during that Session a numbor of very important questions
were at issun, and that consequently it was not, by any
means, unnecessarily prolonged. It was the nature of the
questions discussed which rendered the Session longer than
any that has occurred since. The second Session, that of 1869,
lasted two months and seven days; the third Sesbion, 1870,
lasted three months and three days; the fourth Session,
1 71, two months and five days; the fifth, 1872, twomonths
and three days; the sixth, 1873, two months aid sixteen days.
In 1874; the first Session of the third Parliament, the Ses-ion
only lasted for two tuonths, but hon. gentlemen will remem-
ber very well that the condition of public buiness, as well
as the condition of parties in the flouse rendered 'a lengthy
Session, at that time, alrmost an impossibility. In 1875 the
ilansard was first published. If the argument that the
publication of Hansard bas tended largely to increase
the length of the Sessions, we should have had a
very much longer Session in 187.5, yet I find . it
was but four days longer than the S3ssion of 1874-
two rnonths and four days. In 1876 the Session
lasted but two months and two days, although bon. mombers
had their speeches then reported in full in the ffansard.
In 1877, it lasted two months and twenty days, In 18i8,
the last Session before the elections, wiich, as a rule, is com-
paratively lengthy, because the desire to make a record for
the coming elections induces hon. members to speak oftener
than they otherwise would, the Sesion lasted three m ,nths
and th ee days. In 1879, it lsted three months and two
days, and in 1880 it lasted two months and :, days. From
that record it will be seen that the publieation of the
Hansard from 1815 downwards had really no perc-,ptible
influence on the length of the Sessions. If hon. gentlemen,
wh > remember anything of Old Cana la, will refer- back to .
period ten or twelve years previous to that time, they will
agree with me in saying that the Sessions in those days
were much longer than since Confederaion, and that the
speeches, though not fully reportel, were very
much longer than they have been since. Now,
I find that in the Provinces, for instance, where it
might naturally be supposed that the Sessions would be
very much shorter than those of the Dominion Parliament,
owing to the smaller number of members, and the compara-
tively less important subjects which engage the attention of
the Legilatures of those Provinces, as compared with those
which come before this Parliament, and where they have no
Hansards, it may fairly be said that their Sessions are
relatively, though not actually, as long as those of the
Dominion Parliament. For instance, in Ontario the Sessions
from 1877 to the present year have averaged two months.
T wo mon ths for the Legisiature ofOntario, with its number
of members, is longer, in fact, having regard to the questions
which engaged its attention, than three months for a
House of z06 members with the larger subjects engaging
our attention. Then as to Quebec, I find that in 1877.8 the
Session ofthe Legislature lasted two months and ninefeen
days; in 1879 it covered four months and ten days, although
there was no Blansard, or official report. The very great
length of that Session .was simply due to the circumstance
of an extraordinary political contest between the two parties.
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In 1880 the Quebee Session, -a summer Session, which recorded; but I can also remember thiat wien muih lng
everybody was anxious to terminate, and during which very speeches in former days were made, large portions iftlhi
littie business was done, lasted two months. It may be were made up of quotations from the juiurnals whibh, Mak t
said that this particular Session of Parliament is an alH, took up as much time as we now see spent in éïatMens
illustration of the evil effeets of the Uansard in from.Hansard. Under the circumstances I may Aldy
encouraging long speeches. This Session will probably be assume that iha fansa-d has not tended to ineresse the
longer than any Session since Confederation ; but it must be length of the Session or the length of the spee;hes. Ion.
remembered we have had before us for disposal, a very gentlemen who make long speeches are, as a rule, répo ed
much more important question than any that has engaged any way. The only eect of doing away with the BHafsd
our attention since Corifederatiqn. Moreover, we met in would be to shut out all record of~what might be said by
December, and it must be remembered that the temptation three-fourths or four-fifths of the members of tire Houen.
and anxiety to get away from Ottawa does not come upon The newspapers, however desirous they may be to pibrtsh
members strongly till towards spring. It must be remem- a fair and complote report of everything said in Earhaniewt,
bered, further, that as regards the debate on the Canadian cannot always effect that object. The conditions under
Pacific Railway, hon. gentlemen on the Opposition side, par- which their reports are taken render that impossible. The
ticularly during the earlier part of the Session, were auxious newspapers of' each party will undoubtedly give thre public
-and very properly from their point of view- the speeches of its leading men in full. They would lose
is order to give an opportunity to the public outside, nothing by the abolition of the Bansard. But the other
to express their opinions on the question, to postpone to as menbers of each party, whose speeches to themselves, their
late a period as possible the vote upon the resolutions. No constituents, and very often to the country at large, nay be
one will pretend that the Ransard had anything to do with just as important, influential and valuable, athough not,
the delay thus occasioned. It had nothing to do with the perhaps, as long or pretentiou as those of certain leading
poliey, deliberately adopted, and properly from the stani- members, would be practiéally shut ont altogether
point of hon. gentlemen opposite, to give the greatest pos- were its publication stopped. The newspapers do
sible opportunity to the public outside to express their not publish those speeches of the less proinerit
ýopinions on the question of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- members with any degree of fullness. When yeu
way before the final vote was taken. When that come to think of what the newspapers have to do, you can
vote was taken, for reasons quite sufficient in themselves, readily understand how almost impossible it is to expeet
a fortnight passed during whieh we practically did nothing. from them anything like a complete record of the views
The Hansard had nothing to do with that result. Hon. of Parliament, through the ordinary channels of
members did not then take advantage of any question the press. Those gentlemen who work so bard in the
brought up to make long speeches. Afterwards we had the gallery, so faithfully and efficiently to give good reports of
Budget Speech and the debate that followed it, and no one the proceedings in Parliàment, have, say, a couple of them
will pretend that it was a lengthy debate, or that bon. gentle- to a paper, to take down the reports, transcribe them, and
men *ere tempted to speak longer under the circumstances, send them to the telegraph office to be transmitted to
than if there had been no Ransard published. So I think I Toronto or Montreal. The reports have then tobe trans-
may fairly assume that the length of the speeches has not cribed by the operators at their destination, and be sent to
been increased by the publication of the Hansard. the night editor, or proof-reader, to be prepared for the
On the contrary, I am rather inclined to think printer, who sends them in print next morning to the
that the speeches have been shortened in some publie in ail parts of- the country. Hon. members can
respects. The right bon. Premier points out that on the readily understand that it is quite impossible, under the
9th March we shall have been only three months in Session, circumstances, in view of the fact that in Ottawa itself we
and that we had an adjournment during that time of fully can get nothing like a full newspaper report of the debates,
ten days; and, as I have said already, we had a considerable how utterly impossible it is that we can have anything like
delay in the middle of the Session on the conclusion of the a moderately complete report of the speeches in Parliament
long Pacifie Railway debate. Under the circumstances, and of its business, so far as the press is concerned, wonderful
thon, I think we may fairly assume that the publication of as have been its efforts in recording the proceedings and
the Ransard bas not tended in any way to lengthen the debates of Parliament. Therefore, 1 do not think that on
duration of the Session. I do not think it bas tended to either of those grounds we ought to give up the Hansard.
induce hon. members to speak at undue or unnecessary The hon. member for Montmagny (Mr. Landry) suggests
length, and for this reason : they will remember that they the plan of a condensed or summarized report, liko the
are of record in regard to everything they say, and very specials of newspapers, so as to lessen the cost of the printing.
few hon. members desire to bear the reputation of speaking Well, speaking as one who knows something tof this kind ef
in Parliament simply for the sake of speaking. Hion. work, I should be very glad-were it possible to accom-
gentlemen usually speak because they have something to plish such ,a sbheme-to have at our tables, here,
say. This is supposed to be a deliberative body, in which; reporters entirely competent for that kind of work.
when hon. gentlemen have opinions to utter, they desire to I think it will be obvious to everyone who understands the
express them in such a way as may seem to them good. I subject, that it requires a man of infinitely greater skill and
think that the Jiansard has tended to improve the eiaracter abilîty to prepare a condensed report of a speech than to
and the tone of our debates in Parliament. I believe that give a full report. In all my experience in the gallery,
no one can look at the debates in Parliament to-day, and at extending over twenty-six years, I only remember one
those of former years, to which I hare referred, without gentleman who was what may be called a thorough adept
realizing that the tone of our debates at present has greatly at that kind of work, a gentleman who, unfortunately, this
improved. A few speeches, nowadys, may be longer, but the year, I regret to say, is unable to take bis seat in the other
faot le probably due to a disposition we all have to exhaust Chamber of Parliament-Senator Penny was, perhaps, the
every subject we take up, without much roference to what only man wko could properly and fairly give what might be
has been said before. That is a practice that ob- called a condensed report of speeches. The tendency of
tained in former years also, however. I can well remem- shorthand writers-I do not say it at all disrespectfliy, fbr
ber when a prominent public man, now no more, there is no class of men for whom I have as high an admiru-
used to speak six or seven hours, regularly, in particular tion as shorthand reporters,' and the art seems to
debates. As t quoting from fansard, it je true 'that we me to be perfectly wonderful-is this: when tliey
quote the opinions of hon. gentlemen, sometimes, as therein undertake to condense shorthand notes, to gie eh
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flrst part and omit the last part altogether. The
difficulty is to follow clearly a speech, to ascertain precisely
what the speaker is drifting at, what is the point of his
argument, and in order to do that the reporter
must be just as well acquainted with the subject
and as able to make the speech himself as the speaker who is
delivering it. Under those circumstances I think the hon.
member for Montmagny (Mr. Landry) will find it impossible
to accomplish the result which he desires. I am aware
that the gentlemen now e-gaged on the Hansard staff are
all of them reporters of very great experience, and, as the
results of this Session have shown, reporters with whom we
have every reason to be entirely satisfied as to the work they
are doing. I believe in the debates, or conversations which
take place in the Committee of the Whole, in Supply, and
which are not as important as the longer and more formal
debates, condensation does take place to a very considerable
extent. It will be admitted that the Hansard this year has
been a very great improvement on that of any previous
year. We are able to get every day laid on the Table, about
the time the House meets, a full record of the speeches of
the previous night. We have, by that means, a report of
the whole debates that can be preserved, and the habit
which unfortunately prevailed in former Sessions, of practi-
cally substituting one speech for another when the manu-
script was placed in the hands ofsorne hon. members, does
not and cannot prevail under the system that now obtains.
I am aware that, as regards the French copies some diffi-
culty bas arisen. The matter bas been the subject of enquiry
by the Committee charged with this work, and from all I have
been able to gather the fault this year lies with the printers;
I do not say so absolutely because there is a dispute between
the translator and printers. But hon. gentlemen who speak
French, I trust, will remem ber that this is the first year ofthe
present experiment. Last year, at this period of the Session,
the English debates were as far behind as the French
debates are to-day, and the French debates were corres-
pondingly further in arrears. I have no doubt, if it is the
opinion of Parliament that Ransard should be continued-
and I hope that will be the decision of Parliament-that for
nextSession such arrangements will be made at the com-
mencement of the Session as to enable us to get out the
French edition within at least forty-eight hours from the
time of particular debate; and in view of the fact that the
reports have te be translated and printed, and then the
proofs carefully read, that, I am satisfied, would be entirely
satisfactory to the bon. gentlemen who speak the French
language. I hope the view of the louse will be that
Hansard should be maintained. It bas not tended to
increase the length of the Session. It has tended, I
believe, to improve the tone of the debates in Parliament,
it bas made bon. gentlemen realize more fully their
responsibility for what they were saying, because of the
knowledge that what they say becomes part of the perma-
nent record of Parliament, and it gives us that which in no
other way, situated as we are at Ottawa, and owing to the
difficulties of transmitting reports to newspapers and
publishing anything like full reports, we are able to obtain,
a permanent record of the proceedings of Parliament. The
hon. member for Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell) intimated
that that was of no value. I am not going to discuss that
question. It seems to me that in a new and young country
Jike this, where we are building up our institutions, it cannot 1
be otherwise than of great value to those coming after us toi
have a complote record, not only of the proceedings of
Parliament, but of the motives which led to those
proceedings as indicated in the speeches of hon. members.

Mr. SPROULE. During the first Session of this Parlia-
ment, when this subject was under discussion, I held that it
was important, in the interest of the country and of the
Heuse, that some official record should be taken of the pro-
ceedings. I adopted this view frorm the fact that contra.1

dictory statements were made on public platforms, and that
each party broaght forward in support of its view quotations
from the differentorgans of the two political parties. I thought
then, and I have had ne reason to change that opinion, that
if there was one thing more than another important in
connection with the history of Parliament, it was to have
a correct record of the proceedings of the flouse. It is
important from the fact that we can fall back on the officiai
record, knowing it cannot be contradicted by members of
each paity. 1 can endorse what bas been said by the bon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) in reference to the
speeches of certain hon. members of the House. It is a
well-known fact that only a small proportion of the
large number of mcmbers find their speeches reported in the
newspapers; and when the papers go among the constitu-
encies the people generally corne to the conclusion that,
judged by their speeches, the business of Parliament might
be performed as well by two dozen as by two hundred.
Again, it is important to the House to have an officiaireport,
on account of the statistics collected in the speeches. Many
of the hon. members, in respect to public questions, go to a
great deal of trouble in gathering statistics which possess
general interest, and enable us to come to a correct conclu-
sion and judgment on questions such as those connected
with Public Works. The statistics which have been so
gathered and placed in a condensed shape, can be subse-
quently referred to by bon. members. Again, I think the
officiai report is advantageous, in respect to the legislation
of the House on account of the different languages spoken
here.* One hon. member moves a resolution in English, and
another bon. member moves an amendment in French,
and a large number of members are in ignorance of
what is said. That may appear in the French papers,
and a translation may be published in the English journals;
but we have the advantage of the intelligence of hon.
members speaking both languages when their remarks are
translated and placed on the records of the country, so that
we can turn to them at any time. Again, it is net very
probable that an officiai report lengthens the Session, and
1 think the speech of the bon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White) is satisfactory in respect to that matter. If we
remember the length of the Session of the Ontario Logis-
lature, where there are 86 or 88 members, and that the
average length of the Ottawa Session, with over 200
members in this House, is only thrce months, there is no
proof that the officiai report has a tendency to lengthen the
Session here. The amount of money expended on the
officiai record is the best spent money during the Session.
The action of the Committee charged with the publication
of the Debates bas been very commendable ; the report
appears in a satisfactory shape, and we should congratulate
the Committee on their being able to lay before the House
each day a correct report of every speech delivered in the
House. We are thus enabled to draw our own dedue-
tions from the arguments presented to the House,
and we have the use of the reports almost immedi-
ately after the speeches have been delivered. In
view of these considerations and the experience we
have had through this Session up to the present time, I sce
no reason to change the opinion at which I arrived during
the first Session of this Parliament, in regard te the publica-
tion of the Debates; and it will give me pleasure to know
that it is the wish of Parliamant to maintain the official
record, so that the Debates may be handed down te
posterity.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. Mr. Speaker, perbaps it will be
proper to this discussion, if every one will ask himself,
what purpose does the House desire to accomplish by the
publication of the lansard? I do net know whetber there
is absolute unanimity as te what its particular purpose is.
If the House regards the discussions which take place on
public questions as a means of informing the flouse, and, in
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a secondary sense, the coiqntry, and, convincing the House-
alhough we know that parties as such capnt easily be
convinced-that is one pprpog.e.; but, if it is held that part
of the advantage of Bansard is, as has been spoken of by
the hop. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) and the
hon. membor for Cardwell (Mr. White), too, as a means
of cultivating the ai t of Fpegking andc inducing younger
members to spread theiselves oett, as their leaders are
doing, because the newspapers do not, properly report them,
that is entirely another purpose. I do not believe, Sir, that
there is any necessity oirthat kind of protection for young
members. The younger members of t1his louse will
always be overshadowed by their leaders. If the right hon,
gentleman at, the head of the Government mgkes a speech
of two hours--and I by no means wish osay that he often
does so-an exhaustive sl.eech upon any particular subject,
hq deals with thap subject in sch a manner as to
bring out almost ail the points which are important
or of interest to the country from is particular
point of view. So wilh the bon. leader of the Opposition-
and I mention these hon. gentlemen, bcause of îhe position
thpy occupy-if he makes a speech of two or three houra,
bis sde ot the question is. likely to ho pretty thoroughly
presented. Now, if the object of Ilansard is to enable the
yotunger members to repea:t these arguments in varied and
diluied forms, in order that they may see themselves in
print, and that their constituents may be able te know two
or three weeks hence that Messrs. Smith and Joties made
speeches as well as Sir John A. Macdonald and M. Blake-
I say, if that is the object, then let us have it cultivated, let
us have its ample folds extended, let us extend a system
which is growirg-I do not say it has grown into an abuse-
a system which I do not think will tend to elevate the tone
of Parliament. There is no doubt that, as the hon. men-
ber for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) has pointed out, the
existence of .Hansard induces hon. members to collate
valuable statis ics and other information, and up to a certain
point that may be desirable; but if one hon. gentleman is to
be cultivated into the habit of m&king ihree hours' speeches,
why not ail? Why not have 200 members occupying
600 hours on every question which may come before the
House. It seems to me that the newspapers may be
trusted to furnish such reports of ouir debates as the public
requires, apart, perhaps, from the inconvenience which
results from the fact that the party newspapers do not pay
much attention to the utteraices cf those whom they
usually do not support. But when we see.an hon. member
delivering a speech-perhaps a good and able speech-with
the greatest sang froid, handing bis extracts to the
reporters at the Takle, and proceeding utterly careless
whether or not he is listened to by Ion. members, in. this
louse or not, continuing to talk to people outside
of the House, thon, I say that, in that, view, Ransard is not
fulfilling what I consider teobe ils funaition. Though I
cannot vote eitber for the a:mendiment of the. hon. member
for Montnagny (Mr. La.ndry) or the motion of the hon.
member for Inverness (Mr. MacDounel) I think the debate
which has taken place will do no harm, and I do not think the
tirue is distant when the House.wi.ll have to deal with the
question which has been suggeated in the last two speeches,
namely: a better Iansard is not a nee,-sity for the purpose
of prot&ecting the.younger memberi against the treatment
which they receive ,t. the h pds of th, newspapers.

34r. JONES. I have only a. few words to say on the
question before the House. I believe that we should have
a record of our debates, and I am in favor of Hansard, but I
believe in Ransard comitig fairly ain.d correctly before
th§ countr y. J have freqpenply seor it the case
that speeches from botb sides of the. HQuse have
been materially chgnged frç< wbt, hon. gentlemen
have said, and that the report fiually pybIished has not been
a fair résumé of the speeches. Byring this, Sesion Jansard

Mr. HIUNTINGTON.

has been very much botter than before, except perhatpy
with regard to the French translation. The report& in
English are, however, laid on our desks within twenty-fQur
hours aftor the delivery of the speeches. I do not bolieve
that one moment should be allowed to hon. members tp
correct their speeches, and I believe that the gffçet of s$ob.a
system would be that our time would not ho so much tgske
up in long speeches. I do not think that the sys1tm piope
posed by the hon. meinber for Montmagpy (Mr. L ndry.):of
the reporters making. a synopsis or résumé-I do not thig
would work well, or even at all, it would amoqntto alhango
in the character of the speeches on, both s.ides of
the House. I believe that the speeches of hon,
members of this House should be reported ver enm
et literatim, and if that plan was followed I do, npt
think we should have so many speeches of four or five hourg
in length. I know that it is of importançe that the leaderýg o
both sides of the House si ould lay before the publie their
views in almost every possible form; but 1 believe th4
wben hon. members have expressed their opinions, even in.
the heat of debate, they should be recorded as deliverled,
and, therefore, I opposed the proposition that longer, tiple
should be afforded for the purpose of correctiop. I believe
whiat we really wish to s-y is botter said in the heat of
debate than in the process of careful revision. Whenp mean
is speaking he perhaps says something which ho. woulf not
deliberately put in writing, Pnd when he gets his psgr4
he erases a few words-an "and," or a "nor," or a. "lshall,"
or a "may "-and the result is to change tbe wholetênorof
a sentence, and perhaps of a speech. I have seon this
done, and I have known of it in my own personal. expeionce
though I do not speak much in the House. I shali eMQo qag,
amendment to the amendment as follows: That th1g
words after the word "Session," at tho end of, th'
fourth section be struck out, and that the following
be inserted:-

That the speeches of the members of this House be reported by the
Ranaard reporters verbat(m et hiteratimn, and that no time be given,fq
alterations and corrections, and that no member of this Bouse shall be
allowed to speak more than one bour without the consent of the hbuse.

Sir JOUHN A. MACDONALD. This is a saatter which
more particularly interests the body of the fHouse. 4sthq
hon. mem ber for Shefford (Mr. Huntington) has truly seiy
the leaders on both sides are sure to be fully reported bd
the press of the day ; and therefore they will not sagffer
much, nor will the Government of the day suffor ip,çh,
if the Blansard were done away with and the country
was obligdd to trust to the reports in the news.papers, bhp
they long or short, according to the supposed interests of thg
papers. But it is in the interest of the main body of the fo4sQ.
that I think it will be a mistake to adopt any.of these rego-
lutions, and that we should proceed as we hae bge dpteg
in having the debates taken down carefully and prirnte4as
speedily as possible so as to prevent the possibility of the
great abuse which bas grown up of hon. members bing
rather ashamed of the speeches they made, and re-writing
them for IIansard. It was unfair and untrqe, lbecause no
such speeches were made in the House, and it was unjîst
to the lion. members who happen to reply to thaL spfoI.
if you open the ilansard of two or three years ago you wil
find an hon. member making a speech, and that speech is
replied to, and the speech in reply had. but, very little refer-
ence indeed to the speech of which it was an anawer. This,
is all cured by the system we have adopt ed of havipg the
speeches printed and, published within a very short perio4
&fter they were delivered. That preve.nta any serious
tampering with the speech as taken down. by te
reporters. With respect to the amendment, I thing ifit
were carried out it would not suit either my hou. friend whg
moved it or the majority of this House. CQrtainly. it wouli
not suit me. It might suit some hon. gentIemep whospak
-with peculiar verbal accuracy and finish their senepço
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aid eand them off as if they had been prepared. Some
have-that bappy faculty1; I for one have it not, and I should
beery sorry to have my speeches published verbatim et
#tWatim. It is well known that objection was taken a good
many years again England by some members of Parliament
w'ho-complained of the reporting in the Times as being
unfair-and insisting, in the language of the ameondment to
the-amendment, that the speeches shoufd be taken ve; batim
et literatim. The Times took those hon. gentlemen at their
word, and for two or three weeks it published their speeches
vrÉbatim et literatim until those gentlemen had to go on their
knees toroqiiest it to discontinue that mode of publishing their
speeches. Then again, as to limiting the length of speeches,
as proposod by this resolution. We have not got any
obstructionist in this House, so that it is scarcely necessary
tobhave the cloture introduced into Canada, and they had
pretty bard work to introduce it in Englend. I should be
sorry if circum-tinees should ever arisein Canada, render-
ing it necessary t> interfere with the freedom of speech in
anything whatever. As- to the proposition that a résumé
should be made, I quite agree with the hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) that it would require a greater
degree of ability to prepare an honest and satisfactory
résam of a speech than to rnake the original speech. As
you eannot expect to find such mon that system
would result in an utter failure. -Not a single
member would be satisfied with the résumé of his
speech ; every member would b complaining
of the rduné of his speech. Then we are dri ven to the
original reolutioq to do away with the Hansard altogether.
As I said before, that rests with the House. But I think
it would be a retrograde step, it would be unjust to tho
great body of the House. If we can afford rt-and we can
afford it---every bon. member who represen s a constituency
bas a right to have his speech reported; for we are ail
equal bore, we are ail equally interested and have equal
rights and responsibilities; we ail have the same rihts;
the youngest member bas the same right, as the ob est
member, o have his utterances as fully spread out in the
official report as the leader ofthe louse or of the Opposi-
tion. It would be a retrograde stop, it wonld be a mistake,
it would be a historical blunier. We ail know
the regrets that are expressed by every literary
man, every political man, every statesman, and every
historian, that the specches made by the great men in the
days of old were, in consequence of the practice of Parlia-
ment, lest forever. I think it was the younger Pitt who
said that he would rather have a lost speech of Lord Boling-
broke than all the lost pages ofLivy. We have no speeches
of Chatham; no speeches of Bolingbroke; none of the great
speeches made in the Long Parliament, at the time of the
fight between freedom and tyranüy, in the time ofCharles 1.
We all know hbw eagerly historians have looked up every
littie sentence which can be discovered, any casual note
taken, any remark made by any of the leaders of public
opinion from the time of Queen Elizabeth until now. If
yem open a history and read about those days you will find
how imperfect are the notes of Cavendish, the mere seraps
preserved by Strange, or Gray, or by any others who took
notes of public utterances of the statesmen of those timos,
aid yet how eagerly they are scanned in order that bis-
torians may find out the motives that moved the body of
Parliament-not merely the leaders of Parliament, but
the great mass of parliamentarians, because it is the general
opinion of Parliament, and - not the opinion of the
leaders of the day that shows what the public pulse
is. It is the expression of opinion by the mass
of the members that shows really what the feel-
ings of the people are as expressed by their repre-
seatatives. Even in, Canada how deeply interesting
would be a Hansard showing the debates in the old
Frgvinç@ of Upper Ç4nada, or of Towe Canada, giving the

discussions in 1791 and 1792, when the two Tegislatures
were formel. If we had that, it would be the mâ6t interest-
ing volume in the world, and every Canadian woùld reai
with-the deepest interest the speeches on the subjects that
engaged the attention of the members of Parliament of those
days. He would learn what the chief subject of interest of
the people, wbat the style of speaking and the manner of
thought, not of one or two great leaders, but the great body
of the representatives of the people, were in those early
days. And we are in a great inoasure without a
colonial history. We have 110nomans of tracing
out the very groundwork of all our legisltion-the motives
and impulses of those petty municipal questions which
were the chief subjeets of intorest in the early days, and
which have expanided into the large subjects which are now
engaging the attention of the people and the Legislature of
Canada. As a matter of history, it is of the vory groatest
importance that the remarks of every hon. mermber, who
has a responsibility as the representative of the people,
should, if we can afford it--aud we can afford it-be as
fully recorded in the official report as those of a leader. I
hope we shall not commit such a great mistake, I hope
we shall not make such a relapse into barbarism as to
throw over the only means by which after generations
shall be able to learn what were the subjects of interest
engaging our attention, what was the style of speaking and
the style of thought, and what were the moving impulses
of the people and their representatives in Parliament.

Mr. JONES. I ask permission to withdraw my amend-
ment.

Amendment to the amendment witîdrawn.
Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I am surprised to

hear the eloquent and warm speech delivered by the right
bon. leader of the Government. Does the hon. gentleman
mean to say that the reporters in the gallery are not a good
means of recordirg for future generations what occurs to-
day. The hon. gentleman referred to the time of Charles
the First and Cromwell, and the early days of Canada.
There were not short-hand writers in thosc days; there were
not such p:ipers as the Globe and the Mail. I have seon the
Finance Minister take the report of his speech from
the columns of the Globe in preferen'e to the report
made by the official reporters ; and the speeches
made by the leading members of this House wiil
be as faithfully ieorded by the reporters in the
gallery as if we retained the official reporters. The hon.
member for Cardwell Mr. White) took some pains toferret
out arguments against rny resolution; Le even went into a
comparison of the various Serssons since Confederation.
If the hon. gerftleman had not wished to advance a dis-
ingenuous argument, he would have informe I the louse
that in the early days of Confederation we had te grapple
with questions which are now settled. We had to legislate
for the Confederation ; we had to pass such laws as the
Insolvent Act and the Election Act; we had to frame our
Criminal Code, and to revise it from time to tine; we had
to reconcile Nova Scotia and the other discontented Pro-
vinces that came into the Union; and we had
to bring British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island into the Union. We have net such
a variety of subjecte of general legislation
to-day. low much general legislation will there be in the
Statute-book of this Session ? Take up the Statutes passed
in 1875, and you will find no legislation beyond a few
amendments and private Bills. Therefore, I say that a
comparison of the duration of the Sessions is no criterion by
which we can judge of the effect of the existence of the
Hansard in prolonging the Sessions of Parliament. Hon.
gentlemen say that the proceedings of this House must be
recorded. Sir, we have two or three clerks here; we have
the Jeurnals of the Hlouse, in which is recorded most
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minutely everything that occurs here, and the desultory
and irrelevant debates are not such as we should
transmit to posterity, because they are no more
faithful than the arguments of two advocates in a court of*
law. The arguments are purposely worked and colored.
Take, for instance, the speeches of the Finance Minister
and the ex-Finance Minister, and they will puzzle
the people of the present day, to say nothing of future
generations.

Mr. OGDEN. I should regret very much if either the
original motion or the amendment were carried; and I
have no doubt the mover of the amendment will withdraw
it as he has been requested to do. I believe the hon.
member for Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell) is not sincore; he
only wants to make a little show.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. OGDEN. I say be is not sincere, for nany hon.

members perhaps remember the day when he was making
a very impoi tant speech in this House. There was then no
llansard, but there were many ladies and gentlemen in the
gallery, and many clever newspaper reporters in the press
gallery-perhaps no more so than those there to-day,
because I believe there is as good a staff in the gallery
to-day as ever sat in the Dominion Parliament-and this
hon. gentleman stood up, and fearing that he was not heard,
shouted : "Do you hear what I am sayng in the gallery ?
If yon do, write it down." There is no gentleman in the
flouse who is more desirous of having his speeches scat-
tered broadcast throughout the country than the hon.
member for Inverness.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Or deserves it botter.
Mr. OGDEN. Yes; that is understood. One hon. gentle-

man says, lot the speeches be condensed. It is well enough for
those who speak for two or three hours to have their speehes
condensed; but if we who occupy seats on the back benche-,
who speak only once or twice in the Session, and then only
ten or fifteen lines, had our speeches condensed, they would
amount to a simple 'Hiear, hear," " Yes, yes," or "No, no "
I must protest against any of these resolutions being
adopted. I shall vote for having the publication of the
fansard continued at any cost, because I think my hon.

frierd from Inverness and myself have a right to have our
speeches published broadcast over the country; and if we
are ever destined to make our mark, I think the Hansard
should be the medium through which our constituents
should know we are the proper mon in the proper place.

Amendment negatived on division. Resolution negatived
on division.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for Returns were severaly agreed
to:-

Copies of all correspondence between the Government
and any of its officers and all others, respoecting ceirtain
irregularities which occurred in the business of one Mr.
Wells, a brewer of Goderich, pertaining to the Inland
Revenue Department, in the year 18i5.-(Mr. Farrow.)

Copies of all correspondence, papers, documents, evidence
and reports respecting any accusation against Jos. Chabot,
formerly Postmaster at St. Laurent, Island of Orleans;-
of the resignation of the said Jos. Chabot as Postmaster of
the said Post Office;-and of the appointment of the said
Jos. Chabot, as Postmaster of the same Post Office.-(Mr.
Laurier.)

Statement showing the lands held by the Government in
the Town of Sorel, the extent thereof, and the revenue since
the lst July, 1867.-(Mr. Massue.)

Copy of all rules and regulations for the inspection of
steamboats in force in the years 1879 and 1880, also a copy

Mr. MAcDoNNELL (Inverness).

of any Inspector's certificate granted to the steamer
-" Waubuno," navigating the waters of the Georgian Bay,
Lake Huron, in the year 1879, and of any report, if any,
that may have been made by any Inspector relative to the
said steamer for the same year; also, copy of certificate
granted to the steamer "Seymour," navigating said waters
during the year 1880, as also copy of report, if any, that
may have been made by any Inspector relative to the said
steamer during the said year.-(Mr. Lane.)

Statement of the annual amounts collected on ships
frequenting the River Saguenay, from Tadousac to Chicou-
timi, inclusivoly, froi Ist July, 1867, to Ist July last, for
the Sick and Disabled Mariners' Fund.-(Mr. Cimnon.)

Statoment showing: 1. The prices paid for fishing
licenses in that part of the River St. Lawrence which is
within the limits of the county of Saguenay, during the
past year. 2. The prices paid for each of the rivers undor
lease, in the county of Saguonay, during tho said year.-
(Mr. Cimon.)

Copy of any correspondence in relation to the subdivision
of the Departmont or- office o French translators, with a
view to having a special office for the translation of the
Laws of Canada.-(Mr. Vanasse.)

Statement showing the total value of wool, manufactured
or unmanufactured, exported from the united counties of
Chicoutimi and Saguenay, during the year ending the 30th
June last.-(Mr. Cimon.)

Statement showing the total value of fish, fish oil, furs and
skins of marine animais exported from the united counties
of Chicoutimi and Saguenay during the year ending the 30th
June last.-(Mr. Cimon.)

A copy of the Order in Couneil respecting the Charter for
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; of the
Charter itself; of all correspondence with the Company
respecting the organization of the Company; its deposit
of a million, and the definition of the word "Capital" as
expressed in the Charter.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copy of all letters and reports from the Engineer-in-Chiof
to the Minister of Railways; also from the District Engineer
of Manitoba District to the Engineer-in-Chief, and vice versa
(particularly those in the early part of the year 1879) in
connection with the increase of quantities, &c., on Contract
15, Pacifie Railway; also, copies of instructions given by
the present Engineer-in-Chief to Mr. Hanoy, and to the
engineer in charge of the contract; also, what changes have
been made in the grades and curvature since the winter
1879-80, increasing the same over and above those on
which the contract was let, and whether any change in the
stylo of structures has been made, substituting masonry for
stream tunnels, &c., and whether any rock cuttings have
been filled in with sand whieh had been taken out to grade.
-(Mr. Haggart.)

Nominal list of the extra clerks in the Department under
the Minister of the Interior on the 16th September, 1878,
and for the years 1879, 1880, and at the present time.-
(Mr. Mills.)

Statement, in detail, of the actual cost in each year, for
the last four years, of the Official Debates, with a statement
in detail of the moneys paid in each year 1or this service,
with the dates of such payments, and a memorandum of any
sums in arrear and unpaid in each year, in respect of the
service of the year.-(Mr. Blako.)

House adjournel at 11:40 o'clock, p.m.
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HIOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUEsDAY, 8th March, 1881.

te 8PEA took the'Chair at Throe o'clock.

EXACTIONS BY PAWNBROKERS.

Mr. ORTON in introducing a Bill (No. 86) to prevent
e-xations by pawnbrokers, said: I desire to offer a few
words li explanation of this Bill. The intention of the
Bill is to prevent exactions by pawnbrokers. The Pawn-
brokdrs Aet was passed at the time the usury laws were
in foree in Canada, and under that Act they were permitted
to exact 20 per cent., and while those laws were in fbrce the
pawnbrokers could not exact more than 20 per cent. interest.
8inee the usury laws were repealed the pawnbrokers can
exact any rate of interest they like, and it is well known
that in many cities pawn brokers exact 100 and 150 per cent.,
and those heavy rates of interest are levied on the poorest
clase of the community. 1 think a great injustice is perpe-
trated by the pawnbrokers, and that some legislative action
should be taken respeeting the matter. Although it is now
late in the Session, I hope the Government will facilitate
the passage of the Bill for the relief of that elass.

Bill read the first time.

BUSINESS OF THlE HlOUSE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that, for the
remainder of the Session, Government business shall bave
precedence on Wednesdays after routine proceedings.

Motion agreed to.

BEE IROOT SUGAR INDUSTRY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

That in order to encourage the introduction of the manufacture of
beet root sugar ino Canada, this House declares that such industry shall
be exempted from the payment of Excise duties for eiglit years, from the
lst of July, 1881.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. I think the hon.
Mnister had better give his reasons for proposing this
alteration. I think a nearly similar proposition was
sanctioned by the louse about- eight years ago, on
which no action has been taken. The House would like to
know what reasons there are for supposing that if this offer
extended for another eight years this industry will be
prosecuted. I suppose the hon. gentleman would hardly
ind himself not to lower the duties, although he might

bind himself not to put on any Excise.
Sir LEONARD TILDEY. It will be remembered that in1

1873, a gentleman, then occupying a seat on the other side ofk
the House, moved a resolution declaring it desirable that no'
excise daties should be imposed upon sugar manufactured1
from beet root for ten years. Up to a recent date no stepsl
were taken to establish this industry, but within the last(
twelve months several parties have expressed their1
determination to enter in the manufacture of beet rooti
sugar in different parts of Canada, provided they were(
assured by the Government that no Excise duty would be
exacted for a term of years. It became apparent to thet
Government that if this assurance could be given by ther
Holuse, parties were prepared to invest their capital in this'
enterprise with the view of testing whether it would be1
sueèessfdlly carried on. When I was making myj
Budget Speech, one of my colleagues placed in myt
bands a telegram fromx one of the promoters of this(

industry, stating that he had putrchased machisnery
and that operations would be commened th1i se;an.
I believe there are two other companies in a like
position, though, perhaps, they have not nade the same
progress that has been made by the other corXn uy. am
satisfied the experiment is now te bo tested, ro nt Í
resolution is adopted by the flouse. When this I btibb
was proposed in 1873, thore was a general feeling In the
country, and especially among the representatives in 'te
fouse from the agricultural districts, that this was afi
important industry, and should receive ent-ouragenant lt
the shape of exempting from Excise duty the sugar rt tah-
facttured from beet rootq. After that resolution wa p" a
it became my duty, as Finnnce Minister, te visit Englsnd
for the pu-pose of negotiating a loant. I also 'viîited
France, and enquired into this particular industry, and
I satisfied myself that if two conditions côuld be realized
the industry would Fe a suctess; first, th1e percentage
of saccharine matter contained in the beets grown in
Canada, and, second, whether the fùrmers of this country
could be induced to produce a sufficient quantity of beoth.
I visited one of the largest manufactories in France, and
secured the fullest information from the gentletnan who
had charge of it, and I am satisfied, from all the eviderme
I can obtain, that this industry may be successfully carried
on in the Dominion of Canada. The objects we deire to
attain are, in the first place, to secure a -higher cultivation
for a large portion of the soil, and, in the next place, te
encourage onr export trade in cattle by prodncing a large
quantity of the refuse of the beets after the syr'p has
been extracted, which has been found in France very good
for fattening eattle. The Government, after considering
the whole mattér, decided' to ask the House te offer this
encouragement of exempting frn Excise duty 'ngat
manufactnred from beet root for a period of eight years.

Mr. MILLS. This is rather asingular resolution to corne
from the hon. gentleman. I sec that he does not ask the
House te adopt this reiolution in the interest of the
agriculturists who are to raise the boets, but it is to
encourage the manufacture of those beets into sugar, whether
they aie grown in Canada or in some other part of the-
world. Now,tbe hon. gentleman, in this National flicy
for which he bas taken so niuch credit, has not only exempted
manufactures from taxation, but hbe has imposed a special
tax upon similar prolucts coming in from abroad, with a
view of giving to the producora a higher.price for the articles
which they manufacture than they otherwise would recoive.
Now, it seems to me that articles which are primarity
produced in the country by the agriculturists are te stand
upon a wholly different fboting, and they are asking, net tobe
proteeted, not to have the Prices of their products artifioially
increased, but they are a.king for some assurance that the
hon. gentleman will not subject products of their industry
to a apecial burden. As a Free-trader I can support a
proposition of this kind, but I would like to know whether
the hon. gentleman proposes te deal with tobacco in the
same way, whether he is going to tax this product of the
farmers of Canada and subject it te a special burden. The
hon. gentleman has, se far as I know, except in the
production of beoer and ai-dent spirits, im-posed no Excise
duties upon any article manufactured in Canada. The mnanu-
facLurers of cotton are protected by beavy duties. There
is no apparent increase in prices which they are enablecto
obtain in consequence of this increase of taxes that is taken
from tbem in the form of an Excise duty and handed over
to the public Treasury. The hon. gentlemen do
not go to the cotton mannifcturer, as thOy
do te the manufacturer of whiskey, and -gay te
him : "We have imposed a Customs duty which enablos
you te ask a higher price than you would otherwise be sbe
to obtain, and we ask you to hand over thateoxcess te the
Government." The bon. gentlonan has not done that l a
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single instance. But the bon. gentleman is not only unwil- propospd to bo encouraged now. Therefore, Iam quite
li1ag to lot the agriculturists alone, but ho insists thatthe certain there will be ro objection to this proposition1frQM,
products of their industry shallh be subject to special burdens. anyàection of this county I d
I remenber a few years ago, during the American warthat ever, and that is that it does not go far enough. Thé. t
growing tobacco sold as high as 8100 an acre. That in- Finance Miister made'an enquiry as to the probability of
d.ustry has been completely wiped out by the Excise regulW any-industrie3 heing stimulated by an eztended jperiod of
tions which the hon. gentleman has seen proper- to adopt. exemption from Excise-duties. Notwithstanding'Qe
The interests of the agrieulturists are satcrificed to the liberal inducemert which has boen on the Statuté4ý i tir
exigencies of the publie revenue. But a wholly dif many years, capitaliste have notheen emboldened to eubark
ferent rule prevails in regard to the manufacturer, to in this enterprise. Not only has the Dominion offered to
whose interest the public revenues are sacrificed. exempt such enterprises for ton years, but the Preincf
In this case, the hon.gentleman has gone so far in the direc- Quebec has offed a consi4ierable subaidy to -the first ot-
tion of Free-trade as to declare that thoie who choose toprise of the kind which.miglfto establishod. The, Y"wa
engage in the production of beot root sugar, shall be left capitalists have hedtated te invest in the industry is tb»t-the
alone, and no special tax shall be imposed on that industry. maiufacturer cannot depend on an adoquate aupply of.hie
He does not go so far as to say-4nd 1 think ho acts wisely- raw iaterial. It is a purely experimental erterpri-..lit
that ho will give them special protection, and that they has suceeded, to the astonishment of the -omIde in
shall bave no protection froin abroal. But I would ask France, Germany, and other countiIes in Eùrope; but
again, whether the hon. gentleman intends to put the agri- the conditions tbere îay be diffei ont freintho.copditioni
culturists of Canada on the same footing as the other hore. IL is not kn'wn whethor our clirnate ani soit 41e
industrial classes, and whether tobacco, which is one brancb suilable, tbough it is believed tbey are; i ».knôwn
of agricultural industry, shall be exempt from special bur- whether the larmers of this country would take kindIyq.
dens, or tacrificed to the interests of the public revenue. this industry, as it is outside of thoir accustomcd lise. If a

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I arn rather surprised that person ttarts a cotton faciory he know8 that ho can buy hfr
my hon. friend should say that this is a proposition adverse ra m tease the ma nes the zparkets et tho
to the interests of the agriculturist-kind of manufacture. But the capitait who may

Mr. MILLS. I did not say that. considering the project of manufacturing beet reot sugar'las
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Beciauso if there hae been ene no asurance that he wwil be able, at any prce, to get bis row

proposition submitted for iho consideration of this buse materin i and consequehtly ho knows tbat ho runt a tremon-
mince 1873, which, more than another, bas been looked to dous risk, arnd this has hitherto doterred capitalies frein em-
with great intoreet by the agîiculturists of the Dominion, barkingin thisenterprise. Now, howeverastheon Fiae
it je tues proposition. It i" a proposition te ncourage this Miiter Masstaed capitaietsi ave deided te trty fth
partiular industry, that thre or four industries may b expriment, and manutrbn tirim s are te ho estt bliheriod t
started, and if these prove successful, addiioral ernploy- Berthier, Coaticook, and Fatnhsm, in thetrovince of
ment wihllW given to thousands and tons of thoutands of Quebe; but I can assure ths buse that the capitalis
our farmers. And, as I stated befmre, after the saccharine who are riscing their money i ntheeenterpri-es are doing
matter iEextracted, the residue le very valuable for feeding se with aretdoaloftrep dation and unertainty. ofesome
and fattening cattle, se that our cattxe trade will be greatly instances uhe municipaities are givingthen aid.' nderteoe
benfitted. Theinterest of the hon. gentleman apparstecircumtaneces, ethink anotherproositi n shoutble add d te
bo directcd te the article of tobacco- there is ne proposition thatofthe Financd hinite. Since the Finance Ministercameo
to impose taxes on home-growu toaýcco as against, foreiguicto office, ho bas exempted fro t indtr machiaory
tobacce. This proposition is net exclusively or specially required for the manufacture of cottons, for whieh th raw
in the intereet of the producer of sugar or the manufacturer, material does net exist in this ceuntry, but is imprted.
but ln the intereat of the agriculturists of the whole Wbat 1 ask iq, that he shatho as liberal tewarddthein
Dominion, gentlemen who are assunagothe groatrisk and hprde f

Mr. MILLiS. 1 do net propose te permit the h, -n. gentle- starting this enterprise. 1 do not ask tfr-t theî'e should ho
man te mibrepresent me. 1 do netebjeUt te the propositiont; a long exemption, but I theinr k it e due te thes thre cponor

on the contrary, 1. bupported it wheu it was introduhed companies whicno t uch groat risk te atho selvo, are

sulialethsough int. elivedthey ard e tr i s t now

int the use bore; but I peinttut that it is a propositiony d tae
te leave a particular industry alone, and net proteet it. 1 manuficturers who have started industries in this country
ask the hon. gentleman wbetber ho proposes te deal with have been treate . If, after the indust y has ben etah-
the. tobacce industry lu the saine way. ishwd, it bas preved a sccees, there wilthobno need of ite

ffurther exemption from taxation. Other copinies wt1w go
consintotherbusiness froem pecufative motives; they witl undr-

referonce to tobacco. Thero is ne paraliel between the stand th n the trade basis of the enterprise; thoey wil know
two. whetber the conditions are favorable for the production ef

iMr. COLBY. I think noe proposition was ever reeived beetsto u tus country, whether the farmers wil ho willi gte
with greater favor by both sidesofthis oieuse and the supply beets; and they willomnetonxperiec the hardip
country, tpan that made by Mr. Joly in 1873, and which ls and difficulties te which theae îhree conpanies arJ exposed.
now taken up by the Fiahnce Miuiter. It wais at tmat time Ifit be an enterprise wich is ikely to ho permanen
felt teo, a proposition in the interests of th farming classes in this cuntr, then these parts of machinery which are ot
of this country-not o toue section only, but of the Dsomi. manfactured, may pehaps bC manufactured in this eouutry,
lou at large; because the ultivationef the sugar beet, if it and protection may fairly ho given techtheiramarufineWre;

can ho made a sucoese in t s country, cati be made but 1 think thse companis wich are n-w takiug upop
a fucces in probably ail the Provinces of the Dominion. If theselves thie great experîment, ehculd ho oxempted for
it wirimportant at that ti e that; thie undertaking s oldpr s ti sitte period freon Custom duty. I .m sure thisprupo-
be encouaeds think it e rdouly important now, because sitin wil ietwith the cordial apprval ofthe member8 of
as the iNorth-Weest e speedily opned up and becomes the tausfliuse.r hope, if sacctburtheere the hon. Fina.u<ýQ
greatweatg rgionof the country, the fat-mer fMinisterwi l consent l tit.h kwilantiipat the r te
the eider Ptovinces will have te give their attoentieu orn bhon. Financed inter wall maketo tesprore positiot, namely,
te stock raieing, dairying and other industries, such as tat that ho bas alnoady enlarged the term of exemptinhedt

Mfr. MILLe.
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Etrise., I believe he bas extended theperiod of exemption to
eigIyear%,for the purposeèofneeting this case-but it has not
n ilt. Suppose this experiment should prove unsuccessful--
axid'no' qecan say that it will be successful-in what con-

iw l'thesq companies Éind themselves'? Well, as there
wiJî benonmrket here for'that machinery which they im-
ported4at great cost, it will be either a total loss to them by
keping it bore, or they will be obliged to send it back to
th ,country were they purchased it, or to the Un:ted
States, sustaining in any case a beavy loss. I think
that loss in itself will be heavy enough without
adding to it the loss of duty paid to the Govern
ifient. This proposition is quite in consonance with the
policy which my hon. friend is here to expound, and
administers so ably. We believe in the free admission of
machinery not manufactured bore, as much as we believe in
the free admission of raw material not produced here; but
the hon. Finance Minister haq-found it difficult to carry out
that principle, as it is difficult to know at all times what
was and what was not manufactured here. That difficulty
does mot apply to this case. Thtere is no manufactory of
machinery for beet root purposes in this country. This is
au exceptional case, and. I hope thé bon. Finance
Min ister will treat it as such. I move:

That the said resolut'on be amended by adding the following words:"g Àad that such parts of machinery which may be imported into Canada,
to be used in the manufacture of beet root sugar, and which are not
manufactured in this country, be admitted free of duty until the first day
of September next."

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD suggested that the amend.
ment be withdrawn and sibmitted in Committee.

Amendment withdrawn.
Mr. ORTON. The hon. member appears to think this

industry is not direct3lu in the interests of the farmers. In
France thore is no one article that is a greater source of
wealth to agriculturists than the sugar beet. From an
analysis made of the sugar beet in this country, it contains
a greater amount of saccharine matter than that of other
coauntries. I congratulate the hon. Finance Minister and
the Government on the encouragement giron to this im
portant industry. The Province of Ontario is behind
Quebec in this matter. I hope, however, that Province
will follow the example set her and give encouragement to
this important industry. The cultivation of beet root
improves the land instead of exhausting it. Another
feature in connection with this industry is the employment
it will give to farm laborers during the winter scason.

Mr. SK1NNER. I have been told that Upper Canada is
very much behin i Lower Canada in this respect-; as regards
Government action certainly we are. The Ontario Govern-
ment have given no bonuses for the encouragement of this
industry. But we have two sugar refineries in my own
constituençy (South Oxford) without having received any
Government or municipal ail. I had the pleasure of asking
the Finance Minister some two years ago, his intention
with reference to an Excise duty on sugar manufactured from
the beet, He informed me that the Government bad not
changed their intentions, and did not contemplate imposing
any Excise duty. The result is, there is a manufactory of'
sugar from beet root in my constituency and also one from
sorghum. They a re both very much in the interest ofthe
agriculturists, not only in their interest as a class, but in
the interest of the land. They also benefit the manufac-
turers, who can purchase the article and send it to the old
country. I trust the Finance Minister will see his way to
put sorghum on the same footing as beet root. Sorghum is
a çaue we raise very largely in our district. We are nowise
interested in tobacco, upn which I do not care how much
Eidise duty is placed. But let us encourage the growth
of aorghum, which es a sugar cane something like
Indian corn, and we raise it largely, that boing
found very mach in the interest of our farmers. We
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get back from sorghum, for agricultural purposes, as nauch
if not more refuse than from the beet.

Mr. PLUMB. It was characteristic of the inember for
Bothwell(Mr. Mills), who does not like any opposition to
his pet theories, to saythat the propo-ition of the Finanee
Minister was not in ahy possible way in the special interest of
the farmers of Canada, tLat it was chiefly in the interest of
the manufacturers and would bonefit tarmers outside this
country as well as here. If the hon. gentleman knew
anything about this sugar manufacture, ho would be
aware that the beet root sugar manufactory has to ho
established in the very midst of the regions in which the
beet root is produoed, and that that produce cannot be
transported any great distance; that it is ont of those hone
products that essentialiy protects the farmer and onables
him to secure a rotation of crops by eicouraging a new
product which is of great service to his soil. If the hon.
gentleman bad looked into the statistics in reference to this
industry, ho would have found ther'o is no greater argument
in favor of the protective system than the growth of the
beet root sugar industry in France. In 1829 there were
but 30,000 tons of beet root sugar produced in France; in
1876 the quantity reached over 450,000 tons. The sugar
production of the world is about 3,000,000 tns, of which
quantity over 1,20,000 tons a-e obtaine I from the sugar beet,
or over 40 per cent. of all the sugar manufactured. That
industry took its rise in the system of Protection which the
hon. gentleman opposite dorides, and probably always will
deride; for he is in what may be called a state of invin-
cible ignorance, in which one can learn nothing outside bis
own line of argument. It is well known that the cultivation
of beets can only be carried on, for the purpose of making
sugar, in a country where there is a considerablo
period of fr-ost. In France the period of manufacture is
ninety to one hundred days. Further north, where tho beet
is being cultivated with great success, in Russia, and other
similar countiies, the time for its manufacture into sugar
extends to one hundred and fifteon days. Tho Province of
Quebec, with its long winter and warm summer, is par-
ticularly suitable to that product ; and I am very glad my
hon. friend the Finance Minister has subnitted this propo-
sition, because I know it to be in the interest of Quebec.
Judging from the noise I hear, I regret that there is a dis-
position on the Opposition benches to prevent a fair ventila-
tion of this question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. The n.oise comes from your
own friends.

Mr. PLTMB. Itwould be well if tho constituents of
those hon. gentlemen could know-the voters interested in
this proposition-the spirit in which this discussion is met
by them in this louse. I have, upon various occasions,
advocated exactly the system which is embodied in the
resolution of the Finance Minister, asking for encourage-
ment to those willing to embark thoir capital in this very
important industry. In France, where the beet root culture
has succeeded, the exportation of cattle to Englarnd now
reaches 32 head where only one was exported befo. It
was formerly said by gentlemen who agree with the theories
of the member for Bothwell, that the introduction of the
beet root sugar industry would ruin the shipping trade con-
nected with the importation of sugar of France; there were
30,000 tons of shipping engaged in the transportation of
sugar formerly. Se far from ruining the shipping, it has
increased it over 350,000 tons. This manufacture has also
increased the agricultural products. The culture of the
beet renews the soit and acts as a cleanser. The root is
small, weighing about two pounds, and its growth enables
the farmer to secure rotation of crops. I can see that the
noise which greets me comes from hon. gentlemen in Oppo-
sition, who do not want to hear my remarks.

Some hon. MEKMBERS. It is your own friends.
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Mr. PLUMB. No ; my own friends are not at the points

on the left band side whence the noise proceeds.
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. PLUMB. The production of tobacco exhausts the

soil by extracting from it an insoluble ash, and yields
nothing in the way of food for manure. The soit of
Virginia is already exhausted in this way; and there is not
the same reason for the legislation which my hon. friend
proposes, for the encouragement of the growth of tobacco,
that exists as regards the raising of beets, although I have
no doubt that the growth of tobacco could be made a good
etaple industry of this country, under the diffoeiential duty
imposed by my hon. friend the Finance Minister, that giues
an advantage to the Canadian grower. The county in
which I live grows tobacco, as do also Kent and Essex, with
great success; and it is grown in the southern tier of the
Quebec counties. I was very glad'to observe that my hon.
friend saw his way to establish a differential duty between
the tobacco imported from foreign countries and that grown
in Canada in favor of the home article. That
was a step in the right direction. The amount
of capital required for establishing a manufactory of beet
sugar is about $300,000 or 8400,000, so that in order to
embark in that industry encouragement would have to be
given by the Government. As to the production of snch a'
inanufactory as would cost $300,000, 1 have a few figures
here which I shall read to the House.

Mr. JONES. I rise to ask for order. I think the 4tatistics
to be given by the hon. gentleman will instruct many hon.
members, and I think those interruptions should cease.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would just say that the hon.
gentleman himself is not fair in his remarks towards
members on this side. I can assure him that the quarter
whence these noises come never contributes a vote-to the
Opposition side of the division list, and if the hon. gentle-
man persists in accnsing hon. members of the Opposition of
interrupting him, he will not be doing so fairly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman says
that those who are guilty of th ese unparliamentary and
unseemly interruptions never strengthen the Opposition by
a vote. The hon, gentleman knows then who they are,
and he would serve the cause of order by naming them.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. If the hon. gentleman admits that
he is incapable of leading the House I shall be happy to
take his place.

Mr. PLUMB. These manufactories, which contain eight
presses and work 150 days, produce 3,000,000 pounds, or
20,000 pounds per day. The production of the sugar beet,
which is a very smaill beet, weighing about two pounds, with
careful cultivation is from 30 to 40 tons to the
acre. Mr. Bernard who is one of the officials of the Quebec
Government, and who bas taken agreat interest in thisques-
tion, has shown by an analysis of beet grown in Quebee,
which lie ias submitted to the chemists of France
and Belgium, that our Canadian beets are superior te
the beets of either of those two countries in sugar-producing
qualities, and lie las shown that this is a branch of manu-
facture which is quite within our reach. Fiom the experience
of other countries in regard to this industry, Ihope that the
resolution which the Finance Minister lias brought
forward will result in the establishment of a new interest in
Canada, one which will afford the farmer the benefit of a
new item in the rotation of his crops. 1 tis an industry in
whieh a large amount of capital will be employed, and so
far from its benefits being restricted to the manufacturer,
they will be enjoyed by the whoLe agricultural community
of both the Provinces of Old Canada,,and,,porhapo, eveptually
of the Maritime Provinces.as well. I say, therefore,.that it
does not become any gentleman, in this Hlouse to cry
down any attempt to supply information upon

Mr. PLUME.

a subject so important as thIs. I am ot
aware that this information has been brought i'nto the
flouse in such a form, that hon. members are so familiar
with the subject that they wish to learn nothing of it het.
I say this is a fitting time to discuss this questionîi the
Parliament of Canada; and I shall not be deteí•red fri'n
giving what I know to be facts taken fron offiéfal docu-
ments, by any unseemly interruptions, no matter fÉom
what side of the House they may emanate. I cann*ot
believe that any hon. gentleman who is wedded as we aire
to this system of endeavoring to develop the interests of
Canada, wil deride so important a proposition o that
brongît forward by the hon. the Finance Mnister, or those
who may endeavor to support his contention by arguments
calculated to strengthen that resolution. I hope the
resolution will pass, and I trust I have not unduly or
improperly trespassed on the time of the louse in givIg
information which I had brought together in 1877, with a
view of bringing this very question before the flouse of
Common s.

Mr. BOURBEAU. Mr. Speaker, I think that the motion
brought forward to foster the beet root sugár industry in
the country, ought to meet with the su pport of ail the
members of this flouse. I do not think that any one
should rise to protest against this motion beng introduced,
as it favors not only the manufacturera but the farmers of
this country. I was much surprised to hear the remarks of
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). When hespoke
on the subject, he asked that the culture of Canadian
tobacco should be placed on the same footing as it is wished
to place the manufacture of beet root sugar. During the
whole time that the Administration of which the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell was a member, was governing the country,
he never rose to make such a proposai. H!e never spoke in
the sense of reducing the duties imposed on Canadian
tobacco. Yet I remember that during the Session of 1878,
the hon. member for Beauce (Mir. Bolduc) made a motion
that I had the honor of seconding, and that motion asked
the Government of the day toreduce the duties imposed on
Canadian tobacco; we then saw the hon. members, who
supported the Government, and especially the hon. member
for Bothwell, vote as a single man to deny the request made
by the Ion. member for Beauce. And now that these
duties, which amounted to ton cents per pound, have been
reduced by the present Government to four cents, the lon.
member would wish to see these duties still further reduced
or done away with altogether. I regret that the hon.
member for Bothwell should not have seen fit then to pro-
tect growers of tobacco. I too, Mr. Speaker, would like to
see the duties imposed on Canadian tobacco done away with
altogether. I have ever been in favor of that policy ; I have
always thought that in this country the farmer ,Was not
sufficiently protected ; but I have always been consistent in
my conduct. I have not, like the hon. member for lBoth-
well, when he was part and parcel of the Liberal Admini-
tration, invoked a policy whose object was to maintain high
duties on Canadian tobacco. I will confess, Mr. Speaker,
that we can never grant too much protection te the
farmer of this country. It is well known that land
does not yield large profits, and that agriculture has not
reached here a standard as high as that of other coh-tties.
The motion made to-day by the hon. Minister ofFPinance,
will be, I think, the means of encouraging the cul-
tivation of beet root in this country. We shall then see the
land improved by this cultivation, as it ls absolutely neces-
sary to manure for that purpose. In order that the yield be
good, the cultivation must be made on a good basin. Public
opinion has formed itself on that point in this countr, and
especially in the Province of Quebec. LastVe.ia-, few
gentlemen came from France, and made us certe p'opoeals
with regtard o introducing Vhe culture of beetto this
country; we know how promptly the farmeiosponded.
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l the county which I have the honor of representing, in
le@& tha a fortnight we were able to give assurance that
1,6W aorçe of ,aud would be devoted to the culture of the
sugar beet. We were able. to make contracts with the
façmera, who bound themelves to cultivate beet root for
twelve years over 1,500 acres of land. That is a proof that
these is a wish that augar refineries should be built in this
couatry; aud when I saw the hon. Minister of Finance
makethat proposal, I thought he was doing so, not only on
behalf of the manufacturer, but also for the good of the
farer. We must not forget those who are about to build
the sugar redieries, and who will incur great expense
in doing so;. too much protection cannot be given them.
I think, Mr. Speaker, that the proposal made by the hon.
momber for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) should also be agreed Wto. I
do not think that a single member of this House should
oppose the free entry of machinery necessary to the first
refineriea built in the country. It is true that the Govern-
ment will be making a sacrifice, but this sacrfice will be
fully compensated by the fact that these industries will open
a source of wealth not only to the farmer, but also to the
Government. If one is to judge of those industries in this
country by what they are in European c0untries, we may
say that we are introducing into the country an industry
that will give farmers a competency; and when farmers
shall have learnt the benefits accruing from that industry,
when they shall have improved their lands so as to grow
the sugar beet to advantage, all other agricultural products
will increase in quality and the yield of the land will be
double what it is to-day. The refuse of the beet root sugar
refineries will serve to fatten cattle and other animals re-
quired by the butcher and employed in the cultivation of
the Yland; The farmer, whilst applying himself to develop
cheese and butter factories, will discover that the establish-
ing of beet root~sugar rofineries will be most advantageous
to him for the feeding of his cattle. I trust that these few
remarks will have the desired effect, and as I said at the
outet, I hope that there will not be a single member of the
Ilounse who will refuse to vote with the hon. Minister of
Finance on a question of so great an import to the farmers.

(In the Committee.)
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Chairman, the proposition

which is contained in the resolution, and in my hon. friend's
amendment, has had the careful consideration of the Govern-
ment, but they have not felt that they would be justified in
accepting the proposition made by the parties who werei
interested in this industry, and for this reason: From 18711
to 1873 there was a law in force by which machinery not1
made in Canada was admitted free on certain conditions, one
of which was that the parties importing such machineryi
should submit evidence to satisfy the Treasury Board thati
the machinery had not been made in the country. I hadi
some experience in respect to the operation of that law, as4
I was Minister of Customs at the time, and these regulations1
were adopted by the Government requiring that the certifi-(
cate of two machiniste should be presented as evidence thatj
such machinery was not made in the country. Thei
result was that, in a great many cases, after we had receivedi
the testimony of two machinists in the locality1
that no sueh machinery was made in the country,1
we found that such machinery was manufactured in some1
portion of the Dominion ; and machinery manufacturers1
thereupon declared that, under the operation of the law and1
the action of the Goverument, their establishments were
being closed up, while we allowed machinery made in the
country to be admitted fre. In 1873 the late Governmenti
adopted the same principle, but in a modified form, provid-
inig that maehinery not made in the country shall be admit-
tedi at ton per cent. duty. The evidence to be produced was,1
I believe, zmutch of the same character as that submitted1
betw.ein 1871 and 1873, viz., upon the certificate ot machin-J

ists that such machinery was not made in the country, and
likeresuits were found to follow. In 1879, when it waa
known throughout the country that a chaage was te be
made in the Trariff, deputations from the different industries
submitted their views, in respect to the proposed changes, to
the Government, and a very large deputation representing the
manufacturing intereste were unanimous intherpioposition,
and argued out by them from their standpoint, that it was
unwise to adopt any rduction or abolition of duty upon the
terms and conditions adopted from 1871 to 1873, or from
1874 to 1878. The Government, finding that difficulty had
arisen during the operation of the law as it stood, resolved
to impose a duty on ail machinery imported, with the excep-
tion of machinery used in the cotton and woollen industries.
But it was found, when Parliament met last Session, that
parties came from all directions who asked why these
particular industries should be specially favored, why the
cotton manufacture, above all other industries, should be
permitted to enter its machinery free of duty, while other
manufacturing industries were required to pay duty.
After giving the matter consideration, the Government asked
that those two exceptions should be struck out after Novem-
ber, because machinery purchased under the existing regu-
lations was on its way out to this country, and this deci:on
was adopted by Parliament. Several of the promoters of
the beet root sugar industry came to the Government and
asked for a renewal of the resolution passed in 1873. The
Government passed an Order in Council stating that the
Government would ask the House, at its next Session, that
this period should be extended for six years from July next.
The parties interested came to the Government and urged
that, in addition to the six years' privilege, they should have
machinery admitted free of duty. The Government said:
" There is no machinery, at the present moment, admitted
free of duty. This is an interest that for eight years, as then
agreed upon, will have as large or larger protection than
any otber industry in the Dominion, namely: fromr 45 to
50 per cent. If we exempt machinery brought in to be
used for that particular industry, there is no roason why we
should not go back and declare that all machinery required
for the various manufactures, and not made in the country,
shall be admitted duty free." After discussing the matter
very freely and very anxiously, for we were very desirous
of giving every possible facility to manufacturers, we
declared that the Government could not sec its way clear
to make the extension for this particular interest as
regards the admission of mach inery, becanse sugar refineries
had been established within the last year or two, one half of
the machinery required being made in this country and
one-half imported, and special machinery being also
required for iron and other manufactories. But what we
said was this: "As this beet root sugar business is an experi-
ment to a certain extent, we will extend the time for
exemption from Excise duties from six to eight years." The
promoters of the beet root sugar enterprise have proceeded
on that understanding, they have communicated with Fran ce,
and they understand that they will have to pay duty on their
machinery. What the amount of duty will be we cannot
ascertain, but as they will find they will have to pay on
boilers and other machinery which is made in this country.
No doubt some portion will be made here, and he more the
better. It is said that the kind of machinery required for
the manufacture of beet root sugar is not made here, but
the machinery required is largely that used for the refining
of cane sugar. I saw a large beet root sugar establishment
within forty miles of Paris, and the maehinery used was
very largely of the kind used for the refining and
crystalizing of cane sugar. Under these circumstances,
gentlemen having obtained the, extension of freedom
from Excise duties from six to eight years, having bought
machinery on the understanding that they must pay duty
on it, if the demand made is conceded in the present ease
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I do net know why we should not give to other industries
which have not so great a protection as that of beet root
sugar, the privilege of bringing in machinery free of duty.
On that principle the Government have acted, and they
have agreed to submit the resolution now before the House,

Mr. COL BY. If I had been a party to this arrangement
and understanding that the hon. the Finance Minister has
spoken of, I certainly would not have been justified in
making the proposition which I submit to-day. One of the
factories is to be established in my county. Yet I never
heard of the arrangement, and if it be an arrangement, we
were not consulted on the subject. The other factory
is to be established 'in the courity. of Mississiquoi; and
the hon. member from that constituency assures me
that the people were not consulted on the subject,
I think the interview theFinance Minister had was with the
gentlemen from France and some other gentlemen. I do
insist that the Government ought to consider this. We do
not complain that the protection is not sufficient ; what
we say is, that the horse may die before the grass grows.
The difficulty is that this industry may not be able to exist
a all, and if that be the case-and Ithink itis by no means
certain that it will not be the case-it is going to be an
extreme hardship for these mon who will be obliged to sell
this machinery out of the country at a ruinous loss. It is
to treat this as an exceptional case, under the conditions I
hare stated, that I would urge it upon the attention of the
Finance Minister. I ask it only as a protection to those who'
are the pioneers in this enterprise, limiting it for a short
time, and only for those parts of the machinery which are not
mannfactured in this country. I can assure the Finance
Minister that if any assent bas been given, such as he speaks
of) it was without the knowledge of two of the three com-.
punies which are about to go into operation.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The first decision was for six
years, it was subsequently changed to eight.

Mr. COLBY. I was not aware of that. Of course,
persons embarking in this enterprise had reason to expect
that it will be dealt with as others have been deait with.
When persons who were about to embark in this enterprise
spoke to me on the subject of exemption from duties, I said
to them plainly:." I cannot tell you anything positive about
it. I do not know what the pelicy of the Government may
be, but I think you may rely ipon it, that the Government
will be as liberal to this as to the cotton manufacturers.
They have admitted machinery free ocf duty for the manu-
factures of cotton and worsteds, and I think they will be as
liberal towards you." It was with the expectation that a
similar liberal policy would be extended to this industry,
that the capital was subscribed by these companies, and it
will be a severe disappointment to them if they are obliged
to pay a large sum of duty for which they have made no
provision. Under these circumstancos I hope the Finance,
Minister will permit himself to be guided by the sense of
the House in this matter. But if it be not the sense of the
Hlouse, after a presentation of the case, that this limited
exemption for a short period of time, and restricted to a
portion only of the machinery, should be granted, of
course the matter will end there. But if it seem to be, as
I believe it is, the almost universal sentiment of the House
that this request is reasonable and should be granted, I hope
my hon. friend the Finance Minister will not refuse to
accode to the request.

Mr. PLURB. I believe the success of the manufacture of
beet sugar in France is owing to the very complicated
and exceedingly delicate machinery which is used there.
I am sure that all the machinerycannot be manufactured in
Canada, tbough the boilers and some of the rougher portions
may be. The proposition of my hon. friend from Stanstead
(Mr. Colby) that while this industry is in its infanoy
we should intermit the duties upon the more delicate por.

Sir L3otin TILLZr.

tions of that machinery until the first of Septeurber eXtrii
one which, while I' acknowledge the reasons whieoBýIav
been given by the Finance Minister aseeSweightyi shSald
receive mach consideration from him. 1 believe the sueaes
of that industry in this country is ýdependenta upon having
the most perfect machinery that bas beeninvented. I k*&w
that until within a very short time tuer, has bema grst
objection to the sugar made from 4eet. -It was.impossible
up to that time to take out a certain; peeoua"ty
which that sugar possessed. Now, the vastly sim-
proved mechanical applianoes, and the vastly hnpreogd
machinery which bave been introduced, enable a auguor
to be nanufactured from beets which eannot be die-
tinguished, in the sligbtest degree, from the sugar made
from the cane. It is most important that at the outsetj If
we have one or two manufactories started here, they abould
be encouraged to have the most expensive and perfet
machinery that is mIde, and ln that sense L-really think
that this is one of those cases in which the Government
might make an exception to the general policy they
bave adopted. I do not wish to press the Ministryto do
anything which may contravene the principles they have
adopted, but thIis is clearly a case that ia altogether excep-
tional. It is of the greatest importance for the Province of
Quebec that beet sugar manufactories should be estab-
lished there and _ thoroughly tested with the very
best. appliances. The rough machinery - whatever
can ho manufactured lu Canada-should oftsurse
be subjeot to the usual duties; but the machinery
which cannot be manufactured bore, and the duty upon
which, I understand, would be nearly 812,000, might very
properly be admitted froc under the conditions whie bave
been mentioned by my hon. friend for Stanstead (Mr.
Colby). This industry is an experiment. Those who
put $200,000 or $300,000 into one of those -manufactories
of beet sugar, risk their whole capital. I believe everyman
in this louse desires to see the experiment-mnadei and
thoroughty tested. The beginning of this industry involves
getting seeds from France, gotting skilled workmen, and
getting the farmers to undertake a culture which they have
never practised before. The kiid of beot necessary for this
purpose bas never been raised in Canada, except as an
experiment. We have, consequently, to develop and foster
this industry from beginning to end, and, under all these
circumstances, I say that the proposition of my hon. Iriend
is one which the Government may fairly and consistently
accede to.

Mr. MASSUE. Mr. Chairman, I am of opinion that by ad-
mitting free of duty al portions of the machinery used in
the manufacture of beet root sugar we should be largely
assisting an important industry which is bound to regenerate
agricuiture. We must not lose sight of the fact that those
who wish to endow the country with such factories, will have,
ere they begin operations, to incur considcrable risks; there-
fore, following the example of other nations, whieh have
reaped the immense advantages conferred by sugar refin-
eries, we must take all possible means to encourage them
to corne and establish themselves amongst us, as they will
not only be of material help to agriculture, but will also obe
a great source of wealth to the state. I bolieve that it was
at the time of the continental blockade, in 1812, that the
beet root sugar industry was really established in France.
France, which had gloriously struggled against i he
nations of Europe, was compelled, owing te the continemtal
blockade, to find within itaelf the means of meeting ils waatu.
It is from that date that the French nation was hem asa
rnanufacturingKnation; and among the numerous:industries
thut sprung up at that time, the beetroot sugar industey
must be reckoned among the fkist..At the ona" Napole
1, whose piercing eye penetrated into the future, and wb
understood at once the advanta ges of sugar relineirisos.en
couraged that industry by aH posWblê means. eShee '
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chemistry and Imperial refineries were established during
his reign, and the Governmetnt ordered that 100,000 acres
should be planted with sugar beet, in order to encourage the
manufacture of beet root sugar. Napoleon placed the sum
of 1,000,000 francs at the disposal of his Government, and
500 licenses to manufacture beet root sugar w3re issued;
moreover, the better to foster that industry, all duties on it
were abolished for a cerlain number of years. This is, in a
few words, Mr. Chairman, how an intelligent nation, aided by
the generous liberality of an enlightened Government, was
enabled to secure the monopoly of an industry which bas to-
day developed into a source of national property and a pow-
erful encouragement to agriculture, that fruitful foster-
mother of all nations. To-day a powerful French company
wishes to introduce that industry into this country at the cost
of considerable sacrifices. It asks us for an exemption from
duties for a certain number of years. This has been granted,
and now it asks that the first machines to be used in the first
factories established in the country be allowed to enter free
of duty, and I think that the Government ought to grant
this. France did not stop at such trifles whan she encouraged
that industry with tier millions. Could we justify our re-
fusing to abolish the duty, whatever might be the amount?
I have too much faith and confidence in the Government,
and in its devotion to the interests of the people, te think
that it would hesitate to grant the legitimate request of the
" Union Sucrière de France." Our agriculture has ever-y
advantage to derive from the fostering of that industry, and,
Mr. Chairman, it is a fact worthy of mention that no barren
or unproductive lands are ever to be found in the neighbor-
hood of sugar refineries. In the north of France, where
these factories have been established in greatest number, it
has been found that the grain crops had yielded more
abundantly. This is easily explained; beet root pulp
enables the farmer to keep more cattie, which in tarn means
a larger quantity of manure. There is therefore no doubt
that the manufacture of beet root sugar in Canada would be
most advantageous to the agricultural class; it would more-
over be the starting point of an improved systeu of
agriculture. Our crops would be larger and the value of
property would increase considerably. I hope therefore,
Mr. Chairman, that the Government will seriously consider
the request made by the "Union Sucrière de France " that
no duty should be levied on the machinery of the first
factory to be established in this country.

Mr. CURRIER. I have never had the opportunity of
seeing the machinery required for the manufacture of beet
root augar; but i take it for granted that a large portion
would consist of motive power, whether water whools or
steam engines, which can be manufactured in this country,
perhaps, as cheaply as in any other country. I should
think the other machinery required for this manufacture
could not be very oxpensive or complicated.

Mr. COLBY. It is both expensive and complicated.
Mr. CURRIER. I intend to support the motion of my

bon. friend from Stanstead, stili I should regret to do any-
thing to discourage the manufacture of any kind of
machinery in this country.

Mr. COLBY. The resolution simply applies to those
parts of the machinery which are not manutactured in this
country.

Mr. OUIMET. The bon. Finance Minister states that
the Government were doubtful of the advisability of allowing
machinery for the manufacture of cotton to come in free of
duty, owing to some difficulties which occurred afterwards.
The beet sugar industry bas a doule advantage over the
cotton industry, as it encourages the growing of an article
in this country, while in the cotton industry the country
only saves the price of the labor employed in it. I think,
therofore, that any sacrifice the Government will make for

the encouragement of this industry will be well reccived by
ail their supporters.

Mr. GUTERIE. If the hon. Finance Minister admits,
free of duty, portions of the machinery used in the manufac-
ture of beet root sugar, other industries will claim, and
justly claim, the same exemption. It is proposed to start
the manufacture of jute, and goods from jute, in the city of
Guelph, where I reside, and at a meeting there last week
the very point now under discussion was raised. It was
stated that the Government were about to admit free
machinery for the manufacture of beet root sugar, and that
if they did so they would bc sure to allow machinery for the
manufacture of jute in free aiso. As there is no manufactory
of that important article in the country now, I hope, if the
Government grant the exemption in this case, they will do
the same in the other.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I am very glad my hon. friend the
Finance Miuister has brought in this resolution for the
encouragement of the beet root sugar industry. It will be
a great thing for the country. There are some difficulties
in the way, however. In the first instance, the growing of
the beet is almost sure to be unsuccessful, because the seed
which is imported has generally to be acclimatized before
it can produce beets containing the average quantity of
saccharine matter. I am induced to believe that the beet
of Canada, irom the nature of the climate and soil will
produce more saccharine matter than any other
beet in the world. I believe that the Lower
Provinces, with a climate neither too hot nor ton cold,
and a gravelly subsoil, in which small beets are likely to
thrive, are specially adapted to this industry. It is not
generally known that 800 acres of beets will produce from
900 to 1,200 tons of sugar, wil[ flnd manure for a large
quantity of land, and wilt feed 1,000 head of cattle for nine
months in the year. The drawbacks to this industry are many.
First of all, limestone must be in the vicinity of the beet,
because a great amount of it is used for generating gas for
refining purposes; fuel must be cheap, and pure water
abundant. The process of manufacturing beet sugar is a
chemical process, it is a process of fermentation, and the
factory has sometimos to be shut down for five or six weeks
until the machinery can be scoured, as it becomues
affected by the formentatioît. If the beets get frozen
some chomical process takes place whieh prevents the
extraction of the saccharine matter from them. Every
encouragement should be given to this industry. I am not
prepared to go so far as to favor taking the duty off the
machinery, because I think a company going into this
industry oght to be prepared to lose in the beginning, and
to pay the duty of $10,000 or $15,000 on their machinery. I
arn not prepared to say that the exemption asked for
should not be granted, but, at the same time,. I
arn in favor of carrying out the protective policy.
I am inclined to think most of this machinery can be made
in this country. The step taken by the hon. Finance
Minister is one that will be considered most favorably by
the whole country.- In the Lower Provinces it has given
them a chance they never had before of getting such an
industry established in their midst. It may not be amiss to
inform this louse that white sugar can be made out of the
beet root at from 4 cents to 5 cents per pound. If they can
produce it at 6 cents it can be sold at 7 cents, 2 cents less
than at present. Added to that the resilue cf the root after
the saccharine matter is extracted makes good food
for cattle, and thus cattle raising will be largely
promoted by this industry. We are likely to
have factories established ail over Canada, with
just enough capacity to supply the vicinity in which they
are situated. In New Brunswick the consumption of sugar
is about 3,000 tons per annum. A well equipped factory
will turn out 1,200 to 1,500 tous, so that there will be roorn
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enough in that Province for two faetories; Nova Scotia
can supply trade for three factories; and so on with the
other Provinces. These factories can be so arranged, also,
that during certain periods of the year, when not making
beet root sugar, they can reflue raw grades of the ordinary
sugar. I am very glad to be able to support my hon.
friend's resolution.

Mr. TASSÉ. I feel very much inclined to favor the
proposition submitted by the hon. member for Staustead.
ko far, the beet root sugar industry has been an unknown
industry in this country. It requires but effective encour-
agement to ensure its success on a large scale. It hs been
established that the soil of this country, especially that, of
the Province of Quebec, is best adapted to the culture of
the beet root. That industry has been one of the greatest
causes of the prosperity of France. There cannot be the
slightest doubt on that point. I am sure that if proper
protection is given to that industry here, it will do for
Canada what i, bas done for France. The fact is indisputable
that that industry has been created in France through the
genius of Napoleon the Great; but we must not forget that
it was established in France, not only by means of protection,
but by means of complete prohibition. The proposition of
the hon. member for Stanstead does not go to that extent.
On that grourd I am quite prepired to give it my cordial
support.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I regret I cannot
endorse the sentiments of the hon. gentleman who bas just
spoken. I am as anxious as the hon. member is to encour-
age all native industries, and I think the one under discus-
sion is one, that, pei:haps, should receive a little more en-
couragement than in any others. I think the measure of the
bon. Finance Minister isi n that direction. If we allow this
amendment to pass, it will open the door to a great deal of
trouble. There was a time, since the new Tarif bas been
in force, when machinery for the manufacture of cotton was
admitted free of duty. The resuit was that the manufac-
turers of other goods felt that an injustice was being done
to them, bocause they could not get in their machinery on
the same terms as cotton machinery. The Goverunment, by
an Order in Council, changed that state ofaffairs, andin doing
so I certainly think they acted right, as it placed all on the
same footing. In Hamilton a new cotton factory is being
establishod. The company made applicatiQn a few days
ago to be placed on the same footing as the factory which
had been started a few months before, and which had got
out a large portion of its machinery free of duty. The
application was refused because it was made too late, the
Order in Council which abrogated the free admission of this
machinery having een passed. Now if this amendment
were carried, those gentlemen and others throughout the
country would claim a like protection. Under the circum-
stances, however anxious the House may be to encourage
this great industry, which, I hope, will go on and prosper,
as I have no doubt it wiIl, I feel constrained to dissent from
the proposition of the hon. member for Stanstead.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I think that my hon. friend
from Hamilton bas rather misapprehended the ground upon
which this motion is based. here can be no doubt what-
ever that, as a general roposition as he bas submitted it,
if you admit the maehinery for one manufacture tree of
duty, you cannot very well refuse to admit the machinery
for another manufacture free; but the ground on whieh this
proposition is based is that on which-a great many yearso
before there was much talk about protection in Canada,
exeept such talk as arose out of the Tarif of 1859-machin-
ery for manufactures was admitted free. It is that this
part;cular industry is one which is surrounded by
s6 many- contingencies, that it is not certain
whether it wll suceed in this country. Of its value, if it
doSe sueeed, there can be no two opinions. Every one

Mr. DoMVILLE.

% admits that it is an industry which, if suoessfil, wil saBt
only be successful in the production of a ,heap ar4ieleof
sugar, but will be successful in many other nespectasi.
advancing the material interests of the country., l thee-
fore ought to be promoted by every means that can. be weli
adopted. As the hon. member for Stanstead- bas pointed
out, the conditions -with regard to the manufactu re of'ýcottoa
are well established. A man enters upon its manufacture
with the certainty that he can get hia rawmateriaL The
whole question is a mere question of supply and demasd.
There is no doubt, therefore, beyond the general doubt that
obtains in all commercial transaction,-as to the enterprise
when any person chooses to enter upon it; butin this case
we have first the question whether the farmers will be
disposed to enter on a culture of this kind, and the
success of the enterprise depends primarily on that.-
If the farmers find that the cultivation of the beet e a
matter of profit-and that romains to be seen-tben
the success of this enterprise is practically established. But
if it is not a matter of profit, and it shoul be seen that it
would be better to raise other roots, hay and grain, the
success of the enterprise will be gone. It is an experiment.
from the very first, depending upon so many circumstances
of that kind, that I think it may fairly be taken out of the
ordinary category of manufactures, and receive some more
substantial protection. There is another element of doubt
in the matter. The hon. Finance Minister points out that
the protection to the manufacture of sugar from beets is
very great. But there is no guarantee that it will be con-
tinued. What he proposes is to guarantee that no Excise
duty shallh be charged on the sugar made from the beets
for eight years, not that the protection of forty per cent. or
whatever protection is afforded the refiners under the
present Tarif shall be continuod for that period. In future
another ruling party may largely reduce the duty on eugar;
indeed, even the present Government might reduce the
duty, seeing that they can actually continue to protect sugar~
refining, while largely reducing the tax on the consumer, by
reducing, relatively, the duty on the raw material of the
refined sugar. If Government abolished the duty altogether
on raw sugar to-morrow, and imposed 15 per cent. on
refined, the refiners would have as large a protection,
practically, as they have at present. There is no guarantee
atforded anyone embarking in this enterprise that he is
going to have this protection for the nexteightyears. Thus
this enterprise stands separated from almost any other in
the variety of advantages it will confer upon the country
if successful, and separated from all others in the fact that,
until experience provos its success, its fate is doubtful.
Under the circumâtances I think the hon. Finance Minister
runs no risk of this particular concession now asked for
being drawn into a precedent with regard to other industries,
all the conditions of which are well established and well
known to everyone who enters into them. I sincerely
hope theuon. gentleman will be able to sec his way to
consider favorably the motion of the hon. meniber for
Stanstead.

Mr. DOULL. I do not rise for the purpese of opposing
the amendment, but I think its adoption would prove a dis-
crimination in favor of one industry as against others.
Some time ago I applied to the hon. Finance Minister for
the admission of some machinery used for mining purposes,
free of duty, but he objected. I think that if the machinery
requirod in this beet sugar industry be admitted free of
duty, that required for a1 others should be, if not manu-
factured in Canada.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. I have ealed the attention to
the difficulty, evidence of which is furnished by the remarks
of hon. gentlemen, that would arise from the psing of te
araendment. I remember the application for assistance
made to the Government, in regardto the article oftubes,
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nautioned by one hon. member. It was pleaded that it
was a news industry, and that the maebinery needed should
-b admitted free.: The answer of the Government to such
application is, that ail machinery is subject to duties. I
aio> remember the appeal of the hon. gentleman who bas
jùat sat down (Mr. Doull) at a time when there was a large
inportation of machinery into Nova Scotia fbr mining
pitpeaose-that that Provincial industry ehould receive con-
sideration in the matter. But it could not be granted, the
answer being that, if any should,'all machinery should be
adniitted free; The only industry that now presents the
sgme argument as that sought to be favored, bas a protec-
tion of 7j per cent. The protection in this case would be
70 per cent.-no industry would be protected like this one
,under the proposition of the amendment. The member for
Cardwell says that a new Government by-and-bye, pro-
bably formed by hon. gentlemen opposite, may introduce a
new policy with reference to the sugar industry. But the
duty they imposed before, of from 42J to 47J per cent. was
almost as great as the present, and would constitute a very
large protection. When in France, in 1873, the gentleman
who gave me information respecting the sugar industry of
that country, pointed out the difference in the duties on cane
and beet root sugar, respectively, and though the difference
was largely in favor of the beet sugar, the cane sugar
business was in a flourishing state. Gentlemen going into
the sugar industry in Canada, did not depend upon any
Government decision as to whether they would bave to pay
duty on imported machinery or not. No body of men
would invest their capital in this business until certain of
getting the beets wanted from the farmers. I heard that
Redpath, of Montreal, imported machinery sometime ago
for the manufacture of sugar from beets, but they said their
difficulty was that they could not get the farmers to raise
the beets, and so the machinery had to lie idle. I take it
for granted that if the capitalists, interested in this new
industry, do not obtain an assurance of a certain amount of
beets at a certain price, they will not embark in it. The
Government, feeling the importance of giving every
encouragement to this industry, have proposed this motion.
The exemption from duty of this machinery would occasion
similar appeals from twenty other members in this House,
who would say: "Hlere is an industry protected 50 per cent.;
the industry for which I plead receives a protection of but 8
-or 10f, and yet you give more protection to the industry
already so largely thus benefitted,whleyou deny it to mine."
That is the difficulty the Government must meet if it
accepted this proposaL After considering the matter in atl
its bearings, and while always anxious to meet the -eason-
able views of every one, we thought it would be wisest to
extend the period of the exemption of beet sugar from Excise'
duty from six to eight years. The question is surrounded
with difficulty, and not the least of difficulties is to decide
between what machinery can be made in the country and
what cannot.

Mr. COLBY. The hon. gentleman thinks he finds himself
in this difficulty: that if he concedes this point to us, then
he must make concessions to all other manufactures. There
is no snch difficulty before the bon. gentleman, he is in no
such diltmma. The hon. gentleman proposes to -exempt
the beet root sugar industry from Excise duty for eight
years, and must he, therefore, exempt every other
industry from Excise duty ? If, for instance, the
tobacco manufacturers were to come to him and say:
" Yeu have exempted the beet root sugar industry from
Excise taxes for eight years, and we too want that exemp-
tion." Would not the hon. gentleman's answer be : -IThat
trade is an ezeeptionalindustry, and we believe it will be
vastly to the advantage of the farmers of this country, that
ho experiment should be tried, and we therefore gave them

this inducement." Now, ail I ask the hon. gentleman ils
that ho should carry this principle one step further. The

exemption from Excise is exceptional, and It is justified by
the actual condition of the case, and I say that the exemp-
tion of this machinery from duty would be justifiable on the
same principle. I can assure the Finanoe Minister that lhe
is in error when he supposes that the direetors of the beet
root sugar factories have secured, or eau secure, a sufficiently,
large supply of beets. In my own county I know that they
have not done so; that, in fact, 'they have secured only a
partial supply for the present year, and they are running
the risk of their supplies coring to an end at the close of
the year. Owing, I say, either to the unskilfulness of the
farmers, or any distaste they might take for the crep, or, in
fact, to any other reason which might prevent the farmner
from going on with the cultivation of the beet, there is
in this business an element of risk which applies to no other
industry. You can buy cotton or wool or raw sugar in the
market, but as regards this article, no company can be sure
of getting a supply of the necessary material for a single
year, further than the quantity it may grow upn its own
lands. I say thatthis industry is exceptionally situated,
and that, therefore, it should receive exceptional con-
sideration, and for the Government to say, after having
exempted this industry from Excise, that they cannot go a
step farther and remove this duty, does seem te me like
straining at a gnat. I think te hon. gentleman ehould
accept what appears to be the almost unanimous wish of the
House, for the on gentleman must see from the speeebes
of hon. members who have spoken that it is the almhost
unanimous sentiment of the flouse that the amendment
sbould be adopted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think there is a
principle underlying this matter which has net received a
fult consideration. It is quite true, as the Finance Minister
has said, that if you allow machinery in fire for this
industry, you cannot set up any substantil reason
why other industries should not be similarly
favored. I give every weight to the argument
of my hon. friend who bas just spoken, that there
is an exceptional risk in this business, and but
for the danger I see in doing it, I would readily go with my
hon. friend in the exemption which he asks. It is not
from any loss to the revenue by the introduction of this
machinery, but I say that if we were to do what the hon.
gentleman asks we would be abandoning the principle upon
which this Parliament was elected-the principle upon
which this Government was formed, and you must remember
that the battle of the National Policy is not yet fought out.
You must remember that those opposed, and conseientiously
opposed to us, lhose who say that that policy is a false one
and ought to be reversed, will lose no opportunity--it is
their duty to,lose no opportunity-of reversing that policy;
and I am surprised that the first stab at the National Policy
should have been made by our own friends. Sir, there is
a great danger before us in connection with
this matter. There is the danger that capitalists
who are now with some degree of trenbling and
hesitancy investing their capital in new enterprises-
besitancy because of the threat from the other side, because
of the fear that the policy may not be a permanent policy-I
say there iÏ the danger that these gentlemen will be turned
aside from their purpose if they find us tampering with the
integrity of the National Policy. If say the iron manufac-
turers who hoped that this policy would be a permanent
one, backed as it was by a vast majority of the country and
maintained by the representatives of the people in Parlia-
ment, if they see us granting these special privileges to one
industry, they will say that it is ons blow at the National
Policy. And if another industry comes along and makes
out a good case, there is another blow, and so it will go on;
and those who are -about inveeting their capital in new
industries will have no sccurity which would
encourage them to make these invSetmeot, They
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will have no security that whenever a good
case was made out for a particular industry, we
would not remove a duty we had ourselves imposed, and
override perhaps the very industry in which they intended
tO invest their money. In all the discussions which took
place upon the National Policy, if there was one point which
was laid down and argued almost ad nauseam by the majority,
it was that we must make the policy a permanent policy,
and we must adhere to that princi)le of permanency. We
must make it permanent, and without making it prohibitory
we should impose sufficient duty to give reasonable protec-
tion to our manufactures and every kind of industry which
can fairly be establised in this country. And when this policy
is esbtablished and the protection is given, we must hold
to it like grim death, and there must be no readjustment in
the shape of a reduction. That is the principle upon which
the National Policy bas been adopted, and if it is not adhered
to1 I would snot give much for the permanence of the system.
The principles of that policy were, first, moderate and
reasonable protection, and, secondly, permanency. If it were
not that this motion strikes a blow at the principles of the
National Policy I would go with my hon.nr-iend, but I dread
extremely entering the wedge by making a* reduction
of the duties we have imposed, after full consideration, as
a part of the National Policy which shall guide the future
cmmercial prosperity of the country. I warn the Com-
mittee that though this is a small matter it is a direct blow
against the basis of the policy of the present Government.

Mr. COLBY. 1 am very sorry to have been charged by
the hon. leader of the House with having been the first to
propose a subversion of the National Policy, and if I really
felt myself open to that imputation I should feel very
much more regret. But I would remind theb on. leader
of the House that when we expounded the National Policy
to the electors before the last general election, we told them
that while we were aiming at the protection of new
industries, we bad a double method of doing it- first, by direct
Protection, next by exemption; that it was as mu -b a part
of a proteetive policy to relieve raw material, to relieve the
manufacturer fron the burden of paying heavy duties upon
machinery that could not be manufactured in this country
-that this was as much a part of the National Policy as a
protective duty. I preached that doctrine on the floor of
this louse, and others joined me in preaching it to the
people of this country. Now, according to the National
Policy as we expounded it before the elections, the exemp-
tion of all machinery which is not manufactured in this
country is as much a part of this policy as the exemption
of raw material. We proposed to lighten the burdens
which rested upon the manuflcturer; not to handicap him,
but to take off every unnecessary burden, and it is
a burden to him to pay the Government a tax upon neces-
sary machinery which he bas to use. By this resolution
1 do not propose to admit a single article that is now
manufactured in this country. It is not at all.a difficult
resolution to give effect to. This is a particular class
of machinery which is not made in this country. No
Canadian manufacturer makes it, no one expects to make
it, and no one will make it. Its free admission doos
not injure any one, but it is simply lightening the burden
which rests on those who are establishing a new industry
in this country, and it is carrying out the principle which
we piomised to support at the last election. The Finance
Minister, in effect, admits the principle himself. He does
not say the principle of the free admission of ail machinery
which is not manufactured in this country, is contrary to
the National Policy. He says no such thing; he only says
it is inconvenient to discriminate. The principle is sound,
but it is attended with an inconvenience. That.is the ground
he bas takei. If he takes different ground, if he tahgas the
ground of the leader of the Government, he will be ceterodox
o the National Poioy. The essence of that policy is to

Sir JoHN A. M AODoNALj).

ligbten theburdens which. rest upon thoe who propose
to establish new industries into the country. Those were
the views upon which we were elected to this Iouse; and
those are the views which the Finance Minister tells us e
cannot give efect to, because he fids it inponvenient n
practice to do so. I cannot see where any possible diffiealty
can arise in this case. It is an exceptional case altogetkçr.
The exemption from Excise is exceptional; the Finance
Minister has no difficulty in making that exception, and I
mercly ask him to extend aprinciple he bas alrea4y adopted,
so as to apply it to the machinery which cannot be manu-
factured in this country, and I believe that he will consalt
the wishes of this House by doing so.

Mr. MILLS. There is an obvious difference among the
expositors, or the doctrinaires, of the National Policy. They
differ not only in regard to the manner in which effect
shall be given to it, but they also dispute as to what
particular line of policy comes within the operation of this
highly useful and highly necessary stimulant of industrial
pursuits in this country. I would suggest to the First
Minister that one of the most remarkable excentions to the
doctrine he has just laid down is the exemption of steel
rails used by a certain railway company in Canada from
taxation for all time to come. If the hon. gentleman was
such a stickler for upholding the National Policy in ail its
integrity, it doos seem very extraordinary that some
millions of dollars worth of steel rails, that we were old
were of themselves sufficient to induce a large number of
people to engage in this industry, should have been exempted
from taxation.

Resolution reported and read the first time.
On motion for second reading.
Mr. COLBY moved in amendment:

That the Resolution be referred back to a Committee of the Whole,
with instrnctions to add a clause to provide for the admission
free of duty until the first day of September next, of such parts of
machinery to be used in the manufacture of beet root augar as are not
manufactured in this country.

le said: I desire to make only one further observation.
This is a matter which very deeply concerns my constitu-
ency. One of the municipalities of my constitueney bas
subscribed $25,O00 to an enterprise of this kind, which is to
be for the general advantage of the community. I feel it
to be my duty, not alone upon the grounds which I have
stated in my former observations, but particularly as ihe
representative of a constituency possessing a very important
interest which will be affected by this resolution, to move
this amendment.

Amendment negatived on the following division

Messieurs

Anglin, Gillies, Olivier,
Béchard, Gilimor, Ouîmet,
Benoit, Gunn, Paterson (Brant),
Blake, Guthrie, Pickard,
Borden, . Eilliard, Pinsonneauit,
Bourassa, Hoibon, Rinfret,
Bourbeau, Honde, Rogers,
Brooks, Huntington, Royal,
Brown, King, Rymal,
Burpee (St. John), Kirkpatrick, Scriver.
Burpee (Sunbury), Landry Skinner,
Cameron (Victoria), MacDonnell (Inverness). Smith,
Cartwright, Mackenzie, Snowball,
Casey, Mclsaac, Stephenson,
Charlton, Malouin, Tassé,
Colby, Manson, Thompson,
C oursol, Masson, Trow,
(urrier, Massue, Welden,
Desjardins, Merner, Wheler,
Dumont, Méthot, White (CardweU),
Fleming, 361124 W1ght-
Gault, Monplahir, Yeo.-67.
GeoffrionG
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Allison,
Arkell,
Bll,
*Bolduc,
Bowell,
Bunting,
earnham,
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Costigan,
Coughin 1Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Domville,
Doull,
Drew,
Ellictt,
Farrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),
Grandbois,

NÂYs:
Messieurs

Hackett, Mousseau,
Haggart, Muttart,
Hay, O'Connor,
Hesson, Ogden,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Hurteau, Platt,
Jackson, Plumb,
Joues, Pope (Compton),
Kaulbach, Pope (Queen's),
Killam, Richey,
Kilvert, Robertson (Hamilton),
Kranz, Rouleau,
Lane, Routhier,
Lan gevin, Ryan (Marquette),
Lantier, Ryan (Montreal),
Little, Rykert,
Macdonald (King's), Scott,
Macdonald (Sir John), Shaw,
McDonald(Gape Breton),Sproule,
McDonald (Pictou), Tilley,
McCallum, Valin,
McCuaig, Vallée,
McDougall, Wade,
McKay, Wallace (Norfolk),
McLeod, Wallace (York),
McRory, White (Renfrew),
Mongenais, Williams.-81.

Resolution read the second time and concurred in.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I wish to call atten-
tion to the following language which the hon. member for
Guysborough (Mr. Ogden) made use of with reference to
me during the debate last night:-

"Many hon. members perbaps remember the day when he was making
a ýrery important speech in this House. There was then no Han.a d, but
there were many ladies and gentlemen in the gallery, and many clever
newspaper reporters in the press gallery-perhaps no more so than those
there to-day, because I believe there is as good a staff in the gaillery to-day
as ever sat in the Dominion Parliament-and this hon. gentleman stood
up, and fearing that he was not heard, shouted : 'Do you hear what I am
saying in the gallery? If you do, write it down.' "

NAVIGATION OF CANADIAN WATERS.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 57) to give power to the Governor in

Council te suspend the operation of certain provisions of
the Act 43 Victoria, Chap. 29, respecting the Navigation
of Canadian Waters-(Mr. Pope, Queen's.) -

CANADI MILITARY ASYLUM.

The following Bill was read the second time, considered
in Committee, reported, read the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 76) respecting the Canada Military Asylum
at Quebec.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

SUPPLY.

House again-resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
1. Charges of Management..................... $215,077 96

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. it is well known to
ry predecessor that only a portion of this was
formerly votedI by Parliament. The commission paid
to agents for the redemption of debt, and the com-
mission for a sinking fund, with the charges con-
nected, were treated as if provided for by law, but
the attention of the Government was ealled recently by the
Auditor-General to the matter, and doubt was expressed by
him whether they should not be voted by Parliament. The
hon. Minister of Justice concirred in the opinion of the
Auditor-General, and they are all now included in one vote.
It will be observed there is a decrease of $2,200 in the
expenditure of the department at Winnipeg, as compared
with the votes last year. The reduction took place eighteen
months ago, but the usual amount was entered in the Esti-
mates last year which makes the saving appear in the
Estimates for next year.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. Is the hon. Minister
prepared to give any information as to the state of the nego-
tittions with the agents with respect to the commissions?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; no arrangements have
yet been made.

6. Department of Militia ......... ... .......... ....... $36,690 00

I did not at the time understand the import of the words. Mr. MACKENZIE. I wish to inform the Minister of
If I had, I should have said, as I say now, that I never made Militia that, when we core to this item in concurrence, 1
such an appeal to the gallery, and I feol sure the hon. intend te ask the attention ofthe hon, gentleman and the
gentleman was joking. I take this opportunity of caing flouse to ihe treabrnt received by certain officers of the
the hon. gentleman's attention to it. hh.h Royals, iu being dismissed without any reason from

Mr. OGDEN. I must confess that I did give utterance the position they held in that regiment previous to its late
to the words creditcd to me in the Hansard. I was reorganization. If the bon. gentleman can give the
informed by several hon. gentlemen that on one occasion, information now I shah bc satisfied.
when addressing the House, ho did look up to the gallery Mr. CARON. So far as the lOth Royals are concerned, a
and say: "I Do yon hear what I am saying now?" I think good deal ofeorrespoudence had been exchanged between
it was in 1873, when, I am informed, he was supporting the several cf the officers and the department previous te My
party now in power. Before making the statement last taking charge of the department. This reginent was
night, I enquired of an hon. gentleman who sits near me if cisorganized te a very great extent. My predecessor
the bon. mem ber for lnverness had ma le such a statement, in office eutrusted Colonel Gras'ett with the duty
and he told me he had. If I have made a statement which is of reforming the regiment as it now stands.
incorrect, I did it from having been misled by several hon. The task of reorganizig the regirnt was entrusted te
members of this Huse. I apologize to the hon. member if Colonel Grasseit, towhom we gave the privilege of belecting
I have been fooled in this matter; reully, it is no fault of bis ewn offleers. Several cf the gentlemen who had
mine. previously been officers cf the regiment were selected and

Mr. M.AoDONNELL (Inverness). There are many others had te ho left eut. Several of the old officers were
hon. gentlemen in this House who have been in it since allowed te retire retaining their rank. The department
1873, and if any hon. gentleman was a witne-s of such basshown every consideration to those who were left out,
conduct on my part, I shuuld like to hear from him. but, of course, we could net interfere with the appointment

cf the officers after entrusting Colonel Grasset with the
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS' REPORT. reorganizatien of the regiment.

Mr.. MACIKENZIE. The explanation ef the hon. gentle-
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD laid on the Table of the man is eminently unsatimfactory. The regiment was net

House the Report of the Civil Service Commission. disbanded, and these officers were dismiwsed without the

MrJAKNI.I ihtonomoh iitro
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shadow of a charge being made against them, or
any pretence of a trial. Snome of them were officers
of the militia for nearly twenty years; some were
for months on the frontier during the Fenian raid, and yet
I am told the department refuses to answer the letters in
which they ask for the reasons for their dismissal. Colonel
Grassett may be a good officer -and a great man-I believe
he is-but he should not be allowed to override the depart-
ment and the hon. Minister. Why were these officers got
rid of, without a charge against them, to make room for
others who are no better, so far as I know. These gentle-
men were in the regiment for many years, and, so far as I
knew, performed their duties satisfactorily, and yet they
are treated in this improper and I may say illegal manner.
We must have more satisfactory reasons than the hon.
Minister has yet assigned for his treating, in that way, men
who have served their country, treating them in a way
which has never been equalled in the history of the Canadian
militia. Because the regiment deteriorated under the
management of a gentleman who was unfit for bis position,
and was maintained in his position in defiance of public
opinion, they now dismiss men against whom no charge
is made after the inefficient colonel bas voluntarily left the
regiment. If such treatment is to be lhe rule,'the Militia
Department and its head will sodn lose the confidenco of
the volunteer force and the country at large.

Mr. CARON. Any letters received in the department
since I have had charge of it have been answered. Upon
the other point I can only repeat that it was impossible for
the Government to interfere with Colonel Grassett in the
appointment of his officers. There may be a question as to
whether or not the regiment should have been disbanded,
but at all events we came to the conclusion that a change
was absolutely necessary, and the work of reorganization
was entrusted to Colonel Grassett.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Why were officers dismissed when
no accusations were made against them, and why was a
court of enquiry refused ?

Mr. CARON. The course was adopted of endeavoring to
place the regiment in a position of efficiency, and of course
after entrusting Colonel Grassett with the appointment of
the officers, we could not interfere witb his appointments.

Mr. MACKENZIE. As the hon. Minister of Militia
seems unable to make a satisfactory explanation I
hope the Prime Minister will do so. The regiment
is suddenly deprived of zits officers by the tyrannical
act of the Government, and the appointnant of other
officers is entrusted to one individual' who is
now colonel of the regiment. If there had been
an accusation against these men, [would be the last to
defend them, but there was no charge, and no enquiry, and
no reasons assigned for the course which bas been taken. I
think that officers, who were at a great deal of expense and
trouble in maintaining their regiment, have surely a right
to be kept ln their places, so long as they perform
their duties. As I ha've stated already, the Govern-
ment kept the previous colonçl in bis plnce for
many months after hie incapacity was demonstrated.
And after this gentleman's voluntary resignation, if I
recollect right, and without any communication whatever
with the officers, the department entrusted Colonel Grassett
with the duty of choosing a complete new set of officers.
Why was this done? Why was not justice dealt out to these
parties as well as to othor members of the service? Surely
the Government bas no desire toe cast obloquy on them who
do not deserve it? Surely the Government are aware that
the militia system can only be maintained by fair play to
ail who compose the force-only by giving it stability and
credit in the eyes of the country, and ensuring the positiori
of every man in the service so long as his conductdeserves
it; only by such a course can tho Government expeet to

Mr, MACKENZIE.

obtain the best material in the country for its militia
service.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. m mber
for Lambton is a little unreasonable, as *he is aware that the
hon. Minister bas just taken office. This m-atter arose
during the time his predecessor held office; nevertheless,
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) on the ordinary item
respecting the salaries of officers at headquarters, entera
into a discussion of the whole subject without notice.

Mr. MACKENZIE, I informed the hon. Minister I wogl
call attention to the subject, either on concurrence or to-iay;
and the hon. gentleman selected the latter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has,
however, entered into all the details of the matter. Tho
department has its statement, which it must on its own
responsibility bring down in due time, notice being given
and it will no doubt appear that the departnent acted
according to the rules of the service. The hon. nember
for Lambton bas said the colonel was kept in office for
months and years by the Government. It must have been
by the late Government for the present Government have
only been in power two years. According to my general
recollection there was a court of enqniry held, and the
report was that while there had been considerable irregu-
larities, the court held that the colonel was not unworthy
of having command. This court of enquiry was held, but I
concur in the view that all the papers should be brought
down so that we may have the whole matter investigated.
It is, of course, a serious matter to deprive any officer of his
commission. Any thing like censure, especially a man
holding the position of officer in the militia, ought not to be
lightly undertaken by the department or commanding
officer. No doubt the Minister will bring down all the
papers, so that we may have explanations in concurrence
or some other convenient time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The wrong has been done and cannot
be righted, but the officers are entitled to the declaration of
the Minister that there was no cause for their removal

Sir JOHN A. MAODOlNALD. I know that if the Min-
ister, the department or the Government, have made a
mistake in regard to anything or anybody, those officers, if
they have been dealt with unjustly or by misadventure, are
entitled to any statement made in the louse. No doubt
the hon. Minister of Militia will be quite ready to do so, if
on looking over the papers he finds the officers have been
badly treated, and that either the department or the Min-
ister committed a mistake. I do not now admit that any
mistake has been committed, as I have only cursorily
looked into the case.

Mr. CARON. A court of enquiry was held, and the
papers have been asked for. There bas been no delay in
the department.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was no court of enquiry as to
the officers dismissed by Col. Grassett. The enquiry to
which the hon. gentleman refers was held long ago in respet
to Col. Stollery and I am not concerned with that matter.

Mr. CARON. The court of enquiry was held prior to
Col. Grassett taking command of the regiment. When the
papers are brought down the hon. gentleman will see the
exact state ofthe case, and what the position of the regiment
was when the commission was entrusted to Col. Grassett.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I heard much discu"sion in
Toronto on this subject, and the universal opinion expresed
there was that the .only possible course the Government
could have adopted in order to save the regiment from being
disbanded was that which they did adopt. The regiment
had fallen inte auch a state of demoralization, not among the
rank and file, but among the offlcers, such qarrIlIngpna
themselves, in fact for all purposes of military discipliie and,
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command they were useless-that the general opinion in
Toronto is that the only possible course to follow is that which
the Government has adopted, namely, to get a new set of
officers into the regiment. Efforts were made during
many months to induce different gentlemen to take command
ofthe regiment, but every one who was approached and
considered the subject, found so much quarrelling among the
officers, that they refused the offer. The officers themselves
held several meetings and endeavored to select an officer
whom they might recommend for the command of the
regiment, but the officers failed- to agree, and when there
was no other alternative except the total disbandment of the
regiment, Col. Grassett accepted the command, with the
understanding that all the officers should be removed, and1
that he should have the right of selecting his own officers,
and might take from among the officers such as were
efficient and would wo-rk in harmony with the course
adopted by the Government. Col. Grassett was universally
considered in Toronto as being the most competent officer
that could be selected for the position. He is a gentleman
of large experience in the regular service; born and brought
up at Toronto, was adjutant of the 100th Regiment
for some years, possesses agreeable manners, has
a good knowledge of business, and all the qualifi-
cations which go to make a good commanding officer.
If that eonrse had not been adopted the regiment must
have been disbanded and the people of Toronto would have
been very much dissatisfied. The citizens are proud of
the regiment; the rank and file are as fine a body as can be
found in the volunteer service; and I am confident the
unanimous feeling in Toronto was that the action taken
was the only action possible under the circumstances to
save the existence, character and credit of the regiment.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That may be all
true; but it appears that the officers were first dismissed,
and after some considerable time they were reinstated and
allowed to retire with rank. There must have been some
haste or want of consideration in the action of the depart-
ment.

7, Secretary of State .................................... $38,985 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I perceive there is
a large increase in the Department of the Secretary of
State, amounting to nearly $1,000. I also see some rather
curious increases in connection with this wbich hardly
appears to me to be in conformity with the Civil Service
Act. I notice that the salary of the Keeper of Records is
ineresased from $1,850 to $2,100 ; while, in the case of the
Queen's Printer, bis salary is red aced from $2,250 to $2,200.
In the case of eight junior second class clerks they appear
each to have received an increase of $100. The total
strength is also increased by two additional clerks. I
presume the hon. Minister will explain in detail all these
alterations.

Mr. MILLS. I observe, on looking at the cost of Civil
Government in 1878, when the Mounted Police was under
the control of the Department of the Secretary of State,
that the number of clerks employed was twenty-nine, and
the total cost of that department was $33,990. Now, since the
Mounted Police have been transferred to the Dpartment of
the Interior, and there is still less to do in the Department
of the Secretary of State than before, the num ber of clerks is
increased to thirty-five, being six more than there was at
that time, while the total expenditure is to be $38,985.
There has also been transferred to that department two clerks
who are paid respectively $1,700 and 81,000. I find in the
Department of the Interior that the cost of this police branch
has been increased from 82,700 to $5,050, so if we were to
add this 85,050 to the expenditure of the Department of the
Secretary of State, we would have 44,000 as the expendi-
ture of that department against $33,980 in 1878. If there
was any foundation for the charges of extravag4ançe which

the hon. gentleman made at that time, what word will
properly designate the manner in which the hon. gentleman
is managing the affairs of this department now ?

Mr. O'CONNOR. The matter to which the hon. member
calls attention is easily explained. In the first place the
Keeper of the Records claims that he is entitled to some-
thing for two or three years back, and shows he has a right
to it. As to the salary of the Queen's Printer there is
evidently a mistake in the figures; the figures have been
transposed from one column to the other. As to the
increase of $100 a year to the junior second-class clerks, the
explanation is this: They were entitled to an increase of
$,0 last April and did not get it, they are entitled to another
increase next April, and the two have been put together.
Ail this is a statutory increase except one item. There is
one item of $600 for my private secretary. My predecessor
had no private secretary, and therefore the sum is an
increase. The rest are al simply statutory increases. As
to the matter referred to by the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills), I know nothing about it.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. They cannot be ail
statutory increases for there are two additional officers.

Mr. O'CONNOR. No; there is but one additional officer.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is two third-

class clerks at $650 and $550, and the number is raised from
thirty-three to thirty-five.

Mr. O'CONNOR. I know of only one. I was not aware
of three second-class clerks having been appointed. Only
one has been appointed since I came into office, and that
was a temporary clerk made permanent. I suppose the
other is the private secretary.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. With reference to the Keeper
of Records, I may state that that officer received, in addition
to his salary down to two years ago, $1.50 a day, which ho
considered as a compensation for not placing him at a
higher rate at the time he was appointed. The Govern-
ment thought that instead of paying him $1,50 a day
additional for a year, it would be botter to have the whole
sum brought down and voted by the House, and that is the
reason of this increase of $250.

Mr. BLAKE. I really think if the hon. Minister in
charge of that department finds his staff has-increased by
two, about one of which ho knows nothing, he had botter
enquire into the matter. I think the statement-for I
cannot call it an explanation-of the hon. Minister, with
reference to the comparative expense in the department as
it was a little while ago and as it is now, is not very satis-
factory. It is quite true ho bas but recently come there;
but I suppose it was his duty to make himseolf acquainted
with the financial history of the department for a year or
two previous, and if he cannot give us any information on
the subject, perhaps some of his colleagues are botter
instructed on it, and would be able to inform us how it comes
to pass that with such a decided diminution in the business
of the department there should he such a decided increase
in the staff and in the expenses.

Mr. O'CONNOR. There is no increase in the staff at ail.
It is probable that some one was appointed during the recess
before I went into the department. In one case, a clek
who has been employed temporarily for three years has
been made a permanent clerk. I believe there i not, at this
moment, a single clerk more than is necessary fôr carrying
on the business of the department.

Mr. MILLS. This is rather an extraordinary statement.
In 1878 there were but 29 clerks in this department, two
of whom had the management of the police branch. Now,
the hon. gentleman proposes to have 35 to do the work
which was done by 27 three years ago. The hon. gentleman
bas failed to explain, why, without'any increase ti the work,
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ho wants seven more clerks and one more messsenger than
were required in 1878. In 1878 the hon. gentleman who
now leads the Goverinmeut complaned that there
were thon too many, and that there ought to
be greater economy in the management of the
affairs of that department. The hon. gentleman
hbs not had three years of supervision over the affairs of the
Goverument, and he has increased the expense of controlling
the police from 82,500 to $5,050, and the Department
of the Secretary of State bas inereased from $32,000 to
$38,985. The hon. gentleman bas not attempted to give
any explanation of this. In 1878 ther e were three junior
second class clerks, now there are eight; there were thon
nine third class clerks, now there are eight; so that I
suppose seven of these junior third class clerks have been
made junior second class clorks, and a large number
of new men have been introduced into this department,
for which 1 have no hesitation in saying there is not the
sligb test justification.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think it was stated last year
that during the year preceding three or four persons were
talken from the temporary staff in the Department of the
Secretary of State and added to the permanent list. That
occurred very generally in the departments, because the
contingercies which in 1877-78 were $158,174, were reduced
in the following year to $139,750.

Sir RICHARD J. CAR i WRIGHT. I observe that the
contingencies for 1882 are precisely the same amount as
those for 1881.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is the previous year I
refer to.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIG HT. I rather expect these
temporary clerks will go on increasing forever. The fact
is, you have now ten more officials foir the service of the
Secretary of'State than you had in 1878-35 against 25.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The hon. gentleman is rather curions
in his calculation. In the 35 ho counts the messengers as
well as the private secretary.,

Sir RICBARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentle-
man looks at the Estimates of 187Y, ho will see that four
messengers were counted among the 27. Now ho asks for
five messengers.

Mr. O'CON.NOR. No; only four.
Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGHT. The Estimates say

five. If ho means that ho only requires four, we can accom-
modate him.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the bon. gentleman's statement
means that there are only four messengers in the depart-
ment ahough there are five in the Estimates. Will he
state how many extra clerks there are on the staff now ?

Mr. O'CONN OR. I do not know of any.
Mr. BLAKE. Will ho say how many there were in'the

last financial year.
Mr. O'CONNOR. There were three. One of the

messengers has been, for a long time past, on the sick list,
and he may not be of any use for a while yet, although it is
not thought proper to superannuate him.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. But it is not usual to put another
officer on the permanent list because the incumbent is siok.
You should only make temporary arrangements while ho is
sick. It appears that four messengers are the permanent
staff, and yet ho asks for five. I move that yeu strike off
one of the messengers.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In the contingencies of 1878
there are included the cost of nise extra clerks, and some of
these have been tr ansterred to the permanent list.

Mr. BLAKE. In the laat financial year there are
inoluded in the contingencies the cost of sight extra clerks,

Mfr. MILL&,

and the hon. gentleman did not know that there were any
extra clerks in bis office.

8. The Department of Interior.......... .$54,580 6
9. The Department of Indian Affairs....... .... 17,500 0O

Sir JOHN.A. MACDONALD explained the nature of the
increase. It amounted only to $9,260, made up by statutory
increases and the rapidly increasing business of the depart-
ments. The Surveyor General stated that during the wbode
of the summer such was the increase of work in the North-
West, specially in the draught-room, that they had -to
employ extra draughte&men, and there must be an increase
rather than a decroase in the -staff. Of course, those aea
requiring special qualifications were better paid than
ordinary copying clerks.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think the statement of the hon.
gentleman is altogether çcorrëct. In 1878, when the large
map was being prepared, the work of the department was
greater than it bas been at any time since. I observe by
the return which the hon. gentleman has brought down,
that up to this time, in Manitoba and the North-West,
upwards of 12,000,000 acres have been surveyed. Taking
an average of five people to every 320 acreQ, these 12,000,000
acres will provide room for 6,000,000 or 8,000,000, of a
population. It is perfectly obvious that the work of sur-
veying bas been going on far more rapidly than the demands
of settlement occasion, and the consequence will be that the
boundaries of many of those lands now being marked out
will have disappffared before settlement takes place, and the
work will require to be done over again. I observe that
out of 12,000,000 acres surveyed, although the larger partion
has been purchásed by speculators, and a considerable por-
tion went to the half-breeds, only about 5,000,000 acres
have been taken up. This of itself is sufficient to show that
the work bas gone on very much in advane of settlement,
and of the actual requirements of the country. Now,
the right hon. gentleman, some years ago, when he
made a considerable increase in the expenditure
of the department, said it was due to the fact that ho had
transferred from the temporary list those clerks who were
receiving daily employment in the department, to the per-
manent staff, and that the increase was apparentrather than
real. But, looking over the contingencies of the depart-
ment, I observe there is just about the same charge now as
before. I believe the contingencies portion of bis staff, if I
may use the phrase, is now larger than at any former time.
I find, also, that the permanent staff has been very largely
increased. We remember the hon. gentleman began bis
management by dismissing his deputy, Mr. Buckingham,
the reason he gave being, not that Mr. Buckingham was an
improper officer, or that his appointment was an improper
one, but that it was recessa'y to practica economy. The
hon. gentleman stated he could introduce into his dopart-
ment greater economy by calling upon the gentleman who
had before been Surveyor-General to -discharge the duties of
Deputy Minister ana Assistant Surveyor General and
Surveyor General on the footing he stood on when he
accepted office, and that the professions of economy with
which he accepted office have been quite lost sight o. I
fiud that the expense of the lon. gentleman's depa4rment
in 1878, was $44,560, and that provision is made for
adding largely to the staff. The cost of the
department has increased the first year o tie
present Government from $43,000 to $57,020, Dot inelnding
the cost of the police branch, which, if counted witlithe
larger item, would make the expenditure for that year
$60,070. So far as.we can gather from the PublioAccounta
of last year and the provision for this year, the staff of the
department has increased, or is about to be increased, from
thirty-six to seventy, thirty-four clerks in three yers.
Now thirty-six he considered, formerly, a large st&dfo0
large that he divided the -usiae in regard tb one neW
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appointment that I contemplated making. Now it is pro-
posed to increase the stafû to seventy, and the expense, not
counting .the management of the police, from $46,000 to
8 8,830. I1do not think there has been any increase in the
work of the department to justify so large an expenditure.
lu those $46,O00 was inclnded the salary of the Inspector of
Indian Agencies in the North-West Territories, $1,800,
whioh is not now ineluded in the cost of the department, it
being transferred to the office of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs of the North-West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Was that the Inspector
of Timber Licenses ?

Mr. MILLS. I refer to the salary of Mr. McCaul, Indian
Insrector. The hon. gentleman cbarged the late Govern-
ment with centralizing the management of North-West
affairs too much in Ottawa, and asserted that they could be
better managed by an officer in the North-West Be
has organized a separate department, which, so far as
I ctan learn, is not responsible to the Indian branch in
Ottawa. le las appointed a Deputy Minister because of
the importance of his position, and bas minimized that
importance by creating a separate branch, over which that
officer cannot exercise jurisdiction. It is pretty clear that
the expene of the department, leaving out of view the
police .brancb, bas been increased from 834,000 to $68,000
within tliree years, and there is nothing disclosed down to
the date of the hon. gentleman's tfst report to warrant
that extraordinary inerease. The present Minister, as these
Estimates show, has aso increased the cost of the Ordnance
branch without any increase of the work occurring. Then
again, while the police branch was under the Department
of the Secretary of State, it cost $2,1 00 a year; now it costs

,0à0. One clerk gets 82,100, another $1,250, a third
81,150, and a messenger 8450. The hon. gentleman cannot
show, however, that there bas been any more cost incurred
in the management of the department than before-that a
larger aumber et communications are received or more
work is done than before. The cost of management i, just
double what it was before the transfer took place. I think
the hon. gentleman's professions of economy and bis censure
of bis opponents have not been justified by his
own success with regard either to economy or
effiwiency in the management of bis department. In
fact my impression is that the hon. gentleman has largely
loft the department to take care of itself. The symtem of'
evolution wiLl hardly apply to the management of a Govern-
mental department. The suivival of the fittest is not
always the resuilt of that policy, and if it were, I am inclined
to think the rigbt hon. gentleman would not be here this
evenig.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. I thirnk it only shows the
correctness of the pr'nciple of evolution to which the hon.
gentleman has relerred, that from the prot oplasm of my
hon. friend there las grown so much of life and vitality
within two short years. The hon. gentleman says we have
surveyed too much land,. but there is where ie and 1 differ.
The hon. gentleman in lis time was going on in the old
fossil Conservative Tory system of surveying about a town-
ship and a half a year, thereby saving pe-haps the salary of
two or three draughtsmen and tbree or four suveyors,
but thereby alse keeping the country back. Our
policy bas been quite the reverse. Of course we
might say to settlers: "There are so many lots, yo
must ill them up and then go on to the next," but you
mat remember that tbere are all kinds of soil and situation
in that country, aid that even the fancy of immigrants must
be eonsidered. Some may wish to go to the Rocky
Meodntains, others to the South Saskatchewan, others to the*
Nortb Saskatcbewan, others 'tp the. Turtle Mountain
Dietrict, wnd the Government are endeavoring te meet the
vident course of these streams of immigration. We cannot

limit settlers to a choice of six townships or twenty. Our
desire has been to survey some 300 townships in different
parts of the country every year, so that the emigrant shalh
have the same choice as those who go to the Western States.
and the bon. gentleman will see that the proceeds
of the sale of lands bas justified their expense
and the policy we h4ve adopted, of not waiting for another
generation, but going on with these surveys largely. With
regard to the Mounied Police, thoughi there has been
considerable expense in the management of that body, it
wili be found that owing to the reforms we have intro-
duced, and the strict supervision which has been exercised
there has been a very large saving, and next year there
will be a still greater saving. In order tu proJuce these
reforms it is necessary to have efficit nt supervision, and I
am afraid that until lately such supervision has not been
the rule. There are other causes to which I do not wish
now to allude, having relation to officers who have not been
equal to the responsibility imposed upon them, wherehy
great expense have been added to the maintenance of the
force. I shall give the hon. gentleman to-morrow a state-
ment in detail of the cost of draughting, etc., in the depart-
ment. I had hoped to have had the statement to-night, but
owing to some accident it has not reached my hands.

Mr. MILLS The hon. gentleman will see, by looking at
a return which he brouglit down the other day, that inl l5,
for instance, a large amount vas expended on surveys
chargeable to the ordinary expenses of the year. The
amount expended for surveys last year was about $147,000,
and I find the hon. gentleman has expended on the manage-
ment of these surveys 866,777, and ther e is -a note in the
return to which I have alluded, saying that part of this
expense was for extra clerks. I should like to know, as a
matter of information, how much of this appropriation is
paid to the class of officers who are referred to in tthat return<
for it is perfectly obvious fron the return, that these
expenses have not been paid out of the appropriation to
the department. The additional expenses seem to have been
paid out of the appropriation made for surveying purposes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL1D. J shall bring down the
information for which the hon. gentleman asks vith
regard to the Mounited Police, I may say that there was an
officer named Fortescue, who was not only a very good
office-, but an accountant, and be was employed really in
the capacity of quartermaster, and it was found convenient
to bring him down here. He retained his salary in the
transfer, and his d.uties are to see to the cost of supplies fbr
the North-West Mounted Police.

Mr. BUNSTER. I desire to ask the leader of the Govern-
ment what he intends to do with respect te the twenty-mile
bolt oi railway lands in Vancouver Island, through whieb
no surveys have yet been made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not quite sure we
have got the ]and yet. There is a provision in the treaty wmth
Britist Columbia for twenty miles to be reserved on each side
of the railway ; but there is a difference of opinion between
the Premier of British Columbia and myself as to what that
means. I take it thatWwe are not to measure land up hill and
down dale, but twenty miles of land fit for settlement. We have
not arrived at that point at which we feel ourselves justified in
spending money in surveys there; but I hope we will com
to some arrangement. In the Fraser Valley a good deal o
land was taken up long ago. I am happy te believe that a
good deal of the iand is very rich in minerals, and 'perhaps
we may be able to make it valuable for its mineral wealth.
I am afraid of arable land we will not get much in the
Fraser Valley. Pretty much all the good land lias been
taken possession of eithor by white men or Indians.

Mr. BUNSTER. I differ most emphatically from the
Premier, who, I think, has been accepting advice from the
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hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake). I assure the
hon. gentleman there is a good deal of good land in British
Columbia, and that among tbe land reserved by the Dominion
Government for railway purposes. I know from personal
observation there is a great deal of good land there fit for
settlement. There is no one, however, to whom settlers
can apply for information. There is no land office all over
British Columbia. In the railway reserves, and within 100
miles of Victoria, there is good land. The reason why
there is no emigration to British Columbia is simply because
the railway lands are locked up in the bands of the Dominion
Government, and there is no one to dispose of -hem te
settlers. I ask the hon. the Premier to give the matter bis
serions consideration, and see that no injustice is donc to
the Province.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not mean to say there
is not good land on Vancouver Island. I believe the Cowichan
Valley is very good land indeed. I do not know its
dimensions, but it is a fine valley, I am told, and that it is
beautiful and romantic as well as being fit for settlement.
At the upper end of the Island there are very desirable coal
mines which were reserved by the British Columbia
Government.

Mr. BUNSTER. At your request.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt. It bas been

reserved by the Act, and the Government of Canada bas not
yet surveyed or laid out the land or disposed of it. 1I hope
the matter will be settled, during the present year, with the
British Columbia Government. That land having been
conveyed to the Dominion by an Act of the British Columbia
Legislature, it must be ratified by the Parliament of Canada.
As to the mainland, I am very glad indeed to believe the
bon. gentleman that there remains still valuable land in
the valley of the Fraser. I was under the impi ession that
the settlers who have gone in thero had taken possession of
the most valuable portions of the valley. Of course, we
will try to take all the good land we can. We have a right
to twenty miles on each side of the line of railway, and I
earnestly hope ihat the hon. gentleman is correct in bis
statement that this forty miles tract contains very valuable
land. Until the line of railway was settled, we did not
know where our lands were at one time. Bon. gentlemen
have said that it was at Bute Inlet. My mind ran strongly
in that direction. Twenty miles on each side of the line up
there would run through quite a different country, and
hand over quite a different section of land. If the Fraser is
selected, we must try to get our lands there sorhewhere. I
dare say that British Columbia will agree that we are to get
our reasonable quantity of land in consideration of the build-
ing of the road.

Mr. BUNSTER. British Columbia did not agree that
you are always to keep the lands locked up without utilizing
them. I would also like to know if the Government intends
to keep the lands on Vancouver Island locked up for ever.
I consider the Syndicate agreement bas done a gr .at injustice
to Vancouver Island.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If I am able to go to
British Columbia this summer and enjoy the hospitality of
my hon. friend, I hope to have bis assistance «with the Local
Legislature to settle all these disputes.

Mr. BUNSTER. You ought to bave been thei e before.
Mr. BLAKE. I suppose if the land on Vancouver Island(

bas been appropriated by the British Columbia Legislature,E
it is competent for that Legislature to undo what 4heyi
have done, and to repeal the Act they have passed. I think1
Mny hon. friend is rather anxious that the Government wouldi
retain the twenty miles on each side of the line. As far as i1
can see, there appears to be a disposition on the part of?
Va~henver I6lantito have some sort of understan4ding tha,tc
thê aínd àhall be kept by the 'Dominion, b ns tliinkc

Mr, BUNSTIR

there is a slight condition attached to the retainer of that
twenty miles of land, there is a trifle of railway to be built as
the condition. As allusion bas been made for the second tinie
to the dispute between the Government of British Columbia
and the Canadian Government on the subject of the land which
we have a elaim to, I would like to know the nature of that
dispute. The hon. gentleman, as far as I can understand
him to-night, and on a former occasion, seems to say that
the question was not whether, in the measurement of the
land, we should measure down the hill or up the dale, &c.,
in order to find where the twenty railes would reach, or
whether it should be measured so as to obtain twenty
miles on a level. I do not know how far he would have to
go to get twenty miles on the level, or what amount of
country he would have to go over. But I had supposed,
from statemen ts in the news-papers on the subject, that the
dispute had assumed even more formiUable proportions
than that. I suppose there is a disposition on the part
of the Dominion Governument to have land reasonably fit for
settlement, or is it the intention that all the land shall be
taken within this twenty mile belt, whether it be rocky or
unfit for settlement ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the treaty unfor-
tunately the quality of the land is not specified. It its
merely stated that it should be twenty miles of good land.
My contention is-and I fancy the hon. gentleman is not
altogether unreasonable-that as we agree to pay a certain
sum annually for that grant of land, it must be land fit for
something. I do not suppose we could insist upon its being
first quality, but that it should be fit either for settiement,
arable land, or pasture land, or minerai land-that it should
be land worth something. We should get something for
the annual sum of money we have to for pay the land. That
point has not yet been acceded to by the Government of
British Columbia; we are still at variance upon it, but I
think that that Government will be reasonable. Of course
they can repeal the Act, but very probably they consider
that it is a statutory title in reserve, otherwiso they could
properly deprive us of it without our consent.

Mr. BLAKE. As to the land in British Columbia, yon
say to them: " We ask for bread and you give us a stone."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I am afraid we are
going to get a stone.

Mr. BUNSTER. The hon. gentleman for West Durham
is mistaken in thinking that the land is rocky, as he bas
always represented it to be.

Mr. BLAKE. The Minister was saying it was rocky, not I.
Mr. BUNSTER. lIe got his information from you.

For 160 miles along Vancouver Island there is notone rock.
There was, some time ago, a very ineorrect map drawn up
of the country by the Premier's confidential agent-a part
of the country where he has never been. It was represented
as rocky, and the hon. membér for West Durham, on the
floor ofthis louse, held that map up, saying that there was
more rocks there than anything else.

Mr. MILLS. I should be sorry myself to see that map
receive the public sanction, because I do not think it's
reliable. I think that, however proper it may be for a
private individual who bas no special responsibility to issue
such a map, it is hardly well that the Government should In
any way make itself responsible for the circulation of a mag
of that kind. If the right hon. gentleman were to look ft
some of the maps in that atlas he ewould see that the
representation of a corner of this country is not accurate.
Ln looking over that map I saw that the whole North-West
l represented as a fruit growing region, that there is no
prairie at all. There is not moisture in the atmosphere
sufficient to support fruit trees. Then again the *hole
country, as far as the Hludson's Bay, Ws regredented'as a Rek
oountry. I do not thiuk it in any wf promûbtes t e itU t
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of this country to publish an atlas of that sort, with the
Government sanction, because any scientific man who visits
the country, and becomes acquainted with its features will see
that ·it is inaccurate, and the publication of such erroneous
infbmation will only have the effect of inducing the pub1ie to
distrust all the information the Government professes to give
regarding the country. The hon. gentleman says we did not
expend a sufficient amount on surveys. We never knew
that people wanted to settle in a district that was not sur-
veyed, and there always are ample areas surveyed for settle-
ment. Our experience was that some of the surveys having
been carried on more extensively than the exigencies of the
publieservice demanded at an early period, it was difficult
to trace the boundaries, and I have no doubt that is the case
at present. The area which the hon. gentleman has had
surveyed during the year ending 30th June last, is sufficient
to furnish 75,000 farms of 160 acres each, and taking five
to a family, sufficient to settle 376,000 people. It is the
business of the department to watch how far éettlement is
likely to go, fixing the latitude and longitude of places,so that
the surveys will not overlap each other, and then survey
particular localitiefwhich are fit for settlement, and not
muskegs and swamps, which are not likely to be settled for
a quarter of a century. It is obvious that if the hon.
gentleman goes on making the ordinary appropriations
from the public revenues each year for surveying that
country, in addition to $300,000 a ye-ar from capital, the
country will all bave to be surveyed over again, except the
small sections which are settled, and a large amount of this
money will be used to no purpose.

13. The Department of Inland Revenue. .,......... $32,880 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I notice an increase
here of $2,500. Will the hon. gentleman state what
additional work is required in this department. The total
expenditure in this department has increased from 827,000
in 1878 to nearly $8i3,000 now. That seems to be a very
much larger increase than is apparently warranted by the
increased business in the department.

Mr. MOU)SSEAU. The increase this year is owing to the
appointment of two new clerks required by the new law to
attend to the stamps on Canadian and foreign tobacco, to
the appointment of a laborator, and to statutory inereases.
That explains the whole increase except $100, which was an
increase of the salary of one of the e!erks who happened to
change his class.

14. The Department of Customs................. $33,010 00

Mr. BOWELL explained that the increase of $1,305 was
due chiefly to statutory increases. He desired to point
out that although there was an increase in the estimate
over that of last year, it would be found upon comparison
with the estimate of 1877-8, the ~ast year for which his pre-
decessor was responsible, that there was a considerable
decrease. In 1877-8, there was expended for the inside
service $44,610.21, while the estimates for all purposçs, for
the year 1881-82, was $42,010, which inciuded the statutory
increases for four years, amounting to $4,080, which if
deducted would show an estimate of 837,930 as against an
expenditure in 1877-8 of $46,450. This saving was largely
in the item of contingencies, for -hile in 1877-8 his pre-
decessor spent for contingencies $16,372.7 1, he had spent in
1979-80 but $6,733.73: It was in this item where the ex-
travagence in the past had taken place. Ie proposed to give
an advance to the chief accountant, and he would scarcely
be accused of political favoritism in so doing because the
appointment was made by his predecessor. There was not
a more valuable officer in the country than the accountant,
and the proposed increase would, he believed, meet the
approval of his predecessor.

Mr. BURPEE (St. John) bore testimony to the merits
of the chief accountant. He was a Most efficient offcer, and
it was the intention of the late Government, had they
remained-in power, to increase bis salary.

15. The Departmeat of Postmaster-Geneial..... $LiO,40000

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I desire specially to
congratulate the Government on the remarkable instance of
steadfast adherence to their professions,- as shown in the
expenditure of this department. There was not a single
department in the public service which, while it was under
the charge of the hon. member for Shefford (Mir Huntington),
was the cause of more unmeasured vituperation. than tbi
department, particularly with regard to the number of
clerks employed in it. The Government have only raised
the expenditure from8 86,000 in 1878, to $110,400 in 1882,
and have only increased the number of clerks from 93 to
111, showing only an increase of $25,000 in the expenditure
and 19 clerks in the staff. This is a most indubitable proof
of the justice of the accusations which were constantly
brought against the hon. member for Shofford for lack of
of economy in managing his department.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I will show the various increases and
changes that have taen place. In the Secretary's ofice,
there were two chief clerks who recoived $4,800. That vote
was divided into two, the secretary 82,L00, and the
assistant secretary $2,000. The bon. gentleman (Mr.
Huntington) must remember that the secretary of the
department was not here for a time, and anotherofficer in
the department had to be appointed, who was already doing
the work of the chief clerk; h was appointed also asistant
secretary. Four first-class clerks got an increase of 8400,
four of the second-class clerks aiso received an increase of
$200 more. Several of the lower class clerks were promoted,
and one first-class clerk recoived an increase of $400. The
statutory increase of $50 was given to a number of the clerks
of different ranks in the different branches of the depart.
ment. In one branch six clerks were taken from the
temporary and placed on the permanent staff.

Mr. IIUNTINGTON. Were thoir places filled by other
temporary clerks?
' Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not think their places have been
filled by temporary clerks. Very often the work of the
office becomes so great that you have to take temporary
clerks for a month or two. The work of tils department
has been increasing so constantly and largely, that addi-
tional clerks have had to be employed. The opening up of
the North-West and of the vacant lands in Quebec and
Ontario, as well as of British Columbia, must increase the
expenses of this departmont. The hon. gentleman opp-aite
has made a comparison between the expenses of 1877-78
and those estimated for the coming year. No doubt it
was the best card he could play. He showed the expenses
in 1877-78 were $86,930, while those now proposed
reach $110,400, or $23,470 more. Now $4,550 are to pay
the seven additional clerks who are not now temporary.
It was thought better, as they are required, and have been
long in the service, to place them on the regular list, because
it was considered botter the House should know the fact and
vote their payment directly, and that they should be
raised from the disheartening condition of temporary clerks,
after perhaps, from six to ton years service, from a position
in which they had no future before them and could not claim
superannuation, il they became unfit for work, or claim any
increase from year to year. The increase of salaries to the
extent of $10,000 for the four years represents the ordinary
increase. In a large departement of fifty to a hundred men,
a slight increase to each makes soon a very large sum. Then
you have $8,920, which is the balance of the $23,000-that
is for additional clerks and promotions during the fbur years,
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including salaries of .two clerks transferred from Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. When.I was at the head of
this department, after investigation, I thought that
those officers were required here. After these Pro-
vinces became part of the Confederation I thought
it would be proper to suppress these officers, but after
consulting with the head officers of the department
I found that two. of them should be brought up, and we
brought them up without increasing their salaries. I may
say, however, that their salaries were not put in the list of
salaries in 1877-78, so that in order to make a proper corn-
parison the amount of their salaries sbould be added in
1877-78. These sums make altogether $23,400. I propose
to show the necessity for those increases in another
way. In 1877-78 the number of post offices
was 5,378, whilst the number estimated for 1881--52 is 6,000.
The number of miles of mail travelled in 1878 was
15,427,323; the estimate for 1881-b2 is 17,000,000. The
number of letters and post cards carried in 1878 was
50,455,000; the estimate for 1881-82 is 58,000,000. The
increase in savings bank business will aiso be considerable,
but of course we cannot estimate it. The number of money
orders in 1877-78 is increased by 35 per cent. in the estimate
for 18b1-82. The increased- postal facilities which are now
required for Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British
Columbia, necessarily add to the expenses of the depart-
ment, and though the department is a most useful one we
must expect that for many years the revenue will fall short
of the expenditure

Mr. HIUNTINGTON. The charge which was specially
made against tho Post Office Department when hon.
gentlemen opposite were in power was, that its adminis-
tration was marked by-I think they called it-shameful
extravagance, and it was only wben hon. gentlemen
themselves took office that they found there were such facts
in the geography of this country as the existence eof'
Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British
Columbia. Whon the hon. gentleman made that discovery
I tbink he should have apologized for the charges he used to
make with regard to increased expenditure, and which
increased expenditure ho bas just attributed to the increased
postal facilities required in those Provinces. One of the
songs which bon. gentlemen used to sing was that we had
to increase the size of the building because we added so manyi
employé&, but we find that be uses the same space,
and that he bas not discharged any of the employés. The
removal of officers from the Provinces of which he spoke
was begun in my time, but what he should have explainedg
was why he did not eut down the expenditure. A distin-J
guished member of the Government in the other House
published a pamphlet in which ho fulminated very strong
charges of extravagance and mal-administration, but we
hear no word of another pamphlet on the subject, though1
not an abuse of which they complained bas been corrected,1
and though they still enjoy the places which they1
acquired by false representations. The hon. gentleman has1
not taken this line, but I can assure him that is the line whichi
the country will take when they find that, in spite of ail the1
charges these gentlemen made, they have added to the num-1
ber of the employés and the expenses of the department.
If he is responsible let him assume it. I do noteven under-
take to say that many of the increases are unfair or im
proper. I know well-what the hon. gentleman did not
know when he sat on this side of the House-that thet
country is growing, that the department requires inci eased
facilities, and it may be that there is a fair justification of
what the hon. gentleman said with respect to these
expenses, though I do not believe there- is with respect to
the employés. The fact is that the misrepresentations to
which alinde, are sins which hon. gentlemen cannot shake
off, and they have not yet made any apology for them; thé
hon. gentleman bas not made it, though I hope some one of

[r. LANGEVIN.

his colleagues will rise, and at least justify the spirit of the
discussion which they indulged in when they sat on thi
side of the House, and express his regret, or make an
apology in words for those sins, instead of leaving it to the
hon. gentleman. The hon. gentleman speaks about the
extra clerks. It is, I think, a great sin of our system, that
while the public requires us to show, while this Civil Govern-
ment list is supposed to show to us the staff employed in
the different departments, that there may be a great num-
ber of men charged in the contingencies about which the
public is not supposed to know anything. When
I was in the department I tried to put a stop
to sinecure3. Whenever there was a vacancy outside
which it was possible for me to fill, I managed to send a
man into it that was not needed in the department-not in
order to make places for others, but in order to eut down
the list so as by adding on the extra clerks to the permanent
list, I might keep within the appropriation, anl when I left
offiee I had almost succeeeded in bringing* it to that pais.
But according to the Public Accounts for this very year,
I think there is some fourteen or fifteenxtra clerks still in
that office. What the hon. gentleman bas been doing is to
put provisional clerks on the list and allow others to
step in their places. He permits no vacuum. There is
nothing like creating a vacancy. Not ail of nature's horror
of a vacuum exceeds the horror of an office-seeker as soon as
he hears of a vacancy. The tendency of our time was 10
get rid of this evil, but the tendency of the
hon. gentleman is to extend it and make it
worse. It is simply a means of cheating the public
as to the number of the employés of the country
instead of placing them fairly on the list where they can
be seen. It ought to be stoppe I. It bas not been stopped;
it is growing, as far as 1 can see by the examination of
the Public Accounts. I do not want to crow over the hon.
gentlemen, I can understand that with their large majority
they must at this moment feel a good deal humiliatod. I
do not want to add to the discomfiture which I presumethis
state of.things has necessarily inflicted upon them ; but
I hope that some hon. gentleman opposite would
explain how these things have come about, perhaps thehon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) who, in olden times, was
wont to delight the flouse with his speeches on this
subject. I should like somebody to explain how it is
that this department, so much abused under the late
Administration, now occupies a worse position than it did
then ; why they did not remedy it, how they justify those
charges which formerly they hurled against us, and which
now may be fairly addressed to themselves. I want the hon.
gentleman to tell the people of this country why the
department was unfairly denounced by a set of men wlio
were bungry for the places they oecupy, and who enjoy
those places to-day, because by the poiicy they adopted
towards this department, aud towards the general adminis-
tration of the affairs of this country, deceived the people of
this country, and drew from them their cnfilence by
mibrepresentations which, elsewhere than in politics, would
be termed fraudulent, that they obtained their places under
false pretences.

Mr. GAULT. I think that if any person can testify as
to the economy that prevails in the Post Office and the
Customs at Montreal, I can do so. Since I became member
for Montreal West, I have had but one appointment made in
the Montreal Post Office, and but two appointments in the
Customs, the two latter being caused by death. I have bal
many applications from friends wanting appointments, but
I have never been able to procure them any in tho>e two
departments.

Mr. HUNTINGTON. I notice that Mr. Wicksteed's
salary is increased; from what time does that increase date ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. From a year ago, by Order in Couneil.
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Mr. BLAKE. Why was it not put in the Eatimates last

Sesion?
1fr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will find it on

page fourteen of the Estimates.
In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CaRTWRIGHT,
Mr. POPE. There are no increases, in the Department

of Agriculture, except the statutory increases. But there is
one or two mistakes. The amount for the senior clerks
ahouid-be $3,800, and the item of 8700 in last year Esti-
mates&should b 8750.

17. The Department of Marine and Fisheries.......$30,190 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the cause of
this increase ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The only increase is statutory.
Captain Grayburn, who is appointed an additional second-
elass clerk; bad been in the office'for several years; having
boeenasea captain, ho had, for several years, been performing
the dutios of inspector of lights in the Province ofOntario,
the regular inspector being sick, and bis salary was charged
to the mainntenance of ligh ts. Lastyearthe inspectoroflightts
died, and another inspector having been appointed, it was
thought right and proper to put Captain Grayburn, who
has been on the temporary list in the department for years,
on the permanent list.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the present inspector of lights
is able to discharge his duties.

Mr. POPE. I hope 80.

Mr. BLAKE. Therefore, Captain Grayburn is relieved
from those duties, and there is practically an excess of
officers in the inside service.

Ur. POPE. Captain Grayburn was occupied during
about one-third of bis time in the inspection of lights, and
the rest of bis time he was engaged in the office. There is
no increase in the number of of ficials in the department. A
number of clerks had been taken on temporarily, some of
whom wero appointed permanently, and some are not now
there. I think there is only one extra elerk there row.

Sir R[CHARDJ.CARTWRIG[IT. I observe that whereas
in 1878 $25,000 was demanded for this service, $30,190 is
demanded now, being an increase of about 20 per cent.
The hon. gentleman says there is only one extra clerk. I
find that there are ele;en marked as extra clerks in the
Public Accounts of 1880.

Mr. McCUAIG. I am very familiar with the lighthouse
service of this country. I knew the late inspector, and I
also know Capt. Grayburn. Ie performs bis duties in a
most careful manner.

18 The Department of Public Works ............. $30,500 00
1l. The Department of Railways and Canals ... 40,5S4 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is considerable
difficulty in making a comparison, because formerly the two
departments were.combined in one. The vote for the two
services combined amounts to over $71,000 against $48,881
in 1878, an increase of $23,000. Thirty-two officers were
required for public works when that department comprised
riîlways and canals; now 47 clerks are required.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The explanations of the increase wcre
given last year when the department was divided into the
two departments. Bach department was so large that no
Minister could perform the duties of both. Therefore,
P*rliament made the division, and that division necessitated
&n increase of expenditure. The Pacifie Railway matter
besides required a larger number of clerks and engineers in
the department. So far as the Department of Public Works
is concerned, the increase of $300 that is due entirely to
the statatory increses.

161

- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWR[GHT. There may be force
in the hon. Minister's statement that the work undertaken
by the hon. member for Lambton was more than perhaps
any ordinary man could do, but I do not see, bearing in
mind the exponse of public works, especially in connection
with the canals, and the amount of railway work done in
the hon. member for Lambton's time, that there is any more
work to be done now than was then done--more espacially
under the Syndicate arrangement. There cannot be
anything like the amount of work in connection witb the
supervision of canals that there was uin the time of the hon.
member for Lambton. He certainly had as much work in
connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway as the
Department of Railways can have at present.

In answer to Sir RicaAn J. CARTwRIGUT,

fr. LANGEVIN. The increase is only the natural in-
crease by the division of the department. A French staff
besides an English staff is necessary for the work with the
public as well as for the office itscf. lIn other departments
the French staff need not be so large; with those two staffs
and two departments the increase must necessarily be
larger than elswhere. You require two deputy heads
and additio îal inferior officers. The late Minister (Ur.
Maakenzie) as weil as the prosent (Sir Charles Tupper) had
suffered severely from the hard work of this department.

Mr. MILLS. No department in this country can compare
with some of the larger departments in Great Britain for the
amount of work. The work of some of the English Ministers is
equal to the entire work of the wholo Governnent of Canada.
Yet the hon. gentleman says it is impossible for any Minister
to perform the work of this Department of Publie Works as it
formerly existel. The present Ministers professod they
were not to be flies on the wheel; they wore men who
could accomplish anything, make our soit productive,
improve the climale and make the country prosperous. They
also undertook to manage the department more economically
than before. How have they succeeded ? The FirstMnister by
doubling the expenses of his department, and we have seen
the Minister of Public Works propose a division of that
department into two. and its expenses incroased from less
than $50,000 to over $71,OJO. There is no economy about
that arrangement. No proper defence of tliis increase of
staffuand expense bas been given, nor any justification of the
great increase of the expenses of Governiment. The bon.
gentleman (MIr. Langevin) says the present Minister has
been almost killed with the work. Are we to understand
by that statement that this department is to be sub-divided
again, in order to protect the health of the Minister ? My
impression was that Ministers did not suffer in their depart-
monts, but suffered in this HIouse, where they tried to kill
us also by late and irregular heurs.

21. Departmental contingencies ............... $13,750 00

Sir RICHARD J. CA.RTWRIGHT. I will bo glad if the
Finance Minister can keep down the contingencies to the
figure named. I do not think there is any use in setting
them down at $25,000 to $30,000 less than will really be
required. That figure was largely exceeded in 1880. It is
very undesirable we should fin I the votes for these contin-
gencies constantly largoly exceeded.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. From calculitions made we
hope to keep the contingencies this year S..0,000 below the
amount of last year; and it is hoped that for next year the
sum asked will cover the outlay. The only doubt felt is as
to the expenditure for the departments generally, which it
seems difficult to control. A suggestion bas been made to
give the deputy heads special control in this matter, wjth
a view to keeping down the charges for the different
departments.
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In answor to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We hope to keep the expen-

diture within $140,000, but it iay reach that amount-
possibly may exceed it by $4,000 or $5,000.

Mr. BLAKE. How is the saving effected; why not save
still more this year?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Because we are transferring
more of the persons paid $2 a day from the temporary to
the permanent staff.

Mr. BLAKE. That is the way the money is being saved?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. McCUAIG. As to the eharge for legal duties, I

observed the other day, that exceptions were taken to the
Deputy Minister of Justice, in conducting the Crown busi-
ness. It was alleged then as a reason why it was justified
that these sums paid for legal advice and duties would have
to be paid to some one, and that money was saved by
employing him. I approve of the policy of the Minister of
Justice in this matter, because the Deputy Minister being
a sworn officer of the Governiment, will be more likely to
discharge the duties satisftctorily than any one else.

Mr. BLAKE. I presume that the item in the Auditor
General's report to wbich the hon. gentleman has referred
lias been put in that report for the purpose of preventing
what the hon. gentleman hopes will be accomplished. It is
well known that in England the Auditor General is allowed
to employ independent legal advice, and the suggestion
which is made in the Auditor General's report is generally
made for the purpose of endeavoring to assimilate bis posi-
tion to that of the Auditor General in England, who occupies
an exceptional position, whose business it is to stand under
the law with regard to appropriations, and who of necessity
may sometimes stand against the Government with regard
to these appropriations. I suppose it may happen that there
are contingencies with regard to which it may be desired to
have independent legal opinion .as to the construction of
Acts of Parliament, and therefore, that it is not desirable
that he should be advised by the deputy of a member of
the f4overnment who are the other party to the matter.

Mr. McCUAIG. I quite understand what the hon.
gentleman has said, but I find here that whereas it was
stated that the highest salary paid to a Deputy Minister
was $3,200, the Deputy of the Minister of Railways and
Canals is $4,100.

Mr. BLAKE. Yes; that was a mistake.
24. Amount required to provide for contingent ex-

penses of the High Commissioner of Uanada
in London ................................... ........... $4,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. It was very natural that a bulk sum
should have been asked last year, as the arrangement was
a new one and it was necessary to make proper pro-
vision, but it was said, I think, that the amount was
properly an allowance. 1 would like to know if it is now
voted simply as an allowance or an amount to be accounted
for.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is practically anallowance.
Mr. BLAKE. That being the case I think it would be

botter to call it an allowance, not accountable, rather than
a contingency.

Mr. ANGLIN. I hope the hon. Minister will inform the
Ilouse what our ligh Commissioner bas been doing during
the past year for the large amount of money which was
voted to him. The only account of his operations which I
have seen, was a small report which he made to the hon.
Minister of Agriculture, showing that Mr. Annand had gone
out of the Immigration office, at London, that the Com-
missioner had to some extent taken charge, and that the
Department had been reconstiucted. He also gave us

$ir LEoNARD TILLEY.

some extracts from tables, prepared by the Inmpetial
Government, and which we might, perhaps, have otained
without our troubling the High ConÂmissioner to supply
them. I remember that Sir Alexander Galt delivered a
lecture as a sort of preliminary, apparently, to this Session,
in which he certainly made some extraordinary statements.
le said to his auditors, and through the newspaper, te idl
who might read, that in the North-West we had somb
200,000,000 of square miles of land south of the
latitude of St. Petersburg, and 100,000,000 square
miles capable of producing all the cereals grown in Great
Britain-in other words, 640,000,000 of acres of fertile lands
in the North-West. He said besides that there was an
immense extent of agricultural lands in British Columbia,
while, on the other hand, we had the statement of the leader
of the Government the other day that they found it diffiealt
now to discover any lands in the mountain regions, and
they are now asking the Goverument of British Columbia to
find somewhere in that Province lands which will make up
the area of the twenty miles belt. We were informed that
the Commissioner would look after our commercial interesta
in France and·elsewbere, but the bon. Ministers were unable
to inform the House what had been done by the French
Government and Legislature with regard to the shipping
market. I did not expect that much good would result
from the appointment of a High Commissioner, and
I believe that so far as we can quote of what
that gentleman has done his appointment has
been a mistake, which the sooner we retrace the better. He
is liberally paid, foi-, besicles his salary and $4,000 of an
allowance, I think there will be found somewhere in the
Estimates a further sum of $14,000 for other expenses said
to have been incurred by him. We paid the expenses of
himself and family to England. The Minister of Agri-
culture gave us to understand, some evenings ago, that the
scheme for the emigration of Irish people to the North-
West was outlined by the High Commissioner. There was
not great labor in that. Such a scheme would be a good
one if there were any means of carrying it out. In regard
to negotiations I am not aware that the Commissioner has
rendered any important srvice. We may find from the
Government by-and-bye that-e did communicate with the
Colonial Office on certain subjects, that he had some inter-
views, or wrote some letters; but I am satisfied that the
creation of the office was a mistake, that the appointment
was a mistake, and we are spending a very large amount of
public money in this way without obtaining a return to the
publie.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have the misfortune to
diffor altogether from the hon. gentleman. I think no
appointment has been made of greater importance and
advantage to this country than the appointment of the High
Commissioner. Every year there bas been a cry through
the country that Canada was visiting England, and had no
means of being represented in any way or obtaining their
interests advanced in case they had any reason to have
intercourse with the Imperial Goverhment or any of its
departments, because the Dominion bad no Minister or
representativo thore. The hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) has alluded to what he calls a lecture delivered
by Sir Alexander Galt, the other day in England, and a most
valuable lecture or address it was. The hon. gentleman sneers
at the statistics given there ; I think Sir Alexander Galt cau
afford such a sneer. Everyone who knows the long
career of Sir Alexander Galt is nware that, if there was one
quality for which he is remarkable more than another, it
was his aptitude and correctness in statistics. He fouad on
taking office that the emigration department in England
-was actually valueless. Mr. Annand, an able man in some
ways, J bolieve, sat there and drew his salary, and nobody
antered the office or applied to him for information *ith
respect to immigration to Canada. The moment that Sir
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A. T. Galt was placed in the position, the office was crowded.
Be bas a faculty of attracting people, ho bas a thorough
knowledge of this country and its resources, and ho has
been of the very greatest assistance in that respect. IHe is
the head of the Emigration Department for England,
Ireland and Scotland, and we hope to have an emigration
from Germany, the direction of which will be in his hands.
As representing the Canadian Government in a quasi-
diplomatic capacity, Sir A. T. Galt, according to the hon.
member for Gloucester, has not been a success as a diplomat.
Why, Sir Alex. Galt bas visited France and Spain. The hon.
member sneers and says lie has not heard the High Commis-
sioner bad accomplished anything in France. When Sir Alex.
Galt went there first the Canadian Government were within
an ace of obtaining an important result. If -it bad not been
fer a delay in the London Foreign Office of forty-eight
hours, we would have succeeded in obtaining a reduction of
duty on Canadian vessels of from forty francs to two francs
a ton, but unfortunately the Government of Austria gave
notice in the meantime to all Enropean nations that they
withdrew from ail their commercial treaties and at once pre-
vented France, in consequence of the favored nation clause
in several treaties, going on with the negotiations for a
time. And so by an accident over which Sir Alexander
Galt had no control the arrangement which was all but
completed was thrown over. Since that time England and
France-as the hon. gentleman ought to know if he does
not know-have been in constant negotiation for the renewal
of the old commercial treaty and the re-arrangement of
the terms on a more satisfactory basis, especially to France.
Those negotiations are now proceeding, and Sir Alexander
Gait bas just ascertained from Her Majesty's Government
that when representatives should meet for the purpose
of settling the final terms of the treaty ho would
be present representing Canada, and as a portion
of the English representation. So in the same
way with respect to Spain. Sir Alexander Galt
visited that country only with the idea, under instructions
from the Canadian Government, of endeavoring to open up
trade between Canada and Cuba and Porto Rico, and to
make a sort of reciprocity treaty between the Doi ninion and
the Spanish West India Islands. He was ably assisted by
Mr. West, who was the British Ambassador at Madrid, andi
the Spanish Minister at that day was so impressed with the.
importance of the subjoct, and the representations made byi
Sir Alexander Galt, that they asked if Canada would not
widen the scope of the negotiations, and enter into negotia-
tions as well for trade between Canada and Spain, as between1
Canada and the Spanish West Indies. They entered into1
negotiations, but a change of Government occured, which,1
as the hon. member for Gloucester ought to know, and I
suppose does know, looks like a pronunciamento-a breakingi
up of everything like business for a considerable time.(
The other day Signer Canovas, the Prime Minister, who1
was strongly in favor of entering into a commercial1
arrangement between Canada and Spain, was removedf
very suddenly, and we have since received informationh
that until public affairs had re-shaped themselvesi
under Sagasta and Campo, the leaders of the present Gov-'
ernment, it would be useless to attempt to proceed further.1
But Sir Alexander Galt is in London, under instructions,1
and ready, with the assistance of Her Majesty's Goverument,t
to proceed with completing negotiations for a treaty with1
either Franee or Spain. lie is there, and it is right ho
should le there. I can assure the House, from personalc
knowledge, that Her Majesty's Government, at all events,1
attach the greatest importance to the appointment of a1
representative of Canada in the capacity Sir Alexander
Galt now occupies. I think that some hon. gentlemen
opposite wilI agree with me, that if there is to be an officer
at all of that kind, there could not be a more efficient or able

ii~n Sir A. T. Galt, ]esides thatit is the intiqp f1

the Government-and my hon. friend, the Finance Minister,
will speak more specifically upon that point-that as fast
as the old standing arrangement between the financial
agency of Canada in London and this Government can ho
re-adjusted, that the enormous expenses we have paid
hithorto in the shape of commissions shallh bo saved, for
Canada is strong enough and her credit is good enough to
negotiate her own monev matters without paying the
enormous commissions that ex necessitate every Goverument
bas been obliged to pay for so many years, from £10,OO0 to
£40,000. I believe the credit of Canada is good enough to
enter into the financial market and to make her own blans
without being mulcted in those tremendous charges. If
there has ever been au appointment that the Government
ought to get credit for, it is the appointment of a High
Commissioner. Instead of throwing away £1,000 sterling
upon an Agent Goneral of Emigration, as was done by a
previous Government, we have, by only doubling that sum,
a represontative in England, an A mbassador, a Minister able
and authorized to negotiate commercial treaties for Canada
whenever there is need, and to look after vast and increasing
questions ofemigration, and all this for the moderate salary
that Parliament has chosen to vote.

Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman says that ho demands
credit for the Government for this appointment. But the
hon. gentleman is unreasonable; he wants a groat deal of
credit, but ho wants a great deal of cash too.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very little cash.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman told us last year,

baving already made this appointment and sent his ligh
Commissioner home, that he was going to save a great
deal of money by this, that ho was going to save al those
commissions and re-organize the whole atTair. But the
year bas passed, the Public Accounts and the Estimates for
the next year are before us, and I do not find any alteration
in the scale oi remuneration for the financial agent. We do
not find that the hon. gentleman expects in the next year
to make, as far as I can judge from these Estimates, a large
saving. They are pretty much on the same scale, unless,
indeed, these commissions are to be paid to Sir A. T. Galt
instead of to the financial agent. So that the saving is still
in the future,while we find the expenditu-e in the Estimates.
The bon. gentleman is correct in saying that but for a series
of unhappy accidents, but for the unfortunate inaction of the
Foreign Office and the unfortunate inactivity of the Austrian
Minister, we would have had a treaty with Austria; but for
the change Of government in Spain and the non-arrivai Of
the happy moment since his Spanishi reaty, we should
have derived great advantage from that quarter.
Here are some of the affairs with which his appoint-
ment bas been connected. We have evidence
certainly of bis appointment, and we find him in
the Public Accounts, in the large sums which have been paid
for this special mission last year and the year before, and
from which, as far as I can see, thore has not been one
shillings worth of 'profit to this country as yet. That is all
in the future, but the expenditure is hure to be paid off.
The hon. gentleman has paid a high compliment to the
lecture which Sir A. T. Galt lately delivered, and particu-
larly to the accuracy of his statements of facts with refer-
ence to this country. I am sure the hon. member for
Monck (Mr. McCallum) will be delighted to know that this
lecture is so accurate. I am sure the hon. members for the city
of Montreal, that every body interested in canal system
between Montreal and Lake Erie, will be delighted to
known that Sir A. T. Galt said on that occasion .

" At Montreal the canal sYstem commences to overcome the several
rapids, and consists of, in ail,41 miles, with lecks 200 feet long by 45 feet
wide, and passing vessels dmwing 10 leet of water. Lake Ontario is
then reached; and, to surmont the Falls of Niagara, the Welland Canal
hato been built 28 miles, baving at present locks 150 feet wgy>6feet wide,
With 10 f'eet -of water. Theue canaIs being insuffiçiçit, p yw9ra wert
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commenced five years ago and will be probably completed within two years,
thereby a uniform enlargement of the whole system will be established to
locks 270 feet, by 45 feet, with a depth of 14 feet, allowing the passage
from Lake Erie to the Ocean, ea Montreal, of vessels of 1,500 tuns."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It bas been intimated that
the arrangements which were about to bo completed by the
1st of January, by which ail the business transacted by our
agent at London was to be transferred to our High <om;
missioner, have not yet been affected. Difficulties have
arisen between the agent and the Government, as to the
terms of the contract that was entered into. That matter is
at present under negotiation, and I hope before the Session
closes, to be able to state exactly how the matter stands.
The hon. member for West Duiham says we have the
expenditure but we have not a shilling to show on the other
side of the account. Let me say that I eau show something
on the other side of the account, though I have not been
able to transfer to him yet ail the business upon
which we hoped to save a considerable sum of
money. During the lasL ycar we have had struck
at the mint in England $650,000 in silver. The negotiations
and arrangements were carried on entirely through our
ligh Commissioner, but had they been placed in the hands

ofany other person one per cent would have been a low
figure indeed to have paid for the transaction of the business,
the shipmnent, and everything connected with it. On this
item alone there would be a saving of $6,500. Then the
expenditure in the Emigration Departmerit shows a very
large reduction during the year, but it does not
include the salary of the IHigh Commissioner, who acts as
the Agent for the Agrieultural Departnent. If we allow
84 000 for that we have a saving on both items of $10,500.
Then the expenses in connection with the purchase and
shipment of' the cable for the St. Lawrence were
something like £30,000 sterling. All that was trans-
aoted by the lHigh Commissioner ; no commissions were
paid to any oee for the transaction of that business. If you
allow two per cent. for that operation you have another
saving of$6 1,000, which, with the other two items, would'
more then cover the $14,0,0 expended during the year, to
say nothing of the other services he bas rendered. So that
although we have not yet been able to transfor to our
fHigh Commissioner certain duties that are performed by
our agent at the present time, during the current year
there will have been saved in these operations alone a sum
equivalent to his salary and the contingent expenses that
have been referred to. I am sure that the hon. member for
West Durham will be glad to know that there is a shilling,
that there is a pound, that there is a certain sum of money
saved as compensation for the $14,000 expended.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of
Finance does not mean the House to understand that this
charge of $6,500 was paid formerly for the silver obtained'
from the mint.

Sir LEONARDTILLEY. I think itwill anount tothat.
One per cent. would be a low commission for transacting the
whole business.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. A business of that
kind is not a formidable business. If the bon. Minister
speaks from knowledge, of course I stand corrected. I do
not think that on former occasions we paid $500 for the
business connected with the caining of $à00,000 of silver.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think it amounts to more.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHlT. That is not my

re'-ollection. Of course there are charges which Sir A. T.
Galt could not avoid incurring for the transmission from
that side to this, but I do not thiuk one per cent. was
charged for the wo:kon the former occasion. I should think
that two per cent. wouid b an extremoly high charge to
have paid for conveying the £30,000 that were paid for the
cable. I do not think a charge like that çoud have been

Mx'. $LAKs,

made by any gentleman that the Department woukl .have
roquired to employ.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We pay two and a half per
cent. to our commission agents.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Not for work ofthat
kind.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the bon. gentleman say what was
the mode in wbieh silver was ordered from the mint before ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was ordered by corre-
spontdence-through Sir John Rose.

Mr. BLAKE. And does ho say that Sir John Rose
charged that ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY, I think it cost one per cent.
Mr. BLAKE. If it did, it must have been because ho

employed someone. He was acting as our confidential
agent, and I apprehend that ho received un annual honor-
ariurn; and I should be sorry to learn that Sir John Rose
received one per cent. for the silver he obtained for the
Government.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; ho did not receiveone
per cent.

Mr. WILLIAMS. The hon. leader of the Government
has mentioned how the appointment of Sir Alexander ýGalt
was appreciated by the colonial authorities at home. I
chanced last year to be present at a banquet at which Lord
Kimberley, Secretary of Colonial Affairs, was present; and
I may read an extract from the speech he delivered on that
occasion, as reported in the Times of July 23rd:

" The Earl of Kimberley said their meeting on that occasion, though a
casual one, might be regarded as indicative of the strong bond of union
which subsisted, and he hoped long would subsist, between i anada and
England. The Canadians had, in sending Sir Alexander (Galt to this
country, taken a step which he looked upon as very valuable, jand one which
was likely te promote harmonious relations between Canada and England,
and for this reason: what was required was that the interests of Canada
should be thoroughly represented atheadquarters, and that the Home Gov-
ernment should have every opportunity of understanding what it was they
required. Such a step wa- one which ma:ked an epoch in the relations of
the Dominion and this country, and what they had to look forward to was
a close and intimate alliance between the two."

Mr. BLAK 1. I am glad we have had an after-dinner
speech quoted as a testimony to the efficiency of an officer.
May I ask the bon. Finance Minister, in reference to the
item of the cable expense, whether Mr. Gisborne was not
across for the Government in connection with the parohase
of the silver.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. le was, and Sir Alexander
Galt co-operated with him.

Mr-. BLAKE. Oh, I sec; Mr. Gisborne was sent across
in the employment of this Governinent, and Sir Alexander
Galt helped him.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think the amount earned by Sir Alex.
Galt in this transaction was not a very large sum. lt is
incredible that any respectable agent should charge one
per cent. for taking the trouble of ordering silver; the one
per cent. must have been paid by Sir Ale. Galt to some one
else. The hon. Premier spoke of Sir Alex. Galt's services
in France and Spain, as though they were rendered since he
became Commissioner. They were rendered on a previous
occasion, and we paid a large sum for the services he was
supposed to render. The hon. Premier states that if Sir
Alex. G-ait had not been unfortunatelyýdeayed in soine
way or other, ho might have arrived ln Paris, and obtained
some dimnution in the duties on our ships.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that. He
was in Paris and had made an arrangement, and was waiting
for official authority from London. Before that arrived,
notice arrived from Austria, and the negotiatios dropped.

Mr. ANGLIN. If so, it was unfortunate. The hon.
Premier also stated that Sir Alexander G*ft created .s
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favorable an impression in Spain that he might have
obtained very important modifications in our trade rela-
tions with tho Spanisli West Indies but for the unfor-
tunate fact that there was a change of Government, which
was equivalent, as is usual in Spain,-to a pronunciamento.
The change of Government bas only taken place within a
f4w weeks. Nearly a year elapsed between Sir Alex. Galt's
visit and the resignation of the Canovas Government, and
during that time a Session of the Cortes was held, and there
was an opportunity for us to obtain a change in our trade
relations with Spain. There is this ground of hope, that the
Government in power in Spain being now a Liberal, free-
trade Government, will be disposed to deal fairly with their
West Indian possessions, and perhaps be willing to trade
with us on more favorable terms. The after-dinner speech
of Earl Kimberley was such a speech as that gentleman
wou'd feel it his duty on an occasion like that to deliver.
Feeling bound to be complimentary, he could hardly have
siaid less than ho did.

25. Administration of Justice........................... $37,860 00

Mr. BLAKE. Has the third Stipenliary Magistrate for
the North-West been appointed ?

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). The three Stipendary
Magistràtes are Col. Macleod, who was formerly in the
Mounted Police, who is stationed at Fort Macleod; Mr.
Robertson, who is stationed at Battleford; and Mr. Ryan,
who is stationed at Prince Albert.

Mr. McCUAIG. I believe the charges for contingencies,
&c., of the Supreme Court could be roduced, and
the general business advancel, by having one efficient,
officer insteaîd of the two cle ki now engagel there.
Great delays have been exper ienced in getting decisions of
the Supreme Court, even in cases involving large sums,
which I think is one reason why that Court is so unpopular.
I am informed that if the Judges were allowed competent
offlcers, to put the work before them properly, they would
get through with their duties more quickly. Therefo-e, T
hope the hon. Minister of Justice will replace the two cie kL
by one good officer.

Mr. McDONA ED (Pictou). The charge of travelling
expenses is, by Judge Fournier, $30. With regard to the
charge of delays as regards Supreme Court judgments, I am
able to give the strongest possible test imony to the efficiency
of the Court, at any rate so far as the particular instance
referred to is concerned. I am told that at this moment
there is not a single judgment of the Court pending in any
case, except in some argued during the present tcrm, and
that judgment in many cases argued this term have been
delivered. I doubt if the same can be said of any other
Court in the Dominion.

Mr. BLAKE. With regard to the item of $600 for the
salary of the Judge of the Maritime Court, I believe it
would be woll to reduce it to, -ay, $100. The item has not
been required, and its submission again is really a
temptation to incur unnecessary expenditure to this
amount.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I will ac3ept the hon.
gentlemen's suggestion.

Mr. McCUA IG. This Court was established to deal with
the very important maritime interests of this country,
including valuable steamboat and sailing vessel property;
and I think a Judge of that Court is as much entitled to
compensation for his services as the C>unty Court Judges,
as ho deals with muoh greater -interests. The Maritime
Court Judge should receive fair compensation by a fixed
annual salary charged to the country.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I am glad my friend from
Prince E.dward County has been converted to this view of
th@ case, as provision has not been made for the application

of the fees of the Maritime Court to the payment of'the
salaries of the Surrogate Judges in that Court. The Mari-
time Court Surrogate Judge, who haq more important duties
to perfarm than any County Court Judge, should be adequate-
ly paid. The Judge in my district has had a great many
cases before him, and does not get any salary. The Govern-
ment ought to attend to his just claims. Although thore is
statutory provision, as an hon. member remarks, for his pay-
ment, the Government have not talken action to get the
Maritime Court Surrogate Judge his salary. There are 60
cases entered in the Essex Maritime Court, and the Judge's
time is very much taken up in trying such cases, some of
which involve largo amrounts, as well as points of law of vory
great importance.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There is a fee fund, provided
by Statute, which the Governor in Council may puy to the
Surrogate Judges. No payment has yet boen maIe. I
believe some 8700 or $800 is available for that fund, and I
quite understand that the case mentioned by the member
for Essex may be worthy of consideration. Thure is also a
great deal in what the member for Prince Edward Couinty
says, and I think the time wiil come wien the question of
the duties of those Surrogate Jud es and their proper com-
pensation will be considered. I trust that before next
Session I shall have suoh information on the subject as to
enable me to suggest to the flouse some feasible and, Ihope,
acceptable mode of compensating those Judges for their
services.

Mr. BLAKE. I ami very glad to hear the stateienis of
the Minister of Justice. When I introduced the measure
establishing the Maritime Court, I stated my own very
great objection to even a modified system of layment by
fees which I had felt obiged to ask the House to incor-
)orate with the Bill. It was then certainily stated to the
House that the arrangement was intonded to be temporary
only, and that at the earliest moment that it was possible to
lay before the Htuse some evidence as to what the
proper rate of remuneration would b, they would be asked
to compensate those Judges by an appropriate salary.
There may be points at whieb it is necessary to have a
Surrogate Judge even where only orie or two cases may
eome betore hi iin a year ; and there may be places in
which, as stated by the hon. member for Essex, his duties
may be heavy. 1 think the hon. gentleman might find a
way of removing this anomaly and ot distributing the fecs
tirly until the time arrives when he may diztribute the
money by another mode.

Mr. McDONALI) (Pice'o). The hon. gentleman will
understand the reason wlhy I have not donc so, when I say
that the matter has only reccntly been brought to my
attention.

Mr. McCUAIG. i have no hesitation in saying from ny
place in Parliament that the gentleman who is at the head
of this Court in Toronto is objectionable to the members of
ihe Ontario Bar, as one who is not fit to discharge the duties
of his position. As very important interests are reprosented
before that Court, and as the Judge is paid a good salary,
it is important that the gentleman at the head of the Court
should cominand the respeet of the profession and the public.

Mr. MûCALLU M. I know my hon. friend from Prince
Edward County is opposed to this Court, but it isone which
gives general satisfaction in the Province of Ontario. 'lhere
is one change, however, which I should like to see
in the ruies of this Court. I think that, considering the
important interests and the large aniounts which are often
involved in suits before that Court, and considering also
that the only appeal is to the Supreme Court, the evidence
should be taken by shorthand reporters, instead of in the
shape of the Judge's votes.
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Mr. WELDON. With regard to the Registrar and

Marshal of the Vice-Admiralty Court of Quebec, I should
like to know how these officers are paid, for I think that in
none of the other Provinces do they get fees and allowances.
I should like also to direct attention to the very unsatisfac-
tory manner in which rooms are provided for the sitting of
the Court in the Province.

Mr. McDONALD (Pietou). The allowances and fees
reerred to by the hon. gentleman have been inherited by
these gentlemen by some arrangement or compact made
with the old Province of Quebec prior to Confederation, and
which arrangement, whatever it is, bas been continued.
But for the existence ofsuch a compact I sbould certainly
decline to continue the appropriation in the Estimates.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think there is any compact.
When I occupied the hon. gentleman's position, I tried to
find out the origin of the system, and my conclusion was
that these payments should not be continued. Not wishing,
however, to discontinue them summarily, I gave notice to
them that the item would be discontinued in the Estimates.
Unfortunately, bowever, the Government disappeared and
the item reappeared.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I shall endeavor to find out
the basis of the payment.

127. Maintenance and repairs of steamers
Napoleon III, Newfßetd, I>ruid, Giendon,
Sir James Douglas and Northern Light.... $120,000 00

In answer to Mr. ANGLIN,
Mr. POPE (Queen's). I still hold the same opinions

with respect to the usefulness of the Northern Light for
winter service in Northumberland Straits. With a north-
east wind the straits become filled with heavy ice, and at
such times it is not possible for a vessel to cross. The
Norhern Light works ber way very well through drift ice;
but when the ice is fixed she cannot break her way through
it. The vessel has, however, done better work this win ter
and part of last winter than previously. She bas been a
great convenience in carrying freight to the Island. i con
sider that the light draught steamers f. om Quebec to Levis
are of a better model.

128. Amount required for the purchase and mainte-
nance of a steamer to replace the Lady Uead $55,000 00

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The sum of $55,000 was voted
last year for the purchase and maintenance of a steamer to
take the place of the Lady Iead, which was lost. A vessel
bas been secured for that service, and I hope it will prove
a good and useful one. It is of 380 gross tonnage and 220
tons nett ; will steam 9 knots ; carry 400 tons of cargo,
besides what is in the bunkers, and will consume five tons
ot coal per day, while the .Napoleon consumesi twenty-five
tons, and carriesno more cargo. The vessel cost £7,500,
and is of the highest character, being classed AI for ten
years.

Mr. YEO. Would the Minister state what instructions
the captains received, and what conveniences were supplied
to the vessel, so that passengers might be safely landed. On
one occasion, during the winter, the passengers had to leave
the vessel when she was twenty miles from land, and had
bepn twenty-six hours out, and before they reached a place
of shelter the passengers suffered severe privations, some of
them being badly frozen. It seems te me that something
has been badly managed, that the captain had not full in-
structions,or that something else was wrong. It is very impor-
tant that the safety of passengers travelling in such a way
should be secured. They are liable to get stuck in theice
for a month. It is a great blunder on the part of the
Government that the thing was not managed botter, and I
hope it will not happen again. Several complaints have
come to me from the Island, which I now bring under the
notice of the Government,

Mr. MCCAL LU.

Mr. ANGLIN. I desire to call the attention of the
Government to the importance of modifying the contract
with the steamer plying between Campbellton and Gaspé,
so that she should call at least once a week at some port in
the lower part of Gloucester. There is a large population
in that county, from fifty to seventy miles removed from
the nearest railway station, and they feel much indeed the
want of steam communication. I made efforts some years
ago to obtain steam communication for them, but the boat
put upon the route was unable to perform the service. The
people of Gloucester require accommodation quite as much
as the people on the north side. An arrangement could be
made, I believe, at no great additional cost, which would
afford accommodation to 10,000 or 12,000 people, who are
nearly all engaged in the fisheries, and would consequently
afford a gcod deal of traffic:

134. Subsidy to line of steamers between
Canada and West Indies and Brazil.........$50.Q000 0

In answer to Sir RiCanRD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Brazilian Govern-

ment have formally granted $50,000 for this subidy. -The
lino will commence to run in the month of May from the St.
Lawrence to Rio Janeiro, touching at St. Thomasand Bahia.
Trips will be made once a month There are three ships in
the line, each of 1,800 tons.

137. Subsidy to line of steamers to run fort-
nightly between France and Quebec, pro-
vided the French Government appropriate
$100,000 for the same service.................... $,0,000 00

In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The French Government
have not yet formnally consented to give the subsidy, but an
intimation has been given, officions rather than officia], that
they will vote this sum ofmoney if we make this vote. We
only ask for this vote on condition that the French Govern-
ment give twice the amount. The line will continue all the
year round. The main Canadian port will be Quebec.

Mr. MILLS. We ought to have bad a statement sbowing
the character of the trade and its extent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I rather fancy it is for
the purpose of initiating a trade than carrying out the
present trade.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. For what length of
time are these subsidies to be granted ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For three years. This
vote is also in nubibus yet. The only information we have
got is that the Government of France would vote twice the
sum we did.

Mr. BLAKE. I apprehend that a contract extending
over a term of years should be sanctioned by the House by
rosolutions and a Bill.

138. Subsidy to line of steamers to run alter-
nately between Liverpool and St. John,
N.B., and Liverpool and Halifax, N.S....... $25,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWR1GHT. Are these steamers
weekly or fortnightly ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Fortnightly-once a month
from St. John, and once a month from Halifax.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) Have any offers been made
yet?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; notice bas been given.
asking for tenders.
July.

The steamers cannot commence before

140. For purchase of life-boats, life-preservers,
and rewards for saving life............... $3,000 00

Mr. ANGLIN. Will the hon. Minister state how thi
money is spent,
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Mr. POPE (Queen's). The report will show that. Of

course the Government always recognize, either by a
testimonial or by a money consideration, the services of
those who save life or property. But this vote is more
particularly for supplying life-boats where they may be
most needed, both on the lakes and on the sea-coast, on con-
dition that the people in the different neighborhoods man
them.

Mr. McCUAIG. The county I represent is surrounded
on one side by Lake Ontario and the Bay of Quinté on the
other, and I myself have witn essed most appalling spectacles
there arising from ship-wrecks on the coast. Last season
I saw several mon belonging 'to two wrecks, perish in
the presence of several hundreds of people standing power-
less on shore to render effectual assistance. The disastrous
loss of life and property last fall, in the vicinity of Concecon
and the Port of Wellington, on Lake Ontario, was brought
under the consideration of the hon. the Minister of Marine
and the Commissioner of Fisheries by Mr. Redmond, the
efficient Fishery Inspector for the County of Prince Ed ward ;
and I am pleased to learn, as a result of that timely and
prompt report of this popular officer, a lifeboat is to be
plaeed, on the opening of navigation, at South Bay Point,
in care of the light-hou-e keeper, for the light-hou.se, now
in course of construction in that vicinity, and 1 have
every hope a lifAboat station will be moved, at the opening,
into Miller's Bay and at the Port of Wellington. In con-
nection with this commendable policy of the Government,
I hope it may be supplemented by an appropriation of
money from which a yearly sum to each of the crew of
this lifeboat shall be awarded, which cannot fail to secure a
proper organization of men living in the vicinity, volunteers
from the.ranks of our hardy fishermen engaged in the fish-
eries surrounding South Bay Point, and officered by men of
their own profession, and of their selection, annually.
Such a policy will be a just recognition by the Government
of the brave and meritorious marine acts of the fishermen
of my native county, in saving valuable lives and property
at the peril of their own, and encourage them in the con-
tinued performance of a noble and praiseworthy duty.

Mr. McCALLUM. I should be glad if the finances of this
country were in a condition to enable us to have an efficient
life-service in this country. My experience is that lifeboats
with voluntary crews are of no use whatever. Such crews
only drown themselves when they attempt to save others.
In the 'United States there is a very efficient service of
life-saving stations, which costs a large anount of money,
and is at the service of vessels of every nationality. I
notice that there is a Bill before Congress this year, to
establish thirty-five additional life-saving stations on the
lake and Atlantic coasts. I trust that the hon. Minister of
Marine and the Govern ment will take this into consideration.

Mr. DAWSON. I have often, within the last few years'
drawn the attention of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries to the advantage that would accrue froin having a
steam tug of some kind stationed at Sault Ste. Marie or
some convenient place. Thete is an immense extent of
inland navigation between Collingwood and Sarnia on
the one side and at the head of Lake Superior, no leïs
than 700 or 800 miles, where we have not a vessel stationed
which we could send out in case of a wreck or any acuident
occurring. I simply draw the attention of the Governmen t
to the matter. For life-saving purposes a tug would be of
great assistance, placed at some convenient station on these
inland lakes, and the Sault Ste. Marie would be a very con-
venient point.

143. Montreal Water Police and River Police, Quebec$35,500 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is objectionable
to have the two items combined. How much is spent on
esch ? The amount of both is about equal to that of former

years, and the division then was $14,000, Montreal, and
$21,000, Quebec.

Mr. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) It is the same to.day. 'The
two items were combined because it saved a great deal of
difficulty in the allotment of expenditure on this service.

Mr. ANGLIN. I protest ag-uinst our paying for the
police in Montreal and Quebec, when Ialifax and St. John
and other ports are not similarly provided with a police
force.

Resolutions ordeied to be reported.

House adjourned at 1:20 o'clock, a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
WEDNESDAY, 9th Mari, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERS.

EXPLORATION OF IIUDSON'S BAY.
Mr. SCHULTZ enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to continue this year their exploration of
ludson's Bay?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid the Govern-
ment will require the services of Professor Bell here this
year; but, if possible, we will endeavor to continue the geo-
logical survey.

LAKE ST. PETER DEBT.

Mr. COURSOL enquired, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to assume the payment of the Lake St. Peter dobt,
as recommended by the Harbor Commissioner-s of Moi-
treal?

Mr. LANG EVIN. Notice was given yesterday by the hon.
Minister of Finance for to-morrow on this subject ; and whon
that motion is discussed by thehlion. Ministor, I do not doubt
he will give such explanations as will prove satisfactory te
the hon. niember.

SUPPLY.
IIouse rgain resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

72. Flour shed, St. John, deep water terminus ..... $8,000 00

In answer to Mr. WELDON,
Mr. POPE (Compton). This is for the purpose of

building a shed on the Intercolonial wharf at St. John, for
the reception of flour. The vote of 8 15,000, on construction
account, I am informed, is to coverN Mir. Shanly's salary and
the expenses cf his office.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman tell the
Committee what Mr. Shanly's functions are ? Is he a
temporary officer, employed to undertake the settlement of
certain accounts ; and if so, what are his functions ? We
do not know his position, the Order in Council appointing
him is not before the Committee, and yet we are asked to
vote the money to pay him and bis friends.

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman knows that the law
provides that there shall be a chief engineer, upón whose
certificate the balances of the settiement may be made.
Mr. Sbanly was appointed Chief Engineer, and is now
engaged in reporting on the several matters brought beoibre
him respecting the Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Has be now charge of the road in its
revenue capacity? Is he not Engineer-in-Chief for the entire
work of the road ?
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Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Then who has charge of the road

as engineer ?
Mr. POPE. Mr. Schreiber.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Schreiber is not down there,

and it is impossible for him to do the work of the road up
here.

Mr. POPE. Mr. Archibald is down there.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Thon Mr. Archibald is Chief

Engineer.
Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Thon what is Mr. Archibald's title ?
Mr. POPE. He is rosident engineer, and the hon.

gentleman had both.
Mr. MACKENZIE. It seems that Mr Shanly is appointed

to do a specific work, and we want to know what that
specific work is. f ift is a portion of bis duties
to do what was done by Mr. Keefer when the
Dominion was defrauded-robbed-of over $100,000 in
consequence of the bungling of the Railway Department,
we want to know it. W e find cases that wore before the
Courts referred to a single arbitrator for decision, and for
anything this House or the country knows, Mr. Frank
Shanly is entrusted with similar powers. Before the hon.
gentleman can ask us for money to pay bis salary, ho ought
t) tell us whatbhe is instructed to do. The Minister is under
the impression that no account couild be settled without the
cortificate ofiMr. Shanly or Mr.-Fleming as Chief Engineer.
The hon. gentleman is mistaken. Mr. Fleming ceased to be
Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway in 1874. Mr.
Sehreiber was Chiof Engineer from that time, and Mr.
Fleming devoted himself to the work of the Pacifie
Railway. We have had no offieer similar to Mr. Shanly,
and before I agree to this vote I want to know what bis
instructions are.

Mr. POPE. I thought I explained to the bon. gentleman
what the duties of Mr. Shanly more. There is one thing
certain, the bon. gentleman is mistaken as to the duties of
the Chief Engineer; nothing could be paid except on bis
certificate, and it was necessary that somebody >hould be
appointed for that purpose. With reference to Mr. Shanly's
qualifications, I do not believe anybody in this House or
the country, except my hon. friend opposite, will say that
Mr. Shanly is not competent to examine and report in the
way the law requires 1 an not ashamed to say that we
appointed Mr. Shanly because we had confidence in bis
ability to do that work.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not say one word against Mr.
Frank Shanly as an engineer or agent. The hon. gentle-
man says nothing could bo paid in settlement of
claims without the certificate of the Chief Engineer.
I would like him to produce the certificate of the Chief'
Engineer in the Oakes-Murray settlement. Here was a
payment of$100.00 made without a certificate of the Chief
Engineer, but s'mply on the order, apparently, of Mr.
Keefor who was sole arbitrator in the matter. I want to
know whether Mr. Shanly is in the same position as Mr.
Keefer occupied then in relation to claims not settled. I
have pointed out one case in which there was no such thing
as a certificate.2

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That case stands in quite1
a different position from the general run of cases whichi
came before Mr. Shanly. The hon. gentleman mustf
remember that in the case ho mentioned, the party
brought an action in the Court of Exchequer and that ine
due eourse it was to be referred to the registrar of that Court.
It was obvious that that officer knew nothing about railwayo
matters, and in the exercise of a wise discretion, Mr. Keefer,t
an experienced erigineer, was appointed instead of thec

Mr. MACKENZLE.

registrar, to go down and report upon the case just as the
latter would have had to do. The hon. gentleman knows
that ail the railway contracts provide that money muq& be
paid on the certificate of the Chief Engineer.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Or the ordinary estimates.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. All the money to be
paid under a contract, must be paid on the certificate of the
Chief Engineer.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Mr. Fleming ceased to be
Chief Engineer and could not certify. &t.'. Schreiber was
appointed Chief Engineer, but as ho knew nothing of what
was done beforehand, ho could not well certify to Mr.
Fleming's work. It was of great importance to have all
these matters settled, and Mr. Shanly was specially
appointed as a person in no way connected with the road
or the contractors, and who had never been on the spot
before in any special capacity, to go down and act in the
capacity of Chief Engineer. My hon. friend asks how could
Mr. Suhreiber be the Chief Engineer of the Inter-
colonial and at the same time be occupied on the
Pacific Railway. Mr. Schreiber is Chief Engineer
of the Intercolonial Railway. That is his permanent
appointment. In consequence of his proved skill in
expediting work, it was deemed by the Government of the
greatest importance that the unfinished portion of the
Canadian Pacific Railway under contract should be super-
intended by him, and ho was sent there pro ten specially
for the purpose of pressing on ail the work under way at
Red River. While absent, Mr. Arichibald filled lis place on
the Intercolonial.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is an explanation never before
given to the publie. It was certainly understood by me,
and I believe by the publie generally, that Mr. Schreiber
was Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifia lRailway since
Mr. Fleming was dismissed or left. I am not able to
ascertain whether he was disrmissed or lef of his own accord.
The hon. gentleman has not correctly stated the position
of the Oakes-Murray matter that was before the Supreme
Court. An interlocutory judgment was given by Chief
Justice Fournier, and ho comrnitted to the registrar the duty
of taking certain evidence. It was the duty of the registrar
to have associates with him to ascertain what evidence was
required, but at this stage of the proceeding the Government
took tho case out of the hands of theregistrar and the Court,
and gave it to Mr. Keefer to decide upon, without taking
evidence at ail from our own engineers. It is remarkable
that in my time as Minister, this very claim was up before
the Government. We had Mr. Fleming's and Mr. Brydge's
report on it, and the very strongest possible reasons were
given against the claims of these contractors. I forget
precisely what amount was coming to them, but it was but
a small trifle at any rate. My present impresion is that
they were overpaid. Mr.Keefer never ealled Mr. Schreilber
or Mr. Fleming, who knew all about the contract, or Mr.
Brydges, who was acting both as Commissioner and General
Superintendent of the road ; and, without the evidence
of any of thse parties, Mr. Keeler awarded
a sum of over $100,000, and the Government
paid it. I look upon the transaction as one of the most
scandalous that has ever taken place witlin my knowledge.
I charge noe corruption against anyone, but simply state it
is an exhibition of incapacity that has no parallel. What I
fear in connection with the new appointient of Mr.
Shanly is, that if entrusted with similar powers, ho would
exorcise similar authority to that exercised by Mr. Keefer
in the case mentioned. Other cases may have been taken
out of the Court; and other cases may have been revived
that were completely settled. Some, I know, that wam
completely settled have been revived, if the newspapers ar
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correct-I do not know whether they are or not. I have
asked for the information but have not got it. Surely it is
most important to know whether the claims for millions
that are made by certain contractors, ure to be decided by
Mr. Shanly, or whether cases that were closed by judicial
or other proceedings are to be re-opened. I am sure the
hon. Minister will see I am asking what is reasonable when
I ask for this information.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman went
out of the range of his discretion, and I think of his duty,
when asking for this information, to use such strong lan-
guage. How could it be a most scandalous thing for us to
appoint an engineer of high standing, of certain honor, and
perfectly disinterested, to examine into and report on a
claim which the hon. gentleman says the registrar would
have had to get an assessor to examine into? The registrar
would have to get such a man as Mr. Shanly to act as assessor,
because the registrar himself knows nothing about such
matters. If there was an error it was simply in not having
gone through the form of appointing Mr. Keefer as assessor.
Mr. Keefer would then have handed his report to the
registrar, who would have handed it to Judge Fournier, who
would have ordered payment to be made. As to Mr. Shanly's
duty, it is easily understood. Mr. Fleming bas ceased to be
Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial; Mr. Schreiber never was
Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial, but ChiefiEngineer of the
works of construction and manager of the road afterwards.
That took up all his time, because there must be an officer
holding the rank and position of Chief Engineer of the
Intercolonial Railway. It was thought that Mr. Shanly,
being a disinterested party, and a competent engineer, in
whom the public had confidence, should be gazetted and
appointed Chief Engineer, in order to enquire into the
contracts and wind them up, just as Mr. Fleming would
have been obliged to do-in fact, to step into Mr. Fleming's
shoes, and give the necessary certificates under which
Government would be authorized to pay the money due.
That is simply the way the matter stands. I am not at all
aware there are any suits in Court, any petitions of right
filed, which have been referred to Mr. Shanly; but I should
not be surprised if that were the case. I do not, however,
believe it is the case. I believe that whenever a party files
a petition of right, he is left to his legal remedy. We
considered in, the. other case that that arrangement
was carried ont, that the assessors found the Dominion
owed so much, and the money was paid. I believe that
Mr. Shanly is simply performing the duty that Mr. Fleming
declined to perform since 1874, inasmuch as he considered
he had ceased to be the Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial
Railway.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I believe the right hon.
gentleman bas not stated the facts exactly. As Iunderstand
them, Mr. Fleming, who was really the Chief Engineer,
had adjudicated upon ail those cases, and acted as he
thought right. But here is a gentleman who knew nothing
of the work, authorized to give certificates that Mr. Fleming,
who knew ail about it, had refused to give.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On the ground that he
was such Chief Engireer.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. But Mr. Fleming had decided the
parties were entitled to nothing, that ail those cases should
be adjudicated upon. With regard to Murray and Oakes,
the First Minister bas not stated the facts correctly. That
case had been brought before the Court, and Judge Fournier
had taken the testimony in the ordinary course and then
committed the case to the registrar to take certain eviden ce.
At that stage of the proceedings, as I understand, the Govern-
ment took the case out of the hands of the Court, and
referred it to Mr. Keefer, and in this they say the decision
of Mr. Keefer is absolutely conclusive and final. The First
Minister, who knows the testimony taken before the
Court, says the registrar is not a railway man. But
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the Judge is not a railway man; ho can call in the aid
of an assessor, however. He had a duty as an officer of the
Court in the matter. But in this case the Court was seizod
of the case which the Judge had a right to determine. Mr.
Keefer was appointed to deal with the case-a gentleman
who bad no responsibility to the Court, being an independent
arbitrator. Be adjudicated upon it without calling in the
aid of the three men who knew all about it. No satisfactory
explanation was ever given of the removal of this case from
the Court, and its reference to a party whose award was to
be final. So SluOO00 was awarded, when Mr. Brydges, Mr.
Fleming, and all the other competent authorities believed
the parties wero not entitled to a cent.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). It is manifestly inconvenient
to have to discuss a matter of this kind over and over
again. .It was discussed last Session, when the claim of
Oakes and Murray was brought up by the hon. inember for
Lambton.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No; there was a sort of intermittent
talk upon it. i had intended to bring it up, but did not.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There was a great deal of
talk on it, and the facts were pretty fully ventilated. The
suit was commenced by a petition of right, and evidence
was taken, including that of Mr. Schreiber, if I recollect
right, and that of Mr. Shanly and other witnesses the
Government thought proper to produce before the Court,
previous to the relerence of the case to Mr. Keefer at all.
After all the evidence was taken, and the question of law,
the right to recover, had been determined by an interlo-
cutary judgment of a Judge of the Supi eme Court, the case
was referred to Mr. Keefer to determine the amount due.
One of the points taken in the discussion of this case in this
House last winter was that the Court had held that the acts
of the late Government and of its leader as Cammissioner of
Public Works at the time, had the effeet of waiving the
requirements of the Statute which required the production
of the certificate of the Chief Engineer before a
party could recover, the Court held it was waived by the
action of the hon. member far Lambton, in directing a new
sirvey. A new survey was ordered. But I agire
that my hon. friend did only what was an act of duty and
common justice to those litigants, irrespective entirely of their
right to recover. The Judge characterized on that occasion
the mode and manner in which employés of the Engineering
Departmenit-I do not refer to the Engineers, Mr. Schrieber
or Mr. Fleming, who had to rely on the r subordinates-
perform their work, and as to the character, nature and quan-
tity of the work done, and stated the reason why he had to
refer the evidence to an expert or to t he Rogistrar of t ho C'urt
was, that these surveys were so totally un reliable it was impou-
sible for him or any officer to determine the quaintity of work
done or the amount due. it will be remembered that the mode
in which the monthly estimates were determined on more
than one occasion was, by the superintending enginieer
rushing up the side of a bill, or jumping up a tree and esti
mating the quantity of work doie by the iumnber or metn on
the rod. That was the character ofthe testimony on which
the Judge held that myhon. friend was perfectly right on
deciding upon a re-survey of the work. I believe it id
undeniable that the best course was adopted in this case.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the M inister of Justice has bardly
put the case as it should have been presented. The p rty in
this case had gone to the Coiurt, which had decided against
him, I believe, on many points, but required evidence to be
takon on some particular point. Under the Exchequer
'Court Act, it is competent totlie Court to appoint any pet-son
as referee; and if the case had been one which, in the view
of the Government and of the contractor, was fit teobe
referred to some person having special and technical
knowledge, an application to the judicial tribunal before
which that case was heard for the appointment of that per.
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son as the referee, instead of the registrar, would, no doubt,
have been heard and acceded to. And the case would still
have boen in the Court and would have been dealt with
according to legal principles; aud the Crown would
have had the security which was intended to be
conferred upon it by the creation of the Exchequer
Court and the giving of the right to try these cases.
But instead of that, the hon. gentlemen, at the request of the
other party-a suspicions thing-arranged an altogether
different plan. They determined to take the matter ont of
a Court of Justice and put it into the hands of an arbitrator
to dispose of, and the result was a verdict of $100,000
against the country. And. hon. gentlemen having begun so
well, went on. Mr. Marsball Wood, who bad a verdict
against him, so far as the case had gone in the Court, was
not satisfied; he applied to the Government to take his case
out of the Court; the Government compliantly agrees;
they refer it to the arbitrators, who award $13,500 against
the country-a verdict which, from my slight study of the
facts, I believe is a wholly preposterous one-and the Gov-
ernment bas to appeal to have the case brought. back to the
Court of Exchequer, and now they are trying to break
down the award of the official arbitrators. This system
of taking the trial of such cases out of a Court of Justice,
constituted for the very purpose of trying them is most
suspicions. It is calculated to lead to the gravest suspicion
of those who take these cases ont of Court, and bring thom
before the arbitrators; and what we had as a beginning last
Session, is now going on in wholesale fashion. Look at
page 95 of the report of the Minister of Railways, and see
the class of cases which Mr. Shanly is called on to settle.
Mr. Fleming was Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial up to
1874, during the whole period of its construction, and prac-
tically for some years afterwards ; at any rate, so far as
these contracts were concorned as number of them were
completed within that period. Then Mr. Schreiber is
appointed to the position -

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). No, no.
Mr. BLAKE. I understand so.
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Mr. Schreiber is Chief

Engineer of Railways in operation.
Mr. O'CONNOR Mr. Schreiber was never appointed

Chiof Engineer of the Intercolonial. H1e has never been
appointed by Order in Council.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not speaking of what he is now.
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). He was never appointed

Chief Engineer.
Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) says h9

appointed him. He, at any rate, was acting as VChief
Engineer of ihe Intercolonial from 1874 out, and he knew
what was done after -Mr. Fleming ceased to be engineer,
and knew when the claims of these arose. If we look at
Appendix A we will find that the claims which Mr. Shanly
is called upon to settle, are claims upon original contracts.
Three of then were upon contracts executed in 1871; and
ten or twelve in b1872, the remainder being in
1869 or 1870. These claims then arose more
than ten years ago; certificates were refused to these
parties obviously becau'e it the Chief Engineer had
certified that anything was due to them the Government
would have paid the amount. The great bulk of the cases
went into the Exchequer Court. Since the discussion began
I have hurriedly marked some of those which by Mr.
Shanly's own report appear to have gone into the Court; I
have marked two, and there were probably many more. I
find that tho claims mentioned in this appendix represent
an aggregate amount of three and a half million dollars,
and almost al of them have been in the hands of the Court
for decision. I notice among them the two Quebec cases
which were under adjudication largely in my own time-I

Mr. B AxE.

mean the case of Bertrand & Co., and that of Berlinguet
& Co. One of these cases was tried at great length, and the
decision arrived at was wholly adverse to the contractors ; and
the parties -to the other cases seeing that it would be wholly
useless to bring it, because, so far as I could judge, the same
principle of decision would be applied in both cases, withdrew
the case after it had been entered in Court. The amount
involved in these cases was sdmewhere between $1,000,000
and 82,000,000, and yet, Sir, one of these very cases has
been referred to the decision of Mr. Shanly for his report-
the one which, though not formally decided, was virtually
decided by the judgment in the other case. It is handed
over to a man who confessedly had no personal knowledge
of the matter as it was going on; ho is brought fresh into
the investigation of a transaction at a period more than ten
years after the completion of the great bulk of the contract-
an investigation free from the difficulty of being obliged to
get the certificate of the engineer who did know, and who
alone could know, the basis of the claim which is brought
forward at this time of day. How is it possible to ascertain
the expenses in connection with cuts or fills or
embankments, when the work bas been completed
more than ten years ? They are entering upon
the region of conjecture and speculation with regard
to the estimation of this work, in order to establish against
this country a claim which was practically settled by the
withdrawal of the other case on account of the decision
which was given. And this is not a machinery to supply a
defect which the contractors were entitled to have supplied,
but to immerse this country in millions of dollars of
expense which the country should not be called upon to
pay.
. Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). There are two points with
regard to which the hon. gentleman bas entirely misappre-
hended the facts. Re says that the Oakes-Murray
case was withdrawn from Court and left to arbitra-
tion. That is not the case. The matter was left
to Mr. Keefer who was practically acquainted with
the work, and fully competent to determine the only point
left by the Court to be determined. It was a question
as to an amount due under a certain state of facts
found by the Court upon competent evidence, and it
was thought unnecessary, after Mr. Keefer had fulfilled the
duties assigned to him by the order of the Court, to incur
the expense of putting the matter back into Court for
further confirmation, after it had really decided the whole
case. It was, therefore, decided that the finding of Mr.
Keefer should ho the finding of the Court. With regard to
other cases, the hon. gentleman is equally under a misap-
prehension.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who is that?
Mr. McDONALD (Picton). Those who are now seeking to

estabhsh claims for work done on the Intercolonial, which
have been referred to by the hon. member for West Durham.
Ifhe will give me the names I will tell him those who have,
so far as I understand it, endeavored to vindicate their right
to recover in a court of justice. I do not say they had
any right, or that they will now be entitled to recover.
My hon. friend was wrong when ho said that Mr. Shanly's
certificate had any more effect than the certificate of any
other engineer. Mr. Shanly bas simply to enquire whether
there is anything due to those people, and if ho finds there
is, ho will say so, and it will be for the department to
determine what shall be done. There will thon be time
enough for the hon. gentlemen opposite to impress upori
the country that there was something wrong, some
desire on the part of the Government to throw away
public money. The time to do this will be when -they f1nd
that the money is thrown away, and when they fnd a single
instance where the Government have improperly, in couse-
quence of any reports of Mr. Shanly, paid out any public
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money that should not have been paid. 1It will be for the
departmont, as it was under the administration of the hon.
gentlemen, to determine, on the report of the Chief
-Engineer, whether they will recognize any claim or not.
If the Chief Engineer says there is no claim, thon the parties
can take their own course. If ho says there is a claim, thon it
will be for the Government and the department to determine
in what form, if any, that claim shall bo disputed or further
investigated. The difficulty is, as I understand it-and I
do not think that my hon.friend will contradiet me-that since
Mr. Fleming ceased to be ChiefEngineer of the Intercolonial
Railway in 1874, down to the time of Mr. Shanly's appoint-
ment, there was no officer qualified by law to give
the certificate required by law, and therefore it was
that the people who claimed, rightly or wrongly-I care
not which-that they had an equitable claim against the
Government for work done, were unaole to get beyond the
threshold of the Court. They were unable to go into an
investigation of the justice of their claim, because the Courts
held that they should first get.a certificate of the Chief
Engineer, and there was no Chief Engineer to give them a
certificate. Mr. Schreiber was not appointed Chief Engineer
ho had no authority to give a cortificate; and, if I am cor-
rectly informed, ho always declined to give such certificate
on the ground that ho had no authority to do so. Mr.
Fleming declined to do it, because ho considered that ho
eeased to be- Chief Engineer in 1874. Urder the circum-
stances the Government proporly, as I still think, in order
to meet the just complaints of those who said they had
claims,determined that a Chief Engineer should be appointed:
a gentleman of high character and qualifications who should
perform the functions of engineer that ought to have been
performed manyyears ago. Now,.I think on both sides the
action of the Government was entirely right. ITam ready, after
reasonable notice, to meet an investigation into this
matter. It is time enough that the department should be
assailed for doing wrong when it is found that they have
done wrong.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman seems to think it will
be quite time for us to speak after tho money is gone. I
think it is botter to speak before it goes, bocause 1 do not
think we shall get it back again once it is gone. The hon.
gentleman says there is a difficulty on account of Mr.
Fleming's appointment to another office, and his ceasing to
hold the office of Chief Engineer. I cannot speak from
personal knowledge, but the hon. member for Lambton
says that Mr. Schrei ber became Chief Engineer of the Inter-
colonial Railway after Mr. Fleming ceased to be such. But
Mr. Fleming ceased to be such in 1874 only, and these
claims, according to Mr. Shanley's report, arose from con-
tracts completed, some in 1870, some in 1871, and some in
1872. They were completed more than two years before
Mr. Fleming ceased to be Chief Engineer. Now, no reason-
able man can suppose that the contractors would wait more
than two years to ask Mr. Fleming for a certificate in order
to get their money. Of course they asked for it beforehand,
the difficulty always is that they are always asking for it
beforehand, and the moment they found that Mr. Fleming
refused to certify for more than ho thought was due-

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). That is an assumption.
Mr. BLAKE. I have no doubt Mr. Fleming discharged

his duty, and that during the two or three years after the
completion of this work and when ho was confessedly Chief
Engineer, ho did not decline to certify except for work
which had not been done.

Mr. MACKENZLE. At any rate Mr. Fleming never did
give an official certificate in some of these cases. I do not
know what the hon. gentleman has been told, but if ho is
going to mtike an imputation against Mr. Fleming that for
two or three years while ho was engineer of the Inter.
oljonial, he declined to deal with those ase gf 1pQb çon,

tractors which came before him, thon let us know it, and let
us deal with that public servant as ho desorvos to be deait
with, severoly, if indeed that was his course. But
I do not believe that was his course. I was Minister
during the time that most of these petitions of right
were brought forward, and I never heard until
to-day that thoro was a difficulty about getting
cor tiicates because there was no person competent to give
them. I know that those contractors complain that Mr.
Fleming or somebody else refused to give them certificates
when they thought they ought to get thom. But their
complaint was of that nature, not of the unture which is
now described. Of course, it would bave been the duty of
those contractors to represent that they wero prevented
from getting certificates which they ought to have got
because there was no person competent to give them. Unor
that state of things it would have been the bounden duty of
the Governmont to crcate an officer in order that
the certificates might bo given whenever they were
due. But until to-day 1 never heard in this
House, or out ofit, as a Miinister or as a member of Parlia-
ment, that this was a difficulty in the case. The difficulty
always presented was, that there was a ditforence of opinion
between the engineer acting for the country and the
contractors acting for theinselves, and the engineer thought
that it was lus duty not to give certificates whichi the con-
tractors thought he ought to give. That difliculty we tried
to solve, but we wcre unable to solve it in niany cases. In
some cases I believe it was held that certain proceedings
which had been taken by the Government ought to enable
the contractors to prosecuto their clam iin the absence of
certificates, but in these cases in which the certificate was a
preliminary essential to getting a claim there was no
complaint that there had been the fault on the part of the
Government in providing an officer. More than ton years
have passed since some of those claims arose, and now we
are asked to set aside the decisions of the Court on the plea
that the contractors could not get certificates because thero
was no officer who was competent to give them, and this
after a fresh man was brought in on purpose to give them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. Since we have gone
iastray from the item under (onsi(lerationi we may as well
have out this discussion. In the first place, the hon. gentle-
man says that he never heard betore that there was a
technical difficulty on account of their being no Engineer-in-
Chief to sign certificates. In that case the hon. gentleman
must have been absent from this louse, because lastSession
the Minister of Railways stated in his place again and again
that that was one of the technical difficulties.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I never heard him say so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The lion. gentleman has

got a short memory, and if ho wiIl bring me the Hansard,
1 will undertake to find whore the Minister of Railways
stated that in bis place. I think the hon. gentleman should
admit that M1r. Fleming, as Chiief Englaeer, ought to know
everything that was done, as long as he held that position,
and therefore that bis certificate was bindirg, so long as it
was given while he Leld that position. Yot the moment ho
ceased to be Chief Engineer ho was post officio, and bis
certificate was of no more value than would be the certificate
of the hon. gentleman himsclf. I say that Mr. Schreiber
never was appointed Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial
under the Statute. The hon. member for Lambton, who
was at the head of the department, asked him to act, and
he did act, i suppose, as Chief Engineer, but ho had no
appointment under the Statute. Unless ho was appointed
according to law his certificate was of no more value than
the certificate of Mr. Fleming after ho resigned, and
could not be received in evidence. Mr. Fleming had
resigned, and therefore his certificte was of no
value. Mr, Schreiber wasi not appQintd, and thore.
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fore bis certificate was of no value. And the contractor was
asking for a certificate, and had a right to get a final certifi-
cate, either to say that there was a balance due him or the
reverse. He never had a certificate ; and the Government
held, in the absence of the certificate of the Chief Engineer,
that that technical objection, no matter what might be the
justice and righteousness of the claim, was fatal to the claim.
This whole proceeding was simply to get rid of the technical
objection, and the appointment-ot Mr. Shanly, by Order in
Council. t> be Chief Engineer, that he might do that
which had not been done before. The hon. gentleman s
argument, if it amounts to anything, is to exact the pound of
flesh, to deelare that this country cannot afford to be honest,
that it must take advantage of all technical objections, and
no matter whether the contiactor might be ruined by not
having money for money's worth on his contract, yet the
Governmont should simply say to the Court, that there
is no certificate of the Chief Engineer, that they wiil not
appoint one, and therefore the contractor cannot receive
what is justly due. That is a dishonest and petty-fogging
way of acting, one unworthy of a nation and of Canada;
and I am quite sure the people of Canada will not
thank hon, gentlemen opposite, or a Government, if they
took advantage of every miserable technical objection in
o:der to cheat contractors. That is the simple argument of
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake). It is always said that a
man has a very bad case if he dare not leave it to arbitration
for settlement. I contend that the principle involved in the
General Board of Works Act and the Railway Act, is that of
arbi tration, and an official court of arbitrators was established.
And why? Because the Legisiature thought, and thought
justly, that the fairest way of deciding between the two
departments and the contractors would be to leave it to a
board of arbitrators, not bound by technical points. Sir,
the hon. gentleman does not venture to say that the
arbitrators appointed-either Mr. Frank Shanly or Mr.
Keefer-were not men that any Governiment might justly
select as arbitrators to decide between contractors and
themselves. They are competent and honest men; engineers
who know the value of work, the cost of construction, and
who bave been in the habit of dealing with contracts. What
can a Government do more fair or honest than to take
honest and competent men to decide between contractors and
the Crown, and not insert technical objections to de-troy the
real, honest or asserted claim of men who, having a full eonfi-
dence in the honesty of the Government, had involved them-
selves and their friends in contracts for large amounts, believ-
ing that they would be treated as one honest man would treat
another honest man, and that technical objections would not
be thrown in their faces in order to ruin them and save, out
of the starving Tieasury of the people of Canada, sums of
money by filching them out of the pockets of contractors.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry the hon. gentleman should
first have grossly misrepresented, as he bas grossly misrep-
resented, what was stated on this side of the House, and
afterwards applied grossly unparliamentary epithets to the
proposal of a member of Parliament. T hon. gentleman
is wholly wrong when he alleges that it was suggested from
this side of the House that advantage should be taken of
what he calls a technicality. Who framed those contracts
for the construction of the Intercolonial Railway? Who
caused to be inserted in the contracts a provision that no
payment should be made unless the party obtained the Chief
Engineer's certificate? -Hos. gentlemen opposite. I say
that clause which is inserted in these contracts is a wise and
wholesome clause.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). It is the law; it is the
Statute.

Mr. BLAKE. What lis?
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). That no money shall be paid

except under the engineer's certificate.
Sir JoRN A. MÀCDONALD.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a clause in these contracts to
that effect.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). The signed contracta were,
framed on the Statute, but if there whs no such clause, the
law says so.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not talking of what would have
happened if there had been no such contracta. The hon.
gentlemen did not con6ne themselves to Exoeutive action
but invited legislative action in the same direction; and both
in the Act of Parliament, and in the contracts, they pro-
vided that contractors should have noe laim except they
could produce the engineer's certificate. It only strengtbens
the case. Then the hon. gentlemen say we should nothave
demarded the certificate of the Chief Engineer. I say we
should have done so. I say it was essential. It is a clause
in ail contracts I know of into which railway companies
have entered, and it is one which is now inserted in all
Government contracts. It is essential to the security of
those who make the contract that they should have this
power in their hands; so that, instead of a stranger who
knows nothing about the work, who does r.ot know what
has been going on, and who has sot seen the reports of
engineers from day to day, and occasionully visited
the work, being called in at the end of ten years
to decide as to payments, an engineer will report, from bis
own knowledge, at theend of the time, or from time to time,
what he deems under the contract is due to the contractors.
If it had been the case that those unhappy contracters had
come into Court and produced the certiticate of Mr. Fleming
dated after 174, and the Crown bad answered that Mr.
Fleming resigned in 1874, and therefore his certificate was
of no use; or if it had been the case that those unhappy
contractors bad corne into Court in 1876-77, and produced
the certificate of Mr. Shanly, the acting engineer of the
Intercolonial, and the Crown had said that the certificate
was of no use, because Mr. Shanly was not appointed under
an Order in Council, and therefore was not technically
ChiefEngineer-then the First Minister's language, strong
though the language was, would be applicable to the course
of the Government, because they would have been taking
advantage of a mere technical question as to the standing
of the party when he was really and substantially Chief
Engi neer.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The Government did that.
Mr. BLAKE. No. They did not take advantage of that

in order to defeat some certificate made by either Mr. Flem-
ing or Mr. Schreiber. It was because neither Mr. Fleming
nor Mr. Schreiber could be brought to give a certificate
to the party that there was no certificate.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). They ought to have been
made to give it.

Mr. BLAKE. In the discharge of their duty they thought
there was nothing due to these mes.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The law does not require
them to say so. Al they have to decide is whether the work
is properly donc, and the Court decides the amount to be
paid.

Mr. BLAKE. I ara speaking of the railway contracta,
which provide that the engineer's certificate is ossential to
success. The Government do not plead that the engineer's
certificate was defective because of some technicality in bis
appointment, but they say: "You have not produced that
substantial preliminary of success, the certificate of the
engineer," and the contractors do not answer: "We cannot
get the certificate, because there is no engineer." I have never
heard such a plea set up until now. Their difficulty was
they could not persuade the engleer to certify the sum
which they said was due. The Courts decided against
some of these claims, and it is now proposed in effeot to
override their decisions, and at this distance of time, when
it is impossible rightly to estimate the value of the claims,
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when the rocollection of the circumstances has largely faded
from the minds of those who might give evidence, probably
saddle this country with the payment of a large sum
of money.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The hon. member for Lambton, in
alluding to the Murray case, stated that the arbitrator to
whom the case was ieferred decided without the evidence
of the Government Engineer. The facts are simply these :
The engineers were all examined before the Judge in the
Court of Exchoquer. The resident engineer was
under examination and cross-examination for three or
four days ; the rod-men under him were examnined ;
Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Fleming, and Mr. Brydg.s, were ail
examined and cross-examined at great length. The evidence
of all these witnesses was taken down by a short-hand
writer, and reported to the Court. It turned out in the
evidence that Mr. Schreiber knew nothing at ail about the
work of construction, but based his report entirely unon the
reports sent from time to time by the resident engineer.
Mr. Brydges acknowledged that his report to the Minister
was based upon the report of Mr. Schreiber, and that h
knew nothing about the work of construction. So that
everything depended on the knowledge of the resident
engineer. When the arbitrator took the matter in hand, he
had all that written evidence before him. But the evidence
of Mr. Grant, as taken down, not being quite-satisfactory, he
examined Mr. Grant again-1 presume he did not think it
necessary to examine the others-and upon ail the evidence
he made his award.

Mr MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman says that Mr.
Schreiber and Mr. Fleming were examined in the Court.
Their evidence was unfavorable to the applicant.

Mr. O'CONNOR. They did not know anything about
it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The fact is, the hon. gentleman was
counsel for these parties, and ho appears to be counsel still.
He ought te remember that hoeis now a Minister of the
Crown and a member of this House.

Some hon. MEMB ERS. Order, order.
Mr. O'CONNOR. The hon. gentleman bas no right to

Iecture me in that style.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, some person must undertake

the duty, and I will do it as pleasantly as possible. Accord-
ing to the han. gentleman's statement, Mr. Grant, the only
witness whose evidence appears to have told in favor of the
contractor, was examined before Mr. Keefer. If the thing
bad been planned from first to last in order to get a
verdict for the contractors, it could not have been (one
better. Now, why was the arbitrator not asked by the
Government to invite both Chief Engineers to give evidence
before him, as both Mr. Fleming and Mr. Schreiber were
intimately acquainted with the work? I am surprised to
hear the bon. gentleman say that Mr. Schreiber knew
nothing about it. I am sure Mr. Schreiber will not say
tbat.

Mr. O'CONNOR. If you read Mr. Schreiber's evidence
yeu will see that he did say that.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I will look at the evidence, but I
know it is not the dase. The hon. First Minister says we
have got up a discussion not germane to the question
before the Committee. I deny that entirely. I fina by one
.oftheretu ns broughtdown yesterday that one, Mr. Girouard,
made a claim of $2,640 for sleepers which were not delivered
at the place where ho was required by his contract to deliver
them. The claim was submitted to arbitratore, who decided by
a vote of two to one againstit, and the Government refused to
pay the claim. This caim isnow sent to Mr. Shanly, and he
reports in favor of paying it. The head of the Government
undertakes--I do not know why-to make a report on the

subjoect, and he says, that becau-e one of the arbitritors says
the claim should be corsidered, and because Mr. Shanly is
of the same opinion, therefore this man should bo paid. The
Governmont never got a dollar of value for that money; not
a sleeper was delivered according to the contract. An hon.
gentleman asks me who this Mr. Girouard is. It is stated
that in the meantime ho became a member of this House,
and that after that the claim was coiisidered and the money
paid. The lion. gentleman says no money could ho paid under
the contract except by the certificate of the Chief Engineer.
Can the hon. gentleman point out a single case whero any
person was not paid bocause there was no certificate ? Every
contractor was paid punctually upon the certiticate of the
engineer, and the engineer pnnctually gave a certificate if
anything was due. But in this case not only was there
nothing due, but there was sonething overpaid, and there-
fore, iL was impossible to give a certificate. There was
nothing to certify to. In the Starr case my impression is
it was settled but reopened again by Mir. Shanly. If that, is
the case, it is another Girouard case, and equally indefen-
sible in this House.

Mr. O'CONNOR. The statement that i was cotnsel in
the case is true, but immodiately ont entering the Gover'n-
ment i gave the parties notice that I could not attend to
their case any further. I have had notlhing to do with it
since.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not say the hon. gentleman
was counsel after ho becamo a member of the G-overnment.
I said that by his warmth he seemed to be now acting on
their behalf.

Mr. McCARTHIY. The hon. Secretary of State bas
stated in his place these reports made by the engineer, Mr.
Sehreiber and by Mr. Brydges, wre made on the state-
ments of the resident engineei, and that the only knowledge
they had was that communicated to them by the resident
engineer. I understand the late Minister of Public
Works to say that is not, and cannot bo so. If
the hon. gentleman will look at the judgment of
Judge Fournier, bef're whom this case was tried in the
lExchequer Court, he wili find that the statement of the
hon. Seeretary of State is strictly accur ate. le will find in
that judgement a statement of the kind of survey, estimate
or examiniation, that was made by Mr. Grant, residernt
engineer; ho will find it was upon that very inefficient
survey and on that alone that Mir. Stchreibeir made his report,
and upon his report Mr. Brydges reported to the olin.
Minister of Publie Works. It is apparent, therefo:e, that
the whole foundation otfthe judgment depended on this
original examination made ou the ground-and Mr.. Grant
excules himself for having made it so imlerfectly-
of want of time, and the lack of' ability of» another
gentleman who assisted him. It is, therefore, elear the state-
ment of the hon. Secretary of State is correct, and that to
have refused these gentlemen a new survey would have been
to deprive them of what was ju-tly due them. The hon.
member for Lambton has, at groat length, dwelt on the
impropriety of the appointment of Mr. Fran k Shanly. What
are the facts with regard to tiat ? Mr. Fleming ceased to
be Enginer-in-Chief in 1874; from the moment ho ceased to
be Engineer-in-Chief hie had no power to give the certificate,
and without it the contractors could not recoer their claims.
If Mr. Schr.eiber was never appointed engineer by the late
Government, it is for them to explain why there was no
officer in a position to give the contractors a statement, not
as to the amount due, but as to whether the work was ceon-
pleted or not. Mr. Fleming said hoe could not give that
statement.

Mr. MACKENZIE. le never said anything of the kind.
Mr. McCARIITHY. I am informed that ho did, and he

gave the reason I have given for saying so. At all events
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if he did not, the result was the same, for he had no power
te give such a statement. Mr. Schreiber was never properly
appointed te the position, so that these contractors having
claims against the department were prevented from
prosecuting their claims by this plea, which was placed on
record in the Murray case : "You cannot go into Court
because you have not the certificate of the- engineer, and
there is no engineer to give the certificate."

Mr. MACKENZIE. My hon. friend is mistaken. They
were not deterrel from going to Court. They were in
Court, but the Government would not lot them stay there.

Mr. McCARTHY. The Murray case was in the Court,
but the others were not. It was in the Murray case that
the plea was set up that, as no certificate was given, it was
useless for the contractors to sue. The people do not want
on such ground to turn a man out of Court. They are
willing to do what is right and honest, and even at this late
day are willing a person should be appointed-who ought
to have been appointed when hon. gentlemen opposite were
in office-to discharge the duty, under the Intercolonial Act,
of giving the necessary certificate to enable those claims to
be settled.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Every certificate was paid promptly
by the Government during the five years of our Administra-
tion; no man went a day without payment for want of a
certificate, and no case was kept ont of Court on that ground.
Such a contention is a more quibble to cover the retreat of
hon. gentlemen opposite when they found themselves in a
false position. Let them point to a single case in which
any man was-refused money due.

Sir JOHNT A. MACDONALD. The Murray case.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The money was not due.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). 1 will point to a case of a
most grave character, that of a Mr. Joues and his partner,
whose name I forget. The engineer gave a certificate that
Mr. Jones was entitled to receive a certain sum. He
thought the amount was not sufficient. My hon. friend
opposite (Mr. Mackenzie) would not pay him unless he
accepted it in full of account. Mr. Jones commenced, by
petition of right, an action in the Court of Exchequer.
Tho Chief Justice of the Supreme Court attended in Halifax
to try the case. Mr. Bell, counsel for the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, represented the Government as senior
counsel. In4tead of going into the whole case,
such evidence was only taken as brought out the
fact that no final certificate of the Engineer-in-
Chief had been given. The plaintiff was consequently
non-suited, and the non-suit was confirmed. He never
got a dollar of money except by lavor of the Government
which agreed subsequently to give him what they had
before, through their Commissioners, admitted ho was on-
titled to receive; but he nover had an opportunity to this
day of determining, as he ought to have had, whether or not
ho was entitled to receive more than the Government
offered him. This is a case in which I know, from personal
investigation, a very serious and gross injustice was doue to
a very estimable and able contractor. He could not get
beyond the threshold of a Court of Justice, even to enquire
whether there was an amount due to him or not, because ho
was debarred by this clause which I will read to my hon.
friend who should not persist in asserting facts, which
I an quite sure he would not assert if ho believed
them to ho incorrect, but which manifostly are in-
correct. The clause is this: "No money shall ho
paid to any contractor"-and that is in the Statute
with reference to the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway-" until the Chief Engineer shall have certified
that the work for and on account of which sum shall ho
claimed has been duly executed, and until the said certificate

as been approved by the Commissionor." Unçder this Act
Mr, MC ART1Y.

it was necessary that the certificate of the engineer should
be given and be approved by the Commissioners-a certi-
ficato not of the amount due but simply of the fact that the
work was done. Then every subjoct of the realmn could
enter the Supreme Court. and by the aid of the law, ascer-
tain whether the engineer who had calculated his work and
the Commissioner who had affirmed it, made a proper calcu.
lation or not. I ask my hon. friend whether that is not
common justice and common sense, and whether it
would not be a violation of every principle of law
as well as justice if it were otherwise. Of course,
if a man makes a contract, as is often done, such
as the momber for West Durham referred to, that he shall
be bound by the certificate of an engineer or of another
party, ho bas a perfect right to do so, and has no reason to
complain if lie ho prejudiced by that contract. But wýhen
the law says that the engineer shall give a cortificate
whether bis work be done or not, and the engincer refuses
to gi. e it, and thus prevents the contractor going into Court,
I wonder whether my hon. friend, if the case were left to
hin, as an arbitrator, would not say that such a condition
of thiugs was totally indefensible, and worked gross injury
and injustice to the party who had a right to an investigation
of the claim. The First Minister is entirely right-that
when Mr. Fleming declined, as I know he did, to give
absolutely any certificate as Chief Engineer afier 1874,
considering ho had retired fron that office-1 neud not tell
the members for West Durham and Lambton that, no
matter who appointed Mr. Schreiber, bis appointment was
not in the manner prescribed by the Stgtute, his certificate
in a court of justice could not be received as evidence, but
would have been utterly useless.

Mr. MAcDONNELL (Inverness). I wish to asik if, the
Government could not have waived the nocessity of acting
upon the certificate of the engineer, and gone on with the
case ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Hal we done so, wo should
have bad the bon. gontlermen opposite bowling at us for
corruption. I thank the bon. gentleman for his suggestion,
and hope ho -will induce bis political friends in-Opposition
to favor our waiving the certificate of the Chief Engineer
whon it is thought injustice has been done the applicant.

Mr. MAcDONNELL. I mean-could the Government
not waive the matter of the irregularity of the appointment
of the Chief Engineer, and if they would not give up such
a power against the Government on that simple waiver, in
order to bring the case to the regular Court, what would
they now give up as against the Government for going
further.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictoa). The hon. membor for
Inverness is turning a very sharp corner. He says, in effect,
it would not do to waive the certificate, but we could go
round the corner and waive the fact that there was no
engineer to give the certificate. This is quite as logical
and consistent a view as those we have heard from the Oppo-
sition side ail the afternoon. Every lawyer knows that no
Judge would admit ovidence unless we adopted the suggestion
of the hon. member for Inverness, and authorize the Court
to waive the cortificate. I do not propose to run that risk.
The remedy we are seeking to apply, by the àppointment
of Mr. Shanly, is not to give power to the arbitrator to pay
any money, but to say whether the work bas been done,
and, if done, whether anything is due or not.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The Minister of Justice bas chosen
a very unfortunato instance in order to prove his point. Be
says those parties were refused a certificate. But why?
Because they refused to give a roceipt.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I said so.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The Commissioners, before I acceded

to ofie at all, had acted upon that principle of having a
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complete settlement, and they required, in giving a final
certificate, a receipt.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). On that point of policy I do
nlot say a word. The hon. gentleman had a right to demand
of a party to whom he paid, say 4,000, due by the Govern-
ment, a receipt in full. That is not the point. My
point is that Jones was non-suited, and could not go into
Court, because ho could not get a certificate at all. It is
admitted he did his work, finished his contract. The
Commissioner admits there was something due him, but
because he could not produce a certificate to that effect ho
was non-suited.

Mr. MACKENZIE.' The lion. gentleman says in one
breath that the claimant could not enter the Court, and in
the next, that ho was non-suited. That is a very remark-
able statement. The parties could have produced
the certificate of all the payments they obtained,
had they chosen to call for them. On the question of the
last certificate the evidence could have beon given in Court,
if called for, that the Government offered to pay them a
certain amount. The non-suiting was not in connoction
with the certificate at all, but was based upon other grounds.

Mr. McDONAfLD (Pictou). I assure the hon. gentleman
it was-I know it.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think we have to enquire here not
merely whether the Government have any right to cheat or
defraud any gentleman who beld a contract on the Interco-
lonial, but whether they have any right to cheat or defraud
tlhe people, in order to award Fuch friends ot theirs as have
contracts on that road, the most unjust, unfounded and
unwarrantable claims arising out of such contracts. The
effort of hon. gentlemen on the Ministerial side, is to create
the impression that the payment of this extraordinary claim
was refused only because there was no Chief Engineer to
certify it. Let them nane a single instance in which Mr.
Fleming refused to any of those contractors, in the proper
time, a certificate of his case because he had ceased to be
Chief Engineer. The majority of the claims arose before ho
ceased to be Chief Engineer, one, two or three years before.
Is it to be supposcd the Government should have retained
a gentleman perpetually in office as Chief Engineer until all
sach claims were settled ? How long should they have
retained him for this purpose ? Periodical reports were
made to the Government in all those cases, the kind and
quantity of work donc was reported from time to time-
though not with strict accuracy, perhaps-and final surveys
were made. The report of the Chief Engineer upon those
returns has, to a certain extent, and almost within
the meaning of the Act, been a certificate as to
the amount of work to be donc. In nearly all those
cases the claims are not for work done within
the specifications of the contract, bat for extras,
for work d5no in addition to what was supposed to be the
original amount of the contract. In these cases the
engineer cannot have certified to the amount which the
parties were entitled to receive, olse no doubt every cent of
that amount would have been paid. The Chief Engineer,
after those men began to press their claims, refused to give
them such a certificate as they would accept; they would
not accept as payment in full the amount ho allowed, and
now, after the lapse of eight or ten years, we have another
gentleman appointed to go over the work and settle the
claims, after the-embaakments have shrunk, after the
whole face and character of the work has changed. We
have seen, from the case mentioned by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), how ready that gentleman is to
certify that the claims are well founded, which on
their face have no foundation in the contract.
What object is this investigation intended to serve?
Nothing has been said to justify i any way the conduct of
the Goverurgent in taking the Murray-Oakes case out of

Court. The Judge of the Court had in his bande the power
of dotermining the value of evidence submitted to him ; bis
judgment was to be affected entirely by the value of that
evidence, and the country will not believe that there are
even the features of probability in the statement that the
case should be taken out of Court and placed in the hands
of an arbitrator. The country vill not condemn the action
of the Government on the technical ground that these
gentlemen applied for a cortiticate which was refused, and
that the matter should be reopened on that ground
ton years after the work was done. The matter
stands fairly and fully before the public that Oakes and
Murray got $100,000 which Mr. Fleming refused to
give them, and which they were not entitled to receive.
If the Government had brought down the return bearing
upon this subject, for which I moved some weeks ago, we
should bo in a botter position to discuss the natter; and I
foar that when it is brought down, it will show that there
are a great many cases just as bad as those which have been
referred to.

Mr. PLUMB. With regard to the Oakes-Murray case I
have a short letter, which, as it is important iii its relation
to the matter under discussion, the flouse will, perhaps,
permit me to read. The hon. member for Lambton begun
bis violent attaek upon the Government by referring to the
Oakes-Murray case; the hon. member who bas just sat
down referred to it, and it has been stated that it was
shameful and infamous to refer the matter to Mr. Keefer.
In fact, it bas beon treated as if it waq a scandalous
proceeding and a disgrace to any Government. Mr. A. F.
Mclntyire, a political friend of hon. gentlemen opposite, was
the counsel for the Crown in that case, and 1 wili read a
letter which was sent to him by Mr. Lash, the Deputy
Minister of Justice, and Mr. Mclntyre's reply

"SMurray vs. the Queen.
"DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICM,

"OTTÂwA, 15th April, 1879.
SiR,-I find it laid down in Morse, on Arbitration and Award, that

an agreement simply that the award shall be final and conclusive, is
powerless to take away the right to assail its validity in the ordinary
way and upon the ordinary grouud. The awards are commonly used to
express the intention of the parties to be bouind by the award, but they
are not of greater force. The submission in this case contains the usual
clause that tbe award i to be final and nothing more ; therefore, the
case comes within the rule above defined. As you acted as counsel for
the Crown in the case, and are familiar with the proceedings before the
Arbitrator and the evidence, I have the honor to request your opinion
upon the award, and whetber it could be successfully moved against.

"I am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

(Signed) "Z. A. [As«,

" A. F. MCINTYaE, Esq , Ottawa." 1 L'eputy Minioier ol Justiée."

Mr. MeIntyre, wbo was legal solicitor to the Gover nment of
the hon. member for Lambton, replies as follows:-

aurray vs. Regina.
"OTTAWA, 26th April, 1879.

"DIAR Sz,-In reply to your letter reque&ting my opinion upon hie
award of Mr. Samuel Keeper in this matter, and whether it could be
successfully moved against, I beg to say that, without considering any
technfcal difficulties in consequence of the matter referred being a claim
against Ber Majesty, but considering the award as if it had been in the
case of a claim between a subject and a subject, I am of opinion that any
application to set aside the award would be unsuccessful. The proceed-
ings before the arbitrator were regularly conducted, the award regularly
made, and the evidence before him, iu my opinion, fully warranted, bis
finding.

" I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Yours very truly,

"A. F. MoInr.
"Z. A. Lisa, Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa."

Mr. ANGLIN. That was all the evidence produced, but
the most important evidence was not put before the arbi-
trator at ail.

Mr. PLUMB. Why did not M. McIntyre produce it?
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Mr. ANGLIN. I do not know whether he was permitted gentleman, or any other man living, to make such

to do so. A solicitor conducting a case lias to be guided by an insinuation; particularly when my hon. friend from
the wishes of his clients for the time being, and the Govern- Lambton will recollect that in the discussion two
ment were bis clients at the time. Then he chose to put years ago I stated before this louse that being counsel for
in Mr. Fleming's evidence, but the evidence Mr. Fleming one of these people before I came into the Government I
gave before the Court was not such evidence as the arbi- declined to take part in the investigation. Ali the advice
trator ought to have been satisfied with regarding matters given to the department was given by my able friend Mr.
of detail, concerning quantity, measurement, &c. The evi- Lash, Deputy Minister of Justice. All the legal control was
dence of Mr. Schreiber before the Court ought not to have exercised by him; the counsel, Mr. MeIntyre, whose letter
been sufficient-even for decency's sake, even for appear- was just read, was appointed by my hon. friend for Lambton,
ance, even ostensibly to protect the hon. gentlemen on the and had charge of this case when I came into the depart-
other side fi om the imputation of having used this machin- ment. Instead of renoving him I told him to go on and
ery for the purpose of putting a large sum of money into finish the work he had undertaken ; and I presume a man in
the pockets of their political friends, and of gentlemen who whom my hon. friend had confidence enough to entrust him
have been the clients of some of them. Then, Sir, that was with this case, would be equally as honest while doing it
not ail the evidence. It may be, according to Mr. McIntyre's for this Government as for the former Govirnment.
statement, that the matter was investigated fairly, that theI
arbitrator heard all the evidence fairly, and that Mr. MACENZ[E. I do not think the hon. gentleman
the decision was correct. But we complain with was warranted imi speaking with so much warmth. As I
regard to the arbitration, in the first place that understood my hon. friend for Gloucester, he said that it
it never should have been referred to arbitration at ail would have been better for the Government themselves,
that it should not have been taken out of the hands of considering that some of them were counsel for these
the Court established specially for the purpose of determin- parties, that such a course should have been adopted as
ing just such cases, and that after having been taken out of would have shwn that the Government exercised no
the hands of the Court and submitted to an arbitrator pressure in the matter.
appointed by the Government, we contend that all the Mr. BOWELL. H1e said they took the action in order
evidence bearing upon the case, and all the witnesses who that they might put money into their own pockets.
could give any evidenco that would guide the arbitrator i Mr. MACKENZIE. I did not hear that. At al] events,comingto a fair and equitable decision, should have been I am giving my recollection of what he said as well as I
called, and their evidence submitted to him, and that was can. The hon. gentleman refers to the vote-which I
not done in this case. 0opo-ed, and, therefore, did not consider a vote-which

Mr. McDONA LD (Pictoul). I have only one observation affixed, as he says, a foui stain upon the hon. member for
to make upon the speech delivered by the hon. gentleman Gtoucester. I would bo sorry, indeed, to consider that any
who has just sat down. Some persons, as you nay have vote a majority in this House might pass upon one of their
observed, are very often nothing if they are not insolent or opponents, could be considered in that light. The hon,
impertinent, and there is no man to whom that observation gentleman also said that he was surprised the hon. member
applies with more truth than to the bon. gentleman from for Gloucester and his friends did not wipe out that stain
Gloucester 'Mr. Anglin). He bas taken the liberty to whon they had the power. If it was a stain at ail, which I
insinuate that because 1, a member of the Government, deny, I think it was sufficiently wiped out when my hon.
happened to be the counsel of one of those parties, ante- friend was elocted Speaker of the ltst Parliament by accla-
codent to my entering the Government, that would operate mation. I could not imagine anything more conclusive than
upon my mind in discussing this question. Ail I have got that election in favor of the character and reputation of my
to say is, that the insinuation, the conception of such an bon. friend. I desire to say one word to the hon. the First
idea, is entirely worthy of the hou. gentleman's mind, Minister. In a letter of bis which I find in this return, ho
entirely worthy of his character as it is understood and says: "That, as one of the arbitrators decided in favor of
known in this country. If I thought that any such Mr. Girouard being paid forthe sleepers, Mr. Shanly agreed
insinuation could be believed of me anywbere, I do that he should bo paid." IL happons that no such transac-
not know of any man in this country from tion took place. I have the papers bore. There is a
whom I should roceive it with more contempt decision of the Chairman of the Board of Arbitrators, Mr.
than from the hon. gentleman himself. An lion. gentleman Cowan, against Mr. Girouard's claim, but there is no decision
who endeavors to impeach the honor of another in this in favor of his claim from anybody. The bon. gentleman
Ilouse onght to come with a better record than the hon. was entirely wrong in his version of the facts.
member for Gloucester. When I stand in this House con- Sir JOHN A.MACDONALD. This is an instance of the
victed by the representatives of the people of this country inconvenience of aving this matter sprung upon u c o this
as a foui slanderer and liar, thon I can understand being incnvenen ofhavig th sa er prung uponit
impeached. I can understand an insinuation coming froir way. The hon. member knows perfectly wel, and i
anybody, but certainly not from the man thus characterized remember it was my view of the case, that an injustice hada been ob n officer of the railway in order te cover bis
by the assembled representatives of the people. Not only bendoue by anofieofterlwymrdrocvrhs
does he stand to-day before tbe people of the Dominion of own error i this case. That is my opinion. E owever, I
Qanada thus branded, but ho never dared, with a majority wiil look over the papers, and I wil be glad Vo dicu ss the
at his back, who were willing to sustain him in more ways question with the hon, gentlemen when we cone to the
than one, to ask even that majority of bis friends to wipe railway estimates.
out the fouil stain which is so recorded as the opinion of the Mr. ANGLIN. Since the firt Session of the present
people of Canada of that bon. gentleman. The hon. gentle- Parliament I believe that we have listened to nothing so
man said that these people were political friends of ours. violent, so unparliamentary, se coarse, or so unprovoked, as
Ail I can say is that if any member of that firm is a political the language used by the Minister of Justice. I did not call
friend of any member of this party, I am not aware of the the hon. gentleman to order, because I do not at ail care
fact. On the contrary, I know that they were the strongest what ho says of me. His position and mine in the country
political opponents of our friends in Nova Scotia at that are both pretty well understood, and let me say that what
date, and 1 suppose they retain the same opinion still. I he regards as a inalicious, foul and false libel,- is
do not intend to follow up this discussion, but I will not sit one of the things which I am most proud of. I
in my seat, here or elsewhere, and allow that hon. may say that I was the author of that . article, and

Mr. PLUMB.
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I only regret that the whole article did not appear
in the journals. In that article I anticipated the
verdict of this whole country by a few weeks;
and instead of my being relegated to obscurity and
banished from the House as a foul and false slanderer
I think the hon. gentleman himself disappeared a few weeks
afterwards; and the people of Nova Scotia said of him
very much like what he said of the writer of that article,
only in another way. Still, I think it is as well to let by
goneS be by-gones. I am not ashamed of anything I have
said inside or outside of this Hiouse. At present we are
sreaking of another matter altogether, and I did not
insinuate that the members of the Government attempted
or desired to put any portion of this money into their
pockets. What I did say was that even out of regard to
their own reputation, some of them having been engaged
as counsel in this case, they should, if they decided to take
the case out of the competence of the Court, have taken
particular care that every tittle of evidence bearing on the
case was submitted to the arbitrator. I do not think there
was anything in that to provoke such a display of wrath
and indignation and wild fury as that which we have
witnessed. The fact that it roused the hon. gentleman to
such a pitch of fury will, perhaps, be regarded as evidence
sufficient to warrant strong suspicions. Allow me to say
that, although ho bas washed his hands of the case, iumor
says that his law partner continued to be the agent or
counsel for some of the parties. Tuhe fact that be so far
forgot his position as Minister of Justice and as a member of
this Houseyis evidence that he must have been touched very
severely.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What course do the
Government propose to take in regard to the cases referred
to Mr. Shanly ? If he reports in favor of any of them, do
they propose to pay ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government reserve
to themselves full right to dissent from Mr. Shanly's deci-
sion.

Mr. BLAKE. Is there any appropriation in these items
which is applicable to any sum of money awarded by Mr.
Shanly?

Sir JOHN A. MACP1ONA LD. No.
Mr. BLAKE. Then it is not intended to pay any awards

before next Session ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are no mearis voted

to pay, and after this conversation I take it there can be no
warrant.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have witnessed cases in which
money bas been paid on Mr. Shanly's recommendation
already. Mr. Girouard's claim was paid by special war-
rant.

Mr. BLAKE. But my hon. frjend will see that
that is exceptional. Mr. Girouard is a memuber of Parlia-
ment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that very fact
might induce the hon. gentleman to wait for a full discussion
of the matter.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is the intention of the Govern-
ment with regard to the capital account on the Intercolonial
Railway? I think the cost of these flour sheds, elevators
and similar works, after the completion of the railway,
should be charged not to capital, but to revenue.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Government have not so
regarded them. We have thought it fair to charge the cost
of wharves and important stations, buildings, for instane,
to capital.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am very sorry that is the decision
of the Government, because we shall never know what the
railway earns or costs. I think the ground the late Govern-
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r ment took was the correct ground, that after the road was
fairly finished for business, oveything should be charged to

; revenue. I think it is a great niistake to be accumulating
the debt of the country in this indite t manner, and in

, opposition, in my opinion, to all sound principle.

73. Construction of wharf and elevator, Halifax
terminus.. ........ ........ ........ ... ....... $ 3*,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the amount
required for wharfage, and what for the elevator, and what
is the purpose sought to be attained by this vote?

Mr. POPE (Compton). The object of this vote is to
induce, if possible, the shipping of grain from fHalifa.. The
amount for the elevator, which will have 250,000 bushels
capacity, is estimated at 20 cents a bushel or $50,000; the
foundation for the elevator is estimated to cost $10,000, and
the wbarf $70,000, or a total of $130,ý 00. My hon. friend
will admit that, so far as this item is concerned, il. ought to
be charged to capital account. The elevator is really noces-
sary to develop the grain shipment trade of Halifax. The
experiment as made this year in shipping grain from that
port was not on a scale sufficient to establish what the result
will be. Owing to the improvement in distance and the
decrease in expenditure of running the road, we are confident
that next year it will pay expenses. Tho development of
this trade is of the utmost importance.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What are the results of the experi-
ment of last year ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). As far as it went it was a
success. It was not carried on extensively because the
season was not propitious on account of the heavy snows.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Can the hon. gentleman tell us the
amount of' expenditure and other items ? What did each
train cost ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). In itself the freight would not
amount to very much, but it is of the utmost importance we
should get all the traffi, we can. We are obliged to have
the engines and extra freight can bo drawn at a low rate.
We must reach out in every direction for trade, and tiis is
one among others.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the freight
pet bushel ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). Thirty cents por quarter.
Mr. ANGLIN. There is no doubt we should do every-

thing in our power to prourA freight for the intercol,nial,
and we ought to use the Intereolonial in such a way as to
promote the trade of our frontier ports, and eneourage trado
through Halifax. People may fii it difficult in the infaney
of trade to make all the necessary provisions to stait an
enterprise, but the Government in such case-, may take up
the project if they can satisty the people there is a fuir
prospect of success. I trust that next year the hon. Minister
will be able to congratulate the House on the success of the
speculation, ard should it prove successful, the people of St.
John will expect like treatment.

Resolution 72, ordered to be reported.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 18) to amend the Act incorporating the Souris

and Rocky Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
Bill (1. 41) to incorporate the Hull Mines Railway

Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)
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BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 87) respecting Naturalization and Aliens
(from the Senate).- (Mr. Langevin.)

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF TilE DOMINION.

Mr. IVES moved the third readin of Bill (No. 32) to
incorporate the Credit Foncier of the ominion of Canada.

Mr. McCUAIG moved in amendment :-
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but be referred back to the

Committee of the Whole with instructions to strike out from clause 60
the words: '' Except in the provinces and territories west of the Province
of Ontario, where interest at the rate of 7 per cent. may be charged ;" and
from sub-section 3 of the 61st clause, the words " Except in the provinces
and territories west of the Province of Ontario, where it shall not exceed
7 per cent. per annum in all."

He said: I cannot see why the rate of 6 per cent. sbould be
limited to the older Provinces, including Quebec and
Ontario, and 7 per cent. charged in the North-West
Territory. I think the people of th~ose Territories are not as
able as the people of Quebec and Ontario, to pay even 6 per
cent., and ldo not sce why an exception should be made to
their injury. I am afraid if 7 per cent. be allowed, and the
probabilities are, that large sums will be taken from the
older Provinces and invested in wild lands in the North-
West, whieh the Bill permits. Thus large blocks of land
would be taken up and held for years, as -were the lands of
the Canada Company in Ontario, in a manner injurious to
the country.

Mr. IVES. The Bill fixes the rate of interest at 6 per
cent. in the older Provinces of the Dominion. The Com-
mittee amended the original Bill by making a distinction
as regards the region west of Ontario, for this reason:
Several members had said, and more particularly the
representatives of those western Provinces, tbat there was
a very great fear that if any less rate than 7 per cent. were
fixed, those Provinces would not be able to receive the
advantage of the measure, because it is well known that
loans in this new country must be attended with much
larger risks than loans in the oider Piovinces, and the
expenses of management and valuation must also be much
larger than those in the older Provinces ; that, in fact, if
the Bill passed amended, as proposed by the member for
Prince Edward County, the result would be that the newer
Provinces would not receive the benefits of the measure at
all. I have been ,nformed by the member for Provencher
(Mr. Royal) that the lowest rate charged in Manitoba upon-
the very best of real estate is 9 per cent., whereas the rate
fixed by the Bill is but 7 per cent. I fear there will b very
little money invested by this company in Manitoba or the
North-West Territories, unIess the clause, as amended by
tbeCommittee, be passed. I had supposed, from the remarks
of the mover of this amendment, last Session, in the discus-
sion of Mr. Orton's Bilh, that he was very much in favor of
cheap money and eheap interest; but [ was surprised to
find him strenuously opposing this Bill all through its
stages. It looks very much as if the present amendment
were directed with the object of preventing the investment
of capital in the North-West Territory. As to the fear of
the company acquiring large amounts of land in the North-
West, it is irnpracticable. They cannot hold lands except
for the purpose of their offices-they can hold only a limited
amount in any place. The House will do well not to accept
this amendment.

Mr. BUNSTER. Will this extra one per cent. for the
North-West cover the exchange between the easteru and
western Provinces ? I presume that is its intention.

Mr. IVES. The total cost under the Bill to the pjrson
borrowing in British Columbia would be 7 per cent,

Mr. ANGLIN.

and the company would be obliged to pay their own
exchange.

Amendment negatived on division.
Mr. COURSOL moved in amendment
That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be read the

third time this day six months.

He said : When this Bill was discussed in Committee
1- urged that it was an unconstitutional measure, inas-
much as it encroaehed upon the powers of the Local
Legislature, and I quoted from the speech of Lord
Carnarvon in the House of Lords, and oited the opinion of
Chief Justice Dorion in support of that view. 1 am con-
vinced that although this Bill may pass, the day will corne
when the protection which I have endeavored to invoke in
behalf of the Provincial Legislature will be recognised. I
wish to read the words of the -British 1North America Act,
which bears upon this question. Speaking of the powers to
be exercised by the Local Legislatures, it says :

" In each Province the Legis'ature may exclusively make laws in rela-
tion to matters coming within the classes of subjects next hereinafter
enumerated, that is to say: • • •

11. The incorporation of companies with provincial objects.
12. The solenirization of marriage in the Province.

"13. Property and civil rights in the Province."

It will not, I think, be contended for a moment that there is
nothing in this Bill affecting proporty and civil rights, and
it is equally clear that matters of that kind come within the
powers of the Local Legislatures. The very name of the
Bill indicates that it is based on mortgages, and those
mortgages will, of course, be upon lands in the
different Provinces. To me it is perfectly clear
that the Bill interferes with the rights of the Provinces ;
indeed, I have not heard anything advanced in the debate
in the direction of proving that this is not the case. I may
say en passant that I am moved by no feeling of hostility to
the measure; on the contrary, I bave stated that I regard
with pleasure the multiplication of these landed companies,
as they will prove of benefit to the people. But as a member
of this House I am bound, to the best of my ability, to act
as a guardian of those powers which the Confederation Act
conferred upon the respective legislative bodies of this
Dominion. I know that no longer ago than yesterday it was
stated in a Court of Justice by a gentleman whose reputation
as a barrister, statesman and orator is known all over this
land, that the powers of the Local Legislatures were very
small. That may be, but whatever those powers may be-
whether they are small or great-it is our duty to respect
then. The granting of these powers was one of
the purposes of the Confederation Act; and what
would be the use of conferring those powers if they are not
to be exercised, if they are to be interfered with on every
occasion; any legislation which is passed contrary to the
provisions of the Imperial Act, either by this Parliament
or by any of the Local Legislatures can have no form or
effect, and is liable to be annulled. As there are some hon.
gentlemen present who were not in the louse when the
Bill was- discussed in Committee, I shail read again an
extract from the judgment of Sir A. A. Dorion upon a case
relating to the liquidation of a building company:

I The judgment has been rendered and the appeal taken since
the passing of these two Statutes, and since the proceedings ofthe society
t,) wind up their affairs have been ratihled by the Quebec Legislature.
We cannot agree with the Court below that the Dominion Parliament
had the right to pass the Act 24 Vict., Chap. 48. This Act is not in the
nature of an insolvency law, for it is inten ded to apply to all building
societies, whether solvent or not. .It is, therefore, essentially an Act
affecting civil rights, which, under the provisions of the British North
America Act, 1867, comes within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Local
or ProvincialLegislatures."

Now, the object of this Bill is to empower a company to
borrow and loan money to buy bonds and do a general
financial business of that kind. It is to have the right to
loan money on real estate. The laws relating to mortgages
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are subject to the laws relating to the lands of a Province,
and it would be idle to say that this Parliament had the
power to authorize a joint stock company to borrow money
and to mortgage the property in one of the Provinces
without the consent of that Province. A private individual
may do so-; he may place his funds in any Province, buy
real estate and accept mortgages as a private individual.
That is bis right as a citizen of the Dominion. But this
Parliament has no right to incorporate a number of
jndividuals, with power to mortgage and accept mortgages
on real estates in the several Provinces. It may be said
that this question does not affect the country at large. It
may be said that it is in the interests of the
people that societies should be incorporated, composed of
capitalists in Europe or in this country, with power to
borrow and lend on real estates, and to do ail kinds of
business except the banking business. I admit the conveni-
encies that such a society would brin g us, but can we
legally incorporate it? I am surprised to see the Credit
Foncier Franco-Canadien come before this louse at all. It
is alil very well for the promoter of this Bil to claim the
same privilege here that he can have in the Local Legis-
latures. But let him go to the Legislatures of the
several Provinces, and he will get the same powers
that he asks here and will not be violating the
Constitution. I have made these few remarks with the full
conviction that I am right. If this House is going to put
on the Statute-book an Act that will violate the terms of
the Confederation Act, and encroach upon the powers of the
Local Legislatures, then it will no longer be necessary for
any one to go to the Local Legislatures to obtain a charter.
By coming to this House they can obtain all the privileges
which any Local Legislature can give them. I say if we
are to adopt this principle let it be known, and let the
Confederation Act be torn to pieces, for in that case it will
not be worth the paper on which it is tvritten. I say we
have no right to pass this Bill; we have no right to erase a
word of the Federal Constitution without the sanction of
the Local Legislatures. I shall leave the matter in the
bands of the House and abide by its decision.

Mr. OUIMET. This is a very complicated question,
and I think it deserves some attention from this louse.
Especially does it deserve some treatment from the author-
ities in this House. For my own part, I have strong doubts
upon the matter. Although I think this Parliament has
authority to incorporate a company like this, with power to
raise money in foreign markets, to issue debentures, to lend
money throughout the Dominion, I think it is not so clear
that we may empower this company to lend money on
mortgages and then to sell these mortgages, and thus make
them permanent in other countries. It is worth while to
discuss the question whether the creation of societies of this
kind should not be left entirely to the Local Legislaturos.
Of course, it is decided that we have a right to incorporate
this comnpany with larger powers that can only be conferred
by this House. We might say at the same time that we can
confer minor powers upon it, giving it authority to lend
money on mortgages, and thus legislate within the jurisdic-
tion of the Provinces. As for myself, not being ready to
discuss such a complicated question, and not being respon-
sible for the deciSions of this louse on such important
imatters, I would be happy to hear the opinions of the
authorities of the flouse upon this matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So far as I understand the
ompetency of this Parliament to pass this Act, I have no

.doubt about it myself in the world. I think it is a great
advantage that we should have as many companies lending
mexey as possible. The more money that comes in the
,greater will be the reduction of interest. We all know that
* a consequence of the number of loan and trust companies
4hat have been established, the rate of interest hae fallen

gradually from ten per cent., till now the companies are
very glad to lend at six per cent. The more we have the
botter. I am especially glad to see that Canada stands so
well in the world, and that French capitalists are induced
to invest their money in this country. I think it would be
a great mistake if by any Act of this Legisiature we should
check the current of French capital coming this way.
When we have investments from France and Germany we
have thereby increased intercourse and increased commerce
with thom. It also increases our chances of emigration
from those countries. I really do hope that all these
institutions will be encouraged as much as possible. The
names I know in this company are first-clase, and I have
no doubt some of the corporators are thomselves connected
with the Pacific Syndicate, and I know that they will assist
greatly in distributing money in the Norbh-West, and thus
assist in the development of that country. I hope that this
measure will get the support of this House.

Mr. BLAKE. The considerations to which the hon.
gentleman has latterly alluded, however important they
are as to the expediency of this measure, do not at all
touch the question to which the hon. member for -Montreal
(Mr. Coursol) and the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet)
have directed their attention. I intend to vote against the
motion of the hon. member for Montreal, and I wish to say
in a word why I entertain very considerable doubt as to
many of the provisions of this Bill being within the com-
petence of this Parliament. But that question was raised and
decided, as far as this Legislature could decide it, adversely
to that view many years ago, when it legislated in regard
to building societies. Since that time we have proceeded in
an unvarying course by assuming this power. Wo have on
the Statute-book a general Act containing a series of
clauses for the formation of loan companies for the purpose
of lending money on real estate. We have acted invariably
for many years on the assumption that we had this power,
and I beieve it is the proper course for us until there shall
be a decision of the Supreme Court, at all events, to
continue to assume that we have that power upon which we
have been acting, and on the faith of which we have
granted many charters.

Mr. McCUAIG. Will not the expression of doubt affect
the ability of the company to raise money in France and
England ?

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. They apply for the Bill,
and if they cannot raise money, that is the end of it.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I do not intend to support the
motion of the hon. member for Montreal (Mr. Coursol). I
did not hear the opening portion of his remarks, but I under-
stand the question he has raised. While I agree, as regards
one or two of the clauses of the.Bill, with the doubt expressed
by the hon. member for West Durham (Mir. Blake), yet it
seems to me that inasmuch as this Parliament has exclusive
jurisdiction and power over the subject of interest, and this
is a company for the purpose of lending money for the
interest which is to be earned by the loan, the louse has
authority to deal with the whole subject. Of course, if the
Bill is not constitutional, the question may be determined
by the courts of law, and I have no doubt it will be raised
if legal gentlemen advise that such a doubt deserves con-
sideration. But the powers of the two legislative bodies
will be found to be thus distributed: With respect W th e
incidents and conditions of the mortgage they will be found
to be regulated by local laws. As to the manner in which
the mortgage has to be drawn up for registration, and the
effect of its various provisions, the company must submit in
each Province to local laws. But without respect to the
power of the corporation to carry on business over the whole
Dominion, and as to its being a corporate body ihaving a
corporate existence, it will stand in the same position as
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individuals who should make contracts in the United States
or France; the company would enforce their agreements
according to the laws of the country or Province in which
they were made-the lex loci contractûs-wherever that
might happen to be. I feel no apprehension or donbt as to
the competency of the Dominion Parliament to pass an Act
of incorporation of the kind, except in respect to two or
three clauses that might be omitted. The hon. member
made a reference with respect to my desiring to diminish
the powers of Local Legislatures. No man will stand up
more firmly for the true constitutional and legal powers and
functions of Local Legislatures than I will do; but while
that is my feeling I am not dispomed to grant them more
than the Constitution gives them.

Mr. PLUMB. I have endeavored, during the short time
I have been in Parliament, to advocate a uniform system for
Bills of this character. This Bill is at variance with such a
proposal, and I have on that ground some objection to it;
but I bave no objection to it on the ground stated by the
hon. member for Montreal (Mr. Coursol), inasrnuch as the
Committee decided it was desirable to open an avenue for the
introduction of foreign capital from a different quarter to
any from which we have yet received supplies. I am very
willing to allow the experiment to be tried. It was objec-
tionable to have the time of the Committee taken up with
passing a set of laws and special clauses which bas not been
contained in any Bill whieh has passed through the Com-
mittee since I have been a member of the House. I
have no doubt whatever that the Dominion Par-
liament is perfectly competent to pass laws for
the establishment of institutions of this kind for
general purposes. I am aware, from my personal
knowledge, ttiat these loan companies have largely reduced
the rate of interest in Canada, and that from the introduc-
tion of foreign capital through the intervention of tbose
companies, interest has fallen from eight, nine or ten per
cent. to six per cent., and we can do nothing that wfll
further the interest of borrowers more than, within reason-
able limits, granting charters of this kind. I do not think
this particular kind of legislation, in respect to this Bill,
should establish a general precedent, and while I will vote
for the adoption of the measure, I wish to be distinctly
understood, that in my opinion we should not encumber
our Statute-book with this kind of legislation which, for
some reason best known to promoters, they desire to obtain.
It is objected to in many ways, not as a matter of principle,
but as a matter of detail.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I merely rise to say that, as
a member of this Parliament, I doubt whether any of the
hon. gentlemen who have spoken in opposition to the amend-
ment of the hon. member for Montreal (Mr. Coursol) have
placed the claims and rights of this Parliament sufficiently
high. If we are seized of the subject-matter over which we
are logislating, it has always seemed to me that we are
seized of the power to legislate on ail matters necessarily
incident to that subject-matter. I am not prepared to con-
cede that we bave to render our legislation here subject or
subservient to limitations which may be imposed by the
several Provinces in respect to that subject. If we are
seized of the power of incorporating companies for the pur-
pose of lending money ail over th, Dominion, it has always
appeared to me that we are seized of the power of giving
companies so incorporated ail incidents necessary to the
exercise of the power given them. The granting of the
greater power caries with it, I think, ail the lesser powers
necessary to the exercise of it. I do not think we are doing
right by minimizing the power of Parliament as to debates
any more than if we minimized its power as to its general
jurisdiction. For these reasons I feel it my duty to vote
against the amendment of the hon. member for Montreal,
while I would be most reluctant to trench on the powers of

Mr. MACDOUGALL.

Local Legislatures or take from them any power properly
given to them under the Confederation Act.

Amendment negatived on division.

Bill read the third time and passed.

CREDIT FONCIER FRANCO-CANADIEN.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier), moved the third
reading of Bill (No. 31) to enlarge and extend the powers
of the Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien.

Mr. IVES. With reference to the question as to the
powers of Parliament to passthis Act, it strikes me that the
very strongest position has not yet been taken. My hon.
friend from Montreal (M r. Coursol) based his argument on
the statement that this is a matter of property and civil
rights in the Provinces ; but I claim that this Bill in no way
deals with property or civil rights in the Provinces. It is
simply an Act to incorporate an association of gentlemen and
to give them a limited liability,to act as a corporation for lend-
ing money within the Provinces, subject to provincial laws.
It is, in a word, to enable these gentlemen as a company to do
what they might do as partners or as individuals; to give
them power to do business throughout the whole Dominion, to
incorporate a company havi ng Dominion and not Provincial
objects. That being the case, I ask what provision in this
Bill affects property or civil rights. Does it change the law
as to the form of mortgages, as to registration, as to the
rights of married women, as to minors or children, as to
foreclosure, or proceeding to obtain payment? Not at all.
It makes no change in any of the laws relating to property
or civil rights. The decision as to building societies,
rendered by the Court of Appeal in Montreal, has no
reference to this Bill; it was a decision that the Act of this
Parliament which provided that the property of citizens of
the Province of Quebec could not be wound up according to
the provisions of that Act, was an interference with civil
rights. I most cordially support the motion for the third
reading of this Bill.

Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPREME COURT APPELLATR JURISDICTION.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier) moved the second
reading of Bill (No. 51) to limit the appellate jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court of Canada. lie said: Mr. Speaker,
of all our institutions I believe there is none which excites a
deeper interest than those relating to the administration of
justice. All classes of men admit that these subjects should
be treated upon sound and reasonable principles, free from
passion, sympathy and prejudice, and i hope that the broad
and liberal spirit which characterized the debate some two
or three weeks ago on the judiciary system of the Province
of Quebec will also be exhibited on the present oceasion.
There is no doubt there exists a great deal of dissatisfaction
over the Supreme Court, which, in consequence of its high
functions, should be above reproach, not only as to its
personnel but as to its constitution or jumisdiction. This
dissatisfaction has manifested itself at almost every Session
of Parliament, not only during the present Parliament, but
also I may say since the existence of that Court. At every
Session we have secen Bills, not of the limited character of the
one I have the honor to present this evening, but to abolish
the Court entirely. This dissatisfaction does not seem to be
limited to one Province or one section of the Dominion. It
seems te come fromall quarters, except perhaps the Mari-
time Provinces where that Court supplies the place
of a Provincial Court of Appeal. In my Province this dis-
satisfaction amounts almost to a public sentiment of distrust.
We feel that a Court oomposed of only two Judges ont of
six who are familiar with our system of jurisprudencej-and
who have the knowledge of French, necessary to become
familiar with those laws-we feel, I say, that aCourt so
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composed cannot give satisfaction to our population. We
feel that decisions of our Provincial Courts by men regularly
trained in the study and practice of our laws, cannot be
fairly revised. Members of the Bar of Montreal, at a recent
meeting, stated it was almost a slander on our laws, to say
that members of the legal profession belonging Io other
Provinces were not in a position to understand those laws
and expound their principles. I cannot accede to this
opinion. To adhere to this opinion would be to reverse the
policy of the statutory qualifications of Judges. A lawyer
cannot be a Judge in our Province, unless he bas been ten
years standing at the Bar, and to be a member of that Bar
it is net only necessary that he should pass through a cert ain
course of classics, but it is also necessary to study those
laws for three or four years. I have such a strong feeling,
Mr. Speaker, on the subject, that I believe I would be
unworthy of being a representative of the Province
of Quebec if I did not call the speciaJ atten-
tion of this IHouse to this important subject.
I may say more, my conviction is so strong on the
point that I feel almost determined to bring this Bill up
every Session until redress is givén to the Province of
Quebec. The purpose of my Bill is not entirely to abolish
the Court, as it has been the intention of other hon. mombers
who have introduced Bills on the subjct. I believe the
Supreme Court is a necessary Court. It is an indispensable
element to the working of our Federal system. 1 believe
that it is necessary to establish a uniform jurisprudence in
Constitutional questions. It is necessary there should be
only one Court, and of course that must be established by
the Federal or General Government. I believe also the
Exebequer Court of Canada bas rendered great service to
the country in permitting citizens to bring suits against the
Crowm. I arm not in a position to say as much, as far as
the jurisdiction of the Court in election cases is concerned,
although I must say election cases can hardly be referred
to Provincial Courts. I have a very strong feeling, in
regard to entrusting our Judges with the power of dr
mining election cases. I do not mean to say that we
ought to go back to Parliamentary Cominittees. Far from
it; but I believe we oughi to have election Judges and
that we should not entrust to ordinary Judges the decision
of election cases, because nothing is more calculated
to destroy the confidence of the public in the judiciary,
Federal as well as provincial, as the decision ofelection cases
by thtem. But beyond these Federal purposes and beyond
these Federal objects, I believe that the Suprene Court is
not only an injustice to my Province but also to otier Pro-
vinces. To my Province, in consequence of the peculiar
system of laws which prevails there, and te all Provinces,
because in effect it places all provincial rights at the morcy
of creatures of the central Govern ment. We, the inhabitants
of the Province of Quebec, cherish our laws ; we have been
brought up under them We feel that our personal property
and rights aie perfectly safe under their operation. We are
not willing to take the advice given the other evening by
the hon. member for Hulton, to change those laws for
English laws or any other system of laws, although I may
say we may borrow with great advantage from the other
Provinces in matters of procedure. These laws our fore-
fathers took with them from old France, not from thtr
Provinces from which they migrafed, but from the more
polished centre of Paris, the vicomié and prevosté.of Paris.
They brought with them the Coutume de Paris, and all the
laws of this great city suitable to a young colony. This
Coutume survived the great revolution of 1793, and have
been incorporated into the ode Napoleon, and in fact, into
all the Codes of Europe, as being more apt to promote the
progress and welfare of modern nations. These customs and
laws our ancestors not only cherished, but also fought for on
ail oecasions ever since this country fell to Great Britain by
force of arms, on February 17th, 1763, a day which they

looked upon as fatal to their institutions, their language,
their religion and their civil laws, but a day, owing to the
liberal generosity of the conquerors, we have to regard as
not so unfortunate after all, so much so that a centur7 after
that conquest, one of their great sons, Sir E. P. Tache, thon
at the head of the Government of this conntry, said that
the last shot for British supremacy on the continent of
America would be fireJ by a Frcnch-Canadian. Ton or
fifteen years after the cession, too mueh zeal induced the
British representatives to introduce the laws of England as
well in civil as in criininal cases, and that was done without
the sanction or authority of the Imperial Parliament, and
was consequently illegal. The little colony of New France,
whieh numbered then only about 6O,000 inhabitants-
small in numbers and in influence-as nearly all the educated
men of the colony had returned to France-but strong in its
just cause, protested against this innovation. Thoy invoked
the principle of the law of nations, which says that in the
case of a ceded country the laws of the conquerer do not
pass to that country. Finally they sent a petition to the
King of England in which they said :

" La conservation de nos anciennes lois, coutumes et privilèges, dans
leur entier, et qui ne peuvent être changées, ni altérées sans detruire et
renverser entièrement nos titres et nos fortunes, est une grace et un
acte de justice que nous espérons de la bonté de sa majesté."

We all know that the prayer of those Firench-Canadiians was
then granted, and the Quobec Act was passed, securing to
the inhabitants of the Province of Quebee the enjoyment,
not only of their religion, but also of their laws in civil
matters; and Lord North, who introducec this Bi]l1, then
said :

" It has been thought better calculated to secure the happiness of the
Canadians, and more beneficial for all who live in the country, that they
should have the civil law of Canada, and not that of England."

Another danger was in store for the civil laws of the
Province of Quebec. The public mind was agitated at the
time. A new Constitution became neccssary. The two
Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada were created, and
another effort was made to substitute English law for the
French civil law. But Lord Girenville thon said, in the
name of the Empire:

" It had been stated that the Frencinjuihabitants of Canada were so
much attached to the preju -ices of the Canadianq, to their customs, laws
and manners as to prefer them to the laws of England. le thought such
an attachment, founded on reason, or souething botter than reason, in
the best feelings of huian heart."

This noble language had its effect. Tho laws of the
Province of Quebea were again saved. li 1828 a BiH was
secretly introduced in the Imperial Parliarnent for the
Union of the two Canadas. Messrs. Nelson and Papineau,
at the request of the Freneh inihabitants of Quebec, proceeded
to England and presented an able memorial on the subject.
Those patriots said :

"C'est un fait constant que non-seulement les lois qui règlent propriété
et les droits civils dans les <deux provinces, mais les coutumes, lus
habitudes, la réligion et même les préjugés différent essentiellerpent.
Les habitans tiennent fortement à toutes ses choses, dont la jouissance
leur a é:é solemuellement garantie p.ar la Grande Bretague."

We all know what followed. We are all familiar with the
inflammatory debates which those French laws gave
occasion Io both at home and in this country, and which,
with other dangerous elements, produced the unifrtunalte
rebellion of 1837. In 1828 Mr. IIuskisson said before the
Imperial Parliament:

"Il Here in the midst of a wilderness flourishes the Freneh feudal system
and the custom of Paris of centuries ago."

Fortunately there were in that Parliamont gentlemen who
were acquainted with our system of laws, and who were able
to answer the basty remarks of the hon. member. Mr.
Labouchére said:

" ie was a littie alarmed, he would confess, at the manner in which the
right hon. gentleman had spoken of the French system of laws; he had
spoken of them as something barbarous, handed down from the middle
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ages, and as entitled to little respect in present times. But, whatever the
right hon..gentleman might think of the system, or whatever the system
in itself might be, the French were warmly attached to it, and that was a
reason why it should be regarded with due cansideration for their opinions
or prejudices. He was no lawyer, but he was told that the Custom of
Paris was the mildest of all the systems of feudal law, and he knew that
every class of the French pbpulation preferred it to any other whatever."

Sir James McIntosh raid:
" Did the right hon. gentleman never hear of any other system of law

in any other country than Canada, in which a jumble of obsolete usages
was mixed up and confounded with modern subtileties, until the mmd of
the most acute men of the age, or of the nation-men who had passed, in
a service of forty years, through every stage of its gradations-were driven
to declare, that they felt totally unable to find their way through its
labyrinths, and were compelled, by their doubts of what was law and
what was not, to add, in a most ruinous degree, to the expenses of the
suitor? This system has been called the Common Law, the 'wisdom of
our ancestors,' and various other venerable names."

The next attack upon the French laws was at the time of
Union in 1840. The report of Lord Durham, who declared
them to be old "Carlarous laws " was not of a nature to
quiet the aim of the Canadians, but again they relied on
justness of their cause and the fair liberal spirit of the
English people. A minority representation was first pro-
posed for Lower Canada. Mr. Hame, at the time, said:

" It appears to me that a great injustice is about to be perpetrated
against the French population of Lower Canada. The Bill violates the
principle of equal justice promised by the noble lord to the two Colonies.
It is intended to swamp the French population, by not giving them a fair
share in the representation ; for Upper Canada with 300,000 people, is to
return as many representatives as Lower Canada with 600,000."

Then the principle of equality of representation for both
Provinces was conceded, and in thatway the civil laws of the
French-Canadian people were saved. The Union was
thus established, and it was under the regime of that Union
that the laws of the Province of Quebec were condenhed and
codified, and the Bill providing for that codification was
introducod by Sir George Etienne Cartier, in 1857. The
work of codifying the law was entrusted to the ablest jurists1
in our Province-iMr. Justice Morin, Mr. Juslice Day and
Mr. Caron, the father of our worthy Minister of Militia.
Many able lawy ers, and, among them, Mir. Justice Ramsay
contributed to this great work. In 1864 or 1865 the labor
of the Commission was completed and the civil code was pro-
duced; and I think it is the greatest monument that could be
erected to the memory of Sir George Etienne Cartier. This
code was based on the Justinian Code and the Code Napoleon,
the two great sources of the laws of the whole continent of
Europe-Groat Britain and I eland excepted-the continent
ofSouth America and aiso a portion of this continent. I
refer, so far as this continent is concerned, to the West
Indies, Mexico, the State of Louisiana and the Province of
Quebee. In 1866 Sir George Cartier presented the civil code
to the Canadian Parliament, and in introducing the Bill,
made, perhaps, one of the ablest speeches he ever delivored
on the floor of Parliament. lie said:

" The adoption of a complete and efficient civil code was the most
pregnant source of national greatness. Look for instance, at the Roman
Empire. None of the ancient nations had produced a more complete
system of legislation. The conquering empire had passed away, but thet
code still lived. Not only did it stili live, but it had been adopted by
nations which in the days of barbarism had conquered the Empire. The
wisdom of the ancient Romans had, so to speak, civilized their conqueror.f
Napoleon I was the first man who, of all others, had realized in mode. n
day the ides of an heroic conqueror of olden times, and he had bestowed
upon his country a great and useful code, and his successors were compelled
to adopt it, and almost the only change which had since been made in it was
to change 1he name, by calling it the civil code of Fran.ce, instead of the
Code Napoleon. Napoleon had passed away, but the code still lived, and
it governed the persons, the properties, and the every day actions of the
people of France."

Canada, with its growing population, was insisting upon
representation by population. A conference was held in
Quebec and a basis of Confederation was laid down. One
point which attracted a great deal of attention on the part
of the members of the conference was the judicial system
of the different Provinces. According to the report of Mr.
Gray on Confederation, this point was settled as follows:

" The question of the judiciary was not so easily settled, and led to
long and animated discussions. While it was admitted that the public
interests would be best promoted by having the highest tribunals of the
country deriving their authority from the highest source of power in the
country, and that a uniform Bar extending throughout the whole would
tend to its elevation, by the greater conflict oftalent and the wider sphere
of action, it was urged that until the laws were in some measure assimi-
lated, the benefit with reference to the Bar would be more seeming than
real. And with reference to the Bench, a vague dread of the
overawing power of Canada led some of the delegates frem
the Maritime Provinces to fear that the courts of their Provinces
might be filled with 3rdges who were strangers to their laws,
and whose traditions were with other lands. The representatives from
Lower Canada at once put their Province beyond the pale of considera-
tion. Their jurisprudence was governed by the civil law and admitted
no uniformity with the codes of the other Provinces."

In the speech pronounced by the hon. member for Three
Rivers, to-day Minister of Publio Workst, we find these
words:

"We have, at the present time, as many systems of judicature as we
have Provinces; with Confederation, on the contrary, this defect will be
removed and there will be but two systems-one for Lower Canada,
because our laws are different friom those of the other Provinces, because
we are a separate people, and because we do not choose to have the laws
of the other populations and the other for the remainder of the Confedera-
tion."

The Confederation Act was agreed upon in that conference.
It was sent to the British Parliament for adoption, and there
we find a similar remark made by Lord Carnarvon in
introducing the Bill to the House of Lords. He said:

"Lower Canada, too, is jealous, as she is deservedly proud of her
ancestral customs and traditions ; she is wedded to her peculiar institu-
tions and will enter this union only upon the distinct understanding that
she retains them. 42nd article of the Treaty of Capitulation in 1760,
when Canada was ceded by the Marquis de Vaudreuil to General
Amherst, runs thns:

'Les Français et Canadiens continueront d'être gouvernés suivant la
Coutume de Paris et les lois et usages établis pour ce pays.

" The Coutume de Paris is still the accepted basis of their civil code,
and their national institutions have been alike respected by their fellow
subjects and cherished by theniselves. And it is with these feelings and
on these terms that Lower Canada now consents to enter the Confedera-
tion."

Now, let us see what the Briish North America Act says.
In section forty-nine we find a provision for the uniformity
of the laws of the different Provinces of the Dominion;
but there is an exception made in favor of Quebec. This
Parliament may enact laws for the uniformity of the Pro-
vincial laws, but in order to have provision of this kind
made for Quebec we must address ourselves to the Imperial
Parliament. Section ninety-four says:

" Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the Parliament of Canada
may make provision for the uniformity of all or any of the laws relative
to property and civil rights in Ontario, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick,
and of the procedure of all or any of the Courts in those three Provinces,
and from and after the passing of any Act in that behalf the power of
the Parliament of Canada to make laws in relation to any matter com-
prised in any such Act, shall, notwithstanding anything in this Act, be
unrestricted; but any Act of the Parliangent of Canada making provision
for such uniformity shall not have effect in an yProvince unless and until
it is adopted and enacted as law, by the Legislature thereof."

So we see there is a provision for the uniformity of the laws
of all the Provinces where the principles of the same com-
mon law prevail. Sections 97 and 98, providing for the ap-
pointment of Judges, says:

" uinf U +hawraLmprsu--A -- r, O
Until the laws relative to property and civil rigphts in Ontario, Nova

This speaker, this great st atesman has also passed away, but Scotia, and New Brunswick, and the procedure of the Courts in those
his work has survived, and it will survive many Constitutions Provinces, are made uniform, the Judges of the Courts of those Provinces
which this country may possess in the future. The civil code asoftebse rovenor General shall be eelected from the respective
will live in the Province of Quetec as long as that Province " The Judges of the Courts of Quebec shall be selected from the Bar
exists. At the very time the Canadian Parliament was de bat- of that Province."
ing thecivil <ode of Lower Canada, the system of government This section says that the Judges of the Courts in Quebfe
then prevailing was found to be no longer practicable, Upper' shall be selected from the Bar of that Province, but the
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Judges in the other Provinces may be selected anywhere
immediately after the uniformity in the laws is establit hed.
In section 92, paragraph 14, we find a provision respecting
Provincial Courts, stating that the Provincial Legislature
shall exclusively have jurisdiction over the administration
of justice in the Province, including the constitution, main-
tenante, and organization of Provincial Courts, both civil
and criminal. I mention ail these enactments of our Con-
stitution, because they will have great importance when
we come to consider the existing power of the Supreme
Courg, which is not only a Federal Court but a Provincial
Court. Finally we find at seetion 101 a permission to this
Parliament of establishing a General Court in Canada:

" The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this
Act, from tnie to time, provide for the constitution, maintenance, and
organization of a General Court for Canada, and for the establishment of
any additional Courts for the better administration of the laws of
Canada."

It seems to me that it is more than doubtful that this Parlia-
ment had a right to establish a Provincial Court of Appeal.
The provision is to the effect that we shall have a right to
establish a General -Court of Appeal for Canada. We have
made it general for the Dominion, and we have also made
it a General Court of Appcal for the Provinces. We have
made it a Court of Appeal for the Province of
Quebec, contrary to the provision which I read
a few moments ago, which says that Provincial
Courts shall be established by Provincial Legislatures.
This is to me apparent, when we read the last words of the
saine clause, providing for the establishment of any ad ditional
Court, which would seem to be in the saine spirit and
sense, that is to say, for the botter administration of the
laws of Canada, not for the administration of the laws of the
Provinces; not for the administration or interpretation of
property and civil right, or provincial rights. As I said in
opening, I contend the Supreme Court is a necessity in con-
stitutional cases, and that was also noticed at the time of the
discussion of the Confederation Act before the Imperial
Parliament. The following is fromthe English JHansard:

"Mr. E. W. T. HA.MILTON said, he wished to know how a conflict of
jurisdiction between the Parliament of Canada and the Provincial Legis-
latures was to be settled ?

" Mr. ADDERLEY said, he did not think that any serions conflict of the
kind anticipated by the hon. member could take place so long as a
supreme power vested in the Governor General to veto Acts.

Mr. ROEBUCK said that the framers of.the A merican Constitution fore-
saw this difficulty, and provided a Supreme Court, whose province it was
to decide whether even the laws passed by Congress were illegal. This
Bill, however, seemed a lopsided one, and contained no provision to pre-
vent the passing hereafter of laws which might be unconstitutional. In
other words, the Canadian Parliament would be suprme. Supposing the
Governor General and the Parliament of Canada were to pass a law that
the Municipal Constitution of Nova Scotia was in contravention of this
very Act, who was to decide whether they were right or wrong,"

So at the very time of the debate on the Confederation
Act before the Imperial Parliament, the necessity of a
Supreme Court was anticipated, to decide constitutional
questions; te decide whether the Federal Parliament is
encroaching on the rights of the Provinces, or whether the
Provinces are exceeding their powers. Notwithstand-
ing the power granted to this Parlianent to establish a
general Court for Canada, or other additional Courts for the
better administration of the laws of Canada, we were from
1867 to 1875 without such Court. Constitutional questions
wore however raised before Provincial Courts, and of course
they were decided by those Courts, and the danger connected
with those decisions was a want ofuniformity, as the Judges
of one Province might decide one way and the Judges-of an-
other Province might decide another way. However, I
might say that an appeal to the Privy Council might
establish a uniform decision on any constitutional question.
At various times efforts were made in this Parliament, under
the leadership of the present First Minister, to establish a
Supreme Court; but those efforts were in vain. A Bill was
prepared which was attributed, wrongly or rightly I do

not know, to Mr. Justice Sti ong for the establishment of
that Court; and there is one important feature to notice in
that Bill, and it is this: It did not propose to create and
provide a general Court of Appeal for ail the Provinces, but
only a Federal or constitutional Court. That Bill intended to
establish and create a Court upon the principle of the Supreme
Court of the United States, for the sole purpose of determin-
ing Federal rights, and for the purpose of carrying into efIect
Federal laws. H{owever, nothing was donc until 1875. At that
time hon. gentlemen opposite were in power. Mr. Justice
Fournier was Mlinister of Justice, and a Bill was presented
which was the one finally adopted and whieh is the law
to-day. There was a long debate as to the constitution of
that Court. The question of the jurisdiction of Parliament
to create such a Court of Appeal was raised and ably
argued by Mr. E. Taschereau, now one of the learnel Judges
of the Supreme Court. The question of submitting Pro-
vincial rights to the decision of a Federal Court was aiso
raised and ably dofended, among others, by the lion. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). I will quote only two speeches
of hon. members who spoke on that occasion to show what
was the feeling on that occasion. Mr. Mills said:

"If seemed to him that this expression ' a general Court of Appeal for
Canada' meant a Court of Aipeal having cognizance of questions arising
under the legislation of this Parliament and not on any question that
might arise under the jurisdiction ot any onue of the Provinces."

Mr. Taschereau said:
"I I a word, they have their good old French laws whch had been

secured to us by solemn treaties, laws of which they were so proud, and
under which their forefathers hal livedi so happy, and he might add. so
loyal, under the protection of the British Crown. All these laws had a
few years ago been codified by the most eminentjurists of'their Province,
and at the present time their two Codes of Civil Law and of Civil
Procedure could well bear the comparison with the French modern
Napoleon Codes. The English speaking citizens of Lower Canada had
long been accustomed to sea the r civil rights governed by these laws,
they liad learned to admire and cherish thern, and they were now perhaps
as firmly attached to therm as the French Canadian population was. in
fiaet he hoped to see the day when all their sister Province.s, seeing the
perfectness of their codes, would adopt them as their laws of the land.
But the more they were attached to their dear old laws, to their own
legal machinery, so different, so widely difuirent from the system of the
o:ther Provinces, the more they were inclined to sec a danger in all
innovations proposed, in all new jurisdictions which were intended to be
established, and he thought he was not going too far when lie said that
when a Stipreine Tribunal of Appeal was proposed to be created outside
their Province, cornposed of Judges, the great majority of whom would
be unfaimiliar with the civil laws of Quebec, which tribunal would be
called upon to revise and would have the power to reverse the decisions
of all their Quebec Courts, there was, for thein at least, cause fur alarn,
if not a danger, a great danger to be appreliendedi."

Ail Judges in the Superior Court and in the Court of
Appeals in the Province of Quebec must be takcn fronm the
Quebec Bar. But the Judges who construe our civil laws
finally, are taken not from our Ba!-, but the Bars of other
Provinces. Not only are three or four of those Judges not
familiar with our laws, but two or three at least are not
acquainted with our language, a knowledge of which is
necessary to become familiar with those laws. it is said
that there is no proof of this. It needs no proof, for it
is a inatter of public notoriety. But we have even
proof of the fact. In the Charlevoix and Jacques
Cartier election cases, the learned Judges ordered the
evidence-from the first page to the last of an immense
volume of 400 pages of printed matter-to be translated.
This state of' things is more dangerous and alarming than
were any former attacks on our civil law. Our system of
laws will soon resemble neither that of England nor that of
France; it will be a monstrosity. We love our laws because
we have been in the habit of living under their protection.
This love may beonly a sentiment, but the world is
governed by sentiment. Sentiment is to be found every-
where, on the throne, in soeiety, in families, and I have no
doubt in this Parliament. What would become of life if it
was not sometimes sentimental. This sentiment of love on
the part of French-Canadians for their laws, is of good order
and of high morality. It is, as Lord Granvilleb as tated,
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one of the noblest sentiments, and if the cause I am advo-
cating had nu other foundation, it would command the
respect and admiration of this louse and of this
country. The inhabitants of the Provin.-e of Quebec
expect that the sons of Great Britain will not be
less generous, not less fair and just, than their forefathers
were in 1774, 1792, 1828, 1840, or 1867, and Ihat they
will respect this sentiment. But our opposition to the
Supreme Court is nlot only a matter of sentiment, it is also
a matter of business, founded on reason and common sense.
We feel that our property and civil rights are not safe in
the hands of men who not only do not understand them, but
who are not even in a position to learn them. Strangers
seeking for investments in our Province have expresse: a
fear that rights, which we have secured under the ablest
advice in our Province, are in danger when they are placed
in the hands of men more or less ignorant of our laws. It
bas been said that the Privy Council presents tbe same
objections as the Suprene Court, and yet that we in the
Province of Quebec have more admiration for the Privy
Council than the Supreme Court. I for one would be
satisfied with our Provincial Courts, and would be pleased
to see appeal to the Privy Council as a statutory right
abolished. Of course I am not speaking of the prerogative
balonging to Iler Majesty of hearing any appeal she pleases.
But there is a great difference between the constitution ofI
the Privy Council and that of the Supreme Court. I havei
not the latest statistics of the Privy Council; but I find by1
a return to the Hotise of Commons on the 8th August, 1840,1
that there were pending on the 15th February, 1837, 165c
appeals from the different colonial possessions of Greatv
Britain, and of those 165, no less than 115 were appeals1
from Colonial Courts, in which English jurisprudence did
not prevail, and consegniently those 115 appeals had to ben
decided according to the coutume of Paris, the Code Civil,
the Roman Dutch Law, or the Law of Triniiad; and in thed
appeals lodged since that period, more than one-halft
involved ihe application of one or the other of those systemsa
of foreign jurisprudence. I have before me a statement of.
the appeals from the Province of Quebee both to the SupremeC
Court and to the Privy Council, and what do we find ? The t
number of appeals effectually prosecuted and adjudged uponm
frem 1876 inclusive to 1881, was, in the Privy Council i
twenty three, in the Supreme Court eighteen; the numbero
of appeals effectually prosecuted and stili pending, or thea
decision of which lias not been communicated to this office, i
was, in the Privy Council four, in the Supreme Court ri
twenty; the number of appeals abandoned before the tr ans- v
mission of the case or printed record was, in the Privy p
Council seventeen, in the Supreme Court fourteen; the s
number of appeals lately granted and not yet fortified was, o
in the Privy Council one, in Supreme Court none. The C
total number was, in tho Privy Council forty-five, in the a
Supreme Court fifty-two. This statement is not one which o
I have prepared myself. It is the official statement which C
bears the signatire, "Certified, L. W. Marchand, Clerk of b(
Appeals." r

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). fIas my hon. friend got the c
annual returns.?

d
Mr. GIROUARD. These are the official returns for the th

four years. Canada is the only country ruled by a federal o
system where such a Court as the Supreme Court has any b
existence. Take old France before the Revolution. It was a
then divided into several Provinces governed by different th
systems of law: in the south by the written law of Rome, C
and in the north by the custom. Do we find a general P
court (f appeals for all those Provinces? No; we find that ti
for centuries there, there was only one appeal, but it was th
an appeal to the Parliament of each Province. Take the ti
case of Great Britain which has been referred to, very -
unfortunately, in my humble opinion, by some lawyers of as

Mr. GIroUARD (Jacques Cartier).

the Montreal Bar. The three countries composing Great
Britain are governed by different systems of law, Scotland
especially being ruled by almost the same principles of law
as those which prevail in the Province of Quebec. In 1707
when Scotland entered the Union she stipulated, like
Quebec, that her local laws should remain intact. In 186-7, or
1868 a Judiciary Commission was appointed by the Imperial
Government with the view of providing for a hetter
administration of justice. This Commission reported in
favor of a Supreme Court, which was to have original as
well as appellate jurisdiction. Legislation was attempted
in 1870 in the sense of that report, but the attempt
was in vain. In 1873 another attempt was made. A
Bill was introduced by Lord Selborne, but it was
not to include Scotland and Ireland, because, said Lord
Selborne, these countries bave separate judications of their
own. However, this Bill was not to take effect until after
a certain period. In the meantime it was thought necessary
to amend the Bill, so as to include Scotland and Ireland in
it. In 1875 a Bill to that effect was introducerl. In the
House of Lords, Lord O'Hagan, Lord Moncreiff, the Duke of
Buccleuch, Lord Redesdale and Lord Penzance raised strong
opposition, and made appeals even to the feeling of the
people of Scotland and Ireland, who, they stated, were
opposed to that court. The London Tires of the 41h
March, 1875, stated that the opposition of the Scotch noble-
men was an expression of opinion not only of the Scotch
peerage, but of the legal profession in Scotland, and of what
was alleged to be the national sentiment of the country. The
opposition was so strong that the Bill had to be withdrawn,
and it is very remarkable to notice the terms in which the
London Times announeed its withdrawal :

" The statement made by the Lord Chancellor esterday evening,
must have been a surprise even to those privileged few who had been
made aware that something was coming. The Judicature Bill is with-
drawn. W'e can hardly expect that this news will be immediately believed,
yet it is true. A Government in the plenitude of its power bas succuibed
to side attacks, the strength of which had been in no way ascertained,
and it has thus yielded, though backed by almost the whole Opposition.'

And why did a strong Government, backed as it was by the
Opposition of' the day, so yield ? It was in consequence of
the strong sentiment of the Scotch and I ishpeople. What
was finally the result of this strong opposition ? In 1876,
instead of abolishing the appellate jurisdiction of the Hlouse
of Lords, where the Scotch and Irish aipeals are briought
and decided by Scotch and Irish Peers, as the case
may be, a Bil was introduced by the Government
re-affirming and re-constituting that jurisdiction. When
we see such an expression of feeling on the part of a
population so loyal as the people of Scotland, are we to be
urprised at the indignation which exists in the Province

of Quebec with regard to the establishment of our Supreme
Court? Let us take the example of another country-
country where popular liberties are considered as being

Df some value, the United State of America. Is the Supreme
Court of the United States,-a Federal or a State Court, or
both ? Is it a Court which is equally open to decide State
ights and to administer State laws ? No, Sir. They
onsidered that the establishment of such a Court would be
apping Confederation in its very basis. It would be to
eny State rights. The consequence was that by Art. 3 of
he Constitution of the United States, the Supreme Court is
nly a Court to administer Federal laws or to decide cases
etween citizens of different States. I am approaching
nother feature of the subject-that is, provincial rightsp
he autonomy of the Provinces. It cannot be denied that
onfederation was resorted to as a scheme to secure the
rovinces the control of their local rights, laws and institu-
ons. If you give the Supreme Court juris'iction over
hose rights, you cannot say that the purpose of Confedera-
on is obtained. The tendency of power is to usurp power
-of great countries, to absorb smaller, and especially if the
maller Principalities or Governments are to be considered
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in the light of muniepalities, as some jurists are pleased to
callour Local Parliaments orGovernments. ThisParliament
itself is not an exemption to the ruie. How often has it
encroached upon the rights of Provincial Legislatures,
although acting in the most perfect good faith. Men are the
same everywhere; even whèn sitting on the Bonch of the
Supreme Court, they may be influenced by the Government
which surrounds them. This is a great danger to Confedera-
tion-a danger which was evaded by the framers of the Ameri-
can Constitution ; and I only wish to-day that the Constitution
oftheSupreme Court, as proposed by Justice Strong, had been
adopted by this Parliament. If the principle of Provincial
rights be not safe, I am very much afraid our Provinces will
become dissatisfied with our general Government ; I fear,
indeed, for the future of this Confederation-for we do not
know what the future bas in store for us-and, perhaps, for
the permanency of British institutions on this continent.
Let us keep good faith with the Provinces; let us maintain
them in the full enjoyment of their Provincial rights, and
harmony and satisfaction will Çnrevail everywhere. With
regard to the Montreal Bar, its meeting was called ut
very short notice, forty-eight hours. Its members are
found scattered over a large district at distances of thirty,
forty or flfty miles. At that meeting the advisability of'
limiting the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, in the sense
of this Bill, was discussed, when the division stood-against
the Bill, 41; for it, 24. Now, there are 200 practising mcm-
bers in the citv and district of Montroal; and we know there
arein this flouse fourteen or fifteen members of that Bar who
were not present at that meeting. The vote they will givo
will show whether they are on the side of the minority or
the majority. It is evident, therefore, that this majority of
fourteen or fifteen votes at Montreal, cannot fairly be con-
sidered as representing the opinion of its Bar. But even if
it was a fair expression of the opinion of that Bar, what
would be the consequenco? Are we not in as good a posi-
tion, laymen of this House as well as members of the legal
profession, to decide this question as to the lawyers of Mont-
real ? Is it a question of jurisprudence or law ? No; itis a
question of policy. It may indeed be said that lawyers
are interested in keeping as many jurisdictions as possible.
The question is to be determined by the people of the
country; and I say, not as a member of the House, but as
a member of the profession, that my interest would be to
preserve the Supreme Court, and keep the fees connected
with it within the professien. But as a meniber of the
louse, and a representative of my Province and the people,
I say that public opinion in that Province is against the exis-
tence of that Court, and that this sentiment almost amounts
to indignation. But to return to the subject ofthe Montreal
Bar, I cannot .ignoro the importance of its meeting. I
was greatly surprised at its resolution. It did not express
the opinions I beard from some of the majority some time
ago. What, in'their case, caused this change ? Why did cthe
Montreal Bar not follov the example of the Scotch or Irish
Bar, and say like them, on a similar occasion, in 1875--we
do not want that Supreme Court ? Are they less patriotic,
1 oss intelligent? I cannot admit that. 1 believe the fir'st
cause of this resolution was, and I am sorry to say it, party
spirit, which too-often influences the deliberations of the
Bar of our Province. In the second place, another cause
is the dissatisfaction which exists among some rmember3 o t
that Bar, with our local Judges. We all know that too
often the nomination of Judges in the Province of Quebec,
especially, is controlled by political exigencies. But,
notwithstanding, are we to find the remedy in the Supreme
Court? Do we not find in that Court the results ofthesame
political exigencies ? And shall-we bc told that even an
aferior Judge of our Province is not botter acquainted with
ts laws than able lawyers of other Provinces, not brought

up under, or familiar with our laws, and not in a position to
1 earn them? My Bill will, in my humble opinion, meet all
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complaints in regard Io the Supreme Court. It will give
t redress to the Province of Quebec, by taking away from
t Judges ignorant of our laws, the duty of deciding upon them.
, Wherever, as in the Maritime Provinces, there exists no

Provincial Court of Appeal, there is a feeling in favor of
e the continuance of the Supreme Court. Spoaking for myself
tI would have n> objection to limiting this Bill to Quebec,
and erempting from its operation Ontario and the Maritime
Provinces. Let those Provinces retain the Supreme
Court. If the people of Ontario wore in the posi-
tion of the people of Quebec, with their love of justice,
they would not stand that Court, but would demolish, if
necessary, stone by stone, any building in which it was
held. I ask you, will you not give us justice in this matter?
Keep, if you wish it, that Court for voursolves, but leave our
local rights, oui local laws and ouir local institutions, which
are so different from your own, in the hauds of our own
local Judges. Tho Bill reads as follows:-

"1. The appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Corrt of Canada is
abolisied imi nIl cases whrc the matter i n dispute relates to property and
civil rights in any,of the Provinces, and generally as to niatters of a merely
local or private nature and coming within the exclusive jurisdiction of'the
Legislature of any otf the said Provinces, according to the mîeaning of the
British North Amuerica A et of '18(;7, and Acts auending the sane.

Il 2. This Act shall not appliy to cases decided by the Exchequer Court
of Canada, nor to cases where the matter in dispute affects the constitu-
tionality or validity of auy Act or Statute of any %f the said Provincial
Legislatures, wlhich cases shall contiume to be subject to appeal to the
Eaid Suprene Court, as aow is or iereafter shall b provided for.

3. This A et shall not apply to appeals already nstituted or pending
before the said Supreme Court."

Perhaps it would be wel to say also that the Act shall not
apply to cases where the Crown or citizens of diWorent
Provinces are interested, and any amendmonts of that kind
which may bc made in Committee will bo accepted with
pleas ure.

MIr. BROOKS. I have listenod with a groat doal of
pleasure and instruction to the address which bas been
delivered by the hon. inember for Jacques Cartier. Hle has
spîoken to-night as lie alway3 speuaks-ably and oarnostly,
and as one whose heart is in the subject to which ho
addressed himself. But while I agree with him in a groat
deal ho bas said, and particularly in the culogy which lie
has paid to our Lower Canadian law; while 1 have
been extrenely interested and instructed by the historical
retrospect whîich he lias given us with regard
to that law, I nust say that 1 do not
agree with the principle of the Bill of which the lion. gen-
tleman lias moved the second reading ; I believe the intro-
duction of measures of this kind tend vory much to impair,
if not to destroy altogether, the usefulnoss of the highost
Court of appellato jurisdiction in Canada. I bolieve that
the frequent introduction of' such measures, to which the
hon. gentleman has roferred, bas been a source of dangor to
the Court to which they refor; and I bolieve that once and
for 'ahl wo should determino whether we shall not, if it is
possible to do so, prevent those constant interférences
with the Court, which tend ho much to impair its use-
fuiness. Though I have listenod vory attentively to
the remarks of the lion. gentleman, it appears
to me that from begining to end ho bas not addressed him-
self to the point which should have been raised in intro-
ducing a mensure of this kind to thie louse. In 1875,
when the Act constituting the Suprome and Exchequer
Court was passed, the points which the bon. gentleman bas
raised to-night were broughît up and discussed at full longth,
and a determination was then arrived at by a large majority
of the House of Commons-a dotermination which, to my
mind, cannot at all be changed by anything which bas been
said by the hofi. gentleman to-night. We then adopted the
principle of establishing a Supreme Court ut a groat exponse
to the Dominion. [ think that some new matter should be
brought forward to influence the House before asking itat
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this early day-for it is an early day looking at the life o
Courts-to reverse the decision which it came to at that
period. Not one argument or one principle of argument bas
been adduced to-night that was not adduced at tha
time. The same objections which were then made and
which were passed upon by this House, have been raised
to-night; and I listened to the hon. gentleman with a great
deal of attention in arder to learn when he would come to
the practical question of saying what reasons, if any, there
are to-day which did not then exist which should infiuene
us in reversing the decision which we thon arrived at
At that time motions precisely similar to that of the hon
gentleman wero proposed by the late Minister of Inland
Revenue, now a Judge on the Bench, by the then momber fo
Laval, Mr., now Judge, Taschereau, and by one or two other
members; I should have thought that if anything has
intervened sincu that time to justify us in altering our
decision with regard to this Court, it sbould have been
adduced by the hon. gentlernan. Thero was the same
objoection raised of our huving only two French
Judges conversant with the civil law of our Province,
and it does appear to me somowhat humiliating that it
should be stated that in this now Dominion of ours-a
statement which wili go the length and breadth of the
country-we have no trained lawyers-no mon whom
we could entrust with the decision of cases that
mny come beforo that Court from the different Provinces of
the Dominion. It has been stated that the results of appeals
to the Privy Council have been satisfactory, but I would
ask if there is anything about the Iuns of Court of London,
anything in the education which is received thero which,
considering the different conditions of the two countries,
cannot be obtained bere. Have they greater intellects ?
Taking into consideration the difference in population and
educational advantages, are thore to be found moro trained
intellects-mon more capable of grasping questions to bc
brought before the Courts than we have here. In considor-
ing this subject we should, at any rate, not be satisfied with
discrediting the legal talent of our own country; we should
saye if we have no such mon, that, as time goes on, mon
will b raised who will be. capable of grasping the laws of
our Provinces. But, without roferring to men
who are now upon our Bench, I would ask the
hon. gentleman if such as Lafontaine and the
Aylwins and Stuarts were not men to whoin ho wout!d
be willing to loave the decision of all cases that might cone
before them. I am satisfied that whatever may bo the dis-
satisfaction or the indignation which, as the bon. gentleman
said, exists among the people of the Province of Quobec
with regard to this Court, it is merely temporary, and that
it is a something which time will cure. With regard to the
question of appeals to Ihis Court fron. the Province of
Quebe, I have been desired to read the resolutions of the
Montreal Bar, which wero referred to by the hon. gentleman,
and the comments which bave been made upon then
by a distinguished momber of the Montreal Bar.
Before doing so, howover, I wish to point out that
there bas been no general expression of opinion upon this
matter by public meetings of members of tho Bar or other-
wise. There bas been no such expression from the Bar of
Quebec, or Three Rivers or St. Francis; the only agitation
of the kind has been that to which the hon. gentleman bas
roferred, from the Bar of Moutreal:

"Moved by W. I. Kerr, Q.C., seconded by Joseph Doutre, Q.C.,
that in the interest of the administration of justice it is inexpedient to
deprive the Supreme Court of Canada of any portion of its existing
appellate jurisdiction over judgments rendered in the Provinces."

This was signed by W.H. Kerr, Q.C., Joseph Doutre, Q.C., G.
Macrae, Q C., R. Laflamme, Q.C., IL Mercer, Q.C., S. Bethune,
Q.C., W. W. Robertson, Q.C., and many others to the number
of forty-one. My hon. friend is much more cognizant of the
strength of the Montroal Bar than I am, but I am informed

ILr, BaoOKs.

f that there were upwards of 100 members in attendance, that
t the sitting of that meeting was prolonged until a late hour
s in the day, so that many left before its close
t and the vote was forty-one that it was inexpedient
1 to pass this Bill, and twenty-one in favor of it. The letter
I I have received is from Mr. Kerr, one of the most distin-

t guished lawyers in the Province, and with your permission
) will read it:

B"MONTIEAL, 23rd February, 1881.
" MY DEAR SIR,-I believe that it has been said in the fouse of Commons

that the people of the Province of Quebec are in favor of Mr. Girouard's
Bill to limit the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada.

"I think I can say, without fear of contradiction, that the English-
r speaking portion of the Province of Quebec iiin favor of the maintenance

of the appellate jurisdiction of that Court as it at present exists, and, lm
fact, would bail with gladness its extension. In proof of this assertion I
enclose you a copy of a motion made by me, seconded by Mr. Doutre, at
a meeting of the Bar of Montreal, held on the 18th inst. Annexed to the
motion is a copy of the names of those members voting for it, from which
you will perceive that nearly ail the leading English-speaking members
of the Bar voted in favor of the motion.

"It would seem to be the object of some members of the Bar, judging by
their utterances at the meeting of the 18th inst., to abolish not only the
rizht of appeal to tie Supreme Court in matters relative to property and
civil rights but aleo to do away with the existing facilities of appealing
to Her Majesty in ber Privy Council in ail cases. They seem, in such
matters, to wish to prohibit any appeal from -the Court of Queen's Bench.
If they succeed, their success will be a great calamity to the Province of
Quebec.

Judges, 1 regret to say, bave very frequently been selected from the
Bar of Quebec..not from their eminence as lawyers, but froin motives of
political expediency, and our Courts, consequently, have not the confi-
dence of the public The knowledge that an appeal lies froin the Court
of Queen's Bench to the Privy Council or Supreme Court now acts as a
salutary check upon the first.named Court, but do away with the right
of appeal, and that Court wili then be free to settle finally the most
inportant cases. Its decisions do not now give satisfaction, for, as at
present constituted, it is not what might be called a strong Court, and
the dis:atisfaction prevailing at the Bar, and amongst the public, at the
present moment would thereby be increased. In the Supreme Court,
at the present moment, are two French Canadian Judges, the right
of the English portion of the Bar of the Province of Quebec to
representation on the Bench of that Court is ignored, the French Cana-
dians dlainitlit they are entitled te the teer seats reserved for the Quebec
Bar. Consequently, the English-speaking members of that Bar find that
they are placed in an inferior position, so far as the Court is concerned,
to their French confrères, merely because they are of British blood.

l 1, for one, do not considerthere is such a difference existing between
the laws of Quebec Province and those of the other Provinces, as that
men taken from the Bars of the other Provinces, eminent in their profes-
sion, should not be able, in conjunction with the Lower Canadian Judges,
to render good judgments in cases relating to property and civil rights
brought from this Province, but I look upon it as essential that great eare
should be taken in the selection of the Judges. If, owing to political
exigencies, inferior men are put upon the Bencli of that Court, I am of
opinion that if rnust be a failure. I admit that if is not as strong a Court
that it should be that the selections have not been made with that dis-
cretion which should characterize the action of the Government, ln

inaming Judges to the highest Court in the Dominion. Yet I would con-
sider it a calamity if the right of appeal thereto, as it now exists, were
taken from t te English-speaking portion of the inhabitants of the
Province cf Quebec.

" Yours very faithfuLly,
"WILLIAM H. KEIIR."

That letter is submitted as it was forwarded to me. Now, I
amn inforined-and I give the figures subject toe correction-
that the number of appeals from the Province of Quebec,
prior to the last Session of this Parliament, was forty-
six. Of these, forty-two wore decided upon the morits.
Twenty-soven judgments appoaled from were confirmed,
and fifteen were reversed. Only four were decided
upon sido issues and not upon the merits. I am told
that of all those cases only three turned upon questions
outside the civil law. Ifý that be correct thore certainly
cannot be any great cause for dissatisfaction with the
vorking of that Court. I happen to know that many of the

cases which have been sent up from the district of Montreal
came up upon questions relating to criminal law and crim-
inal matters. Now, with regard to the principle of the
Bill which is before the House, I would refer the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier to a discussion which took
place at the time of Confederation, and to a declaration
which was made by an authority which I presume no one
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in this louse will attempt to deny-Sir George E. Cartier.
In that discussion he said:

"The hon. member has.very justly remarked that it may become
necessary at a future period to constitute sucha tribunal. At present the
several Provinces which are to form part of the Confederation, have the
same court of final appeal. As long as we keep up our connection with
the Mother Country, we shall always have our Court of final appegl in
Her Majesty's Privy Council. But when the British Provinces on this
continent are united by the bond of Confederation, we shall have a
uniform system, common t ail, l regard to imports, bills of exchange
and promissory notes, as well as universal jurisprudence. Accordingly,
wlen we have lived some years under the Federal regime, the urgent
need of such a Court of Appeal with jurisdiction ini such miatters will be
felt. and if il is created, it will be fit that its jurisdiction should extend lu
civil causes which migl arise in the several Confederate Provinces, because
it will necessarily be composed of the most eminent Judges in the different
Provinces of the jurists whose reputation stands highiest of men, in short,
profoundly skilled in the jurisprudence of each of the Provinces which
they will respectively represent. Well, if this Court is called upon, for
instance, t'o give final judgnent on a judgment rendered by a Lower
Canada Court, there will be among the Judges on te Beach mn perfectly
versed in the knowledge of the laws of that section of the Confederation,
who will be able to give the benefit of their lights lt the other Judges
sitting with them. I must observe uto my ho. friend the member for
Montmnorency, that he disparages the civil law of Lower Canad n the
estimate he makes of it; but he need be under nourneasiness on thathlead.
Be should not forget thal if, at this day, thi laws of Lower Canada are
so remarkably well understood in Her Jajesty's Privy Council, it is
because the cause ofequity, which is a subject of deep study and familiar
knowiledge amog the members of the Couicil, is based on Roman law,
as our own code is. All the eminent Judges, whether in England, in the
Maritime Provinces or in Upper Canada are profoundly versed i i those
principles of equity which are identical with Itose of our civil code."

This declaration was made prio r to Confederation and long
before the establishment of this Court. I would also refer
the hon. member to a declaration made by the present
leader ofthe G tovernment with regard te the estabishmnent
of thi C ourt and with regard et the interpretation of the
10ist section ofthe British North America Acf, according te
which the hon. member caims that this Court shoul be an
Appehate Court, net from decisions under Provinial laws,
but simnply under he laws of Canada. In 1875, when the
Bih relating to this Court was under discusson, ote Right
Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald said : A

"He quite agreed with the views of the hon. gentleman that Ibis Court

of Appeal, when established, would be a Court of Appeal to Canada-a4
Court that could entertain appeals froin the decisions of all the Provincial
Courts, whether such decisions were based on Provincial laws or laws of
the Dominion. He knew that there was one authority in this Housé wio
h td a contrary opinion, aud that authority was one that lie greatly re-
spected, and h e was always sorry to differ from ; but lie (Sir Jolin) wasj
fortified in his opinion by the views entertained by the Minister of Justice
and the Government. He believed the logical and grammatical con.
struction of the terni "Court of Appeal" made in a Court ot Appeal
from all tribunals in this Dominion."

That seems to have been the settled determination of Parlia-c
ment at that time; and now, after the Court has continued1
for five years, I see no reason, notwithstanding the argu-,
ments of the hon. member for Jacques Cartier, to differ from 1
thatdecision. Then another question arises with regard to thisr
matter. The bon. member bas only spoken for the Prov ince of
Quebec; but he undertakes to legislate for the whole Dominion.f
Now, let us see what would be the consequences of thec
legislation he proposes. He declares in the first section of o
his Bill.:

"The Appellate Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada is
abolished in all cases where the matter in dispute relates to property t
and civil rights in any ofthe Provinces."

As a matter of eonomy, what would be the result of that? È
I understand that in the five Pro'vinces of Nova Scotiaa
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Manitoba andp
British Columbia, there is no Court of Appeal, and the t
effect of this Act would be to deprive all these Provinces of n
the right of appeal from the decisions of their Courtsa
of original jurisdiction ; so that this Parliament would .

ultimately, in common justice, have to establish a Courte
of Appeal in each of these Provinces, the expense i
of which would be larger than that of the Court ol which l
the hon. gentleman complains. I do not pretend to say 0
that there is not a feeling-of dissatisfaction with this Court 0

among the people of the Province of Quebec. I am sorry
it doos exist, though we have not yet had any offleial
declaration of that feeling. I believe that it would be
unwise on the part of this Parliament, after having tried the
experiment of this Court for only five years, to materially
alter its constitution, and that we should try the working
of that Court for a considerable time longer. If there are
in the composition of that Court reasons for dissatisfaction,
Bome alterations might be made. I do not believe it would
be wise or right on our part to adopt the principle of this
Bill by passing the second reading.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). To limit the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court in the manner proposed by this Bill
would be equivalent to abolishing that Court altogether.
I am not prepared to see that Court abolished. As I said
on a former decasion, I think the existence of the Supreme
Court is necessary to the completion of our system of
Confederation ; and while, perhaps, in some respects the
complaints in reference to it are well founded, I do not
think ithere are any defects which are not capable of an
easy rermedy. In my own experience of the Court,
especially recontly, I have found no v'ery greât eause for
complaint, if any. It cannot be complained that they
allow their judgments to fall in arrear, because there are
none in arrear at the present time. I am not aware that
any of the cases argued ut the presont sitting have
stood over, and some of those argued have
been disposed of already. They are doing their work
promptly, and I do not think it lias been charged that they
are not doing it efficiently. These continued attacks on the
Court are calculated to destroy its usefulness, and so
diminish the respect with which its judgments should be
received, and with which I think but for these attacks they
would be received, throughont the country generally.
has been suggested that this Bill should bo amended in such
a way as to confine its operation to the Province of Quebec
alone. I think such a course would be most objection-
able; we should not lay down one rule for the Province
of Quebec and another for the rest of the Dominion.
If the Court is to have any jurisdiction at al], it should
be co-extensive with the Dominion. If, however, I
was convinced that the objection to this Court in the
Province of Quebec was of such uiversal character as to
deserve our serious consideratien, J sbould hesitate before
saying to our friends from that Province that we vere
against the wish of the great majority of its people. But what
do we find happened at a meeting in the constituency of the
hon, gentleman who has moved this Bill? The hon. gentle-
man says: " Ilt was not a majority of. the Bar of that
Province." It cannot be pretended, at any rate, thore was
not a fair section of the Bar present. At that meeting, the
presen t jurisdiction of tho Court was maintained by a vote of
forty-one to twenty-one. IIow, in the face of that resolution,
can it b said that this Court meets vith the coidemnation
of the majority, or of any considerable number even, of the
legal profession or of the inhabitants of that Province ?
Ilave we had any potitions bore against it ? l there any-
thing else-I say it with all respect to my hon. friend and
those who support him-but a limited sphere of objection to
this Court, unsustainel by the majority of the profession,
and certainly, as far as any authentic indication of
public opinion is concerned, unsustained by the people
hemselves. I do think we would be adopting a
nost dangerous and improper policy, if now,
at the tail end of the Session, with a limited opportunity for
discussion, we were to support this Bill to the extent of
even allowing it to bo read a second time. There are
ntcrests of a far more extensive nature at stake than those
iinited ones to which my hon. friend has given expression
on the present occasion. If the Court is not effiçient it
ought to be made so, but we ought not to adopt a revolu-
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tionary measure of this nature, which, to my mind, is
tantamount to the total abolition of this Court.

Mr. LAINDRY. I will call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the nature of the Bill and the nature of the
promises the Government made last Session and during this
Session. On the 26th February, 1880, the hon. Prime
Minister said:

" I think we ought not to repeal this Court. We ought not to wipe it
out of existence. We ought to face the question, however, and enquire
into the cause of the dissatisfaction which is so prevalent. It seems to me
there must be a remedy. There must be some means of meeting the
objections which experience bas verified. The Government desires to
press this serionsly to that extent, and, individually, I may say that I
am disappointed that a more enlarged discussion lias not been entered
upon on this occasion by members of the Bar, in order that the Ilouse and
the country may, from their lips, know what the strong objections are to
this Court. I have no doubt that there are very many gentlemen in this
House who, if they would, would not only be able to state the objections
that have arisen, but state ticir own opinions as to the best means to
remove these objections. I lad hoped this discussion would have
brought out a great many of the points to wbich I have alluded. How-
ever, the Government desire to address themselves carnestly to this
matter, and to make a full and exhaustive enquiry into the best means ot
remove the objections, and into the best means of making the Court, in
every sense, efficient and satisfactory."

After recess the hon. Minister of Public Works said,
addressing himself to the members of the Province of
Quebec :

" Mr. LANGEVIN. I do not wish to prolong the debate, but I desire
that the position of the Government in relation to this queistion should
be well understood. I fear that, when my hon. friend the Prime Minister
explained the views of the Administration, his voice was not strong
enough to be heard throughout the Ilouse. I would say, therefore, that
it is the intention of the Government, during tho recess, to examine this
question with special reference to the Province of Quebec., so as to ascer-
tain what steps must be taken in order to meet the objections which have
been raised, and the inconveniences resulting from the working of this
Court. The House must iderstand that 1, myself, have never had reason
to entertain great love for the Supreme Court, and that, consequently,
the position I take this evening, in relation to that Court, is taken, not
in the interest of the Court as personally composed, but with a view to
the general interests of the Dominion of Canada. I am quite aware that,
when there is an appeal from the Courts of the Province of Quebec to the
Supreme Court, we find ourselves in this position: that often a judgment
rendered by a large majority of the Court of Queen's Bench may be re-
versed by the Supreme Court ; that is to say, that a judgment may be
rendered by four or five Judges of the Court of Appeal of the Province of
Quebec, and yet that judgment may be appealed to the Supreme Court
and thiere reversed by two Judges called from the Province of Quebec.
Two-thirds of the Judges of the Suvreme Court do not understand the
laws of the Province of Quebec, and they are, therefore, liable to err in
cases coming before the Court from that Province. Now, Mr. Speaker,
it was to those inconveniences the bon. the Prime Minister referred when
he stated that the Government would make it their business, during the
recess, 1to endeavor to fnd a remedy. The House must understand that
when the Government take that position, and make so solemn a promise,
it is their intention to meet the objections which bave been raised,
and to come down next Session with a measure calculated to meet the
just complaints of hon. members from the Province of Quebec, and to
remove the grievances enumerated by them this evening."

I think, after these promises, it is our duty to ask the
Government what they intend to do during this Session.
Will they support the Bill proposed by the hon. nember for
Jacques Cartier, or, if not, will they have any other remedy
to bring forward ? This Session, the hon. member for
Hochelaga asked the Government whether it was their
intention, during the present Session, to bring down a
measure for the repeal of the Act establishing the Supreme
Court; and if not, whether it is their intention so to amend
that Act as to remove the inconvenience resulting, as res-
pects the Province of Quebec, from its present constitution
and jurisdiction ? To that question the answer was given,
that it was not the intention of the Government, during the
present Session, to bring in a measure to repeal the Act
establishing the Supreme Court; and that, with reference
to the second part of the question, that question was
now receiving the anxious consideration of the
Government. It is not ouly the Government that are
anxious to have a remedy, but also the Province of Quebec,
and I hope the Government will tell us, this afternoon, what
is their intention with regard to this Bill. As to the remark 1
that these continual attacks destroy the usefulness of theil

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria).

Supreme Court, I would answer that it applies as well to the
Government as.to the private members who have presented
Bills to abolish the Court, or to limit its jurisdiction, because
the Government promised, last year, to give a remedy, and
renewed its promise this Session.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I think we are entitled, at this
stage of the Bill, to the answer asked for by the hon. mem-
ber for Montmagny (Mr. Landry). I am surprised at the
position taken by the hon. member for Sherbrook (Mr.
Brooks) on that question, when he asks us new reasons to
justify our complaints. It is not because some members of the
Bar of Montreal protested against the introduction of a Bill
such as the one proposed by the hon. member for Jacques
'Cartier, that we ought not to raise our voices against the
present institution. The people of our Provihce are indig-
nant about the jurisdiction given to this Court, and ask in
earnest for relief in that matter. When we complain that
the majority of the members of this tribunal do not
know our laws, we offer a reason that can be sustained from
the experience ofmore than a year, and we have not very
much to add to this one. When we complain, besides, that
the majority of this tribunal does not understand our
language, the complaint ought to be listened to by those
who have control of it. So, I think we are plainly justified
in the position we take; and as the mcmber for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard) said truly, if such an injustice were
committed against any -other Province than Quebec, we
should hear louder complaints than the present.

Mr. Mc DONALD (Pictou). I listened with very great
attention and respect, as I always do, to the address of my
hon. friend fromu Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard). I fully
anticipated. from him a very exhaustive discussion of this
subject, wbich he has so much at heart. I regret, however,
that I am obliged to differ with him as to his arguments and
conclusions on various grounds. But thero was one part of
his speech, one element of the discussion on his part, in
which we entirely agree, and with the hon. member
from Sherbrooke (Mr. Brooks). I was under the impression
that that was the real gravamen of the charge made
against the Court by my hon. friend. I agrece with
him entirely as to the great value and importance of
the admirable code which governs the Province of Quebec,
and in the very critical, able and patriotic account which he
gave of its ancient character and great utility, not only to
the Province of Qnebec, but to other countries where cthe
principles of that law have prevailed ; and I agree with him
as to the respect in which it ought to be received in all
courts of justice where the rights of the people, as based on
that law, are adjudieated. I entirely sympathise with him
also in bis remarks as to the historical associations connected
with this code of the ancient Province of Quebec, and in his
observations on the judicial system he discussed. But at the
same tine I failed to catch-and perhaps it was my fault-
the grounds upon which ho suggested that that judicial
system, so properly appreciated by him, was not duly ad-
ministered in the Supreme Court of the Dominion. He
failed to give any instances whatever in any cases argued
before the Supreme Court wherein the opinions of his own
Bar-the intelligent, able, learned lawyers of the Province
of Quebec, who watch with so much jealousy the decisions
of this Court-showed that they entertained the suspicion
so often expressed in this House with reference to the ability
of the Court-I say it struck me strongly that my hon.
friend failed entirely to point out any single instance in
whicb, either from ignorance or intention, the Supreme Court
of the Dominion failed properly to adiminister tb eprinciples of
the Civil Code of Quebec, and that law whieh the members
from Quebec in this House, and the members of its Bar, have
at all times guarded with so rmuch and such proper jealousy.
I tbink it becomes my hon. friend, when asking us
to revolutionize our legislation on this subject, to show-if
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it be not necessary to show his confrères from the Province
of Quebec-to the intelligent public of the rest of
the-Diominion-why we should be called upon to assent to
so entire a revolution in our judicial system and in the con-
stitutional guards and checks which we have embodied in
that system, as he demands. Surely if it be a patent fact -
that wo must accept as proved something simply because it
is alleged-that the Judges of the Supreme Cburt are unable
to apprehend, and being unable to apprehend are unable to
administer the law of so important a Province as Quebec-
at least that portion of the law personal to its people and
affecting their civil rights-such rights as come home,
undoubtedly, in all the Provinces, more closely and particu-
larly to every inhabitant ·than any others-because they
affect the daily life and occupations of every man, woman
and child-if those evils really exist-surely there is one
case in which the fact can be demonstrated; surely there is
one case out of the number given by my hon. friend (Mr.
Girouard) where the incompetence of the Court was acknow-
ledged or complained of. But so far as my experience goes,
listening, as I have listened, for the last three or four years,
to complaints of the same character, I have yet to learn of
one case, and see the man who, on his own responsibility
as a lawyer and statesman, will venture to impugn
the ability or integrity of the Supreme Court. The
very list which my hon. friend bas given ; the
very statistics which ho has quoted as an ovidence
that the Court bas not been appreciated in Quebec, it
appears to me have conclusivoly proved that, although dis-
satisfaction with it does exist, arising from various causes,
at any rate admitting that, sinco the establishment of the
Court, there is dissatisfaction with the nominees from that
Province, or dissatisfaction as to some part of the constitu-
tional functions devolving upon the Court-whatever it
may be, it is undoubted that dissatisfaction and uneasiness
in the public opinion ofthat Province haveshown itself with
regard to this Court-have proved, I repeat, that that
uneasiness is rapidly passing away, because we find that
year by year the total number of appeals from the courts of
inferior jurisdiction in the Province of Quebec to the Privy
Council is decreasing, while the appeals directly to the
Supreme Court are increasing. Taking that as a test,
becoming familiar with the practice in the Supreme Court,
the prejudices which originally existed in the minds of mem-
bers of the Quebec Bar have been broken down gradually by
greater familiarity with the practice and intelligent discip-
line of that Court, the enlightened and able Bar of that
Province bas manifested of late its growing confidence in
the Court by gradually abandoning the expensive system
which heretofore prevailed in Quebec, of appealing directly
to the Privy Council, prefeuring what, in my humble
opinion, is in some respects the highest Court
of Appeal, the Supreme Court of the Dominion.
And I trust most sincerely that when my hon. friend the
leader of the Government has time to devote his attention
and his great experience to the redemption of the pledge
which he made last year, whatever difficulties may exist
now to prevent the perfect reconciliation of our friends from
the Province of Quebec to the practice and constitution of
this Court may be removed. The hon. member for Mont-
magny (Mr. Landry) has very properly called attention to
the observations of the leader of the Government last Session
and also to the observations which the right hon. gentleman
made this year. No doubt these pledges are properly
brought to the attention of the House, but my hon. friend
should reco'lect that the leader of the G-overnment, during
this Session and during the recess intervening between last
Session and this, has been constantly occupiedi with a
great public question which overshadowed all other
questioni of legislation; so that my hon. friends from
Quebec should not press too strictly the tact that, under al]
the circumastances, the right hon. gentleman failed to meet

fully the intimation ho made a year ago, that during the
recess ho would consider the difficulties which were men-
tioned by our friends from Quebec, and endeavor to find iL
solution. The hon. member for Jacques Cartier, I was glad
to soe, did not, as I understood him, attack the constitu-
tionality of the Court; ho did not intimate that it was not
entirely within the competence of this Parliament to esta-
blish a Court with all the functions which have been given
to that Court by Act of Parliament, and which have since
been exercised by that tribunal.

Mr. GIROUARD. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. I
said exactly the reverse.

Mr. - MoDONALD. I am sorry to hear it, but the reply
is clear and distinct. It is that almost the common conconsus
of the eminent lawyers and jurists of the Dominion bas
pointed in one direction with regard to the constitutionality
of this Court. The men who conceived and carried out the
system of Confederation, considered this question and
expressed their opinion in the language of the Statute-
language so clear and explicit as not to have excited the
shadow of doubt or hesitation in eminent legal minds since
that time-that thero should be established, not a general
Court for Canada, but a general Court of Appeal for Canada.
The language of the Act is: "And the organization of a
general Court of Appeal for Canada, and for the establish-
ment of any additional Courts for the better adminis-
tration of the laws of Canada." So that we had a
Court of Appeal standing alone-not a Court of original
jurisdiction-independent entirely of any additional courts,
which was a matter to be dealt with by subsoquent experi-
once and the requirements of the country. Either we must
assume that the gentlemen who framed the Confederation
Act, and obtained its passage through Parliament, used
language which was without meaning, or we must arrive at
the conclusion upon which this Parliamont bas proceeded,
that it was to bo a general Court of Appeal from the Courts
of the several Provinces then and sinco composin g the
Dominion of Canada. I can only say, with my hon. friends
who have spoken, that I think it would be a great calamity
-it certainly would b3 so considered in my own Province
and those adjoining it-if the right of appeal to the
Supreme Court should be taken away. It would b a
ealamity not only to individual Provinces, but to the
whole Dominion of Canada, for I consider that that
Court is the crown of the edifico of our Constitution. I
think thero is no part of our Constitution which we ought
to guard more sacredly, no part of our Constitution of which
we ought to feel prouder than that Court-a Court which is
independent of the Crown, which is composed of the mon
most learned, most wise, and most competont to deal with
great questions which como before thom; a court which not
only controls the general laws of the country, but by the
powers which are given to it by the Constitution, guards
the rights of the people even as ugainst the legislation of
this House. Our experionce for the last few years has
shown us in what condition we would be if we had not this
Court or some similar tribunal to appeal to. How
many cases of the utmost importance, involving the
integration of this Dominion of ours, have been dis-
posed of by this Court to the entire satisfaction of the
Dominion and of the several Provinces of the Dominion.
It is a Court of the greatest possible importance, a Court
before which are involved the highest possible interests of
the several Provinces of the Dominion ; a Court in which
cases have been argued byable men and disposed of by the
Judges in a manner which, so far as I have been able to
learn, in a manner that bas met with almost universal
approval. But there is another argument in favor of the
retention of that Court intact which, I tbink, cannot be sue-
cessfully assailed, and that is that over and above the
Supreme Court stands the original right of appeal to the
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foot of the Throne, over and above this Court is the plan- serions attention to this matter, tbough-I believe thut the
whether wise or not it is not now for us to discuss -that duty of oonstituting that tribunal was relegated to the hon.
the subject shall have the right to appeal even against the member for Lambton (Mr. Maekenzie), whq then led the
ultimate decision of that Court to the foot of the Throne, a Government. But the right bon. gentleman whom 1 am
tribunal which, according to my bon. friend, stands now proud of supporting, gave his-generons support and
unimpeached and unimpeachable. I should like to ask my vast experience as a t lawyer, to the sane
hon. friend from Jacques Cartier, in how many cases, purpose, and 1 believe the hon. m'eahber for Lambton bas
though the Supreme Court has now been in existence acknewledged that aid. At that time the earnest desire of
some six or seven years, have dissatisfiea suitors attempted al the merbers was te ereate a tribunal such as we have.
to appeal fion the deci>ion of that Court? It bas determined I hink if the Bil of the hon. member for Jacques Cahier
a very great number of cases of the highest importance, werc passed to-day it would be a great misfortune. There
a 1d, so far as I have been informed, only two suitors have are certain questicas that only a Supreme Court eaudecide.
taken ex3eption to the decisions. These suitors have been We ought to have a Court that we cln ail trust aud al
men able to appeal, men wih Provincial revenues ut their confide in. I have istened attentively to the able speech of
command, and yet only two of them have made application the hon. Minister of Justice, and 1 heurtiIy endorse what le
to have the decisior s of the Court rcmovei. In one of these bas said. I think it will ho a mattor of great regret if we
cases leave to appeal was granted; and in the other louve withdraw from that Court questions aflècting civil rights.
was refused, because even in an et parie argument If it is allowed to decide great constitutional questions, sure-
there appeared not the slightest reason for a reveision ]y it May le trusted to decide upon questions affeeting civil
of the judgment. Now, apart fromn the local feelings- ghscf i hejLn.mu. Nw pu ri h oa elns ihs If the Court is not properly coustituted it should bo
apari from, at any rate, those local reasons affecting the improved. 1 believe thedecisionsithasgiven have met with
mind ofthe Province ofQuebec-I thinlk therc isrno ground, the respect of jurists. IfthatCourtdoes not give satisfaction
no just grouind to assail the ability and the deire of this to the people cf Quebec, who bave 4 separate system of
Court to lo its duty and to do it well. I do not intend tojs e l
say that aill the Judges are the ablest men in the Dominion. fatisticd with it, so thatovery Province mayfeol that justice
It may be true, as has been stated, that if a wiser discretion will be donc to ail. To attempt to lamper this Court ind
lad been exercised in the selection of that Court, perhaps te say that there are certain questions it is net competent
abler men could have beciu tound. At the same time the te decide, is te cast a slur upen the title of those hon.
f!oase miust recollet that we cannot always get the ablest Judges. If the Court is net censtituted te the satisfaction

imen in the several Provinces to put on the Bench, even ofethe cf the Province of Queboc, the sooner it is se censtituted the
h L hest ourt in th'e nation. On the whole, I repeat, that I better it wil ho for this country. We must have sud a
think my hon. friend failed to make out a case which justities Court of final appeal. Why should we contiuue te go ho the
the attacks upon the Court and teinds to destroy its infduenoe. Privy Council cf Great Britain? I trust 1 am a loyal m1a.
In my opinion, if the Court had not been strong in itself, if Idonot want te see the tics wosken which bindsushoGreat
it did not- possess the confidence and approbation Of' the Brihain, but bave ve net logal lore eneugh in this Dominion
people of this country, if the people had not made up their te decde aI the questions that may arise here? Wc have
minds that the inst tution and maintenance of that Court been expendiag millions cf meney during the prosent Sessionî
as a suprene juuicial tribunal were essential to the te build up this country. Ought we net te have a
interOests of the country, it could not have withstood the Court te docide evory possible question that may ce
attacks made upon it for several years past. If it were up in this country, whether it relates te the French laws
otherwise, the reiterated declarations of men holding promi- et Quebec or te the English laws cf Ontario and thc eastern
nent positions as meibers of Parliament, and the attacks Provinces? As fuias I arnconcernod I shah be obliged te
made iii the press irn consequence, would have shaken the vote against t iluof the hou. member for Jacques
fdoundations of uny institution net sto ingly farifiwda in the Cartier.
confidencec f the people. Thîis beems te indieate that th m Mr. MoCONVILLE. As a m mber f the Bar f the
plople, having studicdcar judicial institutions, and realizi ng District of Montroal I think it my duhy toperotesh tgainst
the importance of this triibunal tethn constitution ef the the scaled resalution sf the Bar cf the District cf Moaentreal
country, have made up thoir uninds that if this (Jouit was not wbich as been read by the hon. member for Shrbroke
perfèct it ought te Le improved and made as naarly perfect (Mr. Brooks). I think it bas been shown sy eie hon.
as possible It will le the duty, as I have nIdtubt it will he member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) that Che mem-
te pleasurecf tbelion. the First N.1 inister, who was himself bers aor the Province of Qubec cannot but vote for therBie
the original creator cfthie idea cf a Suprero Court as part cf now beire the ilouse. The question is neot, as I under.
our Constitution, and whoe(-p)îfl1<l Ieveceincided with stand it las been put by the Mlinistor cf Justice, that wo
that cf bis coadjttor as tethie character wWich the Court have noet adduced caseo in which justice a nt aoon
ought te her-i say it 'viii net only ho a duty which ho wes rendered by that tribunal, because Ieontend it i difi-
te the country as thebead cf the Governiment, hat a ple cuit t e enter into sutc, dails befre this oeuse
sure whieh. will ho persoi-xal te hîimscf, e te amhdaor se te but I suppose the Governmon g ataeh some
restriet, if nocessary, that Court as te makewhat ho intended importance om the strong expression cffopinion given by
it should ho, a Stipreine Court fer the Doeminiien cf Canada, the members from. the Province of Quebecon everyccasioni
communding and deserving the confidence if the people. when the question hasd gon broug t before thouse. s

Mr. BIIEJKEN. I have listened with gýreat pleasure te is evidon t ut in Qu ec histhe unanimouns opinion cf the
the phuiosephicai and lcurned speech cf my lien. friead for people that the Bilofore rherlousestituld io passod. I
Jacques Carrier (Mr-. Girouard), and J have aIse Iisteaed te consider this case is a very clear one. Letuscniderthis:
the more practical and able speech cf thieMinisterof Justice. The tribunal is compsed f six judges. Lot us suppose
I must say that I think t is a inatter cf regret thut rny they are theMop t ab e mon wo eave sepbtained in tbe
hon. frieîd fer Jacques CJartier shouild have se drawn up hi- Doinion. et t beo admitted that four cf them are net
Bill as te riîimize the uris-iietien cf rhe ighlest Court ia as well versed in the laws cf Quebec as the Judgos cf that
tbis coiintrv. We brna eof being a grcatbmiaionl, We Province who ia sd thate opporhuity cf stadying thatlaw
have aithe cleients et a nation, and surcly we ouglt te and palising it .A judgment rendered by a Judge Cof the
have ail utirate tribunal te whieh ait purtics, regaidlessof Superior Court cf Quebce, cofirmed by the Courtf
language, natiouaiity, or syster of jurisprudence, ceuld Reviw, composof theuret Judges, Btituother eonfirmed
appeal. Thc leader of the Govornmenh gave a geed deai of by the Courtcof Appeal composed cf five Judgts,
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or nine Judges, and all versed in tho law of the
Province, may be reversed.by the Supreme Court, composed
of six Judges, only two of whom belong to Quebec. Under
these circumastances, it is p.erfe.tly useles td ask members
from QuebQc to admit that they have justice before this
tribunal. Tiore is no one who can deny that this is an
anomaly; and the members froin the Province of Quebec ask
that.it shall be corrected. The member for Queen's, P.EI.,
(Mr.Brecken) considered that in his Province they want this
tribunal. He may be perfectly correct, but, as the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) bas said, they
nay ask for an amendment, so that the Bill shall apply
only to the Province ofQuebec. We do not want to take
other Provinces out of e jurisdiction of the Suprene
Court, but we place our case before the ilouse and say that
this i a case in which the Governiment connot delay to
imedy that which requires to be corrected. Many times,
and no ton, member will venture to deny it, the Government
ha§ led hon. members to understand that their intention
wa to bring in a measure which will give satisfaction to the
people of Quebec on this very subject. How can the
Government bring in such a measure? Certainly we
cannot suppose they will appoint such a number of Judges
as to give a majority of Judges from Quebec to that Court.
If they cannot do that, what can they do except that which
is proposed by the hon. member from Jacques Cartier, to
render the justice we claim ? Nothing else will suffice,
and if the Government do not admit the principle of the
Bill now before this Hlouse, they do not intend to give the
people of Quebec that justice which we want.

Mr. GAJLT. As a commercial man, moving among the
mercantile people of Montreal, I have not heard a word of
complaint against the Supreme Court. On the contrary, I
have heard very favorable opinions expressed at some deci-
sions very recently given ; and I hope and trust that when
a vote is taken to-night this will be the last we shall hear of
it. Every time this subject is debated it must tend to reduce
the high standing of the Sapreme Court.

Me. TASSE. Although a supporter of the principle of a
Supreme Court, I cannot admit the statement that that tri-
bunal is operating in a manner satisfactory to the people of
the country at large. If it be true, as has
been stated, that the Court is giving universal
satisfaction, how is it that the bon. gentlemen have under
their consideration a measuie to remedy the grievances
referred to during the present debale ? If the constitution
of that tribunal operates in a manner satisfactory to the
people, how is it that it bas been found necessary by the
Government to modify this very measure ? I cannot but
say that the Supreme Court as constituted cannoigive satis-
faction to a large portion of the people-I refer to the pop-
ulation of the Province of Quebec. It is well established
that there are only two Judges who can speak the French
language ; and if I am well informed, French
lawyers from Quebec cannot be heard properly
in their own language before the Supreme Court.
They must speak a language which is not their own, and
which perhaps many of them speak very imperfectly. The
constitution of the Supreme Court is contrary to the spirit
of our Constitution which places the two languages on the
saine footing; and from the circumstance that French lawyers
cannot ob heard in their own language before the Supreme
Court we may coaclude that a Court so constituted cannot
command the confidence of a large portion of the people. It
has been said that the lawyers of the Province of Quebec,
or many of them, were satisfied with the operation of the
Court as constituted. Well, with all due respect to the lawyers,
I cannot consider them, especially in a case where perbaps
they cannot have a disinterested opinion, the best exponents
of the publie opinion of the Province of Quebec. Besides
the lawyers, there is a large portion of the people interested

in that tribunal. These are the suitors, and all persons
wbo have dealings with the Court; and if we judge by the
complaints appearing in the cwspapers-and I consider
the newspapers as good and even better exponents of
public opinion than the lawyers, especially in a case like
this-the reverse will appear to be the case, for those
who read the French newspapers may see, almost every
day, communications and articles compilaining of the
manner in which this Court operates. I do not wish to
deprive other Previnces, which may be satisfied with the
operation of this Court, of tho right to appeal to it; but
so long as changes are not made in a manner that
will give satisfaction to a large portion of the people of
this country f4r whom I feel a very deep interest, and it is
a feeling that is quite natural, I will vote for a Bill which,
while not depriving the other portions of the Dominion
froin the benefit that they might derive from ithis tribunal,
will exempt the Provinco of Quebec from the operation of
that Court in civil cases.

Mr. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier). A great deal bas
been said about the satisfaction the Supreine Court bas given
to the whole country; and the hon. member for Montreal
West (Mr.. Gault) says it has givon genecial satisfaction to
the commercial commun ity be represents. I do not proposo
to attack the jrrisdiction of that Court over commercial
matters. The lion. inember for Victoria (31r. Cameron)
says that if we remove civil cases from the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court, nothing will be left. If the [Bil passed,
the Court would still have jurisdiction ovei all cases con-
nected with the regulation of trade and commerce; the
raising of money by any mode or system of taxa-
tion ; navigation and shipping; soa coast and inland
fisheries; ferries betveen a Province aid any British or
forcign country, or btwecn two Provinces; currency and
coinage ; banking, incorioration of baiks, and the issue of
paper money ; savings banks; weights and measures ; bills
of exehange and pronissory notes ; interest; legal tender;
bankruptey and insolvency ; patents of invention and
discovery ; copyrights; marriage and divorce; ail matters
relating to the criminal law ; federal railways; and all
classes of subjects as are not assigned exclusively to
the Legislatures of the lProvinces. The hon. mermber
for Sherbrooke (Mr. Brooks) stated that only three civil
cases from the Province of Quebec bad been decided by
the Supreme Court. I find, however, that during 1877, 1878,
1879 and a portion of 1880, cight civil cases froin the Pro-
vince of Quebec were decided by that Court. But oven these
figures show that the reoval of civil causes will not materi-
ally affect the business or usefulness of the Court. The
bon. Minisier of Justice asks me to cite a single instance
in which injustice 4as been donc. I will call ai tention to
one case-that of Johnson vs. the Minister and Trustees of
St. Andrew's Church, Montreal-in rgard to which great
dissatisfaction existed with the decision of the Court. The
judgment of the Superior Court was confirmed by the Court
of Appeal in Montreal, and it was reversod by thrce Judgcs
of the Supreme Court, the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Strong dissenting. That is one instance, and there is
no doubt there wili bo other instances of the same
kind. Thie ~hon. member for She-brooke also says-
this Court was establi:hed by a large majority in 1875.
What an argument. Did not the lion. gentleman
vote for a protective tariff which bad becn condomned by
a majority of the last Parliament ? I am surprisel that
a member of the Bar of his standing should use such an
argument seriously before this louse. The hon. member
for Victoria also states that it is impossible that we should
bave one rule for the Province of Queboe, and another for
the rest of the Dominion. It would be botter to have a
special rule for the Province of Quebec than to do an act of
injustice to that Province. We are not making that rule;
we are only fulfilling tho provisions of the British North
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America Act, wbich secured us our civil rights and our
civil law. I trust that this Bill will receive its second read-
ing, if not this evening, at least at a later period of the
Session. I have such a strong feeling on the subject that if
I fail now I will bring forward this Bill as long as I epre-
sont a county of the Province of Quebec in this Parliament.
I will bring it up again next Session unless the Government
fulfil the promise made last Session by the leader of the
Government, to remodel that Court so as to make it satis-
factory to the Province of Quebec. Even at the expense of
diminishing the confidence of the people in that Court, the
Province of Quebec cannot be silent on this matter. Ihope,
however, that by next Session justice will be given to us,
and that the Government will be prepared to bring in such
a measure as will restore the confidence of the people of
Quebec in the Court of final resort.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with my
hon. friend that it is impossible that this debate can close
to-night. The subject is too important, embraces too many
considerations, and has.not received that full and exhaustive
discussion which it calls for. I am, therefore, going to
move the adjournment of the debate. I would say to my
hon. friends that it is quite true that the Government are
liable to the charge of not carrying out what they promised
to do, that ie, to investigate this subject and to endeavor to
remove the difficulties or the objections that are raised,
chiefly, if not altogether, in the Province of Quebec. I am
not one who would at all minimize the difficulties
of the question. I showed that when I was
Minister of Justice in a former Govorment On
two occasions 1 brought in a Supreme Court
Bill, but after the neasures were laid on the Table
for discussion, the objections raised against it from the
Province of Quebec, the extreme difficulty of constituting a
tribunal that would meet the case of Quebec, which has a
separate system of law and organization, and added to that
the difficulty arising from difference of language, those
difficulties were so great that they deterred me, and the
Government of which I was a member, froin legislative
action on the matter. The succeoding Government intro-
duced the present measure and carried it into effect. Almost
immediately after, there came from Quebec a murmur of
dissatisfaction. , do not attribute so much importance to
the language question r.s my hon. friend from the city of
Ottawa (Mr. Tassé). H1e says that he understands that
Lower Canadian lawyers who come bore and speak English
as imperfectly as he did, found great difficulty in
making themselves understood. If they spoke English
as well as my hon, friend, I think his argument is knocked
on the head. On the other hand, all the counsel of Lower
Canada who have really attained any position in the pro-
fession eau speak English just as well as my hon. friend.
The chief objection is, that Lower Canada has got a Court of
Appeal, Queen's Bench, and a Superior Court Bench con-
posed of Lower Canadian lawyers skilled in the law of
Lower Canada, and there is naturally a greater feeling of
confidence in the Court of Appeal than in the Supreme
Court. That is a difficulty to be overcome some way or
other, by which the Bench of the Supreme Court can b
strengthened in such a way as to give confidence to the Bar
of Lower Canada. In the hope of being able to solve that
difficulty, the Government agreed to look into the subject
during the last recess. Various causes, including
the absence of myself, prevonted our carrying
out that intention, and so far we have not
been able to come to any solution that would b
satisfactory to the Bar of Lower Canada. We must, how-
ever, address ourselves to that subject, and I will again state
to my hon. friend that during the recess the Government
will take the question into its serious consideration, and if
they do not, after giving it their best consideration, indi-
vidually and collectively, work out a satisfactory solution,

Mr. GiRoUÂan (Jacques Cartier).

Government will ho prepared to form a commission in
which the Bar of Lower Canada will be strongly represented
to see if a. satisfactory solution cannot be arrived at. I have
heard the statements made by the lion. member for Joliette,
and I must compliment my hon. friend on his able speech.
His first speech being so saccessful, I hope that he will not
remain silent hereafter. My hon. friend from Joliette
stated that he had no desire to prevent the other
Provinces from enjoying this Court if they choose, so
long as Quebec was exempt from it. I am sure we are un-
able to do that. We must either repeal the Court altogether,
or it must apply to all the Provinces. The British North
America Act provides: "Parliament may, from time to
time, provide for the constitution, maintenance and organ-
ization of a General Court of Appeal of Canada." That is
the sole power that is given us to form a General Court of
Appeal for Canada. I do not think we would ho carrying
out either the letter or spirit of the Act if we made the
Court for a certain portion of Canada only. We must make
up our minds to abolish the Court altogether, or to maintain
it, making such alterations, according to the spirit of this
Act, as will make it satisfactory to the Province of
Quebec. Whether it may be by- appointing a certain
number of Judges ad hoc from the Bench or Bar of Lower
Canada, to strengthen the Court in cases coming from
Lower Canada, or by some other scheme, I am not able to
say, but if the Court is to be maintained, a solution must b
found to remove the dissatisfaction which exists, at %Il
events, among the Franco-Canadians of Lrwer Canada. I
am not at all prepared to vote for the abolition of the
Court. It would ho unjust to the other Provinces who
desire to have a Court ot' Appeals. And the Court having
been once established, it is practically impossible to remove
that appellate jurisdiction and send ail the litigants, be their
claims large or small, important or unimpertant, across the
water 3,000 miles, to submit their cases to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council. The case, however, has not
been fully discussed. There is one hon. gentleman in this
House, whom I know this House is auxious to hear, and
from whose remarks they will receive equal pleasure and
instruction-I allude especially to my hon. friend the
leader of the Opposition. Other hon. gentlemen who have
taken great interest in this subject, will also be enabled to
throw additional light on it. I am, of course,
quite well aware that it involves the possibility of the
measure getting through this Session. Of course everybody
understands that; but whother or not, I am quite sure that
even if the majority of the House will adopt the principle
of the Bill so far as to give it a second reading, that
such is the state of the business and the impatience of
members on both sides to get home, that it would be
impossible to give it the third reading this Session. There-
fore I am not throwing any impediment in the way of my
hon. friend by moving the adjournment of the debate. I will
not say he will get another day, but if an opportun ity should
arise for the continuance of the discussion i should ho
very glad, because the more it is continued the more will
it enable the Government to understand more fully the
general impression of the House on the subject. As my
hon. friend from Lambton, from indisposition, is unable to
be in his place to-niglht, and we were discussing the item
for railways and canals, in which ho takes special interest,
if it ho the will of the House to sit late to-morrow night
and the night after, in order to dispose of the Estimates
as fast as possible, I move that the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock, midnight,) the
louse adjourned.
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BOUSE OF COMMONS,
THURSDAY,10th March, 1881.

The SPAKisR took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaATE".

EMIGRATION AGENTS IN CANADA.

Mr. ORTON, in introducing Bill (No. 88) to prevent
agents of foreign railways and others from holding -out
inducements to persons to emigrate from Canada, said: It is
well known that inevery city, town and village in this
country at the present day there are agents of American
railway and land companies, wbo are engaged in persuading
the people of Canada to leave. Emigrants coming from the
old country, as a great many did last year, especially of the
tenant farmer class, are, in consequence of the inducements
offered, led to leave this country. Very deceptive induce-
ments are held out. I bave myseif beard of a tenant
farmer who, coming into my county from England,
wes induced to go to the United States by -be
operations of American agents at Toronto, and
obtaining a free pass to look ut the country; but he
found when he got there that be was grossly deceived and
returned to Canada. The fact is that immigrants from
Europe are very much inclined to go in the direction where
a free pass is given them, and as our agents in this country
cannot offer froc passes to those coming from the old
country, immigrants are led to go from Canada to the
United States.- Many men occupying very high positions,
and possessing wealth and influence, are engaged in this
nefarious practice. I know such men in my own county
who are now engaged as agents of American land companies,
simply because they can make a little money out of it. I
think such men should b denounced as traitors to our
country. I believe men who have succecedelin
Canada, and obtained wealth here by the aid
of their fellow countrymen, are certainly acting
very unfairly and-unjustly toward their country and
fellow countrymen when they use their influence against the
welfare of the Dominion. The object of the Bill- is to
punisb, by imprisonment and fine, all persons engaged in
such practices, except by permission of the Governor in
Council, so that the Government will have a controlling
power over those engaged in this business; and if it is
thought advisable to allow them to continue, tbey might be
compelled to do so on equitable grounds. In all probability
our large railway corporations, especially the new Syndi-
cate, will desire to employ agents in the United States, and
thus, to gome extent, counteract the evils from 'which we
are now Auffering from agents being employed in Canada by
American railway and land companies. 1 think this Bill
will control thebusiness in a proper and legitimate way.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Of course, until we have the Bill it
is difficult to say what to make of it, but as it includes others
besides railway agents I am inc&ined to support it, because
the parties who bave offered the chiefinducements to people
to leave Canada are bon. gentlemen on the Ministerial
benches, ard any motion of this kind that can be made to
apply to them ought to have the support of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. I dare say we havQ been
encouraging and holding out inducements to the people to
leave old Canada and go to the North-West, but we have
not been encouraging an criodus from Canada.

Bill read the first time.

EXTORTIONATE RATES OF INTEREST.

Mr. McCUAIG, in introducing Bill (No. 89) to relieve
borrowers from the payment of extortionate rates of interest,
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said : Last Session we passed an Act that the rate of
interest payable on the amount of.the mortgage should
appear on the face of the mortgage. This Act was passed
because it was discovered loan companies took advantage of
the ignorance of borrowers, to make them pay a larger rate
of interest than they supposed they were to be charged, by
adding the interest calculated on the principal for a
number of years, and then rendering the whole
repayable by instalments as principal. This Bill I
now introduce aims to protect the borrower against this
extortion, by giving him power to recover the excess of
interest already paid, and to secure him against a repetition
of this extortion in the future, by declaring the rate of8 per
cent. shall be the bighest rate he will require to pay.

Bill reud the first time.

FIRST READINGS.

The following Bills were introduced and road the first
time:-

Bill (No. 90) to remove doubts as to the power to imprison
with hard labor under the Act 32 and 33 Victor ia, Chap. 28
and the Act 37 Victoiria, Chap. 43, respecting Vagrants.-
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 91) to prescribe an oath to bo taken by employés
on I'elegraph lines unler control of the Government.-(Mr.
McDonald, Picton.)

Bill (No. 9:) to wind up Insolvent banks and other
incorporated companies.-(Mr. Mc Donald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 93) to amond the Inland Rvenuo Act, 1880-
(from the Senate).-(Mr. Mousseau.)

Bill (No. 94) to explain and amend the Canada Temper-
ance Act of 1878-(from the Senate).-(Mr. Ouimet.)

CUSTOMS ACTS.
Mr. BOWELL moved the second reading of Bill (No. 7S)

to amend the Act 40 Victoria, Chap. 10, entitlel: "An
Act to amend and conslidate the Acts respectiing the
Customs."

Bill read the second time.

House resolved itself into Committee on said Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). On lookirg over
the Bill, I find there is one section of the Act of
1877 which does not seem to be noticed in it. By the 50th
section of the Statute of 1877, there seems to be some
difference of opinion as to what really the meaning of the
Act is. I submit this would be a very proper tiine to
declare what the law on that subjeet is. The 50th section
of the Act provides as follows:-

" The collector shall cause at least one package in every invoice, and
at least one package in ten if there be more than ten in any invoice, and
so many mo'e as he or any aHppraiser deems it expedient to examine for
protection of the revenue, to be sent to the warehouse, and there to be
opened, examined and appraised-the packages to be so opened being
designated by the collector: and if any packages found to contain 4ny
goods fnot mentioned in the invoice, such goods shahl be absolutely
forfeited, and if any goods are found which do not correspond with the
description thereof in the invoice, and such omission or non-correspon-
dence appears to have been made for the purpose of avoiding payient of
the duty or of any part of the duty on such goods, or if in aiy invoice or
entry any goods have been undervalued with such intent as ator'said. or
if the oath made with regard to any such invoice or entry is wilfully false
in any particular-then, in any of the clauses aforesaid, all the packages
and goods included or pretended to be included, or which ought to have
been included in such invoice or entry, shall be forfeited."

I understand this section is being construed to mean that in
no case has the Minister of Customs any discretion what-
ever, and to illustrate more forcibly what I mean, I propose
to put a case, one that bas actually occurred and bas been
brought to the notice of the Minister of Customs. A
merchant in Hamilton purchased a quantity of goode in the
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city- of New York, for the purpose of àorting up his stock·
He was not able to get ail he required in the establishment,
and was obliged to go to another, to make a few purchases
amounting to some $35 or $40. Hle instructed the merchant
fron whom he purchased the first lot of goods, to send thé>
invoice on to his warehouse in Hamilton; and after pur-
chasing the second lot, he instracted that merchant to do
the same thing, but to send the goods, as there was only
one parcel, and that, I believe, a small one, to the warehouse
of the merchant from whom he made the first purchase, and
have them all enclosed in the same case and sent on to
Hamilton. The goods were packed up at the second
establishment and sent to the first merchant, for the purpose
of being enclosed in the case ; but through a mistake or
carelessness, the second merchant did not forward his
invoice to Hamilton. The invoice of the first merchant
arrived in that city; but the purchaser himself had not
reached home, and bis book-keeper or invoice clerk went to
the Custom house and presented his invoice, and made the
entry, being perfectly unaware that the second purchase,
the smaller one, was included in any of the packages that
had arrived at the Custom bouse. On examination,
the 'Customs authorities found that some of the
goods in the case were not contained in the invoice.
Properly enough, under the law, they seized the goods.
A representation was made to the authorities of 4the
real facts of the case, and, to my mind, evidence beyond
question was afforded to show it was entirely an.error, and
that that error was occasioned by the second merchant not
having forwarded his invoice to Hamilton as directed by,
the purchaser. That matter was laid before the Commis-
sioner of Customs here, and before the hon. Minister of,
Customs; but he held that he had no discretion in the
matter; that, although there may have been Do
fault in the purchaser, and a mistake, which was
patent, yet the hon. Minister held ho had no discretion, and'
this man's goods were forfeited. I bold that the law does
not bear the construction put upon it by the hon. Minister.
At all events, it is very doubtful if it does. But, if it be
the case that ho bas no discretion in cases of this kind, this
may be a proper time to declare what the meaning of the
law is, and to make it clear, that men should not be deprived
of their goods, except in cases where fraud is intended, or
an attempt has been made to defraud the revenue. lu the
case I submit, the evidence was most conclusive to satisfy
the mind of every impartial man, that a mistake had
occurred, and in the way I'describe. Yet, according to the
hon. Minister's decision, he had no discretion in the matter,
and the man lost his goods. I submit that since it is pro-
posed to amend~the Customs Act, that section fifty should
have its intended meaning declared by this Act, if it is not
already clear enough. Because I confess it is an outrageous
business that, if a mistake has occurred in the way I
have mentioned, there is no redressfor the importer.
It has been said, and I have no doubt of it, that a great
many frauds have been and are porpetrated, and that
attempts are continually being made to defraud the revenue.
But because one, two or half-a-dozen or more frauds have
been committed, that should not be the rule that should
govern, if there really has been a mistake. And ifit is held
the Minister has no discretion in him-that, according to
the words of the Statute, the goods should be absolutely
forfeited merely because they happened to be in that case-
I submit, in the interest of fair dealing, and in the interest
of importers and all honest men, the law slhould be amended
so as to make quite clear what it really is. I hope the hon.
Minister will consider the matter, and say whether this is
net the proper time to amend the law in the direction in
which I stggest.

Mr. BOWELL. The point raised by my hon. friend from
Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) has nothing whatever to do with
the clause tmder tiscussion. Nor do I propose to amendthe

Mr. RoERTBoN (Hamilton).

clause in the Oustoms Act to which h has referred. It
may be a question for the House, if the hon. gentleman
thinks proper that it should be changed, to take the sense of
the House upon it. But it is a grave question whether the
law, as it exists, should not be continued upon the Statute-
book. It is quite -true that a mistake may occur in mgard
to an honest importer who bas no intention whatever of
defrauding the revenue; but if those enclosûres
are to be given up at the will of any Minister, or on the
representations of any member of Parliament, who may
beseech him to do so, it is a very grave question, whether
the law would have the effect its framers intended. There
is only one package in every ten, under the, law, that it is
necessary to examine. It is true you can examine every
package; but to do so would require an Édditional staff€ t
every port. Those who have been connected with the
Castoms )epar'tment and the administration of that law,
need not be told what an opportunity would be offered
importers desirous of defrauding the revenue, by the placing
of packages inside other goods. It constantly arises, and
the only way to put a stop to it is to require purchasers of
goods to make those from whom they bny understand t1iat
unless the invoice accompanies the gozds in the packages, or
instructions be sent also to the parties interested, that the
goods are enclosed in sutih package, that the goods will be
subject to seizure. In no case since I have undeetaken
the administration of the affairs of the deparltmuet,
have I allowed the confiscation of the goods so enclosed,
if the merchant has informed the collector that
he expected certain goods to arrive-that he had
instructed the parties from whom he bad purchased to enclose
them with another purchase from another house, and was
not aware whether they were so enclosed or not, but that if
they were, he expected his invoioe to that effect. But
I tel the House that this system of enclosure is so com'mon
that. in order to protect the revenue from being defranded
of large sums every day, the present system bas to be
maintained. It is only the other day, that in a certain
port in Ontario a large consignment of moss, I think for
the filling or stuffing of chairs, was imported. The article
itself was free, but the collector thought he would examine
the paekage, and in the centre ot which he found a large
amount of dutiable articles. The importer in that case
says at once that the goods are not his, and he abandons
them. In other cases they tell us that it is a mistake; that
Mr. So-and-So bas sent the parcel to another gentleman, who
purchased goods; ho enclosed it in the package and bas
failed to send the invoice. The Customs officers cannot
ascertain the facts until the - bale is examined
by the appraisers of the department. In my
exporience of two years, I have only found a few, some two
importers in the whole country, who came forward anrd
explained to the collector that certain goods were enclosed
in packages which wertenotexamined. Ihave no hesitation
in saying that in cases where no intiination ia made of
these enclosures in packages, I think the law should be
strictly carried out ;but, in cases in which the collector is
informed by importers that parcels have been imported in
that way, my instructions have been to allow the entry to
be amended, and no forfeiture of the goods. In the case to
which my hon. friend (Mr. Robertson) has referred, though
1 do not, for a moment, doubt the honesty of the hon. gentle-
man in question, yet, if I recollect aright, none of the
explanations given were anything more than the simple
representations of the parties, unaccompanied by affidavits
setting forth the facts.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). My hon. friend is mis-
taken. There were affidavits sworn to not only by the
importer but by the exporter.

Mr. BOWELL. I spoke simply from recollection, an&no
doubt the hon. gentleman is correct. But ther eis one
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mameHous thing about these mistakes, if mistakes they are,
mad tha& is, that they are seldom or ever discovered ualess
by the appraiser of the department. This hon. gentleman
having-rg4ed the question, I have informed the House of
the manner in whieh I administer the law, and I do not
think any lawyer in the House will venture to say that my

interpatai iiacorrect.
Mr. JIUI1EE. I agree with the Minieter of Customs

that it wouid be an unwise thing to strike out this section
of the Act, or alter it in the way suggested by the hon.
merMbqr for ]amilton, This provision of the law is -one
whih bs been in force long before Confederation ; and
thone is no doubt that the practice of enclosing parcels in
packages is a very common evasion of the law. If the
law shogld b modifed so as to admit évidence that these
enelosanes were . mistakes, great difficulty wouid be
experienced in carrying out the regulations of the depart.
Meat. The way of obviating the difficulty would be for
imaportors to inform the exporters with whom thoy deal, of
the nature of the law. No doubt there are many provisions
in thé Customs Law which appear somewhat harsh, but such
provisions are necessary to prevent smuggling, and secure
the efficient administration of the department.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I have no doubt that the
statepaents of the last speaker are correct, and I agree with
him that every care should be.taken that the revenue may
not be dgfrauded. But I cannot understand why we should
have a law unader which a man may be mulcted in heavy
damages because a mistake has been made by persons over
whom perhaps ho has no control. The facts in this case
have all bée verified by the affidavits of the parties who
knew the facts, and these affidavits were furnished to the
Minister of Oustoms. Instructions were given, when this
enclosure, as we may term it, was sent to Hamilton that a
duplicated invoice of the goods should be forwarded so that
entry could be made. The gentleman purchasing the goods
was away from home-at Boston, I think,-when the goods
and the invoice arrived before the purchaser returned. The
firm in Hamilton having no intimation that they were
purchased from different firms in New York, since only one
set ofinvoices arrived, concluded that these invoices covered
all the goods in the case, and the entry clerk went to the
-Custom house, made the entry, and paid the duty. The
case was opened, and this parcel was found with the goods.
When the merchart arrived home, which was I think
the next day, ho was astonished at. the circumstances,
and asked for the invoice of the enclosed package, which
had not arrived, and nobody knew anything about it
No one in the establishment knew that this second
ptirchase had come from another house at all. This expla-
nation was made to the Customs, and affidavits were then
furnished by that person in New York, who forwarded the
enelosure to ho packed in the case, and who swore in that
affidavit lai ho had been instructed to forward duplicate
invoices to Hamilton, but from some inadvertence or neglect
they had.been laid aside and had not been sent forward until
he afterwards forwarded them after the seizure had taken
place. Now, in this case, it was a very great misfortune to
the importer who, not by any trick, not by any carelessness
of hi$, not by any attempted fraud to deprive the revenue
of a single farthing, loses these goods because, by reason of
this law, they became absolutely forfeited as soon
as they were discovered in the Custom house.
I Mubmit that if it is reasonable that the Minister
of Çustome shouJd have discretionary power with
reference to other goods contained in a case, and which
were not in the enclosure, I cannat understand why he
should not have the same discretion with reference to the
enclosure itself; because before hé could order that the
goodLE which were properly entered should be released, he
would have to make up his mind that thera was no fraud

, intended when the enclosure was sent off and the entry
was net made, otherwise the whole of the goods under this

i Statute would be liable to forfeiture. le exorcises bis
f discretion with réference to the geods entered and écontained

in the case, but hé has no discretion with reference to
a smaller parcel which is contained in the case, and which
may be called an enclosure. I think, therefore, it is right
and just that the law sbuld h amended in that respect
It may be that it will give the Minister of Customs a little
more trouble. Yet I am not certain that it would even do
that, because hé is in duty bound to investigate cases, to the
extent, at all events, to know whether any fraud was in-
intended before ho can release any of the goods, and if the
investigation is satisfactory he can release all the goods
except the enclosure. Thon if he is satisfied the goois
entered should b released, ho nust be satisfied that no
fraud was intended ini sending the enclosure in the way
in which it was, ergo I submit that the whole goods should
be released so that there would be no more trouble.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman must not suppose
that the trouble originates in the department. I eau assure
him that the easiest possible mode of getting out of all
these troubles, is just to give up the goods, by which the
Minister would be relieved of constant compications to
reverse bis decision by importers and members of Parlia-
ment.

Bill reported as amended, amendmont concurred in, and
Bill read the third time and passed.

SAVINGS BANKS.

Mr. BOWELL moved the second reading of Bill
(No. 83) further to amend the Act respecting certain
Savings Banks in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and
to continue for a limited time the charters of certain banks
to which the said Act applies.

Bill read the second time.

House resolved itself into Committoe on said Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I presume that the
attention of the Finance Minister bas been calledto the fact
that this Bill, as amended, permits thèse banks to lend
money on the security of the stocks of ordinary banks.
That, as the hon. gentleman is aware, is a power which has
been grossly abused and which may and probably will be
grossly abused in the future, and if bis object is to have
regard to the security of depositors it would seem proper
that some restrictions should be put on such a power, if it
is to be continued.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Thoy have that authority
under the Act at present, and there is no provision to
prevent them from exercising it. The Government have
given the matter their consideration as there is no douibt
depositors in these banks run some risk; but savings banks
are debarred from investing in the same kind of sécurities
as other banks. As they are subject to calls, perhaps for
large sums at short notice, they cannot invest in securities
that are not immediately redeemable. Under thèse circum-
stances, the Government allowed thèse banks to retain the
power they have.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Would it not be well to limit it ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is limited, because a certain
portion of their funds must be invested in other way.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. No doubt many
bank stocks are admirable securities, but they fluctuate
very considerably. For instance, the Bank of Montreal to-
day is ruling at about 180, wherea, about eighteen months
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ago it ruled at 125. It is quite conceivable that the inten-
tion of the Legislature to give extra securities to depositors
may be entirely defeated. Men may pledge these securities,
with an extremely small margin, and there are ban ks whose
standing is not by any means equal to that of the Bank of
Montreal. it is for the hon. gentleman to consider whether
ties3e hanks should not be restricted in some way, whether
they should be allowed tb lend as much as they see fit on the
preent market value.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If thegentlemen who manage
these institutions act indiscreetly, there is no provision to
>revent them from suffering loss. It is t ue bank stocks
are higber now than tebey have been, and it is a question
whether circumstances might not arise to render desirable
a reduction in their value. That is a matter for the
directors, and one which I fear we cannot control by
logislation.

Billroported, read the third time, and passed.

SUPPLY.-TIIE TARIFF.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the ILuse again
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

used, in a speech which he delivered there, and thereport of
which I take from his organ, the Sun newspaper, these
expressions :

" I am now going to touch upon a delicate question, and I afiwellaware
that I will be held responsible in Parliament for any expression of opinion
that I may now give. If I bad been in Parliament I would not have voted
for increasing the duty on the non-enumerated articles from fifteen per
cent. to seventeen and a-half. The Government supporters have been
spreading the report all through the Dominion that the policy of Sir John
A. Macdonald and his followers is to increase the taxes of the country. It
bas been stated that Sir John even named the rate to which he proposed
to increase the Ta!iff at tbirty-five per cent. No such idea ever entered
into bis head or any of bis followers. The Tariff is always governed by
the necessitiesof the country. It requires about $13,000,000 yearly from
customs duties, and $5,000,000 from excie, toe carry on the ordnary public
services of the country. How best and most judicionsly to levy;this is the
question for the Government of the day to consider. I do not think thia
amount is equitnbly levied at present, and, therefore, I am in favor of a
re-adjustment of the tariff, which will render the tax equitable to al
classes of the people throughout the Dominion. But this word re-adjust.
ment does not suit our opponents. If you support the Opposition, they
say, yeu will vote for increased taxation. This cry that is now raised
about increased taxation reminds me of an incident which occurred during
the Confederation campaign. A gentleman, who was opposed to Con-
federation, went into a house during his canvass, and patting a fine boy
on t hehead. said, 'You donot wih this boy to go to fight the battles of
Canada.' That settled the matter. We want no increased taxation, but
we do want thetaxes properly imposed."

I read again from the report of the hon. gentleman's
Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, before you leave the nomination speech in St. John:

Chair, I desire to make a few observations upon a ciHe would now come to the question of taxation, which was an im-
subject on which, even at this late period of the Session, portant one in the present election. If a supporter of bis was met by a
it is recessary, in my opinion, that we should record Government man, he was told that the, Opposition proposed putting a

duty on flour, coal, etc., and increasng taxation greatly. When r.our votes. I shall not enter into the question at that Burpee made the assertion that he (the speaker) was in favor of a
length at which, under more propitious circumstances, it reciprocal tariff with the United States, Mr. Burpee stated what he had
would be my desire to speak. But I shall, in the briefest pos- no right to say, as he (the speaker) had never made any statement of the

befoe yu te cosîdratons hchlea mekind. [lad the Goverument of wbich lie was a member, been in powersible way, bring before you the considerations which lead me during the last lIve yearsbe was satiafled thesaverage expenditure would
to the conclusions embodied in the motion I Inean to place not have exceeded $22,500,000, wbereas it had reached $24,000,000. It
in your bands. That motion bas reference to the burden would have been the duty of the Government before levying additionat
of taxation under which this country is at present laboring. taxation, to have ascertained what reductions could be made in the

cnexpenditure, and had the present Government acted on this principle they
I desire to point out to you that before the late general would have only been carrying out their declared policy while in
election the members of the present Governnient, then Opposition; but they took no such course, and abandoned another plank
in Opposition, declared to tbe people, whose suf. in their platform. In fact, insteed of decreasing they largely increased

itothe expenditure, for whicb course they are justly censurable."
fr'ages they were soliciting, that tbe secîle of expen-NoirIbaepvdItnkth pooiinshth
diture wbich had been adopted by the dissolved Par- Now, Sir, I have proved, 1 think, the propositions which
liament, under the advice of the late Gove: nment, was I stated, namely, that bon. gentlemen opposite
needlos-ly extravagant ; that the Government were censu- declared the scale of expenditure in 1878 was too high and
rable for having proposed suoh a Fcale ofexpenditure ; that a ought to be reduced; that they declared that $13,000,000 of
seale of expenditure very considerably under the mark Customs and $5,000,000 of Excise, or $18,000,000 in ail, from
which was reached by that Government was ail ththis those sources would suffice; that the ouly question was how
country would have required; that while the expenditure those $18,000,000 could be obtained from Customs and
in 1877-78 was $23,500,000, it ought not to have exceeded Excise most equitably ; and that they declared they would
$22,500,00; that a revenue of $13,000,001) fi om Customs not ncrease,but only readjust the Tariff. I need not say those
and $5,000,00 from Excise yvas all this country required to pledges have al been broken. The.Government have very
carry on the public service of the country. I desire to point Iar, ely increased the rate of taxation, anu it is unnecessary
out that they declared they would not increase, but would to do more for my purpose than to refer to the Trade and
only readjust the Tariff, and that it was in consoquence of Navigation Returns of the year, which, although the contrast
those allegations as to what the seale of expenditure of the there given is not a fair one to my view, although it operates
late Government was, as to what the needs of the country unfavorably te my view, I will, for the purposo of this
in the way of revenue were, as to what would be a suffi- argument, to simplify and briefly state the case, assume
cient Customs and Excise revenue, and as to what their to be correct, and they will show that the taxation for the
intentions with respect to the Tariff were, that they year 1878 was $14.3 on the imports of articles imported for
obtained the confidence of the people of Canada. I consuiption, while it is for the lastyear $19.70 on the same
want to read one or two proofs of these allegations. class, being an increase of over 40 per cent., or two-fifths on
I refer, first of all, to the statement of the Fir'st Minister, so the burdens on importations. Well, an excuse was necesaary
often quoted, who, in replying to a telegram from the for this deviation from the election pledges, and that excuse
p:esent Senator Boyd, to this effect: bas been given in this sense: that it is true those pledges

were broken, but that fault was not the fault of the Gov-
" The Government press here state that you propose to raise the Tariff ernment, but that of my hon. friend beside me (Sir-

generally te 35 per cent. Ca I contradict tis." Richard J. Cartwright). I will not endeavor to paraphraseSent this answer, under date July I9th : t
" It is an absurd falsehood. Neither at London, or elsewhere, have Ithat excuse; I prefer to read it in the language of the

gone beyond my motion in Parliament, and have never proposed an Minister of Finance himself, in tae speech he delivered in
increase, but only a readjustment of the Tarift" November last in Stratford. Referring to the speech of the

I desire to point out that the Minister of Finance, then ex-Finance Minister, he said :
seeking the suffrages of the people of St. John, contrasting "In the Session previous to the election, when he brought don hi
very much to his own advantage his financial feats with those Estimates, he stated that the receipta from Customs this year would be

$13,7 5,000, and the receipts from Excise *5,200,000, making altogether
of my hon. friend beside me (Sir Richard .T. Cartwright), $9,000,000 in the way of custoMs and Excise revenue. Accepting Sir

Sir Ricua» J. CARTWRIGHT,
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Richard'sstatement, wé believe that all was necessary for the country
was simply a readjustment of the Tarif so as to give protection to the
industries of Canada; and we said so. But what turned out to be the
fact ? The revenue from Customs was so fat'below the estimate for the
first six months of the year, that had it not been that after March we
increased the Tarif so as to-get a large revenue, we would only bave
collected $12,00i,00 for the year, the receipts of which from Customs lie
estimated would be $13.750,000.. Then again, with regard to the Excise
duties, the receipts were below the estinate, and bad it not been for the
changes he made in the Tariff there would have been a deficiency of
51,759,00 from Customs revenue and of -500,009 from Excise as com-
pared with Sir Richard J. Cartwright's estimates, or a difference between
the actual receipts and the Estimates, of $2,025,000. Had the Tariff of
the late Government produced what Sir Richard estimated it would have
produced from Customs and Excise, my duty as Finance Minister would
have been light, and all the Government would have had to do would
have been to readjust the Tariff, so as to save a very much greater
revenue, but so as to give encouragement to our th en struggling
industries, and to assist in the introduction of new enes But
in the face of the fact that Sir Richard J. Cartwright's Taritf
produced $2,025,000 less-than le had estimated, in the face of the
successive daticits bordering on $2,000,000 a year, it became the
imperative duty of the Government to prevent further deficits by
adding $2,500,000 to our revenue-a proceeding which the people
woutd pref>,-rto the sacrificing"of the honor and credit of our country.
on this qdestion of increased taxation let me draw your attention to one
point. it is this: I have never seen or heard that any leading mem-
bero ef the Opposition have eve* ventured to say in addressing their
audiences, that the additional taxation which they denounced was not
necessary in order to make the receipts cover the expenditure. I say
this, my friends, in defence of the leader ~of the Government, who sent
the telegram te New Brunswick, and I say in my- own defence, because
in addressing my constituents on our Tariff question I told them that it
was a readjustment of the Tariff that we proposed, in saying which there
was no gross decevtion in the matter, The only mistake we made was
that we placed reliance on Sir Richard J. Cartwright's estimates, and
we should not have doue that after our five years' experience of him ',

I do not intend to enter into a discussion as to the accuracy
of the hon. Finance Minister's estimates and of those of may
h6n. friend beside me (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), respec-
tively. I thinik that, at the proper time, a very instructive
comparison eould be made on the subject, but this is not the
time at which it is necessary to make it. This excuse which
I have read in full does not answer the facts as they stand
to-day. A very much lower Tariff, it is quite obvious, would
in a reasonably prosperous state of affairs in the coua n-y.
have produced a revenue adequate to a reasonable scale oW
exponditure. What aie the facts? As I have said, tho
hon. Finance Minister stated in July and September, 1878,
that $13,000,000 from Customs and $5,000,00 from Excise,
or a total of $18,000,00) from these two sources, would be
adequate to meet the ordinary public serviceof the country.
What is the hon. gentleman, according to bis financial state-
ment, levying for the current and the next financial year ?-
for in dealing with this matter we are bound to consider the
state of the Public Accounts for these two years. We are,
in fact, dealing with the subject for two years. He is levy-
ing in each year, $17,000,000, instead of $13,000,000, from
(u toms and $ ,600,000, instead of $5,000,000, froin Excie-
$,600,000 from Customs and Excise, instead of$18,000,000,
or $4,600,000 more than ho said in 1878 was necessary for
the publie service of this country. He has levied for the
two years, $9,200,000 more than ho said was necessary for
the public service so short a time ago as 1878. Why is he
doing so? Well, his reason is that the expenditure has
încreased; because, instead of $22,500,000 which ho declared
t.be the proper scale, the scale at which bis Government,
had it beon in power during the five years in which it, was not
in power, would bave kept the expenditure, ho is to spend
$:5,57a,000 for the carrent year, or over $3,000,000 in
excess of his estimate in 1878 ; because, instead of the
$22,500,000 ho is to spend $26,389,000 for the approachin-,
financial year, or $3,889,000 over his estimate in 1878. I do
nlot mean to say that there would not have been some increase
in the expenditure; on the contrary Iisay the hon. getntleman
was not fair, or just, or candid in his representation with refer-
ence to the expenditure. I do not endorr e bis estimate, but ho
is bound by it. As he said in his speech, ho toucbed a delicate
subject, because le knew he would be held respouisible in
Parfanient. I admit the hon. gentleman ought to have

stated that there would. be a certain increase, though
very mach less than that which bas occurred. But even
making all allowance for a reasonable share of in-
creau e, these resolutions go beyond the hon. gentleman's
estinale by nearly $7,00d,0 0 in two years. They go
beyond the actual seule of expenditure of 1877-78--
that seale whieh the bon. gentleman said was need-
less and extravagant, and in respect to which the Gov-
ernment of that day was censurable-by nuarly $5,000,000
for the two years. But that is not enough. Even the hon.
gentleman fails to exhaust the burden of taxation which ho
has imposed on the country; even the hon, gentleman fails
to make revenue and expenditure square in the way in
which ho appears desirous of making them balance, nanhely,
by iicreasing the expenditure until it equals the revenue.
Even these efforts, which a while ago he said were to
be efforts to bring the rate of taxation to such a point,
that the revenue would balance the expenditure, but which
now seen to be efforts to raise the expenditnro to such a
point that it will balance the taxation, have ftailed ; and ho is
left, according to the statenient which ho brings before the
people and for which ho asks their applause, face to face
with the fact that this increased taxation which lie
was reluctantly driven to impose in order to make revenue
and expenditure balance, is so excessive that it gives him a
surplus of $2,000,000 this year, and will give him S1,400,000
surplus next year, or a total surplus of $3,400,000 for the
two financial years. The hon. gentleman wants the people
to believe that it is not thoir money that makes the surplus,
that it is not out of their po(Ikets the surplus imes. Ho
wants to persuade the country that he coined it, that ho dug
il out of a hole in the ground, or foun il in the napkin in
wlich his predecessors had unfortunately hidden it, and has
deposited it in the public Treasury. That is what he wants
the country to believe, but the country will realize that it is
out of their poekets the surplus comes, and that it is not a
wonderful feat tlhat when you levy a tax upon people you
should get somne money from them. But extravagant as is
this increase of expendituro, the taxation is more .than
adequate to meet the inorenuso. Even if you agreo
that all this incrcased oxpenditure ouglht to be incurred,
you are stuil in a position in which the taxation
ought to be redue#d, because the people ought not to be
burdened with more taxation than is adequate to meut their
obligations. There is another reason why the taxation
should he redueed. Such a surplus isapt to lead the Govern-
ment, Parlianett, and the people to extravagance, and
because this is specially the case when we find an Adminis-
tration attempting to persuade the people that the creation
of a surplus, not by the reduction of expenditure, but bythe
increase of revenue made by increasing the burden of
taxation, is an operation which does not hurt then, but
confers a benetit on them not drawn fiom their own poekets.
Poolish people, I admit, are apt~to be porsuadel sometimes
that this is a windfall, that this large sum does not corne out of
their own pockets; and ithus, in accordance with the policy
of this Administration in former days, an era of further
extravagance is to set in. It has already set in, for already tho
scale of expenditure has largely increased, and the existence
of a surplus is the basis on which the Government proposes
that the seule of expenditure should stili further be increased.
We shall find ourselves wh.en the tide turns, as we previously
found ourselves, in this situation, that permanent charges
wili have been made on our revenue which we will
have to meet when our revenue will be at a low ebb.
Permanent engagements will have been made on the faith
of this extraordinary taxation which it will be extremely
difficult to meet when this extraordinary taxation fails to
produce such large results as during periods of prosperity.
History will in this particular repeat itself. And thus it
seems to me that the pledges of the Government, which
were that an expenditure very much les than what they
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pr:oposed would be adequate-which were that they would
not increase the Tariff-which, later, were that they would
only so adjust the Tariff as to make revenue and expend-
iture baance-should be kept, and that the fulfilment of
these pledges as well as sound policy requifes a reduc-
tion of taxation. I have not said a word about that
poriion of the taxation collected which does not fall into the
public Treasury, I have confined myself to that, perhaps,
smrall portion of the subject involved in the consideration of
the public taxation-the burden upon the people from which
they receive some benefit inasmuch as it falls into the
public Treaanry. I do not now desire to deal with details.
I prefer to state the general principles which, I consider,
should animate the Governmerit and Parliament in dealing
with this question. Those general principles are, that our
increased taxation, increased, as it is, contrary to the
pledgea of those hon, gentlemen, and to a point to which it
ought not to be increased, should be reduco at the moment
it is possible to reduce it, and that in such reduction we
should deal with those taxes that are rmost unequal, which
bear hardest on the people of Canada, and which are least
productive of revenue to the public exchequer. I beg
tQ move:

That ail the words after "that" be left out, and the following in-
serted instead thereof:-

The leaders of the present Government during the General Election
of 1878, declared, that if restored to power, they would re-adjust, but not
increase the Tarif.

-That in 1879 they 80 increased the Tariff, that the average rate of
taxation has been raised, according to the Trade and Navigation Returns
from 14-03 per cent. in 1877-78, to 1970 per cent. in 1879-80, or by over
40 per cent.

That the reason given for this departure from their Election pledges,
was that the increase was required, in order to balance the public revenue
and expenditure.

That the Government estimates the expenditure for the current fiscal
year at $25,573,000, being $2,070,000 in excess of that for 1877-78, and
the revenue for the current year at $27,586.,006, being $2,013,000 in excess
of the expenditure for the year, and b4,297,000 in excess of the expenditure
for 1877-78.

That the Government estimates the expenditure for 1881-82 at
$26,389,000, being $816,000 in excess of that for the current year, and
$2,886,000 in excess of that for 1877-78; and the revenue at $27,80,000,
bninge $1,411,000 in excess of the expenditure for the year, and
$4,297 000 in excess of the expenditure for 1877-78.

That it is thus proposed to raise for the current and the next fiscal years
a revenue of $55,386,000, being $3,424,000 in excess of the expenditure for
those years, and 4.11,800,000 in excess of the expenditure, according to the
scale of 1877-78.

That the rate of taxation is excessive and should be reduced; and in
effecting such reduction regard should be had to those taxes, which press
most severely on large masses of the population, which bear most un-
eqally on different parts of the Dominion, and which, while most op-
pressive to the consumer, are least productive of revenue.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. From what took place before
we separated last evening, I had supposed it was the desire
of the hon. gentleman opposite, as it was part of an arrange-
ment then intered into, that we should take up the Estimates
this afternoon. in order to enable my hon. friend the leader
of the late Government, to be present to discuss them.
Therefore, I1am somewhat thrown off my guard at present.
Had I anticipated this motiqn at this stage> I would have
bcen prepared with some s'atistics I had some days ago,
supposig the motion would then be brought forward. But
let me say that I thank the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) for
having read my speech at Stratford. It will not now be
necessary for me to repeat it. That speech was a justifica-
tion of the course the Government had pursued, and that I
as Finance Minister bad found it necessary to pursue in the
introd#çtiion of legislation in 1879, in consideration of
my statements made in 1878. It is a well known fact
that in 1878, the then Finance Minister estimated
his revenue from Customs at $13,750,000. It is
also known that for the first six months of the fiscal
year-and there is a larger revenue from Customs roceipts
for'tefirst.six months than for the next six months-we
rpeivpd $6,070,Q00 as again0t the $13,750,000 which was
eùnmated by my predecesr. Carrying out the estimate

Mr. BLAKe.

for the year, our Customs revenue would have been
$12,000,000, which shows that there would have been a
deficiency in that year, had the hon. gentlemen opposite
remained in power and no change been made, of $1,750,0J0
in the receipts from Customs. The revenue from Excise
would have ibeen $500,000 less than the amount
which the hon. gentleman estimated, and besides
this the expenditure of that year, for which the
present Administration are only responsible to the
extent of $100,000, would have been $1,000,000
more than the amount estimated by the late Finance
Minister, showing a difference between bis estimates
and his income for that year of $3,259,000. It has.
been asserted that many of us mialed our constituents,
with reference to our policy in regard to this matter, if we
came into power. But Sir, we stated what we believed'
basing our belief upon the estimates made by the late
Finance Minister; if his estimates of revenue and expendi-
ture had been right there would have been no deficiency,
and no necessity for increasing the Tariff in order
to make up for what would have been a deficiency
of $3,250,000 under the old Tariff. We had
not only to readjust the Tariff but to make up
for a deficiency, or what would have been a
deficiency if hon. gentlemen opposite had remained in power,
so that we had not only to readjust the Tariff but to increase
the taxation. With reterence to readjustment, nothing
could be more fallacious than the principle laid down by
the hon. gentleman that we increased the taxation because
the trade returns show that the average duty collected in
1877-78 was something like 14 per cent., while the average at
the present time is about 19 per cent. Does not the hon.
gentleman know that the very fact of an imposition of a
duty on breadstuffs diminished the imports of these articles
froim the United States by millions of dollars ?

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman says
"hea-, hear;" but if he looks at the Provinces of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick he will find that, under the old Tariff,
we had a very large importation of American breadstuffs
free of duty-some of them passing through the country,
though entered for consumption, because there was no
duty-and all these amounts went to swell the•volume of
the importation from the United States during those years,
and of course to diminish the percentage of the revenue.
At prescnt, of course, these goods pass through the country
in bond, and do not appear as if entered for consumptionh
as they did before, and as the hon. gentleman knows very
well by adding the amount of these importa and applying
the Tariff which was in force in past years, the percentage
of the amount collected will be very materially changea.
It is well enough - for the hon. gentleman, who
bas moved the resolution, to say, that you would
think, from the credit which the Government are
taking for the surplus, that it did not come out of the pockets
of the people but out of their own; but we know that the
excuse given by hon. gentlemen opposite for the deficits of
the late Government was that the people had the money in
their pockets and had not paid it to the Government, se it
is not surprising that these hon. gentlemen should not
attach much importance to the fact of having a surplus. I
was glad, however, to find that the hon. gentleman did
admit that the increased taxation was met to a certain
extent by the fact th at the people of the Dominion will have
to their credit in the Treasury a surplus of $3,500,000 this year
and next to apply upon the redemption of their debt or for
other public purposes, and that that amount must therefore
be deducted from the increased taxation. The hon·. gentle-
man goes on to compare the expenditure of 1873-74-7546
with that of the present time, leaving out of sight the facf
that these hon. gentlemen had increased the debt 840,000,000,
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for ;which interest and-sinking fund had to be provided.
Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that that faet ought
not to be taken intQ account in making a comparison such
s he has instituted ? Does ho pretend that the 618,000,000
expended on works for which hon. gentlemen opposite
made oontracts in connection with the Pacifie Railway
should have been expended by the present Administration,
or that these works should not be proceeded with? The
hou. gentleman knows perfectly well that the fact of having
over 120 miles of the Grand Trunk Railway, and running it,
adds to the expenses of the country, because the cost of
running that road is added to the gross expenditure. So with
regard to the Pembina Branch, though it is paying a surplus
over expenses yet the amount of the expenses goes to.swell
the whole volume of the expenditure. Surely the hon.
gentleman must know that the comparison he bas made is
not a fair and legitmate one. lHas he forgotten that we are
opening up the vast North-West Territories, and that we
muast necessarily be increasing our expenditure. The bon.
gentleman ignores the fact that we are now working 120
miles of the Grand Trunk Railway, and between sixty.and
seventy miles of the Pembina Branch, besides our expendi-
ture upon other public works, and he makes a comparison
which he must know is not a correct representation of the
facts. But we have another test by which we may judge
how far the present Government are censurable for the
increased taxation of the people of this country. When we
are looking at the taxation of the people for the present year
we must deduet $2,000,000 surplus, because that is the
people's money -and should be placed to their credit.
As I stated in my Budget Speech, and no one bas contro-
verted or attempted to contradict it, I took the population
for the year 1873-74 down to the present time, and I showed
under this calculation, what the taxation per bead of the
population had been from the year 1873-74 down to the
present time, and so pertinent to this consideration were the
remarks I then made, that I will read them again to the
House. They are as follows:-

ilI take the increase of population under the census of 1871. It was
about 12¾ per cent. between 1861 and 1871, and I estimated about 12J per
cent between 1871 and 1881. I divide that by ten, and adding one tenth
to each year from 1871 down, showing the increase in the Provinces.
Taking money necessarily collected from Customs and Excise for the
urpose of paying the necessary expenditure of the country, we fnd it to
e as follows, per head for the population :-1873-4 $5.01; 1874 5, $5.07;

1875-6, *5.22 ; 1876-7, $4.82 ; 1877-8, $4.71 ; 1878-9, $5.02; 1879 80,$4.87.
• • • And under the estimated expenditure of the presentyear (1881), $4.98
as against $5.22 in 1875-76, and e5-07 in 1874-75. It mnust be borne ini
msd that between 1873-74 and the tne wh n7the presentt Government
came into power, our debt was increased $40,00o,oo0, and last year
$18,000,000 were added, for which we are providing this year. Notwith-
standing that it was 4.87 per head of the population last year, it is
estimated tuis year it will be $4.98.'l

Notwithstanding the interest on the increased debt bas been
provided for, yet hon. gentlemen will ignore the fact that
we increased our population, extended our country, built our
railways and opened our canals, and when you deduct the
surplus in the last year, you flnd you have less taxation per
head of the population. The hon. gentleman comes down
and asks for a reduction of the taxation, but he does not
specify any particular items on which to make that reduc-
tion. What does he say? He deals in general terms in
reference to it. What did I say to the House was the reason
the Government felt they were not required at the present
moment to diminish the taxation ? We had seon indications
that there was a possibility, and we hope there is a proba-
bility with referonce to the matter before long, that we
might return to that wise and judicious policy by which, in
1854, under the reciprocity treaty, coal, and lumber, apd
fish, and cattle, and everything of that ~kind should be
exchanged, as it was then between the two countries. If
that system were again introduced it would strike
$1,500,000 off the revenue and remove the whole
of the surplus of next year. Under the circumnstuces

it was not thought desirable to reduce the taxstion, as Iiwg
as there was a prospect of anything af the kind oeurring.
Thon, more than that,I said it was not possible for us at
the present moment, though we had had thei expwience of
the Tariff for twenty-one months, it was not possible yet to
know the exact effect this was going to have in the diminu-
tion of the increased Tariff-whether then aimber of
persons employed in the Dominion, in the various industries
developed by this policy, would consume eufBcient to
replace the duty that would have been collected on the
articles manufactured or not, and whether, under the eir-
oumstances, iin the development of our coul trade, we
might not, with reference to our soft coal, consume more
largely than in the past, and reduce the revenue colleted
in that rospect-,perhaps it was under these circm-
stances, though we knew it would be acceptable to the
House and the country, that we considered it deirabde
to delay for a year at all events before coming down, in
view of the liabilities befôre us, and in view of the faët
that for the construction of the Pacifie Railway and fbr the
canal contracts entered into years ago, requiring to be com-
pleted and which will be completed witbin the nort yean,
that we must incur a debt of from $12,000,000 to 814,OO,000
upon which we will have to pay interest. We thought, in
view of these engagements, until we found the courtry
prosperous and the revenue continuing to increase, that it
would be best to delay for another year before we decided
to reduce the taxation, andin the language I used in making
my financial statement, that course wonld fnot damage the
country in the meantime, and if at the close of two years
we could show that we had from $3,500O00 to 84,000,000
surplus, that would be calculated to increase our credit and
standing at home and abroad. tnder these circumsta>ces
we did not feel justitied in making a reduction, but we
stand upon the broad principle to-day, that under the
proposed expenditure for next year it is even less per head
of the population, with $60,000,000 or $70,000,000 of debt
added, for which we have to provide interest of a sinking
fund, than the expenditure of hon. gentlemen opposite in
1874-75 and 1875-76. Under these circumstances lthink we
may rest perfectly matisfied, notwithstanding the hon.
gentleman's protest and resolution, that the people will be
content to bide their time for twelve months, to see whethêr
the circumstances of the country will warrant us next
Session in aski ng for a red uction.

Sir RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not propose to
detain the House for more than a few minutes to reply to
some of the remarks which were made, more especially
directed to mysolf, by the hon. Minister of Finance. I may
say that I think, had that hon. gentleman been in the IHouse
during the five years which succeeded the-what shall I
call it-lamentab'e events which led to the resignation of
himself and his colleagues, ho would hardly have ventured
on the line of argument which we have hoard to-day. We
are told now by that hon. gentleman that within two or
three years, such is the position of this country that very
large increases are necessary to the annual expenditure
which lie so vigoi ously denounced, and which his friendoso
vigorously denounced while they were on the Opposition
benches. What did lie say then of the noed in a country
like this of progressive increases? What allowance was
made-to my hon. friend from Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie),
when, inheriting a legacy involving an expenditure, as the
Minister states truly enough, perhaps, of $40,0,W,
an expenditure inflicted upon my hon. friend's Govern-
ment by the direct action of that hon. gentieenaa
and his colleagues-what allowance was made to the Iate
Government for the two or three million dollars additional
expenditure, which was imposed upen us by the-direet
action of our predeeessors, and in opposition to our ropeated
and most emphatic protesta? I cal on all these hn, g en-
tlemen who had seats in the oiuse during this timo wto
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point ont, if they can, in these voluminous Hansards, one
single speech made by hon. gentlemen--opposite, in which
the smallest allowance was -made to the late Government
for all the increases caused by their own acts. The hon.
gentleman bas asserted that our expenditure per head of the
population is less now than it was under my hon. friend's
Administration. Why, Sir, I think there bas been but
very little increase indeed in the population since the year
1878. If you chose to describe the ascertained expenditure
for 1877-78, which amounted to $23,500,000, by what-
ever figure the hon. gentleman pleases to repre-
sent the difference between the population in
that year and the population this year, he will
find, Mr. Speaker, that the annual expenditure, to-day, per
head of the population of Canada, according to that hon.
gentleman's estimate, will be one dollar per head more than
it was on the ascertained expenditure of 1877-78. There is
a plain and simple calculation. IHowever. I am notadmitting
the ingenious plea of the hon. Minister, that the $2,000,000
surplus which he hopes to receive are to be deducted from
the taxation of the people of Canada. That, Sir, is a
remarkable conclusion. Let me point out to the hon
gentleman that our motion simply asks that $2,000,000
should be deducted from the taxation. Let it go back to
the people to whom it belongs. The bon. gentleman made
a mistake in his Estimates; he has asked for more than ho
says himself he required. My. hon. friend (Mr. Blake)
says: " If that be the case, let the people have the benefit of
it. Let it go back to them. Let them enjoy the results of
the increased prosperity with which Providence bas blessed
us; the incrcased exports which the hon. gentleman had
done nothing at ail to produce." The hon. gentleman
finds fault with my hon. friend beside me, because, as he
sayta the trade returns were fallacious. it would he very
easy for the hon. gentleman, whose Government brought
down these trade returns, to have explained wherein they
were fallacious. If the hon. gentleman will go back to the
year 1874-75, ho will see that my hon. friend took
the worst year which ho probably could have selected,
from 1869 to 1878. In 1874 the total percentage was only
11-32, and in 1875, 12-83, so that my hon. friend, if he has
erred at all, bas erred in this, that he has taken a standard
of comparison-which was unfair to himself, unfair to bis
argument, and unfiair to the late Administration, and he far
more than compensated for any alteration in the trade
returnus caused by the fact to which the hon. gentleman
referred, that a portion of the goods may have
been entered for consumption in one year whieh were
not, under the prosent system, entered in the other.
The hon. gentleman spoke of my having been
deceived in my estimates of revenue. As an old fimancier,
he must know that estimates made eighteen months before
they can ho realized cannot be strictly accurate; they
depend on a great variety of circumstances which neither
ho nor I, nor any man, can control. But I think ho is
incorrect in assaming that at present there is a large
importation in the first half of the year, over that of the
last year. That did occur, no doubt, to a groat extent in
former years; but of late years the tendency has been more
and more to equalize, year by year, and half year by half
year, the receipts from revenue, provided always that there
be no unexpected disturbing occurrences to interfere with
them. I entirely repudiate the hon. gentleman's assertion,
that had my hon. friend continued to administer the affairs
of this country, he would have found it necessary to expend
$1,000,000 more than bis estimates for the service of the
year 187e-79. That was the doing of the hon. gentleman
and bis colleagues, not ours. If I held the hon. gentleman res-
ponsible for the expenditure of 187374, it was because I was
able to show, according to his own Estimates,according to the
Statutes ho himself had placed on the Statute-book, according

-o Orders in Cduneil signed by himself, that ho had provided
1 Sir RicaRD J. CARTWRIGHT.

for an expenditure larger by $90,00M than he sum we
actually expended; whereas, in the other case, he- nover
was able, and is not able now, toe show.that we bad author-
ized any portion of this additional $1,000,000 to which he
refers. Accordiig to the bon. gentleman's own etatenient
at St. John, ho r.equired some $18,000,000 from Customs
and Excise; ho now bas, he says, 822,500,000 or
$23,000,006 at bis disposal; and yet he refuses to niik e
any reductioi whatever. I should like him to show, if
he can, how ho can justify his action. When a sudden
and extraordinary increase in our exporte bas induced
a considerable return of prosperity, and has yielded
larger imports than ho could have calculated on, I say ho is
not justified in assuming that either ho or his policy had
anything to do with it, or in assuming that when a surplus
had come ho had a right to retain it. I admit that, if this
had been gained by a policy which had increased, and
largely-increased, the burdens of the people, ho might
possibly have had some right to use the argument ho lately
used to the House. But whei it is notorious to every man
that this increased revenue bas been obtained by enormous
taxes, levied on those portions of our popilation who can
the loeast afford to pay them, when every man knows that
the taxes on those particular classes of goods which enter
most largely into che consumption of the poorer classes of
the population have been increased, not 40 per cent., as my
hon. friend said, but 100 per cent. What does my bon.
friend ask ? He aska simply that the burdens
of these classes of people should now ho lessened.
He does not attempt te dictate to the Government
how they should do that ; ho leaves it to their own wisdom
and humanity to relieve those starving peole out of whom
they have made a profit, as soon as that profit has been
realized. Now, when they have $2,000,0 10 more revenue
than they can possibly use, we ask that it be given back to
the people to whom it properly belongs. We say that the
experience of the whole 13 years which have elapsed since
Confedei-ation, go to show that if this bc not returned, if the,
Government persist in expending this money which has
come into their hands as a windfall they did not calculate
upon, our expenditure will be going on increasing, until at
the first reverse of trade that comes we shall find ourselves
confronted with those probleins with which my hon. friend
and myself had to struggle during five years ot unexampled
depression. And I may remind the hon. gentleman that
when ho talks of the deficits of the late Governmont,
be they what they may, they were enormously
less than the deficits - incurred during the
Administration of his right bon. leader. I have proved
again and again that bis right hon. leader ineurred deficits
ton or twelve times gréater than we incurred, and under
circumstances far more favorable, It is well for the House
to remember that while hon. gentlemen started with an
annual expenditure of $13,500,000, the very first year they
had an increase in the revenue, they used it to bring up their
expenditure to $15,000,000; the year after to $17,500,000,
the year after to $19,250,000, and finally to $9',500,000,
besides leaving behind for us, legacies involving an addi-
tional expenditure of at least three or four millions a year
more. 1Now, I say that this surp!us of which the -hon.
gentleman boasts, should ho returned to the people if only
for the reason that, as everybody who has
examined tho subject knows, this taxation involves
taking out of tho pockets of the people a
vastly larger sum than goes into the Treasury.
The public, therefore, will benefit to a much larger extent
by the remission ot taxation than by the same amount
which may be deducted from the surplus in the Treasury.
I do not propose to go into any minute investigation, at
presentat any rate, of the burden which our taxation imposes.
But leo me call the attention of the Hlouse to this- simple
fact, that if you choose to capitalize Our present taration Of
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$2-0",000 at 4 per cent., the rate money now bears, tha
taxation would represent a total capital of $675,000,000, n
light burden in a country like this, even were it twice a
rich as it is to-day. I call upon the Huse to recollect that
every needless million dollars which we exact from the
people imposes, at the very least, the loss of a day's wage
on every indqstrious man, from one end of the country to
the other; and knowing, as we do, that the majority of
these people are, at the best, always hard pressed to make a
decent living, we must admit that my hon. friend is perfectly
right-although I have but little hope that he will be listened
to-in asking the Government to take the very earliest
opportunity that presents itself to reduce the burdons of the
people, and particularly to endeavor to get rid of those
odious, unjust, and sectional taxes which are as much
in defiance of ail common sense as they are undoubtedly of
any recognized principle of economy.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I am quito sure that the hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury Benches will not regret one
feature of the hon. gentleman's speech, and that is that they
have no chance of ever gaining his support. The hon.
gentlemen referred to the fact that in the old times, under
the leadership of theright hon. gentleman who now leads
the Government, there were frequent deficits greater than
those which prevailed during the administration of the last
Government. Hon. gentlemen wiIl remember that during
the period of those deficits, the hon. gentleman was an
ardent supporter of the Government.

Sir R'ICHARD J. CARTWRIGUT. The hon. gentleman
is mistaken. I entered Parliament in 1863, and the deficits
occurred before that.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). I have a distinct recollection
that when the hon. gentleman first entered Parliainent be
entered it as a Conservative, and continued to be a Con-
servative for a considerable number of years afterwards.
During the time this Government was in office, before 1873,
there was a series of surpluses year after year. The hon.
gentleman, true to his views of what is the true policy of this
eountry, was in opposition to it. He was afterwards Finance
Minister himself for a number of years, and had a series of
deficits during those years. Now, when my hon. friends are
back on the Treasury benches and we have entered again
on an era of surpluses, the hon. gentleman is again
in Opposition, naturally, and I trust he will remain there.
This resolution, I am quite sure, will be regarded, by the
Conservative party at any rate, in this country with satis-
faction. It must be to them a matter of sincere congra-
tulation that the only charge that can be made against the
Government, the only resolution that can be formulated
against them, is a general resolution in amendment to the
motion to go into Supply, that the Government have so well
managed the affairs of the country that they have a large
surplus, and, therefore, ought to give back something to the
people. There is no charge in this resolution, as I read it,
that the expenditure is excessive. We are almost entirely
through the Estimates. Every item bas been criticized by
hon. gentlemen opposite and no vote has been taken on any
item; no indication of serious opposition to any proposals
made by the Government hais come from hon. gentlemen
opposite. It is quite true the expenditure bas increased. I
venture to say the people will rejoice that we have entered
on a periol I in which the revenues of the country, under a
wise fiscal system, are sncb as to enable the Government to
enter upon the prosecution of those public works which the
years of deficits compelled us to postpone. That is the
position in which we stand to-day. Works which have been
earnestly desired by the people in various parts of the
country for a number of years past, but which they wcre
compelled to do without, because the revenue would not
permit the expenditure on them, are now entered upon. As a
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t consequence of that we undoubtedly have incurred increased
o expenditure, but it is an increase that goes back to the
s people themselves. We can remember, two years ago,
t when the Ontario Governmont appealed to the people, and

the charge was made against them they had largely increased
s the expenditure. What was the answer made ? Their

supporters in any township would point to the expenditure in
f that township, and tell the people that so much of the surplus

had been expended in their midst. The feeling of the people
was, that, aft er ail, that expenditure made among the people
was of great advantage in the development of the country,
and the promotion. of its prosperity by means of that
development. To-day we have, in the Estimates brought
down, undoubtedly large expenditures in connection with
public works, which, for some time past, have been compelled
to be postponed, but which now, owing to our improved
position, we aie enabled to go on with. The first feature of
the resolution, its preamble in fact, if a resolution can be
said to have a preamble, is the assertion that during the
election of 1878 the statement was made that there would
be no increase of taxation. What are the facts ? Did the
hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat, when lie made
bis last Budget Speech, retend that the affiairs of the country
could be carried on witbout increased taxation ? fis state-
ment was te this effect : that there was a great publie
question agitating the people which would have to be
decided at the polls, and on which would depend how that
increase was to be made, how the Tariff was to be readjusted,
and he did not choose to impose a burden of taxation at
that moment, because the people might decide that it shoild
be imposed in a different way to that in which ho desired
to impose it. But there was no question on the part of bon.
gentlemen opposite, that increased taxation was not
required to meet the ordinary expenditure of the country.
We know what was the common parlance in this country
in relation to our Tariffq. We know we had a 15 par cent.
Tariff and a 17½ per cent. Tariff, and many p3ople talked
about a 20 per cent. Tariff. When it was stated in a western
paper, that the right hon. gentleman wh> leads the Gavern-
ment to-day, had asserted that we wero to have a 35 per
cent. Tariff, everyone understood it to mean a 35 par cent.
as distinguished fron a 17½ per cent. Tariff which was in
existence at the time. They understoed it to mean a double
taxation. What was the answer given to that ? It
was that it was an absurd mistake, that it was
not the object of the Government to increase
taxation in that sense, not to increaso it for protec-
tive purposes. An increase, in the natuîî-e of things,
had to be made, according to the admission of both parties
in the preceding Parliament, for the purpose of meeting the
neeessary expenditure of the country, but it was intended to
readjust the Tariff with the view to promote the interest of
the country. But the bon. gentleman tells us that the
expenditure which the late Government had to make was
due to the burdens which they had inherited from their
predecessors. What burdens did they inherit? Will they
pretend to say a Canadian Pacifie Railway to construct was
one of those burdens? What is the doctrine they have
preached during the last three Sessions of the last Parliament?
That there was no obligation to go on with that road at
ail. If that was the burden resting on hon. gent'emen
opposite-if there was a pledge so solemn in the matter that
they were compelled to fulfil it to the extent of imposing
upon the people fresh, exhaustive taxation, as they sîy, to
the amount of $3,500,000, what becomes of all their stale-
ments, heard lately, that there was no obligati 'non the
part of the country to go on with this work at ail ?

An hon. MEMBER. Who said that ?
Mr. WHITE. There was hardly a dollar practically

expend3d on this work at the time those bon. gentlemen
entered office. They undertook it as a Government work
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themselves, and assumed the responsibility of carrying it on
as a Government work; and if the recent statements they
have made, if the arguments they have used, have any-force
whatever, it was open to them at that time to have said:
" The burdensof this country will not permit us togo on with
this work, and we will abandon it altogether." They had as
good a right to abandon the section between Thunder Bay
and Winnipeg as the line through British Columbia. The
whole work was pledged to the people of the Dominion, and
when they bave undertaken, recently, to say that the pledge
was not one the Government was called upon to fulfil, it
does not now lie in their mouths to assert that a burden
rested upon them when in office, and that in consequence of
the action of their predecessors they had to increase the
expenditure. I do not complain of that increase. They
undertook it, but on their own responsibility; and not because
they inherited it as an obligation fram their predecessors.
And so, also, the large expenditure on the canals they might
have stopped. ion. gentlemen opposite were not bound
to enlarge them, unless, as a matter of public policy, they
believed that they should be enlarged. That was the only
other serious burden they can pretend tbey inherited; but
they seemed to undertake the work and let the contracts
for it, as a matter of public policy of which they approved-
nay, more as a work for which their friends in the press
claimed special merit; and now they have the effrontery
to cone here and say that the large expenditure they
incurred in this connection, was in consequence of obliga-
tions inherited from their predecessors. But I do not think
it worth while to discuss this question at any length at this
time. We have, however, reason to congratulate ourselves
on this fact: that after all the efforts made, and all the
caucuses and sub-Committees resorted to, for the preparation
of documents for circulation in the country, and everything
else done, the whole thing comes down to this declaration
that wo ought to reduce the taxation of the country, after
the Finance Minister's statement that he proposed to
reduce the taxation in a very short time-as soon as it
became evident it could be done without injury to the
interests of the country. No one will pretend to say
that a youug country like, this is not better with a
surplus than with a deficit. We have heard hon.
gentlemen opposite, in debates recently, dilating
upon the able action of the United States Government in
reducing their debt by large annual payments. They have
don@ it by ordinary annual taxation; but they might have
remitted a portion of the taxation and retained the original
debt. The amount of surplus which tbe hon. gentlemen
now on the Treasary benches, the gentlemen who occupied
them from 1867 to 1873, accumulated in that period was
$10,000,000, which constituted, practically, a reduction by
810,000,00 of the public debt. The $3,500,000 of surplus
expected for this and nextyear will be also a reduction of
the public debt to that extent. The hon. member for
Gloucester (Mir. Anglin) with his bovine shake of the head,
pretends to sneer at this view. What he pretends to say is
this: that if we raise a surplus of revenue over expenditure,
and spend it upon services for which we should otherwise
have to borrow an equal amount, there is ne practical
reduction of the public debt. It may be that, without that
surplus, we should not have undertaken such works; but if
we do thus expend millions, having been able to get them
out of revenue alone, we do practically effect to this extent
a reduction of that debt. I congratulate the Government
that, after all the efforts of hon, gentlemen in Opposition, it
comes down simply to this: we have one ofthe tamiliar bits
of ancient history in relation to the pre.election speeches
of hon. gentlemen, a misapplication of the fair, reasonable,
legitimate meaning of those speeches, followed simply by
the statement that we have a large surplus in the public
Treasury which hon. gentlemen opposite want us t.oget rid
of, because they are unwilling, baving revelled five years in

Mr. WHIT (Cardwell).

deficits themselves, that any other Government should have
a surplus in the publie Treasury.

Mr. ORTON. I wish to make only a few remarke in
reply to observations of the late Finance Minister, so
notorious for deficits, who bas labored, with hig colleagues,
to convince the Hlouse and country that the National
Policy bas resulted in increasing the burdens of the people.
I propose, in the first place, to lay a few facts before the
flouse in reference to the effect of that policy, which in
aeen in the greater prosperity of the people: If hon. gen-
tlemen opposite will stop their noise, and hear me with
patience, I shall not occupy much time. The facta I wish
to submit concern the agricultural interests of Canada. My
figures will show that the duty on grain bas proved highly
beneficial to our farmers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I really must rise to a
question of order. The House is in such a disorderly state,
that an hon. member is not able to perform bis duty
towards his constituents. My hon. friend, who does not
often trespass upon the House, and never at unreasonable
length, is entering into most important statistics, showing
the value of the National Policy as regards our farmers. I
am not surprised at hon. gentlemen opposite making this
noise, for they do not want the fact to go before the
countiy; but I believe the flouse, as a whole, wants to
know the effects of this policy with respect to the agricul-
turists of Canada.

Mr. ORTON. I will read some statistics which I hope
will prove interesting to the House:

Imported and en- Decresoed Im-
tered for Con-DeradI-
sumption after Imported port, or addi-
dedue tion g for tional Market
amount re-ex- Consumption. to Canadian

ported. Farmer.

-- 1- - - -
1877. 1880.

Dats, busbels 672,095 78,867 600,000
Barley, do 128,319 13,155 116,000
Indian Corn, do 4,180,000 1,677,445 2,602,555
R do 65,414 5,880 60,000
Wheat, do 2,911,111 10,176 2,900,000

Total bjishels... 7,956,939 1,785,523 6,177,555

An increase in the home market, by the exclusion of
American grain for Canadian cereals, of the large amount
of 6,177,555 bushels, about one-half of our total export of
cereals. Besides which $1.35,512 of a revenue was collected
to lighten the burden of taxation of Canadian farmers. I
wish also to call attention to the additional market for grain
given to the Canadian farmer and the Canadian miller in
regard to the article of flour. Of wheat flour'there were
440,000 barrels less imported from the United States in 1880
than in 1877 under the old policy, or an additional home
market-the best of all markets- of no les than $2,300,000,
there being bosides an increased revenue from the flour
which was imported of $50,128. In other four and Indian
meal there is an increased market at home of 131,665
barrels, and a revenue collected off United States meal and
rye flour of $86,360. The total revenue collected from
United States cereals, flour and meal, by the operation of
the National Policy, in 1880, was $272,000. Then, with
regard to horned cattle and other animals raised and sold
by the farmer, the following figures will show the bene-
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ficial efects 'f the National Policy upon the farming com-
munity-

Decreased Im-
aimals. 1877. 188. port, or addi-

tional Market
to Parmer.

oraned Cattle. 6,585 3,170 3,415
Bores ........ 1,441 1,008 433
Sheep........... . 11,617 8,557 3,060
wine................. 13,611 11,331 2,280

Totals........... 251 24,066 9y188

Notwithstanding the reduction of the import8 in conse-
quence of the higher duty, the revenue from this source was
greater by about $3,000 than it was in 1877.

House divided.

Amendment
division:-

Anglia,
Bain,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Boursa,
Brown,
Burpee (St. John),
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Oasey,

Chart,
Oockburn (Muskoka)
Dumont,
Fleming,
Flynn,

Allison,
Arkell,
Bannerman,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bolduc,
Boultbee,
Bourbean,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Buraham,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Costa,

Coursol,
Currier,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Decosmnos,
Desaulniers,
Desjardizu,
Demvle,
Doull,
Drew,
Dugas,

(Mr. Blake) negatived on the following

YBÂS:
Messieurs

Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Gillies, Pickard,
Gillmor, Rinfret,
Gunn, Robertson (Shelburne),
Guthrie, Rogers,
Haddow, Rose (Middlesex),
Holton, Rymal,
Buntington, Scriver,
Killam, Skinner,
King, Smith,
Laurier, Snowball,
Macdonell (Lanark), Sutherland,
MacDonnell (Inverness)Thompson,
Mackenzie, Trow,
Mclsaac, Weldon,
Malouin, Wheler,
Mills, Wiser.-53.
Olivier,

NAys:

Messieurs
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),Méthot,
Girouard (Kent), Mongenais,
Grandbois, Montplaisir,
Hackett, Mousseau,
Haggart, Muttart,
Hay, O'Connor,
Hesson, Ogden,
Hilliard, Orton,
Hooper, Ouimet,
Houde, Patterson (Essex),
Harteau, Pinsonneault,

Ives, Platt,
Jackson, Plumb,
Jones, Pope (Compton),
Kaulbach, Pope (Queen's),
Kilvert, Poupore,
Kirkpatrick, Richey,
Kranz, Robertson (Hamilton),
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Rounhier,
Langevin, Royal,
Lautier, ~ Ryan (Marquette),
Little, Ryan (Montreal),
Lon ley, Rykert,
Mae onald (King's), Scbultz,
Macdonald (Sir John), Scott,
McDonald(Cape Breton)Shaw,
McDonald (Pictou), Sproul,
Matmillan, Strange,
McCallum, Tassé,
McCarthy, Tellier,
McConilIe, Tilley,
McCuaig, Valin,
McDougall, Vallée,
McGreevy, Vanaase,
McInnes, Wade,
MOKay, Wallace (iforfolk),
MoLennan, Wallace (York),

Elliott,
Farrow,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Gault,
Gigault,

MeQuade,
McRury,
Manson,
Masson,
Massue,
Merner,

White (Oardwell),
Wbte (Hastings),

White (Renfre±w),
Williams
Wright.-131. .
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It being Six o'clock the Speaker loft the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

House resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
73. Construction of Wharf ud Elevator, Halifax

terminus.............. ... $130,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. I asked my hon. friend the Minister of
Agriculture to give the House some information with regard
te the experiment of sending a train loaded with grain over
the Intercolonial to Halifax. Perbaps ho would tell us now
the number of cars in the train, the expenses of moving,
including terminal charges, and whether the rate of .40
cents covered all these expenses.

Mr. POPE (Compton). There were 16 or 17 cars in the
train, and they carried about 12 tons each. As to whether
they paid, the Chief Engincer reports that if the road did
no other business it would not pay, but regarding this as
additional to the business already done, it would make the
road pay better.

Mr. BLAKE. The answer is vague. I desire to know
whether the result of this experiment covers all the running
expenses, and whether it could be continuol in future. I
have heard that it was the opinion of an offieer of the hon.
gentleman that this rate would pay the expein-eof moving,
provided he received return freight, and that this calculaion
was based upon that.

Mr. POPE. My hon. friend knows very well tlhat this
was only a trial. There were rio arrangements made for
receiving the train, and no elevaturs to receivc the grain,
consequently there was very little carried. The Chiet
Engineer says that if they depended enti rely upon car ying
this freight it would not yield mach profit-perhaps it
would not yield any profit. lie says that this increased
traffic mixed with the other, makes it advantageous for
the road to carry it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would the hon. gentleman get the
Chief Engineer to state what the cost of running the train
was?

Mr. POPE. He says that the price fixed was 30 cents
per quarter, as the minimum rate, and this rate pays the
cost of moving.

Mr. BLAKE. What was the cost of moving that train
from Quebee to Halifax ?

Mr. POPE.* The cost of that particular train is not maie
up. The price of 30 cents is supposed to include alil he
charges.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There being seventeen cars to the
train, and each car holding 400 bushels, that would make
6,800 bushels altogether. At 3î cents per bushel, this
amounts to $255 as the earnings of the train from Point
Lévis to Halifax. Against that is to be the cost of running
the train per mile, and the terminal charges of loading and
unloading. It would be very r-atisfactory to the Committee
if these terminal charges could be ascertained, and I am
surprised that, knowing this vote was to come on, we are
not furnished with an exact statement. It was an experi-,
mental cargo and Parliament is expected to express some
opinion on the matter, but are not in a position te do it. We
bave merely a general statement that it is supposed to be a
minimum rate.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. According te the
data furnished us by the hon. Minister the cost of this cargo
was one-fifth of a cent per ton per mile. It would be
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interesting to know if goods can be moved along the Inter-
colonial for one-fifth of a cent per mile. 1

Mr. POPE. My hon. friend is mistaken; it would notbe
one-fifth of a cent, it would be a little under one-third of a
cent per mile, and it was upon that basis the train was made
up. That is not a right way to put the thing before the
louse. If the hon. gentlemen themselves were conducting
this businessthat is not the way they would do, because
they know that we are short of freigbt, and if you can make
up a train of freight in addition to the business already done
on the road, you could afford to run it cheaper than if there
were no other business. The returns of the rond show in
fact that during the last year there bas been much less loss
in running that road than there ever was before. Every
increape of freight goes a little way towards diminishing the
lois of running the road.

Mr. BL&AKE. It is certain that if the hon. gentleman
inereases his business by carrying a larger quantity of stuff
at a loss, the aggregate losses will not make a profit.

Mr. POPE. The undertaking is an experiment, and the
more loaded cars are taken, the more money we can make,
even if we take them at a less rate per ton.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The bon. gentleman tells

us that the rate fixed is one-third of a cent. per ton, per
mile. IIe also says he took 200 tons for some 647 miles,
whicb, at that rate, would be very near $400 for the whole
distance, where I understand he is only charging about
$240 or $250. I think bis calculation requires to be
revised.

Mr. POPE. I did not say we were charging one-third
of a cent. I said a little under one-third.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is so much under
one-third that it amounts, I think, to exactly ono-fifth of a
cent.

Mr. ANGLI-N. If this experiment related only to the
earrying of grain, the hon. gentleman could, no doubt, afford
to carry it at a very cheap rate. It would be interesting to
understand exactly what expense is incurred at Halifax-
whether the grain is merely emptied from the cars to the
vessels, or whether it is stored there. Another important
question connected with the working of this railway, to
which I tbink the officers in charge should turn their
attention, is the possibility of bringing coal in considerable
quantities as a return freight from Nova Scotia to the upper
Provinces. At present the current of trade is nearly all the
one way, and as the cars have now to come back empty,
surely they could bring back coal at moderate rates. It is
very important that we should develop that trade as much
as possible. At present the people of the Maritime Provinces
believe that this road is used almost exclusively for the
advantage of the merchants and manufacturers of the upper
Provinces. If it could be shown that coal could be carried
at such rates why not bring it as far west as Montreal. 1
believe some coal has been sent that far, but that was owing
to a sort of coal famine that prevailed there and made the
price of coal very high in that city.

Mr. GAULT. I do not think the cars came back alto-
gether empty from Halifax. I saw that yesterday several
car loads of sugar came from Hlalifax to Montreal, and
every day three or four car loads come to Montreal.

Mr. LANDRY. I wish to congratulate the Government
upon tue special inierest it evinces towards Nova Scotia by
causing a special amount to be voted for the con-
struction of an elevator at Halifax. I do not doubt
that the Government has done this nerely with
the view of doing justice to that Province; it makes
fne hope that it will Lot overlook the just claims of the
Province of Quebec, and that if one of the termini of the
Intercolonial may depond on Government favors, the other

Sir RIcHaRD J. CARTWRIGT,

may reasonably expect the same favors, or, in other wods,
that the St. Charles Branch will be granted to us as was the
elevator to Halifax. I will take advantage of this occasion
to call the attention of the Government to an article which
lafely appeared in the press, and which refers to the manage-
ment of the Intercolonial. A most serious charge has been
brought against one of the principal officials of the Interco-
lonial. An investigation has been asked for, and it appears
that the Government has appointed, as a commissioner to
enquire, Mr. Schreiber or Mr. Pottinger. The press assert
that it is Mr. Sebreiber. Now, it appears that that gentle-
man doos rot understand a word of French, whilst, on the
other hand, the complainant and the witnesses in suppor4
of the charge do not understand a word of English. Under
such circumstances the Government should render justice to
the French population residing on the line of the Interco-
lonial, and appoint, in the interests of the case and in the
interests of the accused party himself, a commissioner
speaking both languages. I do not ask that the Commis-
sioner should know French only, but I think that he should
at least understand it, in order to be able to take all the
evidence and render justice to the interested parties. It is
also my duty to call the attention of the Government to the
undeniable and unjustifiable fact that on the Intercolonial,
viz., on that part which extends from Point Lévis to the
boundary line of the Provinces of New Brunswick and
Quebee, there are several officials who do not under-
stand a word of French. I do not think that,
for our own part, we would suffer such a state of things to
exist either in New Brunswick or in Nova Scotia; I do not
think that even in the Province of Quebec we would tolerate
an employé who did not know English. Under these
circumstances, the Government should ati least insist that
the officials employed in our own Province, and who come
into daily contact with the population of our country
districts. should speak, or at least understand French. Last
year, a deputation waited on the hon. Minister of Railways,
and was at that time given to understand that the present
assistant-superintendent, Mr. McDonald, should be promo4ed
sooner or lIter, whenever he should have acquired the
necessary experience that should render him usetul to both
the Government and the public. For over a year bas this
gentleman served bis apprenticeship, and I think that the
record of his services is such that the Government can
employ him without hesitation ; and that, according to the
promise made by the hon. Minister of Railways, the time
bas come when Mr. McDonald should be appointed super-
intendent of that part of the road which is in the Province
of Quebec, thus leaving to other superintendents the part
which is in Nova Seotia and New Brunswick. This would
not in any way interfere with the Government's routine
with regard to this administration; it would keep its general
superintendent to watch over the whole lino, and for every
division representing a separate Province, we might have,
at least in our Province, officials understanding the French
language, and I claim this as an act of justice towafds my
Province, in the strongest fashion.

Mr. LAY GEVIN. Mr. Chairman, in answer to the first
question put by the bon. member, to wit, whether the Gov-
ernment bas appointed a Commissioner to bold an investi-
gation concerning an official connected with the Inter-
colonial Railway, and stating that this official does not
understand the French language, I must, in the first place,
tell the bon. member that I appreciate a good deal-and I
am sure that the gentleman in question will appreciate it
also-the sympathy that ho shows him, because he.does not
understand the French language; it is a qualification he
lacks, but I hope that it is not too late for him tgo,et
acquainted with it within a short time. With regard to
the investigation referred to, the hon. member need- not be
anxious, for it is not going to be held by the official he bas
named. The Commissioner wbo is to be sent will understand
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French and English eInally well, and he will consequently
be able to hear the evidence in the language most familiar
to the witnesses. The objection raised by the hon. member
with regard to the superintendent of the road, falls there-
fore to the ground of itself. With regard to the officials on
the road, the hon. member must remember under what cir-
cumstances the Government appointed the employés on
the line between Rivière du Loup and Lévis. When the
Grand Trunk sold its road to the Government, the latter
found itself in the following position : it is truc it was not
compelled to maintain all the officiais employed up to that
time, but nevertheless, it was compelled, during a few days,
to avail itself of the services of those officials ·to work the
rond; then it chose among the officials in the service of the
Grand Trunk the number required to complote its staff, and
of course the Government chose the most efficient. The
hon. member must, moreover, remember that when the
question came before the House last year, and it-was asked
how many English-speaking and how many French-spoak-
ing officials were employed, I answered that at loast three-
fourths, if not four-fifths, of the officials spoke Freneh, and
about one-fifth spoke English ; consequently, the propor-
tion was the same as that of the two races whieh constitute
the population of the Province of Quebec. Now, it is true
that it often happens that railway employés who do not
know French come on to the Rivière du Loup line,
but that is unavoidable. You cannot belp it if trLin
officials starting from Moncton, Templeton, or any other
station outside of the Province of Quebec, and who come with
passengers or freight into the Province of Quebec do not
speak French; you must take them such as they are, as is
done in the case of our employees who start from the
Province of Quebec and go into the Maritime Provinees.
But, will say the bon. member, our employés know both
languages. lie is perfectly right, and it is ai advantage
that they have over the others, but it will always remain
so that the employees of the other Provinces, who bring
their trains into the Province of Quebec, and who travel
with what is caille i a through train, will not know Frencb;
but, as a rule, the department is anxious that the officials
employed on the line between Lévis and New Brunswitk
should. know both languages. Now, with regard to the
superintendent, the hon. member must remember that, at
first, there was not any knowing both languages, or, at any
rate, sufficiently acquainted with French to enable one to
say that he was an employé having a good knowledge of
French; the matter having been represented, the Railway
Depàrtnent appointed an assistant, Mr. McDonald, who,
whilt bearing an English name, is, like many others, as
French as we are. This gentleman, knowing both French
and English, was considered better qualified than anyone
else to fill the position. I can quite appreciate the hon.
member's wish to see Mr. McDonald become the superin-
tendent of the road, and there is no one in this House who
would be happier than I woull be to see him attain that
position. le is an able officer, who fufilis bis duties satisf-ie-
torily, and who deserves prom)tion. I am convinced that
the time will come when ho will receive such promotion,
whieh he will certainly bave earned; but I would recom-
mend the hon. member, after the explanation I have given
him, not to press the question with regard to Mr. McDonald.
1 think it is botter for Mr. McDonald that he should obtain
his promotion through his services, and I feel sure that the
Minister of Railways will not forget the recommendations
made in favor of Mr. Mclonald.

Mr. LANDRY. I have but one remark to make with
regard to what bas fallen from the hon. Minister of Public
Works, when he asks me not to press for the appointment
of Mr. McDonald' I will merely answer him in his own
words, and speaking of Mr. McDonald, I will say with him:
lie bas long since deserved bis promotion.

Mr. LANGEVIN. There are many officials who have
earned promotion, but to whom it cannot be given, as there
are no vacancies; therefore let the hon. member bepatient,
and I feel sure ho will not lose anything by it.

Mr. GRANDBOIS. I wish to ask the hon. Minister
whether it is the intention of the Department to enable the
restaurant at Trois-Pistoles to procure, by some means or
other, botter water than what it gets at prosent. This
restaurant is much frequented, and the spripg from wbich
the water is obtained at present gives very bad water. Fer
some time past it was asked that this should be remediod;
it is a small matter, and should at once be attended to.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I am familiar with the water in con.
nection with the Trois-Pistoles restaurant, -because when I
ruled the Department during the absence of my colleague,
the Minister of Railways, who was in England, it came up
before me. I caused an enquiry to be made, as I had been
informed that water eould be supplied at a very moderate
rate, but the report established that the expense would be
considerable, far more considerable, in fact, than the Depart-
ment could afford. Under the circumstances, the Department
granted a small sum to the restaurant -keeper to enable him
to procure water at a small distance from the village. I can
quite well understand that at Trois-Pistoles one would like to
have an aquoduct, which, whilst giving water to the restau-
rant, would supply the village with it. This is easily
understood, and 1 fully appreciate the interest.my hon.
friend shows in the maLter, but I am afraid that the Rail-
way Department cannot grant the aqueduct to Trois
Pistoles, unless the municipality offers to divide the exponses
of building it with the Government. If the spring which
furnishes water to the restaurant does not give good water,
then a complaint should be made to the keeper of the
restaurant; moreover, a complaint made to the Department
would receive attention, for it would insist upon the keeper
of the restaurant ob)taining good water for the purposes of
the restaurant. Bosides, the hon. member knows full well
that there is water at Trois Pistoles; the village and the
parish get water, and if ove-yone in the village can get
water for their use, the keeper of the restaurant can
assuredly get what lie requires for his restaurant. I think
that the hon. member will understand that if an aqueduct is
required, the municipality should offer to sharo the expense
with the Government.

74. Canada Central extension (subsidized)..... $260,000 oo

Mr. BLAKE said the company had deposited witb the
Government a considerable sum of money, which was to be
paid out as the road progressed, but ho did not understand
that that was the course which was now being taken.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The proposition is made
under the terms and provisions of the Act.

Mr. BLAKE. We have endorsed their bonds.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The proceeds of the bonds wore
deposited with the Government to ho paid out as the
construction of the road proceeded. I suppose these are
the proceeds of the bonds that were deposited with the
Govern ment, and as the work of construction progressed the
company was entitled to get the money from the procoeda
of the bonds. The work is progressiag very favorably.
About seventy miles of the line north-wost of Pembroke
have been operated since December last. A large portion
of the work between that point and Haliburton station is in
a very forward state of progress, and before the end of the
next financial year the whole of the road to Callander
station will be completed, and the company will be entitled
to the amount deposited with the Government as thp
proceeds of their bonds, the Government ali the time
receiving a suficient sum for the payment of interest,
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Mr. BLAKE. This company had a choice of receiving a
subsidy in bulk or guaranteed interest on bonds. The first
alternative was adopted, but a change was made to the
other. It waa necessary for the Government to take
security, and $1,500,000 was taken for the completion by
the company of their obligation. What we pay out now is
simply deposit money; but the Finance Minister says we
are going to pay interest on the money.

Sir LEONA.RD TILLEY. We ,are paying the money
out as it is earned.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. member for West Durham is in
the same entanglement as he was during the Pacifie Railway
debate.

75. Railway between Prince Arthur'sLanding and
Red River, including Pembina Branci....... $3,383,030 00

In answer to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. POPE (Compton). The amount is made up of the

following tems: Fort William to English River, $45,000 ;
English River to Eagle River, $940,000; Eagle River to
Keewatin, $2,000,000; Keewatin to Selkirk, $350,000;
Pembina Branch, $50,000.

Mr. ANGLIN. Why should we expend 850,0-0 more on
the Pembina Branch, when it became the property of the
Pacifie Railway Company, according to the terms of the
con tract.

Mr. POPE. 850,000 is required to complete the ballastingi
and bridging, and also the fencing, for which contracts have
been Jet.

Mr. ANGLIN. I do not remenber any stipulation in the
contract with respect to placing the Pembina Branch in a
better condition than it was at the time the Pacifie Railway
agreement was ratified.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The Minister of Railways, when the
Pacifie Railway items were taken up, invariably gave a very
exact statement of the poition of the various contracts ;
but the louse is now asked to vote the money asked for
without baving any information of that kind submitted. i
want to know for what purpose money is required for the
Pembina Branch, for we were told last year by the Minister
of Railways that that branch was completed with the
exception of an amount required for station bouses.
We want to know the conditions of the other
contracts. The report of the Minister I have not
seen. I do not know whether it bas been issued or not. I
know nothing about the state of the line for which votes
are asked here. We ought to have some general infor-
mation about the entire line. I would like to know also in
connection with this, for it is quite germane to the purpose,
something about the grades and curves upon the British
Columbia contracts now under construction. What is the
maximum and minimum grade ? What is the radius of the
various curves? Have they been increased or decreased ?
Is there an actual survey on the rest of the road from Yale
to Port Moody ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). So far as the curvature is con-
cerned, the opinion of the engineer is that they will get
through without, perhaps, increasing the curves at all. With
respect to the items, the item of $45,000 is required to get
another ballast lif 1er on account of the settling ot an em-
bankment. The 8940,000 is required to make payment for
work executed during the year on centract 41; 'the
$2,000,000 is required to meet payments for work executed
during the year on contract 42; the $350,000 is required
to complete the ballasting of contracts Nos. 14 and 15, and
the earthwork, &c., on contract 15; the $50,000 is required
to complete the ballasting, bridging and fencing of the
Pembina Branch.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not find anything whatever in the
Canadian Pacifie Railway contract or the proposed charter,

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew).

or any ministerial statement made on the subject, to show
that we were to spend a shilling on the Pembina Branch.

Mr. POPE. It was understood.
Mr. BLAKE. By the Syndicate perhaps.
Mr. POPE. By the fouse, that the whole of the road

handed over was·to be handed over complete.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Were the first 100 miles west of B.d

River also to be handed over completed ?
Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The same language that applies to

one applies to the other.
Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Besides, the Pembina Branch was

completed. It was ballasted last year.
Mr. POPE. It is not ballasted now. A portion of the

ballasting has yet to be completed.
Mr. MACKENZIE. What thickness of ballast bas been

put over the Pembina Branch ?
Mr. POPE. My hon. friend, I think, put about 2,000

yards to the mile.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I want the number of inches, the

depth in inches.
Mr. POPE. 2,009j yards and 7¾ inches.
Mr. MACKENZIE. It does not become an hon. Minister

when asked a question by a member of the Opposition, to
give an answer such as he has given.

Mr. POPE. I would not if the hon. gentleman asked a
proper question.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I asked a proper question. I want
to know how many inches in depth of ballast has been put
on this road.

Mr. POPE. My hon. friend knows well he never let a
contract for ballast in his life, except for so rmany yards to
the mile.

Mr. MACKENZIE. -I am not speakingof the contract at
all, but of the number of inches in depth of the ballast.
Sometimes a road is run without any ballast, as this one
was, and sometimes it is run with three inches of ballamt, but
a good road requires nine or ten inches.

Mr. POPE. Not at all. Six inches may make a good
road.

Mr. MACKRNZIE. I will not quarrel -about the number
of inches. What I want to know is the number on the Pem-
bina Branch.

Mr. POPE. We never at any titue, nor did the bon.
gentleman, make a contract to ballast a road by the inch.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not say it was ballasted by the
inch, but you must know how much was put on the road.

Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I eau only say that the department is

in a state of most deplorable ignorance.
Mr. POPE. I can say somebody else displays a good deal

of ignorance.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman eau say as

many offensive things as he likes. We want proper infor-
mation and it is refused. We ask nothing but what any
engineer on the road can give in a moment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon.. gentleman
seems to think he has a monoply of saying disagreeable
things. He says the department is in a state of deplorable
ignorance. I do not think it bas deteriorated since be was
at its head. It stands as high, its knowledge is as great,
and the readiness to answer questions is much greater %ow
than it was when the hon. gentleman was in office. The
question bas been asked whether we were in any way
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obliged to finish the Pombina Branch. The whole Pacifie
contract runs in this way, that the unfinished portions of
the road shall be handed over under contract, and those
contracts will be completed by the Government. We were
nôt going to hand over any portion of the road without
finishing the contract already entered into, and if those con-
tracts were finished those sections would be handed over to
the Syndicate. The 100 miles west of Red River are to be
considered as if built by the Syndicate's money, and are 1to
be paid for by the Syndicate, as are also the second 100
miles built by the Government.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman state who
had the contract for ballasting ut the time the contract was
made with the Syndicate ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot tell.
Mr. POPE (Compton). Messrs. Murphy & Upper.
Mr. MACKENZIE. [lave they an unfinished contract ?
Mr. POPE. They have.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The First Minister says that when

I was Minister of Publie Works it was my custom to refuse
answers to such questions. I defy the hon. gentleman to
take the Hansard and recall a single instance where I refused
to answer a question.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We can find in Hansard
what was stated, but not what was nót stated. The hon.
gentleman used to enter into lengthy details in bis speeches,
and very ably, too, when bringing fbrward any measure;
but when questions were asked, ho very frequently declined
to make any answer, and bis supporters would call
"question."

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. AINGLIN. I remember that when the member for

Lambton dealt with those questions as a Minister, ho gave
full and exhaustive explanations of the state of the works,
and of what ho proposed doing during the next fiscal year.
After that, ho was subjected to very severe examinati in
and never refused to answer any question put to him. But
when the same question was repeated over and over again,
after ho had given full explanations five or six times, for the
purpose of worrying and annoyinghim, and of endeavoring
to create the impression that he was refusing information
which he had laid before the Committee half-a-dozen times,
ho several times said-the question bas been answered
several times already. But ho never refused any
information asked for that I can remember. We all regret
the cause of the absence of the Minister of Railways, and
understand that the Minister who temporarily supplies bis
place cannot be expected to afford as full information as he
himself could, il present. But we ought to have had state-
monts prepared by the officiais, of all those maters. The
course taken by the Minister of Public Works n ight very
well have been followed in this case. It seems strange that
we are asked to vote $50,000 ostensibly for work to be done
after lst July, 1881, and are then told that it is to pay for
work done some time ago. That is not the usual course
followed. With regard to the understanding as to the
Pembina Branch, nobody ever imagined that that branch,
which las been working for a long time past, was to be
regarded as one of those sections under contract, or that we
should ho calied on to spend $50,000 on what has really
become the property of the Syndicate.

Mr. BLAKE. The p'sition the right bon. gentleman
takes is wholly indefensible. It is not a question of under-
standing, but a question of contract, and the contract is to
be found in the 6 th section of the Charter, as follows

"Unless prevented by the act of God, the Queen' s enemies, intestine
disturbanes, epidemics, floods or other causes beyond the centrol of the
Government the Government shall cause to be completed the said Lake
Superior section, by the dates fixed by the existing contracts for the con

struction thereof; and shall also cause to be completed the portion of the
said western section now under contract, namely, from Kamloops to Yale,
within the period fixed by the contracts therefor, namely, by the 30th day
of June, 1M85 ; and shall also cause to be completed, on or before the lst
day of May, 1891, the remaining portion of the said western section, lying
between Yale and Port Moody, which shallh be constructed of equally good
quality in every respect with the standard hereby created for the portion
hereby contracted for. And the said Lake Superior section, and the
portions of the said western section now under contrart, shall be conm-
pleted as nearly as practicable according to the specifica ions and con-
ditions of the contra-ts therefor except in so far as the saume have been
modiflvd by the Government prior to this contract."

The stipulation and obligation of the Government on behalf
of the company was to coinplete Lake Super ior section,
which is specifically defined, and which does not include the
Thunder Bay Branch, or those portions of the western sec-
tions within British Colunibia. I maintain the Government
assumed no obligation to enter into any engagement to
spend new monoy or make new work on this Pombina
Branch. Tlhe hon. gentlenian says lie proposes a vote to
pay for some foncing on that branch, the work to bogin on
lst July next. I hold there is nothing in the contract to
justify that, and that the money is only another present to
the Syndicate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will supp)ose for a
moment that the matter is exaetly as the lon. gentleman
(Mr. Blake) says-that the Synidicate had no right to have
this branch completely finished. One thing is clear, if the
Government have made any contract with par-ties, it must
be performed. The Government are obliged to sec the
contracts performed, and can charge the cost to the
Syndicate.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says a p<ortion of the
vote is for fencing, work which is not uider eontract.

Mr. POPE (Compton). It is.
Mr. BLAKE. When was it put under contract ?
Mr. POPE. A long time ago.
Mr. BLAIKE. How long will iL take to complote the

fcncing contract ?
Mr. POPE. Till about July or Augiust next.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Whon in office it was my eustoin,
and I have no doubt it is the custom of the present Ministor
of Publie Works, to have a book kept in the office, whore
particulars ofevery contract given out wore entered. I
would ask the hon gentleman, tlierofore, to give particulars
of the existing. contracts upon the Ponbina Branch,
niamely : their dates, what for, how nuch. money bas bouri
paid on then, and how much of lie work remains uncom-
pleted ? That information we are erlitled to, and it is
such as I always gave when I was Minister of Public Works*

Mr. PLUMB. The lion. momber for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) has drawn upon a very vivid imagination in speak-
ing of the courteous manner in which the late Minister of
Public Works used to treat nemberts of the Opposition whenr
they used to ask him for information as to h s department.
The hon. gentleman's statement, supported as-it is by tho
hon. merber for Lambton, is one which will be contradictod
by every one who sat on that sido cf the IIouse botween the
years 1874 and 1878, and contradicted with pe tfct aecuracy
and truth.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I can only say to the hon. gentle-
man who bas just spoken, that I do not attach a great dual
of importance to his censure, for the simple reason that ho is
always ready ta back up any statement made by the
Prime Minister, or any opinion suîpposed to be the opinion
of the Prime Minister; and if his leader should happen to
corne in the next momcnt and order hima to vote the other
way, ho would readily do it.

Mr. POPE (Compton). I do not admit, in the first place,
that I refused to answer any question asked by the hon.
gentleman which wus a proper question, and i say again
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that no one ever took a contract of this kind except at so
many y&rds per mile.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I said nothing at ail about that.
Mr. POPE. That is the answer I gave, the only answer

which the hon. gentleman could have ha], and ho had no
right to ask for informntion when ho knew perfectlywell that
this was the only answer which could be given. Now, with
respect to the Upper & Murphy contract, the hon. gentle-
men let the contract, he knows what it is; and if he reads the
report of the Minister of Railways, which was brought down
to the House, ho will see exactly what it means. This
$50,000 I may say is to pay the amount due to Upper, and
to complete the work.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the hon. gentleman not give us
the particulars of the contract ?

Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman will find them in the
report.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Then I must say there is a different
practice in the department from that which used to prevail.

Mr. POPE. 1 admit that we have improved on the
practice wbieh prevailed during the hon. gentleman's time.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is surely no improvement to have
a lack of information. If that is considered an improve-
ment, it is certainly one of a Tory character.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A satisfac-Tory character.
Mr. MACKENZIE. We got all this information la'st

year ; why not this ?
Mr. POPE. I may say that, with the exception of two

small contracts, one for bridging and one for fencing, the
hon. gentleman got all the information last year, as he says,
and why then ask for it now ?

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman say whether any
portion of this money we are asked to vote is to bc paid for
work to be done before the 1st of July, 1881.

Mr. POPE. I understand the hon. gentleman's question.
It is possible there may be some ballasting to do. I do not
say we are going to do any work whatever, or to pay one
dollar before that time.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not ask the hon. gentleman whether
ho was going to take money, contrary to the law, and
pay it out before the Ist of July, 1881.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We could not do that.
Mr. BLAKE. And therefore I do not ask the question.

I asked if ho was going to take it for work to be done
befor' the lst of July, 1881, and which ought to be provided
for in the services of the current year.

Mr. POPE. It is possible that in this case, as in every
other case, the fenc ng which is to be done may not ho com-
pleted, and not paid for before July, and that this vote will
cover it. It is al so for these bridges which are in the con-
tract, which we believe will not ho completed before the lst
of July, and· consequently will not be paid for. I do not
see how the hon. gentleman can take exception to that.

Mr. BLAK E. I was not taking exception. 1 asked a
question, and having received an answer 1 proceed to take
a serious exception. My exception is, that the hon. Minister
says we made contracts, which contracts we are bound to
im lement, so far as the comtractors are concerned, even
alt ough we are not bound as between us and the Syndicate
to improve the Pembina Branch for them. Of course, if
the hon. gentleman chooses to keep the contracts alive and
let the contractors do the work, he will be bound to pay;1
but if ho chooses to keep the contract alive and lot the i
work be done and incur the obligation and pay the money,r
when he might cancel the contract, save doing the work, i
save -paying the money which he will be making a present t
of to the Syndicate--

Mr. PoiP (Compton).

Mr. POPE. That is your way of doing business.
Mr. BLAKE. I say if you agree to hand over the

Pombina Branch without agreeing to put no more money
in it-you are not bound to put any more money on th-t
branch, and if you are not, and if you are able to relieve
yourselves from doing so, you are bound to relieve your-
selves, and you would do so if it was your own business.
s Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will

notice in the interpretation clause of the contract,
that the words Canadian Pacifie Railway are intended
to mean the entire railway as described in the Act of lt74,
36 Victoria, Chap. 14-that is the main line and the two
branch lines.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The seventh clause of

the contract reads thus:
" The railway constructed under the terms hereof shall be the property

of the Company: and pending the completion of the eastern and central
sections, the Government shall transfer to the Company the possession
and right to work and run the several portions of the Uanadian Pacific
Railway already constructed or as the same shall be completed. And
upon the completion of the eastern and central sections. the Government
shall convey to the Company, with a suitable number of station buildings
and with water service (but without equipment), those portions of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway constructed or to be constructed by the Govern-
ment which shall then be completed ; and upon completion of the
remainder of the portion of railway to be constructed by the Government,
that portion shall also be conveyed to the Company, and the Canadian
Pacific Railway shall become, and be thereafter the absolute property of
the Company. And the Company shall thereafter and forever efficiently
maintain, work and run the Canadian Pacifie Railway."

Under that clause the portions of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, whether constructed or to be constructed, are to be
completed. The Pembina Branch is declared to be a
portion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have been utterly unable to get
any information out of the acting Mjnister with regard to
Upper & Murphy's contract, except such information as 1
had my8elf. I will now give the hon. gentleman some
information which he, as acting Minister, might be supposed
to have. In the report of the hon. Minister of Railways I
find the following paragraph:

" The bridging, track-laying and ballasting over the same distance was
let to Messrs. Kavanagh, Murphy & Upper, in June, 1878, to be com-
pleted in December, 1879. The contractors having failed to perform the
work, it has been completed by the department."

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. the First Minister says that under
the 7th clause the Government is to complete the Pembina
Branch. I deny that altogether. That clauso reads:

" The railway constructed under the terms hereof shall be the property
of the Company : and pending the completion of the eastern and central
sections, the Government shall transfer to the Company thepossession
and right to work and run the several portions of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway already constructed or as ihe same shall be completed. And
upon the completion of the eastern and central sections the Govern-
ment shall convey to the Company, with a suitable number of station
buildings and with water service (but without equipment), those porti. ns
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway constructed or to be constructed by the
Government which shall then be completed."

They are to transfer to the Company at once, the possession
of portions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway already con-
structed, or as the same shahl be completed. Thon there
was some portion already constructed at the date of the
contract, and if it was not the portion on which trains had
been running for a long time, I want to know what portion
it was.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You can work a railway
partly constructed.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a statement here that there are
portions alroady constructed, and I want to know whether
it was the Pembina Branch that was already constructed or
some other part. If it was in another part it must have been
in a less advanced state than the Pembina Brai ch,because
the Pembina Branch was in the most forward state of any.
The hon. gentleman is bound under this construction, and I
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presume he has already transferred the possession of the
Pemhina B-anch to the Company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not yet.
Mr. BLAKE. He proposed to do it immediately, at any

rate, and in advance of the time, in order that the Uompany
may reap the profits while he is paying for the completion
out of the public funds.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The report of the Minister of Rail-
ways says.it is already completed, and that the contract had

-been resumed by the Government. What does the hon. the
Firt Minister say to that ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is merely a verbal
quibble on the part of the hon. member for West Durhum.
If he were arguing before a Court upon the construction of
the languago there might be some weight in it. But this
road is substantially constructed, and it was so far con-
structed that trains have been running upon it. There
remain still some portions to be ballasted, and some iron
bridges to be constructed, and the road, while being so far
constructed as to-be capable of being run, is not completod.
You will find the word "completed " is used through the
whole sentence. I would like no better judge than my bon.
friend if the case came before him, though not as an advo-
cate just now.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. What does the hon. gentleman say
to the report of his Minister, who says the road is completed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon.gentleman knows
that he ran the road himself, though it was not finished. It
was running in his time, but it was not completed.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Here is a statement saying distinctly
that the bridging, tracklaying, and ballasting is completed.
lie says the contract was taken out of the contractor's
hands and completed by the Government.

Mr. POPE. No; it would be completed by the Govern-
ment.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He says it has been completed by
the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government took it
out of their bands, and had to finish it. We have got the
contracts, and we are carrying them out.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This report is of the 30th of June
last, and it says that before that time the road was completed,
yet-the Government are asking money to ballast the road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the bon. gentleman
will go over the road now-and from his experience ho is
almost an engineor-he will report that the road is not
completed at this moment.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have nothing to do with that. It
would only bo another instance of where hon. gentlamen
opposite say things that are not always correct-not always
accurate, because bore is a report of the leading Minister
saying it is completed. I accept bis word. I am not accusing
anyone of wrong-doing, but there is sone mistake in
asking for money to do that which the Minister of Railways
has already reported to have done.

Mr. MILLS. We had this matter discussed when the
Pacifie Railway contract was under consideration, There
was a gentleman on the Treasury benches, though ho was
neither the First Minister nor the Minister ofPublic Works,
northe Minister of Railways, but he intimated to the House
that not a single dollar further was required to be expended
upon the Pembina Branch. We had an elaborate calcula-
tion made by the Minister of Public Works, showing how
much is to be expended on each particular section that the
Government are called upon to build. Ie gave us the cost
of the British Columbia section, of the Lake Superior section,
but when we came to the Pombina section ho told us that it
oet 4156,900, and that so far as this portion of the road is
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concerned the company is paid. Now, if the hon. gentle-
man says that there is further work to be done and fnrther
money to be expended, it would be nocessary to show that
this further sum is provided for in the sum asked as the
cost of the Pembina Branch, and which was stated, by the
Minister of Pu~blic Works and the Minister of Railways, to
be completed. It is obvious that upon the report of the
Minister that was laid on the Table, and from the contract
itself, that every stateinent made to this House was that
this Pembina Branch was completed, and that all was
expended that the country was called on to pay towards its
construction.

Mr. BLAKE. Would the hon. gentleman say what the
cost of the Pombina Branch is as it is to-day ?

Mr. POPE. About $1,500,OOO.
Mr. BLAKE. IHow mucli more doos he expect to spond

before the 30th of June?
Mr. POPE. I think if I was oporating this road I would

do just exactly the same as I should do with the hon.
gentleman if I got him to carry on a law-suit for me. I do
not suppose it will be completod before that timo.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the hon. gentleman did not
understand me, or ho would not answer me in that spirit.
When we are giving public money, part of which is a re-vote
and part of which ho is going to spend during the existing
financial year, I am surely entitled to ask how much ho
expects to spend during the existing financial year.

Mr. POPE. I said I did not expect to pay out much
money before the 30th of June.

Mr. BLAKE. What does the hon. gentleman call
much?

Mr. POPE. I do not think there can b much more any
way. These contracts for bridges certair.ly will not be
completed before that time. A considerable quantity of the
fencing is done, I thir.k thet-e is about tbirty miles more to
complote the contract, and I do not believe it will be built
before that time. Of course it cannot be settled for until
the work is done. The work will not be done before that
time, and I do not expect to pay out monoy before.

Mr. BLAKE. Can the hon. gentleman not state more
accurately what is the cost of ti road ?

Mr. POPE. The memorandum before me states that it is
$1,500,000.

Mr. BLAKE. That, of course, docs not include any
charge for working. That is construction account alone.

Mr. POPE. Construction account alone. It does not
include what is going to be paid out.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Is the report corroect that the cointract
bas been taken from Mr. Upper ?

Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Then wbat is Mr. Upijper doing now?
Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman lias had too much

experience not to know that whon a contract is taken out
of a contractor's hands, any work that is donc is done at
his expense, and a settlement cannot be made till the work
is completed.

Mr. BLAKE The hon, Minister of Railways, in moving
the adoption of the contract, said:

" The amount I submitted on estimate last year was $1,750,000 for the
Pembina Branch, but that included more than my estimate now includes
for the Pembina Branch, and for the reason, as hon. gentlemen will see,
the heavy expenditure charged to that branch for workshops, &c., will
now devolve upon the Company, and consequently reduce the estinate to
$1,500,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Give us a detail of the reductions.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ail I can say is, that I took the estimate of

the engineer, charging what was tairly chargeable to that road-building
in connection with its operation-and the amount of the Pembina Branch
was therefore placed at $1,750,000. We now reduce that by $250,00,
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because, as I say, the expenditure we woull have had to make immedi- future expenditure roquirod to finish them, and other par-
ately in connection with the work now devolves upon the Syndicate ticulars. I rend in theahad lappened
under the contract."

that would prevent the working of somo portions of ýthoIt is now said, in order to make the Pembina Branch botter canal, and entail additional expense.
for the Company, we are to spend on it 650,000 more.

Mr. MoCALLUM. It appears to me it would not be veryt orating(ot na. The wor enlareent
extravagant if that road was to cost $50,000 more. It is im-tprtmchof tedanaleThe gaLe ad afewbriges
possible to say how mûch money will be paid out, because The amount required to complete the works is estimateat
that depends on the amount of work that will be done. $500,0. To complote sections one and two and pay the

Mr. MACKENZIE. But it is known in the department final estimate, 6176,000; number three, $432,000; nunbers
what is paid every month, and that is all we want. How six and seven, $233,027; numbor eight, 656,670; number
many miles of wire fencing have been let by contract? nine,$13,610; numberten,$22,650; numbereleven,$158,000;

Mr. POPE. The whole length of the Pembina Branch, construction of lock-gates, $62,700; bridges, road, fonces,
andthee j abut h~ry mlesof oncng et o h buit &c., not under con tract, $84,000; wharf at Lachine, 820,000;and there is about thi-rty miles of fencing yet to be built. mkn nalattlo 9011

Another bundred miles was let west oflRed River, but that
is paid by the Syndicate. In answer to Mr. MÂÇKENZIE,

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. I hadhoped that the Minister Mr. POPE (Compton). Mr. O'Brien ha the contractfor
of Railways would have been able to be here and explain the gaLes.
every item of this estimate, but he :has not been able, and Mr. MACKEN ZIE. Does ho suppiy the timber too, or
everybody will admit the difficulty which my hon. friend to merely construct the locks?
whom it is referred, must labor under in mastering details Mr. POPE. The Government supplier the timber, a
of this kind. It is impossible that the House should have portion of which had been purchased before the contract
the details of this expenditure, and before concurrence, a fuillwa given out.
statement of what composes it, together with a statement of Mr. BOWELL. A large portion of this timber wae pur-
the conditions under which the conditions will be let, will chased under contracts givon out by the hon. member for
ho submitted.
b uMr. LAed. i hn twsas noeo> httcLambton iimself, and was delivered beforo the prmsntMr. BLAKE. think it was also understod that theGovernmn was formed. A portion had, under t con-details would be inserted in the vote.tract,e delivered at t Welland Cana, some at
In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT, Williamsburg and some at Cornwall; and the bon. gentie.
Mr. POPE. The road from English River to Eagle River man allowed the oak to core into Canada irce of dnty,

will be completed 1st July, 1882, so that trains can pass wien it was dutiable at l7j per cent.
over it. The total cost of that section will be $2,580,000, Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no recollection of that,
and a furtber sum will be required of $400,000. It is Mr. BOWELL. Lt is truc, however, for when I toof
expected that the road from Eagle River to Keewatin will be office I made the importer pay the balance of duty unpaid.
completed by lst July, 1882; and from Keewatin to Selkirk
by October next, and the present vote will complete the 81. Cornwall Canal ..................... 180,000 QO
work on this section. Mr. MACKENZIE. La this to complote the existing

76. British Columbia................. ......... $3,000,ooo 00 contract.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I asked for information regarding Mr. POPE. Yes.
this item, whether any change was to be made in the grades Mr. MACKENZIE. Tint is for deepening the river, I
and curves botween Yale and Moody, whether any change presume.
has been made by which it is proposed to let this by contract Mr. POPE. Yes.
now, or whether the entire amount is for the contracts Mr. MACKENZIE. Where is it intended to experd Lhe
alreadly let in British Columbia. moncy?

Mr. POPE. It is believed the curvature and the grades Mr. POPE. Tic sum of $175,000 is for improving the
can be kept as they are. The amount of $3,000,000 is for river from the head of the Carillon Canal to Lachne to a
that contract which is let. depth of thirteen foot.

Mr. ANGLIN. We were told the expense of the work 83. Welland Canal....................... $1,065,000 00
had been reduced. In what way has it been reduced ?

Mr. POPE. By the change in location, not by reducing Mr.MACKENZIE. Does tintcomplote tie canal?
the grades and curvatures. Mr. POPE. That je supposed to complote tic canal

7.Telegraph Lines and Roadway...........$70,000 00 Mir.Mn $150cu0gfebige6vrte0

Mr. MACKENZIE. Where is this to be expended? canal?
Mr. POPE (Compton). $11,000 is required to pay Mr. POPE. Yes; overytiing.

Sefton & Ward a drawback; Fuller, $31,000; Oliver David. Mr. McCALLTM. Lt is possible the'e may ho some
son, $16,000, and to build a portion of the telegraph line on misunderstanding about tint item. I rememner tint when
the railway between Selkirk and Prince Arthur's Landing, the hon. member for Lambten was in office ho said at one
$12,000. time tint tus canal would ho completed in 1876.

78. Station and Terminal Accommodation........550,000 00Mr.MACENZE.Isaid nothing of tic kind.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Where is this item to be spent? Mr. MOCALLUM. Your report said 187, but I do not
Mr. POPE (Compton). It is a revote for stations, &c., find any fanît with that because poriape it was only a slip;

between Selkirk and Prince Arthur's Landing. but I tiink it je botter te give no information aL ail than to
80, Lachine Canal............................... $oo0,000 give i inaccuratly. Th sipping intereethave bon

looking far more anxiously te tic onlarging of this c4nAI,
Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like some statement of the and it je of great importance tint tiey should have correct

condition of the works-what portions are fnished, the information. When tie acting Minister-who hgo y
MMr.rntLAKE,
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been in charge of the department a short time-says that
this sum will complete the work, I am sFure that he does not
mean to include the work upon the locks through to Lake
Ontario.

Mr. RYKERT. That wll cost $3,000,000 itself.
Mr, MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mistaken.

We embraced the entire expenditure connected with the 14
feet enlargenient, and the under work is all completed.

Mr. McCALLUM. I do not think the part from Port
Dalhousie to Thorold can cost anything like that sum. I do
not know that it will cost $,000,000. But if we expect
the canal to do the work which is expected of it we must
have a depth of 14 feet.

Mr. POPE. This estimate is not intended to cover the
entire 14 faet enlargement, and if 14 feet is required, we
have another vote of $920,000, which is the estimate of the
Chief Engineer for completing the work.

Mr. McCALLUM. I may say that with the vessels of
the draft and size which will be put on that canal I fear
the old aqueduct will not answer the purpose, and that
a new one will be required.

8t. Carillon Canal, Dam and Slide ................ , $350,000 00

Mr. MACKENZIE. I had intended to call the attention
of the House, and necessarily in some detail, to the manner
of letting the contract and other matters connected with this
work, and as I would have to blame the hon. Minister, I am
averse to doing so in his absence. I give notice, however,
that next Session, if I am able to be here, I shall call atten-
tion to these matters.

86. Grenville Canal...................... ............ $470,oo oo

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is intended to be done with
this money?

Mr. POPE. The upper entrance is to be enlarged to 100
feet at a cost of $170,000; $250,000 is to complete the
contract of Messrs. Baney, Stewart & Company, at Greece's
Point, and $50,000 is for the construction of locks, lock-
masters' houses, &c.

In answer to Mi. MACKENZIE,
Mr. POPE. With the exception of Messrs. Ileney,

Stewart & Company's contract, the other works have not
been let. it is proposed to put them under contract.

87. Culbute Canal, improving approaches .......... $30,000 00

Mr. MACKENZIE. Are these approaches above or
below? I supposed these approaches were all completed,
according to the depth in the lock, long ago. I am at a less
to nnderstand what this large sum can be wanted for.

Mr. POPE. This expenditure is for work to be done
some distance below. It is in order to render the river
navigable below the locks as far as Bryson, and for that
purpose it will be necessary to build two submerged
dams, to remove three shoals, and also a reef above
Calumet.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is proposed, of course, to invite
tenders for this work.

Mr. POPE. We do not proceed on any other plan.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, you do, as 1 shall show beforei

long.
88. St. Peter's Canal............. ........ ......... $3,000 00

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). In connection with
this vote, I wish to call the attention of the Government
to the fact that the laborers on St. Peter's Canal
have not been paid their wages for 1876 and 1877. Mr. Tuck,i
the original contractor, assigned his contract to Mr. Kennedy,1
leaving the laborers who had worked for him previous toi
that time, unpaid to the amount of $6,000 or $7,000. The

claim of these men was brought to the notice of the Govern-
ment of the hon. member for Lambton, who decided
to divide the money then in hand among the laborers,
according to the different sums due to those men.
Unfortunately the sum on hand was very small, only $400
or $500. I understand that sum remains still unpaid, on
account of the difficulty of ascertaining the amount due to
the different laborers. Now, I wish the Government could
find it possible to divide this sum of $3,000, along with
the balance on hand at the time Mr. Tuck made the assign-
ment, among the men, in proportion to the sums due them.
The Government of the hon. member for Lambton adopted
the principle of paying these men the balance that was dae
to Mr. Tuck, and it is to be regretted that there was not in
the bands of the Government, at the time of the assignment,
a larger sum than $ 100 or $500. J hope the Government
will find means to force Mr. Kennedy to pay these men the
sums due them.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The statement the bon. gentleman
makes about the men being unpaid by the first contractors
is no doubt correct. But we, did not concede that the
Government was at all liable for the wages of
men whom the contractors failed to pay, though
in that case, as in the Carillon case, and one or two others,
we endeavored to secure all that was possible for the men.
No money was paid to that contractor after we became
aware of his owing the men so much. I forget precisely
what steps we took, but we retained the money in our
hands to enable the men to sue for it. I think that was the
course taken in the Carillon case. We got the contractor
to assent to the payment of the men, and we sent Mr. Jones
as paymaster to pay all the men whorm those contractors
were owing. In this case nothing can be done. The con-
tract was assigned to Mr. Kennedy, who had already been
a successful contractor in another place. But Mr.Kennedy
has no liability whatever in connection with the wages the
contractor owed when Mr. Kennedy took the work. It is
absurd to talk of forcing Mr. Kennedy to pay the men of the
previous contractor. The Government have nothing in the
world to do with the matter, except, as I have said, to use
all their efforts that the money may reach the men if
possible, as was done in the two or three cases I have
alluded to.

Mr. JONES. I think the hon. member for Lambton is
mistaken in his allusion to the Carillon canal, in saying that
the contractors assented to pay the 89,000 which was
charged against their contract. I do not think those gentle-
men assented to that, as he will find by referring to the
letter sent by them to the department.

Mr. MACKENZIE. They were applied to for their
assent, and they sent their own clerk with the pay-roll
along with Mr. Jones, and was present when the money was
paid; indeed, the money was paid through the hands oftheir
own clerk.

Mr. JONES. I have no doubt they were glad to see the
men paid, but I do not think it was through their influence
that Mr. Ralph Jones was sent down to pay those men; in
fact I am sure it was not. When Mr. Ralph Jones was sent
down there was no objection made to their clerk going with
him with the pay-roll. They were glad to get the money
any way that was withhold from them unjustly.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. The money was not due to them at
ai]. If we had kept the drawback according to contract
we would have had $30,u00 in our hands; we had only
$6,000 or $8,00.

Mr. JONES. I think the money was due to them and
ought to have been paid. I th:nk upwards of $23,000 was
paid to those gentlemen which was held from them unjustiy
in 1877, as was stated by Mr. Lash, the Deputy Minister of
Justice; and that the contract was broken with them by the
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Government, in withholding the money which was due to
them in their estimate.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There was no money withheld from
them that was due to them ut any time. The $22,000 the
bon. gentleman refers to was the amoint that Mr. Page
recommended should be paid for work additional to the
contract. For a long time Mr. Page did not consider that
a number of items were extra; but he was pressed by the
department to give them every possible advantage, and the
papers will show that Mr. Page carried out what was stated.
llowever, it is inconvenient to base a discussion on that
matter on an incidental remark, and I have said I will not
discuss it in the absence of the hon. Minister of Railways
and Canals.

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). I had the opportunity
of looking at some papers relating to this work which were
laid before the Sonate the other day, and I find that the hon.
member for Lambton is a littie mistaken. I find by these
papers that on April 17th, 1878, his department ordered Mr.
Perley te pay the laborers employed on the canal by Mr.
Tuck $8188.77, from the balance then in the hands of the
Government; so that lie acted on the principle of paying
these men if he had money enough to pay them. Mr.
Kennedy took the contract on the condition that no profits
should be divided between him and Mr. Tuck until ail Mr.
Tuck's liabilities were paid. I find that in Mr. Perley's
report to the Publie Works Department. If this is the
case, I would like Ihe Government to investigate this matter
and, if possible, hold the money until the laborers are paid.

Ur. POPE. The matter will be carefully enquired into.
Mr. MACDONALD (Victoria, N.S.) I am pleased to

find the hon. mem ber for Cape Breton bringing this matter
before the House. That hon. gentleman, and other representa-
tives of Cape Breton, and myself, have endeavored from time
to time to induce the Government to do justice to Cape
Breton in this matter, but I regret to- say that so far our
efforts have bad no effect. At one time we thought we had
the bird in hand, but when Parliament met we found the bird
as far off as evor, if not farther. There are cases of extreme
hardship in connection with this transaction. Mr. Tuck
went down to Cape Breton with a flourish of trumpets, and
with that importance which is generally considered attached
to a gentleman holding a Government contract. People
flocked from all parts of the country for employment, and
laborod month after month on the fair promises of the eon-
tractor that they would be paid. But after they had labored
for six months, Mr. Tuck found it convenient to leave for
home, and handed the work over to bis sureties. These
gentlemen, it appears, refused to become responsible for the
liabilities contracted by their principal. They completed
the work and added to their profrts the labor of hundreds of
men -for months, which is not yet paid for. The
laborer not only gave his time and labor, but had to
furnish himself with the necessaries of life, and I understand
there are instances in which poor men were obliged to sacri-
fice thoir small properties in order to pay their board-bilis
and shop accounts. The Governmen t say: " Oh, we cannot
do anythiig; we contracted with certain parties for certain
work, and pay them regardless of how they treat the labor-
ing men; we cannot do anything for the laboring mon, they
must look after themselves." Is this equitable or just ?
Surely the Government in framing the contract provided
that a certain amount must be retained in their bands until
the w6rk was completed. Surely there is a clause in that
document providing that the laboring men should be paid,
and if not, why not ? Should the laboring men suffer on
account of the incapacity or negligence of a Govern-
ment ? Certainly not. I will apply the argument of the hon.
the Premier a few evenings ago, when a similar case was
under consideration. Canada can afford to be
honest; Canada cannot afford with bonor to take the labor

Mr. JoNEs.

and toil of poor men on ber public works without paying
them; Canada must and will do justice to the laboring
mon. A wealthy contractor bas no difficulty in bringing
bis grievances before a Court of Justice or board of arbitra-
tors, and receiving is rights; the poor laborer has no such
remedy to recover his account. The Government are in
honor bound to pay the laboring men. If they neglect to
take proper precautions in paying contractors or in fixing
contracts, there is no reason why the laborer should suifer.
I trust the Government will, at an early day, pay -thoe
claims in full. Notlrig less will satisfy the laborers of
Cape Breton; they cannot be expected to be eatisfied with
anything less.

89. Murray Canal, towards construction of.......$25,000 00
In answer to Sir RICnHA J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. POPE. The estimated cost of the work is $700,O00.

This canal has been the subject of discussion at difforent
times-in 1833, 1840, 1846, 1867, and during the past year.
There is no doubt it is a very important work, and it is
more important now than ever before. It bas been repre-
sented by gentlemen of undoubted integrity that if this
canal were built, iron smelting works would Le started at
that point and a large number of men employed. Under
this pressure. and after the representation that was made
by those gentlemen, the Government folt tbey could not any
longer refrain from trying to open up this important
section of the country, not only for the iron but the lumber
trade as well.

Mr. BOWELL. The estimate given by my hon. friend
includes a eut through the neck of land that extends from
the main shore running out into the lake, thus forming the
Presqu'Isle harbor, so that the amouut will be nothing like
the sum estimated. That calculation was based on the
report of Mr. Lightall, made some time ago, in which ho
stated there was a large amount of rock cutting to be donc.
The examination, during the last summer, by Mr. Austin
proved that fourteen feet below the surface there was no rock.

20. Miacellaneous...............................$............$10,000 00

Mr. BERGERON. I am very much such surprised there
is no estimate for the Beauharnois Canal. It will take
$18,000 or $20,000 to put that canal into proper order. It
was badly kept under the late Administration and seems to
be badly managed under this one. The pier at the foot of
the canal was smashed up five or six years ago and the
stones fell into the channel. There is no lighthouse on the
channel at night. It is a dangerous place, and if any acci-
dent should happen the Government will have to pay dam-
ages exceeding in amount what would be required to put
the canal in proper order. Every year since ten or tw.elve
years ago, the sum of $8,000 or $9,000 has been putin the
Estimates for this canal while $75,000 or $80,000 are given
to the Welland Canal. The Beauharnois Canal is about
half the size of the Welland Canal and contains nine locks.
It is a very important work and has been greatly neg-
lected. A report was made by the Engineer stating that
it would cost $15,000 or $18,000 to put it in proper order.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What is out of condition in it?
Mr. BERGERON. The banks of the canal are in a very

bad condition.

Mr. POPE. That question is engaging the attention of
Goverument. Officers have been sent to make reports, on
completion of which the Government will come to a conclu-
sion about the matter.

51. To meet expenses in connection with the
Censu...... ........ ...... .......... ... ... $200,COO 40

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman explaia what
changes there are in the mode of taking the Censan now as
compared with the mode of taking the last Census?
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Mr. POPE. There is no considerablo difference. Of

course, I thought a considerable saving could be made by
employing the chief census officers for much shorter time.
The result is; these provincial officers that have the general
overseeing of the work will be employed but a third of the
time they were employed before. I thought, also, a less
number of Commissioners might do the work. 1 do not
think they, altogether, exceed the number that were
employed before. With respect to the enumerators, the
schedule was a little cut down. For instance, I found there
were certain columns that it was impossible to fill up. I
eut the schedule down from nine to eight, and increased the
number of families to be taken by the enumerators for a
day's work, from "eighteen, the old nunber, to twenty.
These are the chief points of difference.

Mr. BLAKE. What will be the resuit, pecuniarily, com-
paring this with the last census ?

Mr. POPE. The last census cost $510,000. I am quite
satisfied the present, notwithstanding the increase of popula-
tion and territory, will not cost more. 1 hope to make it
less.

Mr. BLAKE. Will there be greater expedition in gotting
the census tak<n t'ian last tim ?

Mr. POPE. The enumeration will be made within three
weeks. I tried not to increase the enumerators, but
impressed upon them the importance of taking the census
as tast as possible; and I have as nearly as possible fixed
for thei a fair day's work, not in a way to cause the work
to be slighted, but so as to have it c)mpleted, both quickly
and well

Mr. BLAKE. How ean the hon. gentleman do that?
As ho is Commissioner of Patents, hc had better take out a
patent for his invention.

Mr. POPE. I have fixed twenty families for a fair day's
work, allowing a day's pay for that number. The com-
missioners are paid $4 for every 100 families entered on
their register, which is considered for them a fair day's
work.

In answer to MR. BLAKEb,
Mr. POPE. The chief officers were first employed on

the 20th January, I think. It is supposed their work will
be completed early in April, or, at any rate, before lst May
next. Their remuneration is 85 a day, and $3.50 for
expenses.

Mr. FLYNN. I wish to call the attention of the Minister
of Agriculture to the importance of seuiing competent
enumerâtors, without whom the information and statisties
gathered will be of comparatively little value. In looking
over the clerks returns of '871, I have found such gross
inaccuracies in regard to localities and industries in my
own province, with which I am personally well acquainted,
as to justify me in asserting that the statements set down
are of very little value. There are errors as to the amounts
of grain, and fish and fish-oil produced in different localities,
so palpable as at once to surprise any person well informed.
I believe those errors arise either from incompetence or
indifference on the part of the erumerators, who should be
selected not only on the ground of their ability but of their
knowledge of the districts visited, otherwise they may be
imposed upon by incorrect answers. The Minister should
be impressed with the necessity of competent enuinerators,
without whom the information gathered will be of very
little value.

Mr. POPE. I quite agree with the hon. member, that
the information must be correct, or it will be valueless.
I hope we shall be able to get the best information on all
subjects. With regard to fish oil, as I am informed, it is a
most dffieult matter for the enumerators t<w get correct
information, owing to the fact that after half a-dozen men

or se fish in company and when one of them is asked the
amount of his catch, he may give the quantity for the com-
pany, and vice versa. I bave no doubt the case referred to
by the hon. gentleman arose in that way.

145. Salaries and Allowances of Lighthoue
Keepers.. ... ............. $159,456 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How does this
increase of 82,000 arise ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's.) It is owing to the fact that
new lighthouses are constantly required, and consequently
salaries for the keepers. I will lay a memorandum on the
Table showing the details. In some cases there have been
considerable reductions, and of course, there must neces-
sarily be increases owing to the extension of the service.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. These details used
to be given in the Estimates, but I think they have very
properly been withdrawn, owing to their being sio cum-
berous. Might not a brief memorandum be prepared
showing the increases and decreases, without going so finely
into details?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. I do not think such a
memorandum could be prepared, bocause there are a num-
ber of increased lighthouses, but with decreased salaries to
the keepers, and though the $2,000 may, ii some degiree,
represent the officers, yet the salaries of all the new offiéers
would amount to a much larger suni.

Mr. SNOWBALL. If the lion. Minister's attention bas
not already beon called to the subject, I would state that
since the lighthouse was placed ut Tabusintac Bay, on the
Miramiehi, the storms of 1879 have opened a new gully,
and the consequence is that the old entrance is filling up
and the new entrance which bas been fokrmed is much more
available for bouts coming into the bay. The light, where
it is now placed, is entirely useless for the purpose intended,
and it is only a source of expense. The light is on Crab
Island, which is submerged ut high water, and in case of a
storm it is dangerous for the keeper to stay on the Island.
The building is in good order and could be removed at littlo
expense and placed opposite the new gully on the main
land where it would be perfectly safe and be of benefit to
vessels entering the bay-; and by placing a beacon range
light on the beach neai the new entrance, it would answer
ail the purpose the light was originally intended for, and
would cost little extra to the department.

Mr. McCALLUM. What is the amount allowed for the
Colchester reef lighthouse ?

Mr. POPE. The plans for this work are being prepared,
and as soon as they are ready tenders will be advertised for.
It is satisfacnory to be able to state that the American
Government have undertaken to build a light in that neigh-
borbood, and have placed a sum in their Estinates for that
purpose, provided we vote a sum of money for the 4on-
struction ofa light on the Island. The lightship will pro-
bably cost from $815,000 to 8$18,000. Last year, $2,000 was
placed in the Estimates, and this year we are asking for
about $5,000 more.

Mr. McCALLUM. A light has been maintained there
for some years, for which the Government have paid only
$700 a year for the last ten years. Last fall this vessel
was wrecked in the ice, and there have beon petitions to
this House to give some compensation to the parties who
lost this 'vessel. I trust when the Supplementary Estimates
come down, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries will see
his way clear to reimburse those young men to
a certain extent for the loss they have sustained.
For a number of years, the Governmont of this
country has been getting that light mainfained
for a great deal less than it was worth.
The hon. Minister thinks this lighthouse will cost $18,000;
I venture to say it will cost 824,000. It is a difficult place
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to build a lighthouse on, there being five or six feet of water. Mr. McCALLUM. The time of insuring was past.
The Governnent bas received great advantages from the
light which these young men bave kept up, and surely the 150. Fisheries.................. ....... $92,800 00
Government of this country should not do injustice to these Mr. DAWSON. As this vote relates to the fsheris, &ad
young men for the benefit of 4,000,000 of people. It will as the most extensive inland fisherios are in the district.
cost $24,000 to keep up this lighthouse for ten years; the 'which I represent, I desire to offer a few remarks to the
interest alone on this sum would amount to $1,200 a year. House on this item. In the lakes inland we bave reoently
I think the maintenance of and attendance ofthis light will, had a new industry established, namely, packing tlsh in ice,
with interest, cost $1,800 a year. Consequently when we and exporting it to marketin that way. This isanindustry
consider what these young men have been doing it for, it which requires a large investment of capital in order to
will be evident that they have saved a great deal to the make it succeed, and without a permanent holding it iw
country. The calculation will show that during the past impossible for that industry to be carried on. The system
ten years they bave saved this country $10,800. These prevailing in those waters bas been to grant ground licenses
young men, in losing this ship, lost their all. I think the and to renew them from year to year, the same as licenses
Government ought at least to pay one-half their loss, inas- for timber limits are renewed by lumbermen. With this
much as they were waiting to get orders from the Govern- tenure at several places on those great lakes, a very consid-
ment when they lost the vessel. They risked their lives erable investment bas been made, and fish have been exported
in the interest of the shipping of this country, and it would packed in ice, and the result has been to give a great deal
not be fair or just to refuse to reimburse them. of employment to poor local inhabitants, espeoially to half

Mr. SCHIULTZ. I would like to add my testimouy to Indians, who are not very good at farming or anything of
that of the hon. gentleman for Monck (Mr. McCallum) in that kind, who are, n fact, fishermen by rofession. The
regard to this lightship. I am a native of that part of the result is observable atone placee ocially, illarney,which
country and familiar with the dangers of the shoals this was formerly known as the most esclate and poorest place
lightship protectq, and I know the persons who had charge on the whole of the great lakes. 'Dhe establishment
of it.i know from, personal knowedge both the value of of this industry there bas been that Killarney
oh ithIpno fan therisoakunobyede ong tme vante obas grown and flourished, schools and churchesthe lightship and the rsk run by the young men, and the have been erected, and instead of its being a mud hole, it isnumbers of years they have maintained it, aon I think they now a village with plank sidewalks and improvements.are entitled to some consideration. trust t2e Minister, " This shows what an industry of that kind cau bring about.consdering that elyim, may think the amouit of $2,400 is but That change bas been brought about, not only in that part,a trifle, seeing that tbey maintained this sbip for ten yearts but aise in other parts of the district. I arn very sorry te
at great risk to themselves, and lost it at last through their sauta nther parts ofteirict. Iamer sorrymto
wish to protect the shipping which was passing that reef. a y that the Departiment of Marine and Fisheries has made

achange of policy in respect to this system of licenses.
Mr. POPE'(Queen's). With regard to the matter mentioned From year to year the people, on the faith of leases, invested

by the bon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum), I may say largely in this industry, and suddenly, without the slightest
that memoriais have been sent to the Department warning, last year the department declined to renew: them.
asking that these young men should be compensated. The consequence will be that many cf the people will be
The vessel was placed there under an arrangement with ruined, and 1, therefore, think it not out of place to ask an
the people of the locality, who paid $500 a year towards explanation from the Government on the subject. As I
the maintenance. She was recently taken in charge by the understand the matter it is this : There is also a system in
Government who paid $700 a year towards maintaining eistence of granting boat licenses; that is, a person
ber. The vessel was carried away in the ice in the autumn. may man a boat, and pay so much, and go
The hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson), took quite an where he chooses to fish. The people who have
interest in the matter, and telegraphed to me, asking me to ground licenses have an interest in preserving
send tugs to save ber. As this vessel was private property, the fishing ground and preventing over-fishing.
used there as a lightship under contract, 1 declined to bear The people of Killarney who had licenses, had preservel a
the expense of sending tugs. The case is one of hardship, considerable expanse, about six miles square-not a very
worthy of all ympathy, and it shall be taken intu conside- large epace in the whole sea of the Georgian Bay, which
ration by the Governnent. covers 7,090 square miles. The hoiders did not get their

licenses renewed last year, and the pe>ple with boat licenses
Mr. MoCALLUM. For years they have only received came on the ground and, in the course of a few weeks,

$50 a year over and above the $700 paid by the Govern- completely depleted it, to the great hardship and injustice
ment, and they furnished everything in connection with to those holding the ground licenses, who had made a
the lightship. permanent investment of $15,000, as appeared from the

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). The total amount received report of an old officer of the Government, Captain Wilson,
by private subscriptions towards the maintenance of that of Sault Ste. Marie. It is not the holders of those licenses
lightship was $50 a year, contributed by the Cleveland and alone who have established fisheries, but we have other
Detroit Steamship Company. These young men remained people who have been in the habit of holding licences, viz.,
at their post under orders, and I think they have a legal the poor Indians. If the system of abrogating those ground
claim for compensation. The people in that part of the licenses is to be persevered in, I suppose it will apply to the
country look te the Government to do justice in this matter. Indians also; and I hold in my hand a letter written from
I am glad the Government are going to take this matter Wikwemikon, in the Island of Manitoulin, complaining that
into consideration. These menb ave performed acte of depredations have been committed on Indian grounds.
heroism in obscurity, and they deserve the sympathy of Lake fisheries are not like sea fisheries, they cannot staad
this House, when they have suffered an unavo:dable mis- fishing in the same way ; and 'if this system is to be
fortune in the performance of their dtuy. continued, then the inland lakes which were once

full of fish, witl soon be like Lake Ontario, where it is now
Mr. McCUAIG. While I am willing to support the hardly possible to find them. In the Georgian Bay, ton years

Government in giving these men whatever amount they ago, you might set a net anywhere and catch fish,; but
may think proper, I hold that they are not legally bound under this system of allowing boats to roam about, and of
to pay anything. The vessel might have been secured by not protecting the fisheries by granting ground licenses,
the payment of a small amount of insurance, j that great se, the Georgian Bay, has been in a large
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measure depleted of fsh-although there are fish there
ntii. Persons from Uollingwood come 150 miles into
Algoma and take the fish from the fishermen there, who
have no other means of gaining a livelihood. I think it is
a matter which should receive the attention of the Govern
ment, and I hope the people will be fairly dealt with.

Mr.'SPRO1ULE. I have received a lutter from some of
the fishermen on Georgian Bay who are associated with
fishormen of Collingwood. It is signed by twelve or
fourteen fishermen, and they strongly favor the system of
licensing and not leasing. Complaints were made that
many of the Indians hold a title to fishing ground which
they neither use themselves not allow others to use. If
other fishermen went into that part of the lake to fish, the
result was a quarrel. It seems to e the general opinion of
fishermen along the Georgian Bay, couming from Meaford,
Collingwood and Owen Sound, that the licensing system is
decidedly the best one. It is their wish that that system
should be adopted and continmued. Their opinion does not
coincide with that expressed by the hon. member for
Algoma (Mr. Dawson) that fish are getting scarce there,
and fish are as plentiful in Geor-gian Bay as tbey were
fifteen or twenty years ago, and many of the mon holding
this opinion have been engaged in the fisberies for that
length cf time. They have written me favoring a licunsing
system, as being decidedly the preferable one and in the
interests of the fishermen.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). I have been very desirous
to meet the views of my hon. friend in this matter, but it
did seem to me ho required a little too much for bis friends.
I quite agree that men who embark capital in an enterprise
ought to be protected, and every reasonablep rotection will
be given to these mon. It appears those gentlemen have
received titles from the Provincial Government and are
secured as to their lands. We did not think it right that
the fishing grounds of agreat inland sea, like Georgian Bay,
should be given to one bouse. To a certain extent it i; ti'ue,
every man could go on the grounds leased to these me i and
fisb, provided they sold their fish to them at whatever price
they would be willing to give. Is it right this monopoly
should exist ? Every man residing there should have a right
to go to the deep sea fisheries and fish, if ho paid a license.
I am told that, instead of their business being lessened, theso
mon had a larger business last year than previously.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. gentleman's information is not
correct. The grounds that these people hold is a little space
of sone six miles or so. Can that ho called a monoply of
the whole sea of the Georgian Bay? Besides, these men had
a vested right in the. grounds, having held the lease for
three years and it was renewed every year, like a lumber-
man's license. Had these gentlemen thought this lease
would bave been discontinued, they would not have made
the investment they did. This was a breach of contract
with them. I think the officers of the hon. gentleman's de-
partment would tell him these leases were renewable every
year, and that unless they were renewed that industry could
not be carried on. It is all very well to say the seais opento
any person who chooses to fish in it, and that these mon can
buy the fish from those who catch them, but that does not
meet the cage. I was assing there last summer when these
people who had paid icenses had fished on those grounds.
The morning I visited the place there were not les than
10,000 very large trout and whitefish landed. I mentioned
to a man who had lived there ail his life, thmat that looked
well. He said: "It does, but it il ruin to us." These people
came there with boat licenses, and, as he said, three weeks
longer would kilt the business. The fisheries wuld be
rendered valueless. The Indians of the Manitoulin
made the same complaint. The fishermen with boat
license 1 had ruined their grounds, which were
a vested right secured to the Indians, practically

if not in so many words by treaty, when they re-
linquished their territorial iights. If this systerm be con-
tinued it will soon render those inland soas valueless. I am
happy to hear the hon. gentleman say hoeis prepared to
consider the matter, and trust he will see that justice is done.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). It is amusing to hearthe bon. gen-
tieman speak of the injustice tried to be done to the Indians
by taking their lands. The hon. gentleman knew his friends,
who had three or four larger sections of these waters, had
taken charge of a place called Squaw Island and wanted a
license as well. As a matter of course the department
would not grant one. That is thoir great grievance.

Mr. DAWSON. I know nothing about the particular
circumstances to which the hon. gentleman refers, but I
know the licenses were not ronewed, and that if they asked
for a license encroaching on the Indians rights, they should
certainly not have got it, but they are entitled to a reniewal
of their former lease. The people from a distance knew the
leased ground to be swarming with fish, because the lessecs
had husbanded this resourco. Hlaving a luse, they kept
the place so as to have always a supply. They kept up a
large establishment, had icc-houses, and employed men to
pack the fish and send them to market. It was to this
ground that the intruders rushod, and they plundçred it,
greatly to the loss of those who hold the lease.

Mr. KILLAM. The close season for lobstoes iin western
Nova Scotia is not satisfactory to the fisher men. I do not see
why tbey should not be allowed totake lobsters for canning
in the fall. If the hon. gentleman will regulate the close
season-take 20 days in July and the-whole of August, and
allow the lobsters to be caught for canning and flr export
as caught, aive, during the whole of May and June, ar.d up
to lth July, and then from the lst September out, ail
through the rest of the year, ho will act very much in the
interest of the fishermen, without injury, whatever, to the
fish on the shores. Thore is no reason why, in the fall,
lobsters should not be taken, alive, for export to the United
States, or for canning purposes.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWIIGHIT. Will the hon. gentle-
man explain the item of 830,000 for fish-breeding, fishways
and oyster beds-why the increase of 88,000?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). Last year $5,000 was taken for
building a fish-breeding establishdment at Cape Breton and
one in the Eastern Township-; 85,000 was taken off the
amour.t for general expenditure, leaving it insufficient. You
cannot well lessen the staff. In fact, as our population
increases, you need more inspectors for the protection of
the fisheries, and the staff has been increased. The additional
$8,000 is to finish the fish hatcheries, at those places, and
restore the establishment at Restigouche, now tumbling
down, this being the most important point of ail for parent
salmon the best in the Dominion. It is a mistake to have
small hatcheries ail over the Dominion. The best return
for the money would be got from a good hatchery at
Restigouche and other important points.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Hts the lion. gentle-
mari any oy ster-beds in actual operation ?

Mr. POPE (Queu's). There is no expetise irieurred for
them. There are some few oyster-beds owned by private
individuals, which have never cost the country a cent, nor
do I think ever will. I should be very glad if the people in
the Maritime Provinces, where they have facilities for
producing oysters, would do so. I believe Prince Edward
Island is the only Province in which oysters can be pro-
duced in any quantity. Of course, the close season has to
be maintained, which cannot be done without some small
cost.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I would like to know what
this new appropriation means-does the Minister intend any
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appropriation for the creation of oyster-beds, or oyster-
breeding ?

Mr. POPE. It is not interided to expend any money on
those oyster-bedA, though it is very desirable our people
should take greater interest in them. It may be necessary
that some surveys should be made and report sent to the
departmeut bofore liconses can be granted for fish propaga-
tion.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think the explanation of the
Minister is not satisfactory. I do not know what ho menus
by surveys of oyster-beds. is this survey for P. E. Island
or New Brunswick? Is it inteided to grant licenses to
persons for the exclusive right to breed oysters ?

Mr. POPE. I said the increased expenditure is for the
salmon hatcheries, not the oyster-beds. If applications are
made, say from New Brunswick, we must be able to say
where the grounds are and what beds are there.

Sir ALBE RT J. SMITH. Have you any such appli-
cations ?

Mr. POPE. The money is not to bc expendod in that
way. It is for hatcheries.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I arn glad to see the Minister doing
something for the cultivation of the oyster. When the hon.
member for Westnoreland (Sir A. J. Smith) was in charge
of the department his negligence was the means of running
out some of the finost oyster-beds in the world.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I think that either the hon.
Minister should say that he bas a policy in the subject or
strike out these words, as the vote is a new one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think my hon. friend
the Minister of Marine bas given a very full explanation.
lHe wished these words inserted, because there may be
applications for encouragement to the oyster trade when-
ever there are oyster-beds. Unless these words are put in,
however reasonable the application may be for a small
grant in aid of that fishery, it could not be given. We
know that round the coasts of England the oyster bas
almost disappeared, while by judicious cultivation the
quantity of oysters raised along the coasts of the United
States have steadily increased. My hon. friend wants to
have the cultivation of the oyster encouraged, and in order
to provide the means he asks that these words should be
inserted.

Mr. POPE. I would like to see the production of the
oyster encouraged, and our people take an interest in the
matter, as it would eventually become a great source of
wealth. There is no better place in the world for the hatch-
ing of oysters than on the Bay of Shediac, for instance. If
parties go into the trade, it is necessary they should have
some protection, and that protection can be afforded with a
small expenditure.

Mr. OGDEN. I wish to call the attention of the Houe
to the fact that there is an arm of the sea called Bras d'Or
Lake, which contains a large quantity of oysters-they are
as fine as any in the world-and very plentiful.

An hon. MERMBER. What! plentiful ?
Mr. OGDEN. Yes, plentiful ; so much so that they grow

upon trees. Hon. members may smile, but if they will have
patience I wilI explain to them the manner in which these.
oysters are propagated. When the spawn leaves the
mother oyster, it attaches itself to the first object with
which it comes into contact, a pebble, a blade of grass, a
limb of a tree, or a noighboring oyster, which accounts for
their being found in clusters, and the limbs of fallen tiees on
this lake are often literally loaded with oysters.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. What ! in a fresh-water lake ?
Mr. OGDEN. I am really surprised that the bon.

member for Westmoreland, the ex-Minister of Marine
Sir ALBERT J. SmITr.

and a member of the late Government, that spent
thousands of dollars in opeaing the St. Peter's Canal into
that lake, should show such a lamentable want of knowledge
of the geography of his country. I should not have been
surprised had the question beon asked by the hon. member
for Monck or for Prince Edward, who live near the inland
seas of Canada, but I really did expect something better
from the ex-Minister of Marine, who ought to know that the
Bras d'Or is an arm of the ocean. I have several times
called the attention of the Minister to the locality, and am
pleased at finding a sufficient sum of money placed at his
disposal to enable him to foster and encourage this valuable
fishery.

Mr. KILLAM. I would call the attention of the hon.
Minister to the fact that, in the propagation of fish, lie bas
not given any atteition to the four counties in the western
part of Nova Scotia, Queen's, Shelburne, Yarmouth and
Igby. I do not know that he has planted any salmon

spawn in Annapolis county. The hon. gentleman says, he
thinks it is much better to have a few large fish hatcheries
than to distribute small ones through the Province. I had
some hope he would have placed one in my own county.
He must be aware that there are a number of rivers there
just as good for salmon as any of those in the eastern part of
the Province, or in New Brunswick, in which he- has been
placing spawn to a large extent. I think the means of
communication now exsting will enable him to stock those
rivers without difficulty. I hope the hon. Minister will take
steps during thie coming season to stock a number of rivers
in that part of the Province with some. If he is going to
survey for oysters I think lie will find in St. Mary's Bay a
good field for his operations. There are no oysters, so far
as I know, on the coast of America between Boston and the
Strait of Canso. Of course, the whole south of the coast of
Nova Scotia and some parts of the Bay of Fundy offor a
good field for their propagation. St. Mary's Bay is a good
place for oysters, and if he will stock it with them we will
ultimately have a large commerce in oysters.

Mr. SNOWBALL. In what condition is the Miramichi
hatchery, and how many ova are there now in it?

Mr. POPE. I will be prepared to furnish the hon.mombor
with the latest information to-morrow.

Mr. ANGLIN. There is a great deal of dissatisfaction in
some of the Maritime Provinces with regard to the manner
in which this whole expenditure is managed, and particularly
with regard to the fish hatcheries. Ilt is thought by many
that New Brunswick has many fine rivers adapted for
salmon, but it does not receive proper attention from the
Department; that a great deal of noney is expended on the
western lakes in experiments which, it is said by some, have
proved a failure. The hatching of some in the western
lakes was productive of no very beneficial resuits up to last
year. Some allege that they never can produce good
results, and that the money expended in that way bas been
wasted. I think there were some special reports on the
subject last Session, in which the fact that few salmon had
been caught in any of the lakes was controverted by the
statement that the salmon renained in deep water for the
greater part of the year and did not come ihto the rivers
for propagation. Perhaps the hon. Minister can tell
whether there is any prospect of rendering salmon a tish of
commerce in those western lakes. It seemed from the first
an extraordinary undertaking to endeavor to transplant
salmon to those waters,and I think the experimenthas not
proved successful. Ilt is time we should know what the
resultof the experiment is. MLuy millions of fry have been
let lome in those waters, and in the natural course ofthings
the propagation should have been great; there should have
been an increase from the hatcheries also, and if the experi-
ment was at ail successful there should now be a large number
of salmon in those western waters. The hon. Minister knows
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that last year there was a great deal of correspondence on
the subject in the newspapers, and I can assure him t hat
the feeling is stili just as strong as it was last year. We feel
that a great many of our rivers have not received proper
attention.

164. North-West Mounted Police. .............. $290,000 00

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The amount asked for is
the same as last year. We find that, although there are
three months yet before the first of July, that sum will not
be exceeded. That sum will cover the expenditure for
1881, and it is a very large reduction from the previous
year. For the last five years it was, in round numbers,
$341,000. $290,000 will cover the expenditure of 1880-S1,
and we ask for a similar sum for 1881-82, although we hope
that the result of the economies beinig introduced will
reduce that snm considerably. As it is, the year 1880-81
shows a reduction of $Î6,000 in the expense of the force as
compared with the previous..year. There is a reduction in
the pay of the force, of $8000. The men now receive 40
cents per day during the first year, and 50 cents per day
during the other four years of service. The old rates were
50 cents per day during the first year, and 75 cents per day
during the remaining four years of the torm. We found that
we could, with an i mprovement to the quality of the force,
reduce the pay. The pay was originally very large, fixed at a
time when it was new, and when the difficulties of going
through an unknown country were perhaps exaggerated.
But the pay was so good that there was a rush of men to
the force; we found groat pressure brought to send up
gentlemen's sons-educated mien, of broken habits-and
the force was to some extent made to serve the purpose of
an inebriate asylum. Under the present system we find that
we can get good men, equal to the members of any con-
stabulary force. We propose, also, to adopt a scale for a
small additional allowance for long and faithful service,
which we hope wili be an inducement for good men to remain
in the force when they get there.

Mr. MILLS. I observe that last yeir, although the vote
was $290,009, the expenditure was $332,855, 843,000 over
the estimate, so that the hon. gentleman will have to
economise to that extent to reduce the expenditure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The responsible officer
is confident that the expendipure for 1880-81 will not ex-
ceed S290,00.

Mr. BLAKE. I have been informed, on what I believe
to be good authority, that, notwithstanding the very
stringent regulations maintainel in the force, there has
been a considerable amount of drinking at some of the
posts. I have also been informed that there is a conrideor-
able amount of desertion. I should like to know if the hon.
gentleman has any information on these points.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As regards the habits of
the men, I think, on the whole, they are in a very fair state,
but there is still a good deal of drinking. As the hon. gen-
tleman knows, some of the force is stationed on the frontier,
and there bas been, 1 arm afraid, a laxity in granting per-
mits. Besides, there has been no care taken to number
the permits, and I bave reason to believe also that there
has been a great use of that mo4 noxious alcoholic drink,
Perry Davis' Pain Killer. It contains a great quantity of
alcohol, and has not only affected the physical health of the
men, but the mental health of some of them. That has
been used largely under the pretence of being medicinal,'
but, really, I ara afraid, as a stimulant. We propose to have
the permits numbered and limited. There bas been, and
there will be hereafter, a more rigid discipline preserved
among the men. Colonel Macleod, who formerly commranded
them, was a very good officer, but he was too kindly towards
the force. He is now a Stipendiary Magistrate, and Colonel
Irvine, who:is now in command, is, I believe, considerably
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more of a martinet, and is paying particular attention to
the restoration of discipline and the correction of the disso-
lute habits of some of the men. Whon the force was first
established, they were scattered in smaH detachmerts all
over the country. It has been found, lrwever, that it
would be infinitely better for the efflciency of the force, to
have headquarters somewhere near the line of the Pacific
Railway, more in the centre of the country. The Indians
are beginning to settle down peaceably on their roserves,
and more economy can be effected and more rigid discipline
maintained, by having a larger amount of the force at.the
headquarters. Anothor rule that was destructive of
discipline, was that when men were sent to 4n outp:st,
they were kept there during the whole period of their
enlistment without any opportunity of drill. The
military system bas now been introduced, and the mon
will be changed from headquarters every two yeurs; it will
bo a moveable instead of a statiouary force. Among other
objections to its being a stationary force was tlhat sone of
the oticers began to have bords of cattle, and thought more
of speculating and attending to their personal interests than
to those of the force. All this is dostroyed by the systot of
moving every two years. The men first cone to head-
quarters, and every second year, as the older mon bocame
perfectly drilled, they are sent to the out-stations. I am
informed there have been nine desertions of mon who were
desirous of going to the alleged gold mines, and of those
eight were recaptured.

Mr. BLAKIE. I think the statement of the lon. gentle-
man as to the proposed systemnatic transforence of the men
who occupy the outposts is very satisfactory. There are
many reasons, besides those to which he has reforred, which
will naturally occur, why men should not be permanently
kept in small bodies at a small outpost. The House woûid
like to know a little moie as to the extent of the change of
principle in locating the force, to which the hon. gentleman
lias alluded ; whether it is intendel to have only one
important body at headquarters, and how many outposts
was it intended to have. 1 am sorry to hear the statement
as to the abuse of liquor permits. When I had charge of
the force I abardoned the practice of granting pormits. I
found a very painful case of a p. ivate, who was said to be a
most excellent mem ber of the force, but who was tried by court-
martial and found guilty of gross insubordination, he having
struck his officer while drunk, tue officer baving received a
permit. It appeared impossible to maintaiu di>cipline if
officers were allowed permits. I issuel an order that total
prohibition should be enforced throughout the whole force,
officers as well as mon. A request was made that the liquors
on the way out should be turned into the medical stores,
and should be accounted for in that way, which I acceded to;
but so long as I had the regulating of the force, rio officer
was allowcd to ask or accept a permit.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the offlicer are
under the same restrictions as the men, but permits are
granted to other parties.

Mr. SCIIUTZ. The present system of permits is
faulty in itself. It acted very well so long as the only
ingress into the North-West was past the Mounted Police
station at Shoal Lake ; but it does not work effectively now
there are diflerent means of' entering the eo.untry. Tho
abuse of the system occurred from a party who, once procur-
ing a permit, being able to use it over and over again.

Mr. BLAKIe. Would the hon. gentleman informn the
House as to what progress bas been made in the cultivation
of farms at the outposts.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Considerable progress
was made last year, but the summer frosta greatly injured
both the quantity and quality of the crop. It had not
turned out so well as had been expected; but that was au
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exceptional frost, and I hope there will be substantial aid
from this source to the food of the force next year. In
regard to the increase of $7,000 on the item for repairs and
renewals, replacement of horses, arms and ammunition,
$6,000 was required for horses, $1,500 for renewal of general
equipment, and $1,500 for tents.

Mr. MILLS. I suppose a very large sum in the $3,000
for contingencies is paid for- advertising. I have had some
of the papers sent to me in which those advertisements
appear. Among others was the North Star, a paper 7
inches by 2, with three columns on a page; and the Orange
Lily, which appears fitfully, according, I suppose, as it has
an advertisement to publish. The hon. gentleman has gained
nothing by a large portion of his advertising, as there are
only two or three parties who can supply the beef at Fort
McLeod, and with these men he could have communi-
cated by letter, instead of advertising for the supply
in the Halifax Blerald, the St. John's Sun, and the
Moncton Times. The hon. gentleman's object, no doubt,
was to aid that struggling industry, the Conservative
press. In the hon. gentleman's department alone, upwards
of $10,000 are paid for advertising. It would be better to
have this item put separate in the Estimates, so that we
would know how much this advertising patronage costs us.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman's
suggestion is worthy of consideration, and we shall designate
it specially as an attempt to encourage periodical literature
in the country. If the hon. gentleman will look back, he
will find there was a considerable amount of substantial
pecuniary aid given to Grit literature when the
late Government was in power. The advertisements
were supplies of clothing, saddlery, etc., which
can be procured in Canada at very fair prices.
The whole amount of contingencies asked for this year is
$3,000 for the Force, and for the Indian Department $3,000
more. Under those two items must be found the means of
paying any advertisements the Mounted Police or Indian
Department requirements may call for.

Mr. MILLS. That is just about ten times the former
amount.

Mr. SCFIULTZ. There has been an abuse in this matter
of advertisements, which the member for Bothwell has not
been precisely responsible for. I have had occasion, myself
the last two years, to call attention to the enormous pre-
ponderence of supplies furnished by the firm of I. G. Baker
& Co., and I have said that the best way of preventing this
abuse was to advertise more extensively in the Dominion
for supplies. No doubt those advertisements were designed
partly to diminish the great cost of the supplies to those
distant points. I am sorry to say they have not been
effective for this purpose; for I see by the last accounts that
1. G. Baker & Co. received for supplies, $104,858.67; Powers
& Co., $2,299.92; the Hudson's Bay Co., $3,927 ; Mahoney &
Macdonald, $80.26; Stobart, Eden & Co., $656.71. Still, I
think the effort is one in the right direction, and that if it
bas not been successful, it is no fault of the Department.

Mr. BLAKE. Is there to be any report about the
Mounted Police?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is in the printer's
hands. It will be furnished, complete, by next Monday
morning.

Mr. MILLS. Is there a report for the Department of the
Interior, separate and distinct from that of the Department
of Indian Affairs?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; because they are
now separate bureaus.

171. Permanent Headquarters, Mounted Police...$20,O 00G0
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Where will thei

Ieadquarters be? What is the general plan ?
eir JoHN A. MACDONALD,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Force is now scattered
all over the country, and the present barracks are cold and
exceedingly uncomfortable. It is proposed to place the
headquarters somewhere on the line of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, so that the Force can be sent east and west, where-
ever their services may be required. The headquarters are
not yet selected.

172. Expenses of Dominion Government Àgency
at Rio Janeiro...................$1,250 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this sum intended
for a Consul, and who is the gentleman ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is to be an officer
in that city who knows the products of Canada, and what
are likely to be exchanged for the products of Brazil. The
Brazilian Consul in Canada has strongly pressed upon us
the opinion that we should have some euch officer in Rio
Janeiro, with a view to the increase of the trade between
the two countries. And the Brazilian Government and
some merchants of Rio are to send to Mon treal specimens of
all Brazilian products in return for specimens of our pro-
ductions, in order to educate the people of that country in
regard to what we can make and produce for them.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. For $1,250 you can
hardly get the services of a competent person. Perhaps you
had better choose somebody residing in that country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe the Postmaster
General, who is in charge of this enterprise, has made
arrangements for a competent person in Rio Janeiro to act
in that capacity, and the Brazilian Government have placed
a very handsome building at our disposal, as a sort of
museum, in which to display specimens of our productions.

173. To meet expenses connected with the con-
solidation of the Dominion Statutes..... ...... $5,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. What are the arrangements for the con-
solidation of the Statutes ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fancy we will follow
very much the example of the Ontario Gevernment, who,
I understand, have made a very successful consolidation.
We have not yet selected a commission, nor formed any
specific plans. The Minister of Justice will apply himself
to that subject after prorogation.

Mr. BLAKE. I am very glad that this vote is proposed.
We had a vote here for some years, and spent a small sum in
preparations, with a view to such a work. The Ontario
Government employed the services of two young lawyers to
do a considerable portion of the rough work, and unless the
Government will adopt that course they will have to follow
another plan. The matter will, I suppose, be settled when
we get the pian for rei.odelling the Supreme Court.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So far as the consolidation
and codification is concerned, I think I might say we will
almost require another Judge, and that my good friend
Judge Gowan might have to be brought down here to keep
a watchful eye on the work.

174. Expenses of Jommissions of Enquiry ......... $10,0o 00

Mr. BLAKE. What is this for? Are we going to have
more of them?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Pacifie Railway
Commission and the Civil Service Commission have, of
course, been running, and it is not at all improbable that
we may have to look to a commission to enquire into the
Supreme Court question. I hope we shall net be obliged te
do so, but it may be necessary.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the hon. gentleman is not going to
postpone the remuneration of the Civil Service Commission-
ers until 1882, and that amount should be estimated in a
supplementary report. As to the Pacific Railway Commis-
sion, I would fain hope that it is nearly over. I am sorry,
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to hear thot it se contemplated to refer the Supremae Court
qaeusion te a commission.

%ir ALBERT J. SMITH. It seems to me absurd that
there shuld be sny question raised as to the desirability
of retaining the Supreme Court. I know that so far as
the Maritime Provinces are concerned the matter is beyond
question altogether. These discussions which take place
every Session tend to impair the usefulness of the Court,
and I do not think the matter is one whioh sbould b'
trifled with. I think it is one of the grafts of the insti-
taions of this coontry, and we should endeavor as far as
possible to maintain -the confidence of the people in that
country.

Mr. BLAKE. I was sorry to hear the observation of
the First Minister with regard to the Supreme Court. I
think it was an unfortunate one, lu view of the fact that
the proposition made last Session to abolish the Supreme
Court was rejected by a decisive majority. The discussion
which we had the other evening was not upon the question
of abolishing the Court, but as to the proposal to withdraw a
certain class ofsubjects from thosoe which should come within
its consideration; and I do not recollect that one name of note
in this Bouse was recorded as wholly hostile to the retention
of the Supreme Court. I think it would be unfortunate, if
the idea should get abroad, that there was in the House
any question of whether the Supreme Court should not have
a definite existence. I hope that the Administration, having
announced a policy last Session, and having made a pledge
this Session that the whole matter shouldd be considered, will
announce as fair a policy with regard to the Supreme
Court.

Bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid that there are
a good many hon. gentlemen in this House, from both the
Province of ,Ontario and the Province of Quebec, who are
againat the Supreme Court. I believe that once the Court is
made more satisfactory to the Province of Quebec, it will be
a different question; but the hon. gentlemen will find that
there is among the members of this louse representing
Lower Canada, a very strong feeling against this Court.
That Province is withdrawn altogether freom its jurisdiction,
and the Court ceases to he a Court of Appeal for the Pro-
vince of Quebec.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. We have had a vote on it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
knows that but for the action of the Government the vote
might have been quite different.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no doubt that when the Court
was first established it was somewhat unpopular in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, but, so far as I am acquainted with the
feeling in that Province, that unpopularity is constantly 1
dying out. The facts confirm it. I have looked over the
reports of cases and find that forty-five appeals'have been
taken from the Province of Quebec, and of this number only E
seven or eight related to civil rights or arose under the civil t
laws of Lower Caneda. All the others were either criminal I
or constitutional cases in which Quebec bas no special lawsc
of its own, and the principles of which affect the Dominion t
at large. Everybody must admit that if, in the course of
five years, that Court has been called unon to decide only r
seven or eight cases of a civil nature, Quebec has no reasonc
to feel auxious. I know that at the outset that Court was t
unpopular in Quebec, but that feeling was of a political i
nature; the Court was unpopular before it was established, t
but frpm purely political motives. At the last general t
election almost every hon. gentleman from Quebec now t
sitting on the opposite side of the Mouse, attacked the t
Supreme Court with more or less bitterness. It was repre. i
sented as a useless institution. But that feeling is changing.F
We heard the hon. President of the Council admit, the other
day, that it was not a useless institution, and that it was a

nocessity of our political institutions. The objection from
that Province is now reduced to a certain part of its
jurisdiction. The principle of the Supreme Court is now
generally admitted. This is an immense gain upon the
language used three or four years ago. It was thon said in
Queec, by gentlemen who have sinee become members of
this House, that the Court was altogether useless. We can
expect that those who spoke that language at the last elec-
tion will still adhere to that opinion, but we can expectalso
that if their opinions have been modified on the main ques-
tion they will ho modified on the minor question. One
objection now made to the Court is this: It is said that it
is illogical for us to submit oui laws to be reviewed by a
Court composed of mon who have not been trained in those
laws. Yet we must chooso between the Supreme Court and
the Privy Council, and everyone must admit that it would
be better for us to have them reviowed by the Supreme
Court where two of our mon sit, than by the Privy Council
where none of our mon sit. It seems to me quite clear,
both from the experience of the past and the illogical
opposition now made to the Court, that its unpopularity in
Quebec is constantly diminishing, and I have no doubt that
in a ncw Larliament it will have completely died out.

Mr. SPROULE. There is a strong feeling in Ontario
against this Court, and wore it not for the assurance given
by the Government that this matter would Le looked into
very soon, that feeling would find expression in this House.
But as the Government have promised to endeavor to
remedy the grievances of which we all c->mplain, the
members from Ontario refrained from taking any action
against the Supreme Court. The hon. member for West
Durham says he is not aware of any members of note in
this House opposed to it; but whether they are of note or
not, if they are sufficient in numbers to carry the Bill, I can
assure him their desire is strong enough to do it.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, it is my duty to protest
against the assertion of the hon. member for Quebec East, that
the hostile feeling shown up to the prosent time by the Pro-
vince of'Quebec against the Supromo Court, was gradually
dying out. The hon. member for Quebec East is certainly
laboring under a false impression. When, in 1877, ho sol-
cited the votes of the electors of Drummond and Arthabhska,
the hon. momber was obliged to defend the creating of the
Supreme Court and the votes that ho had cast ; and if the
hon. member was beaten, ho may attribute bis dofent in
1877 to the bad odour in which the public held the Supreme
Court.

Mr. LAURIER. That is not the roason ; it is bocause
the member for Beauharnois (Mr. Bergeron) and soveral
others promised that factories should be built in all the
parishes.

Mr. LANDRY. I had the pleasure of taking a part in
that contest in Drummond and Arthabaska, and as far as I
am concerned, I can assert that I did not promise any fac-
tories. At that time, we promised that if we were sent to
the House, we would try to have justice done tothe Province
of Quebec, and that feeling bas generally grown froni day
to day. This was referred to just now, when an allusion
was made to the several votes taken in this House with
regard to the abolition of the Supreme Court. But if one
compares this year's with last year's votes, one will see that
this feeling, far from boing on the wane, is manifesting itself
more strongly, for last year there was againslt the abolition of
the Supreme Court a majority of over 100 votes; this year,
that majority bas been reduced to 49; and should the ques-
ion come up before the House next year or in two years,
that majority will be still further reduced. The Hon.
Premier has himself said that if the Goverinment had not
put its shoulder to the wheel, the Supreme Court would
probably have been abolished this Session, so strong is the
hostile feeling against the Supreme Court in this Heuse, as,
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indeed, throughout the country. It has sought to make
a comparison between the Supreme Court and the Privy
Council, and the hon. member for Quebec East has said that
he preferred the Suprerne Court because we had two Juîdges
who unlerstand onr language. True, but for two who
understand us, there are four who can only render judgment
necording to sound principles, whilst in England, before the
Privy Council the parties pleading are sure to L e understood,
whatever be the language that they speak, for the Judges
of the Privy Council are erudite men, who perfe-tly under-
stand the French lariguage.

Mr. LAUR[ER. This is an argument against the Court*;
this is an argument against the Judges.

Mr. LANDRY. It is an argument against the Judges of
the Court such as it stands to-day; and as long as such
Judges form part of such a Court, so long will such a
Court suffer therefrom. At any rate, by asserting that the
argument is against the Judges, the hon. member for
Quebec East admits that thore is an anomalythat'should be
done away with; consequently, we are perfectly justified,-
we, represontativesof the Province ofQuebec,-in demanding
justice at the bands of this House, and I am not the only
one of this opinion, which is that of the whole population
of the Province of Quebec. Who are those who ask that
the Supreme Cousrt be maintained ? It is perhaps those,
who, like the hon. menber for Quebec East, are lawyers ns
well as members of Parliament.

Mr. BERGERON. I can understand -ho people of the
Lower Provinces being in favor of this Court; but, in the
Province of Quebec, it is becomaing more unpopular every
day.

Mr. LAURIER. Why ?
Mr. BERGERON. Because we do not want it; because

we can have ou- cases decidod in our own Court of Appeal.
When the Superior Court was established, it was stated that
it would be a final Court of Appeal; but it is not, as we can
go to the foot of the Throne. When a lawyer fron the Pro-
vince of Quebec comes to plead before the Supreme Court,
ha is placed in the awkward position of having
to pleal in English. When we go before the
Privy Council, we cau plead in our own language, and we
are addressing Judges who understand our laws. I do not
blame the Judges of the Supreme Court for not knowing
our laws, because they have not studied them ; and the-e
men, at least one of tbem, have shown that tbey are political
men still.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. BERGERON. I say that the sentiment of the House

is against the existence of the Supreme Court, and I believe,
that if the chief of the Government were opposed to it, it
would be swept away by an immense majority. In the
discussion which took place the other day,
the bon. member for Dalton (Mr. Macdougall) spoke
logically when he said that we should have the same laws
all over the Dominion. If we had the same laws all over
the Dominion, there might be some justification for the
Suprene Court. But we in the Province of Quebec want
to keep our own laws; anîd I am sorry to hear the hon.
member for Quebec Enast (Mr. Laurier) talking in the
way he does.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton). I am equally sorry to
hear a member from the Province of Ontario speaking as
my hon. friend from South Bruce (Mr. Shaw) bas spoken.
The more this matter is discussed, the worse it becomes, as
such discussion tends to injure the Court. I think I am
in a position to say that the popularity of the Supreme
Court is increas3ing in Ontario day after day. 1 agree with
the hon. mnem ber for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith)
that it should be considered as a part of our Constitution.

Mr. LANDRY.

Mr. VALLÉE. Mr. Speaker, I have something to'say
with regard to the Civil Service Commission, so as to caution
those who represent our interests in the Government against
adopting the report of that Commission. i hope that the
Government will never submit to the decision of the majority
of that Civil Service Commission. That decision is simply
infamous, and bre declare that if the Government brings
forth a measure to give effect to the report of that Com-
mission, that I will str enuously oppose it. The conditions
imposed on those soeking employment in the public service
would lead one to believe that those who have sat on that
Commission have had in view the ostracizing of the French
Canadian element from tbe Civil Service. I hope that the
Government will give the matter its mest serious attention,
and that it will do jusie to our fellow countrynen.

Mr. SPROULE. Some of us have heard the case of one
man who spent $800 in litigation for the recovery of a debt
of $40, and stili did not collect it. I believe it is every
lawyer's duty to defend his own interests, and in defending
the Supreme Court or any other Court, he is defending his
own interests. But I can assure this House that there is a
very strong feeling against the Supreme Court. There is a
feeling that we have too many Courts and too inuch law.

,I believe, if the question were placod before the people, a
large majority of the electors of Ontario would express
themselves against the Supreme Court.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. I find that a gre.t many appeals
come from the Province of Quebec to the Supreme Court.
Why is this the case, if that Court is so unpopular as it is
represented to be? It deprives the peonle of. no right they
had before. They may still go to the Privy Council, if theyr
wish. I believe the gentleman who last spoke does not
know anything about the sentiment of the people in refer-
ence to this Court. I think the personnel and the decisions
of this Court are becoming more popular every day through-
out the whole Dominion, and there is no just ground for the
hostility to this Court.

Mir. LANGEVIN. I have but one word to say in rep!y
to the hon. member for Portneuf, and that is that ho need
not fear for the interests of the French Canadians. Their
interests wlll be protected as well as other interests.

• Resolutions ordered to be reported; and (at 1:45 o'clock,
a.M.,) the Hous1 adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FRiDAY, Ilth March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

REPORTS ON PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. LANGEVIN moved that in accordance with the
recommendation of the Select Standing Committee of
Railways, Canals and Telegraph lines, the time for receiving
reports of Private Bills be extended to the 16th instant.

Motion agreed to.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

Order for the Houe to resolve itself into a Committee of
the Whole to consider the following resolutions:-

1. That the following be the salaries of the Chief Justice and Puisne
Judges of the Supreme Court of Prince Edward Island, instead of their
present salaries, viz;:

The Chief Justice per year .................... $4,000
Two Puiine Judges, each per year. . ............... 3,200
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2. That the following be the salaries of the .following County Court

Judges, viz:- -

To the Judg-s of the County Court of the County of
York, Ontario; of District No. 1, Nova Scotia,
and of the County of St. John, New Brunswick,
each per year...... .... ........... $3,000

To the Jud gof the County Court of each County, Union òf Counties
or District in Ontario, of which the population exceeds 50,000, $2,000 per
year, for the.first three years ; $2.100 per year, for the second three years,
and f 3,000 per year thereafter. The period of service of a Judge now in
office to be counted, but the increase of salary not to take effect retrospec-
tively.

To each Junior Judge of a County Court, $2,000 per year, for the
first three years, and $2,400 per year thereafter. The period of service of
a Junior Judge now in office to be counted, but the increase of salary not
to take effect retrospectively.

3. That an additional sum not exceeding $100 rer year, be allowed to
such Judges and Junior Judges of County Courts in Ontario. Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, as may be fixed by the Gover-
nor in Council, reference being had to the time occupied in travelling and
the distance travelled.- (Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

read.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Mr. Speaker, the notice
which bas been for some time on the paper, embraces pro-
visions for increasing the salaries of the Supreme Court
Judges of Prince Edward Island, and aiso the salaries of
certain Judges cf County Courts throughout the Dominion.
The publication of the notiee fellowing its introduction into
this House bas enabled me to obtain a large amount of
information, with respect to the position of those gentlemen
who occupy so important a position in ihejudicial system of
our country, both from members of this House and
occupants of the Bench. I have received various communi-
cations affecting in a greater or less degree the distribution
and nature of the distributions which is proposed by tho-e
vesolutions. Tho resuilt of that information thus acquired
has been to impress the Gorernment with the fact that the
wisest course will be, in view of the fact that the census of
the Dominion is about to be taken during the coming
summer, and before next Session, and of the necessity of
arranging with the greatest care the mode in whieh the
admitted desirability of supplementing the salaries of tlh c
gentlemen should be met, not to press upon the Ilon e
during this Session any of the resolutions of which I have

given notice, with the exception of the first. Thierefore, 1
will confine my attention to submitting to the louse the
first resolution which explains itself, viz: That the salai ies
of the Chief Justice and Puisne Judges of the Supreme
Court of Prince Edward Island, bu as follows: The Chief
Justice per year, $4,000 ; two Puisne Judges each per year,
$3,200. I need not recail to the liouse the fact that Prince
Edward Island was admitted into Union with the other
Provinces in 1873. At that period she possessed the
same judicial system, the same amount of judicial
strength that the Province Tiow possesses, viz: three

Judges, one the Chief Justice and two Puisne Judges of the
Supreme Court, as it is called in that Province, one of them
being aliso Master, of the Rolls and the other Vice-
Chancellor. In addition to those, there were at the time of
Union three County Court Judges, making altogether six
Judge1, which is still the judicate strength.

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH. There were no County Courts
at the time of Union.

Mr. McDONALD. Yes ; there were. We have establih-
ed no County Courts since Union. At the admission
of the Island, the salaries of the County Court
Judges were $3,000, and subsequently we put
them on a parallel with the County Court Judges
in other Provinces, and placed their salaries at $2,600.
All the Judges of the Supreme Court in the other Provinces
have had their salaries increased sinice the Union. The
Judges of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have had their
salaries increased-not to an equality with the salaries of
the Judges in the larger Provinces, but pro rata, so as to
bring-them to a comparative equality-not such as we I

ought to be satisfied with in the Lower Provinces; but still
their position and condition was recognized, and un increase
was given whieh made their p9sition, comparatively with
the population, and, perlhaps, comparatively with their
political influence, fairly consisient with the dignity of their
several Provinces and with the dignity of the position which
they occupied. At the present moment, therefore, with the
exception of Prince Edward Island, the Jndges of the highor
courts are paid in this proportion : in Ontario, the Chief
Justice is paid $6,000, and the Piuisne Judges $5,00o each,
with this very notable and important addition, that the
Province of Ontario, under the niame of salary for the per-
formanre of dulies which I think are performed only, or
principally, in the imagination, pays ils Judges 61,000
each. So, in Ontario, the Chiefs of the several Courts
receive $7,000 a year, aud the Puisnes $6,000. In Quebec,
the Judges do not stand quite so well, bocauso that
Province does not pay them anything ont of ihe
Provincial funds, and therefore the Chiefs get $6,)00 a
year and the Puisnes $5,000. In ail the other Pro.
vinces, with the exception of Prince Edward Island, the
rates are the same. In Manitoba and British Coumbia,
Novt Scotia and New Bruaswick the Chiefs are paid
$5,000 a year, and the Puisnes $4,000, while up to this time,
in Prince Edward Island, where the Court is ot equal dignity
and importance in regard to the functions which it performs,
and the jurisdiction conferred upon it, and where the only
possible differenco is the difference of population and the
difference in the size of the territory over which their
juri>diction extends, the salary of the ChiofJustice is only
$3,000, or $1,000 less than the Puisnes receive in the other
Provinces, and the salary of the Puisncs in Prince Edward
Island is only 32,500, or only $100 more than the puy of
the County Judges in the same Province. I think that
every gentleman in the IIouse, however stronig his views
with reference to economy, will fuel that that is a comparison
that cannot bear argument. In the first place, with relfrence,
merely, to the social position these gentlemen occupy, and
to the changed condition of affairs and the cost of living
since Confederation, iudepenleiit, entirely, of the rank and
dignity they occupy as Judgei of the Suprene Court iii
their PFrovince, I think their position is entitled to
consideration, and 1, therefhre, propose not to equalize
their salaries with the salaries of the Judges of the other
Provinces-though I frankly admit, speaking for imyself,
that 1 can find no reason why those Judges of Prince
Edward Island should not occup>y, in respect of salary, as
they do in respect of juridiction and digmîty, so far as their
Court is concerned, the same position as their fellow-Judges
in the other Provinces-though I do not propose now to act
upon that view-tlhat the Chief Justice in Prince Edward
Island shall have $4,000 a year, instead of $3,00J, and the
Puisne Judges 3,i00, instead of $2,500.

Mr. BLAIRE. The hon. gentleman in making an allusion
to the position of the several Judges, I think migit have
added, with reference to which I quite agree with him, is an
objectionable provincial payment in Ontario, that the
Legislature of that Province las resolved, by a decisive
majority, that that payment shail not continue beyond the
tenure of office of any Judge who now receives it; so that
is not to be regarded as a permanent payment, as I am glad
to know. With regard to the present resolution, I cannot
myself agree with the presonal view of my hon. friend (MIr.
McDonald) wbo, perhaps, may have spoken more as a
prospective Chief Justice of Nova Seotia than an hon.
member of this Hiouse; for ho said ho could see no reason
why there should not be an absolute equality
in the salairies of ail the Chief Justices and
Judges. But I have always agreel that those sa'aries
ought to be suitable to the dignity and position of the
offices, baving regard to the cost of living and the emolu-
ment of the Bar in the Province in which the judgeship was.
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We hagve to give, as I said more than once, such salaries as
will secure to the people the best persons to fill the
high seats of justice. I agree with the hon. gentleman that
there is one cause for bettering the position of the Judges
in Prinue Edward Island, to which he has not alluded-the
cost of living has largely increased since Confederation-I
do not mean putting it in the old sense of the term, for it
would be inapplicable, because the position of those gentle-
men was largely improved in 18 73, on the admission of
their Province into the Union. But since the admission of
Prince Edward Island into the Union, the cost of living has
largely increased, through the policy of hon. gentlemen now
on the Treasury Bonches, who probably think they ought
to make the Judges some compensation for that inceease.

Mr. BRECK EN. J listened with much pleasure to the
views of the Mimister of Justice, and only regret that he
should not see fit at present to carry out his opinions with
regard to the compensation of the Judges of Prince Edward
Island, who, he properly thinks are entitled to the same
salaries as the Judges ot the other Maritime Provinces. I
am at a loss to understand why the Government should not
have made the salary of the Islnd Chief Justice $5,0-:0 and
those of the Puisne Judges $4,000. However, in behalf of
the judiciary of Prince Edward Island, I will say I am glad
the Government have thought proper to make the pi esent
incrense of their salaries, though I regret they are not
placed on au equality with those of the Judges of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The Ministor of Justice was
quite right in sayinig that just previous to Prince Edward
Island entering the tnion, we passed a County Court Act,
and the Judges of that Court were duly appointed. Previous
to that time, we had a Court of Commissioners for the
recovery of small debts throughout the Island. That Court
is now abrogated, and the duties really performed by the
County Court Judges are those which were performed by
that tribunal. The member for West Durham threw out
Rome hints upon the cost of living in Prince Edward Island
being latterly increased. He was not very clear on the point.
I imagine that was a hint to the members from Prince
Edward Island who voted for the National Policy. I ean
assure the hon. gentleman that the cost of living on the
1sland has not increased on account of the altered financial
policy of the Government, though it is a fact that the cost
of living las increased within the last twenty-five years
to a very great extent. Shortly before I left the Island, one
of the Judges of our Supreme Court drew my attention to,
that fact in the course of a conversation I bad with him ;'
and I believe myselfthat since those Judges were appointed,
the cost of living in Charlottetown bas increased fully fifty
per cent. I suppose the Government had reasons for not
dealing a little more liberally with us, but, speaking as a
representative of Prince Edward Island, I am glad to find
that they have increased the salaries of our Judges. I hope
the Minister of Justice will see the propriety, the justice,
and the necessity of putting the Judges of our Supreme
Court upon an equality with those of the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I presume that every mem-
ber of the louse is perfectly content that the resolutions
which the hon. Ministér of Justice has proposed, should be
carried. I understand that it is based on the necessity in
order to got the beet mon to fill the position of Judges in
Prince Edward Island, to increase the salaries, that increase
having been rendered neeessgry by the increased cost of
living on the Island, and probably also by the iucreased
aimas in their profession which are open to the members of
the Bar of that Provinuce, wbo are competent for Judgeships.
But the same principle when duly applied, will undoubtedly
Jead to the increase of the salaries of the Judges in other
Provinces; for, as I understand, there is nothing singular
in the position of Prince Edward Island in that respect.

Mlr. BLAKE.

As the hon. member for West Durham has pointed outthe pre-
sènt addition to the salaries which the Judges of the Supreme
Court receive from the Province will not be granted by the
Province to any newly appointed Judge; and I am sure
my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, when it becomes
necessary to fill vacancies ocuirrinhg in the Supreme Court
Bench of Ontario, will lfnd a difflculty in getting those
gentlemen whom he would wish to appoint, to accept the
position without the additional aHlowance wbich is paid by
the Province of Ontario. The hon. Minister spoke of this
allowance being given in consideration of services which
were merely nominal - which had no real existence. The
service in respect to which it was originally granted, and
bas continued to be paid, was the duties which these gentle-
mon performed as Judges of the Hoir and Devisee Court of
Ontario. Some years ago they had a large amount of work
to do in that capacity, occupying them many weeks, and
causing themn not a little anxious and laborious consideration.
Lately there has not been so much of that work falling upon
them, because the powers which they used to exercise
exclusively are now vested in the Commissioner of Crown
Lands. The Court still meets twice a year, however, for.
several days, and does a certain amount ofwork. It will b
necessary, hereafter-and at no very remote periód-I have
no doubt, for the Government to consider seriously the
question as to whether the necessity for a general increase
of the salaries of the Judges in Ontario at least, has not
arisen in consoquonce of the determination of the Ontario
Government not to pay that additional 81,000 a year. I
regretted to hear the announcement of the Minister of
Justice that ho did not intend to proceed with the resolu-
tions in reforence to the County Court Judges of Ontario.
I think the putting of these resolutions on the naper,
amounted to a statement on the part of the Government
that they thought there was a grievance or an injustice
that ought to be remedied, and I think it would have only
been right bad they carried the resolutions through the
fIoue, either in their present form, or in some modified
form. I have no doubt that every legal member of the
House has recoived sufficiently numerous communications
from the County Judges of Ontario to convince him that
there was a general feeling that the question of the salaries
and allowances of these Judges was one which required
consideration, and required aiso that an alteration be made.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Some lay members have got letters
too.

Mr. CAMERON. No doubt they have. I have received
at loast a dozen myself. I am not prepared to say that the
resolutions as introduced, were entirely acceptable, either to
the class affected, to the Bar, or to the public generally,; but
members of the Bar of Ontario on both sides of the liouse
held a meeting, discussed the matter and subm;tted their
views to the Government; and I did hope' that the Govern-
ment, if not prepared to adopt those rept-esentations in their
entirety, would at any rate have takren up the subject and
legislated upon it this Session. I can quite understand that
if they adopt the population basis as the foundation foithe
salaries of the Judges that they could do so better after the
census is taken ; but still, having raised the hopes of the
County Judges of Ontario, that the injustice under which
they feel they are laboring would ho removed, it is to be
regretted that the resolutions have not been proceeded
with.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I have noticed ever since I
became a member of this Houise, that if a question affecting
the Bench or the Bar comes up in the House, every lawyer
on both sides is willing to hold up his bands for it. The
leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake) approves of the
resolution as a lawyer.

Mr. BLAKE. No; I do not.
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Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Well, I beg your pardon then,
but if you have not done so on this occasion, it is the first
time.

Mr. BLAKE. I have repeatedly spoken in another sense.
Mr. WHITE (Hastings). That is how I noticed the

matter. The hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Cameron)
says he las received letters from the Judges complaining
that their salaries were not high enough; but let there be a
vacant Judgeship or deputy Judgeship and many letters
come asking for the appointment. I think that both the
Bar and the Bench are very well looked after, and the Gov-
ernment has acted wisely in dropping a portion of the
resolutions. Had they not done so they would have found
a good many of their supporters opposed to them.

Mr. BUNSTER. The Minister of Justice has alluded to
British Columbia, but he knows very little of the expense
of living in that Province. My remarks are intended for
the Minister of Justice, in order te induce him to do justice
to the Judges of British Columbia.' They have to pay large
fees indeed for servants, and when he draws comparison
between Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, I am
sure he is laboring under a mistake. I am astonished that
the Minister of Justice has not done more justice to our
Judges in British Columbia and increase their pay as well
as that of the Judges in Nova Scotia. I dare say he las
learned by this time that one of our Judges, who is a very
able and much respected gentleman indeed, from the small
pay he was getting, eaw fit to better bis condition in another
country. He las left our flag, as I am credibly informed.
It is the duty ofthe Government to give the Judges sufficient
remuneration to enable them to keep up their establishments,
as they do in Prince Edward Island and the other Provinces.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I fear my hon. friend from
West Durham did not understand my argument, or I am
quite sure he would not have insinuated that I was actuated
by personal or unworthy motives in bringing down this
resolution. I did not advocate at all raising the salaries of
the Judges of the smaller Provinces to an equality with
those of the Puisne Judges of the larger Provinces. My
observation, to which my hon. friend referred, was with
reference to the inequality between the salaries of the
Judges of the smaller Provinces. 1 observed that personally I
could not see why the Chief Justice of Prince Edward Island
should not receive the same salary as the Chief Justice of
British Columbia, or Manitoba, or New Brunswick, or Nova
Scotia, but I did not in any way, so far as I can recollect,
advocate raising the saiaries of all the Judges to an
equality with those now received by the Judges in the
larger Provinces.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the hon. gentleman and the House
did not sup ose I was making an imputation on him. I
thought I was making a very innocent and not unpleasing
joke. I am glad to see that there was so rnuch earnest
about it.

Resolution considered in Committee, reported, read the
second time, and agreed to.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou), introduced a Bill (No. 95) to
increase the salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Court of
the Province of Prince Edward Island.

Mr. BLAKE. From what date is the increase to take
place ?

Mr. McDONALD, From the first of July next.
Bill read the first time.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT.

Mr. MOUSSEAU, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 75) to amend the Petroleum Inspection Act, 1880 (from
the Senate), said: When the hon. leader of the Opposition
asked for papers relating to this subject, he said* he was

opposed to the principle of this Bill unless it could be shown
that it was in the interest of trade. I think it is not only
in the interest of trade, but of public safety and of National
Policy. The flash test is one necessary for the public safety,
and after the experience of this and other countries, the
gravity test is found to be a secondary preeaution. It
appears that there is a substance called paraffine in coal oil.
The specific gravity of petroleum is increased by the
presence of paraffine held in solution. The presence of
paraffine in excess permits the presence of the lighter
products of distillation in greater proportion than is
consistent with safety without reducing the flash test
so long as the paraffine is held in solution. An exposure to
cold, say to a temperature of 15 degrees Fahrenheit, will
crystallize the paraffine which is then precipitated, when the
lighter products predominate, and the petroleum that pre-
viously stood the flash test, ceases to do so and becomes
dangerous. It has also been found that petroleum which
contains an excess of paraffine becomes dangerous in another
way. The lamp wick becomes encrusted and its capillary
action destroyed by the paraffine, and the circulation
necessary while feeding the flame is impeded. As a conse-
quence the wick holder is heated, the heat is communicated
to the metallic parts of the lamp and thereby to the oil,
and an explosive vapor is generated. Probably a greater
number of lamp explosions originate in this way than in
any other.

Mr. COLBY. It is obvious that the paramount considera-
tion in legislation on this important subject should be that
of the safety of the people who use the burning oil. That
was the object of the legislation of last year. We ail
recollect, prior to the assembling of Parliament last year,
the large number of fearful and beartrending accidents that
occurred ail over the country. The attention of Parliament
was called to the fact, and legislation was had, which was
designed to insure to the people a safe burning oil. In that
particular, the legislation has been eminently successful, for
during the past year we have noted almost no accidents.
In fact, I do not myself recollect to have seen in the iews-
papers the report of a single accident. Undoubtedly some
have occurred that have not fallen under our observation,
but I am sure we must all be aware that the danger of the
use of coal oil has been very much lessened by the higher
fire test and the higher gravity test adopted at the
last Session of Parliament. But the effect of both
of these tests, while they ensure safety, has been in the
direction of enhancing the cost of the oil. There is no
doubt that we can have a cheaper oil by removing both tests,
but then we would have oil that would be as explosive and
dangerous perhaps as gunpowder. The practical point for
this Legislature to determine is what is the safety point,
and this is one attended with a greatdeal of difficulty. This
is obviously so, because no laboratory experiment can
determine this point. You cannot subject the oil to
any chemical tests that will correspond with the actual
conditions existing in the country where the oil is used,
because we know that the oil, in many instances, is ignorantly
exposed to an inordinately high temperature. It is not
unusual to find, in a country store, a lamp suspended near
a stovepipe, and to see oil exposed in such a way that,
unless it is absolutely safe, accidents must occur. Then
again, a chemist cannot take accurate account of the actual
condition of the lamps, burners, and other appli-
ances made use of. Consequently, no office or
laboratory experiment, with respect to either the
fire test or the gravity test, can be an infallible guide.
Any legislation on this subject must be tentative. Now,
the question is, how far may we with prudence relax the
test imposed last Session, so as in some degree to cheapen
the cost of the oil ? I am in favor of relaxing the gravity
test; I am not in favor of relaxing the fire test. I think
experience has shown us that we have arrived at about the
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right point. I am very glad that the Government now
brings down the proposition I urged with great pertinacity
and earnestness last Session, and that they recognize that
there is-no difference intrinsically between Canadian and
American-oils, and that they should be subjected to the same
test. The Govern ment went a long way last Session towards
meeting that view, and this Sesson I am very glad to see that
lhey have gone the whole length in that direction. I am very
glad to know that my opinions on that subject have been
con'firmed by tests which I understand the dopartment has
made during the previous year. Ithink it would be unwise ut
present to tamperin any way with the fire test, and I am very
glad the proposition of the Government does not propose to
do so. The hon. Minister who introduced the Bill intimated
his willingness, if it be the sense of the House, to relax the
gravity test from 802 to 805, and I think that, perhaps, lie
is acting prudently. I think it may be relaxed to that
extent with entire safety; possibly it might be relaxed to a
greater extent. I am not at ail sure that it would not be
safe to relax it to 807, but I do not think it would be
safe to go beyond that. In this matter we should proceed
with caution. I would rather -be conservative in
this matter. I wo.uld rather the hon. M inister would
relax the test to 805 this year, and if found safe to do so,
make another relaxation to 807 next year, than take the
jump from 802 to 807 this yoar. It is an experiment which
cannot be determined with accuracy in the department
itself, it must rest on experience outside the department.
I think this legislation is wise and judicious and conserva-
tive. There is do doubt that the safety of oil largely
depends on its gravity as well as upon the other conditions,
for, in order to have a safe oit, it is necessary there should
be free combustion. Anything that prevents free combu-
tion, anything that prevents the ascent of the oit freely
from the lamp through the wick, anything which has a
tendency to char the wick and check the combustion of the
oit increases the risk of explosion; the lamp becomes heated,
and the gases which would, if there were free combustion,
pass off and be consurmed, are pent up withmin the
lamp and only wait the opportunity to explode.
On the whole, I am inclined to think that
these propositions are entirely within the lino of safety.
I think the House- shouli accept the suggestion to
relax the gravity to 805, reserving the privilege of still
further relaxing the test if it were found safe to do so,
rather than overstep the line and find ourselves using an
unsafe oil. I have stated that these restrictions do some-
what enhance the cost of the oil, but it has not enhanced it
to the extent popularly believed. The popular impression
is largely due to the change in mensure. This year we are
using the Imperial gallon when formerly we used the wine
gallon, and people, on finding they are paying se veral
cents more per gallon for their oil, are apt to
overlook the fact that they get a larger gallon than
they did formerly. I happened to be absent from
the country, during autumn, when a very interesting
newspaper discussion was going on, and did not observe
it, but since the opening of the Session I have taken some
pains te ascertain what has been the cost of the oit that is
used in the section of the country from which I come. I
obtained from a leading dealer in oil in the Eastern
Townships, a firm very reliable in its statement, a statement
of the cost of oil to them per wine gallon. The cost -in Port-
land was thirteen cents pergallon ; adding the various items of
freight, duty, inspection fee, duty on barrels, freight on
empty barrels returned to the United States, Customs fees,
Customs charges on the returned barrels, the whole amount-
ing to 21l- cents for the wine gallon, which is not an
in>rdinate price. I believe also that similar prices have
been obtained in Cleveland.

Mr. BLIE. Are they New York prices ?t
Mr, COLBY.

Mr. COLBY. 1 have not enquired with regard to New
York prices. I have enquired with regard to Portland and
Boston prices, with which I think Cleveland prices corres-
pond. The firm to which I have referred, Mes8ra. Lauke
and Mitchell, have given me a statement of the cast, 'which
amounts to 218 cents laid down at Sherbrooke. 'These
prices should have determined the prices of Canadian oil,
but it is possible they did not do so, because it is quite
possible that merchants who are in the habit of ordering
their oil from certain Canadian firms have kept on doing so
without any reference to the prices of articles imported,
and. I have no doubt that, in some instances, owing to the
disturbance during the autumn which is likely to occur in
any branch trade for a short period, people have been pay-
ing more than was necessary to pay in consequence
of any legislation that was adopted, if they had
enquired as to the cost of oit in the American market. I
will go as far as any man in the direction of relaxing the
test in order to get cheaper oil within the line of safety.
Still, I belbeve, we ought to be conservative in this matter,
because it is one on which hon. members are very ill-
informed. This question of the gravity test is not one to
which many hon. menbers have given any special attention.
What little attention I myself have given to the subject,
has been rather directed to the fire than the gravity test. I
am fully persuaded there should be a gravity test in order
to procure safety. With these views I shall very heartily
support the proposition of the hon. Minister. J believe the
legislation is in the right direction. I shall be very willing,
at the next Session of Parliament, if it is prove-I that we
have not overstepped the mark in making the test -805 to
8° still further in the relaxation of the gravity test. The
problem is one that cannot be solved by discussion here or
by any experinents in the laboratory. It can only bc
selved by experience in the homes of the people.

Mr: BLAKE. To what extent will the relaxation of the
gravity test tend to reduce prices ?

Mr. COLBY. 1 believe it will lessen prices by one cent
per gallon.

Mr. BLAKE. The Bill, of course, is an hutprovement on
the law as it now stands. It is an improvement certainly
to fnd the fire test equally appliel to the imported and the
native oils. I find the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr.
Colby), who at an early period, with other hon. members,
took that view, at length was justitied by the decision of the
Government itself. Sir, the circumstances under which the
struggle took place and was continued, and was for se long
successful, for obtaining ani retaining a higher fire test for
American than Canadian oil renders me somewhat suspicious
of the motives which have animated those who have pressed
upon the department the adoption of the gravity test;
because it is admitted pretty candidly by the hon. Minister
on a former, as on the present occasion, that his Petroleum
Act was a combining of a regard for safety and of a regard
for the National Policy, Now, the argument that was
addressed to us when we were asked to sustain a difforence
between the fire test on Canadian and Amnerican oil was
not that it was a protection to native-il. It was that the cir-
cumstances were such that, in order to secure public
safety it was necessary that there should be a higher fire test
on American oi. Protection, hon. gentlemen were told by
the hon. member for Stanstead, and other Protectionists,
they were quite wilhing to give Canadian oit. lon. gentle-
men said: " Whatever the Canadian manufacturer require in
order to give him command of the market, we are willing to
give; but we want to be honest about it; and have it-put
on in the shape of a duty, and by that means we shall know
precisely how the thing is worked; " but the hon. gentleman
asserted that this was an indirect means ofgiving an industry
an additional amount of protection in a dishonest way under
the color of a provision for the public safety. Ofcourse, I
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took tþe hon. gentleman's statement to be accurate. I was
prepared, had ho done last Session what he intimated it was
his intention of doing, to have sustained him by my
vote in equalizing the test, as I quite agreed with him that
it was a very great additional disadvantage that the attempt
to encourage manuictures should be done in an indirect
way, under false pretences, and in a manner in which
the public could not calculate what the effect of the pro-
tection was or what was the exact operation of the
whole system. I am not imputing to the hon. gentle-
men on the Treasury benches that they did not really enter-
tain these sentiments with which they pressed those Bills; 1
am speaking of what I believe to have been the views on which
inequality of tests were pressed by those interested on the
attention of hon. gentlemen opposite. That is all admitted
now. Hon. gentlemen have found that the arguments that
were thon advanced were worthless, that public safety
does not require an inequality of tests, that public safety
is secured by a fair test, and exactly the same test being
applied to American and -Canadian oil. There romains
the serious question whether the test is not fixed
too high in order to keep ont safe American oil.
I fear it is. Hon. gentlemen have atso found,
of course, that public sentiment was not such as would
admit, in view of the results of that mode of protec-
tion, the adoption of the National Policy in this particular
department of it; yet the hon. gentleman told us the other
day that it was a mixed system under which the public safety
would be assured, and a little additional protection i n troduced.
Now, what follows friom all this ? This follows. When the
same source, which you have found misled the Government,
the iouse and the country for some yeais with respect to
the fire test, proposes a new gravity test, you have a right a
little to susËect the representations made by those persons;
and when to that is added the fact that the gravity
test was .propounded not in public, not in a
manner in which the liouse bad any practical
means of forming or expret-sng an opinion upon
it, it is the less entitled to respect. My hon. friend for
Stanstead (Mr. Colby) says it behores us to be excessively
cautious how we interfere. Were we not rash in interfering
in 1879 and 1880 ? It is well t> reCall the circumstances
under which the prohibitory gravity test was introduced
and placed upnn the Statute-book. Resolutions were intro-
duced by the late Minister in 1879, which ho declared had
regard to the fire test. Neither in his speech nor, as far as
I recollect, in his resolutions was a word said about the
gravity test. It appeared for the first time in the Bill.
There was no explanation given about it in the Iouse. As
far as appears from official reports of the House-I was not
thon a member-and without any statement being made, it
passed through the Hu-e wholly unobserved. It was
inserted in a law which the House was told was designed to
deal with the fire test, and this new prohibition with regard
to oil became the law without one word of explanation, of
discussion, or without any opportunity king given to those
concerned to make their representations,togive theirexplana-
tions,to consider the matter,or to the House to form an opinion
upon it. In that way a prohibitory gravity test of 807 found
its way on the Statute-book. What happened during
the Session? The bon. Minister found this Bill of
1879, which had been carried through the House in a very
great hurry as far as the fire test was concerned, and with1
still greater celerity and less discussion certainly, as far- as1

'the gravity test' was concerned, did not answer the'
purpose. The fire test being the subject of very much dis-f
cussion during last Session, the hon. member for Stansteadj
(Mr. Colby) having from an early period intimated his inten-(
tion to move an equalizatiqn of the tests on American andCana-1
dian oils-the Government having, as we know people con-i
stantly in communication with them, persons sitting in the
Library and about the House almost the whole Session in
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connection with the question, in the interest of. the oil refin-
ers, I believe, or of some of them-I say the Government
thon brought in resolutions, and the Minister announced
that those resolutions dealt solely with tho question
of' the fire test. The hon. gentleman did not say
a word about the gravity test under the resolutions.
The House was not told it was intended to alter the gravity
test in any way or shape; the Bill was brought in, run
through the House, and passed its stages in about
five minutes, without one word from the Minister to inform
the House that the Bill dealt with anything else than the
ýre test. I would lice to know how many hon members
knew that the prohibitof6y gravity test of the previous
Session had been by that legislation altered, and made still
more rigid than it previously was ? Well, the
hon. gentleman has found that in both those mea-
sures as to the fire test there was error, and that in the
principle of inequality thore was orror. Fie has found, prac-
tically, that in the change made in the gravity.te.<t ot last
Session there was error; berauso lie now announces a
willingness to alter that test and bring it to a point between
the point of the Bill of 1879 and that of the Bill of 18-0-
to bring it up again frorn 802 to 805, which he informs us
he believes the minimum test which is safe. As I under-
stand him, ho proposes this test on the ground of the public
safety, and not from those mixed motives from which ho
appearei to act on a former occa on -he pIro1)oses toi
adhere t> a prohibitory te-t and fix i at 8o5.
Both thb ese propositions are advanced-first, that
the public safety requires a prohibitory gravity
test, and, second, that it requires to bu fix d ut 801. I
think when we find that it is pr'opoied to chaiige the action
which took place at the cloue ot the Session, after full
information to the Government though not to the lHouse,
it would be more sattisfactory if' the hon. gotle-
mari would give us the full details of the evidence
upon which lie proposes this reduction. The meimber for
Stanstead (Mr. Colby) says there can be no scientific
evidence wbich would prove it, that nothing in the laboratory
would enable one to tell the safe point ; that the test of
practical experience, as the oil is s <motimes used, is the
only test available. Well, then, where is that, and where-
ever cau ithat be which will ernable us to reduce the gravity
test ? Will you prevent me absolutely from burning in my
house or warehose oil of' a lower gravity than 805, and
at the same time announce as your prirniple of» action that,
unles, by the practical experience ot ordinaîry consumption,
it is impossible to tell whîether any lower gravity will be
safe ? ilow in the world are we ever to know that any
lower gravity would be a proper test?

Mr. COLBY. If experience proves that 0~> is not safe,
we may go to 807 next year, and if this figure will not
answer, to 809 the year fullowing. Do not overdo the mark.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not wish to overdo the mark The
hon.gentleman says, that in this matter experience alone is
the guide-that practical expeiirinco has told us 802 is safe.
Well, how does he know that 803, 801or 805 would be safe ?

Mr. COLBY. It is purely an experiment.

Mr. BLAKE. You are going to make a test. The hon.
member for Stanstead states the refiner's test is not safe-
that you want practical experience t guide 3 ou in fixing a
test. I say there is nothing to show that any change is safe.
But he says, practically, we wili make a jump in the dark
so far as 805 -it would be dangerous to make a jump so far
as 806-and that if you find 805 is not safe, by the experi-
ence of a year, we can go down to 807, obviously relucing
the amount three points this year and two points next year,
and, I suppose, the following year, if that is safe, one
per cent. I do not know whether the hon. gentleman
proposes later to go down hall a point, if that is safe; but it
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is a diminiishing ratio of progression that be proposes for
these tests. I think there is much force in bis view as to
practical experience with reference to that degree of safety
or danger in the burning of the oil, in this question of
capillary attraction ; but I deny that it would be reasonable
or right, with the enormous additional cost which a very
high gravity test would impose, to apply such a test as he
proposes. He says we know that oil is often very carelessly
used-that in the country, sometimes, it is put in very close
proximity to a warm stove-and we want to provide that
the oil should be safe when men use it in a dangerous
manner.

Mr. COLBY. That was not my argument. We must
take, I said, the average experience. I say the oil is
exposed to such conditions. 1 do not believe that oil should
be made so absolutely safe that under no possible anount of
carelessness or mismanagement there would be an explosion.
I instanced an extreme case. I do not say that we ought
to keep a test that would meet that extreme case; but we
have to meet all conditions of practical use. My argument
simply is, that the whole thing is an exlperimett; it cannot
be determined in the laboratory, in the office, or in any
other way than by the average of common experience
under the conditions that exist. I mentioned the difference
in lamps, mentioning old worn-out lamps as one of those
conditions. Another is a very serions condition in the
climate: it is found that a certain degree of cold will
separate the constituents of the oit, leaving the lighter
particles to rise and the heavier to fatl. The oil may be
drawn off in sucli a way after this partial separation, that
the heavier particles torming the lower strata, and the
lighter particles the upper, will only at a certain tempera-
ture be wholly mixed ; ut another temperature those
particles wilt be separate, and you may get the heavier
particles where you got the lighter. These conditions will
enter into the general public experiment; and upon the
results as they are found to exist, I am prepared to base my
judgment, and not upon any scientific test. We are within the
line of safety now. I am prepared to relax it stop by step
until we come to the verge of safety, which ought to be the
getting of the cheapest oil compatible with safety.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says he is disposed to
take an average, and he bas given us a new instance of the
risks experienced in this connection, which suggests the old
direction that druggists attached to their mixed prescrip-
tions-to be weil shaken before taken. I do not know to
what extent this argument may go. If there is a
possibility that the oil, unless well shaken up, may in certain
states of temperature separate itself, one part becoming
very dangerous and one part quite safe, we may have-to
accomplish absolute safety under all conditions, if one
portion will not rise in summer as well as in winter-to raise
the price of one of the first necessaries, perhaps I should call
it the first necessary of life to the people. 1 say there is a
reasonable mode of dealing wit h this question, not dependent
upon the conditions which the hon. gentleman suggested.
While those con'ditions, from their importance must always
be taken into account-I mean those connected with the
practical working of any test through the whole country
for a considerable period of time-I arn quite sure it is
possible to accumulate evidence very rapidly and easily,
from the consumption of oil with lamps in various states of
use and deterioration, with varions kinds of wicks,
to make such experiments with much greater
rapidity than the hon. gentleman suggests, and
yet to gain quite a sufficient margin of experience to
enable us to act otherwise than the hon. member supposes.
And mark this: it is a serious question fbr the people of
this bountry. The tax which they are paying upon their
light in order that some careless people might be protected
from reaping the consequences of their own carelessnes-

Mr. BLAKE.

the general tax which the wbole eotnntànity Is paying is
something enormous. What with the combirred operations
of the law I find that the price which Canadinas pay for
their oil is now about twice the price which is paid in
New York, and a little while ago it was threetines as mnLeh.

Mr. COLBY. But that is not the fault of the law.
Mr. BLAKE. I said that I was not speaking of this

provision of the law alone. It is partly, and I believe
largely, the fault of the prpvision we are discusing,
and I agree it is not entirely the fault of
this particular impediment. But ail your laws in reference
to petroleum at this moment, as I underetantl from practical
mon, have this result : that the people of New York can
buy their oil at one-balf the price which we have te pay for
ours. lo* long, I ask those who are interested in the,
protective aspect of this question, will the people of Canada
submit to pay twice as much for their oil as they need to
pay? I say that those who are interested in the production
and manufacture of oil in this country, are playing a
most suicidal part in endeavoring to keep up the
gravity test to any point which is not dernonstra-
tively demanded by the publie safety. Inasmuch as it
is clear that the gravity test does enhance the
price of the article, the result of their keeping up a differ-
ence between the price of the article here, and the price at
wbich, but for this test could be procured, will be that the
whole fabric will fall; and, theretore, in their interest-
though I do not profess to speak in thoir interest---it is
important that an obstacle which will have the effect of still
further increasing the price of oil should be removed. There
is indeed a reason why a very high specific gravity test is
favored by some who are engaged in refining. It is favored
by those who at once produce crude oil and refined-those
*ho are owners of oil wells and refiners. And why is it
favored by that class ? It is because the higher you keep
the prohibitory gravity tet, the more gallons of crude oil
you require to make a barrel of refined oil; because there is
a greater consumption of the raw material, to give the people
the same number of gallons òf refined illuminating
oil. That is the purpose, and that is the line which now
divides the refiners of this eountry on this subject. Those
who are not engaged in producing crude oil, so far as I am
aware, are almost unanimously in favor of the redaction of
the specifie gravity test. Those who are not engaged in
producing crude oil-some of them at all events-are taking
a somewhat different position,

Mr. COLBY. Will the hon. gentleman permit me to
state that every refiner who has communicated with me
on the subject-and for some reason or other a great many
do communicate with me-has beén in favor of the relax-
ation of the gravity test.

Mr. BLAKE. To what dogree ?
Mr. COLBY. To different degrees, but they are all in

favor of relaxation.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not say that they are not in favor of

some relaxation, but I say that, so far as I have had com-
munications, I find the lino to ho that those who are not
engaged in the production of crude oil are more liberal
with reference to the degree to which they are willing and
anxious that a specific gravity test should go than those
who appear to combine the operations of producing and
refining the crude cil. For this I eau find but one reason,
namely, the reason which animat es the producer of crude oil
-and it is not a reason which should commend itself
to this House-that there should be a real waste of the
natural production, only that there might be a greater
quantity consumed at the expenso of the people of this
country. It is true I have received letters from sone
engaged in both trades, and none of theM have favtred
keeping the test up te 802, abd that is the stronget pt-oof
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that could be given of the utter recklessness and impropriety
of the legislation of last Session. I believe that with the
exception of one man who professes to speak for the trade,
no man engaged in the trade knew the intentions of the
Government with reforence to the gravity test which they
imposed last Session ; and that if the Government had acted
upon the wise and proper course which should precode all
legislation of ascertaining the views of the people with
regard to it, the chane would not bave taken place. On the
evening the Bill passed through the House, I received a
telegram from one of those who are engaged most
largely in both producing and refining, stating that the
Canadian trade would be ruined if the change was
made. I received this telegram at eight or nine o'clock in
the evening; I went for the purpose of showing it to the
Minister, but he was not in bis place; I went again at ton or
eleven o'clock, but I fouind that with that expodition which
sometimes characterizes the other branch of the Legislature
in some matters of legislation, the Bill had passed beyond
its reach. I can understand that those who are engaged
in the business in a very large way and have worked up to
the exigencies of this test, should desire to retain an
advantage which they have acquired, but I say that this
test operates injuriously in two ways: First, by requiring
a much larger quantity of raw material to make the same
number of gallons of refined oil, and, secondly, by'requiring a
tedious and somewhat uncertain process to be gone through
with in order to produce the result; for it not unfroquently
happons that the process bas to be repeated at considerable
expense to give the oil-after it bas attained the roquired
fire test-the specific gravity whic h is prescribed. Those
who have the bestinstruments, those who have their business
in such a shape, that they can with the greatest certainty
work up to a high and difficult test, would have a consider-
able advantage over others, under the operation of a law which
insisted on such a high test, and I can conceive that they too
should also be anxious to keep it up to a needlessly bigh point.
Upon the evidence which 1 have at prosent, though 1 hope
we shall have more before the Bill goes through, my belief
is that the general view of the refiners is, that there should
be a considerable roduction in this test, even in their own
interest. I wish to say further,that while I have compared the
general price of oil in New-York with its price in that
country, I do not contend that that is the only test.
It is well known that the price of oil is regulated in many
cities, for instance in Cleveland, as I believe, and in some
other places as I know, partly by their tests, but largely, not
by any operation of the laws ôf trade, but by the will and
power of the Standard Oil Company. That great monopoly,
by reason of the power it has attained, and by means of the
arrangements it had made with railway companies, does
keep up i some places much more than in New York, but,
as 1 believe, in New York itself, also, much beyond the level
which itwould otherwise attain, the price of oil in the United
States. Therefore we are making a comparison, not with the
price at which the people of this country might obtain their
oil under natural circumstances, but a comparison with the
very disadvantageous circumstances existing in the States;
and still, disadvantageous as they are, and however great
the odium which has been created by the existence of the
Standard Oil Company monopoly, they are so much botter
off than we are that they are paying now in New York about
half what we are paying bore. My desire is that we should'
not, in legislating upon the subject of gravity, legislate upon
the saime line as animated the legislation upon the fire test;
but that we should legislate with regard to the publie
safety alone; that we should not interpose in this matter what
the bon.'Minister thinks is a good thing, the question of
indirect Protection; that, whatever we are willing to
do to protect the producer of crude, whatever we are will-
iag to dote protect the manufaçturers ofrefined, we sbould do
honestjy, openly/and above board, by a duty levied on the

imported article, and that we should, as far as all other
regulations go, make them just as free as the public safety
will permit. We have come down to that now, as we ae
told, in the fire test, though that is still a question. Wo
find, it is said, that 802 is the lowest to which the hon.
gentleman can go as to the gravi!y test. I do not intend to
discuss that point just now ; it will come botter in the
discussion upon the reception of the report; but I wish to
say for myself that I think it wholly indefensible to legislate
in the way of prohibiting the people of this country from
what they shall eat, drink, or wear, or consume, in any
shape or way, except with regard to the public safety.
My hou.friend (Mr. Anglin) doos net extend that to alcobot.
I think~ the public safety is concorned in the alcoholie
question, therefore I am quite consistent. I look with well
grounded suspicion on the representations which induced
the Governrnent to bring in a gravity test of 807, to
altr it by makmg it 802, and which have now induced
the Government, in obedience to a very strong pressure,
which was due, I suppose, to the eniormous prices which
oil has attained, to say that they are willirig to make tho
reduction to 805. I say I believe their sources of informa-
tion are largely tainted sources, that they are tainted in this
sense: that their informants are animnated by a desire to
make as high a gravity test as possible with the view to a
greater consumption of the raw material, and not with
exclusive reference to the public safety.

Mr. ORTON. The leader of the Opp'sition has troated
the House to a very elaborate statement on this subjeot, but
I think he has furnished us with very little information. I
think the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) has
treated the subject vory clearly. The flash test is nw the
same on Canadian oil that it is on American oil. The fire
test, which my hon. friend has referred to, has nothing to
do with the public safety. With reference te the gravity
test, it doeés n t aid in any way to increaso
the protection against American oil. Ainerican oil,as a
rule, is much lighter than Canadian oil, and it is much lower
than 802. I bolieve there is one kind of Amorican oit
imported into some parts of this country that is of the same
heavy character as the great part of our oil. I mut con-
gratulate the Government that they have seen their way
clear to incroase the specific gravity, bocause it will enable
our coal oit refiners to produce an oit ut a much cheaper
rate, and the public will ho the gainers. I am glad to
notice in a paper I received the other day that there have
been new oit discoveries at Oit Spring; new wells have been
struck, and the o.1 obtainel is of much botter quality than
that at Petrolia. Consequently the Canadian public wilt
receive a better oil in the future and at a cheaperrate. That
paper staLes:

" We are bound to light up Canada with a pure, clear, non-combina-
tion burning oit ; there are already other companies forming; o,4e expects
to commence o. erations next week, and so confident are our citizens of
success, they are willing to stake their last dollar in the enterprise. With
the C.. S. Railway station at Oil City within two miles of us, and the
superior quality ofrour oil, we will guarantee Dr. Orton, M.P., and his
friends who are crying out against the Petrolia monopoly, that we will
give them as fine and much safer burning oil than the Americans at
reasonable rates.

I think there will not be much interference with the duty,
and if the Government next year can sec their way clear to
still further increase the specifie gravity it will bo a still
greater alvantage to the publie.

Mr. KILLA M. There are persons who believe that all
the legislation upon the subject of oil has been entirely in
the interest of the oil producers of Western Canada and
against the interests of the public generally. I do not
object to the oil legislation we have hai as a Frce Trader
only, but in the interest of the revenue and the interest of
morality. The bon. member for Stanstend and myself can
scarcely agree upon the prices in the United States. I am
inclined to think, from the low figures ho bas given of the
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prices in the Eastern Townships, that by some means
or other oil of a lower grade is admitted there than is
allowed to pass through our Custom bouse. I took trouble
to make inquiries in Boston, from which the Maritime
Provinces are chiefly supplied, and I learned that the price
of oil which would pass the Canadian test was 17½ cents
per wine gallon. It was oil of a lower grade, but it was in
common use and was considered perfectly safe for domestic
purposes there, and was selling for about Il cents, I think.
I have reason to believe that, in some cases, the owners of
vessels trading between some ports in the Maritime
Provinces and Boston bave brought back cheap oil as a
return cargo, and smuggled it into some outports of Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick, having a premium, partly fromi
the Minister of Finance, and partly from the Minister of
Inland Revenue, of something over 100 per cent. for sodoing.
My opinion-and I believe I speak the opinion of the great
mass of the consumers in the Maritime Provinces, as well
perhaps, as that of the people of that part of the country
which my bon. friend from Stanstead i epresents-is that
the test is now too high. I believe the test in England is
only 105, and that the oil, under tbat test, is used with
perfect safety. I believe the law will not be right until
the specifle gravity test is taken away ; until the fire test
is reduced to something like 105, and until the oil producers
and refiners of the west are satisfied with the too high duty
of six cents per gallon, which is nearly 100 per cent.

ments were made in relation thereto. Among others, a
quantity of petroleum of known gravity and flash test was
placed in a tall sample bottle, at a temperature of about 65
degrees. It was then, by means of a freezing mixture,
reduced to a temperature somewhat below zero. A sample
taken from the top of the vessel would not stand as high a
flash test by about 10 degrees as it stood before it was
exposed to the cold, and ils specific gravity had been
reduced. A sample taken from the bottom of the vessel
stood a higher flash test than before, and its specificgravity
had been increased. The causes of explosions are found to
be quite as often from lamps in bad condition, and wicks in
bad condition, as from low test oil. The highest test oil
that can be made will explode if sufficient care is not taken
to secure free circulation through the wick and free combus-
tion in the burner. Various experiments have been made
during the last twelve months, and their results decided the
Government to retain the test. As the hon. member for
Stanstead bas well explained, the refiners do not want the
gravily test applied, as it is not in their interest
to apply it. The Canadian oil being much lighter than the
American oil, the former averaging seventy gallons to a
hundred gallons of crude, and the latter only forty gallons,
no protective policy would be sufficient to counteract the
difference in quality. By applying, therefore, the flash test
and the gravity test equally to both oils, you will get the
best oilu at the cheapest rate.

Mr. COLBY. I think the change in the fire test from 120 Billreai the second time.
to 115 will be sufficient to meet the views of my hon. Iouse resolved itscif into Committee on said Bil.
friend (Mr. Killam). Last yoar there were experts here
from the United States. among others a gentleman who is (In the Committee.)
the inspector of nearly all the oit that goes from New York
to Liveipool, and they were under the impression that a fire Mr. BLAKE. I am always disposed, wben I cannot get
test of 120 would admit the standard oils, which were not al I want, to take what I eau get. J move that in the
too expensive. But it has been found by experience that first clause, two be struek out and five substituted.
many oils wouîld not come up to that standard, but, perhaps, Mr. MOUSSEAU. That ha my proposition.
as faras 118, and could not Le admitted. I have no doubt, Bl as amended, repoitod.
therefore, that a test of 115 will admit that class of oil
which my hon. friend desires to admit. TELEGRAPH1C CO)MUNI&ATION BETWEEN

Mr. KILLA.M. I do not pretend to have that knowledgeBRITISIl COlUMBIA AND ASIA.
of the subject which the hon. gentleman bas, but I believe
every time an oit bill has been brought before this House, ]louse resumed th- adjourned debate on the proposed
it bas been for the purpose of giving underband a motion of Mr. Langevin: That the bouse go into Commit-
protection to the refiners of the west above the six cents of tee of the Whole to consider certain resolutiona respecttng
duty which we are willing to allow to them openly and telegraphie communication between the Pacifie coast of the
bonestly. Dominion and Asia,

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The bon. leader of the Opposition Mr. LANGEVIN. Since the adjournment of tbis debate
tried to make the House believe that the Government had the other day, the Government have considered this resolu.
concealed the fact that thoy wanted to place a bigh duty on tion, and core to the conclusion to ask tbe bouse to pasa it
American oils, and give greater protection to Canadian oils.with this modification-striking out the exclusive privilege.
I want to say to the Bouse and the country that the policy The other modification 1 stated the other day-that instead
of the Government from the beginning of this matter bas of the date, let October, we ahould put lst January next,
been fuir and above board When in 1879 we made the flash giving the promoters twelve montha for preparations, on
test 105 on Canadian oil, and 130 on Anierican oiu, it was account of the great distance to be travelied. We think
obviously protection for Canadian oi. So that we bave twclve montha is not, under these circumatances, an
resorted to no crooked ways in bringing our policy before unreasonable delay.
the country. This year, when we say that the flash test Mr. BLAKE. I am sure the bouse will receive with
shall be uniform on American a nd Canadians oils, we cannot every gratificaton tiis announcement, because it will
be accused of anything of that kind. The hon. gentleman remove serious difficulties in the prosecution of Ibis measure.
regarded the gravity test as another means of giving protec- 1 suppose that this announcement involves the announce-
tion. In establishing the gravity test, the Government have meut of the policy that this Parliament will not be aaked
been inspired by a very simple motive. As 1 have said, to conaider thia privilege an exclusive powir, or to reject
this is a new trade. It attracted the attention of the House another proposai for the incorporation ot cable companies
first in 1868. In 18'11 we applied the flash test. Then it was for the same puiposo.
discovered that . new test was necessary. Everybody knows Mr. LANGEVIN. 0f course.
that before 1868, the daily papers constantly recorded acci-
dents from the explosion of coal oil lamps. After the intro-
duction of the flash test, the number of accidents decreased.
I may mention that some three years ago, the attention of
the department wats directed to the effect of the change Of Mr. BLAKE. There is juat thia question which 1 would
temperature on the quality of petroleum, and some experi. like the Minister of Public Works to %nswer-.wh&t is

Mr.MwILLan.
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reason now that the monopoly is removed, that the incor-
poration should not be under the Electric Cable Companies
Act-why there should be special legislation at all ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. We are of opinion that special incor-
poration under the powers asked here, would be the proper
tbing under the circumstances. The general Act is not
considered suffilcient, or perhaps certain modifications would
be required in the Bill. When it is introduced and printed,
hon. gentlemen will see whether there may not
be certain provisions that are not required bore,
because they will have to be made specially.
The ides is to secure for Canada that telegraphic communi-
cation with Asia which we may not obtain, or which we
may only obtain with great difficulty, if we delay the matter
any longer. I shall have great pleasure in showing the
lion. genth man the correspondence, and when ho ses it,
perhaps he will agree with me that it would be inadvisable
in the.public interests to publish it at once.

Mr. BLAKE. My suggestion was not made with the
slightest idea of causing delay, but I think it a sound
principle not to have recourse to a special Act if the work
can be accomplished by the general lhiw. I would like Io
ask if it is intended to depart fron the provision of the
Cable Act with regard to the prohibition, upon the.granting
of the charter, with reference to those companies who
insist upon maintaining exclusive rights elsewhere.

Mr. LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. BLAKE. So that if exclusive rights had beon

obtained in Japan, it would be incumbent upon the
projected corporators not to insist upon those exclusive
powers ?

Sir ALBRRT J. SM1TH. I should like to know if the
hon. Minister can give us any reason for the Government
introducing a special measurO for Mr. Fleming and bis
friends, when others are not so favored ?

Mr. CURRIER. I sbould like to know upon what
footing the Bill, for the incorporation of the other compny,
will stand; whether it will be allowed to pass, and if the
two Bills will be on the same footing. Also, if there will
be any deposit?

Mr. LANGEVIN. There will be no deposit in either
case. The Bill to whicb he refers will come before the
Railway Committee, where 1 have no doubt it will receive
that justice which the Committee accords to all measures
which come before them. la reply to the hon. member for
Westmoreland, I may say that I think if ho looks at the
general Act ho will find that this company could not be
incorporated under iL As I stated before, the Government
thought, and they still believe that it would be in the
interests of the Dominion that we should ask these powers.

Mr. BLAKE. I understood my hon. friend to say at the
beginning, in answer to my question, that the elimination
of the monopoly clause was intended substantially to
indicate that it would not ho the policy of the Government
to obstruct the incorporation of other companies. That is
his first position. I think that is wholly satisfactory so far.
I think it will equally follow from that view, that as a
general principle, when the Government is proceeding to
consider the provisions of proposed incorporations for othor
companies, they wili put them on the same footing as this
company. There aie some things in bis Bill that are
objectionable. There are some things the hon. Minister
proposes Io introduce that may be objectionable, but I
think it will follow naturally from the view that there is to
be no monopoly, that there is to be no preferential advan-
tages of one company over another.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The removal of the mono-
poly clause from the resolutions removes the objections to
the Bill, as I stated to the House the other day when the

matter was bofbre it. I would suggest to my hon. friend
,that the question that has now been raised, will be more
dofinitely discussed after the Minister of Public Works
introduces the Bill which ho proposes to do. Whed it
cornes up for discussion in the ordinary course, the Bill of
my hon. friend will have passod the Railway Com-
mittee, and will thon be before the House. We
will be in a position to see just what rights and powers
Parliament bas thought fit to grant to the corn-
pany incor-porated by the Bill which ho has
in charge. I am quite sure the feeling of the House is, that
no preferential advantage should be given to any one. I
may say that, since the discussion on the subject the other
day, 1 have had some communication with Mr. Fleming and
some conversation with him about it. I am told that Mr.
Fleming bas devoted a good doal of time and laborI to this
matter, and, in so fur as I can judge, in a mnost disinterestcd
manner. If it is necosary that lsowers should be takon by
the Governiment to incorporate himself and associates in the
manner proposed at present, I see no objection to it, the
exclusive privilege being eliminaied.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the roal truth of the matter is,
that the Administration made tis arrangement with Mr.
Fleming, which would probably have bon carried out in all
its entirety lad it not beon affected by tbis resolution. It
is obvious that if Mr. Fleming was now called upon to
proceed by Pnivate Bill, hecould not get a Private Bill, and
I think, with my hon. friend, that ho sbould not b in a
worse position than if ho petitioned for a Privaie Bill.

Rosolutions reported as amended, and concurred in.

Mr. LANGEVIN introduced a Bill founded
resolutions, which was road the first time.

on said

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

A FTER R ECESS.

THiIIE-NORTHERN RAILWAY COM[PANY ACT, 1877.

Mr. MicCARtTIIY moved that the 1Hou1se resolve ibsiel'
into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 10) to remove
doubts as to the truo construction of section 12 of "The
Noi'thern Railway Act, 1877."

Mr. BUNTING moved in amenddment:
That the House resolve itselfinto Committee on this Bill this day

six months.

Amendmont negativedl on the followincg division :

Messieurs
Allison,
Béchard,
Bergin,
Bill,
Blake,
Borden,
Boultbee,
Bourassa,
Brown,
Bunting,
Curpee (Sunbury),
Cameron tiluron),
Casey,.
Casgrain,

Arkell,
hen uchesne,
Bergeron,
Bolduc,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Burnham,

Charlton,
Cougal,

Cu rrier,
Fleming,
Flynn,
Guon n,
Haddow,
lolton,
Kilvert,
Laurier,
McDonald (Vict.,
Mackenzie,
Mills,
Mongenais,

NArsO:

Messieurs
Girouard (Kent),
Grandbois,
Hackett,
Hay,
Hilliard,
Hooper,
Jackson,
Kaulbach,

Paterson (Brant),
P>ickard,

Robertsou (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Rynal,
Scriver,
Snowball,
Stephenson,
Thompson,
Tilley,

N.S.),Trow,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wright.-41.

Manson,
Masson,
Massue,
Merner,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,
Muttart,
Patterson (Essex),
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oarling, Kranz, PlunMb,
Cimon, Landry, Rinfret,
Colby, Langevin, Robertson (Hamilton),
CoUMo, Lantier, Rouleau,
cutbbert, Little, Ru al,
Daout, Longley, • Ryert,
Dawson, McDonald(CapeBreton), Schultz,
Desaulniers, McDonald (Pictoq>, Scott,
Desjardins, Macmillan, Shaw,
Drew, McCallum, Sproule,
Dumont, McCarthy, Tasse,
Ferguson, McCornville, Valin,
Fitzaimiaons, McKay, Vanasse,
Fortin, MciLennan, Wallace (York),
Gigault, McQuade, White (Cardwell),
Gillies, McRory, White (fasting).-72.

Bill considered in Committeo, reported, read the third
time and patsed.

TUIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Com-
mittee, reported, read the third time, and passed:-

Bill (No. 20) respecting the Northern Railway Company
of Canada.-(Mr. Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 69) respecting "La Banque Ville Marie," (from
the Senate).-(Mr. Desjardins.)

Bill (No. 80) to incorporate "The Acadia Steamship
Company, linited."-(Mr. Longley.)

MONTREAL PORTLAND AND BOSTON RAILWAY
COMPANY.

House resolved itsolf into Committee on Bill (No. 53) to
amend the Acts incorporating the Montreal, Portland and
Boston Railway Company.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Mr. GIGAULT. I movo that the Bill be amended by
adding to the second section the following words:-

"The revenues, earnings and all moneys accruing to and received by
the Company, in respect of the branch railway, the construction whereof
is hereby authorized, shall be chargeable, in the first place, and by priority,
with the payment of all claims for land taken for right of way along the
said branch railway."

Lost on division.
Mr. BROOKS. I move in amondment that in the third

clause the word "revived" be submitted for "continued."
Bill reported as amended, read the third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (No. 85) to incorporate the British and Colonial
Insurance Company (from the Senate).-(Mr. Beaty).

Bill (No. 81) with reference to the Andrew Mercer
Ontario Reformatory for females and the Central Prison for
the Province of Ontario.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 96) to amend and consolidate the laws relating
to Government Railways (from ihe Senate).-(Mr. Me-
Donald, Pietou )

Bill (No. 98) to provide for the extension of the bounj-
aries of the Province of Manitoba (from the Senate).-(Mr.
McDowald, Pictou.)

NATURALIZATION OF ALIENS.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou), in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 87) respecting the naturalization of
aliens, said: Te object of the Bill is to amend our laws
with respect to the naturalization of aliens in this country.
Since Confeder:ation we have been governed in regard to
matters aftbedag the naturaliation of aliens in this
country by the Aot passed in 1808, as amended in some
partiçama by the Act of 1870, and as regardsl

Mr. BUNTING.

British Columbia by the Act of 1872. By tbst Act, three
years' residence in Canada conferred upon aliens, conforming
to the necessary forms, the rights of British subjects iti
Canada. The privileges thus conferred were confined to
Canada alone, and did not confer upon those availing them.
selves of our laws, the rights and privileges of British subjeots
out of Canada, and as if they had become naturalized under the
Iml)erial Act. The House will observe that the Imperial Act
of 1870 conferred the right of naturalization ofallens upon
British subjects, but it bas not been applicable heretofore
in Canada, so as to enable persons naturalized under our
laws to avail themselves of that Act. The Empire of Great
Britain bas entered into conventions by treaty with varions
foreign nations with the view of enabling it by mutual
consent of the respective parties to the several treaties to
confer, with Ihe consent of the country of origin, the rights
of British subjects upon those coming from other countries.
The principal object of the Bill is to place the law upon
such a footing in this country that, with the consent of the
Imperial authorities, who will, I arn given to believe, upon
the pas-age of this law, take such measures to obtain such
Imperial legislation that parties beoming natuaialized in
Canada will posse.ss all the rights, privileges and immunities
which belong to British subjects naturalizod under th)
Imperial Statute. This is very important, and will become
still more important to this country in view of the large
immigration which we anticipate in the immediate future
from the various countries of Europe, particularly from that
country from which we hope to receive a large accession of
strength, namely, from Germany, froin which we bave now
so many industrious and intelligent citizens now rosidin-g
among us. The Imperial Government have, moreover,
placed thomselvos in communication with the German
Government, with a view by treaty of enabling German
citizens leaving Germany to settle in this country
with the consent of their own Government, and to
obtain the rights of British subjects in this country.
I need not say to the House that without consent, while we
can confer the rights of naturalization upon foreigners, we
eau only do it in so far as those rights will not operate in
contravention of their natural allegiance in the country of
their birth. And it is only by the mode which I have indi-
cated, by inutual treaty and convention between the
respective countries, and arrangements by the necessary
legislation, that the important privilege can be obtained for
foreigners coming to this country to settle here. This Bill
endeavors to carry out this object we have in view very
fully. We still retain the period of three years as the time
of residence in this country, which will enable a party not
heretofore naturahzed to naturalize himself in Canada. I
have reason to believe that, with the consent of the Imperial
authorities that naturalization in Canada will hereafter
confer very much higher rights und privileges upon a
naturalized citizen thari heretofore. Ileretofore those
rights and privileges operated ouly in Canada. But here-
after they will, from the necessary legislation in England,
confer the rights of British subjects in every part of the
Empire. It then provides that a native of any loreign
country, residing in Canada for the length of time which
the laws of that country prescribe as the perio4
during which it will be necessary for any of its subjocts
te reside in a foreign country, before becoming entitled
to be free from bis natural allegiance, shalh be nat4dra-
lized, and shall have obtained such rights and privi-
loges as in the previons clause are conferred irrespectivoeof
that convention. The Bill is divided into several sections.
There is very little new in it. It is framed very much on
the model of the Imperial Act with such modifications
as suit the eircumstances of this country, also embracing
such portions of our owa Act heretofore in operation as the
circmstncesef the case seem to require.,The first division
of the Bill relates to the status of aliens before natuirhza-
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tion, referring to the position which they may obtain in the
country withoât becoming citizens. That is determined in
seotion 4, in which they are allowed to hold real and
personal property, with the exception that it does not
qualify them for any offce, or for any municipal, parlia-
mentary, or other franchise, or to become owners of British
shipping. Then there is a declaration of previons naturali-
zation. Any British subject from Canada having gone
abroad and become naturalized in a foreign state, ceses by
virtueof this law. to be a British subject. Provi.ion is,
however, made in subsequent clauses of the Act, by which
fneh British subject, desiring to rehabilitate himself and be
restored in his allegiance, shahl have the power of doing so.
Section 17 enacts:

" An alien to whom a certificate of naturalization is granted, shall
within Canada be entitled to all political and other rights, powers and
privileges, and be subject to all obligations to which a natural-born
British subject is entitled or subject within Canada, with this qualification,
that he shall not, when within the limits of the foreign State of which he
was a subject previously to obtaining his certificate of naturalization, be
deemed to be a British subject unless he has ceased to be a subject of that
State in pursuance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance ot a treaty or
convention to that effect."

In other words, that, mntil it is agreod by convention
between Great Britain and the particular State of which
the party bas been a subject, naturalization in this country
does not obliterate his natural allegiance to the country of
his birth. Section 24 enacts that a three years' residence
in Canada will entitle a party to naturalization; and section
26 and following sections refer to the status of married
women and infant children-women married to foreigners,
and the children of natural born subjects, born in foreign
parts; and sections 32 to the end, relate principally to the
procedure necessary to oblain and confer upon parties the
privileges intended in the Act.

Mr. BLAKE. We have now been a little more than
three months in Session, and this Bill was distributed some
bours ago, and I am not ashamed to say I have not read
it. Other duties have engaged me as well as other hon.
members. I wonder how many of us have rend this Bill
since it was distributed, and yet the hor. gentleman is
moving its second reacing. We have arrived-not at the
slaughter of the innocents, but at the birth, out of due time,
of measures framed under the rule of hon. gentlemen
opposite. 'Legislation, under the.e circumstances, is a
farce. To say that any intelligent opinion can be passed
on this measure, under these circumstances, - and
at this period of our deliberations, is preposterous.
I do not intend to attempit discussing to day
the provisions of the mensure. The hon. gentleman's
explanations indicated some provisions in the Bill
of very high importance. But I do not propose to
attempt to comment upon them with the period for infor-
mation allotted to me to familiarize my'elf with them. I
was, however, struck by one statement from the hon.
gentleman. He is proposing to enact in this Parliament-
and I call the special attention to if, of the members from
Quebec, who appear to be particularlyjealous of provincial
rights-a law declaring who sha Ube capable of holding real
property in the varions Provinces. It does seem to me that
that is an arrogation of power beyond our competence.
We may naturalize aliens and give them all the rights of
British subjects, and of native born subjects of Canada ; but
to say that we can declare who shall be cornpetent and who
not competent to hold or transifer real property in the
varions Provinces, is to say that we have within our juris-
diction the question of civil rights.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman bas introduced this
Bill at a very late period. It has been the policy of thie
Administration, as it was the policy of the lást Government
of whieh the present Premier was Premier, to introduce all
the measureu of the Government at a period of the Session

when it must be impossible to give them due consideration.
This is not logislation by P.arliament. It is legislation by
the Administration. Parliament is simply called togu4her
to register what is done by the Government, and pas the
Estinates. It is impossible to havé any measure well con-
sidered at this period of the Session when members on both
sides are anxions that the work of Parliament shotld be
brought to an early close; when Committees are mietingat
an early period in the morning and last nearly to the hor
at which the House assembles, and when the sittings -of
Parliament are often protrac'ed te two o'elock in the mort-
ing. But I wish to call the attention of Parliament to the
fact that in this measure the Government are assamning that
our naturalization of aliens has no e&ect beyond the marine
league. I leny that proposition altogother. W are
authorized to legislate in regard to a variety of matters
relating to the welfare and good government of
the peple in which our legislation has effect
beyond the marine league. There is, for example, the
subject of marriage and divorce. Doesý the hon. gentlemin
mean to say that persons married under the laws of this
country, would be released from the marriage bond if they
went beyond the marine league or into another eountry ?
1 say a more preposterous position could not be toakon.
When hon. gentlemen were in power before, they permitted
a Natnralization Bill, which had been passed through the
Imperial Parliament, to be extended to the colonies without
calling the attention of the Imperial Government to the fact
that we were already authorize] to deal completely with
this subject. Take, again, the subject of contract. Hon.
gentlemen know that a eontract rade under the laws of
Canada between two parties could be enforced in a foreign
country; bocause any law affecting the personal statu or
interests of a person operates wherever ho may go, either
by international law or by treaty regulations. Let me eall
the attention of the louse to the 7th sub-section of the 91st
section of the British North America Act, which eonfers
the power to pass laws upon naval service and defence. But
under such a re4ricted view of our powers as hon. gentie.
men are proceeding upon in this Bill, we may fit out a
vessel as a ship of war; we might grant a commission to
some person and order the commander to go, say to
Hudson's Bay and cruise, but so soon as she had passed the
marine league she would he a pirate on the high seas. I
contend that we have power to legislate with regard to the
naturalization of aliens, and that it is our business to pross
upon the attention of the Imperial Government the pr-
priety of recognizing the naturalization of aliens which is
conferred by the provision of our law. My hon. friend the
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) nalled the attention
of the House to the 4th section of the Bill whieh proposes
to deal not with the subject of the naturalization of aliens,
but with the right of aliens to hold real estate. That does
touc h the subject of the naturalization of aliens,
but has reference to the capacity of aliens in this
country with reference to their property and eivil
rights. Our Provinces have the power to legisiate apon
the subject of the property and civil rights of those who
are residents of the Provinces, whether they are British
subjects or aliens. We have nothing to do with the subject
of the status of alieus in Canada; and it will b. of special
consequence to the bon. members from the Province of
Quebec to see that this clause of the Bill does not become
law; for if they allow it to pass they will give up those
rights and interests which are secured to them by the
British North America Act, and which were inserted in the
law, perhaps, more in their interest than in any other Pro-
vince.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman has based a long
argument on the statement that a Bill of an important
character has been introduced within a few days of the pro-
bable close of the Session. That measure was introdueed
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in the Senate five or six weeks ago; it was passed by the
Senate, and sent down to this House, I think, about three
or four weeks ago.

Mr. BLAKE. It came down on the 9th of March.

Mr. PLUMB. But it was distributed in this Hlouse at
that time. But all Senate Bills are sent to hon. members,
and those who take an interest in the proceedings of Parlia.
ment read these Bills to find out what is going on in the
other House. This Bill had its first reading in the Senate
on the 25th of January, and its second reading on the 1st
of February. My hon friend from West Durham (Mr.
Blake), who bas objected to the lateness of the period at
which the Bill was introduced, made himself sufficiently
acquainted with the details of a petroleum Bill to-day, not-
withstanding bis multifarious duties, to make a speech of one
hour's duration, and yet be Fays he lias not time to become
seized of the provisions of this Bill. Perhaps the proverb
that "where there's a will there's a way " would not be inap-

propriate in the prescrit case. I am surprised that such a
discussion as has been indulged in should have come -up at
so late a period of the Session. I regret that my hon. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) should overload the s bject
before the House with a long discussion relatingto the mar-
riage laws and other matters equally irrelevant. The bon.
gentleman, doubtless, knows perfectly well that there was
great difficulty in passing any naturalization laws which
would protect the citizens of the Ger man Confederation. le
knows that, accord*ng to the laws of that country, it was
almost impossible to prevent great difficulty happening to
natives of those states who become cilizens either
of this country or of the neighboring Republic. H1e
knows that iii some instances gentlemen- of position,
who held property in the United States, on returning to
the land of thoir birth, were there seized and compelled to
do military serviçe in that country. Those arrangements
have been made for the protection of those who were

properly naturalized under the regulations agred upon
between the two Governments. If the hon. member had
examined this Bill, as probably lie would have examined
another which he was desirous of putting 1 hrough, he would
within one hour have satisfied himself of its provisions, and
would probably have been willing, as he is always able, to
discuss those provisions. The leader of the Opposition
could, with that grasp ofmind which always characterizes
him, have mastered all its complications; and I think even
a layman could understand them with very litile study. I
trust that the discussion upon this Bill will be proceeded
with notwithstanding the objections made by the bon.
member for West Durham. I know it is of great import-
ance to this country. I know there are gentlemen in this
flouse who have paid the greatest attention to it, and to
whom we are greatly indebted for the intelligent interest
they have taken in this measure. I trust that none of the
objections which have been urged against that law will
disappoint those gentlemen in doing for their late country-
men, and those who will be their present countrymen, what
they have endeavored to do in having this Bill prepared and
brought down to Parliament.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). I was much surprised indeed
to hear the legal objection of my hon. friend the leader of
the Opposition. I do not think there is anything whatever
in the objection that the Bill from the Senate was not
distributed until a day or two ago.

Mr. BLAKE. Tc-day.

Mr. McDONALD. I think my hon. friend is mistaken.
I think it was yesterday or the day before. At any rate, I
admit that the Bill from the Senate bas not been distributed
for any length of time, and the complaint would not be
unreasonable, were we to suppose that my hon. friend did
not se. that Bill until it came down bere. But it was

Mr. PLus.

printed almost, if not quite, a month ago, and distributed
to every member in this flouse. I regret the delay in the
Senate made it impossible to take up the question earlier;
but it is a matier of too much importance, in view of
transpiring events, to allow a mere technieal obection
to stand in the way, if the Bill on its merits should be
such as to demand the attention and consider~tion of this
House. Now, with reference to the legal objection taken by
my hon. friend, I frankly admit 1 was surprised to hear it.
I need not say that 1, in common with every man that
knows him, have the highest respect for any opinion he
may give on any question of jurisprudence, and theref>re it
is that I am the more surprised to hear him givo such an
opinion on a question, which to me, and to high legal
authorities elsewhere, appears so plain and distinct My
hon. friend says thb fourth clause of the Bill interferes with
that clauze of the Union Act relating to property and
civil rights Now, I take the liberty entirely to dissent
from that view. The clause, neither in its bearing, neither
in its working, neither in its results in any mariner what-
ever. nor in its political or legal relations, cati bear that
,cynstruction. 1 suppose my hon. friend will not deny that
under the iBritish North America Act, all legislation of
whatever kind that is competent to any Parliament in
Canada, is within the competence of this Pa-liament,
Aliens and naturalization are expressly given to this Legis-
lature, and all questions relating to thoso two subjects are
naturally included. I need not say naturally, because that
very important question bas beei decided by the bighest
autbority in the country, that when any particular subject
is within the competence of this House, and this House
legislates upon that subject, such as civil rights and prop-
erty connected with that subject, and which is involved in
the legislation necessary to effect the object of parliamen-
tary relation, that subject must, as a matter of course,
follow the main and principal subject itself, and become the
peculiar legislation of Parliament. That appcars to me
to be the principal so thoroughly well settlet by the
Supreme Court, so thoroughly recognize&. by every legal
man, that I do not think [ transgress in saying that I was
surprised - to see my hon. friend take that position.
But I need not, even to sustain the legality and
constitutionality of that fourth clause, resort to that principle
at all. The clause did not pretand to affect the principle of
civil rights. My hon. friend Will see there is a vast
distinction between giving mere power to an alien to hold
property and to rogulate and control proporty in the hands
of an alien. I need only illustrate the principle by a-king
what would be the resuit in this country at the present
moment, and continuously hereafter, if that was sound law ?
Why, we would have the curious spectacle in a fiee country
of intelligent and energetic people coming from other
countries and being unable to hold in this country a single
dollar's worth of property, either personal or real, until
they had, by a residence of three or five years, cntitled
themselves to become naturalized British subjects.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.

Mr. McDONALD. I beg my hon. friend's pardon. The
proposition is an insult to the intelligence of the country;
it would be an insult to the conmon sense of every legal
mind. Thorefore, either (n that ground, the proposition
could not be sustained, for, as I stated before, the principle
of the Bill flows naturally from the section giving -s
control over alions and naturalization. Let me
take the Province of Quebec, to the repre enta-
ives of which my hon. friend appeals. The clause

of the Bill says that a citizen of the United States residing
in Montreal, and doing business there, who bas not become,
or who has not had time to become, naturalized, but wbo is
living in assumed waiting for the period to expire when he
may become naturalized, and appears to be, and during
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that period is doing business, or desirous to buy a house, ho
may do so, but according to the hon. member for West-
Durham, ho cannot hold it, and obtains no title on paying
his money.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at ail.
Mr. McDONALD. He dosires to do business; the money

he accumulates and stock he has in his house are not bis,
and ho cannot hold it under the law.

Mr. BLAKK Not so.
Mr. McDONALD. Thon I do not understand the propo-

sition.
Mr. BLAKE. That is quite likely.
Mr. McDONALD. But I think the House will agree

with me that when my hon. friend declared that we had not
power or authority constitutionally to confer the right
upon an alien to hold real or personal property, we cannot
understand the result of that proposition if iCdoes not load
directly to the consequence which I have stated. That is,
at any rate, my humble opinion, but I dare say my hon.
friend could explain the proposition in a manner that
would enable my obtuse mind to understand it.
Thon, this clause 4 proposes only, and entirely
within the power and competence of Parliament,
to declare that aliens shall be able to hold real and personal
property. That does not authorize this Parliament, nor
does this Parliament seek to determine in what form or in
what manner that property shall be held. That is governed
by the local laws ;but the rights ho shall acquire, in
relation to property, must be governed by the way in which
ho shall sell or buy. He is entitled to hold it, transmit it,
or sell it, just as any other resident in the Province of
Quebec, under and by virtue of the laws of the Province of
Quebee, afnecting real and personal property, and like any
other resident, he is subject to the laws regarding the civil
rights of the rosidents of that Province. Thefrefore, I
contend that the proposition contained in that clause is
perfectly constitutional. My hon. friend from Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) says that the 4th clause, that giving power to
aliens to bold property, bas Mothing to do with
naturalization. Well, I dare say a naturalization Bill would
be perfectly valid without it, but I do think a naturaliza-
tion Bill which would debar aliens during the period of
time which the Bill doclares they must wait before becoming
entitled to naturalization, from the right to hold or acquire
any property, would be an anomaly in a civilized country.

Mr. MILLS. Supposing a foreigner comes out bore and
says: "I do not want to become naturalized." Tihis -Act
only authorizes us to deal with the naturalization of aliens.
How can you naturalize one who does not want to become
a citizen ?

Mr. McDONALD. My hon. friend bas not read the
Bill. It is not one for the naturalization of aliens, but it is
one respecting naturalization and aliens, so that it embraces
in the fullest manner all the logisiation required to fulfil the
object which this Act -bas in view. We are also told that
the Provinces forming the Dominion had various
provisions in reference to the naturalization of aliens at the
time of the Union. The law of 1868 was for the
purpose of simplifying these various laws, and enabling
persons residing in the Dominion to obtain naturalization in
a simpler form, while reserving any rights they may have
ucquired before that time in the several Provinces. But so
far as I am aware, in each and ail of the Provinces an alien
had a right to hold property. The English Naturalization
Act, from which this is copied, begins with the doclaration
that aliens rosiding in the country shall be enabled, subject
to conditions stated in the clause, to hold real and personal
property. I have only to repeat to some extent the obser-
vation I made when I rose-that if the view of the hon.
gentleman were correct, we should have the curious anomaly
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of inviting people from foreigu countries to cone and reside
in this country, while at the same time deelaring te them
that for three or five years after their arrival they would be
worse than strangers in a strange land, entirely unable and
incompetent to hold property which, by their industry and
intelligence, they might acquire.

Mr. LAURiER. So far as I understand the lon. Minister
of Justice, he held that aliens in the Province of Quebeo
could not acquire or hold roal estate or property thore. The
25th articl of the civil code of the Province of Quebec,
says:

"Aliens have a right to acquire and transmit, by gratuitous or onerous
title, as well as by succession or by will, all moveable and immoveable
property in Lower Canada, in the sanme manner as British-born or
naturahzed subjects."

This is the law which existed in the Province of Queboc at
the time of Confoderatioù, and which exists at the present
tirne. The clause in the bon. gentleman's Bill is clearly
ultra vires.

Bill read the second Itime.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the flouse resolve
itself into Committeoe of Supply.

Mr. BOURASSA. Mr. Speaker, a few days ago we
witnessed the Governnerit granting protection te the
manufacture of beet-root sugar, by exernpting it from taxes
for a certain number of years, and I thought that that
measure was an advantage, not only to the refiner, but also te
the agricultural class. I hope that the hon. member will not
restcontented with that, but that he will go a stop further
in the right direction, viz, towards favoring that class,
which bas been somewhat neglected for a number of years.
With that object I move the following amend ment:

To leave out all the words after ''"that," and insert the followng insterd
thereof : " It be resolved, That whereas more than nine millions of
pounds of unmanufactured tobacco are imported in each year, and whereas
that plant might be advantageously cultivated in this country, this House
is of opinion that the cultivation thereof should be encouraged bý the
hbolition of the excise duty levied upon tobacco grown in Canada?

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, the hon. member who
moves this amendment seeks assuredly to iake political
capital during the present elections, or during those that
are to take place in a couple of years. The hon. member
is not going to succeed in his attempt, bocause the people
understand that it is necessary te have a revenue te meet
the expenditure and to carry out the various public works
demanded throughout the country. Moreovor, the hon.
membor must net forget to tell the electors, at the next
eloctions, that there is an excise duty on tobacco cultivated
in this country, that there is a far higher duty on imported
tobacco, and that consequently the policy adopted by the
Government with regard to Canadian tobacco is the same
as that adopted to foster other manufactures of the country.
For instance, in the same manner as we encourage the
manufacture of cotton in this country by imposing a heavy
duty on imported cottons, and by admitting raw cotton
free; in the same way as we encourage the refining of
sugar in this country; in the same way do we encourage
the cultivation of Canadian tobacco, in this country, by
imposing a far higher duty on foreign tobacco. The bon.
momber must be aware that, since duties have thus been
levied, the cultivation of tobacco bas assumed far greater
proportions throughout the country than formerly, and,
moreover, our farmers may cultivate tobacco for their
private use, without paying any duty at all. But as soon
as tobacco is cultivated for the purpose of sale, so soon, as
in other cases, the Government, which requires a revenue,
must levy an Excise duty; but the Canadian grower knows
full well, that when be goes into the market with his
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tobacco, he las in his favor a differential duty, which
presses Jar more heavily on foreign tobacco, and which
enables him to get a botter price for his own tobacco. The
House consequently will not support the motion of the
hon. member, because, in doing so, the hon. member would
deprive the Treasury of a revenue of some $200,000 to
$400,000, and it would be difficult to say by means of what
other tax that amount could be bronght into the Treasury.
The hon. member must not expect that his motion will be
supported; moreover, ho knows full well that had ho wished
to succeed with a motion of that kind, ho should bave
brought it forward as a separate motion, and flot as a
motion of non-confidence in the Government.

Mr. LAURIER. Mr. Speaker, I remember that not so
many years ago, three or four at most, the hon. members,
who now sit on the opposite side of the Bouse, were of
opinion that Canadian soil was peculiarly adapted to the
cultivation of tobacco, and that if it was true that the
soit was adapted to the cultivation of tobacco, the
logical consequence of this state of things was that
Canadian tobacco sbould be fiee from al Excise
duty, and that its cultivation should be promoted by
all possible means. At that time, I, for my part, would not
bave been prepared to admit that pretention; but facts
compel me to admit that the experiments recently made have
satisfactorily established that the soit of Lower Canada and
its climat e are evidently suited to the culivation of tobacco.
I see by the last report brought before the House, that in
the district of Joliette, for example, a district comprising
the counties of L'Assomption and Joliette, the cultivation
of tobacco bas been considerably developed. A grower told
me that an objection formerly raised was that the severity
ofthe climate of Lower Canada did not allow of the tobacco
maturing, but it is now an established fact that vegetation
is so rapid owing to the intense heat of the summer months,
that tobacco ripens fully; consequently, if such is the case
Lower Canada is as well adapted to the cultivation of
tobacco as Connecticut itself; and if such is the case, the
hon. members on the opposite side of the Hlouse, in order to
be logical, must now support the motion of the hon.
member for St. Johns (Mr. Bourassa), for that motion says
what they ever said when they were on the Opposition side;
and, as the conditions have not changed, they should vote
now as they voted then. When last this motion came up
before the House, last year, 1, for my own part, said that 1
did not think that the cultivation of tobacco was suited to
the climate of Lower Canada, but recent experiences show
that it is so suited; and if at the time I did not think it was,
I was logical in voting against that motion, but as I now
think it is, it would be illogical for me to vote as I did last
year, and unless my hon. friends on the other side of the
House are convinced that the soil of Lower Canada is not
adapted to the cultivation of tobacco, it wouid be illogical
for them to vote against the present motion.

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman who bas just spoken
on this resolution bas probably forgotten his record of
1878.

Mr. LAURIER. I have just spoken of it.
Mr. PLUMB. The hon. gentleman who is now defending

this motion made use of language which I am about to
quote. He was thon Minister of Inland Revenue, and we
remember well that the Finance Minister of that day
appealed to the sympathies of each side of the House, not to
allow their sympathies to be worked upon to support any
proposition which would have the effect of taking
off the excise duty on home-grown tobacco, as
he said, to the extent of $700,000 or $800,000.
The hon. Finance Minister and the hon. Minister of Internal
Revenue of that day were not then in accord, and could not
possibly have tad any communication with each other on
the subject, for while the hon. Finance Minister admitted,

Mr. LANGEVIN.

by implication, that the home grown tobacco was an im-
portant product whose unrestricted growth would affect the
revenue by $700,000 or $800,000, my hon. friend said:-

" The object of the motion was to collecta revenue from the importation
of tobacco, and to relieve home-grown tobacco from daty. His hon.
friend had said, in the course of his argument, that they could consider
the interests of the agricultural class from the farmer's point of view ; but
the first question that presented itself was this: Was this country adapted
to the cultivation of tobacco? He observed that his hon. friend said that
il this Excise duty was abolished for a certain number of years, the pro-
duction of Canadian tobacco would assume such proportions as to permit
tobacco to be exported instead of being imported, as was now the case.
But was this possible ? W as it p; ssible to maintain seriously, that Canada
could ever produce enough of this article to enable it to be exported? It
was well known that, above all in the Province of Quebec, aud in the
Maritime Provinces, and also in Ontario, we could not produce tobacco
which could enter into successful competition with the foreign-grown
article. We produced an inferior quality of tobacco, which was used for
local purposes. The agricultural class was frugal and economical, and it
produced tobacco for its own cousumption ; but, on the other hand, it
was equally certain that it was perfectly impossible to raise, in Canada,
tobacco which could enter into successful competition with the foreign
article, for the simple reason that we had not the climatic conditions
necessary io its growth. The Province of Quebec, above all, and all the
Provinces east of Quebec. could not raise tobacco on a considerable seale,
for the simple reaso, that their climatie conditions were not proper to the
growth of this plant, which was excessively sensible to such conditions.
A gain, our seasons were too short to permit its successful cultivation ;
Spring was too late, and autumn came too soon ; and, under the best
possible climatic conditions, the tobacco which we cultivated could neyer
attain maturity. The farmers were obliged to take it in before it arrived
at perfect maturity, and then, very frequently in Lower Canada, they
were visited with frosts during the warmest months of summer, even in
July and August. and it was known that tobacco was extremely sensible
to changes oftem erature, and of the weather; and. under these circunm-
si ances, as an article of commerce, it lost much of its value, suffering in
flavour and quality, and failing to command the price which it would
otherwise sec ie. Owing to these considerations, the argument of his
hon. friend lost much of its force. The object of the motion was to
encourage the cultivation of tobacco in anada, though of all the plants
that Lowei Canada could cultivate, the last thing which they should
cultivate was tobacco, which could not become for them an article of
export."

Mr. LAURIER. I have since, from further experience
of the question, changed that opinion.

Mr. PLUMB. Tho hon. gentleman could hardly bave
changed his views so suddenly. Have the climatic con-
ditions undergone a chnnge? Colum non animum mutant
qui trans mare currunt. Hon. gentlemen change their minds,
on the same principle, when they cross the floor of the
flouse. The bon. gentleman now, in the face of his past
record, makes an appeal in support of a motion which, from
bis own point of view, I may characterize as a claptrap
resolution.

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Speaker, I was not surprised to
hear the assertions of the bon. member for Quebec East
(Mr. Laurier). He bas more than once accustomed us to
see him burn one day what he had worshipped on the pre-
vious one. That is what he is doing to-night, when ho
burns not only what ho worshipped last year, but what he
worshipped all the time he was in the Mackenzie Govern-
ment. It is not necessary for me to go very far back to
find in the speeches of the bon. member assertions that
condemn him to-day in the most foi-mal manner. I have
merely to oppose bis last year's to bis this year's assertions.
What does the hon. member say to-day? He asks that the
duty on tobacco be abolished, because ho las discovered that
the soil of our Province is adapted to its cultivation. This
is what he says: "My opinion has changed, because to-day I
have before me a report, according to which it is demon-
strated that tobacco can easily be cultivated in our country."
But, alluding to what ho said when he was a Minister, the
bon. member for Quebec East said last year, and bis words
are most important, as they completely condemn the posi-
tion taken to-day by my hon. friend:

" I was of opinion at that time, and I am still of opinion, tbat if there
is an article which should be subject to a tax, it is certainly tobacco.
There cannot be any doubt on that point. Since the Government is in
need of revenue, it is evidently better to tax articles of luxury, sWh ai
tobacco, than to tax the necessaries of life."
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Such was the opinion of the bon. member for Quebec East
last year. The hon. member must know that a Govern-
ment, to maintain itself, must necessarily levy taxes. In
that case, I take up bis argument and I say with him: if
there are articles which are to be subjected to taxes, they
certainly are the articles of luxury, and if there is an article
pertaining to that category it is assuredly tobacco. I think,
Mr. Speaker, that the fears expressed by the hon. member
will vanish into smoke. He says that in voting against
that motion we are going to change our policy, and that we
are going to vote in opposition to our former utterances.
He is mistaken; in those days, when the Liberal party was
in power, there was a tax of ten cents on tobacco, and we
always asked that that tax should he reduced; perhaps did
we ask that it should be completely taken off.

Mr. BOUISSA. Perhaps the hon. member will allow
me to tell him that they did not ask for the reduction, but
for the abolition of the tax.

Mr. LANI)RY. That is just what I was saying. It
seems to me that if we were asking for the abolition, we
were necessarily wishing for a reduction, for the lesser must
be contained in the greater. When the present Adminis-
tration came into power, it met the wishes of the people by
reducing by more than one-half the duties lsvied on tobacco.
Since it is necefsary that the people should pay taxes, in
drder that the Government may meet an indispensable
expenditure, I agree with the bon. member for Quebec East
that articles of luxury are to be taxed in prefeî ence to all
others, and for that reason I think we should vote against
the amendment, because it simply seeks to take off aun
article of luxury a necessary tax, which it would be then
necessary te levy on other articles, perhaps necessaries of
life.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, I heard the hon. member
for Niagara (Mr Plumb) say but a moment ago that one's
ideas change when one crosses the seas. I think that this
year, he too will change his opinions. If I refer to a motion
made in this House on the 23rd April, P-,78, and which is
almost identical with the present one, the only ditference to
be found is that the quantity of tobacco is specified in the
motion. I see that the Government intends giving a vote
entirely different to the one it gave on that occasion ; and,
on referring to the proceedings of the House at that date, I
see that the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) is one
of those who voted in favor of the motion; I notice also that
at the time, you yourself, Mr. Speaker, were in favor of that
motion and that you seconded it; I see that the hon.
Minister of Custons (Mr. Bowell) likewise voted in its
favor; I also see that the bon. member for Hochelaga (Mr.
Desjardins) voted in the same way; I sec that the then hon.
member for Kingston (Sir John A. Macdonald) voted like-
wise; I see also that the hon. M*inister of Railways (Sir
Charles Tupper) voted in the same way. I was about to
forget the hon. Minister of Public Works (Mr. Langevin)
who certainly does not deserve to be forgotten; he also
voted likewise. Now, if we refer to the speeches wbich
were delivered at the time the motion was made, we shall
see that one defended then what one is opposing at the
present time. If ever there was a favorable time to reduce
this tax, it is now ; for if we are to accept the data of the
hon. Minister of Finance, there is to be a surplus at the end
ofthe year; now, as the cultivation of tobacco is increasing
considerably in the Province of Quebec, it would be merely
compensating the grower of tobacco. Under the circum-
stances, I intend voting against the motion.

Mr. VALIN. Would the hon. member state how ho
voted at the time ?

Mr. CAGRAIN. Ivoted in favor of the motion.
Mr. BCHARD. Mr. Speaker, the hon. Minister of

Public Works (Mr. Langevin) in answering my hon. friend

the member for St. John's (âfr. Bourasa) accused him of
making that motion in order to acquire political capital.
I am convinced that such is not the intention of my hon.
friend ; in presenting thiÀ motion, henerely adberes to the
policy which he has ever followed wienever that question
came up before Parliament ; and in seconding the motion
I am but following the policy I bave ever followed. I
remember when a duty wai tirst levied on Capadian tobacco;
it was during the First Parliainent of the First Session of
1867. I was the first to present an amenimetnt to abulish
that duty. I looked upon the production of tobacco as a
groat agricultural resource, which was rapidly developing
in our country, and which deserved to be encouraged. I
have just said that the accusation of the hon. Minister of
Public Works is without foundation. Was the object of his
friend, who, when ho was in Opposition, made a similar
motion, simply that of making political capital ? Did the
hon. Minister of Public Works, when voting in favor of
that motion, seek for political capital ? Certainly not.
We]l, then, I maintain that this accusation can no moreobe
brought against my hon. friend for St. John (Mr.
Bourassa) than against them, when they were in Oppo-
sition. I nust, nevertheless, say, Mr. Speaker,
that in seconding the motion of my hon. friend
no sentiment of administration for anyProtectionist i) licy
impels me to do so, but since we have a system tending to
protect all classes of society, I think it woild only be fair
and reasonable to protect the farmers of Canada, as long as
such a tarif is in existence, and inasnuch as it can be done.
Tobacco is one of the few articles, the cultivation whereof,
may, in my opinion be protected, becauîse it is an ar icle
that we cannot produce in a sufficiently large quartity to
meet the consumption, and consequently we are obliged to
import it. If you levy Excise duiiei on tobacco grown in
Canada, and if you levy duties on impoited tobacco in the
leaf, as a result the price of that article will increase and
you will thereby be(giving the producorof tobacco in Canada
the advanitage of selling his tobacco at a higher price in
proportion to the duties levied on that article.

Mr. LANDRY. I will call the hon. mernber's attention
to the fact that there are in the country considerable differ-
ential duties.

Mr. BECHARD. The motion of my hon. friend merely
asks that more protection should be given to the Canadian
farnier. It bas been established that the excise duties in
force to day diseourage the farmers froui growing tobacco,
whilst the levying of Customs' duties would stiutlate the
production of Canadian tobacco.

Mr. BE RGER'ON. It is quite natural that the hon. mem-
ber for St John should present this mot ion. At evcry Ses-
sion of Parliament it is a regular oecurrence iat an hon
gentleman sbould rise and move that no tax be levied on
Canadian grown tobacco. If I remember arrght, the irst
tax imposed on Canadian tobacco, was imposed by a Liberal
Government.

Mr. BÉCHARD. No; it was imposed in 1867.

Mr. BERGERON. In 1867 a tax of 6 cents was imposed
by the :onservative party, and it was a continuance of the
tax which had been imposed by the Liberal party in 1if3.
When the Liberals came into power again, they raised the
tax to 10 cents. On the 23rd of April, 1878, a molion was
made by the hon. member for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc) to
abolish the duty, and that motion was supported by the
hon. member for St. John, who, at least, is3 acting consis-
tently in the matter. This cannot be said of the hon.
member for Quebec Enst (Mr. Laurier) who, though he now
contends there should be no tax bn Canadian tobacco, in
1878, according to the Journals of the House, voted against
the motion of the hon. member for Beauce, to take off that
duty, and thus voted in favor of keeping it, as it thon stood,
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at 10 cents per pound. Among the nays were also the
names of Messrs. Malouin, then member for Quebec East
Huntington, Jetté, Laflamme- another patriotic French-
Canadian-and Scriver.

Mr. ROSS. Read the other side.
Mr. BERGERON. That has already been read by the

hon. member for L'Islet iii French. I do not suppose thal
any hon. member will say there should not be some tax on
tobacco. It is but natural, when taxes have to be imposed.
that the people should pay a tax on that which is of use
only for their pleasure. What hon. gentlemen on this side.
when in Opposition, asked for was that the tax should noi
be as high as 10 cents; and when the Conservative party
came into power in 1878, they reduced the tax to 4 cents,
and provided that the Canadian farmer could smoke lis own
tobacco without paying duty, as 30 pounds were allowed by
law to every family for home consumption. Only those
who made a trade of it had to pay 4 cents a pound duty;
and protection was given to the native plant by the imposi-
tion of a heavy duty on foreign tobacco. I am not going to
vote for the motion of the hon. mem ber for St. John.

Mr. MILLS. With regard to this particular tax, I sup-
pose bon, gentlemen opposite, according to their view, will
say it is on the farmers. They have contended that a tax
imposed on a particular article is paid by the producer, and
as the farmer is the producer of the· tobacco, which bears
this tax, it is he who pays it. So far as I am personally
concerned, if the Government had not interfered with the
freedom of sale, I would have no objectlen to a moderate
tax. What has particularly destroyed this branch of
industry in the West has been the restriction imposed on
the sale. I wish to call the attention of the House to
the very different manner in whieh they deal with
the farming population compared with that in
which they deal with the manuficturers. The ordinary
manufacturer is allowed to bring in his raw material free of
duty, and a very serious tax is imposed on every article
that comes into competition with his industry. But with
the farming population a different rule is adopted. The
bon. gentlemen are not satisfied with letting them alone,
but insist on taxing the product of their industry, and when
a motion is proposed not to protect them, not to deal with
them in the way in which cotton manufacturers and sugar
refiners are dealt with, but simply to let them alone, and not
impose on them burdens which are not imposed on other
portions of the community, tbcse hon. gentlemen oppose that
motion, and then the bon. gentleman proposed that farmers
should pay the Excise duty on the products of the farm.

Mr. PLUMB. You added 10 per cent.
Mr. MILLS. But bon. gentlemen adopted a different

policy. They adopted a policy of Protection which serves
to protect certain industries of the country, while they have
taxed others. If they had allowed the farmer to stand on a
footing of equality, they would not only have relieved him
from all taxation, but would bave given him a bounty
to encourage him in bis agrieultural pursuits. lIon.
gentlemen opposite have not donc that. The hon. member
for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) stands up and defends a special
tax upon the products of the farm, while ho is not only
ready to relieve other industries of the country from
taxation, but he also proposes to give them a bounty. I
propose in this matter, while the farmer is being burdened
with a view to encourage other branches of industry, to vote
for the repeal of a tax which imposes special burdens on
bis own.

Amendment negatived on the following division:-
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Messieurs
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The House then resolved ilself into Committee of Supply.

158. Indians, Ontario and Quebec.......... $26,800 00

In reply to Sir RicAoRD J. CARTWRIrHT,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said the Robinson treaty
remained in the same position as when the hon. member
left office.

Mr. DA WSON. las any arrangement been arrived at
with the Ontario Government for the payment of amounts
due to the Indians for the Lake Superior lands, because the
payment te the Indians was really a lien on the lands, and
it is very important to have the principle established now
in view of the disputed territory, for if it falls to Ontario or
any part of it that Province should certainly pay the
Indians whose annuities are to all interests aid purposes a
lien on the land which they relinguished.

Mr. MACKENZIE. This money was paid to the Indians
for the extinguishment of their title to the lands, and if
Ontario reaps the benefit it is bound to pay the money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Not only what has been voted this

year, but what has been voted from the first,-that would
naturally have to come to the - Dominion se soon as the
boundary question is settled.

Mr. MILLS. There are large tr-acts of territory near
Lake St. John, in Quebec, which have never been surren-
dered by the Indians, but from which the timber has been
cut. Ras the First Minister taken any action on this
subject, or any correspondence with the Quebec Govern-
ment ?
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Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. As regards the timber

from the Quebec lands, that question has never been raised
in Parliament, except by the hon. member for Bothwell.

Mr. MILLS. The Indians themselves have raised it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question should be

looked into, because the Indians of Quebec are in a very
destitute condition, and in a different position from the
Indians of Ontario.

Mr. ROSS; (Middlesex.) Is it the intention to bring
Indian schools on Indian reserves under the educational
system of the Province of Ontario ? I understand that was
the intention of the department at one time. Indian
teachers are now specially certificated by the Commissioner
or Indian agent, and are under his control in a certain
sense, and the department felt it desirable in the interest of
Indian education to employ no other than those only
licensed as teachers under the educational system of
Ontario.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. It is desirable that
certificated teachers should be exxñployed as much as possible,
but it is also desirable to encourage Indian teachers, if they
can be found, because of their linguistic knowledge and
their acquaintance with the habits of Indians.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex.) I am glad to hear the Minister's
statement. It would be a great mistake to take the
instruction of Indians out of the hands of the Indians them-
selves.

Mr. MILLS. In many places the Indians speak English
well, and in such cases there is an advantage in empkoying
them as teachers. If Indian teachers thus qualified for the
work can be found they are the best class to employ, but I
would not prefer an Indian teacher who cannot speak
English or French, because it is not easy to make progress
with Indians who are acquainted with only their native
language, for they have no literature.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is to our interests to
get the bestteachers for Indians as well as for white men.

Mr. MILLS. There is an item of $3,060 for surveys.
Where will they be made ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Principally in the Lower
Provinces. There are several reserves there for which there
is a demand made that they be surveyed.

162. Indians (B. 0.)......................................... $42,202 31

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I hope the Minister
of the Interior will give some detailed account of the state
of things, as regards the Indians in British Columbia.
Their position gave rise to considerable uneasiness two or
thrce years ago ; and although, I believe, it bas been

-g. eatly allayed, still the House would like to know the
present position of affairs, and how far the good intentions
of the present Government, towards securing the rights of
the Indians, have been successfully carried out.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it was during the
late Administration that Mr. Sproat and two other gentle-
men were appointed Commissioners to settle the Indian
Reserves, but latterly the sole Commissioner was Mr.
Sproat. He proceeded, I think, very leisurely but
effectively, in some cases, to mark out the surveys and
reserves. Last year he resigned his office. We have had
some difficulty in flnding an efficient successor who would
be acceptable to the Government of British Columbia. Of
course, both Governments must act together. I am glad to
say we have secured the services of a gentleman capable
and acceptable to both Governments, who will resume Mr.
Sproat's duties and continue the survey and settlement of
the Indian reserves, commeneing, of course, with the
reserves at the points more immediately required, and
going leisurely and steadily in laying ont the reserves.

The new Conimissioner is Judge O'Reilly, one of the
Stipendiary Magistrates and County Judges, who will assume
those duties immediatoly.

Mr. MILLS. Has the hon. gentleman fixed any salary
for Judge O'Reilly ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA L). He had $3,000 as Stipen.
diary Magistrate, and the pension is $2,000. He lives in
Victoria, but will be obliged to break up bis establishment,
go to the mainland, and be stationed on the Fraser River,
somewhere between New Westminster and Kamloops, for
the purposes of bis office. We had some difficulty in
securing bis services. is salary will be 83,500, inclusive
of pension, making a saving of 81,500. Mr. Sproat
roceived $3,650.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What amount of
land is to be assigned to the Indians?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will be regulated by
the size of each band.

Sir R[CHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has any acreage
been fixed upon as betweon the two Governinents ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. The bands are,
some large and some smal. They have got their ancestral
headquarters, and, I suppose, their ancestral burying
grounds ; and all these matters are considered together, the
Commissioner judging in each eae according to the require-
monts of oach tribe, their numbers, and occupationary
rights possessed for years.

Mr. MILLS. What progress lhas been made in locating
the Indian reserves ; is the work nearly completed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I am afraid it is not. It
is not completed in Vancouver's Isiand. Besides, adifficulty
has arisen, which I hope will soon be over come; the Gov.
ernment ofBritish Columbia have not yet, by any convey-
ance or patents, sanctioned those reserves. Thore bas boon
no active opposition; but there bas been delay in the issue
of patents under the Great Seal of British Columbia.
Objections are taken to some of the reserves as laid out by
Mr. Sproat, the present Governrment claiming that in some
cases great mistakes have been made, and in some the
reserves made unusually largo.

Mr. MILLS. It docs not seem to me the reserves were
large.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say so.
Mr. MILLS. In British Columbia the Indian title was

never extinguished. When British Columbia entered the
Union the riglit hon. gentleman made some regulations
which ignored the Indian title altogether. I do not think
ho had the power to do so. Looking at British and United
States precedents, including the practice of the Imperial
Government, and decisions of the United States Supreme
Court, I will say that those authoritios have always recog-
nized a title in the Indians-not a political sovereignty over
the country, but a personal right of property in the soil.
That title in all other British colonies had been always con-
sidered as existing before the Crown undortook to deal with
the lands for the purpose of sale or disposal to other parties.
In the Illinois country, before the American Revolution, a
case aro-e in which the right of the Indians to sell thoir
lands was disputed-and upon which the law officers of the
Crown gave an opinion recognizing the title of the Indians
to the piroperty in the soil. and their right to sell to private
parties before the King by his Proclamation forbade such
purchases. I think that no arrangement m'ade between
the Ottawa and British Columbia Governments will take
away the Indian's right in the soil, if ho has not already
disposed of it. When I was Minister of the Interior, I was
not disposed to raise the question, if the Government of
British Columbia would deal fairly with the Indians. But
it did not seem to me that they were disposed to recognize
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any right or title of the Indians, or grant them reserve
large enough for their subsistence. So mach dissatisfaction
was created among the Indians, th;at there was a confederacy
between the Indians of British dolumbia and Washington
Territory, which, had it not been for thesuccess of the United
States troops against Chief Joseph, that Indian confederacy
would probably have invoived the whole of that Province
in civil war. Mr. Sproat, the Commissioner in British
Columbia at that time, recognizing the critical condition of
things, was disposed, as far as possible, to meet the wishes
of the Indians. I think they did so fairly, and without
giving the Indians reserves unnecessarily large. But
within the limits of some of those reserves the local
Government had already granted patents to private parties.
There are some instdnces in which the parties had come
into possession and have either leased the land of the
Indians or agreed to work them on shares. Now, according
to the local land regulations, a squatter could certify to the
facts in such a case, at the land office and get a certificate
upon which a patent might ultimately issue, and there have
been, I believe, two or three instances in which patents
werc issued to parties in the very centre of the Indian
reservations. I would like to know from the bon. gentle-
man whether, in such cases, the patents have been cancelled
and the lands surrendered to the Indians.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have not, so far
as I am advised. The hon. gentleman has very accurately
defined the difference between the status in which Canada
found the Indians in British Columbia at the time of the
Union with that Province, and the status of the Indians in
the other Provinces. In Ontario, at all events the Indian
title was recognized and treaties were made by
vbich the Indians surrendered their titles before

the Crown opened the land for settlement. I think that
was a fair mode of treatment. The Indians are the
aborigines-the original occupants of the country, and cer-
tainly their rights should be respected. These rights were
not recognized at all, in the same sense in British Columbia
as in Ontario. lu the first place, when the Hudson Bay
Company held the promise under license from the Imperial
Crown, they acted with respect to the Ind-ians of British
Columbia, as they aeted with respect to the indians else
where, and when it became a Crown colony the same system
was carried out. The Indian title was never formally
recognized by the Government, though I believe they were
very fairly treated as a rule. Still no treaty has been made
with them and no surrender of the lands took place. The
arrangements made by the late Government were, I think
very proper, in the way of having reservations
marked out by the Commissioners; and as I
understand it, the Commissioners always consulted
with the Indians and obtained their assent to the
restrictions as being sufficient for their purposes. Arrange-
ments were also made so as to enable the remainder of the
country outside which were in the possession of Indian
bands, to be opened for settlement. 1 do not at all say that
the decisions of Mr. Sproat, or of the three Commissioners,
were erroneous, in the way of being too liberal to the
Indians. My feeling would be, as I think the feeling of the
hon. member for Bothwell would be, on the side of the
Indians, and in the direction of seeing that they had
" ample room and verge enough " for al] thoir wants. I
would be slow to acquiesce in any alteration of a reservation
deliberately set apart by the Commissioner for a band, on
the ground that it was excessive. There might be mistakes,
of course, and they might be corrected, but in all such cases
I think the Indians slhould be consulted, and should be
reconciled to any alterations in the bounds which they have
been informed are the bounds of their bevera1 reservations.
I an strongly of the opinion that if the Government raised
^the qtestion of the Indian title, the Courts of this country
and the Conrts of England, at all events, would maintain
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s tle right of the Indians and their title to the occupation of
n the soil until that right whatever it might amount tô fas
F extinguished. And as the Government is the guaidian of

the Indians, if it was found that the Gôvernnient of Bittish
Columbia was acting unjustly withl the -Indiaug-whioh I
do not, by any means, expect-or depriving them of- their

e reasonable rights, we might in such an event be obUged to
assert the rights of the Indians to a recognition of their
titles to the lands.

163. Indians, Manitoba and the North-West ... $543;369 24

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With -regard to the item
of annuities there has been a docrease <f $14,1e6. As the
hon. gentleman is aware the practice is that when en Indiani
is absent for say three years, ho doesf not receive his arrests
of annuity when he comes back. He received the annuity
for the year in which he returned and the arrears for one
year, and the next year he received the annuity for two
years. This plan was followed for two reasons: first,
to avoid unexpected demands upon the appropriation ; and,
secondly, to avoid overloading the Indians with roney
which would be wanted. It is calculated that $6,000 will
be saved in that way. Then we expected to save at least
$8,166 by a system of checking by tickets which we follow,
for the purpose of preventing the Indians from being paid
more than once. It has been found thatwhile, on the whole
the Indians have been honest, they sometimes cannot resist
the temptation when they move from one agency to another
of endeavoring to get paid twice.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think the hon. gentleman has acted
quite fairly to the House in submitting this vote in its present
form. I find, on referring to the Estimates for 1878, that there
are thirty distinct items in place of the one we find here. It is
impossible to know how this money is to be distributed.
We might almost as well vote the entire Estimates in one
sum, as to vote this sum of upwards of$500,000 in the way
proposed. In the Estimates for 1878-79 and in all previous
years we have a distinct vote for each Indian treaty. For
Treaty No. 2, we voted $27,000; No. 3, $15,6 10; No. 5,
$15, ý60; th ese votes were for the superintendency of À anitoba.
In the superintendency of the North-West Territories we
had distinct votes for the Treaties Nos. 4, 6, 7. Then
again, with regard to the expenses of those superintendencies,
with regard to the amount to be expended for provision, for
freight, and with regard to all various payments that were
contemplated, each of them wereestimated fQr, and the House
was informed of the amount required. The hon. gentleman
proposes to take $202,025 for annuities, and we are left in the
dark as to how this sum is to he distributed, and it is only
by looking at esti mates of former years that we can formany
opinion of it. I do not think the hon. gentleman has been
successful in preventing frauds. That system of checks
has always been in force in reference to the North-
West Indians. My opinion is that frauds were practised to
a moderato extent in the beginning and they have gone on
incieasing from year to year. The hon. gentleman has, no
doubt, looked at the report of the Insp.ctor. I find in that
report that there have been many cases where the Indians
appeared at three or four different places and re eived pay.
An Indian appears as a member of a particular band, and
he is paid, but instead of returning t- his lodgings again ho
bastens away to the next point of payment, under some
othor agent, where he presents himself and is paid again.
I have looked over the statistics, and I think I can shoW
the hon, gentleman that frauds of this sort have béen
practised. They have been practised to a limited exterrt
in the Treaties Nos. 1, 2 and 3, because the number of Indians
who have appeared, from time to time, eâbh yoar, is pretty
much the same. Yet even in these tteaties fräuds have
been practised. If the hon. gentleman *ill 1ok-at tb'e
number of Indians, fôrinstance, in TreatyfNo. -6,
presenting themselves for< annuities, he will see that
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thibe have been goinig on increasing from year to
yený to an alarming extent. When that treaty was
ngQtiat0d in the first instance, the number of Indians who
appeared for the purpose of receiving compensation was, I
think, 2,776; in the next year 5,000; in the nex<t year
6,6Ôl; and in 1879-80-the hon. gentleman has not
furnished us with the figures for the past year-the number
was 8»8,. In that year $44,000 were paid in annuities.
Same of tlpose parties received $5 each. Those who
received $5 4must have been previously settled with for
their fest payment, they must have come under the treaty
before. This is evident from the number of Indians
who formerly received $12. I have taken the Eist of sonie
of tho4e who came in last year. They say: "We have never
appeared here before ; we want our $12; we are going to
accept the treaty and come under its arrangements." We
flid nearly 2,000 who appeared for the purpose of receiving
pay for the first time. These parties saidI: "We were not
paid last year because we were not present," and so they
received their pay for that year. There were upwards of
2,300 names who were paid for that year and the year
following. Now, I will take the year 1876-77. The
number paid in that year *as 2,776; the number paid in
the year following, as coming under the treaty for the first
time, was 1,938. Thon the number who were in 1878-79,
ind did not appear in the year before, was 4,971, making
9,685 Indians altogether who have accepted treaty money
under Treaty No. 6. I a gaquite satisfied there is not that
number there. I am satisfied that a large number of Indians,
more than 1,00, probably more than 2,000, have, under
Treaîty 6, been paid over twice. Thon again, when you
come to Treaty No. 4, you find exactiy the same process
going on. The hon. gentleman could ascortain this froni the
Public Accounts. Take the last year. We find there how
many Indians appeared and said they were not prosent
in 1877.. There are a certain number who say they
were not present in 1876; certain othors who say they were
not present in 1878, and each of these are paid for tho<e
years respectively. You turn back for those years and e
how many were present, and how many appeared each
year subsequently, and who were paid in former years.
You find the sum total, and you find a larger number of
persons who were paid $5, but have nover come under the
treaty at all. Now, an Indian is not likely to fail to present
bis claim for $12 and accept $5, if ho is acting in a straight-
forward manner. We know of many cases of that sort.
The hon. gentleman has only to take the Public Accounts
and go over them from year to year and sec how meany
were paid in various years, and ho will find that it was a
much larger numbor of Indians thin are to be found in that
country. When you take Treaty No. 4, you find for the
year 1876, there were 3,910; for the next year, over 4,00;
for the next year, 5,605; for the next year, 5,878. I am
perfectly satisfied that in Treaty No. 4 a large number of
the Assiniboine Indians, who had received pay in Treaty No.
7, appeared and were paid 'again. I am sure that in
paying the Indians $5 each as an annuity, there are
nearly 30 per cent., possibly more than that, who were
paid twice over, if the agents themselves have not falsified
the returns. It is impossible te examine the Publie
Accounts without comaing to that conclusion, because you
find that the number do not correspond with the number
who have accepted the treaty and have received $12 for the
tirst year's acceptance. Then if the hon. gentleman will
lool at the provisions for the purchase of agricultural
implements under those treaties, and will look at the
returns, he will find that those Indians have been
sBupplied with a far larger number of implements than they
were entitled to. Of course, there were frauds practised in
the frsý instance, and it was impossible well to tell how
xiany Indians actully received agricultural implements
api catt.l under the treaty. Before I left the office over

which the hon, gentleman presides, I instructed the inspec-
tor in the Manitoba superiatendency, when he visited each
band, to sec what they had actually beon supplied with, and to
report, so that the Govornment would know how far they
bad been imposed upon. I have no objection to furnish
the Indians with even more than they are entitled to
under treatieS, if what they receive is applied to sone
useful or necessary purposes; but it is porfectly
futile to furnish the Indians with iagricultural implements
if they are left to docay. Under Treaties 1 and 2, there
was distributed in 1876-77,84 000 worth of agricultural im ple-
ments; in 1877-78,.$8,000 worth ; in 1878 79, $12,950 worth ;
in 1879-80, $7,680 worth; and in 1880-81, $4,700 worth.
Under Treaties 6 and 7, the hon. gentleman last year took
a lump sum of $55,967. How this is distributed we cannot
tell from the Estimates, as the hon. gontleian lias departed
from the former practise of taking a separate vote foi' each
treaty. With regard to provisions, I remonber that wher
I submitted the first estimatos on this subject, the hon.
gentleman and the late Ministor of Militia both strongly
objected to the Indians boing fed while thoy wore
being paid ; and my tstatement thon was that
as soon as the Indians could be located on thoir resorvations,
it was hoped that this practice would no langer be nocessary,
but while Indians have to be collected from l>ng distances
to a particular point on the plains, it is necessary to feed
tbem whilo payment is being made. 'My hope, however,
was that this appropriation would diminish year by
year as the Indians settled on their resorvations. So
far that hope has iot been realized, and the hon. gentle-
main has nrot yet begun to adopt a poliey ditferent from the
one ho then so much deprecated. I find that in
1877-78, $13,000 was voted for thre purposo,
of purchasing provisions to Ied the Indians
in the Manitoba superintendoncy while they wero being
paid, and $16,400 for the North-Wost superintendency; in
1878-79, the second year after the troaties were nogotiated,
616,500 was votel fôr the Manitoba suporintendency, and
837,000 for the North-West superintendency, making in al
$53,000. For 1879-80 the bon.gen tleman expended $56,930
for this purpose, in the two suporintendencies, and last year
ho took a vote of $130,686 for the samIe u)rrpose-throe
times the arnount necessary to feed the same Indians when
I had the honor of administering the offleo. Thero are, no
doubt, a larger number of Indians who have corne within
the treaties; although no new treaties have been negotiated,
the number has, I think, been increased from 27,000 to
32,000, an increase not at ail proportionate to the increase
in the exponditure. The cost of obtaining supplies
is not so great now as it was formerly, as settle-
men tsar-e rapidly progressing westward, and a considerable
portion of the supplies cai be purchased near the localities
where payments are made. I cannot understand this
enormous increase. With regard to the management of
the Inidians, the amounts expendel for salai ies were as
follows:-In the Manitoba superintendency in 1876-77,
818,600; in 1877-78. $I8,2ü0; in 1878-79, $-8,300; in 1879-80,
$25,000, and in 1880-81. 825,000 ; in the North-West super-
intendency, in 1876-77, 819,000; in 1877-78, $17,000; in
1878-79, 818,500; iii 1879-80, $14,400, and in 1880 81,
$36,430. Two years ago the hon. gentleman proposed to
adopt a policy of' instructing the Indians in agricultural
operations. 1 think that would have been a prudent policy,
if it bad been prudently and fairly carried out. Bai,
looking at the returns, and gathering what 1
can from the lion. gentleman's statement, and
from the reports of persons who have been in the
North-West, I-am of opinion that the system is not likoly to
be attended with success. When you furnish Indians with
agricultural implements, oxen and horses, to enable them to
till the soil, it appeat-s to me that the simplest, and
cheapest, and best way of undertaking to teach thom would
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ho to put some person on each reservation to show them
how to hold the plough and cultivate the soil, and let the
crops be theirs when they are harvested. It is said by Dr.
Cook, in his lectures to the theological students of Belfast,
that clergymen should be taught to preach as we teach
dogs to swim, by throwing them into the water; and it
appears to me that Indians must learn agriculture in very
much the same way. They must be put at the work, and
it is by what they do themsel ves that they learn to
cultivate the soil. I observe that in 1879-80 the hon.
gentleman took as his first vote for farmers' wages
$11,250, and in 1880-81 836,430, aird last year I
thirnk the account runs up to something over $65,000.
That is a very large expenditure, one which requires
favorable results to justify it. I have looked over the report
and I cannot see any estimate of the value of the farm
products. There is no statement as to the number of bushels
of potatoos, wheat, barley, etc., raised. I sec that these
men are paid by the Government; that the horses and
waggons and all the appliances are purchased for them by
the Government: and that white men instead of Indians are
employed to labor for them. As far as I can sec, the
products of their industry are to be altogether their own
property. One would suppose that, being furnished
everything, the products ought to belong to the Govern-
ment to be used to meet the wants of the [ndians not settled
on the reservation or suffering from famine. There is
nothing in these accounts to show that any one of
these fa mers bas succeeded in producing means for his
own subsistence, to say nothing of supplying means for-
the subsistence of the Indians, and have a very large
increase in the vote for this year over that of last year.
Farmers and farmers' wages last year were put down
at $36,430; they cost $65,000; this year the amount is
estimated at $60,000. It seems to me that it ought to be
sufficient to supply a farmer with the appliances necessary
for conducting his farm. I do not sec why he should be
paid at all. If you undertake to pay him, what guarantee
have you that he will be industrious. The hon. gentleman
has employed a very large number of instructors. le haï
furnished them with 50 spans of horses that cost $ ,700, and
46 yoke of oxen tbat cost $5,700, with various other ap-
pliances. I have lookel over the list. I do not say that the
list is a very extravagant one, but I find that those gen-
tlemen are better supplied with implements of husbandry
than most farmers are in the older Provinces, and there
ought to be something to show for the large outlay that
has taken place. If the hon. gentleman continues to pay
these men and take their crops they will have no motive to
do anything. They will be precisely in the position of the
African slaves in the Southern States who, not recciv-
ing the profit of their industry and whose wages not
depending on the results, will do as little as possible.
You cannot have such an inspection over those men as well
secure efficiency. You may have an inspector that will
enable you to detect a man who is scandalously careless and
dismisa him, but you will put another man in his place who,
under the pressure of the system, will tend downward to
the same point. From the policy he bas adopted, the hon.
gentleman is likely to receive the smallest results for the
largest outlay. There has been avery large expenditure for
the establish ment of a central organization in the North-West
to manage Indian affairs. The hon. gentleman, shortly after
he assumed the duties of the office, complained that under my
charge, and through the exorcise of what ho called a meddle-
some oversight, the management of Indian affairs was some-
what disorganized. I do not subscribe to the hon. gentle-
man's conclusion. The office was scarcely organized. It
was, in fact, my intention to have reorganized the Indian
management if we had been more successful at the
elections; but during the period I was in office, I had done
very little more than obtain the information necessary to
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intelligent action, and when the hon. gentleman proposed
to create a Commission in the North-West and put the
Indians in the North-West in charge of it, it did seem to me
he was departing widely from the principles of responsible
government, for through whatever instrumenitality the
government of a country may be carried on, the respon-
sibility after all should rest with the Goveynment here.
While it may be well to have an efficient officer on the
ground to obtain information and report, it lis evident that
the final determination ought to rest with the Government.
I do not think that the hon. Minister will improve the
efficiency of the office by repudiating the responsibility and
transferring the duties to some other person in a distant
part of the country. It does not seem to me that the right
hon. gentleman's Commissioner purposes residing in the
territory.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He does ; but ho is here
at this moment.

Mr. MILLS. Hie was here when the Session opened, and
has been here ever since, I think.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MILLS. I flnd the office costs $7,6 8, to say nothing

of travelling expenses; that the establishment of the farms
cost $34,000; maintenance, $31,000; and this year the farm
will cost $60,000 more. So far as I can learn from any
information procurable, those -farmers have not even pro-
duced crops sufficient to sustain themselves. The hon.
gentleman has expended upon alvertising, in connection
with Indian affairs, between $3,000 and $4,000, between
thirty and forty newspapers which he found it necessary to
patronize. I was quite right in giving hiin the number of
newspapers J did last night, as 124.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MILLS. Yes; there were upwards of thirty advertise-

ments in the Indian branch, and 139 in the Dominion Lands
branch of the department. Looking at the proportions of
this expenditure I find that the management of the affairs
of the North-West which formerly cost $30,000, now costs
$25,000 more; in addition, we have $8,000 nearly spent on
the office of the Commissioner, and something liko $14,000
in all, upon the officers and their travelling expenses,
exclusive of the salaries of the Commissioner and his secre-
tary. So we have bore a proposition to spend an enor-
mously large sum for this service, and this will b the fourth
year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; our Estimates only
commenced from lst July, 1879.

Mr. MILLS. $11,252 was expended in 1878 79, and
$65,000 in 1879-80. The vote we are now taking is for the
fourth year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This Government have
only estimated for two years, for 1879-80 and lb80 81.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman brought down a
supplementary estimate for the expenditure for this very
purpose in the previous year, $11,260; .and now there
is an estimate for this, the third year. I cau see no
object in taking a large sum out of the Publie Trea-
sury, to employ laboring men on those farms with
the farmers. If any persons are employed, it should
be Indians; and if the hon. gentleman would give the
Indians a share of the crops for wages, they would have
a special interest in producing as much as possible, and he
would save a large sum to the public. Our Indians *ill not
learn to farm by seeing other men at this work, and they are
not likely to enjoy even that advantage if the farm is remote
from the reservations. If we were to dispense with the
vote or wages, diminish the vote to the farmers, and allow
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a proportion of the crop to go to the Indians as compensa-
tion for their help to the farmers, ha would save public
money, and teaelrthe aborigines to become farmers, making
them in some degree, at least self-supporting. The presont
prospect is a large increase of expense without improving
the condition of the Indians.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My bon. friend (Mr.
Mills) has complainel with regard to the annuities, that
the amount estimated for is not inserted~iu the Estimates as
it was last year. The chief reason for the alteration is the
Audit Act. The Auditor General very correctly. perhaps,
under this Act, holds that, no matter how the vote way be
subdivided, no more money can be spent under the bead of
of the subdivisions than is votel For although the whole
anyexpendituremay be within the whole vote,in consequence
of the vigorous system of paying the Idians by ticket,
there would be a considerable reduction-there bas been one
and would be a larger reduction. But you cannot by any
possibility hit a saving under this treaty. You can only
approximately average the figures in the whole amount of
the varions accounts by the more rigid system. If the
whole amount is kept within the bounds of the last year's
estimate, and if the report shows, as it does, the amount
under each treaty-the matter is satisfactory. The whole
report unfortunately bas not been laid before the Ilouse, but
the amount given under each treaty is stated specitically
in the report. With regard to the system of payment by
ticket, last year there appears on the face of the ticket
which is given to each head of a family, the number of bis
family and the place where ho was paid last. This ticket
he must produce before he is paid, and under this system it
is as noarly as may he a perfect check upon bis being paid
twice. The bon. gentleman says he finds that a large
number of tools and agricultural implements have been
given to the Indians, and that they bave not, used them.
But the hon. gentleman must remember that we are under a
treaty obligation to furnish them with a certain number of
agricultural implements, oxen, &c. Perhaps those treaties
were not sufficiently guarded as to the manner in which
those implements were to be used by the Indians, but at all
events we are bound to furnish them. Al we can do is to
endeavor, in every possible way, to induce thom to use
them. Some cattle which were given them at first they ate
the moment they got them, but now they are attaching value
to the ox as an animal of labor rather than as an article of
diet. The experiment of employirg these farm instructors
is, I bulieve, woi king as successfully as could well be
expected, considering that -8S0 was the first year in which
it was tried, and that they had to begin by teaching the
Indians the very rudiments of agricultural pursuits. In
despair at finding that their gedinary means of subsistence
have disappeared forever, the Indians have betaken them-
selves, in a rude way, to cultivating the soil-to scratchirg
it I might say- arid are to some extent, at least, feeling the
example of their instructors with promising results. Unfor-
tunately the crop of last year bas been exceptionally
killed in consequence of a surnmer frost, but at all events
the Indians have ma'e a commencement, which is about all
we could expect for the first year, considering that we had
to take the nomadie Indian from the prairies, wild
as the buffaloes, and set him down to stationary
agrieultural pursuits. The Indians are being induced to
work, but they must have instructors, and these instruetors
must be paid. You cannot get men, from motives of ph ilan-

.throphy, to settle amongst a band of Indians which is
away from his own kindred and lineage. The farms of
the instruftors are just outside of the reserves, but in
juxtaposition to them, and it is their duty as well as the
duty of their assistants to show the Indians how to
do the work and induce them to cultivate their lands. The
hon. gentleman says that there is no possibility of inspection.
but I do not see that at all. We have an efficient inspector
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there at present, and he reports that on the whole-though
there have been one or two falures, and that must always
happen-the great majority of them have proved themselves
worthy of their salarie,, and have acted wisely and well in
inducing the Indians to betake themselves to work. The
hon. gentleman mays that the instruetor should not
get the crop. lHe does not get the crop. When
they were first engaged they were given twelve
months' provisions, with the understaînding that, after
that time, they sbould find themselves. Some of them,
however, contended that anything they raised on the farms,
after supplying thenmselves and their hands, was to be their
own property. A notification was sent fron the Depart-
ment defining their duties. Another notification drew
attention to the arrangementq made with them, and further
informed them that they would be charged 25 cents per
dien. for their board, and that each member of their
families would be charged 12, cents per diem. Statements
were to be sent to the Inspector, and ·checked, as to the
produce of the farm, and the amount consurmed, which was
to be charged against them. Statements wore to beî made
every quairter showing the nurmber o. the family of each
farmer. Some of them who were dissatisfied with the
arrangement was told that they might go, asit was pos.ible
to get as good and perhaps better men-men who were
More acqiainted with this country. These instructors
were originally seleced in the older Provinces, but it is ex-
pected that, now, after the influx ot pe, sons sk llod in
agricultural pursuits, we would be able to get suitable mon
who have been in the country four or five years, to take the
place of any who may yet be dissatistied. The fhrners
who get thoir salaries are obliged to pay for everything else
they get. With regard to the two ftrms in the 'cLood
district, where there -are many destitute IndianS, it is
intended to use the surplus to feed these Indianii. On the
Indian !arms located off the reserves, the home farms, the
Indian is to raise sufficient for the farmer at 25 cents a
hea1, and also to put as much labor on the Indian roserves
as possirle, making the workingman employed under the
farta instructor work with Indians, not only to show the
Indians how to work, but to work wi h then, so that they
may see how the white mian works. The Indian is docile in
ihat respect. Where the example is shown him ho will
take off his coat and work with considerable assiduity, much
more than the Indian in Ontauio and Quebee. I quite agree
with what the hon. gentleman says about the abuse which
has existed, in his time as well as my own, in regard to the
waste of provisions furnished the Indians when they
received their annuities. The lion. gentleman knows that
the Indians were in the habit of assembling in large banIs
and indulgirg in jollity ard play, and they would refuse to
take their pay in order that they might bo fed and keep up
the assembly as long as they could. They had either to be
fed, or starve. This was a very bad system, but I fan cy it was
absolutely nocessary-thero was no other way of paying the
Indians at first. Bat now, with an improved mode of
communication which increases every year, and with the in-
crease in the number of agents and white employces of the
Goverrnment, it is the intention of the Government-they
have commenced this year, and they intend to continue it

-to pay each Indian band as muchas possible on their own
reserve, and thus to discourage these large issermblies. The
department may not be able to do this in some few places,
but it will be done wherever pos4ible, and the Indians will
be paid at once hy the agent on their own reserve, and thus
save this unnecessary waste and preve.nt the Indiais from
assembling in a manner prejudicial to themselves. Of
course the system is tentative and it is expensive, especially
in feeding the destitute Indiabs. But it is cheaper to feed
them than to fight them, and humanity will not allow us
to let them starve, The vote is large, and will continue to be
large, but the Indians must be fed, and the country will not
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allow us to let them starve for the sake of economy. The
only way to avoid that necessity is by using steady efforts to
g et them settled on tLe reserves and to make them farmers.
Some of our efforts have resulted in total failure, but the
experiment must be persisted in. If there is failure one
year it must be avoided next year. The Indians are by
slow degrees learning to cultivate the soit. We -have
already met with sufficient success to justify the Govern-
ment in asking for these votes. It is a necessity of the
whole country to have the Indians civilizel and utilized,
and if the experiments sometime fail, and if the expense
seems large, Parliament must put up with it because there
is no other way. I shall only repeat again that the report
shows that the Indians have been taking tbemselves to the
cultivation of the soii. Tbey have fully realized that in
future years tbey must look to the soil,not to the produce of
the chase, for their support. It is a great thing to have
that notion firmly impressed on thei'r minds, that in the
future, except in case of an occasional failure of food, they
must depend upon the soil for their subsistence. The bon.
gentleman tays lie thinks the appointment of a Commis-
sioner is a mistake-or he insinuated that. I think the
hon. gentleman intended at first that the Lieutenant-
Governor of the North-West (Mr. Laird) should act very
much as a Commissioner-at ail events ho was appointed
as agent with an addition to his salary as Governor,
for that pui pose. Although he was so appointed I
understand the bon. gentleman found it more con-
venient to conduct affairs directly from beadquarters
bere than through Mr. Laird. At all events, Mr. Laird
resigned bis position. It occurs to me that it is a mere
matter of administration, it is a matter of responsible
government, and the Minister is responsible to Parliament
and the country for the good administration of bis depart-
mçnt. It seoins to me absurd to suppose that evory little
land agent, every faim instructor and every Indian agent,
should report directly bere instead of having a commis-
sioner there to whom accounts could be sent, who would
supervise the whole system and be responsible to the
Minister, the Minister in his turn being responsible to this
Parliament. I think that is so obvious that it is hardly
worth arguing. As regards the present Comnissioner, he
was bere last Session and he is here this Session, being
specially called bore for the purpose of consulting with
the department. le las rgamed over that country with
great activity during the short perrod he has been appointed.
lHe bas visited nearly every portion ofthat vast country, and
made himself acquainted with the Indians and their wants.
Of cotirse lie -was fully trained in intercourse with the
Indians of the North-West before ho was appointed. Being
a mari of great energy, and of good physique as well, be has
gone over that whole country, and bas made himself as
fully acquainted as any man possibly could during the time.
It is, of cour se, necessary that he should come down bore.
It was only a journey of three or four days from Winnipeg
to Ottawa, and it was necessary that ho should come bore,
and give an account of his experience, along with sugges-
tions as to working out the system, which is yet, I must
admit, in an experimental state. I think it will be absolutely
necessary that we should have such an officer, and I think
results will show that his appointment has been a suecess.
If there is any other point that I have omitted I will bo
glad to furnish the hon. gentleman with information
regarding it.

Mr. MILLS. I will just say a word with regard to the
last observation of the hon. gentleman. He knows, from
papers in the departnent from iManitoba superinten-
dency, that all the reports of the various Indian agents
came, not to the dopartment, but to the superintendent.
If the hon. gentleman bas read the papers he knows
that the result of that system was not satisfactory, and
that a condition of things existed which never could have

Sitr JOHN A. MACDONALD.

existed if reports had been made directly to the department
by the subordinate superintendentsas well as by the oentral
office. Look at the results. From 1874 to 1878 the treaties
were negotiated. Special expenditures were incurred
during these negotiations that bave not been incurred
since. The hon. gentleman knows that it requires
considerable time to negotiate treaties; }rge nu;mber
of Indians are assembled together. and maat be provided
for until the negotiations are eoneluded. But nothing of
that sort bas occurred since the hon. gentleman adopted his
new arrangements; so that, in comparing the estimates of
the early years with those of the latter years, this fact must
be kept in view and reductions accordingly made. Not-
withstanding that, the expenditure for provisions bas
enormously increased. There is a strong tomptation for
men whom you appoint as Indian agents-and they are
always men without much means, or they would not accept
the salary we give-and who are far removed fromthe
influence of public opinion, -to act dishonestly towards the
Government or towards the Indians. ln my opinion, these
men require some sort of supervision, a supervision which
they' have not received. Some of these men incur larger
expenditures than they ought to incur, and I
am perfectly satisfiod that some of them have
not acted faithfully towards the Government
who have entrusted the'm.with their positions. I would
also call the bon. gentleman's attention to the evidence
which the Public Accounts afford, that-many Indians bave
been paid twice over each year, and the number is continu-
ally increasing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not now; it is decreasing,
and we believe it is going still further to decrease.

Mr. MILLS. Under treaties 1, 2, 3 and 5, which apply
to Indians who are collected in small bands, the paymeits
in each year have been pretty uniform, and therefore there
should be no difficulty in appropriating a precise sum
for each ; but in the others, 4 and 6, the amounts vary con-
siderably, and bave been going on increasing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We hope to put a check
to that.

Mr. MILLS. With regard to the commissionership, the
hon. gentleman bas yet to show why ,it sbould exist. The
lion. gentleman says we bad a commissioner; we had iMr.
Laird as a temporary superintendent, because we knew very
little about the country, and the negotiations with the Indians
were not completed. It certainly was not the intention
that the condition of things then existing should continue,
and it does seoni to me that we have now a machinery
altogether ont of proportion to the work required to be done.
It is obvious, from the amouLt of the appropriation last year,
that these Indians were not totally destitute of supplies.
The supplies given them would feed them only for a short
time, certainly less than a month, and the rest of the time
they must have been living on means provided by themselves.
When you once commence feeding the Indians, their de-
mands for supplies must go on increasing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not quite understand
my hon. friend. The Indians must either be fed or allowed
to starve. Of course if they are furnished with food, it is
natural for them to bang around where their food is, and
every possible check must be applied to stop that. I believe
every possible check has been applied. Some of the
officials, from good nature, and others -from fear of the
Indians, being far away from adequate protection, have,
perbaps, been too liberal. The hon.,gentleman says there
are temptations to these men to be dishonest. That ia ao,
and yet the bon, gentleman objects to the Commissioner who
is specially appointed to look after these men and to keep
them honest as far as possible. I may infornm the hon,
gentlemen that, in order to prevent the Indians froua
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hanging around the different stations, they bave ,ply been
fed ón hdIf rations, and we have been 'so severe upon the
Indians in this regard that we have on several occasions
reelived renionstrances from the medical men in the
vicinity of these points, stating that the food was
insufficient to support them. Still we hope that the
demand for food will decrease every year, as the Indians be-
eome employed. We fid them betaking themselves to get-
ting out ties for the railway, and it is believed that they
will be ready and willing to apply themselves to the work
of construction, not to rock cutting, but to the use of the
pick and the spade, which will be of great advantage in
view of the scarcity of labor in the country. I would also
state that the agents for treaties 1, 2, 3, and 5 have been
instructed to subtract from the payments to the Indians
next year the overpayments which have been made. Will
the hon. gentleman object to the cost of$12,000 for building
an office for the Commissioner. He will be situated at a
central point $12,000 will not build a very big house any-
where, and certainly not out there. The Commissioner
mast have an office, and also a council room in which to
receive the Indians.

Mr. SCOTT. Some haon. gentlemen may think the ex-
penditure for the Indians is in excess of what it ought to
be, but they should take into consideration the fact that it
is most necessary to the opening up of the North-West that
we should maintain the most friendly relations with the
Indian tribes. To do that, we must keep faith with them.
When treaties are made, the amount must be paid punctually
and promiptly; if not, we will be sure to get into the same
digiculty with the Indian tribes of our North-West that our
friends on the other side of the border have to contend with.
W*o know from experienee in the North-West that the
Indians, when opportunities are offered them, are always
ready to lend a helping hand in the farming operations, and
that the policy of the Government in appointing farming
instructors in the North-West has had already a
most beneficial effect. It is mach botter to pay this
small surn - for although it may appeai large, I
contend it is a small sum for the extinguishing of the
Indian title- and the purchase of lards in the North-
West-or to pay double the amount rather than have an
Indian war. I believe the Indian agents appointed in the
past, have managed the business, at ail events, to the
satisfaction of the Indians; if not, we would have heard of
it long before this. - 1 presume tho Government must have
sufficient check on their officers in the North-West to know
if they are dealing honestly with the Government or not.
I have every confidence that the movement which the
Government have made in regard to the treatment of the
Indians of the North-West will result in good hereafter. I
trust they will continue that policy. I trust they will be
even more generous towards the Indians. We know well
that during the regime of the Hudson's Bay Company, we.
never heard of difficulties with the Indian tribes, and that
notwithatanding it has been called a great monopoly, it held
the Indians tribes true to the British flag.

Mr. JONES (Leeds). 1 am aware of the trath of what
the Firat Miniater has said. I know of one man who was
placed on one of the outposts, and who gave up his position
o acoount of the reduction of rations, as he was afraid to
remain there on account of the position of the Indians.

Mr. McCALLUM asked what kind of cattle were supplied.
Where they wild Montana steers, such as were purchased
by the late Govermnent ?
Bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe some wild

cattie were given under contract some years ago, but I
hae no doubt my hon. friend opposite called the con-
traetors to acount.

MrJIULU. Montana and Minnesota were the only places
where cttle could be purchased. I have no doubt the
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Governmont are obliged to purchase cattle now whore thqy
were purohased before. I believe the last lot was bought
from the'lon, James McKay, but he had formerly purchased
the cattle in Manitoba. Tho wild cattle wore not purchased
in my time, but before I came into office and since.

Mr. MoCALLUM. The hon. gentleman made the most
extraordinary contention that it wonid be good policy to
starve the Indiane. The Indians will not starve but will
fight or steal, and it will cost less to feed thom than to fight
them. The hon. gentleman says we should make thom
farm lands, but we must first teach thom how to do so.
They must bo coaxed into becoming self-sustaining.

Mr. TIROW. The lion. gentleman appears to have mis-
understood the remarks of hei hon. member. His statement
was that the appropriation was not unreasonable, but that
its application in many instances was not proper, that it
was not legitimately expended. I have had some little
experience out there, and I know large sums are expended
for provisons which are not properly appropriatod. Indians
have been obliged to corne to some places liundreis of miles
ta receive their pay. it is not proper they should be obliged
to coine ail that distance to reccive their paltry pittance of'
$5 each. If the paymaster would travel, instead of the
Indians, for hundreds of miles, it would save money, becauso
the Indians are allowed certain days' rations. On one
occasion at Qu'Appelle several Indians had travelled fivo
days to the place of payment, and occupied a like time in
returning to their hunting grounds. That could bo altered.

Sir JOHUN A. MACDONALD. That is bying alterod.

Mr. TROW. I cannot understand the system of checks
to wlhich the lion. First Minisiet lias referred. Badges were
used many years ago, but several of them were lost, and
agents had to take it for granted that they wore the right
parties. One great grievance I noticed was, that the Indians
would remain feasting several days before they would
accept their payments ; on one oc asion the timue was nine
days. I can understand that this might occur when the
Indians were making treaties, but no reason existed after
the treaty had been made and amount of payment fixed.
On ail occasions of payment, merchants and peddlars
follow the paymaster, and within an hour of recelving
their pittances, nine-tenths were expended in trifles not
worth five cents, but for which a dollar was charged. I
know cases in which Indians have bought a bottle of Pain-
killer for a buflalo robe worth $5. I hope the system
initiated by the Premier will have a tendency ta prevent
fraud, because at one time 27 Sioux Indians who
had escaped from Sitting Bull's band came ta
Qu'Appelle and nine of them rcceived payments.

In reply to Mr. MILLS,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The chief scene of the

destitution among the Indians is in the torritory extend.irng
from the vicinity of Wood Mountains to Fort Macleod.
Besides the graduul and rapid decrease of the buffalo, there
was the faet that the American troops were drawn up on
the front in order to watch the hostiles, the Sioux, and the
buffalo were thus driven back.

Mr. SCHULTZ. There are a large amount of lakes in the
North-West filled with whitefish, while others have no fish.
I would suggest that the department consider the advisability
of stocking such lakes with fish spawn. -

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What information
can the First Minister furnish respecting Sitting Bull and
bis band ?

Sr JOHN A. MACDONALD. The main portion of the
hostiles have surrendered to the United States. Sitting Bull
wi th a much diminished body, numbering only 60 lodges ont
of all the vast body of mon, is in a starving condition, bt is
still obstinate, more from appreonsion, I think, than any-
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thing else, and refuses to surrender. The Americans pro-
mise the Sioux good treatment, and those who have sur-
rendered have been very welI treated. Sitting Bull, who is
in a starving condition, receives no sustenance of any kind
from the Canadian Government, They are told
they will receive no food from the authorities,
and that they muet surrender to the American Government.
Our offer of an eecort of Sitting Bull, to the frontier, and
also of protection till the American forces are ready to
receive and protect him, has been again and again made.
The Indians are afraid of being attacked by some of the
western men who suffered from hostile incursions of
the Indians during the Civil War. Every inducement
has been offeied to those Indians to surrender, and I
believe they will surrender to the United States authori-
ties ere long ex necessitate. Tûe bands have dwindled
away considerably. There are now 60 lodges.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am extremely
glad to hear that, because Sitting Buli's Indians have
always been a serious source of danger to us. Where are
those people ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Wood Mountain.
176. Collection of Revenues-Excise............5200,206 66

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This item was last
year but $180,00. Is there an increase of $20,000 this
year ? The increase of the salaries of the Excise officers is
a very large one. There seems to-be a considerable alter-
ation in the system.

Mr. LAURIER. I thought the same system was kept
up this year. I seo there have been examinations for the
admission of candidates into the different branches of the
service; and I knew the candidates raised from one class
to another are entitled to an increase of salary. If it is
not proposed to have any such examinations this year,
I do not understand why there should be so much money
asked for-more than last year.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The increase over lut year is
$30,206. The increase is accounted for by the larger
number of employeces this than last year, amounting to
seventy-six; thirteen are to oversee the collection ot the
tobacco duty; fifteen are excisemen; there are two care-
takers arid three messengers besides a few other officers.

Mr. AeGLIN. Where is the additional work for those
officers?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. The incease is in consequence of the
Act last Session by which a change in regard to the culti-
vation of tobacco was provided for, and the inspection of
petroleum was made more effective.

Mr. LAURIER. This increase is principally for new
excisemen to look after the tobacco revenue.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. To look after tobacco, petroleum and
gas.

Mr. LAURIER. How many officers are for petroleum ?
Mr. MOUSSEAU. Noue specially. Last year there

were fifteen, this year twenty, but that is pot at all a vote
of the Government, but it is done in carrying out the
law of 1873.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Are me to under.
stand that the increase of thirty-three additional employees
on a total staff of 133 or 134, is on account of the inspection
of tobacco ?

M1r. MOUSSEAU. With regard to this inspection of
tobacco, we have been entering on a new phase of the mat-
ter, in the hope that it would ultimately be an important
source of revenue.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is it from a tax on
this native grown tobacco that you hope to realize this
revenue ?

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Yes ; and, by sending instructors
through the country, to teach the people how to grow good
tobacco.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Do you mean to
say that, under this vote, you are taking money to pay
instructors in the growth of tobacco, and not for excise
purposes at all ?

Mr. MOUSSEAU., Some of the instructors have only
begun their work, but the production and sale of the articles
ar-e rapidly increasing.

Mr. LAURIER. Really I think this is obtaiing money
under faise pretences. This vote is asked for the salaies
of excisemen, and now the hon. gentleman says that these
men have the duty of instructing the people in the growth
of tobacco. This I do not -think is allowed by the Act, and
the hon. gentleman should at least state fairly and above-
board what the money is for. I do not believe these are
part of the duties imposed on the exciseman. I believe, on
the contrary, it can only be the duty of the exciseman to
colleet the revenue. I ee by these estimates that the col-
lection of the duties on tobacco cost this ycar over 860,000,
though a very insignificant revenue was collected. If we
are expending all the hon, gentleman bas stated, I can only
repeat what I said before, that it is obtaining money under
false pretences.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIT. What provision is
there in the Act authorizing these officers to instruct the
people in the growth of tobacco?

Mr. MOUSSEAU. What I said was that the instructions
from the department were to examine the kind of tobacco
in cultivation, the mode of cultivation, te give such advice
as was noeded, and to i eport to the department. If there
are any improvements madein the culture of tobacco, it will
be the duty of these instructors to acquaint the people with
them. I understand that the gentlemen selected for thie
purpose are well acquainted with the culture of tobacco.
These officers have already been appointed.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Thoestatement
made is a remarkable one and requires the attention of the
Committee. The bon. gentleman tells us that, owing to the
encouragement to be given to the girowth of Canadian
tobacco, be expects a large increase in the revenue. We
impose a duty of only four cents a pound up6n that, and all
the Canadian grown tobacco which goes into consumption
will necessarily keep out so much foreign tobacco on which
there is a much larger duty, and where the additional
revenue is to come from I really do not see.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. There is 14 cents on manufactured
tobacco.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Unless the law bas
been altered the duty is twenty or twenty-five cents.
Although it may be very desirable to encourage the growth
of Canadian tobacco, for every pound which pays an excise
of four cents you lose necessarily an equal quantity of
foreign tobacco, which would otherwise go into consump-
tion, and pay a double or treble duty.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think it is a great advantage to the
Bouse that the bon. Minister of Inland Revenue is not pre-
sent to-night; for he would not, I think, have given sch
explanations as we have receivod. If thirteen gentlemen
are to be sent through the Province to teach farmers hoir to
grow and save tobacco, it would be well that we should be
informed how these instructors a-e to be instructed, for I
presume it is not easy to find men who are asiepts in that
business. We should first be satisfied that they know
something of 'the business, and that they will be able to
convey valuable information to the native population. This
is an extraordinary system that appears to bave been
adopted. In regard to excisemen, the hon. gentleman did
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not tell us why this large number of officers is now neces-
sary that was not necessary last year. We ought to know
what these gentlemen are to-day, and why they are more
necessary now than they were last year.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. We are asking for 81200to provide
for the cost of ob!aining stamps and for the stamping of
importe&and Canadian tobacco, under the provisions of 43
Victoria, chapter 19; also to pay for travelling expenses
of the instructors.

178. Weights, Measures and Gas ....................... $83,350 00

Sir RICHARDJ. CARTWRIGHT. We were toldthat there
was going to be an immense economy in this business, and I
perceive that we are within a fraction of the amount
expended under the old system, under which we received

- much more in the way of fees than we are receiving at
present. If you make allowance for diminished receipts,
you will find that we are expending, over and above what

-we receive, just as much as w oexpended before.
Mr. MOUSSEAU. In 1878-9 you appointed 94 inspectors

of weights and measures; we have this year only 71.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In other words, the

impudent farce which was played two years ago is now
developing itself, By Act of Parliament, just as good mon
as we now have were turned out on the pretence of economy,
and the economy is now doveloping itself into an expendi-
ture of $83,000. I do not doubt that next year it will be
$93,000, and tho next year $103,000. The whole powers of
Parliament were prostituted to turn out these men in order
that a number of new appointments might be mado, and we
now see the result.

193. To pay George Levegne arrears of salary as care-
taker of the wharf, lighthouse and gate at
River Ouelle, 2oth September, 1870, to Tst
March, 1874, and for disbursements made by
him... .................... ........... ....... $211 50

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWR[GHT asked an explanation
of this.

Mr. LANGEVIN said lie was employed all that time and
never presented bis account. His claim was looked into
and was found to be correct.

Mr. LAURIER. Why was he removed in 1874?
Mr. LANGEVIN. The wbarf was leased tô a tow-boat

company, and his services were nolongor roquired.

194. Post Offices. ..... ........ ........ .................. $1,943 590 00

In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Mr. LANGEVIN gave details of the increases required
for the operation of the service in the different Provinces.

Mi-. BOURBEAU. Mr. Speaker, the parishes of St.
Cyrille, in the Couhty of Drummond, Saint Valère, Saint
Albert and Sainte Clothilde, have asked the hon. Post-
master-General through me, for a mail service three times
a week; these last named parishes were the first to be crea-
ted in the County of Athabaska. It is true that there are
but few stores in those parishes, but there is a large lumber
trade, especially in winter, with merchants from Q,'ibec,
Three Rivers, Nicolet and other places. These merchants
are often obliged to send messengers for a distance of 18
miles, in order to get to the Arthabaska Post Office. I
regret Io have to say that he refused to grant this just
request. I am glad to be able to make the request in the
House, because I told the hon. Postma,,ter-General thut 1
would not trouble him any more. I hope that the hon.
Minister of Public Works, who thoroughly understands the
interests of the Province of Quebec, better perhaps than
the present hon. Postmaster-General, will grant the request
of these four parishes, for I have not the intention of again
applying to the Postmaster General. Too much economy
is perhaps 'exercised in the Counties of Drummond and

Arthabaska, and perbaps the money spent elsewhere might
make the population of these counties jealous. To be just,
one should not economize in one county, and spend in the
other. The Counties of Drummond and Arthabaska are two
counties reprosented by one member, and they do not enjoy
the same advantages as other counties; the member repre-
senting those two counties should have at leait as much
patronage as that allowed to a doputy represonting but a
single counîty. As I represent two counties, I should at
least receive the same patronage as othor deputies, but I
regret to have to say that I am far fro having my share
of it.

Mr. LANDRY. I take advantago of the circunstance
to ask the Minister of Public Works, who is hoe represent-
ing the Postmnaster-General, if it has beei quite sottled that
the varions documents, reports and forms indorsed by the
Post Office Department, ind sent to the differoit post-
masters in our rural districts, are to bo in French. 1 ik
the same question of the hon. Minister of Militia and
Defence.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Inu answer to thie hon. momber for
Drummond and Arthabaska, I maust point out to lim how
wrong it is for him to have said that ho would again cali
,on the Postmaster-General. He mist see that if so fi- lie
has not succoeded, it is because the Postmaster-Generat
neods further explanations; were ho to go and see him
again, and givo him further explanations, he would gain
his point, and I consequently would advise him to call nce
more. I am certain that when I shull have told him what
has just taken place, ho will recoinsider the matter, and
will grant what is asked fo-, if there is a posibility of
doiag so.

Mr. BOURBEAU. If the hon. Minister of Public Works
will give me the assurance that lie will ie more courteous,
I am ready to call again on him.

Mir. LANGE V IN. The bon. iomber cainiot uni<lerstantd
that Ministors are but mon, and that often a Minister is
tired and lias not the time to eiceeive all thoso who call on
hin. Those wlio call on hii are often members of Parlia-
ment, but wlher seven,•eight, ton, or- twelve follow one
another during the course of the same morning, a Minister
may got tii ed, and not reccive every one with the same
courtoy. But the hon. member may be sure that the Post,-
master G-neral, who i.a most courteous maii, did not intend
to receive him uncourteoisly, aid that ho will be perfbctly
well treated should he call again. With regard to economy
in the Counties of Drumnmond and Arthabaska, the hon.
member need not fa-r that the Government seeks to econo-
mize exce)t where it is necessary, and we have not the
intention of economizing in that cotinty more than in any
other. With regard to the question put by the hon. member
fbr Montmagny (Mr. Iandrîy), I know that it is the interi-
tion of the Postmaster-Genieral that the documents sent Ito
French Canadian postmaster's and officials shall be in
French; it has always been done; there may have been a
misunderstanding, but such is the intention. I made note of
the matter in ol-der to put it before the Postmraster-General.

Mr». HESSON. The exponditure for the Post Office soi-
vice appears to be very considerably increased. I am
satisfied, however, that there is no oxpenditure from which
the public receive greater advantage. I believe there will
be no illiberality displayed by the flouse in regard to vot-
ing what is necessary to maintain this service effective. I
know from long experience how much the people value
postal facilities, and how much they are benofitted by them,
especially in the newer settlements. I will add that I am
sure no portion of the service is more ably administered,
and in none is the expenditure more wisely made.

Mr. ROSS (West Middle ex). I would like to know why
two or three post offices have been closed up in my -con-
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stituency. Perhaps, between the time Qf concurrence and
the next gereral elections, we sball have the matter ex-
plained The closing of those offices has rosulted in great
inconvenience to the people.

Mr. LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman will give me a
notiee of his question, I will try to answer og the next
opportanity.

Resolution orderçd to be reportod.
Sir RICHIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. When will the Sup

piementary istimates for 1881-82 be brought down?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. On Monday, I think.
Ilouse adjouirned at 2 o'clock, a.m.

HIO1JSE OF COMMONS.
MONDAY, 14th March, 1881.

The Syt&aK took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERs.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID moved that on this day,

and on every Monday during the Session, Government
business shall have precedence after Private Bills.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that Private Bills

be placed on the Ordors of the Day the saine day asthey are
reported.

Motion agreed to.

MILITIA AND DEFENCE.

Mr. CARON introduced a Bill further to arnend the Acts
therein mentioned respecting the Militia and Defence of the
Dominion. He said : I may state Îhat by the first clause of
this Bill it is proposed to correct an error which exists in
the French copy of the Act and which gives that copy a
different sense from the Engli-h copy. I propose to add
the words "ou soldat " in the 18ti section, 31 Victoria,
Ohap. 40, after the words "si c'est un sous o#îcier." The second
clause provides for extending to February, 1883, the time
when the enrollment of the reserve militia shall take-place,
the date in the present Act being February, 1881.

Bill read the first time.

PRIVATE BILLS.

The following Bills passed through Committee
Bill No. *9 to incorporate the Northern, North-Western

and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company.-(MUr. McCarthy).
Bill No. 25 respecting the Ontario and Pacifie Junction

Railway Company,-(ir. Williams).

THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

ir. LANDRY askcd if the Government could, to-day, give
the answor promiased last Monday, seventh instant, with re-
gard to the action it intends taking on the petitions that
have been presented to it, asking for the building of a branch
Qfo the Ipterçolonial from St. Charles to St. Joseph de
j¿vis; and, whetber it bas the intention of building that
branch t4is year; if not, what are the Government's inten-
tions at that point ?

lir. LANG%¥IN. Ie reply to the first part of the ques-
tion 1 hyve to say thaf;the Government is ready with its

Mr. Ross (Middlesex).

answer to-day. With regard to the second part of the ques-
tion, as to whether the Governmént has the intention of
building the St. Charles branch this year, I .must answer in
the negative. To the third part of the question, viz., what
the Government's intentions are, i will answer that the
Government has the intention of at once inviting tenders
for a rAilway ferry between the terminus of the Inter-
colonial in Quebec South and a spot nearest the Occidental
Railway on the Quebec side, so that the baggage cars may
be transported from one side of the river to the other. That
feiry will have to be built by the Intercolonial and Occi-
dental, en joint expense-i.e., by the Federal Goverument
and the Local Government. On the othor hand, as the
Government bas not the in-tention of building the St. Charles
Branch this year, in order that the trade of Quebec, which
interests the hon. member when he pats tIat question,
shall not suffer, the Government intends to regalate the
charges on the latercolonial between St. Charles aud
Quebec, by calculating the distance as if the St. CharTles
Branch was actually constructed.

CANAL AT THE CEDARS
Mr. LANTIER enquired, Whether, in accordance with

the promise made in the early part of the Session, the
Engineer-in-Chief of Canals bas examined the reports of
explorations made for the construction of the projected canal
at the Cedars; whether a report has been made, and the
Government are prepared to give a decision?

'Mr. POPE (Compton.) The Chief Engineer has been
onqui-i-ng into tht iatte-, but has Trot yet made his Peport.

GOLD AND SILVER MINING IN KEEWAYDIN.

Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to encourage gold and silver mining industry
on Lake of the Woods in Keewaydin Territory, during the
coming season, by making tomporary arrangements for the
issue of mining lincenses until the question of disputed
territory may be finally settled ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The subject is undor con-
sideration. I hope to give the hon. gentleman an answer
in a davor two.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Why, it was doue years ago.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr, M ACKEINZIE. Yes.

TiE MENNONITE RESERVE,

Mr. SCOTT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to open the unsettled portion of the Mennonite
Reserve, in the Province of Manitoba, for general settlement,
particularly in the region known as the Pembina Mountain
District ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The intention" of tht
Government is, during the course of the present spring, ôr
the coming summer, to offer these lands for sale at public
competition.

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY.

Mc. WIIITE (Renfrew) enquired, Is it the intention.Uf
the Government to place -a postal car on tht western
extension of the Canada Central Rtailway; and if so, whon ?

Mr. LUANGEVIN. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to do so until the state of the railway busines
warrants it.

INTERNATIONAL PA RK AT NIAGAIA.
Mr. HUNTINGTON enquired, Whether any negotia-

tions are progressing regardmng the proposed International
Park at Niagara; and if so, what is the nature thereofy
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are no negotiations

progressing; but the Government is in anticipation of
legislation at Albany during the present Session of the
State Legislature.

NEWFOUNDLAND AND CONFEDERATION.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Has the Government had any
correspondence during the past twelve months with the
Government of Newfoundland with a view of bringing that
Island into Confederation with the Dominion ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tbey have had no such
correspondence.

SOUTHAMPTON MAIL SERVICE.

Mr. GILLIES enquirel, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to extend the evening mail service from
Walkerton to Southampton; and if so, when ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to do so.

RED RIVER BRIDGE.

Mr. SCHULTZ enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to remove the piles of the temporary
bridge across the Red River upon tho completion of the
permanent swing bridge ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). It is.

EXPENDITURE BY MR. ANsAND.

Mr. BORDEN enquired, Whether the following extract
from "Remarks" under date 30th October, 1880, contained
in page 100 of the Auditor General's last Report: "For the
exp enditure by Mr. Annand, of the London, England, Office
amounting to £495 10s. 7d. stg., no details nor vouchers
have yet been furnished," correctly represents the facts ?

Mr. POPE (Compton). They do n2ot correctly represent
the facts. The vouchers for this sum were transmitted from
the Department of Agriculture to the Audit Office in a
letter dated the 22nd Novem ber, 1880, in reply tothe Audi-
tor's letter of October 30th, but it does not appear in the
Auditor's report. I may add that there is no complaint
wbatever made with respect to Mr. Annand's conduct in that
settlement, and I think it is unfortunate that there should
be placed in the Auditor's--

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. BLAKE. I rise to order. This is not debateable.
Mr. POPE. I am not debating it. It is put there
Mr. BLAUE. I rise to order.

NEGLECTED AND DESTITUTE INDIANS.

Mr. PLUM B enquired, Whether the attention of the Gov-
erniment has been called to articles in the London Free Press,
of the 2nd, 7th and 8th insts., alleging that the Indians in
the vicinity of the town of Sarnia have been utterly
neglected and are in a state of destitution, and whether it is
the intention of the Government to cause an enquiry into
the truth of the allegations?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The attention of the
Government has been called to these articles. They have,
in fact, been transmitted to my department. I shall, of
course, make enquiry into the truth of these allegations.

RAILWAY AND TELEGRAPH MATERIALS MANU-
FACTURED IN CANADA.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolutions:-

1. That it is expedient to provide that the Governor in Conncil may,
froIn time to time, make regulations:

(1) For ascertaining the quantities and values of fish plates and other
fastenings, spikes, bolts, nuts, and iron bridges, manufactured in Canada
and used by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in the original con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as defined in the Act 37
Victoria, Chap. 14, and also the quantities and values of all telegraphic
apparatus manufactured in Canada and used by the said Company in the
original construction and first equipment of a telegraph lineian connec-
tion with the said railway :

And for ascertaining the persons in Canada from whom such fish
plates and other fastenings, spikes, bolts, nuts, and iron bridges, and
telegraphic apparatus, respectively, have been procured by the said
Company.

2. That the Governor in Council, with the assent of the Treasnury
Board, and on such terms and conditions as may be thought proper, may
pay over to the persons in Canada from whom such articles aforesaid,
manufactured in Canada, have been procured, sums of money not exceed-
ing the amount of Customs duty which would have been payable on such
articles respectively, if imported into Canada at the time they were so
procured by the said Company.

He said : I will call attention to the fact that there are
certain articles named in the contract, for instance steel
rails, that are not named in this resolution. They aremade
free until 1883. There are articles not manufactured in the
country for telegraphic purposes, not included in these
resolutions. I hold in my hand a statement, a copy of
which, I think, was handed to the leader of the Opposition,
by the Minister of Railways, as to the probable amount of
duty that wili be paid on those articles, and from that
memorandum I will read:

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, PROBABLE AMOUNT OPF EXEMPTION FROM
DUTIES UNDER THE SYNDICATE CONTRACT, VALUE F.O.B. LIVERPOOL.

Steel Fish Plates.-Say 1,950 miles at 3 tons per mile, 6,825 tons
F.O.B. Liverpool, say £5 5s. or *25.55 per ton, $174,379,
Duty 17J ........ . ............... .................................... $29,03

Rails, Spke.-Say 2,000 miles at 3 tons per mile, 6,000 tons
F.O.B. Liverpool, say £7 10s or $36.50 per ton, $219,000.
Duty j cent per lb. and 10 per cent. ad valorem ............ ..

Cut and other Spzke.-Say 100 tons at say $37, $3,700 at j cent
per lb. and 10 per cent ad valorem ........................

Rail Joints, Bolts and Nuts.-Say 2,000 miles at 90 tons per mile,
1,800 tons F.O.B. Liverpool, say £10 or $46.67 per ton,
$87,6 6. Duty 30 per cent....... ............ ..... ..................

Other Bolts and Nuts.-Say 800 tons at $46 67 per ton, $37,336
at 30 per cent. duty..............................

Materials oj Wood.-Say to be purchased on line of railway......
Wire.-Duty 15 per cent .... .... . ........ .................. .........
Telegraph Apparatus.-Say 200 instruments at $100, cost $20,000

Duty 30 per cent ........................................

89,100

1,490

26,281

11,200

17,688

6,000

That is the result, supposing the whole of those articles
should be manufactured in this country and the drawbacks
paid. But it is quite clear that, so far as the materials
required for the British Columbia end of the road are con-
cerned, we cannot expect to manufacture them in the
Dominion. The expense of transmitting them to British
Columbia, until the railway to that Province is completed,
would be great. Under any circumstances, no doubt that
portion of the materials required for the road would be
brought in under the terms and conditions of the Act. It is,
I think, properly agreel that, as to any of those articles
manufactured in the country, the manufacturer should,
under the contract with the Company for the first construc-
tion of the road, receive an amount not in excess of the duty
that would be paid on them were they imported, the Gov-
ernment taking the power to fix their probable marketable
value had they been imported, and the rate of duty they
would have paid under the circumstances-the object is to.
fix the drawback to be given at an amount not exceeding,
the duty.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. Mjnister
has not included, so far as I can recollect, the value of the
iron bridges, which may amount to a very con-
siderable item. The character of the North-West
country is such that, although in other respecta railways
through it may be constructed with extraordinarycheapness,
there will, undoubtedly, be a very considerable number of
gullies to cross, and in some cases the bridges must be made
of iron. So the total amount of duties to be refunded may
be very much more than the House or Minister contemplates.
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As to the general principle of the proposai, I call attention
to the fact that it involves the direct payment of bounties,
neither more nor less. The precedent thus to be esta blished
is one of very great importance. In some respects I, indi-
vidually, would prefer to see bonuses given to protective
taxes, but for this reason only: the country would know
what exactly the protective system costs it; but that lias
not been the guiding principle of Ministers. If this systom
were adopted and the resolution carried out, it would
undoubtedly astonish and probably alarm even the most
strenuous advocates of Protection. The duty is, I think, 25
per cent. on iron bridgea.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This iron bridge

over the Ottawa, above the Chaud iere, cost, I think, $300,000
or $400,000, and the duty amounted to $75,000or $30,000.
I merely raise the question in order that the House may
clearly understand what it is about. It appears to me
seriously objectionable for two reasons: first, that we do
not know what amount of cost will be involved; and, in the
next place, it is a direct application of the system of bounties.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This calculation is made as
for 800 tons of either bolts or nuts, required for the
construction of wooden bridges. There has been no state-
ment made with respect to iron bridges, because it has not
been decided whether the Company will build iron bridges
or not, although, if they do so, the de-ire of the Government
will be carried out. We, therefore, do not know the
probable cost of such bridges. It wai stated by the Minister
of Railways, in the discussion on the subject, speaking of
the arrangement made by the late Minister of Public
Works as to the railway along the north shore of Lake
Superior, there was no provision made for a single iron
bridge. It was, therefore, uncertain, at the present
moment, whether the Company would build iron bridges at
ail, and if so, what rivers would be spanned by them. The
allowance would amount to 25 per cent. on ail bridges built
in the country. iron bridges for British Columbia would
require to be shipped from England. If bridges were built
here the country would receive 17½ cents duty on the iron
entering into them, and the difference would thus be the
amount between that rate and 25 per cent. on the. manu-
factured article, and the compensation for that loss of
revenue would be the employment given to the people and
the encouragement of the industries of the country.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is not further from Ialifax to
British Columbia, by way of Cape Horn, than it is from
England.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Practical mon say that iron
bridges could be as easily sent from Canida as from
England.

Sir RICHARD J, CARTWRIGHT. The hon. Minister
of Finance has stated that the only difference in regard to
the duty on iron bridges is the difference betwe.n 17J and
25 per cent., inasmuch as the Government will collect
174 per cent. on the iron. That is true as to the raw
material, but the hon. gentleman should be able to inform
the House what proportion of the total cost is represented
by the raw material. Such structures involve a great deal
of work unless, indeed, the Company should bring in the
bridges in parts and simply put them together in this
country.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. If bridges in pieces were
brought in under the present Tariff a duty of twenty-five
per cent. would be levied, except on some portions not made
in the Dominion which, would he admitted at a lower rate.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What estimate does
the hon. Minister make as to the relative value of the raw
material ?'Will the value of the raw material amount to
one-third of the value of the structure ?

Sir ICHEARD J. CARTWRIQRT.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I tbink the raw material wil'
be equal to one-third, probably three-fourths.

Mr. BLAKE. When spikes are imported will the duty
be levied on the bar iron or on the spikes?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The duty will be paid on the
finihied spike.

Mr. CASEY. This is a valuable admission on the part of
the hon. Minister of Finance. We have alway8 been told
that the consumers did not pay the entire amount of duty
imposed for protective purposes. Now the hon. gentleman
admits that the manufacturer does gain by the whole
amount of the duty, and if it were removed he would just be
where he was if no duty had been put on.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The manufacturer has to pay
on the raw material while the English manufacturer bas
not.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I wish to point out that if
the manufacturers of iron bridges are treated as some other
manufacturers have been treated, they may enter into con-
tracts based on this resolution only to find that by some
regulation or Order in Council they could not
get the drawback upon what they depended, and a
great injustice might be done to them in that way.
I think we ought to know whether there is a
mere temporaryexpedient to tone down the ire of the manu-
facturer, or whether it is a regulation which will be fairly
and permanently carried out. I have frequentlycalled the
attention of the Government to the fact that from $3,000,000
to $4,00 ',000 worth of manufactured goods have been
exported fron Canada upon which the Governinent agreed,
to give drawbacks, but upon which, although the Tariff bas
been in force twenty one months, drawbacks have not been
paid.

Mr. BOWP.LL; I am inclined to think that the bon.
gentleman is like a good many others, who are eonstantly
demanding tbatdrawbacks should be allowed to t heir friends,
but who fail to look into the facts connected with the
demands they make. Neither the Government as a wbo!e,
nor any of the departments, have made arrangements with
which it is impossibleto comply. With regard to the instance
to which the bon. gentleman refers, no claim has yet
been made to the department or to any of its oficers upon
which it wo¶hld bc posible to coma to a correct conclusion
as to the amount of the drawback which should be paid
upon those articles for which drawbacks are allowed. If
my hon. friend knew that among the demands made are
demands for drawbacks upon pig iron and iron purchased
in Londonderry, he would see how difficult it is for the
department to satisfy thesù parties. There is not in the
demand to which he refers a single paper or document upon
which it would be possible for any accountant t come to a
correct decision as to the amount of the drawback which
should be allowed. In the last interview we had with the
gentleman in questeon, ho admitted that a portion of the
articles were man ufactured in Canada, and yet ho demanded
a drawback; and when ho is refused, ho says it is
impossible for him to comply with the regulations, and ho
always fnds a defender on the floor of this Houýe
ready to condemn the Governmcent for not distributing
the public money merely at the demand of those who ask
for it. The regulation is as simple as any regulation can
well be. The manufacturer is asked -to lay befbre the
departnent the amount and the cost of articles imported,
as raw material, and which articles have gone into manu-
facture. Upon a reference to the 'ariff the amount of duty
ho has paid is easily ascertained, and thon, upon evidence
bei-, g received that the articles have been exported, he
gets the drawback. The Government bas been desireus,
and I may say over anxious, to meet the just views of the
manufacturers; but I do not think that even my hon. friend
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from Brant would justify the Government in paying thes
drawbacks out of the public moneys without proper data fo
sudh payments.

Mr.P&TERSON (Brant). The hon. gentleman think
that every time I speak upon this subject I have reference
to a particular claim.

Mr. .BOW2LL. I know you have.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. I

bave-meveral times spoken of the gene'ral fact that three oe
four tùions dollars worth of goods have been exporte(
uponwich the Government plodged themselves to give
drawbaeks, but upon which no drawbacks were paid.I
moved for a return to show the names of the firme export
ing these goods, but when it was brought down there was a
rather curt note appended, saying that as rejected claims
were not a matter of account they could not be given.1
submit that this is not a proper way in which the business
of the country should be transacted. I think
in the face of this fact, the position I take is a strong
one, and it does not lie in the mouth of the hon. the
Minister of Customs to ask me whether there has been a
claam presented by those individuals. I venture to say this :
that there are far more claims than the one he would leai
the fHouse to believe hus been the only one. He has the
means of knowing; I have not. I took steps to find out and
I was told that no record was kept. I would ask him
whether there have not been many more clajms than those
whose demands have boen satisfied. le says, with
reference to that claim, that ho had put in Londonderry
pig iron along with his other pig iron; that the boiler tubes
were a manufactured article while the pig iron was not.
Here, to-day, we have a direct contradiction of that statement.
We have the hon. gentleman telling us that pig iron is a
manufactured article in Canada as well as the article of
boiler tubes. Yet, forsooth, the Ministry have adopted a
system of regulations whereby they will give a drawback
on pig iron which is manufactured in the country; while
boiler tubes are not manufactured in the country and no
drawbacks shall be given on boiler tubes, because, they say,
these are manufactured articles and pig iron is not. Why,
the whole thing is an anomaly. The whole thing is in such
a shape that it is impossible for men to get their rights.
Taire it again with reference to this bounty to bIidge manu-
facturers; if carried out it is giving to them the whole claim
that can be preferred by any manufacturer in any direction.
Why, under this regulation the iron bridge manufac-
turer will get by way of bounty the total amount of duty on
pig iron that enters into the construction of that bridge,
whether made in Londonderry or made in foreign
countries, because it is the amount of duty that
would have been paid on the manufactured articles
that ho gets back, the finished article ; so that
under this heading he is giving to the bridge manufacturer,
about the only ones who supply material to the Syndiýate,
a drawback of the full amount of the material that enters
into the construction of their w>rk, whether that material
be made in Canada or in any other country. There is
another point upon which I would ask him to draw a
straight line. I want him to understand that I am not
speaking in reference to the claim of the one firm that has
been referred to. Neither have I gone into the question of
the alarming decrease of our export trade, a decrease which
ought to be a subject of alarm for the Ministers. There is
no argument more telling against their National Policy. If
,tywould strengthen their position they must look into
thisequistion, and if they would not destroy their export
trade they mast take steps whereby the mattor will be
botter aranged in the future. Again, I point out to
theêhon. Xinisters that the resolations now before the
-Huae give, by way of . bounty, what would be
given, by way of drawbacks, on all the materiali
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e entering into the construction of their work, whether made
r in the country or out of the country, and yet he gives no

drawback on iron manufactured in Canada, though it is a
raw material, and he cares not whether be may injure or

e cripple the export trade thereby. With reference to the
claim t mention, I did not intend to allude to it personally,
but I intended to go to the hon. Minister himself, who is
always so courteoue in his department, and point out to him

I that it ought to be recognized. But I now deal with the
r general principle, and I am pointing out how it is affecting
d the whole export trade of the country.

Mr. BOWELL It is quite evident that the hon. member
I for Brant (Mr. Paterson), is a protectionist, but having
- voted for all the Free Trade motions that were ever present-
a ed, is now trying to make his peace with the manufacturers

in his own county by advocating a drawback on articles
which no Government ever contem lated allowing. The

s bon. gentleman bas, with a good eal of tact, mixed up
articles actually manufactured in this country-the pig il-n
of Londondorry, the tubes manufacture i in the United
States, and the saws manufactured somewhere else -and has
then attacked the Government because they do not p:y a
drawback on the whole. I bave a!ways been under the
impression, and, I think the manufactur.'rs of this country
understand it very well, that if a drawback is to be paid, it
is to be equal to the duties paid on the article which goes
into the manufacture; yet ho condemns Ihe Govenrmeint
because we refuse to pay a drawbaek ulpon an article manu-

1 factured in the country itelf. That is the position my
hon. friend took a few minutes ago.

Mr. PATERSON. If it is raw material.
Mr. BOWELL. How can you pay a d rawback upm an

article which never pays any duty ?
Mr. PATERSON. Iiow are you geing to do with this

brid gin g?
Mr. BOWELL. That is for special purpose.
Mr. PATERSON. Oh 1 that is an easy way of solving

the difficulty.
Mr. BOWELL. My bon. friend may fancy that "oh!"

means argument. The bon. gentleman otght to know that
these resolutions were not even proposed when the regula-
tions were adopted.

Mr. PATERSON. I do not blame you personally.
Mr. BOWELL. I take it for granted the Government is

responsible for what I have done, and bave approved of it
in every instance, so far as they are cognizant of it. But I
find fault with the bon. gentleman, because be says that
regulations have been adopted which prevent manufacturers
from obtaining a drawback. I challenge him to prove it.
The.resoluitions proposed by the Government are so simyle
in their nature that no person who desires to obtain a
draw back, and desires to obtain ibt honcstly, can fait ii obtain-
ing it. I say, further, that in no single circumstance where
a proper demand bas been made has it been refkued. We
only refuse where such a demand has been made as that we
have under now our notice, in which drawbacks are aske-I
to be p-aid upon articles made in the c>untry, and
upon which, consequently, no duty could possibly have been
paid. That is the objection I take to the hon. gentleman's
position. Whether, as I stated the other night, it is proper
to carry the principle of drawbacks to cover manufactured
articles brought inte the eountry, is a debatahle point which
I am willing to discuse with the hon. gentleman privately
or in any other way. But I deny positively that the charge
which bas been brought against the Government by the hon.
gentleman bas any foundation in fact-I do not say he
wilfully misstates the facts. On the contrary, I know
manufacturers who have made, statements that they could
not get further drawbacks. When the gentleman to whom
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my hon friend refers waited upon me personally, I pointed
out to him the absurdity of asking drawbacks upon articles
never manufactured in the country. He could not say
anything further, the only answer he could give was: "We
will strike them out." I say now that the Government is
anxious to encourage the manufacture of every article that
is being exported to the fullest extent, but manufacturers
must keep their books in such a way as to show the depart-
ment that the importations upon which duty has been placed
have actually paid the duty, that the goods have been
consumed, or that the article bas been exported, and thon
there is no further trouble about it.

Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman says that I am
trying to make my peace with the manufacturers. I am doing
nothing of the kind, but I have already contended that we
ought to give a certain amount of protection to the manufac-
turers. I supported a Government for fiveyears that did it, and
what I ask from the hon. Minister of Customs to-day is that
ho will, by his drawback system, place the manufacturers
in this country on the same footing they held when the
Tariff of' the late Government was in force. What I com-
plain of is that these hon. gentlemen, by their Tariff, have
hampered and placed loads on the backs of the manufac-
turers of this country. When they grant the full amount
of the drawback, they are only placing the manufacturers
on the same level, and giving them the same amount of
protection that tbey enjoyed under the late Government.

Mr. HESSON. The hon. member for South Brant
appears in a new role. I had not the honor of a seat inthis
House during the time of the late Administration, but I
remember that within the walls of this Chamber, within my
hearing, the hon. gentleman used entirely different language
about the manufacturers of Canada.

Mr. PATERSON. Never.

Mr. HRESSON. They were described by the hon. gentle-
man and others on that side of the flouse as bloated
monopolists who were going to rob the poor people of this
country-as the few who were to be enriched at the expense
of the many. To-day the hon. gentleman stands up and
delivers what I shall consider a National Policy speech. We
know that bis record and bis votes for the past five years have
been different; but if ho were indeed a National Policy man,
supporting the truc interests of this country, I think ho
would be on this side of the House. I think the hon.
gentleman's proposition as to these tubes being entered as
raw material is entirely inconsistent with our duty to the
manufacturers and laboring classes of this country. If we
are to give ernployment to our own people, it is certainly
not to be donc by importing tubes which can, and ought
to be, manufactured in this country.

Mr. KILLAM. The hon. Minister of Customs asks how
a drawback can be paid on an article that pays no duty.
I can inform him that theb hon. Minister of Finance
profossts to do so in the case of ships and ship materials

Resolutions reported, read the first and the second time,
and agreed to.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT.

Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the third reading of the
Bill (No. 75) to amend the Petroleum Inspection Act, 1880i

Bill read the third time, and passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACTS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 77) to amend the.Dominion Lands Act .

Bill read the second time.
M&r. BOWELL,

(In the Coinmittee).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said, with reference to the
4th section, that it was intended to enable the Governor in
Council to sell tracks of lands to people who desired to
purchase them for the purpose of establishing settlers
thereon. Several persons of wealth and standing were
willing to invest their money on lands in the North-est,
and to send over tenants to settle on them. le was in
hopes there would be a very considerable immigration from
lreland; ho knew there would be a large immigration freon
Scotland. It was important that those who were wliling to
send out immigrants should know where they were teobe
settled, and that arrangements should be made for their
reception. There was a clause in the Act of 1879, maying
lands shall be sold at $1; there was no reason, if it was
worth more, why land should not be sold higher. This did
not interfere with the homestead settlement.

Mr. MILLS. By the provisions of this section, there
will be nothing to prevent the Government leasing a section
to one party and seliing the fee and granting title in free
and common soccage te another.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; this power is taken.
Mr. MILLS. Is it the intention of the hon. gentleman

to erable parties to bring out settlers to certain North-
West lands, who may take leases from the Government,
while someone else is invested with the deed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. The reason why
the word "lease" is inserted ln the clause is that there are
now applications for grazing sections, with which we desire
to deal properly. We do not, as yet, from our knowledge
of the value of those grazing lands, know whether it would
be wise to sell them in large tracts. Of course, where
tracts are arable a different policy would be required. But
where the land is best adapted for grazing, large quantities
would be wanted to form anything like the grazing farms
in the United States. We are net yet able to tell,the value
of those lands, and sowe provide for leasing them. We
intend providing that leases for land used by graziers may,
in a few years, should it be found arable, be ended.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not sec that it is necessary to do
what is proposed, because the 8th section of the Bill gives
the Government all the power necessary in regard to
leasing that the hon. gentleman desires and refers to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes. All the power desired and described

is granted.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I intend to speak of

mining lands and forest lands which we might not desire to
sell.

Mr. 'BLAKE. As to mining lands and wood lands, if
their disposal should be by rules and regulations to be sub-
mitted for the approval of Parliament, it would be well to
say so; for by this Bill it might appear that the Govern-
ment may, if it wishes, lease arable lands in that territory.
I think it would be botter in the last degree to adopt the
policy of not leasing arable lands which should, instead, be
sold outright.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There may be something
in that view.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
takes power to sell tracts of 100,000 acres, or more if be
pleases-there is no limit. Under the clause the Governor
in Council eau sell all the land in contiguons blocke. That
is a power we never contemplated giving the Governmont.
I think it is very much to be regretted that a Bill propoing
this power should have been broughlt in so late, for it
involves the reversal of our entire land system. It may
very materially affect, if extended to railway companis,
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the whoe terme and conditions under which the House
sapposed it was dealing with the question of grants to the
Oanadian Pacifie Railway itself

Sir - JOHN A. MACDONALD. The grants to the
Cabadian Pacifie Railway we provided for in this Act. I
thirik the House and Parliament might be inclined to trust
the Government with the power that is absolutely necessary
in order to attract emigration to the North-West on a large
and eystematic scale. To attract this European emigration
you must give people with money inducements to assist in
the work. The majority of the emigrants would not be
able, perhaps, to pay their own way to that region, or only
with difficulty, and, in order to enable them to come ont,
there must be some such confidence and trust in the
Government as will enable it to make arrangements with
persons who might advance the passage money to those
people to help them out to settle in the S orth-West. There
is no other way of doing it but by giving the Government
somesuch-power. It has been thought advisable that the
power of leasing lands should be reserved to a certain
extent with regard to mili sites, grazing lands, and
some other lands, which it might not be advisable to sell at
first. I quite agree that this provision as a general rule
would not be a wholesome one. No Government would
willingly introduce a system of leasing rather than a systerm
of sale. I think that any and every Government, however,
could be safely trusted on this point.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will observe that the
second sub-section of clause thirty deals with this subject of
water powers, mill sites and stone quarries, which may be
disposed of on such terms and conditions as may be fixed by
the Governor in Council. If it is decided that these are to
be leased, lot them be leased, and let there be a general
rower to lease them. We find, however, that whenever the

PirstMinister comes to explain any of the clauses of the Bill,
there appears something bebind that does not apply to the
main subject of the clause.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, in ordar to meet
the views of the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) I will agree to
strik eout of clause thirty, the words "or lease" as applied to
the disposal by the Government of Dominion lands, which
can be therefore always sold if desired.

Mr. MILLS. Without such an amendment it might be
said the Government of Canada desired to introduce such a
state of things as prevails in Il eland, leasing to the poor and
selling to the rich.

Mr. BLAKE. When we get down to the provision in
elause thirty :

" Provided also that except in special cases where otherwise ordered
by the Governor in Council, ne such purchase of more that asection,
or 40 acres, shall be madi-by the same person: Provided further that
where deemed expedient by the Governor in Council snch purchase shall
be iestricted to the odd-numbered sections in each'township."

That indiestes that unless the Governor in Council takes
special action, the rule is, that the purchaser shall not be
restricted to the actual number-that it requires special
provision to restrict to the odd number. Why is that ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For -the purpose of
giving the Governor in Council power to restrict to the odd
number sections the right of purchase. There is nothing
in this present Act reserving the even number. It is con-
sidered that moet likely the Government will have a policy
subject to the approval of Parliament, to provide that the
even numbered sections should be held for homestead pur.
poses, and that if the Governor in Council should declare
that purchasers shall be restricted to the odd numbers that
thy shah be so restricted.

Mr. BLAK. Would it not be botter to alter the f
phraseology, so as to declare that unless the Governor in t
Council should order to the contrary, the purchasers

should be restricted to the old numbered sections in eacli
township ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It comes to the same
thing.

Mr. BLAKE. No. You are laying down a po!icy that
it is expedient to make those restrietions, unless the Gov-
ernor in Council should see it expedient to depart from
that rule.

Sir RICHARD J, CARTWRIGtI1. As to the general
matter, 1 desire te enter my protest individually agaimat
this system, bocause I am perfectly convinced that these
attempts to bring in large bojies of people, in the fashion
presented, will end as such attempts have ended before, in
far fewer being brought out than the Governnent imagine,
and in large.tracts of land failing into the hands of individual
purchasers. Prince Edward Island is a case in point.
The island was divided into twenty or thirty blocks
about the size of three in the North-West Territory.
Stringent conditions were imposed upon thoso who got
the grants; they were to bring ont a considerable number
of associates and to incur a considerablo expenditure; they
were, if I remember aright, to mako some roads and erect
some buildings. But wo ail know that the conditions were
net fulfidled, that only some few people were brought out,
and that the land lapsed into theb ands of proprietors whose
proprietory rights were subsequently coinmuted after
interminable delay and trouble. The same thing will occur
in this case. We will find parties professing to come
within the Government torms and partially fulfilling them,
but the result will be that large tracts will fall into the hands
of individuals,

-Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The case of Prinice Edward
Island whieh the bon. gentleman bas mentionel, is by no
means analagous. There the landed pro>rietors were
almost in the position of seigniors, settled on large tracts of
lands which they held in fee simple. The whole idea was
one of tenantry, of annnal rental, and thut is not
what is contemplated here. It is not intended to
have large continuons tracts of land, and I think,
when it is considered that that country is as large as all
Europe, it will be seen that there is not the slightest danger
of a monopoly in land. It is well known that German and
Seandinavian immigration depends largely on the power
boing given to those people, by agents or otherwise, to come
and see the localities beforehand, as they have done in the
north-western States. Thon large tracts of land are
selected in advance, and thon they come in large bodies,
bringing their clergyman. their doctor, so na'ny mechanice,
so many agriculturists, and unless they are allowed to settie
togother in that way they wili not come at al. Perhaps,
in the case of German or Irish or any other immigration, it
would be botter to have the differont races scattered
throughout the territory, so that by dogrees they might
amalgamate, and become, in the end, Canadians; but the
first thing to do is to get them to come, and if they
wilt not come readily and scatter over the country,
thon we must bring them out in communities. To
do that these people must have persons to lead them. In
Gernany for instance they forin parties who club purses
and send out an agent or trustee to make the purchase of
land for them. From England and Scotland such parties
might be brought out by persons of capital, from benevole3t
motives, or by landlords for instance, who might desire to
remove their tenants from the superabundant population of
those countries; and it is only by providing these means
that such immigration can be secured. I find that that
feeling operates se strongly even in Canada, that we have
frequently applications from forty or fifty or sixty young
farmers or others in a particular county in Ontario for a
tract of land, so that they might ail settie together. At
present we cannot accommodate these parties though it
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would be desirable to do se; and it is absolutely necessary,
if we are to settle that country, that provision should be
made for the settlement of communities like those.

Mr. BLAKE. The cases which the bon. gentleman puts
before the House are provided for in section 6 and subsequent
sections, wbich are specially directed to meet the require-
ments of those who wish to - select lands in advance and
settie together. But they do not involve the proposition
whieh is made in this particular amendment, and by whieh
individuals may acquire large tracts of land, which they may
cultivate, or, as lindlords, lease it to others, or, as vendors,
seil it at a profit. It seems to me that the only condition
in which this land shoald be disposed of by large sales,
should be actual settlement, early settlement, and settlement
in which the occupant of the property shah be its owner.
I, therefore, do not see that the bon. gentleman bas made
any case, that he. bas given us any reason why this law
should be altered in the particular in which he now pro-
poses to alter it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The party,. must be
allowed to purchase, and the Government must have the
means and the authority to make returns of the articles
purchased. No Government in this country would be
so foolish, and would run so contrary to the spirit of the
country, as to grant large tracts of land, uninterrupted
and continuous sections of land, giving the purchaser
unlinited power to form a tenantry, or to a middleman to
seli it at a profit. No Goveinment would do that. But in
order to indues individual capitalists to go in and purchase
under conditions to be laid down from time to time, as the
requirements of the country call for, and as the alterations
of the circumstances from time to time call for, it is
necessary that we should have this power, and I ask the
Committee to entrust the Government with it,

Mr. MILLS. .1 thmk it unfortunate that the hon. gentle-
man should ask for the power mentioned in this section,
and also that he should have resisted the policy which is
provided for in the subsequent sections of the Bill. I am
satisfied, from my short experience there, that the attempt
to induce persons of capital te come out and take possession
of large tracts of land with the expectation of their being
settled, will always hinder the settlement more than it
will promote it. From my experience I came to the
conclusion that the sooner we ceased all attempts at
reservation the botter it would be in the public interest.
It will b. remembered that west of Red River seventeen
townships were set apart for Mennonite settlers. I have no
hesitation in saying that a larger number of people from
Ontario,QWebec and the Maritime Provinces have been turned
away from Maenitoba, and have gone into Dakota and Minne-
sota, than would have settled that country. Instead of gai ning
anpyhing by the Mennonite settlers, in so far as the occupa-
tion of the country is concerned, we have really lost by it.
The hon. gentleman dissents from that view, but I have no
doubt of its accuracy, and I am satisfied that to-day, between
Grand Forks and Manitoba boundary, there are a larger
number of Canadians settled in Dakota than of Mennonites
in Manitoba, andthat the larger number of those who, for the
first two or three years, went to Manitoba, left there
because they could not get possession of the lands which
were reserved for people whose occupation of the lands was
extremely doubtful. The samething may be said in regard
to almost every other reservation in that country. I am
convinced that if the hon. gentleman were:to give up the
idea of grantng large tracts of land as an inducement to
secure a settlement, and would throw open the country to
actual settlers of the soil and to any person who would
come and take possession, ho would do much more te pro-
moto immigration than by all other sohemes combined.
We know what the consequences have been in other

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

parts of Canada where large tracts of land wem
given to companies, that, instead of settlingît eaèly h-qy
have stood in the way of its settlemont, au& manymeotàonuin
Ontario would have been settled a quarter of a centgry
earlier were it not for the impediment of the -Canada, com-
pany. Railway corporations are in a different.positionbecause
they have a special interest in promoting:settlemnt ini order
to obtain traffie for their roads. But that des not appy to
any other parties; it does not apply to private parties sesk-
ing to get possession of large tracts of land; and the hon.
gentleman is, in my opinion, providing by this ad other
sections of his Bill, to fasten upon the North-West Terri-
tories a very vicious system; and one whieh willdo indaitely
more to impede settlement than to promote iL.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only consequence-of
the hon. gentleman's plan will be that that country wouldbe
settled only by people who came there with their own money
and select their lot of land, and no man would be assistedýto
settle who would be very glad to do so and wbo would do so
with a little help. We would have a very few wealthy land
holders, but we would not have the masses. What wewant
is to secure the settlement of that country, not only by
wealthy men, but by great numbers of those who, thongh
they may be paupers in their own country, if they were
assisted a little would become valuable settlers in our North-
West. Of course, if there are no restrictions n purchas-
ing and if we saw an evil growing up there Parlia-
ment could quickly interfere and prevent that -vil
frorm extending. We must now use every effort possible to
get every person, whether ho is a poor man or whether ho
has money, to come into this country, and rua the risk
of bis taking 2,000 or 3,000 acres. There is no neessity of
our running that risk, bocause we cannot provide that
parties must state their intention of sending out immigraats
to occupy these lands. They must agree that these lota
shall be settled within a particular time, otherwisethey will
lose their lots and get back their money.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Al that has been
tried again and again and again, with the same results.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With the most successful
results.

Sir RICHIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. With the most
unsuccessful results. We have heard before about assisting
persons without means to come out to this country, and
under cover of that, placing large tracts of land id the
hands of certain private parties. I do not doubt at
all that there are in England and Ireland at
this moment some benevolent individuals w-ho would be
willing to do thiS for the benefit of their tenantry or their
country generally. But there is always a considerable
number of people who are extremely desirous of becoming
possessed of large tracts of land in ourNorth-West country,
and who would go out of their way for the sake of acquiringý
large territories there, and who would no doubt agree to
comply with all the stipulations the Canadian Goverumont
choose to impose with the intention of reserving largetracts
of land ultimately in their own hands, as they could easily
do in a hundred ways. We could grant a quantity of land
which we would consider insufficient for a family andwhieh
would appear to those peaple to be a eonsiderable quantity.
They will make grantt of small portions te settlers, while
they will retain all the remaining portions in their own
hands. I know that is intended to be done. I know that
there are parties who, under cover of such a clause'asthis,
will go in at once. I have had communication with aore
of them myself. I was asked the other day by a getleman
in England to select several sectionsto be purehased for the
benefit of a god-son of bis, who had, 1 believe,-just uesme
into the world, and which were te girea toehianah:
became twenty-one years of age.
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Oeiause,5, providing thataperson obtaining a homestead

enkyshaIllbe liable te the forfeiture thereof should ho not
becomesarbndfdit occupant of the land so entered within
two uionths of the date of entry.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question with me is:
how long a time should be fixed between the entry and the
occupation ? I do not think it should be longer than ton or
twelve months.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman should make the time
uniform. Two months is far too short. In many cases,
perons go from Ontario and Quebec to the North-West
only in the spring, as agents for thei' neighbors and other
persons who contemplate taking up land; they afterwards
remain on their old farms until their crops are taken off
and they eau dispose of their property; and, perhaps, late
in the fatt they move to the North-West. It is very desir-
able that we should have a Canadian immigration into that
country. American emigration from the Eastern States
is 'what bas Americanized the foreigners who have
settled in the Western States; and if we expect to have a
united people, we must have a Canadian emigration to the
North-West What ver time is fixed for persons coming
from abroad should be fixed for our own people; because it
is sometimes easier for a person coming from the old
country, who has little or no property to dispose of, than
farmers from the older Provinces, to take up land in the
,North-West Territory. Usually, he goes in the spring ard
makes his selection, but does not move in.until the fall, or
if he makes his selection in Ihe fall he does not move in
until the winter is over. Two months is certainly not
sufficient time.

Mr. CAME RON (Huron). The hon. gentleman should
make that period at least four months. When up in the
Weet, last fall, I heard of several cases of great hardship
where parties had entered on their homestead4, and their
claims were what is called "jumped."

Mr. BLAKE. The very best and most provident set'lerus
are those who take the trouble to go over and look into hie
country before they part withtheir farms here. If they can
suit themselves, they must have sufficient time to dispose
of their farms and stocks bore; otherwise you will deprive
yourself of a most valuable class-of settlers, as they will not
be able to soli their farms and stock profitably and go up
there with their families within a period of two months. I
should-say six monthis would be the proper time.

Mr. TROW. In corrobora(iion ofthe statements made by
the hon. member for Bothwell, I may add that in a little
village near Stratford, called Shakespeare, I induced some
fifteen families to move out to Manitoba. The heads of
those families went ont last spring and took homesteads,
returned, and are now about to start out again with their
families, after having been out of the country about six
months. If only two months be allowed, they will lose
their property.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Two months are too
short, and connected with that infamous system of "jump-
ing " elaims there have been cases of hardship, some of
which have come within my own cognizance. But I t"ke
it, if an immigrant goes up in May, ho will not return in
Novemler, six months later. I think four months is quite
enough.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. The hon. gentleman
rust paysome regard to the condition of the roads over an
immense portion of that country. According to all the
iniormation we have, and the iuformation I received when
there last year, you reaUy oeanot travel so as to make a
proper seleetin f land until July or Auguet. The
comsequence is that going upin these. months, the farmers

will rarely be prepared to settle with their families antil
the next spring.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that the word
"six" ho substituted for the word "two'' and that the
clause

" Provided that the Governor in Council may, in the case of immigrants,
or of persons desiring to settle near each other, vary the above rule, as
may be deemed expedient, but in no ease shall a longer period than.
month be allowed between the date of entry and the due occupation of tbe
land, and the occupant shall thenceforth continue to occupy and cultivate
the same as hereinafter provided."

be altered by substituting for the words "in the case of
immigrants or of porsons desiring to settle," the words Iin
case of intending immigrants or of persons from abroad
desiring te settle," and the period in blank made twelve
months.

Agreed to.
Mr. MILLS. Does the hon. gentleman intend that thoee

persons shtli, as a guarantee of grood faith, pay the entrance
fee ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAID. Yes. Representations
were made to me in England that the fee should not be
exacted, but I concluded that unless it were, porsons would
enter their names for speculative purposes only.

Mr. MERNER. A man going to the North-West cannot
reach it in spring, but only in the fall, and by the time he
gets there, looks at the land and returns, the winter is at
band; so he cannot leave to settle in the North-West before
the following spring. Even for emigrants from the old
country, twelve months is too short. There ought to be two
years allowed.

Mr. CHARLTON. I desire to ask the First Minister
whother ho intends to provide that the residence upon a
homestead should be continuous ? Will an absence of four
or six months in the year be allowed a homestead settler as
in the United States ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. A homestead settler will
be governed by the present law. There must be a cor-
tinuous residence of three years-it is five years in the
States.

Mr. CHARLTON. In the Unite' States a homestead
settler may ho absent six mornths in the yoar. A young
man without means to bring his farm under proper culti-
vation, may want to work somowlhere else for six monthsfto
obtain the means, and ho may do so by the lomestead Act,
if ho has complied with the settlement duties.

Mr. BLAKE. There is a provision in the Act of 1S72,
that if the settler is absent more than six months bis right
is fiable to forfeiture.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Frequent applications
are made for leave of absence in special circumstances, and
the parties are always treated liberaliy. Persons who have
gone on land and put up bouses are not obliged to live on
the-land the,year round; but the conditions te be obeyed
within the three years are looked for.

Mr. CHARLTON. It would be botter to have those
conditions of settlemuîent defined.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are in the Act.
Mr. WISER. I would like te know whether parties

may secure land enough in the North.West, by puregse or
lease, to embark upon cattle raising and grazing on a large
scale with the certainty of retaining the land for a term of
years ? If cattle raisers and ranchemnen can only obtain
small sections, I do not se hew we can establish great
stock farina in our country like those in the United States.
I am prepared to start for Kausas in about a week to
¡pmrchase cattle, and if facilities are afforded me to seure
land enough in our North-West on-whieh to pastureorfeed
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3,000 to 10,000 animals, I shall use them. But I must
have security that I can obtain and hold
the necessary land for a sufficient longth of time. I should
not want a million, but 5,000 or 10,000 acres that would be
mine, and enough land besides to graze, perhaps, 20,000
head of cattle. The drove of Texas cattle, 267,000 head, is
already begun, and these animals will soon reach Kansas on
the way north. A great maiy are already sold, and I
learn from letters from Kansas that if any of these cattle
are to be got this year, they must be purchased within 30
days. I am propared to purchase from 3,000 to 10,000 head
as an experiment, if I can obtain the necessary grazing
land. I could not put them at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains or in the vicinity of Wood Mountain this year;
but I can drive them to the Yellowstone or Poplar River
and there winter them. It would take anothor year to take
them to the feeding ground I desire. Another question I
would like answered-will Canadian graziers and stock-
raisers be allowed to import their cattie from the Urited
States, where the greater portion must be obtained, free of
duty ? If not, that ends the business, as we cannot con
pote against the Americans and pay duty. I desire
immediately to start between 3,000 and 5,000 cows on the
road for the Canadian North-West; and if I can obtain the
necessary lands, by purchase or lease with a reasonable
assurarnce that I can keep them till I mature and develop
my stock, I am ready to enter into the business.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sure the Committee
are very glad to hear the announcement made by my hon.
friend. I had understood that he intended investing some
of bis superabundant capital in the North-West, in forming
a grazing and cattle feeding establishment. I can only
assure bim that, so far as the Government are concerned,
they will be only too glad to meet his wishes in every pos-
sible way. A gentleman in the other branch of the Logis-
lature, Senator Cochrane, is about to go into the same kind
of business. He has applied for a large tract of land in the
vicinity of Bow River, which is likely to be a beautiful
grazing country. Like the hon. gentleman opposite, he says
he hopes this summer to put on the land a large quantity of
cattle, for which he requires a large tract of land. le also
wants to be at liberty to purchase a certain quantity of land
for the purpose of barns and other buildings required for
supporting and cultivating stock. He applied for the right to
purchase 11,000 acres,which wethought a quantity too large

erhaps half that quantity would be quite sufficient; but
we, of course, recognized the fact that, in a prairie grazing
country a considerable tract might be sold for a honestead,
sheds, barns, stables and dividing lines, for the stock, and
that the lase of a tract of land should be given, to be
increascd from time to time according to the size of the
herd. The hon. gentleman, if going to commence with a
considerable herd, should get a lease for a tract of land quite
sufficient. It would be absurd to limit him in
that regard. The more of those grazing farms
we have in this North-West country the botter.
There will be an influx of immigrants into that country
within the next few years, and thoir first requirement will
be cattle. There will be no danger of too large tracts
being given bocause of the inducements offered to setile-
ment. Leases will be given which can be termitiated by
the Government on giving two years' notice. No difficulty,
I think, will arise with respect to the danger of such leases
being terminated for an insufficient reason. People confide
in the Government every day. Timber licenses extend only_
from year to year, yet the holders erected milis, knowing
that so long as they worked them their licenses would be
renewed for ever. So it would be with respect to grazing
farms. The privilege might be abused by those who
obtained large tracts for a certain number of years, who
might change their minds, sub-let the land,. and act quite
conprary to the idea on which the original lease was

Mr. WIsER.

granted. The provision in the Bill is quite sufficient for
that purpose. As regards the duties on cattle. All the
stock used for t'he first herds in the North-West must corne
from the Western States of the Union, and for all the stock
of the Eastern Province, we can find a market in Englard.
Mr. Cochrane went to the Minister of Customs on the sub-
ject, and the latter showed the former an affidavit to bring
in stock, and asked him if ho could make an asseveration of
that kind, and be said ho would have no difficulty in-doing
so. If that be so, the American cattle can be taken in. Mr.
Cochrane was about to establish a stock-raising farm there,
and if there should prove to be, after a careful examination,
some defects in the law, no doubt Parliament would take off
the duty on cattle for the purpose of grazing farms.

Mr. WISER. The leaies should run for a term of ten or
twenty years, and the notice given should exceed two years.
Parties occuping the territory should have the first right to
buy the land when it is placed in the market, at an upset
price of perhaps a dollar an acre. One million acres are
required to feed a bord of 25,000 or 30,000 cattle. I am now
joining with a party in Kansas to purchase a tract of land
thirty miles wido on a river, and if we buy it, the quantity
wi obe 40,000 acres. The land can be bought at forty cents
per acre, and there is a herd of 10,000 head on the ranche.
That purchase will not interfere with my affairs inthe
North-West. On the Kansas propertv there is a stream in
the centre and we buy the stream. The cattle feed fifteen
miles from it. Some other owner of a ranche wil have
cattie running fifteen miles on the other side, and the
stream is called the Diviile in the cattle-grazing countries.
This is the plan on which the large cattlè-grazing rancles
of the United States are conducted. I do not know the
character of the North-West country, but I propose to go
and see it, and if it is entirely suitable for grazing, or for
both agricultural and grazing, we must, if we put our
cattle there, have the assurance of occupancy during a
certain number of years. After a bord of cattle bas been
placed on a ranche, four or five vears will elapse before they
begin to give returns. Then there will be a large bord there
which cannot be marketed in a day or a year,- and the land
should be let on leases of from ton to twenty years,
terminable on three or four years notice. This is
not a political question, but one affecting the interest
of the whole country. We are building railways, sending
in immigrants and assisting the Indians with food supplies.
For these purposes cattle were brought from the United
States, but if grazing faims were established in the North-
West, the supplies might be furnished by our own people.
I have intended all my life, when I found myself in a
position to do so, to enter into the cattle business, and I
think I am now in a position to do se. I intend to stairt in
this business in two months. My preference is for
Canada, and if the Government will afford me the facilities,
1 will carry the business on in Canada'; if-not, I must go to
the United States.

Bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know whether
the hon. gentleman will be able to persuade the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) to agree to his proposition.
The hon. member for South Grenville (Mr. Wiser) is going
to be a wholesale purèhaser of land, one of the landed
aristocracy of whom the hon. member for Bothwell is
so frightened. Notwithstanding the stronig conscientious
objections which that hon. gentleman will make,
the Goverument will endeavor to meet the. views of the hon.
member for South Grenville by giving the widest construc-
tion of the law for the purpose cf indubing him to remain
in Canada with his herds instead of going and establishing
large herds in the United States. The Aet gives power to
the Government to grant lands on such conditions as tney
thought proper, and that might be a matter for settlement
between the hon, gentleman and the Government. I can
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ssure the hon. gentleman that he will be dealt with on the
most liberal construction of the law. Looking nt the tariff,
I find that settlers effects are admitted, with the exception of
oattie, but at the same time there is the privi'ege, under
regüilations to ho made by the Minister ofC ustoms, of
allowing live stock teobe admitted into Manitoba and the
North-West Territories free of duty until otherwiee ordered
by the Governor in Council,so that the hon. gentleman may
rely with certainty that his cattle will be admitted into that
country on his declaration that they are taken into the
country for no other purpose than those which have been
stated.

Mr. BOULTBEE. As the bon. gentleman (Mr. Wiser)
has stated his desire of opening a large ranch in the North-
West, and as the leader of the Government states that they
will be prepared to meet bis wishes if possible, the matter is
one of considerable gravity. The hon. nember for South
Grenville (Mr. Wiser) says that 1,000,000 acres of pasturage
will be requirel for 25,000 cattle, but I think there must be
rometbing technically wrong in that estimate, else we are
in danger of creating one of those monopolies of which we
bave heard so much. Surely forty acres is not required to
pasture one cow or one steer. I should think that if
one-quarter or one-eighth of that quantity of land per bead
is not sufficient it cannot be very fertile or of very much
value.

Mr. WISER. The e timate per bond in the grazing
regions of the United States-Kansas, Nebraska, Montana,
Wyoming, &c.,-is 360 acres per animal.

Mr. BOULTBEE. Why, the animal would run its legs
off in getting the grass.

Mr. WISER. We do not epect that it all will be fit for
grazing. It must be remembered, too, that there is a great
liability to drought in which many cattle perish. In Mon-
tana and Nebraska the risk to cattle in that is from 15 per
cent to 30 per cent., while it should not exceed 3 per cent.
Unless sufficient allowance is made to guard against these
drouths, the whole capital invested might be wiped out in
one season.

Mr. BANNERMAN. I think the lands in the North-
West are ofiso much better quality than those in Montana
that one acre per animal would be a liberal allowance.

Mr. CHARLTON. I believe the losses to which the hon'
member for South Grenville (Mr. Wiser) bas referred as
regards the cattle in Montana, etc., is due to the severity
of some of the winters, for wnich provision is not made, and
the consequence.is that the cattle die of starvation. It strikes
me that360 acres per animal is an exceedingly liberal esti-
mate, and that if we were to calculate on that basis the
herds of the United States would be rather small in number.
J think it will be found that even the poor bunch grass-
lands of the Western States will support a much larger
number than the hon. gentleman has stated.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it will be found that in the terri-
tories referred to by the hon. gentleman -(Mr. Wiser) the
lands stretch back from the rivers, and that as the lands are
almest valueless without the river the area at the disposal of
some of these herdsmen is practicably illimitable. According
to the estimate of the hon. gentleman the whole Province of
Manitoba would only support about 350,000 bead; but I
hope it will support a great many more cattle than that,
even if it is largely devoted to other industries in the future.
This, bowever, is only another proof of the importance of
the Government ascertaining exactly what they have in that
country before giving it away. Whether the provision for
cattle raisers should be adequate, and the pasturage should
be. given by a tenure reasonably certain to accomplish the
purposes in view, enormous domains should not be loased in
the first instance ontil we know that they are necessary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My bon. friend is quite
right. I think the bon member for South Grenville (Mr.
Wiser) was speaking of enormous spaces of country given
up for pasturage and which are practically valueless fir
other purposes. But if we are at ail correctly informed the
Bow River country is a beautiful country, equal to any land
in those Western State, and superior to a great deal of it;
and the question is if it is so fine a counstry for grazing,
whether it would not be suitable for arable purposes. It is
for that reason that we bave put in a clause providing that
upon ten years notice being given, the land may be pplied
for the purposes of settlement as may be determined; so
that if it is found that a man is occupying more land than
he really requires, it may be withdrawn upon two years'
notice being given. J think that is quite sufficient guarantee,
as no Government would dare to deal harshly with a man
who had large herds of cattle grazing and was occupying
an arca of country in that way. I can only repeat that the
Government will permit to ail ieasonable extent facilities
for the introduction of herds and the development of grazing.

Mr. MILLS. If Professor Macoun's report is correct, a
great portion of that country is very different from
Wyoming or the American Desert; it in so well adapted
for agricultural purposes that very little of it will remain
a grazing country. Of course, that country had better
be occupied for grazing purposes than to be lett a waste.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As well be occupied by
cattle as by buffalo.

Mr. MILLS. It is lear the Government couli not
dispose of a country for grazing purposes if actually fit for
agricultural purposes, because it would be much less pro-
fitable that way than if occupied by settlers. It seems to
me that before the Government could undertake to dispose
of the country, or to make long ]eases, they ought to know
the character of the country as nearly as possible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). I hope that d'ring the
course of the summer we shall have a report upon that
country, with refe:once to the water and the river streams
that supply that. country, with a view to the best mode of
laying out the different ranches.

Mr. BLAKE. Upon what principle will tho rent bo
based ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Isupposo the rent will be
so mach per 1,000 acres. It would be snall at first.
In the United States J believe there is no rental at ail.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think there is any title there. I
think the parties procure a pioce of land on the river; that
becomes his own and the cattle go out on the public
domain.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; ranchmen make a
sort of arrangement among themselves. I do not think
that is a wholesome system for us to introduce.

Mr. BOULTBER. In my remarks I did not wish to be
understood as desiring toe circumscribe the raising of cattle
in that region. h only thought as the hon. member for
South Grenville (Mr. Wiser) had been sitting eo Iong behind
his leaders and hearing thom talk of the North-West, that
he bad formed an opinion of its capabilities similar to what
we are told of the Eastern States, where they hold trie
lambs down by the tails to reach the blades of grass between
the rocks.

On the 7th clause,
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Subsection A is a re-enaci-

ment. Sub-section B provides for the settlement of
Mennonites and Icelanders, to whom restricted privileges
are given, also to immigrants of other nationalities, such as
the Germans, etc. Sub-section C is to meet the wanta of
people removing from the older Provinces, and who desire
to settle together for mutual aid and comfprit This is a
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plan that has been suggested in a report rmade to Congress
by a United States Commissioner. I may mention that I
made enquiry at the Land Grant Department at Washington,
and was informed that the suggestion of the Commissioner
did not become law for want of time, but the head of the
department reports that ho bas no doubt that at the next
Session of Congress it will become law.

Mr. MILLS. There are cases where parties going to the
North-West Territories and Manitoba have taken up
sections, but finding 'searcely any water there they have
built a mile or two away, near some brook or spring, but
have made improvements on their sections. There was a
difficulty about their right being recognized. While they
are carrying on improvements their actual residence is
somewhere else. I never saw any objection myself to allow-
ing these persons to retain their homesteads and to recognize
them, although they may not be actuallyresiding on the lands

On clause 7, section C, providing for variation of
requirements in the case of settlers forming villages,

Mr. BLAKE. Why is this applied to homestead settiers
other than immigrants ? I understand that it is the
eustom among some of the Mennonites to live together in
villages or hamlets, and if it is good for our own people to
settle in that way, why not for the people of the old world ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Bocause we cannot
foresee exactly the applications which foreign immigrants
may make and the nature of their requirements. They
would ask for special privileges connected with their special
requirements and customs.

On clause 8, containing special provision as to leases of
grazing lands,

Mr. BLAKE. I do not observe that there is any special
provision for selling lands in the grazing district. I
suppose the hon. gentleman intends to use these powers
with respect to sales.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think so.
Mr. BLAKE. I agree with the hon. gentleman that a

Government lease of grazing lands, no matter for how many
years, if terminable only on two years notice, is quite as
safe an instrument for the lessee as anything he could have.
But that to my mind is a reason why we should alienate as
little of that territory in fee simple as we can. If a man
p uts up buildings and makes other improvements on the
land, and wants to own it, it is rtasonable that he should.
I do-not see that so much land as my hon. friend from
Grenville (Mr. Wiser) mentions is necessary for grazing
purposes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Cochrane, who has
gone to England te make arrangements for bringing out a
certain kind of cattle to mingle with the herds which he
cau get on this side of the Atlantic, asked for 10,000 acres,
and said he would start with 10,000 head of cattle and run
up to 300,000. I thought that 10,000 acres in fee simple
was too much, and that we should not give more than- 5,00G
acres. We spoke of $2 an acre as the price; but that is a
matter we cannot decide upon until we get a report on the
country, and ascertain what the size of the homestead--the
cattle sheds, stables, and so forth -will be. If we selt 5,000
acresat a good price to a large ranchero, I do not think the
country will be a loser.

Mr. BLAKE. Did Mr. Cochrane mention his own opinion
as to the quantity of land required for bis herd.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 100,000 aeres; and he
expected a large increase to his herd.

Mr. JONES. Is there any protection for men with small
ranches-who settle on these lands ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Altbough settlers of that
description have no legal rights in the land, and although

Sir JoHN A, MACDONALD,

it is not well to encourage people to catteroverthat
immense continent on unsurveyed lands, stilI when people
do settle down and make improvements, they-have aiways
been respected in Ontario and Quebe, and will,,I have no
doubt, be respected there.

On clause 10, providing for charging expenses of.passage,
etc., on lands of immigrants,

Mr. BLAKE. This may be open te a great deal of abuse
unless the hon. Minister of the Interior sees that the whole
claim, for whatever purpose, represents expenses actually
incurred. I sec not why the hon. Minister should take
power to verify a portion of the expenses and not the
remainder.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAILD said, with reference to
section A, clause 10, that it was for the purpose of keeping
down, as much as possible, the cost of subsistence. That
should be scanned1 carefully to prevent abuse by agents. It
would not be possible to check eftectually the cost of
erecting buildings, providing farm implements and seed
grain; but the charges for subsistence could be checked.

Mr. BLAKE. The agents will be careful not to exercise
fraud or imposition in the charges for subsistence and
passage money, as these will bescanned by the Government
officer, but they will do so in charges for erecting houses,
&c., which will not be scanned. The right hon. gentleman,
of course,- anticipates imposition or there would be no
necessity for the clause.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The argument of the bon.
gentleman would be in the direction of striking out clause
A. When the immigrant gets on his locationhe will consult
his neighbors as to how much they paid for their houses,
implements, etc., and will thus be able tocbeck the charges
himself.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that 8600 be made
the outside figure in clause C for principal and moneys
advanced against a homestead.

Mr. ANGLIN. $400 was the amount named by the hon.
Minister of Agriculture as sufficient for a family of five
persons.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sir A. T. Galt, who has
been in communication with some of the, capitalists and
benevolent societies, suggested $500. The Deputy
Minister of Agriculture suggested $600. Perhaps $500
would be cthe better amount.

Mr. BLAKE. We have the authority of the bon. the
Minister of Agriculture that $00 would suffice.

Mr. POPlE (Compton). I made no allowance forfarming
implements and subsistence, and besides mon who'gave
$100 as the amount sufficient to erect a house, would not
take a contract to do so at that rate.

Mr. ANGLIN. There will be this difficulty in carrying
out the arrangement, that the men who go out there wilt
find themselves starting with a burden of debt to which
other settlers are not liable. It will bo an obligation on
the land, to get rid of which will b a strong temptation to
them tocros the border, especially as many of them will
bave their minds previously excited by the glowing pros-
pects exaggerated by agents.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They will not care to
leave a place where they have comfortable quarters erected
for them to go over to the States wbere they must begin
de novo, and where their personal respôisibility wouid
equally follow thein.

Mr. MILLS. It seems tome it will invite fraud. If the
hon. gentleman considers the subject, he might, with an
active, careftil, energetie man, who would consider thew*Lol 3
account or claitm of the party against the emigrant, preent
fraud upon the emigrant. But what it is proposed
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to supervise, without any real supervision being
exercisea over the whole transaction, does open
the door for fraud upon the emigrant; and a few cases of
hardship, where emigrants are unfairly dealt with, would
be sufficient to damage the hon. gentleman's entire scheme.
The hon. gentleman ought to make provision for supervising
the matter altogether or abandon the provision altogether.
A single officer in the North-West, active jand energetic,
who understood the subject and knew the value of the
appliances there, could check this account, or charges of
every sort made against the ingoing emigrant. No doubt
very great hardships to emigrants will arise. The emigrant,
if he thinks he is overcharged will remain in the bouse
till the supplies are consumed, and thon move across the
border, preferring life in the States as an ordinary laborer
to farming in the Dominion with a heavy debt to pay off.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the charge subsist on the homestead
or land, in any shape, if the cmigrant bas left it ? Will the
person who advanced the money have the charge upon the
homestead in his favor and as against any other person who
may come upon it ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. H1e will have to find a
tenant for the land of course.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon itis intended that this man shall not
run the risk of the emigrant remaining? No matter what
the fate of the emigrant-whether ho lives on or dparts-
the creditor bas a mortgage on the land?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If a bouse is put up and
the land prepared for settlement, if one man does not take
the farm another will. There will benodifficulty ingetting
one occupant for the place, with a bouse on it, for the mere
cost. The man who builds a bouse on a lot and prepares it
for settlement has a right to consideration should the
emigrant go off. If the place goes to waste, the title is not
given. It is in the Crown ; but the.Crown should treat a
person who has invested money to that extent, as it would
treat a home-teader, with every degree of liberty without
giving him the title. If it finds the land going to waste it
will resume it.

Mr. BLAKE. The plan involves, of necessity, only his
making an expense in bringing out the emigrant-the sub-
sistence and passage money, and yet the creditor may have
a charge on the land. If the emigrant does not like it, ho
may go to the States; and then yon have a charge on the
land in favor of this undertaker. Suppose all that they
agree on is, that the charges for subsistence money and for
the passage ishould be made a charge on the land, and that
the emigrant, after getting out, goes away-is the dubt a
charge upon the land ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly not.
Mr. BLAKE. Heow does it become a charge on the land

if ho bas built a homeptead ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Even if the house is put

up, the patent will not issue unless there has been occupa-
tion for three years.

Mr. BLAKE. Does not the hon. gentleman see that any
settler coming upon any such abandoned lot may not only
have to pay the remaining value of the bouse, but the sub-
sistence money and passage money of some emigrant who
may have gone to Dakota or Minnesota?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The general law is not
in any way attacked or altered. It does not matter what
person's money puis up the louse and makes improvements,
the settler cannot get the deed unless he has occupied and
cultivated the lot for three years. If an assisted emigrant
dos not settle upon a lot the land is again fiee and open.

Mr. BLAKE. Suppose a house has been built upon a lot
for an enaigrant, who afterwards goes away, and that the
undertaker on the claim urges that the patentshall not issue
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in favorof some other homesteader, except on the payment
of the money ho ias expended on the property, what will
ho the result?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The person advancing to
the homesteader who abandons his place, stands in no better
position than the homesteader himself.

Mr. SHAW. Section ton should also be made toapply to
parties going from old Canada to the North-West. If a
capitalibt furnished money to an emigrant from Ontario or
auy of the older Provinces to enable him to proceed to the
North-West and settle there, the lender in that case should
also have a lien on the settler's property. A great many
persons were leaving this country and going to the United
States, to various points of which their railway fares were
paid by Amorican agents. Surely Canadians were as good
Fettlers as any who could be placed in the North-West, and
when we find so many going to Dacotah and the Western
States there should be inducements held out to lead
them to settle in our own country.

Mr. ANGLIN. No provision is made as to the mode in
which the noneys are to be repaid. The amount should be
made payable by annual instaimente extending over eight
or ten years.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The man cornes out bore
with nothing and settles on the land ; he cannot receive a
title to the lands until after three years; and the lender
cannot press him until after three years.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. As soon as the
three years have expired the settler may bo called upon to
pay the principal and intorest, and thus exposed to eon-
siderable hardship.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We must induce parties
to lend money to settlers and make it a matter of contract
between the parties. If the matter is surrounded with so
many difficulties, no monoy will be advanced and no person
will come out.

Sir RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is only so far as
this arrangement will contribute to the bringing out of a
number of settlers that Parliament or the Government are
at ail justified in agreeing to it. Such being the cae, we
are justified in adopting such precautions that the object
for which we grant these extraordinary privilege bshall not
fail.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is impossible to suppose
that people in England or Germany would enter into a
speculation to make money by bringing out emigrants and
making arrangements with them for the purpose of subse.
quently selling thcm out and cheating them out of their
farmns.

In answer to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The extension of the

powers given to surveyors under the 11th clause isto enable
them to ascertain the facts regarding squatters.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to move this
amendment :

Any discoverer of minerals upon surveyed or unsurveyed lands who
.bad applied for a grant of such lands before the passing of 43 Victoria,
Chap. 6, or his assigns or associates, shall be held t.o have le saine rights
as if such Act had not been passed.

He said : This is an amendment which should have been
made lat Session, as there are some persons who claim to
have rights to such lands, and have spent considerable sums
in explorations, etc.

Mr. BLAKE. This is, of course, new to me, but Ishould
regard it as nothing short of a public calamity if large
areas of coal or other mineral lands should be liable to get
into the hands of private individuals; and though I am
anxious to regard existing rights, we should be care-
ful not to allow large tracts of these lands to get
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into private hands merely because a few hundred
dollars have been spent in surveys. It would be
infinitely better in such cases to compensate these parties at
the public expense and keep for the public the coal lands of
the North-West. If the areas are small,and there are other
large areas of course, these remarks would notapply; but
large large sections of coal lands should not get into the
bands of private individuals without the utmost care add
consideration for the future of this country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am ornly aware of three
claims: one is that of Mr. Sutherland upon coal lands;
another by a Mr. Oýborne, who contests Mr. Sutherlands'
claim, and another by a person who claims to have dis-
covered gold and silver on a small island in the Lake of the
Woods.

Mr. BLAKE. Are the aroas large?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No ; very small. The

whole coal area, I am informed, is 320 acres at Souris. The
island is the same.

Mr. MILLS. Does not this island falt within the limits
of Ontario according to the award ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. JONES. I see that in the United States an indi-

vidual is allowcd to take 160 acres, and an association of
persons is allowed to take 320 acres, provided they go on
and do bona fiide work upon it. If they are within fifteen
miles of the railway they pay $25 an acre, and if more than
fifteen miles from a railway, they pay $10 an acre.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would call the
attention of the First Minister to the affidavit in support of
the-elaim for a homestead right. I am inclined to think
that this is dealing a little hardly with a class of mon who
deserve some consideration at our bands, that is, the class
of pioneers who take up homesteads, do a good deal of work
upon them, put up louses, break land, and then sell out to
:move further west. Such a party would be entirely
debarred under all circumstances from taking up a home-
stead grant twice. I have no doubt that prima faie a great
deal may be said of the mode in which this affidavit is
drawn, b I am inclined to think that, having regard to
the circumstances of the North-West, some modification
might be made so that a man who had actually done work
on the homestead and, afterwards sold out, should not be
precluded from taking another homestead, as these are
usually persons who have quite a little capital.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope there will be no
difieulty in bonafide parties getting round that difficulty.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The way the
affidavit is drawn it looks as if they could not. "JI, A. B.,
do swear that I have not previously obtained a homestead
under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act." It seems
to me that would eut out all such parties.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a practical evil,
as the hon. gentleman ls aware, which bas arisen to a great

'extent. There are a number of persons up there who make
it their business, being on the spot and knowing the country,
to pick out the very best lot in the township. They squat
on it and make a little improvement, and thon look round
for a purchaser and sell out and move on to another. It is
found to be a good means of extracting morey from a bona
fide settler who sees a beautiful lot and wants to get it; and
in this way the first party becomes a middleman.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The latter class of
whom the hon. gentleman speaks does not deserve con-
sideration, but this would exclude that elass of men who
have bonafide improved their homestead, and, after three or
four years, have sold it and moved further.

Mr,. BLu.

M 1r. TROW. I think the suggestion of the hon. gentie-
man for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) is
wortby of consideration. I have noticed that in some part
of the North-West a large number of parties have left
Manitoba for the reason that they eould not get a second
homestead, having disposed of thefirst one, and they have
gone to the other side of the line to procure homesteads. ln
all countries the first pioneers are generally single young
men. They rough it for a while and make some improve-
monts and then sell out to a man with a family.who is
anxious to get a home, and who is prepared to give some
consideration for the improvements, and the young man
sells out and goes further west. I do not think we should
debar him from taking another homestead.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no alteration in
the law, it has always been so. These affidavits have been
merely altered to suit the several clauses of this Act. I am
told it bas been found that this promotes gambling and
speculation in homesteads, and that that has been the result
of the experience of the last fe.w years. I am told that there
are parties up there who go on to the best lots and try to
find purchasers, thus becoming middlemen after having
merely squatted on the land.

Mr. MILLS. I discussed this matterlast year and made a
proposition similar to that now made by the hon. member
for Centre Huron. My impression was when I was 'managing
the department that it would be better, instead of
requiring occupation for a fixed period of time to require a
certain amount of improvement upon these homesteads, and
after these were made the party should be at liberty to sell
his improvement. I believe there are cases such as the hon.
gentleman speaks of, but the mischief done is less than would
be done by refusing a sale altogether. Although the party
bas rosided on the land, if he bas not a certain amount of
improvement the patent ought not to issue when the period
expires. e eought to have the privilege of sale, so that
some one else coming in and wanting an improved lot of land
may have the opportunity of purchasing it. If ho las the
means ho will do that, and the man who sells will have a
capital with which to purchase again or to purchase agri-
cultural appliances with whick to begin anew. In doing this
the hon. gentleman will be providing for those who go from
the older Provinces into that territory, wbo will ho able to
advance money to the original immigrant for his improve-
ment. I think on the whole, the country would gain more by
an arrangement of that sort than it would lose by any specula-
tions in which these people might engage. The experience
of all new countries is that there are certain men who may
be designated border men. They do not care for the com-
forts of an advanced civilization, but they make certain
improvements, and whenever they find the people around
them reaching a certain point of civilization, they want
to go somewhere else and begin anew. They contribute
to the advancement of the country, and they ought to be
allowed, within proper restrictions, to follow their instincts.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is almost impossible to
make a provision of this kind without some countervailing
disadvantages. The hon. gentleman thinks we should allow
settlers to sell their claims if there ho a certain minimum
amount of improvements. In the first place, you would
have to have a special staff of officers to go over the country
and settle the value of the improvements. In the next place,
you would be very apt to cause great dissatisfaction, if you
fixed . high minimum. What we want is the people to
settle on the land, to keep it for three yea'rs, to build some
kind of a bouse, and to cultivate the land. With some races
the-standard of improvement and comfort is higher than
with others. Men from the West of Scotland or the West
of Ireland would put up with a much smaller house and with
fewer improvement#, perhaps, than mon from Ontario. ,8o
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the flxing of the minimum would cause a great deal of
dissatisfaction.

Mr. BMNNERMAN. With'all deference to the opinion
of the right hon, leader of tho Government, I would like to
see some modificatiôn made in this clause. My experience
in the North-West is, that there is a great deal of dissatis-
faction with thiÉ clause, as it debars any man who has been
on a homestead lot for three or four years, from selling it to
an emigrant and going further west to take up another
homestead lot. A great many people who come from the
old country become homesick and discouraged in the
newer districts, and would be glad to boy homestead farms
whieh have been improved by otbers. I hope, therefore,
that the right hon. leader of the Government will make
some modification in this clause for the relief of bonafide
settlers who may wish to sell their inproved farms and
move further west.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There'may be a few cases
of that kind; but we must avoid those speculators who take
up the vast lots, and on the pretence of settling on them,
stay there for a short time, make a fow improvements, and
then sell to others. That is no advantage to the country, as
these men may go off to the States. However, I will con-
sider the matter between now and to-morrow,

BiIll reported and amendments concurred in.

NATURALIZATION AND ALIENS.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 87)
respect!ng Naturalization and Aliens (from the Senate).-
Mr. Langevin.

Mr. MILLS. I take exception to the 4th clause. I doi
not think *e have the power to legislate on the subjct.i
This has to do with the status of aliens in the country; its
lias tiothing to do with the subjeet of naturalization. Thel
Local LegisIatureg determine what the status of an alien is to
be within the ex'clusive jurisdiction of the respective.
Provinces. It is true, we may have, under the powers
given to us by'the British North America Act the right9
of expelling an, alien enemy or giving him a license to
remain, and deciding on what termas he should be allowed to C
remain; but the question as to who shall hold real estate ina
the country must -be decided by the Local Legislatures u
which have the control of that real estate. This r
principle bas been long recognized in the Unitedr
States, whose constitution is in this respeet similar E
to ours. There the naturalization and political status ofa
aliens are under the control of the Federal Government, M
and the subject of property is under the control of the State
Legislature. That is preci5ely our position. It is for the ai
Local Legislature to decide whetber an alien may or may t
not hold real estate within the limits of a Province. In the n
Province of Quiebec, for ins'tance, a large clas of aliens b
might be introduced to whom the people of that Province v
might feel a certain repugnance, and they might, on grounds w
of public policy, declare it was not the intention of this Pro- a
vince that those people should be allowed to hold real estate a
or inherit property. The authority that has the right to P
state on what condition and by whom property shall be c
held, bas the right to decide whether these c
persons who are net citizens, who are aliens by s
birth,shall hold property or not. If the subject i
of property and civil rigbts does not include these p
provisions, I do not very well see what it does include. The b
lion. gentleman-proposes to deal here, not with the natural- e
ization, Ûot with the status of aliens, nOt with the conditions o
upon which aliens may carry on trade and commerce in the b
Oountry, which may be under control of this Government, p
but with the civil rights of aliens, a subject with which we t
have nothing to do. If the hon. gentleman wished to say l
that an alien should not make a promisory note or carry T

any particular trade or calling, thon I could understand upon
what ground he might undertake to legislate on that
subject; but when ho undertakes to deal with the inheritance
of proporty, the ownersbip of real estate within the limite of
a Province, I cannot understand what ground le has for his
action, since the subjects of property and civil rights come
under the juriediction of the Local Legislatures. I think
that the effect of our exercising this power will be
mischievous. I remember a Bill that was introduned by a
colleague of the hon. gertleman in the Senate in
1869, which contained this very provision. I remember
calling the attention of Sir George Cartier to the subject,
and looking up anthorities with him, and 1 know that that
hon. gentleman, after looking at the authorities and
considering the subject, had not the slightest doubt that this
Legislature had not the power to deal with this partieular
subject, and this clause was struck ont of the Bill. To-day
the lon. Premier has introduced in this Bill a claim te exer-
cise power by thisLegislature which theGovernmentin 1869,
of which ho was the head, admitted this Legislature did
not possess. I think we ought not to undertake to
en croach on the anthority of the Local Legislatures.
This Parliament can always maintain its own
rights and assert its own authority, but this
is not the case with the Local Legislatures. If we are to
maintain a system of Federal Government, it is of the
utmost consequence that none of the powors which those
bodies possess should be taken from them. I do not believe
that you can long have an efficient system of Local Govern-
ment, if yen do not leave with the Local Legislatures
control over a sufficient number of public questions of
importance to interest the public in their legislation and
administration of public affairs. It is not only necessary
under our Federal system that the Local Legislatures
should have powers important in themsolves, but should
have such powers left them as will attract te them persons
of ability, and such matters of legislation as the public will
feel a sufficient interest in to take an interest in the character
of their representatives. If you were te go on with this
system of encroachment on the rights of the Local Logis-
latures, and on their political importance, our system of
Government vould not be as wisely and effliciently conducted
as if those Legislatures were left with larger powers and
undisturbed. I trust the hon, gentleman will not persist in
retaining this section of the Bill, for which there can be no
reason. It is easy te inform foreigners that in all the
Provinces of the Dominion, by the local law, aliens are
authorized to hold real estate. There is no difficulty
whatever with regard to that matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think this Bill
attacks the jurisdiction of the several Provinces which, I
ake it, still have the right to deal with this subjeet. But,
notwithstanding, it is absolutely necessary that there should
be concurrent legislation, and that Parliament should inter-
vene and have power to deal with this alienage question as
well, I believe in all the Provinces, by provincial laws,
aliens have the right to hold property. But the question of
an alien is a matter altogether belonging to the Crown or
Parliament. An alien enemy cannot, of course, stay in the
ountry, except by special permission of the Crown-he
an only stay on sufferance. By the law of nations now
ettled, and the concurrence of many treaties between civil-
zed nations, he as a right to trade between nations at
eace. An alien eau trade and hold property under statute;
ut lie cannot for resons of state, connected with the
xistence of the empire, become a permenant occupier or
awner of the soil, and liable to aUl the duties and responsi-
biliges attaching to such ownership. There is no clearer
position than that the Crown is not bound by an Act unlews
he Crown is specially mentioned in it./7The Crown bas not
ost one of its rights by the British North America Act.
The law existo-that although an alien friend may purchiase
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land in England or elsewhere, yet, by the prerogative of
the Crown, in consequence of the non status of an alien in
the country, and the want of right to occupy with perman-
ency, it is held that, even if the land bas been purchased,
it inure, is forfeited to the Crown. That right exists at
this moment. Tho Crown, if it chooses, by letters patent,
without reference te the Parliament of England or any of
its colonies, can give the right by letters of denization-
not a political right -but can, of ita own prerogative right,
without an Act of naturalization, issue letters patent
declaring the party to be a denizen, a demi-citizen,
a halt citizen, having no politkal right, but
the right to hold real estate. On the same principle
I tako it that, although eacb Province can pass
a law affecting the rights of property, we can bore declare
that, notwithstanding any such law; a crime or a felony
will work the forfeiture of that title. That is a necessary
incident of the paramount power. No alien bas a. right to
a permanent habitation in the country, because it may be
dangerous to allow aliens to come in and become possessors
of the soil. That is one of the great questions raised in
California at this moment with reference to the Chineso
immigration. If they come into the country and settie in
it, and take up land, they may endanger the State--lorming
a Mongolian set tiement, holding lands, backed, sustained
and supported by a groat company behind them; and there.
fore it is held that the paramount power must have some-
thing to say in removing that disability. Therefore, under
the British North A merica Act, that power vas aiso given
to us. We have the right to say no alien shall come to the
country at ail. I do not suppose the paramount power
might desire we shonld pass it; perhaps it might say it was
contrary to the general interest to impose it, contrary to
the comity of nations. But they bave given us that power.
Thorefore, we must, in some way, to give assurance and
security to the alien friend coming te this country from
Germany or other foreign country, say, that so far as this
Legislature.is concerned, any alien may hold land if it does
not interfere with the concurrent rights of the Local Logis.
latures in this matter. We must act together. Supposing
we puas a law and say, in order to prevent the Crown
from intcrfering Io deprive the alien of his right t come to
this country and hold land, we give him power so far as we
ean. The Provincial Legislatures must do the same thing,
and they have done the sane thing. The Local Legislatures
say that aliens can hold such a right and title to the land,
and we say notwithstanding the generat principle of the
law, we give them that right, although without that clause
they cari have the right. The Prince Consort was an alien
until an Act ofParliament was passed ; and to .repeat my
statement, it is so completely the prerogative right of the
Crown that the Crown may, by its own more motion, with-
out reference te Parliament, issue letters of denization, and
without them an alien cannot hold land except under the
law giving naturalization. And although the Local Logis-
latures may give power te an alien to purcha.e under the-
prerogative, it is not affected by anything in the British
North America Act, and it may be forfeited to the Crown
and beld by the Crown. But taking the hon. gentleman's
own argument tbat a double security should bo given to
intending immigrants. If we say that the Province
of Ontario or the Province of Quebec bas
given, so far as it could, the right to share and occupy the
siI; that is one security. Then, by our pasaing this law
we say we bave no political reasons, no reasons of State, no
prerogative reasons for interfering with any of the rights
which the aliens may acquire by law, affecting property
and civil right in the several Provinces. And haviag*hese
two together; having this concurrent assuranee by the
Dominion and the Province, you give a double security te
the alien. -And it is of importance that this should b so,
because the jurists of the continent of Europe will look at

Sir JoRN A. MACDONALD,

the nation, at the predominant or paramount power; and
until we give them the assurance which is conveyed in this
Act, they will hold that the security which lis necessary ha
not been given. I think it is of great importance that we
should look upon the matter in this way; and that intend-
ing immigrants should feel that so far as the laws regarding
property and civil rights are concerned, they are given
certain rights by the Provinces, and that as regards their
political rights, the Crown and the Parliament of Canada
bave given them an assurance in every possible way that
theie rights shall not be impugned.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman bas reforred to the
power of the Crown with regard to the denization of aliens
in Enigland, but, if I remember aright, that does not give
the power to hold property in fee simple; it is simply a
tenancy for life.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The -hon. gentleman is
mistaken:

" A denizen is an alien born, but who has obtained Pr donatione legia
letters patent to make him an English subject ; a high and incom-
municable branch of the royal prerogtive. A denizen is in a kind of a
middle state, between an ahen and natural born subject, and partakes of
both of them. He may take lands by purchase or devise, which an aien
may not do except under the statute before mentioned ; but he cannot
take by inheritance: for his parent, through whom he must claim, being
an alben, had no inheritable blood, and therefore could convey none to
the son. And, upon a like defect of hereditary blood, the issue. of a
denizen born before denization, cannot inherit to him ; but the issue born
ajtei may. And no denizen can be of the Privy Connei or either House
of Pari ment, or have office of tr'st, civil or military, or be capable of
any grant of lands frose the Crýiwu2'

Mr. MILLS. Of course, the property purchased by the
alien reverted to the Crown on the obvious principle that
the original estate was vested in the. Crown. I cannot see
any reason why the hon. gentleman should unUertake to
deal with the subject. le -says it is a prerogative right;
but granting that it is the executive power throughout the
whole empire, whether it be vested in the Lieutenant-
Governor of a Province, or the Governor of a Crown Colony,
or in the Governor General here, is the executive power of
Her Majesty ? The Queen is not divested of any power she
had over matters which are within the jurisdiction of the
Provinces so far as she possesed executive power over these
Provinces. By the 9th section of the British North
America Act: "The executive government and authority of
and over Canada is hereby declared to continue and be vested
in the Queen." That does not mean merely the executive
power exercised by the Governor General, but that exercised
by the Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces; and all the
legislation in the country is carriedon in Her Majesty's
name. If the Provinces have control over real estate, over
property and civil rights, whatever prerogative rights
belonged tg Her Majesty, in dealing with those subjects
before the British North America Act was passed, is veted
in fer Majesty still as the executive authority of the Pro-
vince. Therefbre what the hon. gentleman proposes is to
cail upon th#FIarliament to legielate upon a subject which
belongs to the Provin-es and not to the Pariament of
Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the suggestion of the leader of the
Govern ment, that there should be concurrent powers in this
case, is a dangerous one with reference to provincial rights
altogether. By the Britisi North American Act there is only
one power which is given concurrently to this Parliament and
the-Local Legislatures, and that, is with reference to laws
dealing with agriculture and immigration. And oven in
regard to that set of subjects wheq the power is exercised
by both, that of this Parliament is declared to be paranount.
The suggestion of the hon. gentleman is, as I underatand it,
that the Local Legislatures have power to enactefectuaUy
that an alien shall have the right to hold real prôperty or
that ho shall not have that right, and yet that it is im-
portant that this Parliament should also legislate. He sys
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that politioal reason-though Ido not observe any political
reasOBs connected with this clan8e-require that en alien
shall not bave any political rights of any description what-
ever, and that this section shall only give him the right to
hold rosiaid personal property, or no more than a Local
Legislature has a right to give him, an exclusive right to
give him, for what right a Ijocal Legislature has, as to
property and civil rights, is an exclusive right.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. When i used the expression
"concurrent rigbts" Iused it for the purpc seofconvenience,
to explain my view that the action of both Legislatures was
necessary. In the first place, the action of the Local
Legislature for the purpose of giving the party, whother he
be an alien or a subject, the right to hold proporty-that is
one thing; thon this is to remove the disability which, by
the general law of the empire, all aliens labor under. The
one Legislature gives the proporty right, the other removes
the disability, and therefore my whole argument was to
show that both Acts were necessary in order to secure the
alien. The Local Legislature confers the property right,
the General Logislature takes away the disability which
obtains by the law of nations and by the general law
of England, which provides against any alien having
any right to hold property, for political reasons, I said. Of
course, this clause provides that he shal have no political
rights, that is to say, ho shall not have the right of voting,
the idea being that all his political sympathies being with
his own country hoeis not a man to exercise political rights
until ho becones to all intents and purposes a British sub-
j'ct. It was in that sense I used the word I political." But
I am as certain as I can be that should this case be submitted
to the Courts they will hold that no allea has an inalienable
right which a man cannot deprive him of, unless we have
this legislation; and for that reason I an extremely anxious
that the alien should have double security, first, of the
property right conferred upon him by the Provincial Logis-
latur, and the removal of all disabilities which pertain to
his character as a foreigner, as an alien. by the action of
the general Legislature, who alone can deal with the aeion-
age and naturalization.

Mr. MILLS. We carried the Wrecking Bill the other day
providing that an alien should have the right to hold pro-
porty in a British ship.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If another Act for a
special purpose gives a special right, that is quite another-
thing.

On section 13,
Mr. MILLS. Where you have not many aliens coming

into the country you may suceeod in naturalizing them in
this way, but if yon are expecting a large immigration of
foreigners you must adopt some more corivenient system, or
a large number will not b naturalized at all according to
law. Unless you have some system where a man may bo
naturalized in some other way than by going into Court to
have hii' certificate registered, you will not have many
aliens naturalized in conformity to the law. In a new
country, when a good many aliens are coming in, it will not
be easy to get them to go some di4tance to a court to b
naturalized. I eau understand that in a òountry like
England, where few persons are coming in, this may be done,
but I am sure that the attempt to naturalize a large
population in this way will not succeed.

Mr. McLONALD (Picton). A County Court sits in
every county of the Dominion, and I do not think there
would be any difficulty. This is an important right you are
conferring upon an, alien, and if he appreciates it at all, ho
will not begrudge the trouble of going to the county town
and having his rights confirmed by registration. It is
botter to preserve some short form. The affidavit is taken

before a Commissioner and ils filed by the Court. It is not
necessary even the party should go himself.

Mr. MILLS. There would hoeno difficulty. The hon.
gentleman might provide for the affidavit buing sworn to
before a justice of the peaco, and forwarded with the certi-
ficate to the clerk of the peace to be filed by him, and read
at the next sitting of the Court.

Mr. BLAKE. It appears to me to b most important that
the Government should carry out thoir regulation, in some
such spirit as my hon. friend from Bothwell bas indicated,
so as to provide the easiest and simplest mode for foreigners
.to become British subjects, rather than to put an rbstacle in
their way.

Mr. McDONALD. Provision is made for the Govern-
ments to appoint people for that purpose.

Mr. MILLS. In the North-West Territorios, no doubt,
the land agents could facilitate the business.

On clause 24,
Mr. MILLS. Is it intonded that poesons who are notural-

ized shalleho recognized as British subjects overywhere ?
Mr. McDONALD. Yes; the Imperial Government will

legislate in that direction as soon as this Bill becomes law.
Mr. MILLS. To what extent ?
Mr. McDONALTD. It is by convention. They are now

legislating with regard to Germany, and this clause refers
specially to that country, although it applies to all countries.
The law of Germany requires five years absence beforeit
allows the right of German immigants to be naturahzedi
a foreign country.in

Mr. BUNSTER. Does the Bill apply to the Chinese ?
Mr. BLAKE. There is an express provision for the

Mongolians holding lands.
Mr. BUNSTER. I am afraid, thon, I cannot support the

Bill. Will the hon. Ministor of Justice answer-how does
this Bill affect the Mongolian race as regards registration ?

Mr McDONALD (Picton). The Bill proposes to do the
heathen Chince the honor of treating him like any other
foreigner who comes into the country and desires to be a
good bubject of Queen Victoria.

Mr. BUNSTER. Then I cannat support it. I arn roally
astoiibhed the hon. leader of the Governmetil would
sanction any such Bill, whon he got a constituency totally
opposed to the Chinese race. Tlhere is no right or justice
in it. It will make bad blood among our people in Britisïh
Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Bunuster.) doe
not understand his difficulties. Hle opposes the naturaliza-
tion of the Chinese, while the hon. gentleman is going to
be returned by the Chinese votes at the next election.

Mr. BUNSTER. The right hon. gentleman got all the
votes in the constituoncy but one, and ho ought to respect
the feelings of the men who sent him here, whon the
balance of the Dominion opposed him. In allowing such an
infliction to be imposed upon us, hois doing us great injustice,
and I, for one, will not vote for him again. 1Ie ought to
protect us against this Chinese pest. In sanctioning this Bill,
the Premier overlooks bis duty towards the people he so
proudly represents.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I am vory sorry the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Bunster) was not in his place to move an
amendment to the se.ond reading of the Bill. At any rate,
I canuot move an amendment against a Government Bill.
If the, hon. gentleman had been in his place ho would
doubtless have convinced the House, with his usual
eloquence, of the necessity of preventing the Chinese from
having this right. But, if I am not much mistaken, I
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believe aliens have a right to hold land in British Columbia
by the local laws. Cannot Americans hold lands?

Mr. BUNSTER. Why does the hon. gentleman class
Americans with Chinese?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think German, Italian,
French and other aliens can hold ]and in British Columbia,
under a local Act, and Lhat the heathen Chinee can get this
right to purchase land until the Legislature of British
Columbia repeals the law allowirig all aliens to hold lands.
If we acted as the hon. gentleman desires, this Parliament
would be setting itself up against the law of British
Columbia.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman (Mr. Bunster)
tell us if the beathen Chinee las a vote now ?

Ur. BUNSTER. Probably this is amore vexed question
than the hon. member for Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald)
ias considered it. I am astonished to think ho has been Bo

careless with regard to it. If he had read the Montreal
Gazette of the 12th of this month, he would have seen that
the Australian colonies-and I have a notice on the paper
on this subject-have bound themselves together against
this Chinese pest ; and when ho tries to smooth it over and
asks: "Have not foreigners the right to vote in British
Columbia ?" and draws the lino of demarcation botween the
Chinese and the Americans-tho comparison, to my mind,
is very'odious.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Would the hon. gentle-
man prevent Dutchmen from settling and holding land in
British Columbia?

Mr. BUNSTER. No.
Sir JOHN A.MACDONALD. Well, one foreignercomes

from China and the other from Dolf. I am sure china is
botter than delf.

Mr. BUNSTER. Not at all. I am very glad to know I
have called the hon. gentleman's attention te this question.

Mr. BLAKE. Have the Chinese votes now for members
of Parliament ?

Mr. BUNSTER. No; they are on the municipal roll if
they paytheir taxes, and can vote for city councilloror mayor,
but cannot vote for members of Parliament. We desire
to prevont Chinese from coming into British Columbia. We
want only white people to settle our lands. The Chinesedo
not even lay their bones in our Province after spending
their lives there. The Chinese are obliged to give bonds
for their return to China. It has been said that if I were a
good constitutional authority I might amend this Bill; but
what chance would I have of amending it, when I was left
the other nigh't to vote alone on a question. If the First
Minister were to bring in a Bill to ide a man ho would
carry it. I hope the Government will give the present Bill
due consideration, and not inflict such a preposterous
measure on the country.

Conmittee reported.

MERCER REFORMAT( ORY.

Bill (No. 81) an Act with reference to the Andrew Mercer
Ontario Reformatory for Females, and the Central Prison
for the Province of Ontario-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou)-was
considered in Committee, read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
168. Expenses of Government in the North-West

Territories... .... ... ........... $30,000 o

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman could give the House an explanation of the
increase of 813,000.

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The expenses of Govern-
ment in the North-West Territories are the me as lat
year. The additional sum is made up as follows: Strong
representations were made by the North-West Couneil to
the effect that some of the main trails over which immi-
grants are beginning to low are in a bad condition, and
that some bridges-are required for the continuity of those
trails. To secure that object we ask $8,0,,; and $5,000,
also on the strong recommendation of the North-West
Council, for schools.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is there any sort of
municipal organization under which rates in aid can be col.
lected for schools and other purposes.

Sir JOHT A. MACDONALD. Thore wiîl be this sum-
mer. In consequence of the influx of population several
electoral districts have been mapped out, and the settlers
there are now electing their representatives onthe North-
West Council under the North-West Act.

169. For the Expenses of Government in the Dis-
trict of Kee watin................................... $7,500 00

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The sum of $2,500 in
addition to last year's vote is for the extinguishment of
remaining claims on account of small-pox. There have
been no investigations since 1878, but of course all claims
will be thoroughly investigated before they are paid.

Mr. MILLS. I took the ground that the Dominion
Government should not pay the expenses of any means
provided for the protection of the Province of Manitoba
from small-pox.

In answer to Mr. MILLs,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No Council has been

established in the District of Keewatin.
Mr. MILLS. I do not think the Lieutenant-Governor

can act without the aid of the Council.

195. Surveys, Dominion Lands ... ....... .$300,000 CO

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This amount is the same as
that for last year. It is very necessary that the work should
be rapidly executed. In the first place, it is desirable that
we should continue the regular survey by degrees wherever
lines of settlement may be established. Thon it is neces-
sary that we should prosecute surveys along the lino of the
railway 4s much as possible, as the settlement of the country
will largely follow the railway lino. Again we wanc to
send some surveying parties into the Bow River country
for the purpose of thoroughly examining it. Thon branch
lines will be surveyed east and west from a base line running
south from Battleford to the frontier. I do not think the
statement formerly made by the hon. gentleman, that
surveying was proceeding too rapidly, is borne out. We
cannot, of course, accurately estimate the extent or the
direction of sottlement, but we must keep in advance of
immigration and the requirements of settlers. Thon, in
view of the arrangements with the Syndicate, the surveys
along the lino of the railway must be prosecuted from Red
River to the mountains. The only additional work
proposed to be done is the survey of some townships on
the 114th meridian, so as to provide for the nuclei of
settlements which are being formed there. The costs of
surveys will not be serions, as the iron corner stakes
will mostly romain, though smme of the intermediate
mounds and wooden stakes may have disappeared. No
applications have been made to the department for resur-
veys of townships on the ground that the original marks
were lost. The cost of survey bas been considerably dimi-
nished. The average in 1878 was 4f cents per acre.In
1880, under the system introduced last year, it was 3 cents
an acre, a saving of 1ýw cents. Ail the returns of the surveys
have not yet boen received, therefore some of the accounts
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are yet outstanding ; stili, the rate per acre here given for
Ile7, based on the actual payment for 200 townships, may
safely be taken as the average for the year. It is more
than probable that when the accounts are in the average
may prove to be even less than 3 cents per aere. Now, we are
still further reducing the cost of survey, in the first place,
by the alteration in tho system of surveys, and the section
lines will not be staked out so fully as they have been
hitherto.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How long have
these iron stakes been placed? Has that been the custom
the last year or two ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That has been the custom
from the beginning.

Mr. MILLS. $300,000 last year was charged to capital
account, and the same sum this year is so charged. But we
have not before us a statement of the work done for the
expenditure. We do not know how many acres have been
surveyed, or whether the surveys have been carried on.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The report was only
printed half an hour ago. There are 300 townships sur-
veyed this year. I am afraid we cannot furnish a statement
of the number of settlers going on to those surveyed lands
during the last year.

Mr. TROW. Do I understand the Premier to say that
iron stakes are used ?

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Iron stakes are at the
four corners of the townships, but the sub-divisions into
sections are made by mounds and wooden posts.

Mr. BLAKE. There was an arrangement made last
Session that there should be an account opened and a state-
ment brought down each year showing the results; also
an account submitted to Parliament, showing the survey
account and other expenses as against the land. The hon.
gentleman argued that it was proper that this should be
taken to capital account.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My recollection is that
that should be the system in the future, but that we should
have one year over our heads to get ready in. We have
not got all the returns of the last year in yet, but we hope,
next year, to be able to give a full account and a capital
account, showing the cost of surveys and showing the
amounts reccived, indicating and commencing the basis of a
fund to redeem the indebtedness for the Canadian Pacific
Railway.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It was distinctly
understood that tbe siims received, at any rate, from the lst
July, 1880, on account of Dominion Lands, were to go as
far as they could go in reduction of this same charge to
capital. I hope that has been carried out.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. It will appear at the end
of the year.

196 Dominion Lands......................$70,466 60

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The increase over the
sum asked for last year is due to the rapid increase of work,
both in the land transactions and in the surveys. Three
draughtsmen and four clerks have been added to the staff,
whose salaries amount to $5,400 a year.

Mr. MILLS. Do the advertising expenses mentioned
here include the publication of the speeches of the hon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. I think very likely they
wili.

Mr. BLAKE. Those are included in the last Public
Accounts. I suppose my right hon. friend means that this
item is intended to include any similar speeches in the
fture.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid I am respon-
sible for that charge. I lost my hon. friend's speech, not
being present when it was delivered. I heard it was a very
good speech and full of statistics respecting the North-West,
and would make a very good emigration pamphlet, there-
fore I thought it would be money well spebt to have that on
hand.

Mr. MILLS. Is it the policy of the rigbt hon. gentleman
to circulate such speeches in this way in the future?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will promise not to
distribute any more speechs in the future, unless I come
across a good speech of my hon. friend. That is fair.

Mr. MILLS. I have in my hand a list of some expenses
incurred in this department last year. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman, if he has not seen it, would like to hear it read.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You may read it te me.
Mr. MILLS. The list is as follows:-Annual Register and

Review, $100; AylmerTimes, $76.09; Berlin News, 8103.10;
Belleville Intelligencer, 8193.40; Bracebridge Herald,
$22.50; Bradford Witness, $27; Brantford Courrier, $84.40;
Brantford Telegram, $40.50; Biampton Conservative,
$47.96; Canada National Zeitung Neustadt, $27; Canadian
Temperance A dvocate, 867.90; Canadian Spectator, 8138.70;
Cape Breton Advocate, 821; Cardwell Sentinel, 827;
Central Canadian, 864.48; Charlottetown Presbyterian,
$39.90; Charlottetown Heraid, $64.25; Chatham Planet,
$710,86; Christian Guardian, 8130.80; Ottawa Citizen,
$427.89; Cobourg Sentinel, 827; Colchester Sun, $35.60;
Collingwood Enterprise, 831.50; Colonial Standard, 816.20;
Cookstown Advocate, $27; Cornwall Reporter, 859.14;
Courier de Montréal, $168.80; Courier de St. Hyacinthe,
$27; Daily News, Kingston, $54; Daily Telegraph, Quebec,
$67.50; Dundas Standard, 827. The total amount received
by the papers whose names I have read was $2,962. I do
not know that I need read the whole list, but if the hon.
gentleman has the least doubt that there are 139 papers, I
will go on.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will take your word
for it.

Mr. MILLS. I think the total cost of advertising is in
the neighborhood of $14,000. Now, it seems ta me that
this is a monstrous waste of public money. If the hon.
gentleman wishes to aid the Conservative newspapers, as a
struggling industry, on the principle of the National Policy,
let him ask for an appropriation for that purpose; but do
not mislead the House and the country by taking it as an
appropriation for public lands. Then the country will
know what they are paying these gentlemen who have
organized theméselves with the Government into a mutual
admiration society, and who devote so much of their space
and time to eulogizing the Government and their policy.
If the public could sec this list and know that the money
supposed to be devoted to the opening up of the North-
West was spent in this way, they would perhaps not attach
so much importance to the opinions of the gentlemen who
conduct these newspapers. If the Government would come
down and say, we want $20,000 ont of the public Treasury
for the support of the Conservative proe of Canada, we
should know exactly what was being done.

Mr. BOWELL. Why did not you do that?
Mr. MILLS. Because we did not adopt such a policy.

If the hon. gentleman looks over the accounts for the period
that I had charge of the department, be will find that there
was less than $500 spent in two years.

Mr. BOWELL. During the six months prior to their
leaving office, over $10,000 was spent for advertising by the
Department of Railways and Canais alone.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend's list, I understand, runs
|up to about $14,000, and among these 139 newspapers are
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nany of which most of us, I suppose, never heard before.
Nobody can doubt that this was not wanted in the public
interest, and nobody can doubt that the hon. Minister knew
that it was not wanted in the public interest.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We heard a great deal
for and against the regulations for the settlement of the
public lands, and I think it was well that the people should
be fully informed in all localities of the country, even at
the expense the hon. gentleman has mentioned, of the
nature of these regulations, because immigration to the
North-West comes from all parts of the Dominion. I think
hon. gentlemen opposite, when in power, spent, and pro-
perly spent, a considerable sum in the way of advertising.
If I am not mistaken, the present Minister of Railways, on
taking office, had to pay out sums to the.extent of 8$10,000
for advertising in that department for the previous six
months under bis predecessor. If we compare the cost of
advertising, I think hon. gentlemen opposite will be found
to have been as anxious in disseminating infornmtion as
the present Government. I must say, however, that there
ought to be a very considerable check put upon indiscrimi-
nate advertising, and we shal endeavor, prompted by the
precept, if not the example of hon. gentlemen opposite, to
try and keep down the cost of advertising in the future.

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman looks at the Public
Accounts, he will find that there was not, in the year 1878,
$500 spent in advertising in connection with the Depart.
ment of the Interior. Under the provisions of that law we
were required to advertise the claims of varions partiei
before the Commissioner undertook to deal with them. For
this, I think, sone $12,000 or $14,000 were paid. Those
advertisements required to be irserted in the daily pnpers
of Winnipeg for three months before action could be taken.
Apart from that, you will not find $500 spent for advertising
in two years. There is no necessity for it.

Mr. BOWELL. Lot the hon. gentleman put a notice on
the paper asking for a comparative statement, and he will
find the comparison is not to the advantage of the late
Government. As for my own department, I have scarcely
got through paying the old accounts yet, running in cases
of some papers for useless advertisemente to the tune of
$500 or $600 each.

Mr. MILLS. The advertisements may bave appeared
without orders fron the department, and the hon. gentle-
man may be paying for advertising gratuitously done.

Mr. BOWELL. I have refused most distinctly to pay
accounts unless certified to by the Queen's Printer, and
when the Queen's Printer refused, the late Minister certified
to them as having been ordered by himself. I did not
consider myselfjustified in refusing an order of that kind,
though the order was in direct opposition to the Order in
Council passed by the Government cf which ho was a
member.

Mr. CHARLTON. While upon the subject of Dominion
lards, I wish to cali attention to some matters in connection
with Ordnance lands. We have not the report of the hon.
Minister of the Interior this year, but I see that the arrears
for payment of balance due for rent and instalments are
very large and are inereasing yearly. On the 30th June,
1875, the balance of rent unpaid was 825,755.29, and
instalments and interest unpaid amounted to $20,440.75)
a total of $46,196.02;' the next year the arrears from
both of those sources bad run up to 847,003.87; on
30th June, 1877, they reached 853,844.48; the 30th
June, 1878, 886,915.55; and the 30th June, 1879, the
amount reached $107,268. It would be interesting to
know how much was due last year. I think these accounts
ought to be collectod botter than they are. I flnd from the,
last report that at Fort Erie $10,489.76 is due fbr rent andl
interest unpaid on 30th June, 1879, an 1 the amount received,

Mr. BLAKE.

was but 830.66. In the same year ·the amount due for
interest and rent on Ordnance lands sold in Torunto is
$1,534.80, and for instalments unpaid, $3,556.35; against
which but $405.11 was received. Some change should be
made in eonducting this business. 'It is quite evident that
political pressure is brought to bear on theb hon. Minister of
Interior by hon. members whose constituents are indebted
to this fund. It is very natural, therefore, that these
accounts should fall into arrears. I throw no blame on
one Government more than another. The system is evi-
dently defective. I suggest that this matter should be
placed in some other hands, say in the bards of a commis-
sion entirely independent of political influence, who would
deal with it in a business-like way.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite correct. There has been great laxity in collecting
the rents. Oolonel Coffin, when in charge, was a very
active officer who did lis duty te the utmost extent, but was
stopped by influence of some kind or other. · There lbas
been, especially in this v:cinity, a very eonsiderable lack of
due pressure to collect dues of eve.ry kind. We are
endeavoring to work up the collection as much as possible.
The system has lasted so long that you canunt well come
down with the hammer of Thor and crush all those people
who have been allowed very laxly to run in airrears, but
pressure will be brought on them to make theu pay up.

Mr. BLAKE. I observe that in Ottawa, the rents and
interest remaining due and unpaid are over 18,000, while
.the instalments, unpaid amount to but $7,000. I do not
know how much is interest and how much rent, but allow-
ing an equal amount for each, you have an enormous arrear
of rent. It would be better for the Government to put this
property up at the ham mer and collect the purchase money
from the purchasers. There is a total of $50,000 rent and
interest in arrears, and the whole amount due is $194,000.

Mr. MILLS. A large part of the Government property
in the city is held under perpetual leases. Those should be
converted into freeholds, and the capitalized sum charged to
the parties instead of yearly rental.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. During tho last five years
the depression in Ottawa was severoly felt, and it would
have been useless to put the property in the market, and yon
could not have converted the leases into freeholds. Now
that the depression is over more active stops will be taken.
Now, especially in this part of the country, there ie no reason
why those arrears should not be collected. I agree with the
hon. gentleman, that whenever yo can get rid of the
property you should. We should endeavor to dispose of
this proporty as fast as possible, cgnsistent with the rights
of the parties.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). What policy do you
propose in connection with the Ordnance lands in Shelburne ?
Shortly before the retirement of the late Government, I
made application on behalf of a gentleman wbo held Walter's
Island, lu the harbor of Shelburne, under an old lease from
the British Government. The Minister of that day (the
member for Bothwell) reported it had been decided the
island should be sold to this gentleman, Mr. Willet, for
$30, which he paid to the Receiver-General. Since I have
made repeated applications to the Minister of the
Department on Mr. Willet's account, whether bis money
would be accepted and a title for the island given, or bis
money refunded ? Is the igbt hen. gentleman prepared to
give an answer now or let the matter go on -from year to
year?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to give an
Answer now, but shall inquire into the matter with a view
to an early reply.

Mr. MILLS. When I was Minister of the interior, I
referred the matter to Col. Coffin, 'who rop.oted tat the
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lana claimed by Mr. Willet was worth $300. Certain
parties in Shelburne, to whom I wrote, put a higher valua
tion on it, but left ont of sight the fact that Mr. Willet had
a life lease. Considering this fact and the smallness of th
rent, we feit that Col. Coffin's was a fair valuation. On my
writing to Mr. Willet for a higher sum, he answered h
thought $300 was more than the island was worth, and tha
if we did net choose to aceept it he would receive back hi
money and give up the island. I then concluded that the
$300 should be accepted, and ordered a patent to issue ; anc
so the matter stood when we left office.

Mr. BLAKE. We have made very good resolutions as to
the propriety of avoiding the system of arrears in connec
tion with those Ordnance lands, and. there is very consider
able need of such a policy. I want te read a sentence or
two from the right hon. gentleman's report with referenc
to the North-West Railway lands, which possesses som
bearing on this point:

" I regret to have to report that, even at this early date, at what is th
mere initiation of a system of time sales of railway lands, there is already
experienced difficulty of obtaining punctual payment of instalments due.'

* The experience of the department of the steady accumulation of
arrears of payments, in case of similar sales of Ordnance lands, would
lead to the inference that, unless the extreme measure is resorted to of
prompt cancellation of sale on default of payment of any instalment, this
evil is likely to increase."'

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt it is much
more satisfactory to get the money in our hands. When
we established the regulations for time sales, we had to
contend against the very liberal terms offered te settlers in
the United States. Our country was more remote from the
general current of emigration, and we were told, I think by
hon. gentlemen opposite, that we had no people fer our
lands, or very few, and in order to offer proper inducements,
we did sell on time. If, however, arrears accumulate incon-
veniently, we eau alter that policy, and demand ready
money for all sales, or a system similar to that of the
United States. Thon hon. gentlemen opposite will not, I
hope, attack us for the illiberality of our regulations.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman misapprehends the
report, which does net refer to the subject et bis motion,
but to the sales of railway lands for speculators' purchase.
With reference to his apprehension of being accused of
illiberality by us, if he alters his policy, I beg to remind
him that we pressed upon him, when he announced a plan
of sales to speculators-not on condition of settlement, but
on time-its objectionable character ; we denounced it, and
told him that sales ought to be for cash, and not on time,
and it is with reference to that passage in the report that I
spoke. I sippose the hon. gentleman, having brought down
his report, approves of it, thougb he does not appear te have
read it. I hope he will carry out this policy of the Opposi-
tion, which they earnestly urged last Session.

201. Contingencis.-Amount required to pay Sir
Alex. Gaît, expenditure incurred by hm
in establishing bis office in London, ever
and above amount already voted............ $1,294 07

In reply te Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONA.RD T1LLEY. Last Session a vote was taken

of $3,000 to pay the expenses of the removal of Sir Alex.
Galt and his establishment te London. The whole expendi-
ture, as submitted by the accounts of Sir Alexander, and
vouchers attached, was $4,294.07, and therefore this vote of
81,294.07 is required te pay the difference.

Mr. BLAKE. Then it has nothing te do with the
expenses of his office ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. $3,000 were voted for the
last fiscal year, $4,,000 has béen voted for the present fiscal
year. $3,000 were nòt sufficient to take Sir Alex. Galt over
and establish him in London, and therefore $1,294 addi-
tional is required.

174

n 204. Dorchester Penitentiary, to pay the salaries of
the Warden, $1,000, and the Deputy Wardeu,
$600, fr en aheletSeptember, 1879, tohe lst

d July, 1880...................................$1,600 0o

In reply to Sir RicHAaD J. CARTwRIOT,
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The term "salaries " is not

t exactly correct. We expected the year before last to get
sinto the pomitentiary on 1st September. The Department

e of Public Works, who had charge of the construction and
d finishing of the prison, reported that the prison would be

ready, and the Departinent of Justice made the necessary
arrangements for transferring prisoners from Halifax and
St. John to Dorchester. The warden and deputy warden

- were appointed by Minute of Couneil early in September.
- It afterwards turned out that the prison was not ready for

ocupation until the following July, and the warden..and
deputy warden were more or less engaged during the nine
months which intervened between the date of their appoint-
ments and the time the prison was occupied, although they

e were not occupied as dopartmental officers; and the Govern-
yment thought it only fair that they should be paid some-

f thing, and they wore voted $1,00# and $600 respectively.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not understand why this vote was

f not brought down last Session. The difficulty had occurred.
The Minister of Justice brought down the vote for Dor-
chester Penitentiary, having arranged the salaries of the
warden and deputy warden.

Mr. McDONALD. We wishe I to have the expenses of
this prison settled irrespective of an extra claim like this.
Besides, I do not know that the country lost much, if the
claim is a proper one, by letting it wait.

Mr. BLAKE. I suspect that the people had not to wait
very long, for I fancy that they have been paid long ago.

Mr. McDONALD. No; they have not.
Mr. BLAKE. It certainly was stated, whother in the

press or in this House I cannot now remomber, that these
appointments had been made at a premature date, and it
was replied that no harm was donc because other men were
not paid any salary, so no further question was raised on
that subject. But we find that these men were appointed,
their salaries fixed, and next year comes a proposition to pay
a considerable sum of money, occasioned by these premature
appointments. If the arrangements of the Board of Works
were so much out ,of the way, as the hon. gentleman has
stated, I am surprised, having regard to the administration of
that department, that there should have been such a mis-
carriage of calculations as to the time whon the prison
should be ready. I think, perhaps, there was more anxiety
on the part of those persons to be appointed than any
anxiety on the part of the Government to proceed in such a
way that there would be a necessity for appointing them.
Surely it would have been enough for the Government to
have told them that they would be appointed when the
prison was ready for them, instead of appointing them nine
months before they were required, and then proposing to
give them $1,600 because they were appinted lefore they
were required.

Mr. McDONALD. I do not know what my hon. friend
saw in the press, but if there was any such statement as
the hon. gentleman says, I have only to say that thore was
no authority for that statement. The delay which took
place in regard to the preparation necessary lie at the
door of hon. gentlemen opposite, for if the work had been
prosecuted with vigor and those contracts given with
punctuality, we had reason to suppose that the prison
would have been completed and the Publie Works Depart-
ment would not have been in a position to find them-
selves so entirely wrong in their calculations. There
is this, however, to be said about the services of these men:
that some one was required to perform the duties which
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they performed. The place had to be got ready, prepara-
tions had to be made for the ieception of the prisoners,
furniture had to be procured and placed in the building,
furnaces had to be arranged, and a variety of other things
attended to in connection with housekeeping on so large a
scale; so that the warden and the deputy warden, who
exercised a supervision over this work, practically earned
the money which we now ask Parliament to vote.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says that because
some delays were made in the construction of the buildings
prior to October, 1878, therefore, in September, 1879, he
appointed permanent officers in a building which was not
ready until-

Mr. McDONAL D. I did not say so.
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says that it was

because of delays which occurred under the late Adminis-
tration.

Mr. McDONALD. No; I did not.
Mr. BLAKE. All I can say, then, is that, unless the hon.

gentleman meant to say that, his remark had a relevency.
The question is not-whether the building would have been
ready if there had been no delays, but whether it was
proper for the Goverument to appoint them and pay them
ten months before the building was erected.

Mr. McDONALD. It is hardly worth the hon. gentle-
man's while to present my remark, however, to give himself'
the opportunity of saying that it was not relevant. Wbat I
did say was that, if my hon. friend, who presided over the
Department of Public Works, did not have the building
ready for occupation at the time anticipated, the fault lay
on the other side of the House.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWIGHT. Doos the hon. gentle-
man mean to say that in Septembor, 1879, a year after we
had vacated office, he could not tell when the building
would be ready ?

Mr. McDONALD. I think it was the Minister of RaIl-
ways who was presiding over the department then, and, as
ho is not present, I cannot tell why ho was disappointed. I
can only say that, acting on an intimation conveyed from
that department, the building would be ready the first
of September, or shortly alter the appointments were made.,

Mr. LANGEVIN. As the Minister of Railways is not
present it is just to him to say that I had then been Minister1
of Public Works for two months, and that I found that we1
were disappointed about the fulfilment of the contracts.
These are things that may happbn at any time ; and we
did all we could to hasten the work, but of course we were
disappointed in the time.

Mr. ANGLIN. Did the hon. gentleman recommend that
the appointment should be made in advance ?

Mr. McDONALD. No; I recommended them.
205. Additional amount required to cover the

cost of the publication of the debates...... $10,000 0o
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is this for ? t
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think it was stated by thei

Chairman of the Printing Committee that it was on account
of previous years, and the hon. member for West Durham
moved for a return.

Mr. BLAKE. The returns do not show the results, so
far as I can make out.

Mr. BOWELL. After the debate which took place the
other evening, I took the trouble to obtain from the clerkt
of the Printing Committee the figures showing the total costi
of reporting and publishing the debates for the last four-
years. He explains to me, as I think I explained the other1
night, that portions of the sumo voted have lapsed beforet

Mr. MODONALD (Pictou).

settlement was had with the reporters and printers. Hence
arose the necessity of taking sums out of the appropriations
for one year to pay amounts due for the year previou. The
actual cost of publishing the debates was, in 1877.815,356.66;
in 1878, $18,963.61; in 1879, $16,130.18; in 1880, $16,216.75.
During the year 1877, up to the 30th June, there was only
$8,963.58 paid ; so that for that year there was taken
out of the appropriation of 1878, $6,393.08. In 1878,
$13,971,20 was paid up to the 30th June, leaving $4,992.31
to be paid out of the appropriation for the next year. In
1879, $11,704 was paid, leaving $4,425 to be paid ont of the
appropriation for the next year. In 1879-80 it was 89,661,69,
leaving a balance of$6,568.81. The appropriation for 1880-81
is $15,000, to which the hon. member for Centre Huron
referred. Deduct from that $6,568.81, which had lapsed,
and it left an amount in the hands of the clerk of only
$8,401.19. The Supplementary Estimate of $10,000 now
asked for, makes up the $18,401.19 which is required to pay
for the reporting and the printing of the debates of last year,
it being about $3,000 more than the appropriation desired.

Mr. BLAKE. I confess myself entirely unable to under-
stand how the legislative account bas been worked for some
years. I took occasion to look at it on finding this extraor-
dinary proposal for $10,000 for one year's expenses for
flansard, making in all about $25,000 I found, when I got
thegturn down, that the whole expenses for Hansard for
thit previous year were $16,260, and consequently it cannot
have been for that year. It appears now to have been for a
series of years.

Mr. BOWELL. Not for a series ofyears. There-is only
$15,000 taken for last year. On the 30th June, $9,661 had
been paid, the balance had lapsed. Then the accountant
took this $6,à09.81 out of the appropriation for this year to
pay the balance due on last year, and if you take that $6,000
and the $10,000, together with what had already been paid,
you have the total of $18,000.

Mr. BLAKE. As far as I can judge, if the strict course
had been pursued that prevailed in former years, of assum-
ing that all sums paid after the 30th June must be paid
with the appropriation of the preceding year, the account
would stand differently from what it does to-day. As the
hon. gentleman stated, the account for 1877 indicated that
the amount paid within the fiscal year was $8,963. As I
understand the hon. gentleman's statement, that $6,393 was
paid out of the vote for the next year. If so, there was also
paid in that year $13,971.20, actually paid in that year for
the service of that year, so that the amourt of $6,393.08,
which is said to have been paid out of the year 1878 for
1877,.added to that which is said to have been paid in 1877
for the service of 1878, would be the sum in excess of the
vote which was given for 1878, and I do not see where the
money came, according to the statement. The hon. gentle-
man says $6,393.77 was paid under the vote of 1878. I find
it reached $13,971.20 for the service of 1878, and was paid
out of the vote for that year. The aggregate of these two
would be a trifle over $20,000 said to have been paid eut of
that vote, and that vote was but $15,000. Wbere that
$5,000 came from there was no intimation. Then there is
nearly $5,000 paid for 1878 out of 1879.

Mr. BOWELL. It may be possible that if that statement
was traced back it could be accounted for in the same way.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it is really deserving the attention
of the authorities. We also find $4,992 in arrear for the
service of 1878, irrespective of that $5,000 I have spoken of.
That would be paid out of 1879, with the $11,704 paid for
the service of 1879. The aggregate of these twe would
make nearly $19,000 alleged to have been paid out of the
vote of 1879. But the vote of 1879 was but $15,000, les
by $37,000 than the sum supposed to have been paid out of
the vote of 1879. Then ther- was $4,425 unpaid for that
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year to be paid out of the vote for the following year. another. It became necessary to provide for a number who,$9,661 was paid in 1880, so that we come in pretty evon to by reason of age or some other reason personal to themselves,
this very year in which $10,000 is required. Now, I turn were not able to accept the offer to remove. In the cases
to the account, and I call the attention of the hon. Minister of Col. Moffatt, Col. Durie and Col. Fletcher, the annuity is
of Finance to the unsatisfactory mode in which the legisla- for two years.
tion account bas been kept for a'num ber of years. We get 210. Âmouut required to cover cost of transport
certain details in the Estimates of that account, but in the of military stores foreqipmentofMounped
Public Accounts you have but a single lump sum given, Rifle Companies, organized for the protec-
without details of any kind. For 1877-78 the total amount tion of settlers in the North-West ... ........ $645 75
voted for legislation was $131,000, which included $15,000 Mr. CARON. This is for the transport of military stores
for the Bansard. The charge in the PublicAccounts for that by the Hudson's Bay Company from Winnipeg to Fort
year is $140,000, or 89,000 in excess of tbe vote. Now we Carlton.
find that much morr than $9,000 more was expended, for it Mr. BLAKE. When' did the transport take place, andis alleged that the $6,393 of llansard money was not under what circumstances was this force organizod?expended in that year, therefore there was really expended
for the year $146,000 odd as against the vote of $131,000. Mr. CARON. Under an Order in Council of the 16th
For the next year the vote was $177,000, and what is August, 1879.
charged in the Public Accounts is $142,911.. For the next Mr. BLAKE. Was it in consequence of some Indian
year 8133,000 is the vote, and there is charged $174,000. So scare, or in pursuance of some policy of keeping up a
it seems to me these accounts require some investigation. mounted police force for the settlers ?
We find that for these three consecutive years there is a Mr. CARON. At that time there was a good manycharge in the Publie Accounts, as having been spent on rumors about of expected trouble arnong the Indians insiccount of these votes, more than the whole vote which that part of the country, and it was considered necosaryParliament gave in each of these years, and aggregating in to have some mounted troops. Of course, it cost very muchthe three years to no less than $17,000 of over-expenditure. less to provide for these than it would have cost for theIn addition to that $17,000 we are now asked for $10,000 mounted police.
more for iansard during the year. So there seems to bave 211. Intercolonial Railway -Amount required to
been some irregularity of some description in keeping these 2 over salary of Chief Engineer appointed
accounts, whieh requires further explanation before we for the seulement of old claims, salaries of
come to concurrence. Assistants, travelling expenses, Shorthand

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman will re. Writer, etc............................................. $12,000 00

member that this matter was brought bofore the Public Ac- Mr. POPE. This includes the salary of Mr. Frank
counts Committee last Session. It has been the custom in the Shanly, as Chief Engineer, $6,500; Mr. Ralph Jones, as
past, if the appropriation for one branch of the service was Secretary, $1,200; Mr. C. W. Shanly, Secretary, $600;

attravelling expenses, telegraphitig, &u., $3,700. This is, of
insufficient and there was a surplus in another branch, that course fntxses e n , 0,

-the surplus has been used for the other service. During the or this year.
present year, and by direction of the Public Accounts~Com- 19. To pay Mr. Girouard, for railway ties lost in
mittee, the whole ot these accounts passed into the hands of transit in 1872...... ....... ............ ........ $2,640 00
the Auditor-General. The particular item to which atten- Mr. POPE (Compton). The arbitrator, after examining
tion is now called bas been expended under a wrong head, *nto this matter, decided the claim should be paid.
and this is a difficulty that will be obviated in the future .
under the new system of auditing. Mr. ANGLIN. The tics when lost were the property of

20t.t Thpriea b oici dase oh r totheD tt t
208. To provide for increase of salary to the Deputy

Adjutant General in Manitoba ..................... $30) 00

Mr. CARON. When Col. Osborne Smith went to Mani-
toba, he was promised command of the battalion which at
that time existed in Winnipeg. Subsequently the battalion
was disbanded, but as he had been promised the command,
this $300 was left.to him as part of his payment. I may say
it is not intended to continue the pay to his successor, Mr.
Horton, who is coming from British Columbia to Winniipeg.

209. Contingencies-To provide for gratuities on
retirement to the under-mentioned officers:

Lt.-Col. W. S. Durie, Deputy Adjutant-Gen-
eral, Military District No. 2....... ......

Lt.-Col. J. Fletcher, C.M.G., Deruty Adju-
tant-General, Military Dstrict No 5 ........

Lt.-Ool. J. H. Gray, Deputy Adjutant-Gene-
ral, Military District No. 12...........

LtCoI. J. Moffatt, Brigade-Major, Milit. y
District No. 1 ............ ..............

To provide for removal allowance to Deputy
Adjutantb-General and Brigade-Majors.

To provide for personal travelling expenses
andnos: ofrtransport of luggage of each
officer. .............. .........................

$3,400

3,40

1,700

2,4001

5,683

1,816 84

Mr. ANGLIN. I suppose this arose from the shifting ol
the officers lately ?

Mr. CARON. Yes. Several of these gentlemen bave
'been several years in the service. Previous to my taking
charge of the department, it was decided to remove the
ditYerent brigade-majors and deputy adjutÀarts-general whô
had been so long in the different districts, from one district to
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the place of delivery, and, therefore, the Government were
not responsible.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Did not the official
arbitrator refuse to recognize that claim ?

Mr. POPE. I have no information about that. Mr.
Cowan proved pretty satisfactorily the loss of the sleepers,
and produced a letter from Mr. Stevenson to the effectr that
if Girouard proved the loss, ho was entitled to payrnent.

Mr. COSTIGAN. It is the same question which was sup-
posed at one time to have affected my seat in Parliament.
I was notified that I was to be moved against for having
violated the law relating to the independence of Parliament.
It has just been stated that Mr. Girouard did not deliver the
sleepers where they ought to have been delivered, and
therefore ho should not have been paid. Ie clearly
established the fact that the slepers had been delivered and
received by the Government; and that it was, after it was
so received, found necessary to remove the pieces to
another portion of the work, and ho was instructel
so to remove them. He pointed out the danger to which
he would be exposed if they were taken out, and said he
would not undertake the worc unlesis the Government held
him safe from all loss-on this condition he removed the
sleepers. The hon. gentleman (ifr. Anglin), who knows
the country, knows also that removing timber from the Bay
of I$athurst would be bazardous in rough weather; rough
weather did overtake him, and they were blown across to
the Canada side and were lost. At the same tinie Mr. John-
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son, a New Brunswick man, well known, bad some contracts
along the same line, which he sub-let, giving to these con-
tractors the ties. One lot was got out and another delivered,
but I fear describing them. The late Government paid for
those ties, although they had not been delivered, and were
not its property. They felt it was better they should lose the
price of the sleepers. But there was a botter case for Mr.
Girouard, who bad delivered bis sleepers to the satisfaction
of the Government inspector. They had been received and
partly paid for, and at their request he charged them from
that point. The hon. gentleman who now tries to find some
fault or scandal in regard to this payment to Girouard, was
very anxious, a couple of years ago, that he should be paid.
The late Government brought him here, all the way from
Kent. When they thought I was involved in that transaction,
when the paper published by the momber for Gloucester
stated I bad gobbled up $7,00 or $8,000 of the public
money, he was brought up here to see if anything could
be proved against me personally; but the moment I chal-
lenged them to prove anything, or proceed against me, and
they found they could not, they took no further interest in
the matter.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is an utter and
deliberate misstatement of the facts-an utter and deliberate
falsehood. The statement fnade by the hon. member who bas
just spoken--that the reason why Girouard's claim was not
paid-was, that the late Government, who intended to pay,
would not do so because they could establish no claim
against himself.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I dispute the right of the ex-Minister
to stand in this House and accuse me ofdeliberate falsehood.
I deny bis right to do so; and ho knows he would not dare
to make such an accusation if ho did not know ho could
shield and protect himself under the rules of the House. I
express myself as clearly as I can, that he would not dare to
make such a charge outside of the House.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I repeat, it is a false
statement.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman bas forgotten, I
think, what is due to the House in making use of such
language. I repeat an interest was taken in Mr. Girouard
et that time. 1 can go further, and state that the leader of
the late Government declared a true case was made out
against me, and that he would unseat me. That was the
reason why.I asked my hon. friends not to commit them-
selves to a whitewashing case.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Costigan)has
given a version of the case not quite accurate. If it is true,
as Las been and is alleged, that Mr. Girouard delivered those
ties in Bathurst Basin, I have no doubt ho was entitled to
bis money. But it always seeined to me extraordinary if
ho delivered them there, and they were duly accepted in
Bathurst Basin, that ho should have undeitaken the risk and
trouble of moving those ties into the Bay, and along the
coast, which is rather dangerous. le stated ho was
required or asked to do so by the officer. However, Mr.
Stevenson bas denied over and over again that ho ever
received or accepted the delivery of those ties in Bathurst
Basin, asserting that ho refused, positively, to accept their
delivery there-that it was not the place where the ties
were wanted-that he required to take them to Richibucto,
and that onthe way the ties were unfortunately lost. With
regard to the statement of the member for Victoria (Mr.
Costigan) that there was some effort made to involve him
in this transaction, it is necessary 1 should say a few words
in explanation. In 1877 Mr. Girouard applied to me to
endeavour to obtain for bifn the sum he alloged was due on
bis contract for the supply of ties. I wrote him that I
would be very willing to help him, and asked his account in
order to furnish it to the department. He replied he kept

Mr. COSTIGAN.

none, and asked me to obtain a copy from the department.
I received from the department the figures of the two
contracts, the one in which Mr. Girouard was interested as
a partner of Mr. Renaud, who was a member of the louse,
and the other in which. the bon. member for Victoria was
directly interested.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Why does the hon. gentleman state in
the first place that Mr. Girouard was a partner of Renaud,
and that I was directly interested in the other contract.

Mr. ANGLIN. I stated what at the time was the current
opinion; I do not assert it myself, but there is some evi-
dence in support of the probabilities of..the case. Several
large sums were drawn by John Costigan on account of the
contractors. Girouard denied le gave any authority to
John Costigan to draw some of those amounts, and claimed
that several ofthose sums were still due him. If that state-
ment was correct le was still entitled to this money. On
lis behalf I pressed that claim on the railway authorities,
and called upon them to show whether Girouard ever lad
obtained those sums. I was met by the proper authority
with the statement that he bad in his possession a receipt
in full for the settlement of Girouard's account and balance
due, obtained from him. I then stated that if that was the
case the claim could not be establisbed, and wrote to
Girouard to that effect. The following year I was rather
surprised to learn that Girouard was in Ottawa, and I
believe the bon. member had some business transactions
with him. Possibly at bis instance Girouard came up here.
I had nothing to do with bringing him here. I said to Mr.
DeVeber on the way that I thought there was no case, that
I bad taken a great deal of pains to inquire into the charges,
and that I thought they could not be established. However,
he thought it would be well to make further inquiry into
the whole matter. Mr. DeVeber pressed his claim very
strongly, and he finally demanded the production of a
receipt in full, said to have been signed by Mr.,Girouard.
This receipt was looked for but could not be found, so that
secondary evidence was required. Secondary evidence was
produced, and Mr. Stevenson, as a witness, appeared and
said that a receipt bad been duly signed by Mr. Girouard.
On the other hand, Mr. Girouard said hle had signed a
paper in blank after receiving a large sum of money
towards closing the account, but that he had never willingly
or knowingly signed a receipt infull, and that if such a
receipt existed, it was not a paper whiehl he had signed.
Mr. Stevenson contradicted that statement, and said that
I he accounts had been fully gone into, that Mr. Girouard
expressed himself as being fully satisfied with the amount,
and that he signed a receipt in full. Mr. Duplessis, the
accountant of the department, was then, unfortunately, sick
of the illness of which he subsequently died, but ho *as
applied to, and he wrote a statement, which I saw, declaring
that le was pres'eut during the whole- time that the settle-
ment was made, that it was a settlement made in a regular
way, that Mr. Girouard expressed himself as quite satisfied,
and that he signed a receipt which was drawn up in a regu-
lar and formal way. I think I have hard it stated that
Mr. John Costigan was present, and that ho bore evidence
somewhat to the same effect. So the matter stood, and so
much was my entire connection with the whole affair. It
leaked out that sums paid Mr. Costigan were paid without
authority, but if such a rumor did leak out it was because
Mr. Girouard made these statements within the precincts of
the House, while ho was bore pushing lis claim. I think it
will be seen from the statement in the Minister of Railways'
report that Mr. Girouard now claims over $6,000, and it is
possible that ho claims some of the old sums wbich, ho
says, were paid without bis authority. I had nothing to
do with the matter further than trying tospress Mr.
Girouard's claim, while believing it was well grounded. I
had no idea of hurting the bon. member for Victoria (Mr.
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Costigan). I circulated no reports connecting bis name
improperly with the matter, and when it was stated on the
hustings that these moncys were paid without authority, I
attached no more importance to it than was absolutely
necessary. The whole transaction seems to ho one of a very
extraordinary character. With regard to this particular
payment, its justice or its injustice, its propriety or its im-
propriety, rests entirely on one single point, and that is
whether Mr. Girouard did, as ho alleges, and as Mr. Steven-
son absolutely denies, make delivery of those ties to Mr.
Stevenson on behalf of the Government at Bathurst Basin,
and that they were lost. One gentleman says one thing,
and the other says another, but 1 must say that the prob-
ability seems to be on Mr. Stevenson's side,

Mr. COSTIGAN. Of course, every hon. gentleman will
accept the statement of the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) that he did not desire to do anything that
would hurt my feelings, but it is rather a remarkable fact
that in the Public Accounts Committee ho stated boldly
that two mon thon supporting the Government were bribed
by this contract. 0f course, the hon. gentleman would not
injure ànyone's feelings; perhaps on the ground that ho
imagines all feelings of delicacy and self-respect are concon-
trated in himself. However, ho stated, as ho now states,
that Mr. Girouard, the member for Kent, was a partner
with Mr. Renaud, and that according to public rumor I was
directly interested, and that ho was informed that I had
drawn large sums of money without the authority of Mr.
Girouard. ie informa the Hiouse thal he minutely examined
all the papers. That I thoroughly believe, for I know that
ho did not leave a paper or a record unsearched with the
view of having me unseated; but I think when ho failed to
find anything ho would have been more generous if, instead
of giving currency to rumors in his paper and otherwise, ho
bad stated that, having searched all the papers, ho had found
that not a single dollar had been drawn by John Costigan.

Mr. ANGLIN. I did not say there was.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Of course not, but when ho searched

the papers and found nothing against me ho should have
had the generosity to say that ho found the claim was not
substantiated. There was nothing in connection with the
contrac, that could effect anybody, and i will now state how
far I was interested in the matter. Tenders were asked for
tics for several sections on the Intercolonial Railway. Mr.
Robert Connors, one of the largest of our lumber operators,
tendered for four sections. Waiting for a reply he made no
arrangements to go into lumber operations that year until
the month of September or October, and finding that the
contracta were not awarded, he entered into operations in
the usual way of getting timber upon the St. John River.
Afterwards one of the sections was awarded to him. He
came to Grand Falls and asked me if I would manage the
contract for him. I said I would, and I went as an agent to
dq his work-not for the first time, because for the last
twenty years, more or less, I had acted for him in the same
way. 1 went and superintended the work, but aftor we had
got it going, I found that it was to his interest that be
should get out of the contract and allow the other contractor
to finish both sections. The advances which I drew, by
power of attorney, from him were put into the business.
The ties were got out, and handed over to Mr. Girouard
on condition that le would supply the two sections,
and draw all the money for them. I never drew a single
dollar on account of Mr. Girouard's claim, and tlere was no
question of my authority to draw the money on the other.
When the ties were go£ out, it was found that there was a
larger quantity at Bathurst than was required, and the
Government found it necessary to take somne of them to
another place. Mr. Girouard found that there was no way
of getting them there except by water, and Mr. Girouard,
after pointing out the danger and risk there would ho in

moving them in that way, undertook the work, and, as has
already been said, ho failed in the undertaking on account
of a storm. Before this the Government had paid for ties
which had been burned along the Intercolonial-ties which
had never been delivered, and which they never expected
to receive-and they paid for thom simply on the evidence
of witnesses who testified to the number of ties got out.

Mr. SNOWBALL. Wa, any action taken in referonce
to the claim of Mr. Jones, at Newcastle Station ?

Mr. POPE. I have hoard nothing about it sinco I came
to the department. I do not know what Jones the hon.
gentleman means.

Mr. SNOWBALL. He bas a water mill in rear of New-
castle Station, and the water was drawn off for the use of
the station. Will this case come before the Commission?

Mr. POPE. It is possible, but I could not give the hon.
gentleman any information about it.

216. To pay J, B. Smith for fencing erected in 1872
for Intercolonial Railway.......... ......... $1,891 50

In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. POPE. This was an award of Mr. Shanly's. Mr.

Smith was a sub-contractor under Summer and Somers.
Mr. Smith perforrned ibis work, but was never paid for it by
the contractors, and the Government is now paying him for
it. It bas been referred to the official arbitrators.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Was it rofused and
subsequently paid on referenco to Mr. Shanly ?

Mr. POPE. No; they found for Mr. Smith.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If they found for

Mr. Smith i would like to know why it was refirred to Mr.
Shanly. The hon. Minister jast informed us this was paid
on Mr. Shanly's award.

Mr. POPE. The lion. gentleman knows that in all cases
that are referred to one official arbitrator, it is not for his
decision but for report to the hon. Minister. The report was
in favor of Mr. Smith, afterwards it was referred to Mr.
Shanly, and ho decided in the same way.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the
hon. gentleman is quite right in saying that in all refbrences
to an official arbitrator it is for him to report to the hon.
Minister.

Mr. McDONALD. The report is to be made to the hon.
Minister, and the hon. Ministor is to pronounce on the
finding of the Board. There is an appoal from the one
arbitrator to the whole Board.

Mr. BLAKE. Then if that is so, it is obvious that the
decision of the one arbitrator is not a decision from which
theparty may appeal to the whole Board. Did Mr. Girouard-
appeal from Mr. Cowan's decision? Are you going to
produce Mr. Cowan's report before concurrence?

Mr. POPE. It is on the Table.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. Minister

inform us why Mr. Smith's claim was not paid between
1872 and 1881.

Mr. POPE. I cannot say.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There must have

been some substantial gronnd alleged why this was not
settled. No doubt the claim was frequently presented.

Mr. POPE. I have received no information, nor seen any
documents giving me any information on that point. I can
only say that the official arbitrator who acted upon this,
reported favorably, as did also Mr. Shanly. Thé cireum-
stances as I learn them from the department, are simply that
Mr. Smith was a sub.contractor under Sumner and Somers,
that ho performed this work, that the contractors were never
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paid for the work, and that the sub-contractor is now being
paid for it.

Mr. BLAKE. Sumner and Somers were the contractors
for the Government, and I think they brought forward a
claim under that contract, a very large contract. The name of
of the firm is familiar to me. I think that Sumner and Somers
had a claim which the Government disputed, that they filed a
petition of right, and that it was found in the courts that
there was nothing due them. Now we find that this claim
of their sub-contractors against themselves is paid. It seems
to me that there is no claim of this man's against the Govern-
ment at all, from what the Minister bas stated.

Mr. POPE. Ie claimed after their failure.
Mr. BLAKE. He had no claim in law nor in equity.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Practically, the

Government has paid twice over for this work.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am quite sure that

cannot be the case, and 1 have no doubt my hon. friend,
(Mr. Pope) on concurrence, will be able to show that it is
not the case. At present it appears that they were not
paid for this work, that the work was done by Mr. Smith
and was paid for, and 'I am quite sure that if he is paid,
Sumner and Somers will not be paid.

Mr. BLAKE. Ihave no doubt Sumner and Somers will not
be paid, because, from my recollection of the nature of the
claim, they have been paid everything that was due to them.
I do not think it is very satisfactory in reference to an item
of this description, paid in this way, that we should be told
that we must take it on trust now and that we may get in-
formation on concurrence. I think a Minister who proposes
to Parliament to pay a ten-years-old claim ought to be
ready now,in Committee, to give us information. The hon.
gentleman bas not given us satisfactory information; even
his leader says he will satisfy us on concurrence, which
means that we are not satisfied yet.

217. Riviére du Loup Branch-Additional amount
required for repairs and improvements........ 140,000 00

Mr. POPE (Compton) This amount has been already
expended. The items are as follows:-Tracklaying and
ballasting, $78,454.91; station buildings, $54,992.37; rails
and fastenings, $90,006.69; sleepers, $2,254.45; fencing,
$5,024.09; bridges, culverts, &c, $8,887.95; water service,
$2,651.81 ; snow protection, $677.96 ; miscellaneous,
614,102.32;-makinig in all $256,179.25. A former vote was
$116,000, leaving this appropriation to make up the
balance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does this branch
pay ?

Mr. POPE. Its revenue exceedh the expenditure. The
whole cost of the branch, when it is provided with the
rolling stock we propose to ask the House to give us
authority te purchase, will have amounted to about $20,000
a mile.

218. Canadian Pac0îc Railway-Amount required
for purchase of Prince Arthur's Landing and
Kaministiqui Railway.. ............... $14,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. When was the arrangement made for the
purchase of that railway, and under what authority ?

Mr. POPE. The purchase was made on the 20th May,
1880, under authority of an Order in Council, dated 30th
October, 1880. This money was appropriated under the
authority of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act, for the
purpose of placing the terminus of the Canadian Pacific
Railway at Prince Arthur's Landing, which the Government
to be a better place for it than Fort William. The amount
paid for the railway was $14,000; it originally cost $68,000.

Mr. BLA K. But the hon. gentleman spent more than
$14,000 upon the 'road.

Mr. PoPi (Compton).

Mr. POPE.' We took up the iron rails and put down
steel rails in their places.

Mr. ANGLIN. Can the hon. gentleman tell us how
much the Government expect to spend for the erection of

1 piers and breakwaters, to make Prince Arthur's Landing a
good harbour ?

Mr- POPE. Not one dollar.
Mr. DAWSON. Prince Arthur's Landing is not, as it

has been represented to be, a place requiring any very great
expense to make it accessible, because it is so well guarded
that open row-boats have ridden at anchor there during the
whole period of navigation. It could be made an excellent
harbour at a very slight cost.

221. New Brunswick.-Woodstock Post Office,
&c., &c., additional amount required for
site.............................$2".00 0

Mr. KILLAM said that the Customs duties at Woodstock
did not exceed $9,000, and the post office revenue was very
slight, yet the Government would be paying equal to a rental
of$ 1,200 a year for this new building. Suitable buildings
could be got for $200 or $300 a year rent. At Yarmouth,
whose Customs revenue was $60,000, the total amount
paid for a building yearly, with fuel, &c., was $600 or $700.

Mr. DOMVILLE said that Woodstock was a flourishing
place, and a suitable building was required for the Post Office
and Custom flouse.

Mr. KILLAM confessed that he had never been in Wood-
stock, and perhaps might be applied to himself with regard
to Woodstock, the saying of an American that " Herodotus
might have died a miserable death because he had not seen
Duluth." No doubt the erection of this expensive building
where there was no necessity for it would make political
capital for the hon. member for Kings.

223. Qu'ebec-Grosse Isle Quarantine Station.-To
pay Messrs. Piton & Co. in full settlement
of all claims made in connection with build-
ings erected by them since June, 1873........ $2,215 99

Mr. LANGEVIN. This work was continued after we
were out of office by the hon. gentlemen opposite until the
end of 1875. Previous to that, in 1874, a contract had been
taken by Piton & Co., and afterwards they were again
entrusted with a portion of that work. Finally they claimed
$15,000 for damages, and $5,596 for extra work. The
thing lingered down until I became head of the depart-
ment, when, on the department being threatened with a
lawsuit and heavy expenses, I directed the Chief Architect
fully, and I called upon the claimants to see whether they
would consent to have the case referred to me for final
decision instead of going to law. They entrusted it to me ;
the Chief Architect took up the matter, and, after all the
calculations were made, instead of $20,596, the amount
awarded to these gentlemen was 82,215.79. I tbought it
was a good settlement, and an Order was passed in Council
to that effect. -

Committee reported.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following motions for returns were severally agreed
to:

Copy of statement of receipts and expenditures of the
Great Western Railway Company, in respect of Port
Stanley Harbor for the past year; aiso, copies of all corre-
spondence relative to the loss of the tug-boat Balluin Port
Stanley Harbor, in November last.-(Mr. Casey.)

Copies of all communications to the Government or any
departmnent thereof, since the last Session of Parliamen ont,
the subject of the navigation of Hudson, Bay.--(Mr.
Schultz.)

Return showing the quantity of wheat imported into the
different Provinces of Canada for consumption, and the
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amount of duty paid thereon, from the 21st of April to the
lst of December, 1880; also, statement showing the
quantity of flour imported for consumption and the amount
of duty paid thereon during the same period.-(Mr.
Wheler.)

Copies of all correspondence and papers between any
members of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the
Government, or~any members thereof, during the debates
on the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract or subsequent
thereto, not already brought down; and particularly for
any agreement mnade during such debates as to undertakings
to be entered into with the Government of Canada upon the
organization of the company.-(Mr. Blake.)

Return of all tenders forwarded to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries for the construction of new feathering
wheels, surface condenser and repairs to the engine of the
Government steamer Druid; names of suecessful con-
tractors, their bondsmen, or amount of money deposited
as security ; engineerd' reports and all correspondence
relative to said work.-(Mr. Landry.)

Return of all reports respectingý the condition of the
engines and boilers of the Governmnnt steamer Napoléon III.,
since lst January, 1878; also copies of tenders for new
engines and boilers, and all correspondence with tenderers
and the agent in Quebec since the same date; the cost for
repairs to her old boilers and engines for 1880; probable
cost for repairs to same for 1881, and copies of reports
stating the condition of the old boilers and engines after
such expenditures.-(Mr. Landry.)

Correspondence with the Secretary for the Colonies
relating to the Canadian Tariff on woollen goods; also for a
memorandum of the Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce upon
the same subject.-(Mr.Mills.)

Correspondence between the Department of Railways and
the Council of the City of Winnipeg on the subject of the
Louise Bridge.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Names of persons in the North-West Territories returned
by Commissioner as entitled to receive half-breed hands or
scrip.-(Mr. Schultz.)

House adjourned at 2 o'elock, a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUESDAY, 15th March, 1081.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

DRAWBACKS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced a Bill to provide for
the allowance of drawbacks on certain articles manufactured
in Canada and used by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company.

Bill read the first time.

MESSAGES FROM fis EXCELLENCY

Sir LEONARD TILLEY presented two Messages from
Ris Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Messages as follows:-
"4 Lorn,

" The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons the addi-
tional Supplementary Estimates of the amounts required for the Service
of Canada, for the year expiring 30th June, 1881 ; and in accordance with
the provisions of " The British North America Act, 1867," he recommends
these Estimates to the H1ouse of Commons.
"3OVMNENT HOUBE,

" OTTmW, l5th March, 1881."

" Lorne,
"The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, Supple-

mentary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion, for
the year ending 30th June, 1882 ; and in accordance with the provisions
of " The British North America Act, 1867," he recommends the Esti-
mates to the House of Commons.
"GovERnMENu T HoUsC.

" OrTAWA, 15th March, 1881."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY m)ve(d that the Estimates.
accompanying the Messages be refrre I to the Committee of
Supiy.

Motion agreed to.

IMPROVEIENT OF TUE NAVIGATION OF TUE
ST. LAWRENCE.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the oluse resolve
itself into Committea of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:

That in order to assist the Montreal Harbor Conmissioners in the
improvement of the navigation of the St. Lawrence below Montreal, it is
expedient to amend the Act Thirty-sixth Victoria, Chap. sixty, by pro-
viding that the rate of interest payable by the said Harbor Commissioners
to the Receiver-General upon the sums raised under the said Act shall be
four per cent. per annun, instead of five, and further by repealing the
provisions in the said Act contained, relating to paymenti by the said
Harbor Commissioners for the formation of a Sinking P und.

He said: Before Mr. Speaker leaves the Chair, I desire to
make a short statement with respect to the obect which the
Government has in view in submitting this resolution for
the consideration of the House. It bs been gonerally
admitted, I think, by bon. members on both sides of the
House, that it is exceedingly desirable, as far as it is within
the power of the Dominion Parliament, to increase every
facility that can possibly be given for the improve-
ment of the navigation of the rivers and harbors
throughout the length and breadth of the Dominion. The
Commissioners of the Harbor of Montreal have been for
sometime pressing on the consideration of both Govern-
ments, the propriety of relieving, as far as possible, the
shipping entering the harbor of Montreal, and thereby
relieve the whole of the exporting industries firom charges
on shipping arriving at that port. -This matter was
presented to the Government vory strongly by the Com-
missioners, and the Government were urged to assume the
whole responsibility of the existing debt upon the work,
amounting to 81,500,000, for which the Commissioners are
paying the Government at the present time, under the Act
referred to, five per cent. The Government felt, under exist-
ing circumstances, anxious to co-operate with the Commis-
sioners, but feit they could not consistently at this time add to
the permanent debt pf the country, $1,500,000 ; but, inasmuch
as the Government are in a position at the present moment
to obtain money at four per cent. instead of five per cent. or
six per cent. paid at the time this obligation was entered
into. it was tbought desirable to ask Parliament to relieve
the Harbor Commissioners to the extent of reducing the
interest from five per cent. to four per cent., and relieve them
from the cbligation topay one per cent. on account ofSinking
Fund. If the resolution is adopted it will relieve the Com-
missioners of an annual payment of $30,000. It is proposed,
ir. addition to that aid, that the Government should act as
they have done in respect to various harbors in the Domin-
ion-assume the annual expenditure which is esti-
mated at 87,000, for buoying the St. Lawrence
between Montreal and Quebec. On those two items
direct relief te the extent of' 837,000 a year would be given
te the Montreal Harbor Commissioners, and with the sur-
plus they have at present from the increased shipping
arriving atthe port, and which will, I am satisfied, go on
increasing, the Government believe the Commissioners
will b able to reduce the charges on vessels entering the
port next year, to the extent oPf, I believe, $60,000 or
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$70,000. This is as far as the Government feel they ca
consistently go at the present time. Practical relief wil
thus be afforded not only to the ships entering Montrea
harbor, in the form of reduced charges on vessels arriving
there, but the cost of shipments from the West to Europe
will also be reduced; and therefore the Government trusts
that, in submitting this proposition, it will receive th<
unanimous assent of hon. merkbers on both sides of the
House.

Mr. COURSOL. I think that bon. gentlemen on botlh
sides of the House will accept this resolution as being a
step in the right direction. I regard them, however, as only
one step, as I fully expected ere now a great deal more
would have been done to relieve the Harbor Commissioners
of Montreal from the enormous expenses they have to pay
in the shape of interests, for what, I believe all will admit,
is a national work. The deepening of the Lake St. Peter
channel is not in the interest of Montreal alone, and was
never claimed to be so. I, as one of the representatives of
that city, in urging upon the Government the relief of the
city fromi this burden, did so on the ground of its being in
the general interest of the country at large. The work was
no more of a local character than the deepening of the canais
in the Province of Ontario, or than the works which were
performed below Quebec, or the improvement of navigation
in any other part of the Dominion. I trust that the Govern-
ment having entered upon this work, will shortly see that
they can go much further in the same direction in the public
interest. In these days of railways, telegraphs, and
improvements of all kinds, if we want this country to
maintain its just position of influence we must put trade on
a proper footing. As long as we allow our neighbors to
monopolize the carrying trade we shall always be kept in
the back ground. We have already spent enormous sums
on our canals and the St. Lawrence water route, $50,000,000,
I am told, by an hon. gentleman who bas spent a great deal
of time and done a great deal for his country-I mean
the hon. member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin). If we had taken
the proper course in season and had widened our canals
we would have been able to take the largest share of
the trade from the Western Sta'tes and Manitoba. But we
have done so only partially and began too late, for when the
Americans saw that we were going ahead, desirous as they
were to monopolize the trade of the Western States and not
allow a bushel of grain to go through Canadian waters,
they passed a law abolishing tolls on the Erie Canal,
so that boats only pay on arriving at Buffalo, while
the return charge is abolished. Boats can now
go down te New York and when they come back they have
no toll to pay, the boats thus making a clear/profit on the
return trip. Since this arrangement the bulk of trade
has been greatly in favor of the Erie Canal. Formerly
6 cents per ton, of 33 bushels, were charged on this canal,
but now the toll bas been reduced to one-half that rate.
On our canals we have to pay over 40 cents per ton, which
places us in a very inferior position. I think we ought to
abolish this charge entirely, and I believe that before long
this House wJll be unanimous in supporting such a scheme.
All parties in Quebec and the leading commercial men of
all parts of the country are unanimous in looking upon the
deepening of Lake St. Peter channel as a Federal scheme,
and I have no doubt that we will see it considered in that
way by the Government before long. I will now read an
article from the Toronto Mcnetary Times:

"It is more important to make the best of the navigation of the St.
Lawrence, upper and lower, during the open season. The debt created
by improving the navigation of Lake St. Peter, may properly be assumed
by the Government, as there is every prospect that it will be."

When a paper of this weight in the city of Toronto gives
such an opinion, it may fairly be set against the opinion of
other newspapers who only see in Montreal a rival seeking
solely her own interest, being unable to understand that

Sir LEoNAED TILLET.

the merchants ot Montreal are patriotic enongh to desire
the welfare of the whole eountry as well as of their city.
In another paper, the Journal of Commerce of Montreal, I find
the following on this very question:

" We should imagine that when so many works of a local character are
undertaken by the central Government there ought not to be a second
opinion as to the propriety of relieving the Port of Montreal of the burden
of deepening the channel of the River St. Lawrence. and more especially
as it falls on the trade of the entire country west of Montreal. The sub-
ject bas been brought fully under the consideration of the Minister in
elaborate reports from the Harbor Commissioners and the Board of Trade,
and the important questions of pilotage and towage have also been
treated by those bodies. It is by no means surprising that foreign vessels
avoid the St. Lawrence where a towage system which can only be
described as grossly fraudulent, is tolerated. The Harbor Commissioners
report that about the year 1874 the tugboat owners agreed upon a tariff,
which was considered very high by the shipowners, who obtained dis-
counts, until the Tariff was practically abandoned."

Another paper called Le Moniteur du Commerce, a new
paper started in Montreal, and which is calculated to exert
a great in6uence as a commercial authority, gives sorne
figures which have not yet been published so far in any
other newspapers. I will read them :

" The different tolls which a ship of 1,000 tons and
pay at Montreal, are as follows:-

Port oflontreal.

Hospital and Police, 2 cents a ton.................
Wharfage ¾ cent. per ton per day (10 days)...
Tax upon 800 tons of wheat, 25 cents per

bushel of 60 Ibs...................
Loading, j cent a bushel upon 26,666 bushels
Pilotage (18 feet of water), Montreal to Quebec
Pilotage, Quebec to Father Point.............
Towage ........... ..................................

Totar.... .........................

Port of New Yoilk.

Police and Hospital, etc....................
Wharfage, (10 days).. ..... . .........
Lo' ding at $7 per 1,000 bushels........... .........
To the Harbor Master...... ......................
Pilotage........................ .................
Towage ........... ...................... ..... ............

Total ...... . ........ . ......... ..

Difference against Montreal..............

its cargo have to

$20 00
25 00

67 00
134 00

36 00
57 00

300 00

$639 00

$23 00
70 00

182 00
20 00
73 00
35 00

$403 00

$266 00

Now, Mr. Speaker, these figures cannot be contested. The
Port of Montreal is twice as costly to shippers as the Port
of Boston, and four times as costly as the other ports in the
United States. The moment our ports are sustained by
Dominion funds, we shall get a large share of the traffl
which now goes through the Erie Canal. Barges capable of
carrying 150,000 bushels of wheat are being built for the
Lake Superior trade, and ttiey pass down by the Sault Ste.
Marie and through the lakes. It behoves the commercial
men of this country to join their efforts with the view of
obtaining from the Government by all reasonable means
this concession. Representations have been made to the
Government on this matter, but, unfortunately, the resourees
of the country appear to be in such a state that this
measure cannot be accomplished now. The sooner we take
hold of this question with a firm hand, the better. My col-
leagues from Montreal and myself have beei charged with
having neglecteç the interest of our constituents in iot
taking the proper steps, to obtain our wishes. I think I
may appeal in confidence to the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment, the hon. Finance Minister, and every member of
this Government-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ilear, hear.

Mi. COURSOL. To say whether I have not done every-
thing in my power in the interests of Montreal and the
whole country. In order te show that the work of deepen-»
ing Lake St. Peter was undertaken by the Government, I
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have only, in closing, to read from a report published in
1879:

" The work of improving and deepening the navigation between
Montreal and Quebec has been carried on, partly by the Government and
partly by the Commissioners authorized by Government, or by the
Oommissioners acting as agents of the Publie Works Department snce
the year 1841. In that year an Act was passed, .authorizing its prosecu-
tion by the Board of Works¿ but after the expenditure of about $i00,00,
it was abandoned, and nothing further done till 1851, when an Act was
passed authorizing the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal to undertake
the improvements. This action was largely the resuit of persistent efforts
made by the late Hon. John Young, who claimed that the Government
lean of operations had been defective, and that the work was quite

feasible, in which view he was supported by the opinions of eminent
engmeers, Messrs. McNeil, Child, Gzowski and the late Sir Wm. E.
Logan, who reported on the aubject and operations were accordingly
recommenced on the 12th June, 1851, and in November of that year a
chaunel had been successfully completed, having a minimum depth of 14
feet with 12 feet on the flats of Lake St. Peter, thus securiig an improved
navigation to the extent of 2 feet draught of water in the short period of
five months.

"lu 1865, the channel of 20 feet deep, and 300 feet wide was finished
and tested, though it took a considerable period to accustom pilots and*
shipmasters to its use."

This proves that Governments were not proceeding with the
work as rapidly as they should have done. The Harbor
Commi"sioners, assisted by the advice of the late Honorable
John Young and others, spent a great deat of time and
energy upon it, and suoceeded in bringing the tidal naviga-
tion 180 miles higher up the river, that is to
Montreal, benefitting, not only the merchants of Montreal,
but every merchant in the upper Provinces and the country
at large. I will vote for this resolution, but, next year, I
trust that the Government will see their way to taking the
Lake debt entirely under their charge.

Mr. RYAN (Montreal). The resolution now before the
House, I am free te admit, will afford substantial
relief te the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal te
the extent of $37,000. This is not a new question;
it has agitated the minds of the commercial
mon of Canada, and the various Parliaments of Canada, for
the last forty- years. The question of improving the
navigation of the St. Lawrence between Montreal and
Quebec began in 1841. Botween that date and 1851 the
Government spent $300,000 in the effort to improve the
channel, particularly that portion known as Lake St. Peter.
In 1851 an Act was passed by the Legislature authorizing
the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal to go on with the
work, and so borrow money for the purpose. Up te 1860
they expended $1,200,000. The Government "of 1860
assumed $900,000 of that debt, and in 1865 the Harbor
Commissioners spent $300,000 more to deepen the channel
to twenty feet. It is a great mistake to say that this is a
Montreal question. It does not affect Montreal or the
Province of Quebec alone, but the Dominion at, large; and
if any Province more than another is going to benefit by
the completion of this great public work, it is the Province
of Ontario, which exports a large quantity of goods in excess
of its requirements. Therefore the size of vessels has been
increased to a very great extent, so much so, that Allans,I
Rae & Co., the largest steamship owners in the country,
have recently constructed a vessel for this trade, of over
5,000 tons burthen. The Harbor Commissioners of Montreal
found it necessary to have the channel further deepened to
twenty-five feet, and the Legislature passed an Act in 1873,

'authorizing them to prosecute that work, for the cost of
which the Government of the day agreed to advance them1
the money at five per cent. interest. The Harbor Commis-
sioners expect te have the channel completed to a depth of
twenty-five feet this year. I am glad te know that the
hon, leader of the late Government in bis placej
in the House, expressed the opinion that thisi
was a public work, one that ought to be charged to
Consolidated Revenue equally with any expenditure fori
enlargement ofcanals, and in 1880 on the occasion of the1
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visit of a deputation from the West to press on the Govern.
ment the necessity of assuming this debt, as well as to
abolish, if possible, the toll on our canal system, he expressed
himself to the same effect. I am sorry to say, however,
that the Globe has thought proper to attack the Govern-
ment wben it appeared probable that the Government would
assume this dobt. The Montreal Herald thus replies to the
Globe attack:

"If Ontario bas any interest in opposing the assumption of the Lake
St. Peter debt, the reasonable conclusion would be that the Toronto Globe
might confine its discussion of the subject to the limits of that Province.
The last effort is an indirect appeal to the city and district of Quebec to
make demands upon the Government which have already been assumed.
The Globe says:-'In view of the attempt to foist the St. Peters channel
debt on the I)ominion, the merchants of Quebec insist that the Govern-
ment shall assume the cost of the ancient city's harbor improvements.
Their demanis are as just, and no more so, than those of Montrealers.1
Our contemporary must be aware that the Government has already
practically accepted the situation, so fiar as the harbor of Quebec is
concerned, and we are not aware that that port has any demand to make,
arising out of a set of circumstances similar to those in connection witlî
the channel debt. The Globe, wilfully, we regret to say, goes out of its
way and grossly misrepresents the facts when it mixes up the harbor of
either Montreal or Quebec w.th the improvements in the lake and river.
Why not argue the Lake Sr. Peter question on its merits, and without
going to Quebec for assistance in a cause which Ontario should be
ashamed to oppose, through the medium of the Toronto Globe. We
have never asked one cent froi the Governîment towards the
maintenance of the harbor of Montreal, and more than that we
have no intention of making overtures to Ottawa to assist us in
carrying out our own legitimate work. But why slhould Montreal
be taxed for creating a water stretch 18) miles to admit of vessels
of 5,000 sand 6,000 tons, as against 400 tous at tbe period of cemmencing
the schene ? Who is deivin g pecuniary be,îefit from tliis great under-
taking but those wlho are trading in the West and North-West? And yet
we are, because of the petty jealousy of the press of Ontario, to be obliged
to carry a load which really shonld he borne by the whole Dominion -at
least Toronto ought to be the last quarter from which we should anticipate
such unfriendlv criticism. The Globe again says:-'Lt the Dominion
should make a present to Montreal, why not to Quebec and hurdred
other plaes ? Quebec is not entitled to any consideration for deepening
or improving the River St. Lawrence which she lias not received, and we
do not thîuk the Provincial Capital will make any demand on that score;
though the Globe would gladly encourage that city to raise a claim if its
effect would result in the burking of any measure of relief for Montreal.
We make the declaration again, that we desire no aid to maintain the
efiiciency of our harbor, and we hope the Globe will cease asserting that
our memorial to the Minister of Publie Works embraces the harbor, or
any portion of it. Toronto has had public money spent upon its harbor,
but Montreal bas always taken care of its own and intends to do so in the
future. The Harbor 0ommissioners of this port mighît as well be aseed to
athe iuterest on the cost of the construction of the Intercolonial
ailway, which was built as much to gratify Ontario (the Province which

forced us into Confederation) as the Maritime Provinces. Halifax is to
have $30,000 éxpended on elevators. We offer no objection; but why
not calltiupon Montreal to pay the interest on the outlay?
Quebec has its graving-dock, Dufferin Terrace, fortifications and harbor
provided for. Toronto bas had over $30,000,000 expended on canals in
order to reach er by water, thereby cheapeniug transportation. The
GOobe further declares that Montreal undertook this great work for its own
gain. The work was undertaken for the Government and bas been
recognized as a public iîmprovemeni since the first dredge' was placed on
the lake, and whatever indirect advantage the port of Montreal may have
derived, it cannot betompared to the extent to which it bas promoted the
commerce et the West. Our contemporsry, lu clesing its commeuts,
day 8:- Were the existing order disturbed by throwing the St. Peter's
de t on the Dominion, the Government would have no resource but to
increase the public debt enormously by assuming the cost of past workg,
future improvements. and maintenance of al the harbors.' We repeat
that those hnes are intended to convey an erroneous impression. Our
harbor debt is not before the Goverinment for consideration, and the
question of making Montreal a free port remains to be discussed in the
future, and it is not intended to approach the Pederal Government. We
are, however, entitled to every farthing we have asked, and, if the truth
were known, the &lobe should be the last newspaper in the Dominion to
retard the national progress, though it occasionally can ouly see, and
dimly, too, sometimes, through King street glasses. After all, it looks as
though the hon. Minister of Public Works was going to cheat us out of
our rights. The Bill, which was promised two weeks ago, bas not yet
been brought down, and our three representatives seem to have lost sight
ot the measure, not one of them having doue battle for their constituents
go far.

Although the action of the Government will relieve the
harbor to the extent of $37,000 a year, and no doubt benefit
its trade, it will entail upon the Government only a charge
of $7,000 a year, because they can borrow, at reduced
interest, all they want at five per ceat. Yet I am happy to
say that, owing to the increise in the revenue of the Port of
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Montreal and this proposed reduction of $37,000 in its
charges, the Commissioners anticipate a gain to the barbor
of $100,000 this year, in excess of the estimate of the
Finance Minieter. I am justified in niaking that statement
on reference to the enormous increase in the trade of the
port that has of late taken place. Doubtless with the
reduction of the charges, we shah see a further increase of
the trade. The amount of tonnage for the last few years
was as follows:-

Ocean Vessels arrived at Port of Montreal in:

Years. No.
1878 ......... ......... 516 ........ .. .... .
1879. ......... .... 612 .................
1880 .................. 710' ..................

1880 Increase on 1879 23-90 per cent.
" " 1878 58-14 "

Inland Vessels arrived at Port of Montreal in:

Years. No.
1878 .............. 5,202 ......... .......
1879 -....... ...... 5,698 .................
1880 ......... ......... 6,489..........

1880 Increase on 1879 27-80 per cent.
"6 4" 1878 36-65 4

Total Vessels arrived at Port of Montreal in:
Years. No.

1878 .................. 5,718 .. ...........
1879 ...... ,......... 6,310 ..............
1880 ........ ....... 7,199 .........

1880 Increase on 1879 2630 per cent.
" "di 1878 44 i"

Tonnage.
397,266
506,969
628,271

Tonnage.
764,243
817.243

1,044,380

Tonnage.
1,161,509
1,3247213
1,672,651

In reference to the question of making Montreal a free port,
when the deputation to the Government last year urgedi that
scheme, and the western deputation pleaded for the reduc-
tion of the tolls upon the canals, and towage and other
charges, many loading miechants of Montreal thought it
would be desirable for the Government to assume the whole
harbor debt of nearly $1,900,000, incurred for the deepening
of the channel to Montreal. Many of the largest proprietors
of real estate felt it would be in their interest to exert their
influence in the corporation, to secure its aesumption of the
debt of the Montreal harbor proper. The Harbor Commis-
sioners' debt forms a different account, being for the deepen-
ing of the barbor between Montreal and Quebec, the other
debt being for the improvements within the harbor itself
This debt for the barber improvements, which I hope the
Government will never be asked to assume, reaches
$1,883,000. Had the Government assumed the whole of the
other debt, such arrangements might be made as would
enable the city to assume the barbor debt proper. How-
ever, I do not think the Government will at present go so
far; but they have made one stop in the right direction, and
made a reduction which will afford a very sensible relief.
The Commissioners may not be enabled to make such reduc-
tions as will greatly assist the port trade. Last year they
expended $20,000 for the erection of permanent sheds for the
botter accommodation of the cattle trade, so progressive of
late which has recontly assumed gigantic dimensions. I am
further informed that they contemplate building a wharf for
this trade, specially, to cost $100,000. Sureiy the Ion.
gentlemen can see this is not purely a local question, that
the whole country is interested in those increased facilities
for its trade and no Province more than Ontario. The
number of cattle exported from Montreal in 1879, was 26,176
head, and last year, 1880, 50,817. Total value of live stock
exported in 1879, $2,681,090 ; in 1880, $4,100,360,
inerease of nearly 100 per cent. in a year. I am
certain that the trade will go on increasing, and that
it will be very much greater next year, especially if the
embargo on American cattle should be taken off in England,
so that this cattle trade should . come by the St. Lawrence

Mr. RYTN (Montreal).

route. In that ovent I beliove the increase would be fully
100 per cent. I trust that by this time next year the
Finance Minister and the Government, of which he is so
distinguished a member, wilil be prepared, not merely
to give the sum of $37,000 to this purpose, but to
deal with the whole subject successfully. I am satisfied
that if he does, ne measure which has'ever been passed by
this or any other Government would receive a more bearty
and general support by the whole Dominion of Canada.

Mr. MoLENNAN. If this were a question of whether
or not the Harbor Trust of Montreal should have some
relief in prosecuting their improvements, I do not know that
it would become me to take any part in the discussion, but
I believe the question is one or great importance, far beyond
any intorest which the-harbor of Montreal bas in comparison
with any other place where ships lie. I think, bir, it is a
question which does not merely affect the harbor of-Montreal,
nor the Province of Quebec, but that its great interest applies
to the whole Dominion of Canada; in the first place, per-
haps, is the Province of Ontario, which is now the largest
producing Province, and by-and-bye it will apply in a still
greator measure, I believe, to the great North-West, when
that country comes into lino, and comes to be a large
exporter of produce. And it is a question as to whether we
shall keep the ground upon which we have so well entered
in this country, as a country, and, moreover, a greater,
whether, following the example of our Mother Country, we
shall maintain the proud position we have already
achieved in connection with the business of naviga-
tion. We stand at this moment the fourth marine
power in the world, which is a pretty big thing to say for
the young Dominion of Canada. The ingenious author of
" Endymion" has said it was a clever thing of Great Britain
to assume the sovereignty of the seas, because upon the
surface of this globe there is more water than ]and, and,
therefore, it assumed a very large extent of sovereignty. I
hope we shall be able to take -our part in that groat
sovereignty, because on our side of the globe we have a
great deal of water too, and up to this time *we have been
making a good use of it. The question in respect to this
deepening of Lake St. Peter, is the question whether we
shall bring the sea 200 miles nearer to the heart. of the
Dominion than it would have been in its natural state, and
I think, when it is considered in that point of view, it will
be admitted at once that this is the very greatest national
question we can discuss at this moment. When the canal
system of this country was begun some years ago, we had no
railways to speak of, and I think it happened fortunately for
the country that a great deal of energy and a great deal of
money was devoted to making these public highways.
There was an idea maintained some years ago that we could
get by our water communication a greater breadth and
sweep than 4ppears likely from the situation of things
to-day. There was an idea at onetime that we could connout,
by means of our canals, our lake navigation with the
ocean. Experience bas led us to abandon that prospect, and
we must be content to-day to bring the ocean as near to the
lakes as we can, and 1 think everybody who has considered
the subject, will admit that once we make that connecètion
with the harbor of Montreal we have met the sea-so far
as we can go to meet it from the inland waters. It is true
we bave continued improving our canal navigation, and we
hope, some day, to have a communication, with twelve feet
of water, reacbing to Montreal; but it s well ascer-
tained now that a navigation of twelve feet
is not a navigation that can be used upon
the Atlantic Oceau. Aillthe experiments have estab-

-lished that point beyond controversy. The tendency
as a result of these experiments has been to increase the
size of the vessels coming to meet us in the harbor of
Montreal, and the problem now is to cheapen the procaes
for the larger class of vessels. And I find as a rSult
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of these experiments, that the size of these vessels has York. The pilotage maintains something like the same
been increasing year by year. I find, by a statement made proportion. The pilotage of a vessel of 600 tons, drawing
up by the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal, that in 1874 18 feet of water, to and from Boston, amounts to 8117.90;
that port was visited by 731 vessels, averaging 590 tons. New York, $172.80; Philadelphia, $162; Montreal, $193 50.
In 1t;9, five years afterwards, 612 vessels-a smaller The rates of freight at these different ports are, of course,
number-visited the port, but their average tonnage was governed by competition, and it is well known that within
828 tons, showiig a very rapid rise in size. Still further, the a period of twenty years the rates at all those ports have
following year the 710 vessels that came into that port ave- fallen until the ocean freight is about one-half, and as regards
raged 885 tons. It may be stated, however, that a much larger inland freight I find from a tabular statement that from
bulk ofthe traffic is performed by sieamships of a very much 1861 to 1880 the freight, taking as a basis a bushel of wheat
larger size than these averages. The average size of the or corn from Chicago to those ports, has fallen from 27
steamers in 1880 was 1,341 tons. It happens, however, cents to 1 cents, that being the lowest point reached, the
that all the trade of the port cannot be accomplished, as 1 average rate last year being 13 cents to American ports.
shall presently have occasion to show, by these large Fortunately for the traffic, by our route the inland rates
steamers. They may serve the larger purpose ofcarrying the have fallen so that the average rates of freight
great productions of trade between the Port of Montreal and from the West to Montreal are something under
the great ports of Liverpool, London and Glasgow, to which those rates, otherwie it would be simply impos-
the large volume of trade concentres; but it is very neces- sible that carrying by this route could continue. But
sary that the smaller class of vessels should be maintained there is another fact of still greater importance, and that is
in the trade, for a great many of the services have to the position with respect to canal charges. When I first
be performed to out-p rts and ports of Call to which our bad sonething to do with this trade, twenty years ago, the
cargoes of produce are so often consigned. The question that toli on a bushel of wheat through the Erie Canal was @
meets usin connection with this traffic is that of the compe- cents; to-day that has been reduced to one cent. And that
tition with the Atlantie ports of the United States, for which is not alone the measure of the value that the city of
it is not necessary to improve 200 miles of inland navigation New York and the State of New York, and ail the
in order to reach them, and we find this competition is United States together attach to this traffic,
very sharp and it is growing. Before looking at some com- because it is well known there is a recommendation
parisons of the cost of tolls and charges on goods coming before the Legislature of New York at this moment, to
by way of the Atlantic ports, I may state that in this make traffic through these canals absolutely free, and that
competition we meet a people very much older than we are. proposal bas been endorsed by the Board of Ti ade of the
Fifty millions of people,whose capital is ready for use in every city of New York. The tolls on our canals-I do not con-
venture of trade, is very much more in proportion than fifty plain of them, because I believe they are very little more
millions against four millions, because they have not only than are necessary to maintain the working of the canais,
the accumulation of fifty millions as compared with four to the extent they are beyond that I think they might be
millions, but they have tLe accumulation of the capital reduced-have not practically been changed for twenty
that results from fifty millions who are a great deal older years. Under these circumstances, it is rather a marvel
and better established in their position than our four that we have any trade at ail by the St. Lawrence route.
millions. And we have to compete with them in the face We are assisted, of course, by this fact of tbe cheaper
of the fact that whereas we are beginning with our best inland navigation by this route. We have been assisted
means and resources to export a good deal of the produce very much during the last two or three years by the great
of this new country, our imports are very much smaller increase of the cattle export trade in which we
than theirs, and we have not only to compete witb have some advantages over the United States.
them for the carrying of our produce outward, I find that the shipments of cattle in the Port of Montreal
but they are competing ve'y closely with us for have grown until last season theyreached the value of nearly
the carying inward of our own very moderate $2,000,000. During the early period of the growth of' our
imports as well as theirs. I will quote some statisties that steam marine, the one line that existed at that time was
have been prepared by the Secretary of the Board of Trade assisted by a subsidy for cariying the mails. That assist-
of Montreal, who has discovered among other things that ance still holds, but the traffie apart from that has been
the through rates of freight for merchandize, for instance, sufficient for the establishment of two or ihree other
from Great Britain to Toronto or other ports in Ontario, lines, and the trade is still increasing, ar d, I hope, will con-
are practically the same, whether the ocean terminus is at tinue to increase. I think we owesomething to the tenacity
New Yoxk, Boston or Montreal. There are no wharfage of private enterprize, and I think I might say further, we
rates on imports at either of the two former ports, New owe a little to Canadian patriotim, because 1 believe there
York or Boston, on merchandize in transitu to inland ports, are people in this count'y who rarry out the homely
either in the United States or Canada. On the other hnid, principle of the Hebrew matron, who dwelt with ber
the harbor reven-e at Montreal, in 1879, amounted to family "among ber own people'' I believe there are
8269,596, as was stated by one of the hon. members from people in this country who prefer to develop their owr
Montreal, and the dues levied on imported and exported route, to exercise their industry and enterprise at homo,
merchandize appear to have been 56 per cent. of that and who are not carried away by the flash and the glifer of
income. The effect is simplyto add about $180,000 to the fiee trade and cosmopoliianism. I neeci not refer furthe-
cost of property carried to and from the Port of Montreal, to the figures in connecetion with the burdens upon this trade.
which could have been saved in the ports of Boston, New The expenditure upon the deepening ôf Lake St. Peter up
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore. I fiud that the charges to this moment is, in round numbers. about 8.,500,00u.
on ordinary goods shipped to and from Montreal ranges The channel is made to a depth of 24 feet, which aumits a
from 30 cents to 50 cents per ton. flere is a statement class of vessels of a size which bas been found so far to be
showing the effect of wharfage charges on vessels at the profitable in the Atlantic trade. If this were the only
several Atlantic ports. Taking for example a vessel of 1,500 burden upon vessels coming to the Port of Montreal it would
tons, the ordinary charge for wharfage, per day, will be in be a small matter, but it does not touch the Port
Boston $7.50, New York $10.50, Philadelphia $4, Baltimore of Montreat at ail. It is really a question that
$2, Montreal 811.25; that is to say, the charges at Montreal concerns the Dominion of Canada, just as much as every
are half as much more than at Boston, nearly three times as mile of our canal navigation. The expenditure apo, the
much as Philadelphia, and something more than at New harbor of Montreal has been, apart from this, about
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S1,800,000, and that harbor requires aboit as much more
money to be expended upon it. On account of these burdens
imposed upon its trade it becomes difficult for the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal to go on and expend any more
money. I would call the attention of the House to the fact
that while this is a resolution to assist the Harbor Commis-
sioners of Montreal, it is a resolution to assist them in
improving the navigation of the River St. Lawrence, not to
improve the harbor of Montreal, a thing that is not at all
asked for. We have been told in the newspapers that the
harbor of Glasgow has been made from the mouth of the
Clyde in order to make a great port at that city. When we
consider that the city of Glasgow is only twelve
miles from the mouth of that river, the parallel
scarcely holds, and there is really nothing in it
upon which a comparison can be made. The
same thing applies to any port or river that
exists in Great Britain. The fact is, there is no parallel we
kiow of to this work in the St. Lawrence, and no other
parallel upon which it could be maintained that Montreal
should pay for deepening the channel of Lake St. Peter for
a distance of forty miles. I have drawn attention to this
fact because I think the Minister of Finance is amenable to
reason. I will not say the Harbor Commissioners of
Montreal, acting in this instance in the interest of the
Dominion of Canada, have asked him for bread and that lie
offers them a stone. I believe he offers them a crust, and it
is only a crust. Now, we have undertaken some great
expenditures in this country in order to put ourselves in a
position to be our own carriers for all times. I think that
is a matter of great importance to us, one that will give us
great importance if we maintain it. We have undertaken
lately to spend $25,000,000, beside some land, of which we do
not compute the value just now, to build the Pacific Railway.
Itwas an act offaith. I do not ask any memberofthis House
to withdraw the confidence with which they voted that
money. We have expended about $46,000,000, on the Inter-
colonial Railway, and I think we certainly have a brace of
elephants on our hands in those two railways. We have been
munching away at a camel as we went along for someycars
past until we have spent about $31,000,000 in the improve-
ment of our canal system, and we have something to show
for it. We have a well-established trade now by the route
of the St. Lawrence. -Having liberally put our hand to this
work and having expended a large amount oT money, I
really think my hon. friend might consider and get himself
well up to the mark, and not allow hiiself to be checked bv
this small gnat of $1,500,000, to keep a trade we have actu-
ally got and -which our American neighbors are trying to
take away from us. I find in this memorandum, passed by a
resolution of the Board of Trade of New York, that a fear is
expressed that the competition of the Welland Canal and the
Canadian route maytake away a portionof their western trade.
We are now, I believe,carrying about one-seventh ofthe grain
exported from the city of Chicago by the Canadian route;
but we are not carrying it by favor of the Americans, but
because our merchants have gone there and bought it, and
if there is anything beyond that, it is the stuff that las been
bought by British merchants and their agents in Chicago,
and sent over this route. What our friends on the other
side are afraid of is, that we shall keep this small portion of
the trade, and they are proposing to reduce the last vestige
of charge on their canals, for fear that we may take away
more of their trade. I ask the hon. Minister of Finance to
reconsider this resolution, and see whether he cannot get up
his courage to undertake this $1,500,000, in order that we
may maintain something that byour own energy and enter-
prise we have actually got, and that is in some danger
of being taken away from us by the greater power and
resources of the Americans. If the bon. Minister could see
his way to do that it would leave the Harbor Com-
missioners of Montreal free to prosecute the improve-

Mr. McLENNAN.

ments that are necessary in order to make the harbor
of Montreal complete, and to afford facilities for that
trade which they fully expect will grow in the future,
I have no more to say except to thank the louse, and to
express my confidence that the men of Ontario, who have
so large a stake in this trade, will agree with me that this
is a national question.

fouse resolved itself into Committee on the resolution.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has any sinking
fund been created ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.
Resolution reported, read the first time and the second

time, and concurred in.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced a Bill founded on
the resolution.

Bill read the first time.

NATURALIZATION OF ALIENS.

Bill (No. 87) respecting Naturalization of Aliens (from
the Senate)-(Mr. Langevin)-was again considered in
Committee.

Bill reported, read the third time, and passed.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS.

Mr. POPE (Qucen's) moved the second reading of Bill
(No. 84) to amend the Acts relating to the Inspection of
Steamboats.

Mr. McCALLUM. I trust the Government will not
insis? on going on with this Bill, introduced at this late
stage of the Session, when steamboat owners have not had
sufficient notice of it to enable them to show to theGovernment
what effect it will have on their property. The Steamboat
Inspection Act bas had one or two amendments already,
and several Orders in Council have been passed bearing on
it. I hope the hon. Minister will let the matter rest as it
stands, as no accidents have taken place under the law, and
next Session a Committee or Commission could be appointed
to draw up a new Act altogether. On the 28Lh March last,
ail Order in Council was passed, which changed the whole
law, and the people knew nothing about the change,
although Parliament was in session at the time. This
Order in Council provided that all small pipes that are
screwed into the boiler shall have a flange attached to
them. For thirty years nothing of this kind was insisted
on, and no accident, except in one case, when the fireman
was scalded through carelessness in screwing in the pipe.
I do not like this country to be governed by Orders
in Council. This one was passed without the steamboat
owners knowing anything about it, and the result
was that when their steamboats were inspected
they had to stop working two or three days, in
order to get this fiange or run their. boat4, as was done in-
many instances, without having them inspected. The
objeet of steamboat inspection is to protect life, yet there is
a certain class that does not come under the law-what are
called steam yachts. Tne reason given is that they are
not used for hire, but in many instances they carry a large
number of people. Were-those lives to be exposed to danger
because they did not pay fare? Those yachts were not
required to have a qualified engineer to run them, while a
small tag with only three men on board, eacl of whom
knows how to run an engine, must bear the expense of an
inspection. There is now 828,000 to the credit of this fand.
Are yachts to be excepted because their owners are rich ?
Under the law, a second-class engineer can take
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charge Of a boat of 150 tons measurement:
this grade of certificate qualifies them to do it. Under
the old law tbey measured vessels in order that the tonnage
should contribute towards paying a proportion of the
expense. A man who was qualified to take charge of a boat
of 150 tons, under the old law, may not be qualified when
she is measared under this system. This is not the thinr
to be permitted in the interest of this country. Steamboat
owners have not had time enough to consider this Bill. I
would ask the hon. Minister of Marine to let this Bill stand
over until next year when, if I have a seat in the louse, in
so far as I can, I will assist him to perfect it, in a way to
make it satisfactory to the people, by giving protection to
life as far as possible and keeping our steamers safer, that
we may not lose as many as ut present.

Mr. GAULT. I hope this Bill will be allowed to stand
over until next Session. I bolieve there is no necessity for
it at present. It would give a great deal of trouble to steam-
boat ownîers, without mach good result. A company that
supplied additional boats, to give increased accomodation to
passengers, would suffer seriously from such a Bill.

Mr. COCKBURN (Muskoka). I endorse the views
expressed by the bon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum),
because I have no doubt that this Bill is second only in
importance to the General Railway Act, and that the time
has long since arrived when the various Acts should be
consolidated. A very unsatisfactory part of this law
consists in leaving so much to be done by Orders in Council
Resolutions of certain inspectors or other parties are sent to
the Governor in Council; ho initials tho and they become
law; and steamboat owners may be running their vessels in
violation of those Orders, because not known. Many
portions of the law are a dead letter. Therefore, I
think it is too late in the Session for logislation of
this sort. I think it is the duty of the hon. the
Minister of Marine to prepare a Bill embracing
a complete system of inspection laws between this
and next Session, and introduce it early enough next Session,
to have it fairly considered. There are at present charges
of favoritism made against inspectors under the
present system. The Act requires to be consolidated,
with a different system of examining engineers est ablished.
There might profitably be examinations on the system of the
Provincial Education Departments. Thero are six different
grades ofengineers, first, second and third, with assistants for
each. I think there are many anomalis in thepresent systen,
and that the Orders in Council systen should be abolished.
We should have a full and comprehensive measure, and every
case provided for by statutory enactmnent. Examination
papers, with written questions,'should be prepared for
candidates for promotion, or for license, to answer. The
questions should be intelligent, practical questions for engi-
neersor assistant engineers,and the results shouldbe governed
entirely by marks of merit. I can assure the hon. Minister
that steamboat proprietors do net desire to make steamers
iess safe, but do desire a system intelligible and reasonable,
with present anomalies and inconsistencies removed, which
cannot well be done by this Bill during the present Session.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I differ from hon.gentlemen who
have just spoken, as I think that this Bill, or some of its
provisions, ought to be passed this Session. From the
present defects and anomalies of the law, great hardships
nay befall steamboat owners if this Bill be not passed.
Whatever irregularities existed in past years were found out.
Some officers of theo Custome, at all events, took stops last
summer, to prevent steamboats ranning because they had
not those certificates, and succeeded. I know some steamers
were stopped running for ton days , till permission was
obtained from the departmont, which was given, thoughl
there was no authority for it. That permission
was given in direct violation of the law, till

some means could be obtained of complying with
r those onerous hard regulations. In 1878, when the Stean-
e boat Inspect ion Act was passed, we had a system of measure-
e ment of vessels in the inland waters. It was provided that
t bouts of fifty tons, and under, should carry one life-boat;

and boats of 100 tons, and under, two, and so on, up to 200
or 300 tons; but in 1879 a new Act was passed, introducing

t a new system of measurement; all the upper decks are
measured and all the space above the tonnage deck is
included, thus incrpasing the registered tonnage of tiose
vessels to three, four or eight times the previous amount.

In answer to Mr. MCCALLUM,
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am speaking of steamers that

ply on the St. Lawrence and Bay of Quinté, and boats that
are not capable from their dimensions of carrying the
requisite yawl boats prescribed by this Act. Take some of
the ferry steamboats that ply across the St. Lawrence at
Brockville, or between Kingston and Gananoque, and which
are unable to carry yawl boats, seventeen feet lonz, tho
same as are carried by the mail steamers, the provision is
unreasonable, and ought to be required. And yet there is
no section in the Act which gives a discretionary power to
any officer of the Marine and Fisheries Department, or any
steamboat inspector, to say, a boat of smaller dimensions,
that may be handled easily, and carried on the dock of one
of those small steamers, will suffice. That is a provision
that should be changed, in order to give power to the
inspector, or Minister of Marine in the report of the inspec-
tor, to authorize the carrying of boats of different dimensions
where a proper case is made out. I have already laid
certain communications before the hon. Minister, and I have
now in my hand a letter from Mr. Gildersleeve,
urging, strongly, that some discretionary power should
be given to ineet extreme cases. He las a small bout
in Montreal, which under the Act in force in 1868
would require to carry only one boat, while
by the present law she will have to carry three or four, and
a metallie lifeboat in addition-a nuniber altogether out of
proportion to the size of the boat. The remaindor of the
Bill does· not, so far as I can sec, vary one iota from the
present law, except that it applies the Act to steel-plated
boilers as well as to iron boilers. It leaves yachts out of the
provisions of the law, because as these are personal property,
and as men may go into then or not, just as they please,
there is more necessity for inspecting a man's carriage or
sleig b which travels the street. There is another provision
of the law to which attention has been directed in the letters
I have received. It provides that every steamship plying
on inland waters shall carry not only a steam whistle
which may be used in time of 'fbg, but a fog-
horn driven by some mechanical contrivance. This pro-
vision is intended for vessels at sea, which have only steam
as their motive power, so that while under sail and net
under stean, the fog-horns may be used. This clause of the
Act should be altered, otherwise the inspector cannot give
certificates to these boats, and they will be precluded from
running all summer, because the Oustoms offlcerg cannot
give then clearances without the certificate, and a great
deal of hardship w"uld be worked. I hope the Bill will
receive its second reading, and that it will go to Committee
where, if necessary, amendments may be made.

Mr. COCKBURN. I agree that legislation is required,
but I object to the Bill being introduced so late in the
Session.

Mr. SNOWBALL. This is a matter which requires more
attention than we can possibly give it at so lato a poriod of
the Session. There is one point to which I dosire specially
to direct the attention of the hon. Minister of Marine, and
that is, the provision requires engineers te undergo so many
years' experience on the water before they can receivo a êer-
tificate. Engineers on land are not required to undergo such
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an inspection or to have had so many years experience, allowed was 150 pounds, but now a greater pressure is to
although they bave a great many more lives in their charge. be allowed on steel boilers than on iron boilers. Again. as
Most of our best engineers pass their apprenticeship in the law now stands, it is necessary that there shall be an
machine shops, factories, etc., on the land; and as our boats examination at least every year, and when certificates are
run so short a season, it is difficult to qualify our engineers now given they hold good for the season during which boats
in that way, and the result is that a great many of our are running. The Bill gives power to the inspect& to fix
engineers are little better than firemen, who have been used the time for a less period than a year during which
to shovelling coal and so on. They manage to undergo the inspection shall hold good, and i the case of an
examination, answer a few questions, and receive a old boat or a weak one, the Government inspector
certificate. Many of them are utterly useless when a boat has power to shorten the time during which the
is at sea or at ail in-danger, and we have frequently to take inspection holds good. Many complaints have been
a practical engineer from land, keep him on deck so as to made to the department during the last ycar or two against
be ready to act in an emergency. I think some change the present regulation for the carrying of boats. Smail
should be made in the Act in this respect, for although it is steamers running on rivers are obliged to carry a boat
intended for the protection of life, in its practical operation, seventeen feet long; in some cases the boat is nearly as
it very often works the other way. Attention has been large as the steamer. This provision will be modified so as
directed on the opposite side of the House to another to give discretionary power to the hon. Minister, on the
matter of importance. Small steamers are required to carry reccmmendation of the Government inspector, to allow
boats, when it is almost an impossibility that they can do so. steamers to carry smaller boats than at present are required
For example, I have a steamer, one and one-half tons by law. It is considered inconsistent and unnecessary, and
burthen, and yet she is required to carry a boat altogether does not add to safety. My hon. friend from Leeds (Mr.
disproportionate to her size, and I have eitber to decline Jones) bas asked that this Bill should remain over till the
makinig the required declaration or allow the boat to be next Session. I introduced it last Session in obedience to a
carried contrary to m'y judgment. I cannot see why a general expression of opinion of members on both sides of
yacht carrying a pleasure party should be exempt from the the House that it was necessary. However, if there is now
operation of this Act.just because it is private property, for a feeling in the Hoise that it had better go over for another
the lives of those on board are just as valuable as those on year, the Government do not desire to press it.
any other vessel. The absurdity of the law may be judged Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. After the expression of
by the fact, that if such a boat with two men aboa1d, tows opinion we have heard on this Bill I move the adjournment
a canal vessel, she is liable to the operation of fhe Act, of the debate.
which, if she carries a pleasure party of many times that Motion agreed td.number, she is not within the Act.

Mr. JONES. The subject before the House appears to CONSOLIDATED INSURANCE ACT, 1877.
be one ofconsiderable importance, judging by the different
onlinions which have been expressed on both sides of the The following Bill was introduiced and read the first
Éouse. I hope the matter will not be pressed this Session, time:-
and that during recess the subject may receive full Bill (No. 102) to amend the Consolidated Insurance Act,
discussion. I think the public will agree that inspectors 1877 (from the Senate.)-(Mr. Ouimet.)
should be allowed some discretion in the matter; for
instance, with regard to fines, which are now 6400. In Mr. OUIMET. I desire to call the attention of the
another year the country will be prepared for another Act. Government to this Bill. It appears that insurance com-

nanies mav withdraiw from doin buismess in this countrv
Mr. POPE (Queen's). There is no desire on the part of

the Government to press this Bill, or to impose any further
unnecessary restrictions on steamboat owners. There is
but little difference between this Bill and the present Act.
It is little more than a re-enactment of the Bill now in
force. There are no restrictions imposed by this Act
which are not imposed by the old Act. The Government
propose this Bill because it is reported by the inspectors
that steel plates are in use in the United States for
boilers, and, as they have been introduced into this
country, it is necessary there should be some additional test.
If boat owners go the additional cost of getting steel
plates they should be allowed some additional favor in the
minimum test of their boilers. This measure has been
recommended by the Government inspectors of boats who
can have no interest in this matter, and as they are skilled
in the business their opinions are entitled to consideration.
An accident occurred lu Montreal through a- tap being
blown out of the boiler, resulting in the death of one man,
and the Grand Jury censured the Government Steamboat
Inspector for allowing taps to be used lu this way. This
was represented to the Government, and an Order mn Council
was passed, and I think it is the duty of the Goverument,
wherever they have power, to pass OrJers lu Council
necessary for the safety of life and property. I will point
out the difference between this Bill and the existing Act.
The Bill says : "the limits of such pressure shall not exceed
150 pounds to the square inch in the case of a boiler made
of iron plate, or 190 pounds to the square inch in the case of
a boiler made of steel plate." Heretofore the highest pressure

Mr. SNOWBALL,

pulu lay g rwI-vl uiè UMIjr a1,1MUU 1y,and when they do their assets are disposed of in the manner
provided by sections 17 and 18. It is provided also by
section 13 that all these insurance companies, when they
take out a permit, must give a power of attorney to one
person in Canada; but there is no provision for any power
of attorney being given when these companies withdraw
from Canada, and not having any agent to represent them
here, they cannot be prosecuted or sued by persons holding
their policies. This Bill heretofore proposes to amend
section 13 of the Act, and to provide that foreign companies,
even after their withdrawal, shall give powers of attorney
and that writs or protests may be served on them bv mail,
in anenvelope, duly registered and stamped. I think this is
very important, as cases of great hardships have arisen in
Montrealin connection with àpersons holding policies
of foreign companies.

Mr. GAULT. I think people who insure in foreign
companies ought to understand that they can only make
their claim at the head offices of those companies. The
Government ought to bring in a Bill to protect the policy
holders, as there is nothing to prevent these companies
coming here and taking the money of our people, without
giving adequate protection to policy holders.

Mr. DOMVILLE. I would also call attention to the fact
that there was a deposit of 8$100,000 in the hands of the
Government, on account of the Globe Mutual Insurance
Company of New York. That was paid over by theGovern-
ment to some persons for distribution anong the insurers,
after the company had gone into litigation, yet the insurers
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find themselves involved in litigation in the United States
in order to get their money. This litigation, I am told, is
absorbing a large amount of rmoney in costs and othor ways,
and the result will be that the Canadian policy holders will
get nothing. I think that some restrictions sbould be placed
on thesecompanies, so that when monoy is d@posited with
the Government it may be available for those for whom it
is intended.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex.) I may add to the instances
already given of grievances in connection with American
insurance companies, one relating, I think, to the Atlantic
Mutual, which took a number of risks in Canada, which is
now insolvent, its affairs being in litigation, and whose
policy holders are receiving nothing. Its.affiirs bave been
in a mixed state for almost two years, and I think, the
Minisiter of Justice would confer a great boon upon Canadian
policy .holders in such companies, if he devised some short
process of winding up such companies, and protecting the
policy holders forthwith.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In answer to a question put
toxnq about a fortnight since, I stated that the Government
were giving this matter consideration. I may say that a
draft Bill was prepared, but I fear that at this period of the
Session, it will not ho possible to have it passed. At any
rate, any Bill we might pass would not affect the cases
referred to; it could not be retroactive, but affect only cases
which might arise in the future. If my memory serves me,
the parties in the litigation referred to claim that as the
companies are conducted on the mutual principal, parties
insuring in Canada can only participate in the distribution
of assets, in the same manner and to the same extent as
those insuring in the United States or elsewhere.

Mr. OUIMET. The object of this Bill is to force com-
panies to appoint attornies or agents here, so as to allow the
service of legal proeeedings or those companies in a certain
way. To day we have no recourse at all against these com-
panies in Lower Canada except by calling them by adver-
tisements in the papers-we cannot have thom serve I in
the United States. The object of this Bill is to force ticm,
if they receive premiums, to name an agent in Lower
Canada.

Mr. DOMVIL LE. The Act neel not be made retroactive,
but if it explains that the intention of exempting mutual
companies reforred only to those that are purely mutaal, it
would meet the case.

Bill road the first time.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 84) to amend the Consolidated Railway Act (froin
the Senate). le sai.d: The principal feature of the Bill is
the definition of the word "capital." In the debates on Itie
Canadian Pacifie Rail way contract, there was some difference
of opinion on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite as to the
meaning of the word and the extent it would cover. This
Bill defined the meaning in the sense understood by hon.
gentlemen on this side. It is defined as follows

"1. The said word 'capital' as used in the said sub-section meant and
means the paid up stock and share capital of the Company with interest1
added for periods during which no dividend is paid, to the exclusion of all
subsidies and bonuses and of the debt of the Company: And this inter-
pretation uf the said word shall apply to all railway companies affected
by the said sub-section or by any amendment of the said sub-section ini
which the said word ii used, which is or shall be incorporated with the
special act or charter of any railway company."

Mr. COLBY. Very recently a considerable number of1
charters have been granted in which " running powers "t
have been granted in favor of one or several corporations1
over the lines of other railway corporations. In no instancei
is the meaning of the word defined. This would be theE
proper place in which to give'the term its precise meaning.(

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think it would be prudent to do
so now. It would be better to wait until the Government
has leisure to make a proper definition, in which "running
powers" may vary a good deal according to circumstances.
When given over a long stretch of railway, certain additional
privileges such as means of obtaining supply of fuel and
water should be allowed that would not be required when
given over a small stretch. I believe there lias been no
definition of running powers in any English Act as yet.
The subject is very important, and one which will have
to be considered in another aspect to whieh my hon.
friend bas alluded. But it bas been supposed that because
we have been giving running powers in particular cases, of
railways desirous of using every eligible strip of territory
important as links of communication, east and west-it must
not be supposed it would be a necessary and prudent thing
to apply compulsory runniug powers to all railway charters
to be granted. I arm in favor of applying compulsory
running powers, provisionally, to all cases in which it is
reasonable they should be applied. But I do not believo it
cau be affirmed that, as a general rule, it is reasonablo.

Mr. COL BY. That is not my stateinent.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend rather implied that,
because he said we have been inserting that lately in
general Bills. However, I think it would be unfortunate
to attempt to legislate on the subject. The hon. gentleman
whom f asked to explain the clause dealing with this
subjeet contented himself with simply reading it again.
I could have read it for myself, and did so. 1 think the
bon. gentleman might bave pointed out what the operation
of the clause would be with regard to the Canaditn
Pacifie iailway. According to my own understan(ing
of the powers given to the Canadian Pacifie LRailway, it
seems to me this clause would not operate satisfactorily, or
accomplish what was, suggested during the debate on this
subject, about really to be accomplished. .It will be
remembered it was generally avowed that the resources
which the Company was about to obtain from the public,
including its borrowing powers upon the lands, would bo
adequate-its borrowing powers and cash subsidies which,
by a slight actual payment on the capital stock and work,
were estimated at a certain value. It will bu remembered
that calculations were gone into, indeed not disputéd by
the other side, seriously, which indicated that somowhere
about 85,000,OOO was, perbaps, the outside of the actual
cash in the way of share capital which would be acquired
by this railway company. The statement made from the
Ministerial benches was that this power to levy tolls or
rates, or rather the limitation of this power of the Governor
in Council and Parliament to reduce the tolls, in the case in
which those tolls should ho exceeding ton per cent. of the
capital, was to apply to the actual paid up capital of the
Company. Nothing was said at that tirne of the interest
for the period during which dividends should not ho paid.
Not a word was said to Parliament ofthat important addition
to the mass on which interest profits are to be paid at the
rate of ten per cent. It is a new introduction altogether.
But more than that, the discussion being based upon the*
view that but a small anount of share capital would be
really required, we are now face to face with a plain sehene
whieb makes it the direct interest of the Canadian Pacific
Railway to adopt those modes of act'on which it was
suggested during the course of the debate might be adopted
in order to render nugatory any restrictions as to its
profits based upon the amount of its capital account. We all
know that the greater part of the i nterest rate of railways in
the United States, of the capital account, is very much
largerthan the real, genuine expenditure upon those railways
represents, that the capital account lias been swollen by
stocks issued, not at par, but by bonds sold at great dis-
counits in many instances, by watered stocks and frandulent
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bond issues. We all know that the capital account, as it
stands, is something wholly different from what the real
cost of the railway was. Take the statements which are
made by hon. gentlemen here and in England,
very much to the detriment of railway enterprise
in Canada, with reference to the capital account
of our great railway-to the several construction
accounts-to the subsequent swelling of the capital account,
or to all those things which indicate an original swelling of
the capital account to a point far beyond the genuine cost
of the work-take off this fund created not many years ago,
when there was an issue of ordinary stock to something like
£10,000,000 sterling, at 20 per cent., on which but
£2,000,000 was realized by the company; and, for this,
the £10,000,000 sterling emitted, besides, has been added to
the capital stock of the Grand Trunk Railway. That debt
was created-not for the parpose of renewing construction,
but for steel-railing the road. But, at any rate, if that were
to be added to the capital account, although the renewal of
its rails ought to have been provided for out-of ordinary
revenue-the only thing properly, on the most liberal
construction, tbat onght to have been added to the capital
account was the difference between the cost of the steel and
iron. But the whole £10,000,000 were added to that
account for only £2,000,000 cash, which makes of the
clause a totally illusory showing as to what the real capital
account of the Grand Trunk Railway is ; and the same
results to a ve-y notable extent have been seen with
reference to some other railroads in the United States.

It being Six o'elock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER R ECESS.

Mr. BLAKF. When the flouse rose I wasendeavoring to
show, from the circumstances under which the Grand Trunki
Railway capital account had been increased, that the capital
stoek of a railway company formed an entirely delusive1
indication of the cost of tho railway. Another important1
illustration in the same sense is given as in the capitali
account of the Central and Union Pacifie Railways; for ai
recent report of the authorities of the United Statas ii-i
dicales that while the apparent cost of those roads wasi
something over $300,000,000, the actual cost at presenti
prices would be about 875,000,000. The practical result of
all this is, that it is easy to swell the capital account; and1
when you reflect that in the case of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway the provisions are such that there is no security
for the capital stock representing money actually paid to the t
apparent value of that stock, it will be observed that
every facility is afforded for the undue increase of the'
capital account. In virtue of the provisions of the charter i
it is competent for the Company to dispose of the capital p
stock at such prices as the directors may choose to affix to t
it, and for a consideration such as they may choose to take t
for it. It is therefore competent to them, for example, to c
arrange a construction company which may be paid partly u
in eecurities of the railway company, partly in cash, and i
partly in its capital stock-this construction company i
being composed practically of the corporators of the o
Company. That is what took place, as we know, with a
regard to the Union Pacifie when the Urédit mobiker was u
established, and large bloeks of the stock of the Union t
Pacifie were handed over to those contractors-who were o
really the Company itself-at nominal rates. Well, you t
give an inducement to the railway company to enter fi
upon this plan, while under other circumstances there T
would have been no inducement to the swelling of the t]
capital stock beyond reasonable' limits. Your present r
proposai is a direct inducement to them to enter into these o
courses, because you tell them that thoy may make returns o
free from the power of the Government, and they will offer h
rates up to tea per cent. on the -capital stock and the c

Mr. BLAKE.

interest thereon, and therefore you tell them that the larger
they swell the capital stock so much the greater *ill be
their power-,to obtain dividends on the enterprise uncon-
trolled by the Government. The natural result will be that
they will make such financial arrangements in such a way
as will give them that freedom, such as shall insure the
emission-I do not say for money, but for a emall con-
sideration-to themselves probably of the whole block of this
capital stock. And we do not provide that, unless for the
years in which they receive a dividend upon it, interest shall
be added to the amount so created for ten years during the
construction, and on this aggregate they may have ten per
cent profit uncontrolled. Of course, it is easily managed.
It may bc said they will not abstain from dividing profits in
order to secare this result; but during these ten years there
will bc a very easy application of nll the profits they will
make from the running of the ompleted portions of the
road. They will be engagei in construction during the
whole of that time, and instead of dividing the profits, they
may use the profits on the completed portions in their
hands, and facilitate the work of construction of the remain-
der. Again, they may make a division as soon as they
acquire, from time to time, large portions ot the lands, and
that would not be a dividend on capital stock. On the
whole, it is tolerably clear that they may, without
any practical inconvenience, make arrangements by
which, without their being really represcnted by
money, or at all events money to the extent of
more than four or five millions, the whole shares of the
$25,000,000 capital stock may be omitted, and a charge
made of the interest of the capital stock so omitted,
amounting altogether to about $40,000,000, on which they
might obtain dividends, uncontrolled by the Government,
up to the extent of 10 per cent. That is practically the
result which may be achieved under this clause. I quite
agree that that is a better result than what was to be looked
for under the Bill lately before Parliament. But it is not
the result which we were told would b secured. I believe,
if the expectations of the Syndicate are largely carried out;
if the calculations of the Government are largely verified, it
would be unnecessary to expend more than $5,000,000 of
noney in the shape of capital stock, and they will have a
nominal capital by the time the road is completed of
$ 25,000,000, with $15,000,000 interest, or in all 840,000,000,
bearing dividends within the meaning of this clause, and
there will be no efficient control over the rates i. future.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have been treated by
the hon. gentleman to a very elaborate argument upon what
appears to be really a small matter. The definition of the
word capital in the first section of the Bill is not the general
nterpretation of the word capital in Acts of Parliament
generally, but is simply the meaning of the word capital in
he Railway Act of 1879, so far as regards the collection of
the tolls. It may be remembered that when we were dis-
cussing the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the argument was
used that they might raise large sums of money on the
ands they, were to reccive, they might steal that money,
ssue bonds to any extent, throw thç road on the public or
on the bond-holders, and that the 15 per cent was too large
and they would have a monopoly of rates. Theoe was no
use arguing that the Government had a check, because no
olls or rates ceould be imposed except un-ier approval
f an Order in Council. There was no confidence i
he Syndicate, because it was a monopoly, and no con-
idence in the Government because it was the Government.
lhe Act of 1879, to which this clause relates, provides
Iat the Parliament of Canada may from time to time
educe the'tolls on railways, but not without the consent
f the Company unless their profits were cver 15 per cent
n the capital actually expended. No matter how the road
ad been built, whether by bonds or paid up shares, 15 per
ent must be the profits on the capital expended before the
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tol&eould be reduced. That rate was now diminished to
10 per cent., and it was proposed that subsidies should not
be counted. It seems to me that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company have gone up a great deal more that was
ever asked or expected from any other railway company;
yet hon. gentleman opposite were not satisfied. If it is
watered or bogus stock, it is not capital expended on the
rond. There is nothing in the objection taken by the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake), and the hon. gen.
tieman appears to have raised it just for the purpose of
makingit.

Bill read the second time, considered in Committee, and
reported.

MARINE TELEGRAPH UNES.

Bill (No. 97) to establish a Marine Telegraph betwoen
the Pacifie coast of Canada and Asia-(Mr. Langevin).
-read the second time, considered in Committeo and
reported.

SUPPLY.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Sapply.

226. Ottawa drill shed, amount required......$ 060 00

Mr. MACKENZIE. Will the bon. gentleman state, with
regard to this item of $550 for the Ottawa drill shed, what
has been the contribution of the Government to this build-
ing, and what that of the municipality.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The total amount expended was $·27,555.
I cannot say whether this was all Government money
or not.

227. Ottawa Geological Museum ..................... $9,250 00

Sir R[CIARD J. CARTWRIGIT. What bas been the
total cost, up to date, of the purchase and fitting up of this
Museum ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. 829,938 up to 30th December last.
The $9,250 are for a number of changes and improvements
in the building required by the Chief of the Geological Staff.
The cost of the building was $20,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT. And we are spending
about J20,000 more on it.

Mr. LANGEVIN. There was a contract for the building
amounting to $10,000,and additions called for $3,500 or $4,000
more. The floors near the front of the building were found
to be not on the same level as those in the portion of the
building on George Street. We had to put on a new roofand
took that opportunity to place the floors on the proper level.
The repairs make it a very good building, which will meet
all the requirements of the Geological Museum.

Sir RICIIARD J. CARTWRIGHT. From whom was the
property purchased ?

Sir JOHN. A. MACDONALD. It belonged to Mr. Skead
once; but he had mortgaged it to a loan company.

Mr. MILLS. I do not think this building is suitable for
the purpose of a Geological Museum, as it will be insuffi-
ciently lighted, and because, by its contiguity to carriage
ways, it will be open to the admission of dust.

Mr. LANGEVIN. On the contrary, the building is well
lighted, and as to the dust, unless we had a building out on
the Common, we could scarcêly effect any improvemaent in
that respect. I do not think a building more suitable could
be obtained in any of our large cities.

Mr. GAULT. I tbink it is a pity the Museum was
remoycd from Montreal, as that was the most suitable place
for it.

176

237. To pay Wm. Kingsford, Esq., Civil Engineer,
as compensation for lost of employaent as
Engineeria charge of Harbor and River
Work8, Ontario anad Qnebec, &c.) at the
rate of 83,300 per annum..... .. 1)650 00

Sir R[CH'ARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this gentleman
now employed by the department ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. No.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIHT. I forget the tenure

of his office. He was for a very long time employed in the
publie service. Why was he dismissed?

Mr. LA-NGEVIN. Mr. Kingsford was employed for a
long time in the department, but the special work for which
ho was employed was no long required under the new
arrangement of the department. We, therefore, dispensed
with his services, and the question of compensation came
up. He claimed compensation on account of his having
been discharged. The tenure of his office was not very
clearly explained by papers in the department, and Mr.
Kingsford produced a letter froin the late head of the
department to show that, though he was not a
permanent officer, nevertheless the Governmont of
the day had thought ho should have some more firm
position than an ordinary clerk or enginear, and, therefore,
he was paid by the year. Mr. Kingsford having claimed a
year's salary the matter was referred by us to the hon.
Minister of Justice in order to know how ftr I could go in
that direction. The bon. Minister of Justice reported that
Mr. Kingsford lad no legal claim; nevertheless, after con-
sidering the matter, I thought soine compensation should
be given, and I recommended accordingly that Mr. Kingsfbrd
should be paid six months salary.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Thon no fault was fuund with him.
Mr. LANGEVIN. I made no complaint against Mr.

Kingsford; he was discharged because of the changes in the
department.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Is no one employed to do work at
the harbors of Quebec and Ontario ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The Chief Engincer of the Depart-
ment now does that work. We have not any spocial
engineer to look after the engineers in Quebec and Ontario,
in Mr. Kingsford was employed; now the Chief Enginoer
does it.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who is the Chief Engineer.
Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Perley.
Mr. MACKENZIE. And who does the work that Mr.

Perley formerly did in the Lower Provinces.
Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Boyd bas been employed during

the summer to superintend the works there, but after the
season ho returned to headquarders and assiste I Mr. Perley
in preparing plans.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Can the hon. gentleman give a state-
ment of the expenditure on engineering surveys in Quebec
and Ontario last year.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I have a comparative statement of
the cost of those surveys in.1878, 1879 and 1880. In 1878,
under the old rdjime, Mr. K:ngsford being thon employed,
the staff numbered nine, number of surveys eleven, total
exponditure $14,715, cost of each survey $1,337. In
1879, after the charge had taken place staff num-
bered twelve, surveys thirteen, total expendituro $16,007,
cost of each survey $1,231. In 1880 the staff was
increased to sixteen, engi neors and assistants, surveys forty-
four, amount expended $19,794, cost of each survey $449.
Hon. gentlemen will see that, though the expenditure was
larger, the number of surveys was also largely increased,
while the average cost was redaoed; and that was the object
desired to be accomplisbed in making the chang'.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman talks about the

number of surveys, but it entirely depends on what the
surveys were. There have been a large number of a very
trifling character. The fact remains that the hon. gentle-
man dismissed an old and faithful servant and took on a new
man.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman should not say
that, because it is not so. I have no doubt the hon. gentle-
man says 'that because he does not know better. Mr.
Kingsford has not had any successor. The men employed-
were the ordinary surveyors or engineers that were
employed in the time of the hon. gentleman. We did not
employ a suporintendent of those surveyors, as the hon.
gentleman did when he placed Mr. Kingsford over them.
That office is abolished, and these engineers were placed in
charge of the Chief Engineer's Department.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Did the hon. gentleman employ
other engineers who had not been employed before Mr.
Kingsford's dismissal ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. There may have been some; it iis
quite possible ; but they were only employed for two or
three months-porhaps four or five months-at 84 a day
and their travelling expenses, while Mr. Kinsgford's salary
was $3,300.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Thon the fact remains that the hon.
gentleman could pot find any employment for a man who,
I am bound to say, deserved well of the department-a man
who is a political opponent of mine, and therefore, I have
nothing to say on that acconut I have endeavored to treat
all the engineers alike, no matter what their politics. Ilere
is a gentlemani dismissed who, confessedly, is an able
engineer, dismissed unceremoniously, and for a reason that
is not an honest reason. The hon. gentleman's reason is
very like that for dismissing the inspectors of weights and
measures. The law was changed so that the law would
dismiss them. The hon. gentleman goes through the farce
of changing the arrangements ir his office, and so in his
small way legislates Mr. Kingsford out of his position and
employs other engineers after that, who have been ermployed
to this day. This is the sort of usage that is meted out to
men who have rendered good service to the country. I am
surprised the hon. gentleman is not ashamed of the treat-
ment he as meted out to that gentleman and to several
others in the department.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman may try to be as
offensive as he ploases, but he will not compel me to be
offensive to him. I shall not lose my temper, but I shahl
try to be civil, and I hope the hon. gentleman will do the
same. Mr. Kingsford was discharged-I will not say
dismissed, because I understand that in the English language
the word dismissed means that a man is sent away for good
cause, while the word discharged means that ho was not
required any longer, though he might be a very good man.
Therefore, I say Mr. Kingsford was not dismissed but was
discharged. I have always found him an able man. It was
not I who put him into the department, but it was the hon.
gentleman, and therefore I had no reason to find fault withl
Mr. Kingford being in the department because I put him
there. 1ut his usefulness was gone, the office was no longer
required and therefore it was abolished, and Mr. Kingsford
le the service. Thinking that, under the circumstances,
Mr. Kingsford should have an indemnity I have asked my
colleagues to have this put in the Estimates. Mr. Kingsford
could not be offered another eIsition in my department
because I have none to give him. The officers I require
only serve for a few months at a time, and in that way Iam
able to curtail very considerably the expense, while they
are only paid for the work they do.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I am not aware I said anything
offensive such as the hon. gentleman complains of. I

Mr. LANGEVU.

certainly had no intention to be 'offensive. I em notiteare
of anything I said whiéh he could call offensive.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The. lon. gentleman .spoke of my
amall way of doing business.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman is mstaken ; 1
said he legislated Mr. Kingsford out in a small way, mean.
ing the legislation of a department as cmpared with fh
legislation of Parliament. ln the parallel case, Isaid tàe
inspectors of weights and measures were legislated outtof
their positions, and the hon. gentleman legislated Mr.
Kingsford out of his position in a small way, and if the hon.
gentleman understood me to be offensive in that, he is
entirely mistaken.

Mr. LANGEVIN. There is another thing. The hon.
gentleman said the reason I was giving was not an honiest
reason. I do not think that is very complimentary to any
member of Parliament. I never treated the hon. gentleman
in that way.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I have no complaint to make of the
hon. gentlemans statement, and I do not think he has much
reason to complain of my treatment of him. The reason
why I said it was not an honest reason, was that I believed
that Mr. Kîigsford was treated precisely as the inspectors
were-that the arrangement was changed for the purpose
of getting rid of him.

Mr. LANGEVIN. No.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I accept the hon. gentleman's state-
ment of course.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Kingsford has not been replaced;
if he had been, the hon. gentleman would be right in his
assertion. I have saved his salary. I have saved a great
deal in the other provinces also by getting rid of the staff
that were there with those local engineers. I do not think
the hon. gentleman knew that; I only knew it after I bad
been a certain time in the dopartment. When I found that
they had nothing to do and were a source of expense in
many ways, I got rid of them all.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Where ?
Mr. LANGEVIN. In New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and

Ontario.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I was not aware of any Government
engineers being in New Brunswick.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The lon. gentleman did not know it.
I did not know it for several months, but as soon as I dis-
covered it I dismissed them all.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would like to know where they
were.

Mr. LANGEVIN. In St. John and Halifax, the staff of
Mr. Kingsford.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There were none in Halifax that I
am aware &f. We paid none in Halifax. I think tliere were
two assistants to Mr. Perley in St. John, but I am not
aware of any other engineers. I think the hon. gentleman
is wrong.

Mr. LANGEVIN. If tho hon. gentleman wishes I wilI
give him a statement.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I hope the hon. gentleman will
bring a statement. In the meantime we find lis economy
resuits is this way: In my last year this business costs,
$14,000; in the next year, under the hon. gentleman it
costs $16,000-1 give the round figures. In this iset year itr
costs 819,000. This is economy going backwards.

Mr. LANGP4VIN. The hon. gentleman says that in is
last year he expended $14,000, and that in the next two
years I expended f16,000 and $19,000. That is perf.etly
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correct, but the hon. gentleman should add that the numbei
of surveys for his $14,000 were eleven; for My 16,000
thirteen; and now that the system has been perfected, foi
*19,000, I had forty-four surveys. The-surveys in the-timE
of the hon. gentleman cost $1,337 eaeh, while they now cos
*4*9 eaeh.

Mr., MAXCKENZIE. But one survey may bo equal t
a d'oen, and no doubt in this case it is so.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am glad to hear the hon. member
for Lambton complain of the dismissal of public servants
without just cause; but I do not think he las found an
example in the case of Mr. Kingsford. The hon. Minister
of Public Works has given a very satisfactory reason for the
removal of that offcer-an economic reason; he bas shown
that he las saved publc money. But the hon. member for
Lambton forgets that he himself dismissed a public
seryant for the simple reason that he would not support the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) on
a certain occasion-I refer to the case of Dr. Strange-and
re-appointed an officer to replace him without any trial or
enquiry. He dismissed him in a manner most obnoxious to
a& volueteer officer-by stating that Her Majesty had no
longer need for his services. I think it does not lie in the
mouth of the hon. member for Lambton to make this com-
plaint against the hon. Minister of Public Works.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. -. I doubt whether
any particular service wilt be done in the passage of the
Estimates by bringing up a transaction five years old. But I
take occasion to say that Dr. Strange was dismissed for the
grossest possible violation of his duty, he being a public
ogieer in the pay of the Government and eliberately
electioneering in Kingston.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Yes; in favor of

the present Premier and against the other candidate,
and he was warned repeatedly that if he, as a Government
offler, so interfered in elections, he would be dismissed. He
was most righteously dismissed.

Mi. MILLS. The lon. Minister of Public Works says
he was not at ail influenced in bis conduct towards .
Kingaford by any political considerations. I think Mr.
Kingsford is under the impression that the hon. gentle-
man was.influenced ' by certain charges made against Mr.
Kingsford in connection with some things that happened at
Rimouski. I may say also that the person who opposed
meat the last election accused Mr. Kingsford of intertering
in the political contest in Bothwell. For that accusation
there was not the shadow of foundation. I never discusscd
politics with Mr. Kingsford for ton minutes in my life, and
ony then to learn that his sympathies were not with us,
but with hon. gentlemen posite. But I never supposed
for!a moment, that Mr. Eingsford was in the smallest
degreo influenced politically in the diseharge of his duties
âaan engineer. The whole accusation made against him
in ray constituency was that, not long before the election,
he was pamsing through Morrisburgh, and telegraphed to
the.4JZtom house officer, who is himself not a politician,
asking him to see him while the train was passing. I do
not think he was off the train for five minutes, and I do
net think any person saw him but Mr. Duff, the Custom
huse offleer.

Mr. LANGEVIN. An y1accusation which May have
been made against Mr. Kingford for anything he may
have said or done previous to our coming into office was
not noticed by me. We never reproached him or any
other officer for taking part in any election before we came
into office; but if these officers while we are in office,
should go and canvasa against the Government, that would
be taken notice of.,

r Mr. MMLLS. Or for them.

r M,,LANýGEVIN. I have no doubt that would be amnch
more nienial offence, but onie unlikely to occur.

gt M3. To reimbmre Mr. G. A. Brown the amount
contained in a bag of eiver, stoIen from a
valise duri ng his journey from St. John, N. B ,

;0 to- Cape Breton, fur the purpose oif making
payments in connection wîth Cow Bay
Breakwater and Gabarus Harbor.............. $150 09

r Mr. LANGEVIN. This olicor, I arn informed by the
'sobad officers of my departmeît-I do not knowhirn at ail-
nbas always been a most doserving man. le lias frequently,
ras paymaster, had lui-go sumns of oeenrsd to him.
eOn this occasion ho was robbed of bis bag containing $150,
rand in order 'that there niight bc 1no delay in paying the
rmen, he replaced it from bis own porsonal fuds. In a letter

addressed to the departmoent. ho aT4ks, on account of the
precautions ho bais always takon, not to b ho ld responsible
for the loss.

245. Âdditional amount required for laying ofcable
r on New Sub-marine Cable Route between

Vancouver Island and mainland via-Nana-
imo and Point Grey ..................... $1,500 00

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not objoct to, the item, but I
»understood last Session the Government wouid not 8Ofld

Mir. Gisborne home to buy the cable, but order it by letter
ror telegrarn.
D Mr. LANGE VIN. Such was the intention, but
on enquiry we found it advibabIe, in the publie
interest, that the officer shouid go to England
in person, and the resuit jutifiod our decision.
The cable was purchased at a much lower rate
than it could otberwise have been, and havin'g been

psoaly selected by the officer wbo visited the stocks of
th etbouses, its quality is guaranteed. ht bas been laid

Fdown in the Gulf from one point to, another and lias worked
admirably.

242. Amount required to complote payment for
mail service~ between Victoria, B.O., and
San Francisco ......... ......... . ... $4,760 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWIRIGHT. What is thi8 addi-
tional amount required for?

Mr. LANGEVIN. 1 tbink to pay for the service during
the gap period between the old and new contracta.

243. Amourit required to cover expenses con-
nected with the bringi ng out of the screw
corvette 1'Charybdis" ............. $5,000 O0

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is tho total
amount expended on this vessol up to date ? Is this the firat
vote asked for ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Lt is the first vote asked
for; but it is proposed to, reduce it to, $5,000, by sailing the
vessel across the ocean in summer with a company of
sailors instead of with a lot of engineers and other expen-
isive officers. I think there liasbeon £400 expended in
this vessel.

Sir RICHARD J. CAIRTWRIGHT. ls this a new
departure ? What is the intention of the Goveru ment? iq
this to ho the foundation of a fleet ? We had a fleet before
ini the days ofMinibier of Marine Mitchell, with which we
were to wage war against the Yankees. la this to be suoli
a war vessel ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDLONALD. She is to, b. a training
ship.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Wbom are you
going to train ?

Sir JOHEN A. MACDONALD. Young Canadians who
desire to embrace a nutical life or enter the merohant
marine.
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Mr. MILLS. The acquisition of this vessel was

considered important enough to receive notice in the
Speech from the Throne. One would have supposed the
Canadian Government was receiving a very handsome
present, but the vessel's boilers appear to be worn out and
her timbers unsound. The Government have to wait till
the weather is fine and the Atlantic less stormy, in order to
bring her ont. It was hardly worth while for the hon.
gentleman to make such an ado about this old vessel
that we have bought and have put such a eulogy mto the
mouth of His Excellency on the subject. The hon. gentle-
man gave us to understand we are to pay for ber a great
deal more than she is worth. The Finance Minister now
announces they have been bickering with the English
Government with regard to ber value; that they have pointed
out the Canadian Government have been imposed upon by the
English Government with regard to an old craft of which
they did not know the value; and now the First Minister.
tells us that the item will be eut down a half, and the
ship brought out when the weather is fine. Tbis is a very
extraordinary conclusion a very high sounding announce-
ment; and if the hon. gentlemen were to put in the
Governor General's Speech everything e!se of no more con-
sequence to the country, we should have hardlygot through
by this time with the reading of all the items and para-
graphs the Speech would have contained. I do not know
how the hon. gentleman should have so mistaken his politi-
cal perspective as to bare put alongside the subject of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Syndicale such a matter as this
old gun vessel the Charybdis.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Mills) does not evidently like ships of war; he is a man of
peace. But here we are: the Charybdis is our ship, and
between the cost of the Charybdis and the difficulty of
Sylla on the other side-we do not spoll it with y-we are
well attacked. But, seriously, though this vessel is not a
new one, I do not think Her Majesty's Government could
afford to give us a now one-she has been a ship of war in
the Chinese seas for some years and has stood monsoons
and simooms and rounded the Cape, arriving in England safe.
And if she bas survived all those tests, she ean surely cross
the Atlantic. Though old the ship is valur ble yet, and ought
not to be broken up. She will serve as a training ship for
ouryoung men wishing to enter the nerchant service, which
we wanted very much. The surveyors in Her Majesty's
navy are very rigid in condemning ships which might sail
in the commercial fleet for 20 years. As a block ship the
Charybdis might defend the port of St. John. We have
reduced the item by deciding upon employing a less expen-
sive crew to bring the vessel out. We will thus dispense
with the engineers, stokers, etc., and we could put ber into
the harbor of St. John where our young mon could be sont
to form a portion of our commercial navy.

Mr. MILLS. How many guns ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know that she

bas any.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If she has no guns,i

how many of these youngsters are to be put on board thisj
training ship, and what wili they cost, as I take it for(
granted that an annual appropriation will be required for1
training and maintenance. I know that on the other sideF
of the Atlantic there are a considerable number of these
ships which bave been turned to good account as a sort of
nautical or rather reformatory school for the training ofé
unfortunate lads picked up on the streets of great cities. I 
take it for granted that the hon. Minister does not intend t
to turn the Charybdis to that purpose. Are instructors to v
be kept on board, and are these lads intended' for mates in a
the merchant service ? If they are merely teobe turned e
out as sailors they are likely, like other sailors, to go into o

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

every service under the sun, almost before they eave the
training ship.

Sir JOHN A. LACDONALD. Of course, before we ask
for a vote for the maintenance of this training school we are
bound to be prepared with a plan for the ratiication of
Parlianent, of the description of the work we expect to
perform and the nature and extent of the tuition. I would
be much opposed to commence by making the Charydids a
mere reformatory or prison for the training of young
convicts.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. They are not
convicts.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, of castaways,
waifs or vagrsnts such as those the hon. gentleman bas
referred to. I think we sbould rather make it a school for
the training of the upper class of sailors such as mates and
so on. Those who aie unable from idleness or want of
ability to pass the requisite examinations will always be
valuable on account of the instruction and experience tbey
may acquire as common sailors.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I suppose the hon. gentleman took
care to inform the Government of the United States and
other Governments, that bis intentions in this matter are
strictly pacifie.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; our intentions are
solely confined to the Atlantic. We do not intend to go to
the Pacifie.

Mr. MILLS. No doubt we should be very thankfal to
the English Government for the great favor they bave
shown us in selling us this vessel; but after learing the
reference to it in the Speech from the Throne many were
somewhat disappointed when they read in the newspapers
the character o the vessel, and I do not think thèers very
much room, after all, for the glorifications which thé bon.
gentleman bas taken to himself for this st ep in laying the
foundations of a great naval power upon this continent.

Mr. ANGLIN. I think it would be well if we could Let
some idea of the cost of this vessel to the country hre-
after, for we are now undertaking rather a serious obliga-
tion. The report we bave received as to the condition of
the Charybdis is based upon a survey of an offloer of
high standing on the other side of the Atlantic, and it
appears that the boilers were considered to be in sncb a con-
dition that it was deemed dangerous to take ber across the
Atlantic in winter, by the more favorable southern
route, to say nothing of the more diffleuit
northern route. It will take a great deal more than
is now asked to put the vessel in proper condition.
It will cost a great deal more than $5,00. Perhaps the
hon. gentleman may have occasion to. send her across the
Atlantic, but if she gets back safely she will romain the
whole of the next year lying idle. During allthat- lime it
will coast a great'deal to maintain ber equipment. This vessal
must be well manned with officers if these young gentlemen
are to learn anything of their business. As far as defending
St. John without guns or officers, it would be rendering us
more defenceless than we are already. We ought to have
some idea of what it will cost te put this vessel in an
efficient condition and to render ber serviceable for any
purpose. My impression is that in the .condition of our
society it will be difficult te find young men to take service
on a vessel of this kind. There are a large number of
vessels leavipg our barbor every day, and young men who
desire to learn anything of marine service can always fnd
room on board these vessels, and receive all the instruction
thore, and in the schools on shore, that they nåy ind
necessary. In the Lower Provinces we bave never been at
a loss for able and intelligent offlcers of marine. ffs
experiment is to be tried we ought toIhave a fui statzWe nt
of the probable ceSt.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have already stated

that before the House is asked to vote any additional sum,
ful information will be given as to the scale of the proposed
inàlitution. Of course, it can be commenced on a modest
secale or on a large scale, as Parliament chooses. However,
we thought that at all events the hon. gentleman would not
object to a school of this kind being established in the
vic1nity of St. John. If we have a training ship at St.
John or elsewhere it must be an old vessel, just as the
training ships in England are old vessels that are being
utilized. The hon. gentleman does not seem to want it, and
perhaps he had botter move to have the $3,000 struck off.

Mr. KILLAM. It strikes me that if a vessel was wanted
for a training ship, it woulid have been better to buy a good
ship for half the moncy on this side of the ocean. I am
sure that those who will want offlers for mercantile vessels
will not want the sort of ofioers brought up on board this
vessel.

245. Gratuities to two members of Montreal Water
Police..........................$ U7 30

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not remember
over having seen any items of this kind in the Estimates
before. I think this is the first occasion on which any con-
siderable gratuity has been paid.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). It is well known that policemen
should be in the prime of life, but there are two old men,
seventy-five or eighty years of age, who have been for many
years on the water police in Montreal. As they had served
faithfully for many year%, it was thought just to give them
a retiring allowance.

Mr. GAULT. Ihave known Sorgeant Wilson for over
twenty-five years, and a more steady, reliable man is not in
the force in Montreal. I think he is well entitled to this
gratuity.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. It is clear that mon
of that age are not qualified to discharge the duties of police-
men, and I would like to know if no rule bas been laid down
as to the age in which men shall cease to occupy pùÀtions
in the water police. That is the case in other branches of
the service and should beso bere. It is wellto bear in mind
that these gratuities are now proposed for the first time,
establishing a precedent which will be used in regard to all
the police employees who attain a certain age and are dis-
charged.

Mr. POPE. This is the first time that gratuities have
ever been asked for policemen. This is done simply because
these mon have served faithfully for many years, and were
no longer able to perform the duties of that position.

246. Geological Burvey.-Additional amount required
to complete this service............ ..... ............... $10,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. .What special work
is expected tobe" done for this sum ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The $10,000 is made up
as follows:-Printing the Geological Report, $3,300;
advances in order to get the parties off to the season's work
early, $4,500; preparation of maps for the report, $1,200;
and expenses for the removal of the staff from Montreal to
Ottawa, $1,000.

Mr. BLAK E. What is the cause of the.odditional'cost of
$300 for printing the report?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is on account of
the report whioh will appear next year. The work of pre-
paration has been commenced earlier than usuai.

Mr. MILLS. The report has heretofore been printed
privately in Miontreal, for the reason given by Mr. Selwyn
that there was great danger of inaccuracy if it were printed
where hecould not snpervise the work. But now that the
Geological Branch is to be removed to Ottawa, the reason
forprintiùg it privately will no longer exist, and I do not

see why it should not b printed like other public document&
by the public printers ofthe House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The present report, I
take it, is now in hand. When Mr. Selwyn and hie staff
are hore, I presume-although I speak without having
consulted Mr. Selwyn-that the report will be printed here.

Mr. MILLS. When is the staff to be removed from
Montreal to Ottawa ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. On the opening of navi-
gation.

252. To refund to the reprosentatives of the late
A. M. Deliale, shipping master's fees paid into
the Treasury by him in errorwhilst acting as
Collector of Customs at Montreal... ........... *2,457 29

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There wore certain dutios
performed by the late Collector of Customs in Montreal for
which ho received certain fees separate and distinct froin
his duties as Collector of Customs, that ho paid into the
Treasury. His succossor, Mr. Simpson, collected the foes and
appropriated them, with the assent of the late Government,
to bis own use in addition to his salary. The boiresand
executors of Delisle claimed they should b placed in the
same position as Simpson, by receiving the focs for the
registration of vessels, which Mr. Delisle should have appro-
priated, but did not. The Government, after consideration,
placed those exocutors in the position claimod.

Mr. BLAKE. This seems a very extraordinary proceed-
ing. The late collector, it is said, did not receive those
feos, but paid thom into the Treasury. I suppose he under-
stood they did not belong to him, yet the Govornment decide
to surrender thom to his exocutois.

Mr. JONES. They did belong to him.
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know whether they did or not.

As a general rule, officers take all that belongs to thom, and
occasionally what does not.

Mr. JONES. He was honest ; the prosent collector is
honest too.

Mr. BLAKE. i know nothing about the presont collector.
But the late collector did not think the feos belonged to
him, and the Govern ment do not think they bolong to them.
That was the statetof things during all his incumbency.
But the next collector claims the fees, aud I suppose the
G-overnment was not entitled to them, or they would not
have let him keep them. I do not understand why the
systom satisfactory to the late collector and the Govern-
ment should b now changed, and the fees takon out of the
Treasury and given to the collector.

Mr. POPE (Queen's). I will correct the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Blake) who, I think, misunderstood the rinance
Minister. In the most important ports the shipping masters
are appointed and paid by fees, 50 cents for every man put
on the articles, and 50 cents for every man discharged.
The Colector at Montreal for vears received these fees and
paid them in, and the Collector at Quebec retained them, as
ho had a perfect right to do. The fees were paid in by
mistake by the Montreal collector till they amounted to
over 82,000. Mr. Lash, Deputy Minister of Justice, gave it
as his opinion that the Delisle exécutors were fairly entitled
te the fees claimed. The collector is, by virtue of his
appointment, shipping master, and bas a right te colleetihe
fees.

Mr. BLAKE. Is Mr. Simpson now recoiving them.?
Mr. POPE. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. Why, if Mr. Simpson bas nothing refuided

to him, should the fees be refunded to the representatives
of the dead man?

Sir lIEONARD TILILEY. Mr. Simpson received-tbfe6s
up- to a few months after the present Governmenit Was
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formed,.when it was decided that, iustead, thereshould be a
rearrangement of his salary. Our action placed the Delisle
claimants in the same position as Simpson was put in by the
hon. gentlemen opposite. Simpson's salary bas been
increased, and the fees are now paid into the Treasury.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Why draw the lino at Delisle? Why
not go back to the other dead people ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Deslisle was collector many
years, and bis executors state that while he lived he claimed
he was entitled to this money, and that as his successor had
been allowed it, it would not be right to make any invidious
distinction between the late and present collector.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It should go to Delisle's predecessors,
too.,

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They do not ask for it.
Mr. JONES. The present collector does not receive

those fees, as I understand; but now the Government intend
to give them to the representatives of the man dead.

253. Amount required to pay Sir A. T. Galt for
services and expenses during June, July,
August, and September, 1879, whiest con-
tinuing trade negotiations with France,
Spain, etc., (revote)...................... ..... $4,058 32

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is a revote, the money
having been appropriated last Session. But the. advance
was made by the Bank. of Montreal, aind the year expired
before the details came in. So we have to ask a revote.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Has the hon. gentle-
man any information to give us about the negotiations
themselves ? What about the results and the renewal of
negotiations ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is a hope of their
renêwal, and Sir A. T. Galt is awaiting a favorable oppor-
tunity of renewing them.

Mr. BLAKE. The only proof of those negotiations is the
payment of divers sums for them. What is their total cost
so far?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The items are given under
different schedgles, and my hon. friend is good at adding
up.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I asked on one occasion if Colonel
Bernard's superannuation salary had been paid to him in full
while engaged in those negotiations, for which he was also
paid.. I was told that I should get the information on con.
carrence last year, but did not. I presume I shall get it
now.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think he was associated
with Sir A. T. Gait in this work, and that in addition to
whatever he received for it. he was paid bis superannuation
allowance.

254. To cover expenses connected with the Civil
Service Commission.... . ...... . ......... $5,OO 0oo

Mr. CASEY. I em glad that the report of those Commis-
sioners has at last come down, but if we really intend to
go on with a reform of the Civil Service, we have lost a
great deal by, the fact that the report bas not come down
until the very end of the Session. I am not inclined to
blame the Commissioners for slackness or negligence, for I
am inclined to think that the reason for the delay is that
the Commissioners were nearly all connected with the
Civil Service, and that, therefore, their time was pretty
fully occupied by their regular duties, so that they
could not, perhaps, get on any faster. The fact
remains, however, that a Commission which was instituted
iniJten. last did not report until a sbort time ago. W. were
not led to expect last Session that action on the subject,
wwd be delayed so long. First, we were prmised a Bill
last édosmon, and at the end af tL Session the Premier in:

Sir LifÂaon TILLEr.

stating that he had given up the idea of bringing in a Bill
then, remarked that the Bil had been prepared before the
beginning of the Session. For some reason or other,
probably in order to obtain fuller information, it had been
postponed for that year, but the hon. gentleman said that
it would be matured during the summer and brought down
at an early period this Session. The issuance of the Com-
mission was delayed for nearly two months after the Session
closed,and the Commissioners t->ok nine monthsto report. So
that it does not look as if the Government were anxious to
formulate any measure of reform in the Civil Service. The
report seems to indicate that the Commissioners have gone
thoroughly into their work, and that they have taken a
great deal of troubbo to enable them to form an elaborate
and finished opinion as to the evils of the present
system, and as to what should be substitnted for it. I an
glad to notice that their opinions on both these points
concur so exactly with those which I have been pressing
on the House for several years. Neither they nor I can,
of course, claim originality for these views, because they
are taken almost without alteration from the system at
present in operation in England; and the fact that it is
not an untried or theoreticaJ system is the strongest argu-
ment in favor of the proposed scheme. The Commissioners
conclude that a system which bas been found to work
almost perfectly in England, in curing the evils attached to
political patronage, would have the same effect in Canada,
and they strongly urge its adoption. Although the report
has only lately reached us, I do not suppose the Govern-
ment have been altogether ignorant all this time of the
evidence which bas been taken, or the conclusions of the
Commissioners, so I think it is not unreasonable to ask the
Government whether they have formed any opinion as -to
the advisability of carrying out the views of the
Commission or some of their views in the future. If the
Government do not do so now, perhaps they might in
concurrence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gontleman says
truly that the report is a valuable one, but he is mistaken
in supposing that the Government had any means of
knewing what conclusions the Commissioners were arriving
at, or what conclusions they would arrive at. That would
be contrary to the spirit in which all such Commissions
should be conducted, because it might naturally he held,
and would be held rightly, that if there was any communi-
cation between the Government and the Commission the
independence of thought and action of the Commission
would be dostroyed and the report would be practically
worthless as an independent expression of opinion. The
Government simply selected mon whom they thoughtr-were
fitted for the work of the Commission; they were told their
duties and they were loft to the performance of those duties
-really the only way in which a valuable report
could be got. It appears also from the report
that it was not an unanimous report, but that there are
some differences of opinion, and those different opinions we
have not yet received. The hon gentleman deserves credit
for pressing this matter as he bas done before the attention
of Par liament for several years; he did so before the last
Parliament as well as the present. The great matter is
with §l deliberation to get established a good principle for
the working of our Civi1 Service at beadquarters, and in
the outside service, and in order to get that people should
mot grudge a little delay. The Commissioners will, I
believe, carefully select for the purpose of representing the
departmental sections of the inside service. A gentleman
of large experience was placed at the head of the
Commission, and a Montreal gentleman specialy
qualified, ad independent, was aiso a member.
So that they were selected with a view to trying to obtain
au independent expression of opinion from competent
persons as to the present system and the bet meains oa
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remedying it. There was placed at their disposal a very
full collection of reports on all the continental systems as
well as the system which obtains in England. The report of
the commission is a very good one and shows the ability
and care with which the members addressed themselves to
the subject. The appendix is very voluminous, and there is
a large body of evidence that will in due time see the light.
The Government are now fully charged with all the means
for arriving at a final conclusion as to the policy which they
will propound to Parliament in the future. There was
prepared for last Session a Bill on the subject, but there was
so much difference of opinion among those I consulted that
the hon.gentleman thought it better on the whole to appoint
this Commission. I did not, nor did the Government, ever
ask the Commissioners to form any opinion or express any
opinion as to the question of standard examinations or any
thing of that kind, but left it as much as possible to the
Commissioners to report on the best means on the whole. I
am sure the time has not been lost, and the Government will
be in a better position to deal with the subject by having
this valuable report before them.

Mr. CASEY. Although I cannot expect the Premier
would give the House details of the proposed scheme, I
thought he would have been prepared by this time having
so nearly made up bis mind, to say whether he approves of
the general principle of substituting competitive
examinations for appointments by political favor.
That may perhaps be a subject on which there is a difference
of opinion between himself and those whom he bas to
consult. The objection to a change will be less towards the
end of a Parliament than at the beginning, as the offices
will be to a considerable extent filled up by that time. An
objection to the introduction of any such scheme as is pro-
posed by the Commission, should the Government decide to
adopt it, was that the party ont of power for the time being
might have filled all vacancies belore the close of Parlia-
ment. This Session, being the middle Session of the
Parliament, would have been a most propitious time for the
introduction of such a scheme as that submitted by the
Commission; and for that reason it is much to be regretted
that the Government did not hasten the report, and had it
submitted at the beginning of the Session, or immediately
after the close of the Railway Debates. In the Order in
Council appointing the Commission, the Government made
a very full confession to previous knowledge as to the
present state of the service, which is worth while to re-call
to their recollection. They set out five points :

I 1st. That many changes in the character as well as the extent of the
service required in each department had developed themselves.

" 2nd. That the duties of some departments and of some branches of
each department and of certan officers in each department, had been
varied, diminished or increased.

"3rd. That many men had by old age, incapacity, bad habits or
continued idleness, become unavailable for useful purposes.

" 4th. That the number of men in each department had increased, it
was thought, out of proportion to the needs of the service.

" 5th. that young men had been appointed who, from want of educa-
tion or strength of constitution, or general unfitness, had not made and
would not make efficient public servants."

The Government seem to bave been pretty well informed
before they appointed the Commission as to the Civil
Service, because there are only some of the items of infor-
mation they gave the Commission. I do not think the
Commission has told us anything which we did not
previously know; but the Commission was necessary to
carry out details of the scheme, and the Government,
at this stage, should have stated their general policy as to
the principle of competition or nomination.

In reply to Mr. MILLS,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In anticipation of having

a report on this subject, the Government has proposed the
filling up of a good many offices, and anything like a
readjustment of officers. They have avoided as much as

possible hampering themselves or their successors, until the
reporthas been considered.

256. Payments made to the Hon. Hector Fabre, for
expenditures connected with special services
in France................... ........ $2,931 il

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know
what are the special services which have been rendered by
Mr. Fabre. Last year a somewhat similar sum was placed
in the Public Accounts for the same purpose, yet we have not
seen any report from Mr. Fabre of what he has been doing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the Order in
Council has been laid before the fouse.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not remember
seeing it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am much mistaken if it
was not laid beforo Parliament. Mr. Fabre is intimately
acquainted with the chief men connected with the French
Government at that time, and we thought it very useful that
he should collect information, since both the Imperial and
Canadian Governments were making arrangements for a
renewal of the commercial treaty originally set-
tled between Napoloon and Cobden. The Canadian
Government applied for leave to be represented, and
as Mr. Fabre was intending to go to France
we invited him to do so, and he went. Of course we only
paid his expenses, he got no salary. At Paris he had
extensive communication, especially with the financial
branch of the Frei-ch Government, and he also rendered
great service in writing up the whole Canadian case in the
Parisian press and keeping the subject steadily before the
French mind. We considered it of great importance to
have there a man of Mr. Fabre's literary skill to draw the
attention of the French people to Canada, and to the impor-
tance of a re3iprocity treaty.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I asked for some information about
this gentleman's proccedings last Session and none could be
got. Now we have another large sum brought down to pay
for certain expenditures. What are these payments for?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. To pay his expenses.
Mr. MACKENZIE. His expenses never reached $4,000

during the time he has been there, not half of it. I under-
stand one of the Ministers in the other flouse acknowledged
the Government was disappointed in the results of this
mission. I do not wonder, when, after two years and a-half,
they are not able to produce one scrap of writing to show
what he has done. Where are the articles in the Paris
press? fHow are we to know they were written by him ?
I happen to know something of this case. I refused an
application from that quarter to perform this sort of service,
and the gentleman went immediately into opposition in the
Senate, and his paper went into opposition to the late Gov-
ernment. In the meantime the change of Government
took place, and they applied, singularly enough, so the hon.
First Minister te'ls us now, to Mr. Fabre it he would not do
this for them. I would like to know if the right hon. gen-
tleman has not made a mistake, if it was not Mr. Fabre who
applied to him ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Fabre never applied
to me.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Did he never apply to the Govern-
ment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I do not think so.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Then what member of the Govern-.ý

ment solicited Mr. Fabre's services ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think any of

them did.
Mr. MACKENZIE. It appears it was an accidental

meeting between Mr. Fabre and the Government. The
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result of all is, that the country is amerced in the sum of
$4,000 for nothing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MACKENZIE. Where is the work ? If the hon.

gentleman bad commuted with him and paid him one-half,
they would have him here and got bis vote-as they are
scarce of votes in the Senate-as the country bas nothing
for it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The country had the
advantage of his services for a long time, but they may
now have ceased. The hon. gentleman might as well ask,
what has Sir A. T. Galt done? What has the British
Government done ? I suppose the hon. gentleman follows
current events. England cannot harry France. England
has been in continual negotiations with the French Govern-
ment for the purpose of adjusting the Cobden treaty.
Diplomats act slowly, and negotiations are still going on. I
know that on several occasions Sir A. T. Galt bas been
warned to be ready to take part in negotiations which were
about to be resumed between England and France. He
will do just as Lincoln said-keep pegging away. It is of
great value to Canada that we should have a commercial
treaty with the great French market. The hon. gentleman
must see that at present it is quite impossible to bring
down in any specific way whatever any of these com-
munications.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Sir A. T. Galt, I am bound to say,
did give us at least a narrative of bis journey. That is all
it amounted to. There was a pleasant account of some con-
versation he had with the Spanish Minister, with expressions
of bis opinions in regard to the country and people; but
anything regarding his commercial negotiations never
appeared in any of bis papers. The result of the visit of
Sir A. T. Galt to France, of Mr. Bernard, and afterwards of
Mr. Fabre, bas been that instead of getting any advantage
for ships built in Canada to sell in France, the shipping
arrangements made in France are more hostile than ever ;
they exclude 4oreign-built ships to the benefit of native
industries. A bounty is paid of two francs and a balf, I
think, to vessels for every thousand miles they sail, and
under that bounty new steamship lines have been organized
and sail in various directions. Not one particle of benefit
bas been derived from the visit of these gentlemen to that
country, and one cannot help thinking that there was very
little ground for making these appointments except to
provide for political friends.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman bas said that Mr.
Fabre's relations to the Government in this particular bave
coased for some time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.;
Mr. BLAKE. Thon I suppose that some report bas been

presented to the Government by Mr. Fabre of what he as
done.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There bas been no report.
He bas been in continual communication with Sir Alex.
Galt, and bas reported to him.

Mr. BLAKE. He has not reported to the Gove-nment
which pays him except to render certain accounts which we
see here. Is this money for his maintenance while in
Paris?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I suppose so.
Mr. IBLAKE. And the hon.gentleman thought it was

particularly desirable that ha should get into relations with
the Financial Department of the French Government of the
same character as we see in the estimates ?

Mr. CAbEY. The hon. member for Lambton does not
seem to be aware that Mr. Fabre's visits bave had
similar results to those of Sir Alex. Galt. The hon,
gentleman has told us of the nice accounts of his

Mr. MACKENZIE.

travels which Sir Alex. Galt bas given. I happen
to subscribe for Mr. Fabre's paper, in which he bas
given most charming accounts of the French operas sad
-plays, and of everything occurring in the oial circles of
Paris. It is certainly of great advantage to Canada, to
have in Paris a gentleman who so uses his literary talent&.
If the country is not quite satisfied with the return made
by Mr. Fabre, the Government should at least be satised,
for whatever he may write to the French papers, he writes
very elegantly in bis own paper in faver of the Government
of Canada.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would suggest to the hon. gentle-
man to telegraph to Sir Alex. Galt to-morrow morning and
ask him wheher Mr. Fabre bas reported to bimor not. We
can easily obtain that information before concurrence.

258. To repay Mr. Ôeo. G. Dustan for expenses
connection with the preparation of the
Tariff ... .. .............. $453 75

In answer to Sir Ricanm J. CARTWRIGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In l1879, when the Govern-

ment were dealing with the Tariff, they placei themselves
in communication with the leading men in the different
parts of the Dominion who possessed more knowledge
on the various subjects than the members of the
Administration could possibly possess. The sugar
question, thon, as always, was an exceedingly difficult
question. Mr. Dustan was regarded as having great experi-
ence in such matters, and ho was invited, among others, to
come to Ottawa and confer with the Administration relative
to the duties on sugar. Mr. Dustan came here, with other
gentlemen who were interested in the <refining and import-
ing interests. We heard their arguments on both sides, and
after deliberating with them, came to a conclusion. Sub-
sequently the Goverument again sent for Mr. Dustan, and
one or two other gentlemen representing the refining
interest, to recorsider the question which had been before
them on the former occasion. Mr. Dustan therefore made
two trips from Halifax and remained bore about ton days on
each occasion. When we had disposed of the matter, I
asked Mr. Dustan what lis expenses in coming bere were,
saying that I was prepared to pay them. Mr. Dustan's
answer was, "I will not take a cent from the Government,
because I am in hopes, with the plant I have, of establish-
ing a refinery in Halifax, and I will mot hzave it said that I
have received a cent, because it might be said I
am here working in my own interest." Circuin-
stances occurred, however, which made it impossible
for him to use any of his plant. Under
these circumstances, unable to derive any advantage from
the change in the Tariff, he said, 1, My circumstances are
now such that I feel that I have a right to receive the
amount of my expenses to Ottawa." The Government
thorefore ordered it to be paid.

Mr. BLAKE. He came*in his own interest to represent
the views of refiners as to what taxation shouid be imposed
on the people to benefit them, and received compensation
from the Government for bis attendance. It was the sugar
refiners, therefore, we are now told, who prepared the Tarif.'

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. - They did not prepare it.
The representatives of the sugar importers, men engaged
in the West Indian trade, also attended. We did not accept
the recommendatiens of the sugar refinef's. We took an
intermediate course, and our course satisfred both interests.

Mr. BLAKE. The estimate says:-" To repay Mr.
Dustan for expenses incurred in connection with the
preparation of the Tariff." Mr. Dustan thon prepared the
sugar tarif.

Sir LEONARD TILjLEY. lie gave his views as did
others whose expenses were paid.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Where are the expenses of

the importers?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They did not ask any. Wo

offered other parties their expenses. Some refused; others,
who were experts, aceepted.

Kr. BLAKE. The rest of them took it out of the people
in taxes. As Mr. Dustan could not go on with his refiuery,
his expenses were paid by the Govornment.

-Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It is hard to ask the House
for this amount when the figures are before us shewing that
while the people pay increased prices for their sugar, the
revenue is decreasing from that source.

261. To provide for the cost of obtaining stamps
and for the stamping of imported and
Canadian Tobaceo, under the provisions
of 43 Vic., Chap. 19, and for other expen-
diture in connection with securing the
duty on Tobacco .............. .................... $12,000 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the duty
received on this ?

Mr. BOWELL. The amount collected on Canadian leaf
in 1878-9, when the duty was 10 cents, was on 1,402 lbs.,
8 40.20. At that time it was believed a large quantity of
Canadian tobacco was grown in different sections of the
country, which not only went into home consumption, but
was also used in the manufactured generally without paying
duty. The duty was reduced to 4 cents the following year,
and was collected on 43,743 Ibs., $1,749.76 ; for the seven
months from 1st July to 31St January, 1881, it was collected
on 191,321 Ibs., at 4 cents., $7,65:L90. If the increase is
in the same ratio for the other five months, it will show a
duty paid on 327,984 lbq., or $13,119.36. This shows
that although the duty has b-en reduced from 10 cents to
4 cents, yet by the exercise of close supervision by the
revenue officers, the revenue has gradually increaed.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRTGHT. I suspect that would
take the place of a larger amount of foreign tobacco which
pays higher duty.

Mr. BOWELL. It would to a certain extent, but not to
any appreciable extent, because it was grown almost as
extensively before as now, but there having been no
supervision over the growers, the tobacco went iifto general
consumption without paying the duty. Since the appoint-
ment of the Inland Revenue officers, they succeeded in-
obtaining payment of duty on 191,000 Ibs., when pre-
viously only 1,402 Ibs. paid duty.

Mr. BLAKE. Was net the great bulk of the revenue
collected in Joliette?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; over $4,000. The amount was
112,777 lbs. From Montreal district, the amount was
7,370 lbs.; from Quebec, 6,511; from Sorel, 27,295; from
St. Hyacinthe, 14,241 ; St.. Johns, 4,516; Terrebonne,
2,948; Three Rivers, 147,6t6; Beauharnois, 867J ibs.

Mr. BLAKE. It looks as if the late Minister of the
Interior who represented Joliette, ha: used persuasion with
hie own constituents te make them honest and pay the tax.
It looks as if he and not the revenue eh'ould get credit for
this large increase.

Mr. BOWELL. It proves there was at least one honest
Minister in the Government.

265. To enable the Department to purchase '
instruments for testing Petroleum, and
to pay expense in conaection therewith,
under the Petroleum Inspection Act,
1ss ......... .. .......... .... $7,500 00

Mr. BLAKE. Are these instruments of the flash test or
specilc gravity sort ?

Ar. BOWELL. We wisli to get a new instrument lately
invented in England which, after consideration, we deem the
best-it is of the flash test kind.

177

7 Mr. BLAKE. That is the instrument to be used under
the Act lately introduced ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. The reason I make the inquiry is that,

according to my view, it is a quite different instrument that
would be purchased under the item of 1880-one that might
turn out useless. The date should be altered.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is right; and that
was our reason for loweri ig the test under the present Act,
as the test is botter with the present instrument. I
suggost that the year be altered. The Minister told me ho
intended to change the figuro to provide for the new test
and meet the requirements of the Act.

270 Additional amounts for pay of Land Guides. $2,500 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. How many land
guides are there in the Government employ, and what
salaries are paid them? •

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are only two at
present. There were three during the winter including the
chief. During the summer there were Hayter Reed, the
chief, and nine or ton guides altogether. Ail were paid off
but three. Mr. H. Reed has since been made a stipendiary
magistrate, and gone west.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. Complaints have
been made-I am not prepared to say how far justifiel or
not-that many land guides speculate to a great extent in
and sell Government lands that they have got possession of
to the emigrants under their charge. If true, this may
become a very serious abuse; because it is quite evident
that it is incompatible with the position and character of
these people that they should be authorized by the Domi-
nion and at the same time land speculators on a pretly large
scale. I am not pledged to the fact, but the statement was
made extrernely frecly to me at various points in the àorth-
West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The plan which was
mentioned last Session, and which I think was generally
approved of, was simply this: immigrants going to Winnipeg
from abroad had the prairie before them, and no means of
knowing where to go to, and especially foreigners, for if
they went from Ontario they would pretty well understand
the nature of the country. We thought, therefore, that it
would be well if a certain number of guideAvere appointed,
so that after a party of immigrants had selected their
location, one of these guides might accomupany them an I
take care of them. These guides were detailed for this
service by Mr. Reed, who, I think, will be admitted by all to
be an excellent man for the position. Of course the charge of
land speculating is easily made; it might perhaps be truc,
but if it be true it is an abuse. Thegeneral rule is, Ithink,
these parties of immigrants go to the lanîd offices and enter
for homesteads on any particular locality whizh they have
been lead to believe will suit them. If it were true that
these guides, acting from sinister motives, were endeavoring
to seil lands to immigrants or acting as agents in that way,
they would Pt once be dismissed as unfit for the position.
This ensuing year it is not intended to fill the place of Mr.
Reed-of whom we thought so much that we appointed
him a stipendiary magistrate- but Mr. Hespeler, an officer
of the Agriculture Department, who understands the busi-
ness, will act as head of these guides- and will save us the
salary paid to Mr. Reed. We think it would be well to
retain the corps of guides for the present, but of course as
settlement progresses back from the line of the railway
the necessity for this service will disappear. The matter
which bas been mentioned by the hon. gentleman will,
however, be enquired into.

Mr. MLJLS. I think these guides serve a very good purpose
and that no better man could have been put in charge of
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them than Mr. Hespeler. I tbink there is more danger of
speculating among the various agennies than among the
guides, and from what I can gather it bas happened that
tbese land agents have acted as agents for speculators.
Persons have gone to an agent and asked to be entered for
a particular lot as a homestead, and have been told that the
lot was taken up, when they knew from their own personal
knowledge that it was not. The only conclusion they could
come to was that the agent was acting for some speculator,
who would allow them something for-locking up particular
lots, There is no doubt whatever that the greatest danger
to settlers will be the temptations held out to land guides to
act as agents for the purchase of land.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The land guides shculd
be precluded from speculating in lands for outside parties,
and I would certainly make short work of persons so
offending.

Mr. MILLS. Special instructions should be given to
that effect.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Such instructions, I am
informed, have already been given, and if the parties break
their instructions they show themselves to be unworthy of
their office.

274. Amount required to enable the Department
to push forward Land Surveys without
waiting until the lst July......... ........ $100,000 00

In answer to Mr. MILLS,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Surveys will go on just

as they did in the hon. gentleman's time.
Mr. MILLS. It was suggested before in the department,

and I do not know but that was the plan the hon. gentleman
had adopted, of laying out lots extending backwards a
sufficient distance to include the necessary quantity of land,
in accordance with the systern of surveys he proposed to
adopt, along the rivers so as to establish a dense settlement
along the line of railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; that is not the in-
tention.

Mr. CHARLTON. Last year the Premier estimated
that the cost of surveys of Dominion lands would be
some 2j per cent. of the receipts from land sales. I would
like to know if, in the light of further experience, he expects
to realize those anticipations.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to answer
that question just now.

In answer to Mr. BLAxæ,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Canadian Pacific

Railway Company has not yet made any report or official
request to the Government to approve of any certain line
for the railway, and no plans have been sent in as yet.
There have been informal communications between the
Department and the Company, showing generally where
they desire to have their line, and that line will be perfectly
agreeable to the Government.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That is, it will pass
by what are known as the Asbiniboine Rapids?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I indicated some

months ago that they would come to this point, and I was
strongly contradicted by some of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. That will bring them considerably south of the
line which was laid out by the Government for the second
one hundred miles.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; they run con-
siderably south.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
Mr. MILLs.

DOMINION LANDS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved a third reading of
the Bill (No. 77) to amend the Dominion Lands Act.

Mr. MILLS. I beg leave to move:
That the Bill be recommitted to C ommittee of the Whole House, with

instructions to amend the 4th clause, by providing a limitation of the
area of land which may be sold to one person.

He said: I think, from the discussion we had on the law
last evening, and from the admission made by the hon.
gentleman himself, it is pretty clear that this power is more
than is necessary for the administration of the department.
The hon. gentleman himself admitted it was not desirable
to sell so large quantities of land, even to herdsmen, as it
was intimated that certain persons wanted. I think, there-
fore, there can be no objection to this motion.

Motion lost on division.

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish to enter my protest against
the provision of this Bill, which was protested against by
myself and other members of the Liberal party last Session.
On that occasion, I moved the followiRg resolution:-

" Resolved-That in the opinion of this House, the proper policy with
reference to the disposition of the public lands of Canada should be, o
far as practicable, to sell such lands to actual settlers only, on reasonable
conditions of settlement; and in lots or quantities limited to area which
can be reasonably occupied by the settler; and that the sale of public
lands to speculators, free from conditions of settlement, is impolitic and
calculated to injuriously affect the settlement of the country, by keeping
large quantities of land locked up for years, and by obliging the settler
thereon ultimately to pay a price much larger than that which is paid
into the public Treasury for the same."

I am sorry that the Government insist upon pursuing that
injurious policy. If we are to become a nation, our hopes
centre in the North-West, and it is of the utmost importance
that our policy with reference to the sale of public lands in
that Territory should be a wise policy. It cannot be
denied that the settlement of any new country is retarded
by speculative purchases, without any advantage to any-
body but the speculator; and the evil of speculative
purchases is aggravated by the fact that the Govern-
ment facilitates these purchases by selling lands on
credit. The Government last year tacitly admitted the
existence of this evil by asserting that it would remedy
itself by local taxation on non-resident lands. I notice,
however, that they have not followed out that principle,
because they have granted a very large area of lands to a
company and exempted thom from taxation. This Bill, if
it becomes law, will introduce into the North-West a
system of tenantry. Persons like Mr. Bassey undoubtedly
make large purchases with the object of settling tenants
upon their land. It should be the policy of this Govern-
ment to create a large number of freeholders and to prevent
as far as possible that system of tenantry which now pre-
vails in England, Ireland, Scotland, and various parts
of Russia. We are building for the future,
and the experience of the United States and Canada should
teach hon. gentlemen occupying the Treasury benches that
the policy they propose to introduce under this Bill must
prove inimical to the interests of the best portion of this
country. The public domain is the people's heritage, and
should be held as the sacred trust of the people; no middle-
man should be allowed to come between the Government
and the people who have to cultivate the lands of the
North-West. The land gambler is a public enemy; and
the Governinent, in facilitating the operations of these
men, are taking a course which is inimical in the
last degree to the interests of the people. The
United States Govrernment, which has had great experi-
ence in the management of public lands, last year
appointed a commission to report on the best policy
regarding public lands, and that commission reported in
favor of the absolute reservation of lands for homestead
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settlement, and against speculators. I maintain that settle-
-ent should be made a condition of sale. I therefore
more:

'bat the Bill be recomamitted to a Committee of the Whole, with
instructions that they*have power to amend Clause 4 by enacting, that
except where otherwise provided 'y Resolution-of this House, all lands
shall be disposed of subject to conditions of actual settlement.

Motion negatived on division.

Mr: HOLTON. Without detaining the House, I move:
That the Bill be recommitted to a Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend Clause 4 by providing that
the unappropriated even numbered sections in each township shal be
disposed of only upon condition of actual settlement.

Motion negatived on division.
Mr. BLAKE. Last Session we urged very strenuously on

the House that those lands which were to be sold not on
condition of actual settlement should be sold only on con-
dition of the priee being paid in cash at the time of sale;
and we indicated to the House what we thought would be
the evils to flow froin sales made on credit for speculative
purposes. Only last night I read to the House from the
report of the Minister of the Interior a statement that some
of these evils-not the largest part, in my opinion-had
already begun to manifest thomselves-.an irregularity and
dilatoriness of payment which the officer stated it seemed
would only be cured by making very stringent provisions
for the cancellation of sales in cases of default. In my
opinion it would not be possible for any Government to
carry on extensive sales not on condition of settlement and
the conditions of time proposed by the officer. There is only
one cure, and that is to give up the time sales to speculators
and provide, as we proposed last year, that sales shall be
only for one price, payable at the time of sale, I move:

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole with in-
structions that theyhave power to amend Clause 4 by providing that the
price of pomiiniou lands sold without conditions of settlement shall be
payable in cash at the time ofsale.

Motion negatived on division.
Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-CONCUJRRENCE.

Resolutions reported. from Committee of Supply, con-
sidered.

On Resolution 119 (March 4th)-River Saskatchewan im-
prmvenent, $20,000,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. T think some infor-
mation was promised about this work. To what extent will
the river be made navigable? What depth of water at the
low season does the Government hope to supply by this
expenditure ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. My information is that the length of
river will be about 900 miles, and the depth of water 3 to
4 feet at low water.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. That will not be
done for $20,000 and the $12,000 furnished by the Hudson's
Bay Company.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The improvements will cost only that.
Sir 4IGHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I shall be glad if the

hon. gentleman can secare the three or four feet of water
apoken of for that expenditure, which, from my information,
I somewhat doubt. IHowever, the vote is a proper one.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The water is in the river, and we
have only to make certain dams, and do a certain amount
ofdredgiug. I understand the vote will be sufficient.

On Resolution 121-H1arbors and riveras generally, $6,000,
Xr. M JIL& When this item was under consideration in

the Committee, I spoke of the dredging in the Sydenham

River, to rernove some obstruction in the shape of sunken
timber, &c.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I found that some dredging took
place, but it was with great diffleculty that the slabs and
other obstructions could be removed. I am not in a
position to say to-day that we will be able to have machines
to carry on this work; but if it is possible, as I hope it will
be, the work will be prosecuted.

Mr. MILLS. The plan followed in the Marine and Fish-
eries Department is to use dynamite, and it works very
successfully.

On Resolution 122-Dredging, $122,700,
Mr. KILLAM. I would like to ask the Minister how the

dredges in the Lower Provinces-the large dredges, the
"St. LJawrence" and "Canada'' especially-are likely to be
employed this summer?

Mr. LANGEVIN. They wUl be employed upon a num-
ber of works in the various Maritime Provinces; but, of
course, I cannot say at what point any particular dredge
may b employed.

Mr. KILLAM. My object in mentioning the matter is
this: Considerable improvement has already been made in
Yarmouth Harbor by straightoning it at one point, but
another point still remains to be eut. If one of the large
dredges is to be used at the Intercolonial terminus in St.
John, I thought that during the freshot season, when it
could not work properly, then it might be sent to finish the
work at Yarmouth.

On Resolution 127 (March 8th)-Maintenanoe and re-
pairs of steamers, 6120,000,

In answer to Mr. GAULT,
Mr. LANGEVIN. I know that the "Rimonski " is not

a very pleasant little tender, and people that have crossed
the Atlantic without being sick say, that when they go on
board that vessel they become so sick they will never go
again. But I do not think the Government are in a posi-
tion this year to ask for a vote of money to replace her. The
matter will be considered during recess.

House adjourned at 1:20 o'clock, a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
WEDNEsDAY, 16th March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

CANADA 'l EMPERANCE ACT.

Mr. OUIMET moved that the Order for the second reading
of Bill (No. 94) to explain and further amend the Canada
Temperance Act, 1878, and the Act of 1879 amending the
same (from the Senate), be made the first Order for this day.

Mr. BLAKE. The motion is not in order. The hon.
gentlemen has a notice on the paper.

Mr. OUIMET. On account of the importance of the
subject, this House should be unanimous in affording an
opportunity for the discussion of this Bill. The fact that
this Bill is now before the House has directed public atten
tion to it, and it wil be for the benefit of even the
temperance cause that it be discussed, and thrown out if the
majority of the House so decide, rather than it should be
left over for consideration text Session. The temperance
cause, that is those persons not teetotalers, would also bonefit
by it.
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Mr. BLAKE. I do not observe that the hon. gentleman

bas addressed the louse on the point of order.
Mr. SPEAKER ruled the motion out of order.
Mr. OUIMET. I hope the Government will give an

assurance that time will be given for the consideration of
this Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. The Finance Minister is leading the House,
and will answer the hon. gentleman's question.

BEACON LIGHTS AT BLACK LAND GULLY.

Mr. GIROUARD (Kent) enquired, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to make provision this year for
the erection of beacon lights at Black Land Gully, Kent
County, New Brunswick, in conformity with resolution
passed by County Council of said county, praying for the
same ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's.) A petition numerouslysigned by
the people of the County of Kent, was sent to the depart-
ment, asking that beacon lights be placed at that particular
place. Information bas been asked from the agent of the
department, and the matter is now under the consideration
of the Government.

THE CLAIM OF JOSEPH CHARLES LISLOIS.
Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to compensate Mr. Joseph Charles Lislois for
the amount lest by him through the burning of one of his
buildings, set on fire by a spark from a Governament
locomotive on the Intercolonial ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The Government will givethe matter
its consideration after the present Session.

PORTS OF BUCTOUCHE AND COCAIGNE.
Mr. GIROUARD (Kent) enquired, Whether it is the

intention of the Government to dredge, during the êourse
of next summer, the ports of Buctouche and Cocaigne, in
the Province of New Brunswick ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. During the season dredges will be
used at the particular spot where public interests require
them. I cannot say at present where they will be used.
The hon. member must have seen that an amount bas been
set aside in the Estimates for the Kent harbor.

IMPORTATION OF MILITARY STORES.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK enquired, Whether the Comman-
dant of the Royal Military College bas authority to import
military stores for the use of the College, and whether any
military stores which could have been manufactured in
Canada have lately been imported by the Commandant of
the Royal Military College or by the Militia Department;
and if so, were they imported for the use of the College, or
for the Militia generally, and what was the reason foi so
doing ?

Mr. CARON. The Commandant of the Royal Military
College has authority to import military stores for the use
of the College. Some stores have been imported by the
Department of Militia, which might have been manufactured
in Canada, had there been in Canada the required samples.
These stores will, hereafter, be used as samples for the
manufacture of the same articles in Canada.

SALARIES OF CONDUCTORS ON THE
INTERCOLONIAL.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to grant to conductors on Intercolonial
trains in the Province of Quebec a salary equal to that of
the conductors in the Provinces of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia ?

•Mr. OÜMMET.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The train conductors on the
Intercolonial Railway are paid at three different rates.
Those who have had very long experience get $60 a month ;
those who have had less experience, but still considerable,
$2 a day; and junior conductors, $1.50 per day. That
system is universal over the wb~ole railway.

TIHE PILGRIMS LIGHIITHOUSE.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Qovernment had
appointed a keeper to the Piigrims lighthouse; and, if so,
who is he ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's.) A now appointment was made in
January- that of David Desjardins. Charges were preferred
against the former keeper, an investigation took place, and
it justified his dismissal.

TUE GROSSE ISLE SEMAPIORE.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to construct a semaphore at Grosse Isle, with a
connection at Montmagny ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to construct that semaphore this year.

IjIGIITSHIP AT ST. THOMAS.
Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to take into consideration the necessity of
placing a lightship on the shoals at St. Thomas ?

Mr. POPE (Queen's). It is not the intention of -the
Government during the present year.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr,, LANDRY enqired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place under the immediate control of a man
speaking both English and French that part of the Intereo-
lonial Railway which is entirely in the Province of Quebec,
and to put that Province on the same footing as -New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia with regard to the general
management of the road? ,

Mr. LANGEVIN. -Tho matter having been represented
to the Railway Department last year, a special offleer was
appointed as Assistant-Superintendent over that part of the
road from Rivière du Loup, or lower down, to Lévis, and
that officer, although bearing an English name (Mr. Mc-
Donald), is admitted to be by all who know him a French-
speaking man. He is at present fulfilling the duties of
assistant, and from what I know of tho department I am
convinced that, when the time comes, Mr. MclDonald's
services will not be ignored.

SUPERINTENDENT ON THE INTERCOLONIAL.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to render justice to the Province of Quebec
by appointing to that part of the Intereolonial Railway
which is in that Province a Superintendent perfectly
familiar with the French and English languages?

Mr. LANGEVIN. As the Government bas alredy two
officers, a Superintendent who speaks English, and who, I
am convince, understands Frenûh a little, and an assistant
who understands both languages and speaks them well, it
would not be possible at present to appoint an offleer hold-
ing the same rank; but the time will come, I have no doubt,
when the representation made to-day will be taken into
consideration.

THE INTERCOLONIAL BRANCL

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Government had
been informed of an expression of public opuion at a meet-
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ing of the leading representatives of trade and commerce at
Quebec on the 11th instant, and whetherit had the intention
of replying to it by building at a date not far distant a
branch of~the Intercolonial from St. Charles to St. Joseph
de Lévis ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. The. Government has been informed
of an expression of public opinion at a meeting of the lead-
ing representatives of trade and commerce at Quebec on the
11th instant. As to the second part of the question, the
hou. member has already been answered, and he w.Il please
excuse me from repeating that answer.

CANADIAN ASIATIC CABLE COMMUNICATION.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No96) to establish a Marine Telegraph between

the Pacific Coast of Canada and Asia.-(Mr. Langevin.)

THE VAGRANT ACT.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved the second reading
of the Bill (No. 90) to remove doubts as to the power to
imprison with bard labor under the Act 32 and 33 Victoria,
Chap. twenty-eight and the Act 37 Victoria, Chap.
forty-three respecting Vagrants. He said : This is simply
a short amendment required by the omission in an amend-
ment to the Vagrant Act to insert the words "with or
without bard labor" after the worda relating to the time of
imprisonment, and one of the Judges. in administering the
Act, held that without these words bard labor could not be
imposed-

Bill read the second time, passcd through Committee,
real the third time and passed.

OFFICIAL OATII FOR GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH
EMPLOYÉS.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved the second reading
of the Bill (No. 91) to prescribe an oath to be t, ken by
employés on telegraph lines under the control of the
Government.

Mr. ANGLIN. Does the hon. gentleman really think it
advisable to multiply those official oaths which have so
ofLen been disregarded? Does he think that, when the
senEe of duty does not impose a sufficient restraint on per-.
sons who are entrusted with secrets in the telegraph offices,
the taking of an oath will compel them to do so? I think
the tendency of modern opinion is that official oaths are
essentially objectionable, and that they are, after a time,
disregarded.

Mr. MoDONALD (Picton). Custon house oaths have,
of course, a peculiar signification. I should be very glai to
think that people employed in official capacities would follow
the obligation of honor so far as to render the safeguard of
an oath or affirmation unnecessary. I fear we cannot come
to that conclusion just now. The Bill was introduced at the
instance of my bon. friend the Minister of Public Works, in
whose charge those public works are. Those telegrams
sent in the discharge of his duty, that hon. gentleman
thought it advisable and desirable to surround with the
safegiards of the law.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the Minister of Justice will state
what provisions of the Criminal Law exist with reference to
this subject. Is there any provision making it a crime to
disclose the contents of telegrams ?

Mr. MoDONALD) (Picton.) Not that I am aware of.
Mr. BLAKE. My own opinion is that we ought to do

whatever is proper to prevent disclosures, and that the
utility of the work very much depends-1 dg not speak of
Government messages merely-onb its being understood that
there is absolute secrecy1naintained-as mach privacy, in

fact, although you have to use two or three men in telegraph-
ing, as there is in the trar.smission of a sealed letter. But it
does seem to me that the true way to enforce it would be to
make some provision in the Criminal Law constituting it an
offence in any person who receives knowledge of the
contents of a telegzram passing through his hands, disclosing
them. That might apply to all telegraph employés, and
all messages private or public. That would be a much
botter measure than the bon. gentleman proposes,.and
one more likely to accomplish his object. I fear, without
such a law, we should experience a certain laxity in dealing
with the large mass of private telegrams. The hon. gentle-
man proposes a distinction between private and public
telegrams-to say to au oporator, you must take an oath
not to reveai a Government teliegram-or to tell the whole
class of operators that the Legislature makes a distinction,
and exacts of those who receive Government telegrams, a
solemn oath that they will notdivulge thoir contents, while
it does not think proper to exact any such oath of those who
receive private telegrams. Looking at the whole interests
of the country, considering the vast amount of interests
represonted by telegraphic corresprrndence, I do not hositate
to say it is of more consequence, from year's end to year's
end, that there should be an absolute confidence in the
secrecy of this correspondence of the general public, than
in that of the Government. The Government can always
secure itself by using a cypher and a private code, which
the great bulk of private individuals cannot. I am very
anxious that everything should be done to preserve secrecy,
and I recommeud that instead of this Bill, the hon. gentle-
man should introduce a short Bill, making it a misdemeanor
on the part of any employé who, ii the discharge of his
duty, gets knowledge of the contents of a tolgram, making
any disclosure on that subject.

Mr. McDONALD. The Bill is not so confined as my
hon. friend supposes. It refers to ail messages passing over
a Government line. So a Government line is coinpletely
controlled by the Bill. It refers to ail operaors on the line,
and all messages publie or private. There may be a great
deal in the observations of the hon. gentleman-that it
might be well to extend this protection to private lines.
But I doubt whether it should be doue hastily. At any rate
it is a new question, and I think the louse would not be
ready hastily to adopt his view, without more consideration.
The present Bill can do no harm. It will provide safegiuards
so far as it extends; and if, after consideration, we find it
would be fair and proper to extend it to ail other telegraph
lines, we can do it early next Session.

Mr. PLUMB. I was very much surprised that the
member for Gloucester should have cast a universal slur on
that excellent and worthy body of men employed in the
teleograph offices. Hie said those gentlemen were not going
to be b>und by any oath, that the oath and obligation would
gradually becomie with them less and less imperative, and
that, in fact, after they had taken an officiai oath, they
would break it. If this Bill is examined, it will be found
the secrecy enjo'ned by the oath to be taken is not confined
to one class of messages, as was stated by the member for
West Durham. There is a penalty attached to the breaking
of the oath which, in reality, reaches the point urged bythe
hon. gentleman. If either of those gentleman had examined
the Bill personally, before commencing in such a hurry to
urge objections, he would have seen he had no ground
whatever for such objections.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. In the general Ac't respecting
telegraphs, in the Consolidated Statutes of Canada, there-is
a clause that covers the point in respect to private telegrams,
providing a penalty for the revelation of their contents. I
do not know whether that Act is technically in force in
respect to the Dominion. I find this among clauses of the
telegraph law which was in force in old Canada, land which
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have not been expressly repealed. Tbis provision suffi.
ciently covers the case raised by the member for West
Durham, in the old Province of Canada. With regard to the
operators on the Government telegraph line, it does seem
to me that if they are excepted from the operation of
this clause, some provision should be made to prevent
the disclosure of messages passing over those lines. Cer.
tainly there is no indignity cast on young men in the tele-

raph offices, in requiring them to take such an oath, when
inisters of the Crown, themselves, take an oath that they

will not disclose the secrets of the Government. I do not
see, then, why telograph officers may not be bound in the
same manner to preserve secrecy in the matter of Govern-
ment telegrams. I certainly think they ought to be so
bound. The clause in the Consolidated Statutes to which I
referred, ths reads:

" Any operator of a telegraph line, or any person employed by a tele-
graph company, divulging the contents of a private despatch, shallbe
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be liable to a fine, not ex-
weeding $100, or to imprisonmentfor a period not exceeding three months,
or both, in the discretion of the Court before which the convictionis had."

I would recommeni my hon. friend to consider the pro-
priety of re-enacting this clause in bis Bill, making it appli-
cable to ail teegraph lines in the Dominion.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MA'CDOUGALL. I suppose, under the general law
that applies to telegraphs, Government measures have the
right of priority. If this language is, as I supposed it was,
large enough te cover that, it is obvions that the words of
the Act must apply to ail operators in respect to the dis-
charge of their duty to the Government, and there comes
the distinction that I venture to state. You are proposing
to them that they should take an oath with reterence to
a particular part of their duty and not with reference to
another part.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). The language of the oath
itself would cover all the duties of the operator.

Mr. BL AKE. But the circumstances under which the
oath is taken are specific. It would be better not to have this
preamble and to provide that all telegraph operators shall
take oaths. We ought not to enlarge the region of promis-
sory oaths. There existe a general Statute, providing for
the substitution of formal declarations, instead of oaths. I
would very much prefer, if the hon. Minister adheres to a
solemn deelaration, that it should be simply a statutory
declaration and that the consequences of a breach of that
solemn declaration should be such as are provided in the
Statu te.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton) moved that the Committee
report progress. He would look into the matter.

Committee rose and reported.
House resumed.

SUPREME COURT JUDGES OF PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND.

Bill (No. 95) to increase the salaries of the Judges of
the Suprome Court of the Province of Prince Edward
Island-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou)-was read a sedond time,
considered in Committee, read a third time, aud passed.

INLAND REVEJNUE ACT AMENDMENT.
Mr. MOUSSEAU moved the second reading of Bill (No.'

98) to amènd the Inland Revenue Act, 180. Ie said:
This BiIl amenda section 83 of the present Act by providing
that all tobacco manufactured in Canada shall, before it is
offered for sale, te packed in packages s follows, and each
pa4 ckge hah obe daly stamped:

te) Cavedish and a pressed tobacco shall be packed ia rectangular
boxeeac,.sh coutainig not more than oea huadM and teu poseds of
tobacco;

Mf. MACDOUGALL.

"(b) Out -tobacco of all kinds and scrap shall be packed in faekfgls,
each containing not more tban one pound, but any number öf such
packages not exceeding together one handred pounds in weight may be
î closed in an outer case or package, provided each of the lesserþaokages
have been separately stamped;

" (c) Snuff shall be packed in packages each containing not more than
ten pounds;

" (d) Common Canada twist may be put up in roll or coils each not
exceeding two pounds in weight; and every such roll or coil shall be
secured by cording or otherwise and enelosed in a paper or other band or
casing so that a stamp may be secarely attached thereto;

" (e) Cigars shall be packed in rectangular boxes eaeb containingnot
more than two pounds.'

Another of the more important provisions of the Bill is
that tobacco imported in packages, other than those above
mentioned, shall be bonded in a Customs warehouse--the
bond to be for a sum equal to double the amount of Customs
duty to which the tobacco is liable. The conditions, are that -
the duty shall be paid and that the tobaccoewithin a certain
time shall be repacked in such packages as those above
mentioned and duly stamped, or be defaced or destroyed.
" The stamps are to be removed when the packages are
emptied, and the stamped packages are not to be retainéd
after the contents have been removed." These are the
main provisions of the Bill, and they have been rendored
necessary by the serious losses which have occurred to the
revenue by abuses with regard to packages and stamps.

Mr. ANGLIN. This Bill seems to me to impose very
vexatious and unnecessary burdens upon those engaged in the
importation of tobacco. The tobacco ,trade is as old as
Canala, and no such annoying refutations have ever 'been
found necessary before. Why should the importer be
required to import bis tobacco in packages of a particular
size, on penalty of having the packages bonded, opened and
repacked, to say nothing of other annoyances ? Surely
means may be found of exacting the daty without resorting
to such troublesome regulations as those.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I wish to say to the hon. gentleman
that all the annoyance of which he speaks will be but small
compared with the amounts of which the revenue is
defrauded under the existing law. These packages and
their designations have been based upon those in use in the
United States and other countries.

Mr. GILLMOR The hon. gentleman sbould know that
tobacco is packed in such a way that it makes a solid masu,
and that it will be quite impossible to put it in these
packages without tearing it all to pieces.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. There is no doubt
that tbese regulations will prove a source of serious annoy-
ance to importers of tobacco. This provision reads as
follows:-

" All imported manufactured tobacco which is not packed in packages,
of the respective kinds mentioned in said sub-eections a, b, c, d, and e,
shall be bonded,0* * such tobacco shall, within such limited time and in
accordance with such condition as may be fixed by regulation by the
Governor in Council, be packed in packages of the respective kinds
mentioned in said sub-sections?

I would like to know if the hon. gentleman, before intro-
ducing this measure, consulted with those in the trade who
will be more or less affeeted by this section. I doubt whether
the attention of the trade has been cahled to it.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I do not see why we should have
consulted the trade on that point, bocause I do not see in
what particular this is going to injure the trade. The
inconvenience is not so great as the hon. gentleman
imagines, and it is far less than the inconvenience resulting
to this country by being defrauded and robbed of -Û& revenue
as we have been for the last two or three years. It was
necessary to have such law in order to prevent smuggling.
As I said when 1 first explaimed the law, it was becoming a
frequent practice, after the duties had boen pad, to empty
the boxes and fill them again with amgledtobacco. oses
were discovered where the same boxes had been ûlled two
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or three times with smuggled tobacco. That was the reason
which induced the Government to present this measure.

Mr. ANGLIN. There can be no objection to any pro.
vision which is necessary for the purpose of preventing the
boxes being fraudulently, though it may require the boxes
to be absolutely destroyed, or to be so opened as to destroy
the seal or stamp. Anyone who has seen a package of
tobacco from the United States knows that it is impossible
to re-pack it according to this system. If the contents of
the box weigh five or ton pounds more than the quantity
contained in the boxes bore, there is no way by which that
larger quantity can be put into these smaller boxes. It
seems to me this is a very unnecessary and harassing regu-
lation to the importers in this country. Goodness knows
they are hardly enough dealt with already by the existing
Tariff. As the law stands at present, if a man enters a box
of tobacco at less than its weight he subjects himself to
heavy penalties-the whole may be seized. The present
regulation is one of those various products hatched in the
Inland Revenue Office, which trouble this House and the
country from year to year, which harass, worry and annoy
the importers of the country. That seems to me to be the
great object of this department.

Bill road the second time.
House in Committee on said Bill.
On clause 2,
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman has not yet told us how

this tobacco is to be repacked. When it is packed in a box
it-becomes quite solid, it would be impossible to unpack it,
and pack it in another box of a different size. He might as
well probibit the importation of tobacco altogether, as to
undertake to subject it to such a regulation as that now
imposed.

Mr. DOULL. I think this Bill is very objectionable in
some particulars, and I would like the bon. Minister, if
possible, to defer this for another year in order that the
manufacturers may have an opportunity of being consulted.
In my county there are two or three tobacco manufacturers
who have machinery for putting up tobacco in certain pack-
ages, and it would subject them to serious less if they were
required to put up their packages as prescribed by this Bill.
I think it is only fair to the manufacturers that they should
become acquainted with the changes which it is proposed to
make in law, because it will certainly subject them to serious
loss. If the hon. Minister insists upon pressing the Bill, I
shall have to move some amendments.

Mr. PATTE RSON (Essex). I think the manufacturers
sbould be given a little time to understand the Bill. I have
had communications from manufacturers in my county, and
they object to some clauses in the measure. I am disposed
to support the view of the hon. member for Pictou
(Mr. Doull), and ask the Minister to allow the Bill to stand
for a year so that manufacturers may become familiar with
the changes proposed. Its terms will fall very heavily not
only on importers but on Canadian manufacturers. The law
has proved very onerous to manufacturers owing to the
interpretation placed ou the clause respecting Canadian
tobacce. Instead of paying 4 cents duty per lb., a manufac-
turer manufacturing Canadian tobacco in the same way as
the common roll and twist has, according to a ruling of the
late Minister of Inland Revenue, been called upon to pay 1
14 cents duty. I understand that the question was sub-
mitted to the Minister of Justice, and that department,
after a lapse nf twelve months, decided that the ruling
of the Minister of Inland Revenue was incorrect.
A statement was made in the House the other night as to
the revenue derived from Canadian tobacco, and the
amount stated was perfectly ludicrous. To my personal
knowledge three times that amount would be raised in
Essex if the matter was put in proper shape. It is evident

that in Lower Canada the law has not been enforced, and
we are losing ten times the revenue collected during the
last twelve months. I have received a letter from a
manufacturer in Montreal, who knows that I represent a
county in which tobacco is grown, and who bas had
dealings with some of the growers in Essex whose only
market is Montreal. They have to send their product 600
or 700 miles, because the regulations of the department
prevent Canadian tobacco from being manufactured in the
same factory as imported leaf. This gentleman, Mr.
Porcheron, writing to me respecting the debate that
occurred on this subject, says :

" Although Sir Leonard Tilley says the law was made to suit every-ones
interest, concerning home grown tobacco, I beg to differ with him, and
give him ample proofs te the contrary. There is now lying in warehouses,
Montreal, about fifty thousand pounds of Canadian tobacco, grown in
in Essex County, which, under t he present systemn, cannot be sold at auy
price, because the moment the tobacco was shipped from the grower it
was subjected to a duty of 14 cents, while growers in the Proviee of
Quebec are allowed to manufacture rolls and twist at 4 cents, and sei it
directly to consumers for less money than the duty called for by the
Goverdment, which is 14 cents, when manufactured by a specially
licensed manufacturer, and 20 cents when manufactured by a nanufac-
turer of foreign tobaccos. Now, Sir, if you wish to know what a
manufacturer of Canadian tobacco is, and what is his way of doing
business, I shall tell you : these manufacturers buy their tobacco
lu the Province of Quebec, by one, two, or three hundred pounds, and
manufacture it to retail again competition with the grower. Of course,
they must produce the same half cured tobacco, 11o as to make it cheap,
and the Ontario tobacco is left aside. If the manufacturer cf foreign
tobaccos was allowed the privilege to make rolls and twist, for my part,
I could dispose of 50,000 pounds a year, in a market which cannot be
reacbed by small manufacturers. I cannot afford to keep two separate
factories in order to comply withthe present law, even if the duty was
lowered to 4 ceuts. Hoping, Sir, that y ou will bring these facts before
the Government, and try to get us the privilege to manufacture rlls
and twist at 4 cents."

There is ne tobacco manufactory now i n Quebec for
the manfacture of Canadian tobacco ; hon, gentlemen
have closed it up owing te the ruling of the late
Minister of Inland Revenue, by which lie decided that,
althougli farmers might make rolls and twists on paying a
duty f 4 cents, and seil them te grocers all over Quebec,
yet when the tobacco was taken te a factory it immediately
became subject to 14 cents per pound duty. I ask the
President of the Council if it has ne t been decided by the
Department of Justice that that ruling is incorrect.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. Yes.
Mr. PATTERSON. That fact is ne t within the knowledge

of the public. I hope the fact will o made generally
known, so as to encourage the growers of tobacce and
afford the means ocf re-openng the only tobacco factory for
the manufacture of the native article which existed in the
Dominion, and which was closed in consequence of the late
Minister's ruing. Mr. Pe rcheron wrote me again as
follows:

"I think your views are correct as regards the effect cf a four cent
duty on home grown tobacco, but we want a law that would compel every
grower to account for the quantity of tobacco grown. With a lower duty
on ail grades it weuld induce farmers te grow every kind cf tobacco now
required by the manufacturer, it would doe away with ilicit manufac-
turers, and, as you say, the revenue would net suffer. If a change is te
take place, inspectors of tobacco would ho a great benefit te grewers as
well as manufacturers. The inspection system in tbe United States is
perfect, and gives such facilities to seil their tobaccos that, in fact, it would
be impossible for s teo buy if.they were te de away with it. The inspecter
needs to have very litte experiencei; the wrk consists cof taking eut
samples from hegsheads at different parts, teo tie the together and to seal
them; these samples can be sent to tobacco marnfacturers or brokers,
and the tobacco disposed cf at very little cost, while new, as the law
stands, we have to take the seller's word that the tobacco is ail right.
Gevernmnent warehouses should be opened in every central peint where
tobacco is grown. These warehouses would be the market to buy home
grown tebacco; the cst would be very small, if any, as the warehonuse
charges and inspection are generally charged to the buyer. Perhap yeo
are net aware of the quality ef tobacc which is grown lu this Province.
I know ene farmer who can get 35 cents per pound for ros and twists
and he lias 6,000 peunds of tobacco. I have seen ti tobacco but ld
net tell the difference from Virginia tobacco. If the toebacce uestion was
looked into thoroughly, I think we oeuld start the finest nust nu the
Dominion. We could make enough for our own consumption and eveu
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enough to export. I have seen some Connecticut seed grown in Canada.
suitable for cigar wrappers which would bring 40 cents to 50 cents if
properly cured."

What I wish to urge on the Government, is that the manu-
facturers of the imported leaf should ho allowe: to manufac-
ture Canada twist in their factories, and only pay the four
cents duty charged on the grower who manufactures it, and
that they should be allowed to mix it with the imported
leuf by paying the fourteen cents duty. The finest quality
of tobacco can be grown in the Lake Erie counties, and we
have tobacco factories which are debarred from using it,
because they have to pay twenty cents a pound of excise
duty. Under these circumstanctes, our farmers are forced
to seek the Montreal market, and when they pay the freight
and the duty, they have very little, left. One Essex
warehousekeeper has 100,000 pounds of tobacco wareboused
in Montreal unsaleable. The clause in the Bill relating to
cigarettes, will have the effect of imposing on them the
same duty as is imposed on cigars. On this point, I may
read the following letter from a manufacturer of the im-
ported leaf:-

IlI have been informed that it is proposed to increase the excise duty
on cigarettes to 40 cents per pound.

" The Inland Revenue Act for 1880 required that ail cut tobacco should
be put up in packages of one pound or less. We cheerfully complied
with this requirement, although it entailed a large additional expense in
the manufacture of our goods.

" The difference between putting up cut tobacco in pails and in twan-
tieths of a pound (the popular 5 cent package) is fully 10 cents per pound.

" We now propose to further sub-divide the twentieth of a pound package
by making it into twenty cigarettes. This will still further increase the
cost of manufacturing.

"It was not thought necessary to increase the excise duty when cut
tobacco was put up in twentieth of a pound packages. Why, tfien, should it
be deemed necessary to increase the duty when, by further sub-dividing
this package, the cost of manufacturing is increased. The tobacco is the
same, the stamp used is of the same denomination. It cannot be claimed
that there is any additional expense to the Government in this manu-
facture.

" But it is claimed that cigarettes should be classed with cigars and
pay the same excis9. A moment's consideration will prove the falsity of
this reasoning. Cigarettes are made from 'ent tobacco,' cigars from
'leaf.' Cigarettes are sold by the package, usually ten or twenty in
each ; cigars are retailed singly, an ordinary cigar selling for the same as
ten cigarettes. The retail price of cigarettes being so well established,
viz. ten for ten cents or one cent each, it will be difficult, nay impossible,
to increase the price. The margins now, to the wholesale and retail
trade are so small that the manufacturer cannot increase lis price, hence
if any advance is made in the excise it will fall entirely on the manufac-
turer. The manufacturer is so taxed now, that he cannot stand more and
continue his business. It is true that in the United States cigarettes are
classed with cigars, but they by no means pay the same excise duty,
cigars paying $6 per 1,000. and cigarettes $1.75 per 1,000.

" By a recent decision in one of the higher Courts of the United States,
cigarettes were decided to bè ecut tobacco. It is proposed among manu-
facturers to act upon the strength of this decision in moving for a decrease
in the excise to correspond to cut tobacco."

I would ask the attention of the hon. Minister to this letter.
The writer is a large manufacturer who bas recently
establisbed a mapufactory at Windsor for the manufacture
of tobacco on a very large scale. I would hoesorry any
action on the part of the lnland Revenue Department would
cause this gentleman to close up his factory and go back to
Dotroit. I think his argument as regards the duty on
cigarettes being made the same as on cigars is very forcible.
I would ask the hon. Minister not to press this Bill through
until further information is had.

Mr. MOUSSEAU. I must compliment the ion. member
for Essex on the manner in which he always attends te the
interests of bis constituents, and to that great industry the
Canadian grown tobacco. The hon. gentleman brought up
again the question ho raised some days ago, as to the
inferiority of the position of Ontario grown tobacco con-
pared with that of Quebec. According to the constructiòn
of the law, the hon. gentleman muast see they are both on a
perfectly eqal footing. Under sub-section 10 of
section 35 of the law of 1880, the manufacturer
may use that tobacco on pay ment of 4 cents excise. My
hon. fried also seems to think that, in Lower Canada, no

Mr. PATTERsON (Essex).

duty is paid, that the law was evaded. There has been a
wonderful change in that respect in our Province. A state-
ment made from the records of the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment shows that, unler the law of 1878, when the duty was
10 cents, 1,420 lhs. paid duty; under the- law of 1879-SO,
which imposes but 4 cents, per pound, 43,74 Ibo. were
grown, yielding a revenue of $1,749; and under the new
provisions of 1880, and more stringent enforcement of the
law, in seven months, 191,321 lbs. paid duty, yielding
$7,652, equivalent, at same ratio of increase, to 327,000 Ibo.
and $13,120 duty for the year. In deference to the opinions
expressed on both sides, I will take into consideration their
objections and I move that the Committee, in meantime,
report progress.

Mr. BOURBEAU. Mr. Speaker, I wish to call the
particular attention of the hon. President of the Couneil to
the fact that farmers do not enjoy sufficient advantages to
make them take ont licenses to grow tobacco for the trade.
The inspector, -who has charge of the county, which I have
the bonor of representing, resides in Montreal. As I have
already had the opportunity of stating, the counties which
I represent are generally unlucky with regard to the
patronage bestowed on them by the Govern ment, and in
this case, as well as in previous ones, we unfortunately have
to state that our inspector resides in Montreal; now, it is
somewhat difficult for the farmer of our county to proorre
licenses enabhng them to grow tobacco for the trade, at 12à
miles distance. I mentioned the fact a few days ago to
the hon. Minister of Inland Revenue, when he told me it
was the easiest thing for the farmors to write to Montreal
for a license, but as a large number of farmers do not
possess sufficient education to write a letter, I think that the
suggestion of the hon. Minister will not suit them. Iwould
therefore call the attention of the hon. President of the -
C(ouncil, who represents here the hon. Minister of Inlana
Revenue, to the fact that there should be, in every parish
where Canadian tobacco is grown, an official to give these
licenses and to sell the stamps, which are to be affixed to
tobacco going into the market. I would also call the
attention of the hon. Minister to the fact that it was under-
stood, last year, that the licenses issued to traders buying
the tobacco in leaf tob and it over to manufacturers, should
be issued gratuitously. But contrary te that understanding,
the tobacco inspector who visited our county demanded the
sum of $50 to grant those licenses, which the law bas styled
" brokers' licenses." We know that if we have to pay $50 to
procure such licenses, the trader will refuse to take one ont,
as this trade does not bring in much to him. These licenses
should, therefore, be issued to the traders gratuitously.
Nevertheless, notwithstanding the understanding come to
last year, the inspector who went through Le County
of Arthabaska, exacted $50 for issuing such licenses. I
think there is a mistake here, and I hope the hon. Minister
will give bis particular attention to the fact, and that he
will cause instructions to be given to inspectors o that in
the future they will grant these licenses gratuitously, in
the same way as they are granted to farmers. I also hope
that farmners will be allowed to take out licenses in the
parishoe where they reside.

Committee reported.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

The following Bill from the Senate was read the first and
second time:-

To amend the Indian Act of 1880.-(Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

ACTS RESPECTING GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS,
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) moved th second reeding of

Bill (No. 96) An Act to amend and consolidate the laws
relating to Government Railways.-(From the Behate.)
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He mid the Bill is designed to consolidate the several laws
relating to the Government Railways, which have been
collected and compared. There are some iew sections,
tlongh not of any great importance, including one regula-
ting the mode of obtainingjlands.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman explain why it
is thought necessary to amend and consolidate the Jaws as
Vo Government railways, particularly with roference to
questions of construction, just at the time when we are
cessing to bave any Government railways ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). We still own a considerable
amount of railways.

Mr. BLAKE. I am not spoaking as to the working, but
as to the construction of Government railways.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). The law is still in existence,
and it was thought botter to include ail those sections which
may bo applicable as Vo material and otherwise, Vo the roar's
already existing, in one.mAt any rate, in this progressive ago
and country we cannot tell how soon the Government may
have railroads again.

(In the Committee)
On clause 11,
Mr. MILLS. We have been legislating in this way for a

long time, but in my view it has ail been wrong. 1 think
the manner in which the title to such property shall be
registered, or how it shall be conveyed to the Government
by the railway company, should be in conformity with the
local law. In my opinion all the provisions we have had
for many years apn the subjot of tho expropriation of
public lands are ali ultra vires.

Mr. McDONALD. This question has already been raised,
and perhaps with some force. But my opinion is, that in
cases where the railway itsolf is within the competence of
this Parliament ail the consoquences of that fact follow as a
matter of necessity, and by constitutional right ail the
powers nocessary to carry out the main intent rests with
this Parliament. For instance, take the case of a company
where the railway within the Province itself is declared to
be for the general benefit of Canada; that gives control of
the legislation with reference to that corporation to this
Parliament. Surely the power of this Parhiament would be
incomplete and inoperative if we were not able, as of right,
to declare in what form such private rights as were neces-
Barily interfered with should be dealt with. This pro-
position has been very clearly state i by an eminent Judge
of the Supreme Court, and it supports my view, that bu ail
instances where private rights are affected by the general
subject of legislation of whicb this Parliament is competent,
the legislation by the Local Legislatures in reference t'
those private rights must be sub>rdinate to the paramount
power of this Parliament.

Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman assumes that the
power given to the Government by the 91st section ot the
British North America Act carries with it ail the implied
powers, even though some of those implied powers may be
expressly given in the 92nd section. The opinion of Judge
Story was that where power is expressly given to one
Legislature it cannot be impliedly claimeî under some other
power given to another Legislature. When thei ower is
expressly given to the Local Legislature under the power to
take property for the use of railways and canals, the hon.
gentleman cannot claim to deal with the manner in which
that roperty is to be registered or transferred. You have
a rigt to take property, but you must take it in conformity
with the provisions of the local law.

Mr. HADDOW. In my county there are a great num6 er
of cattle killed on the track of the Intercolonial Railway,
and i4 most cases this is owing to insufficient fences. A
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gentleman who resides on the flat islands about ton miles
above Campbellton, last summer lost a valuable mare which
swam across the channel and got killed on the track owing
to tho fence being down. Be wrote to Mr. Pottinger, the
Superintondent, and Mr. Pottinger rep'ied, stating that the
mare was running at large, that she gainéd access to the
track fron land not belonging to the owner of the mare, that
the law did not require fenci g for the protection of any but
the owner's property, and thut he thorofore refused to pay
tt e man's claim. This mare would not have got on the
track if it lai been properly fenced, and when animale wore
killed in consequence of the railway being insufficiently
fenced, it was but right that the owners shoutld be paid.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Care must be exercised by
the owners of cattle. It would never do to make the
Government railway or any other railway liable for the
consequences of the carelessness or indifforence of the
owners of pi-oporty that might bo injured. Otherwisa 1V
would be very eay for peopl eliving along the route, if ho
wanted a market for a cow or horse, to let it slip on the
track at the right time, and bis money is made. My hon.
friend will see, by subsequont sections, that there
is very littie to complain of, that the railway
company really do not ask for any greater exemption
or protection than would any private proprietor.
It would not bo fair to ask the company to do more than
this, to say to every proprietor : I We will give you a good
fonce all along your property where our line runs through
your land; but where it does not, we will not be liablie.
Where your animais, through your carelossness in not
putting up fences which you ought to put up o ikop your
cattie within your limits, &;cape at other portions of your
property, either at the side linos or the roar ofthe property,
we cannot be held responsible."

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron). Suppose the company's
fonces are allowed to be down on A's land, and B's animais get
on A's land and thence on to the railway track, should
not the company bo hold responsible, even though their
fence was in good order through B's property ?
Now it is the duty of the company or Government to keep
that fonce up. If they fail in that duty, why should they
not be responsible? Or take the case of a piece of ground
that is a cmuon, like an island, it is the duty of the Gov.
ernment to fonce the railroad track as against that common.
Suppose that animais are allowed to run at large, if my
animal escapes to the railway track and receives injury,
because the company koeps the fence down, should they not
be held responsible? IL would not be right to exempt thom
from responsibility. The Ministry ougbt to make provision
for such responsibility.

Mr. MeDONALD (Pictou). That proposition of my hon.
friend (Mr. Cameron) would, if enactod, leave the railway
open to ail sorts of claims, and, I think, very improperly.
In the case lie puts, there appears a hardmhip; it would
look as if the fonce being down on the railway property
indicated such negligence as should make the company
liable. But suppose the railway fence is entirely what it
ought to be along a neighbor's land, and ho carelessly
louves a gate open letting.an animal on the track ?

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron). There is then no ngli-
gence of the company.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Surely in such a case the
railway should not be liable.

Mr. CA.MERON. No ; there is no negligence. You have
provided for that.

Mr. MoDONA LD. The principle on which the provision
is based is this : that the company should not be liable
for a defective fonce, except where the injury is caused by
the railway or the employées themelves. But for anything
beyond that, they should not be liable.
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Mr. CAMERON. I only say the railway company
should be liab!e where it is guilty of negligence. You
provido for the case of leaving a gaie open in the next
clausè.

Mr. McDONALD. The next clause does not; it means
the gate of the owner himself. It does not mean the gate
of a neighbor. It refers. to the carelessness of the owner
himeelf.

Clause agreed to.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. WELDON moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee on Bill (No. 55) to amend the Acts relating to
the New Brunswick Railway Company.

Bill considered in Committee ard reported,

Mr. WELDON moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. DOMVIL LE. I have no desire to take up the time of

the flouse at this stage of the Session, nor have 1 any wih to
prevent ihe passage ofthis Bill. It has been argued that I have
some object in proventing this Bill from becoming law this
Session; but that is not the case. I wish te see the Provinces
of Quebec and New Brunswick joined by a railway, but I want
that railway to come under such regulations as I believe are
necessary for the well being of both Provinces, and in
accordance with the spirit of the Consolidated Railway
Act of 1879. By the British North America Act of 1867
certain powers are conferred upon the Local Legislatures
and certain other powers upon this Parliament, and I find
that certain conditions are presented before a Railway Act
may be incorporated by Act of 1 he Dominion, namely, that
such a railway must join the Provinces, and that it must
be in the general interests of Canada. But though, by the
preamble of this Bill, it is claimed as a Dominion, yet they
only conform to such portion of the Consolidated Railway
Act of 1879 as suits their purpose. If that Act is
good for one railway it is good for another, and though I
have scarched I have not been able to find any precedent.
for a local Railway Act coming to this Parlianent, and
acquiring powers separato and distinct from the Consolidated
Railway Act. lu Committee I managed to bring this coin-
pany under the operation of the general law in regard to
tolls, and had I rot done so they could have charged such
rates as they pleased, for their is no competition now, nor
is there likely to be any, and such a monopoly would have
been objectionable to the people along the line of the road.
I find by a New Brunswick Éailway Act that they have the
right te expropriated lands, and when the parties whose
lands they take want to be settled with, or to get any
satisfaction, they cannot come and seek the benefits of the
Consolidated Railway Act. I also object because il
is perfectly competent for the Provincial Legis-
lature to give them fresh rights. There bas been an
Act passed chartering the Central Railway of
Canada, and that Act gives the company the right to
amalgarnate with other unes, so that this company could
amalgamate with the Central, and pass through the varions
counties down to that of St. John. It is, of course, for the
Government to say whether they will allow a Bill like this
to break the established rules of Parliament-allow them,1
in fact, to take what they choose, and leave what they do
not like. I find also in this charter a clause which oughti
certainly te be--struck out, namely, clause 16, which is as
follows:-

"And whereas the New Brunswick Land and Lumber Company (himited).
incorporated under '1The Canada Joint Stock Companies' Act, 1877,' was
formed in order to acquire the land grants of the -said New Brunswick
railway company, itashall be lawful for the said railway comparty to take
and hold shares as stock ia the said New Brunswick Land and Lumber
Çompapy (limited); and the resolution of the shareholders of the said
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railway company, paAed at a special meeting on the 28th day of Odtbber
Iast, to guarantee te fthe holders thereof the principal of and inlerest en
any bonds exeouted b, the said NewBranswick Land and Lumbe rCompan
(limited) as part of t e consideration of the lands so acquired and pur-
chased, and the guarantee of the said railway company endorsed on the
said bonds in pursuance thereof, are hereby confirmed."

Consequently under this section they are enabled to becoote
part of another corporation. HIow far this will extend I
eau not tell; I do not find any authority which will aUow
one corporation to become part of another corporation. go
far as i can see, where they have to assume the assets for
their own protection they may hold them, but where they
come to Parliament and state that they are able of them-
selves to become part of another corporation; t
cannot find any precedent for it. Rerm are
three legislations jumbled up into one-the Dominion
legislation by this Parliament, the Canada Joint
Stock Company Act, making them a colonization and
lumber company, and, thirdly, the Acts of the Nev Bruns-
wick Legislature giving them certain powers. Anybody
seeking to get any satisfaction under this Act must look all
round. Therefore, I urge on my hon. friend, and I do not
think I am asking too much, to alter the clause so as to
make the general provisions of the Consolidated Railway
Act apply to this railroad. If this is not to be carried out
hereafter, now is the time for the Government to take into
serious consideration the question whether they will amend
that Act, or whether they will bring this railway under it.
If the Government think this road should not come under
it, then I have marked my protest. On the other hand, if
the Government having passed an Act which is to govern
ail railways, are going to abrogate their powers, thon I have
nothing more to say. I will read what the Consolidated
Railway Act of Canada says in section 2:

" The said section shal also apply to every railway constructed, or to
be constructed, under the authority of any Act passed by the Parlismen't
of Canada. and shall, so far as they are applicable to the undertaking,
and unless they are expressly varied or excepted by the special Act, be
incorporated with the special Act, from part thereof, and be construed
therewith as forming one Act."

I admit there may be exceptions in special legislation which
might be excepted from this. That is all perfectly righLt.
But it was never contemplated that the whole Act should
be an exception except such portions of it as the Government
wish to apply to New Brunswick. As the leader of the
Government has come in since I began my remarks, I will
repeat that I want it to be decided whether this railway is
to come under the Consolidated Railway Act of 1879 or
not. If it is not to come under that Act then he bad better
repeal it, or allow all railways to come under any Acts they
like. But I bave doue my duty. If anything turns up
hereafter, if there is a question of taxation in my county, if
I find a neighboring county in which lands have been taken
complaining that they cannot come to Parliament for
justice, thon I have done my duty. I will close by moving
in amendment:

That the said Bill be not now read a third time, but that it he referred
back to Committee of the Whole House, with instruction to amend the
same by adding tae folhowing section in place of section 6:ay

" The l3onsolidated RLailway Act of Canada, 1879, shall apply to ýthe
railway company incorporated under this A ct, and the A ets passed by the
Legislature of New Brunswick incorporating the company, and the Acts
inconsistent with the provisions -of this section are hsreby repealed.'

Mr. COSTIGAN. This is a very important railroad for
both the Province of New Brunswick and the Province of
Quebec. My constituency and the neighboring constituency,
represented by the hon. member for Temisconata (Mfr.
Grandbois) are more deeply interested in this road than any
other counties. It runs 150 miles in those two counties.
It is forty years since this road was projected. 1It has so
far, been built by our own resources, and we trust nowtat
no obstruction will be made to the passing of thi1s mash .
1 was much pleased at the coeduet of the psoMtffees oftf¶i
Bill in Committee the otheoir day. They seenied toj*dW-
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posel ta reeet the propositions made by those intereted in the Governor in Council ; and such being the case, my hon.
%ie Bill, li order to make it satisfactory to all parties. I friend from King's (Mr.:Domville) would do well to content
thinl the Bill, as it stands now, is worthy the support of himself with recording his objections to the Bill, and not
the menbers of this ,House. The poople in those two divide the House.
counties have assisted to build the Intercolonial Railway Mr. DOXVILLE. I do not see any provision in the Billand other Government works; they have paid dollar for from which it appears that the Consol idated Railway Actdollar with the other people of the Dominion, and now when wil appîy.
they are prepared to build this road at their own expense
and with their own land, I think it would be unfair for this Mr. LANGEVIN. The sixth clause.
louse to refuse to pass this measure. 1Mr. DOXVILLE. If the bon. gontleman, as a Minister

Mr. WELDON. The hon. member for King's (Mr. ?fthe Cfrown, thinks it wouId apply, one of My objections
Domvifle) thinks this Bill is going to destroy this i' removed.
company for ever. It is, however, merely to amend the iMr. BLAKE. The provision as te tole applies te the
Act relating to the New Brunswick Railway Company, and whole road.
his motion, if passed, will repeal the whole Act incor- Mr. DOMVILLE. Anotherp'int I would like te ask ie,
porating this company. This is a very important Bill in how land will be taken? Un or the New Brunswick Act
the interests of New Brunswick. This road taps a large the company ean take ai the land thcy choose.
American territory, and we obtain certain rights and
privileges under the charter, and that charter we claim Mr. WELDON. If we tako any new hanle, we will take
should not be interfered with, unless there is some general thom under the Consoldated Iailway Act.
principle violated. The hon. gentleman bas undertaken to Mr.DOIVILLE. InderthesconditionsIwillwitbcfaw
point out that the Consolidated Railway Act should apply the amendment.
to the whole, and he puts forward a reason with regard to Amendment witbdrawn.
the lands. Now, all the lands that have been takon fer the
railway are subject te the Conseidated Railway Mr. MACDOUGALL. I desire tecal to attMntionstf
Act. Further than that, we proposed in the flouse t k some of the language ued nthe Act whioh
Gommittee te shorten the0 present line and appeare te be unsuitable, beccau.-e wo undertake te repeat an
take eut the curves, aud I prMposed that that Act of a Local Lcgislature. We use toe word repal with
change should corne under the Censolidated Ililway Act. respect te cer-tain clauses in the local Act, which is super-
But where a charter je ln existence it would ho impreper seded by thi8 Act. My impression je that there je some-
te apply an Act without seeiug clearly whether its pro- thing more than sentiment in this case. I deny that thie
visions might net interfère with rights and raise questions Parliament lias autho;-ity, or eughit te assume authority, te
perbâips of doubtfaiIegality. But se far as regards the repeal an Act Ef Athe Local Legilature when
pmpaal with respect te toles, I adopted the suggestion of the the Act passed bas been within their competonce.
bon. Mem ber for North Simcoe (1fr. McCathy), and with There sometin offensive and unsuitable in the language
respect to .bridgeste bo built on thr extension of the road, used, adEDbOeieve t we obJect can ew attained by avoiding
the Consolidated iailway Act willapply. JUndor these cir- the use of words whichmply the assumpti.n et the power
cumtances the flouse should net pass the ameudment inter- te repeal a local Act. he third section says: "The fifth
fering with the rigts f those perbons who, as the onsection ef the Act passed by the Local Legislature of New
member for Viqtoria (Mr. Costigan) has, said, are deing a Brunswick is heroby repealed and thè following substitutei
waik which wi l net o tly prove a boonto New Brunswick, therefor." ThatCan accomplieshed by simly iayingthat
but will greatly benefit the whole Dominion. notwithstanding the fifth se ti n the stockei the cmpany

CMmittANEVIto shitenllthe pret in theRand- shapbeso-and-so.lui the sixth section the saeo worde aretake Nte. curvesi a Iroorsieed n tat a- used, and the saiegsbject could esecured by using the
chan ouldtte ande thoneConsforligated fri.l Ac. tWord supersedd. 'ihat se net peorhaps a pai liamentary or
vtile) terea cje tins te it oullyad fr or bt legal expression, but it mccuratoly describes what we are
fal y an ctvie wthomuts eeing cla l her iaJor-y deing. As this js the firet time under my notice in whieh
f the Committee were againsthigsameudment, and there- Parliament has undortaken directly and expliitiy te repea

fore the Bi was pasied as it now appears before the local Acte, I think it proper tecal attention terthe language
House. The Bi r bas, however, s.nce been amended some- used i thoBih. I dofnet want tecomplainf the Blniat
what in the direction bf the objection takon by that oa, bas been very ful' and carefully coneidered by teaidiglway
member, but the main objection s, that the clauses cf the Committee, wd. upon the wh ole, it is ue in the public
General tailway Act of 1879, and the amendments that intrest and loe whieh should pses.
m be pa ed this Session, do net apply to a railway which
wae icorporated by the Local Logisiature f New Bruns- sir. BLAKE. i t des ne ecem te onecessary tedo
wicki. The hou, gentleman wanted the General Iiailway what the hou, gentleman proposes. It le admitted that we

wet to wly equally to a company incorporated in New have power t do what jepropsed, and the simple
Brunswick, and the extension f that compan ys charter as question is enef techical language. As I understad the
lA now tANo given by this Bila. The Committe were law as it stands, we have declared a railway which wasar
opposed te that, and therefje a good dealsof te that moment within the exclusive coatrol f the Provir-
forced t that contention mf the prmmoter jof the cial Legilature a railway for the gonderal benfit of Canada,
Bil that they have certain pwers and privilege s under and we have taken it within anr exclusie legislative
the tct cf iew Brunswick, a d that those rigteaf d cotrol. Prom that expression clwithin our exclusive legua
prvilegS they wihsed to preserve intact, in o far as the lative control it is quite clear that we have aBiute

whway ineorporated y the Logieature f New Brunswick power te legiflate respectiug it; d bow that abiolut
je concerned. They have ne objection that the General power auexiet unles twe have power t opeal exiting
Railway Act sha o 7 apply t the extension tmRivière du Loup. legilative provisions with respect te that corporation
A clause te that effet bas been inserted in the Bi , as al c a which we do net want te continue, I do Bet se.
clause by which. the provisions f the General Railway Act, If" superhode" means something différent frmIrepeal,"

und the provisions respecting telle, shac appay t the whole lst us understand didtitctly what the difference je. I quit
raiwy. i'hat jeone of themuet important features, beuse agree with the hon, gentleman that, exednt in the. eClasdf
the teIll are, by the General Raiiway Act, te o regulated by cases in which we deal wite Actef the Local Leislatures
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pamsed before Confederation, but on subjects which come
within the Federal Legislature after Confederation, we have
not the power of repeal. But dealing with a corporation as
to which we now have exclusive legislative power, it follows
that we have power to repeal the local Acts touching that
corporation as if they were Acts of the Federal Parliament
We have dealt with several (ompanies in this way, among
others, the ( anada Southern Railway and Northern Railway
Companys; we have constantly legislatel, regardless of
overridirg Legislatures; and if we have the power whih we
have asumel, we may as well repeal.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Will the hon. gentleman say that
we usel the word "repeal" with reference to these local
Acti ?

Mr. BLAKE. I do not know what word we used, but I
know what we did.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I should like very much to make
a motion, but if the Minister of Justice and the other law
authorities in the House think thore is uothing in the objec-
tion, I will not press it further.

Mr. BOULTBEE. One of the hon. membirs stated that in
clause 16, there is power given to this company to hold
shares in some land company, which desires to purcbase
some lands which this railway company bas acquired. It
seems to me that we have not before granted the power to
one company to hold shares in another, as I think it would
have the effect of giving this company a sort of double
t>onding power, which might become injurious.

Bill reid the third time and passed.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the third time
and passed :

Bill (No. 85) to incorporate the British and Colonial
Insurance Company (from the Senate)- (Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 72) to incorporate the European, American and
Canadian Cable Company (Limited) (from the Senate)-
(Mr. Currier.)

Rill (No. 42) to amend the Act incorporating "The
International Railway Company.-(Mr. Brooks.)

Bill (No. 74) to incorporate "The Napierville Junction
Railway and Quarry Company" (from the Senate)-(Mr.
Coursol.)

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

House resolved itself into Committee for the further
consideration of Bill 96-To amend and consolidate the laws
relating to Government Railways.-(Mr. Mc Donald, Pictou).

(In the Committee.)

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). Sub-section 29, Clause 80,
is new, it provides that any person refusing to produce bis
ticket or pay his fare, when requested to do so by the con-
ductor, shall forfeit $20, and in conviction shall be imprisoned
in the common jail for a poriod not exceeding 30 days.

M r. BLAKE. Is this a general law?
Mr. McDONALD. No; it is a new proposal.
Mr. BLAKE. Wby should we make that a crime on a

Government railway whieh is not a crime on a private
railway ?

Mr. McDONALD. It is a fraud if persons with no money
to pay their fare go on a Government or any other train,
for which they should be punished.

Mr. BLAKE. My main proposition is, that the Criminal
Law ought to be general in its application, and that if it is
good for the' Government railways, it is good for all the
railways, and therefore we ought to make it general.

Mr. BLAKE.

Mr. MeDONALD. I cannot see the force of the hon.
gentleman's reasoning. We are dealing with public
property, and say that any person attempting frand in
regard to it, should be punished ir a certain way. That
proposition seems consistent with what is proper and right,
irrespective of the way in which private persons may think
proper to deal with their own property and rights. I do
not see why the managers of public property should net
insist upon some such clause to guard the public interests.

Mr. MILLS. If the Government enter upon a eommer-
cial pursuit, like the running of a railway, there is no
more reason why the non-payment of a fare te it shnold
be made a criminal offence, than the non-payment of a
private company. You might make the same regulations
with regard to a ferry boat or any other conveyance. It
is not the particular ownership or control of a conveyane
that should settle the penalty, but the nature of the act
itself. One member of a family might have the tickets of
all the rest, and his failure or refusal to produce them might
be taken advantage of by a disagreeable conductor te subject
them all to fine or imprisonment, under the proposed
regulation. The 59th section is open to exactly the same
objection. It is proposed to fine a person $-0 for walking
upon a Government railway track, though no such regula-
tion exist with regard to any other railway. There is no
more impropriety in walking upon a track owped by the
Government than on one owned by private parties. It
seems to me this is an extraordinary provision to insert in
this 1i1l; if it should appear anywhere it should be in the
General Railway Act.

Mr. JONES. I think that such a clause would be liable
to operate harshly in this country. It would be entirely
different in England where the trains are fenced off and
where no ond is allowed upon the platform without a ticket.

Mr. McDONALD. The clause is not, of course, an_
essential one, and, with the consent of the House, I have no
objection to striking it out.

In answer to Mr. MILLS,
Mr. McDONALD. I do not think the 59th clause will

operate harshly, because ,it is botter to fine a man for
walking on a railway than that he should be killed or
maimed.

Mr. MILLS. Why should the clause apply to Govern-
ment railways more than to others ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the provision is a good
one that is no reason why it should be objectcd te 'ere.

Clause agreed to.

On clause 107,
Mr. BLAKE. If it i§ within our legislative competence

to declare that the money in the hands of this officer is not
subjectto attachment, execution, or garnishee, it necessarily
follows that the Judge will not, if we make that law, make
an order for its garnishment, etc., and it seeme to be
surplusage.

Mr. McDONALD. The Judges do it now. They see
there is no law for this garnishee, and therefore the order is
made.

Mr. BLAKE. If we have power to make the first part
of the clause, it renders the second part unnecessary. 'fhe
latter part ought to be struck out, and I am not sure but
the former part too.

Mr. McDONALD. It is merely directory.
On clause 110,
In answer to Mr. MILLS,

Mr. McDONALD. This provision means any Court
having jurisdiction.
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Ur. MILLS. You are undertaking to provide for

r are in Court. I do not see why those clauses should
here at all.

Mr. McDONALD. If we have legislative competence to
enact the flrst part cf the clause, we surely have power to
direct in what mode that law shall be carried into effect.

Mr. MILL. If the hon. gentleman proposes to use the
Courts for the administration of the laws of Canada, le
might do the same thing with regaxgi to bills and notes.

Mr. McDONALD. The clause says the Judge who shall
be called upon to act, is a Judge having jurisdiction in the
matter, so that if my hon. friend be right that the Local
Legislatures have not jurisdiction, then the application
would ex necessitate be to the Court of Exchequer. _

Mr. BLAKE. That does not touch the point, because the
local Courts have jurisdiction as a rule, to execute the laws
of Canada, and we establish our own Courts only when we
suppose that our laws are not sufficiently executed by the
local Courts. The administration of justice and the pro-
cedure in civil cases are under the control of the Local
Legislatures, and you intend to execute this law by means
of a local Court, the procedure of which is under tho control
of the Local Legislature, and you must leave the procedure
in control of that Legislature which creates and carries on
the Court, else we find one set of procedure in cases which
come to this Parliament, and another set of procedure in
other cases. It seems to me that all the civil suits which
are brought by any Court in any Province must be brought
in accordance with the procedure in these Courts which are
of local creation.

Mr. McDONAL ). The objection urged by my hon.
friend cannot prevail. Assuming, as J do, that the position
of the hon. leader of the Opposition is sound, it is still
within the terms of the clause. Assuming that the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) is right, still it is within
the terms of the clause, because in any case the Judge
having jurisdiction under the Local Legislatuie Acts.
If the Exchequer Judge only bas jurisdiction he a s; so
that the terms of the clause meet the objection in every
way.

On clause 111,
Mr. BLAKE. I think this is opon to the objection I

made, unles you intend to confine these actions to Courts
created by the Parliament of Canada. It is not intended, I
am sure, to prevent actions from being brought in all the
places where actions may be brought iu the local Courts.
it must be intended to permit these actions to be brought
there or else there is denial of justice. Being brought in
the local Courts, the procedure must be regulated by the
Local Legislatures.

Mr. McDONALD. In order that I may look into ihis,
we will allow this and the five following clauses to stand.

Committee reported.

MILITIA AND DEFENCE.

Bill (No. 99) further to amend the Acts therein mon-
tioned respecting the Militia and Defence of the Dominion ot
Canada-(Mr. Caron)-was read the gecond time, considered
in Committee, read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

fouse further considered resolutions reported from Com-
mittee of Supply.

On resolution 150 (March 10),
Salaries and Disbursementa of Fishery Overeeers

and Wardens .................... ...................... .2,800 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT asked for an explana-
tion respecting the close season for lobsters.1

Mr. POPE (Queen's). The question of extending the
season for fishing lobsters bas been raised by the bon.
member for Yarmouth (Mr. Killam.) During the last two
years the lobster establishments have very lareely increased,
and there is consequently danger that the large area of
ground will be over-tished anl the fishery destroyed. I
have endeavored, in the regulations prepared by the Depart-
ment of Fisheries, to meet the views and interests of tihese
engaged in the fisheries, and they were adopted after I
had consulted very nearly ail hon. members from the
Maritime Provinces representing the districts where lobsters
are caught. The hon. member for Yarmouth spoke to me
to-day on the subject, and asked that the fishermen be
allowed to take them on the south side of Nova Scotia at
the same time as they were allowed on the north shore of
New Brunswick and the coast of Prince Edward Island. I
do not think that is generally wanted. I do not think it
would be fair to the fishermen in the (Gulf, on the north
shore of New Brunswick and the coast of Prince Edward
Island, because we know that very often the ice, particularly
in spring, lodges on the shore and lobsters are caught in the
ice. Until the ice moves out lobsters will not move intó
shallow water. It is often the last weekof Mayor first week
in June before the ice leaves those shores and lobsters can be
caugh t, whereas on other coasts they can becaught in Apri1.
The fishermen can fish very mueh earlier on the south side
of Nova Scotia, than on the south side of New Brunswick,
the coast of Prince Edward Island, or the eastern coast of
Cape Breton. The regulations were such last year, that they
could fish inside the Gut of Canso untii the 10th of August,
whereas, on the outside,about the shores of Nova Scotia, they
were obliged to stop on the 1st of August. Many of the
mon largely engaged in this businos, who first complained
of the Order in Council, were the loudest afterwards in
approval of it. This description of fishery is so important
in Prince Edward Island, thut the lobster exports of that
small Province last year amounted to about 6750,000, and
there are about forty new establishments now being
erected there. There is no disposition on the part
of the Government to fix any rules or regulations
which might bear hardly on the fishermen; but it is
absolutely necessary, in their own interests, that there
should be some restrictions, so that this industry should not
be destroyed. This matter should be fully considered; and
as it is my desre, as far as possible, to meet the wishes of
hon. gentlemen on both sides who are interested in this
business, I shall be glad to hear their viows and suggestions.
If it is found to be in the general interest that the Order-in.
Council should be amended and the time changed, there is
no reason why that should not be donc.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Sholburne). I am glad to hear the
hon. Minister express bis views in the way ho bas done.
Last year I sent a large number of petitions to the depart-
ment from the fishermen -iterested in this industry, asking
for certain changes in the close season. They contend
that they are really only permitted to fish about
two months and a half in the year. On the
south shore of Nova Scotia they did very
little fitshing bofore the 20th of April or the lst of May, and
after the Ist or 15th of July the lobster becomes soft shelled
and the catch is very small indeed. I know that, owing to
the-condition of the markets abroad, many of the packers of
lobsters find it difficult to carry on their business profit ably.
Last year the hon. Minister extended the time of fishing
from the let to the 10th of August, and many of the packers
made arrangements to fish and pack only until the lst of
August. I should like to ask the hon. gentleman if he can
state positively whether the ton days' extension will be given
this year.

Mr. POPE. Iregret that I cannot give a positive answer
to the hon. member. A great deal will depend on the mcm-
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bQrs themselves who represent these interes. Last season
those engaged in the business were asked to get together,
and decide what they wanted, and the unanimous decision
of the packers appears to be that they did not want to be
stopped in the middle of the season. Their principal
objection was that if they were stopped in midsummer
their men would become scattered so that they could not
get them back again, and their season's fishing would be
loest. They, therefbre, asked, rather than that the close
season should remain as it was, that it should be from the
boginning of July to the middle of August.

Mr. FLYNN. Regulations which will suit certain
distriets will not suit other4. In some places the fishermen
cannot begin until the first of May, and, therefore, they have
only May, June and July. I think it would be more satis-
factory if they were allowed te fish in May, June, September
and October; they would thon have fishing for four months
and a close season of eight months. The fishermon have to
go te great expense in fitting out for lobster fishing, and
while they are engaged in it they cannot engage in olher
fishing. Therefore it is difficult for them te make a living
for themselves and their families if they are allowed to fish
only three months out ofthe twelve. There are two interestse
to be considered in this matter-the interests of the fishermen
and the interests of the packers. It may be to the interest of
the lobster packers that there should be a close scason; but I
contend that the interests of the packers should not influence
the Government in the matter. Their object should be to have
such a close season as wilt prevent the destruction of that
fishery, and promote the interests of the fishermon. By
giving the fishermen the months of May and June in the
spring, and the months of September and October in the
fall, that would allow eight months for aclose season which
would be quite enough to proteet the lobsters.

Ur. OGDEN. I do not exactly understand the nature of
this discussion, as I was not in my seat when it began. As
near as I can understand it, certain bon. gentlemen want to
extend the time for lobster fishing. I cannot see wby
they should ask for this extension when the interestsi
of the packers and fishermen are so closely identified
that you cannot separate them. There'is a great deal of
difference ir. the way of preserving fish and lobsters. The
former can be cured with salt, dried in the sun, or smoked,
or iu some other way preserved fora length of time and then
taken to market, whereas the lobster must, within a few
hours from the time it is taken from the sea, bo boiled and
canned. If there are no canners to take this valuable shell-
fish off the flshermen's bands, there is no sale for the article;•
consequently, the fishermen and the packers must work
together, and I have yet to bear of one packer who is
anxious to have the time for fishing extended one day. Last
year, the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries saw fit to
extend thetime ten days, making the close season ten days
less than it was the previous year; yet I do not know of a
single packer on the coast of Nova Scotia who took advan-
tage of those ten days. They all promptly closed operations,
on the 10th August. The extension was not asked for by
the packers of Nova Scotia, and I think was only taken advan-
tage of by afewpackers in PrinceEdward Island. From what
littie I know of the business, I know it was never in se de-E
pressed a stete as at present. I have in my possession letters(
from packers in London who have gone there from New1
Brunswick, saying that this year is going to be the hardest(
year they ever experienced ; they are only sorry they havet
to pack during the whole season. If the packers cannotE
sell their fWh, it is of no use for the fishermen to catchN
thom. I have had communication with nearly every packerN
i* Nova Sootia and many in Prince Edward Island, and I
have yet to learn of one who wili say he wants an extension8
of time. For my part, I would be perfectly willing theret
should be no restriction, but I know that alt along thes

MÉr. PoPE (Queen's).

coast of Nova Sceotia, where we have been paçciiDg frointen
to fifteen years, the lobsters have become scarce in numbers
and diminished in size, so that the cest of packing
there is nearly double that in Prince Edward Island where
some forty establishments have been started this year.
These establishments propose doing a flourishing business,
and may, perhaps, pack and sell their goods at a profit,
because the cost of production is one-half-there what it is in
Nova Scotia, where the fishery, owing to want of protection,
bas become thoroughly, exhausted. It matters but little to
me whether you give a close season or not. I am a packer,
yet I represent a fishing constituency, and I believe that
every step I have taken in this Hlouse to advoçate a close
season, I have taken in the intereots of the fishermen. At
three different places where I do basiness, I have erected
valuable factories, with valuable machinery, and to reoneve
that machinery to some other place would render it almost
worthles. If we continue to exhaust the fish supply in
those localities the business will leave them, and the men
who depend on that industry will have toleave also.
It is to my interest and the interest of
our people that this valuable industry should be
perpetuated. In order to do that, we must have a close
season that will protect the fisheries. I know that the
steps the hon. Minister of Marine bas taken since ho took
charge of the department have been in the interests of the
fisbermen, the packers and the country at large. I hope
no change will be made. If you rescind the Order in
Council which to-day regulates the lobster fishery interest,
in less than three years you will not have in the Provinces
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island a lobster to protect, and there will be no neéessity
to legislate on this matter at all. I think the prosent
legislation is about right. Hon. gentlemen who ask to
have the time changed cannot thoroughly understand the
question- I do not pretend to say that I am right and
everybody wrong, but I have had twenty-five years
experience in the matter and ought to kno something
about it now; but whether I do or not, everything I have
said or done has always boen in the interests of my
constituents and of the country. I hope that for the
present there will be no change made in the regulation.
The hon. Minister may see fit to make a change and the
flouse endorse his action; but, nevertheless, I believe such
change will not be beneficial.

Mr. HADDOW. I have always contended that the
month of September was most important to the packer, and
if by givrig that month to the packer and the fisherman, it
becomes necessary to take away any month, I would
suggest that operations be closed from the middle of July
to the middle of August. Let them, during that season, be
prohibited from packing or canning, and take September
instead. This suggestion must commend itseif to any
person who considers the matter, because in the hot season
it is difficult to can the goods in a manner likely to be most
successful. We do not find, on our coast, the Baie des
Chaleurs, the fish in such a large quantity then, aud they
are besides fuller and better in September.

Mr. BRCKEN.- The subject matter under dieussion
seriously affects Prince Edward Island. Last year we
exported as much as 875,000 worth from the Island. I
have been in communication with gentlemen who are
engaged in this business and the difficulty, according to
them, is to ascertain what is the proper time to
establish a close season. In the intereet of this
very important and wealthy branch of trade, it
would b well for those engaged- in it to meet and
give their representatives some idea of their experience. I
am aware that the temperature that woald b.eçonducive to
the interest of the fisheries i Nov Sootia would pt
suit those of Prince Edward Ieland. It is very diffleult to
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ascertain when the swarming season commences. I think,
rally, the responsibility does not rest upon the Minister of
Mârine half so rnuch as upon those engaged in this industry.
We liad a very large export from Prince Edward Island last
year; and I think there will be the coming year, perbaps,
thirty or forty factories established. If the trade would give
theii. representatives the benefit of thei¶ experience, we
should all know how to legislate in its interest. If this
indastry is not protected, it must be very soon exhausted.

On resolution 75,
Canadian Paciie Rhilway, between Thunder Bay

and Red River, including Pembina Branch... $3,285,000 00

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We propose a reduction of
that item by 828,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. In respect of what?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Iti3 proposed to reduce the

item for the Pembina Branch-850,000-by $28,000, making
it $22,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. What will the policy
of the Government be with reference to this Thunder Bay
Branch-to the imposition of tolls ? Does the Government
intend, or does the First Minister conceive they have the
power to fix the tolls now on such portions ofthe road as
they may hand over, and lator as the road is fipished, then
to have a new set of tolls for the new branch? The question
is one of very great importance. I understand he thinks
they can do it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. So, in voting this

money for the Thunder Bay Branch, the question of tols
from Winnipeg or Selkirk to Thunder Bay will not noces-
sarily be fixed until the whole of the branch is constructed?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly not.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I presume the hon-

gentleman has given full consideration to this matter ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. At Winnipeg or

Selkirk several railroads will probably ramify together.
But I need not tell him that tolls which might justly enough
be levied on the portion west of Winnipeg ought never to
be allowed by the Government to be levied on that portion
extending eastward from Winnipeg and Selkirk to Thunder
Bay. This is a matter upon which the iouse at large
would no doubt like to hear the Minister state the intention
of the Government.

Sir-JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad the hon. gentle-
man has asked the question, because it affords me an oppor-
tunity of stating the intention of the Government in that
regard. The position of the road will be annually, and
indeed continually altered until it is finally completed.
A t every hundred miles added there are considerations con-
nected with the road, and which would make it inexpedient
and impossible that one scale of rates should apply. So the
Governmeut will from time to time approve of a scale
of tolls for a limited period. No tolls can be
collected unless an Order in Conneil is passed, and any
Order in Council passed will fix the tols for a limited

period--say for a year and then they must come again.

By continually keeping a short limit, the Governor in
Council keeps a contianous cheek until the road js finished,
when, of course, there will be an adjustment of the tolls.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. This is an inmportant
announcement d"d no doubt a proper one, but can that be
done in strict co6formity with the terms ef the Act. As I
read it, if yon fx a écale of tolls for any distance, no matter
how shaort, that seale remains fixed for all time.

Sir JOHN A.MACDONALD. No; because, if foû pass
an Order in Council fixing the tolle for a litnted peorld,
thore is fo Order in Council after that period expires, and
they must apply fr a new one. Looking at the clause, the
power might be held to be an exhanstive ohé, but ài*11
not be so unless you give an unlimited titne.

Mr. MILLS. I undeustand that the contracte are let for
the construction of the missing link between Lake Superior
and Red River. What about the charges to bo made to the
Government or the contraotors on rails and other supplies
carried over the extremities while the work is going on ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government will
see that arrangements are made for the cariage of this
freight before the tolls are fixed. That will be fully taken
care of.

Mr. ANGILIN. I must say that I an astonished ut the
statement which was made by the leader of the Governtnent
with regard to the Orders in Council fixing the rates aftolisi
though, I shall be delighted if his view should be the correct
view. It is a view, at all events, which is now propounded
for the firt titne. During the whole discussion of the
subject we argued on the assumption that the rate ef tôlle
once affirmed of by the Governor in Oouncil mudt remàin
until the Company had earned more than ton per cûet oh
the capital whatever that capital might be held to be.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I made the same state.
ment during the discussion.

Mr. ANGLIN. It appears to me, though the right hon.
gentleman is a much botter authority than 1 pretend to be,
that the Statute does not clotbe the Governor in Council
with any such powers-powers which would enable the
Government to fix the rate of tollo arbitrarily, from year to
year and from month to month. It seems strange that this
doctrine was not propounded by anybody during the dis-
cussion of the contiact.

Sir JOHN A. MACDQCTALD. I stated distinctly before,
that there would be a limitation. It aust ho borne in
mind that the colleotors, if they act under an O rder ih
Council, must accept that Order in Cotncil and be bound
by it. They cannot collect tolls except by an Ordeir in
Council, and that Order in Council prescribes the tolls for a
limited time, there is no Order in Council after that time
expiles.

Mr. ANGLIN. Does my hon. friend rcally interpret the
law so as to give him powers arbitrarily to withhold assent
to a scale of tolls, which might be a fuir and reasonable
scale, unless the parties submitting them te Council were
willing to accept the limitation ? The Governor in CoQuncil
cortainly has large powers, but I really think he does not
properly and legitimately possess any power of that kind-
a power which says, il you do not accept our approval of a
scale of tolls for a cerbain time, we will not give you our
approval at all.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course it is clear that the power which
the hon. gentleman says he is going to exercise, is a power
which he must have under the general law, or he cannot have
it at ail. It is, therefore, a proposition that mder the
general law it is competent for the Government
of the time to approve of any Tariff of tolls brought forward
by any railway company absolutely. I hold that it Is a
proposition which is opposed to the whole spitit of the law
on that subject, because the law provides that the first
Tariff of tolle shall net come in force until approved of by
the Government, and, after that time, there is power to
collect rates. But as to the Canadian Pacific Railway, there
is an express provision that that power of revision abi he
subject to the clause which limite the power of P*rliament,
and that clause says that the tolls may be revised only
when the income exceeds 15 per cent., or as it ls nwl# tb be
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altered, 10 per cent. Therefore, neither the Governor in
Council nor Parliament can interfere with the terminal tolls
once established until more than 10 per cent. of the money
or capital has been realized by the company. That is the
theory ofthe clause, and I apprehend it will not be found to
be lawful for the Government to obtain an additional power
of having a fresh Tariff submitted to it, from time to time,
by saying: 4lWe do not approve of this Tariff of tolls to last
until it bas reached an income of more than ton per cent.,
but we approve of it for a month or a year, and at the end
of that time our approval ceases and the Tariff ends." I do
not think that will be legal; I should be glad if it were, but
I think the hon. gentleman, in order to make it lawful will
have to alter the law.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not intend to alter
the law. This power the Government will exercise, and as
it is in the interest of the public, and as I know the
Syndicate will not object to it, there is no use arguing the
question, there is the power.

Mr. BLAKE. That is just the point, it is not thrc.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is the law. If the
Government have not the power to make the stipulations
I mentioued, thon the law doos not authorize it. But from
my point of view we have that power. The Order in
Council should be taken as a whole, we intend. to exorcise
it, and I do not suppose the hon. gentleman will object to
the exorcise of it if it be in the way of protecting the
interest of the public against a cast iron scale of Tariff
which may be very reasonable now, but which may be very
unreasonable ton years hence.

Mr. MILLS. This is a good reaon for inserting for the
provisions in the contract, but it is not a good reason in
support-of the line of policy the hon. gentleman proposes to
take. Ie estimates that they are going to exercise a power
which the law does not give thom.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Isay it does. We differ.
Mr. MILLS. Te hon. gentlerian knows the Governor

in Courícil has just such power as the Act gives. The Act
gives the power of regulating the tolls, and having regulated
the tolls it fixes the time when they may regulate the tolis
again. - If the Act fixes the time the Government cannot
fix a different time. The Act pirovides that when the tolls
are once fixed, they are so to remain until the company
derives a certain profit from them; when that time arrives,
thon the Government may intervene again. If the hon.
gentleman is right in his construction he has the power of
defeating that provision of the eontract which provides that
the Government shall not intervene until a certain toll is
obtained. The hon. gentleman cannot, by imputation,
import into the contract a provision that will defeat the
express right secured by the contract. If the hon. gentleman
does this in the public interest, thon it would have been in
the public interest if he had accepted those amendments
that we suggested from this side.

Sir. JOHN. A MACDONALD. There were no such
amendments suggested on that side of the House. We have
changéd position altogether. The hon. gentlemen opposite
are now fighting the battle of the Syndicate, and saying
that the Government shall not have power to keep the tolis
down.

Mr. MILLS, No.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD. At all events it is clear

that if the Canadian Pacific Railway Company agree to that
arrangement they are bound by it, so that really the hon.
gentlemen are actually telling the Syndicate not to agree to
any such reasonable arrangement. That is the argument of
the three hon. gentlemen who have spoken.

Mr. MILLS. We are just discussing what the law is.
r. BLAKE.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. We are discussing
a legal question. All on this side are agreed in desiring
that the First Minister should do as ho says if he has the
power. It is a more question as to whether he ha or has
not that power. that depends on the construction of the
law which I will not pretend te discuss. But I undorstand
from him distinctly, that he does not intend to fix the tolla
on the whole road at once; and 1 understand from him,
although not quite in so specific a manner, that, as regards
the Thunder Bay Branch from Winnipeg or Selkirk, east-
ward, h purposed to take special care in regard to that
being a road over which several lines might run, that the
toits on that part should be reasonable. I presame ho could
fix, in any case, different rates of toil for different portions
of the road.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. That, I presume, will be the
case. The company must submit their scheme of toll to the
Government, and their adjustment or readjustmentmast be
determined by discussion with the- company, and after the
taking of evidence. It would be quite absurd now to fix the
scale of tolls for a railroad which will not be built until 189.
It is quite absurd to suppose that an Order in Council passed
now to protect the Pembina Branch would protect the whole
line of road from the Atlantic to the Pacifie.

On resolution 8,
Department of the Interior ................. ........ $54,580 00

Mr. MILLS moved in amendment:
That the said resolution be not now agreed to, but that il be resolved.

That the estimate for the inside service of the Department of the Interior
for the year 1876-78, including the Indian Branch was $44,56), and for the
Police Branch then under the control of the Secretary of State, was
$2,700, making together $47,260; that the estimate for the same service
for the year 1881-82 is $72,080; that this sum is excessive; that the staff is
already larger than any explanation given in this House warrants; and
that the said item be reduced by the sum of $7,000.

Amendment negatived on the following division:

Anglin,
Bain,
Blake,
Borden,
Brown,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgraia,
Charlton,
Cockburu (Muskoka),

Allison,
Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Bill ,
Bolduc,
Boultbee*
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Brooks,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Oameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Colby,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daly
Desaulniers,
Desjardius,
Domville,
Elliott,

YEAs :
Messieurs

Coupal,
Dumont,
Fleming,
Gillies,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Haddow,
Holton,
Malouin,
Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),

Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,

Ros (Middlesex),
Rymal,
Scriver,
Skinneri
Thompson,
Trow,
Weldon,
Wheler.-35.

NÂYs:

Messieurs
Girouard (Kent), Muttart,
Grandbois, O'Connor,
Hackett, Ogden,
Hay, Patterson (Essex),
Hesson, Pickard,
Hooper, Plumb,
Ives, Pope (Compton),
Jones, Pope (Queen's),
KLrkpatrick, Poupore,
Landry, Richey,
Lane, RosA (Dandas),
Langevin, Rouleau,
Lantier, Routhier,
Little, Royal,
Macdonald (King' s), Rya (Kontreal),
Macdonald (Sir John), Rykert,
McDonald (Cape Bretoa)Scott,
McDonald (Pictou), Shaw,
McDonald (Vict., N.S.), Sproule,
Macmillan, Stephenson,
McCallum, T-sé.
McConville, Tilley,
MeCuaig, Valin,
McDougall, Wade,
McLennan, Wall*S e (Norfolk),
MoQuade, Wallace (Yrk),
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Farrow, McRory, White (Cardwell),
Perguson, Masson, White (Hastings),
Fitzuimmons, Massue, Williams,
Gault, Méthot, Wright.-92.
Gigault, Mousseau,

On resolution 195,
Surveys of Dominion Lande........................ $300,000 00

Mr. ]ROSS (Middlesex) moved:

That the following words be added thereto: "And that no part of the
said sum of $300,00 be expended in publishing the speech. or speeches,
of auy member of the Bouse of Commons, as appears by the Public
Accounts to have been done. with part of the money appropriated in 1879
under this head, by the publication of a speech, or speeches, delivered by
Messrs. Plumb, Langevin, White, and Sir Charles Tupper."

Amendment negatived on a division.

SIR RICHARD J. CARVTWRIGHT. We oughttoknow
whether it is the intention of the Government to devote any
portion of this vote to the circulation of literature of that
kind. The House should know w1he her the Government
bas resolved on the policy of publishing speeches of inde-
pendent members of Parliament. For the publication of
speeches of members fair ground might be had, and it is
doubtful whether any but the Budget speech should be
published.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As a general rule, the
Finance Minister's speech might well be publishod. The
hon. gentleman has always been of that opinion, becaiuse he
has always taken care that his speeches were published and
at an increased cost each year. The price was very modest
at first, but every year it increased as the speech-became
more valuable with the experience the hon. gentleman
gained. I take it this is a railway and a Pacific Railway
session, and the speeches of the Minister of Railways
on that subject are quite as important, and the public
look for them just as eagerly, as even for the
most eloquent and elaborate speeches of the laie
Finance Minister. I can assure the hon. gentleman
that the Government will only publish information that
they think, on their responsibility as a Government, will
be really usoful to the country and which the country will
look for.

On resolution No. 203,
To pay Mr. D. Girouard for railway ties lost in t anst

in 1872.. ...... ........ .......... ....... .................. $2,640 00
Mr. GIROUARD (Kent). Mr. Speaker, before that item,

which ihas already given rise to some discussion, and the
correctness of which leaves more or less to be desired, is
passed, I hope I shall be allowed to say a word concerning
this claim which I have against the Governrment, for losses
sustained in 1872 in the fulfilment of a contract to supply a
quantity of ties to the Intercolonial Railway; for I would
like, in so far as it lies in my power, to dispel from the
minds of certain hon. members whatever doubts they may
seem to have with regard to my transactions with the
Government at that time. In 1b71, I obLained from the
Government a contract to supply ties on a few sections of
the Intercolonial. I obtained that contract, as may be seen
from the dates, long before I had the honor of being elected
a member for the county I n.w represent, It is not the1
case, as one has sought to make people believe, that I was
favored by the Government when getting that contract, for
1 got it as being the lowest tenderer; as such, it seems to
me that I had the right to see thatjustice be rendered me, i.e.,
that the contract should be awarded to nie. Now, it appears
that that misfortune was the cause that not only did the1
former Government refuse to recognize my just claim1
during a term of five years, but also the cause that I incurred
the hatred of a member who sits on the other side of the
House, and who seems to take an interest in damaging me
in the eyes of my constituents. I think I may dispense
with entering into details with regard to that claim; the
explanations given the other night by the hon. member fori179

Victoria (Mr. Costigan) and the documents now before the
House, referring to the transaction and adducing testimony
worthy of belief from people explaining it, are sufficient to
prove conclusively that I am entitled to my claim. But,
Mr. Speaker, I must here say that, for some time past, I
have been subjected to unworthy attacks on the part of a
newspaper pnblished at St. John, N.B., which paper, it is
said, is the organ of a member sitting on the other side of
the House. That paper seems interested in damaging me
in the eyes of my constitutents, but as its mendacious accusa-
tions are not worth the paper they are printed on, I leave
all its vile calumnies to the contempt of those who have ever
honored me with their trust. I may, perhaps, be allowed to
read a paragraph, or rather an article, published in the St.
John, N.B., Freenan, dated 7th August last:

Railway Sleepers.

"A correspondent of the Telegraph, who styles himself ' 1conomy,'
calls upon Mr. Anglin to state what he knows about the claim made by
Mr. F. Turgeon on the late Government, and now, it is said, renewed. It
is not necessary that Mr. Anglin should make a newspaper statement in
this case, as the facts are well known. Mr. F. Turgeon, who had a sub-
contract from Mr. Girouard, M. P., then acting, as was supposed, for M.
Renaud, M. P., alleged that of the s1epers got out by him, and placed
on or near the railway track, several thousands were rejected by the
inspectors; that Mr. Girouard refused to take those rejected sleepers off
his hands, or to pay him for them; that they lay where he bad placed
them and remained 1is property; that they were subsequently taken by
parties working on the railroad and laid on the road. If this statement,
which Mr. Girouard at first contradicted directly and positively, and
afterwards sustained by an affidavit, were true, Mr. Turgeon would,
undoubtedly be entitled to the fair value of those sleepers he claimed,
we believe, about $1,200 ; but Mr. Brydges on making enquiry, reported
that no sleepers belonging to Mr. Turgeon, no sleepers that had not been
bought and paid for, wer - used on the road. Repeated applications and
enquiries always led to the same result, and Mr. bStevenson, the Inter-
colonial Railway paymaster, when he was questioned on the subject,
stated that all the sleepers at first rejected on that section-including
those "culls " for which Mr. Turgeon claimed, were subsequently taken
and paid for at a lower price. Be stated, moreover, that Mr. F. Turgeon
spoke to him more than once about those culls, and never pretended that
they had not been paid for, but complained that the price Mr. Girouard
allowed him for those culis was too small. If the statement of Mr. Turgeon
is tru lie should be paid. If the report of Mr. Brydges, based on the
evidence of the officers of the railroad, is well founded; if Mr. Stevenson
has not misrepresented the facts of the case mos grossly, any payment
now made on account of those sleepers would be most improperly paid.
Perhaps Mr. Simard, who, it is said. has been sent to enquire into this and
other matters, may discover something that neither Mr. Brydges nor any
of the officers of the railroad, nor Mr. Stevenson, knew. There are
several other claims made by persons in Bathurst parish and Petit Rocher
for injury done to their lands and bouses, for cattle killed on the railroad,
etc., which certainly are not without merit."

Now, Mr. Speaker, thinking that the editor of that paper
was wihout the information I had already given him on the
subject, I took the liberty of writing a confidentiat note to
him, which he communicated to his readers. This is what
ho writes:

" EDITOmIL NoTE.-Those Sleepers.-Mr. Girouard, M. P., irritated, it
would seem, by the Freeman's statement, that he was acting, as was
supposed, for A. Rena'd, M. P., in supplying sleepers for one of the
sections of the Intercolonial Railway, has written a very angry and a
very foolish letter, in which h- tries to be very insolent. Although he
marked the letter private, in justice to him, we publis his denial of
the statement, and allow it to g> to the public for what it is worth.

i He says: 'I never was acting for Mr. fienaud, for my contract was
a hona fie one, and not a Government favor. I got my contract from
the Government, not as a favor, but because my coatract was the
lowest one.'

" Mr. Girouard also says that he does not think that the statement,
which ihe made respectiug the sleepers, for which the sub-coutractur
dlaims paymieut, are contradictory."

Now I think, that in order to obtain justice, considering that
the editor of that paper took the liberty of publishing a
private letter, I will read to this House the interesting
portions of that private letter. This is what I wrote on the
6th August, 1880:

"[Private.] "BUcToucHE, N.B., 6th August, 1880.

"ion. T. W. Anglin, . P.,
Si. John, YB:

"DzEa 1SiR- noticed in the last issue of yoir paper (dated 7th
inst) an e1itorial note in re railway ties. I must say that note did
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more or less 'surprise me. Your insinuations that Mr. Girouard, M. P.,
then acting, as was supposed, for Mr. Renaud, M.P., are, I may Say
erroneous, uncalled for and very improperly made.

" You will please remember that I never was acting for Mr. Renaud
then M. P., nor for you when speaker in the House of Commons. I never
was a tool for Mr. Renaud nor you in order that a large sum of money
may also be misappropriated (as you say) for 'Cuils' or I say
'rrinting Jobs,' for my contract was a bona file one, and not obtained
as a Government favor. Your paper stated that 'I at firat contradicted
directly and positively, but afterwards sustained by affidavit Mr. F
Turgeon's statement.'

" What I stated in that affidavit which I have made at your instance
is, as far as I recollect, this : ' That Mr. Turgeon had sleepers delivered
on the line not received nor paid for by me and that if the said quaktity
of ties had been used by the Goverument, I considered he was (Mr.
Turgeon) in equity entitled to be paid '-I do not see anything wrong
in this-I got my contract from the Government not as a favor, nor as
being in partnership with any one, but becausemy tender was the lowest
one.

" You insinuated that I have made two statements in contradiction one
to the other. What I have stated with reference to Mr. Turgeon's claims
I am still prepared to maintain it.

"Yours very truly,
"IG. A. GImoVARD."

I read that private letter because the editor of the St. John,
N.B, Freeman thought fit to quote only that part of it
which suited bis purpose. As a matter ofcourse, I never acted
for Mr. Renaud, any more than I did for ·the Freeman,
for the Toronto Globe, or La Patrie, which seek to make a
scandal of this transaction. La Pati le pretends that I was
silent for five years. That is false. The documents before
the House prove that 1 renewcd my claim in .1876, 1877,
1878 and 1879. As to the remarks made by the Globe, I do
not think, Mr. Speaker, that I am called upon to answer the
malicious and vile insinuations of the organ of the
Opposition. It is sufficient to be acquainted with the spirit
that presides over the editing of that paper to deter one
from answering it. The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) told us the other night that I had informed him that
Mr. Costigan, the hon. member for Victoria, had received a
certain sum of money belonging to me, without being
authorized thereto by me. Mr. Speaker, I assert that this
is falie. I deny it in toto. I never said anything of the kind
to the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). Now,
if we examine the report before this louse, I see that Mr.
Brydges bas stated that my contract was cancelled in 1873.
I have to say that I never at any time received any notice
that my contract had been cancelled in 1873. Moreover, it
is easy to see from the correspondence that followed, that
this is a mistake on his part. I think that this legitimate
claim, which the Govern ment bas just recognized, exercises
in a special manner the bon. member for Glouceter (Mr.
Anglin); the integrity of that bon. gentleman iust of
necessity compel him to be thus exercised. When one has
been Speaker of the House of Commons, and when one has
dabbled in jobs to the extent of being obliged to resign both
Speakership and membership, one is certainly entitled to
rail against those who tardily recoive the legitimate value
of their work. Mr. ex-Speaker is displeased that one should
pay me what is due me, but he was as silent as a corpse
when he pocketed some twenty thousand dollars for baving
printed a few blank forms for the Post Office Department.
Moreover, the hon. member bas ever had a double set of
weights and measures, which is a very convenient precau-
tion for a man like him. I have always thought tbat the
man who would take the trouble of closely examining bis
political career would discover edifying things. I am but
young, Mr. Speaker, but here is among others, an incident
of which I was a witness. I will relate it, and I am sure
that if there is in this House a member who does not yet
know the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin),
religion's champion, virtue's guardian, he will have
to know bim at once. No one, moreover, is ignorant
of -the fact that all the noise made at
present over that enormous sum of $2,643 without
any interest emanates from the saintly and pure representa-
tive of Gloucester (Mr. Anglin). In 1878, Mr. Speaker, I

Mr. GIROUARD (Kent).

came to Ottawa to press that claim fbr the second titne.
The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), who bad mny
case in hand, invited me into his office, and gave me to
understand that I might possibly get paid, but on certain
conditions. These were the conditions:I was to support
Mr. McLeod, member for Kent, then in England, or corne
forward as a Liberal if I stood for election. He told me
that this was most important, and that if I wanted to-get
paid I must at once announce that I would corne forward .1s
a Liberal candidate. I took a note of these words at the
time, and quote them literally I answered him that my
political opinions would not change for the sake of money,
and returned the same day to New Brunswick ; and not-
withstanding the violent opposition I had to encounter,,I
was elected over Mr. McLeod, and that without changing
my political color. As such, Mr. Speaker, I think that I
represent to-day the views of My constituents, and I might
even say those of the bon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin,. Now, in this case, I think I have done all that a
man who bas rights and who seeks to have them established,
should have done. I know that one has, and Xbat one is still
doing, all that is possible to discredit me in the eyes of the
public, but I can say that the acts of my calumniators have
only had, and will only have, for a result the raising me
higher in the estimation of my constituents; and if the
printing jobber has any doubts on the subject, I invite him
to come into the county wherever he likes, and he will
soon be convinced.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am sorry that the hon. member for
Kent (Mr. Girouard) has made a statement which requires
me to answer it at some length, which t will do largely
from the correspondenice regarding this matter. He denies
he ever stated to me that he had not authorized Mr.
Costigan to draw certain sums. I think that Mr. Brydges
and others can be produced to prove that he repeated such
statement in Mr. Brydges' presence; that he made a claim
for several .thousand dollars over an above the amount
claimed for this particular quantity of ties. I find, even in
the papers before theeHouse, in the report of the hon.
Minister of Railways, that the claim was $6,500. 1 think
he never pretented at first that any quantity of ties was
lost, and that even at the high price paid for them, they
would amount to that sum. However, this claim
was made, but it does not appear in any paper I have seen.
I stated simply, the other morning, the facts: that Mr.
Girouard wrote to me asking me to help him to press his
claim upon the Government, arising out of this account. I
replied, in writing, I would be happy to assist him in press-
ing any fair claim, asking him to send me a copy of his
account and such statements as would enable me to deal
intelligently with it. He answered by the extraordinary
statement that he had no account, and asked me to apply to
the department for a copy of it. I did so, and the account
was sent to me. I found copies of two different accounts
both treated as one transaction, and that various sumS were
charged as having been paid; among others, some through
Mr. Costigan. I sent back the statenient to Mr. Girouard,
and he wrote me back, almost immediately, that he had
never authorized Mr. Costigan to draw those sums. I
replied, that if the department paid money without Mr.
Girouard's authority, they ought to pay him over again.
My impression now is-though I am not clear on the point-
that I sent his letter enclosel in one from myself to Mr.
Brydges, d! awing his attention to this extraordinary state-
ment and asking him to cause an inquiry to be made into it.
I would be rather surprised if that paper was not to ber
found in the papers of thedepartment; upon that basis the
claim was pressed a considerable time. I think I beganin
1876 that triangular correspondence that caused me a great
deal of trouble, continuing it tii Il came here iu the
Session of 1877, when I went in person :to the
Railway Department and brought the matter sp again. I
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was met on the part of Mr. Brydges and the officers with

hàe statement that the sum claimed had been paid, I think,
on the authority of a power of attorney, and that Mr.
Girouard had-been settled with in full and had sent his
receipt in full-that there was nothing due him. They
denied all responsibility on account of the ties admittedly
lost-the number I do not know. The railway officiais
repudiatod altogether all liability on account of those ties.
With regard to the other question, Mr. Brydges told the
officers to look up the receipt and show it to me. I said I
could not question his word, and did not press for or see
the receipt. But I think I then wrote Mr. Girouard that I
could not see my way to pressing his claim any further,
informing him of the statements made me. He replied ho
had never signed a receipt in full; that on one occasion, when
he received a large sum, he was askect by Mr. Sterenson
to put lis name on a piece of blank paper, that Stevenson
said he had no time to fill up the receipt, but would do so
afterwards; but that there was no intention on his part to
sign the receipt in full. That statement was met by a
point blank contradiction in the departmont. The officers
said he had signed a receipt, regularly drawn up, for a
regular settlement in the regular way. My correspondonce
with Mr. Girouard ceased towards the end of the Session of'
1877. I did not see or hear from Mr. Girouard till about
the middle of the following Session, when Mr. DeVeber,
then a member of this House, who had some
transactions with Mr. Girouard, informed me that
he was here to press that claim, and asked me
to bave a talk with him about it. I told Mr. DeVeber I haa
done all I could in the matter, and bad been forced to the
conclusion the claim was unfounded; that the only question
that could be raised was about the sleepers lost; that the
officers of the Government all concurred in the assertion
that there was no responsibility of the Government for the
sleepers, und that there was no other claim to meet. How-
ever I saw Mr. Girouard, who repeated bis last statement
that there was a large claim of his unpaid, and we agreed
to call on Mr. Brydges the next day. On our going to the
department Mr. DeVeber insisted on seeing the receipt in
full, but, though looked for, it could not be found. He then
thought that a rather suspicious circumstance, and insisted
the receipt must be produced. It could not be found, when
it was thought desirable that all the secondary evidence
should be produced. Mr. Stevenson was sent for. I was
not present when he was examined, but Mr. DeVober
afterwards informed me, as did Mr. Brydges, that Mr.
Stevenson stated most positi vely that ho never accepted tho
delivery of those ties from Mr. Girouard or any one on bis
behalf; that he took them into Bathurst Basin where they
were not wanted; that ho was bound by lis contract to
deliver them at Petites Roches, 10 or 12 miles further up in
the Bay of Chaleurs, and that after their remaining there
some time ho attempted to take them up the Bay, and that
on the way they were lost. While Mr. Girouard says that
he gave delivery of the ties to Mr. Stevenson, and that they
were duly and formerly accepted by him, Mr. Stevenson
positively contradicts the statement, and argues very
plausibly, at all events, that it would have been absurd and
a gross violation of his duty to accept the delivery of tics
where they were not wanted.

sir JOGN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Stevenson swears to
the direct contrary of that statement.

Mr. ANGLIN. I am repeating lis own statements.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are in the papers

produced.
Mr. ANGLIN. I am but repeating the statements of Mr.

Stevenson, who added that ho insisted that Mr. Girouard
should deliver the ties at a different place, that he attempted
to tako them up, and that on the way they were loot, lie

i asserted moreover, and to umyself more than once, that
instead of asking Mr. Girouard to sign a receipt in blank,
ho had a distinct, full settlement of the whole account; that
Mr. Girouard expressed himself as fully satisfied with that
settlement; that ho acceptod the balance which appeared to
be due to him of something like $4,500 ; that then and there
he filled up a receipt in Mr. Girouard's presence; and that
after it was filled up Mr. Girouaed signed it. Mr. Duplessis,
the accountant of the departmeut, was not present at the time
the enquiry was made, as he was ill of paralysis, of
which he subsequently died. Application vas made to him,
however, for a statement of the facts, and he wrote a note
in which he stated that hewas presont when this settle-
ment was made, that it was a settlement in full, and that
Mr. Girouaid expressod hiinself as fully satistied with that
settlement, and signed a rece pt. So satisfiod was Mr.
DeVebor with this evidonce, that he abandoned the case as
I had previously abandoned it. That was my whole con-
nection with the case. It gave me a good deat of trouble,
but I thought at first that Mr. Girouard had a good claim;
but the evidence was so overwhelming on that point that I
withdrew from thé matter. If it could be shown that
delivery was made to Bathurst Basin to any duly authorized
official of the railway, Mr. Girouard's claim for payment
for the value of those ties is a good and valid
claim. On that point there can be no question; but that is
the point upon which the whole dispute turns. The hon.
member for Victoria the other night seemed to think that it
was I who stated that ho had drawn money without autho-
rity; but I never said anything of the kind. I said to Mr.
Brydges that I tbought Mr. Girouard had so stated; in fact,
I think I sent him a letter, which will bo found in the
department. The rumor got abroad that such an assertion
had been made by Mr. Girouard, but it was not of my
making, and I never attached much importance to it. I
thought it my duty to submit the claim to Mr. Brydges for
consideration, but it was not seriously pressed, because it
was met by the statement that no matter what might be
the nature of the business botween Mr. Costigan
and Mr. Girouard, the money drawn by Mr. Costigan
was drawn under power of attorney, and paid
over properly by the department, so that the dispute was a
matter between themsolves. With regard to the other
statement made by the hon. gentleman that I had said some
time or other that ho would be paid this account if ho would
become a Liberal and support Mr. McLeod, it is utterly
false and untrue; thore is not the slightest foundation for
any such statement. All that passel between us about the
election in Kent was this: he himself informed me that he
intended to ho a candidate, and that if ho was elecfed, lie
would support the Mackenzie Administration. I never
asked him to do so, and at all events at that time I had
withdrawn from the case, and it was thon in the bands of
Mr. DeVeber. I nover led him to believo that ho would be
paid unless ho fairly established bis claim, and I never did
anything else than assist him in putting bis claim fully and
fairly before the proper authorities-Mr. Brydges and other
officers. The statement of the hon. gentleman is certainly an
extraordinary statement; I could hardly have conceived it
possible that ho could have made such a statement; but in
the county where we are both known, I am perfectly willing
that my statement of the affair should go against bis. I am
rather surprised to find Mr. Stevenson making a statement
lu the case which is directly opposed to those he bas
previously made.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I have now had the
opportunity of looking over these papers, and I find two or
three letters and a report which seems to set forth,
tolerably clearly, the'rather contradictory testimony that
appears to have been given on this subject. We have
first a letter, dated 5th April, 1878, addressed to Mr.
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Brydges, by Duplessis, who I believe is now dead. It is as
follows:-

"C. J. Brydges, Esq., Ottawa."OTTAWA, April th, 1878.
" DE R Sm,-I beg leave to say that I was present in the Intercolonial

Railway Office at Ottawa in November 1873, when Mr. W. H. Stevenson,
paymaster, paid Mr. ý-. A. Girouard *3,738.09 which sum was well
under-tood at the time by Mr. Girouard to be in full of ail demands for
sleepers for Sections 9 and 15, and I further state that I saw Mr.
Girouard sign the receipt for the same and expressed himself well
pleased at the settlement.

"4I have the honor to be, dear Sir,
"IYour obedient servant.

" (Signed) TUos. C. DUPLssIs."

Mr. Stevenson's letter of the same date is as follows:-

OTTAWA, 5th April, 1878.
« C. J. Brydges, Esq., Ottawa.

" DEAR Sin,-In reply to your communication in re G. A. Girouard, I
beg leave to say that I settled with Mr. Girouard in the office of the Inter-
colonial Railway at Ottawa, in full for ail sleepers delivered upon
Sections 9 and 15 of the Intercolonial Railway, and paid him same time
in the presence of Mr. Thos. C. Duplessis, accountant, *3,738.09, in full
for same as per receipt.

" And further state that Mr. Girouard expressed himself as very well
pleased at the settlement and payment for the same. No sleepers wer'e
delivered by him afterwards.

"I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
"(Signed) WM. H. bTEVENSON."

Then we have the report of Mr. James Cowan, Official
Arbitrator, as foilows

[No. 21,844.]
" With respect to the claim of G. A. Girouard ($6,455.66), for sleepers

lost in the Bay of Chaleurs, Mr. Girouard bases bis claim on a guarantee
against loss, said to be given him by W. H. Stevenson. Mr. Girouard,
in bis evidence says: 'After Ihad delivered all the sleepers at Bathurst,
except four rafts, Mr. Stevenson said to me that these four rafts were to be
delivered at Petit Rocher; I said to Mr. Stevenson that according to bis
instructions I had prepared the rafts to be delivered at Bathurst Bay,
that they were not in a fit state to be taken up the Bay of Chaleurs, when
he replied, that if there was any loss sustained or additional expense
incurred, the Government would make it good. There was no person
present when I had the conversation with Mr. Stevenson.' Mr. Girouard
proved very satisfactorily the loss of the sleepers, and adduced in support
of bis claim, a letter from Mr. Stevenson to Sir Charles Tupper, in wnich
Mr. Stevenson, among other things, says: 'That if Mr. Girouard proves
the loss as above stated, I think that in equity he is entitled to it '-Look-
ing on this as too indefinite, I postponed presentingmy report until I had
an opportunity of examining Mr Stevenson. In bis evidence he says:
' Was paymaster on the Intercolonial Railway when Mr. Girouard deliv-
ered sleepers at Bathurst Bay; I never asked him to take four rafts nor
any rafts from Bathurst Bay to Petit Rocher, and never told him if there
were any loss the Government would make it good ; would not have done
no, because Bathurst and not Petit Rocher was the place where the
sleepers were wanted.'

"I look upon this testimony as conclusive against the claim of Mr.
Girouard.

"All which is respectfully submitted.
"(Signed,) JÀMZa CowAN,

Il Ußfcial Arbitrator.
'' Ottawa, November 3rd, 1879.'

After that the First Minister arnd Mr. Shanly respectively
reported in favor of Mr. Girouard's claim. Now it is ap-
parent that there is a serious contradiction in Mr.
Stevenson's evidence. There remains the official decision
of Mr. Cowan, who looked into the whole case against Mr.
Girouard's claim, and there remains also this letter from
Mr. Duplessis in which ho states ho was present when the
full receipt was given. The evidence of Mr. Stevenson
may no doubt be contradictory, but the whole affair appears
to me to be in an unsatisfactory shape. Further than that
we have the decision ofthe Official Arbitrator, Mr. Cowan,
against this claim, after inspection and after hearing
evidence, which was afterwards reversed by Mr. Shanly.

Sir JOHN A* MACDONALD. I am glad this matter has
been brought up because, in justice to the hon. member for
Kent (Mr. Girouard), it requires a full explanation. I have
InQ hesitation in saying that a more just claim than that
p, esonted by the hon. member for Kent could not possibly
t e presented to the Government. The hon. member for
Gloucester said that Mr. Stevenson had told him several

Sir RIcHAnD J. CA TWRIGT.

times that he had never accepted those ties at Bathuret
because they were wanted at Petit Rocher, and Mr.
Stevenson swears that he could not be responsible for the
loss of the ties bettween Bathurst and Petit Rocher,
because they were wanted at the lormer and not
ut the latter place. Ncw the case stands thus: Mr.
Girouard had contracted to deliver ties along the lino of the
Intercolonial Railway; ho prepared those ties and put them
up in rafts sufficiently strong, took them to Bathurst where
Mr. Stevenson says they were wanted. Therefore he had
performed bis contract, because he had taken the, ties to the
place where Mr. Stevenson says they were wanted. But
Mr. Stevenson says he could not have taken the risk of
orderir:g them to ho taken to Petit Rocher, because they
were wanted at Bathurst. I would ask if there is any
common sense in that. Mr. Girouard having performed his
contract, and after being warned, as is sworn to by bis
foreman, that these timber ties were not put up sufficiently
strong to be taken to Petit Rocher without risk, of his own
accord ho did run that risk which proved latal to the raft,
because the whole thing was broken up. The case is clear.
They were wanted at Petit Rocher; they were lying there
at Bathurst. Mr. Stevenson must have feit that he had done
an injustice to this man, because ho recognized his claim as
equitable, and how could it be an equitable claim if against
his wish, afte- they had been delivered at the place where
Mr. Stevenson wanted them, ho had, of his own accord,
taken them to the place where they were not wanted. The
truth of the matter is that Mr. Stevenson had given
that authority, and finding himself getting into a
scrape, thinking that ho would be discharged or censured
for coing this, he tried to get out of it, and he denies it.
Otherwise there could be no sense in bis statement that Mr.
Girouard had an equitable claim. He could have no claim
at all if they were wanted at Bathurst, and contrary to
Mr. Stevenson's desire, ho had taken them away around to
sea at bis own risk, and carried them to a place where they
were not wanted.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Does the contract
specify where these ties were to be delivered ?

Mr. GIROUARD. The terms were that the sleepers
should be delivered at every five miles, or at any other
place named by the officor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Let me read the affidavit
of Dominique St. Léger, of the parish of Dorchester, in the
county of Westmoreland, which is as follows:-

" 1, the undersigned, Dominique St. Leger, of the parish of Dorchester,
in the county of Westmoreland and Province of New Brunswick, school-
teacher, make oath and say:

"1. That G. A. Girouard of Buctouche, in the county of Kent and Pro-
vince of New Brunswick aforesaid, Esquire, in or about the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, entered into a con-
tract to deliver a certain quantity.of sleepers on the line of the Intercolonial
Railway.

" 2. That I was then acting as agent of the said G. A. Girouard when
he delivered the sleepers aforesaid.

" 3. That I know Mr. Wm. H. Stevenson, the paymaster on the said
Intercolonial Railway, and the said Mr. Girouard told me that the said
Mr. Stevenson had first ordered all the sleepers which came down from
Bathurst River, to be delivered at Bathurst at or near where now stands the
Bathurst station, but subsequently insisted that four rafts of the sleepers
so delivered at Bathurst should be taken to Petites Roches and delivered
there; that in consequence thereof the said G. A. Girouard told meto take
the said four rafts of sleepers to Petites Hoches, which I did do as far as I
could, as so requested by the said Wm. H. Stevenson.

"4. That I then told the said Girouard it would be very danger-
ous and very expensive to take the said sleepers from Bathurst to Petites
Roches, as the said rafts would have to be built up in rafts purposely, Bo
as to be able to withstand the rough sea in taking them out in the-open
bay, in order to take them to Petites Roches, a distance of about fifteen
miles.

" 5. That the said Girouard then, in reply, told me that the said Wm.
H. Stevenson had promised him that whatever expenses or losses he, the
said Girouard, would sustain in so taking the said sleepers from Bathurst
to Petit Rocher, the Dominion Government would make it good to him,
the said Girouard.

" 6. That in the summer of the year 1872, I saw the said Stevenson in
reference to the said sleepers being taken to Petit Rocher as aforesaid,
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and that I remember the conversation which took place between him (the could have been accurately ascertained. Mr. Stevenson is a
said Stevenson) and me.

" 7. That the said Stevenson told me that he had agreed with the said
Girouard about the said sleepers, and whatever expense or loss the said appoars te ho a man of very great intelligence. 1 can
Girouard would incur or sustain in sO taking the sleepers to Petit Rocher hardly imagine that he wouid make so incoherent a
as aforesaid, would be paid to the said Girouard by the Government statoment as le appears, according te this statement, to have
aforesaid.

l8. That from the instructions so given me by the said Stevenson as made. If he wanted the ties at Bathurst there wa8 no
agent aforesaid, I took the said four rafts of sleepers in the summer of i he reasen wly be should have instructed Mr. Girouard
year A.D. 1872 from Bathurst to Petit Rocher aforesaid, when by the to have them taken down to Petit Rocher.
high winds. storm and rough sea, the said rafts got broken up on the
way, and a very large quantity of said sleepers got loose and was lost, The ether statemont made by Mr. Stevenson is
and the G. A. Girouard suffered a very serious loss thereby." coheront on the face of it, though it may net
So it appears that they were delivered at Bathurst. They be tiuthful. The case involves moie than ths particular
were put together in raftis in a slight way because it was PaYmont te Mr. Girouard; it involves the question whethor
in the open sca. It was contrary to common sense that ho the First Minister was actuated by propor motives in report>
should run the risk, when he was warned by his foreman not ing in favor of that amount beîng iaid. Ris statement 15
to take them to Petite Rocher unless he was told by Mr. a very fair statement, but the whole question should ho
Stevenson and guaranteed by him against loss. This maniinvestigated by the Public Accounts Committee, s0 that it
swore that Mr. Stevenson actually told him the Dominion may be put beyend ail reaýûnab1e doubt.
Government would indemnify him for any loss incurred in On resolution 230,
taking them from Bathurst to Petite Rocher. Under these Winnipeg Immigrant Reception House-amount
circumstances what can be said in the papers ? We have required for extension...... ....... $4,500 O0
only the statement of Mr. Stevenson, a person interested, In answer te Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.
who had placed himself in a dilemma by giving this
guarantee to Mr. Girouard and trying to back ont of it, and Mr. POPEicompton Wehave alayseprieca
told falsehoods about it, because he states in the papers that difor imyin sen c f n thinay stapart
the ties were wanted at Bathurst, and yet he told theme
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) they were We now propose te extend the accommodation for the
not wanted at Bathurst and were not accepted reception of immigrants as weli as for the sick.
thore, becau-e they were required at Petite Rocher. Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is it intendod te pro-
So Mr. Stevenson las been proved by the hon. vide sleeping accommodation?
member for Gloucester to be a man whose word is not Mr. POPE. Yes.
to be believed, because he either told a lie to the hon. member Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. low rany will be
for Gloucester or signed a lie on the papers before the House.
There is no getting out of that. Thon as to Mr. GirouardaMrOdAted?
giving a receipt, every word that Mr. Duplessis says is true.
Mr. Duplessis says that Mr. Girouard signed a receipt in full 246. Geological Snrvey, additional amount re-
for the ties delivered. But Mr. Stevenson says they were quired te complete this service.........$10,000 00
not delivered, they wore lost at sea, and he refused to pay Mm ROBERTSON (Sheiburne). Will aDy portion of the
for them; but the account was correct as to the ties
delivered, and a receipt was obtained, but Mr. Stevonson lu May, 1879, I addmessed a letter te the Dopartment ofthe
subsequently wrote a letter stating that Mr. Girouard has Interior, signed by the hon. nenbers for Lunonburg and
got a just and equitable claim for consideration under the Queen's and myseIf, drawing the sttentien of the hon.
circumsiances. It is quite clear that Mr. Stevenson fonnd kinister te the importance of laving a geolegical survoy
he had got into a scrape, having given 'the guarantee ofthose counties. In June, 1879, the hon. member for
of the Dominion Government without their authority, and Lunenborg received a letter in roply, etating that an officer
that he ran the risk of censure or dismissal, and, therefore, of that brandi of the L)epartment would commence explora-
he concocts this story. It is said Mr. Girouard gave a tiens in the south-westemn part of Nova Scotia that year.
receipt in full. The receipt was for ties admit- ed to have No officers appeared in any ef those counties. Last year,
been delivered, for which he was paid in full, leaving the I wrote te the Geelogical Survoy Department, drawing
claim for the ties that had been lost to subsequent adjust- their attention to the matter, and was informed they
ment. That is the whole case. I must say that knew nothing about it and could net promise that an
this practice, and it was a very improper practiýe, efficerwould be sent te that section that year. Will aDy
in the Department of Public Works during the last few
years to inist, if thre was a dispute, that a receipt be given necessary tshowow important it is t bave this section
in f11 of all demands, was contrary to law and justice. explored.
If there is a difference between the department and a party
as to the amount actually due, a receipt should be taken ic O hsidias a mate
without forcing a man, on accotint of his necessities and donbte Diriectof thenteo o ue anl
because he required the money, to sigu a receipt in full of all 'ou
dem: nds. The practice followed was one contrary to law 252.To refund to tbe representatives of the late
and had work hardship in many cases. A certificate was A M. Delisie, shiping masters' tees paidby M. Cwan e M. Grouad satîn tht le lid ai jto the Treaioery by him, in errer, whist
given by Mr. Cowan to Mr. Girouard stating that he had aacting as ollector of ustoms at Montreal $2,457 29
proper clam on account of the ties. Afterwards Cowan.sawjMr. BOWELL. It was the duty of Mr. Delisle te colloct,
Stevenson, and behind Mr. Girouard's back without giving under the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854, certain focs as
him an opportunity of cross-examining Stevenson or calling shipping master. Those tees were atways retained by the cel-
lis foreman, and upon Stevenson's statement Cowan, as an ector. Mr. Dunscomb collected similar fees and retained
arbitrator, decided that he must take the report of the
paymaster as being conclusive in regard to the claim. te.M.Dlse o en wieo'telw ni hs

pa.yastr a beng oncusiv inregrd e te dim. fees into the general revenue. Mr. Simpson, on being pro-
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The contract should motod te the coilectorship cf Mentreal, collected the fees

bh placed on the Table. and retained tlem until the fait of 1878, a few days befere
Mr. ANGLIN. I regret that the matter was not inves- the late Gevernment went eut of office, when they appointed

tigated by tie PublieAecounts Cornmittee, wlre the fact a sipping master te perfrm that duty. eBefore this
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item was paid, I made enquiries into the matter
and found that Mr. Laflamme, had reported on the
case recommending the payment of the sum to Mr.
Delisle. I was not satisfied with that opinion and
referred the case to the Justice Department, and Mr. Lash
made a report on it, on receipt of which the Order in Council
was passed recommending the payment of the sum. I n order
that the House may thoroughly understand the case, I will
read Mr. Lash's opinion:

" I have considered the application made by Mr. Delisle, late Collector
of Customs at the Port of Montreal, for refund to him of fees collected by
him in his capacity as Shipping Master of Montreal and paid over to the
credit of the Receiver General as alleged by him in error.

" Mr. Delisle, in performing the services and in collecting the fees, as-
sumed to act under the provisions of the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act,
1854, and under that Act the persons performing those services and
collecting the fees are entitled to retain them. I think that the 159th and
125th sections of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854,was bis authority for so
acting.

" It does not appear from the papnrs sent me why Mr. Delisle paid the
fees collected by him over to the Government.

" You informed me that he received no salary from the Crown as a
remuneration for these services, and that no arrangement was made with
him respecting the fees. Whatever may have been the stri:t legal position
of Mr. Delisle as to the performance of those duties and the collection of
the fees, one thing seems perfectly clear, and that is, that in the absence
of any arrangement between him and the Government respecting the
fees, the Government had no right to them whatever, and should return
them.

"T 'he fees collected by Mr. Delisle were in remuneration for services
actually performed by him, and in respect of which the persons who paid
the fees received the benefit.

IAssuming thatno arrangement was made with him respecting the fees
under which the Government would be entitled to retain them, I think
that the amount received should be returned to Mr Delisle's legal repre-
sentatives, he having, I am informed, died since making bis application.

"I notice from one of the papers sent me that Mr. Dunscomb,the collector
of Quebec, performed similar services there for which lie received fees,
and wthich fees were retained.

"( I may mention that under our Act respecting the shipping of seamen,
Chap. 129, Statutes of Canada, 1873, persons performing similar services
are entitled to similar fees for their own benefit. Papers returned."

Upon that authority, which was backed by that of Mr·
Laflamme, the Government decided to pay the moncy to
the heirs of the late Mr. Dolisle.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). Under the head of the
item for Dorchester Penitentiary, I would like to ask this
question : At the time the prisoners were removed from
Halifax to Dorchester, a part of the staff were paid till the
31st October, and a portion were not paid beyond the 31st1
July. What does the Minister of Justice propose to do in
connection with the petition recently sont to the department
asking for the payment therein mentioned of Mossrs. Black,t
Carmody, Wright, and Corregan ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). My answer is, they were
paid all they wore entitled to receive.

On the order for the louse to go into Committce of
Supply, to consider the Supplenentary Estimates,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker,à
I desire to say a few words with reference to thet
Supplementary Estimates, and to put a 'motion in your8
hands. The House and country too, I think, must lookc
with considerable astonishment, and perhaps with con-.
siderable alarm, on the enormous extent of the Esti-y
mates prepared for our consideration. In 1878, as a
everybody is aware, the total expenditure of the country i
was, as nearly as possible, $23,500,006. I perceive that, byp
the very first Estimates that yere brought down for them
present year,no less a sum than $25,305,000 was required. Byd
the Supplementary Estimates which we bave just passed, r
$461,000 was added to that amount, and by the further Sup- u
plementary Estimates about to be discussed,an additional sain
of $260,000 is required, naki ng, for the service of 1881, a sum i
total a little in excess of $26,000,000. Now, for 1882, by c
the firbt estimate brought down, just discussed, the sum of r
$26,189,000 was required to be provided, and the second, on a
Supplementary Estimates, demanded, further, -8285,000, t
making in all, allowing for some small deductions,a sum total t

Mr, BoWXLL.

of$26,465,000, required for the service of 1882, to which,
beyond all doubt, other Supplementary Estimates will be
added before the sum total needed for this can
be attained. Now, in addition to this very large
increase, we knew from the statements of hon. Miniaters
themselves, that very considerable further chargea, and
further charges of a fixed and permandnt character, will
undoubtedly be inflicted upon this country. These are
things of themselves sufficient to call for the very serious
consideration of the Hlouse; because there is one feature
peculiar, I think. to Canada, with regard to these chargea,
to which I desire to draw the special attention of the
fouse for a few moment. I am not aware of any other
country, at any rate of any young country, in which the
fixed charges bear so very large a proportion to. its anhual
expenditure as in Canada. We are asked to provide for
S2t,500,000, in round numbers,for 1882. Now, I find thal for
those charges wbich we absolutely fixed, that is to say, the
interest and subsidies, no less than $12,874,000 are demand-
ed; that as other charges on the revenue which, as bon.
gentlemen are aware, are in thoir nature fixed charges also
and cannot wetl be roduced, the sum of $5,396,000 is de-
manded; and the permanent charges on account of Indian
annuities can hardly be put at a smaller sum than $500,000.
The result is the absolutely fixed charges upon our revenue, I
may say, amount to $19,.000,000 as against an expenditure of
$26,500,000, and to these 819,000,000 will be added in a
very few years further fixed charges of no less than
$2,000,000, making a total of fixed charges now in-
curred, or likely soon to be incurred, of $91,000,000.
I find further that, of the charges which are custonarily
called ordinary expenditure, a very large amount indeed
consists of sums which aire, to a very great extent, entirely
beyond the control of this Government. Every man who
has had any experience in the, administration of public
affairs knows that when once you have granted an increase
of the salaries of the employés of the departments, it is a
matter of extreme difficulty to reduce them, and that
charges for the judiciary and penitentiaries are also very
difficult of reduction. At present our judiciary and
penitentiaries require the sum of $90o,000. The cost ot
our light service, making full allowance for a reduction in
the number of lighthouses to be constructed, amounts to
8450,000. Civil govern ment and superaninuation reach
$1,100,000. Certain portions of our public works, known
as rents, repairs, etc., amount to 0500,000, which it is
practically out of our power to reduce ; while for our North-
West Police and legislation we need $850,000. The result
of all that is to show that a very small proportion of our
îîeome is susceptible of reduction, no matter how great the
public necessities may be. That is a osition of affairs
which requires serious consideration. e have, it is true, .
a large nominal income; but our fixed charges are so great
that our exceedingly small reduction of our gross income,
say a reduction of ten per cent., would involve a reduction
of fully thirty per cent., perhaps more, of our net income.
That is a position of affaira which, I think, should call for
very serions consideration on the part of the Government
and the House, and should make the Government exceed-
ingly chary about going on and increasing further the ex-
penditure-particularly the expenditure of a fixed character
which, as I have said, it is almost impossible for them, to re-
duce. Moreover, we must bear in mind that there are certain
risks ahead. It is quite true that at present-no thanks, in
my judgment, to the hon. gentleman's policy-in conse-
quence of the extraordinary development of certain
ndustries of ours, over which they could exercise no sort of
control, we have a considerable surplus; but we can
recollect when in 1879 the total products of the fatest
amounted to barely $13,261,000, while in all probability
his year, judging by the returns which have been published,
hey will equal 827,000,000. Here is a very large accession
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to the power of the public to purchase goods from which a
revenue may be derived, aud I do not think that the most
thorough-going protectdonist will dare assert that this
most important factor in our present prosperity is in any
shape caused by the success of the hon. gentleman's policy.
Al they have ever dared to claim as regards the lumber
trade is, that it has not suffered so severely at their hands as
we contend. That is all they have ventured to claim, and
yet it is from tihe great growth of the lumber trade that the
greatest part of the new income which he expects to receive
will be derived. So that we know perfectly well that one
or two indiffrentharvests would largely reduce the purchas.
ing power of our people. We know, too, that oven the
success of his policy may largely reduce the revenue he
expected to derive from it, for, as he stated in the Budget
speech, if the people were to 'go into the manufacture of
goods on which he imposes taxes, a serious reduction of the
imports, and therefore of the revenue derived from those
imports, might be expected. It is not beside the question to
compare our position in some important respects with the
position Of tbe United States, At the present moment, our
annual indebtedness is increasing at the rate of
from ten to eleven millions per annum according
to the Estimates of the hon. gentleman. Now, I find
from President Hayes' address to Congress, that on the Ist-
Decem ber the United States debt amounted to $1,8s6,000,000,
which debt was being redueed to the extent of 60 or 70 mil-
lions, so that on the 1st of July, 1882, the debt of the United
States will be about $1,750,000,000. Our net debt atthat date,
according to the .estimates of tbe hon. gentleman, will be
$175,000,000, and-the result will be that with a population of
4,000,000, as against a population of50,000,000, we will have
a very considerably larger debt per head than the Ameri-
cana have to bear; while it is also true that, estimated per
capita, our total expenditure would be considerably larger
than the American expenditure as estimated by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury. Trie proportion will probably be
something like twenty per cent. more than the American

.expenditure.
Mr. PLUMB. No.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am speaking from

the American returns. I think I know what I am talking
about and I require no correction from the hon. gentleman.
It is out of the question to suppose that this comparison
will not be made to our serious disadvantage; and it is
another reason for the reduction of expenditure and the
exercise of more - prudence than they have shown in
increasing these enormous commitments. As to the
excuse they make that they bave plenty of money and that
therefore, they are justi0ed in expending it, that excuse is
totally fallacious. That money is got by unjust and
oppressive taxation, which they ought to reduce ;
and, in the next place, poor as that excuse
may be, even if it were an excuse for adding to our
ordinary expenditure it is no excuse for adding to
our fixed charges. They are but pursuing their old policy
which resulted iu seven years in nearly doubling the total
amount of expenditure of the Dominion. We renember
when these gentlemen raised our expenditure from
813,500,000 to$:3,500,000; when they left behind them
legacies of de t which involved an additiou of several
millions to the annual expenditure, so that it was no wonder,
when the period of depress-on arrived, that we were met
with a succession of very serious difficulties. Without
further prelude I move in amendment:

That Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved,
That the expediture for the year 1878 was $23,b3,158,-That the ex-
penditure for ti year 1880 was $24,850,634,- That the Estimates for the
year.1882 amount to $26,475,60,-That a very large proportion of this
expenditure consista of fixed charges, or cf charges of a permanent char-
acier, which when once created are either incapable or very difficult of
redaction,-That recent legislation and the completion of existing en-
gagements will result in a steady increase of the fixed charges within the

next few year,-That experience bas sbowin, that the consequence of
rapidly increasing the fixed charges is to produce great embstrrausment in
the publie finances,-That the House views with regret the pro posal of
the Government to expend for the year 1882, $1,615,016 more than the
expenditure for 1880, and $2,962,492 more than the expenditure fer aIl
purposes in 1878.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It might be a sufficient
answer to the hon. gentleman to repeat the statement I have
made on former occasions with reference to the taxation of
the people of Canada to day as compared with their taxa-
tion in 1874-75, 1875-76 and 1876-77. I made the statement
distinctly, and my statement has not been controverted
except in an indirect way by stating that my calculation
was based on an excessive population at the prosent time.
But if I take the estimate of the leader of the Opposition,
in the speech he made last year, of 4,050,000 as the popula-
tion, it will b. found that the expenditure of the present
year, based upon that estimate, will show that the expendi-
ture of the present year is not at ail undue. From that I
deduct the surplus, because I assert most distinctly that as
ve have this surplus on hand and not expended, we should
deduct it to show what our actual expenditure has been.
The hon. member bas compared our taxation to that in the
United States. Now, if read right, the public expenditure
last year in the United States, as shown in their Public
Accounts, deducting the surplus they had for the liquidation
of a portion of their debt, and doducting our surplus, I
think the hon. member is wrong in stating that our taxation
is 20 per cent. higher. I think he cannot establish it from
the Public Accounts of the two countries. But when we
are considering the taxation of Canada we should bear in
mind a fact that was stated by an hon. member in this
House during the present Session, that a large portion of
the expenditure of the Dominion goes to the Provinces, and
saves the people of the Provinces from a local taxation that
has to be paid by the people of the several States. But
there is another distinction to be drawn between the causes
that produced the public debts of the two countries. I
migLt, if I had it before me, quote the language which
the hon. gentleman who has just spoken, used in Lon-
don when he was asking for a Ioan there, and when
he said the debt of Canada was mainly contracted In
publie works which were directly or iudirectly remun-
erative. The hon. gentleman bas called attention
to the- Supplementary Estimates now submitted. He says
that for the current year we are asking for $264,000 in
addition to the Estimates that had been previously laid on
the Table of the House. What is the fact with reference to
that? My statement was that, as compared with the esti-
mated ineome, the Estimates of the current year amounted
to au expenditure of only $64,000. Why ? Because of the
$264,983 in the Estimates chargeable to Consolidated
Revenue, 8200,000 is an additional sum required which was
not voted. For the management of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, $1,600,000 is required, because the business of the
country bas happily increased, and the business of the road
bas required this increased expenditure in the management.
But while we have to provide fru an increase of $200,000 in
the working of that road, we have, from the increased
business, more than $200,000 of revenue in excess of what
was estimated by the Public Works Department twelve
months ago; o that, as far as the balance is concerned,
we are practically in a better position than was
represented in the statement I made. This shows
the difference between the actual position and the
statement I made six weeks ago. The position now is
effected to the extent of $64,000, and no more. With
reference to the Supplementary Estimates, many applica-
tions were made for expenditures of various kinds all through
the Dominion, especially after it became known that we
were likely to have a surplus of $2,000,OO. The result was
that whep we considered the Supplementary Estimates we
had before us something like $800,000 .in addition. If we
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take from tbe,$285;000 the 859,000, and $2à,000 more that
was in the Estima es, and that is not now considered neces.
sary, it will leave only $200,000 -just the sum I estimated
would likely be required in the Supplementary Estimates.
Consequently, about $64,000. is added to the estimated
expenditure of the current year, which I am satikied, from
the returns as they still corne in, will leave us, notwith-
standing this and other expenditures for the carrent year,
a surplus of $2,000,000. The hon. member has called
attention to the expenditure for 1877-78, and to that
proposed for 1881-82, and then he speaks of the increase
that has grown out of that. Well, Sir, if the bon. member
came into possession, for instance, of a railway, to-morrow,
and that railway required him to expend.$500,000 a year in
its management; if he received but 500,000 in return, it is
quite true that, at the close of the year, he would not he
better off than at the commencement. But, suppose a
person should say to my hon. friend: "Your expenditure was
# 0,000 last year," and, suppose my hon. friend would
say: "1 have a revenue coming in oqual to that, I am
in as good a position as before." That is about our
condition, as 1 pointed out the other day. For
instance, take the Post Office item by way of illustration.
The receipts of the Post Office Department for 1876 were
$ 1,114,000, and for 1877, $1,705,000, showing a difference of
$590,366; but the expenditure rose from $1,705,000 in 1876
to $1,818,000 in 1877; but the increase in receipts was more
than equivalent to the increase in expenditure, the differ-
ence being 0565,773. Last year it was $590,366. That
laet affords hon. gentlemen opposite an opportunity to point
to the extravagance of the Government, whilo they are
giving accommodation to the people, expending more
money, receiving more money, and having a loss balance
against the country than before. With respect to the Inter-
colonial Railway, the Government have expended $2,000,000
on the purhase of the Rivière du Loup Branch.
They have been callod upon to pay not only the interest
and sinking fand on the debt, but they had to
increase the cost of management on the 120 additional
miles. The Government have, moreover, during last year,
opened almost 100 miles of railway in the North-West.
That, of course, involves increased cost of management. As
to the Intercolonial there is no longer the half million aver-
age yearly deficit of hon. gentlemen opposite, but the Gov-1
ernment receive a sum sufficient to pay the expendituro, andi
that circumstance has enabled them to reduce taxation.t
lon. gentlemen opposite entered into engagements and
increasod the public debt, and since the present Govern-
ment took office, the interest on debt and sinking fund was1
increased by $1,250,000 for the year to which the bon.i
gentleman referred for comparison. The present Gov ern-i
mont have inereased the expenditure on public works, andi
on canais, altho-ugh they hope in coming years to receiveb
an increased income from these sources. lon. gentlemen1
opposite never give us credit for additional receipts, and in1
discussing public questions before the country they point1
out that the expenditure has increased ; but the amount oft
taxation per head of the population on which the increased
receipts have a bearing, is never placed before the louse and
the country. By the transfer of the Pembina Bran«h to the
Syndicate our expenditure will beéeduced, but our receiptsc
will also be diminished. Suppose we were to turn to hon. t
gentlemen opposite and say: "We have diminished the1
expenditure by 8100,000 in the last year." They would t
retort that it was due to the transfer of the Pembinac
Branch, and that while the expenditure would be redueed,c
the receipts would also decline. That is our answer to the e
argument ot the hon. gentlemen opposite. The test by1
which the Government wish to be tried is what Excise and o
Cuatoms duties are necessary to meet our expenditure. We i
place onraelvea on that platform, and assert that âhough i
we have taken money ont of the people's pockets, it bas

Sir LEoNARD TILLET.

been placed in the public treasry, and that the rat* of
taxation to-day, if compared with 1874-5 and 1876, is. net
so great according to the population. Ob that platferm we
stand, no matter how hon. gentlemen opposite may rsolve
for the put pose of affecting the country. The;people wil
understand it, and will approve our position, for we can
show that, per head of the population, we bave not increased
taxation, while we have developed the country, affondicg
increased facilities for postal and railwa.yservice.

Mr. RYKERT. I feel it important, in view of the grand
banquet to come off in Montreal and of the, approachLing
eleetion in East Northumberland, to make afew eompaiseons
nearer home than the United State& The hon. member for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) bas seen i to
make comparisons with figures drawn from the United States.
I propose to make a comparisosn with the hon. gentieman's
own tigures, and see how the balance will stand as far as the
Government is concerned. The hon. gentleman and hhis party
in the early part of this Session, and on the first vote of
want of confidence, attacked the question of the Paodio
Railway. Their stock-in -trade was that the Government
had thrown away from $50,000,000 to $100,000,000. Finding
the country did not recognize.the importance of their state-
ments, hon. gentlemen adopted a niew rôle. They found
fhult with the surplus, and complained that an
enormous amount of taxation had been imposed this
year. They complained of the surplus, for having had
deficits during five years, they felt annoyed lhat a Govern-
ment should be found equal to the emergency, and able te
produce a surplus du.ring the coming year. Miany of the
hon. gentlemen were trying to play the old role ard com-
plain of taxation. It seems extraordinary that the ex-
Minister of Finance should on every occasion, when he
speaks on financial affairs, whether in this House or in the
country, make the statement that the Government of Sir
John A. Macdonald during the seven years suceeeding Con-
federation had increased the national debt by thirteen and
a-half millions, especially when it is known that he and him
Goverrnent during their five years of office increased the
public debt from $99,948,461 to $140,362,069, or an ineresse
of over forty millions He neglects to tell the House that he
increased the interest on the public debt from 85,081,473
in 1873, to $6,553,314, when ho went out of office. Now, let
us compare the figures and see how the balance-sheet stands.
If these lon. gentlemen had anything to complain of, we
should have heard them at the Public Accounts Committee,
when investigating the expenditure of the year ending Jane,
1880. After ransacking the Public AccountA fur months,
they discovered something like $17,000 in various
items for last year to which they have taken exception,
and all their complaints have finally culminated in an
attack on the hon. member for Niagara because $125 was
spent for the publication of bis speeches. Now, the esti-
mated experditure in 1873-74 was 831,008,4 3, of which
the Government proposed to expend $9,974,240 on Public
Works chargeable to capital. In 1878-79, the last year of
the regime of these hon. gentlemen, they asked for $39,3341-
382, of which they asked only $8,305,900 for Public Works.^
The present Government propose to 'expend, in 1881-bß,
43,467,626, of which $14,218,850 will ho exponded on

capital acconut, an excess of $5,912,950 over .878-79. The
total excess in the expenditure of 1881-82, over that of
1878-79 is $4,133,243, showing thut the actual expenditure of
the Government in 1881-82 will be $1,Z79,707 less than tkat
of 1878-79, when the large item for c4pital aceount in exress
of 1878-79 is taken into consideration. Now, the estihated
expenditure charged to the Consolidated Ietvenpe Fun4fhr
1881-82 is8 26,189,896, while that for 1878,79, the last y -
of the hon. gentlemen opposite, w»a 69%9(38, or M
ncrease of $2,489,823. What are the causes of -iht
ncrease? It l made upas follows: Fablicdeht, gifZ$ME
management, $32,108, for which the lata G.Veuuent
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is almost wholly accountable; the census, $200,000;
publie works, $257,824; ocean and river service,
119;879; subsidies to the Provinces, $36,6 ,3; Indians,
#157,767; public works chargeable to capital, $141,911;
and post office, $176,500; or a total of $2,411,379,
or a difference of $78,444 over the expenditure on
accountof the Consolidated Revenue Fund over 1878-9. That
is the total increase, notwithetanding so much bas bcon
done by this Government to develop the country and extend
our public works. Now, lot us compare a little furthor.
We find that in 1878 the total amount of revenue was
$22,375,011, and the cost of collection, $5,301,124; whereas'
in 1880 the total amount of revenue was $23,307,406, and
of collection, $5,227,113; showing an increase in the revenue
in 1880 of $932,395, and yet a decrease in the cost of col-
lecting it of 871,011. By making a further comparison we
find that the cost of collection has been largely increased by
hon, gentlemen opposite, and largely decreased by bon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches. In 187.1-4 there was
collected from Customs and Excise $17,414,845, and the cost
of collection was $739,469, or $4.24; in 1878 there was col-
lected 817,641,495, and the cost of collection was $929,571,
or $5.28; and in 1880 there was collected $18,303,770,
and the cost of cellection was $935,410,or $5.11, or 17 cents
le8 than 1878. Now, we find that the total expenditure on
account of the Consolidated Fund in 1878-9 was $24,445,381,
and in 1879-80 $24,850,634, or an increase of $394,253; but
recollect that the charges on account of the public debt
amounted in 1878-9 to $11,952,611, and in 1879-80 to
812,659,657, or an increase of $707,026, brought about by
the extravagant conduct of bon. gentlemen opposite, show-
ing a difference in favor of this Government of
$312,773, when the amounts for which the late Govern-
ment are responsible are taken into consideration. I
know these hon. gentlemen do not care to hear these figures,
but L thought it would be well to let them have them in time
to digest before they go on any of their missionary
tours. The ordinary expenditure of 1880 was $6,963,852,
and the charges on account of revenue $5,227,113, or a total
of $12,190,965. In the year 18-8-9, the last year of the late
Government, the ordinary expenditure was $6,941,577,
and the charges on account of revenue, 85,561,562,
or a total of 812,502,739, showing a difference
in favor of 1880 of $411,774. Comparing the
ordinary and controllable expenditure of the first three
years under Grit rule, and the past three years under
Conservative rule, we find that lu 1873-4 the ordinary
expenditure was $8,324,076; in 1874-5, it was $7,868,690 ;
in 1875-6.it was $8,bt69,7i4; showing a total of 324,762,540;
while in 1878-9 it was $6,941,577; in 1979-ý0, 86,963,852;
and in 1880-1, 67,718,968 ; or a total of 821,624,397, thus
showing a difference in favor of thisGovernmentof $3, 138,143.
These hon. gentlemen have, as before stated, ncrea-ed our
national debt by $40,413,63s, and the interest has inereased
from $5,081,473 to $6,553,314, owing to the increase
of that debt. Taking the five years of the Gov-
ernment of Sir Jt hi A. Macdonald, prior to the acces-
sion to power of hon. gentlemen opposite, we found
that while the former spent for Civil G-overnment
83,507,110, the latter expended 84,525,262, showing a differ-
once in favor of Sir John A. Macdonald's Administration of
$1,021,152. We recollect that while these hon. gentlemen
were going about the country on their missionary tours,1
one of their texts was the great number of clerks to be
found in every direction in all the Departments; and
we naturally expected, after the speech oT the hon. member-
for Lambton in propounding the policy of his Government
of which retrenchment was to be the distinguishing feature,
that his Government would at once reduce the number of
cierks. But what do we find ? lu 18734, 334 clerks were
employed against 402 in 1878-9, a large increase as the
resaih of their Administration. And if the lon. member

for Centre Huron had had his own way, what would have
been the result ? ie proposed to increase the salaries-of
all civil servants-starting with $500 instead of $400-but
the Bill was withdrawn through the moral suasion of his
own friends. Otherwise we would have been in a worse
state of poverty than even that in which we were when he
stood belplessly by, arms folded, confessedly unable to
remedy the situation. Take the item of contingencies, a
very important item, and one that is no doubt fresh in the
recollection of hon. gentlemen opposite. I recollect when
these hon, gentlemen had a sort of " squeeze out " at Belle-
ville; the champagne cost $300. For a long time it was
difficult to find to what this expenditure was charged, but
finally we found it was put among the dusting accounts of
charwomen and dusters. During the last three years of their
administration, hon. gentlemen opposite expended on con-
tingencies, 8510,000 ; during the past throe years
this Government bas expended $414,251, showing
a saving in its favor on this item of $95,750. On looking
over the expenditure of this year compared with that of
1878-79, we find that in ten important item- of eontrollable
expenditure the Government has saved 8237,133, to which
no reforence is made by these fault-fnders, which fact alone
shows that the Government has an eye to economy. No doubt
hon. gentlemen opposite, with their honest sincerity of
purpose, will place before the people these figures that I
have quoted. What we desire is a fair comparison of the
acts of the present Governrnent compared with those of
their predecessors. We want these gentlemen,who have so
loudly proposed economical principles and dilated on the
extravagance of the present Government, to place these
facts before the country fairly and squarely. Lot the people
judge both Administrations by thoir acts. Notwithstanding
all that bas been said by the hon. member for Centre
Huron, I cannot find, during the five yoars of his term of
office, any development of the great interests of the country,
whereas now in every direction there are all the indications
of vital prosperity. I think that the hon. member for
Brant, when he discusses the question of imports and ex-
ports, will come to the conclusion that the resuit of the
policy of the Government bas been not only to econo-
mize but to reduce the burdens of the people.

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant). The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Rykert) bas given us some figures to deal with in
regard to the expenditure of the late Government. I will
just give him a conundrum to study. The present Govorn-
ment, according to him, have been making extraordinarily
great savings, apparently, as compared with the late
Administration. We take that for granted, because the hon.
gentleman las said so. But we do know they have in-
creased the rate of taxation enormously, taking much money
out of the people's pockets, and we still find them with as
large a deticit as occurred under the preceding Administra-
tion. My query is-where bas the money gone.

The motion was rejected on the following division

Messieurs
Anglin, Geoffrion, Paterson (Brant),
Bain, Giliies, Rinfret,
Blake, Gilimor, Robertson Shelbarne),
Borden, Haddow, Rymal,
Brown, Holton, Skinner,
Caineron (Huron), Killam, elnowbail,
Cartwright, Macdonell (Lanark), Satherland,
Casey, McIsaaC, Thompson,
Casgrain, Mills, Trow-29.
Dumont, Olivier,

NATO:
Messieurs

Arkell, Girouard (Kent), Patterson (Essex),
Bannerman, Grandbois, Plumb,
Benoit, Haggart, Pope (Compton),
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Bergeron,

Boultbee,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Coursol,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desjardins,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzaimmons,
Gruatr
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),

Hesson,
Hooper,
Jones,
Kaulbach,
Kirkpatrick,

Landry,Langevin,
Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (Pictou),
Macmillany
McCalnum,'
McCuaig,
McLennan,
McRory,
Manson,
Methot,
Mousseau,
O' Connor,
Ogden,

Poupore,
Richey,
Rouleau,
Royal,
Rykert
Scott,
Sproule,
Stephenson,
Strange,
Tellier,
Tinley,
Valin,
Vallée,
Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace, (York),
White (Hastings),
Williamxs.-67.

House in Committee of Supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.
Different expenses in connection with the Indian

Service, for the year, Manitoba and the
North-West..............................$256,302 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What is the explana-
tion of this proposal ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There bas been no dis-
tinct separate vote for this service before. it is intended,
among other things, to provide for the cost of farming
instructors for the Indians. The item is severed this year
from the others for the North- West service. Arrangements
have rocently been made in connection with the farin
instructors to prevent, if possible, further destitution among
the Indians. We propose to reduce the item to $168,079, a
saving of 44,302. The item includes $125,191 for destitute
Indians, $90,000 of which are already spent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is the lon. gentleman
sure he is making no mistake in dealing with these items ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no mistake.
Mr. MILLS. I asked information, and was promised it a

few evenings ago, in reference to the products of the farms.
Cannot the hon. gentleman tell'us the~result of the farming
operations with the Indians ?

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think so.
Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the

Reprt of the Department of the Interior has been generally
distributed; but from my cursory examination of it there
appears a general complaint, on the part of the agents, that
the land assigned to the Indians was largely under water-
where the fault lies I do not know. If we are to do any-
thing for those unlucky Indians, they must have dry land
to practice on.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So far as I can judge,

they make a demand themselves, and it ought to be specially

toba. In reply to another remark by the leader of the
Opposition, the Chairman says that ho has arranged with
Mr. Dumble) a barrister, for the performance of his Oounut
Court business, at a rate of compensation agreed upon
between them. Mr. Miall, while the Commission was
sitting, has spent part of his time in the Commission and the
remainder in his Department.

Mr. BLAKE. If part of the vote is to be spent in pAying
salaries, I think we should know how much is tobe expended
in that way.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. We will give the informa-
tion oh concurrence.

Committee reported; and (at 1:55 o,clock, a.m.,)
flouse adjourned.

the

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THURsDAY, l7th March, 1881.

The SPEÀAER took the Chair at Throe o'clock.

PR ATERs.

- SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

House further considered resolutions reported from Com-
nittee of Supply.

On Resolution No. 251 (lGth March).
Amount required to cover expenditure incurred

by Pacific Railway Commission...........$12,500 00

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The same compensation is
fixed for members of this Commission as was decided by
Order in Council, with respect to the Civil Service Coin-
mission, namely, $10 per day, for the two Comnmissioners,
Judge Clarke and Mr. Keefer, who are not in the Civil
Service, and Mr. Miall, a member of the Civil Service, $3
per day, and the Secretary 85 per day.

THIRD READINGS.
The following Bill was considered in Committee, reported,

read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 96) to amend and consolidate the laws relating

to Government Railways (from the Senate)-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou).

The fllowing Bill was read the second time, considered
in Committee, reported, rend the third time on a division,
and passed :-

Bill (No. 100) to provide for the allowance of drawback
on certain articles manufactured in Canada and used by the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.).

MONTREAL HARBOR COIMMISSIONERIS.
iooi<ed at. Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the second readingof Bill

To defray expenses incurred by the Paciflc Railway (No. 101) to amend the Act 36th Victoria, Cbap. 60,
Commission ................. ............................ $12,500 eO respecting th-e Lake St. Peter debt.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Details were to be Mr. LANGEVIN. The other day when this Bill was
given in regard to this item. under discussion, the members for Montreal were aceused of

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There was some question having neglected its interests in this matter. In justice to
asked as to the time these parties were employed. those hon. gentlemen I must say that they had more than

slistwenty interviews with me on the subject, and wrotè me, ISir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. And as to their salaries. believe, about forty letters each, working as hard wi> ail
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is 85 a day and my hon. colleagues. If that is neglecting the interests of

expenses-sthe only salary that has been paid. The Montreal, I hope they will be as much noglected inihë
Pacifie Railway Cammissioners have been sitting every fQture.
business day from. the beginning of July . last year, Mr. GAULT. I regret exceedingly the aIen of theexcepting the time required to go to and from ani- measure meted eut to Montreal on this occasion,) dthat

Mr. PATERsON (Brant).
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the -binet bave not seen their way to assume the whole of
the debt1tncurred in deepening the channel to Montreal,
wlich wouldlhave been but a simple set of justice. That
debt was incuired for the benefit of the wbole Dominion.
There is not a bushel of wheat that passes through that
channel to Quebec that is not taxed three or four cents on
aècount of that debt. I hope the Iouse,inext Session, and
the Government, will relieve the Harbor Commissioners of
this Lake St. Peter debt.

Bill read the second time, reported, read the third time
and passed.

CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY ACT.

Mr. MoDONALD moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee on Bill (No. 84) to amend the Consolidated
Railway Act (from the Senate) as amended in Committee
of the Whole. He said : At the last sitting of the Committee,
sections 1 and 2 of this Bill were passed; but some doubt
was expressed as to the meaning of section 3, which was
intended to make clear an apparent doubt in sections 10
and 11, and explain their operation. Instead of section 3, I
propose a clause somewhat clearer in language, the meaning
iptended to be conveyed being this: That until Parliament
exerqises its prerogative under this section, the Governor in
Council may fix and regulate the tolls under section 10;
Parliapnent, of course, bavidg it, in its power at any time to
exercise its functions with reference to the power given it
in section 11. I also propose to amend sub-section 2 of
section S, by adding to the end of the clause requiring
returps, these words: "And shall, in addition to the infor-
mation contained in the schedule, contain such other
ipfQrynation and returns as shall be required by the Governor
is Council." That will enable the Governor in Council to
require a modification cf the scedule, to procure such other
information as may be required.

Mr. BLAKE. To the second amendmeit there is no
objection; but as to the first, it appears to me that the
clause the hon. gentleman now preposes to amend meant
something, while it is rather doubtful if this clause means
anything. I, however, think the hon. gentleman and my-
self are agreed in a view which renders that clause unneces-
sary and perhaps harmful; because I have always contended
-ýandI have never heard any asseveration to the contrary in
the course of the debate-that this sub-section bas the
etfect of giving unlimitel power to the Gover-
noer in Council to revise the tariff of tolls. It
is a singular, and perhaps an anomalous position
that the power of Parliament should bo limited, while that
of the Governor in Council is unlimited. It is not proposed
to change that anomaly, and if it were to be changed it
ought to be changed by rendering the powers ot Parliament
more extensive, but the hon. gentleman now proposes to
limit, to a certain extent, the powers of the Governor in
Council by saying that as soon as Parliament exercises
any control over these rates, the power of the Governor in
Council shall cease altogether. If we are agreed as to the
construction of the 10th and 11th clauses, asel think we are,
why not leave the power of the Governor in Council as
it ilsf

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). It appears to me that there
will he no need for the exorcise of the powers whieh are
granted to Parliament until the Governor in Council
declines to fix the rates, and thereby in the opinion of
Parliament fails to do justice to the community. I agree
with the hon. geutleman that it is rather a curious anomaly
thAt die poWers of Parliament should be limited by Statute
*Iththose of the Bovernor in Conneil, and that it certainly
looks as if the phraseology rnight be so construed.
But I tbink groater certainty might be given to the
coiàttruti' tby the clause I propose, and that pg hgirm

can be done by it, because Parliament in exercising the
po.er given by this clause can modify and control the rates
under the terms of the 11ith section, as circumstances may
warrant, and can alseo if it is thought proper review the
form of the 101h section which we are now re-enacting. So
as the Governor in Council did his duty by fixing rates
which could be justified to Parliament, there would be no
occasion for Parliament to act.

Mr. BLAKE. My argument is that you arc producing
this result. Once Parliament bas acted under the
11th section, by your restriction you take away
the power of the Governor in Council to aet
thereatter. The clause should be made clear, if it is
not clear; but I do not wish to deprive the Governor in
Council of the continuing power which it bas undor the 10th
clause, but so soon as Parliament bas acted, under this pro-
vision, that power will ceuse.

Mr. McDONALD. I have no objection-alter consulting
with my colleague-in deference to the feelings of the hon.
gentleman and of the House on the subject, to strike out the
third sub-section altogether.

Bill reported.
Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) noved' the third reading of

the Bill.
Mr. CASGIRAIN moved the following amendmient:
That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with

instructions that they have power to amend it by adding the following
clause :-

The thirty-eighth sub-section of the ninth section of " lThe Consolidated
Railway 4et, 1879," is hereby amended by the addition thereto of the
following prov!so :-" Provided always that the right to take and use
water, hereby conferred upon the Company, shall not be exercised unless
and until the household and farm requirements, as te water, of the pro-
prietor of the land have been first supplit d, and that the exercise of such
power shall not injuriously affect such supply, the Company being
entitled to take and use the surplus of the water only."

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). I regret that I am not able
to assent to the amendment for the reason that I have not
been able to consult with the department so as to ascertain
how it will affect the working ot the road, and the general
interests of the department. lad I been able to obtain the
necessary information, 1 possibly might have been able, on
behalf of the Government, to assent to the amendment, but
as it is I must ask my hon. friend not to press it.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I regret the Government cannot accede
to this amendment, because the Bill as it now stands, dons
a serious injustice to some individuals. In fact, you can no
more deprive farmers of the use of water, than of air. In
the instance which I desire to meet, the parties have been
actually deprived of the use of water all ast summer, over
the extent of three farms where the gravel pit has been dug
for the Intercolonial Railway. Their water was diverted
entirely to the use of the engines, and farmers had to drive
their cattle a distance of a mile and a half to water. The
railway company might have takon water from a brook in
the neigb borhood.

Amendment lest on division.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex) moved the following amend-
ment:-

That the Bill be not now read the third time but that it be re-committed
te committee of the Whole House with instructions te amend it by adding
the following clause:

Any railway company subject ta the legislative control of the
Parliament of Canada and the Council of any Municipality through
which any railway subject to the legislative control of the Pardiament of
Canada, now does or hereafter may run, and the owners or occupiers of
lands abutting on any such railway, may be authorized and empowered
by the Railway Committee of the Privy Conacil te connect any township
drain, or any drain on the lande abutting as aforesaid, with the ditches
on either or both sides of such railway, or may construct under such
railway any eulvert or culverta that may be required te carry off the
waters froin such lands 9A aforesaid, or from the railway ditehes
Provided, that such authorization shall not be given by the Railway
COmmittee until they ba1l have been satiufied by report of sotn.
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competent engineer that the road-bed of the railway will not be injured
by the work so authorized-that such 'work hall be performed and s.uch
culverts coD8tructed under the superintendence of a competent engineer
approved by the Railway Committee-that such eulverts and works shall
be ever after maintened t good and efficient order by the municipality or
the land owners or occupiers so authorzed to construct or perform the
same, and who shall be respectively liable to the company who may be
proprietors of the railway for any damage they mray sufer from any such
culvert or work. or from any non-compliance with the provisions of this
Act in respectthereof."

Ho saidt: I move this amendment in accordance with the
wishes of a number of my constituents, who are peculiarly
situated in relation to the Great Western Railway which
run through their farms, cutting them off from the Detroit
River. Their farms are long and narrow, after the fashion
of the French farms, and the railway company-not having
been hi osetherlujetfothe General Railway Aet, but to the
spec'ial charter and amendments from lime to lime made by
Parliament-deny these people the privilege of draining
their lands in the natural direction to the river. I think it
is the duty ofithe Governndmt to grant to these people the
relief which is asked for by the County Council and the
municipalities interested.

Mr. McDONALD. There is no doubt that the Iquestion
referred to by my hon. friend is one of great importance to
the county referred to. As far as I bave been able t learn
from the petitions and from communications with my
hon. friend, the inhabitants of tha district suifer very
considerable annoyanme from the railway company in
relation to this important question of drainage.
It may be,and probably is, a matter well deserving the seri-
ons consideration of Parliament; but, at the same lime, my
hon. friend will see thee are many objections o thisamend-
ment now being made to the Bil. n the first place, it i an
entirely new question -one which has not been discussed,and
in regard to which the facts are not fully known-affecting
the rights of the railways on one hand, and ihe protection
of the public on the otber. There is ais the question of
the power of ibis Parliament to entertain the proposed
legislation. Thediffieulties are of such a character, as my hon.
friend will see, as o make it impossible for the Government
o consent t ils insertion in this But. I hope, therefore,
that he will agree for the present to withdraw his motion,
and in the early part ofnext Sessiion I have no doubt every
consideration will h given 0t the grie'vance of which he
comnplai ns.

Mi. PATTERSON (Essex). On the assurance of the hoî
Minister of Justice that t The are constitutional doubs as to
the competeney of this Bouse to deal with the question, and
that the attter will be considered nex t Session, I shall o
content to withdraw my amendment. But if the Govern-
ment do net act in etis malter, i shall certainly bring it up
again next Session, and leave it to the sense ef justice,
which I am sure reign s in tis House.

Mr. MILLS. I have no doubt a serion s grievance exists
in this case, but I think the subjection of railway corpora-
tions te the same obligations as other landholders reste with
ite Local Government. If we incorporate a railway com-

pany, we do not remove il from the control of the Local
Govern ment. Lt holds real estate, by the same right and
on the same conditions as other property hoers, and if il
neglects to build a culvert on its road where a culvert is
necessary, or to do its proportion of any work affecting il,
it can be subjected to the compulsion of the Local Govern-
ment. I admit that this is a proper tbing te b done, but
it should e done by the Local Legislature.

Mr. PATT ERSON (Essex). My first impression was,
though I do net presume te bave formed a definite opinion
on the subject, that the Local Legielature is the proper body
from which to obtain a remedy fe this grievance. But I
w s aseure, by interested persons, that, as the Great
Wcsern iRaiiway was a Dominion railway company, the

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex).

Local Legislature had not power to interfere. I am glad to
have my hon. friend's assurance, and I will take steps to
communicate with the Attorney-General of Ontario on the
subject.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). Of course it is too lae to
discuss this point. My hon. friend is naturally very careful
with reference to the rights of the Local Legisiatures but
he will see that many difficulties arise in connection with
his view of the question. What would be the regult if ho
were right ? The supreme Legislature of the country,
having power to confer a charter upon a railway company
and to give it ail the powers necessary to the enjoyment of
its chartered rights and privivileges-the fundamental
portion of which rights and pririloges is the possession of
land on which to lay its track-would be liable to bave
those rights destroyed by the Provincial Parliament. This
is manifestly a question of very serious importance, and one
which we have not time to discuss fully to-night.

Bill rend the«third time and passed.

THE INDIAN ACT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in moving the second
reading of the Bill (No.103) to amend the Indian Act,1880,
said : The'first three clauses are for the purpose of prohi-
biting Indians from selling the produce of their farms,
except under certain regulations. They might sell their
produce to traders for spirits, and the consequence would be
that their maintenance during the ensuing wintewould
devolve on the Government. Complaints are sometimes made
that thriftless Indians cut down valuable engar bushes for
firewood, and clauses 4 and 5 give the Governor in Council
power to pass regulations probibiting that. Clause 6
authorizes any one Judge, Judge of Sessions of the Peace,
Recorders, Police Magistrate, District Magistrate or Stipen-
diary Magistrate to act as a justice of the peace.
The next clause is to alter the clause in the present Indian
Act relating to the punishment of sellers of intoxicants to
lndians. Under the present law it has been held that
spirits must be consumed in the wigwam, or place of abode
of the Indian, and if consumed in a white man's house the
Act doces not apply. Clause 9 gives power of search for
spirits sworn to have been brought into the reserve. Clause
10 is for the purpose of giving the Indian agent, in certain
cases, power to act as a justice of the peace for the protect-
ion of Indians. The next clause provides that~although the
Indian Act provides that a conviction must take place on
the evidence of one credible witness other than the informer,
still the informer may be sworn and give corroborative
evidence. It has been held that the informera testimony
could not be received; but that was a wrong decision. The
last clause gives the Governor in Council power to appoint
assistant Indian Commissioners.

Mr. MILLS. I see no objection to the Bill with the
exception of the last clause, in which power in taken to
appoint assistant Indian Commissioners. It appears as if
it were intended to place all the Indians, from Lare
Superior to the Rocky Mountains, under Commissioners.
That would be a very great mistake because the facilities
for intercourse between the Indians of the varions parts of
that territory and the central office are very much less than
between any part of Manitoba Superintendency and Ottawa.
There is, however, a matter which should be provided for.
There is no authority to enable Indians to soit any proceeds
of their industry. Any one who purchases horses, wheat,
lumber or other articles from Indians, does so at his oiwn
risk, and the articles may- be claimed again -.hy
the Indians from whom ho made the purchase.
In many places there are Indiana engaged "in
wheat growing, who have a surplus beyond là-ir own
requirements, and who raise cattle and horses,-and yet *ey.
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have no legal authority by which they can sell them. The
resuit is that the Indians obtain lower prices than they
would do if they could make a good title. I am now
speking of what has come under my own observation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will consider the point
before the third reading.

Mr. PATKRSON (Brant). The powers taken in this
Aet are very stringent, but the hon. Minister probably has
good cause for his action.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Act will only apply
to the North-West.

>r. PATERSON (Brant). But some of the Indians are
sufficiontly advanced to grow crops, which argues a certain
amount of civilization, and consequently a certain amount
of manhood. My vie* of the Indian question is that any
particle of manhood in Indians should be encouragel, and
notrepressed. This Bill places them in a position of absolute
tutelage. I do not object, because the hon. Minister may have
found an absolute necessity for it, but it is an extreme
measure.

Sir JOHN A. MICDONALD. You cannot judge the
wild nomad of the North-West by the standard of the Indian
of Ontario. The experiment of seeking to induce indians
to settie down on reserves and change their habits is only
in its.infancy. In some cases the experiment may fail, that
is what I fear; but I must say there will not be many. Some
Indian have killed their oxen to save themselves from
starvation,. but sometimes from mere wantonness or dis-
regard of the utility of the oxen in the cul tivation of their
farms. We have, however, had only one year's experience,
and not very successful experience of the farming experi-
ment, from the fact of the summer frosts greatly
damaging the initial exertions of these people. Thore is
great danger lest any crop which the Indians might raise
should be disposed of' to traders, and the Indians thus be
thrown on the humanity of the whites, or on the Public
Treasury. Of-course, if there is a surplus, it will be ured in the
samç way, for the benefit of the band. There is no dager
of the Indians being wronged by this at ail events.

Bill reported.
SUPPLY.

louse again resolved iLself into Comnittee of Supply.
276. To provide for a Saving's Bank agent at Wallace,

N. s ............. .......... ............... ............ $200 00

Sir LEONARD TIL LEY. This is .for an additional office
in Wallaceo, .ova Seotia, a town more than twenty miles
from the shire town.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT. What is the popula-
tien?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think about 1,500.
281. Immigration and Quarantine, Quebec ........ $3,000 00

In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. BOWELL. The Minister is not present at this

moment, but I believe this sum is to pay for a considerable
extension which it bas been found necessary to make to the
sheds at quebec, owing to the fact that catile have now to
remain in quarantine for ninety days. So inadequate has
been the accommodation, that cattie have been quartered in
thesbeds connected with some of the fisheries.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is ninety days quar-
antine alisolutely required ? Does not the disease develope
in a shorter period than that ?

Mr. POPE. It does in many cases. I can say that this
was nt insisted upon by the British Government, but the
hon. gentleman will remember that we were entirely
de-rived of the power of sending our cattle to the United
States, because they said: "You bring cattla from England;

we have nipety days quarantine for English cattle and you
have only eight days. These cattle core into onr country,
consequently we prohibit your cattle altogether."

283. Amount short estimated to provide for the
retiring allowances of five aounty Oonrt
Judges, British Columbia. .............. ........ $266 66

In answer Io MR. BLAKE,
Mr. MoDONALD. This is to meet a mi-calculation in

arranging the retiring allowance ofthe County Court Judges.
The Judge in whose case the former error was made, and
which was corrected in the General Estimates, had been
receiving $3,000 up to within a year ago. The present
Auditor-General some months ago ascertained that ho had
been paid all this time an amount in excess of the statuatory
allowance. It was brought to his notice, but ho protested
strongly it must have been an e ror in framing the Statute,
inasmuch as ho was to receive the sum that ho had been paid
continually since the admission oflBritish Columbia into the
Union, and the correspondence seemed to lead to that con-
clusion. But this is not with reference to that question at
all, but with reference to the provision made for the retiring
allowances of the Judges.

Mr. BLAKE. My recollectiorn of the circum
stances, connected with the fixing of the salaries,
differs from that of the lion. gentleman. I think
it will be found, from the old correspondence, that
the amounts paid were unequal in this respect, that
one of the Judges was sent from time to time to the upper
country when the climate was more vigorous, and when a
higher scale of expenses was allowed in consequence of the
increased cost of living. eut that extra allowanceo did not
belong to his office permanontly, but only belonged to him
while ho was in the upper country. Consequently, I doubt
that he is entitled to the retiring allowance, because it was
put on at the timt ho was temporarily in the upper
country.

285. Additional subsidy Io steamer between Grand
Manan, N. B., and the main ]and............$1,00 O

In answer to Sir Richard J. CARTWRIoHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The original vote was $1,500,

and was for mail communication with the Cou nty of Char-
lotte and the Islands. This is for the purpose of extending
steam communication with the city of St. John as well as
the County of Charlotte and the Islan-ls, for which this
additionat sum is asked for.

286. Steam communication fron Port Mulgrave,
at the terminus of the Eîtern Extension
Railway, to East Bay, Cape Breton........... $6,000 (0

In answer to Sir RicCARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
Mr. McDONT ALD. The road called the Eastern Exten-

sion, leaving New Glasgow in the County of Pictou, is
extended to the Gut of Canso, a distance of eighty miles.
This is for steam communication direct from the terminus
of the road, through St. Peter's Canal into Bras d'Or b ake,
and thence to East Bay, a distance of thirteen miles from
the town of Sydney. That gives direct steam communica-
Lion from Halifax or any other point- to within thirteen
miles of the town of Sydney, and that is the only stage
conveyance in that distance. Until this road was finished
the only communication was either by stage from New
Glasgow, or in the summer time, by steamer from Pictou
through the Gulf into the Gurof Canso, and thence by slage
to Cape Breton. The contract is only made for one year,
the experiment being tentative.

290. Te provide for a subsidy of $1,500 a
voyage for five voyages, of steamers from
Prince Edward Islan to Great Britain and
back ................... $............................... 7,500 00

In answer to Sir RICHARD J. CARTwraGHT,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. This is to some extent an

experimenf. No engagement has been made with any
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line of steamers yet. One steamer made one or two
voyages from the Island to Liverpool, but the experiment
did not pay sufficiently to induce-it to make it permanent.
No formai proposailhas been made to the Government, but
it is expected that an arrangement will be made for
placing a steamer on that route, which will make five trips
from the Island to England and back during next summer,
for the conveyance of the products of the Island, especially
cattle.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Will Prince Edward
Island be the terminus, or will the vessel come to other
points, touching at the Island ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is no stipulation that
it shall not go elsewhere. It is merely to afford accomoda-
tion to the farmers of the Island to ship their produce.

292. Intercolonial Railway-Rivière du Lorp
Branck Rolling Stock (re-vote, $IbO,000)..$291,600 00

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I should like to
know what bas been the total amount expended in providing
rolling stock for this branch, and how much more is likely
to be required.

Mr. POPE (Compton). This vote is to complete the
purchase of rolling stock. Up to the present time, very
little pnoney bas been paid for rolling stock on this branch.
With this vote it is proposed to purchase: Engines,
867,900; three engmues, $39,000 ; three first-class cars,
&15,0uO; thiree se ond-class cars, $8,400 ; four conductor's
vans, $2,800 ; six cattle cars, 3,960; 112 box cars, $73,920;
120 lat cars, $57,600, and 50 coal cais of ten tons each,
833,000, making, in ail, $301,580, of which $10,000 has
already been expended, leaving a balance of $291.580.
In 1877 the expea.ses of running this road amounted to about
$1,800,000, whereai last year they amounted to something
over $1,300,000, boing a diminution of nearly half a million
dollars. A good deal of this is brought about by economy
in the management of the road. My hon. fviends opposite
may say that the road is not in as gool a condition ; but the
best engineers and men who have examined it thoroughly
say that it was never in a better condition than it is to-day.
It is represented to me by the engineers that this is the last
year that we shall experience a loss in the running of the
road. The total loss last year was about $90,000; but dur-
ing the last half of the year there has been a profit ofsome-
thing over 820,000; and we hope in the future to be able
to run it at a small profit. I think, therefore, that hon.
gentlemen opposite ought to give us some credit for what
we have done.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I shall be very glad
indeed,if the expenditure ofthe road is made to come within
its income. and the road, at the same time, kept in good
order. As to the reduction in the expenditure during the
administration of my hon. friend from Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) very large sums of money, expended for steel
rails, which might very well have been charged against
capital, were charged to Revenue Act. From the estimatesi
in my hand, I should say that if allowance were made fori
the expenditures so incurred, there would be extremely littlej
difference between the actual expense of the Intercolonial1
1Éailway, as now administered, and as he administered it. i

Mr. POPE (Compton). My hon. friend will find that in
W79 the working expenses, steel rails not included, were
81,841 ,000.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I am not aware the
hon. member for Lambton administered in 1879.

Mr. ANGLIN. I had hoped we would have had anj
oppontunity earlier in the Session·to discuss this wholei
question of the ipianagement of the Intercolonial Railway.i
It is a subject that occupied a good deal of our attention1
last Session, when very extrAordinary statements were1

Sir L oNAaD TILLI.

made respecting the amounts saved under the present
Administration. Hon. gentlemen opposite endeavore'i t
draw a contrast between the management of theroad under
this and the late Administration, very much to the advantage
of the former. Had the hon. Minister of Railways and his
friends chosen to confine their claimsto the amounts aetually
saved by certain reductions of salaries, andby thodismissalof
certain officials, there would have been nothing to complain
of. For inything in the way of economy effected by the
Administration, hon. gentlemen on this aide are always
prepared to givo the Government the fullest credit, but
when we are toid that in consequence of those economies so
large a sum as $500,000, $600,000 or $700,000, was saved,
we are compelled to question the accuracy of a statementso
monstrously absurd. The deficit in 1878-9, the first year in
which the present Administration managed the road, was
the largest of all the deficits. I do not say the Govern-
ment was to be blamed for that; I simply mention
it as a matter of fact. We find that the late
Administiation added to the work of expenses the cost of
putting down steel rails on the whole of the roads in the
Lower Provinces, amounting to nearly a million dollars, and
that expenditure, which they might as well have charged
over ton years, they charged over five years, making
$200,000 per year, and those five years expired last year,
1880. Up to that time, therefore, $200,000 a year was
charged which was not charged in the accounts of the
following years, making a reduction, not a saving, of that
amount for which this Government are not entitled to any
credit, although they considered it in their com-
parison of expenditure. The e is another item that
entirely e-caped the observation of hon. gentlemen
oi)psite, and that is the narrowing of the guage
of the roads in the Lower Provinces, rendering
it necessary to reconstruct the whole of the rolling stock.
In the course of that reconstruction, it was found that some
of the locomotives and cars would not be worth the cost of
narrowing to render them fit for the new guage. They
were, therefore, condemned, and new locomotives and cars
ceonstructed in their stead. The cost of fitting the-new stock
to the old guage was $100,000 per year for several year,
including the last year in which the hon member for
Lambton bad char-ge and the first year of the present hon.
Minister. Anyone who chooses to look into the accounts
will find that, in the first year of the present Administration,
there was extra expenditure necessitated through.the change
in the law which required all the bridges to be elevatel.
You will find that the deficits are made up of these several
expenditures, and on looking carefully into the savin:s
effected, they will be found to consist mainly of the dismissals
of a few officials, and the cutting down of a few salaries.
Hon.gentlemen opposite have no right to claim the saving
of any such sum as $500,000. It is a question whethor thero
has been any good management, and wheiher the economies
claimel by hon. gentlemen opposite have been trueand real;
and it is a question whether the rolling stock has not suffered
in consequence of those economies. Last year I was able
to show that a4t a time when there was a great quantity of
rolling stock, the hon, Minister of Railways had no less than
twenty-one locomotives standing in the workshops awaiting
repairs, when several others in use were very unfit lèr
service. Those facts should be known, and sh>Puld prevent
the boasting of Ministers as to the extraordinary success of
their management of the road. Then the hon. gentleman'
boasts that the roadway was never in better condition. Now,
we had an unfortunate accident a very short tijne ago
botween Sussex and St. John, caused by the spreading of the
rails, which never would have occurred had the road been
in proper condition. Therails separated because thesleepels
were too old; the spikes drew, I suppose, and did not hol
them. The cause of the drawing of the spikes was, pro
bably, that the sleepers eould ýn> longer hold them. Â
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deplorable accident consequently occurred, occasioning much
damage of property and some oBss of life. It is a question
whether this accident was or i#as not the result of this
wonderful economy. Similar accidents occurred in Prince
Edward Island, where it was said the spreading of the rails
was owing te the rottenness of the sleepers. The Superin-
tendent of that Island road was dismissed a short time after
the accident.- It was evident it was necessary to find a
victim somewhore, upon whom to throw the responsibility.
But we have found since, however, that he was a young man
in the prime of life, notwithstanding all the doctor's eertifi.
cates to the contrary,and hewas the Superin tendent at a salary
of.11,700. If we lad time to go into these accounts, I could
set ail the items of reduction on one side, and of increased
expenditure, and ail the items of damages caused by falsè
economy on the other, and show the account would not
result very much to the advantage cf the Govern-
ment. I have heard, moreover, that some of the
salaries formerly eut down, have been restored to the
old standard. Some contemptible parings , have been
made, one salary of $300 havinig been cut down to $140.
We have bad, also, the office of the Minister of Public
Works and Railways divided into two offices, curtailing a
large increase of expenditure, partly rendered necessary by
the removal of a portion of ihe work from Moncton to
Ottawa. 1 have never been able to fmid out what Mp. Black
bas done for his large salary. No such office was ever
before found necessary. Patting all these things together,
[ think it will be truly found that the boast of economy in
the managemnent of this road las but very small foundation;
in fact, that the economies claimed are, in many respects,
questionable-that they reach no such result as $500,000,
$300,000, $100,000, or even $50,000-that these apparent
savings are the result, seemingly, of ceasing to charge to
the road such sums as $200,000 for rails and $100,000 a
year for rolling stock, and the termination of the other
extraordinary expenditures I have spoken of.

Mr. POPE. The lion. gentleman has no right to make
the stalemonts heard. The expenses ho bas alluded to are
all taken into account in calculating the cost of running
the road. It happons very often, and for various reasons,
that rails spread. It sometimos comes from excessive heat.
I have seen rails nearly new, soon become as crooked as a
rail fence, from lieat.

Mr. ANGLIN. This case was in winter.
Mr. PDPE. The hon. gentleman is entirely astray

whei ho says the expenses of the rond aire not all taken into
account in the calculations before the louse.

Mr. ANGLIN. I did not say that.
Mr. POPE. I will give the hon. gentleman the figures

of the expense in all cases, exclusive of the steel rails. In
1879-80 the working expenses of the read, including all the
hon. gentleman has gone over, were $1,603,429.91; earnings,
81,506,298.48; loss of that year, from running, $97,131.23.
In 1878-9, working expenses, exclusive of steel rails,
81,81,797.19; earnings, $1,294,099 69; loss, $517,685-50.
Noiw, this account includes ail the bon. gentleman has been
talking about. The road now is in better order than it was
at that time. But let us go a little further and see what bas
happened during the last six months, and whother we are as
culpable as the hon. gentleman tries to make out, or whetber
I misrepresented the facts. During the last six months of
1878-9 -the cost of running the road was 8949,031.57;
earnings of the road, $731,442.17; loss, $217,589.40. For
tbe six nonths of 1879-80, working expenses $753,469.13.
The -earuing of the road for the six months of 1879-O was
$721,217.42, and the loss on running the road for these six
months wua $32,191.17, as against $217,985.40 in 1878-9.
The workirg expenses for six months of 1880-81 were
$8891,115.42; the earnings $917,384.73, or a profit of

$26,269.30, as against a loss of $217,985 for the correspond-
ing aix months of 1878-9.

Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman began bis last stiate
ment by saying that he wotild allow the sun of 8200,00 on
account of steel rails, btt I pointed out that there was
$100,000 besides this required for the adaptation oftbe
rolling stock to the change of gange.

Mr. PLUMB. We do not charge that aghiet the
expenses of the six mtonths.

Mr. ANGLIN. If the hon. gentleman wishes teiiké a
fair comparison-

Mr. PLUMB. Doos the hon. gentleman pretend to say
that that amount should be counted as part of the expenses ?

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I request you, lir.
Chairman, to keep order. The hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) with bis customary impertinence is deliberatly
interrupting the hon. member for Gloucester (M. Anglin.)

Mr. PLUMB. The hon. member for GlnetteerIs able
to take care of hinelf without the sîstatnce of the hon.
member for Centre HFuron.

House resumed.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

[lou e again:resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
Mr. ANGLIN. As I stated before recess I did not con-

template going into a thorough review of the Intercolonial
Railway, nor do I now intend, in the unhappy absence of
the Minister of Railways, to impugn the management of
that railway during the past year. My object was only to
protest against the statement so often made and repeated
on the other side, that a sum varying from 8500,0O to
$750,000 a year bas been saved in the management of that
road owing to the administrative skill, energy and honesty
of hon. gentlemen opposite, and particularly of the Minister
of Railways. I wanted te show% that that statement was a
manifestly and palpably absurd statement. In the 'frst
place, I protested against a comparison being instituted
between the expenditures for the year ending on the ôOth
of June last with those for the year ending on thé 30th of
Jane previous, for the purpose of showing that the present
Administration is more skilful or more economical than the
Administration of the former Government, because the road
during the greater part of the first of those years manàged
by the gentleman who is now the Minister of Railways;
and I stated that the expenditure fbr the year ending Ôn
the 30th of June, 179, was very much the largest ever
known upon the Intercolonial. I added that I did not wish
to impute any blame on the Minister of Railways, I merely
directed attention to the fact, but the acting Ministerof Idit-
ways chooses to make my statement the basis of a calenition
by whichi ho hopes to prove that the present Administra-
tion is so much better than the former. The hon. gentle-
man is entirely mistaken, for that large amount of money
was made up by reason of expenditures which might fairly
have been eharged to income-which were necessary
ex ienditures for the proper equipment and the putting the
road in a proper condition of repair. The Minister binisef
rofers to the faet that there were very extraordinary expen-
ditures in that year owing to the passage of a law which
rendered it necessary to make the heighlt of ail the bridges,
snow-sheds, ete., onthis road, so mach above the top of the
trains. Mr. Pottinger states that sorne of the woden
bridges were found unsafe, and that iron ones were substi-
tuted. In other planes a large number of tieS were put in,
and there were many other enusual expenditures, sach au
ballasting, additional btildinas, masonryof culverts, water
works, etc., making, in ail,;8214,908. Then there was[an
account of the annual suspense account, including oharges
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on account of steel rails, whicn was not an actual
expenditure, but a mere matter of book-keeping.
That and other expenditures nmake up 8210,674.
Add these together and we have $442,500 to be deducted
from this very large sum of 8766,0001 that would leave but
about $340,000. From that we have to take this other
$100,000 I spoke of as having been expended in the adapta-
tion of the old rolling stock to the change of gauge. The
acting Minister of Publie Works cannot, of course, be
expected to be familiar with ail these matters; he las not
had time to direct his attention to them, otherwise he
would have mastered these facts and would not have made
such assertion. But if we are to talk about the saving
affected by the present Government, we must look at the
expenditure under the previous Goverument. Here
again I find in this very same report of the Minister of last
year an important statement upon that point which I think
will render much further discussion unnecessary. We had
last year the extraordinary fact that the business of the
road had decreased. Now that there is some increase the
bon, gentlemen on the other aide want to take credit for it.
If they are entitled for the increase this year then they
must be entitled to discredit for the decrease last year, by a
parity of reasoning. But I do not hold them at ail respon-
sible for that decrease last year, oxcept in so far as the
operation of the National Policy must tend to diminish ail
trade. Despite the operation of the National Policy this
year, other causes operating more beneficially have increased
the revenue of the road. During the year ending 30th of
June, 1879, as compared with the last year of the Adminis-
tration of the hon. member for Lambton, there was an
actual decrease in the receipts of over $84,000. Yet, in the
natural order of things, a railroad once open should go on
increasing its revenue from vear to year, because the trade
would naturally flow to it in greater volume from yéar to
year. Jnstead of that thet e was a decrease of nearly
$85,000. The Minister, in his report this summer, after
accountng for the extraordinary increase of expenditure in
his year, says:

" The excess of expenditure over revenue is $76e83, as against
$432,326 in the year previous, which was the last year of the AtlmiÔis-
tration of the hon. member for Lanibton."

Now, Sir, I would put it to any man of common sense if
there is a possibility of saving $500,000 a year where there is
adeficit ofnearly $433,000. It is preposterous to make such
a statement as that. You cannot take the greater out of
the less, still less can you take the greater out of the less-,
and have a balance remain; yet that is what thel hon. Min-
ister is attempting to do; $432,326 was the deficit oftheyear
ending 30th June, 1878, and out of that, to asertain the
real deficit, you must take this 8200,000 of railway su-pense
account, which would reduce it to $232,000. Take out the
other 810%.000 on account of the change in the rolling stoc,
and you bring it down to $132,000 as the whole deficit. 1

Sir LEONARI) TILLEY. Hear, hear.
Mr. ANGLIN. The bon. gentleman may say "hear, hear,"

but these are the figures furnished to this House by his own
colleaga., a gentleman who was not at ail disposed to exag-
gerate the merits of his predecessors. The sum of $132,000f
covers the ordinary working expenses as well as the expen-
diture during that year for siding, buildings and works of
that charactor which the former Government always charged
to public expense. These were carried on during that and
the previous year te a large extent, and this last year soi
mach was done by the present Minister of Railways in thed
firet year of his Administration that very little remains to (
be deme now. Ties have stili toeho supplied, but not in such
large quantities as the report-shows. But there is the fact1
that the total nominal doticit in the last year of the Admin-L
istration of the hon. member for Lambton was that 8132326,

M. A u.r.

and that inclnded $300,000, whicb was simply a matter of
book-keeping charge.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Narrowing the gauge wetý a
separate matter.

Mr. ANGLIN. I spoke of the narrowing of the rolling
stock rendered necessary by the narrowing of the gange.
and that spread over a number of years.

Mr. POPE. That does not come in there.
Mr. ANGLIN. That cost $100,000 a year, and in the

year I am now speaking of, that sum was paid.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. For what was it paid?
Mr. ANGLIN. For narrowing the gauge in the Lower

Provinces and rendering it necessary te reconstruet the
whole rolling stock.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was charged to capi4al
acc:unt.

Mr. ANGLIN. No; it was not.
Mr. POPE Every dollar of it.
Mr. ANGLIN. Either the hon. gentleman'is mistaken,

or the gentleman who was then at the head of the railways
had stated what was incorrect, for i have seen his statemont
under bis own hand.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Where is it?
Mr. ANGLIN. I have not got it, but I have read it.
Mr. POPE. It was charged te capital account.
Mr. ANGLIN. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. When

I referred to that fact last Session, I observed that the Min-
ister of Railways was siartled by it, and he lett bis seat, and
after consulting with bis officers, he came back and did net
venture to say thon that it was charged to -capital acéount.
It was part of the same transaction as re!bying the road
with rails, which might also have been charged to capital
account, but was not. This statement I give on the
authority of Mr. Brydges, Superintendent ofthe road, and
can be corroborated by the hon. member for Lainbton at
any time. The hon. gentleman talked loudly a while ago
abont making increases wholesale in the earnings of the
road. We are all delighted to perceive that business allthe
world over is increasing; all railroads in Freo-trade countries
and Protectionist countries are doing an increased traffie,
and we are glad to learn that the -earnings of ýthe Inter-
colonial Road have also increased somewhat. But when the
hon. gentleman chose to institute a comparison between the
carnings this year and three or four years ago, be should
have had the honesty, if ho had not forgotten the faut, to
state tIat we purchased the Rivière du Loup Railway, 125
miles, for which we paid $1,500,000, and expended âpost it
another $100,000, and this branch of the road is one of the
best paying of the whole line, and having its terminus near
to the largest city on the line. We were told before we
purchased the road. that nuder the management of the
Grand Trunk Company it was in a dilapidated condition,
and that there was a net profit of only $28,000 a year.
Now, if the hon. gentleman would take up the account of
last year-I do not speak of the last six month, for Ihate
not the figures before me-and compare them with thoseof
the previous year, either for passengers or freight, lie will
find in the engine and train mileage ne inerease that eoal4
not be accounted for by ordinary causes.-

Mr. POPE. I did not say there was an increase.
Mr. ANGLIN, The hon. gentleman was boastdng Of th

increase and gave tables for 1877-78-79-80. Ile did not
draw. nttontion to the fact that within the last year
Government had purchase i an additioin;Wrailway tiait ad4d
very materially te the gross receipts of the road, If Mii
hon. gentleman will look fairly at the whole M&at, w h M
be satiefied that the Govemrnent'so far fro câaung.to
have effected a saving-of a quarter or bal? aznilion, ¢
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claim that they have s*ved anything in the administration rear-h a very different result from that which be bas laid
of the road, They made the attempt by cutting down before the louse. In estimating the deficit of last year it
salaries and by discharging trackmen and others who, it wouldhave been but fair for the hon. -gentleman to have
was presumed, were not required. It is not to be supposed considered the increased reoeipts of lit yoar as compared
that the employment of laborers of that class would be such with the receipts of 1877-78. The working expenses of
a matter of patronage as to bring about overcrowding. I the road are one thing, the roceipts another.
do not pretend to say at present, at all events, in the The Rivière du Loup section of the Intercolonial Railway
absence of the Minister of Railways, whether the rond bas was added since 1878, and if it was a good paying road,
been managed with prudence and economy, or- whether there was an additional source of revenue, in 1879-80 which
steps have been taken by the Minister or officials to did not exist in 1877-8. I find, for instance, that the
increase the traffie, but I protest againat the assumption of receipts from pâssenger traffic in 1877-8 were $476,256.86,
bon. gentlemen opposite that the Government have saved and in 1879-80, S90,338.66 ; the receipts from freight in
half a million or any other considerable sum of moncy by 1877-8 were $801,704.84, and in 1879-80, $915,486 53; the
economical management of the road. receipts from mails and sundries in 1877-8 were $101,985.07,

Mr. BLkAKE. What bas been expended on volling stock and in 187â-80, 6100,473.32. The total receipts of 1879-80
for the Rivière du Loup Branch ? exceeded those of 18,7-8 by 8121,352. The hon. gentleman

Mr. POPE. The total paid on stock deliver»ed is 801,378,doos not clnim that the ncreaFe in the roceipts was due to
the management of the Minister of Railways. He could

Mr. BLAKE. So the total will be about $392,000 on the not put forward such a claim. The increase in the receipts
stock ofthat branch? of a railway like that is not governed by management

Mr. POPE. Very nearly so. so much as by the general course of trade. The improve-

Mr. BLAKE. The mileage is about 125 ? ment of business, the additional use made of the inter-

Mr. POPE. 12o Miles. colonial Railwayfr eastern-bound freight, and the additional
length of road along which traffic is obtained, I have no

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The vote now asked it is doubt, account for the incroased receipts of 1819-80. Now, lot
expected will fully equip and complote the 126 miles, not us sec wherein the marvellous economy of the present
only as regards the track, Lut as relates to the rolling stock. Minister of Railways exists. In 1877-8 the exponditure in
The stock that was upon the road previous to the purchase laying steel rails was $192,778, against 87,962 in 1879-80,
oit by the Government was eighteen engines for 126 miles. or a decrease of $184,816. If the hon. gentleman had been
The vote now asked for, with the expenditure previously fair, he would have added that sum to the deficit ofrlast year
made, is for the purpose of plaeing on that section of the in that particular item. Tho expenditure for sleepers in
line fifteen engines as compared with oighteen on the same 1877-8 was $31,056, and in 1879-80, $18,695, a diforence of
distance of the old Intercolonial; five first-class cars against $12,361. In timber and lumber for repairs to bridges, snow
eight, fiveecond-class cars against six, two postal cars against sheds and fonces, the expenditure in 1877 8 was $37,752,
three, two baggage and express cars against three, four con- and in 1'79-80, $26,367, a difforence of $10,485. In the
ductor's vans agaibst seven, six wood cars against twelve, 120 maintenance of the road, there is a reduction in 1879-80, as
box cars against 193, 120 flat cars against 181, fifty coal cars compared with 1877 8, of $255,557. Taking those three
against seventy-nine, four snow-ploughs against four, four items together, the increase of $127,3ï2, the deficit of
flange-ploughs against three, three wing-ploughs against $97,131, and the reduction of $255,57 in maintenance, we
three. The amount asked for is consideed suffieient to should find a deficit last year of $486,010,
complete and supply the Rivière du Loup Branch with roll- against a deficit in • 1877-S of $432,326. The
ing stock. reducod expenditure, as I have already said, is owing

Mr. BLAKE. Why 1 askel the que-tion was because the to economy in what is held to beoa vital part of the judicions

hon. member fer Larnbton, wben speaking on the sulbject of management of the railway. If the ho. Minisior of Rail-

rolling stock for the Pacifie Railway, s-aid ho estimated wpys wili save money mi nihe laying of slcepers oristuolrails,
it at the rate of the Inte-colonial while plaed at $2,000 or in the building of snow sheds and fonces, to what is that
per mile. owing ? It is owing either to the excellent condition in

Mr. POPE. Tt is a shor't lieýe eof linoý and i oding stockwhich he found the road when it was passed over to him by
isr.q iOE proprtis ort piecofthe hon. member for Lambton, or to another and a very

is required im proportion.serions fiact, that he is neglecting to keep the road in proper
Mr. ROSS (1iddlesex). I wih to say a few wordsi on condition. When ho wishes to make a comparison betweOn

this subject, and in doing so I do not wish to*àppear to be last year and the year 1877-8, lot him not tukethe expenditure
eriticisiug the department too severely in the bon. Minister's into consideration alone, but let him also take the receipts.
absence. Ail sympathize with the Minister of Agriculture, if the hon. member for Lambton, with 8127,030 less in
who was obliged, at the eleventh hour and even reccipts, could roanage that road and have a deficit of
later, to take charge of the department, which 8 132,000, then, allowing the s-ne earnings and thus 1aking
involves the consideration of a great many details. $127,000 from the receipts of the hon, Minister ofRailways,
1 dissent entirely fromi the general tone of the hon. gentle- his deficit would, on bis own showing, be over $200,000.
maW'sremarks. lie wished this House to undorstanid that the Besides that there is the additional item of $255,000 which
lutercolonial Railway was managed mach more economi- the present Minister of Railways refrained f'rom spending
cally now than it was during the Âdministration of the lion. on the construction of the road, but which was absolutely
member for Lambton, and he sought to mpose on the bon. necessary to be expendel1 by the hon. member for Lambton.
nmember for Lambton the responsibility of managing the I contend we have net, on the face of the repart, a single
road in 1878-79, This is decidedly unfair. The hon. mem- fact, except the reduction in a few instances of salaries,
ber for Lambton retired from office ein October, 18;8, and which goes to show that the road is more ec')nomically
for nine or ten monthS of that year the Intercolonial Rail. or botter managed than it was in 1878. I have an
way was under the management of the present bon. Minisier addition;al fact on the other side that a seies
of Railwajys, t would ho only fair, therefore, to charge the of accidents occurring time and again, tends to create a
hoi. meimber for LAmbton with the proportion of the year strong suspicion that instead of the road being maintained
during which he had charge of the Ralway. If the hon. in efficient working order it bas greatly fallen out of repair,
gentleman had wished to be quite fair, ie would havo con- and perbaps serious coasequences to lfe and limbas well as
pared 1877-78 with 1879-80, and on that basis ho would to the pocket of the people may accrue from this mismanage.
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ment. Of course, I know that the acting Minister of Rail-
ways may not be in a position to give all the details in
regard to this item, but I thought that having heard the
unfair statemenfwhich he may have innocently made, and
which, going to the country, would redound to the glory of
the present Minister of Railways, it was my duty to put
these facts before the House, as deduced from the report.
These facts are incontrovertible, and the hon. gentleman
will waste his time unnecessarily in endeavoring to explain
them away.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The hon, gentleman bas tried to
make out that the aggregate receipts of the road per mile have
been very much increased by the addition of the Riviôre du
Loup Branch. Will the hon gentleman be surprised when I
tell Lim that the aggregate mileage receipts of that branch
are about $1,300 per mile, while upon the whole road they are
about $1,700 per mile. It is useless for bon. gentlemen
opposite to try to shirk the expenditure for 1878-9. I have
not said one single word about the hon. member for Lambton,
but I have shown that the expenditure has decreased, and
the road is being run much more economijally of late years,
than it was during his administration. When the hon.
Minister of Railways came into office in 1878, he found a
system of extravagance existing in the expenditure, and
engagements had been entered into which had to be carried
out. Consequently, that year, the expenses for which he
could not be held responsible, were very large. In 1876-77
the deficiency was $309,228. The hon. gentleman tried to
hoodwink this House by saying that the cost ofsteel rails
was included in this amount. I say the amount of deficit
every year is entirely exclusive of steel rails.

Mr. ROSS. No ; the steel rails were cliarged to revenue.
Mr. POPE. In 1877-8 the loss on the road was

$232,326. Now we come to the year 1878-9, for which
the late Administration is responsible, as it was late in the
month of October when ho came into office, and it was not
in bis power to make any very great saving during that
year. We find that year that the loss on that road was
$547,687, besides the rails. In 1879-80 the loss was 697,131,
as against 6307,000 in 1876-7, 6230,000 in 1877-8, and
$547,000 in 1878-9. That is the true position of the case.
The past six months of this year show, not a loss, but
an actual profit of $26,000. biy Lon. friend says
that we get that out of the Rivière du Loup
Branch. 1 have shown him that the earnings of that branch
are $1,300 per mile, as n9gainst 81,700 per mile for the
whole rond. Whatever may have been the means whieh the
hon. gentleman has used to reduce the expenses, he is
entitled to all the credit of the re luction, and that reduction
has been made without impairing the quality of the road,
which is as gool as ever it was. The mail train runsover
at the rate of 621 miles in 21 hours.

Mr. ROSS (Middlesex). My bon. friend lias just proved
my position. My statement was that in 1877-8 there was a
deficit of $432,326. After deducting the expenditure on
steel rails, my hon. friend says there will be a deficit of?
$230,000. I will start with that as a basis. Say that therei
was in 1877-8 a deficit of$230,000. Comingdown to 1879-80j
there was a deficit of 97,000, according to the admission of?
the hon gentleman. Notice the argument wbich, I say,i
the hon. gentleman failed to answer. There was a reduc-1
tion of $255,557 in the expenditure on maintainance of?
way and works last year, as compared with 1877-8.1
So that the whole of. the economy which te hon.i
gentleman seems to insist on so strongly, . is
absorbed in the reduction of this expenditure. I do not sayg
the road was badly managed. I do not say that it is, but I
to say that there is a very great risk in reducing reasonable(
expenditure in the maintenance of the road, on bridges,i
fences, apd all the other material that enters into thei
equipment of a road, because, by reducing this expenditure,1

Mr. Ross (M iddleFex).

the road becomes practically unsafe., There is another
point to consider: not only does thé roa4 bécome njigafe in
the meantime, but whoever snceeds the Mimister of
Railways will have largely to increase the eixjnditure, and
thus mismanagement will appear as against'goo4 manage-
ment at another time. This is a point the hon. gentleman
has loý sight of.

Mr. POPE (Compton). Where does the:hon. ,gentleman
get his figures ?

Mr. ROSS. I have taken them from your statements.
Mr. POPE. That the road was in bad shape?
Mr. ROSS. I did not say it was in bad shape, but that

reducing the expenditure in the management of the road
looks suspicious. I cannot understand how, if it required
so much money in 1877-8, it could do with $25000 ess in
1879-80.

Mr. POPE. That is science.
Mr. ROSS. Perhaps there is some science in it. It

remains to be seea, however, whether it will achieve any
good results. It may be a stroke o? genius on the part of
the hon. gentleman; and if so, we shall be delighted to
acknowledge it. In the case of the Minister of Agriculture,
I do not know when he effected any such brilliant opera-
tions as those of the Minister of Railway in the maintenance
of this road. I admitted, however, a slight reduction of
salaries had been effected. The amount required for the
roadway and fences, in 1877-8, wad $288,438. and in
1879-80. $230,124. There is a reduction of $58,000 in the
wages paid those connected with the working f the road.
But that is a small portion of the reduction to which I have
called the attention of the Minister of Railways. It does
not go for one-fifth of the $255,000 voted for the mainten-
ance and working of the road. How does this reduction
come about ? I cannot understand, but we shall have to
accept it. The fact remains that the economy practised on
the Intercolonial Railway was not in the. rejuction of
salaries, but in the expenditure for maintenance.

Mr. POPE. The member for Glouce4er says it was not
in the salaries.

Mr. ROSS. Four-fifths was saved in tbe maintenance
of the road; and this fact destroys entirely the boast of the
Minister of' Railways, that reductions would be made in
salaries. The case is clearly established that we have an
Intercolonial maintained, not with a deficit of 097,000, as is
claimned, but with one which amounits to as much, if not
more, than the deficit during the administration of the
member for'Lambton, if the accounts wete made up on the
same basis as in the year 1877-8.

Mr. POPE.. I deny it.
Mr. ROSS. It is easy and convenient to deny it. I have

proved my statement from the figures of the-Minister of
'Railways, which is more important than a mere denial.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I bad not the pleasure of hearing
the opening remarks of the hon. gentleman who bas just
spoken. But it strikes me that the hon. gentleman is very
anxious to find some reason for the change whith has taken
place in the exrenditure of the Intercolonial, which appears
to this House and to the country, I am sure, a viery beni-
ficial change in the direction of economy and good manage-
ment. The point has been reached which I mver expected
to live to see, the working of this road at a profit. But it
wi Il not satisfy the hon, gentleman nor his friendaand he
hopes it will not satisfy the country-that under this Gov-
ernment we have reaehed a. stage in -te history of the
Intercolonial at which there is a saving benefieial f the
country effected, and riot a loss to report. The attempt is
made to show the saving took place ln this,joton the other
iters, so that therefore it should not pass o tINedit of
the Government, becaue it was efefcted in lmhiteñance.
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Probably the expenditure for maintenance during the Ad-
ministration of the hon. gentleman's friends was one of
their extravagances-one of those things in which it is said
political managers do sometimes indulge. That may be
the case or not; but so far as the country and the majority
of the House is concerned, it is enough to know that in
this instance there bas been a saving-we are not particular
as to the item or the particular department in which it was
secured. I suppose it was made where it could be made,
and where extravagance existed before; and whether it was
in the item of maintenance or not, there it is, and the road
is maintained. If the road can be maintained at $250,O00
less than during the Administration of hon. gentlemen
opposite, it shows cither that it is not efficiently maintained
to-day or was extravagantly maintained before. He must
take one or other horn of the dilemma. The evidence pro-
duced in the House shows that the road is efficiently main-
tained-that travellers find it a good road, and that the
Government bave expended as much as was proper to
secure this good working condition. That is all we can ask,
and I am sure it is a very small concession for hon. gentle-
men opposite to make-that under the present Minister of
Railways, since he bas had the opportunity of applying his
abilities to the management of this road, there has been, on
the whole, a marked saving, and substantial benefits and
advantages secured to the coun try.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The position of the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Macdougall) would be true enough
provided always there had been that saving obtained by
any honest alteration in the management. But the fact of
the matter is simply this: that under the management of
the hon. member for Lambton there were a number of ex-
penditures which, I have no doubt, hon. gentlemen opposite,
had they been in power, would have changcd to capital
account. During that hon. gentleman's administration two
excessively important changes were made which enormous-
ly affected the economical working of the road; one was
the substitution of steel rails for iron, which involved a
very considerable cost, that was charged to the ordinary
expenditure of the years 1876, 1877, and 1878. There was
also a very large improvement made in the alteration of the
guage, and a large part of the expenditure so incurred,
chiefly in the alteration of locomotives, and so forth, was
likewise charged to the ordinary expenses under my hon.
friend. Now, before you can make any sort of comparison
of this kind, you bave to make allowance for those two very
important matters, and to point out that the small allow-
ance wbich remained was due to certain alterations in the
purchase of material for the road, and only in a very small
degree, indeed, to any saving in the salaries paid. My hon.
friends on this side did not cast reflections on the Ministry
in this connection. They merely answered an attack made
very unnecessarily, I thought, by fhe Minister of Agricul-
ture upon the management of the Intercolonial by the bon.
member for Lambton, who is not here, unfortunately, to
speak for himsclf. Had he been here I know he would
have had the whole subject exhausted. I know that the
improvements effected in his time have contributed largely
to the economical working of the road to-day. Neither the
member for Lambton nor the present Minister ot Railways
is responsible for the fact that there is an improvel' state
of business and a larger traffic over the Intercolonial than
before.

Mr. POPE. With respect to this question of steel rails I
have given the hon. gentleman the calculations without
taking the steel rails into account. I will now give him
the figures, including the steel rails. In 1876-7, the losses
were $507,228 ; in 1877-8, $432,326; in 1878-9, when the
hon. gentleman had made very large calculations, $716,083;
and in 1b79-80, $97,121. So that the hon. gentleman will
see that he does not gain anything by including the stecl rails.

294. Murray Canal, towards construction .......... $25,000 00

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

Mr. POPE. The estimated cost of this work is, for 12
feet of water, something like $500,000; for 14 feet, $700,000.
The length of the canal wilI be about seven miles. It bas
not yet been decided how many guard locks there will be,
if any.

295 Canadian Pacific Railway-Compensation
to the St. Boniface Hospital, on account
of a large increase in the number of
patients between the years 1876-1880,
inclusive, in consequence of the proximity
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Works. $1,78 3 20

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,

Mr. POPE. This paymerît is made in consequence of an
arrangement which las been made with the authorities of
St. Boniface, by which sick people brought from outside the
Province of Manitoba are kept at the rate of 60 cents per
day. This arrangement will continue until some other plan
is devised, for, of course, we must look after these unfortu-
nates who are unable to take care of themselves. Of course,
after the railway is in the hands of the Syndicate we will
not require to provide for people connected with the railway.

298. Public buildings in Ontario....... ..... $70,500 00

Mr. MILLS. I observe that $36,500 is asked for public
buildings in Hamilton. I have always been under the im-
pression that we had very good public buildings in Hamilton.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman must remember
that Hamilton is an ambitious city. I visited Hamilton
last summer to ascertain how matters stood, because repre-
sentations had been made to me that new buildings were
required. The Custom House is far from the business part
of the city, and the Post-office is too small. Under all the
circumstances, I concluded that it was better to have one
new building, containing the custom bouse, post-office,
inland revenue, and weights and measures offices. I caused
an estimate to be made of the probable price we could
obtain for the present custom bouse and post-office buildings,
and find that we can probably obtain about $32,000 or
$35,000 for them. The site I propose to purchase is what
is known as the McGinnis property, at the corner of King
and another street. I caused an estimate to be made of
its value by two gentlemen of that city, Messrs. Stewart and
Turner. The total cost of the lot is estimated at $A,000.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). According to the hon. Minister
of Public Works' own showing, he is incurring a very heavy
expense in these works in Hamilton. I think the conveni-
ence of the merchants of Hamilton aud the public generally
would be niuch better served by leaving the Custom House
where it is than to remove it into the city as proposed. The
present Post-office is a very good building, in the heart of the
city, and I do not see what economy will be effected by
sacrificing two valuable properties for a property less con-
venient, at a cost of perhaps $200,( 00. I have no objection
to the grants for St. Thomas and Chatham, and I do not see
why hundreds of thousands of dollars should be expended on
public buildings in two or three large cities whose receipts
are not proportionately so great as those of other
towns which have to put up with public buildings
valued at $25,000 or $30,000. I think the hon. Minister of
Public Works would have done more for the general good
of the country if he had employed the present public
buildings in Hamilton, and expended the $200,000 which
the proposed change will certainly cost, in putting up build-
ings in, say, ten important towns in our Province. I wish
to ask the hon. Minister why there was such delay in the
construction of the public buildings at Brantford last year,
whether any loss was sustained, what officials were sustained,
and how long, and whether the business is satisfactory at
present ?
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Mr. LANGEVIN. The lion. gentleman is quite wrong
about Hamilton The custom house, as at present sit.uated,
is out of the way, and an immense majority of the inhabit-
ants want the change we propose to make. If the merchants
and inhabitants generally of Hamilton are satisfied, I do not
think we should find fault with -the arrangement, provided
Parliament is willing to grant the money.

Mr. PATTERSON (Brant). W ill the Post offiee be in the
same building as the Custom house ?

Mr. LANGEVIN The Post office, the Custom House
and the Inland Revenue offices will all be in the same
building. This will be a great boon to the city of Hamilton,
which is an important place. The value of its exports last
year was 81,25U,000, against imports, 83,500,000; of goods
entered for consumption, 83,369,000; of customs revenue,
6718,00; of excise revenue, $327,000; of weights and mea-
sures revenue, $1,692; and of postal revenue, $50,000. It is
pioper, therefore, that such a city should have a good
building. In Hamilton, we will have to erect a proper
building in harmony with the architectural surroundings
and value of the lots. With regard to Brantford, there was
$10,000 in the Estimates for'1ô80-81. That was to com-
plete the keeper's dwelling, to alter a portion of the
building, .t maire roadways, and complete internal fittings.
About 12 months building will be completed.

Mr. PATERSON. What was the total cost of-present
Pot Office and Custom House ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I cannot say. We will not be losing
by selling the Post Office buildings, or the Custom louse.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I have nothing to say against
the erection of public buildings in Hamilton, but there was
no reason for spending $250,000 there to erect a building
to accord with the architectural surroundings. The public
building at Guelph is a low, squatty one, which is completely
dwarfed by the surrounding buildings.

Mr. LANGEVIN. We are not responsible for the Guel ph
building, which was erected by the late Government, and if
it was a dwarf and unsightly building, the hon. gentle-
man should ask bis friends why it was placed there. I
assure him that if it* should be burnt down, we will not
erect such an unsigh.tly building.

Mr. KILVERT. The proposed change in the location
was made ut the request unanimously of the business men of
liamilton. 1 can endorse what the hou. Minister of Public
Wotks has said with regard to the situation of the site and
the price proposed to be paid. lu the same locality a not
more favorable site has brought a much larger price recently.

Mr. FITZSIMMONS. I think 88,000 is a very small sum
to put in the Estimates for Custom House, Post Office and
Inland Revenue Office for Brockville. It is a rising town,
and the revenue derived from the Customs and Post Office
there for the year ending b0th June, 1849, far exceeds
that of other towns which have received grants for
public buildings. The following statement will show the
importance of the town : The net revenue from Customs
and Post Office received in Brockville for the year ending
30th mnue, 1879. was $51,229.40. This exceeded Belle-
ville by $2,046.22 ; Cornwall by $44,400.65 ; Sher-
brooke by 8a,71..35; Stratford by $4,749.12 ; St.
Thomas by 826,745.89; and Obatham by $27,990.70. The
revenue from Customs, Post Office and Inland Revenue in
Brockville for the half year ending 31st December, 1880,
was $53,841.80, or a total of nearly 810S,000 for the year.
This towa was entitled to consderation long ago. With
reference to what the hon. Minister said as to the expeuse.
of these buildings, I do not agree with bim. Itý would be
far more economical to erect a building that would give
the proper aooommodation at once than n the coarse -of ten
years, to add to it, and expend much more than would ave

Mr. PATERSON (BrAnt).

been necessary if it had been properly built at first. ,tIrast
that when the site is purchased, the hon. Minister will sòe
his way to giving us a suficient further sum, to -eroet a
proper building baving the neceseary aceoamodatioafor thé
increased business of the town. Brockville hasthe-most
inconvenient publie buildings of any town of ita 4ejiD the
trovince bf Ontarno.

Mr. GAULT said he hopedilhe hon. Minister w>uld keep
in view the constantly incrcasing population of Montrea,
and see that its Post Office building was enlarged to suit
the service.

Mr. HESSON said that when erecting public buidinga,
the Government sbould expend sufficient money to provide
buildings that would suit the requirements of the people for
at least fifty years to come. The Minister of Public Works
should not be illiberal in connectior with publie buildings
intended te serve for many years the wants of the pedple.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Of course, hon. members would like a
larger e4enditure in their constituencies for public build-
ings, than is proposed. But we are net building for "the
wa~nts of fifty years hence, but for those of to-day and ten or
twenty years hence. However, I always take care to aceept
plans that will admit of the enlargement of those buildings
after ten or fifteen years; and, therefore, we need not at
present spend larger sums than are proposed.

299. Dufferin improvements,,Quebec-To pay con-
tractor for gates, balance of contract, etc.$7,550 0

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Is this the ast item
for this work? What is the total coat?

Mr. LANGEVIN. I think the total cost is about -54,000
-that is for the St. Louis and Kent gates.

32. St. John Post Office-To complete contracts $10,000 00
do Custom House-To complete contracts.$12,O 000

lu answer to Mr. PATERSON (Brant),
Mr. LANGEVIN. Up to 31st December last, theependa-

ture upon the Post Ofice has been $103,793, and gponthe
Custom Hiouse, $254,792.

Mr. PATERSONe. What are tho reeeipts from those
establishments ?

Mr. LANGEVIN. About $1,000,000.
-08. Harborsand Rivàrs, Ontario................3000 (0

Mr. McCALLUM. I would like to know wbo'has control
of the Port Stanley Hiarbor-the Goverment or the Gréat
Western Railway? I believe it was leased te the Great
Western -Railway some yea's ago, and this arrangement ýwà
that they were to expend the toils they collected in putting
the barbor into repair. It is in a bad state just tiow, and
there are a good many obstructions in the harber. A
steamer was sunk there last fall owng to tbese obstructiong.
I hope the Government will see that the Great Western
Conpauy carry out the arrangement they made.

Mr. LANGEVIN. In 1875, $7,000 was voted for the
pui pose of adding eighty-five feet in length te the western
pier. It was found, ho*ever, that the work wa .Aot
properly done, and thus 81,00 i now asked for the purpse
of raising the piers, if, on investigation---for the queijpg a
still pending-we find that the Great Wetern $ailway

,Company are net bound to do the work. The comp&ay
say that, although the harbor was transferred t.o them on
the 17th of May, 1873, they never took poesAion.

Mr. ARKELL. I wish to callAttenti 1 the fact that
$1,000 was voted for the erection of lightouse at Port
Stanley, and that the present liglhthouse is n îa eiry
dilapidated condition. If -the people-tnk thaM iy
have te wait until the diffieuly betwenthaGovernmntád
the Great Western-Railwayis settledrehoy nay baveo wMt
a long time.
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Mr. LANGEVIN. The inference from the vote taken

was fat the harbor belonged to uî, but at all ovents the
questinu will soon b settled, and thon the Deputy of Marino
and Fisheios wiil have the lighthouse erected.

:,. Ibdainn (Quebec) ... ............ $500 00

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This vote is intended to
complete a road now partially opened through the Lake St.
John Indian Re6erve, in the Township of Oniatchouan, and
I thirk, after the railway is built there, it might properly be
made a charge against Indian lands. The road isi seven
miles long, and the portion already constructed is very
creditable to the Indians.

312. Indians (Manitoba and North-West Territo-
ries)............................. $3,36800

In reply to lMr MILLS,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The sum of $12,668 is

asked to supplement the item for schools to a former vote,
the object being to establish iridustrial schools, like those
whiëh have been so successful in Algoma-one of them, a
Protestant school, and the other a Catholic. It is intended,
as far as possible, to collect the most prominent young
Indians there, and very likely have them brought up with
white people. It is expected that there will be no difficulty
in bringing about a certain fusion or mixture of the races,
with very great advantaga to the Indians. One of the
schools will be at Battleford, and the other at Qu'Appelle.

Mr. MILLS. I sce that the Minister is now asking
$23,000 to puy expenses of farms,-which, with the $60,000
already voted, makes a sum much larger than last year,
when provisions, implements, &c., had to be purchased.
Now these implements are supplied, equipments are
furnished, ono year's stock is obtained, and the expense
seems larger now than befo:e.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The expense of feeding
and maintaining the farm laborers Iast year was charged
against the vote for destitute Indians. ~-It is seve-ed now,
there is a special charge; this increase is accounted for by
the necessity of acquiring food for the farm hands during a
portion of 1881. When the farmers were sen t to the North-
West they were furnished with food for a year, and if they
ran short it was intended that tbey should be supplied from
the sore for destitute Indians. Extra team horses were
also required for the farms, and a smal balance is required
for contingencies. This increase is further caused by the
necessity of employing extra instructors to help the Indians
settle down under reservations. Every new band requires
some one to work with them. Great loss has also been sus-
toined from the ignorance of the Indians in the use of tools.

Mr. MILLS. Does the $q5,000 stated in the Public
Accounts, as incurred on behalf of these farms, represent
the wlhole sum expended ?

Sir JOIINA. MACDONALD. No.
313. To provide for the cost of a monument to

the memory of the late Sir George E.
................... ....... .... $10,000 00

In answer to Mr. BLAIKE,
lfr. 1 ANGEVIN. The monument will be erected in

Ottawa. The site has not yet been chosen, but most likely
it WiWbe on the publie grounds, or perhaps in the building
itselff

5. Tà pay 1balanee due for conveying Bis Ex-
celletey the aar1 of Dufarin and is party in
steamér "J, W..Steinhoif' from Windsor to
atnia and Godeneb, ir.August, 1874...........$152 98

J aiwr to Wr RCHRD J. CarwrIGHT,
Mr. LANGBVIN. The e mount of the account was

866.8 avd theamount paid to the claimant was only $500.
A.ft.r~er ithe aceunt the Government bave thought
the baiaÏ eshould be paid,

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWR[GHT. 1 was under the
impression that ail these accounts were ettled aud receipts
taken.

Mr. LANGEVIN. This party bas furnished na an
account for the fall amount, and has shown us a receipt for
only $500. The articles furnished consisted chiefly of food
and refreshments, and we think the balance should be paid.

Sir RICHARD 'J. CARTWRIGHT. 1 think these
accounts were all thoroughly investigated at the time, in
connoction with the late ColQneL Fletcher, Military Seore-
tary. As well as my memory serves me, the various
patriotie individuals who rendered any services to Lord
Dufferin took exceedingly d care to charge the topmost
price that could possibly becharged fbr vessels, vebicles,
and all other thingg connected with that trip.

Mr. LANGEVIN. These were not charged to Lord
Dufferin, but to the Govern ment of' Canada.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I know Lord Dufferin
did not pay theso things out of his own pocket, nobody
supposed ho did. But what I stated was that to my certain
knowledge every man who seems to have had anything to
do with the Governor-Genoral on those progresses, seems to
have made it a matter of conscience to charge as much as
they passibly could, and therefore I greatly doubt whether
anything more oaght to be paid ut this time of day, soven
years after the whole thing has been settled by the late
Government in conjunction with the offieers of the house-
hold with whom Lord Dufferin was travelling. Tho whole
of this system of bringing down a lot of items dating back
a number of years, is replete with abuses, and I doubt
whether the louse ought to vote these things.

Mr. LANGEVIN. The hon, gentleman is wrong. If a
man has a just claim it ought to bo settled, even though it
be several years old. The hon. gentlemen opposite have
alroady paid $500 of this claim, and the Government, after
examining the account, have decided upon paying the
balance.

317. To pay additioual salary for six mon ths to the Hon.
George Baby, Judge ad hoc, Court of Queen's
Beach, Quebec ........ ......... ......... .................. $500 (o

In answer to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Baby, who was appointed aJudge

of the Superior Court, to fill a vacancy, at $4,000 a yeur, was
called to act as a Judge of the Court of Queen's Berieh, the
Judges of which receive $1,000 a year. As he acted for six
montha, ho was paid $500 in addition to his regular salary.

Mr. BLAKE. And what is Rimouski doing ?
Mr. LANGEVIN. It is being attended to by Mr. Justice

Taschereau.
319. Amonnt required to pay Commissioners under

"Better Prevention of Crime Aet of 1878 "... $300 00

Mr. BLAKE. It appears to me that this is growing to
be a regular item in our Estimates. I understood that it was
only when this Act was put iltto operation by proclamation
that any expense was incurred, a Sheriff or some other
recognized official being appointed ad-hoc on that occasion.
Has the Act been put into operation ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou). The Act was continued this
Sestion for another year, and if the Act is on the Statate-
book, it is necessary that commiisioners ahould be appointed.

Mr. BLAKE. There are no commissioners andn no
expenses incurred unless the Act is put into foree hy
proclamation of the Governor in Council. Is any place
proclaimed now ?

Mr. McDONALD (Pietou) Botb Quebec and Montreal.
Mr. CARON. It has been continued by proclamatior for

a year in both cities.
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326 Qanadian Pacific Railway-Fort William to
Engliab River............................... $11,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. What is this for?
Mr. POPE. It is supplementary, for Coptract 25, from

Ascension Creck to English River.

327. Pembln Rranch ..... ....... 515,500 00

Mr. BLAKE. What is this for ?
Mr. POPE. The total exponditure on this branch was

etimatedý at $101,512. The appropriation of 1881 was
S86,000; leaving a balance of $U512 to be provided for.

Mr. BLAKE. Is this the M urphy and Upper contract ?
Mr. POPE. Messrs. Ilanover, Murphy & Upper were

paid $5,318; the Toronto Bridge Company, for iron bridges,
$7,000; for ballasting, track-laying, bridging and grading,
$81,901, making, in ail, $101,000.

Mr. BLAKE. There was a vote of $50.000 taken the
other evening; now it is ecut down to $15,500, which is a
great change of base.

Mr. POPE. We thought the matter over, after the advice
and criticism of the hon. gentleman, and acted upon it as
ho has seen; so we could not have done wrong.

328. Telegraph Unes, B:·itish Columbia..............18,600 00

Mr. BLAKE. How will this be spent?
Mr. POPE. This is to pay a balance due the contractor

for lose from bis not being allowed to complote his contract.
The telegraph poles were burned up while his work was
suspended. The matter was loft to arbitration, and after-
wardssubmitted to Mr. Lash, who recommended this item.

Mr. BLAKE. Who was the contractor?
Mr. POPE. Mr. Bernard.

331. Amount required for Civil Service Commis-
sion, including printing and other ser-
vicQs...................................................$ 5,000 00

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is expected'that this

cover the whole expense.
will

334.. Submarine Caie Route between Vancouver
Island and the mainland via Nanaimo and
Point Grey-Extra cost of fittingup tele-
graph barge 'Electron" and woring S.S.
"Sir James Douglas................$ 3,750 00

ln 1ep)ly to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. LANGEVIN. It was intended that the barge

Electron would be used for this service, but when Mr.
Gibborne went over there it was found that the vessel was
not strong enough, and it had to be strengthened. A qan
tity of supplies of various kinds was also required. Our
whole system there will cost $21,250. The laying down of
the cable this year was delayed by the unerpectedly long.
voyages of the two vessels which went out there by way of
the Cape, and that fact has somewhat increased the expen-
diture of the current year. Mr. Gisborne telegraphed me
lately as xthe progross of the work, which ho reports as
proceeding very satisfactorily. It would probably be com-
pleted by the 1st of April. The original estimate was
about $4,000 less than the sum which would b actually
required.

335. litei-eolonial Rairwav-Halifax extensi<>n,
additional ánaount requiredi...................... $27,800

Mr. BLAKE. Can the teting Minister give me any
furthèr nformriation as to the experimental cargoes which
are to be carried over the Intercolonial to Halifax, and
thence to Liverpool? I see by the correspondenoe bronght
down that insanctions were given to keep very minute
accounts of the expenses, results, &c. [ave these instrue-
tions¢beeh obse-ved, -and, If so, can the hon. gentlemanr
give me the results?

Mr, CAaozi.

Mr. POPE. -These instructions are being carAied ut'hlit
I cannot yet give the details. I may say that the eceipis
from the experiment have been something lesà than*ie»»
which would a little more than cover the freighta, suppo1ing
the traffic was done separately, but it would iot quite
cover the expense of shipping as it is carried on.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says the instructions
are now being- arried out. They (annot b c arried ouit
now, because the traffic has passed over the lino, the expense
has already been incurred, and orders were given to keep a
detailed account of aEl expenses.

Mr. POPE. So we have; and the àccount is being made
up in detail, though I cannot give it now.

Mr. JONES. Was any allowance made for freight com-
ing westward?

Mr. POPE. No.
Mr. JONES. Then you cannot tell anything about it,

because it may be much cheaper if an allowance if:made for
freight going westward. Of course, freight going eastward
tells against the traffic.

Mr. BLLAKE. That is one of the conditions to be taken
into account, but I donot suppose we will be better able to
ascertain this result, because we do not get a detaildd account
of the freight going east.

Mr. JONES. It is impossible to tell with two cargoes
going east the result of the whole traffic. It may give some
idea, but you must consider thore is always a traffic west-
ward, and that will go to the credit of the eastern traffic.

Mr. BLAKE. The Minister of Railways thinks this isof
some consequence, and consequently we are entitled to that
information.

Mr. POPE. When I give the hon. gentleman the whole
cost and the whole receipts, that it amounted to something
less than $1,800, and that that would more than pay freights,
but not quite enough to pay for putting it into sh ipm, I think
that is enough.

Mr. BLAKE. I want this detailed account.
Mr. POPE. Will the hon. gentleman explain exac!ly

what he wants ?
Mr. BLAKE. I will rend to him: "lInstructions have

been given to keep a minute and detailed account of all the
expenses." I want to see that detailed account.

Mr. POPE. I will give him ail I can get.
Mr. KILLAM. I would like to ask the acting Miister

of Railways whether the recent experiment in the way of
shipping grain have had such successful results as to make
it worth wbilo for shipowners te bring vessels to Halifax in
the hope of getting cargoes there in the immediete future;
and if it is the expectation of the Government, that wi'Lh
the votes they have got for the construction of elevators
and improving facilities for the shipment of grain at Halifax,
we will be able next fall, when the crop of 1881 begins to
move, to count with any degree of certainty upon any
shipments of grain from iHalifax which will entitle that
city to be ranked as a competing port with other ports upon,
the eastern American continent?

Mr. POPE. 'I he experiment we made bas not dis-
couraged us from the hope of being able to increase our
traffie very largely by shipping grain from Halifax. We
might not feel very much encouraged if our whole shipments
were to be of grain, but when the elevator is bulit there the
transhipment from the car into the ship wilÏlie effected
with small expense, We believe that we can do a at
deal in that way, and that it wil be of great advantage to
the railway itself.

Mr. KILLAM. Are we to understand than that *be
Government intend to act in a cominier8ial msüneraùnd
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do their best to make the Intercolonial a competing outlet
for the grain, eattle, and other trades of this continent, and
place Halifàx on an equal footing with other ports on the
Atlantic seaboard ? Also, I would like to know whether the
intercolonial is expected by the Government to become a
competing Une with those lines which are now carrying the
productions of the great West to the seaboard ?

Mr. JONES. We are looking out for ourselves.
Mr. BLAKE. 'The hon. member for St. John is desirous

to know whether there have been any communications
with the Department on the subject of a rate for St. John,
with a view of shipping a cargo from that port. le was
led to believe that there had been some communication,
and that a rate had been spoken of somewhere about three
cents per quarter le.ss than the rate from Halifax.

Mr. POPE. I do not think there bas been any communi-
cation with the department on that subject. I have enquired
of the Chief Engineer, but have heard nothing.

236 Expenses in connection with the mainten-
ance and repairs of Canals .... ..... ............. $-8,900 00

Mr. SCRIVER. I desire to calflthe attention of the
hon. Minister of Public Works more particularly to the
effect which bas been produced by the enlargement cf the
works on the Lachine Canal, and the extensien of the mouth
of the canal by the ferry across the St. Lawrence. The
hon. gentleman is aware that there bas been a ferry there
for many years past which bas afforded to the inhabitants
of Chateauguay and of the western part of Huntingdon the
means of getting to Montreal-indeed the only means, at a
certain season of the year. Perhaps he is not aware that
the effect of the extension of the mouth of the canal bas
been to produce still water and to cause the formation of
ice there, so as to prevent the crossing of the boat altogether.
Until the present winter this ferry has been made use of by
the Grand Trunk Railway for the Caughnawaga division ;
but owing to the extension of their line to St. Isidore, they
have ceased to use it, and to have the same interest in it.
The interest in it is chiefly limited to the people of the
counties I have mentioned. The mails also were formerly
transported by this ferry; but since the withdrawal of the
steamboat they have been taken across in canoes, which is
an uncertain and inconvenient method. I know no way in
whicb the Government can dojustice to the people interested
in the matter but by extending the railway wharf at
Lachine a little further into the river. If this were done,
as it could be at a comparatively small expense, the winter
ferry could be still kept up.

Mr. POPE (Compton). The hon. member for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard) las frequently called the attention
of the Government to this matter, and thcy have been
watching the effect of the ice at that point, with the view,
if possible, of meeting the difficulty complained of; and we
hope to find some solution of it before long.

Committee reported.

OATIS OF GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPII EMPLOYÉS.

The House again resolved itself into Committee on the
Bill (No. 91) to prescribe an oath to be taken by employés
on telegraph lines under the control of the Government.

Mr. McDONALD (Picton). I have considered the
objection made last evening to this Bill, and I trust I have
met it by substituting a declaration for an oath. 1 also
make it a misdemeanor. punishable by fine or imprisoument,
for any employé to violate the declaration. If any telegraph
operator or other person in the employ of a telegraph
company, divulges the contents of a private telegram, except
when authorized or directed so to do, he shall be guilty of
an offence against this Act.

Bill reported and read the third time and passe 1.

WAYS AND MEANS.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Report offthe

Committee of Ways and Means (Feb. 25) be concurred in.
On item 7, iron, etc.,
Mr. DOMVILLE. There is a very important question

which I wish to bring before the House and country at
present, in order that, next Session, it may receive full con-
sideration. Of course, we know it is too late in this Session
to ask or expect the Government to make such alterations
in the Tariff as the iron manufacturers considered they are
entitled to. I will ask that a memorial from the iron trade
of Canada, presented to fthe Goverument lately, may be
considered as read, in order that it may get a place in the
IIansard for future reference. We who are interested in
the iron trade do not think we are sufficiently protected at
present. We found, before the new Tariff was brought in,
that puddled and scrap iron, and such raw material as the
rolling mills use, was admitted free from duty, while, man-
ufactured, iron paid but five per cent. Under the new Tariff
we find that, the duty being an ad vatorom duty, when iron is
very high in England, it is in our favor. because it is a progres-
sive duty; that when the duty on pig iron is confined to $.1 per
ton and 10 per cent. on scrap and puddled bars, at 17 per
cent. on manufactured iron, we are all right. In a low
market in England, when the duty is paid, that pig iron
pays 17½ per cent., only giving us a difference of 2j per
cent, between the raw and manufactured material. In
making the manufactured item, such as bar iron, bolts, &c.,
and other materials that come in such as the ore, which
we need for pettling purposes, and backing up the furnaces,
we find we h wve to pay duty on them; and considering the
duty we pay on all the other articles used in the production
of iron, we are not at all protected, because we have to pay~
nearly 17J per cent. on the raw material. We claim we are
either to make iron in the country or we are not. We
have got the raw material, coal in Nova Seotia, and aiso ore.
We have the ore, and we claim that we have the consumers,
but white we have that from which to produce and the
market to which we can sell,the Tariff is so framed that we
cannot have the producers; in other words, the producer is
at a disadvantage -he cannot tura the one into the other
manufactured article. I hope that the Govcrnment will
set the matter right next year by giving us a duty of $3.50
per ton on pig iron ; and if that its done we will keep in the
country about $ 10,000,000, which otherwise we could not
do. This is one of the matters which I and others made a
plank in our platform at the last election ; for we told the
electors that, under the policy of this Government, not
only would protection be afforded t, fthe manufactures of
this country, but to its mines and minerals; and I trust the
Government will take the matter into earnest consideration.

The following is the memorial to which the hon.
member referred:-

To the Hon. Sir S. L. Tilley, K. C.M.G0., etc., Minister of Finance.

SIR,-The undersigned, members of the House of Commons, beg respect-
fully to address you on the subject of iron production in Canada, and the
means to be adopted for establishing this industry on a large scale, and on
a permanent basis, as an important element in the building up of the
future strength and great-ess and prosperity of the Dominion. While
recognizing the great benefit which the National Policy of the present
Government bas even already conferred upon the country, and the still
greater mass of good resuits which it is destined to bring about in time to
come, we are, nevertheless, deeply impressed with the conviction that the
work of beneficial, patriotic legislation, now so well began, requires to
be carried still further, and that something more is yet necessary to com-
plete it. In manufactures of iron. Canada bas already made good pro-
gress, and under the new policy is progressing more rapidly than ever
before. But in the production ot the metal itself, from the ore, and of
wrought iron fron pig metal we have as yet made only small beginngs.
From the experience gained ini tbese smil beginnings this lesson cbiefly
may be drawn, that something important is yet lacking, to wit-the
extension of the National Poicy so as to bring within its vivifying
influence the production as well as the manufacture of iron. And we are
hopeful eno'igh to believe that fron the Government whieh bas so sig-
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nally benefitted the country by the establisliment of this new po'icy, and we have in quantity sufficient; but a main point to be determined is-,how
particularly from yourself, as the Minister who from official position has best to bring it and the-ore together. There ma in Nova Scotia conider-
chiefly o do with such matters, the proper measures with a view to this able deposits of iron ore, lying near to the.coaland there the e cenniene
end may reasonably be expected. of the two, each to the other, is not in enestion. if,;however, sadia to

Some idea of the magnitude and importance of the iron trades in manu- be used in connection with the iron deposits in other Provinoee, hen the
facturing countries may be had from the following figures:- question as to convenience and cost of transportation becomes a practical
Tonnage and value of pig iron produged in the couatries namedo in the qne. On this point we would suggest that coke, 1nade at the pit e mouth

Tnnearn18 :-lue ofig ronpo in c tis med th il Nova Scotia, might be cheaply deivard n Quebec and Ontano, at or
near the various localities where the principal deposits of won ore, as far

Tons. Value. as known, are found. On the Intercolonial an< other main hlines of rail-
Great Britain ..... .............. ..... 6,618,664 Î78,685,306 way there are always long trains of empty cars going west, which might,
United States ................ 2,314,585 34,000,00 just as well as not carry coke to furnaces and rolling mflls iri Quebeesud
Belgium ...... ........... ..... O418,366 5,57,124 Ontario, though, of course, facilities for eheap transperraItÎ bywsater
Canada..... ....................... 415,360 5210,000 are not to be lost sight of. Coke would be a oomparatirly deaa, hight
Canada........ - ... 150uand easily handled freight, and its transportation westwards, in cars

The same of coal, in 1877:- which woî.ld otherwise go empty, should not cost much. With a View
to the development of an important inter-provitcial trade WhichWould

Great Britain .... . . . 134,610,763 $219 444,<54 be of large benefit, both to coal mining down by the-sea and to irnS pro-
United States...... .......... 50,000,0of0 75 0,000 dsuction along the line of the St. Lawrence and the lakes, the Govarnment
Belgium - ....... 14,29,678 35 000,000 might reasonably grant the best tacilities and the lowest rates þracticable
Canada........ ..... 883,511 1,544,526 on the Intercolonial Railway. As bituminons coal must he made into

ln 1878, the production of pig iron in Great Britain was 6381,051 tons. coke before being used in the smelting furnace, and as. by taking coke
and l 1879, 5,995,337 tous. The average of the last ten years is abou from the pits mouth an enormous saving in weight to be carried would
six million tons. We may compare Canada with Belgium, which has be effected, the advantages of tis planareobviousenougli. The npposed
about five millions population to our f iur millions. The figures above disadvantages of having to carry fuel long distances would, lu fact, b
show how much, with all our vast natural resources and extent ofterritory, reduced one haf or more, by the sinple plan of carryig the lght, lean,
we are behind the little Kingdom of Belgium in the production of iron. and easily handled coke, instead of the beavy natural coal. This relates

to fuel for smelting furnaces only; soft or bituminous coal mu its natural
Total imports into Canada of iron and manufactures of iron during ten state being the fuel mostly used in rolling mills, or in the making of bar

years-1870-71 to 1879-8v .iron.
With regard to the carrying of coal to the ore, and of ore,,to the coal, a187q-71 .................. ...... $10,311,188 very general and serions misapprehension prevails. Because in Great

1871--72 .................... ......... 12,291.908 Britain and the United States most of the old iron mines and furnaces
1872-73..... ............................... 2 ,22,753 which bave long been worked are in the immediate vicinity of coal
1873 74 ................................ ......... 18,878 411 deposits, it is popular'y supposed that all furnaes are supplied with both
1874 75.......... ............................ ........ 15,78 ,960 ore and coal native to the spot, and that without having the -two lying1875-76 .................. .... ,................ 11,600,897 together, iron-making cannot profitably be carried on. A few facts wiil
1876-77 .............. ....... .................. 9,330,1.82 show that wile the bulk of the iron production ofthese countries is from
1877-78.............8,298,517 districts where coal and ore are found near together there is in beth, but
1878 -79 ................ 8,519, 21 in the United States especially, a large production from furnaiees which
18.9 80)......................... .............................. 10,217,2-8 are supplied with coal or iron ore, or with both, brought from long

distances. Great Britain imports large quantities of iron ore from Norway,Total iu 10 years.................$125,435,1,65 Spain, Northern Africa, and other places. The quantity of Iron ore
smelted in Great Britain in 1879 was 15,797,080 tons, and ofbthis 1,417,343

This large amount, of ten years' importation, was ma 'e up as uder:- tons, or nearly 10 per cent., was imported from abroad. .nd the import
Tron...,.... ......... ...... ......... ..................... ........ $33, 704,154 of iron ore from foreign couitries into the United States is noir about six
Steel. ...... ......... .................................. 5,408 121 ihundred thousand tons annually, valued at about a million and a half of
Rails, plates &c., for railways, iron and steel.... 31,357,532 dollars. Ore from the Lake Superior iron region, on the American side,

is carried several hundreds of miles to furnacesin Ohioand Pennsylvania;
$70,469,807 Canadian ore, from the Ottawa district and the county of Hastings, is

Machinery, hardware, and iron manufactures carried ail the way to Crown Point and Troy, in Eastern New York, to
generally...... ................. ......... $54,965,358 the State of New Jersey, to Cleveland, to Pittsburg, and other pi ints

even further distant. I is just as easy to carry the coal to the ore as the
$125,435,165 ore to the coal ; nay, easier, we should say, if the plan of first reducing

the coal to coke be adopted.
It will be seen that for the last t- n years the imports of iron, steel. and In the Maritime Provinces whatever iron deposits there may ¯be, have

ailway iron and steel averaged $7,000,0 0 per annum, and of machinery, the coal so near at hand that there the convenience of the suppry is not
general hardware, and other iron manufactures, $5,500,000 more, or a at all in question. In Quebec aud Ontario, however, the cost of bringing
otal average of $12 500,0u0. The question may be censidered whether coal, or coke, as we suggest, from Nova Sco ia will always be an import-
he greater part of this seventy millions' worth might not have been pro- aunt element in the problem of iron-makîug. Elther soft coal in its natural
duced at home, instead of being imported from abroad, all this vast state, or the coke'made from it, must be the fuel for furnaces and rollino-
amount of money goin out of the country to pay for it. But what a mills, with which a large proportion of Canadian iron is made, if an
gain to the Dominion it would have been had we produced at home only iron-making country Canada is to be. But the problem of iron-making
he half of this consumption of seventy millions' worth. in Canada is not waolly dependent for its solution upon the supply of

What the above figures show, may be put in another way, thus: Our -mineral coal from any source. There might and should be very large
average import of iron manufactures generally, including machinery, production of Canadian brou from charcoal, the material for which exists
hardware, and such like, is $5,600,000 per annum. Our imports of the mu superflueus, overwhelming abundance in 4this wooden eouhtr .' it
lirect products of the smelting furnace and the rofling mili in the shape so happens that the principal Quebec and Gntario mines, as far as-itcov-
f pig iron, bar iron, steel, railway iron, etc., averages $7,000,000. What ered, are situated close beside inexhaustible supplies of w-aste timber,
s wanted, is something to create a Canadian production of the latter, as which is positively of n' commercial vlaue whatever, except for the
well as the former. single purpose of making charcoal for iron furnaces. Iu cronûeetioh with

We may assume that it is not necessary here to cite figures and state- the increasing demand for charcoal iron, the importance of this circum-
ments from recognized authorities to prove the fact that there are in the stance can hardly be over-estimated. Every year the use of iron la
Dominion vast treasures of iron ore in great variety, of superior quality extending; every year it is being taken for new uses; and it is a remark-
mostly. and in quaitity practically inexhaustible. It may be taken for able fact that for these new uses the prevailing demand is fir lfWn of
'ranted that yourself and colleages-s are weli enough aware that in great strength and superior qual;ty, capable of standing hesvy and
Dauada we have iron enough in its natural state. and that there is no long continued strain. In ship-building, in iron- bridges, and
uestion as to the existence of the raw material, of excellent quality and for many special-railway requirements, charcoal iron or other iroh ap-
n nalimited supply, witbin our border,. Nor is there any question either proaching it in quality is in increasing demand, and the demand is sure
f the fact that some of our most e;tensive iron deposits are in local ities to keep increasing very largely in time to corne. Still more remarkably
ery convenient of accesa, and very favorably situated as regards facilities increased would the demand for Ihis kind of iron be, should the tinte Come
or transportation. What does appear to be the practical question is, how. when Governments, with a view to public satety, shal insist uipon the
ver, the topographical relation of these iron deposits toavailable supplies use of the best iron only in permanent constructions of ali kinda, as well
f fuel for -amelting furnaces and ro ing mills. The different kinds of as in railway rolling stoca, in all parts of the same whers 'ie use of
uel used in iron making are these :,bituminous coal and coke, anthracite inferiur iron might put life and property in danger. Ihatiegigation will
oal, and wood charcoal.- From bituminous coal and coke nearly. the more sud more take Ibis direction lu time bo come iscerta and egually
Vhole of Great Britain'aimmense psoduotion of iron ia made, while char- certain is il that an increasing demaid for high-claàsiro it b. cñio-h
oal is used in varions countries, sd anthracite only in the United States, sequence. In strength and resistance te strainh ani4hhck eheí dou la
o ay extent, worth mentioaing. East of Lake Superior our coal before all other, and therefore its greatly extended use in time to come la
epositsas far as known, are all-i the , Provinoe of Nova Scotia; but a moral certainty. The b aring of all this on Cana a's uçequalled facl .-
ithin that comparatively smsall arcs thsere are .ipexaastible supplies of ties for the production of the best charcoal iron s lrge quantity, is

itusminous coal osly. Anthracite we mightbtngfrom Esetern Pennsyî- obvious at a glance.
,ani&, but in our view the effort sbould be made to develop iron produce- As au exaggerated idea of the importance of authracite, as an iron-
on as far as possible from Our own resources entirely. Bituminous coal making fuel appears to prevail with somne people, it may -e well tnote

Mr. DOMVILLE.
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the fact that in the United States the proportion of anthracite furnaces is
decreasing, while the proportion of bituminous coal and charcoal furnaces
is on the increase. The New York Iron Aq, a good authority, gives the
following figures, showing the number of furnaces of each kind in blast
on the first of J.anuary, in the years 1880 and 1881, respectively:

1880. 1881.
Charcoal ........ ...... ......... 93 160
Anthracite......... . ..... 16i 162
Bituminous.................. 126 151

In connection with the statement from which these figures are taken, the
remarks of the Iron Age are suggestive. "It will be seen," says this ex-
cellent authority, "that the number of charcoal and bituminous furnaces
in blast this year is greater than at any time within six years, while the
number of anthracite furnaces is less this year than last. One of the most
marked features of this report is the large number of charcoal furnaces
reported in blast. This (the month of January) is usually the season
when these furnaces blow out for repairs, or in accordance with a belief
that short blasts are better for charcoal furnaces. This year is an excep.
tion to the rule. The chief reason for this is doubtless to be found in the
heavy demand for cold-blast charcoal i on, arising from large orders for
car wheels made from it.

We come here to a point where there are two things to be put together.
First, it is shown that the demand for charcoal iron is sure to be a rapidly
increasing one. Next, we have the fact that no country in the world can
match t'anada in natural facilities for the production of charcoal iren.
No other iron mines on the face of the globe have such a vast, inexhaust-
able background of charcoal timber supplybehind them as ours. Already,
in Sweden and Norway, the supply of charcoal timber is insufficient. and
there being no other fuel for the purpose in the country, in order to save
the industry from extinction, the Governument bas interfered to limit the
annual make of iron. Other countries, Spain and Algeria, for instance,
have iron ore in great quantity, but neither timber nor any other fuel.
The inference is clear that Canada needs but to take the right coursl to
become the greatest charcoal iron-producing country in the world. While
this should be held established, it leaves untouched the certainty of
another fact, that we bave within our own borders, and independent of
any foreign supply wbatever, the material for a production besides of iron
from bituminous coal and coke, in quantity to be limited only by the
demand for it.

The estimate is made by experts fhat a blast furnace producing 100
gross tons of iron per day would employ 50 men, at an average of $1.25
per day wages. This would give

Wages paid per annum .............. ......... ........ $18.750
Value of product per annum..........................600,000

A rolling mill making 100 gross tons per day would employ from 500 to
600 men, at an average per day of $1.50. This would give:-

Wages per annum...................... .. $270,000
Value of product per annum .........-.. 1,050,000

Such estimates as the above may be extended to the varions products of
iron, through successive stages of manufacture, showing an immense ex-
pansion of work and wages for the industrial classes, and the building
up of the country's strength, both moral and material.

The high average of wages paid for labor, in connection with smelting
furnaces and rolling mills, and the attraction which such employment
would have in the way, both of retainitig our own population and bring-
ing in more, is a consideration that may well engage the attention of our
statesmen. In actual results, no other immigration policy whatever can
equal that of providing the powerful attraction of ready work and good
wages, to bring in new arrivals, and to ret dlu those who atre already
here. Create the work and the wages, and to the place where these are,
people will flock of themselves, if no disagreeable circumstances forbid.
Even very high wages might not suffice to draw English, Irish and Scotch
emigrants, or emigrants fr. 'm anywhere in Europe north of the Alps, to
anywhere in America south of the Potomac, and to keep them there
But in anada, if only plenty of work at fair wages be secured them,
emigrants from anywhere in Northern or Central Europe find themselves
at home and contented at once. Not only as a means of fncreasing popu-
lation, but a'so of developing a back-bone of material strength for the
Dominion, the importance of making iron for ourselves, in our own coun-
try, and from home materials, can be overrated. Not alone the labour
directly employed in iron-production, but the employment which this
industry creates for varions interests outside, should be considered. Take
for instance one item, the gain to railways and other agencies of trans-
portation alone. Before the Committee of Ways and Means at Wash-
ington, last year, evidence was given respecting the outlay made at
home by one single industry, tht of the production of Bessemer steel,
in connection with which the following figures were cited:

Capital invested ......................... $30,000,000
W ages annually ........................................ 7,500,0o 0
Paid annually for freight, mostly to railways 8,000,000

Leaving out scrap iron, the Bessemer steel works created a market for the
following materials, one year's supply :

182

Tons.
Pig iron .......................................... 757,345
Spiegeleisen..................................... 67,403
Coal and coke... .............................. 2,20 ,000
Iron ore.......................................... 1,253.000
Limestone ....................................... 600,000

The interest which railways and other transportation lines have in iron-
making at home is no small matter. Making iron abroad creates bu-iness
for foreigu railways ; making it at home creates business for our own
railways. Above we see the item of eight million dollars paid in one
year to American railways and vessels by the Bessemer steel works; were
there no such works in America the greater part of this snm would have
gone to Europe n railways instead.

In the year 1870 the American Congress imposed on Bessemer steel rails
a duty of 1½ ctnts per pound, or t28 per gross ton. That year the Ame-
rican production was only 30,357 tons, and the home price $106.75 cur-
rency, or about $94 gold per ton. In 1880, ten years after, 917,592 tons
were produced in the country, and the average home price was about $50
per ton. By the duty a large American production, which otherwise
would not have existed at all, bas been created. Through this American
production being added to the English production, the price of steel
rails has been reduced one-half. In this case protection bas bad the
effect of makimg the article, not scarce and dear, as some contend, but
abundant and cheap. It would be strange indeed if doubling the capacity
of maufacture were to raise the price. The Bessemer steel works of the
United States have now an aggregate producing capacity fully equal to
that of the English works, and this addition to producing capacity bas
been wholly created by the duty.

The rise of the Bessemer steel iindustry in the United States. and its
present magnitude and importance, are shown by the following figures:-

Production of Besseme.1 steel ingots during nine years:

Net tons.
1872 .......... 120.108
1873 ........ .................................. 170,652
1874,........ . . ...... .............. «........191,133
1875 ........................... ,......... 375,517
1876 ........ .............................. ......... ............ 525,996
1877.......... .......................... 560,587
1878 ......... ................. ............ 732,226
1879......... .......... ................ 929,972
1880....... ................................ 1,203,173

Production of Bessemer steel rails, same period :
Net tons.

1872...... .........-......... ..... ............... ............. 75
1873................ ......... ............ 129,014
1874 ....... ................................................... 144,943
1875 ........ ....... ...... .. ... ..... ...... .................. 290,86[
1876...... ......... ......... ....... ,........................ . 412,469
1877.............. . ... .................... 432,160
1878 . ............... ....... . ......... ......... 550,349
1879 ........ ................. .... ........ .................. 683,968
1880 ................. ........... ......... ...... 917,592

The Weeklly Bulletin, whicb is published at Phiiadelphia by the
American rou and Steel Association, states as a certaiuty that, large as
the Bessemer steel production of 1880 was, it wiii be greatly exceeded lu
1881.

it is our firm belief that the way to cheap iron. by the creation of a new
Canadian snpply, lu addition to tlie existiug British and American supply,
les throngb snch a measure of protection as will suffice to bring this uew
Canadian snpply into existence. And from inquiries made we believe,
further. that sncb a measuire of protection, sufficieut to create this uew
Canadian production içf iron, would be found in the imposition of duties
ou the foliowing basis, uamely :--$3.5') per ton ou pig iron, with a pro-
portionate increase on bar iron and manufactures of iron. But, wbîle
a--kiug for this increase of duties, we do not by auy means admit ti-at
there would be auy permanent rise in prices to consurners lu consequence.
Fortified by the lessons of experieuce, mauy times repeated, we hold it
certain that a new or largely increased (Janadian production lu tbe
various lunes of iron.makiag and iron manufacture wonld soon bring
about tbe resuit of more abundant supply and lower prices thani before.
But witbout a safe and sufficient bisis of protection to rest upon it is idie
to expect that capitaiists will sink large am ;unts of mm)ney permanently
lu sncb costly fixtures as blast furnaces and rolling m1ls. We bave
skeno oe îa (bgiu sre-adymade ilut'ana&da, but these are

m ost branches of manufactnriug industry already are l aaa hcoilapse of these new enterprises would be a Most undesial eut n
ue NainlsPioiicyuow l e wayonftbeng m aecsicously tgsccesfu beor te wrl. Te reentsGovrumt bsdeiivladpeau. exoldlym acte uontegeral p cpleO ulig phm

inutiso h as ymaso tcin. wth e beliene.ctbe
heryi upotu pr ovloftenaa aCel. aad a.Thweo

to tbe ironmanufactrouaud othr in dus etltpries. iW e of tathelogi

te pathiof n atiaiiegisinatheu, acko ingmibate NatonaPcoiicy stic-
remains bnome te o. The present dtyof e2 etonas ofni ireo meel
andds so mucto what the onsueras tpay ipeforitbile aissphort
ofbintre noh tossbfim byofptecetionof has ewCanaian p.th

ducistion ofthe sain rtincl a 4ditiondo t thpeyrompresnt asouelas

ofteur cmuch csousirtion oe uect we coe this conclui on, thatn
wthp w.i hst i ad gsas irn cmstng cisthe imotionl o the pro.
pos.-d inc ee.The t pig rn, it oth2 er tchan g tonorreud

nwe wllbetievCaardaranteirci assuring the ipotoventoftht, pro

pos- inreas ofthe utyon pg ion, ithCherchages o9c4,075 nd
And e bliee w arewarantd i assrin th Uoern129,014 wer
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the changes made which we suggest, capital for the enterprise of iron
making lu Canada on a large scale would be forthcoming at once, and
that very soon the success of the new step forward would be established
by results. Hoping that the Government may see the way clear to such
legislation as is above indicated,

We remain,
Your most obdt. servts.,

JAmEs DOMILLE,
Chairman.

Edward Haycock,
Secretary.

March lst, 1881.
Signed besides by nearly forty members of the House of Commons.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I can assure my hon. friend
and those who are acting with him that the Government
will give the memorial their serious consideration between
now and the next Session of Parliameat; but I may say
that we have given it a good deal of consideration this
Session, in consequence of the representations which -have
been made to us by the hon. gentleman and others. I -wish,
however, to call his attention to one difficulty which we
experience in dealing with the matter. One of his propo-
sitions is that scrap iron, etc., should either be adrmitted at
a low rate of duty or free altogether, and it is also suggested
that we should have a high rate of duty upon pig iron for
the purpose of encouraging the establishment of furnaces.
I ask hin to consider this question: assuming that we admit
scrap iron-which is really the raw material-free, what
encoumagement therc will be for the establishment of
furnaces. The question is a very difficult one, but I can
assure the hon. gentleman it will receive our earnest cou-
sideration during the recess.

Mr. DOMVILLE. The House will perhaps allow me a
word or two in reply. 1 claim that in the adjustment, of the
Tariff there was not suflicient difference made in order to
enable us to be on the same-basis as before; and we ask to
be placed upon that basis. We believe that while a duty of
only 82 a ton is put on pig iron, the Londonderry iron
Works bave practically a monopoly, and they will not offer
sufficient inducement to anybody else to put up blast
furnaces, because they say that with a duty of $2 per ton
they have a market, and if you give us $3.50 we have an
assured market, we know that we have an assured con-
sumption and we cau afford to sell iron as cheap as it is sold
to-day. We do not ask the difference in the duty as a bonus
to ourselves; al we ask is an assured market. The London-
derry Iron Works have really no competition,because the duty
has been so placed that no one else would put up works on
an uncertain market. They are unable to soli pig iron and
they follow two trades for they are not only pig iron pro-
ducers, but they enter into competition as manufacturers of
iron, for they have a rolling mill; and while they decline
to sell pig iron to those who are engaged in the rolling mill
trade, they use it themselves, and say they ought to be
protected because they are producers of pig iron. You finid
that in running these farnaces they produce four classes of
iron, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4; and they only produce of No. 4,
iron fit for puddiing enough for their own use; they have
none to sell, and consequently they enjoy a monopoly.
When the-Finance Minister framed his Tariff it would bave
worked admirably on a high rate of duty, but when the
market rules low, it rules very severely against us.

On item 8, "Wrought Iron Tubing," after the word
"Manufactured," insert the words, "over two inches in
diameter,'uand after the words "per cent.," add the words,
" two inches in diameter, or under, coupled and threaded or
not, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I thought that perbaps I had
prevailed on the bon. gentleman to exempt boiler tubes.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. My hon. friend's persuasive
powers are very great, but ho bas not succeeded in per-
suading me.

Mr. DOMVILLE,

Mr. PATERSON. I regret it exceedingly, becaue I had
been led to expect, from his remarkÉ, tht as the tublii of
which I had spoken and which enters larIgei.juta .t» bq
manufacture of b3leTs in this countryhle w d eonsent to
exempt it. I consider that it is a great injustice to manu.
facturers that they sh>uld bave to submit to an âdditional
ten per cent. duty on what, to them, is their raw material,
and for the benefit of no one. There is a manufactory about
to be established in the country to produce the butt-welded
tubing, but it will not produce the lock-welded tubing, and
it is simply increasing the cost of an ,aTtrle ertering lto
their manufacture. I consider it is my duty to put
before the country the position in which this aâtter
stands, and I propose to read the testînony ofthose manu-
facturers, in order that we may understand the full nature
of this resolution. If this course is forced upon me it is
not my seeking ; I attempt nothing iii -a factions manner.
It is a point that ought to have been yielded, and would
have been if the hon. gentleman had been consistent with
bis own principles. I have here telegráms and lettersfrom
the largest manufactarers of boilers in the coutitxy. Ail
these gentlemen state that they use this lock-welded tubing
to a large extent, and that the proposed increase of duty
will be a great hardship to them. Mr. McDougall, of Mon-
treal, writes as follow.:-
" Wm. Paterson, Esq., M.P.,

" Otawa.
"Ds&a Sia,--l reply to your enqiiry, I beg to state that the inoreae

in the dutv jin 2-ineh and amaller tubesl will flot affect nmumac, as "s.
hboers L.manufacture are pr.inpally of the largest clase, and tie tubes
used by me are 3-inch and larger ases. Manufacturers of losemotive
boilers, portable and small stationary and furnace boilers will he
seriously feeted, as the tubes they use are 1,1l1, 'l, 1 and 2 inches.
Butt-welded pipe, [ understand, ia to be made here, but1ap-welde 4 tubing
cannot b. manufactured ih this country, and, on that accou, 1caunot
see what object the Government bas in increasing the duty on the
latter.

"I arn, dear Sir,
"IYours respectful]y,

"JIoua IOoUQÂe

The next letter is from the Superin tendent of Stores of' the
Grand Trunk Railway, who writes:

"GRAND TRUNK RAÂWAY OP CANADA,
"OFFIEs OPTHE GENIRÂL STORICKUSPUu,

MONTREAL, 28th February, 1880.
" Wm. Paterson, Esq., M.P.

"DEiaRR S,-In reply to your enquiry, I beg to say that the sizes of -
Witded tubing used by us for locomotive boilers are as follows,
1 and 2-inch. diameter, respectively. If the duty on tubing is advanced
it will be a serious tax on this Coinpany. An increase iii the duty on
butt-welded tubing would not affect us very much, as that clasa of tubing
is not largely used on railways.

"Yours truty,
"J. TAYLOR,

"Genera Stor.keeper."

Then we have a letter from the Secretary-Treasurer of tho
Canadian Locomotive and Engine Company.

MONTRSAL, lSth February, 18.
M Wm. Paterson, Esq., MP.,

"Otawa.

"DEÂR Sit,-In reply to your enquiry respecting 1apwelded tabing. 1
beg to say that the proposed increase of duty, if appced to lap-w.lded
tubing, will sefiously affect our business, the total protection we làve
being only 25 per cent. on a finished locornotire, a large portion ef ur
material having to be imported, In tubing we use principally 1 4 & 4
andý2-inch. Butt-weldedtubing we do not use.

Youie truly
" NO. '. ElICE,

Another letter is from the Montreal Rolling Mils Obnupany,
as follows:

"MoNTnAr, 28th February, 1881.

"Wm. Patera:n, e-q., P., Bouse of Commons,
8Ottatca.

«DEin Sr ,-.-tthe request of the Montreal Roling MiUCeoMpany, I
addressed to them on the 22d December lat, an answ ttheir enquiry
as to how our business as boiler-makers aud steam-fitteru wou1d be affected
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byan aincrease ef duty-on iron tubing, and 'tbrein distinctly sta0d tha
aWy iactsse of duty'on boiler or lap-weded tubing would be ïieuriou
to osr-trade, and only otherwise in regard to bntt.welded piping, in case
their proposed works were sufficiently extensive to abundantli supply the
market. As the boiler tubing is a very consIdetable item in e censtrue
tion of-mosit modern forms of boilers, a duty on that article, apprsximately
to the duty upson the complete boiler, would expose us to severe and in-
jurious competition, from our neighbor south, of 45 per cent. Foi
locomotives aud small stationary arid portable boi-ers, tubes of li, 1¾ and
2 loch are the standard sizes-.

yam, Yrs very respectful,
JOueN BaRisn."

I have also a telegram from another large manufacturing
firm, the Wateroue Engine Works Company, who state that
theysed 80,OOQ of this lock-welded tubing during the past
year. I hope tb hon. gentlemen opposite who are Protec-
tionists, and who profess to regard the manufacturing
interests of this country, wiIl take notice of this point. The
tubes are a large proportion of the cost of the fiisbed
boiler. The duty en the finished boiter is 25 per cent. The
Minister proposes to increase the duty on that which is a
large proportion of the bfiished article, to precisely the
samfe amount as the duty on the finished article. One of the
manufheturers says it would be botter for them to make
their boilers in part in the United States, and bring thern
in, or iemove their works to the othor side of the line, for
they could send in the finished article as cheap as they could
make it-under this proposed addition to the material they
import. Yet gentlemen professedly acting in the interests
of mnuufhcturers are found to initiate legislation of this
kind. I point out the matter distinctly, so that when I
offer the resolution I shall strictly submit asan act of justice
to these manufacturers, hon. gentlemen opposite may
thoroughly understand it. A large proportion of the raw
material ofail the large boiler establishments, the Kingston
loôonÉotive works, the Grand Trunk Railway, and all the
Jarge machine shops in the different towns, is this lock-
welded tubing, on which they have only a protection of
25 per cent. on the manufactured article, while the
Government now propose to increase the duty on
the raw material to the same amtount. That is pro-
tection to the manufacturers with a vengeance; that
jus'tifies the statement I have from time to time repeated in
this House, that under the guise of protection to the
manufactarers, with the exception of a few industries, the
policy of this Administration tends to depress and crush
every manufacturing industry we have in this country.
Among the lary est manufacturing industries in this country
are our iron works, foundries, boiler shops, and soforth, and
the Minister proposes to inflict a crushing blow on themr,
and for what purpose ? Merely, I believe, becanse he has
information that a firm in Montreal intends to invest some
$10,000 in the manufacture of butt-welded tubing. I do not
ask that lie should not give to these men, who are thus
investing their capital, the full benefit of the duty, but do
not put a duty on lap-welded tubing, which this company
do bot propose to make, *hich no company
will for many years be able to make, for the
simple reason that there is not room in Canada for even one
matinfactory of lap-welded tubing. Yet te hon.gentleman
proposes to tax this article, which is the raw mnaterial of
marufacturers who are employing hundreds,if not thousands,
of men in the country, and thus depriving them of what
protection they have. If I asked the boder-makers, and
the fouadry-men engaged in is- class of work, the answer
woud be unanitous that under this Tariff they are not
receiving anything like the amount of protection which
they roeeived ander the previons Tariff. Their pig iron
has been advanced $2 a ton.

Mr OM ILt i. TÌg iron has not advanced $2 a ton.
Mr. PATERSON. The Government bave advanced it $2

as far as thëycoould. The prie may have gone down, but
if the $2 had not been imposed it would be $2 eheaper. I

trust that hon.gentlern havé had thii cyces pden>d by
this ti me asto wvho pays the duty. The very Estimantes they
broght donn for bridge-materials show that they know
that the consumer pays the duty. The duty on bar iron,
boiler-plates, and other tubing was raised. liHon. gentleién

r are going in the contrary direction to their enunciated
policy. They have failed in proteeting the agricultural and
other industries which they promised to protect,-and in the
manufacturing industry they have given additional protec-
tion in oniy two or three linos. Over three-fourths of the
manufacturers-of this country are in a worse position under
the operation of 'te hon. gentleman's Tariff than they were
before. That is beyond controversy, and the manufacturers
themselves wili-bear testimony to the fact. If the countrÿ
were obtaining any additional revenue by the aloption of
the policy, we might "stand it; but the country's revenues
have not been increased. My argument is directed- not
against this new manufactory of bautt wolded tubing, bat
against putting an additional 10 per cent. duty on lap-
welded tubing which they do not profess to make, and r>
favor of an industry already in existence and employing
its hundrede, if not its thousands, of artisans i the work-
shops of the Dominion. I beg, therefore, to move:

That the said item be amended by exempting lap-welded tubing from
the proposed increase of duty.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. member appealed
to me on a former occasion in reforence to this matter, and
ho seemed surprised that I did not accept his propsial. He
intimated alo that it was bocanse he occnpied a seat on the
Opposition benches. Well, if there is anything in the
intimation made by the lender of the Opposition not long
ago, that forty gentlemen on this side of the House asked
the Government to do certain things, and the Governmont
did not see their way clear to do them, tho hon. gentleman
cannot feel that the Government refusod to accept his pro-
posal because he made it. Persuasive as the hon. gette-
man's powers are, if the Government folt inclined to accept
his proposal, they would certainly roceive it with les
consideration, whon coming from an opponent who did not
profess to entertain the same opinions as we do on the
subject of Protection, than if it camo from a gentleman
who believed with us and supported our poliey.
The policy laid down by the Government fromt
the 'beginning, and accepted by this lIouse, is this-
that when we can manufacture an artiele in this country,
that article should be protected. To the present time, lap.
welded and butt-welded tubing have not been made in
Canada, aud we imposed on that article 2* per cent. Ies
duty than we did on sheet and bar iron, thus giving an
advantage to that extent to those to whom the article was
a raw material. But when parties can be found to invest
their money in an establishment for the manufacture of this
article, we are prepared to give them the advantage
of an increase in the duty to the extent of 2J per cent.
We knew that welded tubing was not made by this company;
but a large portion of this lap-welded tubing is used for
boilers for steam vessels, and most of the lep-welded tubing
is above two inchtes. Aillthe boiler-makers in Canada are
using twoeinch and upwards for their boilers. The foundry.
mon are not interested. All the lap-welded tubing of two
inches entering into steam boilers will come in at the pre-
sent rate of duty. But this establishment is prepared to
manufacture butt-welded tubing of two incihes used for
small boilers, for gas and water purposes. Great diffiçulty
has arisen among collectors of customs in regard to designa-
ting lap-welded and butt-welded. After giving the matter
full consideration, the Government are prepared to allow
the resolution to stand as itis, and to ask the House to
sustain themi.

Mr. KILLAM. The Finance Minister has failed to make
out a case. I -am well acquainted with boiler-makers and
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foundry.men,and they are dissatisfied with the policy pursued
by the Government on this question. Only a few days before
I left lor Ottawa I had the pleasure of meeting a gentleman
wbo is engaged both in the business of boiler-making and
managing an iron foundry. We talked about the protective
policy, and towards the close of the discussion he said, "I
am inclined to think after all that a moderate protective
polity is at ail e ents an advantage to your business." I
said, "What do you call a moderately protective tariff?"
"Well," be said, "something about like we bad in Nova Scotia
before Confederation." That is a moderately protective
tariff, and if one of the largest manufacturers of
iron in the Maritime Provinces held that opinion it
is a practical condemnation of the doctrine of the
Minister of Finance. On the way to Ottawa I met
a manufacturer of stoves, agricultural implements
and other iron goods, who said, in answer to my enquiry
as to how the Tariff affected bis business, that every-
thing in connection with the Tariff seemed to be framed
against the interestis of Canadian manufacturers, and that he
did not see there was anything to be done except to get rid
of the Tariff and Goverument together. The Finance Min-
ister's Tariff is growing from day to day, until it will, before
long, equal in size that of the United States. The result
will be to prevent our trade with other nations and reduce us
to the Chinese condition of dealing only with ourselves.

Mr. GAULT. There are over 25 per cent. more people
employed in manufactures in Montreal this year than in
1874-5-6 7, and every manufacturer there is doing well. We
hear hon. gentlemen opposite talking about people having
left the country : had it not been for the National Policy
there would have been a veritable excdus, which they would
have had occasion to deplore.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. Finance Minister
bas not answered the question. I can understand
the position that if a new manufactory is started, the duty,
according to the Protectionist theory, should be increased
on the imported article so as to afford protection to the
manufacturer. But this is an article that is not and will not be
made in the country, and therefore itis no part of bis policy
that it should pay duty. Re made the statement that this
tubing under two inches was not used by the boiler-makers
of this country. I have read evidence from the largest
firms that it is used largely by them and exclusively, and
that welded tubing is not used by them at all. The hon.
JMinister attempted to make out this must be a small matter
because I admitted that no manufacture of this tubing will
be in the country, because the quantity used being so small
would not supply enough business for it; but the reason is
that lap.tubing, to be made profitably, bas to be made on a
large scale, and with very expensive machinery, and no
man in Canada will invest capital enough to enable him to
manufacture it in such quantities as to compete against the
immense works in which it is manulactured in other towns.
The bon. Finance Minister will have the satisfaction of
reflecting that he is carrying out, in spite of the protests of
the largest manufacturers of the country-to be counted
not 1y one's or two's, but by the score-a policy in this
resolution in favor of men who come to him and, according
to bis own statement, misled him in order to get that
provision in the resolution. He is flying in the face of the
manufacturers to please men who, according to his own
testimony, told him what is not true.

Amendment negatived on the following division

YEAS:
Messieurs

An glin,
Béchard,
Blake,
Borden,
Bourassa,

Mr. KILLAM.

Dumont,
Fleming,
Gilhes,
Gillmor,
Bolton,

Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Rogers,
Rymal,
utheriand,

r
Brown,
Curpee (Sunbury),
Camneron (Huron),
Cartwright,
Casgrain,

Arkell,
Baker,
Bannerman,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bolduc,
Bourbean,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bunster,
Bunting,
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
(Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coupal,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Domville,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,

MARCU 17,
Huntington,
Killam,

Mills,
Olivier,
Paterson (Brant),

NATs :

Thompson,
Trow,
Weldon,
Wheler.-29.

Messieurs
Ferguson, Merner,
Fitzsimnons, Méthot,
Gault, Montplaisir,
Gigault, Mousseau,
Girouard (Jac. Cartier),O'Connor,
Haggart, Ogden,
Hay, Orton,
Hesson, Ouimet,
Hooper, Patterson (Essex),
Boude, Plumb,
Jones, Pope (Compton),
Kranz, Richey,
Landry, Rouleau,
Lane, Royal,
Langevin, Scott,
Longley, Shaw,
Macdonald (Sir John), Skinner,
McDonald(CapeBreton),Stephenson,
McDonald (Pictou), Tille,
Macmillan, Vallee,
McCallum, Valin,
McKay, Vanasse,
Mcennan, Wallace (Norfolk),
McRory, Wallace (York),
Manson, Williams.-77.
Masson,

Resolutions read the second time and concurred in.

CUSIOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced a Bill (No. 105) to
amend the Act 42 Victoria, cap. 15, and 42 Victoria, cap.
18, entitled aun Act respecting the duties of Customs and
Excise.

Bill read the first, second and third times and pasaed; and
(at 1:15 o'clock, a.m.,) the House adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
FRIDAY, 18th March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

A NEW LOAN.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:

That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council to raise, by
way of loan, under the provisions of the Acts 35 Vict., Chap. 6, and 38
Vict., Chap. 4, a sum of money not exceeding in the whole, eighteen
million dollars, in addition to the sums now remainin g unborrowed and
negotiable of the loans authorized by Parliament, as set forth in the. Act
43Vict., Chap. 10, Sec. 4.

He said: This is simply to provide for the sums that have
been voted to be expended on capital for the redemption of
the debt during the year. I thought at one time of pro.
posing a Bill by which all power and authority that was
given with regard to the issue of debentures, except
£600,000 sterling, which was guaranteed, would be placed
in a general Act covering the whole; bui this Bill asks
authority to issue a loan sufficient to cover the amount,
supposing we expended all that was voted for the redemp-
tion of the debt during next year.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. What now remains
unborrowed and negotiable under 43 Viet. ?
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am not prepared at this the Ontario Judges from recciving, from any source what-
moment to state the amount. There will be at the close ever, payments of money not appropriated to their use by
of the fiscal year some unused authority to issue, but it the Parliament of Canada ?
will be used if required under this Bill. If the Canadian Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
Pacifie Railway Company deposit with the Government not at present the intention of taking any action in this
$25,000,000 there will be no loan negotiated, but we do not matter.
know that money will be deposited, and therefore authority
must be taken. IMPORTATION OF WHEAT IN BON D.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. The Hcuse should Mr. WHELER enquired, Whether it is the intention of
know the amount remaining unused, and I do not think the Government to amend the Order-in-Council, dated 21st
there will be much difficulty in ascertaining that amount. day of April, 1880, respecting the importation of wheat in
I see, by Section 4, Chap. 10, 43 Victoria, the hon. Minster bond for milling purposes, so as Ito remove any doubt of such
of Finance thon considered he had authority to borrow whoat being ground and sold for conun ption in Canada,
$23,645,000. So that $18,000,000 in addition would give without the duty having been paid thereon?
him power to borrow $41,000,000, unless there is some
error in the Act which does not appear at first sight. Mr. BOWELL. The Order-in-Council, dated 21st April,

o b 1880, provides that no imported wheat manufactured in
Sir LEONARD T1LLEY. The hon. gentleman will bear Canada, into flour, can go into consumption in Canada,

in mind that since that Act was passed the authority given unlessth duty hasbeen paid. Hencethereisnonecessity
has been used to a considerabe extent. I think I can ascertain for changing it.
in a few moments the authority remaining unused under the
Act. MANITOBA BOUNDALRIES.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. If I understand
the hon. Finance Minister aright, he proposes to do Sir JOHN A. MACDONALDin moving the second reading
away with all those payments and ends of loans bore- of Bil (No. 98) an Act to provide for the extension of the
tofore negotiated. I think that is desirable. Questions boundaries of the Province of Manitoba, said: At the time
might arise as to some of those loans which were given when this Province was first marked ont and separated from
for a great many different purposes, and I should hold the great North-West, it was provided with very circum-
it doubtful whether he could devote to general purposes scribed boundaries, because its population was amaîl and
many of those loans. But still, I think, ho had bet ter obtain for concentrated, principally withn the limits thon given it.
us, before ho puts this Resolution through, a statement of But the opinion was general that those boundarios must bo
wlat is avuilable under existing circumstances. rnrely temporary. The late Province extendei eighty-

Resolution considered in Committee, roported, read the seven mileb to the west of Winnipeg, and forty-five miles Vo
second time and agreed to. the east, and 102 miles Vo the nortb, from the international

boundary, and contained 13,464 square miles. tJpon the
Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 106) west, the lino proposes to mn a utile west from the inter-

to authorize the raising by way of loan of certain national boundary-considerabby west of the lOlst meridian
sur s of money required for the public service; which was -between the 29th and 3th ranges of ownships, that
read the first and second time. bing selected as the lino up to which there are settiements.

West of the 29th range the country is of a different descrip-
SATURDAY SITTING, tien though it is not broken, and iV is without settiers. The

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The arrangement made clauses of the Bill are as follows
across the floor of the House, last night, was that we should 1. The Province of Manitoba shah be increased as hereinafter defined,
meet to-morrow, to look at the business on the paper and that is tosay, se that the boundaries thereofahali be as folows:-11Cern-
havemencing at the intersection of the international boundardividingbaveintrchnge of essgeswit th othr banc oftheCanada from tbe United States of America by the centre of the road
Legislatui e. For that purpose 1 do noV think it is neces- allowance between the 29th and 3th ranges cf townships lying west of
sary we should meet at noon on Saturday. Therefore, the first principal meridian in the system cf Dominion land surveys;

i moe tat henthe loue aljorns o-dy, V sandthence northerly, following upon the said centre cf the said road aliow-Smove that when the House adjourns today, it stand s the ane is or ayereafter be lcated, defining the said range
adjourned until to-morrow at three o'clock. une on the ground across townships one te forty-six, both inclusive, te

Motion agreed to. the intersection cf the said centre of the said road allowance by the centreof the rond allowance on the twelfth base uine in the said system eti
Dominion Land surveys; thence easterly along the said centre cf the

THIRD READiNG. rond nliewnnce on the twelfth base une folwing the ame te its inter-
The follwing Bi was ead th third time and passd :- tion by the easterly limit f the District f Keewatin, as defined by the

The ollwin Bil wa red. he tirdtim andpaý,se: Act thirty-ninth Viet., Chap twenty-one, that is te say, to a point where

Bill (No. 103) an Act to amend the Indian Acef, 1880- the said centre cf the rond allowance on the twelfth base une wculd beintersected by a line dran due nerth frem where the westerly beundnry
(from the Senate)- (Sir John A. Macdonald.) cf the Province cf Ontario intersects the nforesaid international boundary

line dividing Canada fremn the United States cf America; thence due

PAYMENT OF THE ONTARIO JUDGES. South, fllowing upon the said une te the iiternationn1 bcundary afore-
sid ; and thence westerly, follewing upen the said international

Mr. BAKER enquired, Whether any correspondence bas boundary une dviding Canada from the United Mates cf America, tetake plce etwcn he omiion nd he n trie&ovrn-the place et beginning." and ail the land embraced by the said descrip-
taken place between theDominion and the Ontario Govern- , nt nw within the Prvincef Manitba, sha, frm and fter the
ments, respecting the payment by the latter to Ontario passing cf this Act, be added therete, and the whcle shah, frcm and
Judges of money not appropriated to their use by the after the said date, form and be the Province cf Manitoba.2 The terms and conditions upon which such increase is made areas
Paroia8ent of Canada; and if se, is iL the intention of the fonlAows:-
Govern mont Io bring down that correspondenco during the (a) Ail the enactments and provisions cf ail the Acts cf the Parliament

prosent Ses-ion? of Canada which have, since the creation f the Province f Manitoba,
been extended into, and wade to apply te the said Province, sha extend

Mr. MoDONALD (Pictou). The only corr-espondence w e and apply te the territry hy this Act added thereto as fhly and effectu-
possess is a despatch from the Lieutenant- Goenro ally as if the samehnd eriginally formed part cf the Province and the

ncribedaboundaries thereef had, in the first instance, been fixed and defied as is
concentratedprincipallywithinftheelimit.done by this Act.

whioh I now lay on the Table. (b.) The sid increased imit and the territnry tereby added tethe

Mr. BAKER enquired, Whother the Goverument of Province cf Maniteoba, shah bes ubject t e a nl uc provisions as may have
been or shah hereafter be enacted respecting the Unadia Pacifie Rail-

Canada way ao the landt rbe grnted ct aid thereo.
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3. All laws and ordinances in force in the territory hereby added to the
Province of Msanitoba at the time of the coming into force of this Act, and
all Courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction, and ail legal Commissions
powersand authorities, and all officers, judicial, administrative and min
isterial existing therein, at the time of the coming into force of this Act
shall continue therein as if such territory had not been added to the said
Province ; subject, nevertheless, with respect to matters within the legis.
lative authority of the Legislature of the Provinep of Manitoba, to be
repealed, aboished or altered by the said Legislature.

4. This Act shall come into force only upon, from and after a day to
be appointed, in that behalf, by proclamation of the Governor published in
the <aada Gazett.

Sinove the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. MILLS. I think this is a very important measure

and I greatly regret that the hon. gentleman did not submit
the measure to the attention of Parliament at a time when
it could be freely considered, and when all the members of
the louse were present, so that they could have taken part
in the discussion of a measure which is of very great conse
quence. Hon. gentlemen will remem ber that, for some time
past, there bas been a dispute between the Government of
Ontario and the Government of Canada in reference to the
limits of the Province of Ontario; that, before the hon.
gentleman had negotiated with the Hudson Bay Company
for the acquisition of the North-West Territory and Rupert's
Land, he and his colleagues contended that the territories
belonging to the liudson Bay Company were in
the immediate vicinity of that Bay, and that over
the great region of the North-West -they had no
other claim than that of more occupation. The
hon. gentleman also contended that the Province of
Ontario extended indefinitely westward. That contention
will be found in a report made by the Commissioner of
Crown Lands in 1857, I think, and also in communications
addresed to the Colonial Secretary, by the colleagues of the
hon. gentleman, viz.: Sir George Cartier, and lion. William
Macdougall. If the House wilil ook at what was done at
even an earlier period, they will find that negotiations were
carried on with the Indians, and that a troaty was concluded
for tþe surrender of the territory Iying to the north-west of
Lake Superior to the sp»rce of the Pigeon River, or to the
beight of land. A considerable portion of the land so
surrendered was surveyed ; it was marked out for settle-
ment; it is occupied by a considerable population, and when
the Province of Ontario was divided into eleotoral divisions,
under the British North America Act, the people in this
territory lying to the westward of the line which the
hon, gentleman has recently contended is the western
boundary of Ontario, were given representation in this
Parliament, and in the Local Legislature, as part of the
Province-of Ontario. The hon. gentleman when he was
in power before, opened negotiations with the Government
of Ontario with a view of settling the question of the
boundary. In a communication with the. hon. gentleman
addressed to the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario he intin-
ated that the height of land northi of Lake Superior and
Lake Huron was the boundary of the Province of Ontario
on the north, and that the western boundary was a line
drawn due north from the junction of the Ohio and Missie-
sippi Rivers. That was the first political document we
have in which this contention was ever put forward. The
Government of Ontario dissented from the view of the hon.
gentleman, and reftsed to appoint surveyors or lay down a
boundary on the line indicated in bis communication, as they
considered that neither the height of land, on the north,
nor the mer idianal line on the wet, marked the true limits
of the Province. But when the lon. gentleman retiued from
office in 1b73, the secretary ofhis Government, Mr. Aikins,
had some communication with the Commissioner of Crown
Lande. They agreed that a conventional bouridary should
be established, p;pding the settlement of the dispute with
xeference to the boundaries of Ontario;bat an Order in
Councilwas paead to give effect to their agreement. Sub-
sequently, however, au Order in Council was passed, and

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

ethat Order lu Council declared that, for certain -purposes,
until tic question cf the limiits cf Onitario was finally
disposed of, tbere sbould ho a conventional bouzpdary.
The we-tern extrernity, cf lunter'is Island, te the
5-ist parallel, ud that ' paraflol wai dtciarcd to-0

ethe nortieru boundary. Ticelion. 'gentleman. hferee
his relirement lad aIse suggestcd tînt the question, should

0be referred te thc Judicial Gommittee cf the Privy Council,
that propeisition wae net acccptcd. It wae thugit thatan
inquiry into ihe facts, whichý wouild occîLpy-a& very great
deal cf tume, would be irconvenieut te a .body liavig se
mach te do -as tic Judicial Committee; and it wau proposed

that arbitratore s sould be ciosen and tint theyý-sho1d h
i nuiorized te investigate the question, anddecide upon the
ftruc boundaries cf Ontario te tie norti and tbe west. The
Larbitratere were appointed. 1 nced net _go on aud relate
tic various communications ýhaLtotek place betweutic

aGovernment cf Ontario and Lie Goverument of Canada upon
f' thc subjeet. One arbitrator wus appeinted by caei Goveni-

ment, and Sir Edward Thernten wae chosen, by tie -conseut
cf both, te net as third arbitrator. Tic question wue

7investigated on beinîtf cf each Goverumient; iL was
sargued befere these arbitrators and an award. was made.
iNo stops have ever been taken te con firm tint award, on tic
ipart cf the Gev ernment cf Canada, so far as I know. Tico
-hon, gentleman lias net entercd into any communication
)with thc Goverument cf Ontarieou the subject. i3cth lut
)Session and this Sessien) wc havýe mcved fer papers on tues
fmatter, and, certainly, il' the bon. gentleman was dissntisfied
with the award tint hmd been made, iL was his duty te take
tic initiative in having itset aside, and iaviug -thc question
finally dispoecd cf belwcen tic Gevernment cf Ontario and
thc Gioverument cf Canada. We know tint, net only witi
regard te tic disposai cof preperty, net only with regard te
thc explorations, survcy, aud, settlement ocf the country,
have great inconvenience arisen, tint inconveniences, have
alec arisen in connection witl the administration cf justice.
I have already mentioned tint n conventional bcrmdarY for
cei-tain h)puroes wae created, and tiat it was te romain foi,
these purposes the boundary betwecn tic Province cf
Ontat-io and the Dominion, cach acting as trustee for tie
otheî', in case a différent line should be finnly awardel with
refèernce te tic lande and prcperty on ticir respective aides
cf tis biundary liue. Well, Sir, tuis compact between the
parties baial tic force of an ordinary law, it las ail tic
foi-ce cf a truc obligation, and I have net yet scen or beard
tint any communication bas been made from tic Govern-
ment cf Canada, tint they intcud te disregard thut
conventional liue. If tbsi lion. gentleman iut-ended te
repiidiate- that liue, if ho inteuded tint. the treaty
made betweu the two Goveruments should ne longer
subsitt and tint it eiouhd lie disregarde.l, we would
expeet that ho would have communlcated tiat fact te
tic Government cf Ontiui io and te hs Parliament. Tic
hon. gentleman, in -tic Bill wiich ho las submitted, haî
i eferred te tic Act 39 Vict., Chap. 21. -I do net kncw
exactly what tih'ebon, gentleman intenda~by the el Jte bu
caeru bcundary cf thc Province cf Manitoba, but looking
aM the speech made by biscoiteagrue li hoSonate, itis-clear
tic ion. gentleman intends that Manitobe. shah lic boun4dw
on the east iy -tic meridiaix lino -drawunertli freux the
junction of tiecOhie aud Misissippi River. Tint-y4î«w,
wbilc it is -clear fi-cmthe speech cof the Postmaster Goor4
lse i tention of tic Governinent liy tuis Bih, it is., -4t,. .1
may aay, tic boundary tint wae markod eut by liy the- 4e
te which. tic hon, gentleman rpfcrred . Tint Açt -as
sulisequent la point of time te tIe conventiqu ewern .i
t.wo Governmenta, aud referri ng te a lino luin onsot*auce
witb tic line markcd eut liy the conv 'ention..Itiki~j
pretty clear tint the Act le refera te dees net "markc 1 the
boundary whîch le indicatcd in thec'Bill now bofore t4e
flouse. .flowever this may he, it le pretty clear that the
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hôn. gentleman proposes by this Bil to band over to the
Provinceof Manitoba a large section cf e untry that was
awarded to Ontario by the arbitrators. I do not believe
that any gentleman who will take the trouble of looking at
the Quebee Act and the circumstance which- gave rise to
that law, can doubt that that section of the country belongs
tothe Province of Outario. Why has the hon. gentleman,
at this last day of the Session, so far as this louse is
concerned, submitted a measure which he proposes
shafl be an act of spoliation, so far as Ontario is
coneerned ? The hon. gentleman bas not only disregarded
the obligations entered into by the Government, ho bas not
only disregarded the convention. to which this Government
stands pledged, until lie formally notifies the Government
of Ontario that he does not intend any longer to be bound
by that convention, but ho proposes, if he can, to provoke a
confliet between the Province of Ontario and the Province
of Manitoba on this question. The hon. gentleman bas
distinguished himself in political lite for arraying one
section of the Dominion against another, and now ho pro-
poses on a large seule to repeat the policy of a former
poriod. I can well understand what the bon. gentleman
intends. But there is no one on this side of the R1ouse who
is opposed to the extension of the Province of Manitoba, or
who wishes to give her narrower limits than the people of
that Province desire, but so far as 1 know what they wish is
an extension westward into the fertile territory, that is, the
possession of territory which is capable of settlement, and
which, by affording the means of settlement, will increase
the wealth of that Province for the purposes 6f Provincial
Government. There has been an award made by a gentleman
who had no interest in favoring one party or the other, but
the hon. gentleman proposes to disregard that award. If
ho were disposed to aet fairly toward the Province of
Ontario lie would have notified them of his objections,
because, as the defeated party, it reste upon him in appealing
from the award, to take the question to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, or to ask for its being reheard
before another body of arbitrators. But this the hon. gen-
tleman has not done. lie bas not take a single step toward
the solution of this difficulty, but by mere brute force-if 1
may use that expression-be has undertaken to legislate on
the question as if this territory was the undisputed possession
of the Parliament of Canada. He proposes ta hand over
to the Province of Manitoba that territory, in order
that she may be made a party to the conflict in the
discussion. low is this question to be dealt w.ith
in the future ? The hon. gentleman, once ho croates
a Province extending indefinitely eastward, cannot
take, by agreement or compact with Ontario, that view
of eettling this question. Ho bas introduced another
party, and bas withdrawn himself. The Dominion
Government will have no claim to the territory which is
in dispute, and ho will have transferred to Manitoba the
question at issue at the present time between the Parliament
of Canada and the Province of Ontario. No one, who bas
given any attention to this question, and to the dispute
that has long existed between the Government of Ontario
and the Government of Canada, wUil not feel that the hon.
gentleman is seeking to sacrifice the interests of Ontarie
in this matter. For what purpose ? 'If there had been a
Conserative Government in Ontario, instead of a Reform
Governiment, perhaps the hon. gentleman would not have
taken the course ho bas; -ho would not have attempted to
dei with it in the unfair manner in which he proposes to
deal with it by this Bill. He proposes by the Bill, to
transfer to the Province of Manitoba the whole territory in
dispute. Now, it is unfair, at this late period of the
Session 1 introduce this Bill, if the hon. gentleman intended
to consider the whole question fairly on its own merits.
Before this neasure is pormitted to pass, I propose moving
an amendment to the second section. If the hon. gentle-

man will accept my amendment, I will withdraw my
opposition to the BilL I propose that, pending the settle-
ment of the dispute between the Goverament of Canada and
the Government of Ontario with reference to the western
limit of that Province, the boundary of Manitoba shali not
be extended eastward beyond thel hmit marked out by the
arbitrators. The hon. gentleman may extend the boaundary
westward and northward, as far as he pleaei, but I do not
think it right or preper that Manitoba sbould be made a
party to the dispute at present existing between this Govern-
ment and the Government of Ontario. I have just been
looking at a map whicb bas some value in the consideration
of this question. It will be remembered that Lord
Shelburne took an active part in the discussion which led
to the settlemeht of the limits of the United States,
and upon this rnap, which was found among his
papers, he marked out the territory, which he said, was
arranged to be part of the Province of Quebee before the
Act ot 1774; and any hon. gentleman who looks at it wili
see that this territory comprises a muck more extensive
region than the arbitrators have awarded to the Province of
Ontario. This map, following the plan of most old maps,
made the boundary ascend the Miesissippi River until it
reached the junction of the Mississippi and the St. Peter
River, now called the Minnesota; thence it descended the
Minnesota River, which was considered the principal river,
to its source. This map is copied from a map that was
before the parties who negotiated the Treaty of 1763. I
would refer also to another map of great value, that is one
prepared by Mr. Pownall, who was secretary to the Lords
of Trade and Plantations. It was prepared by Mr. Pownall
in 1775, the year following the passing of the
Quebee Act. Upon it the boundary of the Province of
Qtuebec is represented as ascending the Mississippi River to
its source, on the west, and following a lino midway between
Lake Winnipeg and Hudson Bay en the north; and it
gives to the Province of Ontario even more extended limits
on the north than those awarded to ber by the arbitrators.
Ontario claims the territory at least as far west as the
arbitrators have marked it, and it does seem to me au' et
of gross injustice to the Province for this Par-
liament on the last day of the Session, to under-
take to incorporate a large section of that terri-
tory with anothor Province on the west. Decency, at
least, requires that Manitoba should not be involved in the
dispute between Ontario and Canada, that the matter should
be lefL in abeyance tilI the dispute between these parties is
finally disposed of. If it is thon found that any territory
lying west of the limit marked out by the arbitrators,
belongs to Canada, I am satisfied that no one on this side of
the House will object to extending Manitoba eastward.

Mr. DAWSON. Next to the question of the Paoific
Railway, Mr. Speaker, the subject of this Bill is by far the
most important one that has come before the Houseduring
the present Session; any legisiation regarding it must have
a far reaching influence in the affaira of this Dominion, and,
although its effects will be felt in the future more than the
present, that is no resaon why it should not receive fromn
this House the deepest and most careful consideration,whieh
I am much afraid it cannot meet with at this late period of
the Session. The evidence brought before the Committe,
appointed to investigate the matter of the boundaries,last
Session, affords ample proof that the award was made in the
absence of anything like full information on the subject,
and even without a due consideration of the information
that was available, A great deal of misceneeption
seema to have arisen, in the tirst place, frome regarding the
description in a cancelled Commission (that of 22nd Apri,
1786) as having any important bearing on ithe subjeet,,and
in the next, from claiming too much for a proclamation
issued by General Alured Clark, on the 1Sth November,
1I1. The description in the Commission of the 22nd
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April, 1786, followed the wording of the Treaty of 1783. as in Quebec. Now, where were thoseI"countries above ?
In 1791, on the passing of the Constitutional Act, it was We have very clear evidence as to where, at least, one of
discovered that a mistake had been made, and the result was them was in the proclamation of General Gage, in which
that the Commission in question was cancelled and absolutely the following will be found
and completely revoked by a document signed by the King's Whereas by the pence concluded at Paris, the loth day of Februar
own hand, in which are the following words: " Now know 1763, the country of the Illinois has been ceded to His Britannic Majesty,
ye that we have revoked, determined, and by these pres- and the taking possession of the said country of the Ilinois by the troope
ents do revoke and determine, the said recited letters patent" of Bis Majesty, though delayed, has been determined upon: We havefound it good to make known to the inhabitants."
(that is the Commission of 22nd April, 1786) "and every I"That His Majesty grants to the inhabitants of the Ilinois, the.libety
clause, article or thing therein contained. ' Yet, on the face ofthe Catholic relgion, as has already been granted to the subjecis in
of this, that Commission was made use of to lead the arbi- Uanada. Be has consequently given the mostprecise andeffective orderBto the end that his new Roman Catholic subjects of the Illinois may
trators to suppose that the former boundaries ofUpper Can- exercise the worship oftheir religion according to the r tes of the Romisl
ada extended to the Lake of the Woods, and is still being Church, in the sane mann r as in Canada."
made use of to create an impression among the people of Ard further, in the sae proclamaton, they are
Ontario the present boundaries of the Province should counseîîed
extend that far. In rei ard to the proclamation of General
Alured Clark, it is so clumsily worded as tu be meaningless "To act in concert with Bis Majesty's officers, so that Bis troops may
in itself, and if the meaning sought to be attacbed to it by ae possession of ail the forts, and order be kept in the country. Byin itself means -a] one they will spare Bis M>ijesty the necessity of recnrring to
those wbo claim that Upper Canada should have extended the force of arms, and will find themselves saved frot the scourge of
south and west to the utmost limits of the country known a bloody war, and of ail the evils which a march of an army into their
as Canada, as in the words of the proclamation were the country would draw after it."
correct one, it would have amounted to a declaration of warIL is pretty clear from this that the Illinois country
against the United States, for by the treaty of 1783, entered was to be treated as a separate Colony, that, in
into eight years previously, all that potion of Canada now fact, it was to be regarded in respect to the religion
covered by the great States of Obio, Michigan, Indiana, of the inhabitants and their institutions, in the same way
Illinois, Wisconsin and a large partof Minnesota had fallen as Quebec. But the hon. menber for B>hwell (Mr. Mils)
to the United States, and if the British Government had saysI"that as the Act came down from the fouse of Lords,
wished to recover it, a different means of initiat- it was so warded as to enbrace the whole country westward
ing the process than that of a proclamation of a mere to the Mississippi." But, if it was amendel so as, by uny
locum tenens, as General Clark was in a remote Province, construction of its rondin-, not to embrace the whole
would have been adopted. But theCommittee of last session country westward to the Mississippi, would not this afford,
brought to light the fact that the proclamation was unautho- at least, some proof that the Illinois country was not to be
rized and in absolute contradiction of the King's instructions. included, was rather to be treated as a dependency. Lu ah
These instructions were issued on the 16th day of September, Commissions, the dependencies, as weli as the Provinces,
preceding by more than two months the date of the procla- are placed under the jurisdiction of the Govrnors. But, if
mation, and in thcm the Governor was directed to make ail the Iisland and co ntries" were to have been included
public a description very different f rom that contained in in the Province, wheie would have been the dependencies?
the proclamation. He was ordered simply to declare that, The instructions of the 22nd fecember, 1774, n Lord
U-Tpper and Lower Canada wee Il"bounded as in our said iDorchester, hel pretty clearly .that there were dependen-
Commission is particularly expressed," that is, as in the cies as well as a province, and he directed in these
Commission of 1th1Septem7ber, 1791, to the Governor instructions to sec to the pelry trade of the B interior
General, Lord Dorchester. The instructions in question codntry" ancording to a plan proposed by "Ilouritommis-
were not laid befoi e the arbitrators, were not contained in sionera for Trade and Plantations." In these instructions,
the Ontario book of documents, and there are many other too, refrenes are made dependencies whore the e are
things not conlained in that book, and which were not in Il no Canndian possesions" so tihat it is pretty cae-n.that
any way brought to the notice of the arbitrators, notwith- ail the Ilislanis and count.ries" wci e flot embraced in the
standing that they were necessary to eriable themH to arrive enlarged Provinte of Quebec, although, they were to be
ut a reasonable and jusi decision. They have arrived at a undr the jrisdiction of its Goverilor. t is rathercingular
decision whiuh no person who bestows any attention on that these instructions do not ap)pear in the Ontario book of
the subject can for a moment believe to be the documents, which we are so ofen told cntains everythin
correct one, and they have laid ont a boundary bearing on the subject of the boundaries. It l evidentteo
which is not the boundary of Ontario. The hon. my mind, and, m thnk it will be s to any hon. member
member for Bothwell, when the subje(At of boun- who investigates the subject, th-t Parliamnent did net
daries cornes up, always speaksof the Mississippi line as ontemplate making the Misty'sippi the westoirn boundary
being the one intended by the Aet of 1774, and he supports of the enlargd Province of Quebec, when the Act of
Ihis position by referriug to that part of the Act which sets 1774, was pased, but it is equslly clear that the first
fôrthI"that ail the isiandt and countrieh in North America Commission iased under the Act, did carry the western
belonging to the Crown of Great Britain" (bounded by boudary along the caster baik of the Mirschsaapito the
certainnes therein mentioned), "lbe during Ris Majesty's souther bounda y of th territories of the Meichant Adven-
pleasure, made part and parcel of the Province of Quebec, turers of England tradirng to lludson Bay. Tfhis brings
as created and ewtablished by the royal proclamation of us to the vexed question ot Commissions to Goveenors, a d
1763." But in view of ail the facts f think it is pretty the importance to be attached to them. The Attorney-
evident that the Mississippiline was not the one intcnded Gencra of Ontario, and other higiauthorinie dhaim that
by the Act, andl it is reasonable to believe that Parliament they are acta of prerogative, and, therefore, jat as mach
would not have ignored the terms on wluichMontrent was law as the Act of n74 itself, which, in fact, provided for
surrendered, nor the treaty of Paris and proclamation of the excise of the prerogative. dL is sometimes claimed th t
General Gage to tbe French ofIlilinois. By tho term t of an tet of prerogative can only find legitimate epression
the capitulation of Montreal, made hy the Marquis de in an Order in Couneil; that may, indeed, be the case in
Vaudreuil on the one aide, and Generaa Amherst, on the the present day, but , p those days Commissions to Governors
other. it was stipulated and agreed upon, and subseqiently were looked upon as beig of equal consequence with
onfirmed by treaty, that their nraws and religion should be Orders in Coancil. And they were in fact Orders of

preserved to the wFrench;as werl in the Ilcontocs above" Counil. No one will be so simple as t suppose that 
Mr. DÀwsoN.
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Commission to the Governor of half a continent, more
especially when it had to be signed by the King's own
hand, was not an Act of the King in Council, and in every
way equivalent to the most solemn Order in Council. In
the instructions of the 22nd December, 1774, there occurs a
passage (page 456 of the Report of the Committee of last
Session) which shows clearly the importance which was
attached to Commissions in those days, and I shall read it
for the information of the House :

" With these our instructions you will receive our Commission under
our Great Seal of Great Britain, constituting you our Captain-General
and Governor-in-Chief, in America, and in ail our Territories thereunto
belonging, as the said Province and Territories are bounded and
described in and by the said Commission; you are therefore to take upon
you the execution of the office and trust we have reposed in you, and
the administration of the Government, and to do and execute ail things
in due manner that shall belong to your command, according to the
several powers and authorities of our said Commission, under our Great
Seal of Great Britain and these our instructions to you, or according to
such further powers and instructions as shall at any time hereafter be
granted or appointed under our signet and sign manual, or by our order
in our Privy Council."
I' will be observed that the description in the Commission
covered both Province and_,territory. Many arguments are
made use of for and against the Mississippi line, but I have
stated the principal ones, and it is for the House to judge
whether that line was the western limit of the enlarged
Province of Quebec, or not. If the Act did not make it so,
it is quite evident that the first Commission issued under the
Act did, and it continued to be the western boundary until
the war of Independence swept the Mississippi and the vast
regions between it and the Ohio, into the Confederaey of
the United States. It will be observed, however, that the
rame Commission which carried the western boundary to
the Mississippi, brought the territories of the Hudson Bay
Company to the sources of that river, at least, so that the
watershed evidently became the northern boundary of
Quebec; but to this subject of the northern boundary I shall
refer presently. In regard to the due north lins, the word
" northward " as used in the Act, does not necessarily mean
due north. It may have been a lins either to the eastward
or the westward of north that was intended, and I could
adduce what I conceive to be very strong arguments, to
show that an eastward line was contemplated by
Parliament, when the Act was under d:scussion.
But the Judges in the De Reinhart trial decided unanimously
that the western boundary of the Province of Quebec, as
constituted by the Act of 1771, was a lins drawn due north
from the point of confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi ;
and three other Judges of the higher Courts, who were
examined Lefore the Committe cof last Session, gave it as
their opinion that that decision was correct, Judge Armour
alone expressirg a doubt as to whether the watershed of the
St. Lawrence was not the boundary westward to the inter-
national boundary line. So much for the due north line. It
has the opinion ofvery eminent mon to sustain it, but, with
all deference to their opinions-and I differ from them with
great hesitation-I must say that in my opinion, whatever
it may be worth, after a very full and careful investigation
of the subject, and a familiarity with it in all its phases,
extending over many years, I believe that the due north
line will not stand the test of a thorough and impartial
investigation. I shall now, for a moment, invite the attention
of the House to a more easterly line, and which, if Commis-
sions to Governors are to be taken as acts of prerogative, I
believe to be the true one. However, I dwelt at such a length
on this matter, when the subject of the boundaries was before
the House a few weeks ago, that I need refer to it but very
briefy now. I endeavored to show, on that occasion, that1
Ulpper Canada entered Confederation and became Ontario,
with boundaries defined as in the Commission of iOth March,.
1838,,to the Earl of Durham, which made the entrance to
Lake Superior the i estern boundary of Upper Canada, and
I showed what I conceived to be very good reasons, why
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the boundary could not have been carried through Lake
Superior, and why, in any case, it could not have gone to
the Lake of the Woods. Having so recently spoken on the
subject of Commissions, I shall now be very brief, and con-
fine myself to saying that a state of things had grown up to
the westward of the watershed which rendered it essential
that there should be a clear definition of the boundaries of
the Province of Upper Canada. That couatry, I mean the
country to the west and north of the head of Lake Superior,
had been for a long time treatel and dealt with as Indian
territory, and it hac[ been declared by two Imperial Acts to
be beyond the limits of the Province. Within that territory
a colony had grown up, and the southern boundaries
of that colony came to the height of land. The Im-
perial Government had reognised the right of the
Hudson Bay Company to form that colony in
virtue of their charter. The Hudson Bay Company's
claims were being vigorously pressed by a man of extra-
ordinary capacity. They were at that time, too, applying
for a renewal, in a new torm, of their lese of the Iinlian
territory; the law officer of the Crown had pronounced in
favor of their territorial claims; the idea had come to be
generally entertained, both in England and in this country,
that the true boundary between the Provinces and the
Hudson Bay Comp)any's territories, or I should rather say,
the territories of the Hudson Bay watershed, was the
height of land. With a knowledge of all these circum-
stances, it would have been impossible for the Imperial
authorities to have carried the boundary line westward so
far as it has been too often claimed that it should have gone.
As regards the beight of land line, say what we will, there
is much in the contention that it is the natural boundary;
if not the actual one. It was for a very long period
recognized in this country as the northern limit of Upper
Canada, and in 1850 a treaty was made by the Government
of the Provinces with the Indians of Lakes Huron and
Superior, in which 'the height of land is defined as the
boundary between Upper Canada and the Hudson Bay
Company's territories. We cannot, in these discussions,
ignore a line which was accepted officially and held good in
the public estimation for half a century. The very first
Commission issued under the Quebec Act was carefully
drawn, so as not to carry the Province of Quebec into tue
Hudson Bay watershed. In the whole series of old
Commissions there is only ono which carries the Province
to the north of the watershed, viz, that of the 22nd April1,
1786. It followed the wording of the Treaty of 17,,3, and,
as soon as the mistake was discovered, it was absolutely
and completely revoked, and never again repeated. A
great deal of twaddle bas been written and spoken about
the Mississippi being Pupposed, in those days, to take its
rise much farther to the north than it does, and a silly
argument to support this view has been adtduced from a
clumsily lithogr aphed map, in which the Winnipeg system
of rivers is joined to the Lake Superior and Mississippi
systems, ani error which any one, not wilfully blind, could
perceive at a glance. The geography of the Mississippi
was, practivally, as woll known in those days as it is now,
and tbis I endeavorcd to show, and, I think, with some
success, in a memorandum which will be found published in
the Ontario book of documents. Sir Travers Twiss, who
stands high as a writer on international boundaries, and the
rules wbich should govern them, expresses very clearly the
ideas prevalent in England in reference to the boundaries of
the Hudson Bay's watershed. On page 458 of the Report
of the Committee, last year, will be found a short extract
from his works, which runs as follows:-

''If the coast boundary, therefore, was one understood by the parties,
the head waters of the streams that empty thmselves into the hay and
Straits of Hudson, indicate the line which at once satisfied the other con-
ditions of the Treaty of Utrecht. Such a Une. if commenced at the east-
era ex remity of the Straits of Hudson, wouid have swept along through
the sources of the streams flowing into the Lake Mistassinnie and Abbi-
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tibis, the Rainy Lake, in 480 30', which empties itself by the Rainy River
into the Lake of the Woods, the Red Lake and Lake Traverse. This
last lake would have been the extreme southern limit, in about 450 40',
whence the Une would have wound upward to thenorth-west, pursuing a
serpentine course, and resting with its extremity upon the Rocky Moun-
tains, at the southern most source of the Saskatchewan River in about
the 48th parallel of latitude. Such would have been the boundary line
between the French possession and the Hudson Bay district; and so we
find that, in the limits of Canada, assigned by the Marquis de Vaudreuit
himself, when he surrendered the Province to Sir John Amherst, the Red
Lake is the apex of the Province of Canada, or the point of departure
from which, on the other side, the line is drawn to Lake Superior; on the
other, ' follows a serpentine course southward to the River Oubache, or
Wabash, and along it to the junction with the Ohio.'"

In regard to the award no one can say that it describes the
true boundaries of Ontario. It was drawn without the
slightest regard to the Hudson Bay Company's territories,
to Indian territories, or to Acts of the Imperial Parliament.
It makes Ontario run into the clearly defined boundaries of
another colony, ignores the Rupert's Land Act, and is, in fact,
as much out of place as if it had declared Toronto to be in
the North-West Territories. The arbitrators were, no doubt,
able men, as well as being men of the highest respectability,
but they had not the full facts before them, more especially
as regarded the country to the north and north-
west of Lake Superior. The history of that
country, the struggles of the Hudson Bay and North-Wes
Companies, the proceedings of Lord Selkirk and the action
of the Imperial Government, were ail alike ignored or un-
known, or, at all events, Dot laid before them in a proper
shape. The hon. member for lHalton, when the question
was last up for discussion, seemed to have taken a leaf from
a very prejudiced source, when ho stated that the Hudson
Bay Company had at one time accepted the line of the
Albany, as their southern boundary. The line to which ho
refers was spoken of soon after the peace of Ryswick, about
the first year of the past century. That peace the Hudson
Bay Compay said left them the only mourners. They had
been but thirty years in existence at that time as a conpany,
they hal been driven by the French from nearly all their
possessions and posts, and would have been glad of anything
which did not involve their utter ruin; but while saying
that, under the pressure of necessity, they would accept
the parallel of 53 0, they protested loudly against their
rights being so far infringed upon, and a few years later
their claims to the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson were
secured to them by the treaty of Utrecht. Tbe circumstance
is an extremely slight one on which to raise an argument in
support of the award. It is useless to go back to the Treaty
of Utrecht in estimating the claims to the French and the
English at Hudson Bay, and this is admitted by the
Attorney-General of Ontario, who should know quite as
rnuch of law as either the hon. member for Halton or the
hon. member for Bothwell.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I would like to ask a question at
this point. .Is it the hon. gentleman's contention that a
Commission issued to a Governor, deflning the boundaries
of the country, and giving a different description from that
set out under the authority of an Act of the Imperial
Parliament, would change the boundaries? Assuming that
the boundaries were fixed by the Act of 1774, and
the Commission recognizing those boundaries in the sense
for which the hon. member for Bothwelland other members
contend, does the hon. member for Algoma (11r. Dawson)
hold that a subsequent Commission, standing alone, could
limit or change the boundaries of that country ?

Mr. DAWSON. I mean to say that the exercise of the
prerogative was provided for in the Act of 1774, and that
the Commission issued under that prerogative changing the
boundaries, was as much law as the Act itself The Act
provided for the exercise of the prerogative, and therefore,
a Commission, issued by the King in Council under the
authority of that Act, was as much law as the Act itself.
I have very good, strong, and high precedents for taking

Mr. DAýWoN.

that view. I will quote one authority, and I think when
I tell the hon. member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) that
I am about to quote himself as an authority, probably he
will see the importance of my contention. In a
preliminary memorandum, which the hon. gentleman wrote
to the Ontario Government some years ago, and a very nice
memorandum it is-in fact it is the only gem in a whole
mass of rubbish which appeared in the books of those times
-the hon. gentleman says:

" The western boundary of Upper Canada at its western limit or start-
ing point has been, ever since the Treaty of Peace of 1763, or at all
events since the 22nd April, 1786, identical or co-terminous with the most
north-western point of the Lake of the Woods."

Forgetting all the time that the Commission, for which he
claims so much (that of 22nd April, 1786), was, in 1791,
completely revoked and never afterwards repeated, and
that Upper Canada had no existence in 1783. In regard
to the Bill now before the louse, I am afraid that our
friends of the plucky little Province of Manitoba will
be thrown off their balance. A prize is held up to them
by this Bil which may well disturb their equanimity;
they are to have not only a vast and fertile region to the
west, but by this Bill we dangle before their eyes the
gold of the Lake of the Woods and the forests of the Rainy
River region. If the line at the entrance to Lake Superior
is to hold good, as the western boundary of Ontario, and it
has much to sustain it as the legal boundary, our friends of
the Prairie Province will have their sway extended over the
clear waters of Lake Superior. The shores of that inland
sea, with their rich ores of silver, copper and iron, will be
theirs. The silver islets which are coming to light every
day will also be theirs. But is it quite fair or generous to
Ontario to bring this new element into the contest about the
bouridaries ? Ontario has, for years past, had longing eyes
on the forests of Rainy River, from the sale of which she
hopes to recoup her nearly exhausted surplus, as she once
did from the sale of the forests of Algoma. There are
thirty thousand sqaare miles of forest lands on the waters
of Rainy River. Nature has planted pines there for the
supply of the treeless prairies of the west with the
necessary article of lumber. The market will be
unfailing and prices must rle high, and if Ontario
could only obtain control of these forests, the cost of the
construction of her new Parliament Buildings would be a
mere bagatelle. By this Bill, we say in effect to Manitoba,
fight Ontario for these vast forests of Rainy River, for the
gold of the Lake of the Woods and the silver of Lake Super-
ior, and I should think Ontario would hardly like to be
brought into such unpleasant relations with our fighting
Province. A gain, Mr. Speaker, we have a settlement at
Thunder Bay, but it is a small one, and the wishes of its
inhabitants may be thought to be scarcely deserving of
notice, but I can assure this House that the people of that
settlement, much as they esteem and like the people of
Manitoba, would be very reluctant to throw their lot in with
theirs, because, for one reason, a vast wilderness would inter-
vene between them and the new seat of Government, and,
for another, they would feel that their wishes had not been
at all consulted in the matter. They are, of course, as I
have said, a small community, but they are a plucky com-
munity, fully alive to their rights and privileges, and they
would maintain them with great determination, and would
not tamely submit to being tuinbled about from one Pro-
vince to another without so much as an endeavor being made
to ascertain their wishes or saying to them by your leave.
But I have full confidence that the Govern ment will do
nothing rashly, and, in fact, this Bill just leaves the question
of the boandaries where it was-unsettled. To avoid any
misapprehension as to my own views, in reference to the
importance which shotild be attached to Commissions to
Governors, I may say that I believe thom to have been acts
of prerogative in thoir most impressive form, in every way
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et*iva4ent te orders of thé King in Couneit, which they in
faet were--I mean that theywere really and truly orders of
the King in Couneil, and no one who considers the circum-
etanees of this country at the.time at which the Commission
tosthe7arI Dof*urham was issued (30th of March, 1838),
.&r fora moment suppose thit it had not received the most
careful consideration of the Imperial Government, before
4ing lotbnitted te the King for signature. As te the due
north line, it may or may not bave been the true western
boundary of Upper Canada, in 1818, when the De Reinhart
trial took place; but in 1838 an entirely new departure was
taken and neow boandaries were assigned te Upper Canada,
on the west and north, and it is to the Commission of 1838
td the Earl of Dham, and a long series of succeeding ones,
in whiòh the description was never altered, that we must
kiôk for a true definition of the boundari-s with which
U'jer Canada entered Confederation and becane the
Prodince 'ofOntario. This/Bill is se worded that it might
bring the eastern boundary of Manitoba te the neighbor-
hood of Sault St. Marie, and, everything considered, I think
it would be better te amend it se as te give te that Province
a clearly defined boundary on the east, which might b
done by running its present eastern boundary due north te
the northern limit of the Province. Afterwards, when the
question of the boundaries came te be settled, such additions
as might be reasonable might be made on the east. '

Mr. MACDOUGAL L. I am of opinion that the discussion
of the question as to where the boundary of Ontario really
i, is not likely te be a very profitable one at this stage of
che Sestion. As I understand it this Bill does not unde1take
te dispose of that question one way or the other, it leaves
it open te future adjudication. The only question in my
mmd is as te the effect that will follow with reference te
those persons living under municipal organization in the se-
called disputed territory at Thunder Bay and in the town-
ships adjacent. It seems te me that some clause ought to
be added te the Bill declaring that its passa±re
shall net affect the existing state of affairs with
res ect to that matter. I think it would remove difficulty
an embarrassment, and, perhaps, legal questions that might
arise among municipalities west of the linoe which is claimed
by the Dominion-I suppose we may admit that as the west,
eru boundary of Ontario-namely, from the junction'of the
Ohio northward. I fear that some difficulty may resultfrom
that question being apparently left open; but upon the main
question, I, for one-and I claim, with my hon. friend, to have
given some attention to it-am quite wilhing to agree that the
boandary of Manitoba on the east shall be co-terminous with
the boundary of Ontario on the west, because that relieves
us of the necessity of providing either for the administration
of law in Dominion territory or creating another Province
to embrace that territory. I think it is in the interest of
the Daminion and of those two Provinces, that their boundary
eheuld b co-terminous. Now, if I read this Bill correctly,
it leaves this question open. After describing the territory
te boincluded in the enlarged Province of Manitoba, it says:

"Proceeding to a point where the said centre of the road allowance on
tls'twlfth base Uine would beintersected by a Une drawn due north from
where the westerly boundary of the Province of Ontario intersects tte
afgres0idInternational boundary.'

Se tbt, if it shall be ultimately determined that the
benndary ofOntario is a line running f rom the junction
of the Ohio, or at the bake of the Woods, a line due north
from the north-west angle o-the Lake of the Woods in the
one"case or the meridianof the Ohio in the other will b
theeastern boundary of Manitoba and the western
bduadary tof Ontario. Now, with reference te ,the
qestion oe the boundary, I may say that I am net
atlteatisfled, as an Upper Canadian, with the action of
the 6'ornmens. I'was net satisfred with the aetion of the
he entlemne'opposite. They hd- this question under

their control for five yeara, ampl-e time, one would suppose,
to have dispoed of it. Measures had been taken prior to
their accession to office to deal with. They had a friendly
Government in power in Ontario, and it would have been
easy, if political ftrendsbip has anything to do with aoh mat-
ters, to have brought this question to a decision, They kept it
in hand during the whole term of their Administration and
transferred it to the new Government as a still unsettled
question. Now, as to what ought to be doue, I respectfully
offer muy opinion that under all circumstances, starting with
the admission which I think is nde on all sides, that the
arbitrators appointed to adjust this boundary did not
establish the legal boundary of Ontario, and did not affect to
do it.

Mr. MILLS. No.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. The hon. gentlenian saysI" no," but
I think the history of the case clearly leads to that conclu-
sion. - They had evidence to show that the Mississippi
River was declared to be the western boundary by the Act
of 1174, and by Commissions to Governors sont out by
Great Britain. On the north they fixed on the Albany
River as a convenient boundary, and they found some
justification for it in the discussions that have taken place
between the Hudson Bay Company and the Imperial Govern-
ment. But it is not pretended that that was the declared
legal boundary of the old Province of Quebec. It is the
boundary that these gentlemen chose to suggest as a con-
venient one for the future. Whother that wus within their
jurisdiction, I am not disposed to offer an opinion just now.
But if the Dominion Parliament choose to agree with the
Government of Ontario that the award in that respect is
final, the question would be settled. But the Govern-
ment of the Dominion have not decided to take that lino,
and the question is still open. It seems to me the proper
course to pursue is to bring it to a legal adjudication. We
cannot take from Ontario that which legally belongs to it.
Any Act of that kind would be ultra vires. It would be
competent for Ontario or for any individual living in the
disputed territory to raise the question, and to carry it
through all the Courts of this country to the highest Court
of the Empire. Now, as that is the ultimate means of
ascertaining where the legal boundary of Ontario is, on the
west and on the north, why should not the Government of
Ontario and the Government of the Dominion ut
once agree upon a case for submission to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and let
the whole question be argued and decided there?
My hon. friend who last spoke, is a learned gentleman
in matters of survey, and bas given a groat deal of atten-
tion to this question, but I must confess that I cannot agree
with his method of arguing legal questions; I cannot agree
to the doctrine that a Commission issued to a Governor,
without any discussion with respect to it, without intendin r
to affect the question at all, is to be taken as final. I believe
thatwhen the perogative is exercised in a case of this kind, it
must be by precise language; it must clearly show the
intention in the royal mind to maire a change in the
boundary. Any accidental omission, any clerical omission
or mist ake on the part of the Imperial officers, in drawing
up the Commission, will not take away from a Province or
a distant colony its boundaries fixed by express Act of
Parliament, and acquiesced in and acted upon for genera-
tions. M y hon. friend reallymust go that tar to sustain his
argument with respect to subsequent Commissions upon a
question of this kind. I do hope that no legal difficulty wili
arise in consequence of our doclaring that the boundaries of
Manitoba on the east shall be co-terminus with the
boundaries of Ontario on the west. I apprehend that there
is some danger politically, and I trust the Prime Minister
wiil consider that question. If we can provide against itl, I
think it is our duty to do so. This question is likely to
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become of considerable political importance, and I trust that have a port on Lake Superior. The fourth resolution
the supporters of the Government will not be called upon to reads thus
J Utif y a U nn a 1J c (d i hrS 1IpVUl V VVJJaw Vkia LU

j smij yny unueceissary ecay or negngence wnatever, orffcom any improper motive, in prolonging this unfortunate
dispute between Ontario and the Dominion.

Mr. STRANGE. I beg to say that I agree to a consider-
able extent with what bas fallen from the hon. gentleman
who bas just taken bis seat. I think there is no difficulty
at all in finding the easterly boundary of Manitoba and the
western boundary of Ontario As the wbole matter of the
territory in dispute is a legal question, I tbink the btst
way to get the solution is to take it out of the hands of the
Dominion Government altogether, and carry it to the Privy
Council. I think, therefore, that the members from Ontario
need have no difficulty in sustaining the Government in the
course they are pursuing in this matter, as it is the most
speedy way of arriving at a just and equitable decision.

Mr. ROYAL. I am in favor of the measure proposed by
the Government. The unsettled condition in which the
question of the western boundary of Ontario was loft, was
no doubt due to the sudden change in our political atmos-
phere, which took place on the 18th of September, 1878.
Otherwise, this question would have been settled to day,
though not in accordance with either law or correct policy
as to the Government of this country. In defining the
boundaries as they are defined in this Bill, I believe the
Government have only complied with the prayer of the
Legislature of Manitoba, on the 23rd of December last. On
that day,on motion of the Premier, Mr. Norquay, resolutions
were passed, of vhich tho second is as follows:

"2. Resolved, That it is desirable in the interest of the Province gene-
rally, and more especially of those settlers who have already settled and
and are expected to setile on those portions of territory about to be
be incorporattd in the Province of Manitoba, that no exemption from
taxation should be made of lands belonging to any company That, with
the limited means at the disposal of the Government, it is quite impossible
for any executive to render municipal organization such ass stance as
would be desirable, and the municipalities being thus left to their own
resources, it is the opinion of the House tiat they should have the fullest
opportunity of levying at a rate on all lands not the property of the Crown.
within their respective limits, without any exception, for the purpose of
raising means to prosecute works of improvement necessary to the
development thereof."

In my opinion, no law passed by this Parliament can over-
ride a law passed by the Imperial Parliament. Amongst
other things, municipal taxation was by the Imperial
Parliament, placed within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Provincial Legislatures; and 1 do not tbink the Pacifie
Railway Act can, in any way, limit the power of any of the
Provinces to levy municipal taxes. By this Bill, the limits
of Manitoba will be extended, so as to give that Province
an area about 13 times as great as it now possesses.
Manitoba at present covers about 8,000,000 acres of land ;
after the passage of this Act, it will cover
about 98,000,000 acres. Quebec being the largest
Province of the Dominion, Manitoba will then stand
second as regards area. In view of the legislation
we have accomplished this Session in connection with the
Pacific Railway, I believe this extension is a necessary part
of a good policy. There appears, however to be no
provision made in the Estimates for the additional expense
which will be entailed by this accesion of territory. in
this connection, I may read the third resolution passed by
the Manitoba Legislature:

"3. Resolved, That it le desirable that the boundaries of the Province
sbould be extended eaetwards to correspond with the Une marked as the
west boundary of Ontario, near the eighty-ninth meridian of west
longitude ; tbat the requirements of the prairie portions of the Province
could be supplied with the timber of the eastern portion, besides which
a port on Lake Superior would thereby be secured to the Province."

Now, Manitoba being a prairie Province, and essentially a
wheat growing country, I believe it is in accordance with
the natural requirements of the Province that it should

Mr. MAcDOUÂALL.

" That this HIouse respectfully urges upon the Government of Canada
a careful considerarion of the foreg ing resolutions, and it is of opinion
that an adoption of the same would benefit the Province, and contribute
materially to place Manitoba in the po ition nature intended her to
occupy."

Now, I should certainly regret to sec the entire expense of
maintaining this additional territory thrown upon ani
already overburdened Province. The population of
the new territory, according to the best authorities, is
14,000 or 15,000, while the extent of country whieh
the Province of Manitoba will have to administer
will be immense in comparison with the means at its
disposal, and I think it would be only fair for this Govern.
ment to give some assurance that they will administer the
law and maintain good government in those at present
unorganized and unsettled parts of our North-West. With
regard to the Bill itself, I believe the provision is a vey
fair one, which reserves to the Governor in Council the
power by proclamation to say when this Act shall come
in force; but I will, however, say that I do not see why an
additional burden should be imposed on the Province
without providing means for the Province to carry it.

Bill read the second time.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS. Suppose this Bill is carried as you proposed,
and you issue your proclamation at once, how do you
propose the settlements at Rainy River, Prince Arthur's
Landing and elsewhere, shall be governed ? Which will
have jurisdiction, Ontario or Manitoba, both of which claim
it? The bon. gentleman proposes to disregard, by this Bill,
the conventional boundary which bas been agreed on
between the Dominion and Ontario.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There never was a
convention that settled the boundary line. An arrange-
ment was made between Ontario and the Dominion, by
which the Dominion would sel[ the lands west of a particular
line, and the Province of Ontario would sell those east of
that line; and when the boundary was finalily settled, the
accounts for monies received on sale of lands would be
adjusted between the two Governments. Whether this Bill
will pass or not will not affect that arrangement. The same
uncertainty will prevail in either case.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. There is this difference, that at
present the Ontario Government assume their right, not
only to deal with lands and sell them up to the conventional
boundary, but to survey and establish townships, and these
townships so organized come under the municipal law of
Ontario. Under this Bill, the Province of Manitoba may
assume not only that it will have the right to organize
townships to the conventional bouudary, but also to the
point marked on this map. I hope we shall not be met
by some Dawson hereafter who will rake up this map and
say we have committed ourselves to this boundary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By extending the bound-
aries of Manitoba, it does not affect the proprietorship of
the land. The land in the extended boundary belongs to the
Dominion still. The convention is merely as to the sale of
the lands, and that convention still exists, notwithstanding
that these lands are included in the Province of Manitoba.
The Province of Ontario will go on surveying these lands
and selling them as it does now, until the boundary is
settled. The whole arrangement is simply this; the sooner
the boundary is settled the better. It was proposed by the
Dominion Government that the question, which is strictly
a legal oue, depending on the construction of various
Statutes, should be submitted to the ultimate Court of
jurisdiction. Ontario would not agree tg that propý»itio n
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thie pUittLg herself in the wrong at once. The hon member would not give the right to those lands to the Manitoba
for Bothwell had been, provious to his taking offlee in the Legisisture.
lta Government, a paid agent of the Ontaraio Government Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. No
m ahs mattere. ,Therie as-no blaine to be attached to him
for 'that. Wheu the member for Bothwell, who had Mr. DREW. I understood that. Now, whothelr the
driglnay been the adocate for Ontario on this question hnds about Prince Arthur's Landing, or the townships
entered the late Cabinet, it was as Minister of the Interior, west of it, slbould be under the jurisdiction of Manitoba or
having ebarge of all the Dominion lands,and it was his duty Ontario, I care very littie. But I know that the people of
to fightthe -battle of the Dominion as against Ontario. The Princo Arthur's Laanding and Fort William and settlers in
tendoncy of his mind was sbown in bis elaborate and able those townships to the west arc under Ontario municipal
report on the subject, yet he was the person whose duty it regulations. If Manitoba passes a municipal law-that ill
was, departmentally, to look after the interests of the extend to those districts, you will have one set of people
Dominion. The Dominion had paid the Hudson Bay Com- electing municipal officers under her law, and another elect-
pany for the whole of that country wherever the line ing them under the Ontario law. You will have two sets of
might be, and the Dominion Government had to look to officers selling property for different objects leaving tie
the interests of the whole Dominion, and not to those of people affected to enter Court to ascertain who is right and
any of'the Provinces. For my part, it is a matter of no who is wrong. If this Bill passes, Manitoba wiIl bave a
consequence to what Province the land be1ongs. But stili right to claim that ber eastern boundary is marked on the
the Government of the day are trustees for the Dominion. map, at the Landing, and that that is western boundary of
The Premier ofthe late Government, too, was a prominent Ontario ? Has Manitoba not as good a right to assert that
Ontario man, Mr. Mackenzie, and under those circumstances, her eastern boundary goes to a certain point east, as Ontario
the Government were peculiarly bound to see that the to assert that it goes to a certain point west ? If that is
queÀion was left to a tribunal that could speak authorita- the case, what is to prevent the Legislature of Manitoba
tively, and I do not see, unless they were afraid of their passing a municipal law declaring how the land is to be laid
case, why they should have objected to the Imperial out in municipal districts, how the people are to elect
tribunal, to which it must go final ly. That is the only way their municipal officersuand the rate ùf taxation for
of settling the case. All must submit to that, the highest municipal purposes, and what is to prevent the Legisila-
tribunal in the Empire. turc of Ontario fron doing the saine tbing? The peouple

Mr. MILLS. Whb do you net take it thore ?will have doubts as to whose jurisdiction they belong,
yd nand one setof municipal officers will b paising by-laws under

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. Thero was an arbitration the Manitoba and another under the Ontario Government
proceeding, for wbich the hon. gentlemen opposito had not systcm. A man wanting to buy propcrty and sceing it adver-
the consent ofParliament, in a matter involving a territory tiscd by the authorities under cchtov tw
large enough to make a nation. However, the late know from whom ta buy. A purchaser buying from one set of
Dominion Government and the Ontario Government officiais may bc sold out by the opposite set. Then will
chose their own men to act in this matter, only one of them, core-the question as te tities, and what je right and whât
the Chief Justice of Ontario, being a lawyer; and those is wrong, luaving the disputants nu other reûeurse but an
arbitrators, as the member for Hlalton said, did not pretend appeal to the Courts; and they wiIl net know whitt Court te
to lay down the true'boundaries. And they did iolt l so, appeal to not knowing the houniaries. The member for
as I know. We have only to read the written statenict of Bothwehi will propose an amendaent, I suppose, in cft'ct,
one of those arbitrators, Sir Francis Hincks, in Utc that the western boundrie of Ont'îrio shaH go te the point
Monetary Times, in which he admitted they did not settle fixod by the award until theNhequnstion is bottlcd. [
the truc boundary, to be convinced. They were appointed favor such an aineadment.
to settle the truc boundary, but were not asked to fix a Mr. MILLS. Ilear, hear.
convenient boundary. There was nothing, then, to
appeal from. A convenient boundary could only bu settled Mr. DREW. Surely that caiinot injure Manitoha. I am
by the joint action of ·the two Legislatures, and the satisfied that the people of Prince Arthu's Landing could
Dominion Parliament, or Government, did not choose tobu ai well governed fron Winnipeg as frei Toronto;
carry out the award made. They say it is net a true probably they would grefur being governed from Toronto.
bondary-that the Dominion wants simply what by law is But 1 entend that by thiti Bithe position wo should'plaço
their ýright. The Ontario Governnient and Legisiature'theain is ihis-they would net know Lu what Province
have n6 right to ask more. But they say, no. They Lhey belonge&or te what Govrument they owcd alegiauce.
pased a law accepting the award, because they saw it The question of the boumiary of the Provinces we have
added an additional kingdom to Ontario, as was the nothing tý do wiîh here; wu canrit settle iL hure, Parue-
remark of its Premier, and they will not do anything else. ment Vannet take freinOutaie a foo6 of land Vo
They say-we have got that award, and you must abide by which it iiientitel. But what we can do-Ontarie and Ibo
it With regard to the time of the Session at which this Dominion have gmL on without trouble on this head se fur-
question was brought up, the previons consent, under the is to sec that this Prianent kee
Imperial Act, which allows the boundaries of the tien, se fau' as iL is able, the disputed territory. I think ii
Provinces to be increased or diminished, of the parties thc feeling of Ontario as wctl as of ManiLoba that the two
afcted, must he obtained by legislation. The Province of Proviî,ceShould join-that thore should'bu ne territory
Mlanitéla passed a Bil that could not be accepted, and butween thcm; and I cannQt soaseritustrouble butweeî
that was thecause of the delay in this case. The Logis- Oitario and Manitoba eau bo avoihed if the 'Bill pasbés in
lature of Manitoba was prorogued and afterwards re-sum- its present shape.
moed-o pass asecond Bill respecting the boundaries, Sir JOhN A. MICIONALD. I wish te say te my bon.
wh izwas done onlythe other day. As soon as we gLot the friend that if lirineoArthur's Landingis Dot within the
80cod Bill, our BiR was introduced into the Senate and bounds cf Ontario) the iaws wh4ch are propmed La be put
passed 4horé, inasmaeh as this Rouse was so comptetely in oxecution there arc net laws at-ail; fýric Logislaturo
lXoapied with other leading matters. of Ontario has ne r ght te pees laws affecting that territory

Mi'.DREW. If I understood the remarks of the Premier if 1V is within onr bouads, and 'aIl thoir proceedimgsthere
as to the selling of the lands in that section, they, belong towili b. ilegal. We wouidthen-b. perpetuating miillegahty.
the-eDominion Goverument, and the passing of this SU It ii PO e th queswhdthe toht-illegality is causedn wytb
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Province of Ontario or the Province of Manitoba; if this
land is not in the Province of Ontario, it is in the
North-West Territory, and is covered by the laws of the
North-West Territory, which are not the laws of Ontario.
Whether the confliet is with the laws of Ontario or the
laws of Manitoba is a matter of no consequence, so long as
there is a conflict. The people of Prince Arthur's Landing
may resist the processes of law; they may say to the
sherif that le is committing an illegality-

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Do not tell them the way, or they
may do it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It bas been donc already.
A man may say to another who brirgs a suit against him:
" This is the process of an Ontario Court, and Ontario laws
de not extend here, because we are not part of that Province."
The samine thing might happen with regard to every process
of law and every titie, whethr the boundary is settled or
not. The effect of settling the boundary between these
Provinces will compel, I do not say the Province of
Ontario, but the present Government of Ontario, to be
reasonable, and not to inist upon a boundary which cannot
be supported in any Court or tribunal iu the world. 'I bey
wili come to terms quickly enough when they find that they
must do so. To use an expression which is common in
Scotland, it is land bungry they are for that country, and
they are resolved to get it rightly or wrongly.

Mr. MILLS. If the hon. gentleman was dissatified with
the award, he could have just as easily have taken the
initiative in objecting to it as the Province of Ontario, and
why bas he not done so? I moved for the papers both last
Session and this Session, and there appears to be no com-
munication showing that the bon. gentleman was dissati-
fled with the award. From the time that tbe hon. gentleman
took office, in 1878, until the time those papers were moved
for.. there bas been no correspondence with the Goverument
of Ontario, or at all events none bas been brought down.
If the hou. gentleman was dissatisfied with the award, it
was as open to him to appeal as it was to the Government
cf'Ontario.

Sir JOHNŽ A. MACDONALD. Thore was nothing to
appeal against. The award was of no value.

Mr. MILLS. Why did not the hon., gentleman insist on
going before the Committee of the Privy Council.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How coild we go ?
Mr.MILLS. Though the hon. gentleman could not have

gone under the ordinary provisions creating that Committee,
he knows that Her Majesty may consider a petition which
night be submitted to her by any person in the co!onies.
Whon the Government of the dayr comes to Parliament and
ask it te vote the money necessary to carry on tlhe arbitra-
tion, Parliament voted the money and the hon. gentleman,
who was a member of the House, took no exception to what
was beingdone; and he isjust as responsible for the reference
to arbitrators as were the arbitrators who referred iL.
The hon. gentleman says I was employed by the Govern-
ment of Ontarie to prepare a case. That is true; but the
Governnent of Ontario did not indicate te me that I was
to endeavor to obtain evidence in support of any particular
line. They asked me to investigate the matter and where
the true boundary was to be. I forned my own convictions
on the evidence I was able to discover. The que'tion hal
been referred to arbitration a year before 1 went into
the Government; but the case had net been prepared, and
it wasprepared by the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Justice. The hon. gentleman may appoint as a Superior
Oourt Judge a gentleman who has been counsel -in a parti-
eular case; he does not try the case in whieh he was
conelyj andI1 did precisely the same thing.· The cse
wa .taken charge of by ,the -Premier and the

Sir JouN A. MACDONALD.

Minister of Justice who eondueted it before-the
arbitrators, and I bad nothing to do with iL. AIl Irdid i*th
regard to it was to tell the Sarveyor-General tha he was to
give the Council on beh&lf of the DQminian any iiformation
it was in his power te give. We find the Minister-«f
Agriculture acting for the head of the Department -of
Railways for weeks and minths, and surely there waa
nothing extraordinary about two of my late colleagues
taking charge of a matter in which it was not deUrable ihat
I should take part.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I repudiate any responsi-
bility for the arbitration ; I was in Opposition ; I did not
belong to the Government, and I did not support it.

.Mr. MILLS. You voted -the money. There was ne
division, and you allowed it to pas.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 did not vote for iL. I
never voted for it, and the hon. gentleman ought not to say
I did. The bon. gentleman asks why we did not bring it to
the Privy Council. I am sarprised that the hon. gentle-
man should make that statement, for he knows it could not
have gone to the Privy Council without the conset' of
Ontario, because it was a mixed question of law and of fact-
the facts were not agreed upon between the parties. But
we cannot band over to the Judicial Oommittee of the Privy
Council, and they would not accept it, an issue involving
the matters of fact in dispute, and going over ail the
evidence, as the hon. gentleman proposes.

Mr. BLAKE. Doces the hon. gentleman say tbat it is the
duty of the Government of Ontario to yield te bis version
of the facts?

Sir JOHN~A. MACDONALD. Not at all, nor is it the
duty of the Dominion Government to accept their idea of
the facts; because, according to my idea, the whole case
was given away before the arbitrators. Anybody reading
the case would see that it was most wretchedly managed on
the part of the Dominion. An inferior man, though a
respectable man in lis way, Mr. MoMahon, was chosen to
conduct the whole case, instead of employing the first loega
ability in the country, instead of the M inister of Justice
himself conducting the case before the Arbitrators. The
whole case was thrown away-it looks almost as if it was
deliberately thrown away. Never was such a case se given
away as the case f the Dominion was on the very face
of it.

Mr. DAWSON. The people of Prince Arthur's Landing,
which is part of the disputed district and withii the country
I have the honor to represent, do not know whether, the
decision will be one way or the other. It makes it very
awkward for them, and for the people at Thunder Bay, not
to know in what Province they are until this ques-
tion of the boundaries is settled. They have lived
hitherto under the laws of Ontario, and I really tàink
it would be botter to have the defined boadary Ieft
as it is for. the present on the east of Manitoba,
where it would not interfere with this disputed territory at
ail. Otherwise the people of Thunder Bay would be placed
in a very -awkward position, and would not know whieh
Province to look te. They are a considerable community
now, numbering 6,000 or 7,000 -and I can assure this llouM
that they are-a very intelligent coimunity. Tbey have:tbe
greatest esteem for the people of Manitoba, beaseplike
themselves, tbey have had to battle with the wilderoess
and how their way thtrongh it to make hotnes for-theslv44,
but they would prefer to be under the law ofOatario,
because they would be too far from the seat of lGovernmmt
in Manitoba, and Thander Bay would be leftont in tieoll.
The people in that district wouild be very reluotant lo throw
in their lot with Manitoba.

Bill reported.
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.O motion fbr third reading,
Mr. MILLS. I move:
That the Bill be not now read the third time, but be referred back to

the Committee of the Whble, se te amend the same as te provide that,
pouding the final settlement' of the western boundary of Ontario, the
esetern boundary of Manitoba be not extended eastward of the limits
declared by the award of the arbitrators appointed by the Governments
of Canada and of Ontario, to be the western limit of the Province of
Ont*rio.

Amendment negatived on the following division:

Y£Is:
Messieurs

Bain, Gillies, RyMal,
Blake, Holton, Scriver,
Brown, Macdonell (Lanark), Snowball,
Cartwright, McDougall,- Sutherland,
Casey,
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Fleming,

AllisEn,
Arkell,
Barnard,
Beaty,
Beauchesne,
Bergeron,

Bowell,
Bunting,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Guthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desanniers,
Drew,
Elliott,
Farrow,
Ferguson,
Fitzsimmons,
Fortin,
Gault,
Gigault,
Girouard (Kent),
Hackett
Haggart,

Mills,
Paterson (Brant),
Robertson (Shelburne),

NAYs:
Messieurs

Hay,
Hesson,
Hooper,
Houde,
fiurteau,
Jones,
Kilvert,
Kranz,
Lane,
Langevin,
Lantier,
Little,
Macdonald (KinR's),
Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (Pictou),
Macmillan,
McCallum,
McGonville,
McCuaig,
McInnes,
McLennan,
McRory,
Manson,
Massue,
Merner,
Mongenais,
Montplaisir,
Mousseau,
Muttart,
O'Connor,
Ogden,

Thompson,
Trow-20.

Orton,
Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),
Plumb,
Pope (Compton),
Pope (Queen's),
Poupore,
Richey,
Ross (Dundas),
Rouleau,
Royal,
Ryan (Marquette),
Ryan (Montreal),
Schultz,
Scott,
Shaw,
Sproule,
Stephenson,
Strange,
Tellier,
Tilley,
Vallee,
Vanasse,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Hastings),
White.(Renfrew),
Williams,
Wright-92.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

AFTER RECESS.

Mr. DAWSON moved:
That the Bill be Te-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with in-

structions that they have power to amend it, so that the present eastern
bonndary of the Province of Manitoba, prolonged to the northern limit
of the said Province, shall be the boundary Une of the said Province on
the East.

Amendment negatived on a division.

Mî. BLAKE. I rise to move an amendment to this
Bil. I cannot accede to the view of the hon. gentleman
that he has given sufficient reasons for presenting this Bdl
to the House at this stage of the Session. It is difficult te
conceive a more important measure than the piresent one.
We, perhaps, do not realize the extent of the measure in
itsconsequen1ces. I observe, from the report of the expia-
nations given in the other branch of the Legielature by the
Minister who there introduced this Bil, that he states that
after it becomes law, the area of Manituba will be 154,411
square miles; the area of Oatario, 109,480; the area of
Quebec, in this respect the premier Provinee, 193,355; the
areaeftNew Brunswick, 27,000; and the area of Nova Scotia,
21,000. Well, Sir, it seems to me that some of the con-
siderations which *have been addressed to the

Hlouse, notably by the hon. momber for Pro-
vencher (Mr. Royal) should be dealt with in a Bil lof
this kind. It involves in the first place-although we are
not asked at this moment to deal with it-a consideration
of the financial condition of the Provinee of Manitoba. I
hold that the practical result of our passing this measure
ander these circumstances, is to commit ourselves to unde.
flned liabilities with reference to the re-arrangement of the
financial condition of that Province. I am not opposed to
an extension of the limits of the Province of Manitoba. I
believe it to be a great disadvantage that there should be
too small Provinces. I believe it also to bu important that
the Provinces should not have too great an area. I believe
it to be extremely important that a Province with a very
small population should not be entrusted with an area
inordinate, relatively, to its existing population. But none
of these considerations, to my mind, lead to the conclusion
that we ought to hesitate in enlarging the boundaries of
Manitoba. It is, however, an extension westward which is
necessary, and which is important to' the people of this
country to-day. It is to secure to themselves, the stnbility,
the importance and the resources desirable from the
filling up of the territory to their west that they desire
immediately. I have looked at the mnp whiceh bas been
laid on the Table, and, as far as I can judge, the territory
proposed to be added to the Province of Manitoba on the
east, if you subtract from the remainder of its territory the
area covered with water, is at loast two-thirds of the whole
area of the projected Province. I do not despair of the
territories between the present boundary of Manitoba and
Ontario being filled up. But they wil, necessarily, in the
present condition of things, fill up slowly. The attraction
is wstward, and the intervening territory, just as is the
case with the districts to the rear of the Provinces of
Ontario and Quebec, will necessarily fill up very slowty
relatively to the west. My hon. friend from Provencher
spoke of the importance of having a port on Lake Superior.
I could have understood that observation, if our Consti-
tution had been so framed that it was possible for one
Province to establish a hostile tariff against another. If it
was in the least degree possible for Ontario, or any other
Province that might be framed, to shat out Manitoba in
any way from Lake Superier, or for Quebec to shut out
Ontario from Montreal, it would be important to
Manitoba to have a port on Lake Superior, or to
Ontario to have an ocean port of its own. It
is true the Province itself cannot project railways beyond its
own boundaries,whatever they are, but it is equally true that
this Leuislature can deal, and with one notable exception
of which he, at any rate, cannot complain, having regard to
his vote, has dealt with them in a spirit of deterimination to
extend railway facilities to a Province wherever there may,
and sometimes when there does not appear a reasonable
prospect of the project being carried into execution. Beyond
that, we have already a railway under way, and very near
completion, to Thunder Bay, so that for all practical pur-
poses the Province of Manitoba bas, as it ought to have,
free, undisputed access to the interior seaboard. These
considerations are merely suggested to show that it is
wholly unnecessary, in the interests of Manitoba and to
gratify any present legitimate aspiration of that Province,
to take the step which is proposed with reference to its
eastern boundary. That step lis, according to the view of
the Governrnent and of the majority that is disposed to carry
this Bill, to take the boundary of Manitoba down to the
point past Prince Arthur's landing, as elown on
the map laid on the Table. You bave had the statement of
the con·ention of the Government. It is their view
that if this law passes, they hand over to Manitoha 154,000
square miles of territory, including in that lie present area
and all the territory down to and inclusive of Prince
Arthur's Landing on Lake Superior. It is true, they any
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that will only be the effeet of this measure if it turns ont
that this is the truc limit cf Ontario; but, in the same
instant, they tell us that, in their opinion, that is the true
limit of Ontario in point of law, and that, therefore, in point
of law, the effect of this Act will be to project the boundary
of the Province of Manitoba to that particular point,
That was distinctly stated in the Senate, where the hon.
Mintister who conducted the Sil through that House, gave
us a declaration of where the lino would be. In computing
the population, for instance, he gives: of whites around
Prince Arthur's Landing and the township of Meintyre,
2,500; the township of Oliver, 5(0; Fort William and
Neebing, 1,250; Mattawan, 250; Sibley, 750; aiso a
number of people along the linoeof railway works, who
have taken up locations, 1,000; making a tetal of 6,250.
He pointed out, also, in other parts of bis speech the same
result. He, therefore, declared that his view is thatin point
of law, the effect 5f this legislation will be to transfer that ter-
ritory to the Province of Manitoba. Now, I think that the
status quo ought to have some effect in a discussi< n of this
nature. I will asume for a moment that the strict legal
interpretation of the boundaries of Ontario, its western
boundary is to the eastward of Prince Arthur's Landing.,
What has taken place ? As long ago as 1853, the Province
of Ontario was supposed to extend beyond this point, and
authority was taken to establish the provisional Judicial
District of Algoma. Very shortly afterwards, that district
was established with undefined boundaries, as far as I am
aware, to the westward, but still understood to embrace,
and in the practical jurisdiction of the judicial authorities,
as they exercised it, did embrace the territory to which I
have referred-not ail this disputed territory, but the
important portion of it to which I have referred. What
more ? When the Confe:iration Act was passed, the
Imperial Parliament, at the instance of the bon. gentleman
who is now conducting the affairs of the country, placed
among the Electoral Districts of Ontario, the provisional
Judicial District of Algona. In the British North America
Act, yeu will find in the schedule of the Electoral Districts
of Ontario, the provisional Judicial District of Algoma.
They may say that it does not define the boundaries
in that district, but they were defined by clection
returns and by your census returns. If you look to
the returns of each oC the elections, you will
find the voters for Fort William and the voters for Prince
Arthur's Landing, returning a member to this House from
the Province of Ontario. The hon. member for Algoma
counts a very considerable majority in Prince Arthur's
Landing-I do not think it was quite so strong in Fort
William-but I bave observed that the votes in the last
electiou were considerable from both those places. They
are recorded in your returns of elections; you appointed
returning officers for them from the Province of Ontario'
since 1867; you called on their voters to send a nember to
this louse as a representative of the Province of Ontario.1
You have recognized as a fact, since Confederation, that this1
territory-the point to which 1 have referred at any rate,i
and I know not how far beyond-did practically belong to
the Province of Ontario. With these Acts on our Statute-t
book, with these declarations of fact, with these declarations1
of conduct, with the hon. member sitting in this flouse fori
thirteen years representing these people, you propose to
pass a law which, according to your construction of thei
case, will band over that territory to another power. Thatt
territory, at present, either belongs to the Province of
Ontario, in point of law, or it belongs to the Dominion. In
point of act, the Dominion has, during all these years,
allowed Ontario to undertake the çxpenses con-
nected with the administration and organization
of that territory and its development. It has i
estabisheod its municipal institutions there, it takes t
votes from there ; and wIhat the hon. Minuister in the otherE

Mr. BLAKIE.

House said was that he was going to take away tbevi4#ge
of Prince Arthur's Landing, the townships f.McIntpe,
Oliver, Neebing, etc., from Ontario-all these places
organized under Ontario laws, to whieh Ontario h ha4
undisputed possession, yon, as a matter of fact, propose
to-night, at this bour of this Session, to hand or- to4ke
Province of Manitoba. What is the reason why yout4o it
at the very last hcur of the Session ? Why, forsoot4h!
the hon. gentleman says, because the Legislature of
Manitoba dia not pass a proper Act until a very late heur;
and when it did pass that body, he thought it better to
introduce the legislation in the Senate first, because this
House was occupied. If it las, unfortunately, happened
that the negotiations between the hon. genleman and the
authorities of Manitoba did not progress so satisfactoriJy -as
to reach an undertanding earlier on this subject, if 1Iere
has been a mishap in the Legislature of Manitoba, thaA is
not our fault. I do not see that this is a just reason for
this Act being passed when the period for legislation, the
period for diseus:ion and deli beration, has passed. i he hon.
gentleman proposes to do more than take away in this
hurried manner from the Province of Ontario, a territory
of which it bas been in actual and undisturbed position
for these many years He proposes to involve the
Province of Manitoba in a contention with the Proviace
of Ontario, to introduce a new parly"to the controvezsy
which exists as to this boundary. Hie proposes to tie the
hands of the Parliament of Canada as to the question, what
should be done even supposing the boundary of Ontario was
found to be a little to the eastward of Fort William ? If it
were so found and the law were not passed, it would be stili
in your power so to apportion the territory, so to deal with
the boundary, as to give each Province what would in right
and justice appertain to it. I think a very strong case
might be made even so in favor of the Province of Ontario,
in respect to such of this territory as is by this arrangeneqt
being dealt with, and from which we have had a represea-
tative in this House for thirteen years. But that is to be
taken away. The power of this Parliagnent so to deal with
the question as they may think right, when the legal
question bas been decided, is to be taken away,
and in advance a decision is to be reached
handing over alt that can be legally handed over to the
Province of Manitoba. What is the result?, You.have
three parties to the controversy instead of two. Parliament
bas no longer power to settle this question amicably, to
deal with it as statesmen ought to deal withsuch a question.
You part with all that, and the determination and disposai
of it will be harded over to another Province. If a trust
can be arranged for, if a nWde of settlement can be pro-
pounded, why bas not the bon. gentleman propotnded it?
The Province of Ontario las an award in ber lavor. The
tirst Session of this Parliament, the hon. gentleman, when
asked to state what action he intended to take, forso3oth had
lost the papers, which were not to be found in the pigeon-
holes, and he did not know what the award was. Duplicates
were at once sent down, but they were too late for the hoa.
gentleman to act. During the'socond Session ofParliqneut
the lon. gen tle man was asked whathowasabout todo. "It
has got to be considored," he said. "We have got the papers
which came at the end of last Session, but we have uiot
decided what wewilldo; wait a bit; " andthehbonmember
who speaks so much on and takes such interest in theubjet,
the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson), with theassant
of the Government, Dioved for a Committee ofinqIa-ry,
which the First Minister agreed to on behalf of the uvern-
ment, on the ground that inquiry was Îiecessary effre
action was taken, that there ought to beinveedgatig, p
that the louse and the ÇGovernmneat inghVtka4ve "Agi
information on which they might deal with ,i tnqiny
took place. I am not going to dieuss ,Qithe 41i
extent or finding of the Committee, but evideane ws
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ta"oe, sworn evidene which must be much more valu- shoulders. le cannot so slip it from his shoulders.
aIe, oflawyers, Judges and experts as to tnatters of law Hie will be hold responsible by the people of the
andItome^disputed matters of fact, and spread on the record. country for the course which, in these last hours of this
Abd then ther tme the recess. This Session came, and ne Session, he is asking his followers, and through them, Parlia-
word was mentioned about boundaries or a docision having ment to take on this question, aud it seems to me that under
been arrived at. Thrt years the hon. gentleman has these circumstances we shall be doing less than our duty if
reigned and he could not tell us what he would do, and we do net offer more than one alternative proposiion, so that
now on the last day of the Session he proposes to hand over there may be placed clearly betore the House the incon-
to the Province of Manitoba a controversy, a dispute on venience and the diffleultv which attend the hon. gentle-
questions whieh he declares himself unable to settle. If it man's proposition, and a botter course which, in my opinion,
isso easy to ettle it, why did not the hon. gentleman should be adopted. I move:
prpound a solution of the controversy, and some mode by That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole, with in-
which'this question might be brought to a decision. But structions that they have power to amend the same s as to provide some
the hon. gentleman would not'tsk rarliament to affirm or to definite eastern limit beyond which Manitoba shall not be deemed to
disaffirm the award, but ho proposes te shift the whole extend, pending the settlement of the western boundary of Ontario.
matter te the shoulders of another Frovince. What is the Sir JOHN A. MAC)ONALD. The unreality of the
resait of that going to be ? The result is going te be, that, motion of the hon. gentleman is shown by the vagueness of
pending the settlement of this question, new elements of iLs terms. If he had intended really te ask this fHouse te
disturbance and confusion will arise. It is allvery well for settle the question in the direction in favor of which ho
the hon. gentleman te say there are elements of disturbance speaks, he would have prepared bis motion in quite a
and confusion to-day. It is true there are. It is true, as is different way. If the hon. gentleman had desired te settie
said, the legal question of jursdiction which any day some definite boundary, he should have stated so in his
may be raised in the disputed territory, whether that par- motion, whiel is intended simply te defeat the principal
ticular part is part of any one Province, and whether by motion. One would suppose from the hon. gentleman's
consequence the laws of the Province have force and effect speech, that we had taken possession of the western part of
in that portion of territory claimed te be part of the Algoma-had deprived Ontario of it and handud it over te
Province. How do matters stand now at Prince Arthur's Manitoba. We in this Bill interfore with no right that
Landing and Fort William ? The people, as far as that part Ontario hàs or ever had. The possessory and legal right,
of the territory is concerned, are content, and for 100 miles the equitable claim and constitutional rights, of Ontario will
further west, becanse they have a conventional boundary, be the same after this Bill passes as they ever were. This
whieh I quite admit does net make this part of Ontario, if Bill does not determine a line or settie any line, but simply
it is net part, but which practically seules the question for says, in effect, that there ought net te be an intervening
the prescnt. Yuu find that the question is not raised there. space of foreign country lying between Ontario and the
Yo do net find the hon. First Minister proposing te this eastern townships of Manitoba. Everybody knows the
Parliament te legislate for that portion embraced by the description of country lying between the bead of Lake
conventional boundaries within the Province of Ontario. Superior and the Lake of the Woods. It has been by the
Why ? Because it would be contrary te the spirit, and as best witnesses pronounced utterly sterile, barren and unfit
I believe, contrary to the arrangement maIe in 1S74 far settlement. Se that if we fixed the eastern boundary of
between the Governments, by which a line was drawn, a Manitoba a littie te the east of Red River, what would be
conventional boundary was fixed, and certain arrangements the consequence ? That country can never be a Province of
made with respect thereto. Since that time itself- never sufficiently important, nor sufficiently peopled.
the Province of Ontario has been doing ail That region must essentially either belong to Ontario or
that we require teobe done inside that boundary. The Manitoba. That being the case, how will it stand now ?
Provincial Legislature has passed Acts about it; it bas Here we are extending the boundaries of Manitoba, running
establisbed institutions; it hasmade different arrangements, north, to give the Province sufficient depth from tho inter-
and those Acts have not been disallowed, and the arrange- national boundary, and running west, also, to give it a
ments have net been reported against by this Parliament. sufficient spread in regard te latitude, and cutting off the
Matters were allowed te go on within an important portion main portion of the North-West region fiom the barren
of the disputed territory to which I refer upon an agree- strip between Ontario and Manitoba. How is that strip te
ment lormally entered into between the two Governments be governed ? It cannot be governed by officials that livo
in July, 1874, that a certain conventional line should be to the weit of Manitoba, because the whole of Manitoba lies
drawa, and certain things could be donc within it. Outside between this territory and the North-West. You must have
of that line, Ontario did not interfere; inside, it acted as if a separate Government, and officers, and separate courts in
the territory was her's without dispute. But the First that small strip ofL and, and for the straggling, lumbering,
Minister says, pass the Bill, which he shows you by the fishing, vagrant population that will go into tLis
mapwill, from my peint of view, take away from you and section. We are asked to keep that section hopeolessly
hand overto Manitoba al the territory westward of Prince in that condition at the expense of the Dominion,
Arthu's. And next day what may happen ? The Logis- with a separate organization, and te do that forever
lature ofManitoba, net bound by this arrangement between until the boundary is settled. As a matter of con-
the etwo Governments, nor any conditions proposed teobe venience, and of necessity almost, for the purpose of saving
inserted nu the iBill, s perfectly free to act, and may expense-:this barren strip is handed over te Manitoba.
procoed next Session te pass a Bill providing municipal insti- lon. gentlemen opposite say we assert that Thunder Bay
tution for Prince Arthur's Landing and Fort William and Prince Arthur's Landing all belong te the North-West,
-additional confusion te the confusion that now exists, and net te Ontario. That is a simple question of law. It
additional uncertmîuty, and additional elements of conflict are may or may net be so.: The question of whether it be a
to be wantonly, needlessly and without auy good and essen- portion.of Ontario or of the North-West car only be decided
tial rpose, that I tan conceive, being served by the pro- by slow trial. Hou. gentlemen opposite aise say that by
=rof-the hon. gentleman. * seems te me that we should this Bill a great 'element of disturbance is introduced. It is
not adopt that proposai, that it is a most unstatesmanlike net se. Supposing at this moment that any person in
couube. It insa ourse which shows the hon. gentleman Algoma or Thunder Bay should be prosecuted or sued on
unequal totheemergency; and he proposes, because unequal writs issued from the courts of Ontario, any person could
te the- emergeney, to .shift the responsibility from his dispute that and bring the matter te a trial-any person
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could resist an Ontario writ on the grouud that the place
was not a portion of Ontario-that it belonged to the North-
West, and that a writ from Ontario could not run in that
district. The distubing questions that could arise there
must equally arise whether the country belongs to the
Dominion or Ontario, until a lino is settled, Se there is
really nothing in that objection. On the -other hand, it is
of very great importance, if this strip of land really dos
belong to the Dominion, that it should hand it to one of the
neighboring Provinces-Ontario, or Manitoba. I lis unwise
t keep it as a territory, and impossible to keep it as a
separate Province. It must be given either to Ontario
or Manitoba, and we cannot afford to give it to Ontario,
if it belongs to the Dominion, because the lands would
belong to Ontario. Keeping it as a portion of
Manitoba, the lands belong to the Dominion. In reply
to the member for West Durham I may say, I stated that a
great portion of the lands were barren ; but the lands in the
vicinity of the Lake of the Woods are better, and valuable
for their timber. Now, if this land really belongs to the
Dominion, it is the duty of the Dominion Parliament and
Government to sec the rights of the Dominion maintained.
The North-West was purchased with the money of the whole
Dominion, and we have no right to give away property so
bought without getting any equivalent for it. The hon.
Crentleman has gone over what occurred in the last three
Sessions; the offer made was to leave this question to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Sir JO[HN A. MACDONALD. That is a high Court of Ap-

peal for every controverted question affecting the Dominion,
affecting the Provinces of the Dominion, or affecting idi-
viduals inhabiting the Provinces of the Dominion. That was
refused, and this arbitration was preferred-it was selected
by an Ontario Premier. I will not say by the advice of the
hon. gentleman, because he says ho refused to have
anything to do with the matter. It was left to arbitration ;
and to show how unwise it was to leave it to arbitration-
although the question submitted to the arbitrators*was the
ascertainmnt and settlement of the true boundary between
Ontario and the North-West,-they laid down a more con-
ventional, a convenient boundary.

Mr. MILLS. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; I could prove it in

any Court in the world. They did not affect to set up the
true boundary according to- law; but they thought this
would be a convenient and expedient boundary. They had
no right to do this; they went beyond their commission in
doing it. They made the same mistake as the King of the
Netherlands, when the Government of England and the
Government of the United States left to him the settlement
of the true boundary botween the State of Maine and the,
Province of New Brunswick. le made a boundary and
split the difference. The United States said at once that they
refused to accept the award because the arbitrator had deait
with the subjectwhich was notreferred to him, that was the
finding ofa c nvenient boundary. These three gentlemen took
precisely the same course. They did not find the true
boundary, and not having found it, their award is a piece of
wasted paper, and the claim of the Dominion, according to
law, romains unaffected in any way by that ineffective,
ineffectual, and illegal award. The hon. gentleman says
there was no expression of opinion on behaIf of the Govern-
ment. Why, the hon. membor for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
in the first Session of this Parliament, introduced a Bill
for the purpose of declaring that this award settlei the*true
line, and for the purpose of enacting the legality. The hon.
gentleman found that the Governinent and the Iousewould.
not entrtain it, and he did not press iis Bill. It was
kaown to the Government of Ontario that we refused to
legisiate on the matter inethe way of ratifying the award.

Sir o tZN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. MILLS. The bon. gentlem*a referate, thé
fact that I introdueed a Bill in thê fist Bsia
of this Parliament, but he knows right well thafi-le
announcement of the Gcernment was that they had
,not decided: on the course they were to adop>t i knew
:the hon. gentleman had a majority of the Ro*ae; and
I did not w'ish to press the Bill against that maj"mity and
against the hon, gentleman. It is perfectly true that the
hon. gentleman. suggested, in the firet instaneê, that the
question should ho referred to the Judicial Comnuitiee of the
Privy Council. That was not agreed to, and another Gov-
ernment having the same power as the hon. gentleman-
and he will remember that ho was once an Ontario
Premier as well as the hon. minber for Lambton-madc a
different suggestion; and I do not see why the member for
Lambton had not the same right to suggest a plan of settle-
ment as the hon. gentleman himself. The hon. gentleman
was just as much a representative from Ontario; ho might
be presumed to have been. at that time as much infiueboed
in favor of Ontario as the hon. member for Lambton) if it is
to be supposed that.a Minister of the Crown is biassed in
favor of particular Provinces. An arbitrator was appoitited,
and they proceeded to the investigation of the subject.
(Interruption). The hon. member for Winnipeg is inter-
rupting the debate, which is scarcely decent on his part.

Mr. SCOTT. I wish to inform the hon. meinber for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that I was not interrupting the debate.

Mr. MILLS. The bon. gentleman fafys the case on behalf
of the Dominion was scandalously neglected. Why, Sir,
the hon. gentleman appointed Judge Ramsay to investigate
this question; hbe did investigate it, and his report was put
in the hands of the arbitrators months before thce arbitra-
tors was called on to meet. Everything that could be
found on behalf of the Dominion was found. The present
Judge Ramsay was appointed as counsel for the Dominion
to investigate the question, for monthe, and the information
which'he acctmulated was handed over, when he was ap-
pointed to the Bench, to the counsel who took bis place in
the investigation of the question was 'concerned. I
believe that everything that could be found on the question
on either side was submitted to those gentlemen before they
met him at all. The hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Daw-
son) bas told us that some documents have been received
whicb the arbitrators did not have before them. I have
read the report of last Session, and the appendices- of this
Session, and I find nothing there that 1, myself, did not see
belore, or which was not embraced in the case either of
Ontario or of the Dominion before the arbitrators. The
hon. gentleman says that it is important that a strip of
country should not be left in the possession of Canada,
with Ontario on one side and Manitoba on the other. The
hou. gentleman's proposition is that it is necessary that
the country should bave a Government. lie knows that
Ontario elaims the country as well as the Dominion, and
he proposes to substitute for the Dominion a. Province
which is less able to-protect its rights, and to put there the
Province in the position of litigants. How will the affaira
of that Province be administered when Manitoba ia extended
to Prince Arthur's Landing, as the hon. gentleman
contends it will be by this Bill? Sir- t is per-
fectly obvions that those who are in favor of
remaining in Ontario wilLcôme under the Ontario law;
and those who are dissatiofied with that and would prefer
being a parcel of Manitoba, will comeunder the Iaw pf
Manitoba. RIow, then, are yeu going toestabliah order?
Hlow are yon going to seenre respectý for law when you
undertake to put the Governmeitsand the people in- tihe
handa of two rival-partie,,each of which clair the. rigþt ta
provide the neesag;ymunicipal atili other legislatio.for
the peQple of tihatteritory thave beforeM*i.iáatenmat
'made by the Goverementi of the bios, gentlemangboiheuh
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waainporbefore, andthat statement is thatit isdegirable
te eme -to terms with Ontorio on this question, that so long
aêthematter is in dispute government cannot be established,
and in order that peace and order may ho restored there
and the affairs of government carried on, hoesuggests that a!
conventional lino should be agreei to. but, he.says, that
lino bas not been adopted before for the reason that there,
arecertaiù Indians with whom it is necessary to treat, and!
thatit's dosirable that a treaty should be made with themo
before a conventional linoeis established. The hon. gentle-
man tares a whelly different position to-day. He thinks a
con'ventional lino a matter of no consequence, that it is only
necessary to tlisregard any conventional boundary and to
hand over to the Province of Manitoba the territory that is
élaimed by the Province of Ontario. I say, then, that it is
entirely impossible that the object that the hon. gentle-
man proposes to accomplish can ho attained by what ho
proposes to do. The hon. gentleman has told us that the
couiitry is of no value. Well, Sir, if that bo true,
why did ho resist in this pertinacious way the claims
and pretensions of Ontario? f he is right it was not worth
con'tending about, and ho ought to have come down thrce
Sessions ago and proposed a confirmation of this award. The
hon. gentleman says ho is of opinion thatthe real boundary
will net make this territory part of the Prtvin ce of Manitoba.
Very well; if it cannot ho made a part, why, as a matter of'
form, undertake to make it so? The reason is very obvious.
The hon. gentleman feels that ho bas lost the confidence of
the people of Ontario. He feels that ho bas no longer any
prospect of boing sustained -by the people of Ontario, and
the hon. gentleman now wishes to croate a conifict between
the Government of Ontario and the people of Manitoba.
Ile thinks that ho will be able to do this because the Gov-
ernment of Ontario i8 a Reform Administration. I do not
believe ho will suecoed. The vast ma.ority of the people of
Manitoba are emigrants from the rovince of Ontario.]
They look back with fond regard to the Province they have
loft behind them, and their desire is to extend their territory
westward. Now, the hon. gentleman has said that if the
Government were to agree upon a conventional lino, that
would not make it a boundary. Well, we have at present a
convention with the United States in regard to the Alaska,
boundary. We found that a sur voy would be very expensive,
and we agreed with that Government that a certain lino
shall be the boundary for the time being. It was not the
interest of either Government to incur a large expenditure for
survey; and does the hon. gentleman believe that any Court,
would go behind the political agreement between the two
Governments? Certairily not. Any convention between two
Governments, no matter whether it be a true boundary or not,
will not be qnestioned by the Court; it can only be questionedc
in this House. The hon. gentleman 'knows that right well.
le knows that no Judge would undertake to try an offence
committed west of the conventional boundary of Alaska, on'
the ground that the offence was committed withiu the,
British territory. They would not go behind an arrange-
ment between the two political departmonts of the Gev-
ernmont. The hon. gentleman dissents, but I say it is true.
I could cite to him a thousand cases, in the Privy Council
reports,'involvMig exactly the same principles. Take the
case of Dyseonber, in India, where property was taken frorn
a person to whoint was awarded on the ground that the
East India Company was a Seignior. The question was'
taken before the Judicial Comiàittee of the Privy Couneil,
and Lord Selhorne said, what the matter was complained

if in the House of Commons, that after the consent of
the political dena'itment of the Government, the court
would not intfere. It is precisoly the same principle
as in this case. What the lion. gentleman proposes, I
say, is to invite a confliet between the Goverment cf Ontario
and the Governqicat of Manitoba. Instead of undertaking
to deal with the ;question himsf, he has undertaku to

transfer the difficulty which ho himself has created from the
Government f Canada te the people of Manitoba. Ife ha
undertaken to transfer it from those who alone ought te
bear the ýburden cf the contest to a Province whose popula-
tion is spare and whose resources are lirnited. I say the
whole polcy is most reproheinsible, and one that thig louse
ought not to encourage. I will, therefore, support the
motion made by the hon. member for West Durham.

Mr. MACDOUGALL I understand that a member of
the Government in another place hasmade a statement that
the effect of this Bill would be to place the townshipsand
people in the neighborhood of Prince Arthur's Landing
under the control of the Province of Manitoba,or someothing
te that effect. I have felt from the first that we were taking
a course which would lead necessarily te very great embar-
rasment. Now, I am of' opinion that the Government of
the Dominion and the Government of Ontario having
agreed upon a conventional boundary in that region of the
world, the two Governments shoald proceed jointly to deal
with the lands, to survey the townships, to treat that portion
of the country as under their jurisdiction legally. We,
having assented to that arrangement, it doos seom to me
that it would be very inexpediont t-) disturb it or te proceed
in a way that would involve any risk or doubt
as to the security of those people under their preeent insti-
tutions until this question is finally disposed of. In that
view, I desire te move an amendnont te the amendmdnt,
that the words "that the conventional boundary agreed
upon between the Government of the Dominion and the
Government of Ontario, shall bo tho," be substituted for the
words Ite some defined eastern limit" mi the said amend.
ment. We have had a case very recently which shows the
danger and the impropriety, as it eeoms te me, of allowing
that state of things to exist in that part of t;he country. A
man committed a murder in the disputed territory; he was
tried at Thundor Bay, and, I believe, under the jurisdiction
of the two Governmen ts,some arrangement having been made
so as to prevent a failure of justice, that the authority of both
Governments should be had by the judge in conducting this
trial. The man was found guilty. His counsel, as I have
been informed by very goo authority, rested the defonce
upon a point which utterly failed lu the evidence, but did
net take exception te the jurisdiction-did net raise the
question which, I approhend, will be raised in other
cases if the Bill passes iu the shape u which it is.
Fortunately for the two Governments, this man, feeling
perhaps the peculiar position in which ho was placed, the
ugly questions which igight arise, and the difficult position
in which innocent persons might be placed if ho we were
executed, relieved them of that difficulty by cutting hie
throat. But cases might occur where the victim might net
be so accommodating, and very serious questions might
result. I do not see any difficulty whatever in simply main-
taining the status quo until this important question issettled
by such means as the two Governments shall ultimately
agree upon. Therefore I prefer te the amendment the hon.
gentleman bas moved the statement made once for all, that
the conventional boundary aliready agreed upon, and noted
upon, the boundary recognized by the people living in that
part of the country shall b the. conventional boundary until
that settlement ismade. I think that is due to the Province
of Ontario and the people who have settled there, and I do
net see why any gentlemen from other Provinces should see
any danger in acquiescing in that arrangement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am rather surprised to
hear the argument of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mils). drawn from the cônvention between England and
the United States as te the boundary of Alaska. That te a
matter of treaty. Foreign nations can make treaties botween
each other, but the arrangement between the DominIon
Government and the Ontario Govern ment has no anakof to
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that. Ry a treaty, France handed over Alsace and Lor-
raine to Germany. By a treaty, you eau give up anything;
but this is not a treaty, and the Dominion of Canada and
the Province of Ontario are not in a position to enter into
any treaty for a cession of territory. Tho hon. gentleman
knows that right well. I would point out to my hon.
fiiend the member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall), that the
conventional line of which he speaks bas not the effect of
giving authority to Ontario up to that conventional line.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. They have exercised it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; they have not.

Théy have assumed that the land at the western extremity
of Lake Superior bolonged to Ontario. The conventional
line lies far in the interior, and was established, not for the
purpose of declaring that the eastern half would belong to
Ontario, and the western half to the Dominion, but for the
sake of convenience, in order to let people buy land, and
for no.other purpose whatever, no matter whether the land
belonged to the Dominion or the Province, so that a Domin-
ion sale, west of that lino, would be recognized by the
Province of Ontario, just as a provincial sale to the east of
that line would be recognized by the Dominion; and when
the line was finally defined, they would settle the accounts.
It was a more matter of keeping accounts of the sale of lands.
But supposing a murder was committed to the east
of this conventional line, and the murderer was
tried by the courts of Ontario, the fact of the scene of the
murder being east of that lino would not make it in Ontario,
and that man could dofend himself successfully upon the
ground that the land to the east did not belong to Ontario.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. It would be another Reinhardt
case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Exactly. A convention
in the nature of a treaty between foroign nations has no
analogy to this case, bocause we are portions of one empire.
We are not separate powers or entities with power to code
portions of our territories; the only power we have in that
respect is that given to us under the Imperial Act to
diminish or increase the extent ofthe Piovinces.

Mr. MACDOUGALL. I wish to make one remark in
reference to the argument of the hon. gentleman
as to the purchase of land, that this is either
North-West Territory or Ontario territory. I differ
from that view for this reason, that all through our
discussions on this matter, it was claimed on the side of the
Hudson's Bay Company that they possessed and were entitled
to the territtory beyond the height of land. On this side the
land belonged, not to the Hudson's Ray Company, to whom-
soever else it belonged, and when we purchased the North-
West Territories, 1 cannot see that we can lay claim to
having purchased any territory ofi this side of the height of
land.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friond is quite
right; and to show how ineffectually the Dominion case
was presented, I may say that that view of the subject was
never presented betore the arbitrators; that by the Imperial
Act, authorizing the surrender to Canada of Rupert's Land
and the North-West, the contention was not raised that that,
Act says that Ruperts Land shall be held to be whatever
was in posession, or deemed to be in possession, of the
Hludson's Bay Company; and that Act hands over to the
Dominion whatever was claimed-

Mr. MACDOUGALL. Rightfully claimed, I think, would
be the construction.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; the language is
positive-whatever was claimed to be possessed by the
Hudson's Bay Company was transferred to the Dominion.j
AUt th documenteqshow that the Hudson's Bay Company
always claimed and occupied the territory boyond the
h'eight of Iand,

Sir JoRN A, MAVDONALD.

Mr. MILLS. I was present, and I heard the Act read by
Mr. Monk, from Montreal, and if it a not found in tIe
report of the argument, the report does not give all thatwas
said.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The case was discuseed
by Mr. MeMahon.

Mr. MILLS. Both Mr. McMahon and Mr. Monk were
engaged in the case. It is obvious that there was no
intention of going to that Act for such a purpose; bec"use
whatever our boundaries are they are the Rame as f that
Act had never been passed. I do not wish to dotain the
House, but the hon. gentleman will see, if he looka *gt the
discussion, that there is nothing that has been referaed 1
bere, or in the report presenled to this House, that was
not brought before the gentlemen who composed thýat arbi-
tration. I know myself that Sir Edward Thornton was
looking into the question for months, and it is unfair to the
arbitrators to say that they gave a decision witbout fully
considering this question. But that is quite beside the
question. We are considering the policy of the course
which the hon. gentleman has taken. I say that
he is wrong in the reference which he has made. le says
that, because Canada is not an independent country, and the
Province of Ontario is not independent, that a conventional
agreement betwan them would have no effect. Re will
find the East Indian Company was sustained over and over
again in the agreements with dependent princes, and the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council always refused to
consider, as a commercial transaction, anything agreed
upon between those political parties in their political
capacity.

Mr. DAWSON. This territory is not so barren as it is
supposed to be. It contains, on the contrary, many re-
sources, including agricultural lands, pine covered
lands and gold, silver, copper and iron mines.
With regard to what the hon. gentleman bas said in respect
to everything being before the arbitrators, it is quite clear
that a great many instructions sent from the Iroperial
Government to the Governors previous to the issue ofGeneral
Clark's proclamation, were not before the arbitrators, and
with such informa ion as they had, it would have been
impossible for them to arrive at a correct decision.
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Firgusa, 11
Fortin,_

Gigaut
Girouard (Kent),,
Backett,
Hagat, w

Xousseau,
Muttart,.
O'Connor,
Ogden,
Orton,
Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),

Vanasse,
Wade,
Wallace (Norfolk),
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Williame.-84.

Mr. BLAKE I desire to place on record ny views as to
the propriety of making arrangements in any Bill of this
deceription, which are to preserve all the benefits and advan-
tages of the existing conventional arrangement. I do not
agree with the hon. gentleman that that a.rangament is of
so littIe consequence, as he declares it. I read it to be an
agreement for the settlement of a conventional boundary,
and to provide for the administration of the land-;, the pro-
ceeds of which would go to the true owners when the true
b sundaries would be settled. Since thon, each party to the
agréement has dealt with its own portion, according to the
conventional agreement, and the introduction of this new
element of dispute will be nothing less thun calamitous. I
inove:

That the Bill bé re-committed to a Comnittee of the Whole, with
inst uctions that they have power to amend the same, so as to provide
that the existing conditions under the conventional boundary agreed
upon by the Goveruments of Canada and Ontario.in 1874 shall not,
pending the settlement of the true boundary, be affected prejudicially
tothe mterests of either of the contracting parties, or to those of the
inhabitants of Prince Arthur's Landing, Thunder Bay. and other parts of
the territory which have been under the control of and treated as part of
Ontario, and are represented in this House as part of that Province.

Amendment lost on the same division.

PERSON AL EXPLANATION.

Mr. O'CONNOIR. The Globe newspapor, of Thursday
last, published an article concluding with this paragraph:

" Why did they leave the matter to a sole arbitrator at the request Of
the plaintifs ? And why was Mr. Keefer, of ail men, chosen, if the
interests of the country were to have been considered? The explanation
may be found in the fact that tbe Hon. John O'Connor was, not long
ago, a partner of Mr. T. H. O'Doherty, who acted as counsel for the
petitioners, and if it be true, as reported to us, that Mr. Tonor
received $15,000 for his services, the course of the Government aud the
award of Mr. Keefer are by no means inexplicable."

It is not distinely stated, but left as a matter of inference
to be drawn from it, that 815,000 were paid to me after the
award. Now, I will not look for language to properly
characterize the statement, but I will simply say that I
received neither $15,000 uor any other sum, except the fee
which I received as counsel at the trial of the cause which
took place in June, 1877, a year and a hali before this
Government was formed. I may also say that I have had
no interest in any law business, either in thIe firm to which
I belonged before or any other firm, since lst November,
1878. That is all I desire to say with regard to that state-
ment in the article. It is a simple falsehood; false in fact,
false in everything.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

House further considered resolutions from Committec of
Supply.

298. Public Buildings (Ontario)...........$70,500 00

Mr. BLAKE. While we have not so much to complain
of this Session with regard to getting pure air into this
Chaiber, in certain parta there are troublesome draughts,
of which hon, gentlemen on both sides of the louse com
plain. Tf6ere i almost a whîrlwind, sometimes, when the
air is renewed. There ought to be some remedy for this
evil.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I aiso have felt those draughts, and
particularly when I eat on the opposite aide of the louse.
Of course no remedysuld be applied during the Session,
but I will take some steps with that object during the recess.

Mr. PLUMB. I regret to see a disposition to adhere to
the plan of having the air through these ducts. I wish to
protest against breathing such air, that comes through. the
cellars, air not touched by the sun. Any hon. gentleman
who approves of that kind of air is not fit to be in charge
of the ventilation of this House.

813. Miscllaneous-To provide for the cost of a
monument to the memory of the late dir
George Èl. Oartier, Bart............................. $10,000 00

Mr. BLAKE. It will be recollected when a proposal was
made for an address or some other proceeding evineing a
desire that there should be a publie funerai and also a
monument to the late Sir Geo. E. Cartier, that proposal was
objected to by the hon. member for Lambton as inerpedient,
and the votes of the Liberal party were recorded against it.
It is not my intention to say a single word which should in
any way detract from the largo place which Sir Geo. E.
Cartier undoubtedly hold in his Province and in the
Dominion at large. But the events which followed very
shortly upon that vote, and the political events which have
succeeded-the reason why that vote as to the monument
has remained unacted upon up to to-day-arc all, to my
mind, proofs, if proofs were needed, of the soundness of the
position which was thon assumed, namoly, that it is not
a right or expedient thing that a party leader should be, at
the hands of bis political friends, controlling for the time
the destinies of the country, given public honors of this des-
cription at the expense of the people of this country. I
think I could name names which are entitled to that dis-
tinction, as much as those of any other man that could be
mentioned. I think I could name Joseph Howe and D'Arcy
McGee and George Brown as those who are as much entitled
to this distinction as any other persons who could be numed.
Two of them, at anyrate, died in the midst of active political
life, the third baving but reeently withdrawn from this
Chamber to engage in the disehar go of a high political office.
No proposal of the kind was made in these cases, or in any
other cases, so far as I know; and it seeins to me impolitic
and invidions that this course should be taken and this pre-
cedent should bo established. I have, theretore, to record
my own dissent to the proposition now before the H1ous.

Mr. LANGEVIN. I regret that the hon. gentleman has
seen fit to take this course. When a vote was taken on this
question in 1873, there might have been an excuse for his
opposing the vote, because our lamented friend had just
departed this life, and had recently mixed in the active life
of Parliament and of politics generally. But now that eight
or nine years have passed, and the political strifes of then
days forgotten; now, when Sir George Cartier's naine bas
been recorded in history, and whon good deeds only should
be romernbered, I would have thought that the hon. gentle-
man would have allowed this vote to pass unanimousfy. As
it was the other day in Committee, of course the hon. gen-
tleman is perfectly free te record bis vote against the
resolution, but I must say that for the sake of himself and
bis party, I regret his decision.

Mr. MACDOIUGALL. I join in the regrets of the last
speaker that the leader of the Opposition hos felt it to be
bis duty-as I have no doubt he did--to raise even onevoice
in opposition to the proposal of the Goverarent to make
this testimony to the character and position of one of
Canada's great men. I agreoowith the suggestion made by
the Minister of Pablic Works, that a certain time having
elapsed when the feelings engendered by political conflicts
may be supposed to have in a measure subsided,it is fßtting and
proper that this Parliament should recognize the very great
serviJes whieh that deceased gentleman rendered niot only
to his own Province but to the Dominion and tu the Empire.
I had the honor of being for some years bis colleague, I
believe I had the melancholy privilege of being the last Cana-
dian in a public position to sce Sir Geo. E. Cartier before his
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melanoholy death in London. Although, in the political con
dicts of that period, I often found it necessary in the dis
charg eof my duties to differ from him in his views of public
matters, yet when I recall the services he rendered to this
country in the carrying to completion that great measure
of Confederation, the benefits of which we are now enjoy-
ing, when I consider the singular, the unique position he
occupied in this country as representing a great section of
people whose apprehensions of evil consequences,'I know
prevailed to a large extent irrespective of political party ;
and wbe i recail the energy and ability which were
brought to hear by that gentleman in bringing to maturity
and passing into iaw that great measure,-I think the
people of the Province of Ontario whom the hon. gentle-
man opposite may be supposed te represent, the political
party which he leads, will not object to this recognition of
the services eof Sir Geo. A. Cartier, and I regret that even
one dissenting voice should have been raised against the vote

Mr. MILLS. In reply to the hon. gentleman, I wold
say that I do not think he knows the political sentiments
not only of the Reform party, but of a large section of the
Conservative party. 1 am perfectly satisfied that they
would not favor the proposition now beore the House. I
arn perfectly well awure that they will say there have been
disting'uished men who have passed away before; the Lon.
Robert Baldwin, for instance, for whom nothing was aone
such as is now proposed with re.pect to Sir George Cartier;
such men as 1 afoptaine and other eminent men on the
iReform side, as well as distinguished leaders of the-Conser-
vative party. I remember well that when Sir George
Cartier was a member of this House, he sat here as an active
supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite, and it does seem to
me that if hon. gentlemen think that Sirh George Cartier
merits this recognition at the hands of this country, it should
be.left to a time when political animositios with which his
name was connected, are forgotten.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL1). I did not happen to be in
the House when the bon. member for West Duiham (Mr.
Blake) made his remarks stating the grounds of bis opposi-
tion of this vote. I join with my bon. friends on this side
in the regret that he should have allowed any consideration
to baye induced him to offer opposition to the vote-a vote
which, I believe, will be endorsed by the majority of the1
people of Canada, without reference to political parties, as
a fitting testimonial to the merits of a great public man.
The hon. gentleman who bas just spoken says there are
other mon such as Baldwin, Lafontaine and others, to whom
no testimonial of the kind was ever offered. Well, Sir, the
fact that this was the case is not a sufficient reason why this
vote should not pass. Sir George Cartier was here as the
representative of an important section of the Dominion.
He served long and faithfully in the Parlianient of Canada
before Confederation, and in the Dominion Parliament.
As the result mainly ofb is efforts, the two races, instead of
being drawn up in hostile camps-hostile in every sense-
have moved on harm:niously together as subjects of the
same Sovereign. Let us look back to the ti me before ho
came te the front as a prominent statesman. We all1
remember the- suspicion, the jealousy, the hostility that
raged-I can use no other expression-that raged botween
the two Provinces. He at once addressed himself to the
cure of that great evil. He almost changed himself from a
Frenchman to an Englishman in bis efforts to remove that
hostility, and it was bis pride to state that he was a
Frénchspeaking Englishman. He tried to remove the
jealonsies which arose from circumetanes which I do net
wish to 'siHde to more particularly, and to make ail the
subjecta of ler Majesty in this Dominion work together.
Re sted in that spirit only; very mach under his-direction
some et the -burning questions which êeparated the races, and
many of the jealonaies whieh placed them in hostile camps,

Mr. MACDOUQALL.

were removed. Sometimes, in order to secure co-operatiop
- of the two races, he almost raised theauspicion of bis rellow-

countrymen that he was too much of an Englishman. But
very soon after those suspicions were aroused the beneficial
consequences of bis conciliatory course toward bis fehlow-

- members of Anglo-Saxon origin were so manifest, that lie
was at length accepted by the vast majority of his couùtry.

f mon in Lower Canada as a representative man, of 'hon
they were proud and in whom they had confidenee.
We al remeaber the circumstances of bis death. Hie
didnot, like some of those who have been mentioned,retire
from public life. He died in barness, a victim to the labors

of a lifetirne in fighting the battles of bis country and
*carrying on the administration of affairs to a suecessful
issue. We all can remember how death was written on bis
face as ho sat in the place now occupied by the hon. Min-
ister of Public Works. But still he was'faithful to is trust,
he was faithful to bis duty, and he left bis bouse and country
to die, I may say, for the country. His death aroused the
better feelings, the affectionate feelings, of the people of
Canada, without reference to political division, and when
bis remains were brought over from England to be buried
in his native soil, I believe there was a general wail of
sorrow that so'great a man, so good a man, so true a patriot,
had fallen so early. He fell in the path of duty, and this is
a fitting testimonial to bis mcrnry. I regret that any cir-
cumstances-and I an sure it must have been against the
botter feeling of my hon. friend that a sense of duty should
induce him--of course it could only be a sense of' duty-to
take the step ho bas done. I am sure it is a painful duty to
him ; I am sur ho must feel painfully the circumstances
under which he takes this position, and I must say that I
do not think it will strengthen that hon. gentleman in the
mind of friends or foes. They will think there is a want of
generosity in him, a want of liberality, a want of good taste;
and I am sure the country will say that one statesmen ought
not to show bis enmity to another in this way. It is uncal-
led for, unnecessary, and in some degree discreditable.

Mr. BLAKE. I wisýh merely to say that if the hon. gen-
tleman had been in bis place and had heard my speech,
I do not think that even he, to make a political
point, would have stated that I said one word to indicate
that I had any enmity to Sir George E. Cartier. H1e was
my personal friend.

Mr. TASSÉ. Mr. Speaker, I think it is my duty to join
the hon. members of this House, who have expressed their
regret at seeing the bon. leader of the Oppoition oppose
the erection of a monument to the memory of Sir George E.
Cartier, I must confess that I had a better opinion of the
generosity and highmindedness which the friends of the
hon. member for West Durham generally attribute to him.
Sir George Cartier is one of those men of whom an adversary
can say: "We fought him, but we are proud of him." The
bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) las told us that those
who took the initiative in proposing the erection of this
monument, did not represent the opinion of all the
Conservatives of the Province of Ontario. The hon. member
may speak in the name of the Liberals, but I do not admit
that be las the right to constitute himself the interpreter
of the sentiments of the Conservative party; for few
political men, and certainly not a single French Canadian,
ever acquired in a like degree, the esteem and the confidence
of the Conservatives of the Province of Ontario, as did the
much lamented statesman whose name was Sir GeDrge
Etienne Cartier. And even in the Province of Quebec,Mr.
Speaker, if Liberals opposel him during bis lifetime, I mu1st
admit with pleasure that of late many of them have done
him justice, and I myself have beard, on more than ene
occasion, eminent Liberals admit that Sir Geor2e E. Cartier
had rendered aignal service to bis contry, and especqialUy to
the Province of Quebec, whose respected chièfhe was
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during a noble and glorious career. As has already been
said, Mr. Speaker, no man lhas done more than Sir George
E. Cartier to establish on a sdlid basis-on the basis of
justice and that of respeeting the rights of everyone-the
union of the two great races whieh inhabit our country;
and consequently, no man bas acquired a better title to the
gratitude and esteem of his fellow-citizens. No man, more-
over, bas done more to render the French population of this
coanty attached to that English rule under which we
have learned to live happy, free and prosperous. He obtained
the rank of Baronet for rendering this signal service to
the British Crown. We all know, Mr. Speaker, that without
Sir George E. Cartier the great system of Confederation
which to-day governs Ibis country, would certainly never
have been established; witbout the support that ho gave te
the scheme of Confederation, that plan would certainly not
have secured the consent of the large majority of the,
electors of the Province which he represented. We also
know that Sir George E. Cartier had taken the initiative in
the great enterprise ofthe Pacific railway. We also know ihat
hie name is bound up with the codifying of the laws ofthe
Province of Quebec. We know also that dnring bis long
career, bis name was identified with a number of measures,
schemes and enterprises, which greatly contributed to
the pregress and prosperity of all Canada. Up to the
present time, it bas ever been, in various countries, the
custom to erect monuments to soldiers and warriors only,
but I think that a statesman who consecrates ali his life,
many a night's rest, all bis talents, and all his energies to
render service to his country, is as much entitled to a
monument as he who wins a battle. For these reasons do I
once more express my regret at seeing the hon, leader of
the·Opposition oppose the erection of a monument to the
memory of a man who was one of the glories as well as one
of the greatest benefactors of bis country.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, I would like to know if
there is to be an inscription on this monument and what it
is to be, if any decision has been come to on that point. I
would also enquire where this monument is to be erected.
If I ask what is to be the gist of that inscription, it is
because I understand that that inscription is to be such as
to represent historical facts. The question is not one of
passing an eulogium on the deceased, but of representing.
facts such as they took place from the beginning to the end
of bis career, so that that monument should descend to
posterity as a document.

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, in answer to tbe hon.
member, I must say that the good works accomplished,
and the eminent services rendored by Sir George E. Cartier1
to his country, constitute the finest inscription that he can
have, and that the name of "Sir George Etienne Cartier"
alone will say more than any inscription that could be
engraved on the monument.

Mr. PLUMB. I desire to say one word in behalf of the
Province of Ontario. It is my conviction that the great
majority of the people of that Province do not entertain the
views expressed by the hon. leader of the Opposition-and
more particularly of the Conservative party. He bas no

was not becdmitig of him to do ab >and I wentWtimfglie
in what sense the bon. gentleman regatde ie.dty, neeloa'
I believe that, when this discussion goes before tle world-
as one of the last utterances of the Session of 1881, it will
redound te that hon. gentleman's credit.

Sir RICHARD J. CARITWRIGHT. :But for the ,tidet
unreasonable and uncalled-for language indulged in by the
leader of the House to my- hon. feiend beside me, I would
noi have said one word on this occasion Had ho been. in,
as my bon. friend truly said, I do not think he woull bLve
ventured to make use of the very extraardinary epithetW he.
chose to apply to the exceeding moderato terms in wfijelf
my bon. friend recorded the opposition whièh he oflt to this
vote. Now, what are the cireumstances under which thia
vote is brought forward ? The First Minister and hie-
colleagues know right well that my hon. friend from
Lambton and my hon. friend from West Durham had years
ago taken a division on this identical question. low could
they expect .that these hon. gentimen who record their
refusal to be parties to a vote for a monument for the late
Sir George E. Cartier, could now go back upon their record
apd allow that to pass without a protest ? The thing was

erfectly absurd, and if anyone is tb blame for having
rought on this discussion it is those bon. gentlemen who,

at this distant day, chose to bring on this vote. For the
lte Sir George E. Cartier I will say this, that I believe
that, save one other man, he did more, he risked more, he
sacrificed more to bring about Confederation than any other
man in Canada. The only man who risked as mueh and
sacrificed as much as he did was the late Mr. George Brown.
To those two gentlemen, I believe, the Confedoration of
these Provinces was lai gely due, and I am bound to say
that to both of them in that respect thits country owes a
great debt of gratitude. But that does not affect in the
slightest degree the position, taken by my hon. friends
beside me, and I repeat that the Government must bave
known that tbis vote could not possibly have paeed with-
out a record of dissent by them.

323. To pay balance of contract for converting
ordnance.................. ......... $3,000

In answer'to Mr. BLAKE,
Mr. CARON. The test to which these guns are sub-

mitted was mach more isevere than any test imposed even
at Woolwich, and the onIy gun which fhiled to corne up t
the test must be looked upon, though imperfect, as not
so imperftect that its utility is impaired. After read-
ing the report on this subjeet, the hon. gentleman will see
that the experiment we bave tried in converting these guns
bas been a most suceeesful experiment. The eestwas$i255
less than it would have cost to have had thrm converted at
Woolwich. In addition to this, we not onty make use of
our old guns, which were practically useless for defensive
purposes, but gave employment to our own people. The
two guns made for us by Messrs. Gilbert & Sons, in Canada,
cost us less than they would have cost if they had been
imported from England. Sir William Palliser bimself
admits that this is the case, and they are built strictly on
the Palliser principle.

right t put into the months of the Conservative party of 324. Intercolonial Railway-Halifax gitensien-
Ontario, nor of the Liberal party either, sncb sentiments Addiiional amiount required ..................... $27,800 0
as ho bas uttered just now, This discussion is a most Mr. BLAKE. By what route will the pxtension te
painful one, and I regret that the hon. leader of the Oppo- inade ?
sition bas seen fit, whether in the disebarge of his duty or Sir LEONARI)TILLEY. Thia le Meroly the extension
otheîwise, to make sncb allusions as he made in the course of LEOAd TILaLEY is e the e xesti
of his speech, or, in fact, to object to the vote at all. He of the old road. It ialso for the erection of wharvesthe
says he was a friend of Sir George E. Cartier. If so I can work on wieh las been going on.
only say, save me from such friends. The hon. gentleman 335. Railways and Canals-Intercolonial Rail-
went out of his way to make an allusion to political events, wy-Lmolve p#Wr.. .- -- 0>
which, ho said, made it the more improper that sucb an Mr. BLkKE. Thehon. Mitister of Agblttptomised
appropriation as this should be madeo-events subsequent 1 furthtr intothMation *ith reibrenee te the exp.i'inênt&
to the death of that revered and lamented statesman. It cargoes of grain at H a*lifag in concurrence, on thiêidtmi-I
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asked for eÈplanations on the first occasion, in dealing witb
this item, withoat getting any, and I now ask for imforma-
tion again.

WAYS AND MEANS.

louse again resolved itself into Committee of Ways and
Means.

(In the Committee.)

1. Resolved, That towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year ending 30tb June, 1881, the sum of
$1,214,328.25 he granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada.

2. Resolved, That towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year endîng 30th June, 1882, the sum of
$27,082,257.66 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.
Resolutions reported, read a second time and concurred in.

SUPPLY BILL.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced a Bill (No. 104) for
granting to ier Majesty certain sums of money required for
defraying certain expenses of the public service, for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th June, 1881, and
the 30th June, 1S82, and for other purposes relating to the
public service.

Bill read the first and second time.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In moving the third reading
of the Supply Bill, I would direct the attention of hon.,
gentlemen opposite to page 13 of the Public Accounts,
wherein is stated very fully the powers of the Government
with reference to borrowing:

In close connection with the maturing debt is the question of the
borrowing powers passessed by the Goverument-these powers are of two
kinds, the lhmited and unlimited. I have very carefully gone over the
limited part contined in statement of the loans authorized, issued and
redeefned as it stands from 1869 to 30th June last, and find after revi-ion
that on the 30th June last the Government had at their disposal the power
to borrow the sums aggregating $14,897,962.27, and made up as follows:

(a) Amount unissued for Intercolonial Railway ý2,433,333 33

I have retained this amount in the statement, although from the
prospectus of the last loan making provision for the purchase of the
Riviere du Loup Branch, it might have possibly been considered as thon
used.

(b) Amount unissued from the North-West
Territory ................. ................ ...... $1,460,000 00

That has not been used.
(e) Amount unissued for the improvement of the

St. Lawrence........ ............ $1,500,0 eu ou
Against this advances have been made from time to time to the extent

of $1,306,000.

That has not been used.
(d) Amount unissued for improvement of

Quebec Harbor ..... ........................ $1,200,000 00

Advances have been made on this account to the extent of $1,149,140.00.

That has not been used.
(e) Amount unissued for Quebec Graving Dock, $5',0,000 00

The advances on this account amount to $12,O0 00.

That authority has not been used.
(f) Amount unissued for Pacific Railway and

Canals...............$4,866,666 67

Being made up of the Imperial Guarantee £600,000, and~ a'balance
unssued of £400,00 out of £8,000,O00, originally authorized. The
bonds bearing the Imperial guarantee are held as a reserve for the
Dominion note circulation.

These bonds are held under th. Act of last Session as secur-
ity for any demands that may be made for the redemption
of our notes. The probabilities are that during the carrent
year that over 53,000,000 will be deposited in the Savings

Mr. BLAKE.

Banks and Post Offices over and above the sums withdrawn.
While we hope we may not require the power-and do not
expect to use it-it is well to have it, in addition to the
authority asked for in the Act now before the Hiouse.

Mr. BLAKE. ¯Could the hon. gentleman inform me to
what extent there remain unpaid, the guaranteèd loans that
have been issued and not redeemed ?

Sir LEONARD TIL1LEY. I forget the whole amount of
the guaranteed loan at this moment.

Mr. BLAKE. The reason I asked was bec iuse I observed
there was a controversy going on in Ergland, in wbich Sir
A. T. Galt avid Sir John Rose were on one side, and Mr.
Gladstone on the other. The two former gentlemen con-
tended that hardly any of our guaranteed loans remained
unredeemed, while Mr. Gladstone contended that the whole
of the £3,000,000, and part of a subsequent loan, remained
unredetmed.

Sir RICHAlRD J. CARTWRIGHT. No doubt Mr. Glad-
stone is right, and it must bave been a clerical error on the
part of the telegraphie association or else on the part of the
reporters in England. We have not yot paid any portion
of the guaranteed loans since Confederation. It is certain
we have not paid the Intercolonial loan, and we have cer-
tai nly got to pay those portions of the £3,600,000 which
were issued and which anount to about $3,000,000. We
have not made defoult in any paymént, and we have not paid
a cent of any of these loans. There is about six millions for
which the Imperial Government is liable if Canada made
default, and it is to that which Mr. Gladstone allude 1, but it
is not a liability, I hope, the Imperial Government will ever
suffer any inconvenience from. What. perhap9, they may
have been alluding to is this: that at first au arrangement
was made by which the sinking fund should be invested in
the purchase of those particular securities.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think Sir A. T. Galt could
not have referred - to any guaranteed loan that was issued
since Confederation, because none of those have been
redeemed. le must have referred to a guarantee given by
the Imperial Government before Confederation. The liabi-
lities, of course, were assumed by the Dominion Government,
and an arrangement was made by Sir A. T. Galt himself by
which the Imperial Government guaranteed a certain
amount that has been paid off. The only amoant that is
not guaranteed at the present moment, are the amounts
referred to by the hon. gentleman.

Bill read the third time and passed.

THlE NEW LOAN.

Bill (No. 106) respecting the new loan of $18,000,000-
(Sir Leonard Tilley)-was read the sedond and third tifine
and passe 1.

BILL RESPECTING STEAMBOATS.

A message was received from the Senate, with the fol-
lowing Bill (No. 107) of their own, intitnled : " An Act
in amendment of the Acts respecting steamboats," to which
the concurrence of this louse was'desired.

On motion of Sir John A. Macdonald, the said Bill was
read the first and second time, considered in Committee of
the Whole, reported, read the third time aad passed; iand
(at 11:30 o'clock, p.m.,) the House adjourned.
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COMMONS DEBATES.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
SATURDAY, 19th March, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

COMMUNICATION FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that he had received
from the Governor General's Secretary, the following
letter:-

OTTAWA, 19th .March, 1881.
SIR,-I have the honor to inform you that His Excellency the Governor

General w i proceed to the Senate Chamber to prorogue the Session of
the Dominion Parliament, on Monday, the 21st instant at 3.30 o'clock.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

F. DE WINTON, Lt.-Col. R.A.,

The Honorable Governor General's Secretary.

The Speaker of the House of Commons.

PAYMENT OF SESSIONAL INDEMNITIES.

Mr. McINNES. With the permission of the House, on
this the last day of the Session, I beg to move:

That in the opinion of this House, it is expedient that the full
Sessional allowance be paid F. J. Barnard, Thomas Scott, and Robert
Doull, members of this House, in view of the fact that they were unavoid-
ably prevented by illness from being present during the early part of the
Session.

I may say, in connection with Mr. Barnard, that he was,
unfortunately, ill for a number of mont h, before the House
was called together. Even when he left, his home, on the
3rd of January, he was not sufficiently recovered to come
over here alone, and was compelled to bring his wife with
him, thereby causirg him increased expense. I believe
the circumstances connected with the case of Mr. Scott are
similar. He unfortunately met with an accident a few days
before the opening of the Session. I leave the House to
say whether, in their opinion, it is not just that the hon.
members who have the misfortune to be ill at home should
be paid their full Sessional allowance. It is a misfortune
for an hon. member to be ill anywhere, but I do not know
the country will derive any more benefit from their being
ill here rather than at h9me. I flnd ia the Journals of 1874,
on the motion of Sir John A. Macdonald, secondod by Mr.
Holton, it was resolved:

" That the Accountant of this House be authorized to pay to Joshua
Spencer Thompson, Esquire, member for Cariboo ; to A. B. Borron,
Esquire, member for Algoma; to Lewis George Harper, Esquire, member
for Gaspé ; and to St inislas F. Perry, Esquire, member for Prince, the
full amount of their indemnity as if they had been present and taken their
seats in the Bouse on 20th of March last, under the special circumstances
connected with the election and return in these cases.'

I find again that on llth April, 1876, the following
resolution, moved by Mr. Holton, seconded by Mr.
Langevin, and resolved :-

" That under the special circumstances of the case the Speaker be
authorized to cause the full Sessional allowance of Mr. Ross, member for
the-West Riding of the County of Middlesex, to be paid as if he had been
in attendaLnce from the beginning of the Session."

I believe, in that instance, Mr. Ross was only a few weeks
here, whereas the hon. members on whose behalf I have
moved were here over two months. I find on 9th May,
1878, it was moved by Mr. Dewdney, secondel by Mr.
Pluimb:-

" That the Accountant of this House be authorized to pay to T. R.
McInnes, the newiy elected member for Westminster, the ful fameunt of
bis idemnity as if -he 1ud been in attendance in this House for the fuit
number of days of the Session."
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Under these circumstanees, I trust the hon. gentlemen men-
tionel in my motion wii receive their full Sessional
indemnity.

Sir RICHARD J. CA RTWRJIGHT said the motion was
out of order.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said that if this motion was
out of order, a similar objection must have applied to the
granting of the full Sessional indemnity to the hon. member
for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) a few years ago, which was
unanimously agreed to by the House. The present motion
was merely an expression of the House that it is expedient
that those hon. members should receive their full
indemnity.

Mr. SPEAKER. I decided the other day that the House
could not pass such a motion. If that motion is carried
the Sessionalallowance will have to be paid.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. May says:
" But the rules applicable to grants of money, and motions for increas-

ing the burdens upon the people do not apply to resolutions expressive
of any abstract opinion of the House upon such matters. Such resolu-
tions have been allowed upon the principle that not being offered in a
form in which a vote of the House for granting money, or imposing a
burden, can be regularly agreed to, they are barren o results, and are
therefore to be regarded in the same iight as any other abstract resolu-
tion."

I notice that under that rule resolutions upon the followinog
subjects, among others, were allowed: Prine of Wales, 24th
May, 1787. National monuments and works of art, 16th
April 1818. Danish claims, 9th June, 1-41, 26th June,
1851. Scotch inspectors and surveyors of taxes, 23rd June,
1857. River Thames (amendment on going into Committee
of Supply), 9th July, 1858. National defences, 9th July,
1859. Recreation grounds, 15th May, 1860. Iarbors of
Refuge, 6th May, 1862. Sailors' Homes, 24th April, 1863.
These expressions of opinion by the House that certain
things are expedient have nothing to do with consequences,
they are barren of results, and being so are allowed. As
there is no clause in the motion that the Speaker" shall be
authorized" to order the payment of a sum of money, I
tbink the motion can be regarded as an expression of
opinion merely.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think it can s-arcely be held that the
motion would be "barren of results," as it would certainly
contemplate the payment of the indemnity, and, therefore, I
must rule it out of order.

MR. PATRICK.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to make a state.
ment to the flouse upon a matter in which I think the
H1ouse will take an interest. I have been guilty of an
omission for which I take some blame to myself, as I
intended to have submitted this matter to the attention of
the flouse at an earlier day in the Session when there was
a full attendanca of members; but the pressure of other
duties and the hurry of the Session caused it to be over-
looked. I had intended to ask the House to have recognized,
as I knew it would most thoroughly, the efficient services
of an old officer of Parliament-I mean the late
Clerk of the House. Mr. Patrick has served as an
officer of this House in various capacities for a period of
more than half a century-having been an officer of the
Assembly of Upper Canada, and he has performed his
various duties with the highest integrity and efficiency.
In England it has been usual and proper, when a parlia-
mentary officer is retirmng after long services, that the
flouse should specially recognise the services of that officer,
and the Clerk and the Clerk Assistant in England have
received official recognition of their services. 1 intended to
have moved a motion expressing the recognition of the
flouse of Mr. Patrick's long and faithful services, and I have
no doubt that the leader of the Oppasition would have.
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seconded that motion with pleasure. It would be of no
value to the late Clerk if I should move the motion lat this
stage of the Session. when there is merely a fragmentary
representation of the Hlouse present, and I bave risen
simply for the purpose of stating that it is my intention,
next Session, to move a resolution that the House approve
of Mr. Patrick's conduct as an officer of the House,
and express their recognition of bis long and valuable
services.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. I have no doubt
that when the hon. gentleman moves his motion it will
meet with a tolerably unanimous expres don of approval on
this side. Those of us who have long been members of the
House remember with pleasure the assiduity and courtesy
with which Mr. Fatrick always discharged bis dutie<,
which at one time were even more onerous than the some-
what onerous duties we have gone through this Session.
Very few of the officers of Canada, I think noue except
Mr. Patrick, have lived to complete more than half a
century's service; I am glad to hear the First Minister
express his sense of those services and his intention of
giving publie recognition of them at the proper time. I
quite agree with him that it would be better done when the
House is full, because I am certain many members on both
sides would desire to give publie expression to their senti-
ments of esteem and respect for that very excellent officer.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell), in moving the adoption of the
third report of the Committee appointed to supervise the
official reports of the Debates, said: This report is in favor
of the employment of amanuenses by the reporters. This
system bas been found absolutely necessary in every other
place where there is an official staff for reporting the Debates.
The difficulty that occurred this year bas been in the
reporters being obliged to go out from the table into the
office, there writing rapidly for a time, and returning to the
Chamber somewhat exhausted, and thereby unable to take
shorthand notes so perfectly as they otherwise would do.
The result is, that the copy sent to the printers bas been bad,
as a rule, and the printing bas cost a good deal more,
according to the Estimates, on account of corrections, than
the cost of these amanuenses will be. The effect of this
system will be to enable the reporters to do their work mueb
more efficiently, and really to lessen the expense at the end
by the improved character of the proofs that will be
brought to the hon. members.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHL. This seems to me
very reasonable. I would ask the hon. gentleman, as he is
better acquainted with these matters than most of us, if it
is an easy matter for an amanuensis to read the shorthand
notes of another reporter? I hvealways understood it was
not.

Mr. WHITE. The amanuensis does not read the notes
at all. Every one who knows anything about the matter
at all is aware that the reporter is delayed very often in
reading over bis notes by the difficulty of making them
out, but by having an amanuensis who writes from
dictation, the reporter is enabled to read more rapidly and
gets the work better done, as well as being more fresh
to do note-taking. It is proposed to pay the amannenses 812
a week. Payment will be made direct to them, as it was
suggested that if the money were paid to the reporters, they
might take it and add it to their salaries.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am told by some persons,
who have a better knowledge of these matters than myself
that the expense of employing an amanuensis for each
reporter will exceed the cost of employing au
additional reporter to do their work. If the present staff
bas too much work to do, it would really be cheaper to

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

employ an additional reporter instead of employing an
amanuensis for each reporter. This secretary becomes an
employé of the House, and in a short time his salary wili
have to be increased. It will add to the number of the staff,
and must inevitably increase the cost of reporting in a short
time.

Mr. WHITE. I may mention that the person who gave
my hon. friend that information is incorrect in one respect.
An additional reporter would not relieve the staff from that
physical exhaustion which comes from the drudgery of
writing out the notes rapidly in the time they have before
returning to the table to take shorthand notes. It is the
labor of writing out their notes which makes it difficult for
them to take the shorthand notes as well as they would
otherwise do. In Washington, where the staff is much
larger than it is here, each reporter has an amanuensis, and
some of them have two. The experience of those who are
most thoroughly acquainted with this matter is, that if you
add another reporter, that would not get rid of the difficulty
which, I think, will be avoided by this plan. Much of the
cost of the Debates results from the bad copy which the
reporters have sometimes turned out through physical
exhaustion.

Mr. TROW. I would suggest that if additional reporters
are added to the staff, one should be set apart expressly to
report the speeches of the hon. member for Niagara (Mr.
Plumb).

Mr. PLUMB. I "trow" not. I am very glad it has been
proposed to relieve these heavily taxed reporters. I plead
guilty to having done my share in taxing them in this
House, and I feel, as a matter of conscience, that anything
that can be done to relieve them, without increasing unduly
the public burdens which my hon. friends opposite are
groaning under, should be done. I think it is a step in the
right direction. I do not agree with the hon. member for
Frontenac (MIr. Kirkpatrick) that the difficulty will be
remedied by employing another rep:>rter. The staff this
year have done their work, on the whole, in a satistactory
way, and as we have undertaken to have a correct system
of reporting, I think that any reasonable means that will
contribute- to that result, ought to be employed, or else
abolish the Hansard altogether, and trust ourselves to the
tender mercies of the newspapers, whose accuracy is
proverbial!

Mr. STEPHENSON. I think the House will agree that
the system adopted this year has proved more successful
than any one anticipated it would be. As far as the expense
is concerned, it is well known that the Session has been
unusually lengthy, and the House has sat unusually late.
So far as we have been able to ascertain, the work done by
the reporters is without precedent in any other public body
in the world. In the United States they have a far larger
staff, and in England, though the system is not quite the
same, a far larger staff, relatively, is employed than here.
The propositions contained in this report will vastly
improve the system we have inaugurated. I do not think
there can be any reasonable objection to the adoption of this
report.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I think the reporters of the
daily papers in the gallery have more work to do than the
Hansard reporters, and do it with greater efficiency, because
they condense their reports. I think this proposal is the
first step towards the abolition of the Bansard. We are
now going to increase the expenses indefinitely. Next
Session there will be au additional reporter, and he wdl
have to have bis amanuensis, and by-and-bye these amanu-
enses will have to have their secretaries, and in the end we

i will have a staff of reporters, amanuenses and clerks which
f iwill be so expensive and so unsatisfactory that it will have

to be abolished.
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Mr. STEPHENSON. The $12 a week, which it is pro-

poeed to pay these amanuenses, is no more than the sum
which is given to the messengers who carry the papers of
the hon. member for Essex flrom here to the post office.

Motion agreed to.

A DJOURNMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That when this House adjourns to-day, it stand adjourned until

Monday at half past two p.m.
Motion agreed to; and (at 4:35 o'clock, p.i.,) the House

adjourned.

body of this louse wheu I say that by your knowledge
of constitutional custons and parliamentary practices,
by your unvarying kindness and courtesy, you have won
golden opinions from al. I think it is the judgment of
the whole House that you have occupied the Speaker's
chair in a manner creditable to yourself, to your Pro-
viince, and to the Dominion at large. A word, in closing, to
those who are about to leave these halls, and who we hope to
see return a few months hence. I have no doubt that ail
will, in their several relations of life, discharge their duties
as Canadian gentlemen, and although we nay have often to
meet on this floor as political foes, we will never meet other-
wise than as persorial friends.

Mr. TIROW. Mr. Speaker, I can most cordially corroberate
every word wbich bas beeii spoken by ny lhon. friend from
the Counity of Ottawa in regard te your conduct in thie chair.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, I bave mingled with the Opposition a goci doal duringthis Parliament, and 1I-have neyer heard a single
MoNDAY, 2lst March, 1881. sentence uttered etherwise than complîtnentary of

The SPEAKER tok the Chair at half-past Two o'clock. your impartiality as tho presiding ofiler of Ibis flouse.
I reg-'et that some merubers of' the G;overament have

PRAYERs. unfertunately been abseut from their 8cats ewing toîll-

REPORT. ness. I hope that the Minister of Iai[way8 witt seen
be able te return te bis duties, for 1 know tiiere is ne ma.n

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD laid on the Table of the in this Daminion who more faithfully atte ids t<) is depart-
House the report of the Department of the Interior, for the mental duties and te the interests of his party thaui that
fiscal year ending the *31st December, 1880. hon. gentleman. With regard to what the last speaker lias

CLOSE OF THE SESSION.said about the change f leadersipf our ptytru
CLOS 0FTHE ESSON.that wu will be allowed te, make our own littIe internat

Mr. WRIGHT. Before the Orders of the Day are callod, arrangements in such matters. A truer, a better, or
I rise to a question of privilege. Innovations are a more honest man is net in Canada than Mr. Mackenzie.
constantly being made in our constitutional system, as 1 suppose errors bave been made, and errors will continue
appears from recent proceedings in the English Parliament, Vo be made; even the present Administration lias flot been
and though no change has taken place in our constitutional free from them. I mus say tlat the Govoi-nnent have
system, yet there have been changes of another character. donc a large amonntef business this Session, tiougli I regret
An eminent statesman, the latelamented Abraham Lincoln,tbît important business had te bc put aside on1accouaI
once remarked that it was not proper to trade horses while cf te e cf trai w tea inalonwill deoide
crossing a stream; but last Session the Liberal party, whilebetlîer the contra.tfuth ehe Syndie ill prove
crossing the turbid and muddy stream of Canadian pohties,btîctit. t Uiccounty. ,o erfoie Nagaia will. I.v
changed the old charger which had fought on many a battlet.
field, for a young and untried thorougbred-very excellent mn
in every respect, though liable withal to balk occasion- Raiivays, and though we are semetimes impatient when
ally, and xick over the traces. At the close speeches are delivered ut Vhree in the merning, wu
of this Session, one of the most important in our history, I neYer bave that feeling towards tic bon. merubor for
have been requested, Sir, by the members of this House, to 1 n
subject your conduct, as the first Commoner of Canada, as closing lias been a very leasat one, and, speaking as a
the incarnation of our constitutional system, to the freest very humble nimber of the Opposition, I mustacknewledge
and most unsparing criticism. I am aware that the position 1hut we have b et d with a great deat cf courtosy-
occupied by the Speaker of the Canadian Parliament is a soneimes, under the circum4ances, more than we might
peculiar one. You are the special custodian and guardian [ave anticipated
of the rights and privileges of the members of this House. Mr.PLIMB. I greewithhon.members la sayingthat
Yon are, to use an old phrase, its mouthpiece; you express the moment at which we have te say firewell is a very sud
its pleasure or displeasure; and it falls to my lot to give one te ail of us. 1V haq, cf course, its pleasant recollectioni
voice to the feelings of the louse with regard to the for ail wbo remember what hus happened during this
manner in which you have performed your duties in Session, particularly those oni Iis side ef the llowie whe
that capacity, whether it has been fair, impartial and have good cause te cengratulate themselvos on having
courteons, or.the reverse. The position of the Speaker of this achieved one, perhaps, cf the greatest triumpbs that ba
flouse is one of strange isolation. From your place you been acbieved in the history of Canada. Il is a Session that
have witnessed many strange scenes-the rise and fall of will be marked undoubtedly in the annals cf this country as
political bopes, and many a struggle between those who are one of the most important that ever bas been held since the
in and those who want to get in. I have noticed that, diseovery of America. We cannot look upon the scene8 of
though parties may rise and fall, though Parliaments may lime and tell wbich grave will germinate and which fail.
pass away, the Speaker of this House never dies. You seem, It is impossible for us te know who are makin gistory,-or
Sir, to have discovered the elikir of life, the fountain of what the resuîts cf that history will be;but I beieve those
perpetual youth. I entered parliamentary life in 1863, who have taken part in the legialatien cf this Parliament
when I frmed the aequaintance of Mr. Walibridge, who have had the honest satisfaction of promoting tbe best
was Speaker of the louse. le was succeeded by Mr. interests of the great country whieh we represent. And
Cockburn, who discharge4 hisdaties well. The next on the I do net Bay it in any disparagnint of the OJposition, that
list wa Mr. T. W. Angli», who admirably filed tlh chair in Ihey bavet"en their stand wlth a onscientious conviction
every sense; and he iturn, Was ucceeded by yourself. Iwyer ea hIrsttisopnh Prleiae, an w het n.er her asut

venureto ay hatI epres te oinin o th en Ire raegrth latsoe, em ber fthe o emet hv
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Perth (Mr. Trow) speak as he has spoken, of
knowing that if we differ, we agree to differ, and
we can strike bands in friendly personal intercourse
although we may be as far as the poles asunder in our ideas
of what is best for the condition of the country. We have
endeavored to treat, during all the discussions which have
taken place this year, the Opposition with that courtesy
which, perhaps, we might, from our great number, have
denied to them. We felt a kindly sympathy with their
weakness, because we remembered that we were very much
in the same condition when in Opposition; but we knew
enough not to stay there. 'W hether our hon. friends will take
a lesson out of our book or not, we do not know, and that
remains for the future to decide. At all events we hope, and
we know, that wben we corne to the straight fight which bas
to come, that ihey will maintain their position with all the
skill and force which arguments can give; and if they do
not succeed, as I hope they will not, it will not be for
lack of argument or of every possible means to enforce
their own position. I was sorry to have entered the
Chamber and found I had missed the eloquent
speech-for I know it could be nothing else--
of the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright). That bon.
gentleman, when he rises, has a double advartage over
every other member of the flouse. In the first place, he
has the gitt of oratory. His lips like those of Plato,
touched by the bees of Hymettus, run out their
honey; and, in the next place, ho bas entrenched himself
so strongly in the bearts of all members of this Parliament,
that whatever ho says will be met with approbation, for
whatever he says richly deserves it. To the hon. member
for North Perth (Mr. Trow), I must tender my hearty
thanks for the kindly mauner in which he spoke of me. It
may be possible at some time that I have trenched upon
the patience of theb on. member, who bas been compelled
cither to listen to me or go into the smoking room. I am
very sorry if I have done so. It is part of the lot of one
who takes part in debate that he cannot gauge his own
utterances by what he believes to be the sympathy of the
flouse; but I have never intentionally trespassed on the
proprieties of debate, and I trust I never may do so.
I am bit I always like to strike back, but
my heart is like that of the flint and steel.
I trust that after my intercourse in Parliament during
seven years withb hon. members, I can go away with the
reflection that I have not made an enemy, and that I have
aroused but little antagonism in all the bitterness of debtte
during the time I have had the honor of a seat in Parlia-
ment. I regret more than I can say that we have been
deprived during the latter portion of the present Session of
one who was a power and authority in himself ; and when I
look at that empty chair, I believe every member wili join
with me in expressing the fervent wish that Divine Provi-
dence may so order affairs that tbe hon. member (Sir
Charles Tupper) who is now missing from this Bouse, may
roturn with renewed vigor and take his place in the councils
of the country with the same might, authority and success
whieh distinguished his career during the long period in
which ho illustrated the politics of the country. I trust we
may all be spared to come together again, and that when
we maeet we may be able to say that Canada Las been pro-
gressing in that course of prosperity on which, I believe, it
bas now entered, and that we shall meet in the chair the
dignified, the impartial, the able presiding officer who now
sits there, and who has presided up to this time over our
deliberations with a competency which has received the
endorsation of both sides of the House.

BY-E[IECTIONS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to make an
announcement which, I think, will be Satisfactory to both

Mr. PaUM.

sides of the House. It is quite clear that every Opposition
must admit that a Government to be successful must be
strong, and the stronger it is the better. I would like to
read two telegrams addressed to myself and which I received
to day, The first as follows: -

" Your Pacific Railway policy and nttional tarif was Approved by 3g
majority in Bellechasse, a Liberal county. 1 am elected as your sup-
porter.-P. AMYOT."

The second telegram is from Malbaie:
'Though sick and confined to my bed for three weeks, I was elected'

by my friends on Saturday morning as one of your supporters.-F. X.

PROROGATION.

A Message from Ris Excellency the Governor General,
by the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
"MR. SPEAKER,

" His Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate presence
of this House in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Senate.

IN THE SENATE CHAMBER.

His Excellency was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
name, the Royal Assent to the following Bills

An Act respecting Prize Fighting.
An Act further to continue in force for a limited time " The Better Pre-

vention of Crime Act, 1878."
Ai Act to amend the law respecting Documentary Evidence in certain

cases.
An Aet t. amend the Insolvent Act of 1875, and amending Acts.
An Act to correct a clerical error in schedule B, to the Act forty-third

Victoria, chapter twenty-two, amending " The Bank Act" and con-
tinuing the charters of certain banks.

An Act to amend the Aet forty-third Victoria, chapter sixty-one, intituled
" An Act to incorporate the Assiniboine Bridge Company," and to
change the name of the said Company.

An Act to amend "The General Inspection Act, 1874," and the Acts
amending it.

An Act to reduce the capital stock of the Exchange Bank of Canada and
otherwise to amend the Act respecting the said Bank.

An Act to incorporate "The M. ntreal Board of Trade and Exchange."
An Act to extend the Act establ:shing one uniform currency for the

Dominion of Canada to the Provinces of British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island.

An Act further to amend the Act incorporating the Canada Guarantee
Company, and to change the name of the said Company to " The
Guarantee Company of North America."

An Act to incorporate the Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Company.
An Act to incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage Company of Canada.
An Act to amend the Act of incorporation of ",The Accident Insurance

Company of Canada," and to authorize the change of the name of the
said Company to "The Accident Insurance Company of North
America."

An Act to provide for the salaries of an additional Judge of the Court of
Queen's Bench and an additional Judge of the Superior Court in the
Province of Quebec.

An Act to continue in force for a limited time the Act forty-third
Victoria, chapter thirty-six.

An Act to incorporate the Association known as "J. Winslow Jones &
Company (Limited.)"

An Act respecting the Canada Consolidated Gold Mining Company.
An A et to incorporate The Bay of Quinté Railway and Navigation

Company.
An Act respecting La Banq'e Ville Marie.
An Act to incorporate the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada.
An Act to incorporate the Hull Mines Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Metropolitan Fire Insurance Company of

Canada.
An Act to provide for the correspondence of certain provisions of the Act

respecting the navigation of Canadian waters with the provisions for
like purposes in force in the United Kingdom.

An Act relating to the Canada Military Asylum at Quebec.
An Act to incorporate the Moncton Harbor Improvement Company.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Souris and Rocky Mountains

Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Petroleum Inspection Ac, 1880.
An Act to amend the Acts incorporating the Montreal, Portland and

Boston Railway Company.
An Act to remove doubts as to the true construction of section twelve of

" The Northern Railway Company Act, 1877."
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An Act to amend the Act fortieth Victoria, chapter ten, intituled: "An

A et to amend and consolidate the Acts respecting the Customs."
An Act respecting the Northern Railwav Company of Canada.
An Act respecting the Ontario and Pacifie Junction Railway Company.
An Act to incorkorate the Northern, North-Western and Sault Ste.

Marie Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate "The Napierville Junction Railway and Quarry

Company."
An Act respecting Naturalization and Aliens.
An Act to incorporate the "English and Colonial Insurance Company."
An Act to incorporate the European, American, Canadian and Asiatic

Cable Company (Limited).
An Act further to amend an Act respecting certain Savings Banks in the

Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and to continue for a limited time
the Charters of certain Banks to which the said Act applies.

An Act to enlarge and extend the powers of the ''Crédit Foncier Franco-
Canadien."

An Act to incorporate the Crédit Foncier of the Dominion of Canada.
An Act ta amend the Consolidated Railway Act.
An Act to amend and consolidate the laws relating to Government Rail-

ways.
An Act with reference to the Andrew Mercer Ontario Reformatory for

Females. and the Central Prison of Ontario.
An Act to incorporate the Acadia Steamship Company,(Limited).

An Act furtier to amend the Act forty-second Victoria, chapter fifte n,
and forty-thi d Victoria. chapter eighteen, as respects duties of Customs.

An Act to authorize the raising by way of' loan of certain sums of
money required for ihe public service.

An Act in amendment of the Acts respecting Steamboats
An A ct to provide for the extension of the boundaries of the Province

of Manitoba.
An Act ta provide fr the allowance of drawback on certain articles

manufactured in Canada, and used by the Canadian Pacific Railway1
Company.11

An Act to prescribe a declaration to be taken by employés on telegraph
lines under the control of the Government, and to provide for the punish-
ment of telegraph operators and employés who divulge the contents of
certain telegrams.

An Act to amend the Act thirty-sixth Victoria, chapter sixty, respect-
ing the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.

An Act to increase the salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Court of
Prince Edward Island.

An Act further to amend the Acts therein mentioned respecting the
Militia and Defence of the Dominion of Canada.

An Act to remove doubts as to the power to imprison with hard labour
under the acts respecting vagrants.

An Act toamend the Dominion Lands Acts.
An Act to amend "The Indian Act, 1880."
An Act further to amend the Act incorporating " The International

Railway Company "b
An Act to amend the Acts relating to the New Brunswick Railway

Company.
An Act to provide for the incorporation of a Company to establish a

Marine Teiegraph between the Pacific Coast of Canada and Asia.

Then tho Honorable the Speaker of the Touse of Con-
mons addressed lis Excellency the <Governor General as
follows
"MAY IT PLEASE YoUR EXcELLENcY,

"In the name of the Commons, I present to Your Excelleucy a Bill
intituled : 'An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums of money
required for defraying certain expenses of the Public Service, for the finan-
cial vears ending respectively the 30th June, 1881 and the 30th June, 1882,
and for other purposes relating to the Public Service,.'--to which I humbly
request Your Excellency s assent."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was given in the followingg
words:--E

' 1In Her Majesty's name, His Ex7 ellency the Governor General thanks
Her Loyal subjects, accepts their benevolence, and assents to this Bill. L

After which iis Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to close the Third Session of the Fourth Parliament
of the Dominion with the following

e
SPEECH. e

Honorable Gentemn of the sente:

Gentlemen of the House ofOCommons:

In relievihg you from your parliamentary duties after a long and
laborious Session, I desire to convey to you my best thanks for the P
ausiduity you have shown in their performance.
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The measure for transferring ta a Company of Capitalists the responsi-
bility of constructiig and operatiug the Canadian Pacific Railway will
I am assured, be followed by most favorable results, and ensure the rapid
completion of this great national enterprise.

It will be the duty and interest of the Company to use every exertion
ta dispose, without delay, of the lands granted in aid of their undertak-
ing, and for that purpose to promote immigration from abroad on an
extensive scale.

Mr Ministers will, however, not relax their efforts in the same direction,
and it is believed that by the united action of the Government and the
Company, a large influx of valuable settlers may be confidently antici-
pated. Such an immigration must tend to enhance the value of the pub-
lic domain in the North-West.

While the system of making free grants ta actual settlers wil be main-
tained in its integrity, the lands reserved for sale by the Crown will, it is
believed, be disposed of at prices sufficient, eventually, to repay the
whole of the expenditure of money by the Dominion on the construction
of the Railway.

The exteusion of' the Boundaries of Manitoba will confer the privilege
of Local self Government on the people already resident in, or who may
hereafter occupy, the area now added ta the Province, and by enabling
the Legislature to establish Municipal Institutions in its enlarged limits,
tend greatly to add to the welfare of that interesting region.

The amendment of the Naturalization Laws will, I trust, have the
effect of removing the disadvantages under which emigrants from Europe
have hitherto labored, and of attracting a large influx of population
from the Old World.

The consolidation and amendment of the General Railway Acts, and
of the Laws relating to Government Railways bas improved and system-
atized our Railway legislation.

I am pleased to observe that you have not been forgetful of the inter-
ests of the Indian popu'ation of the North-West. It is greatly to be
hoped that the efforts ta induce them to forsake their nomadic habits and
betake themselves ta pastoral and agricultural pursuits will be success-
fui. By no other means can their civilization be promoted, the Indians
themselves rendered self-reliant and self-supporting, and the Dominion
Treasury relieved of the burden of rescuing them from their apparently
chronic state of destitution.

The extension of tur Telegraphic system by Cable in the River and

Gulf of St. Lawrence, will aid the fisheries and the commerce of Canada

and increase the safety of its waters.

Gentlemen / the House of Commons:

In lier Majesty's name, I thank you for the Supplies you have so readily
granted, and heartily congratulate you on the improved condition of thé
Revenue.

Eonorable Gentlemen of the Senaie:

Gentlemen of the Bouse of Commona:

I bid you farewell, and trust that when Parliament re-assembles we
hall be able to congratnlate ourselves on Canada having, meanwhile,
njoyed a season of peace and prosperity.

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada was then
rorogued to the 2nd day of May next.

Printed by MioLu&x, Rosa k Co. Parliamentary Printers, Wellington
Street, Ottawa.
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Address, on the, 26, 28.
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Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 21, 944.
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General Inspection Act of 1874 Amt. Act Amt. -B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to B0, 964.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, ÇoTmptao)

on 20, 966 ; in Çom. of Wh., 1213.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Bjultbee) on Amt.

(Mr. Ogden) to M. for 2°, 985.
Irish Emigratioi to Canada (Ques.) 988.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989; (remarks)

1459.
Can. Southern Ry., on M. for Pap., 1007.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1009; in
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St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Supply, 1177.'
KingstonPenitentiary, in Supply, 1179.
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Suppty, 1180, 1375.
I .CPeiitentiary, in Sapply, 1182.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
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Cenuss, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184, 1191.
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1193.
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in Supply, 1435.
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BAKER, Mr.

Ontario Judges, payment of, (Que.) 1443.
BÉcHARD, Mr.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blak e) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)
for 2° of Res., rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 551;
(Amt.) 712.

Emigration to the U. S., on ndjd. Debate, 841.
Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act. Anmt. B. 39 (Mr.

MeCuaig), on 2°, 851).
Q. M. O. & O. Ry., purchase by Dominion (M. for Cor.) 863.
French Translatioh of Official Debates, on M. for State-

ment, 1008.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. forJ Ret-, 1046.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1345.
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Can. Temperance Act Amt. B 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Atnt.
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21 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 615;
(Amt.) 728.

Grain Shipments from Halifax (Ques.) 861 ; (Ques.) 904.
Annand, Mr., Expenditure of (Ques.) 1357.

BURPEE (Sunbury), Mr.
C.P.R., on M. (Sir Charles Tapper) for

from Coni. of Wh. (Amt.) 718.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C.

1171.

2' of Res., rep.

on Res. (Amt.)

BEATY, Mr.
The Address (moved) 3.
Saskatchewan and Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 11, 1°)

258.
Metropolitan Fire Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. (B. 15, 1°)

314.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1226.
British and Colonial Insurance Co. B. 85, 10, 1240-; 2°,

1340; 30, 1410.

BoWELL, Mr.
Exports and Imports, 46.
Wreekage in Canadian Waters, 46.
Official Report of the Debates (Ans.) 81; Com. (M.)

107; in Supply, 1202; in Supply, 1376.
Seizures under the Gustoms Act, on M. for Statement, 118.
Drawbacks on Exported Goods, on M. for Ret., 127.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Cor.,

167, 219, 223.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge, on M. for Cor., 177.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures

Act, on M. for Ret., 263.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 260 (Ans.)

144d.
.Damaged Grain, on M. for Ret., 263.
Portage La Prairie, Port of Entry (Ans.) 485.
English Salt Bags (Ans.) 599.
Question of Privilege (remarks) 599.
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented) 709.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 835.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Claims for Drawbacks, on M. for Ret., 996.
Can. Southern Ry., on M. for Pap., 1007.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1053.
Wheat on Ship Boyne, (Ans.) 1088 ; (Ans.) 1153.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. b., to M. for 2Q, 1104.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 2 (books, &c.),

1141; item 4 (cordage) 1146; item 8 (wrought
iron tubing) 1149; item 44 (winceys) 1150.

Undervaluations for Customs duties (Ans.) 1152.
Customs Act Amt. B. 78, 10, 1194; 2°, 1303; 3°, 1305.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1203.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 107.
Militia, new pensions, in Supply, 1209.

BOWELL, Mr.-Con.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
Customs, Salaries, &c., at Ports, in Supply, 1232.
Dept. of Customs, in Supply, 1269.
Savings Banke, Ont. and Que. Act Amt. B. 83; 1°, 1213;

20, 1305; 3°, 1306.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Murray Canal, in Supply, 1322.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada, on Res.,

1358.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Tobacco, Stamps on Canadian, in Supply, 1399.
Petroleum, instruments for testing, in Supply, 1399.
Delisle Executors, refund to, on Cone., 1419.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1427.

BOURASSA, Mr.
French copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
Appts. and Dismissa!s under Weights and Measures

Act, on M. for Ret., 206.
Supply-(Amt. respecting Beet-Root Sugar) 1343.

BUNSTER, Mr.
Vancouver Island Ry., on M. for Cor., 114.
C.P.R. Contract, in Com. on Res. (remarks) 154.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 223.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of -Res. ]Rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 642.
On Ques. of Privilege, on recording vote (remarks) 724.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°), 788; Amt. to M. for 3°, 791.
Newspaper Reports, on personal explanations, 831.
Rice and Powder Duties in B.C. (M. for Ret.), 1012.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1145; free list, 1151.
Munro's land in B.C., on M. for Rep., 1159.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1185.
Public Works and Buildings, B.C., in Supply, 1212.
Ilarbors and River, B.C., in Supply, 1227.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Dept. of Interior, Indian affairs, in Supply, 1267.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I., on B., 1333.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B., 1371.

BURPEE (St. John) Mr.
Seizures under the Customs Act, on M. for Statement, 121.
N. B. Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 20, 945.
French Shipping Bounties B (M. for Cor.) 960.
Mails between St. John and Bangor (Ques.) 1043.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1117.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1185.
Customs Act Amt. Bill, on 1, 1199; in Com., 1305.
Customs salaries, &c., at Ports, in Supply, 1233.
Customs Dept., in Supply, 1269.

BENOIT, Mr.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal (Ques.) 155.

BUNTING, Mr.
Wrecking in Inland Waters (M. for Cor.) 167.
Northern Ry. Co. Bill (M. in Amt. on 3°) 1339.

BEAUCHESNE, Mr.
Quebec Judiciary (Ques.) 1153.

BERGIN, Mr.
Factory Employment Regulation (B. 6, 10) 129, 20 M.,

1099.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech), 5 59.
Emigration to the U.S, on adjd. Debate, 846.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex., under (M. for

Rct.) 1044, 1048.
BOULTBEE, Mr.

C.P.R. Contract, in Com. on Res. (remarks) 154.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax, on M. for Cor., 162.
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BoULTBEE, Mr.-Con.
Wrecking end Towing in Inland Waters, M. for Ret., 218.
Souris and iRocky Mountain Ry. Go. Act Amt. B. 18, 1",

354. (B. 181àr Com.), 1211.
Saskatchewan and North Western Ry. Co. Incorp. B. 17,

10, 354.
Northern Ry. Co. B. 20, 1°, 384; 20, 942; 3°, 1340.
Emigration from Canada, on Ant. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 423.
South Saskatehewan and Hudson Bay Ry. Co. Incorp. (B.

28, 1°) 485.
C.P.R., on Amnt. (Mr Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2P oflRs. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 612.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 784.
Can. Temper.ance Aet Amt. (B. b2, 1°) -884; 2° M.,

970.
Supreme and Excçequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 6, m. h. to M. for 2°,
925.

Prise Fighting B. 29 Mr. McDonald, Pictou) inC om.,
938.

Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)
on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2', 1105.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1129.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C. on Res., 1169.
Ont. and Quebec Ry. Incorp. B., on 3°, 1235.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1365.
N.B. Ry. Acts Amt., on 3° B., 1410.

CARTWrGHRT, Sir RICHARD J.

Address, on the, 24.
Public Accounts (Ques.) 37.
Consolidated Fund (M. for Ret.) 46.
Exports and Importe (M. for Ret.) 46.
Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the N.W., 48.
Administration of Savings Banks (Ques.) 49.
Standard of the C.P.R., on M. for Ret., 111.
Manitoba South-Western Ry. Land Grants, 113.
Land Sales in the N.W., on M. for O.C., 116.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 141.
Independence of Parliament(B. 9, 11), 225; 2' M., 1099.
Steel Rails and Fasteninge, Amt. to Amt. on M. for

Statement, 231.
Emigration to the U.S. (Amt.) to M. for Statement, 264;

Amt. neg., 831, 853.
C.P. R.,.on Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of

Res. (Speech) 477.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
527; (Amt.) 715.

C.P.RGonstruction in Man. (Ques.) 709.
On C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) personal explanation, 778.
Dominion Lands Appropriations, on M. for Ret., 818.
Estimates, The (Ques.) 831.
Case of J. B. Eager, on M. for Statement, 880.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act Amt. B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to 30, 965.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 988.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1186, 1192.
Bank Act, Amt., on Res., 1193.
Customs Act, Amt., on Bill, 1199.
farbors and Rivers, Quebec, in Supply, 1223.
Brigade Majors, Salaries and Transport Expenses, in

Supply,1227.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (reply) 1030; on Res.

in Com., item 1 (agricultural implemente) 1141;
item 2 (books, etc.) 1141; item 3 (cocoa nuts)
1144; item 4 (cordage) 1146; item 8 (wrought
iron tubing) 1149; item 12 (lead) 1150.

Tel. commaniion wîth Aia, on Res., 1175.
St. Vincent de 'Paul Penitentiary, in Supply, 117.

CARTWIGHT, Sir RIcaARD J.-Con.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 118.
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Su ply, 118J.
Public Archives, in Supply, 118.
Conservatory in publie grounds, in supply, 1210.
Publie Works and Buildings, N»3., iid BSupply, 1211
Marine and Immigrant lospitals, in Su My, 123.
Customs, salaries, &c., at Ports in Supp Y, 33.
Beet-RootBugar industry, on Ries., 1253.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1265.
Secretary of State's Dept., 1265.
Dept. of Jnland Revenue, in Supply, 1269.
Dept. of Postmaster-General, in Siipply, 1209.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Depts. of Public Works and Railways and Canais, in

Supply, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, in Supply, 1271.
High Commissioner of Canada Expenses of, in Sapply,

1274, 1396.
Montreal Water and River Police, in Supply, 1977.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1287.
Halifax Rail,'ay Terninus, Construction of Pdevator, in

Supply, 1287, 1313.
Savings Banks Act, Amt., Ont. and Que.,n C omi, 1305.
Supply on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1309; Am., 1420.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries &c., of, in Supply, 1323.
Govt. Agency at ]Rio Janeiro, in Supply, 1328.
Indians, Supply, 1347, 1353, L424.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1864.
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Supply, 1355.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manuiactured in Canala, on ]Res.

1357.
Dominion Lands, on 21, B. 1360.
Govt. in N. W. T., expenses of, in Supply, 1172.
Dominion Lands Survey, in Supply, 1373; on Conc.,

1415.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377; on Conc.,

1417.
Smith, J. B., claim of, in Supply, 1379.
Kingsford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1391.
Charybdis' Expenses of, in Supply, 1W93.
Gratuities to members of Montreal Water Police, in

Supply, 1395.
Land Guides, payments to, in Supply, 1399.
Inland Revenue Act, Amt-., on B., 1404.
C.P.R., Thunder Bay and Red River, on Conc., 1413.
Intercolonial Ry., management of, in Supply, 1428.
Dufferin Improvements, Quebee, in Supply, 1484.
Dufferin, Lord, Expenses of, in Supply, 1435.
Loan, to authorizo raising of money for public serveIe, on

Bill, 1442.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Supply Bill (remarks) 1462.
Mr. Patrick (renarks) 1464.
Official Report of Debates, on lRep. of Com., 1464.

CHARLTON, Mr.
Address, on the, 27.
Pacifie Railway Maps (remarks) 81.
Standard of the C. P. R., on M. for Ret., 88,
Newspaper Postage (hi. for Ret.) 12.
The Public Debt (Ques.) 155.
Life-Saving Stations on Inland Waters (M. for Cor,).207.
C.P.R. Contra.et (Speech) in Com on Res., 285;" on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of lies., rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Amt.) 744.

Emigration from Canada on Amt. te Amt. te pîp"sed M.
for Statement, 422; on adjd. Debate, 835.

C.P.R., B. 37 (Sir C4rles Tupper) on 20, 785.
Prize Fghting B. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Pietou) au 2o, 937;

expianation, 963,
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CHARLTON, Mr.-Con.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989.
Canada Souther iRy. (M. for Pap.) 1.006.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1009.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1008; explanation in

Com., 1444; on Res. in Com., free list, 1151.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1363.
Dominion Lands, in Supply. 1374, on 3°, 1400.

CoCKBURN (Muskoka) Mr.
Georgian Bay Branch (0.P.R.) (Mi for Cor.) 167.
C. P.R. Contract (Speech) in{Com. on Res., 351.,
District Inspectors of Weights and Measures (M. for

copies of Instructions),1057.
Ventilation of the flouse, on M. for Cor. (Mr. Rochester)

1096.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 20 B. 1387.

CoURSOL, Mr.
French Copies C.P.R. Contract, 82.
Personal explanation on Auditor General's Rep. (remarks)

128.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 282; on Amt.

(Mr. LaRue) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of
Res. rep. from Com. of Wh.; (renarks) 759.

Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Anmt. to proposed
M. for Staternent, 421; on adjd. Debate, 843.

On Ques. of Privilege (remarks) 599.'
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 20, 915; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 6 m.
h., 923.

Letter Boxes in Montreal P.O. (M. for Statement) 961.
Ways and Means-on the -Budget, 1114.
Montreal, Branch Offices at (Ques.) 1153.
Customs Act, Amt., on B., 1 96.
Napierville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co. B. 74, 2c,

1220; 3°, 1410.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Canada, B. in Com. 1241; Amt.

on 3, 1288.
Lake St. Peter debt (Ques.) 1277.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, on B., 1382.

CoUGHLIN, Mr.
Parkhill P.O. (M. for Rot.) 126.

CARoN, Mr.
Mjor-General Luard's Appt, on M. for Cor., 170.
Volunteers in N.B., on M. for Ret., 992.
Military College Graduates, on M. for Statement, 1097.
Militia Report (presented) 1173.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Militia, new pensions, in Supply, 1208.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1209.
Brigade Majors, Salaries and Transport Expenses, in

Supply, 1227.
Drill Pay, in Supply, 1227.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1229.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 126à, 1377.
Miitia and Defence Acts, Amt. B. 1°, 1356, 20 and 3°, 1411.
Importation of Military Stores (Ans.) 1402.
Palliser Ordnance, on Conc., 1461.

COSTIGAN, Mr.
On personal explanation (Mr. Anglin) 483.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1977.
N.B. Ry. Co. Act, Amt. on 8' B., 1408.

CJa"Eaoi (S. Huron), Mr.,
Standard of the C.P.R-, o p . for Ret., 109.
Govt. Rxpenses to England (M. for Ret.) 126.
Indian Instructors (M. for et.) 171.
Govt. Land Guides (M. for Ret,) 172.
C.P.R Contract (Speech) in Com on Re., 233; on M. (

(Sir Charles Tupper) for,2° of Ses, rep. fro JCom.
of Wh. on Amt. (Mr. Trow) 74mtl56.

CAMERoN (S, Huron), Mr.-Cn.
Hull Mines Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 41, 1°) 789; {B., 30)

1287.
Richelieu Election Petition on adjd. Dçbate.Cremarks)

829.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47-(Mr, McCarthy)

on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m.h., 1996.
Factory Employment Regulation Bill 6 (Mr. jrergi) on

M. for 2°, 1099.
Miscellaneous priunting, in Supply,120.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, -22>6.
Dominion Lands, on 29 B., 1363.
Govt. Railways, Acts respecting,on B., 140t

CAsEY, Mr.
C .P.R. Contract, on M. for Papers, 85.
Seizures under the Customs Act (M. for Statement) 116.
Survey of Indian Rleserves (M. for Statement) 12R.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. proposed, M.

for Statement, 419.
C.P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir CharlesTu-pper)

for 2e of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 578.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 783.
Ry. and Tel. Mateilals manufactured in Canda, on Res.,

1358. -
Port Stanley Harbor (M. for Statement), 1380
Civil Service Commission, Expenees of, in Supply, 1396.
Fabre, Hon. H., payments to, in Sup>ply, 1898.

CAMERON (N. Victoria) Mr.
Standard of the C.P. R., on M. for Ret., 109.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, on Amt. to Amt., on M. for

Statement, 232.
Westbourne and North Western (Man.) Ry. Co.Incorp.

(B. 14, 10) 314.
Windsor Branch of N. . Ry. Co., Transfer ActAmt.

(B. 16, 10) 314.
Ont. and Que Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 23, 1°) 418ý;(B. 23,

in Com. of Wh.) 1220. (B. 23, 3')1235,
Emizration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 423.
C.P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir CharlesTapper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Comi. ofWh. (Speech,) 6:3.
On Ques. of Procodure on C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 770.
Right of Prov. GovtR. to appoint Police Magistrales, on

M. for Cor., 821.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.. Lan.

dry) on M. for 20, 914.
Tel. communication withAsia, on Res., 1175) 1339.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1231.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1264.
Crédit Foncier of Dominion of Canada, on 9°, 1290.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2° B', 1297.
Salaries of Judges P.E.I., on Bil, 1332.

CIMoN, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on IRes., 1.4.
Appt. of Que bec Judges, on Res. (Speech) 899.
Quebec and Lake St. John lRy. (M for Rep. of Engineer)

953.
Quebec and Lake St. John Mails (M. for Cor.) 959.
Sick and Disabled Mariners' lund, charges levjed for,

(M. for Statement) 1252.
Fishery Licenses at Saguenay (If. for Statement) 1262.
Exportation of Wool from Chicoutimi and Sagàeny,-fà(.

for Statement) 1;52.
Exportation of Fish, Fish Oil. &c. from Chifatînrf and

Saguenay (M. for Statement) 1252.
CantING, Mr.

Ont. Investment A&ociation Incorp. B. 6 485.
CURRIER, Mr.

Civil Service Commissioners Rep. (Quesa) 49.
Civil Service ActAnt. B. (Ques.) 39e
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Cuaara, Mr.--«on.
Ventilation of the Bouse (remarks) 988.
Weighta aid5teasures et, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret.-1048.
WayesudMeansa-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

Europeaîi, MAerican and Canadian Cab.le Co. B. 72, 20,
1152; 30, 1410.

Cable Comniunication with Asia, on Res. 1174, 1339.
Ont. and Quebed Ry. Incorp. B. on 30, 1237.
Union Suspension Bridge on M., 1245.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.

COLBY, Mr.
Insolvent Act of 1815 Amt. Act Amt. B. 39 (Mr.

McCaaig) on 2Y, 860.
Beet-Root Sugar hndntry, on Reý. 1254, 1258.
Coal Oil, Specifie Gravity of, on M. for Cor. 112.
Petroleum Inspection Act, Amt. on B. 1333.
Consolidated Ry. Act, Amt. on 20 B. 1389.

CAsGaIA114, Mr.
French Copies C P.R. Contract (M. to print extra)

82, 4.
Prevention of Fraud (B. 5, 10) 107; on 20, 858; dis-

charged and Sel. Com. apptd. 912.
Emigration from Canada on Mb. for Statement, 264; on

Amt. to Amt. 441; on adjd. Debate, 853.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 415; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
2° of Res. rep. from Com of Wh. (Speech) 670;
(Amt.) 751.

Offer of Second Syndicate, French Copies (Ques.) 485.
Wood for Lower Traverse Lightship, M. foi Cor. 823.
Appt. of Quebee Judges, on Res. 902.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for 2° (remarks) 931.
Borrowing Pits on Intercolonial (M. forCor.) 946.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep. .157.
Consolidated Ry. Act (1878) Amt. (B. 70, 1l) 1131.

Ait. on 3°, 1425.
Cartier Sir G. E. Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1315.

DESJAPRDINS, Mr.
Accident on the Lachine Canal (M. for Ret.), 47.
Supreme Ct. Act (Ques.), 81.
French copies C.P.L Contract, 82.
Major-General Laard's appt. (M. for Cor.) 170.
Exchange Bank of Canada, A mt. (B. 8, 10) 204.
On Ant. to M. (Sir Charles Tuppor) for 2° of C.P.R. Res.

(Speech) 474.
On personal explanation (Mr. Anglin) 485.
Wrongs to Children, Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) ou

M. for 2ç, 1002.
Montreal Harbor Dues, on Amt. toM. for Ret., 1044.
St. Vincezt de Païn Penitentiary (M. for copies of Cor.)

La Banque VIlle Marie Act Amt.B. 69, l°, 1.34; 2° and
30'1340.

Supreme Ct., new accommodation, in Supply, 1211.
Supreme Ct:, Appellate Jurisdietion, 2° B., 1298.

DoMvictLL, fr.
Cattle and Sheep Export Trade (M. for Sel. Com.) 46.
8 izares under the Ca4toms Act,on M. for Statemen t, 122.
Export of Cattle to lZngland (M. for Ret) 126.
Grain Freights to England via Halifax, on M. for Cor., 161.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res., rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 694;
on Amt. (Mr. King)-762.

On C.P.R (B. 37,2°) 783.
On Ques. of Privil4ge, 190.
St. John Harbor Commissioners (Ques.) 815.

DOMVILLE, Mr.-Con.

Hay on Intercolonial, Sale of (M. for Çor.) OS8
N.B. Ryo., Am. Act, Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) oa,2 0 ,

945; on 30, 1408.
Private Billa Reports (M. to extend time) 953.
Death of Mr. Connell, M.P. (remarks) 1017.
Ways and Means-on Rbes. in Com., item 3'(cocoa nuts)

1142; item 4 (coédage) 1146 ; item 7, (iron4 &c.)
1148; Rep. concurred in, 1437.

Private Bill; Extension of time for, 1152.
Immigration a-d Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Bank Act, Amt. on Res., 1194.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, n Res., 1259.
Woodstock P.O., in Supply, 1380.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 1' B., 1388.

DAWSON, Mr.
Sault Ste. Marie Surveys (M. for Rut.) 116.
Boundary between Canada and Quebec, on M. for Cor.,

177 ; M. for Ret. (Speech) 863, 877
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay (C.P.R.) Surveys (M. for

Rot.) 207.
Wrecking and Towing inInland Waters, on M. for Rot., 218.
C.P.R. Contract (Spech) in Com. on Res., 399.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 854.
Geographical Names in the N.W. (M. for Rot.) 946.
Harbors and Rivers, Ontario, in Suply, 1226.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
I.ife Saving Service, in Supply, 1277.
Fishories, in Supply, 1324.
Indians, in Supply, 1346.
C.P.R., P.A. Landing and Kaministiquia Rys., 1380.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 20 B., 1445, 1448; Aimt. on 30,

1453.
DALy, Mr.

Grain Freights to England via Halifax, on M. for Cor., 158.
General inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act. Amt. B.

49 (Mr. Mousseau) on Amt. to 30, 961.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1191.

DREW, Mr.
Private Bills Petitions (M. to extend tirne), 178, 258,

447, 789.
Private Bills Reports (M. to extend time) 76
Lands at Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers (M. for Cor.)

9i2.
Hamilton Colonization eo's. Lands at Bird's Tail (M.L>r

Cor.) 912.
Navigation of the Assinboine (Ques.) 912.
Lands granted to ludson's Bay Co. (M. for Cor.) 99G.
Private Bills, Notices for, (M.) 1213.
Manitoba Boundarios, on 20 B., 1451.

DucAs, Mr.
C. '.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. firom Com. of Wh. (Speech) 558.
DA,>îrsT, Mr.

St. Vincent do Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of
Cor., 1093.

DECosMoS, Mr.
Onderdonk Contract (Ques.) 314.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex., under, on M.

for Ret., 1047.
Uniform Currency, on Roi. (Sir Leonard Ti11ey) 1057.
Ways and Means -on Res. in Com., item 44 riuceys)

1150.
Munro's Land in B.C. (hl. for R'ep.) 1155.
Railways in B. C. (M. for Rep.) 1163.
Indian Affaire in B. C. (M. for Cor.) 1163.
Railway Lands in B.C. (M. for Rep.) 1163.
Tel. communication 'With Asia, on Res., 1177.
Customs Act Amt., on B., 1196.
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DOULL, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir COharls Tupper)

for 20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 640.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Oom., itrm 3- (cocoa nuts)

1145.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1260.
Inland Revenue Act Amt., on -B.,' 1405.

ELLIOTT, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr'. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
657.

FLEMING, Mr.
Storm Warnings on Inland Waters (Q&es.) 37.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. fromCom. of Wh. (Speech) 600.
Ways and Meanus-on the Budget, 1136.

FIsET, Mr.
French Copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
Resident Judge at Rimouski (Ques.) 155.
Sale of Hay on Intercolonial (M. for Rot.) 173.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 195; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
L° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 6U4;
(Amt.) 758.

Tel. PostS fpr Anticosti and Magdalen Islands (M. for
Copies of Tenders) 961.

FARaow, Mr.
Duty on Salt (Ques.) 153.
Manitoba Sehool Lands (Ques.) 599.
English Salt Baga (Ques.) 599.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 837.
Post Office Money Orders (M. for Rot.) 960.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1046.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1134.
Irregularities against Mr. Wells (M. for Cor) 1259.

FLYNN, Mr.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax, on M. for Cor, 159.
Adjournment for Christmas, 178.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 357.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1146.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1323.
Lobsters, close seabon for, on Conc., 1412.

FEuo-usoN, Mr.
Personal explanation.on Auditor General's Rep. (remarks)

225.
FITZSIMMONS, Mr.

Publie Buildings, Ont., in Supply, 1434.
GAULT, Mr.

Wrecking and Salvage Co. of Can. Incorp. (B. 10) 154;
-2°, 213.

Wredking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret,
221.

Damàeed Grain, on M. for Rot., 263.
Can. (ruarantee Co. Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 36, 10) 661.
P.O. Savings Banks Deposits (Ques.) 725.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 784.
Accident Ina. Co. of Can. Inoorp. Act Amt. (B. à4,1°) 904.
Citizens' Ins. Co. of Can. Act Amt. (B. 62, 10) 987.
Mails between Can. and West Indies (Ques ) 996.
Geolbgical Museum (Ques.) 1043.
Wheaton Ship Boyne (Ques.) 1043, 1088; (Que.) 1153.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1052.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1194.
Miscellaneous fímfingin Supply, 12o$,

P i r n uings,Quebec, in Supply, 1212,1434.

GAULT, Mr.- Con.
Dept. of Postmaster-General, in Supply 1270.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Ju.isdiction, on 2 ;3., 1301
Construction of levator atiHalifax, in Spply,'131.
Newfoundland and Confederation (Ques.) 13574
Inspection of SteamboatP, on 2° B., 1387.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 10 B., ISS.
Gratuities to Members of Montreal Water Polio, in

Supply, 1395.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners on B., 1424.
Ways and Means, Rep. of Com. concurred in, 1 44ý.

GIGAULT, Mr.
Canadian Tobacco (M. for Statement) 171.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on RS., 312.
Emigration to the U. S., on adjd. Dèbate, 839,
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on,.*.

for Ret.,"4052.
Montreal, Portland & Boston Ry. Bill (Amt. on 3t) 1240.

GLEN, Mr.
Emigration to Manitoba and N. W. T. (M. for Statement)

208.
Railway Lands and Pre-emptions (M. for Statisties) 208.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 20 of Res., rep. from Conm. of Wh.
(Speech) 673.

C.P.R., Bridging between Selkirk and Kamloops (M.
for Statement) 950.

Fish-breeding establisbment at Newcastle (M. for R.)
1171.

GILLMoR, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to ptoposed

M. for Statement, 436; on adjd. Debate, 813.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) te M. (Sir Chares

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rop. from Ccm. of Wh*
(Speech) 652.

General Inspection Act 'of 1874, Amt. Act Amt.
B. 49 (Mr. Mousseau) on Res., 855; on 3, 963;
Amt.,963; neg., 936.

GRANDBOIs, Mr.
N. B. Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 55 (Mr. Weldon) on 2b, 946.
Insurance Companies (Ques.) 1153.
Water Supply at Trois-Pistoles, in Supply, 1315.

GIRouARD (Jacques Cartier) Mr.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act. Amt. . 31, 1°,

495; on 2°, 943; in Com. 124 ; 3° 1290,
Dominion Salvage and Wrecking Co. Incorp. (B. 34, t')

566.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. Sir (ijarles

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. from' Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 636.

Supreme Ct., Appellate Jurisdiction of, Limitation B. 51,
10, 884; on 2° (Debate adjd.) 1290, 1301.

Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res. (Speceb) 897.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. 32 (ML Ives)

on 20, 945.
Montreal Board of Trade and Exchange InoeCp. (B 62,

10) 1042. (B. 63 30) 1241.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1138.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B., on 3°, 1239.

GIROUARD (Kent) Mr.
Beacon Lights at Blackland Gully (N.S.) 140
Buctouche and Cocaigne, Porta öOt (Que,) d2
Claim of Girouard, G. A., on Conic. 1415.

GUTHRIE, Mr.
C. P.R.,on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to ]M.(Sir CharlespTapper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Spese) 40;
(Amt.) 749.

C.P. R., West of Red REiver, ot o'2dr eyse . fr
Ret.) 950;

viii
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GurRiE Mr.-Con.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h., to M. for 20, 1106.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.

GILLIES, Mr.
Southampton Mail Service (Ques.) 1357.

GEoFFRIoN, Mr.
Sorel Post Office, Purchase of property for (M. for Cor.)

950.
GUNN, Mr.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1127.
HLUNTINGTON, Mr.

C.P.R., offers for construction of, 39.
C P.R., (B. 37. 3°) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. (Speech) 809.
Newspaper Reports, on personal explanations, 831.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 834.
Geographical Names in the N. W., on M. for Ret., 949.
Can. Temperance Act Amût. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on

SAmt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 20, 987.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1011; on

Res. 1249.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of

Cor. 1095.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 1101.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1187.
Dept. or Postmaster-General, in Supply, 1270.
International Park at Niagara (Ques.) 1356.

HADDOW, Mr.
Patrick Ultican (M. for Cor.) 116.
Wharf at Charlo (Ques.) 38.
Govt. Rys. Acts, respecting B. 1407.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1412.

HOUDE, Mr.
French copies C.P.R. contract, 82.
C. P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Chartles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
661; on Amt. (Mr. LaRue) 760.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.
Landry) on M. for 20 (Amt.) 915; neg., 921.

Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on
M. for 2°, 1001.

Hr, Mr.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge (M. for Cor.) 177; (M. for State-

ment of duty paid) 1016.
HAGGART, Mr.

.Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay (C.P.R.) Surveys, on
M. for Ret., 207.

On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 775.
Ont. and Que. Rys. Incorp. B. on 30, 1238.
Govt. Rys. changes on, (M. for Rep.) 1225.

BEssoN, Mr.
Emigration to the U.S., on M. for Statement, 265; on

adjd. Debate, 848.
On Ques. of Privilege (remarks) 495.
Land Improvement Fund (M. for Pap. and Cor.) 950;

(Ques.) 1242.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1046.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 8 (wrought

iron tubing) 1149.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Ry. and Tel. Material manufactured in Canada, on lRes.

1360.
Public Buildings, Ont., in Supply, 1431.

HACKETT, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 354.
Newspaper Reports, personal explanation, 830.

HACKETT, Mr.-Con.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 824.
Cascumpec Harbor Improvements sQues.) 1088.
Survey of Cascumpec Harbor (M. for Engineer's Rep.)

1097.
HOoPER, Mr.

Newspaper Reports, personal explanation, 830.
HOLTON, Mr.

Collector and Paymaster on Beauharnois Canal (M. for
Rep. 1016.

Dominion Lands, on 30 B., 1401.
IVEs, Mr.

Immigration to Manitoba and the N.W. (H. for Ret.)
47.

Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the N.W. (M.
for Ret ) 48.

Castle Garden Property at Quebec (M. for Pap.) 173.
C.P.1R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. 182.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. B. 32, 1°, 495; 2°, 945.

In Com., 1241; 3°, 1288.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
Crédit Foncier Franco.Canadien on 30 B., 1290.

JONES, Mr.
Iron and Steel Imports (M. for Ret.) 879.
Silver Ore Exports (M. for Ret.) 880.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits (M. for Ret.) 880.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret., 881.
Court ofRy. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2° (renarks) 93à.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on

20, 969. In Com. of Wh., 1214.
Officiai Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1009; on

Res., 1250.
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Supply, 1181.
B.C. Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1230.
Customs, Salaries, &c., at Ports, 1233.
P.E.I. Ry., accident on (Question) 1242.
St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Dominion Lands, on :' B., 1368.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 20 B., 1388.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 42.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. foi ,Ret.,

222.
Damaged Grain (M. for Ret.) 262.
Ques. of Procedure, on alleged falsified statement (re-

marks) 3à4.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Act Amt. (B. 21, 1°) 384; (B. 21,

2°) 1098; (B. 21, 30) 1,220.
Berlin and Galt Branch of G.T.R. Co. Act Amt. (B. 24,

10) 447.
C.P.R , on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 533.
Railway Passenger Tickets (B. 43, 11) 815.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction, B. 47 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m. h.,
1005.

Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C. (on Res.) 1167.
East Northumberland, Vacancy in, on M for Writ, 1193.
Patent Act Amt. B. in Com. of Wh., 1214
Officiai Report of Debates, on Rep. of Com., 1464.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1230.
Inspection of Steamboats, on z- B., 1387.
Kingsford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1393.
Importation of Military Stores (Ques.) 1402.

KEELER, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal (B. 4, 10) 107.
Supreme Ct. Judgments (M. for Statements) 126
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KEELER, Mr.-Con.
Life-Saving Stations (Qaes.) 155.
Trent Valley Canal (M. for Cor.) 173.
Exportsa of Ore (M. for Ret.) 173.
Superannuation Fund (Ques.) 259.

KILLAM, Mr.
Grain Freight to England viá Halifax, on M. for Cor., 161.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, M. for Ret., 261.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Ret., 263.
C.P.R, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2" of Res. rep. from Com. of Wb. (Speech)
607; (Amt.) 757 ; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. for 30,
806.

Inspection of Smoked Herrings, on Res., 855.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 911.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1325.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., on B., 1337.
Ry. andTel. Materials manufactured in Canada, on Res.,

1360.
Woodstock P.O., in Supply, 1380.
Charybdis, Expenses of, in. Supply, 1395.
I.C.R., Halifax Extension, in Supply, 1346.
Wuys and Means-Report of Com. concurred in, 1441.

KILVERT, Mr.
Public Buildings, Ont., in Supply, 1434.

KRANTZ, Mr.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 262.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 853.
Undervaluation for Customs duties (Ques.), 1152.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1190.

KING, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. fron Com. of Wh. (Speech), 557;
(Amt.), 763.

KAULBACH, Mr.
C.P.1R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 555.
Ontario Judges, payments to (Ques.) 1212.
Missisquoi Bay, Breakwater at (Ques.) 1242.

LANDRY, Mr.
Semaphore at Grosse Isle (Ques.) 81.
Surveys on the Intercolonial (M. for Ret.) 82.
Dominion Surveys (M. for Ret.) 82.
French Copies C.P.R. Contract, 8.
Freight, &c, on Intercolonial (M. for Statement) 155.
Emigration fron Canada, on Amt. to Arnt., to proposed

M. foir Statement, 443.
On Ques. of Privilege, 4417.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. La Rue) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep. from Cam. of Wh.
(remarks) 760.

Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res., 903.
Supreme and Exchoquer Cts. Repeal (B. 4, 2°) M., 913;

on Amt. (Mr. Hioude) to adjn. .Dcbate, 916; on Amt.
(Mr. Mills) 6 m.h., 925.

Geographical Names in the N. W., on M. for Ret., 948.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for ReL, 957.
French Translation of Official Debates, on M. for State-

Ment, 1009.
Carburetted Bydrogen (Ques.) 1043.
Branch Lines to Intercolonial (Ques.) 1242.
Quebec and Levis Ferry Boats (M. for Cor.) 1242.
Lislois, Jos. C., claim of (M. for Cor.) 1244; (Ques.) 1402.
Official Report of Debates, on Re3., 1246.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 2' B., 1298.
Construction of Elevator at lHalifax, in Supply, 1314.
Commissions of lInquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1329.
Supply, on Ant. (Mr. Bourassa) 1344.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
jntercolonial Ry. (Ques.)1356; (Ques.) 1402.

LANDRT, Mr.-Con.
.Drund Steamer, Repairs to, (. for Rot.) 138L
Napoleon III., Condition of, (M. for ROt.) 13M4.
Officials on Intercolonial (Ques.) 1404.-
Pilgrims Lighthouse (Ques.) 1402.
Grosse l1e Semaphore (Ques.).1402.
Lightship at St. Thomas (Ques.) 1402.

LANTmER, Mr.
Explorations on St. Lawrence (Ques.) 38.
Canal at the Cedars (Ques.) 1356.

LITTLE, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 433.
LAURIER, Mr.

C.P.R., offers for construction of, 43.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res. T90;n

Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) toM. (Sin-Charlos
Tupper) for 20 of Res. (Speech) 475-¡ (Aht.) 724.

RIchelieu Election Petition, M. to read, 485; adjd.
Debate, 823; (remarks) 825.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.
Landry) on M. for 2°, 914.

Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep., 958.
General Inspectioi Àct of 1874 Amt. Act Amt. B. 49

(Mr. Mousseau) on Amt to 30, 965.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for Copies of

Cor., 1094.
Charge against Jos. Chabot (M. for Cor.) 1252.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1329.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B , 1343.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1344.
Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 13154.

LANGEVIN, Mr.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 42.
Joliette Election, introduction of Member (M.) .
French Copies C.P. R. Contract, 82.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Coin. on Res., 129.
Mails from Winnipeg to St. Albert (Ans.) 154.
Money Order Charges (Ans.) 155.
Dominion City Postmaster (Ans.) 155.
Sale of Hay on Intercolonial, on M. for Ret., 173.
Wharf at Charlo (Ans.) 385.
Mails in Beauce County (Ans.) 418.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of <.P.R.

Res. (Speech) 476.
Dredging Red River Bar (Ans.) 485.
Bridging the Ottawa River at Rapides des Joachims

(Ans.) 485.
Williamsburgh Canal (Ans.) 533.
Offer of Second Syndicate, French Copies (Ans.) 566.
Yamaska River Explorations on M. for Ret., 819.
Lower Caraquet P.O., on M. for Cor., 820.
Pockmouche P.O., on M. for Cor. 821.
Official Assignees,-Appt. of, on M. for Statement,863.
Q.M.O. & O. Ry., Purchase by Dom., on M. for

Pap., 863.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits, on M. for iRet.. 889.
Canadian Ry. Traffic, on M. for Ret.,882.
Navigation of the Assiniboine (Ans.) 912.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal R. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 20, 914; on Amt. (Mrb lieude)
to adjd. Debate, 917; on Amt. (Mr. Milis) m. h.,
924.

Northern Ry. Co. B. 20 (Mr. Boultbee) on 2°, 942h
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act.Amt B. AU.(Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 20, 943.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. Be. 384(r.-

Ives) on 2°, 945.
Geographical Names in the o N.W.on M. for t , 447.
Quebec and'aake St. John Ry ,ou M. for ReN .i
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LANGEVIN, Mr.- Con.
Quebec and Lake St. John Mails, on M. for Cor., 960.
Water level of Lake Manitoba, on M. for Rep., 960.
Letter Boxes in Montreal P. O., on M. for Statement, 961.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act Amtt. B. 49,

(Mr. Mousseaa) on Amt to 30, 965.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 9J0; :Rep. of

Mechanical Engineer (presented) 1006; on M. for
Cor. (Mx. Rochester) 1096; (remarks) 1459.

Welland Canal, Lock No. 2 (Anas.) 997.
Wrongs tobChildren Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on

M. for 29, 1002.
Jrench Translation of Official Debates, on M. for State-

ment, 1007.
Withdrawal ofSandford Fleming, on M. for Ret. 1012.
Census Enumerators, on M. for List of Narnes, 1014.
Mode of taking the Census, on M. for Statement, 1015.
Emigration from the United Kingdom, on M. for copies

of Despatches, 1015.
Desth of Mr. Connell, M.P. (remarks) 1017.
cascumpec Harbor Improvements (Ans.) 1088.
Steapiship Subsidy between St. John, Ilalifax and Liver-

pool (Ans.) 1188.
St. Vineent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of

Cor., 1094.
Survey of Cascumpec Harber, on M. for Engineer's Rep.,

1098.
Factory Employment Regulation B 6 (Mr. Bergin) on

M. for 20, 109<.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R J. Cartwright)

on M. for 21, 1100, Amt. 6 M. h., 1100.
Mails between Arthabaska and Three Rivers (Ans.) 1152.
Shelburne Harbor (Ans.) 1153.
Mail Serviceon Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Ry.

(Ans.) 1153.
Montreal Branch P.O. (Ans ) 1153.
Supply-on format vote, 1017; on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa)

1343.
Toronto Harbor, on M. for Rep., 1153.
Port Hood Wharf (Mi. for Cor.) 1154.
Tel. Lino from New Westminster to Yale, on M. for

Rep., 1161.
Harbors on Lake Erie, on M. for Rep., 1163.
Tel. communication with Asia (Res.) 1173; Bill 97, 10,

1339; 2°, 1391 ; 3", 1403t
Dorchester:Penitentiary, in Supply, 1181, 1376.
Bank Act Amt., on Res, 1193.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clerks, in Supply,

1201.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1204.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Conservatory in publie grounds, in Supply, 1210.
New accommodation for Supreme Ct., in Supply, 1210.
Public Works and Buildings, N.S., in Supply, 1211.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply 1211.
Publie Works and Buildings, Quebec, in Supply, 1212.
Public Works and Buildings, Ontario, in Supply, 1212,

1433.
Publie Works and Buildings, Manitoba, in Supply, 1212.
Repairs, &c., Publie Buildings, in Supply, 1212.
Harbors and Rivers, N.S., in Supply, 1223.
Harbors and Rivers, P.E.I., in Supply, 1223.
Harbors and Rivers, N.B., in Supply, 122a.
General Repairs and Improvements, Harbors and Rivers,

Maritime Provinces, 1223.
liarbors and Rivers, Quebec, 1221.
Blarbors and Rivers, Ontario, 1224.
Harbors and Rivers, Manitoba, 1226.
Improvement of River Saskatchew.ni, 1227.
Dredging, 1227.
Misssquoi lBay, ]reakwater at (Ans.) 1242.
Braà Lines to iercolonial (Ans.) 1242,

LANGETIN, Mr.-Con.
Union Suspension Bridge on Ottawa, on M., 1245.,
Official Report of Debates, on Res., 1246.
Dept. of Postmaster General, in Supply, 1269.
Depts. of Publie Works and Rys. and Canals, in Supply,

1271.
Lake St. Peter Debt, (Ans.) 1277; on B. 1424.
Construction of Elevator at Halifax, in Supply, 1314.
Water Supply ut Trois-Pistoles, in Supply, 1315.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expense of, iniSupply, 1330.
Private Bills, Reports on (M.) 133).
Claim of George Levêque, in Supply,.1355.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Intercolonial Ry.(Ans.) 1356; (Ans.) 1402, 1403.
Canada Central 1Ry. (Ans.) 1356.
Southampton Mail Service (Ans.) 1357.
Grosse Isle, Quarantine Station, in Supply, 1380.
Geological Museum, Ottawa, in Supply, 1391.
Kingsford, Wm., rotirement of, in Supply, 1391.
Lislois, Jos. C., claim of (Ans.) 1402.
Buctouche and Cocaigne, Ports of (Ans ) 1402.
Grosse Isle, Semaphore (Ans.) 1402.
N.B. Ry. Act Amt. on 3° B, 1409.
Dufferin Improvements, Quebec, in Supply, 1434.
St. John P.O. and Customs Hlou.e, in Supply, 1434.
Ontario Harbors and Rivers, in Supply, 1434.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, in Supply, 1435; on Conc.,

1459.
Dufferin, Lord, Expenses of, in Supply, 1435.
Baby, Judge, Salary of, in Sipply, 1435.
Cable from Vanconvor Island to Mainland, in Supply,

1436.

LoNGLET, Mr.
Smoked Herring Inspection Law (Ques.) 81.
Grain Freights to England via Halifax, on M. for Cor., 167.
Inspection of Smoked Hlerrings (M. for Cor.) 174.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res, 314.
Inspection of Smoked lerrings, on lies., 855.
Djsmissal of J. D. Morse,. on M. for Cor., 911.
Prizo Fighting B. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) in Com.,

938.
Prov. Judges' Salaries (M. for Statement) 960:
Can. Tomperance Act Ant. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on

Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 980.
Ventilation of thel ouse (remarks) 990.
Weights and Measures Act, -Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Rot., 1050.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C. (Res.) 1166.
Acadia Steamship Co, Limited; B. 80, 1°, 1213; 2°,

1242; 30, 1340.

LARUE, Mr.
C. P. *R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on 1eý., 381 ; (Ant.)

760.
LANE, Mr.

Inspection of Steamboats on the Lakes (M. for State
ment, 1252.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.
Oaths of Office (B. 14) 1.
Sel. Standing Com. (M.) 2; Con. to striko (M.) 49.
Address, on tho, 18.
C.P.R. Papers (Ans.) 37.
Land Sales in N.W. (Ans.) 37.
Ministerial explanations, 38.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 30.
C.P.R. Comnission, 46.
Cattle and Sheep Export Trade, 46.
Immigration to Man. and the.lN.W., 47.
Homestead and Preemption: Rights in the N.W, 48.
C.P. R. Contract, on A nt. (Mr. Blake) 49; (rOmarks)

50 ; on M. for Pap, 85.



xii INDEX.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Library Com. (M.) 49.
Printing Com. (M. for Mess. to Sen.) 49.
Smoked Hlerring Inspection Law (Ans.) 81.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Keeler) on M. for 10, 107; on Ord. for 2° being
caled, F57.

Prevention of Fraud B. 5 (Mr. Casgrain) on M. for 1°, 107;
on 2°, 858.

Man. South-Western Ry. Land Gratnts, 113.
Land Grants to Rys., 113.
Standard of theC.P.R., on M. for Ret., 109.
Correspondence with B.C. respecting lands for C.P. R.,

on M. for 0.C., 114.
Land Sales in the N. W., on M. for 0.0., 115.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, on M. for Cor., 125.
Ne wspaper Postage, on M. for Rot., 126.
Govt. Expenses to England, on M. for lRet., 126.
Stoam communication botween St. John, N.B., and

England (Ans.) 155.
Adjt. for Christmas (Ans.) 155 ; M., 178.
Fishery Statisties, on M. for Ret., 170.
Indian Instructor, on M. for Ret., 171.
Govt. Land Guides, on M. for Ret., 172,
Boundary between Que. and Can., on M. for Cor., 117.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures Act,

on M. for Ret., 205.
Ry. Lands and Pre-emptions, on M. for Statistics, 208.
Proposed Ry. Grants under C. P. R. Contract, on M. for

Map, 209.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on M. for 1°, 225.
Enlargement of Boundaries in Man. (Ans.) on adj.,

233.
Suporannuation Fund (Ans.) 259.
Adjt. for Epiphany (M.) 262.
C.P.R.-Debate in Com. on Res. (M. to take proeodure)

281.
Supplementary CQntract with Syndicate (remarks) 314.
On Ques. of Procedure remhrks) 354.
Emigration from Canada, on proposed M. for Statement

(Aint.) to A mt. that "the Govt. Orders of the Day
be now read," 418.

C.P.R. Res. rep. fi om Coin. of Wh. (M. to talke prece-
donce) 447.

Adjt. for H.E's Levee, Ros., 4'5.
C.P.R., on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res. rep.

from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 485.
Order of Public Business (remarks) 533, '165.
Manitoba School Lands (Ans.) 599.
Death of Mr Keeler (remarks> 628.
Civil Service Commissionors Rep. (Ans.) 629; (Rep.

presented) 1,263; in Supply, 1396.
Civil Scrvice Act Amt. Bill (Ans.) 629.
On Ques. of Procedure on C.P.R. (B. 37, 20) 768.
On C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) in Com., 771.
Adjournment (M.) 816.
Dominion Lands appropriations, on M. for Ret., 818.
Timber Limits in N.W.T-., on M. for Rot., 818.
Irish Emigration (Ans.) 830.
Transatlantic Steam Navigation (Ans.)'830.
Monument to the late Sir George E. Cartier (Ans.) 830;

on Conc., 1460.
N ewspaper Reports, on personal explanatione, 831.
Inspection of Smoked Herrings, on Res.,256.
Botter Prevention of Crime B. 30 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) in Coin., 8 7.
Munro's land in B.C., on ML. for Rpp. 1159.
Railways in B.C., on M. for Rep., 1163.
Indian affairs in B.C., on M. for Cor., 1163.
Railway Lands in B.C., on M. for Rep. 11Q6.
Ash Wodnesday, adjt. (Res.) 172.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Canada Military Asylum (Ros.) 1172 (Il. W, 172,

(B. 76, 2>, 30) 1263.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1,l18.
Dominion Lands, B. 70, 1°, 1193; 2, 1360 140.
Patent Act Amt. B. in Com. of Wh., 1214.
Administration of Justice in the Disputed elÇoritory, on

30, i217.
Irish Distress, relief of, 1220.
(int. & Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1237.
P.E.L. Ry. accident on (Ans.) 1242.
Govt. Properties in Sorel (Ans.) 1242 (Ans.) 1443.
Ontario Judges, payment to (Ans.)1242,A 1443.
Union Suspension Bridge in Ottawa, o M.40
Official Report of Debates, on Res. 1250.
Business of the House, M. 1253.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res. 1261.
Dept. of Militia, in Supply, 1264.
Dept. of Interior, Indian Affaira, in Supply, 1266,

1346, 1317, 1348, 1351, 1424.
High Commissioner of Canada,Expenses, in Supply, 1272.
Subsidies to steam lino with W. Indies aind B raril, in

Supply, 1276.
Subsidy to steam line between France and Qu bec, in

Supply, 1276.
Exploration of Hudson's Bay (Ans.) 1277.
Intercolonial Deep water Terminus at St. Johns, in

Supply, 12 8, 1281.
iIalifax Terminus, Construction of Elevator, in Supply,

1287.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction B. (M. to adjn.

Debate) 1302.
Emigration Agents inCanada, on 1° B., 1303.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1312.
C.P. R., from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply,

1316; on Cone., 1413.
Lighthouse Keepers, salaries of, in Supply, 1323,
Fisheries, in Supply, 1326.
N. W. Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Business of the House (M.) 1356.
Gold and Silver Mining in Keewaydin (Anr.) 1356.
Mennonite reserve (Ans.) 1356.
International Park at Niagara (Ans.) 1367.
Newfoundland and Confederation (Ans.) 1307.
Neglected and Destitute Indiane (Ans.) 167.
Naturalization of Aliens, on B., in Com., 1369.
Govt. in N. W..T., Expenses of, in Supply, 1312.
Govt. in Keewatin, Expenses of, in Supply, 13l2.
Dominion Land Surveys, in Supply, 1372.
J)ominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Smith, J. B., claim of, i» Supply, 1380.
Inspector of Steamboats, B. (M. to adja. Blebate eoi)

1388.
Consolidate]d Ry. Act Amt. on 2° B., 1390.
Charybdis, Expenses of, in Supply, 1393.
Geological Survey, in Supply, 1;i95; on-conc., 141BN
Fabre, Hon. H., payments to, in Supply, 139t.
Land Guides, payments to, in Supply, 1399.
Land Surveys, in Supply, 1400.
Indian Act Amt. B 103, 1°, 1406; !go uW- 1486; 3Q,

1443.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, on Cono., 1418.
Indians, Quebec, in Supply, 1435.
Indians, Manitoba and N.W.. in Supply, 14»5.
Manitoba Boundaries .B. 98, 10, 1340; -ý2*, 1440; 30,

1453, 1455.
Supply Bill (remarks) 1462.
Steamboats Acta Amt. 13. 107, 10. 2 and-S0 , 1402
Sessional indemnitâes, on M. respecting, 146&
Mr. Patrick (remarks) 1463.
Dept. of Interier, Anul Report (preenteeg 1 $65
By Elections (Amt.) 1466.



AÂCKENZIE, Mr.
Superannuation of Mr. Patrick (Ques.) 2.
Address, on the, 22.
Offers for construction of '.P.R.-(M. for Rot.) 38.
Quoting documents net before the House (point of Order)

43.
Proposed line to Saiult Ste. Marie (M. for Ret) 43.
Accident on the Lachine Canal, 47.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 389.
Newfoundland and U.S. Fisheries Dispute (M. for copies

of Cor.) 10&3.
Claims of Intercolonial Ry. Contractors (M. for O.C.)

1153; (M. for Rot.) 1171.
Toronto Harbor (M. for Rep.) 115.3.
Delivery of Sleepers on Intercolonial by G. A. Girouard

(M. for Rot.) 1171.
Fencing on Intercolonial, claim of Alex. Forbes (M. for

Ret.) 1171.
Fencing on Intervolonial, claim of T. B. Smith (M. for

Rot.) 1171.
Meaford Harbor (M. for Ret.) 1171.
Tel. communication with Asia, 1175.
Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
bept. of Mllitia, in Supply, 1263.
Secretary of States' Dept., in Supply, 1266.
Intercolonial Deep-*ater Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1277, 1281.
Emnigration Agents in Canada, on 1° B., 1303.
ûonitruction of Elevator at Halifax, in Supply, 1313.
C.P.R. from P.A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1316.
C.P.R in B.U., in Supply, 1320.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Cornwpll Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Welland Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Carillon Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Culbute Canal, in Svpply, 1321.
St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1321
Kingsford, Wm., retirement of, in Supply, 1391.
High Commissioner of Canada, Expenses of, in Supply,

13.6.
Fabre, Hon. H., payments to, in Supply, 1397.

MILLs, Mr.
Address, on the, 25, 28.
C.P.R., offers ot eOnstruction of, 42.
C P.JR. Commission (M. for Ret.) 44.
Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the North-West, 48.
C.P.R. Contract, on M. for Pap., 85; in Com. on Res.

(Speech) 267.
Land Grants to Rys., 113.
Land Sales in the N.W., on M. for O.C., 116.
Newspaper Postage, on M. for Rot., 126.
Fishery Statistics, on M. for Ret., 170.
Boundary between Quebec and Canada (M. for Cor.) 174;

on M. for Rot. (Speech) 71.
*ppts. and ismissals under Weights and Measures Act,

on M. for Rot., 206.
Piopo-ed Ry. Grants under C.P.R. Contract, on M. for

Map, 209.
Wrteking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

222.
Food Supply of Indians (M. for Statement) 232.
Dismissal of Indian Agents (M. for Cor.) 233.
Enlargenïiet of Boundaries in Man. (Ques.) on adjt., 233.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 260.
Em;gration to the U.S., on M. for Statement, 264; on

Amt. to Amt., 420; on adjd. Debate, 838.
C.P.R., on Aint.- (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Oharles Tupper)

for 2 eof Res. rep. from GtOm. of Wh. (Speech) 702;
(Amt.) 726.

On Qëe f Proeedure en C.P.R. (B.3y,20) 769; in Çom.,
774; Amt. to M. for 30, 19.

MILLS, Mr.-Con.
Dominion Landq Appropriations, M. for Ret., 818.
Right of Prov. Govts. to appoint Police Mágistrates, on

M. for Cor., 820.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. B. 3 (Mr. Riehoy)

on 21, 857.
Canadian Railway Traffic, M. for Ret., 881.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M. for Cor., 91L
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1010.
Supreme and Exchoquer Cts. Aet Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landryì on Amt. (Mr. Ronde) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 2°, 920; (Amt.) 6 m. h., 923; earried, 946.

Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) on M. for 2° (remarks) 932.

Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Iucorp. B. 32 (Mr. Ivos)
on 20, 945.

Geographical Nanes uin the N.W., on M. for Ret. 948.
General Inspection Act of 1874, Amt. Act. ,Am B. 49

(Mr.Mousseau) on Res., 856 ; on Ant. tQ 3°, 964.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 5 (Mr. àoiltbeog on

Anmt. (Mr. Ogdon) 6 m. h., 984.
Dismissal of Sandford Fleming (M. for 1el.) 1012.
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on Aimt. to M. for R4., 1044.
Kingston lenitentiary, in Supply, 1179.
Miscellaneous printing, in Supply, 1208.
Militia, new pensions, in Suply, 1209.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clorks, in Supply,

1201.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 1212.
Patent Act Amt. B, in Coin. of Wh , 1214.
Administration of Justice in the Disputed Territory, on

3°, 1217.
Irish distress, relief of, 1222.
la, bors and Rivers, Ontario, in Supply, 1224.
Dredging, in Supply, 1227.
Marine ard Immag'rant Hlospitals, in Supply, 1232.
Interior, Dept. of (M. for Statement) 1252.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res, 1253.
Secretary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Dept. of Interior, Indian Affairs, in Supply, 1266,

1346, 1347, 1348, 1352, 1435; Amt. on Conc., 1414.
Depts. of Public Works, Rys.and Canais, inSupply, 1271.
Ç.P.R. from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1319;

on Conc., 1414.
N. W. Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Naturalization of Aliens, on Bil,, 1341; in Cam, 1 69.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1346.
Dominion Lands, on 2° B., 1360 ; on 30, 140a.
Govt. in Keewatin, Expenses of, in Supply, 1372.
Dominion Land Surveys, in Supply, 1373.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1373.
Canadian Tariff on Woollen Goods (M. for Cor.) 1381.
Charybdts, Expenses of, in Supply, 1394.
Geological Survey, in Supply, 1393.
Land Guides, in Supply, 1399.
Land Surveys, in Supply, 1400.
Govt. Rys., Acta reipecting, on B., 1407.
Consolidated .Ry. Act, on 3 B., 1426.
Indian Act Amt. on 20 B., 1426.
M anitoba Boundaries, on 20 B., 1444, Amt. on 30,1453.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, on Cunc., 1460.

MoUssEAU, Mr.
Catting Tobacco (Ans.) 151.
Inspection of Smoked lerringe, on M. for Cor., 174.
Richélieu Election Petition, ML. adjt. of Debate, 486; adjd.

Debate (remarks) 824.
Inspection of Smoked Herrings (Res.) 855.
General Inspection Act of 1874 Amt. (B. 49, 1°) Q6; 30,

963.
Coal Oil Monopoly, on M. for Sel.:Com., 862.
Claim of Théotime Blanchard, on M. for Rot., 884,
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MoussEAU, Mr.-Con.
Appt. of Quebec Judges, on Res. (Speech) 893.
River St. Francis Cordwood Regulation B. 2 (Mr. Vanasse)

on 2>, 92.
Can. Tobacco Tax (Ans.) 987.
Excise duty on Can. Tobacco (Ans.) 989.
Licenses for the sale-of Can. Tobacco (Ans.) 1043.
Importation of Tobacco Seed (Ans.) 1043.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret,, 1047.
Coeal Oil, Specifie Gravity of, on M. for Cor., 1162.
Dept. of Inland Revenue, in Supply, 1269.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 93, 10, 1303; 20, 1404.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. 75, 1° and 2°, 1333,

1338; 30, 1360.
- Excise, Collection of Revenue, in Supply, 1354.

Weights, Measures and Gas, in Supply, 1355.
MrNEa, Mr.

German Emigration Pamphlets (Ques.) 204.
Duty on Malt, on M. for Pap., 816.
Timber Limits in N. W. T., M. for Ret., 818.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1052.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B., 1363.

MUrTA&T, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 585.
Souris West Breakwater (M. for Rep. of Engineers) 1016.

MAssoN, Mr.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for Copies of Cor.,

1033.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Snpply, 1210.

MAssuE, Mr.
Yamaska River Explorations, M. for Ret., 818.
Govt. Properties in Sorel (Ques.) 1242.
Govt. Lands in Sorel (M. for Statement) 1252.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1258.

MÉTHOT, Mr.
Deepening of River Nicolet (M. for Cor.) 912.
Point St. Pierre les Becquets Improvements (M. for Ret.)

1057.
MONGENAIs, Mr.

Can. Tobacco Excise Duty (Quee.) 987.
Seine Nets on the Ottawa River (Ques.) 988.

MACDOUGALL, Mr.
Immigration to Man. and the N. W., 43.
C.P.R. Contract (remarks) 74.
On A mt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 20 of C.P.R.

Res., 449.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 617.
Rights of Prov. Govts. to appoint Police Magistrates, on

M. for Cor., 821.
Boundary between Canada and Quebec, on M. for Ret.,

786.
Professor Hind and the Halifax Commission, on M. for

Cor., 907.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Ioude) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 2°, 918.

Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 61, 1°) 987.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. and Consolidated

Ry. Act Amt. B. 12 (Mr. McCarthy) on adjd. Debate
to proposed M. for 20, 997.

Harbor Dues at Montreal, on Ant. to M. for Rot., 1044.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

.jor Ret., 1048.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in 11. of C., on Res.,, 1168.
Patent Record, in Supply, 1183.

MACDOUGALL, Mr.-Con.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1187.
Patent Act Amt. B., in Com. ofWh., 1215.
Ont. & Que. Ry. Incorp. B., on 30, 1239.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can., on 3° B., 129.
Gsovt. Tel. Employés, oath of, on B., 1403.
N.B. Ry. Co. Acts Amt., on 3' B., 1409.
Intercolonial Ry., Management of, in Supply, 1432.
Manitoba Boundaries, on 2° B., 1443; on 3°, 1457.
Cartier, Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1459.

McDoNALD (Pictou) Mr.
Supreme Ct. Act (Ans.) 81.
Retiring Allowance of Judtges, on M. for Ret., 127.
Judicial Work in Quebec, on I. for Rot., 128.
Insolvent Estates (Ans.) 155.
Prize Fighting (B. 29, 10) 485.
Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878 (B. 30, 1') 485;

20,856.
Documentary Evidence (B. 33, 1°) 533; ou 2°, 857.
Dorchester Penitentiary, on M. for Ret., 815, in Supply,

1180, 1375.
St. John Penitentiary, on M. for C r., 816.
Rights of Prov. Govts. to appt. Police Magistrates, on M.

for Cor., 819.
Superior Ct. Judges' Salaries (Ans.). 830.
County Ct. Judges' (Ont.) Salaries (Ans.) 830.
Penitentiaries Report (presented) 854.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. B. 3 (Mr. Richey)

. on 2°, 857.
Appt. of Quebec Judges (Res.) 881; (B. 53, 1') 936;

(B. 58, 2Q) 1177; (B. 58, O°) 1200.
Supreme and Exchequer Çts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 2>, 913; on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to
adin. Debate, 915; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 6 m. h., $23.

Prize Fighting (B. 29, 10) 485; 2°, 935.
River St. Francis C .rdwood Regulation B. 2 (Mr. Vanasse)

on 20, 941.
Prov. Judges' Salaries, on M. for Statement, 960.
Patent Act (187) Amt. B 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on 2°,

968, in Con. of Wh., 1215.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (M1r. Richey) on

M. for 2", 1001.
Ont; Disputed Territory Criminal Justice Act Extension

(B. 64, 1°) 1042; (B. 64, 2-) 1177-; (B. 64, 30) 1217.
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for Copies of

Cor., 1088; in Supply, 1177.
Quebec Judiciary (Ans.) 1153.
]Kingston Penitentiary, in Supply, 1178.
Manitoba Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
B.C. Penitentiary, on Supply, 1182.
Miseellaneous printing, in Supply, 1207.
Mercer Reformatory, B. 81, 1°, 1213; 20, 1340; 30, 1372.
Consolidated Ry. Act, B. 84, 1°, 1240; 2°, 1389; 3°, 1425.
Admrnistration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1279, 1286.
Supreme oCt. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 29 B, 1298.
Vagrants Act Amt. B. 90, 10, 1303; 20 and 30, 1403.
Tel. Employés Oath B. 91, 1°, 1303; 2', 1403; 3° 147.
Winding up Insolvent Bankq, B. 92, 10, 1303.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I. B. 95, 1W, 1331; 20 andà3 0,

1404.
Govt. Rys. Consolidation Act-B. 96, 10, 1340;2% 1406,

1410; 30, 1424.
Manitoba Boundaries B. 98, 10, 1340; 10, 1443 39,1463.
Naturalization of Aliens B. 87, 1°, 1288; 2e, 1340; in

Com, 1371 ; 3,1386.
Smith, J.B., çlaim of, in Supply, 1379.
B. C. County Ct. Judges, in Supply, 1427.
Steam communication from Point Mulgrave to Iast Bay,

C.B., in Supply, 1421.

j4v



IN DE X.x
McDoNALD (Picton), Mr.-Con.

Better Prevention of Crime, Expenses of Commissioners,
in Supply, 1435.

Ontario Judges, Payment of (Ans.) 1443.

McLENNAN, Mr.
C.P.IR. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res, 178.
C.P.R. Modification, on M. for Statement, 230.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 262.
C. P.R.,on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 605.
Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act Amt. B. 39 (Mr. Mc-

Cuaig) on 2°, 859.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can., and Consolidated

Ry. Act Amit., B. 12 (Mr. McCarthy) on adjd.
Debate to proposed M. for 20, 997.

Pensions to Veter ans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, on B., 1384.

McCALLUM, Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M.for Ret.,215.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Rot., 263.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 279;

(remarks) 418.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt., proposel M.

for Statement. 429; on adjd. Debate, 83e.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. McCarthy)

on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) G) m.h., 1005,
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on Amt, to M. for Rot., 1044.
Ways and Means, on Res. in Con., item 8 (wrought-iron

tubing) 114e.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1166.
Rarbors and Rivers, Ont., in Supply, 1225, 1434.
Drili Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Life-saving Service, in Supply, 1217.
Welland Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Lighthouse Keepers Salai les, in Supply, 1323.
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Inspection of Steamboats, on 2° B., 1386.

McCUAIG, Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

216.
Damaged Grain, on M. for Cor., 262.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to, proposed

M. for Statement, 436; on adj. fDebate, 815.
Insolvent Act of 1875, Amt. Acts Amt. (B. 39 1°) 765;

on 2°, 858.
On C.P.R. (B. 37, 2°) 778.
Rights of Prov. Govts. to appoiit Police Magistrates, M.

for Cor., 819.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits, on M. for Rot. 880.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Hloude) to adjn. Debate to
M. for 2°, 919.

Cou.trt of Ry. Commissioners for Can. B. 12 (Mr. McCar-
thy) on M. for 2 (remarks) 932.

Patent Aet (1872) Amt. Bill 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on
2°, f70.

Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. McCarthy)
on .&mt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 6 m.b., 100.',

Harbor Dues at Montreal (M. for Rot.) 1041.
Weights and Measures Ac-, Res. and Ex. under, on M.

tar Ret. 1047.
Personal explanation (remarks) 1058.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m.h., to M. for 2°, 1103.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1210.
Publie Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 12Â1.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1229.
RoyalMilitary College, in siupply, 1230.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B., en 3° 1238.

MOCUAIm, Mr.-Con.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, in Supply, 1272.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275.
Life Saving Service, in Supply, 1277.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. (Amt. on 3° B.) l28.
Extortionate Rates of Interest B. 89, 1°, 1303.
Lighthouse Keepers' Salaries, in Supply, 1324.

MCCART1Y, Mr.
Northern Ry. Co's Act Amit. (B. 10, 1°) 258; 2° and 30,

1339.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. and Consolódated

Ry. Act Amt. (B. 12, 10) 258; 2° M. (Speech) 926.
C.P.R., on A mt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2' of Res., rep. fromi Com. of Wh. (Speech) 69 .
Criminal Procedure Act Amt. (B. 38, 10) 765.
Ont. Ct. of Maritime Jurisdiction (B. 47, 1°) 854; on .

for 2°, 1002.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. toude) to adjn. Debate, to
M. for 2, 916.

Northern Ry. Co., B. 20 (Mr. Boultbee o, 2°, 942.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Mir. Richey) in

Com. 1098.
Tel. communication with Asia (M. to adjn. Debate) 1117.
Northern, North-Western and Sault Ste. Marie Ry. B. 79,

10,1213; 2°, 1242; in Com., 1356.
Intercolonial Deop-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1283.
MCINNEs, Mr.

C.P.LZ., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tapper)
for 20 of Res. rep. firom Com. of Wh. (Speech) 649.

Newspaper Reports, personal explanations, 830.
Cattle Disease in Merigonish (Ques.) 904.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 991.
B.C. Penitentiary, in Supply, 1182.
Payment of Sessional Indemnities (M.) 1463.

MACMILLAN, Mr.
Legal Fees paid by Dept. of Justice (M. for Statomont)

1057.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184.

McDONALD (Cape Breton) Mr.
Public Works and Buildings, N.S., in Supply, 1211.
St. Petcrs Canal, in Supply, 1321.

MACDONELL (N. Lanark) Mr.
Williansburgh Canal, Water Power on (M. for Ret.) 259.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 445 , on adjd. Debate, 847.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 30, 1240.

MAcDONNELL (Inverness) Mr.
Port Hood Wharf (M. for Cor.) 1154.
Publishing " Debates," in Supply, 1202; Res., 1245.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 12115.
Personal explanation, 1263.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1284.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. King) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. froin Com. of Wh. (remarks) .760;
(Amt.) .63.

Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 833.
McIsAAc, Mr.

Negotiations with Newfoundland (Ques.) 483.
MCCON'VILLE, Mr.

Supreme Ct. Appellate Jurisdiction, on 20 B., 1800.
MACDONALD (King's) Mr.

Ç.P.R B. 37 (Sir Charles Tupper) on Am'. (Mi. Milis)
to M. for 30, 788.

Customs Act Amt., on Bill, 1193.
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MACDONALD (Queen's) Mr.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com, item 4 (cordage)

1147.
MACDONALD (Victoria, N.S.) Mr.

St. Peter's Canal, in Supply, 1322.
OGDEN, Mr.

Grain Freight to England viá Halifax, on M. for Cor.,
163.

Çan. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on M.
for 2° (Amt.) 974.

Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)
1146; free list, 1152.

Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1228.
Official Report of Debates, on Res., 1252.
Personal explanation (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverness) 1263.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1326.
Lobsters, close season for, 1412.

ORTON, Mr.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond, on M. for Ret., 261.
On Amt. to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2Q of C.P.R.

Res. (Speech) 464; on Amt. (Mr. Çharlton) 743.
Duty on Malt (M5. for Pap.) 816.
Coal Oil Monopoly (M. for Sel. Com.) 861.
Insolvent Ry. Co's. Winding-up B. 56, 1°, 934.
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 989.
Amt. of Banking Act B. 73, 10, 1152.
Coal Oil, Specifie Gravity of, on M. for Cor., 1162.
Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1170.
Exaction by Pawnbrokers, B. 86, 10, 1253.
B3et-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1255.
Emigration Agents in Canada B. 88, 1°, 1303.
Supply, on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1312.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., on B., 1337.

OUIMET, Mr.
Silver Plume Mining Co. Incorp. (B. 35, 1°) 599.
On Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2°

on Res. rep. from Com of Wh. (remarks) 723.
Richelieu Election Petition, on adjd. Debate (remarks)

8-7.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) to adjn. Debate, to M.
for 20, 917.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, on M. for copies of
Cor., 1091.

Dual Representation (B. 67, 11) 1107.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1259.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can., on 3° B., 1289.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. Bill 94, 10, 1303 ; Amt. to

make B. First Order, 146t.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt. B. 102, 10,1388.

OLIVIER, Mr.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 841.

O'CONNeR, Mr.
Pockmouche P.O., on adjd. Debate to M. for Cor., 999.

Secretary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1280, 1283.

PoPE (Compton) Mr.
Address, on the, 23.
Dominion Health Statisties (Ans.) 71.
German Emigration Pamphlets (Ans.) 204.
Emigration to Manitoba and N.W.T., on M. for State-

ment, 208.
Emigration to the U.S., on M. for S:atement, 265; on

adjd. Debate, 834, 851.
On C.P. R. (B. 37, 20) 783.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. (B. 46, 14) 854; 2', 966 (In

Com. of Wh.) 1213.
Slaughtering Canadian Cattle in England (Ans.) 879.

PoPE (Compton), Mr. - -Con.
Intercolonial Ry. Contractors claims, on M. for O. in C.,

1153.
Public Archives, in Supply, 1183.
Patent Record, in Supply, 1183.
Criminal Statistics, in Supply, 1183.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 1184.
Dominion Exhibition, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1184,1191, 1427.
Dept. of Postmaster General, in Supply, 1271.
intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in Supply,

1277.
Halifax Terminus, Construction of Elevator, in Supply,

1287, 1313.
C.P.R. from P. A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply, 1316,

1380.
C.P.R. in B.C., in Supply, 1320.
Tel. Lines on C.P.R., in Supply, 1320.
Lachine Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Cornwall Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Welland Canal, in Supply, 1320.
Grenville Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Culbute Canal, in Supply, 1321.
Murray Canal, in Supply, 1322, 1433.
Miscellaneous Canals, in Supply, 1322.
Census, Expenses of, in Supply, 13-,3.
Canal at the Cedars (Ans.) 1356.
Red River Bridge (Ans.) 1357.
Annand, Mr. expenditure of (Ans.) 1357.
Dominion Lands, on 2' B., 1366.
Iintercolonial Ry., in Supply, 1377, 1380, 142S, 1436.
Girouard, G. A., claim of, in Supply, 1377.
Smith, J. B., claim ot, in Supply, 1379.
Brown, G. A., payment to, in Supply, 1393.
Cable between Vancouver Island and Mainland, in Supply,

1893.
Conductors on Intercolonial (Ans.) 1402.
C.P.R compensation to Boniface Hospital, 1433.
C.P.R. Pembina Branch, in Supply, 1436.
Tel. Lines to B.C., in Supply, 1436.
Canals, Maintenance, &c., in Supply, 1437.

PLUMB, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract, on M. for Pap., 86.
Standard of the C P.R., on M. for Ret, 89, 108.
C.P.R. Contract (remarks) in Com. on Res., 152; (Speech)

246.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

215.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 223.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, Amt. on M. for Statement,

231.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to propo-ed

M. for Statement, 421.
On Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. Res. (Speech) 479; on
Amt. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 746; on Amt. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 755.

On C.P.-R. (B. 37, 2°) 775; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. for
30, 793.

Personal explanation (remarks) 815.
Govt. Savings Banks Deposits, on M. for Ret., 880.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret., 881.
Prize Fighting B. 29 Mr. (McDonald, Pictou) on 2°, 935;

in Com., 938.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on Amt.

(Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 2°, 978,
Ventilation of the House (remarks) 988; (remarks) 1459.
Wrongs to Children Prevention B. 46 (Mr. Richey) on

M. for 2°, 1001.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Statement, 1010; on

Rep. of Com., 1464.
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PLU»E, Mr.-Con.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1058.
Factory Employment Regulation P. (Mr. Bergin) on M.

for 2°, 1099.
Independence of Parliament B. 9 (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

on Amt. (M. Langevin) 6 m. h. to M. for 20, 1100.
Bank Act Amt on lRes., 1194.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1231.
g&irwon*1 explanation. 1234.

Oi't. and Q e. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 1238.
ßeep]þoot Sugar Industry on Ries. 1255, 1258.
tntercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John, in

'Supply, 1285.
Credit Foncier, Dom. of Can., on 31, 1290.
C.P.R. from P. A. Landing te Winnipeg, in Supply, 1317.
Nàturalization of Aliens, on B., 1341.
Supply-on Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) 1344.
Neglected and Destitute Indians (Ques.) 1357.
Govt. Tel. Employés, Oath Of, on B., 1403.
Cartier Sir G. E., Monument to, on Conc., 1461.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465.

PoPz (Queen's) Mr.
Storm Warnings on Inland Waters (Ans.) 37.
Semaphore at Grosse Isle (Ans.) 81.
Life-saving Stations (Ans.) 155.
Fog-Whistle at Shelburne Harbor (Ans.) 533.
Tariff of Pilotage (Ans.) 566.
Port Stanley Lighthouse (Ans.) 629.
C.P.R. (B. 37,3°) on Armt. (ir. iills) to M., 79G.
St. John Harbor Commissioners (Ans.) 815.
Charybdis, transfor of (Mess. presented) 85 L
Professor Hind and the Halifax Commission, on M. for

Cor., 905.
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. (Res.) 934, (B.

57, 1) 935; (B. 57, 2°) 1218; (B. 57, 30) 1263.
Seine Nets on the Ottawa River (Ans.) 988.
Survey of Cascampec Hai bor, on M. for Engineers Rep.,

1097.
Marine and Fisheries Report (presented) 1134.
Inspection of Steamboats B. 8 ý, 1°, 1213; on M. for 2°

Amt. to adjn. -Debatp agreed to, 1486.
Dept. Marine and Fisheries, in Supply, 1271.
Maintenance of Govt. Steamers, in Supply, 1276.
Purchase of New Steamer, in Sapply, 1276.
Life-saving Service, in S:pply, 1277.
Montreal and Quebec Water Police, in Supply, 1277.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries of, in Supply, 1223.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1325.
Gratuities to Members of Montreal Water Police, in

Supply, 1395.
Delisle Executors. refund to, in Supply,.1595.
Beacon Lights at Black Land Gully (Ans.) 1402.
Pilgrims Lighthouse (Ans.) 1402.
Lightship at St. Thomas (Ans.) 1402.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1411.

PrnasoN (Brant) Mr.
Drawbacks on Exported Goods (M. for Ret.) 127.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com on Res., 361; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 2 of Res. rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Anit.) 738.

Emigratipn from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. on proposed
M. for Statement, 439.

Çlaims for Drawbacks (M. for Ret.) 992.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1130; on Res. in Com.,

item 3 (cocos nuts) 1144; item 8 (wrought iron
tbing) 1148; Rep. concurred in, 1440.

Castome Act Amt., on B., 1199.
Militia, new Pensions, in Supply, 1209.
Royal Military College, in Supply, 1232.
Ry. and Tel. Xateriala manaf*tured in eanada, on

Res., 1358.
s

PATERION (Brant), Mr.--Con.
Supply on Amt. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1423.
Indian Act Amt. on 2° B., 1427.
Public Buildings, Ont. in Supply, 1433.

PATTERSON, (Essex) Mr.
Auditor General's Report on personal explanation (Mr.

Coursol) 129.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Watersron M. for Ret.,

213, 22i.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Coin. on Res., 302.
On Ques of Privilege, 447.
Ont. Court of Maritime Jurisdiction B. 47 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. for 2° (Amt.) 6 m. h., 1003.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Rot., 1051.
Point Pelée Squatters (M. for copies of Cor.) 1055.
Anderdon Indian Reserve (M. for copies of Cor.) 1055.
Can. Grown Tobacco (M. for Rot.) 1055.
Colchester Lightship, Loss of (M. for copies of Cor.)

1098.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1121.
Har bors on Lake Erie (M. for Rep.) 1162.
Administration of Justice, in Supply, 1275,
Lightbouse Keepers Salaries, in Supply, 1324.
lnland Revenue Act Amt. B., 1405.
Consolidated Ry. Act Amt. 30 B., 1425.
Official Report of Debates, Rep. of Com., 1464.

PoUPoRE, Mr.
Harbors and Rivers, Onario, 1226.

Ross (Middlesex) Mr.
Wreckage in Canadian Waters (M. for iRet.) 46.
Printing of Parliament (M. for Rot.) 47.
Official Report of the Debates (renarks) 81.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell (M. for Cor.) 124.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 319; on M.

(Sir Chaîrles Tupper) for 2' of Ros. rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Aint ) 746.

Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposod
M. for Statement, 425; on adjd. iDebate, 842.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Boultbee) on
Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 in. h. te M. for 20, 974.

Can. Sontbern Ry. (M. for Pap.) 1006.
French Translation of Official Dobares, on M. for State-

ment, 1008.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M. for

Ret., 1052.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1069.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1168.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1189, 1192.
Pa, liamentary printing, in Supply, 1202.
Miseellaneous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Supreme Ct., new accommodation, in Supply, 1211.
Drill Pay of Militia, in Supply, 1227.
Royal Military Çollege, in Supply, 1229.
Indians, in Supply, 1347.
Post Offices, in Supply, 1355.
Consolidated Insurance Act Amt., on 1°, B. 1389.
Dominion Land Surveys Amt., on Cone. 1415.
Intercolonial Ry., Management of, in Supply, 1431.

RicHEY, Mr.
Freitf ht on Intercolonial (Ques.) 81.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Aint. (B. 3, 1") 107; on

20, 857.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax (M. for Cor.) 155.
Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures

Act (M. for Ret.) 204.
Boston as a Winter Port (M. for Cor.) 62.
C.P.R. (B. 37, 3°) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M. (Speech)

800.
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iRICHEY, Mr.-Con.
Wrongs to Children Prevention (B. 46, 11) 8541 on M.

forI2 0. 1000; in Com. 1098.
Inspection of Smoked Ilerringa, on Res., 856.

RYKERT, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Coma. on Res., 335; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2°
of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 666.

Welland Canal, Turning Vessels in (Ques.) 904.
Railway Co.'s Returns (M. for Rets.) 912.
Welland Canal, Lock No. 2 (Ques.) 966.
Harbor Dues at Montreal (M. for Rot.) 1(44.
Supply-on Amt. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1422.

RoGERs, Mr.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Con. on Res., 375.

ROTAL, Mr.
Mails from Winnipeg to St. Albert (Ques.) 154.
Dominion City Postmaster (Ques.) 155; (M. for Ret.)

1054.
Grain Freights to England vid Ialifax, on M. for Cor.,

166.
Colonization Socioty's Reserve Lands (M. for Rot.) 174.
C.P.R. Çontract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 371.
lludson's Bay Co.'s Lands in Man., M. for O.C. &c., 823.
Unpatonted Lands, Mr. Lang's Mission to Man., M. for

-Pap., 823.
Coal on the Saskatchewan (Ques.) 8(1.
Boundary betweon Çan. and Que., on M. for Ret. (Speech)

877.
Carriage of Cordwood on C.P.R. (Ques.) 912.
French Translation of Oflicial Dobates, on M. for State

mont, 1011.
MeMicken and Lynskeyv. T. J. Tait (M. for Ret.) 1056.
Chief Justice Wood, Petition respecting, 1213.
.Manitoba Boundaries, on 2'. B., 1450.

ROBERTSON (Shelburne) Mr.
Grain Freights to England vid lHalifax,on M. for Cor., 162.
Pickled Fish Returns (M. for Rot.) 169.
Imposition of Fines by Fishory Officers (M. for iRet.)

169.
Fishory Statistics (M. for Ret.) 169.
On M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. Res.

(Ant.) 448.
Fog-Whistle at Shelburne Ilarbor (Ques.) 533.
C.P.R.,on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to (M. Sii Charles Tupper)

for 2" of Res. rep. from Con'. of Wh. (Spetch) 6,j5.
Newspaper Reports, personal explanation, 831.
Nova Scotia Rys. (M. for Pap.) 863.
Professor Hind and the Halifax Commission (M. for Cor.)

904.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse (M. for Cor.) 910.
Shelburne Harbor (Quos.) 1152.
Dominion Lands, in Supply, 1374.
Lobsters, close season for, on Conc., 1411.
Geographical Survey, on Conc., 1419.

ROBERTSON (ilamilton) Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland waters, on M. for Rot.,

217.
St. Lawrence Wrecking and Salvage Co Incorp. (B. 22,

10) 418.
C.P.R. (B. 37, 30) on A rMt. (Mr. Mills) to M. (Speech) 807.
R-tights of Prov. Govts. to appt. Police Magistrates,

on M. for Cor., 820.
Case of J. B. Eager (M. for Statement) 8f80.
Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on

20, 969; in Com. of Wh., 1214.
Harbor Dues at Montreal, on M. for Ret. (Amt.) 1044.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and lix. under, on M.

for IRet., 1050.
Sale ofIntoxicating Liquors inlH. of C., ou Res., 1169.

RoBERTSON (Hamilton) Mr.-Con,
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3, 1231.
Eeet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1260.
Customs Act Amt. B. in Com., 1303.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 13i.

ROCHEsTER, Mr.
Wrecking and Towing ia Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

222.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) te M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2' of Res. rep. from Com. ofa Wh. (8peech) 597.
Ventilation of flouse (remarks) 991; (M.,for Çom.) 1095.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1049.
RYAN (Marquette) Mr.

Man. South-Western Colonization Ry. Co. Act, Amt.
(B. 19,10) 354.

Civil Service Appts. in Man. since 1877, M. for Ret., 823.
Major-General Luard, M. for Cor., 823.
Land Patents in St. Peter (M. for Cem.) 823.
Water Level of Lake Manitoba (M. for Rep.) 960.
Harbors and Rivers, Manitoba, in Supply, 1226.

RYAN (Montreal) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 431.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. undor, on M.

for Ret., 1045.
St. Lawrence, Navigation of, on B., 1383.

Ross (Dundas) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Ant. to Amt. on proposed

M., for Statement, 438.
Williamsburg.h Canal (Ques.) 533.

RYAL, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of, R]es. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
683; on Aint. (Mr. Charlton) 744.

Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 854.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1209.

RINFRET, Mr.
Lake St. John Railway (Ques.) 204.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 310; on M.

(Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of, Res. rep. from Com.
of Wh. (Amt.) 740.

ROUTRIER, Mr.
Vankleek Hill P.O. (M. for Rot.) 209.

SHAW, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

fer 2° of, Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 548.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 834.
Dominion Lands, on 2' B., 1367.

SCoTT, Mr.
Assiniboine Bridge Co. Act Amt. (B. 27, 1°) 484.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles- Tupper)

for 2Q of, Res.rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 658.
McMicken and Linskey, Contract between (M. fr Copy)
Indians, in Supply, 133.
Gold and Silver Mining in Keewatin (Ques.) 1356.
Mennonite Reserve (Ques.) 1156.

SCRIVER, Mr.
C.P.R., on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2> of, Rés rep.

from Com. of Wh. (Amt.) 748.
French Translators, Permanent and Sessional (M. ,for

Ret.), 950.
Can. Southern Ry., on M. for Pap., 1007.
Official Report of Debates, on M. for Staternent, 1011.
Pensions to Veterans of 1812, in Supply, 1209.
Canals, Maintenance of, in Supply, 1437.

SNOWBALL, Mr.
Lighthouse Keepe Salaries of, in Stippij 13*&
Inspection of Steamboats, on 20 B., 1387.

Iv111
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SKINNER, Mr.
]Royal Military College, in Supply, 1230.
Beet-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1255.

SPEAKER, Mr.
Controverted Elections, Supreme Ct. Judgments, 1.
Vacancies, announcement of, 1, 1058.
New Members, 1, 80, 107, 204.
Speech from the Throne (rep.) 1.
Report of Librarian presented, 2.
Superannuation of Mr. Patrick (Ans.) 2.
Quoting Documents not before te flouse: ruled that

point of Order not well taken, 43.
Receipts and Disbursements of H. of C. presented, 49.
Personal explanation in a Debate, 474.
C.P.R., ou M. to adjn, Debate. See "Order, Privilege

and Procedure."
Member muet address the Speaker from his seat, 443.
On recording a vote, Member must remain seated, 724.
On Ques. of Proedure on C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) ruled that

RItles of Parlianent have been carried out, 720.
Newspaper Reports, personal explanations, 831.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Anut. B. 31 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 20; ruled that points
raised against 2 (Mr. Vallée) not well taken
944.

Richelieu Election Petition, on M. (Mr. Laurier) to re-
ceive; ruled that objection taken by Mr. Moisseau is
welf taken, and petition cannot be received, 961.

Warrants issued for Writs of Election, 1058.
Expenses of Committees and Sessional Clorks, in Supply,

1201.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B., on M. (Mr. Ouimet)

that it be made First Order of the Day, 16th March,
raled ont of Order, 1402.

Communication from .E. fixing time of Prorogation
1463.

Sessional Indemnities, M. (Mr. Melnnes, respeeting eer,
tain members absent through illness) ruled ont of
Order, 1463.

STRANGE, Mr.
Dominion Hlealth Statisties (Ques.) 81.
Cutting Tobacco (Ques.) 154.
On Amt. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) to (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (remarks)
746.

Tenth Battalion of Militia, M. for Rep., 818.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr.,Iloude) to adjn. Debate on M.
for 20, 918.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B, 52 Mr. (Boultbee) on
Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h. to M. for 2-, 985.

Manitoba Boundaries, on 20 B., 1450.

Appts. and Dismissals under Weights and Measures Act,
on M. forNRet., 207.

C. P.]R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)
fhr 2'of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 589.

Royal Military College, in Supply, 1281.
Official Report of Debates, on Res., 1249.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1325.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1329.

STEPRENsoX, Mr.
River Thames Surveys (M. for Ret.) 128.
Ropdeau fHarbor of Refuge (M. for Ret.) 128.
Officiai :eport of Debates, in Supply, 1202, 1464.
Parliamentary printing, I Supply, 1205.

SMITU, Sir ALrnBT J.
Cape Tormentine Ry. (Ques.), 154.
Earnings of the Penzbina Branh Ry. (Ques.), 354.

SMITH, Sir ALBERT J.-COO.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 4Q7, on

Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) to ML (Sir C harles
Tupper) for 2' of C.P.R. es. (Spaech), 468; personal
explanation, 472; on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
2Q of Res. repr. tom Com. of Wh. (Amt.) 711.

On C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) in Cam., 772.
Prof. Hind and the lalifax Commission, on M. for Cor.,

906.
Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt., on Ies., 935.
Ways and Means, on Ries. in Cm., item 3 (cocoa nuts)

1142.
Tel. communication with Asia, on Re3, 1176, 1339.
Public Works and Buildings, N.B., in Supply, 1211.
Moncton Harbor Improvement C., (B. 59, 3-) 1290.
Ont. and Que. Ry. lncorp. B., on 3°, 1237.
Inîtercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St.John, in Supply,

1279.
Fisheries, in Supply, 1395.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expinses, ti Supply, 1329.

SCHULTZ, Mr.
Post Office at Dominion City (M. for Rot.) 233.
Govt. Rys. in Man. (M. for Ret.) 233.
South-Eastern (Man.) Ry. Co., Incorp. (B. 13, 1') 311.
Dredging Red River Bar (Ques.) 485.
Portage La Prarie, Port of Entry (Queq.) 485.
Expropriation of Lands at Selkirk (M. for Cor.) 912.
James and Hudson's Bays, Ports of Entry (M. for duties

collected) 1017.
Expropriation of Land for the C:P.R. (Ques.) 1043.
Dominion Exhibition, in Supply, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, in Supply, 1187.
Harbors and Rivers, Man., in Supply, 1227.
Exploration of Hudson's Bay (Que.s) 1277.
Lighthouse Keepers Salaries, in Sapply, 1324.
N.W. Mounted Police, in Supply, 1327.
Indians, in Supply, 1353.
Red River Bridge (Ques.) 1357.
Hudson Bay Navigation (M. for Cor.) 1380.
Louise Bridge at Winnipeg (M. for Cor.) 1381.
Hlalf-breed Lands or Scrip (M. for R.) 1381.

1057.
TILLEY, Sir LEoNARD.

Public Accounts (Ans.) 37; prosented, 281.
Administration of Savings Banks (Ans.) 49.
Auditor General's Rep., on personal explanation (Mr.

Coursol) 129.
The Public Debt (Ans.) 155.
Duty on Salt (Ans.) 155.
Grain Freights to England viá 'Halifax, on M. for Cor.,

167.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

222.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remarks) 224.
Personal explanation, 473.
Negotiations with Newfoundland (Ans.) 485.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tapper)

for 2° of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 518.
P.O.'Savings Banks Deposits (Ans.) 724.
Order of Publie Business (M.) 765.
On C.P. R. (B. 37, 2°) 773.
Estimates, The (Ans.) 831 ; (Ans.) 961.
Emigration to U.S., on adjd. Debate, 833.
Bank Act Amt. (B. 50, 1°) 884.
Land Improvement Fund, on M. for Pap., 952; (Ans.)

1242.
French Shipping Bountics B., on M. for Cor., 960.
Irish Emigration to Canada (Ans.) 988.
Denis Coholan's Contraet, on M. for Ret., 992.
Claims for Drawbacks, on M. for Ret., 996.
Mails between Can. and West Indies (Ans.) 996.
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TILLEr, Sir LEoNARD- Con.
Geological Museum (Ans.) 1043.
Wheat on Ship Boyne (Ans.) 1043.
Beet-Root Cultivation (Ans.) 1043.
C.P.R. Lands (Ans.) 10,3.
Mails between St. John and Bangor (Ans.) 1041.
Carburetted Hydrogen (Ans.) 1043.
Expropriation of Lands on C.P.R. (Ans.) 1043.
Newfoundland and U.S. Fisheries Dispute, on M. for

Copies of Cor., 1044.
Can. Grown Tobacco, on M. for Ret., 1056.
Uniform Currency (Res.) 1057; (B. 66, 10) 1C57; (B.

O6 ° 30) 1177.
Govt. Business to take Precedence on Thursdays (M.)

1057.
Business of the Session (Ans.) 1058.
Insurance Companies (Ans.) 1153.
Bank Act Amt. (Res. in Com. of Wh.) 1193.
Senate, Expenses of, in Supply, 1200.
Salaries, H. of C. in Supply, 1201.
Parliamentary Library, Grant, in Supply, 1202.
Parliamentary Library, Salaries of Officers, in Supply,

1202.
Parliamentary printing, in Supply, 1205.
Miscell neous printing, in Supply, 1206.
Savings Banks in Ontario and Quebec B. &3,1°, 1213;

20,1305; 31, 1306.
Patent Act Amt. B., in Com. of Wh., 1214.
Distress in Ireland, Relief of, 1218.
Marine and Immigrant Hospitals, in Supply, 1232.
Pe6t-Root Sugar Industry (Res. in Coin. of Wh.) 1253,

1257.
Charges of Management, in Supply, 1263.
Secretary of State's Dept., in Supply, 1265.
I)epartmental Contingencies, in-Supply, 1271.
ligh Commissioner of Canada, Expenses, in Supply, 1274,

L.75, 1396.
Steamship Lines to Maritime Provinces, in Supply, 1276.
Intercolonial Deepwater Terminus at St.John, in Supply,

1287.
Supply-on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1308; on Amt. (Sir R.J.

Cartwright) 1 1..
Canada Central Extension, in Supply, 1315.
C.P.R. from P.A. Landing to Winnipeg, in Supply,

1320, 1413.
Ry. and Tel. Materials manufactured in Canada (Res.)

1357; B. 100 1°, 1381; 2° and 30, 1424.
Publication of Official Report of Debates, 1376.
Ways and Means- Budget Speech, 1018; bn Res. in Com.

item 1 (agricultural implements) 1141; item 3
(cocoa nuts) 1142; item 4 (cordage) 1145; item 6
(glass. &c.) 1148; item 7 (iron, &c.) 1148, 1150;
item 8 (wrought iron tubing) 1148; items 12 (lead),
13 (leather), 15 (liquorice root), 16 (marbie), 17
(oil cloth), 19 (plated ware), 21 (silk in the gum),
22 (German silver), 32 (gun cartridges), 44 (winceys),
1150 ; item 45 (cocoa-nut mtting) 1151 ; free list,
1151. Report concurred in, 1440.

Customs and Excise Duties Act Amt. B. 105,21,2and
3Q, 1442.

Loan to raise Money required for ytablic Service B. 106,
10, 1442; 20 and 30, 1442.

St. Lawrence, Navigation of, B. 101, 1°, 1381; t'O and3°,
1424.

Consolidated Insurance Act, Amt. on 1° B., 1389.
Delisle Executors, Refund to, in Supply, lU95.
Dunstan, G.G., claim of, in Supply, 1398.
Pacifie Ry. Commission, Expense of, in Supply, 1424.
Steamer between Grand Manan and Mahnland, in Supply,

1427.
Steam communication between P.E. I. and Great Britain,

in Supply, 1427.

TILLEY. Sir LEoNARD-COn.
Intercolonial Ry., Management of, in Supply, 1431,
Supply Bill, 10, 21> and b°, 1462.

TUPPER, Sir CHARLES.

Explorations on St. Lawrence (Ans.) 37.
C.P.R., offers for construction of, 40.
Proposed Line to Sault Ste. Marie, 44.
Accident on the Lachine Canal, 47.
C.P.R. Contract jRes.) 48; in Com. or- Res. ( tite-

ment) 50; (remarks) 151.
Freight on Intercolonial (Ans.) Si; (Ans ) 155.
Pacific Railway Maps (remarks) 81.
Standard of the C.P.R., on M. for Ret., 87; (Ans.)

385.
Case of Mr. E. V. Bodwell, on M. for Cor., 124.
Cape Tormentine Ry. (Ans.) 154.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal (Ans.) 155.
Resident Judge at Rimouski, (Ans.) lâ5.
Grain Freights to Egland vid Halifa, on M. for Cor.,

163.
Intercolonial Ry. Rolling Stock, on .- fer et.9 l.
North Oxford Election, introduction of Member, 204.
Engineer's Rep. on the C.P.R. (Ans.) 204.
Lake St. John Ry. (Ans.) 204.
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay (C. P. R.) Surveys, on M.

for Ret., 207.
Death of Mr. Thompson, Cariboo (remaks) 24.
C.P.R. Modifications, on M. for Statements, 228.
Steel Rails and Fastenings, on Amt. to Amt. on >. for

Statement, 22.
Onderdonk Contract (Ans.) 314.
Supplementary Contract with Syndicate (Ans.) 314.
Earnings of the Pombina Branch Ry. (Ans.) 354.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch (Ans.) 384.
Bridge at Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 385.
Maintenance of Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 38A.
Proposals by another Syndicate (Ans.) 447.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for 2° of Res. (Speech) 450;

personal explanation, 4'71.
Offer of Second Syndicate laid on Table, 485.
Vouchers for Cash Deposits by Second Syndicate (Ans.)

4>bé; (presented) 495.
Railways and Canals, Report (presented) 495.
C. P. R. (B. 37, 1 Q,) 765; in Comà 2*, 774.
C.P.R. Construction in Man. (Ans.) 709.
C.P.R., West of Selkirk, estimated cost (Ang.)-815.
Grain Shipment from Halifax (Ans.) 861; (Ai.) 904.
C.P.R., Rates on the (Ans.) 861; (Ans.) 946.
Coal on the Baskatchewau (Ans.) 861.
Adjournment (M.) 904.
Welland Canal, turning Vessels in (Ans.) 904.
Cattle Diseage in Merigonish (Ans.) 904-
Hay, sale of, on Intercolonial, on M. for Cor.,,902.
Claim of C. Horetzky, on M. forCor., 909.
Dismissal of J. D. Morse, on M,. for or.,9.
Carriage of Cordwood on C,.P. (AnR.) à .
Court of Ry. Commissioners for COa£ B..11 . Me-

Carthy (on M. for 2ç (Speech) 931.
N.B..Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 5 (Mi..o1Mondu2.

946.

TRow, Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amti. fo prbosed

M. for Statement 424.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Biake) to M-, Ûmles

Tupper) for 24 of Res. rep. from Coal. of Wh.
(Speech) 592; (Amt.) 735.

Irish Emigration (Ques.) 830.
Indians, in Supply, 1353..
Dominion Lands, on 20 B.,186.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465.
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TAsst, Mr.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles

Tupper) for 20 of Res. rep. froin Com. of Wh.
(Speech) 686.

Monument to the late Sir George E. Cartier (Ques) 830;
on Cor., 1469.

N.W. Mounted Police Supplies (M. for Copy of Con-
tract) 1057.

Union Suspension Bridge across the Ottawa (M. for
Statement) 1244.

Beot-Root Sugar Industry, on Res., 1260.
Supreme Ct. Appellate Juriadiction, on 20 B., 1301.

THoMPsoN, Mr.
Emigration to the United States, on Amt. to M. for

Statement, 831.
Camps of Military Instruction (Ques.) 901.

VANASSE, Mr.
The Address (Seconded) 6.
River St. Francis Cordwood Regulation (B. 2, 1') 81; 2 ,

940.
Official Assigneos, Appt. of, (N. for Statenent) 863.
Sessional French Transiators (M. for Statement) 1007.
Licenses for the Sale of Can. Tobacco (Ques.) 1043.
Importation of Tobacco Seed (Ques.) 1043.
Mail Service on Champlain and St. Lawrence Ry. (Ques.)

1153.
French Translation of Laws (M. for Cor.) 1252.

VALLÉE, Mr.
French copies C.P.R. Contract, 83.
C.P.R. Contract (Speech) in Com. on Res., 377.
Tariff of Pilotage (Ques.) 566.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 20, 922.
Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B. 31 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier) on 2e, 942.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. 32 (M. Ives)

on 2', 945.
Quebec and Lake St. John _Ry., on Mi. for Rep., 9.
Commissions of Inquiry, Expenses of, in Supply, 1330.

VALIN, r.
On Amt. (Mr. Casgrain) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for

2 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (remarks) 750.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on M. for 20, 915.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry., on M. for Rep., 958.
Admission of Can. Vessels into France (M. for copies of

Cor.) 1015.
U.S. Vessels registered in Can. (M. for Statement) 1016.

WHELER, Mr.
Money Order Charges (Ques.) 155.
Grinding of Wheat in Bond (M. for Ret.) 259.
Importation of Wheat in Bond for Grinding (M. for Rot.)

262 (Ques.) 1443.
District Insiectors of Weights and Measures (M. for

copies of Instructions) 1057.
Importation of Wheat and Flour (M. for Ret.) 1380.

WALLACE, (South Norfolk) Mr.
Steam communication between St. John, N.B., and

England (Ques.) 155.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 845.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. 21 (Mr. Kirk-

patrick) in Com., 1098.
Govt. Employés, Names, Nationality, &c., (M. for Rot.)

1172.
Wiarton Harbor, Report of Engineer (M. for Rot.) 1172.

WELDON, Mr.
Insolvent Estates (Ques.) 155.
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of 1es., rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 692.

WELDoN, Mr.-Con.
Dorchester Penitentiary (M. fbr Rot.) 81v.
St. John Penitentiary (M. for Cor.) 817.
Transatlantie Steam Navigation (Ques.) 830.
Emigration to the U.S., on adjd. Debate, 833.
N.B. Ry. Co. Amnt. Act Amt. (B. 55, 31"), 912; 20, 945;

30, 1408.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act RepeaT t. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Iloude),to adjd. Diebate, to
M. for 2°, 920.

Denis Coholan's Contract (M. for Rot.), 991.
Dredging at Deep-wator Terminus, St. John, N.B. (KM.

for Ret.) 992.
Volunteors in N.B. (M. for Rlet.) 992.
Intercolonial Ry. Stores ut Moncton (,l. for Rot.) 996.
Steamship Subsidy botween St. John, Halifax and Liver-

pool (Ques.) 1188.
Ways and Means-on Res. in Com., item 4 (cordage)

1145.
Adminitration of Justice, in Supply, 1276.

WrHT, Mr.
C. P.R. Contract (Speech) in Corn. on Res., 405.
Slaughtering Çanadian Cattle in Englind (Ques.) 879.
Prize Fighting B. 29 (Mr. MoDonald, Pictou) on 2° 936.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ey.. under, on M. for

et., 1048.
Sale oflntoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1167.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3', 1237.
Union Suspension Bridge, on M., 144.
Close of the Session (remarks) 1465.

WHITE (Cardwell) Mr.
Wrecking and Towing in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

221.
Emigration from Canada (M. for Statement) 263; on

Amt. to Amt., 428; on adjd. Debate, 831, 849.
On Ant. te M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of C.P.R. Res.

(Speech) 462.
Que tion of Privilege (remarks) 495.
C.P.R. on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for ' of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech) 566.
Canadian Railway Traffic, on M. for Ret., 883.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Aot Ropeal B. 4 (Mr.

Landry) on Amt. (Mr. Iloude) to adjn. Debate to M.
for 20, 915.

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. 45 (Mr. Pope, Compton) on
20,) 968; ini Corn. of Whi., 1214.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 52 (Air. Boultbee) on Amt.
(Mfr. Ogden) 6 m. h. te, M. for 20, 982

Officiai Report of Debates, on M. for statement, 1010; on
Res, 1247; on Rep. of Com., 1464.

Horatio Nelson Tabb, charges against (M. for Copy) 1057.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 1080.
Sale of Intoxicating Liquors in H. of C., on Res., 1169;

Amt., 1171.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Incorp. B. on 3°, 128.
Ueet-Root Sugar Industry on Res., 1260.
Supply-on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1311.

WHTE (Renfrew) Mr.
Emigration from Canada, on Amt. to Amt. to proposed

M. for Statement, 431; on adjd. Debate, 836.
Bridging the Ottawa River at Rapides des Joachims,

(Ques.) 485.
C.P. R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2° of Res. Rep. from Com. of Wh. (Speech)
* 682.

On C. P.R., (B. 37,20) 781.
Weights and Measures Act, 1ev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1050.
Canada Central Extension, in Supply, 1315 (Ques.)

1356.

±ii
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WILLIAMS, Mr.
Ont. and Pacifie Junction R'y. Co. Act Amt. (B. 25, 1l

447, in Com. 1356.
Hligh Commissioner of Canada, Expenses, in Supply, 1-74.

WISER, Mr.
Passage of U.S. cattle throngh Can. (M. for Cor.), 1057.
Dominion Lands, on 20 B. 1363.

WDAE, Mr.%
C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir Charles Tupper)

for 2> of Res. rep. fr-om Com. of Wh. (remarks)
673.

WHITE (East Hastings) Mr.
Bay of Quinte Ry. and Navigation Co. Incorp. (B. 40, 1

789.
Canada Çonsolidated Gold Mining Co. (B. 48, 1°) S54.
Weights and Measures Act, Rev. and Ex. under, on M.

for Ret., 1046.
Interest on, Moneys (B. 68, 10) 1108.
Salaiies ofdudges, P.E.I., on B., 1332.

Yzo, Mr.
C.P.R. (B. 37, 3°) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) to M., 778.
Çommunication with P.E.I. (M. for Cor) 949; in Supply,

1276.

xxi



INDEX PART Il.

SUBJECTS.

ADDRESS in answer to H.E's. Speech, M. (Mr. Boatyì 3;
sec. (Mr. Vanasse) 6; agreed to, 28; H.E's. reply, 107.

Accident on the Lachine Canal.
M. for Ret. (Mr.. Desjardins) 47.

Administration of Savings Banks.
Ques., on Mess. from H1. E. (Sir R. J. Cartwright)

49.
Admission of Members on Certificate of Returning

Officers.
M. not to form precedent (Mr. Langevin) 80; (Sir

Charles Tupper') 204.
Appraisers, Dominion.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 123.
Allowances, Retiring, of Judges.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1-7.
Auditor-Qeneral's Report.

Personal explanations (Mr. Coursol) 128; )Mr.
Ferguson) 225.

Adjournment, for Christmas.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 178.

Appointments and Dismissals under the Weights and
Measures Act.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 204.
Adjournment for Epiphany.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.
Adjournment for H.E.'s Levée.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 485.
Algoma, Fishing Licenses at Killarney.

M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Dawson) 766.
Adjournment.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 816.
M. (Sir Charles Tupper) 904.

Active Militia, Tenth Battalion of.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Strange) 718.

Appropriations for Dominion Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 818.

Appointment of Police Magistrates.
M. for Cor. (Mr. McCuaig) 819.

Appointments in Manitoba.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Applications for Land Patents in St. Peter, Man.
M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1823.

Appointment of Official Assignees.
M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 863.

Accommodation, Canadian Railways.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 881.

Appointment ofQuebec Judges.
Res. (Mr. McDonald, Pieton) 884.

Alleged Inaccurate Statistics Submitted to Halifax
Commission.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 904.
Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers, Lands at.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Assiniboine, Navigation of.

Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Ancient Names in the N.W.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 946.
Anticosti, Telegraph Posts for.

M. for copies of Tenders (Mr. Fiset) 961.
Abolition of Seine Nets in Ottawa River.

Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 988.
Anherstburg, Can. Southern Ry., Steam Ferry at.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.
Admission of Can. Vessels into France.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 1015.
Alleged Violation of U.S. Citizens Rights by Newfound

land Fishormen.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1043.

Anderdon irdian Reserve.
M. for Cor. Mr. (Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Arthabaska and Three Rivers Mail.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1152.

Annand Mr., Expenditure by.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 1357.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1357.

Administration of Oaths of Office'B. No. 1 (Sir John
A. Macdonald.)

10, 1.
Assiniboine Bridge Co. Act. Amt. B. No. 27 (Mr. Scott.)

1°, 485; 2°, 766; 30, 950
Additiona[ Judges for Quebec B. No. 58 (Mr. McDon-

ald, Pictou.)
Res. 884; in Com., 935; 1°, 935; 2°, 1178; 30, 1200.

Acadia Steamship Co., Limited, Incorp. B. 80 (Mr.
Longley.)

10, 1213; 2ý', 1242; 3', 1340.
Andrew Mercer (Ont.) Reformatory Amt. B. 81 (Mr.

McDonald, Picton.)
10,1213; 2°, 1340; 3°, 1372.

Authorization of Now Loan B. 106 (Sir L. Tilley.)
1°, 1441; 2 and 30, 1462.

Accident Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 54
(Mr. Gault.)

10, 904; 2°, 945; in Com., 1144; 30, 1144.

BILLS.
Bill (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of Oathe of

Omice.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10 .



INDEX.

BILLS-Con.
Bill (No. 2) To regulate the floating of cordwood upon

the navigable portion of the River St. Francis.-
(Mr. Vanasse.)

10, 81; 20, 940; in Com., 1098.
Bill (3) To amend Chapter thirty-two of the Acts of

33 Victoria (1870, intituled: An Act to empower
the Police Court in the City of Halifax to sentence

- Juveniles Offenders to be detained in the Halif&x
Industrial School.-Mr. (Richey.)

10, 107, 2°, 857.
Bill (No. 4) To repeal the Supreme and Exchequer

Courts Act and the Acts amending the same.-
(Mr. Keeler.)

10, 107; order for 20 called, 857 ; 2° M. (Mr. Landry)
913; Amt. to adjd. Debate (MIr. Houde) neg. (Y.
72, N. 89) 922; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Mills) carried
(Y. 88, N.-33) 926.

Bill (No. 5) For the better prevention of Fraud in
relation to Contracts involving the expenditure of
public moneys.-(Mr. Casgrain.)

10, 107; 2°, 858; dischgd. and Sel. Com.Yapptd., 912.
BIl1 (No. 6) To regulate the hours of labor in the

workshops, mills, and factories of the Dominion of
Canada, and for other purposes.-(Mr. Bergin.)

1°, 109; 2° M., 1099; B. withdn., 1099.
Bill (No. 7) To incorporate the Wrecking and Salvage

Company of Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)
10, 154; 20, 213; in Com., 1043, 1098; 30, 1144.

Bill (No. 8) To reduce the Capital Stock of the
Exchange Bank of Canada, and otherwise to amend
the Act respecting the said Bank.-(Mr. Des-
jardins.)

1, 204 ; 20, 266 ; in Come., 996 ; 30, 996.
Bill (No. 9) For better securing the Independence of

Parliament, and for the Prevention of Corruption.
-(Sir R. J. Cartwright.)

1°, 225 - 2e M., i09; Amt. (Mr. Langevin) 6 m. h.,
1100; Amt. carried (Y. 91, N.. 31) 1107.

Bill (No. 10) To remove doubts as to the true con-
struction of Section 12 of the Northern Railway
Company's Act, 1877.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1, 258; 20, 861, 30, 1339.
Bill (No. 11) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and

Peace Rivers Railway Company of Canada.-
(Mr. Beaty.)

10, 258; 2°,292; withdn.
Bill (No. 12) For constituting a Court of Railway

Commissioners for Canada, and to amend the
Consolidated Railway Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10,258; 2° M. 926; Debate.adjd. 934; resumed, 997;
adjd., 999.

Bill (No. 13) To incorporate the South-Eastern Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

10, 314; 20, 1144.
Bill (No. 14) To incorporate the Westbourne and North-

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria.)

10, 314; 20, 766; withdn.
Bill (No. 15) To ineorporate the Metropolitan Fire

Insurance Company of Canada.-(Mr. Beaty.)
10,314; 2°, 766; in Com., 1098; 30, 1144.

Bill (No. 16) To explain and amend the Act to
authorize the transfer of the Windsor Branch of the
Nova Scotia Railway to thé Western Counties
Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

10, 314; 2°, 1098; withdn.
Bill (No. 17) To incorporate the Saskatchewan and

North-Western Railway Conpany.-(Mr. Ioult-

1°, 354; 2', 76.

BILL s-Con.
Bill (No. 18) To amend the Act incorporating the

Souris and Rocky Mountai n Railway Comnpany.-
(Mr. Boultbee.)

10, 354; 2°, 766; in Com. 1241; 3°,1287.
Bill (No. 19) To enable the Manitoba Sonth-Western

Colonization Railway Company to extend their
line of Railway, and for other amendments to their
Act of Incorporation.-(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

10, 354; 2°, 861; withdn.
Bill (No. 20) Respecting the Northern Railway Com-

pany of Canada.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
1 ,384; 2°, 942; 30, 1340.

Bill (No. 21) Respecting the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada.- (Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1°, 384; 2°, 766; in Com, 1098; 31, 1220.
Bill (No. 22) to incorporate the St. Lawrence Wrecking

and Salvage Company of Canada.-(Mr. Robert-
son, Hamilton.)

1,418; 2',766.
Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Ontaio and Quebec

Railway Company.-(Mr. Cateron, N. Victoria.)
10, 418; °, 766; 3°, 1235.

Bill (No. 24) Respecting the Berlin and Gailt braneh of
the Grand Trank Railway Company of Canada. -
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10, 447; 20, 766.
Bill (No. 25) Respecting the Ontario and Pacie June-

tion Railway Company.-(Mr. Williams.)
1i, 447; 2', 766; in Com., 1356; 3°, 1356.

Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the Ontario Investnent
Association.-(Mr. Carling.)

10, 385; 2°, 766.
Bill (No. 27) To amend the Aet 43 Vict,, Chap. 61,

intituled: An Act to incorporate the']ssiniboine
Bridge Company, and to change the naine of the
said Company.-(Mr. Scott.)

10,485; 2', 766; 30, 950.
Bill (No. 28) To incorporate the South Saskatchewan

and Hudson Bay Railway Company.)-( Ir.
Boultbee.)

10, 485 ; 20, 766.
Bill (No. 29) Respecting Prize Fighting.-er. Mc-

Donald, pictou.)
10, 485; 2°, 9a5; in Con, 938- 3°,940.

Bill (No. 30) Further to continue in foroo for a limited
time The Better Prevention of Crime Act, 187.-
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 485.; 20 8à6 ; in Com., 856 ; 3° 935.
Bill (No. 31) To enlarge and extend the powers of the

Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien.-(Mr. Girouard;
Jacques Cartier.)

1 , 495; 2°, 942; in Com., 1242; 3, 1290.
Bill (No. 32) To incorporate the Crédit Foncier of the

Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Ives.)
1°, 495; 2°, 945; in Com., 1241; 3° 1288.

Bill (No. 33) To amend the law respecting Document-
ary Evidence in certain eases.-Mr. MlDonald,
Pictou.)

1°, 533; 2°, 857 ; 30,935.
Bill (No. 34) To incorporafe the Dominion SaTrage and

Wrecking Company, Limited.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

10, 566; 2', 861; in Com., 1098; 3°, 1144.
Bill (No. 35) To incorporate the Silver Plume .fining

Company.-(Mr. Ouinet.)
10, b99; 2, 766; in Corn., 1144; 3°, 1144.

Bill (No. 36) Further to amend the Aet ineorporating
The Canada Guarantee Compay and 4.. change
the name of the iaZ Companr . to 'T4e Inter-
national Guarantee Asseiaggn.',-(Jfr. G It.)

10,661; 2°, 766; inom., 996 9 , 996.
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INXEX.
BILLS -Con.

Bill (No. 37) Respecting the Canadian Pacine Railway.
-(Sir Charles Tnpper.)

1°,7'5; 2°,771;in Com-, 771; .3, 813.
BilA <jxQ. 38) Toramend the àaw respecting Criminal

I5ropedare. (Mr. MtCarthy.)
t, 765.

Bill(No. 39) To amend The Insolvent Act of 1875, and
ameding Acts.-(Mr. McCuaig.)

858; 3°, 913.
iI (N . 40)to inoorporate the Bay of Quinté Rail-

wày and Navigation Company.-((Mr. White, East

je, 2a* 861; inComr., 1043 ; 30, 1043.
Bill (No. 41) To incorporate the Hull Mines Railway

Company.-(Mr. 1 ameron, South Huron.)
J°, 789¡ 2° 861; 3°, 1287.

Bi11 (No. 42) To amend the Act incorporating The
International Railway Compony.-(Mr. Brooks.)

1°, 789; 2°, 861; 30, 1410.
Bi1 (No. 43) Reapecting the Sale of Railway Pa&senger

Tickets.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
14, 815.

Bill (No. 44) To incorporate the Association known as
"J. Winslow Jones and Company. -(Mr. Brooks.)

1°, 861; 29, 1i44; 3°, 1144.
Bill (No. 45) To further amend the Patent Act of

1872. -(ir. Pope, Compton.)
14, 854; 2°, 961i; in Com, 1213.

Bill (No. 46) To prevent and punish wrongs to child-
re.- (Mr. Richey.)

B°, 854; 2°, 1000; in Com., 1098.
Bill (No. 47) Respecting the Court of Maritime Juris-

diction in the Province of Ontario.-(Mr.
McCarthy.)

1Q, 854; on M for 2°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) carried, 1006.

Bill (No. 48) Respecting the Canada Consolidated Gold
Mining Company.-(Mr. White, East Hastings.)

1,854; 2°, 912; in Com., 1144; 3°, 1144.
Bill (No. 49) To amend the General Inspection Act of

1874 and the Actamending it.-(Mr. Mousseau.)
es., 855; 1°, 856; _o, 940; M. (Mr. Gillmor) to
recormmit neg. (Y. 42, N. 113) 966; 3', 966.

Bill (No. 50) To correct a clerical error in Schedule B
to the Act 43 Vict., Chap. 22, amending The
Bank Act, and continuing the charters of certain
Bank.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

14,1884j: 2%,940;u in Com., 940; 3, 940.
Bill (No. 51) To limit the .Appellate Jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court of Canada.--(Mr, Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

10, 884; 20 M. Debate adjd., 1290.
Bill (No. 52) To amend The Canada Temperance -Act,

1878.-(Mr. Boultbee.)
ot 884; 2° M., 970;- Amt. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h., 974.

Bill (No. 53) To amend the Acts incorporating the
Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway Company.
(Mr. Brooks.)

10 904; Z0, 945; 30, 1340.
Bill (No. 54) To amend the Act of incorpo-ation of The

Accident Insurance Company of Canada, and te
authorize the change of the name to "The A ccident
Insurance Company of America."-(Mr. Gault.)

10, 904; 20, 945; in Com., 1144; 30, 1144.
Bill (No.55) To amend tie Acts relating to the New

Brunswick Railway Company.-(Mr. Weldon.)
1,912; ?, 945- 3', 1408.

Bill (No. 56) To anike provision for the winding-up of
tsolvent Railway Companies.-(Mr. Orton.)

1°, 934,

BILL s-Con.
Bill (No. 57) To give power to the Governor in Council

to suspend the operation of certain provisions of
the Act 43 Viet, Chap. 29, respecting the Naviga-
tion of Canadian Waters.- Mr. Pope, Quecn's.)

Res., 934; in Cm., 935; 1 , 935; 2', 1218; 3°,
1263.

Bill (No. 58) To provide for the Salaries of an additional
Judge of the Court of Qaeen's Beheh and an
additional Judge of the Superior Court in the Pro-
vince of Quebec.-(Mr. MeI>onald, Pictou.)

Res., 884; 10, 935; 2°, 1178; 30, 1200.
Bill (No. 59) To incorporate the Moncton Harbor

Improvement Company.-(Siîr A. J. Smith.)
10, 953; 2°, 996; 30, 1220.

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the Don River Improve-
ment Company.-(Mr. Platt.)

1°, 963; 2°, 996; in Come., 1144; 3°, 1144.
Bill (No. til) To incorporate the Poace River Railway

Company.-(Mr. Macdougall.)
10, 987; 29, 1043; withdn.

Bill (No. 62) Respecting the Citizens' Insuirance Com-
pany of Cnada.-(Mr. Gault.)

10,987; 20, 1030.
Bill (No. 63) To ineorporate the Montreal Board of

Trade and Exchange.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
C'artier.)

10, 1012; 20, 1098; 3°, 1241.
Bill (No. 64) To continue in force for a limited tine

the Act passed in the 43rd year of Her Majesty's
reign, intitnled: An Act respecting the Adminis-
tration of Criminal Justice in the Territory in
dispute between the Governments of the Province
of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1°, 1042; 2°, 1177; 30, 1217.
Bill (No. 65) Further securing the Independence of

Parliament.-(Mr. Blake.)
10, 1043.

Bill (No. 66) To extend the Act establishing one
uniform Currency for the Dominion of Canada to
the Provinces of British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res., 1057; 1°, 1057; 20 and 3°, 1177.
Bill (No. 67) To repeal "An Act to render Members of

the Legislative Councils and Legislative Assemblies
of the Provinces now included, or which may here-
after be included, within the Dominion of Canada
ineligible for sitting or voting in the House of
Commons of Caniada.-(Mr. Ouimet.)

10, 1107.
Bill (No. 68) To amend the Act relating to interest on

moneys secured by mortgage on real estate.-(Mr.
White, Hastings.)

10, 1108.
Bill (No. 69) Respecting La Banque Ville Marie. - (Mr.

Desjardins.)
1°, 1ls4; 2e, 1144; 30, 1340.

Bill (No. 70) To amend the Conolidated Railway Act,
1879.-(Mr. Casgrain.)

10, 1134.
Bill (No. 71) To provide for empowering Loan Coin-

panies to carry on business throughout Canada.-
(Mr. Brecken.)

1°, 1134.
Bill (No. 72) To incorporate the Buropean, Ainerican,

and Canadian Cable Company.-(Mr.Currier.)
14, 1152; 2° and 3°, 1410.

Bill (No. 73) To explain and amend section fifty-two
Of" The Bank Act. "-(Mr. Orton.)

1, 1152.
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INDBX.

BILLS-Con.
Bill (No. 74) To incorporate " The Napierville June-

tion Railway and Quarry Company.-(Mr. Coursol.)
1jy1220; 2° and 3-, 1410.

Bill (No. 75) To amend the "Petroleum Inspection
Act, 1880.-(Mr. Mousseau.)

°, 1333; 2'and 30, 1360.
Bill (No. 76) Canada Military Asylum, respecting.-

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1°, 1172; 20 and 30, 1263.

Bill (No. 77) To amend the Dominion Lands Act.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10, 1193; 2°, 1360; 3°,1400.
Bill (No. 78) To amend the Act 40 Vict., Chap. 10, in-

tituled: "An Act to amend and consolidate the
Acts respecting the Customs."-(Mr. Bowell.)

1°, 1200; 2°, 1303; 3°, 1305'.
Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Northern, North-

Western and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company.
-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 1213; 21, 1242; in Com., 1356; 3°, 1356.
Bill (No. 80) To incorporate the Acadia Steamship

Company, Limited.-(Mr. Longley.)
10, 1213: 2', 1242; 30, 1340.

Bill (No. 81) With reference to the Andrew Mercer
Ontario Reformatory for Females, and the Central
Prison for the Province of Ontario.-(Mr. Me-
Donald, Pictou.)

1°, 1213; 20,1340; 30,1372.
Bill (No. 82) Further to amend the Acts relating to

the Inspection ofSteamboats.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's.)
10, 1213 ; on M. for 2Q, Debate adjd.

Bill (No. 83) Further to amend an Act respecting cer-
tain Savings Banks in the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, and to continue for a limited time the
Charters of certain Banks to w-hich the said Act
applies.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10,1213; 20,1305; 30, 1306.
Bill (No. 84) To amend the Consolidated'Railway Act.

-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)
1', 1240; 20, M. Debate adjd, 1386; 2>, 1389; 30,

1425.
Bill (No. 85) To incorporate the British and Colonial

Insurance Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)
lo, 1240; 20, 1340; 30, 1410.

BiIl (No. 86) To prevent Exactions by Puwnbrokers.-
(Mr. Orton.)

10, 1253.
Bill (No. 87) Respecting Naturalization and Aliens.-

(Mr. McDonald, Pcetou.)
10, 1288; 2°, 1340; in Com.', 1369; 30, 1386.

Bill (No. 88) To prevent Agents of foreign railways
and others from holding inducements to persons to
emigrate from Canada. -(Mr. Orton.)

1°, 1303.
Bill (No. 89) To relieve borrowers from the payment

of extortionate rates of interest.-(Mr. McCuaig.)
1°, 1303.

BiLI (No. 90) Respecting Vagrants.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

10, 1303; 2° and 3°, 1403.
Bill No. 91) To prescribe an Oath -to be taken by

Employéq on Goverament Telegraph Linos.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1', 1303; 20, 1403; 3°, 1437.

Bill (No. 92) To wind up Insoivent Banks and other
incorporated Companies.-(Mir. McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 1303.
Bill (No. 93) To amend Inland Revenue Act of 1880.-

(Mr. Mouseau.)
10, 1303; in Com., 1404.

BILLS- COn.
Bill (No. 94) To explain and pmend tbe Canada Tem-

peranoe Act ot i878.-,(r. Odiniet.)
1°, 1303; N. respecting 2° ruled out of de

Bill (No. 95) To increase the esa1rierof 4h. hdgesof
the Supreme C4out ¥f P.l-(M. McDonald,
Pictou.)

10, 1330; 20 and 3°, 1404.
Bill (No. 96) To amend and consolidäte the laws relating

to GovernmentlRailways.-( IDiscDild,4'icton.)
10, 1340; in Com., 1406; à Cdtn.,141; 20 ikd 3,

1424.
Bill (No. 97) To establish a Marine Teiegenpbå etween

the Pacifie coast of Canada end Asiam.-Qlr. Lan-
gevin.)

10, 1338-; 20, 1391; B&1, 1403.
Bill (No. 98) To provide for the extension .of the

boundaries of the Prov'ince of Manitoba.-.(Mr.
McDonald, Pieton.)

10, 1340; 20, 1443; 3", 1453.
Bill (No. 99) Further to amend the Atts therein men-

tioned respecting the-Militia and Defence of the
Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Caron.)

1, 1356; 2Q and 30, 1411.
Bil (No. 100) To provide for the allowancegf drawback

on certain articles manufactured in Canada and used
by the Canadian Pacifie RailwayCompany.-(Sir
Leonard Tilley.)

1°, 1357; 20 and 31, 1424.
Bill (No. 101) To amend the Act 36 Vict., chap. 60,

respecting the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10, 1381 ; 2° and 30, 1424.
Bill (No. 102) To amend the Consolidated Insurance

Act 1877.-(Mr. Ouimet,)
I', 1388.

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Indian Adt öf8SO.-(Sir
John 'Macdonald.)

10, 1406 ; 20, 1426; 3°, 1443.
Bill (No. 104), Supply Bill.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

10, 20 and 3°, 1462.
Bill (No. 105) To amend the Act 42 Vict,. Chap. 15,

and 42 Vict., Chap. 18, entitled an Act respecting
the duties of Customs and Excise.-(Sir Leonard
Tilley.).

11, 2 and 30, 1412.
Bill (No. 106) To anthorise the raing by *ay of loan

of certain sums of money reqidred for the public
service.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.).

10, 1443; 2° and 3", 1462.
Bill (No. 107) An Act in amendment of the:Acts res-

pecting steamboats.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10, 2° and 3, 1462.

BEAT', Mr.
Return of, 1L
Introduction of, 1.

BLAKE, Mr.
Speech on C. P.R. Contract, 75.

Bagot Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Brome Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Bills Assented to. See " Royal Assent."

BUDGET, ThE.
Speech of Finance Minister, 1018.
For Debate. See "W;e and Mean ."

BODWELL, Mr. F. V The4ae O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex), 124.
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iN*ZD'EXI.

Boundary between Quebec and -anada.
for Cor. (Mr. Mils) 174.

Billi' PiiOe, Petitiôns for.
M. to xtend titäe. (Mr. Drew) 17e 258, 446.

Boston". e a Winter PQrt.
. for Cmz (Mr. Rieey)262.,

Bills, Public, Introduction of.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.
Bem€on , Mails in.

QKr,. (Boldue) 418.
Bai!ras OoMoix&rA:-

Correàpondmiee with, respecting Lands foi C.P.R.
SRet. (Mrl. Blake) 114.

Vancouver Island Railway.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.

Judges,Two new.
M. for O. O. (Mr. Blake) 127.

Death of-Mr. Thompson of Cariboo.
Remarks (Mr. Bunster) 223.

Rice and Powder Duties.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.

Mr. Munro's Land Claim.
M. for Rep. of Mr. Trutch. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1155.

Telegraph Line from Yale to New Westminster.
M, for copies of Advts. for Tenders. (Mr. Blake) 1160.

Fequinalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet
RyS.

M. for Copies of Rep. of Mr. Trutch. (Mr. DeCosmos)
1163.

Indian Affairs.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Railway Lands.
M. br copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Beauharnois Canal, Bridge at.
Ques. (Mr. Bergeron),385.

Beauharnois Canal, Maintenance of.
Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 385.

Bridging Ottawa River at Rapids des Joachim.
Ques. (Mir. White, Renfrew) 485.

Beauharnois Canal, appt. of Paymaster, &c.
M. for Statement. (Mr. Bergeron) 766.

Brossoit, Thos., appt. of as Collector of Beauharnois Canal.
M. for Statement. (Mr. Bergeron) 766.

Brandy Pots and Rivière du Loup Lightship.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 766.

Boundaries of Ontario and Quebec.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 863.

Blanchard, Théotime, Claim of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 883.

Bear River, sub-Collector at.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 910.

Bird Tail Land District, Claims of Settlers.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Bridge Obstructions on the Assiniboine.
Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Burrowing Pits in L'Islet County.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 946.

Bridging on C.P.R., between Selkirk and Kanloops.
M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.

Bounties Bill, French Shippipg.
M. for Cor. (M Bàrpe, St. John) 950.

Boxes, Letter, in Montreal P.O.
M. for Statement (Mir. Coursol) 961.

Bad Ventilation-of thelEouse.
Remarks, e88; R1p. of Mechanical En&ineer 1006;

M. for Comn. (Mr. Ro #er) 1095,

Beauharnois Canal.
M. for Rep. of Collector (Mr. Holton) 1016,

Breakwatet at Shippegan, N.B.
M. far Btep. of Engineers (Mr. Anglin) 1016.

Breakwater at Souris West, P.E.I.
M. for Cor. and Rep. (Mr. Muttart) 1016.

Boyne, Wreck of the.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088, 1153.

Beet ]Root Oultivation.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1043.

Bangor and St. John Mails.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1043.

Beauharnois Canal Water Privileges.
M. for copies of Leases (Mr.ßergeron) 1057.

Business of the Session.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 1057.

Bellechasse Blectoral District.
Vaoancy announced and Writ issued for now E!ection

(Mr. Speaker) 1058.
Branch Post Offices in Montreaj.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1153.
Black Land GuIly.

Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1402.

Buctouche and Cocaigne, Ports of.
Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1402.

By-Eleetions.
Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1466.

Bay of Quinté Ry. and Navigation Co. Incorp.
Act Amt. B. No. 40 (Mr White, East Hastings.)
10, 789; 2°, 861; in Com., 1043; 3°, 1043.

Better Prevention of Crime, B. No. 30 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

1", 485; 21, 856; in Comn., 856; 30, 935.

Berlin and Galt Branch of G.T.R. Co. Act, Amt.
B. No. 24 (Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
1°, 447; 20 , 766.

Bank Act Amt. B. No. 50 (Sir Loonard Tilley.)
10, 884; 2%, 940; in Com., 910; 3°, 940.

British and Colonial Ins. Co. B. 85 (Mr. Boaty.)
1, 1.40; 20, 1340 ; 3°, 1410.

Bank Act Amt. B. 73 (Mr. Orton.)
10, 1152.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.
[&ee also "Railways " andI "Contracts.")

Paragraph in Address, 1.
Mess. from H. E., transmitting contract with Syndi.

cate, 28.
Res. for Com. (Sir Charles Tupper) 48; Amt. (Mr.

Blake) 49; Amt. neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 49.
Statement in Com. on Res. (Sir C. Tupper) 50;

Reply (Mr. Blake) 75; Debate (Mr. Langevin)
129; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 141 ; (MIr. McLennan)
178; (Mr. Ives) 182; (Mr. Laurier) 190; (Mr.
Cimon) 194; (Mr. Fiset) 195; (Mr..Anglin) 196;
(Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 2à3; (Mr. ?lumb) 246;
(Mr. Mills) 267; (Mr. MeCallum) 278; (Mr.
Coursol) 282; (Mr. Charlton) 285 ; (4r. Patterson,
Essex) 302; (Mr. Rinfret) 310; (Mr. Gigault)
312; (Mr. Longley) 314; (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex)
319; (Mfr. Rykert) 335; (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka)
851; (Mr. Haékett) 354; (Mr. Flynn) 357; (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) 361 ; (Mr. Royal) 371; Mr.
Rogers) 375; (Mr. Vallée) 377; (Mr. LaRue)
M8I; (Mr. Bergeron) 385; (Ur. Mackenzie) 389;
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACT-Con.
(Mr. Dawson) 399; (Mr. Wright) 405; (Sir A.
J. Smith) 407; (Mr. Casgrain) 415. Res. read
and agreed to on a division, 418. M. (Sir Charles
Tupper) for second reading of Res. rep. from Com.
of Whole, 483; Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
448; Debate (Mr. Blake) 448; (Sir Charles
Tupper) 450 ; (Mr. Anglin) 456; (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 462; (Mr. Orton) 464; (Sir A. J. Smith)
468; (Mr. Dejardins) 474; (Mr. Laurier) 475;
(Mr. Langevin) 476; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 477;
(Mr. Plumb) 479 ; Amt. declared out of order (Mr.
Speaker) 483: On M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for
second reading of Res.: Statement (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 485; Re ly (Mr. Blake) 495; Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 517; ebate (Sir Leonard Tilley)
518; (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 527; (Mr. Kirk-
patrick) 533; (Mr. Guthrie) 540; (Mr. Shaw)
548; (Mr. Béchard) 551 ; (Mr. Bolduc) 553 ; (Mr.
Kaulback) 555; (Mr. King) 557; (Mr. Bergin)
559; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 566; (Mr. Casey)
578 ; (Mr. Muttart) 585; (Mr. Dugas) 558; (Mr.
Sproule) 589 ; (Mr. Trow) 592; (Mr. Rochester)
597; (Mr. Fleming) 6C0; (Mr. MeLennan) 605;
(Mr. Killam) 607 ; (Mr. Arkell) 611 ; (Mr.
Boultbee) 612; (Mr. Borden) 615; (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 617; (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 623; (Mr.
Anglin) 627; (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier) 636;
(Mr. IDouil) 640; (Mr. Bunster) 642; (Mr. Fiset)
647; (Mr. McInnes) 649; (Mr. Gillmor) 652;
(Mr. Elliott) 657; (Mr. Scott) 658 ; (Mr. Houde)
661 ; (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 665 ; (Mr.
Rykert) 666 ; (Mr. Casgrain) 670; (Mr. Wade)
673; (Mr. Glen) 673; (Mr. White, Renfrew) 682;
(Mir. Rymal) 683;* (Mr. Tasse) 686 ; (Mr.
Weldon) 692; (Mr. Doinville) 694; (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) 696 ; (Mr. Mills) 702; Amt. (Mr. Blake)
neg. (Y. 54, N. 140) 708; Amt. (Sir A. J. Smith)
neg. (Y. 53, N. 113) 711 ; Amt. (Mr. Bechard)
neg. (Y. 54, N. 122) 712; Amt. (Sir R. J. Cart-
wright) neg. (Y. 53, N. 127) 7Î5 ; Amt. (Mr.
Burpec, Sunbury) neg. (Y. 51, N. 127) 718; Amt.
(Mr. Laurier) 722; neg. (Y. 54, N. 128) 724;
Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 53, N. 129) 726; Amt.
(Mr. Borden) neg. (Y. 53, N. 1-0) 728; Amt.
(Mr. Anglin) neg. (Y. 51, N. 122) 732; Amt.
(Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. *9, N. 1.6) 735-; A mt. (Mr.
Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y. ,9, N. 120) 738; Amt.
(Mr. Rinfiet) neg. (Y. 49, N. 1L8) 740; Amt.
(Mr. Charlton) 74; neg. (Y. 52, N. 124) 744-;
Amt. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) neg. (Y. 53, N. 124)
746; Amt. (Mr. Scriver) neg. (Y. 52, N. 122) 748;
Amt. (Mr. Guthrie) neg. (Y. 52, N. 123) 749;
Amt. (Mr. Casgrain) neg. (Y. 50, N. 121) 751;
Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 755; neg. (Y. 48, N.
116) 756; Amt. (Mr. Killam) neg. (Y. 47, N.
113) 757; Amt. (Mr. Fiset) neg. (Y. 48, N. 11)
758; Amt. (Mr. LaRue) neg. (Y. 47, N. 112) 760;
Amt. (Mr. King) neg. (Y. 46, N. 112) 763; Amt.
(Mr MacDonald, Inverness) neg. (Y. 46, N. 109)
763; Amt (Mr. Casey) neg. (Y. 46, N. 108)
764: M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res. agreed
to (Y. 108, N. 46) 765.

M. for Debate on Res. to take precedence first after
Routine (Sir John A. Macdonald) 281.

Res. forConc. in Res.arep. from Coir. of Wh., to

precedence next after Routine (Sur John A.
Macdonald) 447.

Bill (No. 37) introduced and read first time (Sir
Charles Tupper) 765; 2°, 771 ; M. for 30, 790
Amt. (Mr.- Bunster) neg. (Y. 1, N. 175) 791
Amt. (Mr._Mills) 790; Debate (Mr. Plumb) 793'

CANADIAN PACIFI RAILWAY CoNTRACT--COn.
(Mr. Pope, Queen's) 796; (Mr. Macdonald, King s)
798; (Mr. Yeo) 798; (Mr. Anglin) 7u8; (Mr.
Richey) 800; (Mr. Brecken) 805; (Mr. Killam)
806; (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 806; (Mr. Hun-
tington) 809; Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. on Division,
812 ; M. for 3° carried (Y. 128, N. 49) 813.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Contract with Syndicate.
Paragraph in Address, 1; Mess. from H.E. trans-

mitting Contract, 28 ; Res. for Com. (Sir Charles
Tupper) 48; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 49; Amt. neg.
(Y. 51, N. 104) ; Statement (Sir Charles Tupper)
in Com. on Res., 50; Reply (Mr. Blake) 75;
Debate, 129, 178, 233, 267, 282, 314, 354, 385.

M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2" of Res. 483 ; Amt.
(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 448; Amt. declared
out of order (Mr. Speaker) 483.

M. (Sir Charles Tupper) for 2° of Res., Statement
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 485 ; Reply (Mr. Blake)
495 ; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 517; Debate, 518, 533,
566, 600, 629, 661.

Offers for Construction.
M. for Pap., etc. (Mr. Mackenzie) 38.

M. for Pap., etc. (Mr. Blake) 84.
Proposed Line to Sault St. Marie.

M. for Copies of offers for Construction (Mr. Mac..
kenzie) 43.

Maps.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 81.

Contract with Syndicate.
M. to print extra Copies in French (Mr. Capgrain) 82.

Standard of the.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 87, 108; Ques. (Mr Blake)

385.
Modified Contracts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 111.
Royal Commission.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 44.
Correspondonce with B.C. respecting lands.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Vancouver Island Railway.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.
Georgian Bay Branch.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka) 167.
Engineer's Report.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 204.
Nipigon Bay and Thunder Bay Surveys.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 207.
West of Red River, Cancellation of Contracts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209.
Modification in Location, &c.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.
The Onderdonk Contract.

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 314.
Supplementary Contract with Syndicate.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 314.
Pembina Branch, Earnings of the.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 354.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Construction of in Man.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Cartwright) 709.
Claim of C. Horetzky.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 909.
Estimate of Bridging between Kamloops and Selkirk.

M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.
Dismissal of Chief Engineer.

M. for Cor. and O. C. (Mr. Mills) 1012.
Expropriations at Red River Crossing.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1043.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAPILWAY-cqn.

O.rryingFreight between Emerson and St. Boniface
and Winnipeg, C.P.A

M. fr copy of Contract (Mfr. Scott) 1057.
:-geinalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet.

'y for copies ofRep. (Mr. DeCSosos) 1163.
Colonization Society of Man., Reserve Lands.

M. for Ret. (Mi.. Royal) 14.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge (Q.M.O. & O.)

M.ior Cor. (Mr. Hay) 177.
Canada and Quebec Boundary.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.
Cordwood Regulations on River St. Francis. See B. No. 2.
C.P.R. Engineer's Report.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 204.
C.P..R M4ipigon Bay and Thunder Bay Surveys.

M. for REt. (Mr. Dawson) 207.
C.P.R. West of Red River, cancellation of Contracts.

-I.for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 209.
C.P.R. Modifications.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.
C.P.R., Steel Rails and Fastenings.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.
C.P.R. Contract.

IL for Statement (Mr. Blake) 432.
Court of Railway Commissioners.
C.P.R. Debate in Com. on Res.

M. to take precedeonce first
A. Macdonald) 281.

C.P.R., Standard of the.
I. for' Ret. (Mr. Blake) 87,

385.
Charlo Wharf.

Ques. (Mr. Haddow) 385.

See B. No. 12.

atter Routine (Sir John

108; Ques. (Mr. Blake)

Canada, Emigration from.
M. for Statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 263; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 261; Amt. to Amt. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 418.

C.P.R., Proposals by another Syndicate.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 447.

C.P.R., Offer of Second Syndicate.
Laid on Table (Sir Charles Tupper) 485; vouchers for

cash deposit, Ques. (Mr. Blake) 485.
Civil Service Commissioners Rep.

Ques. (Mr. Currier) 629.
Civil Service Act Amt. B.

Ques. (Mr. Currier) 629.
C.P.R., Construction of in Man.

Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.
Coal Importations.

M. for Ret. (r. Paterson, Biant) 766.
Circuit and County Courte (N.B.) convictions.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 766.
Coin, Silver, Supply of.

M. for Pap and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Canadian Commissioners at Paris Exposition.

M. for Report (Mr. Currier) 766.
Collector of Customq, Montreal, and Co-Operativo Asso-

caation
M. for Cor. &c. (Mr. Coursol) 766.

C.P.R., Haggas Patent Water Elèvator on.
M. for Cor. (Mi. Charlton) 766.

Commisioners for St. John, N.B., Harbor,
Que. (Kr. Domvite) 81L.

C.PR., West of Selkirk, Estimated cost of.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 815.

Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mir. Anglin) 822.

Civil Service Appte. in Man.
M. for Ret. (Mr.. Ryan, Marquette) 828.

County Ct. Judges (Ont.) Salaries.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.

CARTm, Sir George E., Monument to.
Ques. (Mr. Tasse) ý30.

Ch rybdis, Steam Corvette.
Mes. from H. E., 854.

C P.R., Traffic Rates on.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 861.

Çoal on the Saskatobewan.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861.

Coal Oil Monopoly.
M. for Sel. Con. (Mr. Orton) 861.

Canadian Cattle in England.
Ques. (Mr. Wright) 8i9.

Case of J. B. Eager.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 880.

Çanadian Railway Traffie.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 881.

Clain of Théotime Blanchard.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 183.

Camps of Military Instruction.
Ques. (Mr. Thompson) 904.

Capacity of Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 904.

Cattle Disease in Merigonish.
Ques. (Mr. Mclsaac) 904.

Charges made by Professor Hind.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 904.

C.P.R., Claim of C. Hoietzky.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 009.

Cost of Exploration in the N. W.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 910.

Customs, Sub-Collector at Bear River, Di4missal of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Sholburne) 910.

Claims of Settlers in Bird Tail Land District.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

C.P.R. Qrossing at Selkirk.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 912.

Carlisle, New, Survey of Harbor.
M. for Rep, (Mr. Beauchesne) 812.

C. P. R., Carriage of Cordwood.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.

C.P.R., Rates on.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 946.

C.P.R. Bates under Contract.
M. for Cor, (Mr. Blake) 949.

Communication with P.E.I.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Yeo) 949.

C. P. R. West of Red River, Cost of Surveys, &c.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Guthric) 950.

C.P.R., Estimate of Bridging between Selkirk and Kam-
loops.

M. for Statement (Mr. Yeo) 950.
Claims, Intercolonial, before Arbitrator.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
Construction of Railways, old Accounts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
Canadian Tobacco, Tax on.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbean) 987.
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Canadian Tobacco, Excise duty on.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 987.

COHoLAN's, Dens, Contract.
M. for Ret. (Mr, Weldon) 991.

Claims for Drawbacks.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 992.

Canada and the West Indiès.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 996.

Canal, Welland, Lock No. 2.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 996.

Canada Southern Railway Steam Ferry.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.

C.P.IR., Dismissal of Chief Engineer.
M. for Cor. and O.C. (Mr. Mills) 1012.

Chinese in B.C. See "Rice and Powder Duties."
Census Enumerators.

M. for List of Names (\Ir. Blaîke) 1013.
Census, Mode of Taking.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1014.
Canadian Vessels, Admission of, into France.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 1015.
Canada, Registration of U.S. Vessels in.

M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge, duties on Iron.

M. for Statement of Value (Mr. Hay) 1017.
Cultivation of the Beet-Root.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1043.
C.P.R. Lands, alterations in Free Grant and Pre-emptions.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1043.
Can. Tobacco Licenses.

QueR. (Mr. Vanasse) 1013.
Carburetted Hydrogen.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1043.
C.P.R. Expropriations at Red River Crossing.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1043.
Can. Tobacco, Revenue Collected on.

M. for Rot. (Nir. Patterson, Essex) 1055.
Cattle, U.S., passage of, through Canada.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Wisor) 1057.
Charges against Horatio Nelson Tabb.

M. for Copy (Mr. -White, Cardwell) 1057.
Charlevoix Electoral District.

Vacancy announced and Writ issued for ncw Elcec-
tion (Mr. Speaker) 1058.

Cascumpec Harbor Improvements.
Ques. (Mr. Hlackett) 1088; M. for Engin eers' Rep. (Mr.

Hackett) 1097.
Controverted Elections Act, Proceedings under.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1096.
Appeals-Supreme Court Judgments, 1.
Generally. See "Actions,-Special cases."

respective Districts.
CARON, Mr.

IReturn of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

See the

Commissioners for the Internal Econony, H. of C., apptd.
Mess. from Hl. E., 37.

Canadian Pacifie Railway, offers for Construction of.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Mackenzie) 38.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Blake) 84.

Commission, C.P.R.
M. for Rot. (Mr. MilLs) 14.

Consolidated Fund.
M. for Rot. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 46.

Cattle and Sbeen Export Trade.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Domville) 46.

Correspondence with B.C. respecting Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 114.

Customs Act, Seizures under.
M. for Statement (Mr. Casey) 116.

Case of W. E. V. Bodwell.
M, for Cor. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 124.

Carriage of Freigbt over Intercolonial Ry.
Ques. (Mr. Richey) 81.

Canadian Pacifie Railway Map.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 81.

Canadian Pacifie Railway Contract.
M. to print extra copies in French (Mr. Casgrain) 82.

Cattie and Sheep, Export of, to England.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Domville) 126.

Cutting of Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 154.

Chambly Canal Repairs.
Ques. (Ur. Benoit) 155.

Christmas, Adjt. for.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 178.

Canadian Tobacco.
M. for Statement (Wr. Gigault) 171.

Castle Garden Property. See "Quebee."
Canal, Trent Valley.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Keeler) 173.
Canada and United Kingdom, Extradition between.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 173.
Cedars, Canal at.

Ques (Mr. Lantier) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1356.

Canada Central Ry.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1356.

C.P.P. Communications between Govt. and Syndicate.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1381.

Close of the Session.
Remai-ks (M.r. Wright) 1465.
Remarks (Mr. Plumb) 1465.
Remarks (Mr. Trow) 1465.

Colchester Lightship, Loss of.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1098.

Customs Duties, Undervaluation of Goods for.
Ques. (Mr. Krantz) 1152.

Cargo of Ship Boyne
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088, 153.

Champlain Lake and St. Lawrence Ry. Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1153.

Claims of Contractors against Intercolonial Ry;
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1153.

Claim of Mr. Munro.
M. for Rep. of Mr. Trutch (Mr. DeCosmos)I155.

Coal Oil Inspection Act.
M. for copies of Cor. (M. Blake) 1161.

Canal, Beauharnois.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergeron) 1172.

Canada Military Asylum.
M. for Ret. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 117:1.

CHABOT Jos., Case of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 1352.

C.P.R, Charter of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1?52,

xz
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C.P.R. Change of Grades.
M. for Cor. (Mr. laggart) 1252.

Canada Guarantee Co. Incorp. Act Amt. B. No.
386 (Mr. Gault.)

10, 661; 2 , 766 ; in Com., 966; 30, 966.
Canadian Pacifie Railway B. No. 37 (Sir Charles

Tupper.)
10, 765; 2°, 771; in Com., 771; 30, 813.

Criminal Procedure Acts Amt. B. No. 38 (Mr.
McCarthy.)

10, 765.

Consolidated Insurance Act Amt. B. No. 102
(Mr. Ouimet.)

1°, 1388.
Customs and Excise Act Amt. B. No. 105 (Sir

L. Tilley.)
10,20°and 301442.

Crédit Foncier Franco-Canadien Act Amt. B.
No. 31 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1., 495; 20, 942; in Com., 1242; 3°, 1290.
Crédit Foncier of Dom. of Can. Incorp. B. No

32 (Mr. Ives.)
1°, 495; 20, 945; in Com., 1241; 30, 1288.

Canada Consolidated Gold Xining Co. B. No.
48 (Mr. White, East Hastings.)

10, 854-; 2°, 912; in Com., 1144; 30, 1144.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. No. 52 (Mr.
Bouhbee.)

10, 884; 2° M., 970; AmL. (Mr. Ogden) 6 m. h., 974.

Canadian Waters Navigation Act Amt. B. No.
57 (Mr. Pope, Queeh's.)

Res. 934; in Com., 935; 1°, 935; 2°, 1218-; 3, 1263.

Consolidated Ry. Amt. Act B. No. 84 (Mr.
Donald, Picton.)

10, 1240 ; M. for 2°, Debate adjd., 138G ; 2°, 1389
1425.

Consolidated Ry. Act (1879) Amt. B No.
(Mr. Casgrain.)

10, 1134.

Customs Consolidated Acts Amt. B. No.
(Mr. Bowell.)

10, 1200; 2°, 1303; 3°, 1305.

M(i

30

70

78

Citizens' Insurance Co. of Can. Act Amt B.
No. 62 (Mr. Gault.)

10, 987 ; 2', 1030.
Court of Ry. Commissioners for Can. and Con-

solidated Ry. Act Amt. B. No. 12 (Mr.
MeCarthy.)

1°, 258; 21 M., 926; Debate adjd, 934; resumed,
997; adjd. 999.

Can. Military Asylum, Respecting, B. No. 76
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1, 1172; 2° and 31, 1263.

Canada Temperance Amt. B. No. 94 (Mr. Ouimet.)
10, 1303; k. respecting 2° ruled out of order.

DOMINION REALTII STATISTICS.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 80.

Debates, Official Reporting of.
Remarks (Mr. Ross) 81.
tom. to Supervise apptd. (Mr. Bowell) 107.
Debate on M. for Statemenit of Sessional Translators

(Mir. Vanasse) 1007.
Dominion Surveys.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Dominion Appraisers.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Casey) 123.
Drawbacks on exported Goods.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Paterson, Brnnt) 127

Debt, the Public.
Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 155.

Duty on Salt.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 155.

Disposition of Insolvent Estates.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 155.

Dominion City Postmaster.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 2.3.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1P54.

Dismissals and Appts. under Weights and Mensures Act.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Ross, Middlésex) 204.

Death of Mr. Thompson (Cariboo, B.C.)
Remarks (Mr. Bunster) 223.

Dismissal of Indian Agents in N.W.T.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 233.

Damaged Grain, &c.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) '-62.

Died ing of Bar at Red River.
Sues. (Mr. Schultz) 485.

Deposits by Foreign Life Ins. (os.
Ques. (Mr. Giault) 76t.

Duty on Malt.
M. for Pap. (Mr. OrLon) 816.

Dorchester Penitentiary.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

Dominion Lands Appropriations.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Mil]s) 818.

Dominion Purchase of Q.M.O. & 0.1R.
AM. for Cor. (Mr. Béchard) 863.

Deposits in Govt. Savings Banks.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Dismissal of J. D. Morse.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Sheilburno) 920.

Doepening of River Nicolet.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.

Debt, Land Improvemont Fund.
M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Hesson) 950.

Deep-water Terminus at St. John, N.B.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 991.

Dredging at Deep-water Torminus, St. John, N.B.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 99Z.

Drawbacks, Claims for.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 992.

Dismissal of Sandford Fleming.
M. for Cor. and O.C. (Mr. Mills) 1012.

Duties on Rico and Powder in B.C.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.

DANis, Antoine Dosithé. Collector, Beauharnois Cahal.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Holton) 1016.

Daties Collected at James' and Hudson's Bays Ports.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1017.

Death of Mr. Keelor, M.P.
Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 628.

Death of Mr. Connell, M.P.
Remarks (Mr. Langevin) 1017.

Duties Collected on Wrecked Wheat.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Differences between H. MeMicken, T. J. Lynskoy nud T.J.
Tait.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1056.



'EN DZe.

District Inspectors of Weights and Measures.
M. for copies of Instructions (Mr. Whoeler) 1057.

Duties, Under-valuation of Groods for.
Ques. (Mr. Kranz) 1152.

Dredging of Toronto Harbor.
M. for Rep. of Engineers (Mr. Mackenzie) 1153.

Druid, Repairs to.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Landry).

Don. River Improvement Co. Incorp. B. No.
60 (Mr. Platt.)

10, 963; 2a, 996; in Com., 1144; 3°, 1144.

Dual Representation B. 67 (Mr. Ouimet.)
10,l1107.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 77 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

1°, 1193; 20, 1360; 3°, 1400.

Dom. Salvage and Wrecking Co. Incorp. B.
No. 34 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

10, 566; 20, b61; in Com., 1098; 3°, 1144.

Documentary Evidence Act Amt. B. No. 33
(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

1°,533; z0, 857; 3',935.

Drawbacks on Certain Articles Uanufactured
in Canada and used by C.P.R. B. 100 (Sir
L. Tilley.)

10, 1357; 2° and 30, 1424.

EXPLORATIONS ON ST. LAWRENCE.
Ques. (Mr. Lantier) 37.

Exports and Imports.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 46.

Export of Cattle and Sheep.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. Domville) 46.

Elections.
M. that introduction on certificate shall not form

precedent (Mr. Langevin) 80; (Sir C. Tupper) 204.
Expenses, Govt., to England.

M. for hot. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 126.
Exchequer Court Judgments.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 126.
Export of Cattle to England.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Domville) 126.
Exported Goods, Drawbacks on.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 127.
England and St. John, N.B., Steam communication botween.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Estates, Insolvent, disposition of.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 155.

Exporta of Ore from Co. of Hastings.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 173.

Extradition.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 173.

Exchange Bank of Canada. See B. No. 8.
Employment in Factories. See B. No. 5.
Emigration, German, Pamphlets.

Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.
Engineer's Rep. on the C. P. R.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 201.
Emigration.

M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 208.
Enlargement of Boundariesof Man.

Ques. (Mr. Mille) on adjt., 233.
Epiphany, Adjournment for.

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.

Emigration to the United Stateq.
M. for Statement (Mr. White, Cardwelt) 263; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 264; Atnt. to Aim'. (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 418; adjd. Debate, 8i.

Estimates of value of Privileges granted t Syndicate.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 232.

Earnings of the Pembina Branch -Ry.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Sniith) 354.

English Sait Bags.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 599.

Exploratory Survey of River St. Francis.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Vanasse) 766.

Explorations of the River Yamaska.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Massue) 818.

Emigration from Ireland.
Ques. (Mr. Trow) 830

ESTIMATES, THE.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 831; Ans. (Sir Lebuard

Tilley) 961. See "Supply."
Exodus, The. See "Emigration to tho U.S."
England, Canadian Cattle in.

Ques. (Mr. Wright) 879.
Export of Silver Ore.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.
EAGER, J. B., case of.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 880.
Explorations in the N.W., Cost of.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 910.
Expropriation of Lands at Selkirk for C.P. RI

M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 912.
Establishment of Post Office at Sorel.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950.
Election Petition, Richelieu.

M. to read (Mr. Laurier) 485; adjd. Débate, 823;
Speaker's Ruling, 961.

Explanation in re Prize Fighting Bill.
Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 963.

Excise Duties on Canadian Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 987.

Emigration, Irish, to the N.W.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 988.

Enumerators, Census.
M. for List of Names (Mr. Blake) 1014.

Emigration from the United Kingdom to the N.W.
M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1015.

Expenditure under Weights and Measures Act.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1044.

Extension of Boundaries of Manitoba.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1057.

Election Act, Controverted, Proceedings under.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1094.

Entering Goods below Market Value.
Ques. (Mr. Kranz) 1152.

Extension of Powers of Superintendent of Inänrance.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 1153.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo and Emory and Burrard Inlet Rys.
M. for Copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Emigration Agents in Canada, B. 88 (Mr. Orton).
10, 1303.

Exchange Bank of Canada Amt. B. No. (Mr.
Desjardins.)

10, 204; 2', 266 ; in Oom., 996;30, 9MC.
European, American and Can. Cale Co. In-

corp. B. 72 (Kr. Currier.)
10, 1152; 2° and 3°, 1410.
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INDEX.

FRENCI Copies of the C.P.R. Contract.
M. to Print Extra (Mr. Casgrain) 82.

Fish, Pickléd.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fishery Officers, Fines Imposed by
M forl-et. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fishery Statistics.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Fraud, Prevention of, in Public Contracts. SeB. No. 5.
Fastenings and Steel Rails.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.
Food Supply of Indians.

M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 232.
Freight Rates on the Pembina Branch.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Fog-whistle at Shelburne Harbor.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Sheiburne) 533, 1152.
French Copies of Second Syndicate Offer.

Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 566.
Fishing Licenses on Lakes Huron and Superior.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 766.
Fisbing Licenses Killarney, Algoma.

M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. -Dawson) 766.
Fishing Licenses on Saguenay. -

M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.
Foreign Life Ins. Co's. Deposits.

Ques. (Ur. Gault) 766.
Floating Light on the St. Lawrence.

Ques. (M5r. Grandbois) 766.
French Transiators, Permanent and Sessional.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Scriver) 950.
French Shipping Bounties Bill.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 960.
French Translators, Sessional.

M. for Staternent (Mr. Vanasse) 1007.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Vanasse) 1252.

France, Admission of Can. Vessels into.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 101:.

Free Grant Lands, C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1043.

Fisheries, Trouble between Newfoundland and United
States.

M. for Cor. (Mr». Mackenzie) 1043.

Ferry between Winnipeg and St. Boniface.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.

Fees paid by Dept. of Justice.
M. for Statement (Mr. Macmillan) 1057.

Fish, &c., Exportation of
M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon).

Factory Employment Regulation B. No. 6.
(Mr. Bergnn).

1°,ý.129; 2° M., 1099; B. withdn., 1099.

GOVERNOR GENERAL. See "Message from His Ex-
cellency."

Grosse lae Quarantine Station, Semaphore at.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 81.

Government Expenses to England.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 126.

Georgia IBay Branch. See ' Railways."
Grant for Irish Relief, See "Ireland."
Governmnot Land Guides in the N.W. and Manitoba.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Osmoron,-S. Huron) 172.
Grain Freights to England vid Halifax.

M. for Cor. (Ur. Richey) 155.
a

Gorman Emigration Pamphlets.
Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.

Govt. Railway in Manitoba.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Schultz) 233.

Grinding of Wheat in Bond.
M. for Rot. (Ur. Keeler) 259.

Government Business.
M. to take precedence (C.P.R. Debate) (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 281.
M. for Statement (Emigration from Canada) Arnt. to

Amt. (Sir John A Macdonald) 418.
Res. for Conc. in C.P.R. Ros., rep. from Coin. of Wh.

to take precedence first afto Routine (Sir Joln
A. Macdonald) 547.

Remarks (MUr. Blake) 533.
C.P.R. Bill to take procedence, M. (Sir Loonard

Tilley) 765.
G-tain Shipments from Halifax.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 904.

Government Savings Banks, Deposits in,
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Geographical Namos in the N.W.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 946.

Great Britain ani reland, Money Orlers to.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Farrow) 960.

Grant of Lands to Hudson's Bay Co.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 996.

Geological, The, Museum
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Government iusiness to have prece lencocn Thursdays.
M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1057.

Graduates of the Military Collego.
M. for Statonent of Narnes (Mr. Biake) 1097.

Gaspé Judges, Residence of.
Ques. (Mr . Beauchesne) 1153.

Girouard, G. A., Claim of.
M. for Pap. ,;Mr. Mackenzie)

Government Emploryés.
M. for RKt. (Mr. Walla2e, Norfolk)

Govt. Rys. Consolidated Act B. 98 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Piciou.)

10,1340; in Com. 1406, 1410; 2° and 30, 1424.

Govt. Telegraph Employees' Oath B. 91 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 1303; 2°, 1403; 3l, 1457.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Act Amt. B. No. 21
(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

10, 384; 20, 766; in Com., 1098; 30, 1220.

General Inspection Act of 1874 Amt. Act Amt.
B. No. 49 (Mr. Mousseau.)

Ros, 855; 10, 856; 2°, 940; M. ( . Gillmor) to
re commit neg. (Y. 42, N. 113) 966; 30, 966.

HlOUSE OF COMMONS.
[For Ques. of" Order, Privilege or Procedure," see that

Ir subject.]
Meeting, 1.
Summoned to the Senate, 1.
Controverted Elections, 1.
Vacancies in representation announced, 1, 1058.
New Members returnied, 1, 80, 101, 204.
New Members introduced, 1, 107, 204, 233.
Speech from the Throie, rep., 1.
Librarian's Rep., pre-ented, 2.
M. for Sel. Standing Coms. 2.

Address, M., 3; Sec., 6; Agreed to, 28; ILE.'s reply, 107.
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INDEX.

HOUSE oF COMMoNs-Con.
Commissioners for the management of the Internal

Economy, apptd. by Mess., 37.
Receipts and Disbursements, presented, 49.
Res. Introduction of Members on Certificate of Re-

turning Officer not to form precedent, 80, 204.
M. to extend time for receiving Petitions for Private

Bills, 178, 258, 446.
Adjt. for Christmas, Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155; Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 178.
Adjt. for Epiphany, Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 262.
Death of Mr. Thonpson, M.P., Cariboo, B. C. (remarks),

223.
Govt. Business, M. to take precedence, 281, 418, 447.
Adjt. for H.E's Levee, M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 485.
Richelieu Electon Petition, M. to read (Mr. Laurier)

48.); adjd. Debate, 823; Speaker's Ruling, 961.
Ventilation of (remarks) 98; Rep. of Mechanical

Engineer, 1006; M. for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1095.
Death ofsMr. Keeler, M.P. (remarks) 62W.
Death of Mr. Connell, M.P. (remarks) 1017.

Homestead and Pre-emption Rights in the N. W.
M. for Statement (Mr. Ives) 48.

Herring, Smokedl, Inspection Act.
Ques. (Mr. Longley) 81.

Health Statisties for Dominion.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 81.

Harbor of Refuge, Rondeau.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Holidays, Adjt. for Christmas.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 178.

Halifax, Port of. Sec "Nova Scotia."

Hay, Salo of, on Intercolonial. See "Railways."

Hastings Co., Exports of Ore from.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 173.

Halifax Industrial School. See B. No. 3.
Haggas' Patent Water Elevator on C.P.R.

M. for Pap, and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Harbor of St. John, N.B.

Quos. (Mr. Domville) 815.
Hudson Bay Co's. Lands.

M. for O.C., &e. (Mr. Royal) 823.
Halifax, Grain Shipments from.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 961.
Halifax Commission and Professor Hinds.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 904.
HOIRETZKY, C., Claim of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 909.
H1amilton Colonization Co's. Lands in Bii d Tail District.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Harbor of Refuge at Nicolet River.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 911.
Hudson's Bay Ço's Bridge at Fort Ellice.

Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.
ludson's Bay Co., Grant of Land to.

M. for Cor. 'Mr. Drew) 996.
Hydrogen, Carburetted.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1043.
Harbor dues at Montreal.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 1041.
loratio Nelson Tabb, Charges against.

M. for Copy (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1057.
BIarbors on North Shore of Lake Erie.

M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1162.

Hudson's Bay, Exploration of.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1277.
Ans. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1277.

Hudson's Bay, Navigation of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 1380.

Half-breed Lands, Persons entitled to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1381.

Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act
(Mr. Ricbey.)

10, 107-; 20,487.

Hull Mines Ry. Co. Incorp. .1
Cameron, South Huron.)

10, 789; 2°, 861; 30,1287.

Amt. B. No. 3

B. N

INTERNAL Economy, H. of C.
Appt. ol Commissioners by Mess., 37.

Inland Waters, Storm Warnings on.
Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 37.

Imports and Exports.
M. for Ret. (Sir R.J. Cartwright) 46.

Immigration to Manitoba and the N.W.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 47.

Introduction of New Members. &e fHouse o
-also "Names."

Insolvent Estates, disposition of.
Ques. (Mr. Weldor) 155.

Inland Waters, Wrecking in.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Bunting) 167.

[reland, Relief of Distress in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 167.
Remarks (Mr. Anglin) 1218.

Inspection of Smoked Herriags.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Longley) 174.

Inland Waters, Life-Savirg Stations on.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 207.

Indians, Survey of Reserves.
M. for Statement (Mr. Casey) 123.

Indian Instructors.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 123.

Indian Food Supply.
M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 232.

Indians, Dismissal of Agents in N.W.T.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 233.

Indians, Anderdon Reserve, County of Essex.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Indians, British Columbia.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Indians, Neglected and Destitute.
Ques. (Mr. Plumb) 1357.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY - -

Carriage of Freight.
Ques. (Mr. Richey) 81.

Surveys for a Branch Line.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Freight and Tickets.
M. for Statement (Mr. Landry) 155.

Rolling-Stock.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 168.

Sale oflHay.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Fiset) 173.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Domville) 908.

Borrowing Pits in L'Islet County.
M. for Cor. (dr. Casgrain) 946.

Claims before Arbitrator.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
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IN DEX.

INTERCLONIAL RAILwAY -00n.
Deep-water Terminus, St. John, N.B.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 991.
St. John, Dredging at Deep-water Terminus.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 992.
Stock in Stores.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 996.
Claims of Contractors against.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Mackenzie) 115 1.
Claims against.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1153, 1171.
Construction of Branch.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1242.
Ans. (hir. Langevin) 1242.

Branch between St. Charles and St. Joseph do Lévis.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1356.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1356.

Officials.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1402.

Branch of.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1403.

Interior Dept., Extra Clerks in.
M. for List (Mr. Mills) 1252.

International Park at Niagara.
Ques. (Mr. Huntington) 1356.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

Importation of Wheat for Grinding.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wheler) 262.

Introduction of Public Bills.
Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.

Importations of Coal.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 766.

Importations of Windsor Shade Cloth.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Arkell) 766.

Inspection of Smoked Herrings.
Res. (Mr. Mousseau) 855.

Imports of Iron and Steel.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Joncs) 879.

Instruction, Camps of Military.
Ques. (Mr. Thompson) 904.

Iron Bridging on C.P.R. between Kamloops and Selkirk.
M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.

Insurànce Co.'s Extension Law.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 1153.

Intercolonial Railway Claims before Arbitrators.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.

Irish Immigration to Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Trow) 830.
Ques. kMr. Blake) 988.
M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1075.

Insufficient Ventilation of the House.
Remarks, 988; Rep. of Mechanical Engineer, 1

M. for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1095.
Intercolonial Deep-water Terminus at St. John.

M. for Rets. (Mr. Weldon) 991, 992.
Intercol'onial Stores in 1679-80.-

M. for Ret. (Mr. Woldon) 996.
Iron Duties on Chaudière Ry. Bridge.

M. for Statement of Value (Mr. Hay) 1016.
Import Duties on James' and Hudson's Bays.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1017.
Importation of Tobacco Seed.

Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1013.
Inland Revenue collected on Can. Tobacco.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055,

006 ;

Inspectors of Woights and Measures.
M. for Copies of Instructions (Mr. Wholer) 1057.

Improvements at Point St. Pierre les Becquets.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Méthot) 1057.

Improvement of Cascumpe Harbor, P.E.[.
Ques. (Mr. lalwkett) 1038; M. for En .i1ner's Rep. (Mr.

Hackett) 1097.
Independence of Parliament B. No. 9. (-Sir R. J.

Cartwright.)
10, 225; 20 M., 1099; Amt. (Mir. Langevin), 6 m. h.,

1100 ; Amt. carried (Y. 91, N. 31), 1107.
Independ9nce of Parliament B. No. 65. (Mr.

Blake.)
10, 1043.

Interest on Moneys Act Amt. B. No. 68. (Mr.
White, Bastings.)

10. 1108.
Insolvent Railway Companies Winding-up B.

No. 56. (Mr..orton.)
1°f, 934.

International Ry. Co. Incorp. Act Amt. B.
No. 42. (Mr. Brooks.)

1°, 789; 2', 861; 30, 1410.

Insolvent Banks and Companies B. No. 92. (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1J, 1303.
Inland Revenue B. No. 93. (Mr. Mousseau.)

1P., 1303; in Com., 1404.
Indian Act Amt. B. No. 103. (Sir John A.

Macdonald.)
10, 1466; 20, 1426 ; 30, 1443.

Insolvent Act of 1875 Amt. Act Amt. B. No. 39.
(Mr. McCuaig.)

10, 765; 2°, 858; 30, 913.

JOLIETTE ELECTION.
Announceinent of certificate of Ret. 80; M.

Judgments, Supreme and Exchequer Courts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Kouler) 126.

Judges, Retiring allowances of,
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 127.

Judges in B.C. See "British Columbia."
Judicial Work in Quebec. See "Quebec."
Judge at Rimouski,. Resident,

Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 155.
Judicial Salaries.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
M. for Statement (Mr. Longley) 960.

J. B. Eager, Case of,
M. for Rot. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 830.

Judges, Appt. of Quebec.
Res. (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) 884.

J. D. Morse, Dismissal of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 910.

Judicial Statistics.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 946.

Judges, Gaspé, Residence of.
Ques (Mr. Beauchesne) 1153.

Judges' Salaries, Supreme Court, P.E.I., B.
95 (Mr. McDonald, Pietou.)

1Q, 1330; 20 and 30, 1404.

KILLARNEY (Algoma) Fishing Licenses.
M. for Cor. &c. (Mr. Dawson) 766.

Kamloops and Selkirk, Estimate of bridIging
C.P.R.

M. for Statement (Xr. Glen) 950,

No.

botwoen on
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IN DEX.

Keewaydin, Gold and Silver Mining in.
Ques. (Mr. Scott) 1356.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1356.

LIBRIARY of Parliament. See "lHouse of Commons."
Land Sales in the North-West.

Ques. (Mr. Anglin) -37.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Blake) lui5.

Lachine Canal, Accident on the.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Desjardins) 47.

Land Grants to Railways. See "Railways."
Life-Saving Stations on Inland Waters.

Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 207.

LUARD, Major-Goneral.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Desjardins) 170.
M for Cor. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Land Guides, Govt., in the N.W.T, and Manitoba.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Lake St. John, Railway to.
Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 204.

Lighthouse at Port Stanley.
Ques. (Mr. Arkell) 629.

Lakes Huron and Superior Fishing Licenses.
M. for Ret. (MIr. D)awson) î66.

Little Current and Sault Ste. Marie Mails.
M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766.

Life Ins. Co's (Foreign) Deposits.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) é66.

Lighthouse at Port Credit.
Ques. (Mr. Elliott) 766.

Lower Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

LANG'S, Mr., Mission to Man.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

Lands. Unpatented. in Man.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

Lands, Dominion, Appropriations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 818.

Land Patents in St. Peter, Man.
M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Lower Traverse Lightship, Wood for.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 823.

Lands at Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Lands in Bird Tail District.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

L'[slet County, Borrowing Pits in.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 946.

Location and Surveys, cost of, C.P.R. westof Red River.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Guthrie) 950.

Lands Improvement Fund Debt.
M, for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. -losson) 950.

Lake St. John (Que.) R tilway.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mir. Cimon) 953

Lake St. John and Quebec Mails.
M. tor Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 9à9.

Lake Manitoba Water Level.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 960.

Letter Boxes in Montreal P.O.
M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 961.

Lock No. 2, Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 997.

Land, Free Grant and Pre-emption, C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1043.

Licenses for the Sale of Can. Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.

Land Expropriations at Red River Crossing, G.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1043.

LYNsKEY 9 nI MeMicken v. T. J. Tait.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1056.

LYNSKEY and Meicken, Contract between.
M. for Copy (Mr. Scott) 1057.

Licenses, Warehouse, for Leaf Tobacco.
M. for Statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.

Legal Fees paid by Dept. of Justice.
M. for Statement (Mr. Macmillan) 1057.

Loss of the Colchester Lightship.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1098.

Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Mail Service.
Ques. (Xr. Vanasse) 1153.

Lake Erie Harbors, North Shoie.
M. for copies ofRep. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 116'.

Lands, Railway, in B.C.
M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Liquors, Intoxicating. .
Res. to prohibit Sale of within precincts of House

(Mr. Lonîrley) 1166.
Land Improvement Fund. Ont. and Upper Canada.

Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 1242.
Ans. (Sir L. Tilley) 1242.

LISLOTs, J. C., Claim of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) 1244.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.

Lake St Peter Debt.
Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1277.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1277.

Louise Bridge at Winnipeg.
M. for Cor. (Mr. St'hultz) 1381.

La Banque Ville Marie Act Amt. B. No. 69 (Mr.
Desjardins.)

1O0, 1134; 2°, 1141; 3', 1340.
Loan Companies B. No. 71 (Mr. Brecken.)

10, 1134.

MOUSSEAU, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

MANSON, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

MESSAGES FROM H1s EXCELLEN'CY:-
Commanding attendance of Commons in Senate Cham-

ber, 1.
Transmitting Contract for Construction pf the Q. P.R., 28.
Appointing Commissioners for the management of the

Internal Economy, H. of C., 37.
Transmitting three approved Minutes of Counil relative

to the Administration of Savings Banks, eto., 49.
Acknowledging the Address in answer to the Speech

f'rom the Throne, 107.
Respecting transfer of I.M's. Steam Corvette Charybdis

for Training School purposes, 854.
Respecting assisted Emigration from Ireland to Manitoba

andthe N.W., 895.
Transmitting Estimates for 1881-82, 962.
Tr'ansmitting Supplementary Estimates for 1880-&1, 962.

Ditto for year expiring 30th June, 1881,1U81. Ditto
for» year erading 30th June, 1882, 1381.

MANITOBA :-
Immigration to.

M. for Rot. (Kr. Ives) 47.
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MANITOBA-COa.
South-Western Railway Land Grants.

M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 112, 113.
SAttlement or Sale of Lands in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 115.
Govern ment Land Guides.

Motion for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.
Colonization Society Reserve Lands.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 174.
Government Railways in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 233.
Enlargement of Boundaries.

Ques. (Mr. Mills) on adjt., 233.
School Lands.

Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 599.
Construction of C. P. R. in.

Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.
Civil Service Appts. in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquettej 823.
Hudson Bay Company's Lands.

M. for 0.C., &c., (Mr. Royal) 823.
Mr. Lang's Mission to.

M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.
Applications for Land Patents in Parish of St. Pete r.

M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.
Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle Rivers, Lands at.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.
Expropriation of Lands at Selkirk for C. P.R.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 912.
Carriage of Cordwood on C.P.R. to Winnipeg.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.
Lake Manitoba Water Level.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Marquette) 9C0.
Extension of Boundaries.

Ques (Mr. Blake) 1057.
Maps, Pacifie Railway.

Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 81.
Montmorency Election.

New Member Introduced, 107.
Mails from Winnipeg to St. Alb3rt.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 154.
Money Orders, Reduction of Charges on.

Ques. (Mr. Wheeler) 155.
Major-General Luard's Appt.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Desjardins) 170.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.

Modifications of the C.P. R.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 209, 225.

Maintenance of Beauharnois Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 385.

Mails in Beauce CountV.
Ques. (Mr. Bolduc) 418.

Man. Scho>l Lands. See "Manitoba."
Malt Duty.

M. for Pap. (Mr. Orton) 816.
Militia, Tenth Battalion of.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Strange) 818.
Magistrates, Police, Appt. of.

M. for Cor. (Ur. McCuaig) 818.
Monopoly in Coal Oil.

M. for Sol. Com. (Mr. Orton) S6L.
Military Instruction, Campa of.

Ques. (Mr. Thompson) 904.
Merigonish, Cattle Disease in.

Ques. (Mr. MoIsaac) 904.
MORsE, J. D., Dismissal of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 910.

Mails from Quebec to Lake St. John.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 959.

Money Orders, Post Office.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Farrow) 960.

Magdalen Islands, Telegraph Poles for.
M. for Copies of Tenders (Mtr. Fiset) 961.

Militia, Withdrawal of Volunteers from Service in N.B.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992

Museum, The Geological.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1013.

MCMTCKEN and Lynskey v. T. J. Tait.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1056.

Mounted Police Supplies.
M. for Çopy of Contract (Mr. Tassé) 1057.

MCMIiCKEN and LYNSKEY, Contract between.
M. for Copy (Mr. Scott) 1057.

Members, Roturn or Introduction of. Sec " ouse of
Commons,"-also "Names."

MANSON, Mr.
Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

Ministerial Changes.
Explanations askod (Mr. Blako) 37.

MCCONVILLE, Mr.
Return of, 80.

Montreal Collector of Customs and Co-operative Asso-
ciation.

M. for Cor, &c. (Mr. Coursol) 766.
Monument to the late Sir George K Cartier.

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 830.
Montreal P.O., Boxe iin.

M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 961.
Moncton, Intercolonial Stores at.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 996.
Mails between Canada and the West Indies.

Quos. (Mr. Gault) 996.
Mode of taking the Census.

M. for Statoment (Mr. Blake) 1011.
Mails between St. John and Bangor.

Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1043.
Montreal Harbor Dues.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Rykert) 1044.
Management of St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.

M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. De4jardins) 1088.
Military College Graduates.

M. for Statement of INames (Mr. Blake) 1097.
Mails between Arthabaska and Three Rivers.

Ques. (M-r. Bourbeau) 1152.
Market Value of Goods for Customs Duties.

Ques. (Mr. Krantz) 1152.
Montreal Branch Post Offices.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1153.
MUNRo's, Mr., Land in B.C.

M. for Rep. of Mr. Trutch (Mr. DoCosmos) 1155.
Meaford Harbor, Expenditure on.

M. for Statement (Mr. Mackenzie.) 1171.
Missisquoi Bay, Breakwater at.

Ques. (Mr. Kaulbach) 1242.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1242.

Mennonite Reserve.
Ques. (Mr. Scott) 1356.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonad) 1356.

Military Stores, Importation of
Ques. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Cai on) 1402.
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Manitoba, South-Western Colonization Ry. Co.
Act Amt. B. No. 19 (Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

1e, 354; 2°, 861; withdn.
Metropolitan Pire Ins. Co. of Can. Incorp. B.

No. 15 (Mr. Beaty.)
1Ç, 314; 21 766; in Com., 1098; 3°, 1144.

Moncton Harbor Improvement Co. Incorp.
B. No. 59 (Sir A. J. Smith.)

10, 963; 21,996; 3>, 1220.

Montreal Board of Trade and Exchange Incorp.
B. No.63 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°, 1042; 20,1098;30, 1241.

Montreal, Portland and Boston Ry. Co. Incorp.
Act Amt., B. No. 53 (Mr. Brooks.)

1o904; 2", 945; 3°, 1340.

Marine Telegraph with Asia B. No. 97 (Mr. Lan-
gevin.)

10, 1339; 2c, 1391;30, 1403.

Manitoba Boundaries B. No. 98 (Mr. McDonaki,
Pictou.)

10,1340; 20, 1443;3c, 1453.

Militia and Defence B. No. 99 (Mîr. Caron.)
1,1356; 2Q and 3°, 1411.

Montraal Harbor Commissioners B. No. 101
(Sir L. Tilley )

1°, 1381; 20 aid 5, 1424.

NEW MEMBERS.
Speaker's Announcement, 1; also See "House of Commons.',

North Ontario Election.
Appeal, Supreme Ct. Judgment, 1.

Newspaper Postage.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 126.

New Judges in B.C.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 127.

Nepigon Bay and Thunder Bay Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 207.

Northern Railway Company. &e B. No. 10.
Newfoundland, Negotiations with, respecting Caf tie.

Ques. (Mr. Mclsaac) 485,
North Shore Mails, Lake Superior.

M. for Papers and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766.
Nicolet River, Deepening of. -

M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.
New Carlisle Harbor Survey.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne) 912.
Navigation of the Assiniboine.

Ques. (Mr. Drew) 912.
NORTH-WEsT TERRITORIES -

Land Sales.
Ques. (Mr. Anglin) 37.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 1054.

Immigration to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 47.

Homestead and Pre-emption Rigbts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ives) 48.

Settlement or Sale of Lands in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. B:ake) 115.

Government Land Guides.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Dismissal of Indian Agents,
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 233.

Timber Limits.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Merner) 818.

Coal on the Saskatchewan.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIEs-Con.
Cost of Exploration in.

M. for. Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 910.
Geographical Names.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 946.
Irish Emigration to.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 988.
Emigration from United Kingdom to.

M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1015.
Supplies to the Mounted Police.

M. for copy of Contract (Mr. Tasé) 1057.
NEW BRUNSWICK :- -

Cape Tormentine Railway.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 154.

Steam Communication between St. John and England.
Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.

Circuit and County Court Convictions.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 766.

St. John Harbor Commissioners.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 815.

St. John and Dorchester Penitentiaries.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

Lower Caraquet P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

Pockmouche P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 823; adj. Del,., 999.

Claim of Théotime Blanchard.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 883.

Selling of Hay on Intercolonial.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Domville) 908.

St. John Deep-water Terminus, Denis Coholan's Contract.
M. for Rot ( Mr. Weldon) 991.

St. John, Dredging at Deep-water Terminus.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Volunteers who have left the Service.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Breakwater at Shippegan.
M. for Rep. of Engineers (Mr. Anglin) 1016.

NovA SCOTIA:-
The Port of Halifax.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 155.
Grain Shipments from Halifax.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden> 904.

Western Counties, Windsor and Annapolis and Eastern
Extension Ry. Co.'s.

M. for Pap., &c. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 863.
New Brunswick Circuit and Courty Cts Convictions.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 766.
North-West Geographical Names.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 946.
Newfoundland and the United States, Fisheries Dispute.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) i043.
New Westminster and Yale Tel. Line.

M. for copies of Advts. for Tenders (Mr. Blake) 1160.
North Shore of Lake Erie, Harbors.

M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1,162.
Newcastle Fish-Breeding Establishment.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Glen) 1171.
Newfoundland and Confederation.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1357.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1357.

Yapoleon 11, Condition of.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Landry) 1381.

Northern Ryr. Co. B. No. 20 (Mr. Boultbee.)
10,384; 2 ,942; 3°, 1340.

New Brunswick Ry. Co. ,Amt. Acts Amt. No.
55 (Mr. Weldon.)

1°, 912;i L°, 95; ?'-, 1408.
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Northern Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. No. 10 (Mr.
MeCarthy.)

10,258; 2°, 861; 30, 1339.

Napierville Junction Ry. and Quarry Co.
Incorp. B. No. 74 (Mr. Coarsol.)

10, 1220; 20 and 30, 1410.

Northern, North-Western and Sault Ste. Marie
Ry. Co.Incorp.-B. No. 79 (Mr. McCarthy.)

1°, 1213 ; 2°, 124. ; in Com., 1356; 3°, 1356.

Naturalization and Aliens B. No.87 (Mr. Me Donald,
Pictou.)

1", 1288; 20, 1340; in Com., 1369; 3°, 1386.

OFFERS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF C.P.R.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 38.

Ontario (North) Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Official Report of the Debates.
Remarks (Mr. Ross) 81.
Com. to supervise appointed (Mr. Bowell) 107.
M. (Mr. MacDonnell) 1245.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1252.
M. for adoption Rep. of Com. (Mr. White, Cardwell)

1464.
Ore, Exports of, from Hastings Co.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 173.
Oxford (North) Election.

New Member introduced, 204.
Onderdonk, The, Contract.

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos).314.
Order of Public Business.

Remarks (Mr. Blake) 533.
Ore, Export of Silver.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.
Outbreak of Cattle Disease in Merigon'slh.

Ques. (Mr. McIsaac) 904.
Old Railway Accounts.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 961.
ORDER, PRIVILEGE, AND PRoCEDUIE,-Questions of Order:

Quoting Documents not before the House (Mr. Mac-
kenzie). Ruled that point of Order not well taken
(Mr. Speaker) 43.

On the right to speak from any part of the lIouse (Mr.
Casgrain). Rule read that the member must ad-
dress the Speaker from his seat (Mr. Speaker) 443.

On M. to adjourn a debate. Second M. objected to
(Mr.Blake). Mr. Speaker ruled as follows:

"The mction for the adjournment of the Debate should
be pure and simple, but the motion made by the
hon. member for Shelburne is an amendment not
coming within the parliamentary meaning of the
first mentioned motion, inasmuch as it contains a
preamble. I am of opinion that the amendment of
the hon. member is in reality out of Order, since it
contains a recital of reasons for the adjournment of
the DJebate. As in the motion for the adjourn ment
of the Debate no preamble can be allowed, so to the
motion for the adjournment of the House, noamend-
ment can be made, except as to the time of the
adjournment. Under these circumstances I feel
called upon to decide that the amendment proposed
by the hoh. mem ber for Shelburne is irregular and
cannot be put," 483.

On recording a vote. Member claimed he had a right
to record his vote, being in the louse when the
motion was put (Mr. Bunster). Ruled that 4no
member shall, walk out of or across the House,"
according to the I7th Rule of the House (Mr.
Speaker) 721.

ORDER, PROCEDURE AND PRIVILEGE-COn.
Procedure:

Oommittee of Wbole. False statemont by Chairman,
attention called to (Mr. Blake) 354 ; explanation
(Mr. Kirkpatrick) 354.

Irregular character of discussion. Ruled that personal
explanations are not pertinent to tho Debate (Mr.
Speaker) 474.

On 2° of C.P.R. Bill. Obiected to as not being framed
in compliance with Rules of Parliament (Mr.
Anglin) 767. Ruled that conditions and Rules of
Parliament have been carried out (Mr. Speaker)
770.

Privilege:
Correction of a romark in the

son, Essex) 447.
Calling attention of liouse to

Landry) 447.
Calling attention of House to

White, Cardwell) 495.
Correcting a mis-statement

IDebates " (Mr. Patter-

a nowspaper article (Mr.

a newspapoi article (Mr.

in the " Debates'" (Mr.
Besson) 495.

Respecting Montreal Collector of Customs and his con-
nection with a Co-operative Co. (Mr. Coursol) 599.

Calling attention of House to false newspaper reports
(Mr. Domville) 790; (Mr. iloopor) 830; (Mr.
MeInnes) 830; (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 831.

ONTARIo:-
Newspaper Postage in

M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton) 126.
Life Saving Stations on Lake.

Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 155.
County Court Judges' Salaries.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
Land Improvement Fund Debt.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. lHesson) 950.
Payments to Judges.

Ques. (Mr. Kaulback) 1242.
Ans. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1242.
Ques. (Mr. Baker) 1443.
Ans. (Mr. Mclonald, Pictou) 1443.

Ottawa River, Bridge across at Rapides des Joaclins.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrow) 485.

Official Assignees, Appointment of.
M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 863.

Ontario and Quebec Boundaries.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 863.

Ottawa River, Abolition of Seine Nets in.
Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 988.

Official Reporting of Debates.
Debate on M. for Statement of Sessional Translators

(Mr. Vanasse) 1007.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice Act
Extension B. No. 64 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

10, 1042; 2-, 1177; 30, 1217.

Ont. Court of Maritime Jurisdiction B, No.
47 (Mr. McCarthy.)

1J, 854; on M. for 2', Amt. 6 m. b. (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) carried, 1006.

Ont. and Que. Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 23 (Mr.
Cameron, N. Victoria.)

10,418; 2Q, 766; 30, 1235.

Ont. and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co. Act Amt
B. No. 25 (Mr. Williams.)

1J, 447; 2. 766; in Com., 1356; 30, 1356.
Ont. Investment Association Incorp. B. No

26 (Mr. Carling.)
10, 485; 20, 766.
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r1 INDEX.

PARLIA 'IENT, 4th, Session 3rd, 1880, 44 Victoria.
Meeting, 1; opening, 1; Speech from the Throne, 1.

Public Accounts.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 37.
Presentation of (Sir Leonard Tilley) 281.

Pacifie, Can. Railway Commission.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 44.

Printing of Parliament.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middleiex) 47.

Pre-emption Rights in the N.W.
M. for Statement (Mr. Ives) 48.

Printing Com. appointed. See "Comnitte."
Pacifie, Can., Railway Contract.

Statement (Sir Charles Tupper) 50.
Parliamentary printing. See "Contracts."
Pacifie, Can., Railway Maps.

Remarks (Mr. Charlton) 81.
Pacifie, Can., Railway Contract.

M. to print extra copies in French (Mr. Casgrain) 82.
Pacific, Can., Railway, Standard of the.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 87, 108.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 385.

Pacifie, Can., Railway, Modified Contracts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 111.

Patrick Ultican.
M. for Cor. (Mr. laddow) 116.

Parkhill P.O.
M. for Ret. (Mi. Coughlin) 126.

Postage, Newspaper.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 126.

Personal Explanations.
Remarks (Mr. Coursol) 128; (Mr. Ferguson) 225; (Mr.

McCuaig) 1058; (Mr. Plumb) 1234.
Public Debt, The.

Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 145.
Postmaster at Dominion City.

Ques. (M r. Royal) 155.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Schultz) 233.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1054.

Port of Halifax. See "Nova Scotia."

Pickled Fish.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Private Bills Petitions.
M. to extend time (Mr. Drew) 178, 258, 446, 783.

Pamphlets, Gernan Emigration.
Ques. (Mr. Merner) 204.

Post Office at Vankleek Hill.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Routhier) 209.

Parianent, Independence of. See B. No. 9.
Public Bills, Introduction of.

Remarks (Mr. Blake) 314.
Pembina Branch Ry., Barnings on the.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 354.
Pembina Branch, Freight Rates on the.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 384.
Portage La Prairie, Port of Entry.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 485.
Public Business. See "Govt. Business."

Pilotage Tariff.
Ques. (Mr..Vallée) 566.

Port Stanley Lighthouse.
Ques. (Mr. Arkell) 62P.

Pacific Ry., Construction in Main.
ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 709.

Post Office Savings Banks Deposits.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 724.

Private Bills, Rep. of Com.
M. to extend time (Mr. Drew) 766; (Mr. Domville)

963; (Mr. Domville) 1152.
Paris Exposition.

M. for Rep. of Can. Commissioners (Mr. Currier) 766.
Port Credit Lighthouse.

Ques. (MAr. Elliott) 766.
Post Office Money Orders.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 960.
Post Office Boxes in Montreal P.O.

M. for Statement (Mr. Coursol) 960.
Post Office at Pockmouche.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 823; adjd. Dobate, 999.
Powder and Rice Duties in B.C.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Bunster) 1012.
Paymaster on Beauharnois Canal.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Holton) 1016.
Pamphlets on the Cultivation of the Be At-Root.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1043.
Pre-emption Land, C.P.R.

QLes. (Mr. Blake) 1043.
Point Pelée Squatters.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.
Passage of U.S. Cattle through Canada.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Wiser) 1057.
Point St. Pierre les Becquets improvements.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Méthot) 1057.
Privileges on the Beauharnois Canal.

M. for éopies of Leases (Mr. Bergeron) 1057.
Penitentiary, St. Vincent de Paul.

M. for copies of Cjr. (Mr. Desjardins) 1088.
Proceedings under Controverted Elections Act.

M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 1096.
Post Offices, Branch, in Montreal.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 1153.
Port Hood W harf Repairs.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverneis) 1154.
Petroleum Inspection Act.

M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1161.
Prohibition of Sale of Liquor within precincts of House.

Res. (Mr. Longley) 1166.
P.E.I. Ry., Accident on.

Ques. (Mr. Joues) 1242.
Ans. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1242.

Port Stanley Harbor.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casey) 1380.

Pilgri ms Lighthouse.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1102.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Queen's) 142.

PATRICK, Mr.
Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1463.

Personal Explanation.
Remarks (Mr. Plumb) 815; (Mr. IHooper) 830; (Mr.

Mclnnes) 830; (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 831; (Mr.
Macdonnell, Inverness) 1263; (Mr. O'Connor) 1459.

Police Magistrates, Rights of Appt. by Prov. Govts.
M. for Cor. (Mr. McCuaig) 819.

Post Office at Lower Caraquet.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 822.

Pockmouche P.O.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 823.

Penitentiaries Report.
Presented (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) 854,



INDEX.

Professor Hind and the Halifax Commission.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Sholburne) 904.

Peace River and Skeena Explorations, cost of.
M. for Ret. (Mir. Anglin) 910.

P.E I., Communication with.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Yeo) 949.

Post Office at Sorel, purchase of property for.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950.

Permanent French Translators.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Scriver) 950.,

Provincial Judges Salaries.
M. for Statement (Mr. Longley) 960.

Patent Act (1872) Amt. B. No. 45 (Mr1. Pope,
Compton).

10,854; 2°, 966; in Com.,1213.
Pievention of Fraud in Public Contracts B.

No. 5 (Mr. Casgrain.)
1'', 107; 2°, S58; dischgd. and Sel. Com. apptd., 912.

Peace River Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 61 (Mr. Mac-
dougall.)

10, 987; 20, 1043; withdn.
Petroleum Inspection Act (1880) Amt. B. 75

(Mr. Mousseau.)
10,1333; 2' and 30, 1260.

Pawnbrokers' Regulation B. 86 (Mr. Orton.)
10,1253.

Frize Fighting B. No. 29 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)
10, 485; 2°, 935; in Com., 938; 30, 940.

QUEBEC (County) Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

QUEBEC
Newspaper Postage in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 12G.
Judicial Work in.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 128.
Castle Garden Property.

M for. Pap. (Mr. Ives) 173.
Timber Limits North of Boundary.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mille) 174.
Q.M.O. & O. Ry. Bridge at Chaudière.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Bay) 177.
Mails in Beauce County.

Ques. (Mr. Boldue) 4.8.
Purchase of the Q., M. O. & O. Ry. by the Dominion.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Béchard) 863.
Appointment of Judges.

Res. (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) 834.
Lake St. John Railway.

M. fbr Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.
Mails between Quebec and Lake.St. John.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 959.
Carburetted Hydrogen in.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1043.
Quebec and Canada Bonndary.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.
Questions of Privilege. Sec "Order, Privilege and Proce-

dure."

Q.M.O. & O. Ry., Purchase by the Dominion.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Béchard) 863.

Quebec and Ontario Boundaries.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 863.

Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine Rivers, Lands at.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Quebec and Lévis Ferry.boats.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) 1242.

6

RAILWAYS, GENERAL:-
Sault Ste. Marie, proposed lino to.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 43.
Manitoba South Western, Land Grants to.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 112, 113.
Sault Ste. Marie Surveys.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 116.
Cape Tormentine Ry.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 154.
Chaudière Ry. Bridge (Q. M.O. & O.).

M. for Cor. (Mr. lay) 177.
Lake St. John Ry.

Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 204.
Government Rys. in Manitoba.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Schultz) 233.
Quebec and Lake St John.

M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.
Canada Southern Steam Ferry at Amherstburg.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.
Return of New Menbers. See "louse of Common.a."
Royal Assent to Bills.
Reporting Debates. See " Dobates."
Retiring Allovances of Judges.

M. for Statenent (Mr. Blake) 127.
River Thames, Surveys on.

M. for Rop. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.
Rondeau Harbor of Refuge.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.
Repairs in the Chambly Canal.

Ques. (Mr. Benoit) 155.
Rimouski, Resident Judge at.

Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 155.
Reduction of Charges on Money Order,.

Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 155.
Relief of the Distress in Ireland. See " Ireland."
Rolling Stock on Intercolonial. See "Railways."
Reserve Lands of Colonization Society of Manitoba. See

"Manîitolba."'
Railway Lands Statistics.

M. for Ret. (Nfr. Gien) 203.
Receipts and Disbuisements of Hl. of C.

Statement presented (MUr. Speaker) 49.
Richelieu Election Petition.

M . to be allowed to rmake proof of.ulindue return (MI.
Lauîrier) 435; adjd. Debate, 823; Speaker's ruling,
961.

Red River Bar, Dredging of.
Ques. (Mr. Sehultz) 485.

Rapides des Joachim.-, Bridge across River at.
Ques. (Mr. White, Renfrew) 185.

Railways and Canais, Dept. of.
Rep. presented (Sir Chaules Tupp9r) 495.

River St. Francis, ExplIoratory Survey.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Variasse) 76G.

Riviere du LD)p and Brandy Pots Lightship.
Ques. (Mr. Grandbois) 766.

Removal of' Material from St. John Penitentiar.y.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 816.

River Yamaska Explorations.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Massue) 818.

Rights of Prov. Govts.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Me îuaig) 819.

Railway Traffic, Canadian.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mills) 881.

Reported Cattle Disease in Merigonish,
Ques. (Mr. McIsaac) 904.
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River Nicolet, Deepening of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Méthot) 912.

Railway Companies Returns.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Rykert) 9 1.

Rates on the C.P.R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 946.

Rates on the C.P.R. urder Contract.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 949.

Royal Assent to Bills.
Canadian Pacifie Railway, 9Û2.

Reduction of Tax on Can. Tobacco.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 987.

Rice and Powder Duties in B.C.
M. for Ret. (M.r. Bunster) 1012.

Registration of U.S. Vessels in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.

Removal of Geological Museum from Montreal.
Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043.

Revenue under Weights and Measures Act.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1044.

Reserve, Indian, Anderdon
M. for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Revenue collected on Can. Tobacco.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

Residence of Gaspé District Judges.
Ques. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1153.

Repairs at Port Hood Wharf.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverness) 1151.

Railways in B.C.
M. for copies of Rop. ('Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Railways Lands in B.C.
M. for copies of Rop. (Mr. DeCosmos) 1163.

Red River Bridge,
Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 1357.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Compton) 1357.

River St. Francis Cordwood Regulation B. No.
2 (Mr. Vanasse.)

10, 81; 20, 940; in Com., 1098.
Rates of Interest B. No. 89 (Mr. McCuaig.)

1'y, 1303.
Railway Passenger Tickets, Sale of, B No. 43

(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)
10, 815.

SPEECLI from the Throne, 1
For the Address, etc., sce "Address."

SCOTT, Mr.
]Return of, 1,
Introduction of, 233.

Selkirk Election.
Appeal-Supreme Ct., Judgment, 1.

St. Lawrence, Explorations on.
Ques. (Mr. Lantier) 37.

Storm Warnings on Inland Waters.
Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 37.

Sault Ste. Marie, proposed line to. See "Railways."
Select Standing Committees. See "Commit tees."
Semaphore at Grosse Isle.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 81.
Supreme Court Act.

Ques. (Mr. Desjardins) 81.
Smoked Herring Inspection Act.

Ques. (Mr. Longley) 81.
Statisties, Dominion Health.

Ques. (Mr. Strange) 81.

Surveys on the Intercolonial.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Surveys, Dominion.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 82.

Standard of the Pacific Railway.
M. for -Ret. (Mr. Blake) 87, 108.

Sault Ste. Marie and S.E. Bay Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 111.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 116.

Seizures under the Customs Act.
M. for Statement (Mr. Çasey) 1i.

Survey of Indian Reserves.
M. for Statement (Mr. Casey) 123.

Supreme Court Judgments.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keeler) 126.

Sheep, Export of, to England.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Domvdle) 126.

Surveys on River Thames.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Salt Duty.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 155,

Steam Communication between St. John, N.B., and Eng-
land.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace) 155.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Statisties, Fishery.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 169.

Sale of Hay on Intercolonial. See "Railways."
Smoked Herrings, Inspection of.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Longley) 174.
SUTHERLAND, Mr.

Return of, 204.
Introduction of, 204.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts., Abolition of. See B. No. 4.
Southern Route Surveys between Nipigon Bay and Thunder

Bay.
M. for Ret (Mr. Dawson) 207.

Statisties, Railway Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Glen) 208.

Steel Rails and Fastenings.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 231.

Supply of Food to Indians.
M. for Statement (Mr. Mills) 2 12.

Superannuation Fund.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 259.

SYNDICATE. See "Canadian Pacifie
"IContracts."

Railway "-also

Supplementary Contracts with Syndicate.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 314.

Southampton Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 1357.
Ans. (Mr. Langevin) 1357.

St. Thomas, Lightship at.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 1402.
Ans. (Mr. Pope, Queen's) 1402.

Sessional Indemnities.
Res. (Mr. McInnes) 1463.

Supplies to N. W. Mounted Police.
M. for copy of Contract (Mr. Tassé) 1057.

St. Pierre les Becquets, Point, Improvements.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Méthot) 1057.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Desjardins) 1088.

Survoy of Cascumpec Harbor, 1.KI.
M. for Engineer's Rep. (Mr. llaôkett) 197

lii
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St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain Mail Service.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1153.

Specific Gravity of Coal Oil.
M. for copies of Cor. (Mr. Blake) 1161.

Sale of Intoxicating Liquors.
Res. to prohibit Sale of within precincts of H

Longley) 1166.
Sorel, Properties in.

Ques. (Mr. Massue) 1242.
Ans. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1212.
M. for Statement (Mr. Massue) 1252.

Steamboat Inspection, Raies, &c., of.
- M. for Pap. (Mr. Lane) 1252.

Sick and Disabled Mariners Fund.
M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.

Shipmont of Grain from Halifax.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 861.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 961.

Saskatchewan, Coal on the.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 861.

Smoked Herrings, Inspection of.
Res. (Mr. Mousseau> 855.

Slaughtering of Canadian Cattle in England.
Ques. (Mr. Wright) 879.

Steel and Iron Imports.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Jones) 879.

Silver Ore, Export of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 880.

Savings Banks, Govt., Deposits in.
M. for let, (Mr. Jones) 880.

Suspension of Rule 21.
M. (Mr. Brooks) 904.

Selling of Hay on the Intercoloniatl.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Domville) 908.

Skeena and Peace River Explorations, Cost of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 910.

Settlers in Bird Tail Land District, Claims of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 912.

Selkirk, Expropriation of Lands for C.P.R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 9 t2.

Survey of New Carlisle Harbor.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne)

Statistics, Judicial.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blake) 946.

Surveys, Cost of, on C.P.R. west of Red River.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Guthrie) 950.

Selkirk and Kamloops, Bridging between on C.P.R.
M. for Statement (Mr. Glen) 950.

Sorel P. O., Purchase of property for.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Geoffrion) 950.

Sessional French Translators.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Scriver) 950.

St. Johns (Que.) Lake Railway.
M. for Rep. of Engineer (Mr. Cimon) 953.

St. John, Mails from, to Quebec.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Cimon) 959.

Shipping Bounties Bill, French.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, St. John) 960.

Salaries of Judges.
M. for Statement (Mr. Longley) 960.

Seine Nets on Ottawa River.
Ques. (Mr., Mongenais) 987.

St. John, N.B., Deep-water Terminus at,
M. for -Ret. (Mir. Woldon) 991,

Ouse(Mr

St. John, N.B., Dredging at Deep-water Terminus.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Steam Ferry at Amherstburg.
. M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 1006.

Sessional Translators.
M. for Statement (Mr. Vanasse) 1007.

Sandford Fleming, Dismissal of.
M. for Cor. and O.C. (Mr. Mills) 1017.

Shippegan, N.B., Breakwater.
M. for Rep. of Engineers (Mr. Anglin) 1016.

Souris West, P.E.I., Breakwater.
M. for Cor. and Rep. (Mr. Mluttart) 1016.

St. John and Bangor Mails.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1043.

Sale of Lands in the N.W.
Ques. (Mr. Anglin) 37.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Blake) 1051.

Squatters at Point Pelée.
M for Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1055.

St. Boniface and Winnipeg Ferry.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 105 5.

Second Syndicate Offer.
Laid on Table (Sir (Charles Tupper) 485.

Shelburne Harbor, Fog-whistle at.
Ques. (Mr. ]Robertson, Shelburne) 533, 1152.

School Lands in Man. See "Manitobat."
Salt Bags, English.

Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 599.
Savings Banks (P. O.) Deposits.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 724.
Silver Coin, Supply of.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.
Sault Ste. Marie and Little Current Mails.

M. for Pap. and Cor. (Mr. Blake) 766.
St. John, N.B., Harbor Commissioners.

Ques. (Mr. Domville) 815.
St, John Penitentiary.

M. for Cor. (M1r. Weldon) 817.
St. Peter, Man., Applications for Land Patents in.

M. for Com. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 823.
Superior Court Judges Salaries.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) f30.
Salaries of Ont. County Court Judgos.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 830.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Repeal B.

No. 4 (Mr. Keeler.)
10, 107-; order for 2° called, 857; 2° M. (Mr. Landry)

913; Amt. to adj. Debate (Mr. Houde) neg. (Y. 72,
N. 89) 922 ; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mi-, Mills) carried (Y.
88, N. 39) 926.

South Eastern (Man.) Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 13
(Mr. Schultz.)

10,314; 30, 1141.

Saskatchewan and North-Western Ry Co.
Incorp. B. No. 17 (Mr. Boultbee.)

1, 354 ; 2°, 766.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co. Act Amt.

B. No. 18 (Mr. Boultbee.)
10, 354; 2°, 766; in Com., r241; 3°, 1287.

Supreme Ct., Appellate Jurisdiction of limita-
tion B. No. 51 (Mir. Girouard, Jacques Gartier.)

10, 884; 20, M. Debate adjd.
Silver Plume Mining Co. Incorp. B. No. 35 (Mr.

Ouimet.)
10, 599; 2°, 766; in Com., 1144; 3V 1144.

xliii
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Saskatchewan and Peace Rivers Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. No. Il (Mr. Beaty.)

l°, 258; 20, 292, withdn.

South Saskatchewan and Hudson Bay Ry. Co
Incorp. B. No. 28 (Mr. Boultbec.)

10, 485-; 20, 766.

Steamboat Act Amt. B. No. 107 (Sir J. A. Macdonald)
1', 2" and b*-O, 1462.

Steamboat Inspection Acts Amt. B. No. 82 (Mr.
Pope, Queen's)

10, 1213 ; on M. for 2° Debate adjd.

Savings Banks Act Amt. B. No. 83 (Sir Leonard
Tilley.)

14, 1213; 2°, 1305; 30, 1306.

St. Lawrence Wrecking and Salvage Co. In-
corp. B. No. 22 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°, 41n ; 20, 766.
Supply Bill No. 104 (Sir Leonard Tilley.)

1Q, 20 and 3°, 1462.
SUPPLY.

[Onîly subijects which caued rermark or discutîsion are
noted under this head.]

Resolution for Con., 37.
Ques. (Sir R. J Cartwright) 831, 9;1.
Mess from HI. E. transmitting Estimnate fr 1881-82,

and Supplementary Estimates for 1880-81, 91;
referred to Com., 1424 ; Mesage from 1R. E. trans-
mitting Supplementary Estimates for 1881-82, and
further Supplementary Estimates for 1880-81, 1459
referred to Coin, 1460. Supply Bill 1462.

COMMITTEE:-
Formal vote before Budget, 1017.
Charges of Managoment, 1263.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT ,-
Dept. Militia, 1263.
Dept. Secretary of State, 1265.
D)ept. Interior, 1266, 1414.
Dept. Indian Affairs, 1266.
Dept. Inland Revenue, 12t 9.
Dept. Customs, 1269.
D>ept. Postmaster-General, 1269.
Dept. Marine and Fisheries, 1271.
Dept. Public Works, 1271.
Dept. Railways and Canals, 1271.
Departmental Contingencies, 1271.
Amount required to provide for contingent expenses of

the High Commissioner of Canada ii London, 1272.
Administration of Justice, 1275.
Police, Dominion, 1177.

PENITENTIARIEq :-
iingston, 1178.

St. Vincent de Paul, 1177.
Dorchester, 1180.
M anitoba, 1182.
British Columbia, 1182.

LEGISLATION:-
Senate.- Salaries and Contingent Expenses of thie

Senate, 1200.
House of Commons.-Salaries, per Clerk's Estimate,

1201.
Expenses of Committees, Extra Sessional Clerk, &c.,

1201.
.Publishing Debates, 1202.
Grant to Parliamentary Library, 1202.
Salaries of Officers (additional) and Contiogencies of

Library, 1202.
Printing, Printing Paper andBookbinding, 1202.
Miscellaneous Printing, 1206,

SUPPLY-Con.
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICs

Public Archives, 1182.
Patent Record, 1183.
Criminal Statistics, 1183.
Census, 1184, 1 i22.
Dominion Exhibition, 1184.
Immigration and Quarantine, 1184.

PENSIONS :-
New Militia Pensione, 1208.
To meet the probable amonut required for Pensions to

Veterans of War of 1812, 1209.
MILITIA :

Brigade Majors, Salaries, Transport Expenses, &c., 12 7.
Drill Pay and ail other incidental expenses connected

with the Drill and Training of the Militia, 1227.
Royal Military College, 1229.

RA1ILWAYA AND CANALS CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL:-
Intercolonial Railway .- Riviô e du Loup Branch 1428.
Flour Shed, St. John, Deep-water Terminus, 1277.
Construction of Wharf ard Elevator, Halifax Ter-

minus, 1287, 1313, 1436, 1461.
Locomotive Power, 1461.
Canadian Pacifie Railway.-Railway between Prince

Arthur's Landing and Red River, includi.ng Pembina
Branch, 1316, 1413, 1436.

British Columbia, 1320.
Telegraph Lines and Roadway, 1320, 1436.
Station and terminal accommodation, 1320.
Miscellaneous, -433.
Canals.-Lachine, 1320.
Cornwall, 1320.
Welland, 1320.
Carillon Canal, Dam and Slide, 1321.
Grenville, 1321.
Culbute Canal, improving Approaches, 1321.
St. Peters, 1321.
Murray Canal, towards construction of, 1322.
Miscellaneous, 1322, 1437.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CLIARGEABLE TO CAPITAL: -

Departmental Buildings,Western Block Extension, 1210.
Addition to Coaservatory in Public Grounds, 1210.
Conversion of Govt. workshops into Supreme Ct., 1210.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGEABLE TO INCOME:-

Public Buildings.-Nova Scotia, 1211.
Prine Edward Island, 1211.
New Brunswick, 1211, 1431.
Quebec, 1212.
Ontario, 1212, 1433, 1459.
Manitoba, 1212.
British Columbia, 1212.
Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &c., 1212.
iarbors and Rivers.-Nova Scutia, 1223.
Prince Edward Island, 1223.
New Brunswick, 1223.
Maritime Provinces generally, 1223.
Quebec, 1223.
Ontario, 1224, 1434.
Manitoba, 1226.
Nor-th-West Territories, 1227.
British Columbia, 1227.
Iredging, 1227.
Miscellaneous, 1227.

OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE:-
Dominion Steamers, 1276.
Mail Subsidies, 1276, 1427.
Liuihthouse and Coast Serviceý1276, 1277.
Salaries and Allowances of Lighthouse-Keepers, 1323.
Fisberies, 1324, 1411.
Marine Hospitals, 1?33,

xliv
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SUPPLY-Con.
INDfANS :-

Ontario and Quebec, 1346, 1435.
British Columbia, 1347.
Manitoba and the N.W., 13ý48, 1424, 1425.
N.W. Mounted Police, 1327.

MISCELLANEOUS:
For the Expenses of Govt. in the N.W.T., 1372.
For the Expenses of Govt. in the District of Keewaydin,

1372.
Amount required to provide for the Ereetion of Per-

manent Headquiarters for the N. W. Mounted
Police. 1328.

iFxpenses of Dom. Govt. Ageney at Rio Janeiro, 1328.
To ineet Expenses .conneted with the Consolidation of

the Dominion Statutes, 1328.
For Expenses of Commissions of Enquiry, 1328.

CoLLEcTIoN oF REVENUEs:-
Customs, 1232.
Excise, 1354.
Weigh&and Me»sures and Gas, 1355.
Public Works-To pay Geo. Levêque arrears of salary

as Caretaker of the wharf, lighthouse and gite at
River Ouelle, 20th September, 1870, to lst Mar'ch,
1874, and for disbursements made by him, 1355.

Post Offices, 1355.
Domin ion Lands, Surveys, 1372.
Dominion Lande, 1373.
GALT, Sir A. T., ContingencLea, 1375.
GALT, Sir A. T., Services, &c., 1396.
Dorchester Penitentiary, 1375.
Additional Cost for Debates, 1376.
Inerease of Salary to Dep. Adjt.-Gen., Manitoba, 1377.
Gratuities to Militia Officers, 1377.
Transportation of Military Stores to the N.W., 1377.
Payment to Mr. Girouard for lost Railway Ties, 1377,

1415.
Rivière du Loup Branch, improvements, 1380.
Purchase of P.A. Landing and Kaministiquxia Ry.,

1380.
Woodstock P.O., 1380.
Grosse Isle Quarantine Station, 13S0.
Geological Museum, Ottawa, 1391.
KINGsFORD, Wm., compensation to, 1391.
BRowN, G. A., reimburse, 1393.
Cable between Vancouver Island and Mainland, 1. 93.
Charybdis, Expenses connected with, 1393.
Montreal Water Police, gratuities, 1395.
Geological Survey, 1395, 1419.
DELISLE, A. M., Refund to Executors of,1395, 1419.
Civil Service Commission, Expenses of, 1396, 1435.
FABRE, Hon. H., payment to, 1397.
G. G. Dunistan, to repay, 1398.
Canadian Tobacco, Stamps for, 1399.
Petroleum, Instrument for testing, 1399.
Land Guides, 1399.
Land surveys, 1400, 1415.
Pacifie Railway Commission, 1421.
Sir George E. Cartier, Monument to, 1-3 5, 1459.
I)UFFERIN, Earl, Expenses of, 1435.
BARY's, Judge, Salary, 1435.
Commissioners for prevention of Crime, 1435.
Palliser Ordnance, 1461.

TUPPER, Sir Charles.
Statement on the C.P.R. Contrac', 50.

Toronto (West) Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Tobasco, Cutting of.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 154.

Tobacco, Canadian.
M. for Statement (Mr. Gigault) 171.

Trent Valley Canal.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Keelor) 173.

Timber Limits north of Quoboec Boundary.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 174.

Thunder Bay and Nipigon Bay Surveys.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 204.

THoMPSON (Cariboo, B.C.) Mr., Death of.
Remarks (Mr. Bunster) 223.

Tariff of Pilotage.
Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 5,6.

Trade and Navigation Returns.
Pr'escntod (Mr. B)well) 709.

Tenth Battalion of Militia.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Strange) 818.

Timber Limits in N.W.T.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Morner) 818.

Transatlantic Steanm Navigation.
Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 830.

Traffic Rates on the C.P. R.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 861.

Trafmc, Railway.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Milis) 881.

Théotime Blanchaird, Claim of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Anglin) 88.

Turning Vessels in Welland Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 904.

Translator's, French, Permanent and Sessionial.
M. for Ret. (Mir. Seriver) 950.

Telegraph Posts foi' Aticosti and MAgd alei Islands.
M. for copies of Tenders (Mr. Fiset) 961.

Tobacco, Can., Tax on.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 987.

Tobacco, Can., Excise Diuties on.
Qies. (Mr. Mongenais) 987.

Tr'anslation of ibe Official DIebates.
Debate on M. for Staternent (Mr. Vana-sc) 1007.

Taking the Census, mode of.
M. for Statement (Mr. Blakc) 1014.

Toba'co Licenses.
Ques. (M. Vanasse) 1043.

Tobacco Seed Importation.
Quxes. (Mr. Vanasse) 1043.

Towage of Vessels at Montreal.
M. foi ,Ret. (Mr. lRykert) 1044.

TABB, H1oratio Nelson, Charges against.
M. for Copy (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1057.

TAIT v. McMicken and Lynskey.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Royal) 1057.

Tobacco Leaf, Warehouse Licenses.
M. for Statenient (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.

Thrce iRivers and Arthabaska Mails.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1152.

Toronto Harbor.
M. for Rep. of Govt. Engineer (Mr. Maclenz'e) 1153.

Telegraph Line from Yale to New Westminster.
M. for copies of Advts. for Tenders (Mr. Blake) 1160.

Telegraphic communication with Asia.
Res. (Mr. Langevin) 1173.

ULTICAN, Patrick.
M. fer Cor. (Mr. Haddow) 116.

United Kingdom and Canada, Extradition botween.
M. for Cor. (Mr, Blake) 173.
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United States, E migration to.
M. for Statement (Mr. White, Cfardwell) 263; Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 264; Amt. to Amt. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 418; adjd. Debate, 831.

Unpatented Lands in Manitoba.
M. for Pap. (Mr. Royal) 823.

United States, Money Orders to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 960.

United Kingdom, Emigrat-ion from, to the N.W.
M. for Despatches (Mr. Blake) 1015.

United States Vessels registered in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 101I.

Unted States and Newfoundland Fisheries Dispute.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1043.

United States Cattle passing through Canada.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Viser) 1057.

Under-valuation of Goods for Customs Duties.
Ques. (Mr. 1rantz) 1152.

Union Bridge on :Ottawa River.
M. for Statement (Mr. Tassé) 1244.

Uniform Currency B. No. 66 (Sir Leonard Tilley.)
Res., 1057 ;1, 1057; :2 and 3', 1177.

VACANCIES in Representation.
Speaker's Announcement, 1

VAîn., Mr.
Return of, 107.
Introduction of, 107.

Vancouver Island Railway.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 11-t.

Vankleek Hull P.O.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Routhier) 209.

Visit of Ministers to England.
M. for copy of Contract or Agreement entered into

with Syndicate while thore (Mr. Blake) 84.
Vouchers for Cash Deposits by Second Syndicate.

Quos. (Mr. Blake) 485.
Ventilation of the House.

Remarks, 988; Rep. of Mechanical Engineer, 1006; M.
for Com. (Mr». Rochester) 1095.

Volunteers in N.B.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 992.

Vessels, Can., Admission of, into France.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Valin) 1015.

Vessels Built in the U.S. and Registered in Can.
M. for Statement (Mr. Valin) 1016.

Vagrant Act B. No. 90 (Mr. _McDonald, rPictou) 1',
1303 ; 2Q and 30, 1403.

WIIELER, Mr.
.Return of, 1.
Introduction of, 1.

WAYS AND MEANS.
Resolution for Com., 37.

THE BUDGET SPEECH (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1018; iReply
(Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1030; Debate (Mr. Plumb)
1058; (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 1069; (Mr. White)
1080; (Mr. Charlton) 1108; (Mr. Coursol) 1114;
(Mr. Burpee, St. John) 1117; (Mr. Paterson, Essex)
1121; (Mr. Gunn) 1127; (iMr. Boultbee) 1129;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1130; (Mr. Farrow) 1134;
(Mr. Fleming) 1136; (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier)
1138; (Mr. Arkell) 1139; Res. in Com., 1140.

West Toronto Election.
New Member introduced, 1.

Winnipeg to St. Albert, Mails from. See" Contraets.'ý
Wrecking in Inland Waters.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Bunting) 167, 213.
Wrecking and Salvage. See B. No. 7.
Weights and Measures, Appointments and 1-ismissiqs ùnder

the Act.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex)

Williamsburgh Canal, Water Power on.
M.ifor Ret. (Mr. Macdonell, N. Lanark) 259.

Wheat in Bond.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wheler) 259.
Ques. (Mr. Wheler) 1443.
Ans. (Mr. Bowell) 1443.

Wheat, Importation of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wheler) 262, 1380.

Winter Port.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Richey) 262.

Wreckage in Canadian Waters.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Middlesex) 46.

Wharf at Charlo.
Ques. (Mr. Haddow) 385.

Williamsburgh Canal, Improved Navigation of.
Ques. (Mr. Ross, Dundas) 533.

Window Shade Cloth Importations.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Arkell) 766.

Water Elevator, IHaggar's Patent, on C.P.R.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Charlton) 766.

Wood for Lower Traverse Lightship.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain) 823.

Western Coutities, Windsor and Annapolis and Eastern
Extension Ry. Co.'s.

-M. for Pap. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 863.
Welland Canal, turning Vessels in.

Ques. (M!r. Rykeit) 904.
Winnipeg, Carriage of Cordwood to.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 912.
Water Level of Lake Manitoba.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 960.
West Indies and Can., Mails between.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 996.
Welland Canal, Lock No. 2.

Ques. (Mr. Rykert) 997.
Withdrawal of Sandford Fleming.

M. for Cor. and O.C. (Mr. Mills) 1012.
Wreck of the Boyne.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 10-13, 1088, 1153.
Wheat on the Wrecked Ship Boyne.

Ques. (Mr. Gault) 1043, 1088.
Weights and Measures Revenue.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1041.
Winnipeg and St. Boniface Ferry.

M. for Ret. kMr. Royal) 1056.
Weights and Measures, District Inspectors of.

M..for copies of Instructions (Mr. Wheler) 1057.
Warehouse Licenses for Leaf Tobacco.

M. for Statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 1057.
Water Privileges on Beauharnois Canal.

M. for copies of Leases (Mr. Bergeron) 1057.
Wiarton Harbor.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Wallace, Norfolk) 1172.
Woon, Chief Justice.

Petition presented (Mr. Royal) 1213.
WELLS, Mr., Irregularities charged against.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Farrow) 152.
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Wool, Exportation of.
M. for Statement (Mr. Cimon) 1252.

Woollen Goods, Tariff on.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Mills) 1381.

Wrecking and Salvage Co. of Can. Incorp. B.
No. 7 (Mr. Gault.)

10, 154; 20, 213; in Çom., 1043, 1098; 30, 1144.
Windsor Branch of the N.S. Uy. Transfer Act

Amt. B. No. 16 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)
10, 314; 2°, 1098; withdn.

Westbourne and North-Western (Man.) Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 14 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria.)

1, 311; LI', 766; withdn.

J. Winslow Jones & Co. Incorp. B. No. 44 (Mr.
Brooks.)

10,861; 21, 861 ; in Com., 1144; 3°,1144.

Wrongs to Children Prevention B. No. 46 (Mr.
Richey.)

10, 854; 20, 1000 ; in CLm. 1098.
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DIVISIONS.

C.P.R., Offers for Construction of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) neg. (Y. 52, N. 112) 43.

C.P.R. Contract.
Res. for Com. (Sir Charles Tupper) 48; Amt. (Mr.

Blake) neg. (Y. 51, N. 104) 4f; M. for Pap. (Mr.
Blake) neg. (Y. 53, N. 120) 86.

On M. to adjourn the House on Amt. to Amt. to pro-
posed M. (Emigration from Canada) for Statement
(Mr. Macdonell, Lanark) neg. (Y. 49, N. 132) 446.

On M. for 2" of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Sir
Charles Tupper) Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 54, N.
140) 708; Amt. (Sir A. J. Smith) neg. (Y. 53, N.
113) 711; Amt. (Mr. Béchard) neg. (Y. 54, N. 122)
712; Amt. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) neg. (Y. 53, N
127) 715; Amt. (Mr. Burpee, Sun bury) neg. (Y. 51,
N. 127) 718; Amt. (Mr. Laurier) neg. (Y. 54, N.
128) 724; Amt. (Mr. Mills) neg. (Y. 53, N. 129)
726; Amt. (Mr. Borden) neg. (Y. 53, N. 120) 728;
Amt. (Mr. Anglin) neg. (Y. 51, N. 122) 732; Amt.
( Mr. Trow) neg. (Y. 49, N. 116) 735; Amt. (Mr.

aterson, Brant) neg. (Y. 49, N. 120) 738; Amt.
(Mr. Rintret) nez. (Y. 49, N. 118) 740 ; Amt. (Mr.
Charlton) neg. (Y. 52, N. 124) 744; Amt. (Mr.1 oss,
Middlesex) neg. (Y. 52, N. 124) 746; Amt. (Mr.
Scriver) neg. (Y. 52, N. 122) 748; Amt. (Mr.
Guthrie) neg. (Y. 52, Y. 123) 749; Amt. (Mr. Cas-
grain) neg. (Y. 50, N. 121) 751; Amt. (Mr. Cameron,
Huron) neg. (Y. 48, N. 116) 756; Amt. (Mr. Killam)
neg. (Y. 47, N. 113) 756; Amt. (Mr. Fiset) neg.
(Y. 48, N. 113) 758; Amt. (Mr. Larue) neg. (Y. 47,
N. 112) 760; Amt. (M-r. King) neg. (Y. 46, N. 112)
763; Amt. (Mr. Macdonnell, Inverness) neg. (Y. 46,
N. 109) 7n3; Amt. (Mr. Casey) neg. (Y. 46, N. 108)
764.

M. for 20 of Res. rep. from Com. of Wh. (Sir Charles
Tupper) carried (Y. 108, N. 46) 765.

Canadian Pacifie Railway B. No. 37 (Sir Charles Tupper.)
M. for 2° carried (Y. 106, N. 46) 771.
On M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Bunster) neg. eY. 1, N. 175) 719.
M. for 30 carried (Y. 128, N. 49) 813.

Insolvent Act (1875) Amt. Act. Amt. B. No. 39 (Mr. Mc-
Cuaig.)

On M. for 2°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Béchard) ncg. (Y. 34,
N. 99) 861.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Act Repeal B 4 (Mr. McCuaig.)
On M. for 2°, Amt. to adjn. Debate (Mr. Houde) neg.

(Y. 72, N. 89) 922; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Mills) carried
(Y. 88, N. 39) 926.

Inspection Act (1874) Amt. Act Amt. B. No. 49 (Mr.
Mousseau.)

On M. for 30, Amt. to recommit to Çom. of Wh.
(Mr. Gillmor) neg. (Y. 42, N. 113) 966.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. No. 52 (Mr. Boultbee.)
On M. for 2°, Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Ogden) carried (Y. 82,

N. 52) 987.
Better Securing Independence of Parliament B. No. 9 (Sir

R. J. Cartwright.)
On M. for 2°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Langevin) carried

(Y. 91, N. 31) 1107.
Closing of the Bar of the House. M. (Mr. Longley.)

Amt. (Mr Kirkpatrick) carried (Y. 56, N. 46.) M.
(Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) agree-d to as amended on M.
of (Mr. White, Cardwell) 167.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. B. No. 23 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria)
On M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) neg. (Y. 69, N. 82)

1237.
On M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Macdoell, Lanark) (Y. 39,

N. 118) 1240.
Beet-Root Sugar, Res. (Sir Leonard Tilley.)

On M. for 2°, Amt. (Mr. Colby) n g. (Y. 67, N. 81) 1262.

SPPLY. Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 53, N. 131) 1313.
Amt. (Mr. Bourassa) neg. (Y. 11, N. 131) 1346.
Amt. (Mr. Mills) respecting Expenses of Dept.

ofInterior neg. (Y. 35, N. 92) 1414.
Amt. (Sir R. Cartwright) neg. (Y. 29, N. 67) 1423.

Northern Ry. Co. Act B. 10 (Mr. McCarthy.)
On 3°, Amt. (Mr. Bunting) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 41,

N. 72) 1339.
Manitoba Boundaries B. No. 98.(Sir J in A. Macdonald.)

On 31, Amt. (Ur. Mills) to refer back B. to Com. of
Wh. neg. (Y. 20, N. 92) 1453.

On 3°, Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 17, N. 84) 1458.

Ways and Means Amt. (Mr. Paterson, B-ant) for exemp-
tion of lap-welded tubing from, duty, neg. (Y. 29,
N. 77) 1412.
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